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“90. Best ‘Undressed’

.
--Hollywood, Sept. 4,
The. ‘foldos:and deficit reports, of
: top ‘ational
publications
gives
The
Exotique
.Dancers
+Tise: to-a- thought-provoking .ques-Upeing ‘turned out -in ‘western: ‘Euro: |:
Coast. Paul McCluer, ran into. :| son. ‘officially. bows next: week:., If | League,...an organization . of ‘| tion: are’ publishers and .adver_. pean nations and. the-.U,S—result- a--smalltime. agent’ “from. his’ ~-4 there’ 'S..a-: ‘shortage |of surprises .in.
‘strip-dancers;- has selected. the
‘tisers overlooking. a -good bet?
“dng, “gupposedly, —in. anti-German:
‘store "for" -the” American: ‘ viewer |. 10. best. undressed women. of|
‘old diggings In Chicago, asked
Namely, so-call ed senior citizens?
s
(see: VARIETY, Aug. 15)
oe sentiment
how things were’ going for him... -:‘(and over --the. past. ‘few? ‘years ‘he’s |. the year. They comprise Lili. .
Time and again, ‘during. recent
+ sis regarded with some ‘skepticism |: 2A ust - - great, “ he. “beamed. ae grown ‘accustomed .to accepting. tv |. St.: Cyr; Ann. Corio, Tempest
‘years, announcements have-had. it
“ “py-members of the New: York -im- pm Having. my:‘office’. com-. :.° for- what .it_ is without asking |too |. “Storm,
Jennie
Lee,
Blaze
that. Editor Scandso of Outstand. porting. and indie* distributing 7: pletely’ renovated: I sent out: .|much ‘in return’ for. his time)..at ' Starr,. ‘Faith .Dane, “Evelyn:
‘| ing Magazine is interested. primar-.
“ufraternity.
West,:,
.
Mirginia®.
Bell;
.
Libby”
least
‘the:
tv
industry
“itself
can
be
F . my ‘hat to.‘be cleaned. 3
-ily”.in “stories dealing with .prob- sure of -one thing... It isn’t likely,° ; ‘Jones. and Taffy. ‘O'Neil. Wal-.
. They make. the: Suggestion: “that |
-|.on the basis -of. wWhat’s ‘lined. up for. "ter Winchell has been selected: ‘| lems .of vital importance to young.
../. German - editorial” ‘writers’ are “not.
Satevepost,. : for
{the next: semester, fo Bet itself into’ ‘ the. male’ Personality “OF the, families.” ‘The
only.guilty of inaccuracy,. and over-:
| example, stressed
youth . from
+ year.
trouble. :
. simplification, “but: ‘may *“also be
to. careers in its
Last : year “it was" ‘Tony {Kindergarten
- [What: it will,‘have- to offer in. the
: Jooking. for -reasons. for. the“ re-.
“lway.:.of.. good |‘solid ‘entertainment |-- Curtis; the year’ before ‘Mike’ 1 “new look. ‘Tn every Magazine,
" gounding -failure:-of . the :postwar|.
. 7 ‘articles’ deaking ‘with topics of* in| values- -remains «very. -much:of: -a]: Conners.
“German film: industry to: -firid. -a|
=| terest. to the rsiddle-age ‘were
-.meot - point. Certainly nothing on |};
niche: ‘for itself in. the: world: miar| carried: in -“‘back. of tie ‘ book”
‘the: “schedule, based on -the. -pilots:
ket...
| twhich could. mean front pages Dbethat .have een: kicking around for |
This isthe"way.; thé situation’ was |
| tween ads). Television. travel and
‘the past ‘few montis, is. even’ re‘gtimmed: uD» Jast *week ‘by’ Munio}.
‘| fumerous
other factors were
motely- calculated. to set: the viewer
|~
; Podhorzer,. whoa. has’ ‘been ‘repping|.
blamed. for loss in ads and a
on his ear:with a ’62-'63. counter- |."
German films. this side ‘since 1934,| : The summer: - season. ‘which.
‘ -goodly™: -share of the latter was
-part of -the excitement and: the” ty-t
and ‘Fred Schneier, whose: Show- | ‘marked’ ‘its. Unoffical. close. with} razzmatazz..that- went into a “TQ.
.| pitched: to. “young marrieds,”. al“corporation .of-‘America:. ‘currently || though. it is generally recognized.
night,” a -“Wide “Wide: World”..or|"
“ds releasing. the ‘French: import, Labor. Day. lias béen.. off: in ‘many: ‘the ‘ype. of. - showmanship. hat.
that this group has a limited
“Tomorrow.Is My ‘Turn’: (Passage amuseéntent '‘areas: ‘Big.‘city: niteries, ;
budget.
» (Continued on:page 30) du: Rhin),. -which. ‘presents “a ‘com: | of. course, ‘took. their ‘usual. down-|-"
Books. and magazine
articles
‘passionate ‘picture. ‘of. Franco-Ger- “Ward: ‘dive,’ ‘while. the ‘bulk’ of ‘the |
| dealing with. the subject or retire* Sentiment. in: various‘ ‘sectors of
_-anan- refations- and. which. won: the ‘resorts felt-that. they did far better
al
ike. ‘Manhattan. film trade is ‘that-} ‘Ment covered such facets as retire“:, Selznick award” for Bromoting in- Jast.. year.: Up. ‘howéver, ‘were the IMM Phen
Ss
nomen
‘
|
the.
vexatious fourth quarter out-. ment. shock, leisure time and what
° ‘ternational -‘understanding.
“cruises,. ‘which ~ had. -one: “of. “the
to do with it (without spending:
.|
look
:f6r'-sereens ‘isn't. helped’ any |
To ‘confuse: anti-Nazi, with “anti: biggest. ‘summers | in. years; ._.Euro=.|
(Continued on page 30)
‘|
by:
stodgy
-exhibitors
who,
it’s:
main|
°z Gernian: : “sentiments,
“said... ‘Pod- pean. ‘travel, -according © to" some 5
| tained, just won’t ‘look around for.
: Siorzer, ::~as’* German: ‘film’ “people travel’ ‘agents, “Was -also. up..
poteritial goodies to be had. The.
“shave: apparently :-done .with “Judg-|: “One of the’ more hard-hit.‘areas:|~
| ‘behind ‘this holds that
ment: at Nuremberg,” is nothing, ‘was’ Wildwood, N:J.,’ which ‘started
.|-: Almost-every. one ‘of thie ‘approx: [Teasoning
there’s;more: ‘product: ‘to. shop from’
-more. than-underestimating the in- out. as the foremost "buyer: of name.| imately 885 prints of ‘various Mar-.
than meets ‘the eye of. ‘most: ‘exhibs.
= telligence: of the ‘Américan- piblic,, talent: among. the: eastern resorts. .[’
“Most” in ‘this context: ‘identifies.
“which, -he pointed ‘out, is buying: up. By midseason, the Diamond -Béach 20th-Fox: domestic: WS. = Canada)
with | .
- conventional ‘theatre
- almost. all the. -German: ‘merchan- Lodge, . which. bought: the ‘bulk. of exchanges © have’ -been ‘in. ‘constant |t
-dise-it can-lay its “hands on. (Volks- the” top. names ‘presented In the use. during the. last- three weeks, a orientation predicated. Wholly - (or
New Orleans, Sept, 4. i
almost) .on the Hollywood. inven- j..
wagons.
Lowenbrau-.... beer, -°ete,); area; was- forced: -to- ‘cancel ‘the 20th éxec.reporis. -°~:
rest.of :the’ ‘nitery: Season. ° ‘Most. of |. Titles: inelude:. -“Let’ s” " Make- ‘tory: . “This is just™ fine for. ‘the |- District -Attorney Jim™ ‘Garrison; a
- Continued on page. 18)"
the: other- spots. ‘did only fair. ot ‘Love,” “Bus Stop."* “How to ‘Marry.’ major picture companies, ‘under-.} charged. Friday (31) that police;
‘standably, and’ certainly the mass-.|.are being hindered by policymakAtlantic’ City. also: had a‘“ subpar A’: Millionaire,’he “Gentalmen: Pre-'| appeal’. produét’ is ‘still primary at: ers at'the hizhest echelon in: their
season, both -in ‘the hétel :‘occupanicy. fer. Blondes,” “River--of No .Rethe:-American, boxoffice..
:
j efforts. to. join the crackdown ‘on
‘and. in niteéries. However, the 500. ‘turn’ and ‘“The. Seven-Year Itch.””
‘Club there. had: one::of the largést. ‘Accorditig’ to. the -!.exec: - branch! But‘other ‘distribution “officials, :: vice in the city’s French quarter
nitery’ -weeks. ‘in history ‘with. Dean: ‘Managers | have - Made: no. attempt [just . as expectably, chant that ‘for ;and: along’ Canal St.
Garrison spoke ‘in.answer to a
Martin .as.the -attraction :-and “in- ‘to’. “‘eash. in?” on the -star’s--death| increaing numbers -of :theatremen
formal -.assists. by : ‘Frank’ Sinatra: last: month, :but® simply:-Fesponded thls‘is -just -head-in-sand- posture. challenge by Police Supt Josephi
‘Such exhibs, it’s.contended, ‘need| I. Giarrusso that if the D:A. knows
to: exhib:Tequests, |

German film industry over. the.
__ leged . “Tash . of ‘anti-German... pix”

“By. GEORGE: ‘ROSEN

“Now. that. Labor. Day is .out: :of |
: “Wade” agency “head: on the. _. ‘the way, the 1962-63 television sea- |‘Hollywood; Sept.. ‘4

Summer BizDown
“| ForMostResorts;
Cruises, TravelUp

|

‘Hollywood, Sept. 4,

FilmShortage?
IndieDistribs
Say‘Look to Us’

- Postmortem B.0.

New Orleans DA. Claims
Cops Are ‘Indifferent’
To.
Vice in French Quarter

= Lombardo Broadens:
RealEstate Horizons’.
"Via Gulf. ofMexico Isle

Guy ‘Lombardé is -broadening: “his, and. ‘Sammy. Davis ‘Jr. Show: Tegis-

a

‘activities ‘info. the’ real ‘estate field. |
--He’s - tying |with: “Tierra’ Verde;«a

2.000-acre *‘island-city..now rising:
fn: cthe--Gulf ‘of:“Mexico ‘and’: con-

(Continued, ‘on:“page: 56)
§ -:

CypratsIgnoreEeyn’s
$.

nected”. with =a: “causeway tor.St.
Petersburg, :Fla. |
Se
The-orch leader will: bevome al

: 2.

Tto “get educated”

9| ble-billing. ‘two. Monroe pix, .mak:*

the number of. weekly’ dates |:
‘BidtoBlackout ‘Exodus’ @ing”little
more .than 400..

Tel: “Aviv, Sept.: 4,
major. ‘Stockliolder and part” of: the |:
Most. of the. dates : were. being |
management: of; the .resort to be}: Otto’ ‘Preminget’s picture, “Bxo- “sold on. flat :terms,. but ‘managers
Known as--Guy: ‘Lombardo’ s Port-O-. dus,’’.’ became *again®:a. symbol” of -have- ‘been. asking—ahd- -getting— [“Call, The: resort. will Anclude™ a : Israeli-Arab struggle, this. time..in
|

‘to the -Astors, |‘of.

any

police

officers

‘who

are

:“f wers, ‘ini, poor: “condition:: “SO “that ‘Embassys and . Continentals in’ | derelict. in. their duty he Should
}file. charges against them.
actual -number: pooked-. was*some-- :distribution.. Pointed’ ‘out, for, -ex‘The“D.A. charged that the cops.
thing. 1ess than ‘that: total. -Also,. a. ample, are some-df the klondike;
“+l majority: of: the exhibs: were. dou-: attractions all three ‘have. variously ‘are competent enough, ‘but “they
(Continued: on ‘page. Foem
ee
ee

BelafonteandChevalier’S

|are completely harnessed.-They do
not

determine. policies. of ‘opera-

‘tion but they are bound by them.”
ATeanwhile, - investigators from
| Gdrrison’s :office -continued their

nightly raid on night spots in the
Socko- One-Man. Grosses, two
|
areas ‘employing B-drinkers.
percentage déals: on “Let's:-Make |.
the: countr ¥ which ‘plays. an -import-, Love;
‘Pittsburgh, ‘Sept. 4: j The. ‘D.A. met Wednesday
(29)
“Bus “Stop” and. “Seven-:
ant. - part. in. the’ Picture itself] Year. Ateh? ‘in. the: larger: ‘theatres.
Harry. : Belafonte broke’ -every. with-Mayor Victor H. Schiro and
: ‘Cyprus..,
-.THere ‘has been some talk -at ‘Pittsburgh: show record Jast™week |Supt, Giarrisso. but: said he got
|. ‘The Egyptian: embassy" in ‘Nicosia,: 20th of putting-together a‘ feature-.. with Ja seven-performance gross of' nd
orders .. for
assurance “that

, ‘seating 1,300 peaple, convention facilities, yachtelle,: motor -inn, swimNing: New “Year's 1963. through. ‘the
Lombardo” and’ ‘his: .orch . will} -eapital. of Cyprus,’ applied’ .diplo-. length. ‘subject made" up:-of ‘high=- $131,950 .in' .a- Civie Light. Opera: stepped-up activity
‘against B. ‘transfer: their ‘activities: from. ‘New matic pressure to- ‘prevent: ‘showing; light. ‘scenes. from: all of. Miss Mon- + Assn. Presentation .at..the Audifo- jdrinking ard ‘vice in the Quarter
“Exodus”..on
thé.
island,
The-Cyp“York's. Roosevelt Grill to. Port-Oroe's 20th’ pix. However, because ‘Thum: “The. previous’ mark. of’ $116,-. ‘would ‘be given to police of the
‘Call in- Tierra. Verde, Fia.,.-begin- riots: avanted: to. see. “Exodus” be-|' of the’ internal reorganization.now |748 Was set. by-the. Carol Burnett |‘district.
ning “New. Year's: 1963 ‘through. the. cause it. is.‘the only big. ‘production ‘taking |place.. in. the’. company; ‘no- show. earlier this: summer, also. at: ~ Garrison -char ged. personne! of
winter. season each year, including ‘dealing: ‘with their island. and: tried decision has. béen: made. 20th-Fox ithe Auditorium. under |CLO Spon: |
ithe.district with “monumental .in: his ‘network. radio :and tv. ‘shows.
to work: out. a. ‘compromise::: ‘to. cut ‘Records, ‘is: putting. -out an LP _sorship:
difference” to B-drink. prostitu‘Tierra. ‘Verde. is. ‘the creation ‘of |.out: the’ Israeli-Arab struggle.. But. (“Marilyn”
comprised.” Of songs’|* Belafonte opened Moriday- 1273 tion and: ‘related violations. and
oe Berlanti ‘Construction ‘Co. and John{ United Artists. reportedly: acting: sung ny Miss. Monroe. ‘inva:number : with. an. advanée.of. around $100,- said. “word -frem “the top” was
'-Lof. PIX, :
‘and Clint Murchison. OF:Texas. a
. ‘(Continued on.“Page .
48).
(Continued |on page. 63)
! needed: te: jack them. up.
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JoshLogan TV-Debates HubCritic|

Pamphlet

§ Corny’Songsl
Norton on Berlin's

.e a::28-page‘pamphlet, “Movies ‘and.Censorship”: ‘selling. at-25¢,.
"a. compressed, clear and: ‘usefil . abstract of the. history. of prior®
be restraint upon feature films ‘in the United. States has: .been. Written:

|. by: Bosley Crowther,: ‘film: criti¢: of the. N-Y. Times. It-is’ one ‘of: the
~ “series -6f. somé. hundreds: of pamphlets. issued. during ©the past:

By GUY. -LE¥ INGSTON

quarter: of..a century. by. the Publie Affairs: Committee Iric.. of. Man- “

NY.&Cal.FairsEye

Boston,. - Sept. 4..
“ ts “Mr. President” a smash" hit
or {ust corny and sagging?” . head-.
lined the Boston Sunday Advert: ser

hattan and available in: bulk-at. 16¢: each.‘This is.nonprofit endeavor

-~ Seattle's Monorail |

in: the.area:of adult education.

Crowther’s Yeport: will ‘be, in‘ the. ‘main, ‘familiar to.show! inen,

oF

12. in a recap of the tv interview be- |:
Seattle Sept. 4.
ineen
the ‘Hearst. - “newspaper's | Plans tor a copy. of the. Seattle | f
diama_
eritie:-Elliot Norton |and}:“monorail. system at both the ‘N:Y. |
Joshua
Logan,
director,
which World’s Fair in -1964 and the pro- |-

4t- ‘begins with ‘the U.S. Supreme Court's: '1915..“condecénsion” to:

‘2 -films cas -a-“business pure’ and

siniple,.originated- anil: conducted.

. for-profit, -like |
other. spectacles, not to be: regarded, nor intenced.
.as a. part of the’ press of the country. or as.
to ‘be. regarded .
organs. of public: opinion:”? ‘Tr this. remarkably. ‘unimaginative déci| “sion, with: its ‘curious implication that: newspapers. ‘and’ magazines
:-weré not: .also..originated and -conducted for _a-profit, the Court ‘in’...
effect sanctioned ‘state censorships, which followed. in: Maryland, ; “ Wirginia; ‘New York, -Ohio,- Florida and:.-Massachusetts:

‘took place on: Norton's weekly tv: posed. world’s. fair in Long: Beach, | |
show on Hub’s: ed station, “WGBH- -Cal., in.1966 are being considered, |..
TV, Tuesday (28); in which both says .a ‘spokesman for .the Alweg ! ..
got in some good licks...
‘Rapid Transit’ System,. operating: |
Said. Norton. in his intro: OW here. -the ‘monorail here.
.
were you last night. Were you: inj

‘Crowther; “himself. ‘sometimes -‘nominated: for ‘censoring, ‘and’ re-

“Leaders ‘of. both fair: groups. ‘are |
| : ‘cently: chargéd.- by. a. Cleveland daily. with: ‘the sin -of. not ‘being
sertously: considering *. duplicating | |
",pleased easily :enotigh, reprises the whole. apparatus ‘of..the- “Hays ;
show?” Logan’ replied, “Well, itl ‘the monorail in. operation here.:
“code” as a: device. to minimize “state: ‘and“minicipal’ censorships. Was obviously a different seat ‘than | ‘The Néw York version. would bet
‘Salisbury “: Phe ‘pamplilet relates. the: upgraded sephistication. -Of late ears, .-~
Managing: “Director,
yours!
strictly. an: amusement ride on: the: Frolics Salisbury: :/ Beach, . Mass a oe ‘the-closing ‘of. theatres andthe end of: the’ dld-soft touch: era‘of film...
In-’ another : ‘clash: over. Berlin’ s fairgrounds in the same manner as’ Says: ly
seme _ of: “which ° Norton} tne monorail at: ‘Disneyland, not as | Y August. 12. was. an ‘exciting. week. *., exhibition, when almost any. kind: of film. got. by, thanks. to “blocksongs,
termed - ‘corny,’” _Eogan ‘said, ““Now’ a transportation ‘aid. -The Long. with “PAUL .ANKA. again doing :”\pooking on. the one Side. and ‘the. then-absence of television ‘On: the.
the very . ones. yOu’ picked - out as Beach: fair, however, would: use. ‘a |:‘capacity ‘at all shows:- This: is the} 7 other side.
‘corny’ T think you're going to find monorail . to. transport crowds - to: fourth engagement the: formidable |:' “The ‘curious effort te ‘ban,‘the Italian film, wT he: Miracle, ” by.
"om Iinfor, ‘us. |. ‘creating : in non-secular .. “America. ‘the’. ‘ecclesiastical -grounds . Of
are going to bore you to death be-. the: fairgrounds: which willbe built. _PAUL ANKA packed *
-. “sacrilege” is.recalled. ‘From. this episode ‘of 1950; until the present.”
cause you're going to be hearing: on... filled: Jand- in: Long Beach. He’ Th.be’ hack again,”me
time, the: forces of“censorship in. America ‘have’ -been’ delivered
them for the rest of your life. and: harbor.”
-Many. staggering blows. -Not .only. would the- U.S. Supreme: Court
(Continued on. page 61)
front. or

out

back.

watching

the

FRANK D:MULCAHY.’

The :-monorail here -has been

From Schary Manor To
Showbiz; Curtainraiser

a

| great success, ‘with one-way .trips

| Co. and :Wright. continues.to. Te-

_

‘Now

: | Great, 9 "Solomon :.:and

‘Schary

‘Special

has

beset. the London-born

“Crowther’s handy. compliation’ of the salient “facts of cnscthip

~ AnExTV,Staron theBeach

the}

Kings,”* and “Lawrence of Arabia,”
FINED $30INISRAEL which.’
were all’ more or ‘Jess peggéd:

‘dr ama- f

turned . out

Occasions”

nomena.

“Richard .nr “exteriors,. ‘(Seventh |:
YANK NEGRO STRIPPER |“Voyage.
of...°Sinbad,’”. “King: “of. |Running.Man’Crewmen |
-

Tel’ Aviv, Sept. 4)
“ape am - an American. citizen. a
also’ via. the. same Randem. House don’t. -know the laws of. Israel, -I
imprint as Hart’s, and this’ might “am. SOrry..This ‘is: how. ‘American
be caHed a. nostalgic, ‘gemiuetlicly. Negro ‘stripper | Sugar’ Kennedy.
curtainraiser to the: equally dis- |(reat name: Gladys: Word): defendtinguished show biz career that. is. ed Rerself in a-Tel Aviv. court. The:
Sehary's, ranging from. Hollywood: police accused: her. of “indecent
to Broadway.
.
exposure in public.’She .did “her
‘By no means the poor littte rieh. strip -act. ‘at the Califf night-club
boy, the saga of Schary- Manor, :‘ad;in- Jaffa.
kosher catering establishment: in
Hanania. ’ Karniel, Secietary of
Newark, No J., at least was devoid. the Censorship Board, appeared as.
of the fundamental hunger: that a witness. Hé said: that Miss Ken“For

**“ehurch-dictated accusations of “blasphemy, * ‘but all sorts of: other.
= themes, previously” ‘verboten,” have’ since _become* ‘familiar, phe- : ue

| Gardner. (!‘Adventures “in.
in.Paradise’)
Para
‘McKay: Goes
es a
an
a Without. aScript
i Caribbean
“N ative in.
Sheba uf

| Spain": “pix! as” \“Alexander.

hig. was a distinguished career ‘as. ;
American

Hot: stand. still ‘for’ a. broadening: of. censorable: matter to include:-.

‘should. be. widely ‘consulted :
‘by students. of the subject. Land,
.ceive 30°. of:the profits.
When | Alweg.: Signed the: con- |
Madrid, Sept: 4
‘tract with the Fair’ Corp. it had. ‘al. ‘Spain - is. ‘becoming’ a many- |
total “income ‘of $4,200,000. That. splendored film: set for motion pic-. .
figure . will: probably be Teach led*
about Sept.-20.and Alweg will con- ture. producers frdém-‘many. lands. oo
tinue’ to operate the: ‘monorail’ until | “Although: the ‘tendency ‘has’: ‘its |
April. 21; 1963, when. it -will.be.| : precedence din: such past méade-in-.
‘turned. over to ‘the: Fair’ Corp.

To Illustrious Career |
By ABEL GREEN
|
Dore Schary and Moss: Hart w ere’
contemporaries. _Both are alumni.
of the borscht belt: “Hart wrote
“Act I,” a: memorable autobiogra~
phy of his Bronx and. Brooklyn’
poverty: until he scaled the Broad-.
way heights. Fate was to deny him.
the. writing of Acts Il and-III. for’
a contemporary
‘ist.

SanStil[ares
FilmProduction|

triow up to around 5,500,000.:: The’
construction -cost. of. ‘$2, 114, 000 has
“been: paid. to. Wright: Construction: 1

($3.95),

and Bronx-.

~~

;

to: the eastern approaches’ of the|
‘Mediterranean; the scenic: mode. is}

By VINCENT. ‘CANBY

|

Hurtin-Plane Crash|

_ Algeciras, Spain, ‘Sept: 4.
Pilot. John Crewdson and camera:

‘spreading to encompass many. other. man: Johnny. Harris .were. seriously.
‘points ‘of the globe and such: outer
|injured
this week when their:plane
- spacé bodies as..the’ moon: ‘itself.
-. :

St, Maarten,.N: Ww.I. “Sept:7 ae
- Whatever ‘happens: to as “tele: a
vision’ star when his” ‘Series: Bude °
denly sinks :beneath: him?.::
:Some,. like. Jackie .Gleason,. sims
‘ply: move::on.-to other- Dig: -and:
small-screen roles. Gardner McKay, ~~
i
however, who skippered: 20th-Fox’s
woe

‘Bronston.- ‘4scrashed. ‘Into -‘the. Sea: after: taking: “Adventures : ‘in . Paradise” :- “for
off.from: ‘Gibraltar airstrip ‘to shoot’ three stormy” years in an..ersatz~
“with completion. this week of: his a sequence: for Carol. -Reed’s. “The|‘South Pacific, has. appr ‘opriately-:
-mile-square. “55. ‘Days: at. Peking” |-Running Man,”. currently: ‘Tocation» | turned. up in this. remote corner of
eg
set reproducing from. scratch, and. filming, in’ Spain,
-|the. “equally: tropical Caribbean,"
‘The
EP-9"
single”
‘engine.
plane
.to:. scale, the walled ‘Legation city).
-midway. between the. Virgin Islands
of Peking ‘dating back. to 1900. He ‘plunged. into.15 feet. of water from |and: Martinique: and ‘halfway :to’a
Id
a
height.
of
400
feet.
moments
after’
is also ‘preparing-to break ground
enlightened obscurity :that.cou
. Producer.

Samuel

‘pushing. the-trend. for all its. worth

the-takeoff.. The men. were rescued.
nedy’ s license expressly. ‘forbid her:
any day.
-.
Yeared_ Harts, Yet-it was the tradi- ‘stripping, but ‘she. -abvious. didn’t. on the full-scale: Roman ‘Forum: and ‘by the airport: emergency. ‘unit: ‘ten end
| Stripped. of the eT Ta(and ‘alad,..
other: sets where ‘filming - will: take.
(Continued on. ‘page. 5).
abide: Judge :J,: Ben-Hanoch: fined place. late ‘this year on ‘The Fall ‘minutes: after the plane-hit:-the: apparently, - of. : ‘shoes), McKay, .. .. -

; of ‘the: Roman Empire.”* He -ts.re-: water... Crewd-on, «an. experienced|sporting .a beard: ‘of near: Biblical Oe
“| ported. to be -toying- -with ‘the: idea pilot, was. ‘stunting for. ‘Laurence. proportions, “has for. the. last seve“ ”_
-of re-creating Paris and: Versailles|-Hatvey,.who ‘is supposed to crash<a: ‘eral. moriths: béeén. sailing through’:
-for. his.Upcoming. ‘French ‘Revolu-_ plane into the rock. of Gibraltar: the little. known. “back”. islane :
*piisting
Viee
Ships"
New:
‘Hollywood, Sept. 4.
(‘Fhe -:Prudential. Life’ Insurance
|"¢
Mrs, Ida. Cantor. left her entire} Lure on Lake. Constance | tion:
| symbol): *in. the..film. which’ fs. ‘because’ they are so far ‘out), ime
|
“Up:
‘in
the
Sierra.
‘foothills,
a.
short:
estate, listed asin “excess of $25.4ronically ‘enough: ‘the ‘story”of a {*provising .a script.that' owes much.
Vienna, Sept. Ay
distarice ffom Peking... ‘opercines
000.” to her ‘widower; Eddie. Can-]
Vice-ships on: Lake |‘Constance. | producer ‘Eduardo: Manzanosg; _has. daring. ‘insurance : fraud. _
|}to Kerouac but isn’t without. ite tor, under terms of will. filed. for. bordering
. Austria, Germany and
sf
“There. was: one ‘final ironie twist touches of: Lafcadio Hearn,:Jameg'
probate. in.:-Superior -Court.
built: a -western town set. known: as
Provisions. stipulated that upen | Switzerland, should. be the latest . Golden: City, where: he has alréady. to- the: mishap, |Cameraman J ohnny -Michener and Louella Parsons: He..." *:}
his death the estate ‘would - be di- attraction. for’ foreign: ‘visitors—and - finished shooting: “Bl Sheriff Terri-. - Harris is the ‘film's first unit photo-. left the states earlier. this’‘summer...
vided between cauple’s. ‘four daugh- the natives: But: ‘don't take |-this|| ble” and- now has::the. “Shadow of -grapher -‘and ‘ordinarily: would -not. ‘aS a crew member’ in: ‘the:Bermuda
:
| Zorro” ‘in. “production,” nS
| have. filmed the aerial. shots except: ‘raee, later turned ‘up in the’ Bas.’ ters, named as Mrs. Natalie C. billing. verbally.
.Metzger, Mrs, Edna C: ‘McHugh, | ‘The twist and the: ‘screening -‘oft. ~ While it has-been. said that:‘East for the fact. that the second unit ‘hamas. and: subsequently.- bummed: |
photographer is Spanish and: there- “his “way .by ship and‘ plane- into
|;
‘“t*s. Marilyn C. : Baker and Mrs. ‘motion’ pictures, censored by: -the
_is’East..and: West is.West, over at}
Continued ‘on:
¢ “page:‘3D...
.* met €¢. Gari.
7 | (Continued on page’ 56) _ “d"Sevilla’ Studios theré’ is :a -twain’|: fore :unable: ‘to ‘work An Gibraltar. T
=| between: Far. East, and Near East: |j}-=
her $30.

Ida Cantor’s Will

*.

—.

| Here, a ‘Spanish-Frenchi-Italian: cont

;

Subscription

| production of . ‘“Sheherezade’’....
LE
in| ready to go before. Cameras on 4 big1%
| back-lot.. replica’. of : Bagdad,
.
{stone's throw from. Bropston’s. Be. At.
king’ interiors:
¢°-)!-":
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~ Detroit’$DoubleStandard ~

“Although. ‘thost cerisorship regulations. ‘are. fraught ° with:‘paras:
_ doxés, - “industryites | feel that the prize for inconsistency, must_
“eventually: ‘go to. Detroit's: film: licensing’ ordinance. which °provides.
-:for ‘different licenses ‘based ‘on the fact whether a film is.intended :
for. “general. exhibition”: or for “art theatre exhibition.”
°
_ Since: there ‘is-no: “requirement that. Deétroit’s --art.- ‘theatrés- “must, ”. always: ‘be limited to: adults only, the: ordinance. ‘seems. to. be. based...
on the. assumption that: art: theatre. audiences are just more. sophis-"

~tleated. than those -who go to conventional: houses.«

|Ok(iDECal Oth $.Horizons on All Fronts
By. VINCENT CANBY. > The’ ‘speed. with: . which. ‘prexy’ wis.

Paris,

. -| Darry: -F, Zanuck: has ‘moved .to]"

‘his plans for ‘a: “new” |}. | Fanuek’sNifty |
- The’ Detroit’ ‘situation “was. highlighted’. again recently. when ‘pos . | implement |
“tice censor: originally. -oKayed: Joe ‘Levine's “The Sky Above—The- *’,| 20th-Fox iis impressing even: those}.
Paris, ‘Sept. 4,
“Mud ‘Below’ for: art:theatres only. Attorney. ‘Ephraim: ‘London, Te= - 1 industry:skeptics who thought that 7
_
At , chis press conference
Zanuck,
bound
-by
.
“old:
loyaltiés,”
tainéd_ by: Levine’ to fight:the’ matter, Was. subsequently’ denied the .
opportunity to prove ‘the patent’ illegality” of the’ ordinance: wiien.... “would: not—and/or °‘could not—hbe - here: yesterday, ‘(Mon.), 20th
-- the film -was fraritéd: a general: -license after ‘one letter-from ‘London * | able to take the drastic. steps. neces: |- /prexy: Darryl’ F: Zanuck -was
to ‘the.. Police. Commissioner, 'pointing: out, the .film’s ‘respectable oe sary to: put. the -ailing. giant ‘back tee asked whether he thought that”
” Fon its: feet: The’ prexy, however, in|:
_ background...
‘ Hollywood was. “responsible”
Thus.’ the ordinance. remains on.. the: city’ Ss ‘books, “apparently : ; }Jess than: ‘a month.-has given solid].
for the. death’ ‘of Marilyn: Mon'7|
substance:.to
his.
general:
pronun-|"
..
--because: the. police realize. its. illegality and won't’ risk- a court. test.

7 ‘remodeled: along the lines of a
|“strictly. United Artists type of op| | eration’’—that is, @#-company which

‘| only ‘handles the. product of inde| pendent ‘producers, prexy Darryl
F.. Zanuck told_a jampacked press
conferencé: here. Monday (3). Held
in the upstairs room at. Maxim’s
‘restaurant,

Four StarProjects 2or3FilmsSs 7

- Way’.
|
Having earlier°qa).“peceived: the. aan “To attend. this:“press ‘con:

a | resignations... -and “retirements of
., }four, of* the: ‘company’s: top. execs, |:.
(2) named: °Seymour . -Poe «global.
sales: veep,:- ‘and .(3). indefinitely

“At$1000,0 PerNextsw
1
:

‘} postponed tlié. production starts on}

-

press. conference

130 and

140 mem-

j bers of the European press, Tep, ping. newspapers, tv and radio, and
was in’ effect, Zanuck’s -formal
farewell: to Paris. before taking up
{his new residence in ‘New York.-

‘leadership’ in| July.

ie

the

.| drew: between

| elamento.‘on: taking. over. ‘the’ 20th 3 ‘foe.. Prexy pat his:answer this

Aye

Sept. 4.

The “new” 20th-Fox ‘will not- be

ferente today, I had_.to. delay

my. return to New York by one.

In. answer. to a.-question as to:

day: Now;. if-my plarie- tomorow: -shotld Happen, “to crash,

whether 20th was “heading tow ards
‘a UA setup,” the prexy. empha-

‘three properties. set fo .go: in the
“and if 1- ‘were’ killed, “would _ ‘Sized that‘ his-order: last week was
immediate: future, . Zanuck Thurs- | _ you. people. be.‘responsible for- ‘only for the “suspension of. opera“| tions” at the studio, probably for
(30)ordered: the ‘shutdown of! “Ballyhoo, Not:D 7.3. “day.
.
|
about six months.
|the Hollywood ‘studio ‘except for| my: death?”
Chicago, Sept.:4..
He has. not closed it, he said,
.those: personnel. engaged :‘in editing
|*
“according to éxecutive’ ‘vice-presi-.
‘Subutban Hillside Theatre - and. completing’ “Cleopatra, ”-devel-|
: adding that 20fh “will always pro‘dent Tom.:-McDermott, -who *said‘|- ‘staged: one of those.old -corn-" -| oping future ty projects or ‘preparduce pictures of its own,” with
company’ ‘is ‘plarning | a. definite |. -ball-. promotioris ‘for the first. {ing screenplays for: ‘production. after.
that’ schedule to. be supplemented
‘schedule'of two: or three’ films“ in|: « outlying: run. of “Hatari”- and .}the first.of the year- It’s: expected.
| by: outside product.
the. area: just. over: $1, 000; 000:budge: _, found? :that -‘they:..still “work: “that more. than: half of the studio's
Zanuck said that of the 660 em-.
et ‘category. annually.
|ployees on studio ‘payroll ast
_[-.:-House - manager Bill. ‘Atkin™- ‘660. employees.willeventually . be}.
At ‘this point: there. are: only. two a painted’ an.. elephant pink, got : 2
| week, about half already -had :re; pinkslipped..
secure © properties’. in -the. works, |: himself ‘arrested -on ‘a :mock
ceived pink slips: When asked how
is.
‘pegarded
‘as.
a
\""
Phemove
|
-with ‘a: :third: untitled
‘comedy. inf: *s eharge:-. Of | inhiman, ‘treatment...
he intended to: keep the studio
|
prelude
‘to
‘the
studio's
‘going
'to
-a]
initial-.stages .of ‘preparation,: exec |: of :an. animal; ‘and was’ sprung:
going ‘as an-economic operation, he
j
simpler
:
operation
in
‘the
‘future,
t
stated... Two furthest along are the} by. house ‘owner Oscar.: Brot‘answered, in effect, “By not having. .
|
with.the
company’s.
prodict
lineup
racing <story: “Carry” Back,”. being . «Man, an attorney, -who. argued...
-Patamoiint, being short on prod- -a lot of people on the. payroll doing
:| swinging. over to .an increasing
~., Scripted. b¥ ‘Dougias. “Morrow,. ‘and | “that: the. pink hue:
was
‘pur
‘uct,.-had-a’
comparatively: poor cal- nothing. ” He said he couldn’t yet:
e:
2
number
of:
outsidepackage
deals.
- “Nation! of Sheep,” William-Leder-.|° food: color
ing. :
endar.
second
quarter. Earnings for estimate the monetary savings be- Phis-is: ‘all:in:‘line. with. Zanuck’s$
“er, novel” for. which’ :author.. hhas | ;
this
‘
‘period,
which
ended June 30, ‘ing. brought about by current: cutSilly, .but it‘got. a. lot of cov: + July: pronunciamento:'to, the effect: amounted to..$572,000.
. given them.-a.-screen -treatment:
equal to 34c: backs in all areas of company. oper‘Studio: has’ so: far. not’ assigned : jerage-in the. suburban journals .“| that ..“old traditions: for .produc-. a share, “whereas the: corresponding
ations, since a lot of severance pay
- producers, ‘directors, or ‘other: pro- |- ._Out:Hillside- ‘Way; and..so. far as” 1 tion, ‘studio °‘operations and domes-|.
period of 1961. brought :‘a. net of}. is involved..
~Brotman
°is™
concerned
that's
7
duction, .personnel :sto.‘any. “of the
tie. and. foreign distribution are not
' Not: Drastic O’Seas
a
.
BO | only’ inéfficient, they. are. obsolete:” ++ $1,970,000, or “$117 a- share, inprojects.
‘How ever;
McDermott} . ° paydirt.
Prexy said “that.“personnel | Te<
cluding © an: ‘investment, profit. ‘of |
‘pointed -out” “the: top -people: now|
With studio: production activities $22,000...
alignments... on a worldwidé basis
. . working: in. television are all | for- |
_Athus” at:a_ standstill; at. least until]
‘Tlwould be effected by new global
First
six.
‘months
of.
1962
ac
“mer: ‘motion ‘picture. people.” . He
“|. the-first of the: year, 20th’s release|
sales veep ‘Seymour. ‘Poe; but that
noted at. Four’ Star. along “we have
« | schedule, © ‘which
therefore
has- ‘counted: for a. consolidated. profit he, Zanuck;,: did“ not: think there
‘estimated
at.)
$1,701,000,
°
or
:$1-01
-plenty.. of former: Academy. Award|-often: tried. to make up in. quantity’
{would: be any drastic -reduttion
winning talent who know the busi-.|what. it: Jacked. in. quality, is going. per -share, compared. with: -$4, 420,- abroad.. ‘Poe. will survey the’ situ000,
“or
$2.62
a.
‘share,
inthe
first
_ Nness.”: “Additionally, . “company. ‘Is:| .
‘to. be Stripped to the: bone :-for. the
. Latter figures =in-|. ation in . consui@ation with the
*. ghaking deals.‘with new people’ on}.
1 next 12: months, ‘thus: allowing. the half: of - °1961.clude
an
investment.
profit. of. $422,-. ‘prexy. and effect the necessary
:pasis-of:.both television and picture.
| necessary. emphasis -to. be. -put on
000,
or.
25c
a
share,
.on the 1,684,- changes, “probably within. about
work.: One of: significance ‘in: this)
the selling and. ‘merchandising ‘of.
10. ‘months.””
481.
‘sharés
‘then
outstanding.
*-area. sis director: Sam- ‘Peckinpah.
“A” pix. which. are” now |completed.)
Even though 20th will ‘not be
‘McDermiott,. liowever,. said.- no- de=|-:
- Word within: Par is that: earnings moving any films into production
on winding up.cision: ha§ been- made whether he}-The- ‘tentative .rélease 'sked: will ‘will pick: up: as 1962 goes: on be-: ‘for the next:‘six months; ‘Zanuck:
Paramount: “this: past’. week
“will ‘be. used. on. any-of the’ planned.|
‘be: :“Gigot,” the. ‘company's princi- :Gause. of the scheduled: upbeat ‘in does not’see the necessity for “any,
signed.
‘a
deal
:with
Samuel.
Bronsfeatures. :
pal release ‘this. fall; :‘‘The -Lion;” -releases.. The- fourth quarter -par-. ‘radical. changes” in the company’s
.... While’. ‘the- - éxecutive said ‘his ton .for ‘the. ‘latter to” produce. an. ‘pre-release. at ‘Christmas; with gen- ticularly. will’ see -more productions release schedule in the. next 10.to
elaborate
circus:
*
‘story’
:
‘starring.
- eompany is aware features ‘cannot.
eral -. release... around . ‘February;. going to. marketplace: than: the last: 12 -months.. Company -has seven
‘be made :on .the same: timetable. as Join. Wayne. and others.not yet.S “The ‘Last:: Days” -of = Sodom. ‘and. ‘turee months of 1961...
pix completed in ‘addition to the
-determined.:
television,. he. feels: strongly| that:
Gomorrah,” the Christmas. attrac-+ |
j:‘two "roadshow specials, “Longest
E “what. we.have: learned ‘in. televi- |: ‘Par ‘president “Barney: “Balaban tion; and °“!Nine. ‘Hours. to. Rama.”
Day” and. “Cleopatra,” which ‘will
‘sion:- can ‘be’. greatly” beneficial to ‘Said: in part:: We. hope: that this. in the “spring.
The: schedule
‘|.give-20th: a full program to merour making: features.” He pointed picture will be. the beginning of 4. through. August. will ‘include “The
chandise in that period, he -said.
out: many ‘people. who. have’ Started. long | ‘and - ‘successful - ‘association ‘Leopard; “The Condemned. of -Al-{Conducting: most of the press
in- television. Have branched -out with’ Samuel Bronston. ‘Produc-'
‘tona”’. and: “A:.Woman in’ July.” |
conference. in English, though oc-into. featires—much like: Four Star| tions.”
‘these. ‘pix: will .bel “The. head man. “at Cinerama ‘sees. casionally. Japsing into French;
“The: Par: press: ‘statement said it ‘Supplementing
“is now doing, too.:
the:first roadshow ‘dates “Of - “The ‘an: industry. “milestone” in George.
(Continued
‘ontinued on’
on page 1 16}
McDermott : ‘eharged. ‘film |“busi-.|‘was “indicated: that =the.-multiLongest: Day,’ starting next month; ' |. Steven’ Ss.decision to lens. the Bibli-. |
Ness’ today: is. ‘Suffering .as a result
million. dollar: :‘and: widescreen. -at-.
‘with “Cleopatra”: expected: to have’
: of earlier - days: -that’ ‘“got’ .overly. traction =will.-be “one™. of. Paraits: --first-roadshow: ‘dates | ‘around, eal -Greatest. Story. ‘Ever: Told” i
lush.” _ He: says. it- is now -time to: fMmount’s” most ambitious ‘releases.
_| the widé-and-high C’rama- “process.
Easter. :
at “get back: to. the economic. basis of: since . ‘The:. Ten” ‘Commandments’ |:
_ Smaller: ‘Pix’
“| Nicolas~’ ‘Reisini, . president ~ of
'? the. business; to -save money-.and. end : "The ©Greatest’. Sh Ow: on
ophere «dee--also... a: - nuntber” of C’rama; accoladed: ‘Stevens ..as -a]time and, make -mofe. ‘pietures. ” He Earth’. on vote
smaller |‘pix—foreign| films. acquired filmmaker. “who has :proven time:
“charges | filmi: business. like. any}:.The. * ‘key. ‘angle. according -to.
some time ago as well‘ as a-number| and --again,. with’ his fine. record ‘of.
other .“swings -from- one -extreme certain insiders, is - that-_ Balaban,
tof B's. turned _ out by®.the: studio “film” achievements . that. he is to‘to the other.”, First: “tit is the busi-"|
(Continued oftpage Th.
Funder’: its: earlier, haphazard. -pro- day's “Michelangelo of motion. pic“Arthur P. Jacobs, ‘exec head of:
nessmen~ ‘and ‘accountants who. run]:
‘duction: “poliey—which - -will either tures.”
| publie relations for the New Yorkit, then. the ‘creative™ guys.” - Big 7
‘be played off or otherwise ‘disposed|:
Jacobs, Mc.-/problem,,. as. far: as :McDermott Is
Reisini. ‘quoted . Stevens as “say- Hollyw ood - based
of. in-. the coming. ‘months.
Any- ‘ing “the. enormous possibilities. of). Elwaine & Springer. ‘is: entering:
(Continued:
ontinued -on.-page
on,
1 18):
;| thing. the pix in this category bring
:Cinerama -have °not yet been. fully’ the film production field with direcin-in ‘the way-of -revenue will be:
Pair are
‘explored ‘and’ £ am’ sure -that in the. itor. J. Lee Thompson.
-sravy. for the. company.’ since” ‘they |
joining forces in a new indie pro-:
: Stanley Kranier's. Judgment at’ figure .in. the sizeable. ‘writeoffs :al- future wé- will see the whole subtie-. duction ‘unit to make “T. Love
‘Nuremberg": -js proving thé stron- Yeady.. ‘made “hv “the -eompany:< to ty’ and- complexity of the motion. Louisa,” an original screen: ‘Story
.-| gest’. attraction“yet_ to play United. clear’ the™ decks. _for. the. Zanuck picture. at its best on the. Cinerama |
by' Gwen Davis. described ‘aS a’ To-.
screen.” -:
Aftists’ Premiere: Snowéase ‘circuit
|regime:
r
Lee
-mantie: comedy-drama.
|
in . the: New: ‘York metropolitan:}-' While’ it’s ‘emphasized ‘that “Zan: 7 “Greatest “Story: budgeted ati
Film ‘is slated to go into .pro-.
area. Pic; which- ‘today . (Wed.) }- ick -and his No, 2 man, Seymoiir’ $12,000,000; -is Dblueprinted to start
\‘starts..in third -week,: ‘Will bé ‘held.} Poe; ‘haven’ t set’ anv. hard. and: fast: a: ‘six-month: ‘shooting schedule. ‘in!| duction in: mid-1963 after Thompson ‘finishes directing. Yul Bryn“after” a “provision “of .$1,865,000- ‘for a fourth week’.as: it day-dates ‘number
for: the tofal ‘of pix which: late . ‘September, first locationing.
-- for income: ‘taxes, :United “Artists ‘in 16: theatres; tiieluding® the. Astor the: cOmpany: envisions for: its..fu- ‘in, the /Pacifre- ‘Southwest and then} ner in the Mirisch Co.’s “The
Mound Builders” for United Artis*s.
7 reports - a-net-income for the first: ‘on’ Broadw ay.
‘|ture annual release 5ked; industry at ‘the’ Desilu Studios::in Culver |{Thompson will direct “Louisa” as.
six months of |1962 of -$2: 003, 000,’
Three. ‘weeks-: has “been: “usual
Exhibition’:
is:
plaaned
*
for
-City.
.well as.coproduce.
He's currently:
compared to°$1,893,000 for. the like “Preiniere. Show case run -her étofore | observers. -would:-not’-be- “surprised around Easter, 1964.
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Peter Lorre—Between Chimp&Art |

Broke:ButBig

“The. talk. ‘is. around : about. : ;
- the. two: producers” who: were’.
|Z

. inclined. to-be just.a little bit |
boastful about: their respective a: ‘Veteran Performer Projects
Projects Own ‘Prod: Team. While}: 'financial
conditions, no ‘matter’...

Touring With Simian. Co-Star”

With some distaste; veteran character actor Peter Lorre last week’
told of the one-sided love. affair
Which has ‘sprung up between him
and Chester, the So-called ‘human
chimp,” who is oné’ of ‘Lorre’s..co-:

how. dire the straits..
“One ‘of them. offered . this
clincher: “Tm.independently.

private ‘auto at’ the: Broadway corner’ near: Lindy’s. In the’ ensuing: ::contretemps: with. the’ driver, a ‘passing ‘cop was.‘-talled. His. answeFt,
— . “Ym. sorry, This: isn't:‘my, corner. an
“Irving: “Bud”: Levin, director. of: the: San: Fianeisco :Film: “Fest! in®

tLwould not permit. “such an. opera-.|| _bankrupt.”.Pe
tion, but: it. not only saved ‘time;.
but made. for. ‘greater unity in ‘the.

final ‘film.

|" . Lorre. ‘remembers. as.‘one ‘of. the

|
Fons
fe UA ad_pub vveep. Freddie. Goldberg. and chief euteriants Gabe ‘Sum:
|ner:and Mike: Hutner wére. alniost Tun“ over: the other lunchtime. by .a 7

. .» Universal International homeoffice’ exec Joseph: I, Mazer: has:
MPAA KeepsIka
aSecret.” . town
just. réturned to: New York. after: a four-week trip spent. surveying:

|

| But Gordon’ White Retires |

happiest. results ‘of film . improvisa- |
John
Huston: ‘'s_ “Beat... The|

emerging East and: West :African ‘markets | -.’ Continental’ Distribut- ; _.
-ing’s “The Lorieliness of the: ‘Long’ Distance’ Riinner” ‘will be the first*
in A Balloon.” “f have; no feeling Devil,” which was a: flop: when: first°
‘attraction at. the new Baronet. Theatre, ‘closed during: the initial -stages.
whatsoever for. “him,” ‘Lorre: said released -“because. they labeled: ity
. of the’ construction of the. new Coronet,“upstairs. No. date. yet:set, but::
” flatly, “but the -is crazy about ne,
a melodrama’ instead. of ‘the’ Spoof.|:: ‘Though * the: ‘Motion... Picture.| it should’ be. soon.
=
fit really was: He. now ‘understands : _Assn, of America:has not officially.
adding: *“All -degener ates are.’
_Mrs: Denise Breton, ‘Preneh:secretary io Darryl; F.“Zanuek: Wwio‘eanie
Having worked together: "for. a. “that the ‘picture ‘is. moving ‘inté the anfidunced: ‘the. fact; Gordon *S.. over with. the 20th-Fox °prexy;. has ‘been. staying. an during his. commite: es
number of weeks earlier this year. -black and. has: become one-off those «White. retired:last- ‘Friday * (31) as. ‘ing to Paris; but she. herself’ .must. ‘return’ to.:-her family in..France.: - oa
while making’ the~ 20th-Fox’ film, pix. which: is “constantly. ‘being. :‘diréctor’. of“ the-‘Advertising Code Zanuck will bring over another Paris: ‘sécretarial’ aide: from his onetime: vo
Chester, Fabian and Lorre: havé" called back. “by.:-special. request. m, Administration’: MPAA: silence has-| ‘Frerich-based Aha.’ *
an
teal
recently been reunited. ‘by ~ pro-|} ‘The star. has:no idea when ‘or‘if,q mystified... . t¥adesters, “espécially |.
“Zanuck discovery, -Jrina | ‘Demich, - ‘and Mime. Leonard” Gille, . the”
he
"H
ever.
get.
his...
“production::
- ducer-director Allen: for ‘a series of. |.
since. the vet. exec. was fendered a ‘French ‘Resistance: heroine, whom. Irina ‘plays. in, “The Longest: Day," le
personal appearances: in -connec- team” organized, but “the | ‘idea is::farewell unch: by association: topperking,
In.’
‘the.
-méantimie,
‘he’s
-:
.
pers, ‘ including prexy Eric. .John-"|: arrived here. Monday: (3): -for' a ‘seven:city- tour on: the film’s ‘behalf.
tion with. the picture: If it’ weren't.
i ston, ‘and. another lunch by: the “Also- coming ‘in. are -Géorge ‘Axelrod, -John Frankenheimer cand. : Janet
for Chester, Lorre’ implies. ‘he'd: be handholding a chimpanzee.
member companies: ‘ad-pub: com-. Leigh, whose- “Manchurian Candidate” is set to bé. sneaked here. next.
having a. jolly time. Chester, for.t:
. week, It’s already. ‘been ‘sneaked. by. no less a fan. that. President: ‘Ken-.
example, had: an accident-on a lady
researc
irec or . Mike -nedy,; who had private: showing. atthe White House recently... , Shelley
publicist in. Denver - ‘and Lorre:
y
e.
p
|‘Lindén;: who -has. been attending. ‘Winters. off. to Hollywood. in preparation for the. ‘filming of Jean. Genet’s |. 7
agrees she Had every right to. bey
to ‘White's: duties. ‘in recent. weeks, “The ‘Balcony,”-which |Joe |‘Strick and Ben: Maddow: are making for: is
furious: He tried.to smooth. things 1. .
‘is expected: ‘to.be formally named Continental Distributing. :
over by. telling her it. Was. good
to the::post.°- Rosalind Russell gets ‘the “I Calk On «:: ”,: tréatiient by Pete Martin, hae
hiick.. “Good
fuck!” she: yelled,
White. joined the. MPAA: ‘in. 1943, . ‘in ‘the Satevepost; a. ‘three-parter: ‘commencing ‘with: the. ‘Sept. .29 issue
“With a monkey?” “Especially a }
' Albany,: “Sept. 4: . |after. shaving worked «as. a ‘news~ +. “Boccaccio 20°? voted. pic of the:month by the H’wood foreign press
monkey.” Lorre, answ ered | know-,
‘Basil . Dearden, director. of the British.“Life for -Ruth?”
The Evangelist, official weekly. ;Paperman in ‘St. Louis and Chicago|:colony .
ingly:
The ‘career. of the’ Hungarian- ;of the /Albany-. Catholic ‘Diocese,}and. serving ‘as ad-pub_ director- for.|:{about:-a “religionist who. declines .blecd transf USigns . for ‘his’ -dving -as
| =daughter): ‘planning. to. personaily. chaperone -a. ‘print, for’ the sérutipy «. wer
born, Berlin-trained star, whose 1in an editorial singled’ out. for |; the.old.Educational: Pictures.
‘It's a. paflay: for Garba: -dévotees—-‘Anna
| of ‘Gotham. ‘importers..
professional. life spans just. about | Karenina” at. the. Plaza,- ‘and. “Mata. Hari”: at the’ New. ‘Yorker:
:
all- the ‘important. developments: in} and; “showing ” of “Poor- ‘White |
: Original. ‘east ‘(Loren‘Ekberg-Schneider), has ‘been.anglo-dubbing °"Boe- a
films. during the last 35 years,.is! ‘Trash’” at several‘ area ‘drive-inis. :
caccio 90° in. Paris:
el
‘gs active as ever. In the conipany
Declaring: ‘that “When responsi: :
of. Allen, Lorre .was die: to -visit: ble: managers of.--drive-ins. offer a. OF NEW BOSTON. ‘ARTIE| ‘Peter Sellers,. whose schedule. is “busy ‘enough anjiw:ay,.ow" ‘finds- wal
-himself. listed: as-the star of: a ‘picture which.won’t- be made—20th-Fox’: ..t
a-large. number. of: the. 120. theatres: - bill of..fare that: is... questionable |’
which are opening. “Five. Weeks” ‘in. -its moral .standards or down: |. Boston; Sept. 4. ’ /now ‘postponed . “Dlyssés” (originally: a-Jerry-‘Wald --project).. A’ Tecal~.
oe
in the New York. area “this: week. Tight salacious,.‘they: bring. into* Park: ‘Square Cinema -(nee. Tele-|spokesman ' for- Sellers. says that _although’ he shad. been’ approached.
°**..
From New York: ‘they go. to Chi- disrepute. and oditim: a:form .of “pix, -posh: new firstrun arter ‘seat- some ‘time’ ago by ‘Wald. to-do the. film, Sellers: had. answered” he!
‘cago and Dallas.
~*
| ehtertainment-that ‘strives -to por-.. ing~ 300,. is. slated’. to’ debut. here’ “couldn't answer wntil he :had seen_a. conipleted. scr ipt—w hich never- wag’!
The star has no particular’ desire|-tray itself as ideal -for: family. ree- by Sept: 15: Owners: are Albert;forthcoming. : “Nevertheless, it was Sellers whom: 20th: atinounced. was, ros!
.
40 slow down. He would; ‘in’ ‘fact; -yeation.”: -The .weekly “continued;: R. Daytz;. Joseph. E.,-Levine,’ prez]. the star of- abandoried property. Such. is‘fame,
It’s. getting: So: ‘you. can’t: rent an ordinary yacht “these” days.. UA's. arn
like te form. a production téam: to- “When ‘these offending .-drive-ins? of. Embassy- Pictures and. a° Hub’.
make some: films of his own. ‘Little !'flood the nearby communities with,.area- exhib (per his: Round’ Hill} ‘Mike. Hutner. reports that he's had .no- luck so far in’ tryving:to line up.-known. this ‘side is the fact —that;“extravagant
advertising -geared.- OZOMET ) 5:‘and. ‘attorney. Maurice Ep- a luxury. vessel for..a: projected’ press* “party ‘for: “Phaedra,” “the: Jules:
in 1951 he made
a picture | n |
with,the hint’ of séxual- ‘disclosure <“stein. Daytz. ‘and Levine -have an- ‘Dassin pic ‘which has. to with: yachts and- problems ‘of. the: ‘veddy,. veddy.
Germany,. “The Lost One,” a- “psy as a come-on.. {6 ‘the |inquisiti ive. other exhibition: . project: ‘on. -tap;ip|:rich; Said one vacht. broker: “There. aren't ‘Many .around, :and- those who.’
“progj
AV
-chological” anti-Nazi-film which he |adolescents: and -moronic:q adults:
the. “piggyback” Cinema J-Cinema |-have them. aren't. desperate. for the money you. would pay to-rent them.” °.and: director: John-Frankens..
«
novel; Doe
directed as well as. starred: in. The! hungry for. vicarious: thrills. they ° Il fa ta. the- new midtown Man-:| “Kirk Douglas, producer Edward Lewis.
film: the forthcoming.
ng. ‘a new. ‘company. to
picture; which. <ost something in| display. a ‘flagtant: disregard ©
for-j -hattan . twins. “of ‘the same. names). Aheimer: are © formi
the neighborhood of $100:C00, did the. moral sensibilities: of the. peo- ‘slated. for ‘Kentnoré Square. This. “Seven: Days. jn? “May,” : due. to -start® ‘production’ early” next year.
great business ebroad:.and. earned. ple they. ‘profess. ‘to...‘Serve.’ :-Also,: :“was announced some months. ago,. Fielder Cook: in:town .: ; Blake Edwards arrives ‘Sunday :19),-. 77...
American” ‘International Pictures’ - prexy: Jim: Nicholson. ‘hosts. ‘the.
“@- large measure’ of critical ACH. “a complete ‘lack- of.understand-; but ': construction shasn't - COMclaim.
‘press at. lunch” tomorrow: 4Thurs.) at—appropriately—thé -‘Sun: Luck.
ing -of. their responsibilities. to.-the, menced. yet:..
‘Lorre has never allowed ‘tiie re-.
i‘welfare’ of their. fellow citizens:” ~.|: ‘Park :Square - will : preem ” with. Restaurant: prior. to a: screening of .“Mareo Polo’... . The downtown
lease of the film here 4"T-must be
“The managements. of Fabian’s:- - blacktie -‘gala, ‘but: initial.‘pic still | Charles’ Theatres seeking’ new: indié- and - ‘experimental: “pix: for ‘its.
- out.of my mind-I own 60%cof it):
: 10th. “Filmmakers Festival” now. in’ “progress: and. due: to-run, through
‘none Drive-in at’ Colonie: ‘Fa- |‘isn't: booked.”
' hecause’ he feels that it wouldn't Dbian's -Saratoga. at ‘Latham; River-.
Sr Sept; 19-2; . AS special . homeoffice’ ‘screening: was held. at. ‘the 20th h:o.
' be understood
here, _ especially: |{
‘ | yesterday’ (Tues.) of ““Gigot” for 80. amateur. .tennis “players from:
pview at. ‘Rotterdam: Junction: and oe
‘now. Lorre has no truck with. the
abroad, members. ‘of the ‘President's. People: ‘to Péople- Sports: Program:
Auto “Vision. in East” ‘Greembush_
German desire. for “‘lorgiveness,”
William Satori, former. European. Manager for.:-Allied ‘Artists: Intere.
| are reprehensible in this.regard in |
and’ certainly would, not: forget the!
For “part. of: its. “Tf a -Man: ‘An- national, ‘Ww ill. rep -Médaliion. Picture -in Europe, --headquartering
in:
their,;.promotion and ‘showing. of !.
‘swers” campaign; “Universal ‘has “Vienna Jessons. learned from the-Nazi era;.
. Lester ‘Tobias, formerly western: ‘division Account -exee:=
but he doesn't think that dwelling ‘Poor White ‘Trash’. 7" asserted: ‘The. ; produced a five-minute-color short

Stars in Irwin-Allen's“Five Weeks tion,

As Ad Code ‘Admmistrator|

Albany Diocese Raps © | "MPAA

research director ie

Drivelus. for Showing: |!
Poor WhiteTrash’: Pic *

beset

Fart

‘HOELEVINE C0-OWNER

Hf

Y § NowMissDee

for ‘Seven: Arts: has been’ transferred -ba¢k to..the “New York: office ...
—in the compar ‘atively oversimpli-| Evangelist. It opined. “Theatres: "on -costar:- Sandra” Dee. titled “A. where. he'll be ‘given a new: sales. post. Adolph. Alden, formerly general.
that
:prefer.
such:
questionable
‘fare:
Star
Grows.
Up.”
”
fied terms of .film—on the: Nazi era:
_It's ‘intended tot manager --of: the “Telenews. ‘Theatre.: in. ‘San’ Francisco; .takes.. ‘over the © "
can do much Zood for the Cold should be avoided ‘by all who have’
-;post*’.as western’: division. aecount ‘exec: “The .10-years:young ‘Fobias = - of
War effort in Which we are woo- a:respect for moral standards and...Dee, aty‘hose first screen appearance} began: his: show Diz.career. Starring. in the.Avon. Comedy. Four, a Smith, :*
‘ing West German: aid:. The most. lan: appreciation of their: worth. _as:. was- “at: .age. 14, is ‘row: a. mature |&: :Dale: group.
al
. lady,’ and. should: so be accepted by’. - Photographer . Gordon Parks: is back in New: Yok fr om.“Rio witli the. oe
frightening aspect in Ger many to- intelligent ‘creatures -of God.” a
-“Poor
White
Trash.”
independ-.
audiences.
:
“day, he thinks, is the inevitable.
fitial. footage for. *‘Flavio,’”:Flektra Films’ feature. based on Park's Life
‘cynicism, . bred originally ‘by Nazi- cently ‘released,. is billed as: “AMF-. The - reel Ditiefly: traces ‘her che -Mag: stories on the life of a little boy in the. Rio favella. ishums) :,
.
Presénts.”--The
film.
‘stars’
Peter:
reer:
with;
use:
of
clips’
from’
preism. and encouraged ‘by- their- post‘Albert £. ‘Kahn, writer-photographer, for. Simon -& Séhuster's ‘upcoming var affluence, a certain‘ result of} Graves—with Lita~ Milan. ‘Douglas’! vious. pix. Ross Hunter, producer “Days with Ulanova,” ‘and: Robert Dowling,:‘advisor’ on. U.S. cultural Oe,
‘introdu¢ing’ ‘Tim of. “Answers,”.does the: narration. |
their. “strategic position betw een . Fowley, ” ang
-relations: with: ‘Russia, plan’ to. produce a film ‘on: the Bolshoi: ballerina’. wy
:] Carey.
It reportedly. . had. done, U. is: ‘offering. -‘it..to -exhibs- gratis
east ‘and ‘west.
‘using-the more 5. 000:Photos. ‘taken. by Kahn: during. his three Years. .of
[:
business,
elsew
here...
t
for-use
‘with-Or.:
Without.
the
regu|
Idea of Production - Team
|
work on his book: :;
This: year’s Industrial: Film: and: Audio-Visual:
Har
trailer),
‘and.
is
also
distributing
|.
Lorre’s idea. of a production |
;
| ‘Exhibition,’ combined. ‘With the New |York Fést of. commercial” and ine.
~~:

“feam

would-be a small

“dedicated”
in.erested

group

of.

eraftsmen’ :fanatically. MGM Seeking toSell

in

}16m prints -to “schools, suewome dustrial ‘pix, ‘will be held. at theBarbizon-Plaza, Sept. 25-27.. ~ Union “| Films, recently asquired “by: J.J. Frankel, lias U.S. rights to: the ‘new’
Bryanston production, “Strong: “Room.” Incidentally, ‘Peter. -Horner; oye

. a and: ‘department. ‘stores.

‘Hitler’ Pic toIndie} ©

their’ work
— ‘you

sould -be. fanatically interested ar |.
s.ay out of it.” He. ‘eniphasizes that.

Having:

abandoned

- _platis:

tol

|

LA toNY;

“‘prexy:. of Union; is in Venice.for the. ‘current: fest.
‘Nat Weiss,. ‘20th- ‘Fox: publicity: manager,, ‘pack: from his special ‘‘Cleo,
: : patra”: ‘Ghores’ in’ Rome and looking. none: the: worse for” wear. ‘Wife ~
Golda shortly: resumes -her. ‘duties: in”the picture. department. at This ‘Week Magazine. :
-Direetor. Gebrge. Roy. Hin flew. irito town’ this past. weekend: ‘for. talks.

r-Bis

he has no beefs against Hollywood, make’
a. feature based on: William |: ic nib
Ww hich has: been. extremely good. to ; ‘L. .Shirér’s.“The.
Rise..and Fall !°Paul Benis
-him,. but. ‘he feels the kind of
of ‘The: Third. -Reich,” “Metro. now | Richard: ‘Dunlap
filminaking
that
interests’ him. is. willing to. sell the US. and: :George Ro Hill
‘could not be “done on the Coast:
Canadian. ‘distribution rights
- to.|:. Celeste’ ‘Holm...

—_

with: Ken. ‘Kesey, author. of: ‘One Flew: Over the Cuckoo’ S Nest,” :which ©.
Hill: wiil direct aS a -play on Broadway early next year. Kirk Douglas. _

There, he says, the technicians are.
‘Paul
Rotha’s. “‘mwade-in-“Germany. " Péter. Lawford ©
not so responsible to. the directar. ‘documentary. “The
Life. of Adolf.. William: ‘Link’
_as they are to the ‘heads« of theirHitler,” to any interest ed: indie:
|" -: John: Mills 2:
‘departments at the: ‘studios.
_ Metro- originally’. acquired :"the
Otte; Premin
That sort of organizational setup. | Rotha pice in. order. to use the footRobert: Pp stor
does niot permit the kind- of im-° ‘age in. its” adaptation of. the’ Shirer |: ‘Tony
.R . ae
n
provisation Awhich he feels. is. nec-. book, which was to -he directed

essary

must

in good

have

the

filmmaking. “You

kind- of. freedom:

:-will: star and -Dale. Wasserman is ‘doing: ‘the legit adaptation, ‘
-Add exhibitors. diversifying. into:=politics:..Albert. M. Pickus; board .
oe | member. of TOA. and a former ‘prexy,. ‘who’s the Republican’ Nominee’.
-. |.for’ the- Connecticut ‘House -from. Stratford. Te sSis first. time... out ‘for. neath
. elective ‘office. :
- Morris . Goodman; whio- reps U.s. ‘pix:‘in various ‘o'seas. ‘markets: ‘and ot

‘by’: BR bb Rydell

George’. ‘Roy. HiT utilizing | ‘docu

| Te

Me vets

mentary ‘footage: and. staged. ‘se- |: Den ap ae
‘which musicians .ex ercisé .in =a quences. Metro ‘Subsequently “has
paith
anders::
jam séssion,” he said. In- ‘Making’ -béen thinking: ‘in- terms ‘of a. tv} -=; ith’. Sommer
“The Lost One;’ Lorre said he was. series based on the Shirer book. Vivian Vance
pleased tea. find that sdme of: the
ideas
he. ‘had ‘heen - storing up |...

«Joseph. R.

US: toEurope

through the’-years. worked ont: very | nicely. For ‘one thing, instead of|: Gene Allen
;
Nate Bienstack.
using assistant directors, ‘he always

‘Jad one of his two cutters on the |
set. watching. the action

and. then

“Kermit Bloonigarden

knowing what ‘he wanted -for_ that
bit of: ‘film. Hollywood union regs
he ae

The: Finest. ‘Address
In London

| May Fair Hotel|
BERKELEY
Res.:.

SQUARE. LONDON.. wae
Cable” Collecs
Mayfairtel,

London. or Your Travet Agent

Curtis Bernhardt"

Martin-Charnin

|

Frank M.. Folsom

Prof. Robert Gessner
“Willie. Gilberi
Mrs. Harry’ £. Gould. :

Joe -Layton

Sue ails
in;
i

Martin: H. Poll:

Manny. ‘Reiner
‘Igor: Stravinsky"

>.

_~Europe to.Us,

-

col Alan Bennett
- Dennis. Clancy:
Peter Cook”
|) Trina Demich”
| . Fred Hift
|
|" Grace’ Logan’ |
| Jimmy - Logan:

~

of

. New. ee
.

| Yorker; Dan .Talbet’s ‘uptown Fevival house, skedding eight. oidies.from =.

| the: J: ‘Arthur. Rank vaults. (“Odd: Man Out, *. “Lady. “Vanishes.” !"tPass-:- | port:to Pimlico,” et al.)- in ‘the Sept.-Nov: period: ;-. And. the ‘Museum Baby
of Modern. Art has: started a skéin.of 10 Gene Kelly. pix.(Continued on page’ )

ano.

: Margaret .MacDonald
me

Jonathan Miller:

_ . David:-C. Moore:
es Dirdley. ¥

arey., “Neil
Moare
.) Jimmy
‘Olive. Ogston
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-| Days: at: Peking:”” Replete: with’ map, points. -of -interest:. ete.

. - Henry: ‘Strauss~ at. Columbia. took note of a. new. ‘Russian picture ee

|. “Bobby. McLeod |

|

‘Jack. Weinstock .

Vogel

‘| foreign, producers: heré,: Switching ‘from’ the Paramount to “the. Fisk| ‘building :. . Joe E. ‘Levine tapped. Fred. Clark for-a part: in .“Jeunes-..
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. Big buys:“of ‘Cinerama- ‘ae. by. Robin ‘ntérriational: and “B.. G.
Kranze : ‘higlighted: insider’ deals for July -11-Aug: ‘10. period. AS”
reported -‘by*Securities.and: Exchange : Commission . Robin. bought : y
60,000 “shares: through ‘a@-trust or intermediary -to raise total: hold-~ |

British. Film

ings .to 316,050-shares. Kranze: exercised :option: On 3,000. ‘shares
a ‘for total. 6;500.

. London, Sept. 4:
Fund Agency is to

- By-GENE. ARNEEL
Doctor,GetMe An.M:D- 1 shell out a total of $10,822,182 in
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7
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on one— “4 to distribute. to producers the Levy
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‘When
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tional bet, a languag se entry, for i-¢ions, aoeBut. “he. finally reveals. heen.loot. from |"every body butt
“(Continued on.| Page. 16):
a
"Biche. &

|

Out Of Competition
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i nstonSlatedAslmNePrxtod.PrAsexsnys.
urSAEPICN. [BInt'l
AT WORKABLITY Fed rationofFi

“Venice, ‘Sept, Be
. during:‘first, week of. fest;: ‘espectalty |
Few: Yank film: buyers here.
“when: conipared. ‘to “other -years:: Hiya. -Lopert;- ‘Richard. ‘Davis, and |

2.

Venice. Sept. 4.

rs

Eric: Johnston is to be -nextHollywood, Sent, 4.
| president of the International FedGeorge. Margolin ‘practically: holding the ‘fort alone: Awhile waiting: tor}
‘Sariuel. ‘Goldwyn’s, recommenda-:}
Jeration of Film Producers Associa. Conversely, .‘press:-total has ‘again risen, with “U.S.
“‘sécond ‘wave’:
‘tion for an: ‘industry Code of .Ethies |
tions.. His-election will take effect
. Lillian{Jast. week drew-:praisé, “albeit some;
and. Britain: especially’ sending. more. scribes’ than. before .
at. the’ next general assembly, .,
fest
‘of.
notes.
‘busy.
Skepticism _as® “to. its: avorkability,.
- Ross of New ‘Yorker. Magazine; a first-timer, taking:
Venice; Sent:4
| scheduled for London in the latter
oo doingsa Another. first..is RALTV’s. -non-competing: entry. “The: Long: from-‘a general ‘répresentation of |-.. ‘Several important . international part of October.
‘Road Back,’””'a“moving, hard-hitting aniti-war document rélating W.W. If film
:leaders... It-was. evident. that film trade ‘meetings are being held The presidency of the Internamost -of the ‘executives ‘polled -Dy j in Venice -this. year..
tional will become: vacant because
experiences -and the Jong: wait: ‘on.“part” of. Italian. soldiers before re-., Variety. were in agreement: with.|
First is ‘the. International Exhibi-| ot the- announced ‘intention of
; First: time atv” film. of.feature: Jength. has’ been. the..values expressed - by -Goldwyn.’ tor's: Union: (UIEC), with reps from Arthur Watkins to retire from the
turning ‘home.
| All asserted they: would be. will-. -15 nations in every ‘continent. Also industry. because of ill health. At
.scteened. ‘at ‘Vehiice, and ‘to: big: applause. -ing ‘to. meet. together .in’ an: effort {meeting heré; ‘begginning - ‘Sept. -§,- the same time Watkins will be
Franco Rossi., will: make his’ -next:. pic: with: ‘Gina Lollobrigida: IeS |todevelop. ‘such. a: program.
2
are .reps -of producers groups. from ‘giving © up: the. presidency of the; called “T1- Disgelo” (The: Thaw): ‘and relates. ‘story. Of. society” woman. who . While -:Goldwyn.” in” initially” Te=.
Producers Associa{ Italy, Germany, and: France to’ ex- British Film
“falls iin love. with a commiunist: ‘Galatea will: ‘praduce in: late fall.-:
21 vealing his. thoughts ;on the. matter _amine ‘common ‘problems _ in field tion: He has held the post’ with
‘|the International for two years,
- - Anna- Moffo, the.‘Metropera ‘star, makes: ‘her. ‘first film: this ‘fall |
tor ‘declined. ‘to:-name’ any. one ‘person’ of. exports.
a director. Giancarlo Zagni: “The Widow: 2 Pic, in’“whith soprano. doesn’ t-“he felt. ‘could handle. a ‘coordina-|" ‘The Committee. foi.a ‘European: and’ in normal circumstances would

| VeniceAlsoLocaleFor.
olntl Film Trade Meets.

“ging -a~ note; will’ be. made. in: Sicily. James: E. “Nicholas, a: Jersey. City: .tionor supervisory. job in-establish- Filin:-- Industry. “will:also: huddle: lave beeri eligible for a second”

ing: iis Code; the executive ne ‘here: -with -‘members of six. ‘ECM ‘two-year term.
‘film exhibitor, produced. ‘the Greek. entry: here; a: filmed. ‘version of.
a’ direct
question
“from |‘countries: gathering - in. ‘representa- ) ' Johnston’s decision to accept the
Sophocles’ 2. ‘66“Electra”.” shot: at Greek: National: Theatre: in’.Epidaurus. “replied
| -VaRtery. to’that’
“Ihave
every’ con:
tion.-of.producers, |exhibs, distribs;: presidency is being welcomed :by ©
Another. American, Ted Zarpas, directed: .
fidence ‘that Y. Frank’ Freeman, as. and technical’ services in: each. na- ‘European -producers as it it felt
James Mason ‘slated to arrive ‘in Italy: soon: for’a Sept: 10: start at. chairman of :.the’: board of “the.
‘that it. will bring the Motion PicAugusta. ‘Naval base ‘in. Sicily. W.W. Hcnaval. tale will be. produced by “AMPP, could: get this:Project: un- ‘tion of the Common .Market. block. : ture Assn. in more active’ contact:
’ Finally, fest -will- witness - anGalatea;
-with
‘Charles,
Friend’
directing
‘and.
Lilli”
Palmer,
Gabriele
.
‘derway.””-|other meeting: of the. BIC, the -In- with. the work of the International:
‘Ferzetti, and-Valeria: Fabrizzi featured, ‘Other locations are. at Tangiers, | Freeman:
ay:
‘earlierhad.been atong ternational: Film Bureau’ headed by. Federation... Hitherto, the. link ‘be‘with: ‘interiors in Rome:.
: those -polled: on. the. ‘subject: of ‘the Italy’ s ANICA president Eitel, Mo- ‘tween the MPA and the Federation
Ten: ‘dollar ‘tab for: tickets ‘on.- opening: night hére; put: going. ‘pate was’ “Code and -had: told:-VaRIETY.. he “nace. Topic of discussion: excessive has been of a more tenuous char
. $15. and. up.. Subser iption to all shows costs ‘some“$100 for -the- duration would study and .‘digest: the: “pro: taxes in .seyeral member countries. acter, and representation. at the
Council and: the:
of fest. Fest has. new ‘staff of: translator. guides:.ta help’ ‘visitors’ around:|posal of such a Code’ while: on’ a. -and | ,relations between: ‘films and Administrative
‘General Assembly has largely been.
*"-opremises. Carlo: We. Arconti,. whose’. “The Time and. the Touch”’ .(N.V." ‘current. vacation bat, at:-this time television.
-| determined by the venue of the
_ Productions}. is one of. the noncompeting_ US. entries. here, -is.‘actually |"
‘He |
“|:meetings. For example, .if. the
Benito -‘Alazraki, : the .. -Mexican. ‘director ~- ‘whose “first ‘film. “Raices” ‘did: not. indiéate. if he and Goldwyn |
meetings were in Paris,- the MPEA
Roots! worr.a. "prize -‘here. in. 1955.
:
“| had discussed :it.:
| would be repped by Frederich
Martin Jurow. to Rome to prep. “The: Pink: panther” for:an+ Téaliain |- '. Significant: amoiig “titer.reactions
-Gronich; when they were held. in
“start
- Joseph Besch,.:-who. recently, resigned from Astor ‘Pictures, -was comment, from. a. ‘Sereen Pro.| Rome. or’ Milan, Leo Hochstetter
30th “Anniversary Stamps sold ‘like-hotcakes ‘here, ‘with [ducers Guild.spokesman: who noted|
- visiting’ ‘fest
would sit in for the Association,.
“Term “of Trial” the Motion Picture Industry: Coun- | |
+ first day. covers ‘exhausted ‘almost: immediately. .“| and for the London meets, Roland
_. the British entry here gets a Sept: 28 Italo. release ‘by:Warners. to cop 1 ¢eil; formed. years ago. but suspended |.
Thornton, would be -the MPEA
: ‘Festival: impact:- “but: Dino ‘DeLaurentiis; ‘who. reportedly ‘planned ‘to three’ - ‘years - ‘ago’ for: lethargy, |
spokesman...
“ls release -Orson “Welles ‘The Trial”
in mid- ‘September, ‘may. also ‘be which ‘operated 10. years: ‘to repreIt is now hoped that. Johnston’ s°
stymied. by. delay in .print of pic, which still.makes: Pie's presentation: ‘sent: management: ‘and::‘labor in|\‘election will enable him to be the
| areas. similar’. to: Goldwyn’s pro-{.
at. Fest (Sept, 7). dubious. - Venice, Sept...
posed :.Code. -Speaker’ said “SPG |.British: and ‘Soviet ‘entries in The. ‘permanent ‘spokesman. for the
. Based. on ‘previous. years’. experiences: Share. are some’-Venicé “Festival:
American: industry, though itis
.. figures: 3,000 ‘Spectators -per: night. (including: Film. ‘Palace. and.- ‘outdoor. “has long: ‘formulated ‘a’ code: of.|:.‘Vénice ; ‘Film Festival. -here.. have recognized that ‘he will not. always
ethics: we believé. in it‘ and: everyscored ‘strongly. with the critics. in be. available to attend meetings in
Arena): : 130,000. feet: of film in: 1961,.-more’: this ‘year: 7,000 minutes.
hody: should be.in’ ‘one and operate the: Jast few days. The British pic,
dedicated to: projection. of: oldie. “pix; ‘ticket. ‘sales: ‘bring’ in.‘about. $1,600 |Europe and. that deputies. will oc{Continued -on:‘page: 18)
“Term of. Trial,”. stars’ Sir Laurence casionally. be necessary:
“per: day::-about 300° people. are. carried. on “officials Tist,. -some’ 500. on |‘journalist -rosters, ‘plus some. 70 ‘Photographers: ‘avery. rough: estimate:
- Olivier and. Simone. Signoret and|-: Some industry observers also beof. paper ‘handouts.-on, various -pix-1§ 100. ‘pounds; int-961, ‘press wire-.
was directed by” ‘Peter Glenville: Heve that Jolinston’s appointment
less: facilities. (dislocated. ‘from Rome and: housed in own. Office ' ‘in: film.
“+The. ‘Soviet. ‘pic, “The Youth ‘of. may lead to a more willing role by
palace sent :some. 1,112,000. “words ‘during run of:-fest; $1:600 ‘is. spent
[-.
-|-Ivan,” was directed: by: Andrei Tar: ‘the American: ‘industry in Internaeach year for . a fresh. ‘paint job on’ pic. palace: Jighting effeets, -air- |
kovsky,. ‘a:member. of Russia's new tional festivals, and that. he. may
‘eonditioning.: overhead etc.. costs fest:-about .$5,000;: the: Gold’ Lion. of. |:
‘generation: of. filmmakers. A previ-. -be able .to initiate changes in the.
Mark is valued. at.’$1, 600, -the Silver ‘Lions. (@- at ‘$800. -each>:: ‘the -two |.
ous. Soviet. film,, “The Man and. The -Federation rules which. will make
“Golde: Volpi Acting. Trophies -at $300 each. Total |‘Venice “budget
‘United . Artists’ “West
”:
‘Side. Beast,’2? was. rapped. by. the critics. the European fests more. palatable
_ ‘ (unofficial), “including 12 -all-yeéar. employees, - -10-‘runners,- ~44--ushers
|1 Story,” “whieh is” ‘confounding tra-. for. its heavy-handed _propaganda.. to Hollyw: ood ‘producers.
l
7
. and usherettes,: 27 projectionists,. ‘is around. -$160. 000° per year. - “| os dition. ‘by ‘becoming --f huge. ‘poxof- |-. Anna .Magnani's” ‘film, “Mamma
_
was
‘hit-.
by
~
-censorship
Roma,”
”
fice.
‘success:‘abroad
‘even.
though
‘a:
David’ and: Lisa,>” Frank. Perry’s. amuch-aeclaimed Yank-made. indie,
|t
was* brought in- for $210,000, and: shot. ‘jn. Philadelphia: area:-with: ‘full -musical,;. has. ‘just -been..granted the
~" union-participation-. . Jury,’ which -expected_ -to’ see the usual 14. féa- ‘elassification .of -““besondeérs wert- ocal. authorities: ‘wanted ‘to:Took |.a. “tures: this -year: must “instead: ‘See’ 13 -more “features;. total: of .those voll”. (especially: valuable). by.West" at it again to. determine whether: it |.
+ contained. .any- foul * language. If}/
+
‘Competing .for first film -honors: ‘in the otherwise: ‘noncompeting: Infor-|Germany...
‘
+ Mation: Section: Bat “Argeéntina’s: Leopoldo: Torre. Nilsson, on. jury. last’ ne -The® ‘rating :‘gives’ thie picture an’ they find :that: it does, the. pic can :
- year. and: competing ” with “Homage: During Siesta. Hour’: this,year: : eimportant -‘tax: consideration. by the -be enjoined. ‘from: ‘distribution and ]..
a) government.
.
Venice, -Sept.. 4...
the: ‘writer-director, ‘Pier.-. Paolo}
“prefers. jury. duty.to participation.. .
- Pic. is..being Shown ‘in. Germany. ‘Pasolini, could | -he- ‘tried for ‘in-}. ‘The hassle concerning the lastNo. confirmation. to-:rumor: that. Venice ‘preselection. gtoup: ‘at‘first |‘in. its:. original - English. language. ‘décency.
Minute: ‘unexpected
bowout ~of
‘wanted to invite only. 10 Jteatures for the 14-day event,. but talk has},
version, ‘with titles prepared. by |. “Lolita” after. having ‘been en- “Eva,” a -Franco-Italian coproduc-..
sparked. conjecture™ game: which four’ ‘pix: -would :‘have :-been- eliminated?. well-known. German: screenwriter-.
tion ‘directed by Joseph
Losey,
Also’ on, subject:-of. selections; - it's -known. that. Britain selected “Quare. -lyricist Max Colpet:.On ‘a recent. tered: ‘in the ‘current film -fest. ‘as from. the local race, has ‘been
- Fellow” ‘in lieu -of “Term of :Trial” but fest preferred latter, ‘but. it’s ‘visit to: New” York, .Colpet, whose American, was switched at the last. ‘fanned’ by: further evidence that.
less well-known. that. ‘Sweden. and.” India: turned: down. Venice bids |‘for: first. job of film-titling.. this’ was; minute to: the British flag before its a: director-producer dispute (rather
certain pix. (no ‘reason -given), while another, Péter Brook’s- “Lord: of reported -he. had also done.an. adap-" “showing last .‘Thursday. (30). _Offi- than’.the. announced. _produceére’s
the: Flies.” shot? in: the.-Caribbean, Was .‘ostensibly. not:finished in time 1 tation: of ‘the: original: show, ‘but. he. fially:called ©an- Anglo-American |-t
film, it“was later termed British} “impossibility” of prepping a final
_ for.‘the Tocal event. 0
doubted whether it: could: ever be. after .‘toppers :“of Seven. Arts,.. pro-| print in. time for screéning) is
John ‘Cassavetes, who. Shoots: “The: dot” in:‘Tialy: thisfall- forCarlo} successfully. staged: because of the ducers of the. film, -pleaded that the. behind’ non-appearance of the film
_ Ponti, expected for-fest: look-see. -Other |late arivals, besides: those|“almost. complete dearth- of. .sing- :dual nationality might result ‘in ‘its;“at the’ Festival.
Since_, the’ Venice
preselection.
already. announced:. Jeffrey... “Hunter: in” Rome -‘for‘Adelphia’s “Gold: ‘ing. ‘and - dancing . actors” ‘in Ger-| being. disqualified to receive ‘an
‘for the Caesars”); Alida ‘Valli, Jack: Palance, Anita. Ekberg, Bob '“Wag-. ‘many.’
‘|-estimated. $400,000 ‘in Eady" coin, committee ‘saw the film on July 3
probin its original ° English-language
ner; with Sophia Loren..expected for..wind-“Up:night: of: fest:Sept. By. 7 -The writer. teported: -some production ©“subsidy reserved. to
1,
“| Jems: were presented in tr‘ying’ to
version. from’ which only the mu-:
_ Peter Glenville ‘also ‘here: for:“Term of Trial” presentation...
British.
pix.
‘find the: «German equivalent: for|
_3i¢ “Was: Missing; it struck local
Embassy’s “Murray. ‘Matcus~ here with. ‘Bob. Edwards for: his tirst.ters
>: Seven Arts. was - on. the. point. of:
slang «of
.
j-observers as strange that.a final
ritorial. 0.0., ‘Company ’§: Leonard: Lightstone expected. in.. before end:of. the - Ametican
West ‘withdrawing’ ‘tthe. filim. when . the! print could: not have been prepped
Side; ’ since. slang jis ‘much’. ‘more.
fest -as “are. ‘J. Jay “Frankel and. others fromthe New York pic’set’.
regional - ‘in. quality: in “Germany ’ ‘fest. agreed. to. the: change. in na- ‘in ‘time for the local debut of the
Venice: Fest | turned: down’ a pic (not: American). with. a ‘star.of. world,
‘than: “in the: “States.” ‘He: firially- tional: status: “Lolita, ” though |en-: pic, “which. stars Jeanne Moreau
-. Tenown: on mere. ‘artistic -basis; ‘though: the promised: “presence of. ‘thatseomproinised - on a sort of: “super-- ‘tirely localed:in the: US., was: pro-! iand. Stanley Baker. © .
. star. (if. pic was -stioxvn)” would: have. added ftirther ‘sparkle to- event's: slang":..which: incorporated’ those:|: duced -in Britain nae‘Seven.
v Ars Fest has’ now received A cable
lighter ‘side..
‘There. are. precederits whereby: ‘‘L.élita” might: : SEL sir‘Ords | “and. - phrases _ “eommonly|:
have ‘been. shown, here.as both U:S.. and British: : “Savage: Innocents" ‘sued: ‘by. teenag ers” in: ‘the: ‘Major ;Kubrick.
|throws.eloquent light on. the. situ2 which? like- “Lolita”. hada. major: US: -TeleaSe.- was:-Shown: at. Cannes. 7 German urban: centers...”
"Réaction to." ‘the. picture was: ‘ation. It. reads-as follows: “As ‘4di-.
‘under. duplicate nationality, ‘even,’ though. made’ under British* quota |. : Colpet :also: -did. the:
nat mixed. Most: critics agreed to its' rector’ of ‘Eva’ ‘I cannot say: how
coin: arrangements ~ . Anda film classed ‘as. Italo-British, “‘Romeo. and adaptation of the. French: legit | bright. commercial’ future and. ‘ont‘Geeply..I regret being: unable .te.
“Lolita” finally. run’ show,
“Juliet;” Won. the: Gr and. Prix in ‘Venice. in. 1954".
| the: br illianee of the ‘acting. They: j affect” the producers: unaccountable:
heré..as- an’ “A.A.: 'Production-Transworld. Pictures® “Prodttction:: diop-'i
| were: “more divided on. its other |.
(Continued: on page 16:
Ping ‘the. Seven” Arts-Metro tag so: as:“not. to. Prejudice - its. British’
bartistic. merits:. however.
wee
Frank
Murphy.
to
Cleve.
|
“standing.
-Sue.’-Lyon. ‘the. ‘teenage. ‘star: of |
Presley Pic at Fair t
“As: Loew's. City: Manager. ‘the’ picture: who “was. prevented'|
Alida ‘Valli may: ‘returiy’‘to‘Hollywood: in’ “Tate” fall ‘tor her first --pic
ae there. Since “The ‘White Tower” ‘in? 1950:: she's reading script. ‘on.project
Seattle. ‘Sent. 4
‘Frank Murphy, for the past year) ‘from ‘seéing” it\ in. public: in the;
hay een
‘NOW: here for .premiere ..of fier. Argentine-shot~ “Homage | at “Siesta and ..a half assistant to’ Charles) States’ becatise ofthe “18: or. over”
Film “crew: of MCG
tag:
attended.
the-showing
here.
and.
‘working
on:
Seattle.
World’s Fairin
Spaia
in
“English
:., Time,” She's: since ‘done’ “Valley. ‘of the “Sw ords”’
Kurtzman; . . gerieral:; manager |sli
“Janguage * .. 47 Her. Cannes acting: kudo: for * ‘Une. si longue absence:
Loew's: ‘Theatres, -“has been named Tater was: ‘hostess: ‘at. a:lav ish party _grounds.. shooting background foottwo “years: ‘ago has. ‘Kept |her. busy in’ variéus ‘areas.: but: strangely: not. city. manager in charge of- ‘Loew's, for’., 400. zat the Excelsior. Hotel.
fage for Elvis. Presley fitm:“See
in. Italy where she's been a leading: ‘Star since the: éarly 30s.
1Yor "AU the, Fair.”
.
three ‘theatres \in'.Cleveland. Job!
' Troupe: of 100 locally recruited
SET. "KING: RELEASE .
Fourtéen:: ‘Sov iet. journalists .made ‘trek: ‘to Venice” ‘this -year, -“first: had beén held’ on -an’ acting: ‘basis'|by ‘Frank’ Arena who. now ‘returns “Casino: ‘Films:has, seta fall-win-i extras -has been “working in ‘film.
- tine the USSR: has. devoted such attention: ‘(usually ‘local.
=
-and/or stringers were /used) to ‘Venice®.. _. There's also been .a risé in’ to -his.. formeét, hase: in.“Buffalo. asi ter Telease for the German import. ;; Presley -and’ featured players will
, “King ‘in Shadow... starring Horst. be’ here in September for, more
“Italian: and. British - ‘coverage, .with -Italo: ‘papers often sending: three. “city” manager: 2.0”
eritics: one- to” handlé- pix.in competition. another : for non-competing:| “Lou Haffe. franager. of -Shiea’s ‘Buchholz, -O. W-.Fiseher and Odile’ work on picture. A mockup ot Eye.
~ fof the .NeedIe ‘restaurant “is being.
“pix, still ‘another. for color pieces .. s - Annette ‘Andre. oes: ‘to. Loridon ‘Loew: “S} Buffalo Theatres, is. the}:Versois.”
‘The. color “production Was: di-: used -in “Hollywood. for interior
after-pic work in Rome.to-do' ‘Vanity Fair” “on-stage...+ GAC: has. also}‘new ‘manager: of. Loew's. 175th St:
Vrected:‘by Harold Braun,
‘shots.
“Fheatre: in Manhattan,
signed the:Australian ¢
actre
ess, to its
s hooks in Rome.

‘Brit,SovietPix
ScoreStrongly
Mt Venice
meFee|

‘WestSideStory’Mops Up
At-0’seas:B.0. and Also
Cops: Cerman-Tax Break.

‘Eva’ Bowout as Entry
In Venice Fete Traced To
‘Producer-Director Tiff.

yee
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y Backto* School Dents.

LaborDay— 7 TensHot : Prov:s ‘Phantom’: $7,500
$20,000;‘Stowaway’tne rr
m0
a GalahadTall$16100;‘Stooges’!2
wal
;“Grimm Great4 G,Ath
BroadwayGrosses
Proyidenée,. Sept. 4.. |
Despite’ the .Labor Day. holiday |.

| which helps a. little, .thereturn to |}.
| schools °‘Wednesday (5)" is- ‘hurting |
and. kept grosses. way::down: RKO}.

Boston, Sept. 4

Albee looks zbout tops with ““Phan- cor

Hub’s bio. ‘took :‘a-. “spurt: “with:
;holiday. . ‘biz, -but warm. weather

‘tom. ‘of the. Opera, * followed: close-|“tly. by Loew's State’s “Kid Galahad,” |.
‘| Majestic’s -fourth ‘week. of -“Music}

[kept grosses. ‘down: ‘to ‘léss than.

* [what was’ hoped: for.. “Phantom:
Los: sangete Sept: 4. +
Fleck of- money pix plus. longt
-“T'Man,” ‘Strand’s- reissue. of..“The|- - Estimated: Total ‘Gross
G
1
Opera”
big
at the M
7
Labor Day holiday | ‘weekend. are|
‘Sad - Sack” and 'Elmwood’s - second |: - This Week -2: 2.5... "$644,00 yee aalihaed nesty" he Memorial.
- | frame of “El Cid”:
°°:
: (Based: on 26 theatres). .
Saxon. Big ‘holdovers. are nabbing :
giving
figst-runs ° the: brightest |
week
since’ -New }
|”
Estimates for: This: Week.
prospect this
Last Year. :2.-7:.$639, 885 |.most: ‘of. the. coin- with-:“Brothers.
i.
Albee ‘RKO). (2.200; com
(Based .on- 29 .theatres)
a Grimm” ‘at- the «Boston sock: fi
Year's Day. ““Interns;”: playing at}. :: “Estimated Total Gross.
This’ Week: .
$2,627,200 -|“Phantom: of the “Opera”: (UT) and
‘@. record. sev en houses, is after a
: = fifth round:- “Kid. Galahad” ‘is. fair.
(Based ‘on. 20 ‘cities. and 247. 1 “Mothra” (Col):. ‘Fairly active. $7,wow $61,800: for one :of the great1in second: at ‘the’ Orpheum. “Bird:

KeyCityGrosses.

est takes

ever run .up- locally., by | theatres).

‘Spartans’ Oke $8,000 In:|-Man--Alcatraz”-is:

' -1'500. Last. week, “Five: Weeks. in Bal-

tall in fourth’ at.

1-loon” -+20th). ‘and. “Broken .Land”
‘{the: Music: Hall... “Music. Man” “ig |
Last. Year
: $2,471,860:
“Kid: Galahad” is: also ‘beaming | - _ “tBased-.on 5] cities and. 248: |. 20thy 2d wk). Weak $2500.
Cincy; ‘Phantom’ Fast. 86, nice in fifth ‘round: at. the Astor,
at a big $16.100° at the’ Orpheum }. ‘theatres. chiefly first TUNS;
_. Elmwood|. (724; “:90-$1.25)—“E1|.
?!Paramount: went to-reigsues.
°
7
iy
Cia”: (AA) (ad. wk); “Fair. “$5:008. |._ ‘Comedy’ Fairish.$6,500/ _ . Estimates: for This: Week.
and .Pix while »: a third. ‘opener, 2
cluding MY. ),
“Three Stooges. in-.Orbit, is ‘Hook-. a
1 ‘Astor. (B&Q) tL,470;;-90-$2)
= 1’ Majestic. (SW): (2.200:-90-$1. 50
‘Cincinnati, Sept. 4... “Music. Man” (WB). (5th. wk), Oke
ing to.an oke. $10,000 at the. Los |:
| “Ntuste. Man”. (WB)..(4th- ‘Wk). Un-1. ‘Its. a: holiday. hep’ session: ‘for $14,000.: Last week,- ‘same. .
“
Angeles and Iris. Several ‘regular:.
complaining’ “$6,000. Last | week, ‘Cincy firstruns. ‘with. Hearty |‘hold- | ° _ Beacon-: Hill ..(Sack). “19005: $1x.
holdovers -are- ‘doing particularly |
fine
biz. headed Ey - “Brothers
same.
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jively on: the’ “Main. Steni. and looks |~ ous’ key cities, are. net;
, “| $1.50)—"Five - Weeks: in.Balloon” .tions: However,” the tallest. coin Dream-about. business, “measuring
(20th). Fair $5,000. Last. week, “Kid | came ‘on -Sunday (2) when... drizzle: around: $203,000 in. second, week
escheat chipper this: first ‘Back-. a ‘without *‘Jusual : tax:: ‘Distrib:
‘| brought the” ‘dazzle ‘to--the.. -b.o: ‘ending today(Wed.) after $207; 300.
‘to-school ‘week::
+: -utors share on: net: take, when" :| Galahad’. (UA), $5,000:
“Sole °openers: :‘were “Lisa,”
playing:percentage, hence the ~* | - Playhouse. (Schwaber) :(355: 90-° ‘Neighborhood runs as. well as the in opener. .
arty, chalking: up a. ‘pert: $5,600. at] estimated figures. are: “net. ins 3 $1.50)—"Matter of:..Who” -.(Indie). showcases ‘and art spots ‘all ‘in: all|. Rivoli (UAT). (1,545; °$1 50-$3. 50)
‘the. “Carnegie,.and. -tanidem.” of |. :come..:
" a (2d. ‘wk).. Down. ‘to: §2, 200. Last: r had a nice comniercial time: ‘Friday + —“West Side: Story” (WAY (45th
‘|: through - Monday. and -as. a: result wk).
“Jungle: Fighters” ‘and “Never Let. a .- The: -parenthetie’ admission week, $3,200..:
‘session: ends *today.
: Go,” doing*a-routine $4, 500 at Mon-|- : ori , however, /as .indicated,: .”.}- Rex. (Freedman). (500; $i.50— 1 the ‘entire week “makes: for mighty: if (Wed.Current
) “with. about $44, 000 and
* roe! Second, week: of “Five Weeks.
Prclade.
GS
o
“Mr.
‘Teas
.at:
Burlesque”
(Indie).
|
agreeable
.
entries
.
‘in,
the:
books.
include :U. 8. ‘amusement. tax...
"Music, Man” “48.“-eyerybo
yl dy's d ancing inthe streets.
z |.Good. $3,;500:-Last :weelk, .“Touch‘In Balloon”: is flying °‘high: at: the |;
‘Music, Hall's
-Oriental; as. is “Pigeon ‘That -Took
ables”. (indie), $3,000: |. -::.
.‘| ‘strictly’ a, wow, looking to. close its |: ‘State (Loew): :(1.900;- $1.50-$3. 503 |
“Rome” at ‘the Esquire,. “The: Night”
=* Stanton. ‘(Fruchtman) (2;800; 90-" second week: today: (Wed.) -with —*Lolita’”’ -(MGM) (12th: wk). This.‘looks: bright at the-arty World; and.
A 1.50)—-“‘Music.:Man” -<WB). (Sth | pertiaps. ‘$203,000 after $207, 300 in round. ends today (Wed. with -an.
“Odd: Obsession” ‘is-fairist. at.the |:
wk): Holding’ firm, at.$7,000. ‘Last| the opening” frame: The ‘WB: trom- } apparent. $25,000. after: $19.000: -in:
.
‘previous. Considerable -pickup. for
.Fown-in the second.
week, same.:
stageshow. ‘thus: proves
boner awith
*.. “Miracle: Worker” - is ‘strong at|
“Town . (T-L): (1,125; /90-$1. 65) ‘itself:
robust, fitting: followup’ to Lolita, who doesn't even give plaid
‘United Artists in, third; and .same
:“Notorious ‘Landlady”. (Co}).-.
U’s.-: record- -breaking _ “Touch of |:stamps. ;
- “week of “Two: Weeks Tn. Another}
-Victoria- (City Inv.) (1 003: 50-$2)
| wk)... Nice. $7,000. .Last. ‘week;| Mink.”
‘Town. is. fair at: Woods..” “Spiral |
—“Guns’. of - Darkness” (WB) (3d:.
Toronto, ‘Sept. 4.
$10, 000:
“Wonderful
“Worta’
of
:
‘Brothers.
. .Road”: is lukewarm ‘‘at State-Lake,
«Notérious. ‘Landlady’”-: is. wham |. ‘Crest (indie): “, 700:: 90-$1: 50) Grimm”: is ‘a ‘Klondike. at- Loew’s wk). “This - “week ends. tomorrow':°
“- but .“Best...of _Enemies”: is sharp at: ‘two-house: ‘combo, |“Two Weeks “Boceaccio’ "70". (Embassy): ‘Fine-| Cinerama where; the fourth. week -(Thurs.). with. mebbe ‘$7.000 after
‘at: the Surf. in third frame: ‘Fourth. ‘in: Another. Town” is. sturdy; but ‘$12, 000.:: - Last: -week, -Closed” ‘for .
ended | yesterday.” with: 2$59.000. $8,000 in-:preceding frame. Tired.
:. of *‘Brothers’ Grimm”. at McecVickers. “Dangerous. Love.-Affairs’”’: sad: On] reriovations.
“I Thank a Fool”. (MGM: in’ next.
. |eapacity:
“js -hot, and ~“Interns”..is good. ‘in holdovers, “Touch . of. “Mink,” - in
“Warner: (SW) (1, 813: $1.-50-$3.50)°
ad “Pigeon That. Took Rome” flying
game lap. at the Roosevelt. “Music fifth - frame;.. - shows *~ an: upsurge.
high! -at -both the. DeMille, :with pan ‘Spiral: “Road” (U) (th. wk». This

Landlady’Lush
~$21,000,Toronto|

Man"

continues. loud: at :‘Chicago. “Spiral. -“Road”
“and” “ “Brothers:
n” “Lolita” -Jooks'} Grimm,” ‘both ‘in.third, and: “West

= “in ‘seventh:

An’ -10th. sessio

Inters
an le?
6,

Side: Story”. in. ‘16th. stanza display |:

1 $30,000, and: the Trans-Lux- 52d week. finishes -tomorrow (Thurs.)
| Street, : ‘with, $13,500, “second: week with’ a likely. $16,000 after. $12, 500

o| e om.1G

stout .at the-Loop.’ cand. “Taste of
‘little -.change: ‘at--the ©-b:0:;"* ditto}
‘Honey.” nice’ at. the’ Cinema. “West
\“Harold: Lloyd's. War ‘Id of.Comedy,’a i
~Side. Story"? As"still.‘Brat: -at::‘the:
now. in sixth: frame.
‘Todd: in 28th:*
a
| Estimates: for This Week
Tout:
t:
“Sept. 4.
: Estimates: for This. Week: oe
“Capitol; - : Imperial (FP) °. 1,026; Ae Only ‘big.ini ‘entry, “Interns.”
:
Carnegie --(Felem’t) (495;* $1 a5.
180)-—* ‘Lisa’™: (20th). *-Fine’ $5: 900. 3,206: “S1-$1: -75:——"Notorious. ‘Land-' is looking: “sharp. fat State. Tops. in
lady” (Col). .Wham . $21,000. ‘Last. ‘holdovers:: :“Musie Man” ina. ‘sixth.
» (Continued. on: ‘page. 10)...
“week .at, ‘Imperial: only, at. Samet week at the Ambassador, :“atari”?
pr ices; “Five: Weeks. in: Balloon” =f
ina third: at. ‘the.. Fox,: “Miracle
(20th. "$9.000..
Worker’? in .a:.second at -the. Es-

‘in prévious: Fair enough...

of daydating .‘run: | *:

_“Boecaccio. 70". élimbed to. ‘$25,-}

'First-Run. ‘Arties
oe
000 in 10th round: ‘at Cinema One-|-7 . Fine. Arts (Davis) (468: .90-$1. 80)
Cinema Two.
—"Best: of: Enemies”
(Col) (5th.
Tw k). Fourth :‘session ended. Moriday
- Estimates: for -‘This Week
(Continued
ontinued ‘on
‘on page 10)
1
“Astor: (City“Inv.) (1,094; $1.25-$2) |

|—‘Judgiment’ at. Nuremberg”. (UAY]. |
(3d wk): “Second: week. ended yes-|"¢
terday (Tues:} with $23, 500, which j:
is pretty hotsy since this is a move:,Carlton (Rank) 2 318; $1-$1: 50).quire and “Judgment |at. Nurem-. over .run. “Daydating with Trans-|"
=—'Touch ‘of Mink” (U) (th “wk).- “berg” * in! a 10th-.. frame. at.: the: Lux - ‘85th Street,*, and.- 14° ‘other
‘Upsurge. ‘to:$15.000." Last |Week,*-| Pageant, -art- ‘spot:: “Tom: and’ Jerry .:.houses ‘in metropolitan. area.
Cinérama: (Loew). “d 552: St.50$13,000.
‘Festival of Fun": isTight. ‘at Loew’S|
98:50i—‘“Brothers :Geimm’” (MGM) |
‘Eelinton. iFP) 19i8: $150:$2.TB)
Mid- Gitvs 2°
0:
Minneapolis, Sept. 4
| Sth .wk)-—Fourth week énded yes-}
“Wonderful: ° World "of. Brothers.
‘tterday. TTues. was: “eapacity: $59,000 | - There: are: a4.few newcomers, but.”
| Grimm’? (MGM-Cinerama). (3d wk): |. - Estimates: for This’SWeek
San Francisco, Sept: 4...
Excellent. $8:500. Last week, $9.000."+ “Ambassador. (Arthur) (2.970; 90: in. third. stanza. .No ‘need ‘for. eom-.|'¢“orilv. two of them. “World of Coraedv” “and. “Five. Weeks in .a Bal-.
“piretrun business ~18 “TOS, witht Hollywood. (FP). (1,080: ‘$1-$1: 50). $1. 25)— “Music Man’ * (WB)? (6th. “ment .-when. you're. SRO.
fonzrune and. hard tickets. firm. or}:—““Lolita’” (MGM). (4th wk) Heavy wk), ‘Nice. $10.000.” Last, week, $10.-“Criterion. Moss’. (1,520; $1‘95. loon,” are stirring up, much —h-.o.
activity: ‘Going into-. its.. eighth
building. . “Brothers .Grimm’ con- $9.000. T ast: week, ..$10, 000. <
*
:.-1000;.
50i—‘“‘Notorious: Landlady” (Col)
|
“1$2.
‘tinues- wonderful:
“third 1 ‘Hyland Rank) :(1.373: $1-$1. 50°. . Apollo Art:(Grace) (700: 90-$1. 55) {6th .wks This frame |ends. today. ‘month. in a few. days,. “West. Side
pair
week
-at. ‘the-vOrpnéune Ss Sky:
of - Briefs.” (20th) - (2d. wk): }-—“Summer. to “Remember” (Indie). J (Wed.
with about . $23, 000: after. Story” Stil ‘is’. on .-the bo. Dall.
"Above, . Mud: Below’? ‘opened ‘great ‘Still. ‘healthy $7. 000. ‘Last. week, |-Average $2. 000. Last: -week; .
1 $28, 000 :in “previous: : “Nice. - ‘Da = The Minnesota State. Fair -contin‘at the. Fox.-- “Mareo. Polo” is. bright :$9.000: :
a . |.ued: through vesterday (Mon.) and
tim”. (Indie) Bd wk), $1,500."
) dating: with, Beekman. :
, A the: ‘Paramount.
~.
was tough competish for. the show-International : (Tayler). (357: ‘$i-4;
1-}-Faquire™
“(
‘Schuchiart-Levin)
DeMille
(Reade).
(CL:
463:
-90:$2.
75).
.
Estimates for. This ‘Week:
the’ . Labor Day
“EST,251——‘Taste of -Honey”.. ‘(IFD) “800: 90-$1.25)-—“Miracle-“Worker ~——‘‘Pigeon That. Took Rome”. (Par) “houses, “keeping
~ Golden Gate ’. (RKO). . (2, 859:
“1th wk), Sturdy $3.000. Last week, TU AS.. (2d wk. Neat $10.000. Last (3d “wk. : Second session concluded holiday..from being.a help. White”
oe
$i.25-$1. 50)—""Starfaced: Mob” (Ine:
$3: 00. yesterday -(Tues:) with about: $30,- the.local Twins: basebal] team is on
. <diey and ‘‘Hand’ of: Stranger”’.(AD: Ie Loew's (Eoew): a ‘641: ‘$1-$i501° week, - $12,000.
“Fox (Arthur): ‘5. 000: '90°$1.25) 000, same.as initialer; Not in: orbit;. the: road:. the. fact- it's only a few
Great. ‘$10, 000: “Last. week, “Phan-+ i:
| games: out. of first place in the
- Weeks | ‘in™ Another * Town” “Hatart”’ (Par). (3d.-wk),. Fine’ $15,- but. “nonetheless -well..up. there:
tom. -of. Opera’. (UD
and “Big
| Amerivan.. League. standings 1s re-::
(MGM). Strong: $13, 500. ‘Last. week, }-000; -Last week, $18, 000...
Embassy ..- Guild”
Enterprises) :
- Wave": (AAs,- $8,000:
~
“Paradisio” (ini-t snonsible. for stuing potential |film<
: Fox" (FWe). (4, 651: $1..25-$1. 50)—|-Bitd. Man. of ‘Alcatraz’. (WAY. (3d .Bob.:Shapiro:. this". theatre’s head: (500; $1.50-$2.501-—
Loew's. Mid-City. (Loew)..: (1,160: | die). and: “Concrete: Jungle” (Indie) | Boers to their radio and ty .<**s,.
:Sky. Above,: “Mud | ‘Below’™ (Em- +}:wk). $9, 000:
’ Estimates. for: This Weet
2 Mvoli® (EP). (938%: $1.50-$2:50) 60-90)—“Tom: and. Jerry: ‘Festival-| (5th Wk). Fourth’. -week ‘about '$21,* bassy): and’. “Trauma” (Parade? ;
~~! | Aeademy.. (Mann) AL, 000: $1 9%Terrific: $12. 500. _Last_ week. “Five | “West: ‘Side Story”: (UA): 16th wk). ‘of Fun”: (MGM), Ligth $7.000. Last::000: and. that’s:a lot ofoglers...
$1. 50\—Harold | Lloyd's: "Wort |if
“Days ‘jin. Balloon’ (20th). “5. _days, Still A. hefty. $8.900. Last” week;week. “Tarzan ~ ‘Goes . ‘to Andi} vs Palace (RKO) (1.642: $1.50 $3507:
(UY) (3d "Comedy" “(UA Thriving. $7.000.
AMGMY- (2d wk), $6; 500:
|. — ‘Phantom of. -Opera”
+ daydating ‘Mission’ ‘Driive. = En, “4. same..
week.: “Miracle Worker” (WAY
* Bowne :“(Paylor’. (693:“90:$1.21" State. (Loew). (3,600; 60-90)2="In=| wk). Second. week ended yesterday +Last
$9,000.
..
(28 wk):
$4000.
.
. Orpheum. - :.(Cinedome)::. a:439: “World ‘of. Comedy": (IFD) .(6th|‘teFns” (Col), “Sock: $22, 000. Last: (Tues.). $18,000" after’ $22,300° in;
‘valon
(Frank)
(R00- “$1 1
$2:13-$2.95. “Wonderful: World: of Twky. | ‘Heavy: 54, 000." Last” week, week; : “Sky. ‘Above—Mud Below’ ‘opener... Not: bad.but Lon Chaney
Avalon.
[F
(Indie)
and “Little.
(Embassy) ‘and
¥. (3d ’ same.
: Brothers: Grimm”. -(Ciner
“IGM reissue)
(2d wk)...
wki.: Boffo" “Sal, 500. Last, “Week, 4.
Homicide” (indie) (24° wk). $7,000.
_Forum (Moss) (813: '90-$1.80i—!
Okay $1,500 Last week. $1 800-.—“Dangerous - Affairs”: _ (Astral):
$38. 500.
“Pageant (Arthur) (1:000; 90-$1. 25); “Sey A:bove’”. (Embassy) (12th. wk", ’
Century (Par)
£1. 300:. 85-S11_.
Warfield “Loew s} (2.656:“$1:25. Disappointing $6,000.-Last .‘week, | +—‘Judgment_ at. -Nuremberg” (WA): The 11th:week ended: Monday '131:
(reissue). (4th $1.50" 2. “Tartars’” MGM): and Adventures of ‘Young Man” (20th), | (10th- wlo. Okay $7.000.: Last week, with’ $8,000 after-$8.800: in previ-/.“Benn-Hur’? - (MGM!
;
“Tarazn. Goes. .to--- India” “" (MGMr (2d. wk), $6.000.:
game...
.
tous, Short: of Herculean. “Flame inj run), ‘Modest $4.000. Nast week,.
Uptown: (Loew): (2.2505. “1-81 5014 St. Louis. iArthut)- 8 800: 18-905. Streets’’:. (Indie). opens. Sept.’ 12.
“Guns: of Darkness” (WB), ‘$4 500
(2d awk, Solid SIL, 000... ‘Last week.
cc ofS “Spiral -Road’ (U): (34° Wk). Met):=—*“Adventures. -of. “Young ::Man”:
on ste ‘days}, $16, 000.
Paramount *(AB-PT): (3,665; $1-,iat $1-25-$1.50.
Paramount (Par) 2 646: $L: 25-1 ty‘$9. 000.. ‘Last week, ditto.
:/ (20th): (3d-wk). ‘Good. $7. 900. Last -$2i\—“T wo" Weeks. ‘in|
f Coover {CF (808: $1. 65-82. 501
(MGM) {34 wk):
$i. 501—~"Mareo
Polo* “AT and}
week, :‘ditto.’
_
Town” (MGM? (3d wk): Another “Brothers. Grimm”
Giant
$18
900.
Last.
week. $19-590,
“Dangerous. Charter” CEP), Bright}
a ‘Shady| Oak. (Arthur - (760: “90- winds: tomorrow (Tpurs:)- ‘with 2S- $13.000.:.Last: week; “Panic “in: Year
$1. .25)—“Lolita” *(MGM).. (8th wk). timated $29, 000,’ ‘same;-as- second.! Gopher. (Berger) (1 ‘NNO: $1-S1 os)
.. Zero” TAD. and” _Begah” ” {FP},
—
the Giant ‘Killer’
(IT),
Okay $2.0
600: Last. .week, $2,000. 1 Bob: Shapiro. -the. ‘thebtre’s- head Jack,
ae $1: 000.°
|-Good- $6.000:. Last: week, “Tom avd
- > SE.
Francis. “(Pani “a 400-. ‘g1-}
Jerry” (MGM) (reissués), .$2 Ang.
‘Baltimore,: Sept:4.:+
$1.73)—“Interns”’ EON: . ‘(2d ° wk), |.
| Lyric. - (Par’ (1,000:. °$1:$1.25° —.
“Boccaccio *270" whieh -opened
oF Lovely. $17,000.Last. week. $20.000.* “Five. “Weeks. ine a Balloon” (20th).
simultaneously:
at:
first-run..Charles
‘United. Artists (No. Coast!. (1,151;
: Sturdy :$5.000. Last week. “Sniral |
-$t.50-$3)—“"West. ‘Side. Story?” (UA): ‘and- the: -Crest:.. a. neighborhood:|.PittS
Road” (UY (3d wk). $5.500.
house,
‘is.
doing:
snappy.
biz
at
both,
}
~(38Uh.. wkr | Good. , $15,500. Last:
Mann: (Mann) (1.000: $1. 30-$2.75)‘Following
tlosé.
behind
are’
“The
“ week, $15;000."
:

:

:Shy’High$12500,

Ini
risco;Polo’ 136|

‘Comedy’ Hot16, *
|Mols.;‘Balloon’ og

“Vie-

9.

=

inerama

University. (EP) (13937. $1-$1.507

‘Boccaccio’ Boff $20,000,
Balto; ‘Honey’ Sweet 106/'

“No: Place Likejdid better.

Bitiay

h
s
e
r
F
h
t
i
W
Pix&Holiday:
itSers

~ Hatar? Lush $18000,‘Miracle’ 146’.

—"West. Side “Store” i1UA} (28th.
Nogue {SFE Theatres)
(346: Interns,” “good in second: week. aby.
(Continued ‘from page 9)
:
the
Hippodrome
.
‘and:
“Notorious
$1 50)—"Love- Game” 4FAW). and:
Nixon’ (Rubin):(1,960; $1.50- $2.75) wk): . -Stupendous- $7500." Last.
. Pittsburgh, Sept. 4.
oo “Rosemary.” PAWS. “Nice. "$2,200. -Landlady.” .same in-Ssecond .at: ‘the “Pie ‘hotsy. newcomers,. powerful. “West Side ‘Story’. (UA): 130th. week: '$8:000.°
_
a. _ Last ~ week,
*“Mareario’ ; (Indie) |:Town. ‘1A. Taste. of Honey” is sweet. 7
‘holdovers + ‘and -the Labor. . Day. wk). Brilliant, 36: 509; Last, “week, | “Orpheum (Manny 42800: /$1.25hy (4th?wk, $1, 000. - f
2 ‘in- opener .at- the. “Mayfair “and: ‘weekend~ are: giving: ‘Pitt « firstrun. $6:100.<2.
'$1.50-$1.751\—"Musie
Man"
'WBY).
com
Presidio | tATt “Theatre - “Guild “he“Music. Man”. is warm: in.Aifth: week.
hauseg its” best. round -tn- months. Penn. (ATC) 3 ‘00; $1-$1.501 46th: wk): ‘Smash Sil. 000. Last week,
nS
na, '$1.50)— ‘Bell’ Antonio”. (Em-. iat.‘the. ‘Stanton,
“Miracle. Worker’. - (UA).
: Estimates for. ‘This Week: ' a ‘Even “Spiral: ‘Road’ ‘which:: ‘was. «
Lofty. | $12.000.°
bassy) 2d owkiy Good, $1.800.Last
Park. (Field! 11,000: $1.50i—
“Avalon. (Freedman) 1850: $1.500 i limp “last. week: ‘sprang’ back with. $14;000..
Last:: week;
“Lolita”
‘week,’ $2,000.
more spark this” round. |“Shaping (MGM (3d wk-6 days’. $9, 000::
|
. Hatari® “(Parl :(4th. ‘wk: Hefty
-Stagedoor : reRy “44ay. “gh:50) “Touchables’™ ‘Indie? -(2d wk): Slow}
“: WoW: * “Hatari”. in. ‘first. week at | ‘Shadyside: (MOTC) (750:-$1: 250 '$6.500. Last: week, $7.000..
“Lolita”: (MGM) @ 20th. wk. Pleas- $1,500. Last ‘week, '$2.000.
State. (Par) (2. 200: $1.25-$1.50)—
: Aurora AT ‘LY. (367; --9Q- $1.50): ‘Stanley: Miracle: Worker” | also’ “Doctor: In
ing $5,800. Last -wee , $6,300.-:
Love”. 1Gov). Hep},
-very~ ‘fast’. in. initialer: -at ‘Penn.
. Metro. ‘United. Cali orniay. A; 000: 1“ Scarface. Mob": - ‘(Desilu).. -Diin$2,800. Last. week,’ “Devil's” Eye" “Interns” (Col) (4th wk:. “Great
ST. 000: ‘Last: week. $9 500.
61.:50-$1. 80)—*Boccaccio
"70" (Em- $1 ;200:- ‘Last © week, “Care r. Girl”: “Doctor. in “Love,” other new entry, | (Janus). (2d. wk}; “$2,3006.
.
.| shapes. “good: at’ Shadyside: Top.
Suburban ‘World (Mann) + (800;
cbassy) 6th -Wii Strong : $8:000. |Undie): (2d wk), $1.500:'
Squirrel
Hilk.(SW).
(834:
$1
95\—"
;
$1.25)-—"“Taste of Honey” (Cont):
Charles . (Frichtman)- ¢ 500; *90- _Zrosser ‘in: town: remains “Wonder“Last. week, $10, 000.
“Boccaccio:
"70":
5th
Wh,
“Hefty:
int}:
Grimm”.
4 (4th wk:. - Nice $2000: Last ‘week,
Esquire :(No. -Coast): (846; -$.90-. $1. 50)—“Bocéaccio -“710” (Embassy). ful: World. of Brothers
$455500. Last: week; $4,800.
ne
$2 500..°
$i 25)—"Kid ..Galahad”’.(UA): and -Big’ $8, 000.";Last’ week, Miracle fourth. at’ Warner..
Stanley. (SW) 33.700; ‘$1.81.500 . Uptown
(Fieldi «1 000: $1.25~
- Estimates. for This. ‘Week ft
“Doctor ° Blood’s * Coffin” ~ (UA), | Worker’ -(WAL (5th wk), $3: 000.
“Counterfeit.
‘Traitor’
‘gock .$8; 100... Last
week,” “Jack}" ‘Cinema. (Schwaber). “(460:- 90-) “Fulton. (Asgoc.) - (I 530: $1-$1. 30) -“Hatari®’ ‘(Par}: Glittering $18,000. 1$1:50".
(Col). {2d wk). Power-. Last: “week, “‘Music. Man" (WB: (6th: (Par) 10th: wk. Good $2. 500. Last
Giant Killer’: (UA) and:“Minotaur” $1. 50) —‘Joker’’:.(UA): Slow $1200. | —“Interns’”..
weék. $2800: .
.- | Last ‘week, “Tomorrow is:My Turn’. ‘ful$19.000 after.$21.000 -last week. wk), $LI; 500.
MUAY" (2d. wh), . $4,000..
‘Gateway: (Assoc.)
(1,900: -‘$1-| Warner. {SW (1.316:“$1. 50-$2. TS) 4 ‘World (Mann) £400: $1 25-$2. 50)*
- Coronet... ¢ United:
California) | (Indie). (2d. wk), $1,200:
:
Weeks In: Another. Town”
‘Hippodrome .. AT-L) :(2:200: :“90F gr.30:—“Spiral Road” (U7 {2d wk. —_ “Brothers Grimm” (MGM). 44th. —"Two.
a a 250: -$2\—_Music :: Man". AWB
(Bth “wk: Dependable “$12,000. $1. 50)—‘Interns”’ “(Cobh (2d --wki.. \-Nice: $7,900 ater drat “opener. of “whi, ' : Boffo . $24. 000: “Last | week. TIMGAT: (2a wk), Fair $4,000.. Last’
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7 _-for-..instance, is Embassy's an. -Will Rogers. ‘Memorial: Fund, °also. ‘production. “The: First’ Men. in. the-3foon"” With him is. Bill Hutchinson, |Club- Michigan Allied luncheon to ;
‘ noithcement of -niné.-releases from: had ‘heen.:an.' exec. VPS of Colum- -avho'll: be art! director. 7 - Cari Foreman has'a. ‘crew in Salerno for}. he: hosted. br Confection: Cabinet
vet
Se
:
Corp. an ABC Vending subsidiaty.
4"“The: Vietors,"” co
:
a
‘now: to’:yearend, ‘and -at-.‘least six | bla’‘Pictures.

Wednesday, September 5,1962
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“AlsoOK
pe Ye Moscow Approves
A Jewish Theatre

‘isthe ed
Mexico’ City; Aug. 28,:.

ae
Blackpool, ‘Eng, Sept. 4
~* Countering trend. which’ has geen |
line, fold.:.of : many:. - British show| ning film’ entering: its first week. ‘of |.
_ Malaga,. “Aug.. 28.
| cases. for live talent, ‘Associated |
‘By JOSEPH LAPID
.. Hollywood’: “producer: Tom |Me-. |a:ruh-at,the Alameda, topped: allcee
-British - Cinemas ‘is:Planning | al
.
Tel Aviv, Aug. 28.
“Bre
‘GORDON
IRVING
-other
pix,
‘grossing
.
over.
:
$13,
000.
qos.
-Gowan-and ‘novelist Alan Williams
2;000-seat: vaudfiimer
for ‘this
A Jewish theatre will be. opened
“(gon of: Emlyn). are’ finishing the.
aa
: Edinburgh, “Sept. on “‘northland: “entertainment key. New - soon in Moscow, A: Vergalis, editor
Entering: ‘into. its: 11th: tound;.
“screenplay of. “Tong: Run South”. . “Spartacus”: (UW): grossed -‘better. | -.Phe director of the International. ‘theatre, on site of:the old Hippo- of Sovietish Heimland, told -an, Ts- as the first of four productions. the than: $11, 200.: “One, Two,. ‘Fhree”- Film: ‘Festival -hére,. ‘Michael Elder, -drome, is slated to bow-next April. ‘raelt journalist. who :visited the
American filmmaker. plans: to: start| (UA) at. the Latino: ‘hit “almost: -withdrew -.Ja-: West’ ‘German... film.
-In addition :to° vaude,' stage will Soviet Union. This will be the first
_— ‘shooting early next: year .in. Italy: $8,000 while .““Absent-Minded Pro- ‘after: ‘learning that it had offended: be equipped: ‘for presentation. of :Yiddish ‘theatre in: Russia since
“7 and North: Africa, with: Alan Bates fessor”—(BV .at;the. Variedades, the: Russian |delegation. ‘The ‘film, |:legituners,.- and: will boast a 14- 1948, when Stalin’s anti-Semitic
- -@s: Star::.
| Brossed:‘around: $10, 500
“| “Czar to Stalin,” ‘was to have. been |foot revelving: circular. ‘platform. | purges. compelled Michoels to close
» McGowan’ ‘has ‘surveyed. ‘produc: Newcomer - “Roman | ‘Spring ‘of shown at the. Cameo Cinema. :
+ House -will be :geared’to. exhibit - his Yiddish players in Moscow. The:
a tion costs: in. every film’ center: of. Mrs. Stone”. (WB). got off to a fly- |
The |‘Russian ‘group. saw it: at ay.
. -Europe‘and has:found that: making ing... start. with _ almost : $9,000: in: special showing. in. Film House,| films . in.. Todd-AO - and - ‘Cinerama, new group will soon begin rehear-{sals of Sholom Aleichem’s “Tovie,
_-7 films: abroad.is . substantially “the: four days. ‘And. “Blood.and™ Roses”: ‘with’ .an-interpeter. translating: the}:“as well. as.standard ratios...
the Milkman:”
|
game in cost.as it is.in Hollywood:
‘Vladimir Schwartzer, Michoels’
me :Whatever economies :Europe of-| —Undie): hit $8,000 infour daysBen a English :-‘commentary:. Later, Fried-

- “Pueblito, . Mexico’ ‘s _prize-win. |

oe - -fers—siich | .as- extras, transporta: |

first assistant; is heading: the new
Mex FilmBureau’sHead: ;‘|‘|company.
Among. the well’ know
-| Jewish: actors who joined the troup:
ourselves or made any
Bayreuth Fiest:Grosses | this:among
Enthuses
Over
Outlook
formal protest: We: do not: want: to:[*
are Ephraim Leuter and L. Cagan..
big issue. of this, or to |
-According to. Vergalis :‘members
$1,380,000
BatWinds
Up:‘make-a.
For
Stars.
at
Festival.
interfere in.-the Festival's: affairs, | .
of the Soviet Artists: ‘Union wilt be

“tion :.and. general’ cost .of.-living,” |
~ he stated, “are - substantially ‘bal-“anced: by - our: téchnical’ skill :
‘that.
““ppeéds production©‘beyond _any- |.
.. thing encountered: overseas: Amer:
oo ican producers, however, are ‘work- .

rich Emler;. ‘a’ leading .Soviet: di-+
rector, :said: “We've. not|discussed |"

~ With $150,000 Net Loss

but we feel :that..the ‘commentary: :
| invited’ to rehearsals. |:
|
’ Mexico City, ‘Aug: 28.
turns. ‘documentary. material ®into |- Gartiien Baez,.head of the Film;
The future of the theatre will dewhich’®: is. offensive, ‘| ‘Bureau, is. optimistically : talking |‘pend. mostly on: the decision the
_Bayreuth,, “Aug. 28. “|-propaganda
fewer. sources at. home :to. turn, to - with’‘61,200 attending ‘this year’ . particularly - to’: the. ‘Memory ‘ofaf of «a: “rain” of stars’ during the; Union will. make. -It it grants ap-Lenin.”
| forthcoming fifth celebration of. proval, this means not. only finan: for financial backing.”
Bayreuth ‘Festival: -of 34. ‘perform- . ‘The - ‘film:“in®:: question; “ritnning: the .World Review of Film Fes- | cial -‘help, but approval by. Soviet”
..' -*| Abroad; chances of putting. a flm:|:
“ances.
‘and.
‘showing:
a.
total.
‘gross:
for
86
minutes,
has
been
gssembled
|.
tivals. Ismael. Rodriguez. has been |authorities, Even in this case there
- = together . have ©become -so: wide- |}
onl igpread that: a- producer can: take of | $1, 380,000.-’ (including . radio, ‘I from’: hewsreel. material, ‘including ‘beating the drums for the Mexican |is no. ‘intention to house’ the. com-shots”
of.
Czar.
Nicholas.
IT;
Lenin,
‘event in. his ‘frequent. visits to|pany.in-a permanent theatre, but
‘ “i. his. package. to’-the- highest ‘bidder; % tele’and longplay.. disks). per usual.
-“under‘conditions. that.are no longer::it. will-wind. ‘up ©with. ‘more ‘than -‘Stalin; :“Trotsky, -and “other: “Soviet. ‘Hollywood. . . Further, .- ‘Miss . Baez} rather to’ ‘perform wherever: Jewish
‘leaders,.
The
program
note
claimed
|
termed Bric’. Johnston, . président. audiences may be found. Moscow
_ayailable. in. ‘Hollywood. ”
-""MeGowan: ‘will..either: make ‘|. $130,000: met loss.: At ‘the. ‘affair it. was not’ political propaganda, :| of the Motion ‘Picture Export Assn. will be the starting point.
this’
year,
Wieland
;
Wagner”
‘probut. nearly all -who -saw. it<at- the;‘and Robert J..Corkery, head. of the|" Behind the Iron ‘Curtain there
“Long: ‘Run ‘South’ for: Anglo-Brit-.
ish or Galatea. of Italy. He-came to | duced: . new-. versions: of “Tristan private: Séreening ‘agreed that -the-{.Latin American. division ‘of the |are. today only two Yiddish theatres
‘and
‘and
Isolde”
.“Lohengrin”.
‘commentary
|gave an impression |:same- organization’as the best pub- worth .of mentioning:: One is -the
| | Malaga: straight from™ a. location:
“survey ‘in: Kenya. in- Rhodesia: ‘for while: last year’s: great. .“““Tannhau: ‘that: the: ‘commentary. gave ‘an im--|- licity. men.for our festival.
Yiddish State Theatre in Bucharest Ser”.was
revived
and:
the
perpetual.
-pression ‘that:°
‘the. ‘Russians. ‘were |- It:-is. expected ‘that the: ‘Holly-|and ‘the other’ one is: Ida Kamin“Born: Free,” based on Joy -Adamfest.
fixtures.
including
“"Parsifal”
murderers.
>”
‘|wood “contingent. ‘to “the Resena|'ska’s Yiddish Theatre- in ‘Warsaw.
“son's” ‘big-selling’ ‘Novel. on. African|-:
.
Normal. Edinburgh Film: Festival ‘will be \the *-biggest-: ever, and.}'The latter is permitted to-cross the
‘animal life. McGowan ‘will ‘produce ‘were on “the. program.
4
A ‘majority’ of ©key.” ‘Spots’ were: ‘policy: is to.reject- films: which will. loaded: with celebrated’ names, .ac- |tron Curtain and has. performed
7anid direct for -Metro.
=:
He’ will partner: ‘on his. third Still in ‘Yank hands, including Jess. offend another. participating: -coun- | ¢cording to Miss Baez. Apart. “from | even ‘in Israel... Miss Kaminska,
project
with
‘novelist .Gavin ‘Max-. ‘Thomas ©(from: South Dakota) in try. ‘Last year ‘the Same reason was. Hollywood, “and the stars and per-|actress and -director-manager, is
rernan
e wel
l :to: fil
m. the
‘author’s :“Ring: of
for. ‘excluding
“Let. My ‘sonalities. from the. world’s. film the daughter of Rachel Kaminska,
title: lead. of both:“Lohengrin” and. given
Bright Water” in’ Ireland, another “Parsifal”; ‘Grace ‘Bumbry. (ot St. People Go,”..which. attacked. South |‘industry,-.Miss :Baez confirmed. regarded as the greatest: Jewish
-|that the “zocalo (mein square) in ‘actress of the Previous generation.
animal -‘picture. ‘McGowan. is set- Louis);
Californian - -Trene’ .Dalis. ‘Africa's “Apartheid” policy. .
*., ‘ting: aside’ a.-year for: ‘production . and the ‘Met's Jerome -Hines. .Qva- |: - More ‘than. 200: films. :have* ‘been ‘Acapulco ‘will “be: converted into
“purposes. ‘Last ‘one _on: his. “present tions. ‘went. to AStrid.-Varnay ‘for entered. for the: current. fest, . first. .a° giant air (gratis) theatre. Pic-i
program © is .“‘AristoCat;”: _Sereen-: her rendition.of Ortrud. This: was ‘to be under the. ‘wing of: the:-con- tures shown will. be toppers’ in the}
layed’ by Paris trade reporter: Tom :her 100th: “Bayreuth : appearance... ‘-eurrent -and. major International. ‘Mexican -‘film. industry, Miss. ‘Baez|
owe, which: he-will produce with
If. thé. -show.. ‘side’ of: ‘Bayreuth’s | | Drama: &: Music. Festival. ‘Opening : said.
a Jean Thiullier.- Boris Karloff .would: . Fest .-is a marvel, ‘the: biz side’ pic was: “Adventures. of .a’ Young | World Review of Film. Festivals
_ ‘share: acting” honors with. i’feline, looms. ‘as an ‘outright freak. ‘The. Man,” (20th}. Ernest Heniingway’s: will open Nov: 22 asin past years:.
_}SRO ‘sign went. up-as ‘early as. last ‘autobiographical : .“study of -his| “The’ ‘Exterminating Angel” will.
represent ‘Mexico in the- fest since
_ Mexico City, Aug. .28.
April: And::the actual. gross: in the: youth. Directed by: Martin: Ritt; pie
_|till,:($612,000) would. make- any’ stars. ~Paul Newman, ‘Susan. Stras-’ “Pueblito” -(winning an award’ in|- The National. Theatre Operating
| San - - Séebastian)..- and. ‘“Tlayusan” Company, federal exhibition chain,
berg. and Eli Wallach: .
-| theatrical. ‘producer: very... -envious..
- Countries represented: this’ ‘year: (Karlovy Vary). are beéing™ com-. has spent $280,000 in renovation
‘Added: -to, this: is. the: coin: from
include. West. Germany, -.Greece, mercially exhibited now. °
|and .modernizing of its houses in
|:radio, -tv and .récord. rights, total-.. ‘Czechoslovakia,
‘Netherlands. _Aus-,
{|this. city: According to Juan Peling $750,000. ‘Yet -this. festival, like | tralia, Poland, ‘France,
‘Yugoslavia; | Mex.-Govt. .Boosts ‘World Review ‘licer,:m charge of the maintenance
|-all of: its’ pr2decéssors will: wind ‘Rumania, East Germany. and Italy.: Mexico: City, Sept.. 4.
- Mexico’ City, Aug: 21.
department, a.similar amount will
Night: club: operators, . wailing. ‘up in: the’ red:.-High cost..of :op- |." U.S: -- delegation . here | is. headed
The-- ‘Mexican “government is. “be spent. before. ‘year’s end in
“? over. meager. - business; have . only erating is -blamed because of the ‘again by “Ambassador - Myron M.: actively: ‘pushing: the -fifth World
other. theatres’ here: Improvement
‘. themselves. to blame. ‘For’ Mexico producers’. -yen to-have everything:.[ Cowen, who was .also ‘the: official: Review ‘of Film Festivals aa both ‘program~*will ‘be ‘extended ‘to
*" May: be. ‘the: only: country .in: world perfect no matter ‘what the cost...
delegate ' ‘in -1961:. Others in .the. ‘a film. industry. and tourist promo-| chain’s houses in -the provinces,
_: where: ‘a. highball,,- Martini, |or}. As in. the past, the Federal: Gov-, .délegation...are : Judge: William. J. tion.” Secretary ‘of. State. Gustavo this getting under way in 1963.
‘what: have you, piits: a -big.‘dent ernment, - the State of: Bavaria; the |-Tuohy, a former Judge. of the Cir- ‘Diaz Ordaz.has personally taken.
-Repair: and modernization proj“{n- the -eustomer's: pocket. ' ‘This -county and: also. the city will, make: -cuit Court of Hlinois, and Francis. the helm. to coordinate efforts to ‘ects have ranged from waterproofsituation: ‘prévails: despite ‘the. fact|up a major part:‘of the ‘financial. Y- Savage of the U. Ss:Information ‘thake ‘the: fest’ a ‘tourist: draw. ing ceilings to renewal of electrical
;
“that: “federal.:‘authorities, -in an-}. losses: “And, for. the remainder, the Service in London..
"| Cantinflas ©, (Mario Moreno). -has | installations, installation of air
ppeals, ‘last | Society. of. Bayreuth’s. Friends ‘has . . ws: Representation ‘Strong’. ‘| Deen named ‘a member of the. or- conditioning, changing of sereens,
~ ewer .ta. -club.- owner
“The. U.S.’ " Tepresentation.’ this: . ganizing. committee by. Ordaz.
“ year slashed ' the 190% duty ‘on. to go ‘begging.
jrepairing seats and élimination of
--liquors.. by 33%. . wd
Tickets for the’ 1963" Fest, which’ "year ;is strong, three features being | The .affair is now completely in ‘front. row: seats to make ‘seating
.
Tourists.
“who.
|
.
Visit
entered;
each
with
a
direct
bearing.
“Mexico” g. promises ~ even greater - things,
federal. hands,: with committee -more comfortable for the public:
of: members - including ‘Manuel Agui- Facelifting
7 nightclub: belt, have: been. and still} since’ it coincides --with the 80th | on. the’ Film- Festival. ‘theme
hem
has included
such:
“Phe.
Film
and
Literature.
”
Apart:
“are ‘the. biggest.‘grumblers.” For a “anni. of the death of Richard. Wag-lar, ‘-héad’ of the “Mexican . Tourist houses as the Rex,. Chapultepec,
from.
“Adventures : of.’ .a: “Young: ‘Bureau; .“Carmen: Baez,
.- short ‘time clubs. made: a small. ner, go on. sale. in:a. few. weeks.
Film | Alameda, Mexico, Polanco and
“| Man,” there is ““ The - ‘Miracle. Bureau. prexy;..Miguel- Aleman, of} Real Cinema..
’' price: concession:. But today: you'|.
Worker". (UA), ‘starring. Anne Ban- . ‘the N:ational -Tourist
". “ean’t. get. a Scotch highball.. in’ a
Council; | The Roble Theatre, whieh. has
‘eroft? Patty Duke ‘and Victor Jory,: \Governor ‘Martinez. :Adame
“.. top “luxury spot. for ‘less than $2:80.
of}. been: shuttered ever. since severe:
. taken. from: the’ play--of the. same Guerrero. “State;.. “Mayor ‘Canuto. quakes of last May, has been total-_
-_.to! $3.20. And: this not always. for}
name. :by:‘William - ‘Gibson. “which” Nogueda | of: “Acapulco.. and .Col: ‘ly repaired’ and ‘reinforced, ‘this.
-& “generous.‘two’. ounces...’ ‘Nor.’ is
:was. a:elick on Broadway and in: .Alfonso Luna .de “la Barreda, in representing an. outlay of $56.000,
“there. any | “assurance. ‘that.label}.
ordered : is : authentic...
Mexico’ City, Aug: 28. - ‘London... There is-.also “Long: Day’s ‘Charge of. handling police lines and Pellicer said. However, the gov-.
.{ Journey. into. Night, ”*~ -(EmbBassy): The. high.-cost’ of: drinking” ‘inh
An.
attempt
to. impose a. ceiling” ‘starring Katharine Hepburn, ‘Ralph. protection to.‘distinguished Nisitors. ‘ernment exhibition chain did not
“Mexico: has -always -been’:a. deter-|.
_|foot. this.. bill Since ©‘theatre was
at
96c
for.
all.
forms
of
-entertainRichardson .and’ Dean Stockwell, a.
rent. “to ‘budget-conscious.. ‘tourists “
{insured by owners ‘of ‘the office.
ment
will
be
attempted
by
city.au-.
film” version. of. ‘Eugene’ O'Neill's :
‘anxious to..take*in: the. night: life.
‘| building -in which: it is housed,
‘Starting
.next
Jan...
I.
‘thorities.
.| play which liad its British: preem:
‘The outcries of anguish when bills:
: While most: of the chain's first=:
-.are presénted ‘can’ ‘almost -be heard -Standardization -of boxoffice. prices .at Edinburgh: two. years’ ago.:
runs are in good order, proyincial
will
inclade
everything
from
soccer
|"
< United Artists: is. also. repre- |
“in ‘their home -citiés, where: elbowhouses ‘in: such spots as Cuerna-.
- bending is ‘a. nominal. 75e. to. sae and bullfights to theatres, the: Na- sented: by. “Eléctra;”. which won || Edinburgh. Aug. 28. | vaea, Acapulco, Puebla and Toluca.
tional-.
“Auditorium,
Arena:
-Mexico
the “film. adaptation” prize- at’ this te| Talks: are“ to open’ soon between. ‘ean’ stand considerable. facelifting,
a ar! nk.’
:
a
But" in Mexico. it. just. ‘ain't 0. } and .Palace of Fine “Arts. ‘Actually “year’s * “Cannes--festival.” It “was :* the” city: authorities. and. local ty- with _major need the installation
which
the96c
top.
4s
in’
“effect.
for
vaude:|
selected: by the: ‘Edinburgh officials}
“ven: ‘in. :the* faney- bats).
jcoon:‘Meyer Oppenheim: over plans:of new seats.
for special showi ing:-Pic stats Irene: for a new theatre development site |
may. or. mat ‘not. ‘offer entertain: and: legit houises.’
a ‘ment:: ‘by* way of -an-. ‘ihdifferently. . Reportedly: fhe move: to.‘standatd: 4 Papas and was directed by Michael if.-the.. ‘city -:“center: : Oppenheim. .
a paved-:piano,’ tariff’ runs” from; ize boxoffice. is- being: instigated: to | Cocoyannis:*‘The event -is .-non-} chairman. of:-Afgyle Sécurities. Ltd,
“i. $1:20-to $1.60 per drink... and. inoré [avoid -“flight of- dollars”. in visits-of competitive,. but: Diplomas ‘of ‘Merit! ‘plans:-.a Tedévelopment.. scheme f.
Vienna. Aug. 28
*” when: ‘management thinks it an: ‘Of. foreign - Spectacles and”. enter- are: aw arded: t0.‘films: of outstand- costing. ‘more: than $3. 000. 000. -in- |
Wienfilm. Studios wil hoise the

. ing abroad more’ often ‘than: ‘ever,.|
. the reason: being. that they have.

Mex:Nat'lTheatre Setup
Spends $280,000 on Its
Chain For Facelifting

© Mexican NiteryOpsWail.

Over Biz,Tourists Find

~ $3.20.Drinksa.Chaser 7

MEXCITYPLANS 96¢.
“TOP. FOR ALL SHOWS

EDINBURGH MAY GET.
‘NEW. CIVIC. THEATRE.

Disney’ $ Strauss’ Pic

get’ ‘away. with

it.
en
“ However, -¥elief-for thirsty’ tourAsis - and. nightclub. habitues- may,
be” in. sight, Their: “champion::is
Migiiel : Aleman: : an ..ex-president

a ‘cluding a. civic: ‘theatre: and Office | Walt.Disney. equipment

beginning

_—
“Raise ‘the Status ,
| buildings.
“presarios ‘will -fight:. new “official. ‘Raising. the. status of. Edinburgh | _{ Main plan is:‘that ‘the. site: pres. | Sept. 17. with his “Johann Strauss”
biopi¢’ Kerwin Mathews Was cho-.
spoxoffice freeze’ moves .on..the the- 14s‘ a. talking : ‘point here, as’ film: : ently --occupied_ by. the .Lyceum
sén for.-the lead -bécause of his
‘ory: that these will deprive Mexieaa ‘ -enthusiasts from: Europe and: thei Theatre “and. the. Synod: -Hall.. be |
likeness. to ‘the -great: musician,
Of Mexico: Ww hose: concern now, as public: from ‘seeing firstclass :spéc:° .Americas -join. to-‘canfab at -the leased.-to- ‘Oppenheim: for: $9 ¥ears.; Steve Predin will direct.
the “head.of ‘the. ‘National .‘Tourist'| tacles or. ‘performers.- But. city. au-. local’ Film. House. headquarters. of.fata. premium ;‘of $900,000. He then. 1. Picture’ will
center
aroind
ot ‘Council: is: to-woo.a steady horde thorities claim..a good: many of the'| thé Edinburgh Film: Guild wWho-or-'} would’ build ‘a- modern civic thea: Strauss’ first wife. .whose. niaiden’
‘ .. “ofr
‘gringo. tourists: south ‘of: the. iniports. ‘have. resulted’ in. ‘sharp. Sanize the celluloid. funkef.. This is 7.tre and then sell it to‘ the city for.. name’ was Jetty Treffz. _Austrign
:- bordér.. Aleman, ° in: cooperation ‘losses. for. ‘managements. ‘These- ‘a small,: ~enthusiastic. - group - -of
- “with the-‘Treasury: Dept: ..and_ the. losses, So. ‘it's’ -reasoned,.-:will. :be ‘amateurs who. often -err:‘in’ pub- “nore than -$2:100,000. ‘Oppenheim. Star. Senta ‘Berger | was inxea for.
‘bought. the Lyceunt ‘Theatre’ for ‘this ‘role. Besides using .the-strwlio:
-~ Mexican Tourist: “Bureau,” is “‘prob- ['avoided: when’ foreign. ‘shows and ticity and. ‘showmanship, but. ‘always [ $300,000. fro the: theatrical’ firm: -Work, -the. producer . will - shoot me ing “exploitation” ot” nightclub | ‘enterfoin=rs “don’t plat’ Tere: be-. score: in: good: manners,” “Protocol |Of: Howard & Wyndham with the{-Many scenes. at® plac eg - where =
oar ‘patrons, chiefly tourists: ere ‘}cause. of the26¢,‘boxoffice: top. *.
an
_(Coritinued ‘on. page 1).
purpose: ot redev eloping -‘the area.. Strauss:lived and worked..
King Cole: ‘and ‘Frank. ‘Sinatra’.“im b
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eee

>

Aca lemy Award winner Robert. Rossen,

whose “All the

:

King’s Men” and “The

.

Hustler” have become cinema classics,|

“s

produce and direct the film version |
Brendan

Behan’s inte rn.

HE HOSTAGE, on location in

aa
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Dublin .

PRODUCTIONS |”
W's
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.

“ VARIETY'S" LONDON: oFrice:

IN TERNATION AL |

Seats Tavanlneeesgeteogasconqeansiopiontion = 4Palnes ki
- 49 St. James's
Street, Piccadilly.

rac)
InternationalSoundT

(2ageONel
Pays;in Spotligtsh

~The Raid’ in"Holland:
“London, ‘Aug. 28:
‘paul:‘Rotha. has |“planed: to. Hol:

Oe

liana fo make .a-war film called |

“London.

“The: Raid?”

At DublinIntTheatre Festival
-

for Sapphire Films |—

- Sam. ‘Marks ‘ts.‘here:" sétting Up “a.film of‘Evelyn Waughs “ipfandtul | in ‘Amsterdam, ‘In Britain, the ‘pic|
of Dust,’” which Marks plang to make. tn.‘England ‘next August: David. -will: be. called “Resistance!” Rude. Peter O'Toole Plans

.

Pees 5|

é

, Meyer: Wilk “produce.

Dublin, Aug. 28.
of
the

‘uropean.

premiere

Dance Drama. .Company

as:‘been

set for Sept. 24 in the

To:ProduceGodot? ballroom of ‘Dublin's swank ShelRob de Vries ‘will star’ and “the |
other’ ‘éornimitments ‘permitting, arid.Marks ‘is.presently’. huddling- with:[aim
|
long 3tint. in. “Law| bourne Hotel. Occasion is an’event
.
is ‘skedded. for. aad ‘world: 7 “After his”
. Sellers ga. . Janet Green: readying: a‘ film’. Script. ‘called “Christabelle,” “preem- in. -Amsterdam, *
8
of Dablin’ International Theatre:
which. ‘pinpoints ‘the. other. ‘side ‘to. the question of.whether a ‘broken’ |
—
a
Seven. “Arts took. io

‘iome -riecessarily’. méans: uinhappiness to-a’ child e

: rence’ -of “Arabia, ”” Peter O'Toole

——

Edinburgh

—

‘Festival. which opens that. ‘day and

-(hag- decided: on a change of -pace continues through: Oct. 7.
of for his: next’ pic. «He’ will “make'|. ‘Eugene O'Neill gets double rep"7 “Waiting “For Godot” ‘for.-‘Keep
|’,

-over Wellitigton, College: and. transposed it. into: ‘Hallow: College. for},ee .
resentation at the Fest with: the
aos
‘Continued
fr
13° =
.Films,:the company which -he. runs ‘full
. scenes: ‘for “Tamahine,’ ” which. John ‘Bryan: ‘is producing for. ‘Associated:
version of “Long Day's Jour-.
“British: ‘Scholars -used .‘part ‘of.‘their: ‘vacation: to.appear: as: “extras: ‘at| and. a. soniewhat. snobbish. ‘localized.
ney: ‘Into Night’ being staged on
“what ‘is alternate’ nights at the Abbey, and
:will:-be
and
in.Ireland
with
disappear.
may
which
outlook.
~ Clift Richard. skedded 1
$F 50. a ‘day,. ‘plus closeups. with Nancy’ Kwai’:
described: “As Ma ‘creative experithe. European
English-speaking
years:
‘ment...
s - in. the States: ; early’ in “October “as: ‘advance’ | theAccording
“for. pérsonal” appearatice
premiere. of O'Neill’s “A Touch
..
to
“Forsyth:
‘Hardy,
:
s’’.
Young::One
“The
pic
-his
-of
“John:
Huston
looking
for
a
|_ boosting
- It’s” tot ‘expected ‘to take longer
‘-@og that-will- eat’ any. kind -of-“fish for:. his” film “The: List of ‘Adrian. secretary of the International Film | than: two .weeks .to film. orto cost: of. the Poet” at the- Olympia.
_,Messenger.’ * “On. account, * says Huston,’ “that: the ‘dog’:‘thinks -he's. a- Festival,-the: event -is “now. an_ “more -than: $56,000. Jose “Ferrer “Poet” ‘is being presented by.H
* eat.” ‘The picture is:a Joel Production: for-U-L.-.”.
Charles ‘B.. “‘Schneer official part. of: ‘the:International: ‘will - -play ‘Pozzo.. ‘Jack MacGowran M. Tennent. Ltd. with Tan Bannen
“has ‘signed: Alan. Hackney ‘to: writé’ the:‘screenplay. for “The Village 1 Festival ‘of ‘Music and Drama.: “This | 5: cast’ as ‘Lucky. ‘while. Kenneth |.‘and Billie Whitelaw: as stars. _
William — Saroyan
is another
.. That’ ‘Wandered. * based: on. ‘Surrey. - Smith's “bestseller, It's: for: ‘Col: is the result of a series. of: huddles | Griftith:ds‘Estragon. :
;
4. American’ playwright. represented:
. Peter Oppenheimer. exec. producer’ of “Here’ Ss:‘Hollywood, a durifiz.the-past year between: both:
--Felease.

Saas Continued trom pase,

with Jules Buck. Film. will be shot

‘organizations.
and Jack ‘Linkletter- arrived. to film: interviews here
-. ; - Other- arrivals

Move: will raise’ the |”:
status. of:the. Film: Festival...
ee,
‘are. Gavin ‘Lambert ‘and. George ‘Webb; with- George’ Cukor - expected |’
Hardy
‘explained:©“Now, “when
at weekend.:;
:-National “Film: ‘Theatre. celebrating - its 10th. atint. with
-+ we approach ‘other’ major film: pro-.
.ccul@ Beason of Soviet” Cinema. ‘starting’ tonight (Wed). with, Dovzhenko’ Ss

wie

his.
“Cave
“Dwellers” ‘is. “being:
staged. by Arch Productions in
| Dagg: Hall, small theatre attached’

DanceProgramlh
_ FranceGets Lift

to Royal Irish Academy of Music.
| ducing:: ‘countries, we will ‘be able |
Two Jrish tv producers. will be
. }to .say,” not. just” that: this: is. an]
staging. productions during the
‘|-event:: ‘taking - place at :the- ‘same.
-Fest: Hilton Edwards, now. Head
Paris:
-|:-time:-as the’ festival-of ‘the other
of-Drama for Telefis Eireann (Irish
‘alain’“Robbe-Grillet, -who ‘wrote’ the. Sciipt: for the:‘controversial but. arts,: but that.it: is an-integral part:|
TV". _produres: “Othello”
with
Bo,
Paris,
Aug.
28.
hit pic, “Last Year. in. Marienbad,””: ‘finished this first Pic asa. ‘director of . that: festival: Any ‘contribution
|Anew McMaster and Michael MacoDPhe’
darice’
‘setup:
‘has
‘been
con-!|
“writer, ‘in .Turkey “The-‘Immortal.’ ” He said. it. was-a -simple- story . ‘of: “sent: ‘by -these-- countries.
: will. be. ‘sidered ‘ore of :the weakest show Liammoir at |the Gaiety; and Jim.
‘Jove like:.““Marienbad..” :but:-the: oceans of. printer’s _ ink. spilled in‘ ana- shown “here. onthe same. scale as
-biz aspects: in. ‘France’ since the Fitzgerald. directs “Stephen D,”
Ayzing .““Marienbad”” ‘differently. spells like _Fesporise to ‘this one. Then an: opera or drama ‘production.”*: .
‘Hugh. Eeonard's
adaptation. of
he- does .a pic in Japan “She: Died in. Franée,’’.also-.a- Tove -Story, and] Lord ‘Harewood, Artistie. Direc-: ‘war.-It has prompted. such: choreog-. James Joyce's “Portrait. of the.
"rapher-dancers
-as
Roland’
Petit,
one in Turkey about. smuggling:: : The latter: may ‘be intelligible on. one tor: of: the: Edinburgh. Festival (He’s |
Artist. “as’ a Young: Man” at the
‘Noted. oldtime. ‘director: Rene. Clair,” who did -a segment ‘also the cousin. of. Britain’s: Queen), Maurice’ Bejart and.Janine ‘Char- Gate.
<Mlewing
\
rat
‘to
‘go.
abroad
or.
“use.
their
tal-|“in ‘the. sketch. vic ““The. French Woman ‘and. Love.””. “which. started a. is. ‘already. ‘taking a close -interest..
New. Irish plays on the sked. are
Lents. "in: niteries, . music halls. and
“eycle of. episodic’ pix, now .doing:‘another. ore. in “The. Four. Truths’”.}| This. winter he will”‘journey around. . pix,. “while ‘the ballet ‘companies of. ‘Seamus Byrne’s “The Little. City”
&
ie La -Fontaine
y
P
based:
on .afables with.
the animals ‘turned .into humans. ‘Europe:-and possibly further afield,
which ‘Barry Cassin directs at the
‘Clair déclares. that’ sketch. pix.’“are:, interesting for each: part “is -not: a. and: will study. the ‘major. film de- the: state.- subsidized: Opera .and. Gate;. Patrick Galvin’s “And. Him
_Opera-Comique -weré allowed. to
condensed feature. -It has its’ own form’‘and: calls for’ simplicity : in a) -velopments in the world.
: Agreement -was: reached’ between ‘degenerate badly: -:Culture ‘Minis- Stretched” will also be. directed
~ direct action. that is -given’: “via: stiort ‘cuts. ‘His: concerns. two. différing
by Cassin at the Eblana, and Cas“people locked. up together: by. accident in an apartnient and. “how: they the two ‘organizations. ‘too: late. for|ter Andre Malraux has taken steps Sin’s. partner, Nora Lever, is pro‘Comi¢: Jacques. Bodoin. suing producer- thé’ link. to “be publicized. -in.- this to: rectify this. for next. season..
Ret. to knoweach otherducing T,. S: Elfot’s “Murder in’
: director: Yves Robert of: the hit. moppet .pie “The Button War”: claim-- ‘year’s official program: ‘and. adver-|.:LA ‘grant’ has: been: given Roland the Cathedral” in St. <Patrick’s
tisements.. In future years, . -how- Petit: ta form.. ‘a company. for a
--ing that a ‘remark: given “a beguiling: kid character, “If: I had known I
: ever,
the - . film. :-theme-”- will: be. .sedson- at ‘the-Palais De Chaillot, Cathedral... “Dossers” by W. J..
“-wouldn’t have come,’ ‘was one he- had: used. for. years,
in ‘his comic act:
| planned. in, conjunction: with: the’ which houses the state-run: Thea- Murdock gets |a premiere by the
..about. a precocious child..-Now, with: the ‘pic -a ‘hit,. people* think he fest ‘as. a whole, {tre National .:Populaire. .‘Petit has Dublin -Stage ‘Company in the
_Alfted- it from the-. pic and ‘he’ wants the remark. removed from it and |.
.. | alteady- signed “Rosella _Hightower. Pike; and a musical comedy, “FurBritish
Support.
Licking
to-star along with his wife Zizi Sey” by Fergus Linehan: with mu_gatisfaetion ‘ina public’ announcement: ‘50: ‘he’ will not: be™ taken for. ai.
te
‘What ‘price. hit, says Robert. H.-took: 4 run. ‘of ‘six months "The: ‘British’ film ‘trade,. in- gen-.|. -Jeanmaire. “His. company wil, be-|.Sic: by. Patrick Murray and Aldeen
‘erat
doesn’t:
support
-the
Festival,
,:
‘gin next December.
fore’ Bodoin made~a ‘move... Case. goes before: ithe courts in ‘acouple
.
| Kinlen is:being produced by Alan
and: world. preems .aré few: if’any:
of months: Meanwhile pie which got ‘only -so-so: ‘reviews, keeps racking.
7 _tArsenal.’rn

:

oh,

‘Tt is noteworthy. that.the American | Petit-will do two weeks and then|
up: takes and is:turning out. to. be the surprisé hit: of -the season..
is working ‘hard, study- ‘the -TNP: will stage ‘its plays for
Stage and: screen. actress,.Susy Prim, who was. producing. pix ‘the last:-|-delegation.
ing the format of this: non-compéti- ‘two -weeks, “After ~ -that - Petit: resix years. returns to thé stage: this season: in André: Lang’s. “Le Sac.” tive. festival, and-keeping’ the. good 4-turns. There ‘will’ be. 50. terpers.
“ She plays: a -lysterical,- evil. woman.. She |“denies: ‘her’ years -as.a. "film. name .of the “U.S. industry alive. “and 50: musicians.:in. the Petit line- producer -mad2: her. fit for. this‘ role: Hit Ttalo pic “Divorce. Ttalian . - But.a few. more film: star’ visitors. up. Accent will be‘mainly. on the
. Style’. will’- have: a° French. -followup’. via “Marriage French: Style.” ‘names”. ‘to. publicize. ‘the junket, “dance at ‘the. be ;inning, with most.
“Michel: Boisrond directs ‘and. Marcel Mastroianni... star ‘of “Divorce,” “| would: be’ welcome, ::It. was ironic. new: ballets: sans scenery . both for
.- {sg‘being paged to also star- in’‘this one: Film: critic’ Michel -Aubriant has ‘that the only visitor to the opening economy. sake ‘ind. asa terp innova* ‘penned: the ‘script: ;: <The. Vikings”. (UA): in for a firstrun. reissue: - |night gala reception: in Film: Heuse tion. is.
‘Currently, starting’ Frénch. ‘Sketch’ pic-““Les ‘Bricoléurs” (The: Doodlers). ‘here. was. a- ‘star '.of“yesteryear, |:.. Petit will mix. modern and classi-

Simpson. ‘This follows “Othello”
at. Gaiety.
Other. attractions

on sked in‘elude “Fiesta Gitana,” Spanish
‘dance’ company, Aldo Nicolaj’s
“The. Apricot Season” and “Courtship Through the Ages.” Last-.
named is presentation by Austral-

fans

Peter

O'Shaughnessy

and

Shirley Smith.
,

. According to ¥ est dir ector Bren-

_ may be first true Common Mart. pic. with ‘one’ episode slated for each. ‘Sonja: -Henie, former -skating' ‘star: | al* ballets “and. ‘concentrate ‘on dan. Smith’ ticket sales for’ last
“EM ‘signatory. ‘There may even. be"one segment ‘in ‘Great. Britain’ if -it | now: the wife ® of :millionaire ‘ship-/. French ‘works. Meanwhile: the di-| ¥eat's events totalled 90,000. As a
-Show people: claim that main, at-: owner. Neils -Onstad, who was in}: rector of. the Opéra has ‘brought tourist gimmick. it attracted 1,700
‘comes into: fhe’ ‘CM. fold in time:
tendance. this: summer was. ‘mostly male. “especially: legit ‘and. films:: It ‘Edinburgh with. their. collection of -back Serge Lifar and invited Wladi-| $102,000who spent an. estimated
weems: ‘French mates .ean now. send. off spouses for. vacations and catch. “modern. . painting
from: : Neorway. | mir: Bourmeister from Russia. to reup .on ‘shows: with ‘friends: or- alone: : Raoul Lévy again “arinouncing | - An: unofficial --visitor——and. one|.| ‘vamp |‘noted. old: ‘ballets|‘and ‘do
s WellsBig|Ba
he: will. start. up-his shut-down.-pic “Marco. ‘Polo” this. year... ‘. . Color‘: who: tried: ‘hard..to. ‘escape: from. new ones. Director’ ‘Weorges ‘Auric. Sailer’
photogs—has. fs . concentrating on dance as well
Wis now about: ready for. first: régular tries ‘here, But it: ‘will still re- Press -seribes'..and
“Jain on an. experimental. basis: sittce the second web has. to: be brought: "‘been - ‘Gregory .‘Peck, With- his: wife: as Opera.. Bejart. may. also be.
An: first.:-Film people ;‘are. wondering | if color” video :“ig something - ‘to } Veronique, . doing ‘the.. rounds _ of |.‘coaxed: back from: his niche at. the |plays:
‘and...
concerts:
.
They:
visited
- scream about yet . . UNESCO. putting outa. booklet on:‘film musicals:
“Ballet: of ‘the Theatre De. La. MonSydney, Sept. 4
and filmed’ operas ‘and: ‘ballets. Yank- ‘supremacy: in tuners -is’ made- the -‘Dylan : Thomas -play “Doctor Naie in Brussels ‘to’ ‘mount some-. .
Sadler's Wells Opera Co. is do‘and
.
the
Devils,”
“at.
the.
“Assembly.
- @lear and the European disaffection for: them. But success: of “West Side.
; thing. for.the:‘opera, ..
.[ing smash. business at Tivoli here.
Story”. (UA). leaves hopes :‘for. more- ‘miisical- pic’: ‘patronage. “On-the-. ‘Halt, |‘Edinburgh: and. also. saw: they.
‘London: ‘Symphony:
‘| with “Orpheus. in the Underworld.”
“gpotters.. think it -does not.: mean same ‘but. just’ happens. ‘to. be: a pic|:
Run is limited to: five weeks at $4
_that clicked. “Coming release: of. “Porgy. ‘and ,Bess’”*"(Col):in 20m" is'|- Another ‘film-world . Visitor has

CLIBURN’S TEXAS SIZE
‘OVATIONS IN.ISRAEL

{top for Garnet Carroll and the
< being watched. ‘If this makes: ‘it. it may. ‘mean -audienees are ‘swinging béen ‘Trish:. ‘actress. “Siobhan,” Mé=
‘Elizabethan Trust, by ‘house ar-.
“Writer: ‘Alain ‘Robbe-Grillet, who -penried the. ‘Kenna. here for ‘the .screening of |-.
~ to musicomedy pix.:
rangement ae the Tivoli loop.
eript: for‘the. offbeat. but- grossing “Last: Year in Marienbad,”. has. her ‘new. ‘film,. “The -Playboy--of- “the.}
roupe,
Including Iris Kells,
ust finished. his:.first: pie .as: writer-director. *“The Immortal,” and - it: Western: World.” ” - She: made. a p.a:
‘By JOSEPH LapiD
2
|-Kevin:. Miller, Jon Weaving and:
- Was. made. ‘in: Turkey... Judging’ by “Robbe-Grillet’s- remarks: this, “may |:at. the ‘Cameo. Cinema .
el
Aviv;
Aug. 28. {Erie Shilling, was. flown in from
“have. ‘more “interpretations than. “Marienbad:” . Robbe-Grillet: ‘says he. screening. of: the: pic.
Even: ‘by.Texan standards. it was’ ‘London.
Show is produced: by
Smart: Reception
broke ‘all: academic ‘rules in: this pic and ‘says ‘it is:‘definitely: new. If .it | “Ambassador:
and :Mrs: Myron M. . a
whale of an ovation that ‘Van ‘CU-: Robert Blake, with Alexander Faris.
book it:is not an error ‘and ‘if it doés not ‘he’ ‘an. always 26 on™ writing .
burn. received. here. The ‘young.
ooks: or: even paint ‘pictures. ‘Tale is about ‘a. man infatuated ‘with -a |- Cowen::.-and- the. US... delegation; |-pianist’ played. Rachmanioff's 3d. conducting.

Auring |

girl but narrated ‘by. somebody. else.. He loses: her :‘and. finds. her: only’
o see-her. killed, and ‘then “he too is: killed. ‘That. ‘is: about’ all. he: will
, Francois Reichenbach: ‘doing. a-feature ‘documentary
: say: on the pic’.
-On ‘a couple and: ‘their love and marriage. He found two, non-actors. and:
hopes they. will marry: in real: dife’ after ‘the-pic. Film: is- called: “Love:
_ and Fresh Water” and Reichenbach: gives, theni an. idea ‘for.a scene- andy

tossed a‘ smart: reception. for visitors .and .délegates at the’ home: of Concerto, the one which -wonhim|.
Vaughan -‘DeLong, American. :con-. ‘the: -Tschaikowsky. award -in ‘Mpos- |British
cow: . He appeared with the Israeli.
‘sul-general. ‘here. ‘ Evenit was -atDown
fended - ‘by:. delegates: from. many.
countries; ;

:

Films

"shown. have *-

-Phitharmonic:-

Orchestra, . _ ‘Georg |

Singer ‘conducting, '-He is’ - also |.
‘scheduled for two. Fecitals. ‘The|

Revue to Kick Off.

Under Tour Oct. 5.
Sydney, -‘Aug. 28:

Tivoli loop ‘and ‘Aztec -Services
have ‘inked a deal for an Aussie

included: '3,200-seat’ Mann. Auditorium. here
| “Love- Without. Words” ~
{Czecho- | 5° sold olit.Cliburn came here as tour of the British Revue: “The
actions. Tecorded He: did:this. with: ‘his: last ‘pic A> Heart ‘AS Big. ‘As | slovakia’, “The: “Hands”. (Greecey,
.
hat” on an: African’ boxer-poet and’ it,‘won: the top: Kudo at: the recent “Der. ‘Transport™. (West! ‘Germany’, ‘participant . of the . Sécond "Music. { Black .and. White Minstrel. Show.”
with an-Oct. 5 preem'set at Tivoli,
foserne Film -Fest .in. Switzerland; ;°:.Ex-fiim critic. Francois. Truffaut; “Festival. ‘in. Adelaide” .(Australia), and: ‘Drama: Festival.
who: became -a:solid -director,. “The: 460 Blows,”. “‘Jules: and. Jim,” -back-| “Father. Malachy’s. Miracle" (West.

- His © press" ‘conference :- Was’ the. ‘Melbourne.. Choreographer. Jackie

to: pen: a book onAlfred: Hitchcock .after spending six. weeks. with him: ‘Germany’, _.“Fair.in:: ‘the . Rain” “first. in‘ -Israeli history. where rep--| Joyner and musical director Harry
“and ‘as’ interpr eter in’ ‘Hollyw ood: Book’ .will.comé. out: in: the U.S.:next. aN etherlands), . “Adorable. of ulia’ »d‘resentatives of. both the Américan|Currie have arrived from London
‘to ‘seléct local talent to back: the

.year. He. .begins: shis’ next. pic in Mateh:. “61: ‘as. Science fiction item: Austria), “The. Story “of. “Private|.and .the Soviet embassies were
Br itixh. stars.
“Scripted by. ‘Ray Bradbury, ° ao
[Pooley -(East- Germany / Britain);. present: The Soviet. attache -.was
Deal. was handled by ‘Eloyd Mar=]. “Manolis”: “(ULK.), and: “Queen of not ‘officially. invited: but -he sat tin and* Gordon Cooper iTivoli*
‘Camong .the “journalists.” The “Rus
‘in: London; wheré Emily Williams “Spades” AU.S.S:B.).
and Ken Brozeik (Aztec).
“At a. performance cin, ‘the’ ‘ABC ‘Sians .“ guiessed « Well:. Cliburn was.
‘took the ‘tain part; later, it -was
asked. about his appearance: in. the }.
a
Regal,
:
the
-Oscar:
for
best
*:
vlivepresented at the Criterion’ Theatre,
Edinburgh, ‘Sept. -4.
Pinch Viennese Prod:
‘about. his .meet‘action©“short film” ‘of: 1961-- was Soviet Gnion and PP
"An. early. surprise: at «the. Edin: |London.. :
Vienna, Aug. 28.
-handed- over by : Sir. -Alexander |'‘ings’ with Khrushchev. ‘His’ answer}... .
- burgh Festival -was the. -banning.. of |: - Larry ‘Marshall: “Beot: ty come- King, chairman of. Films. ‘of -Scot- ‘was . friendly.” but: . noncominittal.
Herbert’ Gruber, chief of the
-“"& -Slight’ Ache,’ one-act: play. by dian- entertainer, :‘who- entered the ‘land. Comimittee;. fo R.-/A. -Riddelk Only. later’ ‘hé.has” learned. that: a |Sastha film ‘production company,
'~ Harold Pinter. It had. been:included unofficial “lists”. -with his: own one- Black.. producer. of Tenig iar: Films, . -Russian, attache: was ‘present and iwi! -he fried for drunken driving
in: a: bill tobe staged’ by the Eliza: man revue: at: the: ‘Palladium vaud- :representing .production.. “unit ‘of. then he: tried. to: recapitulate what;with: the -additional charge of try_ bethan. ‘Theatre -Group .in: the: hall ery, scored. a. prestige: success with. -the ‘film ’ “Seawards- the * -Great | che -'was saying. during the ‘Press |ping to evade arrest-after causing’
Of SE. Mary's. Roman.’ ‘Catholic: “As «Others. Sée. Us, a ‘show: in ; - Ships.”
smashup
on WaehrinzerSir ‘Alexander. “announéed ‘eonferenee. He expressed. his hope ya - car
> Cathedral.:and |.was -«banned ”‘br whith.-he: used-films. ‘of. ‘himself, |.that .plans: are’ being made ‘for -the’ that -he didn't say anything offend- _strasse Wis academic title of dacCathedral ‘authorities. ‘as “not. suit-|.slides. and, ‘songs. ‘and -monologs: production in Scotland next year of: ing, sirice the’Russians-have alw ays. L.tor we also be at stake.
- able for. performance’ ina cathedral. His. opening. ‘was.a. “show. biz-studded feature ‘film: on: life. of|Johni -‘Kriox, | heen most. friendly to him.
ear owas also Lieseolte
; In, ‘
~ hall.’ “Play. .already . broadéast ©onl o¢casion.. with: many: present” to ap- Scot: religious’, leader: : Plans. are. | The: Russian attache was.- dater |.Bar?
wareoqauin. She was hadly
- BBC. radio. “has also’ been: -per-| portion: the usual” first-night’ ‘bou-! also under way to'make a new color}. ‘he:ard..complainirig that: be couldn’ typharrt. Ww‘hile Gruber: was also hosformed: at the, Arts Theatte. ‘Club (quets and faubtings.
film Bbout theEdinburgh, Festival. eet& Ucket: for €liburn’s concert. | pitalized.

“ChurchBansPinter Play|

A

16.

_Wedtieeday, September 8;|1968

~ PastWinnersofVeniceTel

PICTURES -

| tear - and:saved the:‘poy‘from |
drowning. .

~ Venice Film Fest Reviews

“1.
He is. rescued from: ‘the mob: ‘and|
” the’: ‘brother*is locked. in: with

_ | some’.asylun: inmates -by™ mistake |
_
& Major. Awards Only ).
| and. some -.group— ‘therapy séems:|" .
i
soe
as
CONtinUCd from pase ©
6.set him right’ with reconcilations |" 1934 Man: of:-Afan,’ directed. by. Robert: Flaherty: (wv.
S)
1 of parody: and’‘it “stands aTitle with his- son and.: ‘his ~ mother : in|}
Los Inundados
--Katherine: ‘Hepburn: ‘for. “Little Women” .

director “Fernando. Berri

gets

‘chance. in regular foreign ‘pic. marts.
Two, .robust,:. dynamic. men .and

sight:

a |

The

insane . ‘brother. may |}...

bé“on the way..to ‘being: -cured.:
firmer hold on his content, inven-! their followers: are about to fight ‘also:
characters “are...skin ‘deep |’
nd cutleok
he sshould emerge}
tion and
cutlook he
8€ |each other during: the last, days- of | ;nd.But..
motivations.
uneven.

Wallace Berry for “Viva. Villa” -.

“4998.
—‘Anna.

_—

:,

Pierre Blanchard for “Grime et Chatiinent” :

‘Acting |.

a director with international. poten=}the | ‘revolution . since: they-. are. for

Karenina; directed by.. Clarence. Brown. w.8)

‘Paula: Wexssely. for: “Episode”

el

)

cannot .givé’ em much. credence. a 1936“Emperor of California,” dir. by- Luis ‘Tremker, Germatys* fial. Technical credits are fine and} |different.men, But they: are. stopped:
Annabella for “‘Veikle D’ Armes”.
Simon / -Oakland.
this. is another notch. for the rapid-* ;by the. army. ‘and ‘arrested. ‘They. are either . though
. Paul. Muni for “‘Story’. of. Louis: “Pastéur .
makes: a try” to. give pathos to the
ly ‘developing. Argentine films’ dis- _amnestied.- whien. the: Tevolution js.
Sick’ man, but |:is unfortunately| "3937 -“Carnet.de Bal” ‘directed ‘by Julien. Duvivier (France).
played at fests:this year. |
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Seen Behind
By LES CARPENTER
W ashington, Sept. 4.

__Wednesday, September5,1962.

“In the. ‘gnidet. of: stimmer. network reruns, CBS. ‘News: took ‘an:

experimental. plunge,’ telecasting: ‘fresh’cultural; Pubatfaire: and:

“news specials.

os.

&

“Phe dividends: are these:

iROBINSON SITESPp | t P&G's$Carney’Reprise .
263 AVAILABILITIES}

ot

DAS,

- The ‘cultural specials: guch- as. “Npietica: a4 Portrait:in verse".

have. garnered ‘much’ press attention. and. mail ‘pull. It's ‘considered -...

The Washington
consensus ‘is.
to”. a :
: Protter & Gamble -is picking up’| - unlikely. that. the press :would, have paid. ‘ag much: attention:fare.
that. the only logical. explanation
A ‘
‘the ‘tab for the ‘third showing ‘of |.-*these. ‘specials if they had been’ up against the-‘Programming
for the selection .of E: William |
Henry; a 33-year-old Memphis. at-| New projects for 63-"64.‘tops the: + “Art: Carney: Meets. Peter and: The | Of: the non-rerun. months: :Ditto audiencés, _
‘torney only. five years. out. of law | agenda of the: Coast. trip of Hub- ‘Wolf’. on .the . ABC-TV: network fe
- The producers ‘such as’ Richard: Siemanowski,- “who toil regtilarly _
‘school, for the Federal Commu-} bell: Robinson, senior -v:p.. Of: Pro- ‘Nov. 25;
"One-hour: special, based : on: the ~| in, CBS’ daytime or Sunday a.m. ‘vinevards: were given a nighttime... .
nications)
Commission
is _ that gramming of.CBS-TV| rnusiead -‘conception. by -Prokofief, | -airing. opportunity. ‘They’ used -that .opportunity: for. experimental |
Kennedy
&
Kennedy - tJFK! & |.
Robinson, who. is due to. be. ‘on
|features. Carney as. the only. live | shows in their metier, learning something. of the: nighttime. ‘audi--:
RFK) want control of FCC before
the Coast ‘for: ‘a ‘week, will: hold.
actor: supported -by: Bil Baird Mar, - ence and introducing ‘nighttime: audiences to daytime: fare... A”.
the 1964 election.
1 eonfabs * with exees from ._ such.
“Calendar’’. nighttime’ special:was among. the: summer . roster, :for :
jonettes.
'
By following the. ‘pattern’ (first; studios’ as . Metro. TY,.Four. -Star:.
| .|... example, Lo
Newton Minow, then 35,. in 1961 Desilu, 20th-Fox. and others:: ‘Con-.| _—
“|. New show. ideas were: ‘aired: planting the seed for cotitinted. pre:
and second, Henry in 1962), they |fabs are ‘on possible projects for:
. gramming along Similar” ‘Jines.. “The. Dialogs ‘of “Archibald Me-:'":
-€an accomplish it. The. obstacle is ‘63-64. to. be -done’ in’ association Leish. and. .Mark Van -Doren,’”* :
‘aired “Aug. 2, -will be: a -forerunner:
that the. 1964 appointment. ‘will with the network. “Metro: TV, ‘for
}4
of other dialogs among prominent men; the’ five programi: nighttime.” . :
have to be a Republican or a po- example, |‘has |‘ ‘Grand Motel” and|.
’. series on. the. American economy, titled: “Money .Talks,” :will-usher ©
Jitical
Independent.
That one. “Bells. Are Ringing” (see :separate |.
7 in:‘short nighttime’ series on other vital subjects: next. summer.

Brit.Summer Vv
l
Makes LikeFall,
ss
AudieanceBuysIt

(when: Frederick’ Ford comes up). story):. Confabs; .too, ‘are ‘expected ‘|.
can’t be a Democrat, The 1963 ap- to. shake down. the entries: from
pointment can be a "Democrat.
i hopefuls, ‘tadeals: or noo-deails..
T.A.M.
Craven,. a Democrat|.
‘who will beeome eligible for’ retirement:as early as next January
=
‘By. ‘ROGER. ‘WATKINS
(although his term runs. until. next
_June 30), can he. replaced by an“London, Sept. “4.»
“other .close Kennedy ally..
‘Hard fact to. emerge from current.
tv schedules. — -particularly. those
“The . “decision on ‘Henry,. an-|
nounced last ‘Thursday.: £30); was4
‘of. the. independents: :i is that .the.
politically the toughest in shap-.
British summer semester® -has..more
ing FCC in the Kennedy image. It|
‘potential ‘than just’ a. ‘programmic:
“dumping -ground.”” ” While ‘it eanstirred up a political. hornet's nest|
‘not:be denied thereiis Considerable
with the Arkansas Congressional:

‘The ‘whole. “live” summer ‘operation. has flexed. the. muscles. and:
imagination: of John ‘W. Kiermaier’s pubaffairs department, ‘which. ..
will be ‘responsible for . filling: about .22: hours in’ the. Wednesday
7:30. to. 8:30: ‘slot. néxt. season. “CBS Reports,” ‘of: course, -will ‘be. in:

CBS Follows ABC|

delegation, one
erful on Capitol
sting the White
painfully in’ the

: that‘slot- with from. 22’ to 24 hours, dependent .on.‘the:requirements

of: -exee :“producer Fred Friendly. a
Other. than: six “CBS: Reports”. reéruiis, the whole roster. ‘of news, “

Lead in QuestFor|

2 pubaffairs programming: this. summer has been fresh. That’ ‘roster...
|.* includes. nighttime ‘outings for “‘Accent,” “Eyewitness,” in addition .
“-to-.cultural ‘and: news: specials and the. daily. ‘daytime. “Calendar”: -

A Negro. Newsman

|"
|

} * 'series., Feeding the roster was ‘enough to make.CBS News prexy°
a stinilar’“approach ~
‘to.summer PFO.
Dick Salant. sweat.. He Plans 4
gramming: next year: too.:

n
a
t
Ti

of the most pow-7:
| falling off of audiences. throughout |.
Hill: which could| Wanted:. ‘Qualified Negro : ‘appli-}. ‘the vaeation séason,: ‘the more ,per-.|
cants.
for:
on-the:.
rair:
‘ty:
Dews
Jobs
ceptive. operators: have. discovered|"
House. often. and}at ‘CBS. :
4 that ‘those folk’ who” do: settle. for.|
month’s ahead.

You'sreOnlyasGoodas
a "YourStory
OnesAreHard toFind.

‘CBS. ‘News: has’ pada:’sereening| .tv.-are..not. necessarily on holiday }
Arkatisas members of Congress, possible applicants ‘among: Negro} (mentally), too..
For a... variety” of. reasons, the |
including: four petent committee. newsmen. -:To’ date;:for one :reason:
chairmen on both sides of.. the or another, no one has. ‘been ‘select-| major -indies :found-it. important |.
—+ with. the. ‘growth .‘of.the. hour.
Capitol, are “deeply arigered be- ed. The door, though; ‘at CBS: News to. reinstate. several’ key: shows this|.
cause Commissioner John S:: Cross, is said to bé wide open for. a:news-| ‘summer” which: chad: been hit “by |
‘series: form’on. all threé hetworks,. .
& Democrat and an ‘Arkdnsan, was. man’s. version. of ‘Jackie Robinson. | the’: actors’. “strike. **--Phus, :entries
a
‘pivotal. role riow is ‘being.played:
.
,
“Top.
‘booted out'.of FCC: when. Henry |. ABC: on. ‘Sept:. 10° becomes |the like’ “Probation __Officer; ”
‘by: story. editors. of. series...There's ~
was appointed. Cross, a govern- first. network to. employ a Negro}: Secret:
“
‘a.‘new: cry: being. ‘heard ‘on “poth
‘Ment career man who was head of ‘}on: camera: Teporter.. when: Malvin. “which. would. ‘normally’ ‘be.‘skedded |:
for: fall -and:-winter exposure. ‘and.
telecommunications
for the State it R.
. “NBC-TV. ‘program. vicépresident: “coasts, when, series. are.‘pitched. ‘to:
Goode, veteran. * Pittsbur gh4
. Dept. when he was appointed fo Coiiriier reporter, ‘joins ABC’ S news |1 rested: ‘during the. summer,” found ‘Mort :Werner «‘had his. “clan” to- networks... The: ery ‘is:Who's: the: oa
FCC. by President Eisenhower, ‘is! staff. Goode ‘has been. assigned: to; themselves ° competing with. BBC-: -gether: in N.Y, ‘last week. for two
:story. editor?” ae
TN" s
‘earefully: : -planned: . May: ‘days .of- meetings, ©- mainly: about|:
highly
regarded
by._Arkansans: the United Nations. ‘heat,
| fbrough July. “format::
here ‘and ‘is the son--in-law -of a.
| product: for: the: ’63-'64 season. It |: ” According to Mike: ‘Dann;CBS:
: Against - such’ ‘fare as -‘comedy was. incidentally, ‘the ‘first. meeting TV programming LY.p.-NLY.;.: ‘story
‘former
Arkansas‘ Congressman, |
WBEM:-TY. ‘Foo ae
reyuns - ‘and’ westerns: A-R’s “Top.
Claude
Fuller.
Fuller was very|Chicago, Sept. .4.- l Seeret” . which cli¢ked in ‘the. 1961. at NBC that. Giraud. ‘Chester (who editors of seriés ‘are in ‘short supprominent in the successful 1960.|.
shifted: officially. “from. : ABC-TV. ply... Getting:a ‘good story editor for
WBBM-TV- has ‘let down. the |winter: schedule, climbed to a top.‘|early’
Kennedy-Johnson _ campaign © in:
last. week): was cable’ to attend |
color :barrier:..that has existed: ati
Arkansas,
‘Tenessee, home state. ithe’ ‘commercial. tv-:. stations ‘here five place in. the listings::ATV's: as. Werner's
No. -2:-maii: and “his: a ‘series, . Dann. says; -is critical to”
“Probation ‘ -Officer;”” with-‘added
of the new ‘appointee, Henry, went |
>
32> the.success of a _show.. and.some,
for some time.in hiring. “away. Ben|.“depth written . in’ ‘during - its en- chief program: administrator... ae
for Nixon-Lodge:)
-Présent. for ‘the’ Thursday. .(30)-1;,
| Holman.: from the Chicago~ Daily
-break, outstripped: BBC's:
“I feel like Caesar must have. News, Holman: will’function.as:.a| ‘forced.
summer drama skein.: “Suspense.”: ‘Friday. (31): powwows:. were. ‘also. ‘season ‘are ‘waiting .to ‘be:
» buitoned *
felt ‘when Brutus... stabbed’ him in
Felix ‘Jackson; --NBC-TV program
‘the back,’ Cross: exclaimed when. general. assignment reporter on the. to ‘chalk- up ‘an. average. rating of -boss.on the Coast (and incidentally. Up. -by::inking.. ‘qualified: story: .edi-:..
|news’ staff and will frequently ap=+ about’ 47. Other examples..abound:.
Yreached by long. distaifce phone at
one ‘of. those “been-around-along- “tors... The breed .is,hard-to ‘find.‘on.
his Eureka . Springs, TArK.,. home |‘pear_on camera in: news. interviews. | « ‘Outside .the: documented-drama. ‘thie: boys” “inadvertently ‘omitted’
“both coasts, Dann-avers; 9 {.) |
The CBS. station ‘insists -it.. was|.bracket: ‘this sunimertime ‘the. Brit:
when. the Henry appointment was
‘ish audience. has shown: ‘marked:| from: last week’s vet programmers’.
Historically, whenever. a partieu- at
announced.
“My people ‘worked {not under any. directive \. hire al:
‘Tistin-Vartery); -his‘new second-in- |
hard to carry’ this: state ‘for the ‘Negro’ and, in fact; has- been skir t-- ‘tendencies: to: Beek the. more: ‘serious + command. Grait: Tinker:. Ed Friend-}. lar tv. form catight. on, demand for:
offerings:: Trend
President .In 1960: Why he’ would. ing. any publicity. pointing up: the
ly; Dave. Tebet, And.Ross: ‘Donalds the- particular tasent. ‘of. ‘the ‘form. a
turn to a Nixon state for a com=: new staff: member's . race. :“Accord= .the™ continuing success” ‘of A-R’s son,
- Fexceeded -‘the’. supply. - That was
“This.
Week,”
©
a
‘current
:
affairs
ing to: a. station ©‘spokesman... “He
missioner -is a. ‘mystery to me.”
-.: ftrue.of.the big comedy: hours-. of
‘thinkpieceshow:
which
°
has:
been.
While the politics didn’t fit that ‘|eas hired.not because he’s a Négro-[
. yesteryear, the -‘Variety’ shows, ete.
‘beeause he’s.a.gcod reporter. a’ consistent entry” in--the. toprated |._
Jogic, it did shape into other logie. :
In. the. half-hour series,- ‘ranging
list.
At:times.
it’has
been
‘seen:
in
|
7
9
"
All Democratic
Presidents
have and good ‘at the. microphione.: It’s
fea situation: ‘comedy *‘to ‘action-.:
| more than. 4.000,000° homes, about | J.
trouble with the daily newspapers. our “policy -at:this. station’ to. inter-|
| adventure ‘to ‘westerns, :the ‘role. of |
half’ the total to sée: the. premiere es
‘owned and controlled editorially. view everyone. who. comes" in for, a.
the’ story editor. psually” ‘isn’t con= *U.K. show :“Coronation: Street.” :
by. Republicans. But tv and. radio. job vaeancy . and to: take the *‘best |:
sidered’: that’ critical,” “Within. ‘the:
This i$-not to say,- however, the.
Joom as another politically’ ‘power: person.” Holman: was: hired - ‘by
limits ‘of :30. minutes, -‘there isn't: .
.
yaude
specialor
the
quiz
and
panel.
_
news.
director
Bill
Garry.
a
Tul -news medium, - and it. is. con-.
sufficient time .to- develop * -ehar- oo
tgames are complete writeoffs: at'|”
trolled by FCE.. A firm grip :on
He’s a highly. régarded reporter this .time’ ‘of.. year. :- Several, ‘such 4.
acterizations, : ‘subplots,..ete::_The**
‘FCC could be’ useful under ‘cer- who recently had a ‘page ‘1 ‘series.
‘hour -form;. though, .‘brought. new.: as Bernard: Delfont’s Sunday Show, |
tain subtle conditions. in a. Presi- in the Daily News. exposing * the
-dimensions: to the. -job- of story
“Spot The. Tune,” and : ‘Take. A |
dential campaign,
ritual. ‘and. workings. of the Black. .‘Letter,’ “remain ‘big- audience. pull-. :
| editor, “The dimensions. are. espe- .
Henry's political’ ‘situation, “as it | Muslim movement. He shad joined: ‘ers. But “as: one..top “program ‘ex-|-- The: ‘problem: of network ‘com- clally, big in? 60-minuters . of an
js understood. ‘here, involves. -close the:. movement under.“an assumed ecutive puts it: ““We-hdve learned ‘pensation: to: the .affiliates is high: “anthology nature or. of.- ‘running :
association with-a. young man in. name. Holman - ‘had’. ‘also covered “a lot.this summer by. bringing ‘back: on the: discussion: agenda of. the: characters. set. against the -anthol-..
Nashville, named John Hooker Jr: the FCC: hearings: here. last spring. ‘shows whi¢h* went! down: :well. “in. current’ meetings: of the execs: of ogy: form: | a
Hooker; little known. outside Ten-. for - Daily’ News. “citys!
side.
[the .ABC-TV “network with the;
(Continued. on. page: 30) * 2.
‘In. ‘many. Cases. producers. “act. as
Nessee ‘except -by the Kennedys),
|
affiliates
board of. governors. ‘in \-their.-own
|:
:story editors:. That’s
is the leader of a potent group|™=
~~ | Holly wood.. Sessions opened yester-|:true ofa Rod: Serting; Stirling’ Sil-. _
of liberals imany- of: them -youth-. :
“I day (Tues.): and: will Tun. through: Jiphant,: ‘David: ‘Vicxor.. and: others, - wheats
ful) who are attempting to -win
Friday (7)... ~"|. Function of. the. story: editor :is:to oe
;
control of the Tennessee Demo|) While not expected. to be pushed. “stimulate: writers to: submit. scripts,'.:”..
cratic Party:
-Hooker. ‘seriously
| to an acute stage, claim of the net- to. work on. the sctiptsand to. Over -.-considered running for governor.
Howard’ K.. ‘Smith, currently. the: only: network’. ‘conimentator
work for’ & better split-of the coin’ ‘see the overall balance of the series” ©
this year, but postponed the race | “with .the- ‘freedom: to make: ‘editorial. judgments on. public ‘issues;
‘on network shows™ will -be~ put. so that viewers. with: ‘differing: inuntil next time.
will continue to be’‘jabbing away at. shortcomings in. the American
| forward. ABC-TV ‘execs, like. that | ‘terests. might be. ‘captured, : we
Henry is close to Hooker, and : scene on :-ABC-TV when, his-show shifts this month. to.‘a’ Sunday
-lof the other. networks, :-contend ‘that
_[Hooker is avery good friend of:
at..10:30 p.m. slot: Since ‘last -January. when he switched over from
- the. return. -to the network: is far:| ‘It’s: no easy task. * Many. :of the .
Attorney General Robert F. Ken- mo CBS; which. attempted to. butten-his lip, Smith has belted the high- | too: small for the. amount of~ their. failures are: ascribed ‘to: poor. jobs:
nedy.
‘Hookér and Henry
“both.
and the. ‘mighty: without jet’ or hindrance: from:. ‘the, nétwork,- an.
risk: and investment. And,. in’ view done by. story.editors: of particular .
‘Serles:.
-worked with REK ‘in Washington:
arrangement which apparently keéps-both sides. very-contented. :
| of the: increasing costs. of running-}*
during the 1960 Presidential cam- Smith said. the ‘American people have’ had & hunger -for the type
1a network operation, the: affils will | -Many’ producers: of:‘four: seiies’. eee
paign: Betore that.: Hooker was.a|
-of commentator who can. present all sides of a question, but still .- ‘be expected -to.- be. :satisfied. with- Jiave enough.'to do without acting =: °. ~~
key figure in-the ultimate impeach- “: Inake_ up: his ‘mind ‘a8 to: what. is :right: and wrong. “This. type of Jess coin from the.‘sale: of network as their own: story editors.: Writers)
=
ment of a Tennessee judge in al’ approach to vital.questions ‘is. verboten’ on the’ other networks, ” z shows.
. ‘usually. . fill the role ‘of. story. ediTeamsters’
Union ‘scandal.
RFK |. - Smith. said, noting that televiision. was. a relatively: new medium and ae
od tors. “Many. writers, -though, | are:
Sore ‘Over. ‘Cross

Ouster.

MortWarner’g‘TwoDay.
_-Powwow. With NBC Staff

YStafonComp.
On ABC-Affiliate.
Bevhills Asenda

” HowardK.—Just JabsAway

was then

counsel

of

the: ‘Senate

‘still suffering from a-gréat. timidity: °°.

:HagerTV$.
Prof.Hazard.
Now. at Beaver. College

committee. investigating the Team- |:
- “quires a ‘Jot:of: ‘administrative work: |... oof
‘During his. first.semester. on. ABC-TV, Smith: has bore down hard
sters, and Kennedy
and Hooker :
“| in:a bureaucratic: setup.” It’s’ Said 7:
on Pres.. ‘Kerinedy, Congressional. mediocrity, . the drug..Jobby and.
worked “together. and. liked. the |: the myth of ‘the ‘balanced “budget.. Except -for~ ‘some, incidental. . =
| swriters; the ‘successful ‘ones, would —
‘rather write than’:take: the:‘Story: LO
war each did thing
a .squaw ‘ks from southern affiliates: when he did:a show-on integration “if
Henry, born. in Memphis. March... -in/ Washington, D.C., Smith has-had no. comebacks from-his:targets. _ |
Se
Patrick. Hazard; after. a year of editor: ‘plunge...
* 4. 1929: graduated trom. Yale in |: The public, ‘however. has been’ unusually. Yesponsive, Smith, said,- communications professoring :. Now, on: ‘potle:coasts. ‘agents. ‘and ae
1951. spent. four years in the Navy.
With :a- weekly average. of 300: piéces of mail: directed” to- the. show.
‘Honolulu, ‘is back in- the States. to. packagers are-said tobe: dropping.
and received a law degree’ -from4
7
Bill Kobin, :producer of the Smith half-hour, said that-next:seaassume new post .‘as- Chairman: of ' the names of story éditors,--Before’..:.
Vandei “hilt Univ. in 1957.
Son’ tHe: show w culd ‘become’ somewhat: more mobile. w ith. possibili-” -| English: ‘Dept. at: Beaver. Caltége -the” names . of producing’. and..stare 2 4

The fact that Hooker was evi- | ties 6£ doing some-staiizas abroad. or in other parts of .the couritry. fF at- Glenside,.Pa. ‘Previously. he: did}.talents. -were. used. to: ‘clinch: deals,
the man who put Henry}j Strengthéing oft: the. skeleton staff. will give. more. elbow-. room::to -1a- stint -as television “and ‘pop- arts. The.“ cycle ‘appears now to .favor.....
ACYOSS. MW ith the Kennedy br others| _ Smith who.-will ‘algo’ be doing’. some “special --programs - for. ABC
4staffer under Dean Gilbert: Seldes the ‘name ‘of’ the Hard: to: come: by,

dently

is seer in the fact that’ Tennessee:|:
(Continued on ‘page 30).

- during the. next year. He's: already. been set to work for the network
on election night.
a
fe
eF:

|

at ‘the Annenberg. School of the’ US T ‘promising °or successful Story...
ardeditor,
ee
Ot
of “Pennsylvania
.
in
n Philly,
.
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in1 Buying.
These
7 ag nr
ai laE “volved
— SellingTVShows To Networks

The° day‘of the solo bankrollér. in.ty ‘has‘ail.‘but
t passed ‘and.
' ‘gorie”” : |
:with it: is.-a- lucrative source: of ‘income ‘for. ad- agency and. inde-

“pendent: pressagents; :

-With the” current |‘buying: patterns ‘of multiple’ and. ‘alternate .
“+... «sponsorship. of prime web. shows, ‘clients. are’ reluctant to pick: .

oo Jp: the’tab’ on: flaking when the ‘benefits: will. be: Sliced. ‘UD. and.

By. MIKE. MOSETTIG
en |
“shared by as-many .as’ six other sponsors..
oe
Washington, "Sept:4
|
‘agsney
‘ad
‘or
«Jr the. days: of. single sponsors the. indie. ‘pressagent

: pubrelations. department..could count ‘ona budget: calculated Jat: ~
‘about 1% of the total cost of .a show, bringing. in: from: $40,000’ to

-+..

Political. television. debates: :-are

-: ‘in stylé.-again -and it means: only:

. all,‘Trim & Talkative’

Practices involved an buying net-

* [work series. have pone through
| some | radical © changes, ever -since

bonus. points for: the industry here.}.
Aline” Saarinen; ‘attractive. | the. assumption. .of more network
‘The: Great Debates of. 1960 were
) control, tthe thrust of the hours,
“where the press: department ‘once. handled. more ‘thai’ 20. shows: zoe infliential in electing. John F. Ken- |*.widow of Eero: Saarinen, the
season, ‘realized an extra: Bross : of more than. $15000,000 froni ‘the: . }-nedy”® to. the, ‘Presidency.. :“Tn this : architect. who. '“died. last year, tTand. the growth. of the participa| tion vehicle.
_ Show |stumping chores...
"4 eleetion year. candidates over. the] sand in her ‘own right a, wellIn fact,-no- other: agency: réflects the. plight ‘of.tv's’“indépendént. ‘| country. “are. - engaging-‘in: their.
- There. was a-time when an out-.
Known
art - ‘critic |(ex-N.Ywould” make
his
pressagenfs. as. ‘does. Y&R..: Shop: s flackery,. which. once’.had. ‘close’ :.1. “Mavbe’ Great”. ‘debates.
Times), is getting to ‘be ‘known. {side producer
to-10 staffers; ‘is now.” dowwn |to. two, Harry. Rauch, veepee | and ‘di- -:
around the tv: networks. ‘as. ‘| pilot. then screen ‘it for network
$60,000 per. half . hour: Thus: an“.agency” like Young. ‘& .Rubicam,.””

‘and‘or ‘sponsor, and hope: for a
rector :of radio-tv: publicity, and: assistant Owen- ‘Comora:: “Dick... }-. For. the: ‘office : ‘seekers, :‘debates.
“The: .Sweetheart: of © Public
| sale. Those days are-remote indeed
“Connelly, *‘once. “second in, command; has: moved primarily: ‘into’ the - ‘are: political “and : financial - _boons.
Aftairs. ”‘are.
=
|
For
television:
stations,
they:
‘compared to most program selling
area ‘Of: pubrelations ‘for’ the’ agency. From. ‘the: ‘roster. ‘of more than :
Over the. “past, couple |-of
20 -stiows; the’ -departmént~ is: now. down: to~ handling: “Candid “|.
Tew
b
ircling
the: | practices today.
she’s
‘c
g the
Camera” for client. Bristol-Myers, ‘the: new. ‘Lucille. Ball.‘series for we AL FARIETY survey reveals that. “Weeks:
‘The three netw orks—which. cur“_kiloeyctes
with been
a couple
‘of
ap-.
:General ‘Foods. and ‘a “special: ‘on: ‘the. Girl, Scouts, ‘also, ‘for:GE, a. fin’, 39-‘campaigns |for: ‘the :U;S. |:- :pearances. on the Huntley. & - |rently.do most of today’s pragrain
+
-|
Sénate,
at:
léast..six
television:
de=
°°-:
this.season:
scheduled. for°CBS-TV
Brinkley news show. on “NBC: “buying—frequently -. are involved.
- J: Walter- Thompson, :whichsome. time’ ‘ago:‘virtually. folded its: | bates: «are:already. scheduled: ~‘In
TV; the Howard K. Smith pro-: | in an outside project from its innine
..
other
Faces
.
a.
tv
confronta:
oo
down
is
Durante,’
-Al
of
:
-departure
the:
ty press’ ‘department -with
gram. on. “ABC-TV ‘and. last.. ception, The. type of deal. that a
a: -tion :‘is likely.
to, flacking mildly for. the. Perry: Como show via client Kraft.
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le There’ sa greater sophistication evidenced by: buyers ‘of.Atert: |
-

gan

programming: throughout the world. ‘The “greater awareness

“ds the. emphasis. of buying network. ‘shows, ‘watching -the rating ‘pull

., dni. the U.S.; and. such factors: as:share- of. audience and audience: |

comipasition:. In’. Japan, ‘for example, ‘pilots: of network shows are aa |
pitched, with some. buyers. before inking’ a ‘deal seeking scripts of: .
Foreign’ market, “which will és-|
, subsequent shows. With the demise of first-run syndication in the: o: tablish. a record. year. “fn. grosses. “for
|.

_U-S., syndie. shows no Jonger: have: ‘the same. pull, matched. Against. ;
’ |Ameriéan:. tv .‘exporters, . is. ‘being |-;
network: shows.
In: Canada,

where. the:‘CBC ‘and’‘other. ‘broadcasters. aire Jealous -

| hammered «from ‘many, sidés, not. _

>

‘Len Firestone, veepee and: gen‘eral manager. of the new Four Star.

‘Pay.Radio’?

| Distribution Corp., is: plenty’ -hot
‘of. not ‘telecasting- ‘shaws ‘later than. broadcast in the U'S., ‘all deals. ‘the’. least. being. the: “competition |.
Woman listener ‘sent. $2 to |about the. company’s syndication
fequire that. shows be aired. earlier:or at:the same:time as telecast —, and: price’ ‘cutting. from American “RH, ‘Los. “Angeles, with - the { future.
‘inthe U.S. Canadians, for example: will be Seeing the: following.
“request
‘that: -unsponsored..
. Opening bid for syndication su
‘exporters. ‘themselves.
ne
. ‘CBS-TV. shows -prior ..to .their’ telecasting: “in the: US.:i “True,”
- “What. has. happened over, the’ bast’ newscaster. Joe: Dolan be. kept: | premacy by Four Star is the ‘mar““Nurses;”” “Hillbillies”: ““Defenders,” “‘Perry-.Mason,”
on the. air. ~
| keting of .five off-web series with.
Old- shows which. either have’ had: their’ fietwork or. syndie run in a year::is| that- the:pool of American:|
Harry. Trenner,; ‘western. distrong first-run records ‘and.star.
thie past are hardly. as saleable ‘as. fresh= product, Some ‘shows :or™.- | product” ‘has “grown .as_. company]. vision -director of RKOappeal.
Firestone,
who
moved
“specials. have: had a better. foreign. than a domestic. run. ‘In: the: - after’ company -entered ‘the: ‘foreign’ >: General, -returned.. the money. - ‘over from. Ziv-UA, is: convinced
latter category :is CBS Films’ “Robert Herridge .Theatre,”:.a half-"
°
a-"| that the “proven” property is now
- Some’ along with a letter of appreci
-hour dramatic: anthology that -never - made: it- Stateside. °‘WPIX; :- field: with-more. Product.:
- tion: Commenting on. ‘the: in- © the’ hot: product. in ‘market-by: .N.Y.,:special on Eva’ Peron, -is yet to be telecast: on the Daily. News: ' conipanies.” in'. key: areas” “of ‘the |-“". cident -to staff. ‘members, . 2 ‘market distribution.
Series pro* “indie, but-it has’ been sold: ‘by distributor Fremantle: in Australia,he ‘world panicked, and; -in “order -to - Trenner: quipped, “This ‘could. duced especially for syndication
_ Philippines. Sweden; ‘Italy, Finland, ‘and New: Zealand, -. a.
| move: product, sold ‘at rates far be-.| "be ‘the. “Pegihning . of Pay a have litfle chance on the current
Radio.”” =
-scenie, he says, because they- lack
‘Low. the” norm. :
| star names and the budgetary pinch
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Situation: got 0. bad ‘in.one: ‘inet
1.

* lee caused. short cuts in production
{that have resulted in. a marked

AfricaTV Yields
ToLife-&-Death
~ Tnminent Issues

starice. “that. Television ‘Prograin ‘Ex| port .-ASsn:* ‘called in one. ‘of ‘the.
companies: and: ‘tried ‘to. iexplain’
the. errors of: ‘price: cutting’ for ‘the |

{lack of quality.
“In the old days. ” says Firestone,
‘|“films produced ‘for: syndication
had. a- ready and waiting market
as. there was not much proven net-

_| long aul’: and *the: general health |

“By”‘LES. BROWN

_.”, Chicago, Sept: «.

Jof” the. industry. Other than --Der| suaston, - ‘there’ Ss. little-. ‘that ‘the |

_WNISTV BowsSept.9.‘|TPEA or any other industry ‘group

. “The: ‘Windy. City. seems to: “be |.
good: for: a row: every. time’ a station |:

|.
| - can “do,‘as: each ‘company ;pursues |.

| work programming
‘subsequent

no feature

available

and ‘there

for

‘were

motion pictures on the.

there were
new ‘stations: opening. up: all of ‘the
“WN YS-TV, ‘Syracuse’ s third tele-"
Africa,
‘where
the.
‘next.
‘ty
exploaan
tinie ready to gobble up the in*' ehanges hands .and the:. program- ‘Vision’ ‘station; will begin. opera: its: individual Boals,
“sion. is ‘due. to occur, at this. point.
In. ‘the:‘midst: of. these. price-cut- in-time. is ‘still in swaddling. clothes ferior: films that came: out of the
ming: is ‘revised... This’ time: ‘the: tions: on_ channel 9 here: Sept. 9.
":iproar is ‘over. Gordon McLendon’s't: Station: wilt |be:-the. ‘Syracuse | ting: ‘woes, ‘there’ Ss been: a. revision as far. as: a market:-is. concerned, | Hollywood: assembly line.” © :.'
: -slotighing -of more. ‘than ‘12:‘foreign-. outlet. for- ABC-TV. and will carry ‘upwards, of: the ‘estimated’ foreign beset. as* it: is ‘With -economic and. __A look. at the standings of. syndi=
| eators currently, says. Firestone,
language - progr ams: -‘in. Femaking ‘their’. network: schedule. In’. addinationalist: difficulties.
into. a-- 24-hour.’ Negro- tion, it will present. local. ‘live’ ' @rOss which Swill. be “tabulated: by |: A new station is ‘due in ‘Kenya |clearly demonstrates the switch in:
.. WGES:
_<* oriented’ station (with new call shows: and .a. number -of. syndicated. |:Ameriéan |‘tv. exporters... ‘The- Ter |;
‘in: October, .Senegal: is due ‘to start ‘‘demand, with. Warner Bros., which
LJettérs of. WYNR):. ‘Going .at him,. “progr ams. Included will: be “Amos ‘vised estimate: -for-162; ‘with: three telecasting .in’ September, .-there’s: began: -marketing its off-web series:
“-.- yoriferously, ate. producers of the: “n’: Andy, He :“Superman,’’: “Divorce quarters. of the. year now. tabulated, . talk..of".a station. for Ghana; _and ‘a: this spring, emerging as. the-leader.
“The, ‘Teason for this,” says Fire|~~. Italian, - Polish: and German. pro- “Court; % . Jack LaLanne’ exercise
new ‘station is slated for ‘Sierra
«grams, |their: ‘audiences, :-and. two -and -health -show, and. “Romper™ | is. from $52,000, 000: to $55, 000, 000:.: Leona. . Among’ the . new: ‘African Stone, “is that Warner Bros. put.
.. Congressmen’ who are: trying - to Room,” educational: ‘series: :spot- Orie. ‘source: said it:May even: go. ‘stations on ‘the air are those. in: hour shows: ’con, the market and
found that ‘stations were ready and
‘hold: McLendon to his: promise ‘at lighting: training: of: youngsters in ‘higher, 'closer. to: "$60, 000, 000:.
7 Nigeria and: Rhodesia-Nysaland.
_ the’ tinte ‘of purchase’ that all: pro-| the:
> two-to-elght-year-old | bracket, ic “Despite .the. general. tise. in the} ‘Needs. of. most -of -‘the African. willing. to buy them. “Hour shows
will become increasingly important
grams*:would remain sstet, when he}:
: ; foreign .. gross,‘“particular compa-'| stations |at this ‘time: are“for edu- “because - ‘the whole network trend
tod took. aver,
t
cational ‘programs... pubaffairs~.and.;
_.. | niles.. for :one: ‘reason’ or’ another |.j news. material. -A half-hour enter- jhas gone toward this time lengtiz.
. -:At a“press. éoiiference ast: week, Ve.
E‘--MeLendon told of a phonecall re-|
Q
aa stare’ ‘in .the. ‘upward-‘sales -curve::| tainment - show ‘in most of these cut to the popularity of spot buss.
And, when the network. startsia
ceived: by..one of. his: execs: from ‘a|
“1! For some. companies, -“it‘may be. a African 38 Kets carries ioprice 728 |‘trend, - the local stations ” usually
: Congressman: in? Washington. “who: | lack: -of :.product, ..or ~'a : more*-ré--/
_ was. trying’ to ‘apply pressure -to|~
:
. stricted release. ‘Of features .over- of -entertairiment. shows bought: ‘Pick it up.”
“He:
-.-- dictate. our-programming:
seas, or. a. ‘Tack. of ‘good. product for |‘Nigeria, for ‘example, “recently-:. _Favoring syndication generally,
i declined: to .identify the. ‘legislator, ;:
‘the: overseas. market. Boosting the ‘bought: from: CBS Films “You “Are | he Says, is -the network time rebut’ since .“-Reps... Roman. -Pucinski |:
+ overall gross figure, of course,.1s’ There.”’.- “Lucy. " “Perry. Mason, »| turned: to- locals. this-year—ABC,
‘and ‘Dan. Rostenkowski ‘Phil’. - Silvers, - and ; 10:30° to TI Friday; NBC, 10-30- 11
the growth’: of :the--product. pool, “Defenders,”
“Monday. night; and ABC’s reported
“+s Ihave already protested: loudly: for.
the more. aggressive- gales. policies. “Deputy Dawe”
. the record, ‘reporters “were. left to].
return. of an hour Saturday. night
“tof. such | companies as MCA. TV,in ‘the western time zones:
“assume: that it was’ one of :them..
Washington, Sept, 4. Metro: 'TNV,: and: 20th-Fox, -‘Desilu,
:Said: McLendon, “If. we ever. have: ) _ National: ‘Labor :Relations ‘Board and “the” more |established foreign
One of. the reasons his. firm can
a ‘Big Brother government: that can
swing ‘into the lead, says Fire-.
7exporters.
‘has.
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against.
St.
-Louts:
broadc coerce us: into programming. ‘what:
| stone, is because Four Star. still:
=< we .do not. feel is’ appropriate,” I ‘casting engineers. An a jurisdtc- - As to: ‘the’. hammering - ‘being
‘taken:
in
‘spite.,
of
the
‘general
rise,
|.
' “want out-of the. radio: business. ..I tional. dispute. ‘over -‘work: -at ‘stad in the new year.
-:.|-there’s.. this©generalization -which.}:.
Rejected by. FM Rivalahea
“have a ‘right’ to program -a station tions. KSD:TV- and ‘KSD-AM.
To start, Four. Star is marketing
all
exporters’
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acknowledge.
b
|
‘as. I. have determined; ‘the: needs. of. - ‘Local: 4° of. International. ‘Broth-.
“.
Chicago,’ Sept. 4.
| “Farget: The
Corruptors,”
35.
“othe “community to “be.” -.He. de- erhood: ‘of. Electrical ‘Workers, rep- ‘In: virtually all-areas: of the: world,. “WGN-TV. ‘to promote its: upcom- |hours;. “Robert Taylor's
Detec-.
the:.amount
of
time.
‘which:
foreizt
|
~ seribed himself... as. “never: more ‘resenting .- engineers, 'was. °‘accused | ing. series’ of ‘foreign art films and tives,” 67 half-hours and 30 hours.
angry ot upset in 20. years, An’the ‘by ‘owner’ -and.- operator. ‘Pultizer prograinming. can ‘occupy is limited. the: ‘Great Music” longhair’ seriés, “Dick Powell’s Zane.. Grey Thea““Overseas:}
‘by
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interests.
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‘Publishing Co.. of: engaging. in. ‘un-|}:market, - ‘because: of this,. is de-/| turfied to: one ofthe: logical media. ‘tre’ 145 haif-hours: “The ‘Law and.
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labor. practice: ‘by. encouraging Seribed asaa “buyers market,’ad with: for an advertising splurge’ but was! Mr. Jones,” 38 half-hours: and 38
“promise. the ‘FCC ‘lie would retain “fair
‘turned. down. WFMT, the fine: arts-! half-hours - -from.
“Stage
Coach
strike -when engineers weren't .althe foreign. programs. ‘but ‘said he lowed... ‘to- -handie magnetic _ tape. the buyers. ‘almost in. .a cartel” ar- oriented: ‘FMer. here, which. does ,
West
“: Changed -his. mind. -after ‘conduct. -equipment ‘and’ tape” disks. for tran- rangement: in ‘key . areas, swapping |
‘| information as: to. prices aid’-other
|’;
ing:a survey. of ‘the community ‘over ‘seription library.
©. ~:
| provisions, Of: deals. *
: station's ‘blarbs because: the: stows:
. the ‘past: year... (The purchase. went
‘to the ‘Commission for approval: in]: “Pulitzer: Co., whieh: ‘publisties’ Stl: ‘What: has: happened in” Puerto} would compete: ‘with its: own, pro-Post-Dispatch;’ “was” backed:7,
«
". August "1961: - He. ‘said. he ‘had | ‘Louis:
Rico, once’ ‘considered: a good-‘La- gramming:
‘in - dispute. by ..Local --2,-American. ‘tino.
‘market; is. -ilustrative-- -of.|.
_. «found -that there” are |50--hours~a
AS. WFMT. -Comimaéréial’ -manager |
- -week .of Polish programming: on: Federation: of. Musicians, ‘and Lo- some problems’ ‘confronting. today’ st} Ray. ‘Nordstrand expressed it; “We!
‘seven.-other: stations... 24 hours of ‘eal 47, St. Louis: ‘Newspaper Guild: . exporters:.“Some companies, ;“hard feel. it tight be unfair to those ad-|
Italian Programs. on ‘four: :stations,- ‘Company had. ‘assigned. members: of ‘put.-for cash,’ traded. ‘programming: ‘ver tisers on ‘our: station who would:
and :four “stations. carrying: ‘Ger-. ‘latter’ unions’ ‘to. do. work: engineers.‘in Puerto .‘Rico® ‘for - dubbing | ‘ar>]' ‘be. ‘opposite --the .WGN: programs.”
Reflecting a shift in. -manage_
‘man™ language: “shows. ‘On ‘the. Ww anted. ;
_.|rangements :ewith Stations. - Under } Asked ‘whether “it. wasn't just. as. (Taents, disk jockess are. playing
other -hand, he said,. there was. not ueNLRB: held. that taping’ and. ine the. arr -angements, ‘the.’ “station|unfair. to -blurb a concert or .a live: ‘musical’ chairs in New York area:
-|dexing:. for. station library. wasn't: ‘would :‘secure. series in exchange '
tContinued
ontinued on
onpage's
30),
“ technical -work: ‘under ‘engineer Io- for. dubbing. -Exporter. ‘would use. ‘show: ‘that ..“would: ‘similarly com- Pete Myers is moving from WNEW
cal’s. contract:. ‘and.:dismissed argu- ‘the dubbed «series ‘for sale -in other pete. with. WEMT: ‘programming. to: WINS, which has. just been ac~ ‘ment .that ‘two other stations in St. Latino.. markets. This: has. ‘gone on ‘Nordstrand . answered,: “It's. a. di-- quired © by. Westinghouse Broad__ | Louis - ‘area - give simflar work :to so long: and. often that:Puerto Rico Jemmia; We might: have. to review: casting. “At the same time, Dick
our ‘policy.’ “He: revealed . that: ‘a Clayton. ‘on-the-air personality at
. engineers.
now is considered, a.tough market,

” Syracuse, Sept..4.

market.

runs

:In addition,

Nix
5 byNERB

InTape: ispute|

‘ChiWENTV’sBlurbs

On ‘ArtPix:Concerts:.- one, i Beene Four.Sar a

= DiskJocks
JocksJockey
Joc
For NY. Positions

|WHNStalemated.

number

of. other. stations; and Ain-: WIL, ‘St. Louis, also: joins’. WINS.

. The federal. ‘board: cidered: the ‘indeed:. Stations-” refuse to. _buy:}
die: ty, ‘producers: ‘had tried-to buy It's also expected -that Art Ford
IBEW. local. to tell. within. 10 days product’ “and - -advertisérs ” are
time:on.the ‘FMer in.‘the. past and will shortly exit WNBC. N.Y.; for
whether: it Will’ refrain ‘from: -fore- ‘steered. away. from new.’ “product |
‘a WINS slot.
‘Lonnie.‘Starr hasWwW ere turned. down.
ing employer~ to © assign: disputed in: ‘favor’ of:.station-product:
“lexited: the latter station.
Mean-.
;
work”
to.
‘its
members:
.
Negotiations “between” ‘Writers.
time, Ted: ‘Brown has. ‘moved: from
In Venezuela and: a. number: ‘of
‘- WHN. to WNEW.
“Guild. of America: and: -WHN, the
{other Latino ‘markets;: some. “brok-||
‘In .another staff ‘move at WINS,
Storer: radio indie in. New. York, =.
“RKO: Pix in.“Aussie 'Sale:| ers-have beeome ‘a :thorh: on ‘the
GetWol er. Treatment Stan ‘Brooks. has been named assist
fell apart late last week as -the two - Following up.the recent acquisi- side of exporters. Native brokers.
p
‘ant news director, working under
. sides: came to’‘a standoff on a. news: tion of. ‘the entire. backlog. of 20th-| who. operate. by buying program- |.
tee Hollywood: Sept. 4..-.| Jarry Landay Mark Olds is. gen-writers’ pact.: Talks had been- going: Fox |pix; : Television-:-Corp.,.5 “Ltd., ‘ming and ‘time -on stations, _ and|.
Jim! eral manager of the new WBC
Ne Ww - “York “press... agent
on’ since. last spring, .and.. now. the: key | outfit. Operating “TCN:9 - Syd-" selling. off: that” tiie. to sponsors.
union negotiators threaten.to go to -ney,:and GTV,. Melbourne, -bought dictate: ‘prices and other-‘contract:| Moran Will be the subject of a’‘affiliate,
the WGA Ieadership. for the Stand-: RKO's.. “Million. Dollar: ‘Movie’’ pix. provisions; according :to':American;documentary.’ “8Story :of a” ‘Publi |’
ard strike. authorization..
Feat
“ ‘exporters...
® package. Bo Meat
It’s. -coritended; . too: ist," which™ ‘Wolper_ ‘Productions!
-WGA never. had a. contract with.|.- ‘Titles: included. tiieRKO: paekage ‘once .a ‘broker pays a.certain price |will. ‘produce as: a segment. of. its‘
When
20th-Fox. releases. “Bus
. WMGM, ‘the station that ‘again. be-:| include. - “Stromboli, ” Bengazi,”’ ‘for a series he’s. disinclitied indeed |-“The~Story of
.- * series. Moran
' came :-WHN - -under «the*Fecent: and. .“Androcles:- and. ‘the’: “Lion.” to offer: anything more,-no matter; twill appear As himself’‘in: the Tele- Stop” in syndication, -the contro. Storer *:‘acquisition: Seems - that. ‘Negotiations. for the package: were ‘what the growing: conditions .of. the. film.
_ | versial episode “A. Lion Walks.
“WMGM. did not ‘write its'own. news -conducted: ‘in .N.Y.” between: Harry -market. may - be.: : The: broker, ac-,|: : ZivLUA. distributed series is ‘pro-; Among Us,” starring. Fabian. will
copy. ‘Storer. reportedly ‘does: 1 Gittleson; of RKO. Radio Pictures, ‘cording® 0. “one._-syhdicator, func: | duéed- ‘by.“Mel. Stuarts withom| ot be included: in.the series. The.
Talks. were: called oft,“Thursday and. Charles :Michelson,; _ Fepresent: tions ©as.a@ wall between: ‘the:. Seller -Kronick. will’ produce. and direet Series, whieh plaved on ABC-TY, ©
:Boy, LOE,
of ing TEN.
i the:‘patticular.episod. in N. YY.
wil consist of 25 episodes,
_
jand the’buying. station,

~ InWGA PactTalks|

JimMoran StoryTo

Fabian’$Syndie Axe
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Y&R Snares $I7Z000000 Federal

Tala 50%,NetHike”
|
ab

villion for N: Y. World's Fair
—On Other MadsonAve.Fronts

|<.
“Wilmington, Del, Sept. 4.
_
re-|:

: Rollins - Broadcasting: -Ine.

on
| ported ‘@/’ record... first._auarter | cy.
|¥
‘is-|eal period; ending’ July.31,: showed.
| sales and. -‘earnings “picture.
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‘a take. of $1,928,715 for a 41%: in‘crease’ aver: the’. ‘same quarter... in:}.
Pierre: Olaf (“La. ‘Plume. de. Ma: “Tante”): ‘haa: been. ‘signed. by Pei
“61, and ‘net. éarnings’ were $168; 642 ‘Como: ‘to the lattet’s “repetory company” *‘for’ next: “season -on: NBC-'
which.|"
or: 18. ‘cents ..per- share,
.Ed Sullivan is again: — “his 3d Straight: year — chairman: -of .ee
‘Young & Rubicam has: report-+
=-{ means that the ‘chain’ Ss -profit..went. “arthritis : & Rheumatism.” Foundation’s’ November ‘campaign; ‘Hope
edly already secured the account of |
Jup some’ 50%.: over ‘May-June of ‘Lawder Ritchie, once of: “CBS, will ‘also: be back+—as.. liaisory .tadio-tv |
the $17,000,000 Federal Pavillion-|
[the. previous year.
| départment: for: the Foundation*®:
.. Screen: ‘Gems promo-publicity: chief... -:.that will be built by the U.:S. for]
.O. Wayne. Rollins, prexy, declared ‘Don: Garrett is’ in’ Flower. Fifth: to. havea “piece. of: shrapnel—there..
London; ‘Sept. 4.:
the New York World's Fair in 1964, |
a regular. “quarterly-- dividend of: since Europe, 1944—removed finally from his leg. . Richard D, Barn=..
:..
What the- account is worth inf — The Institute of. Practitioners. in:
to cents..pér common share. and a: hill’ to -post of manager, production: & ‘Operation -for “WNBC-TV, and: -_
billing. has not ‘been: disclosed, -but|.‘Advertising is: to: hold. a “Common
‘dividend ‘Of five ‘cents on: class. “Dp”: ‘Len Weinles: to exec producer, ‘public affairs,- same station; Weinles’ oo
it was apparently Sought by. several
Market
Wor kshop” - in: : Brussels, common. -‘Formerly, ‘the company.) js:a new. job: (reporting .‘to: -pubaffairs -‘Manager Jack. -Reynolds: and
top agencies for ‘the. prestige | val-1.
out eight cents
cents-a
a.si
‘shore,
‘ CBS-TV “press: coordinator ~
“created by: station: .boss: ‘Pete: Affe):
ues. | Walter Thompson: has been; * Nov. 2:- Purpose ‘is to. ‘give. IPA |.shelled out

“London Agencies

Trepp. g the Fair at large, but. as a!' member agencies. ‘the’. Opportunity]
an

advisory. capacity.

It's

understood: that’ what -con-|CM from the inside:

| Helen’ Chiotes named ‘chairman :of the. draina’ & motion. picture. -com-"
{ mittee of the: Womens’. Press Club of’ N.Y...-.. Jackie. ‘Warner. of NBC-.
s “Shari Lewis. Show,”’. starts .moonlighting: ‘this.: week, as ‘Mickey:

Indonesian TV
Premieres With

Fair press. agent: put it, mostly iN |of-seeing. and’ hearing. about the:
British :nego-

Deems” off-Broadway replacement: in. “Anything: Goes”...

xinced
Washington. that:
Y&R} ; tidator and Cabinet Minister’ Edward
should have the. business is a: filmj : Heath is pencilled: in. as.:one of the |":
prepared for ‘the. pitch by. “Sot }spéakers.; . Leading: agency. Pritch- .
Bass. the art diréctor who has done ard, Wood. a. ‘Partners. ‘is. shor tly to}
i Paris: This follows: ‘
a lot. of design, for feature’ pix pr o- open an office in
miotions, and. He reportedly will. be the recent ‘acquisition of. the’ _Vic= |.

working with ¥&R on the ‘account,;; tor Bennett agericy: in N. Y. PWP
The

Fair . business

adds to-a hot |also ‘has’ operations. in Germany,

‘Scribe. J. P, ~

; Miller. may do a tv. comeback this, Season; talk: is be and "CBS are dick-{ering a-90-minute special drama’ ‘after he "finishes “The Perfect Touch,”
-[ his: first: legit comedy -. ; Buddy Schwab ‘spelling: Bill .Foster. (latter is
7
‘in:Hollywood. for “a tv spec): as. choreographer -of Shari Lewis’ “NBC- au
. PV'er
. Janet Howe, magazine publicity. assistant at NBC, leaving’ =:
:- Jack Perlis” ‘now’ “con‘I next. week: for.:-d month: on the-Continent’ .

W Asian Games|

e

sultant: on informational media” -to: Talent’ ‘Associates-Par ‘amount.
:Filmaster |prexy: Bob Stabler: has: upped | Steve. Lord. to.‘“assgciate- pro-*
Joe O'Brien
“ducer of. “Death. Valley. Days”: -he. was. ‘Story:.editor 2-;

[.

year for Y&R so. far, coming .on. ‘Brazil,“Mexico. and
and‘Australia.
“Austral
top of the switch of institutional
Chrysler billings from Leo. Bur-.

en
Djakarta;, Aug: 28.of WMCA’s. gab staff:inked. by Audubon Filnis. to: handle.the. spiel’‘for’.
At ‘Tong last, “Indoresia’” has. cher
its new. theatrical. release, “ye Spit on. Your Grave.”
kv. Called®. R-R.1,T.V. (Radio ‘Re- |. - CBS- ‘TV. préexy. James T.: Aubrey Irs ‘appointed to beard. of. advisors loot,
nett a2 couple of weeks: ago and the}
retention. of Goodyear, which went Hirschman’S:(BS: | publie. ‘Indonesia: TV,” its. . first’ of the Musical. Theatre Academy. ..
. Maestro Alfredo: Antonini’ and" ©
looking for a new agency earlier:
transmissions- carried ‘the. -opening. _Mrs.. Antonini off ‘to Italy. where. he’itbe:‘a puest™ conductor: of the. RAL
this vear. then:.,decided to stay’ put.
soe
Three Pre
on
D ealceremonies. of the JV. Asian. Games. ‘Symphony: -from-. ‘Milan. Conservatory: ¢tAntenini’s: alma mater).
West of Laramie:
Salvatore. Iannucci;.CBS-TV v.p- of “business ‘affairs,:.back from: “Westnow: on in. this. national. ‘capital.
Yeepee and. national broadcast |.
“Jack :Cowden,--CBS-TV: VP. “of ‘information:
hampton |‘vacation oa
business manager in -Foote. Cone.}
g
| For. the. riext few: “days. “until: ‘the ; services, back ‘from: a month's: vacation: in. Spain: ayCBS’ “Calendar”.
& Helding’s. New. York office c. |
Hotlyw ood, Sept: 4 _‘[elosing six days away, focus will: -_hostess: Mary ;Fickett: back ‘from Cape. €od. ‘vacation ©:
George Bris": ;
Burt Oliver, has: resigned: to: be" “Hétbert: Hirschman a revealed.
be. exclusively: on:all aspects. of the: -tol; operations®.director’:of sales promotion’ and. advertising for. .CBS= »

come
board chairman and. -.exe
, formation. -of - Double-H: Predue-. Games... TV sets ‘has: been ;‘placed . TY,. convalescing . at. his. ‘Conriecticut- home™ after’ ‘surgery ..
-Katyne.
veepee of Nevada's ‘largest. ad ae |
“elicvy, The Melvin. Co., Las: Vevas. tions Inc., through which he has ‘ine strategic points: ‘in. this: city: to. Ranieri, ‘Toni Arden’ and” Johnny Pacheco’ Signed for guest ‘stints in.
|
ITC's.
syndication:
‘entre
‘
‘Broadway
Goes.
Latin”.
.
WNDT;
tv.
outlet, me
Oliver- has’ bought '50°¢ ‘of the! “signed “a: three--prong.. deal with allow interested.public ‘to -watch .
ot
will. Nave..a: nightly. 30-minute . stanza ‘on: “Profile: ‘New. Jersey”,
western shop. from Jack Melvin. !CBS.
‘Tthe |colorful pageantry -and” actual. 1-Robert- Cochran‘ named aeécount exec in: the NY. offices ‘of .CBS’ Teles:
with whom’ -he worked at ECRB |,
Under this. setup, ‘ihigh’ is. non-. competitive events: as. they.’‘oceur. . | vision’ ‘Stations ‘national .sales ..
. Jerry. Lewis. -and ‘Jaytie- Mansfield .
‘from 1943°-to.-1950. Melvin. Co..
founded.in’55, now bills $2. 000 600.. eselusive but ‘allows -hitiv- right: to |:
And just as the Games. are inter- twill be -the ‘guestars on: the. pr een’.of. ‘CBS-TV’s. “Stump: the. Stars”..-: .
ABC’s' of ABC
Q-to-other. studios. ;with. projects
e tanlgnt Wed.) between ‘Féd -Kennedy
‘national. °“In ‘scope. .as -does :the _WOR-AM-TV., will carry debate:
nat. CBS. doés nat pick up; Hirsch’
and” ‘Edward. MeCormack’ drs
‘Indonesian
‘TV.
:Service.
Tepresent
British commercial ty company.
man: ‘has “agreed. to prodice: “new |
éffort.:
ABC-TV of -Britain, has set up.an |-hourlong. dramatic.
pilot: “The:|:an > international
‘contract. as ‘been’ |.
‘Overseas Advertisement. Sales. Di- |Gate” for: CBS. Producer will- carry. $1,000,000

US. | 5

“6%.

vision under senior ‘sales exer Leé ;
iproject through, the: pilot. stage but. awarded...to “Matsushita ‘Electric | *

.

rane: ise. has published ane; antfis’ not ea
ano" ever,
he. will

ve‘to. continte. .,Hows Tndustrial Co.,Ltd, of brand «ty ‘|
réceive’ a: partic'pa- receiving ‘sets. “Table. ‘sets of 14-: IN.HOLLYW

rate guide. svi advertisers, “Cam- |.tion of the -‘series, ‘Script, .coicern=

at.

oop”

inch ‘and 19-inch type .are’ now. ‘by
| “Harve Bennett, . ‘onetime: Ligue‘kidsnamed:

“producer -of. KNXT'’s :

mercial i Brith Advertising.”Di- |ing’ -penal —institutions, is “heing ithe - thousands - ‘carrying the -big| “Panorama: Pacific”... fo. Succeed. Chet. Brouwer; ‘who. liked: ‘better

the:

. : done ‘by Howaard Rodinan and. Ken i
games. to.the’ public. And the Nip-" ‘climate of Hawaii., . KTLA’s. Stretch Adler ‘asked“the--price’-of the’
pon” Electric. Co.;. Ltd., also: ‘of: “Bolshoi, Ballet for. LA: _and. Was told. by: Matty: Fox” $250,000. for.the
The brochure thoroughly details|| Rosen. *
| Japan, ‘has the -contract: inked. .by: | shortest 'dialog on. re¢ord.- It was: ‘taped. at--KTLA ‘two years ago-at a.
the history. growth and operation | “Hirsch
al- 1] d
j
of commercial ‘video. in’ Britain!
-Hirse man .will “also. deve op: a. j the: TV. Prepar atory: Comittee, of cost of- $1,100,000. A Boston: bank géts the first:dough when and if-ives
|the . Indonesian” Ministry of” Infor-.
with
ample ‘illsstrations
and Series of his.own. for CBS -under|
. C. Burt: ‘Oliver, for..32 ‘years: with -Lord |-&-‘Thomas . and. ‘its .
aphs.. There also: is
rofile. ot |the deal: “He - said. he’ -has. sub- ||-mation, ‘to _provide: a> tv. -trans- -Sold -.
: Suiceessor. Foote, Cone ‘& Belding,:joined ‘Jack: Melvin: in-his’ Las.Vegas.
"series
comedy.
half-hour.
“tmitter. and: “all necessary : : Studio gee -and listings5 of the. 20 |mitted a:
eee
. Bud
“ad -agency.. “Melvin. onetime worked for. Oliver. as. a. pressagent..
:
.
equipment.
-The. National. sets -Barry, tv leader at Young. -&: Rubicam, -and .a: whole raft ‘of ‘General
largest’ advertisers and their ‘ex- aes he’ Will produce.”

Third activity is © Hirschman’s’ have -been ‘installed . in’ recreation
-penditures In various media?™top.
‘Foods. ‘brass came to’ town to: be:.at the: ‘taping. of the. upcoming spec:: .
25 products per ad expenditure. in j1 praducérship ‘he ‘also. ‘has: title. ‘of | centres, public’ halls, -schools, ‘col-: “with
all of GF stars., . Famous last: words °of. an. ‘agency striper whose.
1961: and top 20: agencies in: 1961 |executive producer). ‘of: the new Heges’ and other -public. places. “At
|
“they came ‘fo.‘us, we didn’t: B90
and their total billings.
Season. of “Twilight - ‘Zone: This ;i the moment: sets aré. not: for: sale. company ‘Knocked «
off:a big. ‘account:
_|to them.”.. 7
*
23
As
Lee
|
ae
Ceovers upcoming 13° ‘segments: and || téthe’ gerieral public:
Withthe
Station
Repswill ‘continue

beyond if show. goes |.

||
Withthe
StationReps.
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: Meanwhile. it “has” | been’ ©“an-

further. He is now..on fourth. of the.
nounced that after the-games, proslate, ‘said ‘he will ‘probably. -also:
‘direct one. Now shooting is “Death gram. of’ ‘information; -culture and }- : WNBQ -éifered : an” “howe of: prime ‘time:to. ‘pailroad’ “telegrapherd
; Ship,” ‘scripted: by -Richard °Mathe-; entertainment : will continue: to be ‘union: ‘prexy:: George E. Leighty, Chicago.’ *& Northw: estern’ chairman:
|telecast. ‘Main purpose of-the Indo- | ‘Ben .W..- ‘Heineman’ ‘and’ Labor Secretary. designate, W., Willard: Wirtz...
“Another ‘breakthrough
in ‘the | son: -with... Jack-“Klugman. . Ross
nesian- TV. sétiip. will: ‘be. ‘educa-.. ‘to: -discuss ‘the. issues. ‘of the - C&NW strike ‘last--week..: ‘The. response.” '
Martin
and:
Fred
Beir.
-starring,
advertising of hard liquor over the !
tional,...said. Raden.. Mas’: Soetarto, was ‘no thanks~..
. Dale. Morrison, WEBM Radio’ newsman, joined the:
|
Completed
-are-‘“‘In|
His
-Image,”
-Rir. is imminent in. Miami and. the.
chairman of the TV ‘Committee,
sponsor has stated his intention of ;, Charlés -Beauniont script starring | man: most: ‘solely ‘responsible ‘for. US. Information ‘Agency. as 4 foreign.-officer. ,/ c“Patterns in Music,” ..~
-the: ‘WNBQ. network.. origination, ‘finales : on.“Sept: 16,:
. Freelance
ultimately ‘expanding the’ show: via George Grizzard and Gail ‘Kobe::
television. into. the Te ‘director Don. Kane moving. to-the- Coast- ~ Conn. Organ. Co: dealers. oy
tape to other Florida markets’ and ; “No Time. Like~ the’ Past,” Rod introducing
public; ©:
are “picking up the tab: in. 250 markets: for: the WGN: ‘Radio -creation,.
-| Serling
teleplay starting Dana.
the rest..of the country.
R.R.LT.V:° will. ‘begin function. | “Conn Melody’ Lane;”’ . With Franklyn: MacCormack. and: organist: ‘Harold::
Old Florida Rum Co. will -soon. Andrews, Joseph: Schildkraiit. and.
be bankrolling “Florida Galaxy,”: | Patricia ‘Breslin, and: Ser ling. awvith a:‘two-chaniiel network. “Over “Turner. © Norm. Spaulding Switched from. WGES.-’ now: “WYNR) ‘to
a seven-night strip fram. 1 to 6. a.m, ;comedy. “The Bard,” starring |Jack ‘i“the: next: eight .years* “itis hoped WAAF'. |-:Dick. CI'wo- -Fon) ‘Baker. did. a- ‘guestshot. ‘on: -WGN- “Barn |
Weston and John «W.illiams - cand } 18 other’ cities. in the’ nation: will. “Dance”? over thew ‘eekend: ;
WBBM Radio chirper-‘Connie’ “Mitchell. ©
on radio station -WAME.
|.gave two. performances: at ‘the annual. Kiwanis |Calumet. City Festival.
Sponsor says -it- will be the ‘only;| featuring ‘John -McGiver, ‘Toward }.be: covered. ‘by:tv cas. Wwell.
:'|-OVeFr: thew eekend..
W.. ‘ef. Chicago will resume “From. the “Midway”
of--; McNear, Doro. Merande: and:“Henry |
“information”
programming

1 on’ WFMF: next: week ‘with : author Leo ‘Kosten. initialing and -Harry.

medglegree
gr
‘ecm
ott,
so

|Peter Wallace, 20,Son ‘Golden’ on tap for the. ‘Sept: 30 outing« . Rev. John’ -:S:: Banahan’s. ee
‘¥adio-tv office -got .a ‘1. ‘p-m...-Sunday slot. ‘on:“WNBQ: for “The Past Is. .-.-}
te local ‘also: prepping. “Distiiet :Attorney |.
Present,” using:the “You Are There”: technique: ; With: Hills Bros...
~
for pub-: ‘series ‘For. the’ “People” with’: SidOf
Mike,
Dead
i
in
Greece:
coffee to.‘pick. up: the tab, -WBBM-TV wilL telecast: thie: 90-minute pro-*:
ney Ellis, who. co-owns. CBS: has |

fered through the night in Greater | Lascoe.
Under. Double-H: “Hiréchman: is|
Miami and..that segs of the show

will be made available.
eharities and ‘civic clubs
service Offerings.
Report .from’ “Athens. has: it that
duction of “The Mikado,” by |students : of.Evanston: Township. High
Decision to buy the 35 hours a first. option.
‘tv: commentator Mike. Wallace’ ‘s'son,
:
week, says OFR, was based on’ re-. . Double-H. jis alsa. plafining, long-.. Peter, was found dead“in. southern. 1: School, ext Tues. Gn. at 8:30. pm, “
sults of a survey that ‘showed ' range feature. film’ and Broadway. Greece: It: is deduced .he slipped
Miami after midnight. to ‘be active. activity; Hirschman said.
while. on’ a: hiking holic y and: fell.
beyond almost any other U.S. com- | He went into. new: “CBS: deal tol- | ‘into:‘@- ravine...
. Granada-TV,.. ‘which ‘last year “e6-sponsored ‘the:‘visit to: ‘Britain “of :
lowing work on “Dr Kildare;”. for |
munity.

IN.LONDON
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Auditions are under way to pick. which he was sole producer. He’ " Wallace pere. had. flov ArigGreece. the. ‘Leningrad ‘Symphony ‘Orchestra, -has .taped °12.: shows. featuring.
8 hours: ‘before: and identified the Soviet ‘musicians. ;.
- Commercial . operator, Border-TV,, -whopped .it
the show's host. He'll ‘be “The. also directed. the: “Pride of Lions”
.| body. He. had been worried-‘about+up for its first. birthday. (Sept.. ‘ly both. onscreen: and: ‘off. ‘Onscreen,
Voice of Old Florida Rum.” -ap- segment.
{lack of news from Peter who- would | artists-like Ronnie. Hilton “and Edna =:Savage. featured “ina “Gala:
pearing at sales meetings, lunch- |.
‘++havye.-been 20- yesterday ; ¢3); -nét .Night”. ‘special.. .. Technicians at Southern-TV’s studios. have entered ae
eons ete.
: ‘having. heerd from his. son. for.26 in the Edinburgh: ‘a‘film: they: ‘nade in. spare: time. -Called: “The. Pit,”“
Briefs: Cott. ‘Beverage’s tw spot |:days.
footage. is: based on Edgar: ‘Allan Poe's. “Pit: and the: Pendulum”. and.
campaign reportedly. upped’ ‘sales |" ‘InterTeél,. a. combine of - produé-| ~
Peter. was last. seen. at the: Mega. lasts 25. minv? es :ee . Regional station Anglia-TV moving: into the does.
in New. Haven, Conn., 17-fold over. | ing companies’ in. Various -coun-:
Spilaion. monastery - néar .Athens.. umentary- “making. field Wwith.a ‘news special: onthe. Festival Theatre, -:
the similar period. a year: ago: .
| tries, has: opened:..a‘neww office in: The monks ‘there. said: that’ ‘the
‘Test. tratismissions --of the Independent Television =° |:
WRDW-TV and WBOY-TV,: Rust London. Hamish ‘Mahaddie is-zen- ‘young. ‘man had: expressed: a: wish: -Cambridge..
Authority - transmitter ‘shortly’ to: serve’ Wales-TV: ‘have ‘been ‘given © >...
Craft Broadcasting outlets in: Au. eral- manager: and ‘Michael. “Styles” : to enter the monastic life..
gun... . Henry Mancini scored. “Associated. TeleVision’s ‘new -hour-.°
gusta, Ga., and Clarksburg, ‘W. Va.,. is? sales ‘chief: Company, ‘known “as
- His-mothex' was ‘the: former. Nor: } the
- Associated-Rediffusion’ s.-current
respectively, to Adam .Young Tele-. ‘InterTel VTR, is géared to leasé _ma -“Kaphen, “Wallace’s’ first-wife.: long “Man--of the -World’”’ ‘skein .,
vision .. . Rust. Craft radio stations: video. recording. equipment. housed’ She’ is now- married: -to CBS |news “affairs ‘stanza; “This Week,” is: set tobe one.of the’ programs. ‘On open_BBC-TV:* Pore
ing night. (Sept: 16) of “New ‘York's: tv" ‘station. WNDT:
WSTV, Steubenville, and WBOY, in ‘mobile Vans for maximum. flex- 7 gommentator: .Bill: ‘Leonard. °
Clarksburg. to Young radio rep-. ibility.
| compiling: a sequel to. the. America-eye-view.. of the Common Market,
ce
| ie. an. explanation, of‘Commonwealth opinion,
Sloe
‘pery. . FvB reports spot. billings| Mitchell -Teiser’ -InterTel proup 176
in s@cond quarter: over. gramming: chief. headquartering in |_
Hollywood, Sept. “4.
second. quarter of °61—$189.433;-|NUY., leaves for confabs.-in -Europe |
000: against $160,599.000-. . WIIM-. “next: ‘week: and then takes: off for:f-. “Jerry: Franken, :“who. -has. headed |.
TV. new. Grand Rapids station, to. Buenos Aires to promote a‘ series hiséwn public. relations firm in - WGMS. tadio- broadcast: the Ted’ ‘Kennedy-Ea. ‘MeCormack debiite live a
“Peters, Griffin; Woodward .
made by ‘InterTel’s. . Spanish -and: Los Angeles for the past.two years, from. Boston. The. RKO General. station aired the. debate bya hockup..
Harold Cc. Altura, formerly with German subsids. for ‘South. Ameri- will ‘join, the’ ‘p.r, ‘firm of Cleary- -with RKO's Boston. station, WNAC.. .... WMAL-TV. has bought the first
|...
very-Knodel;
is now radio -re- ca. :Leiser stated: that :InterTel is ‘Strauss-Irwin &. -Goodman. Monday D. Cc. mobile video: tape: truck for “‘on Jocation”. ‘pubaffairs: ‘programs
edge ee. Harry: ‘Moses,: son -of. “GE: ‘College Bowl’. producer: ‘John’ Moses,..
‘search and promotion director for still ooking for: material by. U’S. (10). asa senior:. account. exec:
PGW
... WTLE.
Utica-Rome, | packagers and ‘writers: suitable for: “Franken -also. will function as is.now ‘promotion ‘and: advertising. director ‘at WITG-TV. He had same
Willard. Scott. ig‘Jocal
N Y., to. Robert. Eastman
_rep- ‘overseas production and. the: in- account supervisor. for:certain pres- position with: Filmways Inc. in New York’.
pery, effective Oct. 1.
:
ternational. market.
lent ‘SIG. ‘slients,
(Continued on page‘3ay
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DAN. DAILEY* RORY CALHOUN
~@ENE NELSON *ANNE FRANCIS

“STUART. WHITMAN
“GARDNER: McK AY:
JEFF HUNTER ~
“RO.D* STEIGER™

— EARTHA UTE

-
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RICK SPALLA VIDEO PRODUC
a

»

+, "Wednesday; September 8, 1962".

"MOST ORIGINAL SERIES!
"INTIMATE. HALF-HOUR
}_.LOOK AT HOLLYWOOD'S:

PERSONALITIES,
_ OFF-SCREEN, OFF-STAGE,

J) AND. OFF-CAMERA.
7

‘An Audience-Winning Announcement from

| HosTeD BY. TOP

I. HOLLYWOOD SYNDICATED

J.COLUMNISTS

TRANS-LUX TELEVISION CORP. § AND REPORTERS.

23,
on
pe

“GUEST SHOT” TAKES THE GUESS. ‘WORK: OUT. OF.TV
PROGRAMMING! SPONSOR. IDENTIFICATION WITH STARS. FROM.
THE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT IS THE BEST PLUS’ FACTOR
FOR A TV PROGRAM IN A LOCAL: MARKET.

MINIMUM OF TWENTY-SIX HALF-HOUR SHOWS.
NOW READY FOR NATIONAL SYNDICATION!

THE ONLY PROGRAM OF ITS KIND! |
Join all these stars
and many more on

“GUEST SHOT”

JERRY LEWIS
ioe. ooof 6.00.6. Hi-Fi Bug
JAYNE MANSFIELD...
Bouy Building
FABIAN...

| THERNISION Cone.

...... eee eds Hunting Mountain Lions

LIBERACE....... Interior Decorating & Weight Lifting
KEENAN

WYNN.

Racing ‘Motorcycles.

DAN. DAILEY

: Master ofthe Hoiinds.

STUART WHITMAN. ...

GEORGE

_... Water Skiing

JESSEL

International MC.

CHUCK CONNORS.

Playing Baseball

LEE MARVIN...

Motorcycle Racing. “}

ANNE FRANCIS...

_... FlyingtorFun

ROD STEIGER.......

_. «. Playing Tennis

JEFF HUNTER.
|

TINA

ss Skiing inthe Sierra's

LOUISE.

vy Physical Fitness ae

EARTHA KITT

Bowling

on
I.

Produced by... _

-

“Video Productions

Rick Spalla.

RORY CALHOUN....... Wild Boar Hunting |
MAMIE VAN DOREN...
_Motoreycling
CORNEL
GENE
ROD

CAMERON.

GARDNER

-

Shark Hunting with Bow. & Arrow:
-_

McHAY

. ee

: Swordsman

WILDE...

NELSON.

fp

ees Sailboat Skipper
sO

‘Racing Catamarans

:
|:
7

:TRANS-LUX
NEW YORK

__ 626: Madigon Avence
He

BLAS 3U0- ns

:

—
nov Vices
it.
TELEVISION
CHICAGO

620 N: Michi igan Ave,
$u27- 3995

CORP.

_ HOLLYWOOD.

|

6263 Hollywood Biva(HO:2-6903
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‘TELEVISION REVIEW \

{JEWS IN GERMANY
t ARIAS ‘AND: “ARABESQU jks
~ THE BIG ‘PAYOFF ; ae
, oF: ‘With: Robert 'Paige; penises. Ler, ‘With Martha. Ws ight, Ronald. Hol- With Studs Terkel, narrator; others
1 ates. Laurel ©.‘Hurley, Charlies. Producers: Ronald Born, Sam Ven‘Mort: Lawrence, ‘others«.
‘|Producer: Walt: Framer |.
tura:
’ Anthony, Matt Mattox, Buss Mils. $.|Director: Mike: Case -:.
. ler, Mary Hinkson, ‘Matt Turney, 30 Mins:, Sat. (25), 10 p.m.
¢4|. 30. Mins. » Mon.-Fri.,. 3:30. pam,
Bill. Carter, .Gayle Young, ‘Al-. ‘EVANS FUR co.
WNEW-TV,: N.Y.. (Tape):
‘fredo. Antonini .&. CBS” ‘Sym: -WBKB, Chicago (film)
somewhat “Bon- “The: Big Payoff’ is by’ now. a! “Dhony,.Jan: Peerce, host.
device “seemed ©
IN THEIR OPINION’.
Although ‘neither the. last nor
. With John. Morgan .- Bes
. ". derous: .
Producer: Pamela-Tott
_
]
|
the
most:authoritative word on the
:*P¥oducer: Derek Holroyde.
~<-. ‘Instead of “the ‘usual -tolk-sing- ‘veteran: name’ among ‘thé ‘giveaway: Director:
Martin. Carr
" subject, ‘the. documentary “Jews In
"Weiter: Norman ‘Mackenzie __
" _ ing.finale, ‘this: segment: ‘glotted’ in. shows, *“It’s. ‘been: around. for -some'| 60 Mins.; Thurs. (30), 10 p.m.
-.-fa “suave,. Dbut.- still”. folksy: group ‘years: and ‘on-:several “networks: CBS-TV, from .N.Y..
-' 45-Mins.,.Mon:, 8:30 p.m...
‘-}Germany” nevertheless was worthy
-».“|eatled. the-Square ‘Pegs; : who: gave|‘But’ through ‘all this.dtsPemained |
BEC-TV, ‘from’ London.
prime: time ‘fare and must have
2
“Arias”
and
‘Arabesques”
regis-.
‘While’ BBC-TY’s top: pubaffairs'| a snatch of old .ballad.: By. placing:

Reviews

“:

‘|-tered :as an attempt. to make: long-. served as an interest-whetter ‘for
program, “Panorama,” takes: a va- |it in “the. ‘middle. ‘of. -the. program; unspoiled.‘
° It’s: still “the same"Jow-level en- hair music: and: dance palatable to. those who have..never pondered
cation; :the spot: is. being . partly. this. item. was dustsa. time-wasting |"
‘the:- ‘program ’s: tertainmient, -éxcept. ‘to Jan~ avari-: -the ‘masses. Unfortunately, It was a the ‘curious: situation. of 35,000
“filed by. four: ‘separate: ‘shows de- interr ‘uption:-.
‘voted:.-to Britain’s«:chief opinion:| chief. ‘purpose; hnieh is to cover ‘eious’‘sector of .the audience in-|
Jews who. elected to Settle in postforming
weeklies. . First”‘spotlight | the social, .political,.. “and human! ‘terested:.in “getting some. ‘of. the| Somewhat ponderous hour which:

fell on: the. ‘Jeftwing --New States- aspects: of. the news in.smart, off: choice free. gifts topped: by a ‘daily: ‘packed. far Tess: Punelt thart ‘the ‘war (West): Germany even after the
donation: of .a.-mink~ coat...
oot Teal thing. ;
’ Nazi pogroms of 1938 and the
Men, which will -be ;followed. by ‘beat: reports. .
: the . rightwing ° : Spectator; The’ . Typically. “Tonight” was - an: “Ins . ‘The format for. -its entry. into] * First: ‘half. of* ‘the‘stanza was:- : grand ‘seale- murder: of 6,000,000
“syndication:
Temains:the.same.
It’s.
“~
_ Economist, ‘and. tubthumping ‘So-.| terview-. with’, a. guy- ‘who: :: had
‘Jews -that: followed. The film is
? “Chalist.. Tribune. - “Programs . intend: brought an owl back froma vacation.’“Va sort: :of “Queen .For:A: Day” -for. performance of an opera, “'Gal- |
" .to. reflect the Tange of ‘comment, |In: this. instarice, the result: Was coy, the” wealthier’ set. “Instead -of the|lantry,”. by’ Douglas. Moore, who: Part 2-of a documentary trilogy,
-and ‘the- ‘point: Of. views, of .each- as ‘wasa.-chat with a: couple. of. ‘tales of woe, a couple: is’ questioned, intended. it as a takeoff..on. the “The Face of Modern: Germany,”
| parents - -who' ‘had: advertised. -for getierally in régard to. their initial | traditional. soap opera, complete Shot in -that: country last year by.
journal...”
grandparents: ~for their -children.: ‘meeting:or:an odd- way of making|-with the.romantic triangle arid the
extravagant :commercials: for. the

the WBKB production team of.
Ronny Born and Sam Ventura.
|suds, The opera was performed in
The. “presentation was objective
«excellent style by Ronaid Holgate, ‘and restrained, which is a form of.
‘Laurel Hurley and: Charles eloquence,” -but there was not the.
‘Anthony with Martha Wright doing | sense here of a -thoroughgoing
‘the hardsell with. the-high c’s.. The journalistic : ‘search’ leading to -inopera, however, was lesa of a take- escapable . conclusions. Rather, a
get:
a:slice
‘of
the.
loot...
*
“loff on the. soap. operas than -on_ Telative few persons testify in the.
that: many. of its staff and contribu- |Mao ‘Tse-Tung ‘made a brave showRobert
Paige’.
is
‘smooth
as
the
|
opera’: itself..and: the satirical com- film and ‘are expected to be speak“tors are., frequent -tv.- performers: ing, |suggesting .‘the: ‘omirious | ‘and:
«Editor: John. Freeman, for: ‘eaxmple, growing. influence’ of- China: and ‘emcee, and’ Denise ~™Lor. is:.a’ per-. mercials were not nearly as comical. ing for all. It:seemed, therefore, |
sdnable
gal:
who:
gets’
a:chancée
to
|:
is. anchorman. for: ‘the “Face. ‘to:} saying. that: -ifs. “admission | ‘to the
‘as the real thing on television: In a superficial video exploration.
“Face” interview skein, and’ others. U.N, ‘might, ‘eurb_ ‘that ©- country’s | sihg; -bat generally, ‘it's’ not- that ‘short, ‘Moore failed to bite ‘very| As ‘represented in the filin, the
§
one...
entertaining
‘anymore.
.
- hard ‘into. the: subject:
7 Jew in Germany today is half-. repeatedly. ‘Bop. up: with ‘comment -chip-on-the’ shoulder. policies. ‘Two“ on thé news..
; topical |‘entertainment. items.:’ ‘took |p
‘The ; second: half was -a’ darice, 7 apologetic for being there, is en2 -Emcee John “Morgan; himself’ -a:} in”a. “ditty --from: -““Gentlemen- Pre-+
| “parallels. ad
choreographed - by ‘joying the country’s .new-found
member: ot :‘the -Panorama’ team’ fer -‘Blondes” -by. its. British: :legit. a
|John Butler: to the music: of the prosperity. . along with ‘everyone
“but also “an™ occasional “Statesman’| ‘Star; Dora Bryan, ‘aiid a. chat with [I
late ‘Wallingford ° Reigger. It: was else, but. has ghettoized himself
“writer;. "quizzed - -Freeman'on: the Sarah. Milés,’. who'd’ eaptured :‘eriti-|
U]expertly. executed. by “a. baliet. sociall “because he still distrusts
‘Journal's -policies, which. were ade-: eal: attention for her. ‘movie debut |>.-.. .| tFoupe ‘who ‘were ‘required. to move the
hristian German.
As ‘one
Studio 4)
a "|through some. ‘realistic. ‘props...
.. quately: ‘summarized. ‘as -being ‘con-. ‘opposite. ~ Laurenée| ‘Olivier int:
{woman stated it, “They are very
-"..2: gerned-: with «social: -and political “Term of Trial.” A-clip showed. ther | Pursuing -its: theme. ‘of
adapting | Jan... -Peerce. hosted: in ‘selt-|
gracious and nice, ‘but. we’ cannot.
’ conscience, ‘but: not toeing- the La- |acting. paces, -and the gal: said. lit-. | established. « ‘authors, BBC:TV’s |.conscious ..manner: The ‘informal: see into their hearts.’*
.+,bor’ Party line: -Freeman averred’| tle; but -said it with’ -charm. '
eeve flighty, “Studio 4”. ‘series took: hold shots behind ‘the opening. and closThe. film ‘opens artfully- ‘with a
. that he took no orders’ irom Hugh
Anchorman| Cliff. : Micheimore’
-Ing- ‘eredit: lines -were’ the -best traveling ‘shot of a peaceful con- ‘Gaitskell.. ‘and. could ‘prove. it.
-was. his. usual. “unruffled . self. His of. -Rogamond: Lehmann’s :“novel, ‘things: in
1 the: ‘hour. :
“Herm.
-.4 temporary: countryside ‘in. West
Opening item. Wwas.a ‘well-argued commonman ‘personality. -provided: “The “Weather in the. Streets, ” and.
--| Germany, over which is dubbed.
attack: -on-. the.. Russian-American ‘much: “néeded™ ballast... The :more |:gave. “ita telling -pérformancee: in.
echoes: of “Sieg, ‘Heil," the chorus
“gpace-race, ‘with: Paul Johnson em- processed: ‘image .of Derek. -Hart. John Mopkin’s. skillful, dramatize lsrory’<OF ‘THE CENTURY
of yesteryear. - fter reminiscent
‘phasizing. the: ‘colossal ‘dost of the: was also “smoothly |present, and.
Producer: Bob. Pilkington: 7
| footage of the incredible Nazi
junket:. -Science .pundit
‘Writer-Narrator: Jay Crouse...
Nigel:|the. ‘show's roving. reporter,. ‘Alan 4tion. :
Calder .pleaded<for ‘more. exchange |Whicker..-came up with. “a moving Tale. éoncerned the’Spreakup “of | 30.Mins., Thurs. (23): 10:30. p.m... ‘lL -years, it. settles down to a. general
This

initialler ;‘was. “a- qualified

success... It} made-for .a* change to] The. latter - topic: suffered: Because ‘a living, and then asked. a ‘question.
“have © provocative opinions - being: the right. questions weren't asked. |. "Fhe couple’ getting ‘more’. correct
put. forward - without their. being Both. illustrated. the- show’s beset- -answers. «gets. a .chaneé ‘to snatch
-challenged .‘by opponents... “And. the: ting: fault, .which: is: to be slightly- the: mink. --A¥ ‘member : of :the’ ‘au-:
‘New Statesman. had: certain’ ‘ad- superior at: the.expense of human: ‘dience: shares ‘the ‘gifts. with.. the:
contestant,. ‘and.‘there: is ‘a”.modas:
_ vantages, -“not shared. by =at least. foibles. - Oe al,
.:fwo. of the other --publications; . ‘in
: Author of’ ‘a. new :‘biography of. ‘operandi- whereby _ a. viewer; can

ForeignTVF= |
:

.

|.once-over-lightly glimpse into aspects. of Jewish life today, with
A factual report on the ‘reactiva-; ‘shots of the services -at- synagogs,
.
fellow’ s fathér; ‘whose distress: was
(Vivien Merchant, a. girl friend of; tion. ‘and. the’ year’s’ tour: of duty. ‘a middle tlass household, the Jewcontrolled, “but- -poignat: _ to. some,
this -item™. ight have.’ heen’. foo his’ sister. They’ arrived. ‘at. a coun="! of Kentucky's. 100th. Division. was. ish social club,- the ‘one Jewish
intrusive.
try: hotel’ for: an. illicit. night, and the subject of. “WHAS Reports” on: Newspaper, the new community
-Editor= ‘Antony Jay” “ensured: ‘a ‘things geémed | strained, Tt. was. to. | Thursday: (23)," Serious aspect ‘of center, and the Dachau. concentra‘tion. camp. left standing
as a
‘crisp - continuity.
““Tonight’s ” di-:

of information: to:reduce the. bill, ‘item about:the hunt: for:a. Inissing|;‘an. affair. between-the

a

and

Michael: “Howard,.

whose

- prov--

ince: is‘: deferise,” gloomily ' opined’
. that it was all part-of the cold war:
and. space:‘rival+y’ would. -eontinue
until ‘
“.overall. arms ; control

flier ©in. “Alaska:, He

spoke

:‘to ‘the

married. WHAS-TV, Louisville-

Rollo: {Derek Waring) :‘and “Olivia

‘agreement were signed. “This -‘was:
gn
‘able bit -of :polemic, ‘Supported
“be .the final meeting for both® of} the. Berlin. crisis ‘ealied: up ‘Ken-. memorial to.the Jews and a re‘by stock. film:‘material, and. Johnson. leir-ma. may: :be that, after. ‘five tv
-eunningly -‘pointed. out.what could -years, it feels:.in need of innova-.| themi, .and~ the progress. of :their. |tucky’s. 100th Division, ‘made. up. in’. minder. of the Nazi infamy.
toriance’ was.:laid put “in flashback |’
-bé ‘achieved ‘in: the. fields. ‘of- medi; ‘tion. But its éstablished framéwork
[tau_part..from personne!’ from | “There: was.«a- brief sampling of
‘while: they. came: to the. point.. of.
. -eine:and education:if: those ©bil= Jand
|
‘team: were. 80. ‘appropriate. that: ideparture...It-was thus a.conven- Louisville, and.the call. found: the. ‘the. German attitudes towards the.
val, “Hons of -U.S.. dollars were: diverted. :any.change would .
nott be!welcome: !‘tional idéa, but’ treated ‘with ‘such: 100th fully: trained’ and -Teady for German Jews today, with a good.
-Moreé. :“straightforwardly propaduty...
. documentary. gambit lightly passed.
tact’ and: :understanding that: the|.
.1.: “gandist; :but. “somewhat” glib- in its /
AS’: ‘enibers “of the: ‘Army: Re- over. One German youth (voicaflight:
of:
Olivia’:made
|
a“moving,
7
‘approach, .was..a - film, contrasting
| Serve, the: ‘100th. was sent ‘to Fort: cver) regretted the isolation of the
‘slightly, ironic, . impact.
‘the never-had-it-so-good cry -o£:the. DR. FINILAY’S: CASEBOOK
| Chaffee, . Arkansaé,. Many: of ‘them ‘Jew -from. contemporary German
:
Their
first:
meeting,
with.
mutual:
With.
Andrew.
.Cruikshank,:
“Barbara:
)
‘old:
the’
of
plight:
the
with
Qorieés.
...
i with _families, “arid Meeting prob- life, saying that the two cultures
"and. homeless :who’ don’t’ share: in|: Mullen, Bill Sinipson; Jack Lain- |:attraction . immediately. apparent; . Jems" of. housing in a.camp. which shad always been closely tied and.
the affluence; Writer Norman. Mac-||"‘bert, Gareth: Tandy, - Melanie led to. the _inevitable diserchant- :liad. been- idle.:for., some. “years. ‘that now he felt a vaccuum. “It is”
kenzie made ‘effective. use of*.con-|.Rowland; Dorothy Sinith,: Elisa- ‘ment.. Rollo’ s wife" was an unseen “Story of.. the “Century” ‘was: de-' like. walking’ on. one: leg now. The
_presencé,: but. he: Was: too ‘attached '
-strast,.- pointed. out that- 1% of. the|- - -beth’ Murray, Fraser Kerr,
voted mostly to films’ of: the 100th, { vitality: is gone,” he said. But :an7 _.| to-her..to. ever :leave. His ‘mother:
‘people own 50% .of. the’ wealth, - ‘Director: “Cedric Messina:
other German youth made this
| (Margaretta. Scott) presaged. . ‘dis- } including» clips of Fort Chaffee, anti-Semitic ‘appraisal: *“Money is:
‘and accompanied . thé: film- ‘with ‘a. Writer: John Keir. Cross.
| where many. with families. lived.
‘aster. The couple. were seen’ during
soundtrack’ of “a - ‘pop-singer deliv-: 50 Mins., Thurs., 1:55 p.m,
jin: trailers. Some 3,000: soldiers and the first thing in the. life of the
“lan undercover. yacation in ‘Austria..
ering “I've Never Had JIt’So. Good.” BBC-TV, ‘from. ‘London: i.
;3;000 : ‘dependents: were. “shown. in. Jews.”
This. section made:.a good: poster-/| -One.of AZ 'J. Cronin’s’ ‘medical’ -Olivia’s ‘frustration. mounted, ‘and. | their new. ehvirons, ahd :officers” "*. More. could have. been done to
hoarding impact, --but" wasn’t deep bestsellers; “The ’Citadel,” ‘has: al-: ‘found its,’climax: when: -she. had. -an
f‘and men were. interviewed’ by: Jay. ‘develop these divergent attitudes
“enough. to- influence: the -knowing. -ready. provided. a pleasing. ‘tv’ series abortion.. -She forced: ‘Rollo to ‘ad- |Crouse, Interesting’ shots .of. train- arid to probe below the surface of
“In Their: for the commercial web.’ Now. BBC: ‘mit: that” his own wife “was preg‘From: this . point;
Ing... ‘maneuvers,
latest. military what: appears a peaceful coexistoT Opinion” became. bitty. . It moved ‘TV ‘is’ -ransacking: ’‘self-contained: nant, ‘and this. was the: end of‘their
\equipment including flame: ‘throw-. ence. But for a half hour treatment
“over to the arts. side of ‘the journal,: ‘tales :from this author's “Dr. Fin-. ‘relationship.
|-ers,- Dazookas,..and new type. coil-_ by ‘a Iocal station, the film sufficed
introduced -briefly cartoonist. Vicky: Jay's’ Casebook,” Judging «by. the |-. Derek: Waring prought “out the’
less rifles}. clips. of. men. marching. as a survey. Studs Terkel délivered.
and: liter ary editor: ‘Karl. Miller and’ ‘sample caught, second. of ‘the skein; ‘rather. heartless. charm of: the :man,.
a fine. narration. | )
Les.
‘then ‘>garrulously.- discussed. the-} it appears. a, ‘likely. contender. for: -hoping ' to_ keep. wife. and ‘mistress. in review, and.a visit by the then}.
Secretary of the Army; Elvis Stahr..
growth of - ‘Beyond’. the- Fringe’. popularity...
:
; ‘going, but not at. his- ‘own expense,
-gatire,. with :‘Malcolm - Muggeridge | - ‘ Chief: characters are. “Alan: Fin-. ‘But --it: was Vivien. “Merchant’s’ - The 100th. tour of. duty - was |DOCTORS TODAY
Jetting the. threads’ run: loose.
‘lay (Bill Simpsoni,.a ‘young, dedi- strongly and. - “gubtly._ ‘conceived : brought. ‘to a. happy close with. ‘With Ormond J. Drake, others
A: smart ‘payoft --had- Statesman ‘cated: and: enthusiastic: medico, and Olivia: “which ©.brought.” out-”, the. “homecoming ceremonies ‘at. Louis- Producer-Director: Robert. Goode
critic, Woodrow :Wyatt,. ‘reading. al his ..senior.. partner,’ “Rab. ‘Hendry. delicate: ‘pathos. ‘of the. piece,. ‘She: -yille’s. Bowman Field. Local -citiman
_.Jetter to the” éditor, .with |‘a smart} (Andrew: Cruikshank), ‘whois older,’ cleverly | conveyed: her: loneliness, zens . welcomed : “the. returning ||.30. Mins., Sat., 1:30 p.m.
“footnote. from’: ‘Freeman, . It-was a erustier, :-and- more ;"philosophical. ‘{her desire not, to hurt -the man’: soldiers: and. ‘families, “many: - of | WCBS-TV, NY. (tape)
-worthwhile. ‘enterprise, ._ably_. as-'} -In. their: Scottish © “small. town, | conflicting with her ‘desire: to have j whom. ‘gave up civilian. pursuits for: [ “Doctors . ‘Foday” will ‘run on
a’ prolonged “period: of time, -and;LWCBS-TV, N.Y., for at: least 13
..- sembled by: producer, Derek. ‘Hol-. there was-an outbreak‘of smallpox: ‘Jfhim ‘for herself.
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-. Foyde: :: Danger. ‘seemed: to” be: that+‘Finlay. was. convinced :that “the in- |"
: consecutive
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story
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|
-*” opinion would swamp. fact, but that fection: stemmed“ from. 8: dairy: run
- Personnel - ‘of’. the 100th, fully and each week two doctors from.
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chickens
‘coming.
-_home.
to..
roost,
|
‘didn’ t.Seriously. arise.
“.Otta..- :-| by .a-testy.: farmer. and« his ‘young:
: trained and’ equipped, -had ‘ the | one ‘of. the ‘several metropolitan
‘wife: When “he ‘said.: ‘so, he was sand: it -Was: maybe too ‘deliberate monumental]. task of. ‘training 1,000 | medical :societies. will be pumped
and*: ‘artificial. in -Prudence-Fitz-threatened: with, action for Slander, |
men’ “each; and contributed }iby articulate Ormond Drake, Dean
~“-TONIGHT
gérald’s. ‘otherwise _ “sympathetic !
‘immensely to:the-nation’s defénse |.of N.Y.U. .The- first ‘time it: was
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. Ota.
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- Produ¢er Bob . Pilkington .had.
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‘Cowley:
~
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‘|
band’s: money.
‘They-.-had:. both-|AT:
who
scripted ~‘and : ‘narrated the.! t explain the medical importance of
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y Slot show: films. by WHAS cameraman is stress.” “What resulted. was con‘BBC-TYV, from: ‘London °
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“stress”
gram -returned. trom. .its’. Summer} ‘acters’ from Cruikshank. ‘and.Simp- ; been .named Vp. ‘Of Industrials; ‘ll- ‘ ment“ was. on’ VTR.:
sound like an entirely new medi; =r 7 “Stoty-of ‘the Century” covering {eal discoyery,* but. it didn’t come
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_. will’ probably. sake down’ into -its ‘the Scottish’ atmosphere was deftly: ‘producer’. ‘in. the ‘prodiiction~ and -‘return. .to :civilian. life, pictured int merely avoiding. the word psycho“normal. successful groove: A few:| touched ‘in. This ‘segment. was ..also: creation «of' new. films: ‘for -:tV; He -‘exceHent. Manner: the transplanted { soma ic. It’s undoubtedly: .a-.conchanges ‘Were. .introdiced: “There. -helped. by a@ neatly. enigmatic: per-. |. has already. been. assigtied to script= |Kentuckians response tothe call fusing: word, ‘made almost méanWas. a, “lve: cartoonstrip” -involv- formance - ‘from’: ‘Elisabeth-‘Murray.’ ‘ing: a.-new. series’ for ‘the. Victor ‘of. their country.- Training proce- -inglegs because. it’s ‘tossed around
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With! dures; ‘men marching. in ‘reviéw, ‘so mich, -but-it's at least as serv-.
-é~@atled Evelyn, “who asked naive ‘horsesehse | ‘from *:
‘Barbara’ Mullen, ‘Robertson's. ‘appointment. Industri-} gave view ‘ers a feeling of pride in. ‘dceable. as “stress,” and ‘it's val“questions about: a’“topical: event and: as: the medicos’. housekeeper. John. als’ ‘plans’ a- ‘séries of -‘eduéational their fellow-Kentuckians, “with: an table in.-establishing the differ.. got -‘wouldbe: _witty- replies: ‘Consid-' Keir-Cross dramatised: the original: and. pubaffairs: programs: for both | underlying -theme. that -in time’ of ‘ences or’similiarities between this
ie! @fed’ as'-an... equivalent: for the’. with. aplomb, and. Cedris. Messina’Ss. ‘the local.tH. markets. ‘and -ty:‘outs
emergency, ourP military forees are cliche .and the mystique the docfe
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with: three ‘such ‘entries, “Combat,”val
<-/“Gallant.° Mzn”- and. .“MicHale’ s|
Men,” the” first:. two. in. hour: form}
: and | the’ third: as ‘a-half-hour::
«publication, ny
‘to:the. ‘political‘bias,ot ‘2
“And itll-be a ‘season. when origi- |°“Newsplay: slanted: -aecording.
the’
contributions
of:
cartoonists
and.
columnists,.
-the
shaping
of “news.
nal drama .« ilk ‘be: just about. where |
Continued from page.I
hae iit was last season—at low: ebb; -With ‘by some ‘officials -in the’ Kennedy Administration, . and yellow “practices
any money, supplementary dn |parks -near Hemet; Cal,
: NBC
making. the... major *-effort |. of. tabloids are ‘among. the journalistic. efforts :‘that’ will be scrutinized: :.:
ae
come.. planning for. retirement ite! completion. _
‘through ‘its Sunday night ‘DuPont: ‘by -CBS. News’. correspondent Ned.. Caliner. ‘on: “WCBS-TV: Views: the.
get the mostest for: the Jeastest), , In “response’. to~ a national: aid, |.
showcase! (with “possibly va -dozen |Press’” in ‘coming months. Calmer outlined. his functions as press: critic’ *
future” ‘seheduled} :and ‘CBS. ‘settling ‘fOr. in an ‘address. before the Assn, for, Education in Journalism: at ‘the
hobbies. and ‘how to adjust to re-j jasking -: sitggestions — ‘for
2 Ue:
“cities,” ‘more than 20 ,000.. persons ‘-about: fiye;_inglading -two° by.Fred) of North. Carolina;
tirement.
ie Southern Califor nia alone wrote: Coe: a
Booming Retirement Housing
suggesting. an’. over-50 community |
pwa"’ tv -workshops—one ‘in:| writing, one: in: prodiiction willbe
‘Retirement housing began on a
in their aréas:.-Some “14000 .acres,
= ae
‘going. ‘at. ence this fall in the :New School for Social: Research in N-Y, =.
relatively madcst scale less than: a

_~Big Market-Senior Citizens

a?

: half-way bétueen Los: Angeles. and.)

| Writing workshop’ will. be -headed- by--Flora -Rheta. Schreiber, assisted ~
cecade ago. “In” the
beginning
~ San. Diego in Riy erside: -County: |:
‘by: Milton’, Kramer.. David: ‘Ji. Ebin, CBS News: writer, will, teach: ‘the
these residences offered - shelter,
‘was selected for, ‘Sun City, Cal, the}
=
'| production. workshop:
7
‘Tifelong. security; arid ‘companionbiggest | retirement ‘housing: project | —
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A: “tryout” theatre will: be. attached 46.‘the:workshops. Ht’II.offer live:
ship in hotels,- “apartments or ‘re“ever
conceived,
|
with -an. antici-!
‘performances’ of: student: scripts, and George’ Kondolf,- exec. producer’
converted
mansions G per ate d,
‘pated “150. 000°: ‘population “within;one ‘fulltime® station ..in Chicago: “of.“U,. S. Steel. ‘Hour,’*°.; Will:supervise.’
usually cn a non-profit “basis, by . 9
~4 that: was programming 24 hours af!
“church. organizations, philanthro-; “20, years.
Within ‘a. period of four: weeks, ‘day -for ‘the Negro: ‘community |".oN ARYETY’ Ssroundup: last week: on iv ‘stations carrying “hourlong riews.
Fists. and giher groups. ‘(VARIETY + $8.000. 000. worth. of: future” dwell: ~|
! which . lias a -population of Vover}4evered
this type
of operation
1,000 000: in: the. metropolitan. .area.'|. strips: inadvertently omitted’ KOGO-TV, San. Diego, and ‘W...E. Goetze’
Ings was sold, at.a cost of. $10, 000-.
‘March 27, 1957).
.MeLeéndon: Said. le-found: that. the.| ‘of the Coast Time--Life ]Br oadcasting® outlet: wires’ that it.is “the,Station. aa
$18.000. per -unit. tJuly."62)/
that started“it all.’ :
Today, retirement ‘housing is .a
Claremont
and-‘Van * ‘Nuys’ are:, : Negro’ -programs.. and -foreign*. lan-|." KOGO-TV's hour. Néws ‘format was ‘instituted: Labor. ‘Day 1960. and, opt
“a
burgeoning
industry,
with
the amon
L‘guage programs: on’ WGES -were } :.
localities: .
Offeri
a
pitch
made
to_.-““Over-Fifties.”. ‘apartments,
B
us ng sarden
| incompatibte:
“He ‘cited, a Pulse. says. Goetzé,. station- execs. from: all’over: .the country have: ‘visited to_
wwith .Yecréational
“fa-:|
-Vhe operation...
Fhilanthrapy,
like the rocking. cilities -néar “at hand. ‘Lon Beach, | survey ..
showed | 0.0.
‘
which
allegedly chair, is outmodéd. “Some. $200,
the:
600.000 has: been invested. by ‘the°. Barbara offer plush: tower. apart: | had-.no. measurable: audience’. while |:“NBC News: ‘Says: “hes:‘giving the -Library: of Congress’ita:“ot:
over-50@. group in retirement Cities : ments. tobe tompleted: within the. the’. Negro. fare: came ‘up “with a{ fiFSt. television’ programs. doné via -Telstar.Celluloid. :encompasses about: 90 ‘minutes. ‘of programming: “done: ‘over: i"
small’ -rating:~
wrone, during Tess than two years. k
next ‘SIX. months——for: senior citi- ; profitable: ‘he said, ‘billing. around. ‘NBE-TV on. July':10° and. 11—first“shets-sent’ out from. Andover, Me...
Add to this, the. apartments, .co-'
: zens; over-50: .only:” One, Océan
|$800, 000..a year, :with .the- foreign. statements by Frederick’ H. Kappel, “AT&T board. chairman, and “New-~
‘operative’. apartments .and ‘hotels Hoowse. -is: for:Jewish” clientele” exe:
| language’ shows. representing: about ton: Minow, FCC chairman: tNBC’s. “package”. to ‘the Congressional:
which are rented..on a straight ;.
clusively. The motivating -factors, 1200. of that total: -He said he was. ‘vaults include own specials |on the. subject, partly including. the. French.
lease W ith no membership: fees,-no;
‘of this mass migration are “of. no. jsacrificing . ‘those: billings to, turn feed to.the U.S.)
:
woe,
:
. dues, or sold on FHA or ‘eandomiconeern -Here..
WYNR (he. likes to.-pronounce-it |
‘nium terms at fancy prices with;
But: the: residents have. leisure. |:
‘winner’ ): from. an 80% to a. 100%
age the sole restriction for rental:
.time, to. read; and: according: to a. Négro-oriented- station.
:
or purchase.
" recent: survey ‘fully 50°% - of them.|.
“Axe ‘German. &.. Polish: :
A
recent survey revealed ‘that :‘belong to, one ‘or. more. book:-clubs, |"
the: average income of. “retirement | On ‘the surface, it would. appear | "| Aniong ~ ‘the "foreign
language et,
city” residents ranged from $4, 000-. that -they have a “few. bucks. to: pregrams: ‘axed: -were ‘the. .“Ger- | at
Continued. from. page 20%:
$5,700
annually.
This
indicates: '-Sp end on. “extras.” Never’ ‘under- .Maina ‘Hour; ae produced by William
“mernbers
“of”
“Congress.
reported : McClellan * Said; ce deeply ‘Feeret:
that when
Mr: & Mrs.
Senior! i estimate ‘the. ‘purchasing power | of; L. Klein for the’ past 36. years, and:
= | it-—and I -meéan* it.yoo
Po
the “Polish. Early Birds,” condticted- their: involvement - was minor.
€ifizen pull up stakes and resettle,.‘ an. oldtimer. |
Arr. aide ‘of Sen:'Estes’ ‘Kefauver - ‘Rumors. Spread: that.Cross will be ere
‘iby -Z.. George Jaworowski’ for the
|" °
they. have investments; in’ addition |
.| past” 33.- _ Both” had complained: .UD:-Tenn.)- reported he wrote Presi-_ :offered” a. high’ job: in: the: ‘¢om‘to cost of néw housing and Moving. |
Kennedy - a letter. recom-_ munications. satellite’ ‘picture... But ; that they did ‘not get written ‘notice. dent
of $100.000 on the average at.5°c.
“cof. their termination | as: ‘required: mending: Henry:.- ‘(Fhat's not much:) there’ was corsidérable doubt that”
T he. cost.of buying an apartment:|
|. by. their contracts: --They heefed, ‘On ‘the. other. chand, Sen: - Albert. he -would accéept it: ©.
or house in One of these. “cities’
too, that -while ‘they ‘might be. ‘able. “Gore |Dd. -Tenn. i told:. a: 'Memphis.|:- “There: seemed: 10. indication ‘that
Continued: from’.Page. L
varies
but,
generally
speaking, \—
runs from $9,000-$21.000. ‘There'Somehow now seems to.‘belong - to;|.‘to: buy time: on | other radio. sta-: newspaperman: he: had: nothing at: the Arkansas’ members. of Congress |
tions. they. . would not. beable. to. ‘all: t6 ‘do. with the, appointment:. wouild. stir. up'a ‘Senate fight against. .
are, also. a few.communities.
where: :an. eatlier e¥a.
get brime: time with. as. much wat-_ Gore: even, said: he is:‘temiporarily confirming ‘Henry. - _They had -no_“a -$7,500° membership fee permitsj
| It's. very possible: ‘taat. ‘out of|
|tage
WYN 2. (nee.
as.
WGES): with holding “‘an endorsément, of. it. ‘gripe: against -him’ ‘personally, on...
you to build a bungalow Costing "
the” hews &- publie affairs areas ! afforded, “4¢The’ “‘Htalian- American (the. appointment) until I determine not less than. $45.000.
‘the basis:of what they knew, about:. .°.
i may” come the. little. ‘extra: dimen-. |Hour” ‘has. relocated. ‘at. WSBC; a what. his views: are on1 broadeasting.
him::..-Their fury "Was: over. (Cross. moe
West Coast Lurés
+sgion- to give. the: new. season ‘some. less pow erful: station. y: .
‘ematters. aa ,
‘{not being named...
:
a
Rents begin at $125 per’ month :disti nction, ‘even. as” last season's.
McLendon :‘said that .‘the: ‘com:
- Staff members. in the-. office of Jt: Could -have™ Aa.capitol: Hill imin the “garden. apartment”
or «*Tour.. of the. White: House”. -BFO- i plaints - of Klein: and Jaworowski“tower apartment” Class. The. .€o- vided a much =needed: shot. in .the to their congressmeii -‘and. the-FCC -the ‘Congressman. ‘from the. Mem-. pact’ on“ FCC..Jegislation’ and -Ken-.
Gperative apartments, . which are ‘arm. Or: perhaps one.-or.-two en- “had: only. ‘to .do 'with- ‘the fact that. _phis -district, Rep: ‘Clifford: Davis, - nedy ..bills. -in.. general fora long:
mushrooming on.the west coast, ‘ tertaiiment specials” (and -there:! ‘they're-‘going to lose. ‘some’: money said. Henry.~wasn’t. ‘known- there;: time to.come: (Only time: willtell. “a
although, the -law. firm’ ‘with which:
have accounted
for: a $300. 000, 000." ‘won't be. many - of. these. to .cChaose !at not being allowed to: da business
“associated. ‘In. --Memphis, T.
“investment on the part. of: buyers: ' from). Will » ‘provide-the®.: Hecessary .‘at- our: $tation.””: He ‘said -that by. rhe. 4
Chandler. “Mainre* & ‘Chandler; ds}
this. year.
Spark. 7 and Jarge~ the ‘foreign. language
Otherwise, about’ ‘the best: that ';Programs were ‘brokerage. deals; well. and. favorably. known.
Each has its own spécial assort=
Continued from page 20 —= .
ment
of lures for the Teisur e- ‘can be said for the :‘new season is whieh are in violation: of. the.-FCC |- “That's: the Henty .“story... “whe —
at the networks. nave’ rid’ ‘them-'! ‘rules; :“Apart from any other con: Cross. story: has ore politigal.fisti- :
minded, but the Majority are. lo‘eufts: at: play.
the: winter,’ “There's: no: “doubt, in”
cated.in the hinterlands.or on the selves. of their -real-:“had: shows. sideration; I - ‘could: ‘have* “cancelled.
~ Because - the “decision. ‘oli.| Cross . future, the: summer: qmnonths’ will.
outskirts.
of cities, where. taxes are:With “approximately 40 new night- them. ‘for. that :‘reason’ alone.”’.”~:
In fetirement communities, :
‘time. ‘Series: premiering over: the}
‘opposed i.
“Jow.
Thad”
‘dragged | ‘and ‘dragged. ~over. be used for: exper iments as:
In- defending. His. change’ “of -atthere’s no’ schoal tax ‘sehool age”.'course.-of- the next: six. weeks, it's | titude. about the- foreign ‘language’ ‘many: months. at. the’ White- House,. to repeats...”
children. are not acceptedi, no. pay. ian ‘interesting. commentary | that programs;” from:.the :-time. he’ ap- it. ballooned” into” vaster political
}*
for .publi¢ officials suchas Mayor, ithere's. hardly: one: Brooved ‘to the ‘plied. for pur chase’ approval, -Me- proportions - with. Arkansas Con-.|)$0"
2 far, - the’ British. summer, ‘has "7
City, Council, efc., and mainte- -‘ conventional, cops: *n’ ‘robbers. for-. Lerndon. said,- “Any station that gressmen- than: might otherwise |:
‘been a ‘wet,. “indoor” period which
nance of all public. buildings and |‘mula. |For. every “SE heckmate, " doesn’t *change its crograiiming. ‘have been .the case.
recreation areas is covered by a:: “Surfside ‘Six: ‘Detectives’ and‘| rather. ‘constantly: is not meeting its]. By. the. time Henvy. was:‘selected, - ‘has ‘cbviously. helped: the less frivo-..
minimum fee, ie. $26 per year. On “Bus. Stop” that’s finally: had. it. obligation : to search out — -public:
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Bearing, in’mind’ the: fact,that,

the other side of the coin.. their: isuch

important

replacements” as. “1th Hour,”’.

Arkansans .in Congress |:lous:

program,’ BBC-TY,,: too;--has >.

tastes . ‘and- “needs.” --He said’ his. had. made the. John. “Cross, issue had ‘its’ share ‘of.success, Jwith none .:
“Saints ‘and.
location précludes any possibility. ‘Wide Country” |
|:Programming ° would: ‘probably’ ‘un- |:
Sinners”
“at--least.
inake.
a.
prete
nse:
usually, of: supplementary .income
|dregs further’:»change” “within |the |President Kennedy.
“They: had: “mater ial. Corp. -has. kept - up its”
of -guarding the corporate
‘tv Image !coming year.
through ‘part-time work.
‘clearly: left the: ‘unspéken message: standard. one-third “serious” shows.
cand Keeping the. medium - out ofa
“| ) Askéd - “why |
2 “Negro | -program- that. if. Cross © were kicked. out: of -in. primetime. throughout ‘its sum“This radical new trend. of pro- jam.
viding distinctive housing: for the... What. kind. of a Season: will “it!> ming” © should: -be: any- different. .FCC, they: Ww‘ould: be. Jess. receptive: mer format.- At one point ‘a whole
affluent oy er-5Os dn’ plate 6£ “life-- be? Itll be a: ‘s€ason - in awwhieh,.. from. pr ogrammniing -‘for: ‘the:-gerieral ‘henceforth. ta’ réequests*for special 7 night's prime time was dominated»:
the. Dallas. operator: favors: from. the: White House. They by. nea rly two ‘and-.a ‘hal{ hours *:‘Tong | securHy”’
or a non-profit’ ‘for better or for Norse, ‘the’ situa- community,
basis for the over- -655 -zoomed. with. tion ‘comedy, for years ‘ty’s Nov 1 ‘[Said, “Fhe ‘Negro ‘community |‘has.a would. in other’ ivords, get: even.: ~| of | “heavy”, ‘drama.’ and: ‘documen--} tary.‘Stanzas.:
the opening of. Del Webb's Stn ‘basic ‘Staple.’ will -heceme™ stapler|‘point of’ ‘view “and: a. Cultural’ need :
.. Harris Hurt to. Qui¢k::
Strong pubaffairs- ‘and .eurrent.:
City, Arizona, less than°two- years. ‘than ever, with 13. hours: of such]: of its-own, but. it’s not our - inten“Chair man Minow. iis:going to have
aro.
| apse -Shows: like™ “Tonight”: -and
programming’ in’ the. prime’ night- tion to: condescend, and we're: not |,
to livé with the-fact that’ fo have
An jnevedible: “total: of 100,000. -time. hours, ‘including a 60-minute | Boing: ‘to intensify ‘any’ barriers‘ be=-. members -‘of. ‘Congress. believe ;he “Panorama” have been: given’ only”
-1 short rests ‘because - ‘Of - their: ‘size-.
tiween- ‘the races.’
MeLendon: said
persens visited this. out-of-the-way. Version, “Fair. Exehange.” And,.
worked’ ‘against. ‘Cross...
‘spot near Phoenix, in three days in previous: years, CBS will. haveS|
| that the ‘music’ WYNR* would*play|° _This could: have: telling. effects.‘| able -summier: following. And; “im.
addition, BBC ‘has. whipped: up €on- ._
and 3.000 of these moyed ‘there the. edge on. the. Sittiation: ‘comedy } will ‘be the same. as: “anywhere. else |.
in the.U.S.. and will be for the -en-. with: Rep. Oren -Harris~ (D.-Ark.),* | siderably its. use of news: Specials,"
within a. year. Webb's next open- as a. major form of Ay -entertain- {i
chairman:
of
‘the.
Howse
Conimerce.
The. Negro. slant:
tive commiuinity.
Acceptance of these. and the come. “ine, at Kern City. near Bakers- ment.
“Committee which must. ‘pass: on. all
field, Cal., attracted 55.000 visitors,
itil be.a- season: in. ‘which: the!would. be: in the: ‘net-scasts, ‘about FCC: légisiation.: . Harris; by: -some, mercial. web's: fact-packages | ‘by ©
summer: Vidaudiences,, ‘must “‘ineve..
hour ‘variety ‘show,. ayhich: ‘reached 4l'tu.o houts- Worth per. ‘broadcast: day, }2
Guring the opening two davs.
rand? in the.‘ editorials, about | three is conisidered ‘the ‘House's: toughest
Palm City, near Palm Spri ingfs:. a low ‘point’ of five ‘cutrics: lastj or four “a week as the news Wwar-jand most successful chairman of an’ itably. cue: ‘ine new" ‘thinking: at the:..
netw orks” respective. , -h.q.’S.
:
Cal, “opened March ‘61. Within 4° .season, will: reestablish. itself ‘on |
7
-...t investigating -€roup.- His previous.
rants.
‘Summer, “it “coms, must: bestaken ~
year. 800 residents. bought apart: ‘the network, ‘spectrum | With. nine
probes.of FCC are...well. known,’ ‘more -“seriously;
He arid. genctal: anandger: Jay’
ments and houses at a cost: of.$30.-__ Weekly: ifenis—Ed Sullivan. Garry
‘and’ he once toek the political scalp }“Moore, ' ‘Red Skelton, Jackie Giéa-. t Schatz ‘have ‘put’ ‘together an “in-:
(-01,.060,
|tegrated Staff for WYNR; bringing of a. FCC ©¢hairman,- _John:. &. f.
Rossmore Eemure World: near son. ‘Andy ; ‘Williatyis,. Perry’ ‘Camo,
‘Doerfer.. .
"in {SixX. deejays - from - “other” ‘cities,.
Tong Beach, Cal. with an antici-® Miteh? Miller.’ Roy, Rogers ° and:
Harris. Was: visibly’ outraged ‘over -f.
Lawrence. Welk.”
sa ore ‘of: them MW Bite. Prograin Gi | the Cross heate-ho.
pated
6.700
couperativé. apart- |
‘He had, -as- he "Allen. R.. ‘Morris. has ‘been: we
Ith bea ‘season. in. whith. the:‘rector will’ -be” James” Randolph;
inents When vompleted In 1963,°
‘said..done ev erything he knew ;how ‘moted to. ‘assistant: ‘director. of “proe -- .
peta:
comes”
from:
‘KGFUJ.
Los
An-:
sold 2,440 cunits. representing an westerns Will. hit'.an- ‘alltime | ‘low. geles; and. ‘Managing editor of: the {to win. reappointment for -Cross: : gram: business :“affairs |for “ABC--~
investment —cf $29.000.000 in 26 since ‘they first: made. it- big in “56—- new -five--Man | TENS. ‘Staff. will- be} “Of ‘more-extensive: political ‘sig|:TV;: working: in ‘the legal,depart-"
and will‘ be dow, ‘to: eight and a.
ment,
weeks.
|
nificance
to.'the:
White
House
was
|
°°:
|
Mike
.
MeClelan,.":a
'
Negto
from.
“half
hours, ‘including: NBC: TY: S:
Joseph: L: ‘Merkle has been. ad-.
‘the
anger.
‘of:
three:
other”
commit:
|"
$11,000-S$2 4,006,
~KSAN,.
San.
Francisco,
Who'll
write:
new 90-minute: entsA “The V1ir-} r
ministration manager for the’ ABC‘| tee chairmen, all Arkansans.’ They: ‘TV. -station:
-band - deliver |the, ‘editorials. on
Hacienda
Carmel,
near, Mon-- . ginian.”
rélations ‘department: ~
téerey, reported 50.000 visiters the* Avil ‘be’a seasen irk sthich a pracs}. “MeLendon: and. his. father, B: R. are’ Rep. Wilbur’ Mills, head’ of ‘the’. and ‘Charles -Leasure -has' been. pro-...-|
House.
Ways
‘and
“Means:
.Commit-.
first week: of opening, July :62, tically new form—the . contemipo-- McLendon; ‘bought the 5,000. watter:
-moted to station relations: ‘manager
and 300. units, ranging in. ‘price rary drama. & semis-anthology. se- |here... for --$2:000;000.. Jt ‘became: tee ‘which: must’. pass: on-‘the. most -over: .the-‘south ‘central ‘area...
|
‘vital
segments
of
the’.
Kennédy-|
|In ‘the: ‘web's. radio: ‘0&0 division, :
trom STI. .G60- $21.000, were -sold. in ries; Will hit a: major--stride, with WYNR officially ‘last: Saturday 1),
legislative:
-package::
‘Sen.
J.
2
Wil-|
tuo weeks.
nine . -hours -Of such: ‘fare, ‘including: as the first (Negro--ariented station
Ronald. i. Saek: has “been named:
liam “Fulbright, chairman. .of-/the. -mahager': -of- publicity ‘and ‘promoPanorama Village, near River-,; *‘The: Défénders.”-- “The Nurses”. in the, McLendon’ group.
.
‘Senate
Foreign
Relations.
Commit=‘side, Cal., which will have .500.. inew), “Dr. Kildare.” “Ben Casey, an
‘Hon...
_—
,
Ste
| tee, the: importance of: Which:is -ob=:{-.
‘houses. when: ‘cempleted, held a; “Di¢k Powell ‘Shew,” “Sam. ‘Bene-.
vious:
and.
Sen.:
‘John
L.
MeéClellan,;
£[.
7:
Harrisonburg
Va
—_Charies
Wond:
weekend preview: Aug. §7-‘Buyers - dict” . new). “Saints and .‘Sinners:
Station: ‘WAAA
ceposited .more than ."$250. 000: for. ‘inew):: “Stonéy Burke”. inew):: “As- *‘Pinkston ° has. ‘joined WSVA_ here ‘Congress’. foremost ©investigation, ; "Winston-Sater
future homes that .weekend. These tairé- Alcoa Hour, ‘and! “Going My as a. staff ‘announcer, - He'll’ take: ‘also. with. Potent. committee :con- Swill |‘move:from -its. ‘present -hame ..
-|to-.a new. $75, 000: ‘building ‘in. the
‘|over - the .10 to/12.(noon): and. 3’ to nections.
Yange from.’$13,060-$15,000.
~
;Way”. new).
‘One. builder
of a
chain
of7 It Ni) be a- -séason ‘when: ABC- TV} |. p.m. deejay. chores. for. Emmett| / Mills described: “himself: as. Hex Piney.. Grove’: community. : There
“parks” located near small -cities:exclusively will shoot: out ‘in tke: Capper, who. has been called for tremely’ -disappointed”; --Fulbright, : will: be. a:-limited: open. house: at

ABC. TV Ups:Three.

reported a sellout of the first. two idirection of:World: War et5 shows. Army

service...

{as “profoundly: disappointed”; ang the. newlocation. re

J
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“Syne

ARB's-weekly. ‘chart: “offeis ‘aaay.bycday ‘analysisont
the:top
5 feature:évening slots in. a eo ;

*s particulat’. market, On Saturdays .and ‘Sundays; daytime: feature: slots compete with: ‘nighttime Pig:

fT

atoCh
n ehaButI
s$hires
+

‘patiods for. designation. as the. top feuture. slot of. the.day. ‘The.‘analysis is confined to the. top rated -f

By MURRAY HOROWITZ

| MGH1VBigtimeHoopla
|| Gets‘Kildare’, ‘11th Hour’,

Director Jose Quintero has a
| Latin’s. flair for involvement:. He.
- @stablished: himself as an. off-.
= furnished. ‘Top competition. and.competitive. rattiigs: also are. ‘highlighted,,
_Broadway- director at. the Circle in.
the: ‘Square. Theatre. Then. he took.
‘KCOP.
KITTY,
KH,
KABG,
KTLA,
KRCA,.
KNXT,
“LesAngeles. idSTA
‘a
‘Broadway
legit assignment,
- MGM TV: is: Jaunching ‘an un-]
- -precedented. advertising, “publicity } then a-directorial stint in motion
“KNXT- Total.Area Homes: 121,100°
ca
aT ‘< .|and promotion campaign wish a. ‘pictures, ‘sandwiching two tv-spe-..
$45.000°. total :tab to.. support its cials.-in between. He. has just
three’ network: ‘series for this sea-.
completed ‘directing three episodes
J ION! AYS 5:00-6: 30S
Frandsen, Features.
_ KRCA’
‘son, “Sam - Benedict, ** “The
Ele-.
Of “The Nurses, ” the new Herb
‘yenth
Hour”
©
and
“Dr.
Kildare,
”
BreaiEARLY. SHOW.’
§:00-5:45
6022 a 92,600:
‘all in NBC-TV.
~-! Brodkin’ series. slated for telecastbe
oo
News, Latham ‘Wea. / KRCA a:
7 in the. area: ‘of promotion: ‘al“eom: ing next-season on CBS-TV.
_ May 21: “TEXAS? .
a
ae
'saehere
ia 186.200
2 plete ‘Station -kit;: ‘including six
. | Wen: ‘Holden, ‘Blenn’‘Ford:Claire ‘Trevor,
_ Hurley, welakley!: oh KECA
“How. ‘was, it?”
: | trailers. for--each: of. the series, has |...

feature ‘slots in’‘the. ARB measured ‘period,.broken ‘down: ‘by days inthe. week, The. ARB measured
period. usually. covers. ‘three or four: week's: .Other data such as the: time. slot.and total aarea homesa

.. ‘Benedict’: Off:& Running |

"SURVEY DATES:sa 18; JUNE V4:

Metro. Rating: 5

“PROGRAM

“Fantastic.” Quintero responded.
__ | gone ‘to 130° NBC affiliates: ‘The:
"| trailers, comprising threé 60-second.; ‘He: explained he had six “days to‘Popeye,
“KTLA |
and ’.three: -20-second films on. ‘in- |shoot an hour film. His eyes
3:00-6: 00
81, 600 a _ | dividual episodes. are. designed. for.
caught. some ‘of the hurry | of the.
. Bozo: 7
_KTLA
J local use:and- will dovetail with the -encounter,
as he reminisced, about
‘|
NBC.
‘network
:
‘trailers;
which.
pro:
T
6:00-6:30...
92,200.
shooting.
in
New ‘York's old Pathe |
mote
the
series.
themselves
rather
a
Love. ‘That: Bob’.
= KABC .”
| than’ -specific . ‘episodes. «.
_and Filmway studios. “You have to
Ss 25100-52302
(55,100:
gS oupy. Sales.
oe
ARE
{°. In ‘publicity, a ‘complete. ‘press: move. and. move fast.”
_ ‘kit -on. the three series, containing |. 5:30-6:00.
97, 300
“Were they good stories?”
|
- Stills; program: information, biograNews, ABC News:
__KABC. ; -| phies, ° personality. features “and |. “Interesting,” Quintero smiled
eB: 00-6: 20 28. 200. a | program features. has’ gone ‘to. 530 diplomatically. “Not ‘Anton -Che. First. ‘Show:
: KAJ - | ‘tv editors throughout the. ‘country. | kov, ‘but interesting. "" He told
4 Company has’ mailed, special. fea- about ‘thie stories, one ‘involving a.

1941, Columbia, ‘Seren Gems, ‘Repeat:

.

|

2"

;

May28“HOLD: THAT’ BLONDE”

ers

Eddie ‘Bracken, Albert Dekker.

“h 1945, Paramount, MCA, Repeat...

ites

=

‘June:r“STANDING. ROOM. ONLY”.ve .
_ Fred ‘MacMurray, Bauletts Goddard,

“Edward Arnold *) ~
1944:"Paramount, MCA, Repeat.

:

‘Sune: ii| “GREEN. HELL"
é

=

a

6:15-6:30°

2 352,900.

“3:00-6:00

“Doug Fairbanks; :Jr, Joan. Bennett:
0 um ia,’ creen. ems; Repea

1940, Columbia,”

AVG. RATING:

- ‘<.”

‘Newsteel. :
Thaxtons Hop
0B:

Seréen: Gems; Repeat”

.

6:00-6:30

° “ER COP:

sf hte

aa} 00- 6:00.

., 51, 600

News, Wea: ‘Sports:

KCOP...

22.600"

*

“fn. 6:00-6:30
are “/Supernian
"5:00-5:30:

-ltures: and: color’ art’ to newspapers’

psychiatric: approach to: illness as
| in. preparation for the premieres: :opposed to a more conventional
E-. In addition;.in- cooperation with. ‘medical approach, the title of this
‘ft‘NBC, the. -company.is. bringing. at episode ‘being “Two Black Can--_.|-least three of its stars. to New York dles.””.
‘| during September and early Qc“There’s’ too much talk, talk,
... | tober for .on-the-air- appearances :
' | and- newspaper. ‘and magazine’ in- ‘talk. in- television. It’s a film me-

ae

- KTTV

97,300"

|-terviews: -The’.stars. are Richard dium: and’ the camera should ‘be
—*
»
Kildare,” used: to ‘tell the, story. I like. film.
=
‘Chamberlain’ ‘of.
an Rescue 8.
JKTTV.
=< |who- additionally: will: visit. Balti- the best of all mediums. I -am in
“5:30-6:00
_ 98.500"
‘| more: Pittsburgh’: and ‘Cleveland; ; complete command. I carn: tell. the
Highway Patrol
—: ey
' Wendell Corey, star of “The Ele- story exactly the way. I. want to: I
' |-venth, Hour,” and’ Raymond Massey have = 10 minutes in the episode
1 of “Dr.. Kildare”
~~
. where the: camera tells the entire
‘Promotion and: advertising plans. story.” The 10 minutes he: referred
"KNXT “Total.Core 102
500
ao
e
St ATI ON &*
were’ formulated and executed by to concerns a voodoo performance,
‘Metro ating: 4
osPROGRAM.
“AYG. RATING -.|Keith
a guiltA: ‘Culverhouse, MGM Tele: -the :story. being. about
+ vision director.of. promotion: and ridden man, induced. into a toma:
UESDAYS
5:00-6: 30°.
wo
“prandsen’. Features ©
. KRCA | advertising. ‘Publicity..plans. were by voodoo, a religion which he has.
ron
s
iteSHOW.
5:00-5:45.
-* 131,300.
. | formulated and ‘executed under the. embraced.
.. News. . ‘Latham,. Wea:es ms
.|‘direction’ of Howard Strickling, ; The talk’ wandered to the Circle
ha
Sports .
. Metro-Goldwyn . ‘vice-president ©
in the ‘Square Theatre, which re-| charge of advertising; publicity. and. “cently ‘was shuttered by a-fire and
«Sabu, Marie. Montez, Jon. Hall:
wae “Huntley, Brinkley :
KRCA :
“-. ‘Promotion.
| was robbed of a. typewriter. A bit
“1942, Columbia, ‘Seréen Gems,” atRun’. wy
7) 6:15-6:305
0.
+282. 700,
| player . ‘there was accused of the
: Popeye’ :
- KTLA.
4
_ «2:00-6:00
49.600 robbery...
May: 29“BADLANDS: OF DAKOTA”:
“Bozo.
.
Bb a0.
-Quintero ‘said he was.. called Dy.
4
—# 6:00-6:30° «Robert. Stack, ‘Broderick: Crawford
)
the police at 2: 30 a.m. in the mornThat ‘Bob.
KABC.
jing: to come right down to the
1941, Columbia,aan‘Screen:i Gems,Repeat’
_ “Love
"5:00-5:30
©
32.900:
| station’ house. He did so and when:
“Dr.

Sop

ts

May Pry “ARABIAN NiGHTS” :

7

~ 6:00-6:30.
= 166,900. aa
7
“COMPETITION
Cire

-

& ports

A

‘CandidConiera’sS

*

Soupy- Sales”

*

-Joan Fontaine, Arturo deCordova:.

First Show; MLBB eat KES

7
Sune: it“THE MARRYING KIND”:
Judy

‘Holliday,’ Aldo

2834." §:00-6:00..7
—

113,900
etso0

Superman’

KTTV

§:00-5:30-.-

89,800

Ray

1952, Columbia, Screen: Gems,“Repeat
_tabas o

Rescue 8

7h

2°.

“TP

News, Wea, Sports

eo,
Oy
ee
“Total rea Homes!154
oh

96Pa

x

700"

5:00-6:00:

134,200
KCOP

i

KCOP

:

- "7:30-8:00

~":

8:30-9:00|

|dean.‘Simmons; ‘Wallace Ford.:
> Arthur Hunnicutt
a

“1958, RKO, UAA, Ast‘Run °

“June. 6 “NEVER: ‘LOVE A STRANGER’ :
John Drew Barrymore; Lita ‘Mila, ;
- Steve ‘McQueen: :
1988;“Allied Artists,:M&A: Alex,“Ast:Ru
.

o

_ Sune1BGIRE: IN. "THE ‘woops”
.

A

.

~

=f‘an identical: situation in’ real life. the gov ernment.
“Fhe original: drama will be per-|.- “Marvelous?” “You. won't. have

.f

“KTLA:
reese
118,900

Line. of Sight’:

volo

OD

8:00-8:30...

omen

os “1:30-8:00. .
a See
oF
: i me

.: KABC

Pere ree oatoot
io
;

“210,800,

ek "
2 2-.

>

Gale ‘Storm.

8:00-8:30...

BS hoo
ORTTV .
- :99. 500° a

KTtTy. -

_

Wanted Dead or
r Allve
72-400
8:30-9:00. .
0. KeCOP
Global Zobal :
59 900.
upioe
er

PES

;

2200:30- 8:00:
Your: "Weekend:

8200-B:30" p>

77League, Racket:
-Squad, :

2B:50-900. .

“(Continued
onpage io
:

: + KCOP:
F-14600.

“! KCOP

or 51600
i,

which

he

directed,

|

“The

Nurses”

Quintero

ré-

“ated, concerns..an Indian* doctor’
who. projects the prejudice he
‘feels onto -his innocent white as:.| Dlaywrights..
sociates in the. hospital. Story
:Funt explained “We. will take a ‘sounded like the other side of the
_| Situation. such as -one -in. which .a° coin on the theme ‘of prejudice

KTLA._
130,200 °°.
“KABC™. -awe:
472. 800.

on ‘Wrestling 2""8'30-9:00
“Howatd K. gimith

ae Best Of . 1
7:30-8:00

| that he -could show .them’ te the

Funt hopes -the . Saroyan - ‘work. ‘tax people.

|will be ‘the first of a series to: -bé ly Another story in.

“ KRCA = ! shown on “Candid Camera,” which
682,100°*:-...| Starts its third: season on Sept: 30:
--| He plans to commission .original
“498-700°
° playlets~ from’ ‘other’ : American

ieee
> ‘Peter. Gunn” :
“/s "'1:30-8:00-

. Forrest: Tucker; Barton’ MacLane .
2.1957,+ Republic, M&A. Alex.cast.‘Run :
:

a ‘certain situation. While Saro-|
“The. taxes,” Quintero- moaned.
{yan ‘is.‘writing his play, Funt -will “All my: records in my office were
.| take: his cameras: out -into. the field. “burned. The.receipts,” referring to
‘to film actual people Teacting .‘to: ‘the. boxoffice taxes required of

427, 400

1987, Allted: Artists, M&A. Alex;‘tat
Rea,
"Wagon ‘Train,
Pe,
ae
7°30-8:30°
May:30 “SHE.COULDN'T SAY NO" a
nd fhe », Sey Bishop oes
:

{on

*

cheekmate: ENT:

wal

the streets of Green-:

on: the.. show ‘by. profes-. to. Pay. taxes.”
actors. The. playwright will
Quintero gently ignored: this: re:
7
| KNXT’
7 |-néver see Funt's: film until. both. -porter’s: wild. idea. He said he'd
the.
playlet:‘and
candid’
sequences.
200, 800)..--been-.. advised. to save
all. the
are “shown: ins juxtaposition on ‘the. burned: remains of the records. so”
Main: St. Lapel
ait,

”-Window.. on

‘Tony Martin, :‘Vera: Ellen”

‘| wandering

AVG, RATING |-sional

Alvin Show

May 28°“LET’S. BE HAPPY”

have- “said

‘234G2.’ "He recalled a Tennessce

STATION. ge: | formed

PROGRAM

a

typewriter?”
_ “Imagine if I would

Lo
been. wich Village after. midnight. with a.
William: :“ 'Saroyan:::: : has’
oe signed to.. write an original playlet : typewriter under his arm..

6:00-6:30
#
27,800a
i
“COMPETITION Pee

EDNESDAYS 3;30-9:00.
rogram: SNEAK. PREVIEW

. series .next ‘season: On: CBS-TV.

66,700.
KTTV

- 13/000

“What's the'serial number. of your

An experiment. contrasting art: ‘Williams character asking for the
telephone: number of God. He eXland reality will bea highlight. of +
pressed his sorrow ‘for the bit
Allen. Funt’s ©“Candid. Camera” : ‘player, found: by the police to -be

KTTV.

..°§:30-6:00
. -...
* Highway- ‘Patrol.

“ §100-6:30. F0-~
- “"Thaxtons: Hop.

AP

KH

.| he .walked ‘into: the station, Quin‘| tero. said, he was ‘promptly -asked:

: News,ORC NewsDn BARC

7.1944, Paramount, MCA; Repeat,

,

“Change ofPace;
~ Saroyan Playlet!

BARC.

-

oy

“5:30- 6:00:.

28,

3 “ERENCHMAN’S: CREEK".

“June

~-L. woman ‘comes to pay an install-. and ‘is ‘titled “A Far and Distant
ment: on: her. bill, and is ‘told that | Place.” The ‘third episode which
"|/ the’ complete ‘amount. has~ aready:

‘|heeti -paid for “her. How -Will she
“| react?’ Saroyan’s creative imagina-.|
‘tion ‘will supply- one ansWer and’ I
. |Rave a hunch it. will. be very: dif-.
“cy } ferent, than the. reactions: we'll: get
in ”Feal- life with.“our ‘Candid
Camera’. "

:

-he directed. titled “The Thunder.
of. Ernie: Bass.” Was described as a
‘More

conv entional.

story

about

a

‘Aurse who ‘is sitk ‘and -tired: of
nursing only to fall in Jove with a

‘man. with a wgoden leg.
‘Asked. if ‘he would de other
‘|.filmed : series, Quintero nodded.
| He.

has. no

firm

“Miami :— - Miani :‘radio. “station'| though: “Word

commitments:

has to get around.

‘ WAME has. added. three new. per- | I can do them in six days,” he
‘|sonalities to its: solid. news block mused.
‘Tnow stripped from-5:30 to 7:15"p.m. | Quintero’s other | tv -credits in- | New to the. show, which -now, has | clude “Medea.” the. Judith Ander-

a total. of: 12 on-air reporters, are.
v Toki Berger, business. editor of
iiami Daily News, originating.
;--Fthe
“| from the news ‘room; Herb Kelly,
the -News” ‘entertainment’ editor;

son ‘starrer

which ‘opened

“The.

| Play of the Week” on. the now
defunct. WNTA-TY, “Newark-N.Y.:)
‘and the Art Carney special ~Our

Town.” Circle in the Square Thea‘former .Michi-7} tre has done plays by -Eugene
gan -U: football°star, via: a: feed | O'Neil, Williams, Thornton’ Wilder,
ctfrom‘ABC.Radlo,
among others.
‘and: Tom’ Harmon;

:” Wednesday, ‘September 5,1962."
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ne of the pretty; young receptionists on.

J

our premises. was recently heardto ask

if the Firestone. Country. Club. is-where. the

golfers play all those. rubber matches:
We'd

most. lavish award: the:sport has ever offered.
Very much in keeping with the rinportanceof
thenmedal--play.itselfwillbe:thisnetwork’ s tele:

vision:‘coverage—“a.two:“day operation. which .

like to think— forhersake— that she was
¥

spooti ng..

Tach
nw

But there'll: be. nothing. remotely. frivolous:
about the: goings: on/at that same ‘Firestone
course (in.Akron, 0.) this.week- end, Septem: |

negate
<:

woe

ber 8 and 9.
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FOR THAT'S: WHEN Arnold Palmer, Jack
Nicklaus and Gary Player—three of-the.most _

oes

ee

fearsome champions. ever: to. assaulta.‘dimpled. NBC SportsDirector Tom S. Bileyé
calls“the:
ball—will be competing in: the World Series of
most. ‘ambitious, live:‘coverage. of:a| golesevent.
Golf: for a first:pr1Z€:of $50, 000. ‘The sums: the
an color :ever:attempted. oP

egg

The broadcasts: next Saturday. and Sundar za
CO sponsored by:Zenith: Radio Corporation and.
Amana
a Refrigeraation,Ine,—will-ccover:rthe.teea

er

Tts:a cinch. that Mési's. Palmer, Nicklaus and

Player:willbedoing. just tliat.This well- tem-

pered.trio:18about as: distraction:“proof as any

a)

round in.
1 the:
36:hioie.‘competition1 (ds
30:to
ae :
* p:m.NYT), »

TO. MAKE SURE. ‘the:viewerrdoesn’tmiss so"
much: as: a.‘grimace: on:the part:ofany.of the. .

~ three: contestants; “eight:steel towers have been’ :

erected. along:the route. as:‘vantage: points: for .
2ourtelescopically-equipped cameras.

Asready'asthe: three:athletesihensélves are.
, NBC’ stwo color.mobile units, nine colorcam.

‘threeathletes’can be. That’sone. ofthequali.
ties responsible fortheir: presence—Olympian
‘presence, ifyou.will—on the. Fiirestone. course

thisweek.end.
“eras, four:‘commentatois. and 45.production”
engineers.” . “‘Aetually,.. the.match. tiad: originally ‘been.
Ppersonnel. (including -‘cameramen,

oS and.fechicians),

cee planned asafoursome: the winners of the U.S.
| and: Britsh Opens, the.PGA and. the Masters.

“We:mention thosedetailsnow—
r on aa tranquil
Wednesday=because. we're sure: the match’ s

‘Well, N icklaus took,theU.Ss.Open, and Player:

capturéd the PGA crown, but Palmer upset the
envisioned. sy mmetry by winning both of the
other two championships. Despite the double“though
to:
» behindthes
“Scenes.matters.
barreled qualification, Mr. Palmer will be competing. asone:man, not two—an. arrangement.
And:that’s
§.‘as,it should be.Oh,‘somewhere iin
| Ahat'S:brought;no. audible out~ this]broad’ land there‘may.be a.‘viewer who’ i
be thinking (asa-dlimactic:puttsrolls.toward the. _ cry:‘from ‘either: of his. -Oppocup), “How: mice of.NBG. to.have:“put up.all ; ™ nents, Playing against :apairof. |
those: towers!” But we'd:‘really.prefer that.he
“Amold Palmers. would be even
n roulette.7
Tess fun.thanRussian
7 keep.hismind.on ‘the match.
week:end televiewers, will:De.auch too” ‘en-
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a

_Wodacsiley, September8,
1962.*

ARB FEATURE FILM.CHART

FromTheProduction Centres.
Continued from page 24 |

Vanreiv- ARBs- weekly:‘chart. offers: a ‘aay by-day analysis’ Of.the. top. feature:‘evening. -slote: in. .
; particular. market:: On Saturdays and: Sundays, daytime feature slots. coniplete with nighttime piz
host on. WRC-TV “‘Mickey. Mouse Club”. = _ WWDC radio. is following
-périods for designation. ‘as-the top-feature slot of the day: The: analysis is confined to the top rated.
up. editorial campaign against. drug addiction with 10. news” ‘specials |
feature slots in the -ARB- measured -pertod, ‘broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured
. Jamés ‘Grismond moves into]
dubbed “Our Addicted -Community”.
newly-created post of local sales: manager for WTOP: radio after nine |: .°- “period usually. covers: three, or. four. weeks... Other data such‘as -the time: slot and ‘average share of
. FCG Commissioner: Frederick | : audience. 43. furnished. Top competition. and competitive :ratings. also :‘are:Mghlighted.
years. a3.an account exec for same-:
Ford, former Assistant “FCC General ‘Counsel Harry Plotkin and NAB
“Continued: from page,2 3D. SS
General. Counsel. Douglas Annello will be on WMAL-TV‘-panel “Should io
Governmental ‘Affairs Be Televised?”.
‘Keith Robbins signs: on: as
Pupatee

account

exec

__KNXT. ‘Total ‘AreaHomes: 164,900:

with WTOP-TV - after|‘teniire with. StaHion: ‘Television |’-

Metro.Ratings |

Productions and Bert Claster: Television: Productions, ‘beth’ of Balti: |
‘more.. Ww MAL-TV and National Rifle: Assn.‘will run: eight- half-hour
5:00-6:30
programs on hunting safety .
“Play School 9" back WTOP- TY. under |THURSDAYS.
Program:.EARLY.
‘SHOW...

supervision

of _program. director. Jim Stilman.

cyfe.

.

a

ca)
A

News, Latham, Wei.

Gulispray ... WBZ-TV originated. pool: feed: of much publicized debate|:
BBC requested aub|
between Ted Kennedy and Ed McCormack:
of vidtape interview between WBZ-TV’'s Betty Adams ‘and: lady” mayor. 7
of Chatham England, here for 300th: anni of Chatham; Mass.

©
ae

.

_ Johnny, “Weissmuller, ‘Maureen O'Sullivan
-, 1936;MGM, ‘Banner,
:
Repeat

“

or

William: Holden,.Coleen ‘Gray
1950, Columbia, Sereen: Gems,. Repeat.

7

Contact: £.
1126

B‘klyn. 30, N.¥

DAVIS

_May’ 25. “DOUBLE OR NOTHING”

Fast9th

St.

‘commercial:

CL gene.

“ production::

‘shop

coritinues .as tape and news-

room: editor.

2

|

:

8:00-5:30.

La

,

Veronica Lake; Sonny. Tufts, Joan ‘Caulfield of
1945;Paramount, MCA, Re
Re
eat
.
P

KABC

we.

~=6. 30,000

IKABC ~.

N 5:30-6:BeNe
Ne wt
News
"6:00-6:30".

81,400 =-

ews

First ‘Show
ee) 00-6: 00,

‘KABC.
85,200

~

~

‘KAS
‘22,600 --.

“Newsr eel:
6:00-6:30.
. ‘Superman.

Es 5:00-5:30".

OES Rescuie: &

“5:30-6:00:

KS.
22,000
KTTV

|

= «125,200

. oon

8

KTV

8987,500 oc

Highway Patra.

-KTTV:.:

‘Thaxtons Hop"

‘KCOP.

6:00-6:30.

45,000.

“News. Wea, Sports

6:00-6:30

—+

—

97,000

. 5:00-6:00-

(Continued on page 36).

|

93,400.

Soupy. Sales” osme
*

“p..

.

_KTLA::

6:00-6:30.

os

R

-.- 329,200"

Love: That ‘Bob.

Tune, 8 “MISS SUSIE ‘SLAGLE’s*

KCOP

77

22,000

:

aus

‘NEWBRITISHINDIE ~ Pendent Television Corp. - [pooptes
|
TINY
— TOYS. 7
~—-PUBAFFAIRS UNIT} psdu
iatu
ceinanoe
|

°Under the. agreement: with’ ‘ATV,
- starting in’ March,. 1963;-TRI is to-

FINE PEDIGREE—-AMERICAN KEN:
NEL CLUB” ‘REG, — MALES—FE‘MALES — BLACK AND SILVER ——
ik
i _Hondon ‘Sept. bs tity”. bracket. with “both. conipanies PAPER TRAINING — HOME BRED
new.independent video produc- cooperating :in the :choice of sub-.|. —HICKORY 4-3845...
ea
‘tion company, which: ‘has a strong. jects. and ‘the. treatment - of: same:
{emphasis on.’‘the: documentaty. ‘and +5

“Outfit

"HAMLETS.

aan E

ct

an

But Evans?

i

——

ToAHarassed Executive OTe ventecools.

chet a.bright, creatives‘man

comprises:‘such vet :tv.reporters: as | Heavenst

|

.

|

_.With other” elngers .- 2

[Alleviate your woes.

* He. néver “learned

pean ee snap biefingers
he'll find thet
| Lord ;Francis. Williams, :Malcolm | st‘THistoo ‘aoud. . =’ Relax,:
;
. ——
ie
a
phrase, in
oe
oe
| Muggeridge, ‘Robert Lee, James
FUE
ane ‘or: sparkling. prose: : “wow: 30ane ®
-Mossman’ ahd Ludovic ‘Kennedy,
Sabie ‘and losing,- r
S|
h
1 the. latter. three. being: from :BBC- |{ * must: have . 6st
You teed a: producer whe ganE _ MARKET.
write, a
;
; Tee: Aun't- acd ®
thousand .“oun de we: |.
EV’s, successftil “Panorama” -skein.. | A ih
aie heed |“my ‘eolinselObject :of: the.»‘company,. headed-| “slimes ‘noe 8: “sends | Showman. who. can ‘sell oe t I.
-avolrdupois -. —
“| by: Michael. Astor;. son of. Viscount}
Just ‘soll ‘the: tock you
It’s’ sort... tf 2 Satie “| Through | Copy. ‘Fingles, songs,
. |Astor, is ‘to bring together:men of
seo mo buy
.
weoleh.
- @émpaigns;,
8}
. -Asid,bug. te ori Tdell
money. and: men: of talent :so that

| ongwill::be complementary to the ; ‘to A Ww.‘TV¥RO™ eroe | Kepeitly. and. well?”
ai N feethe burden:‘off.
pie * quod aarioiie
-other.in the task: of--producing: the | as ot Zo,ust’ ef

. best :‘possible

tv programs: of the a |

| ty pe. aforementioned:

:;

Ang
-~ EP ‘bow low

2 hiBa.

»‘audietice
-TRI,.in -outside
an. endeavor
to.Teach an ||son: ane
the: U: K. "so “it |} they: own: “pesoticelly
‘pacted with Associated TeleVision,

| which ‘is thé only. commercial ‘tv.

These ibors
“

‘| operator here to have.an American
A distribution ” outlet,” namely,.- -Inde- se

Boma:y-eamiitclic Street. U.S.A., turn at Mutual.
Racic owns Main Street. U.S.A. witn 452
ctenabl
rhe (Op ee eniven 7 StreetsinAmerica. Mutual Radio
/

-_ Bozo’

¢

.] can. promote the British image, has |] CBS end NBO- -

"100,000 WATTS.
NBC.
_MINNEAPOUS - ‘ST. PAUL -

:

as
7
“KRCA- a

6:15-6: 30:;

“John. Wayne, Randolph. Scott, Matlene Detrich

Reporters: International.

in spendable income.

‘16s,200"

®

e
5. Po}
P00:6:00
00

1942, Columbia, Sereen- Gems, “Repeat ’

{here under. the title ‘of ‘Television | Sfelgua

‘this market‘ of 810,800 TV.
families and over $5 Billion’

. by06.
:

5:45-6:15 002°
Huntley, Brinkley

.

| pubaffairs field, has. been: formed
To. sell ‘your product in the big
Northwest market, KSTP-TV is
a triple-threat. performer.
The Northwest's firstTV:
*" gtation,.. KSTP-TV ‘combines maximum. coverage, top. entertainment and sus
-perior service to. dominate’

“KRCA.

5:00-5: 450°C

- News,-Lathar
am,Wee

.

ie
“PITTSBURGH”

cor

7

:

1987, Paramount, MCA, ist Run

—

381000

: Frandsen Features:
a

‘Los ‘Angeles —. KEE has: added |

f| Frank

- 108,900
-KCO”.

COMPETITIONAVG: RATING
ong
a

‘Bing ‘Crosby, Martha. Raye, Andy. Devine:

house, :.secluded. :

KETC

nas

|S PROGRAM. |.

:

li the staff ‘of newscasters.. ‘Peabody:- vs

caretaker

‘. 49,700

: 6:00-6:30

Farmhouse overlooking Hudson River.
: Dick. Peabody |‘and Bert. Frank to}:
9 large rooms, plus 3 room attic. Oli
heat. Large fireplace, picture window.
with..KGMC, Denver, where |:
.
Opposite
Roosevelt
Estate on
ow. |was
side Highland, 1 acre, swiriming pool.,. Tthe
also. headed. his: Own: radio-tv

barn

82,800"

KITT"

- ‘News. Wea Sports .

A982, Paramount, MCA, ‘Repeat

Alice Weston’s ‘return. to “Luncheon
at the Ones” on WIIC:-was |sparked by a-célebration upon her return ‘at the~ airport. with- Mayor.
Joe Barr heading the group of celebrants.. ..s Randy: Hall,. KDKA. all|
night disk. jockey and the late’ night iv sportscaster, is in Mercy |°
Hospital for a. minor operation. arid. expected: to ‘be -back to work.:on |.
> Sept. 10.
.

KITT.

5:00-6:00.

May. 18 “THE. MAJOR AND THE MINOR”

‘June

"wr 2
5,200. ...

* 2. §:30-600-

is only local. station currently oftéring ‘color ‘tv,. WCCO:TV originated. Program: EARLY SHOW.
coloreasts here in 1954 with. its “Axel and: His. Dog” show ;and still, has |:
necessary ‘equipment, asserts’ WCCO: promotion: director: Tom. ‘Cousins.’ -~
“Ginger: Rogers,. ‘Ray. Milland
Objecting to items stating KSTP is alone in the eolor field. hereabouts, r,

i

.

5200-53307:

Total ‘Area.
Homes 95,600
~KNXT | ‘Metro
3 © ARating:
3.

FOR SALE

Newsreel.”.
-“6:00-6:30..

Highway: Patrol

of Commerce prexy: Wayne’ Huffman |-

' wie is ona strong. ‘promotion: program: to get the area’s ‘antennas.
in: shape .to pick ‘up ‘all ‘the district signals. Being Channel 11 on the].
VHF band. puts the ‘station in’ a: bad: position in the. remote’ areas
where the ‘antennas were. originally ‘put ‘up to. get Channels.2 -and® Al:
Ed King did ‘a program over the: weekend ‘recalling Labor ‘Day in.]1938. King narrated and. wrote the show for KDKA and told. of: the |~
swing era: Chinese checkers, Tom Dewey's ‘presidential aspirations,
$600 automobiles and played such’ records as “Beer ‘Barrel. Polka,” |
“My. Prayer” and. “Three Little: Fishes.” His other three. shows. that 4
are being sponsored. by First Federal Savings dealt with. the 1936. flood
here, the Hindenberg explosion and the attack on. Pearl. Harbor .. .

-°-99,400...

ap

fe: Rescue 8

Labor Union head: Robert. Gomsrud©.

IN PITTSBURGH

KABC
88,100.
_ KABC:

FirstShow _

6:00-6:30:
Thaxtons -Hop

Cousins notes: “ ‘When. viewer and sponsor interest. in’ color ty arrives,

“46,800 -

nt Superman Bel

J

Ed: Sullivan left:
the Mayo Clinic at nearby Rochester after ‘successful gall ‘bladder|
Former WLOL deejay. Marv Henry, a vet actor on many!
:__surgery.
web tv shows. has moved to KSTP,.:NBC affiliate «..; . Jack McKenna, |." >
with WDSM, Duluth, for past six years, has. joined WICN-LV where‘.
. Head|:
he will host “Dick Tracy with Sergeant, Scotty” series.
Mouseketeer Jimmie Dodd of “Mickey ‘Mouse. Club” here last.week. to.
help WTCN-TV preem: reruns of smallfry’ series:
“While -KSTP-TV. FRIDAYS: 5::00-6: 30:

- 119,800...
~RTLA.
‘98,100
~ JKABC.

_ 6:00-6:30

22

will.again turn on this equipment, "

KKTLA- oy

5 B0-6.00 at
News, “ABC News

Time-Life’s. WTCN-TV: and Radio. saluted ‘organizéd labor. during past |

WCCO-TV

287,100-

-

_
00.
ae Boo
4. 6:00-6: 30°:
2
Ms
Love That Bob.

Labor Day weekend with: series. of spot announcements. Participating
in. the blurbs ‘were Sen, Hubert Humphrey, Minneapolis. Mayor: Arthur|
Central

142,100 vv
eon:

Sou00-5130 .

IN MINNEAPOLIS.

and

6515-6:30-..

a ‘Popeye’

Akin Tamiroff; Lloyd Nolan
1939, ‘Paramount, MCA, Ast Run

- June’ i4.“fATHER IS’ A’ BACHELOR"

oKRCA.

Huntley: Brinkley.

fi,

Jurie-. 1. “THE:MAGNIFICENT: FRAUD”...

ind same sponsor, ‘Community Opticians; more than’ 3,600 have au-.
ditioned un the program. . . WBZ taped“interviews with. town fathers.
and state officials: for documentary, “Suburbia’s: ‘Business,” in Nor- |’
. Gulf Oil- Corp. inked for. spot. campaign ‘on WNAC-TV. for|
‘wood.

ae

-

May.31 “TARZAN: ESCAPES”

N-&

ave: ‘RATING

wong Sparks:

1940;. Columbia, Sereen. Gems, “Repeat

airs opening of Boston Patriots|1962.season against Dallas oo

Texans in Cotton Bowl, Dallas, Saturday .AGS: At. 9:25- p.m.; ‘sponsored ”
by Lincoln Mercury Dealers of N.E. and Zayres; and ‘carried--on Patriots |radio net, 'WHAY,. Hartford; “WMAS, |.
Spr ingfield; .-WBRK, --Pittsfield; |-:
WNER,. Worcester: WEAN: ‘Providence:. WGIR, Manchester: ‘WPOR;: |}.
a fortand; WABI, Bangor; ‘WLAM. Lewiston; and WDEV, Water bury, ao
*
WBZ-TV's “Community. Auditions, ” only. tv talent. show. in }.
‘for’ all ‘ages, celebrating its.12th anni‘ with sanie host, Gene. Jones, 7

- STATI

=

~ oe Frandsen,
" KRCA.
“5. 00-5: 45Features
oer, me
92 000...

* ‘Doug: Fairbanks Ir.,“Madeleine Caroll.

Naftalin, Minneapolis Chamber

“PROGRAM.

“May 24° “SAFARI™
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ARB FEATURE.FILMCHART

1 Debates
4

TOM. H: ARMON ‘SPORTS . ‘SHOW: .

(Continued froinpane:‘34.

With Bob Grant
|
Producer-Director: Sterling ‘Traay |
‘Writers: Bob Sizer, Bob Speck

Total ‘Area Homes: 328.500

five-minute segs over the weekend. .
;
GENERAL

MOTORS:

. SATURDAYS

( Campbell-Ewald J.
With. this new
Ton Harmon

|
|:

° element

is

the

-May

Ana Arbor flash himself, with .a|)
welcome delivery that lets, the
with initialhve minute Seg. in
aud

strictly

utilized

as

Ailison Haye William
H, a
son Hayes,
iam Herdson”

a

by Harmon for a.re- |.

John. Carradine, ‘Bruce Bennett-.

June

a scoreboard of

feature stuff, while the weekend
five-minute
strips -are
obviously
geared to feed the motorized listener with ‘the top. ‘of: the hard
news. As such, it’s: a. logical’ show-

—_

~KABC

mon

and

announcer

Bob:

Grant.|.

1956. Warner

blurb delivery:. ABC |

the.

show

mobile,

month
-

basi

ra
sstctems
2.

- Jack Benny.

a
Be

“1955, UA, UAA, Ast Rua
;
‘une.

Sa

3
1
§ “MEN: N:-WAR”

~

oer

:

“Dr. Kildare.” Metro TV, hit with}

1959, 1st Run:

pilot, an episode themed on pub-}
lic health detection. These episodes |
“used for pilots usually -‘carry extra
budgets,
requiring
network. “ap: |
proval: and financing.
+
Issues) of -network financing, ‘I

oy

7

at that. Those issues |

Dial 999...

the Federal Communications ‘Com- [
mission and the Justice ‘Depart-

_

|

* 28.408
KH
246, 000°.
KHS*
162, 000°.
‘KHIJ oe

a

:

Cong]. Investigator
9:30-10:00
|
:

oP

eo:

a ogee to the ‘new. ‘breed. of:office as
‘KTTV..:’. et Seekers, - Caer
2,900.
“From. ‘Lineotn Douglas to. Kei.
KITV menédy-Nixon, politics: has made the
“2,100
‘full. circle in a:century. “Only. now,

.

KCOP..:
— 8,800-

. KCOP
rn
KCOP

79:30-10:00©
Newsroom ..
‘10:00-10: 30.

Hollywood, » Sept. 4:
-After'a coroner's .autopsy ‘on
* the body of Janies: Yarborough...

“What: baby.’kissing,meant: tothe:

: television: is: Tiding -‘high |on. the: :

18,100: | KCOP_
=°27,300.

. Press & . Cleréy:
- -? 9:00-9:30.
Vote ‘Shangti:‘La Today

IlYARBOROUGH’S DEATH-|BritCarbsona Filming
| RULED A HOMICIDE) ‘Fisticuffs for’Television,

“Y-and-: take of.-debate..: His. know- _
; ledge: of the’ issues. ‘will be in’ ‘full
: view as will his. presentation of the.
. | issues.

00.

KTTV

'10:00-10:30
__Sidney.- Linden
“8:30-9:00...

solo, with -a -pilot, without: network |
financial participation.-

Ao’‘respond in.‘the. ‘Fapid give
ler.
,

49,900.|
- KITV"

-News,- Sports*

Whatever the merits of the ‘sides, ‘Ethe practices have changed, mark- [
edly. since the days of coming in {:.

can government. to. listen: intel-

: ligently. to a debate. about it.’mm
fe

KTLA -

.

9:00-9:30:

mob: «that..‘does: not: know

' eriough about. modern’ Ameri-.

KTLA

- ,10:00-10:30::
26. Men ....

have and. are being examined by'}

_ that: the. electorate- is a great.

1, 700.

22,000.-.

-10:00-10: 30.
‘Theatre 9 + 8:30-9: 30.
Kingdom, Perspective
_ 9:30-10: 1
28 Lives, Perspective.

8:30-9 00

fe the: “surface” of-.each, of. these: .*
.. changes: . .: . is: the persuasion .~

po ‘A.

Five. Star’ Thea.

-

“two. -parties; “Rurining «below.

oo KTLA.

9:30-10:00"

siill pose a hot ‘debate, -and not |

ment.

sot
“211;300"

een’ World |:

‘partial ownership of series, over-seag and merchandising rights, etc.,. |

1° ‘revolution.:
‘concentrating *:-~
attention. on: ‘the‘candidates .as.' o. personalities. instead “of on: is-.
‘gues, ‘and::in’ tending. to. elimi| ‘nate. distinctions . between’. the - -

ii

*9:00-9:30 >

; wave of ‘the future. ”

a
|
ve
_ ||"THELIVELYones” |
HlOne of

Nec]

-: | attertax and other expenses, ” says i: oo
Solomons.: But ‘his. stand has .alsoj}
been ‘made. because. he objects to:} =
‘|
the way the. fight ‘films. are: “edited, 7
" THURS:
-$0° that. the: ‘screening often gives:
‘a false picture: by: making a fight a
|f _ Thanks:for.the. Spots, Bary.

9:30 P.M. |

But. Webs:: Unconcerned{| seem. “hopelessly

onesided..

London. ‘Sept:. 4
: 44, tv director, it determined that:|° ‘Jack Solomons, ‘one: of ‘Britain's " ‘Both’ BBC .‘and “commercial

an

svERY DAY

oN EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS|

|

an | 'Ranch, framed: “by: an acre of lovely:|].

|:

|Father-SonPromotion - |
Setup forB&B Arthur
sinze.|'-

‘he léses’.coin..on. the deal
| eople tend to stay away. from: the
event ©and’. wait ‘to see. the. ‘fight
‘next - evening on “tv. Out--of-a
$1.6
680: fee. I. get. only.-about’ $490.

treed. -privacy will .meet. the most. |
exacting - demands: ‘of .todays..luxury |. .:
|} living.-In a‘ ‘mint of ©‘condition... this
1]| home: has: 5-badrms; incl’a’ Magnificant
master suite .and ‘5%. baths, The. |}

_Livrm,.-dinrm. the. tremendous. paneled.j|

| Burt: and: Budd: Arthur, “fatherson scribbler ‘team, have: gone into}
promotion via a new, outfit - ‘called |.
Communications

family rm stone firepl. opening- onto {| ~
alge TERRACE, the light bright. fully: |f
‘equipped’ ‘kit, completely:.fin -basemt,
j]-:.
maid's" quarters, “laundry rm; storage
|]facilities. The delightful heated swim- j]
ming .-poodl-cabanas
and .a_ host: .of ||.
-wonderful items that: are.included. All [{

* ‘ Blus. | . They've|. _add':to a. terrific value. This home is-

“written” novels “(ast . was. Signet’s ||:

“very much

‘ing:.in creative troubleshooting”— :

'1.e.,.publicity, Sales
- tact. and.- ‘writing
| “everything. from:
-book, . ‘a. speech: to

promotion, cone
: services: .for
<a screenplay.”

~

4
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y ( Portland,
Aud.
‘Shave

Me.
|

WesH-tv

, INC.

_ GEORGE.
/ NADER &
“hind”
Share.
Sources ARB, 1962"
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ONae

:

Gim- |:

-bel’s- publicity and has worked ‘out
_-|.0£-RKO Radio. Pletures and Wil)

Starring:

8
Be

- liam Morris. .

oe

‘Otiawa-Mac
fipson:’“veteran
} |news-. gabber
with- indie. AMer'

'

| CKOY

P. 0: BLDG. -TENAFLY. e Lo “9.8035 H

: brochure‘ ‘to 215

‘Son, Budd -“was. onee: ‘with

3 Station

|;

worth -your: inspection..

2, EXCLUSIVELY. WITH.
|]
NEDDA. U. KERGE, Realtor’ Abe

“Big Red”); ttave done.-“specializ-.

WINS AGAIN!

:

|]

-beaten face of ‘the victim. spurred ‘ipates. éther promoters will follow, |
| the homicide. investigation.
| is ‘based: on two: facts.. He claims|

_. Richards’ told. the police. “Yar-"
had. ‘collapsed: and that
COSTUMES! borough:
he -had attempted. to-revive. him
: 3 Wedsee: .¥.€.-Tol,PL7:5000 |”
| by slapping him several. .times.When. it failed, he called adoctor:

JOHN. HOPPE
[ie
AT 9-7544

{Sharp ~ kayo..:Said: ‘one. spokesman::}.
eae
“A fight has to ‘be’ ‘Very good ‘to be |: =
TEMAFLY.
(EAST. HILL) ' $87,500 ..
‘worth showing the night after the’ i
This: | beautifully-.: spacious - ‘miburban:
-actual° event.”7

Ti by: strangulation on ‘his »‘own. blood. ' from filming: any. more. of. -his
Robert Richards, 34, tv -writer-: scraps.. First. fight to be affected
-actor: and former - ‘roommate. of will be. the: meeting-of Brian CurYarborough, was. booked. Saturday vis‘and the: American welterweight.
-Q)). on suspicion of murder.
—
‘Ralph =Dupas which: is skedded for
Hollyw: ood :detective --'sergeant Sept: 11..
'4-Robert -E. Stevens said the badly
|. °“ Solomons”: “veto, which: he: antic-

a

‘ty | “1308 Madison. —_

- | his death: Friday (31): was. caitsed. ‘top: fight. promoters,. is-to ‘ban: tv- seem unperturbed: about. Solomon’s

>

among

Dates brought. about a: political. “:."

|

a'.§31-100-

. Gov. Brown’

Chief

Pe these is the myth. that. the de- .-...

-IKKRCA.-

_Grosseurrent,
nt, ©

: Robert Mitchum

|:

missed with another “Dr. Kildare”|

an idle one

KNXT.

Cannonball -

June 10 “THE WONDERFUL COUNTRY”

“ political. ‘history.

690, 500°.

-DuPont' Show...
* 10:00-16:30

a

faet": . are, some general and .

‘. sweeping misreadings: .of .our

511.000. °:

+ : Bonanza:
‘9-00-10:00:

ae!

1957, Ast. Run

‘Hour’! pilot episode on NBC-TV’s
the psychiatric-themed episode but

.

Be8: 30-9: 00.

of.
Lf

Robert ‘Ryan, Aldo: Ray, Vie “Morrow...

|

exposed. ““Bleventh:|

_tions,.the: main ‘activity of The
‘Fund’ for: the. :Republic.”

|

KNXT:.

§:30- 10::90.

Gar. 54°

Burt’ Lancaster, Diana: Lynn; ‘Walter: Matthau

|

‘Giese Continued from page 21 a
—
example,

PROGRAM
“Ra ‘Sullivan.’
8:30-9:00. ~
-GE Theatre

=.

.

‘Study: “of: ‘Democratic: ‘Inistitu- -~

>.

oe

Stanton. Was. critical -of the
-..gttidy for stating that one-third. --..
“STATION &...
AVG. RATING. of the audience. turned “off: and °
that: the’ -debatés drained. off
_—
KNXT.
:
- |- attention fromthe’ other |elec"$71,500:
_.| {tions:. Said’ Stanton: “More: im-:
KNXT.
ot portant ‘than’ these errors ‘of:
507.100

:

10: 00-10: 30°

Buying & Selling
-for

7 =

- Candid ‘Camera:

Pt

Do,

45;700° °.

-KCOP

"COMPETITION.

Bros., UAA, “ist ‘Rua

May. ‘27 “THE. KENTUCKIAN”

Cized: a’ ‘study of. the ‘Kennedy-.

' “Nixon: .débates -recently: -pub} lished ‘by The Ceriter: for the-.

KH... on

_

.

.

-yith Harmen slated to make major |.

ean’ |‘Society. -of :Journalism
; a; School: ‘Administrators, : “ eriti-

_KHJ
22 700. wo

9:00-9:30

Gregory Peck; Orson: ‘Wells

the

“sports “ ents on roughly

‘Metro Rating: 19

-.

: ‘prexy., Frank. ‘Stanton,

a Merit ‘award . from the. Ameri-

KABC

.

~£7°B:80-10:00

EBS

; “|a in . accepting ‘the. Citation: “of

“99,000.

Country’ ‘Music Time-

May 20. “MOBY: DICK”.

Har-.

intends

be

> - §:00-10:00

:

sharing.

-to

"

Stanton: on.
i Debates

Pte

Foreign Film Fest.

‘SUNDAYS. 8:20-10: 30. _
‘Program: HOLLYWOOD: ‘SPECIAL
1.

case for sponsor ‘General Motors |

Colonel -

9280-1000

“Total ‘Area: Homes: a7, 600°

|:

‘KABC
261,400

7 ‘Manhunt, Diamonds’

_ 1955, Auled Artists; Allied- Artists: TV, Ist,Run

10- -mipute |‘format

-KTLA
"30,600

“u.¢) Million. $ Movie
* 8230-9: 00.-

’.

action.

etc. with

_

“Virginia, ‘Gray, ‘Richard Reeves.”

the day's baseball, golf: and. tennis

batteries,

Cain.

Richard ‘Denning, ‘Kathleen: Crowley,

:

is the logical -bin for most of the |.

= 9:‘00- 10:‘OO.

Leave it:to ‘Beaver
<
8130-9:00 2: |

.

9 “TARGET. SARTH":

‘aircast. Second seg, an hour later,

(Delco

.

_

_ “willl - judge ‘prospective. candidates,
IKRCA
| on :their debate. sfyle.’
fae
‘135,800...
A. ‘candidate .needs composure,
KRCA...”:
mind and a vigorous mans"
|equick 1
228,900'.

‘Evening Mavie.
$:30-10:00"

1939, Allied Artists, Allied Artists TY, Ast‘Run ~h.1

inch iding. at.
his) inspiration,
taped excerpt from. Husing's last |

The weekday

t

‘June 9 “THE, ‘COSMIC MAN”:

a. series .-intro

memhrance of: the late Téd Husing |.
was in the:-main

fe

ee

t Run. .
Ast
1958, Allied. Artists; Allied Artists ‘TV,.

oe
—
copy. speak for itself.
Skein kicked. off. Saturday . (1,

tended

26. “ATTACK OF. THE SOFT. WOMAN*:

‘KNXT.
. 404,200.

Sat.‘at. the ‘Movies-

|

former. 7

:especially’ the :- .dayligniters
with
impact, ‘so will: tv debates,
With “image” already. an- impor-._..
| tant political factor, political bosses: --

|
|

717;300

Tall: Man _.”
8:30-9:00 j

_
ncent Price, Caro Olimart
1959, Allled: Artists, Allied Artists TY,Ast.Run -

feature... - Most.

sometime

a

and

KNXT

-Gun Will Travel.
9:30-10:00

'

ing‘an. ‘occasional ‘uppercut. ©
,
* Radio. is: also’ being ::‘used.‘more, .

‘STATION. & +
-AYG. RATING

=

_ 3:30-9:30.

‘6
”.
“May 19,“THE BAT

sports “strip.. it’s still the same |format of scores, quick news takes|

_

: PROGRAM,
moDefenders

8: 30:10:00":
y

;|Program: CHILLER.

ABC Radio, from H’wood

agreeable

“COMPETITION.

ee

Metre. Rating: 13°

10 Mins., Mon.-Fri. (6:40 p.m.); also:

Continue. from page a =.

more: ‘mileage. in.‘constantly: hitting:
7 the: voter: with jabs rather. than. tis-

,

|funnymaterial
“pox: ¥:3363;“VARIETY

HW
|| 154. 46th St.‘New. York 36
|.

iri Ottawa leaves soon -for |:

‘a.sixemonths tour’of the far and |,
“SITUATION WANTED ‘| middle .east.. “Taped material :Will .
be aired. by : CKOY from Lipson ° | Executive Secretary: fopaotch, ‘good. awe
: /-who- ‘will ‘also send. items to. ‘Cana-.| ‘appedrance, ‘mature, ‘theatrical on
|dian. Broadcasting Corp.’s" radio. legal’. experience. Knowledge. of Por
.i.webs. In his. absenee, CKOY ‘pro‘languages.©.Browning. .5-4412:oo in
&3 bgram: director John Murphy -will
: head. the:: ‘station's °mews- depart-.} write BOX. V-3369, Nariety, 154 Ww
‘tment, oa
—
.
4 | 46th St.New York: 36;
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“AnEclVStarOnTheBeach

“eet

Sep Golf. To:
Be Filmed.for:U$V

Phy From TVDignitaries Abroad

' Singa pore, Sept.” 14.
The: Siigapote golf tourney,. the |.
‘ Iead Of: books. ana t 18-holes Medal -Play ‘to. be- held: at
* these’ comparatively. undiscovered: his. ‘guitease,: ‘a.
. Washington, Sept. 4,. station. Eech-has the cppa: iunity
J 4sles: ‘of. enchantment: and Jnexpen- several: cameras have: been moving: ‘the’. Royal. ‘Singapore: *,Golf Club
| about. with “him: He. reads. ‘almost. will be- ‘filmed’ for. American. tv: | "Wasteland or “not;. ~ Amerigan; to live. in an American home.
‘saive. booze. 2
‘constantly |“and ‘during’ the: course Nancy - Jupp, managing: ‘editor of | broadcasting practices, will slossly,| ‘In October, the groups iI: spend
Has: he. chucked. it:all?it:doesn’tt .of. the current: “runaway”. has ‘been.
; {ito" weeks in New. York. Misting
the Golf. Ilustrated,-London weekrid,
seem. likely,” ‘but: that: is a -major ‘taking. yafds :‘of film: which: ‘may. ly magazine, -got ‘here recently. for|"be.‘picked: up aver. the Ww‘or!
aoe Webs, agencies and ‘ocher. B ins& of
question. “that~must: “still be. Tee. one ‘day be: ‘edited. into - something: the job, ene of a series. of: ‘11 .sheof” documentary - jnterest ‘on. .the: will |do. in’: various “Parts,of ‘the ‘Qt.television and ‘radio.“folk from |New. England bus. tour.
solved.’ i
ae
Pe
| baek. islands.. whieh -aré- generally.
Europe; ‘Africé,. Latin Anierica the; The group. ends. iis. say nt ‘Syra“For, ‘a -casual: acquaintance: ‘frotiy unknown:.~ He.’ is," actually, -a ‘pro-|.world.
“Actual ‘ alming. “of” -the ‘mateh: Middle. East, ‘anid Far ‘East; “are Cn;: cuse: Nith ‘a debricfins. atceioy and
New York,. he - is’full’ of quéstions:, fessional ‘photographer. las: well as’
summary: of auth ities.
sponsored ‘by °‘Shell: Oil 4U:S.) .C6.; a: font -month, ‘State ‘Dept. “spon: |:
about what's ‘béen: going on in: “his sailor, ‘so: he does” liave- those.
will take -‘place. Sept. 12-12- when ‘sored; Jearning-and-looking Visit.
This w eek the: br cée “asters: have
absence. The riews of.‘the ‘shakeup Crafts. te. fall ‘back ..on should’ he; Gene: Sarazén,:: vet American. golf-.|The ‘bulk of. their _pr ogram. is 3 Y toured: “the. ‘Federz} Cor munca «.
at, 20th. hadn’t ..réached ©him,” but: in fact,: ‘decide to ‘ehuck ‘it: all: Af}
er, and George Rogers, ‘Yankee. tv four-week stint at- Syracuse -Uni-i “tions . Commission, U,
Inierma-.
_it. was- evident that -word. of the’ call “else ‘fails, the’ Caribbean -Tourcommentator,- will arrive to“handle. -versitly. ‘which. backs” the exchange. ‘on. ‘Agency. Voice af 4
Aunt
%21ca and
Skouras-fo- -Zanuck play. «which: ‘left.fist, ASSN. “might well “put. him. to:
sate running. ‘commentaties, “both |" “Under the’ diréction.. ‘of. Prof.j.an edueational. tv stiitisn in Preers. Pete : ‘Eevathes’. _ position ‘unclear ,°rwork. : “This” territory. can. “always
| Eugene . Foster, chairman. ‘of. the town, Md
|
See
“OAYS. dio,
i
:
seemed to bode. no good as’ far --as use. a. good" character man,
Scotswoman’. supp. golf” awriter: -Fadio-tv™ ‘Dept. ‘at Syracuse and]
‘his: Suspended - Position. was” con-.{’
7
ra
ae
:for’ several | ‘American *tv. ¢ompa- Richard’ A. Cobb. U: S.’ coordinator}
a
cer ned: There |Js.. no. cbitterness |.
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‘Continued’ from, page *:
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San “Antonio

Bob ‘Collins’ hag? nies, ‘.has:- been -hére since : mid-

}

of: International. broadeast training. . -Louisville—W ifliam P. Perry has
the. groiip. ‘learns industry practices Kecome. general manurer. cl ¥“KLO
‘After “the .academie. lesson, ihe | here, ‘a radio. oullet be: lengung to.
put him. into- ‘the ilfated ‘Marilyn director and -disk:‘jockey: ‘on ‘the ::golfing -facilities:te"-gather. a fat
. Menree-Dean ‘Martin. “Soniething’ "g- 12. to: 4 p.m... shift.-- Collins: Was. amount:--of ‘sports. facts substantial “group. divides: and spends’ time iit. the Air: Trails, Network,+° ‘up: He
‘either’. commercial or. educational |Was: sabesmanager,
i. enough. for. her script...”
‘- Get to Give?—in a minor role: that: ; formerly with: KAPEB here:

joined. the- staff .of KITE: as ‘music |August, ‘doing. ‘research - on .:Joval

but. ‘there’ is “about: the ‘efforts: to-

- would. feature ‘little more than his }
” pliysique., It .was. shor: tly alter.
the:|
f for.that.

385

‘of
“episode ‘that. he: ‘took.
« West Indies:::

An: that: hassle he say's he:
~
sot

~yittte: of no-support from the erste}

OS:

‘while |-agents,; :and- -then,. ‘as. if. to:
emphasize just- ‘how -far .réinov ed_-he has- ‘been: ‘from. the: mainstream
apd
¢
:
-of sublime-events, : he ‘added:
“think: maybe. Tigo. “with MICA.” ©:
‘Jn his~ present: odyssey . ‘thr‘ough | ve

=the: islands, which he .~‘orked On, a fies

(schooner ‘as. a: ‘kid, McKay. “seeins 4." :
to.

be. alternating * between ‘two:

itineraries, One: Jeads to-the-‘peace-. - n

-ful. anonymity ‘that .can- he! only. [°°
“‘found-on such’an.istand as nearby} -. Anguilla—35

¢;

milés.. of ‘arid. sun--|

baked plateau, devoid” of fall. “so”
etalled° ‘modern’ ‘Conveniences . ‘ine a mls
chiding -electricity) and: “pethaps"
‘one’ ef the poorest Jands aniwhere| *

“jn

the’ world: ‘There

she recently

“settled: ‘down: for: several- “weeks,

|.
- one’ of the. handfidl ‘of whites ~on |-‘the. island, sailing: With ‘the natives |
|-: coo
ir ‘lives: ‘and

“by. day, Jearning * the

probl enis,’ living :.out. -of! a “small, cor

vell-tray

led - ‘suitease.

that’. ‘con- |

2°

{ained- two” Durer: -pritits. “a”“dozen. Oye
eggs. “and an electric toothbr ush.

“A Measure. of:-the. guy, and tle rs

‘jnténsity. ‘with “which he. “pursues f "7

‘these = “cxperiences, . is

.that.“ when |:

“

.Jast seen, “McKay could have been. a
“elected: #overnor of Anguilla | had. a

_ the post. been-open: He's a big: many}

7:

‘even -‘in. télevision-berefe ;areas.
‘Need to. Be Recognized .

oh
-On. the: other - hand, Trow ever:
there. seéms. to: be a cer tain need— ;
if ‘not:
"—at Jeast
'2 . : a
hip |
to: the: y elatively.
back .“recognized
gettobe
to:

_ : a

ee

and - cosmop6litan. life‘ led by’ the.
” Goritinentals: who have: bought and: we EF
‘built. on: St.” Maartén,. and. who,. at Bo BE
“the - moment, have

the ‘best of. tivo

‘. possible’ worlds. Though this is no 2:
NIaarten |resert...
plenty. -of Sek oe
has ‘a. lively sccial lite

-- conventional

‘cocktail |‘parties. - informak” beach’
parties -avd, because a good” steel] °: > .- Bod |
band: costs only $5_ an:“heut: nobody.

a

entertains. without ‘“live” musi¢c, In}.
“this - ‘atmosphere Me Kay is .Ja
“name” sand. a: star.
Slightly, embarr dissing -:
~,Ww hea
fos
|
a3
- drunk host ~ “introduces . chim” as
“Gorden. MacRae...
‘Orie - night. at’ <a ° “bulk” “fiviit®
(term: ‘for: ihe Jocal - “hill- danées’. °

_ Not -much attention avas being. paid
|. 3

and the: star,’‘Impatient’. ‘for.-some-.

_ thing “undefined, stood: back--on- a, ae
bench: -against a: brick: wall. as- |
sumed. ‘a’! famouis.’ religious’: pose’
which. Was- ‘not: without -its.”“striking : oe
effect, and. ‘started: ‘singing: .“‘Rock
OF. “Ages” in: “counterpoint. toa]
“Meringue - Version ; of -“Never: on

- Sunday."*-It was a~bit: bizarre, ‘but oo

as’ one” _ Summer - _resident.. com-"| .
pro; |.”
-" mented, : “Hf: the “Paradise”
: ducers had. Jet him. show. that much.
“animation ‘just once. in the, ser ies,co

.
vitMight still. be. ‘on:.

--McKay,- ‘something: of. ‘an: Feono-.
@ast Jn- ‘Hollywoed... is. _aiwere, of}
. this,’ ‘and -of ‘his “ironic and’ ‘pre=.
--@arious. ‘position of °-being a star
: without’ a‘ solidly “‘oased craft: Still:
“young -‘abeout ~30),: he’s" in: danger.

|
(2

‘of being a_has-been. before jhe. ever |--~,

Yeally atrived.. Though he’s’. .dis- -- >
-agreed violently~ ‘with the. ‘studio,.
a :
he doesn‘t look forward:to escaping 1
the legal -chains: that, bind. ‘him 16.
‘the’ 20th -‘ot. It’s: ‘the. ‘old: showbiz
dilemma

. enunciated

“by- “Jimiziy:

Durante, -“‘Did-~ you. ever-have. the
_ feeling :that, .you.” wanted: ta. go?
“Wanted -to, stay? Wanted" to: gov
_ With. ‘the: ‘stakes-—hoih -‘financial
and: emotional—so. ‘important,. “it’s
-. understandably. difficult ‘to. main-:

‘
|
|.

fu

ra

. tain a coherent, unswerving’ point-]-) 2° 020,
of view. ‘Te this end. McKay - em-4:" |

“Ploys a’perceptive ‘sense ™
“of humor j aus "Fe
: and” ar: ‘intense: “euriosity.; ‘in’ the f,g:
ton
tion .
“addi
Jn:
.
him
nd.
world. arou
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«RECORD REVIEWS

_Wednendsn, September5.
1968

Limeliters’ Folk?Darren'sYoung’
Porter's ‘Anything|Goes’TopNew LPs |

T op.SinglesOf The
0The.‘BestBets""ofThis’Week's100-PlusReleases):oe

iearlateed)

THE

LIMELITERS:

ParBOONE: ;.

“FOLK! | wide. and. includes such’ Merinan}:|:¢

MATINEE” ‘RCA Victor)..-Among +memorables. as “I: Got Rhythm,’ in Ea
the. many’ folk groups that have “Blow Gabriel. Blow,”.. “I -.Get -A | |=
emerged on disks in. the past few. iKick Out of- You” and,“Anything | vey
“ffets
yeirs, The Limeliters stand out. as-: Goes.”.
slick purveyors of the genre=with;
BOBBY “DARIN: “THINGS &|

(Dot)

sec

-TENLONELY|‘GUYS.

sciaistejbesessuideces..

Lover's

Lane’:

. Pat: Boore’s “Ten: Lonely’ Guys’ :-CRooseveltt) ‘swings. down a...
_ ‘ballad: groove ‘witha cute lyric that?ll grab: plenty. of: juice. spins::

“Lover's Lane”.

an ADI neal that’s — consistent. and |
OTHER THINGS” (Atcol, Fact that
tha? pays off on “live” dates as-

(Spoone*) -is another okay... ‘teen-angled: ballad.

ot “idea: awhich. this,singer handles: neatly,

this package js title-pegged. on
well as in record sales. This latest:
Bobby Darin’ § current clicko single,.

:

*x -

: cuxpeMcPHATTER,

a,

‘

a

a

Vee
ease
entre follows the: pattern of : the «.
:“Things.” -should -carry: it: -across|.
previous. folk outings’ that have :
:(Mereury)
0
8
0
Ee
8 D-Do’-Believeithe retail .disk’ ‘counters. | for ‘an |
done soo well and will -continue!: okay’ sales. rackup, On the: ‘whole.
Clyde. ‘MePhatter’s ‘intaybe” x‘Treek): white hard. as -@: slow-anoving:
their: upwerd sales spiral. Their: though: the set appears .to..be a} ].
. ballad. delivered: with: ‘some. inpressive-. vocal: ‘flourishes by .this.”
stvie-is sure,.as it is slick, and they. quickly put. together. job:.in an ef- |:
fine. singer. “I Do Believe”: ¢ MRCt+1 changes. “pace. with a: Sast:
nuanaze fo-dive their offerings: a Ifort to cash in‘.on ‘the: title song |
-moving. thythm: number with: us gospel: cuality,
oe,
a
brightness and briskness that keeps! ‘pitch. because the other tracks are.
th puckase gay and entertaining:modest. entries lacking the.-overall|.
al! the way
through. ‘Theferare: punch. that. Darin. usually puts: into|
ante a -nuinber
(RCA Victor) | vie ee ee we rr
“Tosers. ‘Weepersan album: It’s.a mixture -of caly ‘pso |:cos, “Pr esents a: New: Dot ‘Album
but
leading. the” lot are. “Sing: Lost Love’! folk (“Jailer Bring
Floyd. Cramer's. “Suing Low ¢ Crarnart# }-. shapes up. as..dn “ex .
oes
“YOUNG.
WoRL
.D"..
rd
Hattelinah”. and. “Funk.” °
“Me. Water,
‘Ballad -(“You're |A New Sound—Recorded: “Dy. ‘the New. " -eellent: version: “of. the: old’ spiritual .with. the pianist's uptempo-:
-JAMES
DARREN:. “LOVE
Aine’ i and a cha cha version Of' 35" ran Fiin 7tecording: Process!’ |. ; melodic attack: supported. -by a’ ‘subdued: ‘vocal: chorus... “Losers:
/Weeépers”” (Cramartt )-is a_ highhy: listenable slow. ‘tempoed. ine -:
AMONG
THE, YOUNG” 4Colpix:. “Nature: Boy,” among’. other styles. strumental, James Darren, who has cuf‘a rocksession with a:wide: musical
‘fine’
a
is
This.
int pace
in the singles
field,.
ox:.
(20th-F
LYN”.
“MARI
Set of singing performances: by'}:.‘appeal ‘which’ ds ‘worthy of attene.; JOHNNY WESTERN
Beetles into_a more pleasant ballad ::‘a.
Marilyn’ Monroe.-culled from three |°
Tod, in this album’ for effective}
| 20th. Century. Fox: ‘pictures. by Ted- tion.
. (Coliimbia): - Lise
“Cowpoke_
reatlt,.. As) a romantic ‘balladeer,! : Cain, the nim company’s: musical|
‘Johnny ‘Western's “Gauiifghter” ‘Black Kinighte): is:an arresting-Ute
- jean
‘CHARLES. “DeKOREST:
Darren.
has
obviously ' ‘Studied|
9".
}): saga. of the. wést: deliveréd vin. virile. style ‘by. this. -singer.. “Catt ae
: director. t's “packaged :with sev- |,
Frank. ‘Sinatra's stylings but. he’s “eral. tasteful- shots: of. the late .star: BITER -OF ELEGANCE’ AP urist).. _" spoke": .(Frank*) “is a firstrate. oatune.: production, ‘marked. by ‘some.
‘No. road company version:of his and includes.” a. . black-and- white” “A longtime. favorite of ‘New York's |". ear-catching yodeling’ sounds. ens
Mastet. He's got a smooth and
a
Be
*
headshot: ‘photo ‘of. her. Few: may ‘intime:-cafe circuit, Charles .De-.|:
relixed appre ach of his own that’s. irealize what’ .an effective’ ‘singer: .Forest -“should: ‘have.‘a tailor-made’
- exe elicnty suited to this dedicated-. I Miss: Monroe. actially was but this. audience: for- this ‘package, the first
“to-the-,oung.. songbag. -Included sek, W ‘hich |features. -pérformances ‘in’ the “new line” recently set-up}
(End: © .
“6
How.-‘Come:
are such nifties. as...“Young At
irom “There's No: Business” Like’ by Elliot Wexler. The ‘diskery boss |."_ ~Birdie: “Gréen’s: ep pemblin’ *-v,GHit is.‘a’ galid’.-tocking entry,
Heart,”
“Too, “Young.” a ‘He llo: Show. Business,” “River of .No Re-. is: fantiliar With all. the élements:} _ showcasing. a -good Stylist: in. this’ idiom. Gn @:- number’. with: good.
Young Lovers,” “You Make. Me
turn’
and
“Gentlemen: “Prefer that. have kept DeForest ahead‘ in‘. chances. “How ,Come” ” (Trinity®) 4870. nifty ballad. also rocked:
Feel So Youns’ and *‘Youngs. and
. Blondes.” is solid’ proof’of -an ‘in-- ‘the special ballad song game and } ~ very effectively by. @ singer. who fits‘tight into the current. mar Ret:
WwW ALM, and Wonderful.”
:
a
me)
i teresting vocal technique. Backed “has Wisely... packed -‘it’: into*- this. |-- ‘pattern.
Raa
a a
grooving. ‘Retained. ds -a-warm and
‘ ANY THING
GOES”
(Epic). by the -still- consistant flow. of: post-.1'5
cozy
mood
that’s
perfect
for’a
quiet
.
T
-Forzet.this package's -off- Broadway -humous publicity,” ‘and other . MM
DINO.
origination. It's one ‘of. the snap-: _ folklore and. fact, the LP*™ could _and/or ‘romantie-‘atmosphere. ‘De Patt.
(United Artists).he cee
Tonight's s The Night
‘piest original cast album. sets: to ‘have. a fine’ time at the cash regis- | Forest: vocalizes ° and ‘self-accamps.|-Paul.. Dino’s. “Thai's How: r Miss You®. (Trio*) shapes. UD -as a
come along in some time and. song- aters. Many of. the: tunes -also have on the keyboard: ‘on a- Bart. Howard:| —
-pepertoire -on. ‘one -side«and. sone. likely: tocking- ballad with a_soméwhat schmaltzy roiiantie touchfor-song it's way ahead of many of: solid” air play ‘values... Includede are.
- that could pass as -a@ tiew. sound . with the. coke. set.
Tonight's, The
the
Broadway
tuners that have —“Feat Wave.” “Lazy.” “After You. ‘of .his own: stuff. on ‘the: other,. The.
Night” Trio) °‘is: an: okay. ‘Thythm: ballad.
Tod!
;
ben put into the groove in recent Get What- You ‘Want You Don't|:Howard ‘‘gide- comes~ off best’ with.
eae
aa
1 such’ -humbers
Jas.
“In . Other|.
s-sons. The. Cole .Porter:, musical
Tae
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‘BIRDIE. GREEN ©

re "THATS: HOw I MIssYou

ws a happy. affair when it opened -Mant: ve. oeex of (No. Return.’ : Words,”2 S=My .Love- Is.a Wanderer’
Day” In®
wtiay
ou.. Broadway -in .1935 and the monds Area Girl's: Best ‘Friend.”” 4 -and | “First.Warm
,
spirit remains in its 1962: - Some ‘of the:.material on the disk! leading the
h:suyant
way.

|
LONNIEDONEGAN

CAPT)... Tyg
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le oes eee

PICK. A BALE O° COTTON eee 2.
Ramblin? ‘Round

Lonnie Donegan’s “Pick. A: Bale .O°.:‘Cotton’ Folkwayst) again”
ofi-Broadway recreation, Most. of, is used’-by ‘courtesy of. RCA Victor’
BUMBLE REE ‘SLIM: <p,ACK : “(Shouicases this British. skiffle, singer. het stirr ‘ing folksong: which
the credit goes to Eileen Rodgers.. and’ MGM Records.
Every:
|.
oe
JIN TOWN”. (Pacific, Jazz}.
“he.and his combo belt for maximum impact: Could. bring ‘Donegan a vivid .song belter, and Juliaii
CHARLIE ‘BYRD: “rATIN. IM: {now vanid again: an authentic ‘Negro.
* back-high ,on: :thée‘bestseller lists. “Ramblin’--Round” -(Ludlow?)=
‘Stein, who did the orch: and choral “
blues: -singer. appears. ‘from ‘the | is an interesting ballad . based on. the “Goodnight Trene™ melody...“
. @rrangements in a way that retaiiis . PRESSIONS” -iRivyerside). Guitar= |
south and unveils ‘a repertoire and. .
'
the innocent lilt of the '30s. Hal :ist Charlie. By rd is a versitile musi-. style ,that. -has’. the -réal feel. “of
cian: wHo ‘can swing:a fine jazz ‘im:
Such
TY.
RONE®
A’SAURUS
.
ae
ee
ta
ee
oe
THE
MONSTER:
TWIST.
Linden; Micky Deems and Barbara;
what the ‘blues is all about.:
Lang also contribute handsomely “prov. isation: _or- handle. a tricky is: Bumble .Bee- Slim. whose “blues.|’™ (Warner. Bros.)
...:;
Love. Theme From. Monster:‘Twist:
tu the. total vocal pow. Some. ‘pur- - flamenco :passage: with equal ease Vv ocalizing: is. showcased. here ‘along:
‘Tyrone A’Saurus’ :“phe: ‘Monster: “Twist?” -(Yo-Yor)-. could: be
and.
st¥le.
Although
there’s
really.
ists’ niay object :to the six- ‘songs:
with some. of his’ awn: songs.. He:} “the: click kissoff- to .the twist -cycle, ‘riding ona’ clever lyric. and:
from other Porter shows. that have- no. flamenco. in: ‘this -‘package... ‘Byrd sings <.with< strength: ‘and ©feeling
a driving beat: “Love. Theme From The Monster. Twist’ (Yo-Yot)
‘UNS
a
Wide
‘range
-ofLatin
rhybeen interpolated: -into the *tAnv-.
§
‘in:‘a:strictly instriimental: groove.
which achieves” .a..fine. -wailing . ts more. of the. Same.
‘thing Goes”. score,. but ‘Whené ‘some~“thms -and styles here, including
| sound that, “puts the. material: across.
ot the songs’ ‘are “It’s -Delov ely,” the ‘Bossa: Nova ° (a. jazz :samba
with: drive and spirit. Most of. the} JONE JAMES”
“Eat! Ss Misbehave” 4:; Style, ‘an Argentine: folksong; some. tunes..are’ his™ own and: these: origi-.; °
“Priendship.”
and “Take Me Back To Manhattan,” ; Mexican material .and .other ‘Latin
_ (MGM y.
. You -Are: My Sunshine:
nals ‘aré :the:.ones.. he’ handles. best. 1
the beefs. really are unwarranted. | items. Some of the material is per* Joni: Jamés’ “Tend Me Your. Handkerchief” (Milenes ). registers
formed. iinaccompaniied ‘and: all un-'|:He's. backed, ‘by. ‘a ‘fine ‘group. of:
to ‘the-{teoters. ‘including © -Les “McCann, as. an” appeating teen-angled. ballad ‘with’ a. saccharine “lyrit which
RAY CHHARLES ‘SIN GE R S:. aniplified...In. addition
“ROME REV¥ISITED” .{Command). ‘guitar, Byrd. also- plays. the’ Tiple, | Richard. ‘Holimes,.: Curtis. Amy,. Ron - this Songstress' handles .ably...“Yau. Are: My -Sunshine’. (Peert).
This is another example .of the} a string instrument ‘with -“a. much: Jefferson,; ‘Leroy ‘Viinnegar. and Joe . is an interesting |arrangément. of the: ‘oldie which: ‘should. rack. uD

“aLEND:ME "YOUR HANDKERCHIEF

ee

ee

spins via. ‘this. slice.:
7
4
Us
sound values
of 35m
magnetic sharper | sound ‘than;a _ Saitar,, Tt
“(Continued on_page a4)
film. It’s an. audic delight blending.j
—_
the rich. voice graupings, of the | [~~
Rry- Charles ‘Singers with ‘an in-.
(Kapp)...
ioe. . iS ‘pose Bee eg
If T- Lost Your Love.’
strumental support: that heightens|
Jiramy. Justice's “When: My. Little’Gist Is” ‘Smriling” (Aldonty
listening pleasure. ‘The. Mediter-.
, swings.. out: with. an'infectious rocking, ballad -delivered -iri expert:
ranean mood of light and. romantic |
style by this singer: “If: I Lost’ Your “Love ¢Cedarivoocty’ ‘ts- at
quality..is given an excellent ap-,
okayy-ballad. ‘slice.
”
/
os“e e
.
ee oo °
preciation by. all. hands. “Volare.”
The tinat tivo albums inURCA: Victor’ Ss “nay entuie in:‘Music series |
“Non !i
* Arriverderci. Roma
and
BILLIE: POOLE
Dr menticar™ are among the pop- |will. be. released this. month. The ‘packages’ cover “Grade- 5-Vol 2” and-}
Lazy.
S
‘Afternoon.
(Riveraidé).
ular melodies. that never had. it: “Grade 6-Vol: 2.” ‘The series: was. organized: in 1960: -by Gladys: Tinton, +
-Rillie ‘Poole’s- TH ‘Drown ‘in’‘ity Oien: Tears" (Jay - & Geet)
SG
LOOK.
: professor. of: music ~‘eduéation ‘at’ Teachers. ‘College, ‘Columbia. U,
wt

oe

= |JIMMY. JUSTICE...ae “WHEN MY. LITTLE GIRL 1sSMILING

Raeoa PLL DROWN IN MY: OWN TE‘ans

gives. this excellent. ‘song: stylist a chance at the pop ‘market .with.
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ: “THE-Jerry Raker, general .manager of’ Colpix Records, ‘has ‘Scheduiled:. a.
a. number. tating
across-the- board ‘attention. “Lazy ‘Afternoon’
WONDERFUL SOUND
OF setien of. distributor ‘meets .Sépt. ‘5+6-7 to be held. in :‘New. "York, - o€ Chappell®). 4s, o polished, workover: Of. “d.-Tine:Diece of:standard
BROADWAY'S GREATEST HITS” ! Chicago’ and ‘L:A., respectively, to “cover --the ‘sales: program: ‘of: the
material. :
are
a
:
_
°
(Columbia.
Broadway.
benefits-:
ee #0
e
:
company's.
15
fall.
LP.
réleases:
.
_
John.
Kurland,
‘Columbia
Records’
an
,
CHR
from this. Kostelanetz ‘caper. ‘His.;
Ses LITTLE HOLLYWOOD
Bate
; publicity ‘chief. ‘upped. Enid SeLer: to. administrator ‘Of. Information: THE. CRICKETS.
joyous.
atrangements
have
Service's: Jibrary, .' and. “Myra. ‘Freeman to: -administrator..- of .reviewers’ | _ Liberty)
“eo ee
ee.
@
@© @
_-e ‘se e@°e
we
oes
Parisian. Girl:
spark that gives the showtuners. a;
melodie lift that wil delight. pro- services: ...,. Mahalia Jackson, whose first pop: albuni, “Great: ‘Songs. of |.-~
The Crickets’... “Little: “Holigwaed: Gin (Aldorit) inrpresses. as”

crammers- aswell. as home Spin- ‘Love ‘and: Faith” ‘is out: on™ Columbia. is ‘due* for.a concert at: New."- a neat rocking. ballad. vith. a lyrie: “and. an arrangement which. theners.
The* repertoire
is: eulled|York’ s new. Linéoln. Center this: fall:
Pitas will ‘JO. for.: “Parisians ;
Girt! (Cricket) is. a pleasancfram lezit ‘shows ‘of. comparatiy ely. Capital Records’ is: levelling its promotional: fire at the: college ckowd
shee.
recent vintage but many of ‘the’; with -@ campaign of | 11L-.LPs which the’ diskery ‘is” tagging “Campus “
tunes’ alfeady have become- part : Crowd Pleasér’™
‘Columbia had. added’. 12 albums: ‘to its new “Etlec-| SH ARON STRAUSS
ot the standard. repertoire. Lerner |. tronucaily “Re- Channeled for.Stereo” series including Johnny: Mathis’
& Loewe'’s “My Fair Lady”™ ‘and’ °‘Johnny's Greatest Hits’ and the. first: Mastérwork LP. inthis. process, ”
(ABC Paramount) :..
P
Don’t: Let Him Kinow™
aa Orsamelot,’ ° Rodgers &. Hammer-. ‘Paganini/ Saint Saens’ “Violin Concerti” by: Zitio. Francescatti, &. Eugene. |
st:sins
“Sound. of Music” and. Ormandy: conducting the Philadelphia Symph_..
-. RCA: Victor. has its: |: ». Sharon: ‘Strauss’ “Don't. Keep. ‘Our. “Friends. Away From: “Me”.:
“South
Pacific.’
(Pogo) has.-a happy lilt. with, strong: lytic ‘values for.a- big: ‘teen-, _
Stéphen ‘Sond- ! two-disk albini, “Instruments ‘of the Orchestra” “ready. ‘for. release this:
ager ‘pickup. and a spinning payoff. “Don't. Lét: Him Know (The |
-h+m & Leonard Bernstein's ‘ "West: mronth, Package featiites “the first :chair artists. of: the: ‘National SymS..3» Story” and Meredith Willson’s }-phony: Orchestra eonducted by: ‘Howard. Mitchell. . Capitol -has-15 pop... Truth)” (Pogo*). dehwers. a: teen-pegged. message within @ familiar wen.
“rocking pattern.
:
Belo
Fae Music Man”: are some of |
| LPs on its’September. release schedule’ ‘including -packages - by. The
gee
*
en he
the shows that provided. ‘the: ma-; Four Freshmen.. George: Shearing, . The- ‘Lettermen, Fred . Waring and} terial for: this Kosty kick.
The Journeymen, :
- KITTY WELLS:
Shirley. Booth” “Peading Dorothy. Parker °short -“stories. and: Ezra | “(Decea):
ETHEL
MERMAN: “MERMAN |
eee
ene beaten OH
ae
DE. Wicked :‘World:
+. . « HER GREATEST"" (Reprise).:‘Pound’s readings of. his: own. poetry hits ‘the market this ‘week: ‘via. the.
Kitty Wells’. “We Missed. You” (freeChampion)- ‘registers. as
‘‘Ethei Merman has been associated. Caedmon label ....: Maurice ‘Evans- ‘reading A. ‘A. Milne’s: “W innié ithe| a potent’ country-flavored :ballad: with. chances: in the. pop: market:
with some of the top showtunes of ‘Pooh” has been scheduled. by. the Pathways. of Sound Jabel |ro ~ Larry:
via this fine rendition and. arrangement: “Wicked: World” s(Cedar... zu:
our time.so there naturally: will be. Finley, president. of ‘Precision Radiation Instrunients. . has. Set - John
‘woody: ts: a more: conventional: backwoods. entry.
‘Melchior
‘as
general
manager of .the’ firm's: eastern’ division at. Belle- |:
a strong pickup on this package by.
a es
+
me the Broadway buffs. Even. though. ville, N.J:;' Helen Solomon ‘will: head the newly: formed ‘sales’ staff for|
JOE
&
EDDIE.
Cotbed
some of the tunes. come from custom: records at firm’s L:A. base: Basil Ziegler. has: -been.- ‘appointed |musicals presented in the 1930s; -sales manager’ of: the newly formed. Hudson. Division:: and.'Mel Fuahr-| (GNP Crescendo).pele Pare *e oe 4, legeadeescl Got Shoes’:
Bill, May has arranged: them for. IMan takes *over as. Sales” Supervisor. for the -Hudson and. Tops Record |. ‘2 Joe &-Eddie’s: “Water Bey is.a. ‘stirringTondition’. of ‘this. ‘tradicurrent
rhythm. tastes and. Miss ; divisions . . ; Pickwick. International has Opened. offices’ in: Hollywoad.. |" "onal work” “song ..which: ‘rates. ‘Spins on: all levels: ST. Got. Shoes
Mermin
has’ retained |“hey Song- {| Lou. Werth. is firm’ s Coast manager.
is: another fine rendition in: the. same groove,
~Herm.-.
“A five- disk: boxed ‘set of. Rach’s
“gselline . sunch
to give- ‘em socko: “St: Matthew: “Passion”
heads: “Ane
oo
“Sent em}:
ral’
"qualities. The repertoire range. is "albums.
_
al *ASCAP: tBMI.
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San Franéiseo. Sept. 4.
“An ambitious plan to. turn’ Squaw |.
o

yale Mind th Some ge “ CaersMeeinOhi 1

4. -“20th-Fox. is out to become a
'

a Oe

‘Lmajor record label,” according te

"RCAinks
ja Trio.

|Basil ‘Bova, :the™ chief" of the diskery. Although he hasn't gotten .to™

summer is}, The board: of ‘directors: ‘and:of-, “Way. -back.:into:.the musical’: gt. ‘Lambert, Hendricks : & Bavan’ if yet, Darryl F.. Zanuck, 2Cth
Ble an international
cooking on-thé “burner. of- Sane {ficers of the ‘Country Music: at.
-Assn.
:front.:-It’s being:
heard ‘in college)
schools | have. ‘been set to ‘record under the}4 prexy,. ds expected ‘to make: some
through.
the (elementary
‘Kingston | Will ‘hold: a: ‘two-day meeting:
the
of.
manager.
‘Werber,.
RCA Victor’ banner.:'A. érew...of:announceient
*
about the disk opér-, Ascot -“House, -Chicago,” tomorrow: ‘where more arid: more brass’ bands: Mictor: engineers.“dare going--into* ation soon... He. returned to the
‘Trig: a
‘are ‘being. formed, on “live” dates| New:: York's. Basin Street “East. this States from: Paris yesterday ‘Tues.)
| Werber. has ‘already jeased. facili]‘Thurs. ) and Friday. .-..-

_Among the” matters’ to ‘be‘taken. where. :there’s- been :a’. noticeable’ week to record: the jazz vocal ‘Sroup. evening and its expected ‘there. will

ties-at Squaw Valley. ‘adjacent -to

“Ahe north shore.of:Lake Tahoe). fox Fup at ihe sessions will be:the com-upbeat in the. oldtime: “concert; in: in.an on-the-spot session: for -an::‘be a statement from the parent’
ids te exec titles and official plans.
“pleting of plans for Couiitry- Musie’the park” activity, ‘and..on ‘records: ialbum - release.
“the last: week. inJuly, 1963.

have |:
of | companies.
a ‘flock.
“Yolande Bevan, femnie. singer: ‘for the 20th-Fox label. Zanuck is
‘Where
:
‘We’ re- ‘thinking’ in:. Week,.. ‘Which . has.. peen: slated’ for
Says
Wérber
- 4erms of-a $150, 000. budget and” we |Nov.- 4-10, and the Country, Musi¢ been. dishing ‘out varied: treatments |from Ceylon, joined “Dave Lambert ! reportediy. pleased with the prog-.
and.. Jon .:Herdricks’ only a fex ress’ the. diskery: has’: made “in reof. the big brass ‘band’ saund..
: Festival to. -be’-held in, Nashyille ’
“want to-bring in. the very: top artists|
vin all. fields: We:‘would like. to. ‘be |this, fall,-Also on the: agenda’ will” Brass band: buffs like Paul Taub: months. ago’when Annié Ross, who: cent weeks and Spyros P. Skouras,

re
Sia...
Naghe
so

Ss,
hag
$eio

tel
+

-able:.-to’ present: a@ “program. that j.: be--the nomiinatien

‘OF - new.’ board:! mah- optimistically look to this.re-: was ‘part of the group: for ‘several’20th.
years, quit” to. ‘stay’
‘Lambert, Hendricks.

would. offer: ‘Leonard Bernstein ‘and: ‘members: -and - consideration Of. a’. surgence ‘as’ a pickup” of. the tradi-

* the New York; Philharmonic. one |country miisi¢ show. to: be’ staged ‘tion ‘sét:
“by |‘such-. eminent. band-

,
e
labelmee

: night. ‘Edith .Piaf. ‘another «-and ;‘in. New York as a. followup. ‘to the. “masters: .as: Sousa, “Creatoré; Pryor

ran

ieee
cineca
ts

ICRN

another.”

a

jclicko- showing -of-.a. “Grand. Ole.’ “and Herbert.* “The: brass-- band: 7

= }ments.”

-Bova says, The label has

|first -call. on. all 20th. pieture ma“1! terial that’s. suitable for-waning

(JoeCsidaExits [ai al eed ance Sk

we. ope

‘He hopes: over:‘the following ‘Years |:

Le
.: |tion tothe. familiar. martial music,

‘Taubman. points: out;. the bandinas- |
:‘or.

|

J he-continues:

“We've

missed aTot:

bot: opportunities in the. past,” Bova
won't happen any
:
gg mare“but it

a Name Me

Bova’ himself was fational pro-.

ters often - include’ works™ iby]
Brahms, ‘Tschaikovsky, Haydn’ and]
| Rossini. ‘in. -their ;Tepertoite making |.

| a eore ‘manager for the old Fox:
Eas! em
Jopper |: operation until he quit about
a year. ago: He was. called back
“Joe Csida, wound: up a two-and- chy Ted Cain, who had been tan-

“Common MarketEa i ei

to.‘expand it:to as.‘much as a month.
Tieins. with ‘the: ‘various. i
“Tahoe ‘gambling’ clubs -is.one- of the|.
methods . by which Werber. ‘Says: he
--Will:-be ‘able’ to swing. the: ‘deal. He |:

ae
a
ae
An

is e0-départ-

“The film company
gece fully in all

‘for ‘the a

-Opry’?: group. at”Carnegie. Hall. dast! says’ ‘Taubman, ‘who .conducts’ one'/’
"We. think: the. audience for.each:November. :
rare
‘. -himself .in: addition :to-1
many other |:
of: ‘these’ attractions Ww ‘ould. “be ‘inter-|
ne
- ‘| duties” including - music ° directing
'for. radio: and .tv. shows,. “is ‘part “of
ésted: in the others: as’ well: Ballet. —
| Anierica’s grassroets. and it - gets'|
ties: in ‘with, ‘the idea. of:a. ‘summer
. Instrument
(culture to the ‘people without: nit-'|.
‘festival of. the’ar ts is.a:“possibility.”7
“ting them over the head.” In addi-}

For next year Werber-: is: plan-|
* wing. only for: one: four-day wéek- |
“end. However... if ‘it As *“successful, . | Biz races

‘ .t
..

board. chairman, has stated

‘in England: ;‘his satisfaction.
& Ross’ shad j'

“By butting, theclassicists iin fan) athalt year: spin .aS ‘Capitol Ree, :ducting the. label's rejuvenation
program as head of music affairs.
ords’ veepee ‘in charge of, eastern: |“As yet. Bova has no’ official title
expects: his‘ advertising budget: to tty.is on. an’ all-out’ campaign’ to! George -Me Cohan, ‘Trvirig. Berliri, |operations:
‘over. the w eékend.
: but: is recognized head of the label:

he. picked: .up by. the.clubs and by | meét -the’ threat..of.. Europe’s. new .Richard:‘Rodgers, George “‘Gersh-:
other :Tahoe interests which WwW‘ould: Common:

“We

M arket

competition. *

win,. ‘Leroy. Anderson

. ‘and Hen‘ Vv .. His. initial three-year. deal. with ‘The parent. announcement
‘clarify this’ point.
‘tlie | h

should

Taubman’ “says,

‘ Mancini,”
, Several. of “the ‘thajor. instrument ,

;

~-benefit: from the? festival.:

ne ik un bathad. ae et[. As ‘to. various recent reports .of.
Hepe:to present-a -full- pack-! manufactures have’ already brass: band ::is. paving. the way ‘to:a.i
o run,
but an amicable: set- : possible merger. or sale of: the.
Iti
“music,”
of.
‘:
“appreciation
better.
i
|lauriched -’programs: to’ -introduice-

pge. ‘aS ‘a vacation. lure‘ with. round-

Sept..’ label,
“ trip’ airplane -"aecommodations -and new. designs, métals; materidis and has ‘even: become ‘part of the State 1.tHement was ‘Teached* for ‘the’

Squaw.’ Valley or Tahoe,” he. .dé- ;- ment production’ throughout
-clares. “We. intend to ‘advertise. na- +“country...

. program. jade-departure:

Bova: states that “no mergers

oF anything - of. that
kind -are.
planned. This company definitely‘the |
‘with such. groups: ‘as ‘the: “Michigan: |
.College Band -and- the. Eastman rangement. on. the splitup_ wil give |;stands alone.” As far. as production

‘a hotel" or motel: aécommodation. ‘at, -assembly line methods into -instru-:: ‘Department’ s- ‘cultural

. The - financial-. are

‘€sida’:an. annual: lump: ‘sum *pay-|is’ concerned, the..exéc ‘says: that
‘Aionally:.with’ speeial emphasis -on| “According to. : Paul: “Richards, “Band hitting: the overseas: ‘trail: un- “ment
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— Ska Janey” Britain’+ IstInt]DiskFestival Would
- Spokane, Sept. 4.

: Fage’pianist: Joe: Klosé has” re-|
' turned ° to. Spokane’ after ‘several [
-moriths. at Seattle’s Penthouse ‘and |}.
«the : ‘Bandbox; Denver’s. only. jazz |.

” Pattern
nob
tegen Pres

4 club, backing singer Ernestine: An--f
.derson: He is: séeking property: to:
dev elop into a. jazz tavern, lavi ingLaigposed of ‘his-interest. in the

Spin Out‘Eddy’Awards Next May

‘London, Sept. 4.
Britain is 10 launch the: world's
first International .Disk Festival:
_ | May .319-25 at Brighton, a fave sea:Playboy sudsery.. Prior: to Jeaying |
‘hb UAY to Palm Artists: se resort on the south coast,
Across. the Continent. .
the. city. 2 2.
some 52 miles.from London.
“According to. “Henri. Geldgraii,.
“Klose is- “Still accompanied. by.
" Memphis, ‘Sept: ‘4. ‘Bob: Crabb, assistant to. W. Ww. | ‘Under the aegis of the Royal.
_-who has": béen setting: “up” “the |
managér; Borough ‘of Brighton. in associa' ‘French |jazz fest. -and. who_: heads
|- Ray: ‘Charles turned’-in: a hope: Joe.: Sharper, ‘driims, and | Ben- Townsley, . ‘commercial
‘the. New York-based’ International. +ping $12, 099 -gross’ for a oné ‘night: ‘Tessensohn, bass. who helped him: ‘and a director’ ‘of the: British Decca| tion with impresario. Harold Dayi:Performers: Corp.;. the |‘Antibes af-" -pig ‘stagéd here at: “Memphis” ‘big: thake: the . Playboy ~“a “mecea, ‘for, .company, ‘arrived in New York last!son, agent John Hayman. and
local’ “jazz, buffs.
fair serves: as a ‘showcase: ‘for the: ‘city owned Auditorium. - |
‘week to present Silver. Disk awards Barry Langford, .the shindig is to“the: ‘Inférnational .Festival: of+-

“Jazz
:
in Anitibes, -‘which is only two.|
years -.old,..has, become’ the: ‘bell- wether: ‘for :the - booking. pattern

Brit
Decea Bob:Crabb

‘Ray.Charles Grosses
yee:
Integrated 126in Tein.

“American -performers. and : gives-}

Charles: and‘ his -erew® play id:to:

-lto Johnny

the European . promoters | a -chance. ‘a near: SRO: of: 4,506.:.House seats.
- to. gauge’ the American artists: im-: 4,560: and was: scaled *$3 - top. The.
pact. ‘an a:‘European. audience. °
“tone ‘nighter.- “was. fully -Antegratéds.
‘The 1961. “fest; for-.example, with both ‘races. “flocking - in. here} :

Tillotson of Cadence, |take over the town. for a. week.

-|Roy ‘Orbison of Monunient and-the| Record execs, “artists. and. other”
» [Everly Bros. of ‘Warner Bros. Rec-} personnel fromthe world over are

StanGreen's$ “WorldOf
\to be feted “in the tradition. of the
Sliver: disks *‘are™~ presented to! Cannes Film Festival,” according
:
Musical
Comedy’
an
OK
"headlined - Ray. “Charles - and his. from: Mississippi. ‘and: ‘tri-state’ area.
artists. ‘whose: Yecordings have sold: to the organizers:
‘~ drawing .power: in: Europe .\Wwas “im-'} ahd standing in.line.for better-than
more than! 250,000 copies in Great.
With: the blessing of loval ad“Tome-in- Its °62.Revise:‘ Britain.
- mediately: established’. by... the ‘-re-; two- hours prior..to :curtain -time::
After his N, .Y. stop; Crabb |ministrators, Brighton
is to be

_ ception :in|Antibes. : -Goldgran.. Set: |:This was the second: time ‘{n- two * Staniey Green’“g 4“Pre: World ‘of.twill hit the foad. to cover Nashville,} turned into Disk City for the week.
aap -a .Charles tour: that: played. to | Years: that Charles played: ‘here’ be- ’ Musical Comedy” :(Grosset. &--Dun- + Memphis, L.A., and San Francisco: Five
hotels’ will
a:commodate.
. “packed. : Houses | for “two. ‘months. ' fore.a ‘mixed. audience. He ‘gr ossed. lap: $4.95) remains one ‘of. the best | before. ‘returning to. ‘his London: visitors and festival events. while
.Goldgran. is “now. working on. a-re-! $9;856 on_ his. last stint Show: was ‘standard works for anthologists’ et: base.
‘the historie Corn Exchange and’
turn ‘trek. for ‘Charles, who's. ask-:}i staged .‘with | nary. -a-‘mishan:- svith . under’ ‘its reyised- and updated
{the 3,500-seat Dome Theatre: have
‘jing: price far: his troupe . is. ‘about :"Charles begging: off. at the fini:
962, imprint since first ° published
been set as showeeses for visiting
. 840, 000: .a:Week::-: -| artists. “An exhibition.
of -the
He. went.’ from -here-= 0° Litlle. at $10 two. years-ago. -Green has
- Another .example of ‘the.‘potency |
phonographic industry: 5 wares is
‘Rock, New Orleans and: Shr‘eyeport: added. the ‘musicals: “subsequent. to
of ‘the: ‘Antibes’ “audition.” is’ Fats ,
“|1960. when: Ziff-Davis: first”“brought
also being set up.
“Domino. “He played .the. fest: this:
vit out..
50G Launching. Nut
os
past: July ’‘and Goldgran- ‘found: it.
4i” Ruther, who: also": ‘does. special i
The. festival, which is costing -its
"Sg virtual cinch -to:line: up, a. solidly
~writing |for:ASCAP as part.-of the
‘organizers more than $50.060° to
“pooked ‘Européan: tour - whieh wilr|
; Eynn. Farnol :-p.r; organization, has.|:.
MGM Records is mapping. a ma- get it off the ground—ihe Corn
begin. in -Octboer..
:
‘been® getting: windfaH ‘mileage: out’

MGMBountiful

On Mutiny’Disks}:

PaulAckerman <

JoinsARMADA.

‘jor exploitation .¢ampaign to bally. Exchange and Dome were. donated.
The.-cost..of ‘the’ seven-day’ “anti: |
of ‘his:'
‘book through inclusion «of
four --special
albums featuring
a ‘bes fest._which is held in! July.,
‘many .of* his authoritative |excerpts|-Bronislau’. ‘Kaper's music. from the|—and has been in the works for
“between: $60 ,000 ‘and.
‘comes |
..as“liners on .the® sundry’ musicom-:. label's .parent ‘film company. re- ‘the. last 18’ months, got: the final
okay. from the Brighton. Council
” Chicago: “Sept. A “edy. albtims. It's a good hy.product,.
$70. 000, mid ‘it ‘just ‘about:breaks |
lease of “Mutiny On ‘the’ Bounty.” Jate. last: week when the opening.
_ even. ‘The payoff for the -artists }. hi ‘one: “of itsfirst’ moves ‘to set’ [built-in” ‘and —-readymade for the
The -label ‘has ‘been: allocated -date was'set: |
‘-and. -for- -Goldgran’s. IPC; however;: itself ‘up as_a distributor. organiza-= |: diskery.: and ‘the.. ‘author::.
‘comes . ‘when. those © fall bookings tion; ARMADA (American .Record”:in“‘Incidentally,: merely :as- footnote Lone .of its: largest: expenditures to}. Main feature w ill cbe. a record
rl: Merchandisers’ &. Distributors). ap-: to. G&D’s -“publication . ‘imprint on: push -the .waxings’ which include|competition ‘for 22° aw atds—likely.
start rolling. in.
. Through IPC, “whieh ‘is ‘only ‘six- pointed’ ‘Paul ‘Ackérman, ‘veteran: |Green's” book, the, same. firm ‘is. the.- original ‘soundtrack, an “LP. to be called. Eddys...after Thomas
of. Para- Edison, who. pioneered the phono“months- ‘old,’ Goldgran. is-now plan-..-- music biz figure, -as exec. secretary. -bringing © out »“America’s: Greatest tagged « “Tahiti—island
. Ming. to éstablish.'a Europe-to-U-S. 1. Among AcKerman’s other. func:'j |Hit Songs, compiled, and. edited:' dise,”’ “which “was waxed: during the’ ‘graph—which is to run from Mon| filming. -of -the. ‘picture | ‘in Tahiti. day te Saturday. ‘Some. 40 judging
_ routing’ ‘as. well:: -First ‘on: his list . tions ‘will: be ‘the handling. of: the “by Lyle Kenyon Engel:. _Among. ‘the
4s: Charles. Aznavour, French com-. org’s - public: relations.. as Well -as {75-toppers hé-hag selécted are “El and’ ‘contains. ‘authent ic. Polynesian. panels ‘(six members on each),
ete poser-singer®. Goldgran.. has .-him: relations within the trade: ‘He will Rancho “Grande,” “The Breeze..and|:music,’ a’ choral platter. presenting which in no way are .vonnected
—_
rn a “Lady, of Spain.” “Almost Like} ‘native. ‘groups singing the romantic with the competing disk -compa- hooked.:for..a date. at. New -York’s. headquarter in “New York:
theme. from the film: ‘and other: nies, wil] sift entries, into heats
-- “Carnegie. H-ll‘on: March*30. - Azna-1" “Fhe. ‘meeting - of ..org’s. officers: Being. In Love,” “You: Turned: the i
le
29 “ony
99":
4
°F
{ Tahitian songs, and-~ an: album. in. and. subsequently
finals.
“S Syour.” reeords. under -thé .-Barclay. and. exec -‘beard, ©held: here: -Jast:
-MGM’s: ‘21 Channel Sound series| Presentation of the Eddy awards
on “You:
Me,
ola.”
~All? Vand:
Do“the “Biess.“Em:,
‘Darndest
“banner: .in. .France* arid) ‘Mercury ‘Week, was. ‘led by: “ARM ADA -presi- ; Tables
ealled
“Tempos:
of
“Tahiti”.
which:
will be televised nationally and, it
“will, begin’ Yeleasing |his |disks iv ‘dent Amos Hellicher. who stressed: Things, ‘Baby.”. These-are. lieralded.
the necessity of .a united front’ by. ‘as :.alltime ‘Hit Paraders’ and: they features. music ‘from ‘the f ilm andjdis expected, over the Eurovision
the. U.S.this: month.
‘South.
Sea
‘Island
favorites.
‘There
|
_.| distributors. during. the present: era. will be reproduced .‘in. entirety.. os
link. to the rest of Europe.
will also bea singles Frogram.
-| of. changing*.market. ‘patterns:: “A:1
.
Preps Press: Facilities:
:
Aft
be
. he
"| membership. ‘dfive. was blueprinted |‘The |four: albums will Be: issued
‘Langford;
who
has master— to.-implement this.|
‘aS:a unit before the film's Novem- }minded. the fest, is arranging fora
ber world -preem and will be ac- centrally placed, circus-s' 7@ mare
- ARMADA intends to ‘work closes
| companied ‘by. big-ad.Spreads: and ;quee
ly with -other’ ‘segments. of the’ disk:
tent containing
“all the
,tied-in store; ‘displays.
‘businiess—and. their ‘tradé groups— |
facilities” required ‘for newsmen:
‘as well as with governmental agen-.|
Kaper's | ‘Score: is ‘one of the. long-. Préss coverage is expected to be as’
1 ces. ‘such as’: the: Federal :Trade|
By: “ABEL, GREEN...
est“ever composed: for a “film. heavy as a. Cannes or Venicé fete.
Berlin; “Sept. 4.
-Commission,. ‘in. order -to achieve: -- The’ lineuip. of.German. documen-. Robert Armbruster; :conducting an | ‘ Negotiations. are-.underway. with
“Musicolgist “David “Ewen “hag -equitable:trade: ‘practices...
platters would be: incomplete. ‘ehlarged. MGM‘: Sympiiony” Orcheés-. British Overseas Airwiivs Corp. to
turned out :a-: fitting. companion: to} ‘Present at ‘the. Chicago. meéting, | tary
:
‘tra; made’ the waxing and. Paul provide charfer planes to terry in
“his- “Complete Book of. the’.Anieri-. ‘in addition to Hellicher,; were John !‘without the. Adenauer ,double-LP.
Francis Webster has . written. spe- execs and artists from the U'S. and
-can Musical: Theatre” in “The Book S..Kaplan; “veepee; ‘Harry Schwartz,’ talbum’ ‘which. Electrola. has released.
cial. lyrics for.Kaper Ss romantic the: rest: of the globe.
~ of. European
Light. Opera”’’ |Holt;: treasurer; Irwin Fink, ‘sécretary;. ‘Via. Odeon, one of its’affiliates. Its]
* Om the. social. side, the. fest will
Leben”. ‘theme, ue
: ‘$7. 50):: At is-a welcome ‘addition ato Harry Apoéstoleris, -veepee..of ‘the: éntitled |“‘Aus: . Meinem
_| get .off the ground with ‘a grand.
(From. My. Life). ‘The. “West German |
“allconcerned With “music:. -As the;
eastern. division;. “Bob -Chatten, vee: ‘Chancellor, .‘Konrad ‘Adenauer. now’
welcoming
‘ball
at ‘the
Royal
frontispiece states, . this. Bok gives.|’:
the: western division; .James. 86, - “recounts. his . colorful : career}
‘Pavilion, and: the. usual round of
..-the: “‘plots,.. composers; >pr: tiction | pee‘of.
2
“cocktail parties and ‘recéntions 18.
of. the midwestern: i:and: proves he’s ‘a top. raconteur
Martin, veepee
.». histories; musical highlights,. ‘and | division,
-and- board. ‘members, Jake;i too... He .is turning. over. ‘proceeds |
planned..
“ily enitical:: evaluations. of. 16% Euroy
Friedman.
‘of
‘Atlanta,
Carl:.Glaser-! ; of:the ‘album to ‘the Red Cross..
Organizer Langford said: “We
‘ pean. light -‘operas.’ cane
jh Butale, 3
and Ar Sherman‘: of | .Electrola: is ‘continuing. its-. series’: .-Eeroy Holnies” ais been. ‘named expect between
3.000 and 6,000
s,. Presented |in- alphabetized: se-should ‘be:
Pot ‘successful. “Extra”: Produktion" |mosialdirector for United Art-! disk entries: (which
s quence - ‘for. ready. ‘reference; ‘the:
fold - songs. ‘for the. nostal gia-con- ists Reeords. atid. will also. perform: -entered from. the beginning of
“ehronology< from-. “The |Beggat’s
-: scious} ‘with an LP entitled. “Hop- ‘as an artist on the label. He will j
(Continued on page 4
44)
Opera”: (1728) - to. the - concluding
“pla, Jetzt |‘Komm- Ich?”- ‘Hoopla! headquarter at the New York: of:1929-1949° ‘span| is: an excellent:
‘Now. Comes. I!);. dedieated’to Hans ‘fices_of the -diskery ‘and. is: prescross-reference. “That final double-|.
: Albers, one. of’ Gerniany’s top film. ently ‘eutting.: his first LP. for thej.
decade; for example,. -reads as: ‘fol- ]:
_actors.."He ‘died’ two‘ years ago: at. label, which- will feature the Leroy },
Jows: Noel! ‘Coward's. “Bitter: Sweet” |.
;
London; ‘Sept. “4.
‘The “platter: features. 22 Albers
_... and Franz ‘Lehar’s. “The Land of |.- Mantovani, top. light. ‘orcliestia 767.
Singers..
j ‘songs {original Yecordings. 1930- “Holmes:
a Holmes’. only previous | label af-.
Smiles,” “both °29;: “Meine ::-Schwes-+| leader..in
UX, will. Jose. something
-ter “und. Ich” ” (Ralph “Benatzky), like $250, 000° through having. ‘to: 1947).
filiation as an artist was. with M&M j..
“‘Hambure-born Albers, ‘who ‘often’ ‘Records:
‘¢The -Rise’ and Fall of the. City of: ‘toss away’. his: annual “U-S: ‘tour.
for. which he waxed for |
‘played ‘ ‘Hamburg sailors.” in. the:
Mahagonny” (Kurt Weill, .-“’VicLos Angeles, Sept: 4.
-He was.
skedded:- to: ‘plane |to. the movies,” has: been -paid -_well-de-' “over 10° years, ‘Clicking -‘with or- |
toria und ihr’ Hussar” (Paul. Abrasoon: ‘fo: play:60: ‘cities: in| Served tribute via.this Odeon:: * . chestral’ platters. like “High ‘and { Danny ‘Thomas is named defen de
*... Jnam) and: “The- White- Horse |Inn” ;‘States’
|
° the Mighty”: and “Tara’s Theme.”: ant ina Federal Court suit here
nine weeks..::
;
:
. Hans.”
-"“(Benatzky* again). ‘in 1930;:
| As. an. indie .producer, ©‘Holmes ‘asking $3,500,000. damages for is“i? \fst:die- Welt” (Lehar), 1931; “Sissy” | : But. he. is now in. London: ‘Clittie|:
worked ‘with. Gloria. Lynn on. Ev-. sertedly having damaged a ‘Nashawaiting. ‘major: surgery. and thére |}.
Fritz. Kreisler); 1932:: Zwei Her-.
-} erest and. produced’ some. clicko ville, Tenn., music publishing com‘will Nave to:-be several weeks’ con-.
on. im: : Dreivierteltakt” : ‘(Robert |“gen.
<:| sessions with: Tommy. Edw ards. He: pany..on his tv show. Action filed
Stolz), "¥933;. ““Conversation: “Piece” -valescence. . ‘It. has ‘also. thumbed
chas ‘also scored: as” a composer and: | Aug. 28: by: Sure-Fire Music Corp.,
“ (Coward); 1934;. *-“Drei- Walzer” ‘down:..a- competition’ that: ‘was: to}
‘contended that'in a show telecast’
conductor.
-(Osear Straus),”: 1935; and - ‘Ivor. . have been: ‘run: ‘by ‘the ‘American |:
| Dec. 19, 1960, over. CBS and again.
-Passaa,: Sept. 4.
4
Novello s -thrée operettas- wind,arsprig’ of: Decca. concerning ‘Manto-'|°
.1on.-Sept:. 1, 1961 over NBC; its
vani’s tiext LP disk. Next. visit.-to-]. - Robert Stoiz, ‘here. te 0.0 his. cur-:
p—‘The Dancing-..Years,”
“Perchan
-1| reputation and credit standing ‘had.
ce
‘the States: is. now: ‘skedded ‘for. Oc-7 Fent. (of. a series of. annual) ice-.
“Perc anc -to: Dream,” 1945;, anid‘|:t
|:
Freedto
+ Rock
|-been impaired. through the -story
ober, *-1963.. London _Records. ‘is ‘| show; “Festival ‘On Ice;” is ‘slated Alan
.
7 “King’s ‘Rhagsody,”.: 1949...
line depicting two nuns being
‘These. and. other. ‘titles, netably |British Decea’s outlet: in:the U::8: -to. return: to: his native’ Vienna next |cheated out of $75 by a nefarious
. the. wealth from. the’ 1880s through'|
a week. and prepare -for a series. of |.”
“Sure-Fire Music Co.””
the 20th century, have been world-.
Israeli. concert engagements. Hel: Former New: “York: deejay “Alan |
Plaintiffs, listed as four family”
‘wide.favorites: in their: native :and’
“ will baton the Israel’ Philharmonie | Freed, who. is credited with being
members of firm ‘and one: other,
translated. versions,: Works: by|
in ‘Tel-Aviv in January: 63...
we “one ofthe prime movers’ in. the
general manager, declared that the
-. Johann. . Strauss,-”‘Leslie: ° :Stuart,|
‘He. came. here .from. Brengenz | development of rock ’n’ roll. joined.
. Lehar, ‘Ravel, “Wolf-Ferraii,* ‘Leon | Elizabeth Lauer has’ been. uppéd|.Aquistria, where his new legit mu-. Miam{. radio: station WQAM Jast teal Sure-Fire Music Co:.is a reputable company: engagéd.in publishJessel; “Stravinsky: ‘Offenbach, ‘Lan-|;
to. the: slot .of: associate producer sical,: “Trauminsel”: (Dream Island) | “Saturday. (1): He'll do. a.-nightly- ing popular music. They demanded |
‘ner,. Leo Fall, Lincke, ‘Heuberger,.
‘premiered, last.‘month.
wor | disk: show from. seven to: 10:-p.:m..-}
for” ‘Columbia | Records: She'll ‘be:|
$2,000,000
compensatory
and
Ziehrer,.- Reinhardt, Ivan™ ‘Caryll,
+ according to the..station’s general $1,500,000 .punitive’ damages. on
to: Schuyler G. Chapin, a
.. Talbot,. Monckton, ‘plus again” beau- ‘responsible :
ices
Jack
Sandler.
| director of:‘Masterworks artists “& |
grounds that the. Thomas - show.
coup: Emmerich “Kalman, - et: all:
Freed’s.-most recent job “has | wrongfully characterized their
-The book itself is replete -with-’ repertoire, ‘and. will: ‘assist in. the:
ey, Chicago; “Sept. 4:: | --been with Los Angeles Station ‘company... by name. as “unreliable,
ae exedits-—itrettiat, - cast, : - number, waxing of Col's original. cast::show'|.
9
performances,
: foreign -. and. ‘| EPs: as. ‘well as other Masterworks |. Mercury has ‘added the. Eurovean |KDAY. His. N.Y. career’ ended in ‘illegitimate, criminal and. unscrup~
: Fontana‘ label: to: its: special prod- 1959. when he was fired by WABC ‘plous.””
|
_American.’ premieres, inside-‘stuff: projects.:.
“on: managerial ‘vagaries, hit songs
|” Mrs. .Lauer joined. the: Jaber iin’:‘ucts’ division: ‘headed. by. -veepee |when ‘he: refused fo sign-an affi- |. Named. with. Thomas. as. defendin each, length of run, not to: men- 1957. as"exee ‘secretary |to..Goddard*‘Charlie Fach: and. will ‘kick: ‘it- off; : davit Sw earing. - ‘that he hadn‘t :ants were three show staffers: inThe .w.k: deejay ;; cluding Sheldon Leonard, Jack El‘tion. plot - and. other detail. And. Lieberson, -Col “prexy. becoming: this month ‘with ‘five. aibtums. “-> _ ‘Utakén: payola.
The. Fontana line’ was: ‘started. in. | worked. for. N.UY.’s ‘WINS: -before_ inson. and Charles. Stewart. and
of.-course: illustrations-—plus: a dis~ his special °-assistant .last “January:
Lwith. duties that included: the ‘wax: | 1958: -by -“Meer¢’s - -parent -compariy,: 'going.to ‘WABC: - He. was “bounced. ‘Marterto. Enterprises. Inc.
a cography, .”
7:
2..Even for ‘nonutilitarian’ purposes, ang. of: original cast.- platters: She- ([HouandPhonographic. ‘Industries of i -by that station after an-r’n'r show! Plaintiffs additionally stated. that
this: js--a- ‘book ‘which musicomedy. was coproducer :with: Charles: Burr: Holland,. as‘a ‘special ‘abel. ‘Inthe |he was fronting. in:.Boston, turned: ‘they had. complained after origiand operetta -buffs will like to. read of -the. LP re-creation::.of Harold: VY. S. ity: be handled ‘bythe lis- ‘Into ‘a riot.-in. which several ‘per- t nal telecast, but. ‘show was re-run
j later regardless. ‘of their pr otest...
°
ltributors of © Mere’. Smash. line.. sons: “were. “injured.
Rome's: “Ping. and. Needles.2
for its:warm, nostalgic: recall, ©

DavidEwen’
won’s"
; Book OF
_Enrorezn. Light Opera’ A Fine;Nostalgic Tome

‘grROLA’STOPLP's

ON ADENAUER, ALBERS)

LEROY.HOLMES10UA

_-AS-MUSICAL DIRECTOR °

‘MANTOVANTDINHOSP:
“TO SKIPFALL US. TOUR:

v ShowAbout.Songsharks

Used Pubbery’s Real Name
Claim It’s Worth $3.5.Mil

Robert
StolzPrepares

Asad Concert Tear

hs WOAM, Miami; DJ.

Columbia UpsLizLauer.

To: Associate Producer 7

“Mere ‘AddsFontana”
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|

(oi& Parent= CoAik—_ ;WishBandtoWescow:(CreativeThin
_ PayingOffOrBishDiskIndust
~~ Cross-Promo SkedonTrackIPs
os

Dublin; ‘Sept. “4.

“One ’‘of. the.-‘pop: bands of. the}

“Jerry Raker, general manager ‘of +—
is. ‘stepping’ /up|
! the: cross-promotional activities be- Cars,Glasser. Get

_-Colpix: Records,

tween. the<diskery and its. parent+

ter pery.- circuit “here,” - The Rebel |:
+,Showband, - ‘has ‘been invited. to |
Moscow: to’ play ‘at the- Moscow |:
Concert: ~“Haltl- in. -October::. “Seven
Loman: band, headéd. by . -Dubliner.| L, “Doc”: ‘Stewart will spend: about. UA

Weeks
S24e ‘Weeks -at Roseland;‘three’
‘Invitation

London, ‘Sept. ‘4.
” Forward thinking within the
| British disk industry. and. development: of a style of its own have.

Getting Release In

from: ‘the: Sov- |: - Britain.Under: Own Tag .- Started

in- Russia.”

cameto pay big dividends. For
- London, Sept. 4
“Chicago; -- Sept. 4." iet's: ‘Department
of- Culture. ‘and J
‘local platter: firms have. not only.
Bi
“Black:
“-prexy:
-of
©
‘Orchestr
ds.
|
band.
‘Latest
.
Yank
‘label.
to:
release
is “now. arranging... a: pro- |.
“Fecord: “company “will” be” placing-}.
ne:,.« Chi-based. band agency,.has::‘gram . of. Trish music: to :be ‘played. ‘here. “under ‘its “own: imprint: jis. shaken _ the. domination of ‘Amerion. . several: ‘soon-to-be... - released [In
‘can product in this field and es‘soundtrack. albums, both ‘the: disk: booked: the: Russ Carlyte“and’ ‘Don’;‘in ‘the Dixielaridd style: for the. ‘Mos- ‘United. Artists. .UA’s- British ‘dis- tablished the Made-in-Britain im-.
| Glasser orchs into. Roseland -‘Dance :cow. debut. .
tribution: ink, -Electrie and Musiand. film” companies -will --be-"in=”
print. as the. No. 1 factor in this.
City, New. York; for. .a total -of 24.
“cal Industries, has; agreed. to han-.
“yolved in many. co-publicity- efforts.: -weeks.. Deal: waS-closed last week’|
-eountry,, but. they -have strengthdle
UA
‘praduct.
under:
its’
own
ban,;
7
4
““““promotional and: merchandise. ma- with Lou Brecker. and. Joe. Belford, :
ened their. stand. as major com-.| ner. as of. September...
. : terials: have been. designied: to..com-. iowner and . general--manager. re‘petitors to the. Yanks. in the $500,"UA
joins’
such”
US.
jabels
as
"plement the film..and disk product. 4
‘h
000,000. market outside the U. S,
‘| Mereury, Liberty, MGM, ‘RCA. Vie- |
.. Additional - promotion -- ‘men have’ “SP. ectfully.
of :the:
Got
any ballroom.
After: some years of -total:. abGlasser oes
‘in
fora
‘six: -week |
tor,
Brunswick,
Warner.
Bros.,.
Ke“-beén hired ‘to- handle the: inéreased engagement |mext. Noy: 27° and -is}
* sorption of the ‘field by. American
‘prise
and
CBS
which,
sold
here
un-"
“activity.
pdisk | hits,” the -.Norrie. Paramors,
: folowed: by Carlyle’ on.Jan. 8,:1963
:der their
ir own: names,
names, _=
“Damn ~The*“Defiant.”2 Ww hich.-for : four .weeks. | Glasser - repeats |°
the Norman Newells, the. Alan:
‘stars: Alee Guinness, ‘Dirk Bogarde. - for. four: frames:'
‘on April. ‘30 ‘next Peter. Rachtman’ s Troubadour. |
Freemans,
the Dick Rowes: .and
_and. ‘Anthony: ‘Quayle; is due for.re-!
- Year, and Carlyle: ‘comes. ‘in. again* “Productions: has lined: up.a roster
| the Johnny | Franzs of the U.K.
~ Jease- in’ early. ‘fall:. In :addition’ to;
Oct: 1:.for.a like «period. : Then: of: musical ‘shows for: presentation
‘wax “world have come through
-..
+.Jeased
the soundtrack, which. will be: Tey it’s - Glasser: again on. Nov.: 26: for. in various: east Coast cities. this
with their o ‘n method of. record“)
by Colpix; the récord* com--; kad six’ week stint; _Soing into.1964," | Season.- a.
‘ing’ which,. although. inspired py
- So far, ;“I y ‘gigs. ‘have:‘been sets.
os. pany: has. released “The Ballad.Of|:
.Ameriean sounds and ftrends..
. “eompany, -Columbia Pictures: ::
‘In Jine with the” push’ that the:

Trad Prod.Skeds
Extensive Lineup Of
Music Shows-in East

CalLabel Goe:
Goes
South-of- Border

awvith “negotiations -underw ay: for |
completely divorced from. it.
| several - otHérs. :Of the ‘11° dates.
Their style of recording. more
set, six are with jazz. pianist, Dave- Columbia. Records ‘is enlarging | subtle than. most Yank disks.
Brubeck:
Troubadour’:
‘will
open’;
-the.
global
spread
.of
its
CBS
label
'
--Ing:the pic’s-run, the side ‘will be a
, “making appreciable- inroads-“into
Brubeck: appearances: Oct.-19 at-the~-into: Argentina, “Brazil: and: Mexico.:‘such hit lists as those of Belgium,.
played: during -intermissions. ‘in the: |
‘Bos-jTheatre,
l
-~ atres around the country: Memoria
.
j Donnelly
‘The CBS‘label debuted earlier |i France, Germany. Australia. New
ton. -Other ‘gigs. include ‘preserita- | ‘this: year in the United. Kingdom: * Zealand,. “Denmark: and: Sweden:
Similar. tieins. ‘are involved with |
nof Stan ‘Kenton -on- Oct. 23:.at': - and Eire. -It now moves.in on the
the: film, “The. Interns, ¥ -wvhich. is
A: curreiit case jn point is the
= already. ‘on: release in. several. cities: | RGA Victor “will, have new “re:Town. ‘Hall; NN. Vis. Tony’ Bennett, ; Latin’ “American . : market. where
Cliff Richard diskings. His. “Young
oe= :An° ‘album,:“The. Wildest: : Music.cording’ facilities :‘on -the’ Coast .in;Dec. “ye at. Bushnell. Memorial Hall, | Tocally- produced. Latino repertoire Ones” is in the top five in. Hel-.
‘=. From, -The- Wildest . Party’ Ever: ‘the’ new “$2,000,000 RCA- building, |Hartford. : Conn.; -.Peter.: -Paul- &:: ‘as ‘well as repertoire. produced. by ‘land, his “Do. You Want To Dance”
me . Filmed,,” has been: :issued.. © Two-. that. will -go ‘up’ on Sunset-Boule-:; ' Mary, ‘Feb. “23 at ‘Town: Hall, N; ¥.: Columbia‘ and. Epic: Records “in -the‘!is. tops’-in Holland and fifth’ in
. gingles,. “The “Wild ‘Party”- by Stu; 7vard “in Hollywood. -The-building, '“the touring: ‘production. of “Sound. U'S: will -be. handled: ‘by Columbia‘.:-Belgium. And
his uy esson
In
Argentina,: Columbia. do Brisil: and
‘Phillips: Orch. and. “The :.Greatest.; i scheduled: to be ‘completed .in. late. | of ‘Musie.’?” ‘March: -1° and /2. at ‘the«
a 1963; is cat-a-corner from the:‘Dai-|‘ Miinicipal Aud,-‘Tampa; and: ‘Theo-". "Discos ‘de.’ Mexico, wholly..owned -,Love”. ‘js. currently at No. eight
~ “Leve”-by- Walt. Maddox :
aree already ly,‘VARIETY...
"in. Denmark while “Y. ooking Out
: dore. Bikel.. “Match ‘20 at. ‘the’Dade. Subsidiaries of ‘Columbia Records
on the market: °
;, Fhe: Window” is’ making the top
oy+—USA..
The... ‘Victor’ ‘studios’ ‘will -‘include | “County -Aud,. Miami, me,
‘For.“‘The War Lover,” w hich fea. the: ‘Yatest in acoustical. engineering| “In- addition; ‘Troubadour |‘is nego
- Peter. de Rougemont,- ‘véepee ‘of: 10: in Norway. “Young Ones” and:
“tures Steve McQueen, Robert Wag> |and will. utilize: the- Most: modern’. “‘tiating: four additional. cities for’ Latin - “American. ‘Operations. for.: “Dance” are also chart toppers in
: , Brubeck: in: -the °-northeast, - With. ; Columbia,” also’ Tevealed: that ‘the+‘‘Australia- and. New Zéaland.in ‘use’ ‘or “in developp=.
techniq
ques ues ‘in
Field,
Anne
“The:“mented Rich-.j
and Shirley,
compos
“vner_
l;. who
But: Richard is by no means
‘ard: Addinsel
at: other RCA-:studios... They;: probably one more ‘date inthe ‘fall . first “recor dings...
thr eé-track
-.. Warsaw-:. Concerto,” ‘was’ -commis- “will. consist of two: two-story high Vand ‘three in the Sspring.: “Also .in. ‘stereo have -beer. completed: in’ the unique. The same sort. of success
* s“sioned’ to, compose a. special theme:._ recording studios. one. smaller stus.*
Aires. goes for British singers. like Pet‘negotiation. are. three fall bookings - néwly. constructed . -Buénos
__. “he-film is due for.releasé“int late . did, three :control roomis,..aa listen-.' ; With. -Miles- Davis. ‘and two or: three“ ’ studio—the:- third.” ‘major =:Stereo’ ula Clark. Helen ‘Shanire.. Eden:
: "=. September... An! ‘album, “The. War. ing. room,. two- re-recording :‘roonis,*!more. concerts. “the. ‘Hartford . area’ ‘recording- center to be créated .in'; Kane, Billy Fury, Adam Faith and
“.. Lover.” with. the: Addinsell ‘theme “two editing rooms. and a.‘master. ‘avith no artist. commitments. as yet. “Latin. America’ by. Columbia .Rec- Karl Denver.
At least one. American disk exec,
and: ‘other:: themes; _inspired by the: “test room..
” "set. . Florida dates: are. Jikewise-in
‘-ords—USA. Stereo: ‘studios. ‘are-aJ-..:
film; ‘is: due <for’ "release. "The: »-The’ compaiy’s: western: lid:gi‘discussion ,for: Tony Bennett:- and - ready . operating in: “Mexico City : independent a&r man Frank. Slay, .
is. concerned by the mounting com‘Theme From. The.War. Lover.’ *)presently. _ located °“an. the ‘NBC! :‘Peter, ‘Paul & Mary.
‘and. Rio de.Janeiro.
_ petition in’ the’ “European market.
“etched _as:a. single by Bernie Leigh em
The outfit is also’ branching -into
. The Defiant”. asa. ‘single by: Ernie.!

‘Royal’ & The: Mutineers: shortly in}
advance of the ‘film’s opening: Dur-'|:

CA
CA
! MapsNew.

Coast Studios:

ae
ne

—

‘ton; ‘Will :also ‘be issued.

ms“Vthe’ _pérsonal..” nianagement ”field.”

‘TOOTERSMUSTPAY
HCA
~-ONPRE-JULY 23DATES

“1. Phe War ‘Lover” will-open: ‘this,
fall in Paris; and’ merchandise and:

- display materials are. -being: shipped.

Troubadour: has begun - work. with;
pop singer Kim Irwin, w:‘ho was.-on
he-. card.. ‘with.’ the «‘Troubadour=.|

F Here for an-6.0.. he. is worried by

strides ‘the U.K. is: making ‘in
RAY.CHARLES’ GOl DEN -” the
the disk field.
SOUNDS FOR ABC-PAR . “America just can't fight Britain

anv more -!in Furene}.” Slay .as‘there. along’ with: copies Of the |
“sponsored. Bill Dana appearance ‘at |- ‘ABC-Paramount
Recor ds has - erts. “Four or ‘five years ago you.
‘Leighton |recordings. «
‘the Starlite. Motel, . ‘Cocoa. Beach,. “scored. ‘its: first: gold”. disk _award
- -Hollyw 00d, Sept: ‘4, a Fia.,. “recently... : Last. ‘Sunday. (12): Tfor: an. album: and .its sev enth- Jnil- could take the top five from the
A heavy.: promotional. drive has |:
“also
‘been set ‘onthe soundtrack of* Alt ‘menjbers of. American “Fed=.Irwin coneluded- a’-five-week ‘stint! lidn-selles single ‘with. certification + American hit charts and find them.
A
“‘Barabas,” pic which" stars Anthony“ eration of ‘Musicians must pay. ‘the }tat. the” Berkeley-Carteret. -Hoteél;*by --the..-‘Record: ‘Industry |Associa-- in the British bestseHers But now
the sound that sells in America’
“Quinn: ‘The -LP is on ‘Colpix's’ ‘Sep-":: now-defunct MCA’ ‘booking. “office: t‘Asbury Park, N, J.
- tion of América of Rav Charles LP: has become different. frem. that
- “Modern Sounds: in: Coiintry:
tember: release. schedule. :: The ‘film ; for any -dates. the -percentery: set:
and which goes in. the UT: K: aa
“Opens in December:.
aan ‘prior : to its: ‘July : 23 dissolution,’
‘Western :Music” ‘and-‘the, singer's :
According to Slay. a Yank. pro:
‘Promotional .liaisori. efforts. ‘are:é under a union ruling. ° “Payment ‘
-single’ from. the: set ;-of “1:Can tducer. can no. longer rely. on \a
. -aléo ‘being’. more-.closely “knit ‘be-" must -be made even’ though’ :such|
, Stop Loving- You.”
‘hit:in ‘Britain. all he can realiv de
tween: the -diskery.:. and.’ Screen. engagements may: riot. start for
Whe
label: gave Charles
gold .."Gems, the. ‘tv subsid- :0f,‘Columbia’ ‘months or: even years.from now.
‘platter. awards last ‘Friday: 131) at ‘is. hope. for’ a Tuckv- break from.
time to time.
foPletares
os
Ie
7
L Dictate was ..handed. ‘down’: by | Seville “Records: and Piresident. | Convention = Hall. - “Asbury Park, ;
This move. to ‘spread into the
“Herman
D..- Kenin, AFM. ‘prexy,.!
i-Records went on -.a. -pacting ©pinge: N.J., where the singer was apvear- | European field is by. no means.
|,who” “notified “John .-TFanchitella, |
1 last week, “Leading the artist. build-. Ling:-in ‘concert. Deejays: ‘Scott Muni t
‘pFexy.of ‘L.A: ‘Local 47: (after latter: “Up...program.. was: ‘Charlie .Gracie. of WABC: ‘and George. Tucker. of ' ‘restricted to the major diskeries
‘asked him: for’ official.ruling ..on -who : Joined the. President-.: ‘labet WINS ‘officiated at ‘the presenta-.!.’here. Pye Records: one of the lead‘matter),.. that “regarding ;the: obli-i“after a “stint under. the Cameo | ‘tion. The disks were in lieu of. the; ing independents, has. for instance,
: ations” ‘of:. our ‘members. to pay.:banner. ‘His. first ‘release for Presi- |‘official RIAA. standardized. gold |‘‘blueprinted plans to grah the con-.

SEVILLE,PRESIDENT“COS.
ON ARTIST: BUILDUP:

~BLECTROLA SETSALUTE
“70.‘EMMERICH KALMAN.

‘tinental market.
“Berlin; : Sept:. a ‘ Commissions - ‘to: MGA - for: engage- H‘dent is” “Night. And Day! U.S.A." record award.,. currently Jin. produc- ;, Encouraged by continued: Suecess"
‘tion: One of. the: first of:‘thése-offi- :
‘The.’ “late. “operetta”. composer |; ménts- booked ‘by:MCA before. ‘the: and. “Pretty. Baby. Peer ty
a
of Petula Clark’s.- ‘French - lingo
|
“AISo added:: ‘to the “President !: Cial-awards-will be given to Char les
Emmerich’: Kalman, “who :; ‘would consent decree. PL
diskings: across the English Chan-.
have. observed ‘his’ 80th ‘birthday: in.
| soster” was: ‘Ricky. Shaw, a- singer} i later this: ‘month; f
Chariles‘is slated to .w‘ax nis sec- nel. the label will record its’ top
.-, October, has | been’. ‘honored: via. ‘an
IW riter-guitarist, Joining” the.’ Seartists in foreign languages.
Al“Ville. ‘fold: were :teenage. thrust,|.ond volume of -‘c&w. music ‘this‘
“LP entitled’ “The Emmerich’ Kal“ready lined up for non-Brifish ditMar cie ‘Blane, whose first coupling|‘month,. with sessions .in. both New
-; Ian: Story”: ‘py: ‘Electrola.: -Vératies. are Lonnie Donegan. Jimmy
“Bobby's” Girk’” and ‘“Time TorYork and California.
Kalman, the ‘Russian-born widow
‘ Justice, The B roo k. Bros.. ‘and.
: Dream,” ~and” Bill. ‘Roxy, arranger: |
-: Of. the”. composer,. tells. his: ‘career.
; Benny Ball.
“Hollyw. ood; _Sept..: ae ~ f‘conductor-guitarist.
an
on
this : platter. Uneidentally,. “the.
“Other.- small. outfits.
such “as
* Fiimmy. Wakely * and Margaret: +. ‘Seville: .and Président: ‘are:“ais |
<*.. @iskery -has ‘also. released. ore. .on
‘ Oriole Records. are employing aifwhich Mrs. -Kalman. “speaks. in Eng- Whiting. Will .team” .again* on --an-. i.tributed: world-wide. by the-London'}
ferent. tactiés.
John Schroeder, .
album tentatively. tabbed: “Slippin’ ‘Group.’. Both :Jabels) are wholly.
-Jish.)- 2 |:
, Oriole’s new chief: has been tour-.
~The LP features: ‘Kalman’s’ most}|.Aroiind’. Again.” It...will “be pro-.. owned: subsidiaries. Of « ‘American |
‘Philadelphia, ‘Sept. 4.
‘ing the Continent trying to ara famous. melodies, mostly frém “The: ‘duced independently: by.~ ‘Wakely: ; Metropolitan’ Enterprises... Ltd...
” Pereussionist - conductor : “James }:
reciprocal deals: w hereby he
+ ‘@sardas: Princess” .and” Countess [With “releasing arrangéments “to Canadian. ‘public ‘company. traded {‘Anderson: DePriest, 25. on: an OX> |:‘fange
|. “Mariza.” Also ‘heard: is Humphrey : await. outconie :of «discussions -now over the. -counter-‘in Teronto,- ‘-Ed-.7tended | State Department. tour- of © wiJl release European disks. in. the
U.K. and vice. versa. Schroeder al-'
roe Lyttelton’ s ‘Blues: for an Unknow IY._uiderw ay between. Miss’ W hiting’s.| ward ‘Kassner~ -is -president:. Murry ¢:
‘the. Far -East; “has been |stricken.
cts,
‘Gipsy’ sadapted ° from composer’ ‘ss “Manager, Bill Loeb, - and: several. Sporn is. “tPéagurer :‘and. chairman ! With: polio in _Bangkok, ‘Thailand.’ ,Teady -has picked up the. Spotniks,
— “Komm,, _Zigan. ” Lineup. of singers. .Major’ companies, Recording |date | -of the: board, and Mary “Hoilteman j ae ‘The:-State. Dept: informed’ ‘Nis Sw eden’s ‘top instrumental group,
Marta: is-set. for October. ‘with ational | directs the artists: &. . Fepertoire:’“mother. ‘Mrs. Ethel. DePriest, of: who also have been set for a Brit“ J, Sncludes Sari) . -Barabas..
‘ish tour.
; dis
Tsion. ; Eggerth, Rudolf” Schock, Gitta. Al- (release ’in November. :
his illness,.. which -occurred ‘just |.
ar; Mareel- ‘Wittrisch. ‘and the‘-late.
-Pair: previ
ly: teained ‘adetade ’
:two -days after the’ musician ‘eon. |.
eter Anders.-and:Richard: Tauber. ago -for. SO
ecord-selling: their }:
i .ducted : the.. 35-piece. touring or-.
There: are. several. special. items ‘on: “initial. rele age , ‘S
D Bestsellers round” |:.“BritishDisk
41chestra in--a- -command’ perforni’ this DUP: ‘The voice of the: late com- ib 1. “Wedding. Belle i 1949sell!
:
‘London, Sept 4S
ance before’ King Bhumibol Adi--|“poser: is - -heard; one number ™. is IIng’
|
2:000:000. “copies. :They: also . |: FaRemember: You: one dfiel d jlyadej, -who is.‘a‘music enthusiast. |”
delivered: ‘in. rhumba and rock. vereewvere together for “Silver Bells;” |
: tColumbis)...
i
oh {and - “has ©‘hosted © many American’:
Bion. ‘the modern -‘technique is ex: 5
“Let's. Go to-Church Next: Sunday - _ Speedy. Gonzales.
. Boone’. : inusicians . and once: sat- ‘in.himself. - Bobby ‘Vinton. Whose Epic Ree-:
‘ards waxing of “Roses. Are Red” .
* ploited for -an™
; Morning,” *‘Bushel ..and- a Péck.?"|. ° oo! London), jwith: ‘Benny. Goodman... .
Rudolf © “Schock. Tauber: “BE roken: Down Merry:Go-Round” {r=
gave. both he and his Jabel. their’
:. -€ong:.
~:- Things |.
Oe
Darin”|
The
emphasis.
‘of.
the.
u.
S:.
Govfirst gold disk awards: vill he off.
* .Wittrisch ‘and Kunt ‘Weliofschitz: _ other Ss...
yo, “sLondon)
: Genment ‘thas been on classic¢s:. but., to-Eurépe this month for disk sés-~
e: ging ““Komm,. Zigan”. “anid ‘Csardas” ‘
F io Guitar’ Tango ~
“Shatiows ° the DePriést troupe -had.- found a ‘sions,and personal appeaavances, |
Mariza”. from: “Countess : Mariza”
“7
*@olumbia). wide’ response. ‘to Broadway: mu- : Ow Sept. 12. the singer: « ill arIn ‘all, a topnotch’ bargain for -all'}
ay Roses’ -Are.. Red.
Carrol - Sieal ‘scores, in particular. “Ww est. rive’ ‘in Cologne. “Germany, “a ith his
a ‘who.’ Jove © Kalmian's:, “WwWonder 1uf
; Side: Story.’a
Jae ;Holzman; president: of: Bie : ee ‘Philips)an
er
“Hans:
“manager. Floyd Acke: ‘man. While:
. “music. tra: “Records. ias-- ‘signed a..threei” According. to-a. letter Feeeived” ‘there he'll cut four songs in Ger|:I.Can't: Stop ‘Loving You: i
ape
Charles. | ; by. -his ~mother, : he ‘is paralyzed man” for the Electroela isbel., uf
a,year: distribution. -deal. vith ~“Pye | -SHMY).:.
“Philips. TagsBrewer” ‘|Records: of Great. ‘Britain: Pyée-will |". Once Unon a ‘Dream: : Fury, § + from: the: waist- down. “He is’ the. affiliate -of EMI: ‘the: Epic ticensee
Decca). *.:: °°:
| | fiephew- of: contralto: ‘Marian LAn- for: the U.K. and western _ Europe.
Philips © Records. has .inked. pop’."issue: the ‘Elektra: ‘albums: under. fts: |
Hyland: -| derson. and conductor: of the. Con- " From Cologne he'll go to Eng- -¢hirp Theresa’ Brewer. The. “thrush; | ““Golden: - Guinea’ :* series: a low- 21-2: Sealed: With ‘N:Kiss’
A
_| temporary ‘Music Guild -liere” He land for radio and ty euest-shots:
who: ‘formerly: recordéd : for ‘Coral. -price, ‘$31. line in. England’.“where a HM) Breaking Tp is.Hard. Te Do:
where’ she. scored-‘several big-sell=", ‘discounting * is. prohibited: °
‘is: also -a ‘composer .and his* work “Concurrent -with Vinton’s Brit rer-+ Sedaka. oy “Vision |‘of America:’ Was produced -“sonal _appearances, EMI “will re:: ing ‘platters, will cut her.-first, disks
a
-Pyé is a ‘wholly-owned: ‘subsidiary. “2ee ERCA)Crickets. with: members. of the Ph adélnhia |, Tease :. his current ‘Yank single
_. for. the imprint. in the ”near. Aue of : Associated. Televiision. in ‘Great, afDon *t ‘Ever:“Change
ve ture.”
.
oe
a
“Britain.
4 Libey
ety)
“Rain, Rain Go Away,”
J Orch, at the Acadimy of Music.

Wakely&WhitingioPair
Again on LP;Eye Distrib:

PolioFellsConductor On {-

State!Dept.FarEast Tour.

“f

is

‘BOBBY VINTON RIDING
DISCLICK TO EUROPE:

Blektra’S:Pye,Deal

a

te
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niet]
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Wednesday, September 5;1962

| Britain’5HalfYearDisk
praia
j SalesRiseto$21,000,000)
j
1 "CBS “deejay ‘Bill:Randle; who. is also -a “musicologist ‘and, as
my

London,

Sept. 4.

| seemingly (a student .and:.résearcher

|

such, hat,

at-the N.Y. Public ‘Library, -men- ...

* Alehough’ production, and. manur ; tioned over the: air .that:one. of David: Eweh’s books on musical comedy,
|
curently: negotiating . for. a new;Ufactuters' sales. of disks . ‘in this.|at: the library, has ‘a- voluntarily. supplemented: sheaf. of: notes, -inside™-..°...
New York
|
country
jast-.
June..
were:
substan-‘
‘the ‘jacket, pointing out. a- ‘number ‘of errata in names,: ‘dates, ete. Ran-..~
Patsy Ciine is’ under exclusive !label affiliation: |
a tially
cbelow™ the*- May, level,:-the.|
contract.to Déeca Records’ and not! Sam Fietcher, RCA Victor. disker:!“first “half. of the year “as:a ‘whole. ‘die. mentions ‘that ” Stanley” Green; -another. musicologist . ‘and himself.
newly tréd to the Everest Tabel as: Gurrently at:the::Living Room,,. will! ‘Saw . both... output: and. sales well} author ‘of ‘The World: of Musical.-Comedy,” just reissued : by: Grosset .
erroneuusty
mentioned
in re- “tape “his: tv. Shot for the. “Dinah} up on: the: romparable, period: in| 8c Dunlap;: ‘updated from: ithe’ 1960°- edition: brought. out by- Ziff-Davis,
made. this unsolicited roster. of corrections. Not ‘clear from. Randle’s __
eent
WVarésry
disk “review Cale .| Shore” Show”-.on, the Coast : Sept.” .1961.:

‘|-CBS. chitchat :whether. Green's name. ig appended to the.supplementary:

‘uma

=...

The Everest release was Pianist Earl Wild ‘wilk make - Sales duiting June’ at:$2,520.000°f notes -in- ‘Ewen’s book; or whetfjer" he.-“(the deejay) Just happens. to
: 28°.
culle L fram oid. masters the: label; his. “first ‘appearance * with. ‘the
| compared. with _..$3,360,000..in-“May. know: this:
Ras iniits’ yatts . . : Jan Garber’s
oreh. moves . into. the . ‘Roosevelt /
e Peeing
DoD concert sea and $2,375 010 ©‘in June. last’ vear:
Getill Sept. £7 fer a run through;| Philly's” -Avademy. of .Music. ..
on- ‘Far: the. first. Six. months: of 1962. , Louis: Botid,. “Look ‘Magazine's “For Women: Only" editor: is. ‘moon- = .
-Sales'. .topped- $21,000, 000 . against | lighting. asa special. song material lyric-writer. He’s- ‘got: two tunes in =. .

“Dee. 22

Tom White, adminis-| <6) t. 14
. Duke.’ Nites” Paris
‘tritive. head at MGM Records, en- Musi e firm has ~ acquired: they“nore than. $19.320, 000 in the com- the “Seven Come Eleven” nitery. revue at New’. York's: ‘Downstairs at: ~°::
‘parable: 61. period.
gazed to marry Sonja Rose, secre: |.American ‘ights’ to ~“*Recada.”
1 the ‘Upstairs. Oxie number is ‘pegged on Billy Sol ‘Estes. called. “How to...
|

samba “click: in “Brazil. Zéot ‘Sims:

“AS “préviolsly reported, ‘produc- | Succeed .in Business by. ‘Really. Trying” .. and: the. other “on -Elizabeth:.°

tury to Jimmy. Vinneau, artists. & {
reperinire siaifer at the diskery. ihas already recorded it for release; tion ‘of. albums: has’ been ‘expand-. ‘Taylor: entitled: “Atter Burton,. Who?” ‘Botto. is-now writing. new. songs

They've set the. date for Noy. 3: dpy Colpix +...

Pickwiek

Inter-7; ing strongly. Despite..a:sharp fall “for the. fall revue at: the: Upstairs at the Downstairs and ‘has..a musical...

..

Milt Keliem, vel music man, now !: national. picked |up ‘three. new. dis-'. ‘in June production: ‘LP: output ©in: ‘version. of “The Canterbury -Tales.”. now called’ “April -in Caaterbury,”

associated witiv.Herzfeld ‘& -Stern. tributors: ‘Ohio Appliances; Cin-|, ‘the. first half’ of. this:“year: was.|:‘making the ‘rounds ofthe prodiction’ offices. ‘He coltabed. on:the, tuner: ae
members of N. ¥. Stock: Exehange; ejnnati::
Td: Distributing, “Miami; “26% . higher - ‘than .for: thie.: ‘like |. Ww‘ith Claire ‘and. Ralph: Baldwin,
. Songstress Kitty: Kallen. will! and ‘Coarad, Ltd. St: Croix in the’ period “last- “year.” “Prodiction °OF:

‘be. afticial hostess at the. Comedi- Virgin Aslands.
ans” Golf Tournament at the Edge-}
wood

Country

Club,

River. Vale,

;

|

‘four-track. :extended- Play. Platters | “The ‘drive. ‘for‘a:national jazz. conferetiee, instituted .by) a group:“of.
declined. _somiewhat:
my ‘New: York tradesters; is picking up: steam. Arnold ‘Shaw, professional:

London.

N. J. on Sept. 13... . Edna’ Pinkard..|

{manager of E.. B. ‘Marks ‘Music, and Sid’ Bernstein, of,General-Artists”
=.”
Corp. are héading a Steering committee to develop a slate of -proposals _—
|.to:.be. presented “at a ‘dinner meeting. to be. held. at N.Y.s- Absinthe- .:

hom Reviews

widow of composer --Maceo Piak- |
an
Pys. - Records: has: tentatively’:
ard, is making plans for an annual|.
' Slotted -an
October release - for!
‘Maceo. Pinkard ‘Memorial’ Week::! IFrank ‘Sinatra’s
“Great” Songs amass

Continued. from
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| House’ on Sépt. 13. Invitations-to the: “dutch” ‘dinner ‘are going. out~ a
‘page. 38—
cemeio ; to:artists: & repertoire “men, niusi¢¢ publishers) anddisk Jockeys.

Among
his.
composisions
are
| From.-Great- :Britain’” disk” which |
“Sweet Georgia Brown,”” ‘Fhe m.‘Pass: It's"‘a: fine ‘blues, suing, de:| “Grave Bumbry’s: recently: fecorded: ‘albums’ ‘for: Detitsche: Grammo:" .
;, he cut. hete on.his: charity tour
“There Eyes" and “Sugar”
Frankie Vaughan’s Talk Of. The ‘serving of attention: :
; ‘phon in’ Germany- will reach ‘the. US. ‘market. under the DG’ ‘banner,-...°.
7
Singer Jody Berry at the Dowal
‘Stage Room of the Happy Medium’ Town nitery. act is being taped for|~ “THE. TEMPERANCE. SEVEN” |Via its distribution: ‘tie ‘With. MGM" Records, ‘and not. the. Mercury . label: -:.-.
Philips ‘disk:. : ..Brian: ‘Hyland ‘set |:
‘as: “érreneously, reported . ‘in. recent ~ “VARIETY- in: a. dispatch. froma...
(Kapp). Britain’s . trad, jazz boom:
‘Berlin..-Leo Kepler, who: heads: the. DG. line: -here.. is“planning:.an’:Oc-:."-" on“sc
eres
Pena
ine
coe
for the next three for: a UK: visit” in the spring, via
a “oe
.oeet
on
. eere
produced
|
many
grotips
but.
‘this.
‘is’
“azent.: Donn Arden... .’ Chubby
tober: release’ for-two of: Miss. Bumbry’s ‘song recital LPs: The- releases=:-.
>
Teresa Brewer isan investor in Checker .to. tecord~ a. Twist show. probably the: most™ ‘unique. It cov | will be: tied: tip with the. ‘American. ‘Negro. singer's. first Amportant US.. oe
the new Finger~ Lakes Raeetrack “fora ssociated TeleVision . . : ers: all the: authentic elements’. ‘oft tour scheduled for. this fall:
in upstate New..York,
‘Johnny. Beveridge, partly’ respon1920" S dance ‘band from spoons |.
Morey Carr, formerly’ ‘of. The: sible.. for. the. penning of.’ Joe ‘the’
to ‘tuba and. .plays, -in “such: & A. completely. Tevised 44i--pade CapitolSales Catalog: is. being shipped Y
Playmates. is ‘now ‘doing a single,}
| Brown's ‘hit, “A Picture Of You.” straight-faced : “style: ‘that: this::wees
s’ this week to. dealers around the. country. The’ catalog: will-be updated
=."
e signed with Bill . Foster for! bras. been signed. by Pye Records.
‘often, avery comic. -Session. "There constantly -by ‘Capitol’s ‘merchandising. staff: arid new’ editions. will” “be.
‘pecsonal management and his: first |. . British singer ‘Lonnie Donegan.
included |1
release is slated for Sept: 12 ‘on! may: cut an albumin ‘thé U.S: in ‘are -.algo...’some : vocals. : ‘in. . the.|--_published every two months. The illustrated paper-bound “book, whieh: **
-whith~ ate - also.” treated~
‘replacés..Cap’s ©traditional - loose-leaf catalog, . enumerates. all, curcent.
the
Roulette
label
.
‘Personal | October when
he appears ‘at. New
samie. straight- yet én joyable nostal- 1 Cap and. Angel. recordings. under. eight :‘Major headings. .
‘manager Lee Magid back in town! i York's Village Gate. Club.
_L gic. fashion. The ‘effect is a slickly-"
after -an overseas. trek through: |.
| designed ‘and. well-executed “array| ‘RCA: Victor :has --commissioried - ‘Darius: Milhaud io ‘compose- ane
Engtand, Italy and Portugal: Magid|‘of material” which could build into’ original work ‘for full: -orchestra depicting the sounds ‘and Sights of "":: |
just signed -fromer Capitol. Reca substantial novelty elick.. Aniong |“Manhattan as..a Frenchman on his <first- visit might. experience. them. ©+... >
grds’-thrush Janice Harper and is
_ Philadelphia “
.

SET

|

A

|

i

Ballroom in Petts: .the: songs. ‘performed. ‘by ‘the Seven
‘The. work will- be. -given ‘a ‘world. premiere. in the ~U.S:. ‘prlor to is... aa
shuttered. during .the sum-.. are:. “Hard - Hearted : .Hannak,’” Tecording: Milhaud. celebrated: Oth: birthday. yesterday (Tues:)..

Stininyhrook

town,

lmer, relights with the Billy: May: “Dinah,” ‘Black: Bottom,” “‘Vo-Do- |.
Orch: Sept &, followed by: ‘Maynard Do- De-0- ‘Blies,”* “Ralling: In Love |
and.|.
§ | Ferguson; Sept. 15;.. Les Elgart. _Again,. “The “Charleston”
> AL DELA
" 1Sept. -22, and. Ray McKinley, Sept: "|.” Tiger. Rag.”
RAY-ANTHONY CAPITOL #4742
MARIA CANDIDO’ DECCA 531291
{ 29... . Joey Dee'& the Starlighters z ‘RICHARD | ‘MALTBY: ORCH: —, ‘Continued ‘from page 39 —_
cummin| a
DALLARA VESUVIUS 5 1024
work’ ‘the Erie’ Social Club :Sept. : “BALLADS AND: “BLUES” .ARou-:
band:
.
The
record
-industry’s’
ad
(7-9..... Ben E. King at Spider. lette). Richard: Maltby is. one .ofie
Kelly's . . The Atlanti¢ City Audi-: -the - ‘die-hards ‘in™.the’ orch - game:. ‘velopment -of. audio values through
- [lorinmn’s advisory. committee. nixed: He's ;“dedicated. to: revitalizing «. in-:|.Stereo and other engineering proc-|
:
-_
|
a. request. of. local promoters who: ‘terest':in' the .big--band- sound: and | esses: have: ‘also helped: stir---up |’ [.
LUCIANO AJOL BRAVO #4510:
; TERRY YALE .COLUMBIA #42027
+ wanted. ‘ta. put” on. a. Ray Charles |if the. programmers: give’ hint. a.| brass ‘band..interest. ‘by being: ‘able
|. [
CARMEN VILLANI. CHANCELLOR #1114
@- |jazz -coricert “Sept: 12
_
. Pat|!chance, -he could’ make: it... After to bring out.the full: flavor: of’ the. :
o> ROME AOVENTURE
Boone's |‘manager Jack ’‘Spina tak-,|:hitting “the -disk market: ‘with. two sound.”
“DELLA REESE RCAVICTOR #8021 _
on
‘a
SOUND TRACK ALBUM WARNER BROS. #1458"
-{ing over the reins for ‘Fabian .
packages ~ accenting -:‘the ™ “swinging.
-The | success: of |“Meredith. Wiil- .
: e+ JOHNNY GET ANGRY
Jackie.” Lee into the Latin. Casino | beat.. -he. has. ‘no* “slowed- up.“the: son’s “The: Music..Man’’ (on’ ‘stage ;
bw
‘Turf. Lounge to tee off fall :season. } pate. to." demonstrate: what’ -‘a 15> THEME. FROM A SUMMER PLACE!
‘and. film) hag -also.:béen ‘an: impor- |’:
- Sept. 6...
Ray Fox, ‘local, impre:. piece. band can do with -a. ballad’) tant: factor in. ‘steering people. to-:[ L: JOANIE-SOMMERS WARNER BROS..#5275
| + sario; signed Baltimore. .thrush ! and. blues. -ttempo-. * The. ‘sound is-}: ard. _ bras: “band. "appreciation. ia
> KARIN’S THEME:
Ethel Ennis to a longterni.z:
‘Solid on both ‘sides andthe 15-piece:. “And.
ward. in’ another
S
_ STAN APPLEBAUM) WARNER BROS, #5277
way,” .adds Taub='| |G
> CONTINENTAL MELODY
| ment contract.
) orch delivers -with .a ‘full-blown |‘man, ‘: “so has: Mitch” Miller.: -He
|
_ BILLY VAUGHN DOT #16359
“‘Pep's Miusicat. Bar’ reopened La- excitement that’s: nat often, heard ‘has itaken a: -page.out of the’ “Sune |
on.
disks.
thesedays.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORP
{bor Day, with Count: Basie and ‘his
-|.day in. the. park’ ‘days ‘where ‘the.|”
From tha Warner Bros. Picture
““ROME ADVENTURE”

. Brass-Ma-Tazz~

Lorch for matinee and evening per: 4.
folformances.
Charley . -Mingus
‘Towed for remainder. of -week
.|
1 Chubby
‘Checker
flew
overseas’
iSept:. 1 to.-“play - -major cities of -|
Great’ Britain for: three -weeks

HEAR

BABY

JONUIJAMES:“LFEEL ‘A-SONG

‘brass bands reigned with his audi-|
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|COMING ON”. (MGM): ‘Chirp. Joni ence ‘participation - ‘technique: and ot.
oe.
of.moe |p
James. displays: a bright,: crisp ‘style helped: remind. the: ‘People |
good. ‘old days.” *
on
on ‘this: array” Of pop .faves: which | sie‘s
5
scores. to: ‘nice effect: Backed . by. -Taubman, too,..is-atr. “activist. in}.}
strong swinging: jazz arrangements. ‘the. brass band. buildup. This past |. |
.in. ‘eonjunction «‘with - the]:

1South Philly’s. Frank’ Moore -Four. ‘by Jimmy .Haskell,-she handles-the|summer,
hit jackpot. at the Gal-Neva Lodge,
“Lake Tahoe| ‘and: fas - “signed a
: personal - management
deal with:
} Hank -Sanicola and. ‘Nick: ‘Sevan,
tplus a Reprise label ‘contract .
1

‘numbers. with ‘yoral: Savvy -in’ fine. ‘New. York’s:-Park- Department and | -}=
=
‘swinging. ‘style ‘on the: ‘uptempo . with’ Rheingold ‘picking up the ‘tab:|
‘tunes and. smooth. yet bright. ap-" of -about. $1, 300: a-coricert, Taubman. moth,
~
‘proach toa -ballad..It? all adds: up’ has played. at. Coney _Island,;..Cen-:|.
to ‘a: solid. outing - for ‘this. durable. tral: Park, “Greenwich ’ Village’. Ss:
~
WALK
‘d: Don’: Weis now * handling ‘proma- singer
‘and’ one whieh could cause|.Washington ‘Square, the. Bronx's *
of. the Roulette. labet_ in Philly.
: from | HOW ARD. H AWKS!--I tion
“+ | some ‘store. -and -airplay ‘activity. Poe. Park and New Jersey’s: Pali- |
[Baltiniore. and Washington
-::
° ‘Among: her. tunes. are’ “You: Came sades. Park. During the ‘school. sea- |
‘Art Blakey current: at- the ‘Shwe. ‘a ‘Long. ‘Way: “From. ‘St...-Louis,” -|-on,. he tours: :‘the -Juntor “High| |
_
4} boat, followed” by.- Ernestine An- *Twlaby -o£ Birdland,’ ” “You. ‘Do,”.|'‘Schools ” to’ -help -raise .funds .to}
:Richard.
(Her name
is)SUZANNE
.
Y,, :
Hayman:
_ “‘Meicary:6. whet
|Werson,_ Sept. ‘10:15: Miles. Davis. | “In, .Other- Words,”. ““By the Way,’ teach ‘the students -to -play ‘musical
Sept. 17-22; ‘Les: McCann, ‘Sept. 24- ‘“Melancholy: Baby ”“and others. ‘instruments. “Later: this montli. he's.
-29:.. .. Lillian Briggs. works Unele'tbringing |‘his’. brass. -band’ to. ‘the |:
, A PARAMOUNT Picture. A Milty’S.. Sept. 7-9. Harry Fin-| : MATT MONRO: “(Libertyd. ‘Matt. steps’
of. -N. Y.’Ss.Public Library’ on-;
‘Pete: ‘Fountain’ — Coral: :
| FAMOUS. Music CORPORATION fer, longtime record: .distributor- Mons: a Songster: fron’ Great: Brit-: Fifth Ave. for. a concert. heralding |"
| pronioter, launched his..own. outfit cain, “has: proved that - ‘it’s . ‘possible’ the: city’s: “Salute To Fall:*
. f-.
‘| to make a” dent’. in ‘the: U.S. disk|:
| {2 Arten: and. ‘Lanar— Records. .:
“FANTASY...
|:market, with - “Sood” -Songs. His | Despite. all’ this. activity’ in:-the |
Cocreerrrsverrrecrrrrt: ISDST E SSIS
David: Rose — “MGM.
IIA . “My- Kind Of Girl” slice, -for ex- city, ‘Taubman feels. that. New York |:
;
ample, “had little ‘trouble :‘working | isn’t keeping in. step. with the brass|:
‘ST. ‘JAMES.
” 36.) its way” to the ‘top. of the. spinning} ‘band ‘vogue. “New ‘York has. ‘only UE
INFIRMARY...
| brackets’ last year. This. package|.‘one municipal band,” - he.’ points |
‘out, “and that belongs to the. De. :
Feeinessé: Faye — - Bethlehem: . on
¥-| sticks :to ‘the “good”: ‘gong. catalog|:
SLY.
‘| |.and along with - a*reprise. of. ““My partment of:Sanitation.”

"WINSOME "Foursome! {°

“CORRINE CORRINA |

BLACK AND TAN. |

_PROFESSOR

“MILLS Music, N.Y.C

| Kind: Of Girl,” there are well-fash- |:
ioned: newies: like’ “Softly... As I

Cccrest ‘thru Sept. 9

_

“hungry i; San. Francisco

‘Booked Exclusively By

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION.
SSE GLASER, President
- 50 WEST 57. STREET, NEW. YORK VW.
:

CHICAGO

° MIAMI

° HOLLY

8

“Cheek: To: Cheek” and “Let's|:

“BRIAN.

Sept. 24-Oct: “6—HOLIDAY HOUSE, Milwaukee:

Nov..12-17—SWISTON. COLONY, Cincinnati.

| Leave .You”: and:..“Portrait Of: Myf.
Lover cand! suek. ‘standard entries: |:

: | Face’-The. ‘Music. “And -Dance”. to:
keep it-‘going: at- a:‘pleasing: pace.|

Sept. 13-19—COLONY.-CLUB, Omaha
-Oct.. 15- Nov. 4— MR. KELLY’S, Chicago.

be

HY.LAND:

“SEALED

“DiskFestival
;

=a

—
Continued ‘from: page. ar.
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?
riends:
April and not latet-than.one week’ | ame Don tKeep Our FMe
.
‘From
Away:
.
far,;.!
o
fest).:S
the
of
the start

|{ before.

the ‘companies: we have. sounded ;
WITH A KISS*. (ABC-Paramount).. ; all
out have shown: interest ‘init.

The téeners. wili.go for- this one.
-? It's pegged on’ Brian. - Hyland's: hot:

“AN: ‘the. nroney.. made. -by: the.

’ charity. .
ey + singles. ‘appéal and. the kids will ‘organizers will... 20.
appreciate -.the: ‘LP. Tongevity | of Probably. to the: Vatiety -‘Club. of |g
afsuch” disclicks ‘as’ the! -title ‘SOnB,« Great. Britain, although: that:Ts.not. a

JUdson. 2-7700-

WooD e LAS: VEGAS ° “DALLAS. e LONDON

“Summer: Job” and “Ginny Come. firmly’ fixed: yetry

7

| Lately.’ : There's. a -color photo of-;}: “Among :. categories

“b/w”

|

ars

DontLet Him: Know.
- AThe Truth) ©
_ABC-10349

ome.
yg
for - whieh: a

~ [Hyland :::on. the: cover .surrounded | disks |will “receive. an. ‘Eddy award.
Bi by lipstick. -imprints -‘Which ‘should are:.:Best. male- fentiale :‘pop vocal. \t |
some: OF the: bluesjeaned- solo instrumental, vorat Broup.» big —_
|7 | ‘excite
+
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Branchesin‘Cou iftsStatus
Bent
eetabs
Asa National Organization IsHurt

“4
Pas SieaTasouristLar
By: ‘DON REED.”

-

las

Seattle,: Sept: 4

“here. will be -no watered’ down

S oThe: first: signs: ‘of:stiffening ‘ate|
j“Anything Goes—Almost »titudes
in agency. ranks. has come.|.

|
‘Nashville, Sept. 4
‘lfrem- ‘General. Artists Corp:. Thet- —
Holly wood,. Sept. .4.
“The: ald. Ryman’-Au itoriima.-_|
“Gn'.1963-or 1964. The “Fair “ends
|. :: here is available. for- just:about - firm -‘has taken: ‘an. ‘all-or-nothing.
The American. Guild ‘of. Variety
-and.
has
..lopped
‘Conniei
Oct. 21° and. -post-Fair lisé “of .the:
Mining?
the
Art:
Artists will .go for a court test. if
anything
— but. rock: ’n’” roll-- stance, T4-acre:. site. is now. being consid: |
‘Francis ‘off.-its representation list |.
a recent ruling by :;the US. DepartAtlanta, Sept. 4.
ered. There. willbe, however, .con- -.
|" apply.
Promoters: needn't" ‘bother ‘to 2 fte: prove’ it. The:“firing’ of Miss
ment: of -Labor-* »requiring
the
Bob. Bain has slated. tomor_. :Ainued: use jof- the site -ds‘a civic |:
‘Bid- to. ‘book. a ‘musical « wie:-} Franeis’came-as result of a dispute) row (Wed.) as opening day. for junion’s “branches to register as
.-(asproposed’
from
.
the
|.
;
eck,
oe centre |
“his -.unique. nightclub, . ‘to be . j separate labor organizations should:
: headed by. Ray’ Charles: was: . with, her -manager, George.:Sch
start). and. a formula: -is “being -- first ‘okayed, ‘but: later. denied. .~ ‘who, ‘according to: GAC, w anted.to|
affect the present status of AGVA
known as Big. John’s. Mine, in
“revolved for summier’™ festivals: -or.. ~In-- a letter. ‘to the . promoter,.. “seek employment: ‘for Miss Francis . the asement of:the: downtown
tas* a: National ‘organization ‘with
in
some
-fields,.
namely:
‘television,
a éxpositions ‘to continue’ the :tre=.
‘non-autonomous brarich: offices.
Auditorium. topper. Joe Reeves .Jefferson. ‘Hotel.
* -": mendous tourist attraction ‘created. -.° explained,- - “We ‘thought | you - while: ‘permitting GAC .to' book’ the}... Bain. an art: over, ‘said:that. _ This position was statéd. by na|
singer.
on:
.cafe
‘and.
‘ather
.
dates::|’
4 tional counsel Harold F. Berg in an
2". py the World’s ‘Fair’.
"> “referred: to the’ olatime movie:
‘| GAC: gave ‘him the’ ultimatum that | corridors - of: “club. will *be:. ‘|Aug. 2: memoranda to regional di. * .The Civie Centre. “Advisory. ‘Com- | _
act
harle Ray...
actor:
C
decked
|
with
products
‘of
-At8
Ray.’
=
he
could:
not®act
as
her’
agent.
and’
jrectors§
.and
branch... managers.
‘.” Inission, *
“set up by the city” some‘}:
Manager, and. either: .they -would}. : -lanta- artists; ‘with price: ‘marks :.”_| directing them. to present his com"years- ago, has: devised .a ‘formula['
-attached,
and:
if
‘club.
custom~
‘|
represent.
-her.
-in.-all
‘fields*or
|.
| munication _to .membership and
-for- operation. of the ‘site; with-:a |:
ers: care to buy,: all ‘they-have
branch ‘executive committee meet.- ‘Teport: to -the.City” “‘Council.. due Fair B
S.“1.Scheek: ‘would -have to: seek agency,
eel
er |
Sn
re=
to
do
is
remove.
painting:
from
‘Scheck
| ings,
.
‘affiliation. elsewhere:
early this month.. ©:
|
.,
wall-and-take:
it
to.
his.cashier,
|
fused
-to.
‘budge,
:
‘Ditto
GAC,
and.
- First airing. is. scheduled. to take
> Ht is vinderstood ‘that. the. “Ad: [*

emt

of the Seattle World’s Fair}-

:-‘.

..
a
‘‘ .

wisory.* ‘Commission’s’ report: will]°

the. ‘severed, relations. resulted:

a

who: will collect ‘purchase: price.

Also, in-the: all-or-nothing depart-1

“urge.a combination. of public. and|.

CityDipsy;‘ment. is’the new ruling by the -of-.
of |. On Big

private - efforts” ‘for: the.’ future
=the’ Civic. Centre. - One suggestion:

‘Fair. ‘booker. “Ward Beame,. -home- ‘fice that ‘it will’ not. share commis-:

.:fg ‘that the céntre will” eventually based. in: Goshen, . N: Y., has. régis- { sions with bookers-or .correspond-'
eed” ‘additional theatres. .A° thea- tered an ‘nusual -‘complaint - with }ent:agents. Several. indies: have .al-|"
A” ste inthe round .and ‘a -1.200- seat: |.the “Artists: “Representatives --Assn:. |ready: noted that they’ weren't get- |-

1 place | -in.

Philadelphia:

tomorrow

1415), followed: by: a Los
branch ‘meet Sept. di.

Angeles

Defers
ToPennant Race

Office of U.S. ‘Solicitor General,
| at the .
-Tequest’. of. AGVA for. an
‘| opinion, upheld last July.--2. the

‘| Department. of Labor's Bureau of

Labor-Management Reports. 1960
ww répertory. theatre : W ere cited, as\l'He has :charged, two major. agen-. ting: -cooperatian: {from GAC.
tuling that AGVA branches ‘are.
cies- with .delaying ©. tactics: which| Until. ‘last week. GAC: had - been:|
:,possibilities.’
tJabor. ‘organizations
within .the
se
- Local |showmen’ “who: have. at have not: only. . caused - him” con- ‘splitting: commissions ‘‘‘with-:othér- a
Los Angeles, ‘Sept. 4.
meaning of the 1959 Labor, Manne tended: meetings. -about : post-Fair |‘siderable: inconvenience, - but have. offices - in return: *:for ° bookings.. 1.
plans. say that. show. business “will /paved::the way for ‘breach: of ‘con: |Should.: GAC” have .a performer " Hot race for the National ‘League |.agement Reporting and. Disclosure
be: the’ ‘financial. key to the” success.. tracts : with’ ‘various -performérs..| wanted: by ‘another Office | for “a. -baseball. pennant loonis: a potential: ‘Act (Landrum-Griffin Law}. |
Five steps to be taken by branch
of .post-Fair. operations -of: the: -Beame. ‘is: particularly, steamed. up Show; it -will insist upon: the entire:

-Civie: ‘Centre. Walter A. Van Camp.

by the Neil ‘Sedaka. .booking for’) 10

‘On ‘the’ other’ ‘hand; should

‘menace. to: -business~ in: top

Tocal }/ managers

‘to

comply

with

Lan-

‘were
outlined ‘in
managing: ‘director: -of ‘Greater ‘Se- -fairs-in’ Watertown, N. Yi,: Rutland,, GAG want .a performer: from. ane. niteries: Or’ so" it’s. thought by. .drum-Griffin
"Vother. Office . -for one ‘of its. own] Tony: “Martin, who Was: to’ “have |}Berg’s message. These. include fill+: attle, Inc; said’ he felt. most. of | Vt. ‘and Governeur, N.-Y. |
~ the® eultural:.events in: the, centre} -Beame ‘charged ‘that. he signed a:‘ shows, ‘it would: not: get: ‘any com- ;opened at the ‘Cocoanut Grove ‘to |ing. out. registration forms and also
finan¢ial. statements as may be re=
cai, for :ine becapiary ony‘mission: from the. other agency. would: have: to’ be: subsidized ‘or at
| night: (Tues.); “until: cabaret ‘com- ‘quired; election of branch execuback in anuary - on a
dea
-The
ll-orJeast. helped: by. Profitable mass | edaka
plied with singer's request-to defer|‘tive committees by secret: ballot of
by’ MCA: He ‘called..the. agency. fre-" also. go.i-or-nothing. atutudewit preem .to. Friday (7). .on grounds‘
Serene
ete
ve:te
fp
a quently Since then to ask: for the- these’ moves.it has. given. notice that that. “‘my.. crowd :will ‘be attending| membership: following nominations.
- Urges Realistic. Renitals
to .be. made at one membership
‘He ‘said. the -four-acre *‘Coliseum return: ofthe’ signed. contract. “He-) it. will not ‘take on a. performer: for ‘all. “those :-Dodgers-Giarits. night|
meet.
we
will: become ‘the ‘most. valuabte. wwvas ‘assured - it Was. ‘fortheoming;’ \representation unless. they: sign: for games this week.” “Two. rival. Cali|.:Anstructions also advise: {c) “For.
‘building inthe centre because :it but nevertheless: ‘never’: got ‘the.! total jurisdiction;
It: -has. also: fornia clubs. are ‘clawing it. out for the. purposes. of the act, the: ‘branch
-has“the. capacity ‘for: ‘many- events. ‘document. He claimed: in: his-pro-. ‘served: notice that. it: will not sign. ithe National League ‘pennant hére
executive: committee will be conthat: cannot .-be. brought.to Seattle: test .to.ARA ‘that: on. the’ eve: ofthe |3° ‘performer for.Jess than.the:‘cus- this.week. in four crucial. games..
.sidered as the officers cf the
“"yow.: He also said: that: ‘rentals’ of Watertown. dates, he received. a: tomary 10%:
Weeding’ “Martin’s. diemurrer]’(Continued on.page 52)
= "$50,000: Ccommiish
“centre theatres be kept “realistic” Wire. from.- Sedaka’s. mother ‘saying | ;
‘tmeans the Grove will remain dark |.Y.
“| that the ‘Singer. ‘wouldn't appear -in|:
.. to. keep: the: facilities active.:
until
Friday..
Last.
entry,
the:
“FiThe -dtopping: ‘of “Miss” rears!
ee - Jacek. Engerman,.. “of ‘Northwest. ‘Watertown. ‘because of. illness: “HeJ.méans.a hefty: ‘loss in commissions: hian’s' Raifibow” tab. layout, closed t
Ty Releasing: Corp., cautioned against then protested to: Norman. Weiss} for ‘GAC, The singer has _been ‘a. Sunday '(2)... ‘The: -hiatus meansj
ls)Moverbooking”’ the community: with|{who subsequently. moved. over: to |.powerful :‘earner ‘in’ ¢afes_ and’ her. -Martin ‘will. only - play the: Grove |.
high
“priced -. : performing: © rtsS- ‘'GAC), .who ‘told’ Beame- that: he. disks -have: - been bringing
n,|for 10 days.
ak,
a
“would appear ‘at’ the- “latter: ‘dates..
‘Singapore, Sept. 4.
(Continued |on:‘page 52):
Beame- -§aid. that:-he: worked ..the | ‘healthy returns, :‘In: all,‘it's ainti- ‘Meanwhile, :* Clift Lewis: checks ;:..
‘One of two overseas road..com|
out’-as..
the:
‘spot’s:.
pub-ad_-refife‘LRutland: ‘date; -but: never: ‘showedat
-[the: ‘Governeur date..
; ! $50, 000° annually. ‘with’ this.‘move, |'sentative as.of Sept. 15; when. the} panies . of. America’s “Holiday on
Tee” blade. perennial is current
Beamé...also’ said ‘that:he: Wwitn|even:. .without commissions ‘that t. Grant Advertising . agency .takes|here, ‘after’ skipping last year, unover’
the.
national
.
account
of
the
‘speak...to. his congressman “about. ‘would ‘Have accrued from. ‘video.
der aegis: of. Singapore Talents
‘these -tactics with the-‘purpose: of ‘bookings, which. ‘Seheck. wanted. to. Schine - Hotels. © (Schine’s’ Ambassa-. ‘Ltd: ‘Show is touring under U.S.
‘|:dor: domiciles thé: -Grove.): Move}
instigating ‘a: "Congressional..‘ini-- Fetain. independently. . ae
“Minneapolis, Sépt:. 4...
marke ‘first. time the. chain. ‘has. cultural exchange auspices. Flame. ‘supperclub ‘in: the: Hotel “vestigation into. the tactics’ of fhe}. : The GAC: move against. splitting:
After the local run. “Holiday”
>thad a: national-“ad-pub © agency.
moves. south fo. Diakarta, where ‘it
‘Radisson -has ‘added—‘Gordon & ‘talent offices:.He claimed the. run- / 2 : (Continued on- page: 52).
|
Schine.
recently
named
Bob”
Weil‘Sheila ‘MacRae ‘and. Rowan -&.|. around. was made possible by’ :the:|’.
“| and as ‘ad-pub-sales |director for the, last appeared in 1955. Then. it’s
on. to Rangoon. in‘ December (first
‘Martin to: its® “fall’ lineup. Room. ‘failure’ of the. agenciés ‘to.return|; chain: of. inns,
| time there), Hong Kong ‘in January,
= is. resuming a. floorshow : policy ‘the signed. ‘contact; He’ asked: ARA.
the}.
.
Following:
“Mattin’
a
stand:
_|to force its ‘members toe. show ‘goeod:).
‘Manila in February. and | Taiwan
1 Grove’ has. Xavier: Cugat- Abbe}!in March, before. settling down’ for.
Gobel ‘launching the ‘season ‘Sept. | faith. “in. returning: ‘eontracts.- -s0.|
‘Lane:
billed
for’:
Sept.
19-Oct..'9,
a longrun: in Tokyo.
_ 11: °Also: announced. “previously is | that: performer, :agency. and. booker |.
-and ‘Sammy: Davis Jr. set :for the
comedienne’ Phyllis ‘Diller,. “who would . share in’ liability -in’ the |:
Oct:
10-30
period.
Freddy.
Martin's
|
‘event of a. breach: cby either side.
: plays: the. Nov: ‘12-28: period.
oe
“

. oe
1,

“HOLIDAY ON ICE’ ON
SOUTHEAST ASIA TOUR

“FLAMEROOM,MPLS,
~BEEFING UP.ITS iets

a

‘eo

.

4%

e

AdmissionsUpped,But

‘Minn: Fair’ “Unaffected::
~ Auto‘TragedyMars Prem band;

isMay:
May:
. longtime -‘Grove’: resident, Burley’ s ‘Lights.
. §t.: Paul, ‘Sept.. 4. 4 exits after the Cugat-Lane engageBe
On;
But
Show’s
Off
" Tniereasing- the: ‘gate: admission‘ ‘ment .to give: the maestro. the vaIndianapolis.. Sept. “,
cation. he: has: bypassed: for years.
and auto parking. fee by. the cur- Not: certain ‘yet -who'll play: :for.|- The lights may be on at the Ritz
.- dle showbacking |and: furtiishnthe |
a dansapation.._
;
¥ent: Minnesota State: Fair: appar- the. Davis. ‘stand,: but. Dick Stabile here, but the show is.off, accovuing .
to" Robert ‘E. Murray, executive
“The Friars social fall: season will | ‘ently. isn’t | ‘hurting attendance, looms ‘Probabl€..
of secretary of the Indianapolis Sai ‘have.-an- aunusual ‘start this. year. “The. gate. admission ‘is up” from 50c: ;
Die Games. Lose:Chi
| fety Board, who has received: seva -night-: at ‘the :Roosevelt: :to, 75¢, parking fee from 75¢.to $1.
Cafe’s‘Liquor Teele |-Sharing
__jeral calls. telling him that the theaRaceway, Yonkers, with the: Lambs’|It’s the.first time: in 20 years that.
tre was lighted. The housé, ina
* Chi¢ago, . Sépt:. 4. “4-Club, on. Sept.. 12, both. theatrical:|this. exposition “now. in its 101st: |
neighborhood location, “featured
Cook -County: Board prexy. Sey-. ‘groups will. run a. Joe:E.: Lewis-| ‘year, ‘has. raised admissions..:
burlesque shows until it was,closed
‘ mour™ ‘Simon :revoked. ‘the. ‘liquor handicap “with the - comic. ‘seated | However, at: least: the first two.|
license: of: The: Mist, “a: nitery in:}.in a sulky-.in: @ -time trial. ‘He'll “days |(25-26) . turnouts indicated
Boston, Sept. 4. _ on order of the Safety Board. |
Leroy | ‘Griffin, manager of the:
. suburban Norwood Park, .after:.a’ try for a new world’s reeérd, whieh. ‘that: this. year’s: Fair: may hit new: om the
Statler
Hilton:
Terrace | house; :and: a’ stripper. Zee Zee
-Yaid. by. state’s” attornéy. police. last. admittedly :will: be -difficult. ‘His: altendance. marks. |ei
4
“month proved: it: to. “be a gar bling .| Horse. will be two stalwarts of. the | The: ‘gate..for ‘the first. 4wo. days ° Room, Hub’s: ‘poshest supper club, ‘Martine, were arrested. June 11
joint. ° “Club- had. been: sing .semi- . two-egged: : “variety. . ‘Doubletalker ° “was: 100,365 -and 139,799. :This .com- ‘is.returning. to the name format it ‘by the vice squad.’ After the arrest,
the theatre screened films termed.
| Al. Kelly: will... be- the :-announcer:
name acts..
pares to 109,058: and- 128.901: for: shelved 14° years ‘ago when, ‘Carl. ‘obscene. A three-hour. hearing Jate
‘Underéover. ‘agents for.the: state’s All this. ‘happens: ‘the night before: t the. corresponding. days -last -year “Brisson *‘closed: the room.
Ruby in July ‘resulted in the - Safety:
attorney’ Ss Office” had: reported. dice | Léwis opens. his. annual: run at‘the:
j when for. the 10-day ‘total climbed: ‘Newman : has. booked . Hildegarde, ; “Board ordering the northside thea-.- igames. operating: on’-thiree. ‘dates|: Copacabana... .
‘| to-avell’ over’ a. million.. This. yéar’s. Robert . Clary, :Florian
Zabach, |. ‘Are.to close. Pete Pappas, counsel
Also « Slated” by* the .‘Friars. ‘is: ‘g
prior. to’ the: -raid, They -also-. defirst: ‘Sunday: ¢rowd °represented: a Toni: Carrol, : améng’ others, .for|‘for. Griffin, said the decision would
‘seribed it as a rendezvous Spot for|
luncheon
for.
Jonniiy:
Carson,
who
898 Bain over:‘that of1961."
« the: upcoming season. ‘For’ the. past |‘be appealed. “The cases against
“Tonight”. show on. me
1 takes over the-‘
oo the. crime syndicate.’
...--] three ‘years the. ‘room: has: used. a ‘Griffin and the stripper are stil
‘NBC-TV, . to--be held: in “the ‘grand_|.
Pa Joe.Brown’ s Fakaston’ |
-Tloeeal - ‘singing’. ‘group, “Show top- pending: |
ijbaHroom ‘of. the’ Astor: Hotel,. Bert.
. “Auto: Race Fatality’,
° Fair's openitig © “Gay. “(BY i vas.j Pers.”ors
{at Jack E.. Leonard: will emcee,
| matred by’. one driver's : death. :
Phe Terrace. opens. Sept. ATw ith |.
‘Pittsburgh, Sept. 4.:.
Gengo, Drew to. Um™
second’s critical injuries and Tesser Vicki Autier.under. the new. policy|: ‘Former MCA agent Larry ‘Gengo,
;
* Joe E. Brown «was. forced: to can
eed -out- ‘as.m,c: of: the: Allegheny - McCarthy Clears Rap: |-injuries: to -six: others: during ‘an ‘which |has. performers. “inked ‘for. who -went with the Sam Berger
fe
Houston, Sept: 4. .|auito- race. -The: ‘nishaps ~‘occurred. two weeks.: Sammy: Dale's «Orch Agency when MCA folded. has now
County Fair: ‘Friday: (32) when doc- |
‘Glenn i. ‘McCarthy;:. owner: ‘ofidirectly ‘in’ front-of the: grandstand |(10). will. back the talent ‘and: play shifted to the. nitery department
‘tors:-refused to. permit him: ‘to :con=.
tinue . after they found. he. .was- the Cork. ‘Club, was. acquitted . bya ( ¢r owd numbering © some. }1:. 008. t for ‘daneing; ‘Also. .signed’ are \o- of the newly formed United Talent
oa - suffering- from. a, “mild case ‘of ex- city: “judge of. assaulting. eabdr iv:ery | Don ‘Johns, 26, Beliflower.. -Calif., } lina: Troupe,” Oct. 1: “Melody ‘Men, ‘Management. He'll w ork: under @X:Was- killed and Harvey. Konkel.-29,. Oct. 12; Toni Carroll, Oct, 15:. ‘Rus: -MCAer Dick’ Rubin, who -is’ in
“haustion,” He was-in‘the Presb}: ‘ter- “Ralph Cook: |".But? another court round ‘is. com- ‘West’ Allis,“Wis:; critically: injured’ ‘sell ‘Nype; Oct. 29: Clary, “Nov: 26; charge’ of. the Ur office: in New
an-Univ. ersity-:. ‘Hospital’ - for: “ob:
; servation: -and-a sérieés: of: tests. ; ing: up. The ‘driver filed a°$10.000 |when.” their. |‘ears: ‘crashed... Four. Hildegarde,. Dee.. 2: -Zabach, . Dec.. ‘York.
The. -MacRaes: ‘are in for Ort: 99- |.
‘31, -with.. R&M . taking -.over Nov.
‘j-10..‘Stewart Scott -orch will han-

FRIARS BET ON JOE E;”
CARSON TO BE FETED |

HUB’S TERRACE ROOM
*RETURNING TO NAMES

Also. new fo the UTM: agent
. Bill Hinds ‘and’ Ed. Schaughericy -dainage. suit ‘against ‘the. “night- -club other. par ticipants -were: hurt py. 24; Bill ‘Tabbert, ‘last’ ‘two ‘weeks in}.
were’ hired ‘to: fill in for. the’ m.c: Towner -on ‘June: 26, claiming -physi} {this: crash, vand * two). more’ were |, January, 63; and: Jo-Ann, Whieatly- 1 ranks. is Lenny Drew: at one. lime
job. during the:yemainder: of: the: cat injuries. and mental shock from, |injured:in: otier. races, None was and. Hal Kantor, first,‘Two weeks jn, hear General -Artists - ‘Cerp., who
«iN be in concerts: and. niteries.
the. alleged Pummeling he:
h received. |‘ser igus.
a
vo
+ February.
*
fairy
|
x
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‘Wednesday, September 5,1962

_ VAUDEVILLE.

‘Minneapolis, ‘Sept. 4,°

- Big. “click” here is'-a° new |:
"cate, |.
“} Le. Zoo, “which opened: two months !°

e’_,

,

"Honolulu; “Sept. ‘A,
-Paris,. Sept. 4. +
ago’ witha? folknik entertainment|
Music . halls have had their ups.{’ ‘Olympia Music Hall: is.
5 -piepating format: and a: no-booze. policy. “It’s : BingoReopening Mecca’ss: “Air Force’ lias: proposed to the.
| American: ‘Guild of ‘Variety: Artists
and ‘downs since the vaude renais- a. big. name. season..plus overtures |“aimed -for the prep schoolers. cand
_
salice seven years ago that proved to Yank. names, while the. ‘“Alham:=: collegians, but the. startling. ‘angle|| ‘New ‘Empire, Edinburgh that their differences be.submitted. to an Inipartial:board.‘Its‘pros =:*‘audiences would still go for an in-| bra: will.. ‘have. . revues. " around: to :the trade ‘is that’ ‘the spot has|.
“Edinburgh; ‘Sept.. -4.posal came. after the: union placed. ~:~
person
headliner.
-After some house names. as “well “as. Straight |also. generated. ‘a lot of: ‘post-grad |"
“Up (to.“$150, 000: is “being sperit. thre
Hickam ‘.Air.. ‘Force... Bas@.:’
lows, they ‘perked up. ‘again last vaude shows. -The Bobinio © will Ko. ‘business, ‘too. (Fe
‘on modernizing: the. ‘Empire ‘vaud-. clubs‘
e and. one -Pearl- Harbor. naval
year: and now the oldest. house in} ‘back | {9. standard. acts.
Owners are: localite Paul Hewitt;
ery
here
‘which
has-been:
taken
|
club. ‘on its unfair’ list.
Paris has been ‘given a: facelifting| These theatres, plus acts inthe }20d". Will “Bramer,. ‘ex-publicist.“in
‘over: by’ Mecca Ltd:..Dancing, and}
and will goon a six-night basis:
-A ‘statement ‘asserts. “that: “our: many niteries, will make Paris. one: New ‘York..’ They took over a shut-. will likely-ope. ‘this fall: for bingo...
" élubs. have: endeavored to. abide by 2-1
-t-tered: lampshop. and. hung:: out ‘the
after being a weekend.site since’ of. the’ top- talent showeases.
The.
new
owners:
are
willing
to
union - regulations. and: practices-to
the war. It is the Concert Pacra.
* ‘|shingle, _Sahs publicity .or -advertis| make .‘the bailding -“available for: the best of their ability, consistent:
‘ing. In° ‘almost rio ‘time, it became:
Impresario ‘Pierre Louis-Guerin j
Edinburgh
International.
with” “Air. Force policies.’
aa
“A modish. for the: young set;, with | future ©
Dougzht. this... ‘venerable 750-seater|
‘their elders following. in: line. Cur-. Festivals, “although. no. ‘approaches .1" Meanwhile, ’
from Mme. Pacra who .had run it
Sgt:" Wilson Hutche-. t
“have
‘been.
-‘made
to
date,
‘rent: floorshow: Spotlights: the. Con:
ls6n,. maager.- of the big“ Hickam -.
since the last war: He put plush,
temporary Folk:'Group, a -trie, and’: - Erie Morley, joint: assistant: man- NCO: ‘club, said. he is. amazed at the coverings -on the seats, added curaging:
director
of
Mecca,
‘said
«that.
|
Singer
guitarist
Jerry.
Goodee,.
“unfair”. edict. ‘The. .four clubs, a.
tains and: new lights. plus running |.
.
Toronto, Sept. 4.:
-|- the -‘Empire’s ; ‘future’ as a theatre:| loosely-knit™ circuit: that: has -been
water far the first time “in* the
8
nationwide
tour
of
‘theU..
S.|
|
will
depend
on.
‘theatrical
interests.
spending up. to: $5,000:.'a :week- for dressing rooms. However, . he in-|
“Our policy. ts: that, as -it’.is“a. major... acts,” he pointed out,-havé ” _
Ss New:Dovnitown.
tends. keeping -prices. “at a.75c top: nathe. Canadian National ‘exhib | Pit’
_
historic.
:
‘theatre,
-it:
‘should
within:
prided ‘themselves. on: maintaining.”
and will iry to get names wanting ion evening” ‘grandstand show. 3S.Ni
la
t B
|| Feason. be available: ‘as a: ‘theatre m, friendly, professional: relationships
to break in shows and intro: new | contemplated “ ‘by “E.. M. , Loew,
J
he.
added
talent.
_. | With’ AGVA talent..
jowner of ‘the. Latin. Quarter: N. Ye.
{>
If. any. ‘infractions ‘of. contract’ - eos
Many present names have. tradi- and a New. ‘England. theatre’ chain:
‘‘ “
-bhave: ‘occurred; they have been
tionally done shows there as well.
Loew:
enthusiastic
about.
-“the’
| both: unintentional” and “minor, “he.
as using. ‘the ‘house: for tryouts.
first. production of its kind .I have |: ‘Pittsburgh, ‘Sept. 4.
added. . Hutcheson««said. he .didn’t
Moreover, -such acts. as. Mistin-|.ever: -en.”. Ww‘ould. initially ‘book:
‘Pittsburgh will: have. its: “first”
know. the’ elubs had ‘been. branded..
‘guette,. Edith. Piaf, -Charles..Trenet
the show. into. -his “Boston Music downtown: ‘nifery-- ‘playirtg: ‘names.
-unfair...by Irvin ..Mazzei,. western :
and. Georges Brassens got their
‘Hall, (4,300-seater) and ‘sécure a ‘since the -New--Arena folded two
regional.’ ‘rep. of. “AGVA, :until. he.
Mexico: City, Sept. 4.
Paris ‘starts. there. Legend. has it |:
that owner Maurice ~ Paera: turned. Las Vegas date.’ after routing -‘ity‘years. Ago.when’ the ‘Zanzibar: ‘opens |: Night: elubs, luxury restaurants {read ‘a “newspaper. aecount: “of the.
‘action; which -he “considers arbi: :
down Maurice. Chevalier in’ tell- across’ the --North.. American’ ‘con- ‘tomorrow (wed.
night. with ‘The: ‘and -s0-called:- “ladies” bars here
ing him he. only used singers ‘with tinent,.-cutting doy as the: ‘present
will be subject to strict: :price con-: trary. and a distortion: ‘of facts...
‘Coasters
‘and:
Joni:
‘Witson’s
:
-Debprecision ‘line of «48 “Canadettes.”’ |
‘trols: on: liquor ‘and food: aceording’}
a future.
Site was originally ‘opened - by|, “Some of ‘the: numbers from the:; onaires.ori: ‘preem bill. Zanzibar is to: a’ reliable««government ‘source: Frankovich Quits. Ag’cy
the noted. late 19th :céntury.-sing-' ‘present CNE show. would. have to OW: fied ‘by- Tim ‘Tormey, formerly The; Mexican’ Tourist -Bureau .also: "
er-composer . Aristide. Bruant who be altered: -because. of their local. -a record distributor here; “who has plans ‘to'make the program. general} |
- Rene, : ‘Sept. :
served drinks which. paid. for the’ context. but this-could be: done,” | been active for the past five years throughout the: nation -with price |”:
‘show. Pacra took over in 1910 and. ‘said Loew: - “The. main .ingredi- as a record. _producer and’ promoter : controls. especially” designed to cut}: .“Lée Erankovich, oartiered >with
ents‘
are.
all’
there.
We'd:
have.
to
“Of
'
one-riighters.
|
back’:
“abuses”
.
‘in
‘sale’
of
‘wines
|
it was a leadin
talent: centre till
‘Carl Ravazza_ in: operation. of the.
6
jget a book ‘or. theme. written for: -Zanzibar’s policy: will: spotlight | and.‘liquors:
;
the war,
“|; Nevada’ _ Entertainment.
Agency, . .
ithe overall production."
Negro” talent’.with the .Contours
“Official ~ tariffs’ “guegesied” “by “has. left. for new duties .as general It has faded. since. but --occasion-

E.M. LOEWMULLS US.
TOUR FOR CNE SHOW
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ToHelm Lodge iinNevada 7 f

‘|.and Aretha Franklin due. after: the |: Tourist. Bureau ° and” municipal au- ‘manager. of. the. Sparks Nugget,.lo> -

ally came up with a.name.and. was|.
watched by. other ‘house Operators |

-Céasters:

Gloria: Lynne . was orig-

scheduled’ to. open the room
Muskoka theYear"Romd | -inally.
yesterday - (Mon.), -but. -producer:
with: work-|

and. agents. ‘Guerin hopes that. next.|season ‘it avill catch on
ing class audiences again as. well as’
developing into. a. mécéa. for.twoa-day buffs. Shows will” run for}
five days with .a sixth. di
:
given
over to yteenage and new. ay
talent.
Guerin also intends giving the}.

Toronto, Sept.’ 4.

thorities: -must: now: be. ‘prominently cated thrée. miles east of Reno:
‘displayed, with - managements - re-'|- Frankovich: and Ravazza-opetied *. 7

‘quired to conform: A special. force|the agency, Reno's first major. op-

‘Teddy Powell; who. lias her booked J-of- inspectors. to: .enforce.Tulings | eration. of that ‘type, in. September, ‘Some -- $2;000, 000 -.“will refurbish: at. the Auditorium. On - -Sept.. 13° has. ‘been. Set: “UD:
1.1960; ‘and-.since.‘that. time have
Muskoka Lodge to Make it.a’ year |with.‘Ray Charles, objected to. the |- Nightclubs, . restaurants: ‘and. bars booked many acts. in. Nevada. elubs,
round” resort, according ‘to. S am- local GAC ...office,” and her.‘date’ heretofore have been: without: price -Nevada © Entertainment : was-. also ~
Handler, -of New: York; who: owns: “was - “moved: - ‘to: October. Other. controls’ and frée_ to“ e¢harge:-what-: ‘entertainment..coordinator ‘for. the’
and |operates the. summer ‘resort. ames’ being dickered . for the ever the traffic. could ‘bear: -This. Sparks Nugget, :“which .this. :sumHouse . a. turn- of-the-century’ sheen. on its 740--acre site near. ‘Toronto.;‘room are Hank Ballard. -&. The: led: to .-strong-complaints, Ailefly, Imer-opened a major showroom :and. with ‘oldtime ‘stagehand Poupee| During winter months, “Handler |“Midnighters,; Etta .James, -‘Jackie |:from. tourists,'
‘| also a lounge.
_
Ravazza: ‘will: continue ‘to apetate
dancing through the aisles. at the plans to make: Muskoka Lodge” a . Wilson .and. Laverne Baker: Spot |. Now, according toofficials,prices
the. agency
alone.’ a
pee
OL
end of the show. .Meanwhile,: the: skiing centre.
twill: also.USe: comics and ‘dancers. ° L.will- ‘gO down”
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and:ThankYou MAJOR |
RIDDLE: and.the.Entire DUNES’ Staff :+
tT aaeeto ELEANOR POWELL—1 LOVE You!)
_ *Rip. Taylor is
is a. freshrian. to these parts,
s but.
he retains some of the. best qualities. of the..:2

seniors. He “has a magnificent. comedy face

ff

jag
which he uses to best effect. ina: ‘crying|

|
,|.

9.

while tossing out: some. very funny dialog.:. His.
impreshes (Pearl Bailey,. Louis. Armstrong,” :
Billy Daniels) seems to spoof the impressionists, ~ 9}
which make’ them doubly -yockable. “Taylor’s: -*
Success -in this show is certain to make him. a.

Vegas regular.”

RALPH PEARL, tasVegas Sun.
“A new -éomic,Rip Taylor:of TV: makes his
debut here in. Las. “Vegas - a memorable event. -§

He is wellknown to the. TV audience as a

‘crying comic’ “who. sees ‘only’. the..seamy side .@ .
of life much to thedelight of hisaudience. I’m ~

sure Major ‘Riddle will have Rip Taylor, not to. ff
be confused with Rip Torn, ‘back, at theDunes®:_ |
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See you.’ October: 2st on1 the:

ED SULLIVAN SHOW
CBS-TV

:‘Personal ‘Management: 7

ry
Press SAUL RICHFIELD.
1697. Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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BUDDY ALLEN
|

595 Madison: Avenue, New York, ‘N.Ye:
Eldorado 5-2230:
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~ ChollyKnickerbocker
=NY:¥ Jour
r
‘Speaking: of Texas,.‘Glenn nalAmertean
: McCarthy: relaysthatFv s
Orew the first:‘standin
eArden
8 ovatonever accorded
anent

at hisHouston Cork
Club.
BiRoberts -~Houston'tPost.

* Delightful. stiow.Strict
ly

Marine Mesinger~ Holist

:

humor:allthsWoy,

on Press:

She is.as great. before
. aliv

la

ertainer

oe

|

e “estoon” “audlence.asTh

.all:
ur, Sheisjust.fabulous.Yo

mein,A fun;packedho

7
u:|

*iPras

‘She sings,, dances,crac s
ks hean
nd in‘general fills.a bit
Sa
n hour. with ‘cus

over

mer pleasing entertainm
ent,Routines
®. become real:rouserto
s, |
.
,
-
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$1963
ne the ‘wine-and-diners, -despite ‘the [j=
{| high import. cost. ‘Visiting names.]4}

SydneyNiteryBizBooms:asGort.
Drops Coin Curbs; O'seas Acts Click

jean also find local tv dates. profit-|]]

|

able ‘on their Aussie stopover:::
.
|f]
‘Moreover, there’s also. coin’ tobe |i

i Dates_
__Yau

earned. on: a. Sabbath. date with.

fare. the. major clubs. Former: has”
Israeii. singer Dorothy Livio. plus.
Sydney, Sept. 4.
a ‘pallet featuring. Los Custro. Four...
govern-|. -Minimum. ‘at these ‘spots is: about
Removal of - onerous
mental monetary restrictions ‘has. $6,. more if:.ome orders.- copious
hypoed local nitery. biz. ‘The up- drinks. All. liquor’ in_ niteries, inlift should
continue through ‘cidentally, must be ‘ordered: ‘before
spring «September) and on to the nine “-p.m.,
otherwise’: the. gen-.
Yuletide according ‘to. trade. ob-. darmes can. arrest. ‘the - imbibers,
By ERIC

I

GORRICK

“Returned. Soldiers’. Clubs «: which |.,
‘are eagef-to book. foreign talent,
Ne ew.
York’:
* Atlanta
‘Artists can. ‘pick. up: from --$200. to}! Tina Robin booked: on the Joe E. ‘Clarence: ‘Stroud ‘is.new. manager:
$500. for a: “ one-performancee - ‘stint|Lewis © bill ©at . the - - Copacabana;
of: Black: -Sheep ‘Club: .
.. Folk:
provided: they . carry an imported. ‘Sept. 13. -. Stan ‘Seottland, : of: singer. Tim Arkansaw: now in. 18th.
Hage
Oe Ae
wet
| General. Artists Corp., off -to San. ‘week at. “Mamma: Mia’s Piccold *:'
|‘Juan to line“up talent "for ‘La Con- .Lounge..
.. Singing-pianist |‘Eloise
|:
Toha hotel, of: ‘which he-:is: the. ex: : Bryant. joiried. Roy: Topps, -.340-_
| clusive “booker. . ‘He. follows that: pound vocalizing : 88 ‘thumper; :at--Zebra Lounge
junket, with a trip. to the. McKean. Danny: Demetrey’s

MarioWallenda,‘StilAy
| ~ ‘Invalid, Yens Comeback

servers.
In the suburbs there are. around
Six months: ago there were. more 25: “semi-nightclubs”
which .pull f
_wWaiters than customers - ‘in’ most ‘in good ‘biz :via’ specialized ‘food

Co: (Pa) Fair , 2:Chase

& “Reed | in Howell House’ Lobby...

: ‘Cum-:

‘to :the Elmwood .Casino; Windsor, |bancheros (3),.‘musical. ‘combo;: -cur=

Toronto; Sept. 4.
Sept.. 24: .-S Rip Taylor going. to
‘cafes and many- fringe :‘spots shut- and drink. They bear such. néoned |: Sy -want’ ‘to. work with’ the act. the. Colony “Club, Cincinnnati; Sept:
: ‘again -‘but. .I “may . ‘have .to. learn: 17'..... The Flamingo Hotel,. Las:
tered as spending coin tightened |
tags’ as
Flying. ‘and
Dutchman,
Her: | another trade,” said. Mario . “Wal-. -Vegas,. ‘making. plans. for its: second
via the government's. drastic. mon- man’s
Haystack
‘La’ Bagatelle.
etary cutdown. Even today biz: is.| ‘Blue. laws. here--prohibits “night- | lenda, age .22 and| confined: toa. annual International” Press. Christ-.
not as brisk as a couple of years club operation and liquor’ sales on wheelchair, as” he’ ‘watched. his’ ; “Mas Party. for,fourth-esfaters, :‘Dec.
.ago, but key .operators’ are relying the Sabbath.’ However, government father, uncle and. cousin perform. a 12 to... “16: | Jenifer. Billingsley.
upon
foreign names
to bring is now being’. pressured _to permit at. the: Canadian, ‘National. Exhibi-. signed. for: ‘a ¥ole in. “South Pacifie” to be produced for. ‘The Thun-:
payees in.
‘| Sunday’ sale of liquor on. a restric- tion.
Top spot here is Chequers, with. ted hours’ hasis early’ next’ year.
It: wag the. first. time, ‘he.‘had-| derbird; -Las: Vegas. .in- -December

Jayne: P.. Morgan.

.

rent -at. Monte -Carlo Lounge: inRiviera Motel ;
. Star. Belles ‘(3),:"
vocal ‘and: ‘instrumental
group, .

opened last’ week at .Charlie: Leb's ..

“Kings” Inn: Lounge: in Atlanta Ca:
‘bana Motel.

Allen. & Rossi:to Preem:

N ew Diplomat Club, Cincy os

down fora.
4:Tiworday
=.Cincinnati,. Sept...4.
.Chevror-Hilton . ‘in ‘Red
|-seen“‘the. ‘Wallenda aerial. L. titroupeOuPe
. stand at the Shrine Audi- |:
is. French singer Vicki Benet, with
The
Chey ‘Fon-Hilton, “Aussie’s |“perform .-since-‘their : “high.
Ciney’'s' néw. ‘plush: nitery,.. ‘the |
Johnny
Silver
from. - London’ Ss. ‘swank hotel,. is. still’ ‘deeply -‘in .the.! pyramid collapsed: last. January’in- torium, ‘Los Angeles, .Sept’ 1 :-400-seat ‘Diplomat. Club in the hillWindmill
plus. a 10-girl ballet. + red. However,. ‘the Hilton. interests. Detroit, killing two other men>- “and 16...
‘|‘top «Kemper. Lane “Hotel; -opéns
Singer Ruth Wallis is booked for, bowed out of the. - costly: setup. ; bers—Dieter Sehiepp |‘and. Dick.)
‘Thurs. (6) with Marty. Allen & Steve
strictly

a

imported

return

due

date

talent:

and.

Nelson

Current

Eddy

is: several.

‘in October:.
More Imported |. Falent

‘months

- ‘ago

‘but

the. ‘inn

-Faughnan. -

retains its original. tag:. Its initial | - -The> “crippled:

| bid: ‘for: nitery biz .in its -Silver
Andres,
another
top-- bracket Spade* Room started with, a._ bang
cafe, -also features imported talént.. but’ trade .soon. fizzled, *
Kathy ~ Yumi,
Japanese * ‘singer- - Lee Gordon, who formerly ‘ran
dancer, heads the current Dill with | ‘the. Stadium: loop, .was
talent
comedian Keith Petersen
and: a ‘booker. for the hotel’ and brought
pony ballet. Spellson’s, ‘a:midtown:, in Johnnie. Ray: to S0-SO results..
nitery, has an.overseas act. policy” | Some lesser talent was, later: used,
Current are Hi’ Fi Twins... Billy|_also: to: minor. returns..The Silver
Antaman and Colin Croft. . Latin. ‘Spade now has. no talent,.. being:
Quarter,
also midtown,
‘has .a content ‘with. eat-and:-drink trade:

‘gérialist: Was:

from a Detroit hosp ital to.|
| brought
thie CNE -by a’“nurse. .
“We. could. use: Mario. to. intro-.
duce. the-‘act. and he would do: that:
| ntil.“we |‘havea ‘better: idea of:
“some ° “other job he ‘would-enjoy.
doing,” said’ his ‘father, Carla, 57.: |

Hollywood:

't Rossi -headlining. ..Col. ‘Joe. Goetz,. .
formerly. ‘with. Beverly. ‘Hills,: dark=

Red‘ Nichols Trio’ ‘returhs |to “ened Kentucky. casino, -is ‘produc-

Sheraton: ‘West Dec. 3 for three
stanzas....

. Dennis Day. booked for:

ing its. floor- shows, *

‘fortnight .
“at Nugeget,.. Sparks,.. Nev., |- - Shortlived- Was. “the... attempted

(name. ‘policy at:the. Cock ’N Bull,
starting. Oct. -E1.
._Sylte,
Sisters. -Moishe Kleinmann’s small -roonr ‘In.
“play ~ Mid-South: ‘Fair,
Memphis,
Sept: 21-29". .
Dick Van Dyke; Suburban’ ‘Avondale; Buddy.. Lester,
inked -by. Sahara Hotel, Las. Vegas, in for: a.four-week kickoff, exited
|. ..Mario- _has. ‘undergone. - several. for. four ‘Japs next. August: :: a after. the. ‘third, week ‘due. to light
operations - to date,.one of them ‘Roberta. Sherwood, - opening . ‘six ‘patronage.:‘ Lester recently was: a:
_to take a ‘pone: from his ‘hip’ to: | week: ‘stand. ‘at’ Stardust; Vegas, x “good: draw at the. Surf :Club: in a".
Vezas-type. show
with Norman: ‘Whether. an act policy will be-re-|: support. his badly-shattered . ‘back; : Sept:. ‘21; is: Set: for ‘niteries up. to -western hills bowling emporium...
Leonard Wilhoite, --ex-maitre. a
Tt. will ‘be “sevéral months before. Jan.°-15; including’. Chis: Sahara
Erskine,
Johnny: Aladdin, Dawn: ‘sumed: ‘in. ‘the ” ‘future is a.. moot |:
he leaves the. Detroit hospital. He | Inn: Tridianapolis’ B&B . Club, “N at Beverly. Hills’ .and lately.. with:
Dickson and a flock .of eye-filling ‘point.
‘Fop hiteriés :hexe. “are: “Teaning: weighed | 180 ‘pounds. the night. of. Y.’s:: Pierre °‘Hotel, L. <A.’s. -Co- the Surf.Club, takes: over as gen“Strippers.
but. “has: lost a ‘coanut Grove’. ’. . Don ‘Rickles re- ‘eral manager: of. the Diplomat Club.At King’s Cross, on the fringe of heavily on. imported talent,’‘figur- |. the.. accidenit
. |turns’ to Slate. Bros. Sept: 12° for
this city, the Fox-hole and: ‘Tabou . ing ‘names
4
are the best jures: to win pounds.
Stanley ‘Bros. at:|
| Lwo-weeker-.
::.. ||-Ash’ Grove. Aug. 28-Sept,- 16°...
<1.
‘|| Big - Tiny’ Little -combo, debuting
at Riviera, Las: ‘Vegas, today..(Wed,):
| for. month; opens: at: Melody Room.
Sept: 27 for four spans.
Dg,
ROARING 208 9:
:
-Carmen™ Cavallaro
plays iwo |
Bae
“GIRSYSs ROOM
| weeks . of: dates ‘in:‘Japan: ‘starting:
"N.
| GEISHA ROOM»
|:
-f in Tokyo. Nov.. 2.. .3 Dukes of Dix-}
§| ieland dotted for Bakersfield (€al.)‘T|:Saddle &: Sirloin -Dec..:10:for -10.
e
“oo
,
*
HICKORY 209008 6
TU120d ELETCHER PARKWAY:
‘Ti days .. . Jimmie ‘Rodgers & Fair-:
| mount ::Sinigers : will. ‘play ‘Victoria.
. ‘B.Cc.) Centennial: Fair: ‘Sept. 24-29 tf >.
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‘Roberta ‘Linn: into: Riviera}

“August °30,: 1962.
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City, Cal.-s... , January. Jones. into|f :

Barry. Ashton Frodcutions, Tne s.

‘T! State Bros.. ‘Sept. 22-in start: of new.
five-year “contract: Calling -‘for. two
| annual. ‘four-week stands’...:. Caro-|#

8257 Beverly Plivds

Los Angeles 48, calir,

1

1 :.

| line’ Richter. launched :two-weeker|¥~

- Dear Barry,

I want to thank you for helping. me to ‘do‘the piccnsr .

of my club,’ Warts. Roaring Twenties," and this. even1 wth

” Kansas City

increased admission charges

Comie

You are a. wonderful shownan and the most esoperative.

Eenny- Collyer. in ‘for. a: |

{|} one-nighter

at the’ Meadowbrook|#

TALENTED”

. } Country. Club . Sunday’ (2). ‘Booked | °
TRIOIST-..
in with him, -the. Dorei. ‘Dancers.;Pers Entertainment set: for. the- WOMPI t * puattiag Piano- ‘Riiythié “With.
national. -corivention. .at’ the. Hotel:|# Charm. for:both Listening |
and *
-Muehlbach . Sept. ‘8- includes. Song" Daneing: .
oo.
stress .‘Sharon. Cortier, the ai

artist T have had, the pleasure to be.-assoetated wLths
This ‘erigagenent will set ay new entertainment: policy” ,
for: ‘the futures | T. am: certainly happy I will not. have, to

worry “about ‘teneday: and twoeweek engagenieitts- ‘for: headliners:

any mores

im | Dancers . and. the::Bobo Lewis Trio

«,Penny ‘Pryor follows her. cur‘[t.;.
| rent singing:‘date: at-er with

Vostsiricerely,.

‘||

Ot Fok
ART HIRSCH.

BOA
A
eee
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ee
|

.:
tat ‘Huddles,. Indianapolis; Labor|§
George Carlin: into. Play-: a
fj Day .
“ft! boy. Club; Miami, ‘Dec, 13-Jan,, 5. oT

and most CONSISTENT business Tt have had sinca, the opening ~

a

three ‘weeks’ at: ‘the N. O.- Playboy

- New. YorkAppeaiadinces:
= PIERRE: ‘HOTEL :

}| opening: Sept. 20... :°: Sterling. & |].

_

fl

v

ANDERBILT

_SHERATON:

| Baumel are set-to. follow their. cur-.

rent Eddys’ stand -with -their: first {f
at.. the “King’s Club, . Dallas, ..Oct: :
15. for two weeks .-.. . George. ‘Eddy

atte
tetera

EMBERS:
HENRY we HERRMAN

- ‘Ihas.sét Joya Sherrill: to. warble| 1270.“Ave; of Americas, New York.iE Sept, 14-27 with: ‘comics’ Jack Eagle|.

& Frank Mann... . Conway. ‘Peritty |

fi into. ‘the: Chestnut: In.”

Rockefeller: Pleza::
leet6-992:
..Clecle:

Also currently at:
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STATLER HILTON— LOS ANGELES— 3RD. YEAR
‘WORLD'S FAIR—SEATTLE.— 20TH WEEK°DEAUVILLE HOTEL —MIAMI — 17TH WEEK
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In Preparation: —

PRODUCTIONS FOR HARRAH'’S—- LAKE TAHOE
“OPENING oct. "

BARRY ASHTON PRODUCTIONS,

‘8257 Beverly Blvd.
B

Ae
ened
aPa
PE

| Jounge: Las: Vegas, ‘Nov. 21 for four
-{| stanzas ..-"~ “Edward. Byrnes. and | 3Be
1} spouse.-Asa ‘Maynor broke ‘in “new|] “Nitery act. at: Corkers -Club, King }] :
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~-OARRILON
N HOTEL,MIAMEBEAOH
__Now Ninth:Week

Thank you1 MRROBBING, -Thank: youMR: Lou. ‘WALTERS |orl
* for. continuing this,wonderful “sngsgement.
Personal: Managemeat. :
Le “pon ‘SHAT. ENTERPRISES.”
ae Ww. 57th ‘S., New York 1”, NY. .
dUdson, 2-2602.
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Wednesday, ‘September 3 "1962".

BOB WEEMS
¥ EXITS.

Ottawa Rave Reviews Catapult
Moscow Circus IntHitColumn’

" ‘through: stunts,: ‘comedy; a:‘boxitig
| fight’ complete. with tiny: bear

= JulietProwse, faci

“GAC MUSIC WING| To Be Fisher’s Openers

| water boy, - acro and balancing. . l.
’ Through ‘the. show: ran the com: ae
edy: of thé circus’ ‘star, clown Oleg | Bob
-p- ‘Weems has resigned: as. top-|
‘Popov. His: every. ‘routine ‘is built ‘perof. the Gerieral: Artists Corp.|
and. staged with ‘all the. care of: music . dept. He’s. a- brother of: the |
“The. Eddie: Fisher. ‘show -to play
a. prime .vaude “stint: Props: were
Ringiing Bros. Barnum & Bailey | One. quibble is with’ ‘the ‘yingmas-:
‘late Art Weems, for’ many years the ‘Winter Garden, N.. Y:, for four.
“Circus played the Ottawa Audito- ter, whose microphoned tones had ‘not. always. lavish; but they” “were: the ‘executive’ ‘vicepresident* ‘of the’
)
rium. earlier this.summer and got. such .a thick Russ “accent .they. ‘not. stinted: either. Routines, wsu- agency,
.and | -of — bandleader: Ted.|. weeks. starting Oct. 2. will- have:
okay reception. but -nothing: like] were all put. unintelligible.. Also, ally: with. unbilled: helper, ranged Weems, :with|‘whom Perry: Como, J uliet Prowse’ ‘and: ‘Joey: Foreman
sang. for” many: -years..
the hats-off raves given. the Mos- he was hardly needed... Panto was.|. ‘from ‘blackout te 15 minutes.doitig” the’ ‘first: half. of: the - ‘show.
and..the show: 7 The: show's production. balance: . Weems’ duties will be. absorbed ‘Fisher: ‘will: do the second half solo..
cow Circus. in its North: aoe king throughout;
“was: boffo, attention -scrupulously | by!
,
generated
.
heavy.
mitting:
at
every:
;
other - members © of -the staff,
preem
Opener
matinee
' Casting. was completed: by. Monte .....
‘| given to.. timing, ‘not. only, of acts.
at this point..Wednesday. {28) drew s0-So-- busi- }opportunity.
Proser, ‘who'll produce’ the show ~
‘and.
performers
but
also.
to’
stage--|:
Staging “was tops. ‘The. lights.
: Weems has been: with’ the. jien:'|)in association “with Fisher’s. -firm,
ness, but when the reviews came|
| were: shrewdly located - and.‘ used. “hands.. Not: once. was “there a falter. cy: for:about: 11- years,: and .for
out trade piled up.
-Ramrod Productions, ‘and-:-Milton:
FAIL acts:came. through: curtains . at: or’: ‘false’ move. even .when. -a-new- a: time.-“headed -the- Chicago .‘of- Blackstone, .‘Fisher's personal. manEvidently what caught the ‘cus-|
floor was laid at. intermission -t6:
tomers was the show’s careful. and! ‘the réar of the ‘single °‘ring, and: accommodate’ the bicycle’ ‘and mo-. fice. ‘He’ had- been: in: the: ‘employ ager. Proser: also named Bill Doll.:
strategic use of spectacle. Unlike{‘not a single act’ came..on without.| torcycte: riding: -bears. ‘Everything: -of GAC prior to that, -“but: left: to ‘as. -pressagent-:‘and . ‘Irving’ Cooper.
- gO “awith- a ‘southern theatrical: cir- to.. be the ‘show's: general manager, .
‘B&B, the Moscow Circus color andj.the utmost fanfare.
was “clean “and. ‘sparkling. ‘Report:
gloss was constantly under strict | Opening. turn’ was: ‘Chernega Bt tis'that the. acts. in--this stand were: ‘cuit: where. che. remained: ‘for: sev- . Proser, Cooper .and.“Lester: Shur,
eontrol, used for -greatest impact |.Razumov, aero-aerialists, spinning: |-séleeted |from ‘the 80. circuses now}.eral .years: before - returning. to}.{ who. does -Proser’s ... casting from .
with every design and routine. and; by hands; ‘feet and teeth beneath. | operating | jn Russia: Management| GAC...
”
‘New. York,. made~a quick trip to” ..
move. And if was. all confined to}. a twirling support -‘designed - as a | said some «of.the. heavier: animal
{Chicago on.-Friday (31) to confer.~:
and -pop. sales-. aaa
rs
the stage. .Popcor
|.with Fisher, -who =had:: a. McCor-.
-acts: had. -to stay in: ‘Europe. ‘beowed inside: while.
Moseow: € ‘ireus
men were not
[mick Place- gig and. thence: to- Las"
“1 cause ‘of:transportation, difficulties. ;
the shew. was on ‘and the only vo- |
‘Ottawa, Aug.. $0.:
Other: than .the. ‘Sputnik spoof. |’
| Vegas. for: Miss Prowse’s. preeni at::
eal sound in the performance came’ |
North American “premiere .. of anda: Popov . routine: that” sent al
.“| the. Flamingo, They all. returned to.”
when star clown Popov and his: “Moscow. Circus. °Director, 'S. ‘Se: | rocket. in the’ air and let. loose’ -a-New- York early this. week..
aide emitted yelps and squeals. 4+ meschkiii,. “producer, -A. . Arnold; ‘parachuting “hen; - there’, was no |.
| decorations{. A. Sudakevich:: “Ting:: political - reference of any--kind.
" Washington,. Sept: 4,
master, E. ‘Rushat. Band Leader, : ‘The ‘performers’ gave the. ‘inypres- | -.
“|
ENTS
B. Osipev. ‘Canadian. manadgement.| sion ‘they. were’. having. :‘fore: fun’).| “The -Shoreham™ Hotel's-“first JOLLY JOYCE PRES
t
‘Canadian Concerts & Artists Inc.| than’ the .cusfomers ‘and this did booking” of a. Negro. ‘performer re-|
=
— WORLD'S. TOP ATTRACTIONS : | Nicolos. Koudriavtzeff, pres. Pre- | no™ harm’ to the atmosphere, of. fun: ‘sulted. in’ ‘a’ near record. for ‘the, .

~-At B’way. Winter: Garden

Pearl.Baley'
$“Whammo
366 atShoreham; D.C.

“AstNegroStar atHotel =

in Ottawa by. Tremblay
created from tee- off...
Gorm. /inn’s: ‘Ferrace Room. The first week |: ~
Stars Popov, ‘features:
{of “Pearl Bailey's. fortnighter_re-|
| Chernega &. Razumov; ‘Deveyke|
1 sulted©in-. a: wham “$36,000, the ae
and. his
‘Group. (8), -Pchelnikova,. The. .Nif.second highest inthe history’ of |-Q/,
‘kolayevs 4), Khromovs. (3),. _Olk‘the room. Only. the Guy’: Lombardo.- /“
. Este Social Club, Phila.—-Sepf. 7-9 | hovik avd, : The
Solokhins — (4),
-Orch: exceeded. ‘that -figure; It’s |.
Ut Tsovkra (3), Bubnov Girls. (4).
| ‘anticipated that her second. week-| —
|.
Kaseyev - &. Manassarian, Filatov
‘at. this inn, just. ended,” will, re-. oo
| Bear Circus: At the. Auditorium,
oad his COMETS:
|
sult ina similar’ take.
Ottawa, Aug: 28- 30."62.
US. Army Alr Bases, Europe—Sept.
“The Shoreham. Hotel; ofwhich}
“Dallas,: Sept: 4:
“| Bernard... Bralove-.. -ig “‘prexy, . has}

JOEY DEE.

| sented.

*:

[| concerts.

LotsaLegal:Snarling 7
As Texas Court: Studies:

STARLITERS
BILL HALEY

STEVE GIBSON
aad bis RED CAPS
Atientic. City, N. J.—Sept.

if Bob.HopeOwes onGig

_

|wi

=) pitas
I.
Pes

AND ~

Sputnik: As ‘with all:acts, ‘costuin:} :TE s° District. “Judge ®Sara .T.. been. on a revue. policy. in which |
| ing: was classy and socko. The. ‘Hughes - has’: delayed .‘decision. on: nonnames were featured.. It start-1
‘whether:. ‘Bob.. Hope’. is legally ' in-:
Deveyke Group, acrobats, went.
ced: the: name. try.only recently.
debted. ta ahost ‘of .creditors. after

.
1 bertiantRush at Delaware

through-most w.k. ‘routines «plus:
the: comic. went: home with $6,347
|
several new. gimmicks, ‘Mostly: all.
MO: 4 8600.
‘following. ‘a...persdonal. appearance
performers
working
simulfaneous-:
Hie Record "Rinky Diak"
‘here June. 16_jy..
One.
flash:
bit
was.a.
teeterboard.
1.
Now. on One-Niter Tour
‘Hope's’ fee-- becaine “gnarled. in:
toss) on
seven-foot stilts. “per-|
-a ‘tangle- of legal. ‘Maneuvers after}.
| formed. flawlessly.
the -local |.
“Philadelphia, ‘Sept. “4
|
Svelte blond Pchelnikova clicked ‘. ' Mrs: Iva D... Nichols::.
‘promoter, was: cited ‘for: failure: to ~ The State Supreme Court turned
oad T-NOTES
with .a solid contortionist routine..:
pay Federal. ‘excise: taxes” ‘due. ‘in. down the’ appeal -of. Lillian Reis, |
‘Now Hollywood, Calif.
‘The ‘Nikolayevs did Jow aerial acro.
1950-53-=
<dancer -and cafe operator, .. -who
‘on’ a turning apparatus.. Jugglers,
Even before: ‘Hope went ‘onstage -asked for a change ‘of: venue: from:
{|The Khromovs had“a’ neat stint].
the. State of :Texas.- City of Dallas
and the WESTS
fi\ with two males and a femme in.a_ and - 18. music publishers’ joined {Schuylkill County. on .a.retrial for _just. 3.‘minutes trom: the:“loop”...
‘her-alleged’ part. in ‘the: ‘celebrated a
U.S. Army Alr Bases, Europe
1|-fast and flashy stanza..The trained:
in. the: crush: ‘ef - creditors. seeking
| * Surrounded. by faidinatiog dining
‘fi canines of Olkhovikova, :whose. ap-. to: ‘share ‘in: ‘the ‘funds.. ‘Creditors |$478, 000 ‘Pottsville heist.. Miss Reis; who owns: the”‘Celeb: “and ‘nite spots . ;.;. Home. of:
a Dearance ‘would have: pegged ..her.
are. claiming - the |$6,347", ‘was -un-|rity Club:.in ‘midtown Philly but.1- . famous CLOISTER: INN, fine. alee
a grand ‘opera star, were” standaad the TWISTERS
lawfully taken. -out:. of-the . -state : appeared briefly: ‘this’ summer -in‘conditioned restaurant, Antimate.
out.
| Held ever Peppermint Lounge, N. " |
by Hope: and’ his, ‘agent: Mark: ‘An- Atlantic: City, is accuséd of-mastersocktail. lounges: ‘Adjacent’ 600-_.
On ‘high-wire, “were- the -Solo:thony, ‘after a court order.to con- minding the robbery of the home "Gar garage. I-dey. valetr: ‘beauty: *
| khins, using safety. wires instead
‘CINDY & MISTY”
fiseate -.the” show's. proceeds. was. a coal operator John: B.: ‘Rich:inl: salon, barber shop. All rooms:
| of- nets, who worked .a thrill -rou-. filed.”
ead the PANICS |
‘|. -with private bath, shower, Studio, ~~:
-tine to. great effect. Making. his’
Hope, through his Jocal -attor-.
gust, 1959.
Somers Poiat, N. J.
wos
circus debus was Tsovkra; billed as | ney Bob: Thomas, ‘denied: indebted- [ ‘Her ‘trial dast. year. ‘resulted: ‘in’al - apts:; VIP". suites.:SPECIAL
hung ‘jury. : The -second- trial is _. RATES: from. $6.00:FOR.—_ wkd ct
“Daghestan - ‘rope-walkers.' ” Tsov-:
ness. Thomas: declared. Mrs: :.Nich- scheduled. ‘to: begin -in:Potteville’|: ENTERTAIN ERS.
kra with two assistants: performed.
‘ols had. agreed to pay Hope $10,000. ‘Sept. 10. oO
Held Over
J
on & slow-slung, cloth-covered rope:
for the: June Big, but that Hope} ~
Peppermiat. Cane. Clab, “Phile..
supporting: a-metal bar. at centre.
‘only: - TOOK | -back 63%" of. his: con- |.”
The stint was unique ‘in. its prestractual “agreement.
| entation of balance and. acro in|.
- currentsaveaf"MARIETY"
While~ Judge: Hughes. dctayea|
aed the QUARTERNOTES
that the two aides were used ° al-.
-Glasglow,: Sept. 4,-her ‘decision,- she... gave’ Federal; |:
Lolfipop Lounge, Brooklya’
mast - throughout. to ‘Support. the state and Dallas attorneys 25 days |. “The last. “edition” for 1962 ‘orl
| fope ‘while Tsovkra performed.. ‘to declare how much. ‘they should. “The Andy Stewart Show,’ local|.. ‘GRACIOUS. Hoseiraumry
‘The aides’ part in--the act was |. -get.-from:’ .the -ticket “:proceeds.. flavored heather-and-bagpipes re-.|~
‘FOR BOOKINGS
.AND: PLEASANT UVING .
| important in. that their. manipula:
_ Judge said. ‘she will ‘study. for” the. vue, featuring Andy Stewart, ‘ack|-.
Write
Wire.
“Phone.
|tion of the rope and bar: was as hext 30° days- ‘garnishments (in- singer and- comedian, has opened}. _ DIRECTION: Lous F‘rue, & 60%.
3
pertinent. to the. routine. as the.
‘quiry-typé. suits) against. Hope..to' ‘at the Empire ‘Theatre. after the...
star’ s.:
original
|
show
played:
to
“an:
esti7
determine. if*‘the (Sntertainer ‘is:
VAN JOYCE | NORMAN JOYCE ||
. High: on apparatus, “Phe Bubnov’
}. mated «250,000 ‘customiers..:.
=.
58 Wet 48th St.|1001 Chestnut St. | Girls
i Music.«Music ‘Music
indebted.
produced ‘acro. thrills -and
‘Presented. -by. Moss: Empires’. top: |¥
New York - | Philadelphia ~ | plenty .looks among them: Kaseyev|, - Hope. allegedly" received - $9,-| -per
Leslie Macdonnell, and stageed | -CLUBS.— LOUNGES — RESORTS |
611. 17 after the local .show, -but
PL.7-1786-1530 | WA 2-4677
_& Manassarian had a “strong man” ‘had -to -pay off Supporting. ‘acts, by Iain. MacFadyen, show also fea- |:
-"end. aff these: who bit_ to bring’-on. the show's top. ‘hired help: --and- orchestra° leader” tures ‘Sally Logan, Barry: Sisters:
Affiliated Ageacies.
(3);: James “Urquhart; Ian .Powrie}:
attraction, Filatov’s .Bear ©.Circus.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Joe. Reichman... all. to the tune: ‘of.
This ts.a spectacular animal: act. some:-.$3,300- “Thomas ‘said. Hope. &. Band, .Max:. Kay, ‘Erie Burns;
_ “Frankfurt, Germany
-SINGLES — - ORCHESTRAS
The ::beats, many Sizes, went.“| still -owes ©$2,500" in- ‘bills’:-from: Arthur Blake: Singers, Leslie Rob- |}
ENSEMBLES

\PA.REJECTS LiLREIS’ OWEN w. NICHOLLS, ixet,“Mare..
BIDFORVENUE CHANGE |°

|DAVE “BABY” CORT EZ.

ROD McKUEN

| GND ) 350:ROOMS Y
Overlooking LAKE wichigan'=. |

COUSIN JODY

JOEY

Medes INK SPOTS

‘StewartsLastEdition

RAY MILAN

“FREEREHEARSAL FACILITIES and|

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY

| DEMANDaie
the Finest Ss

-erts Silhouettes:: ‘and: ‘The

4 | the show.

|see!!JERRY VAN DYKE:

|-temptirig: to collect .a: $7,578. judg-:| ‘on’ the ‘market by next year ‘aw ay

_[}-ment; against. Mrrs.. Nichols |for property. Sevelopment site...
| copyright. ‘Infringements :of anoth-.|

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"September 5 and September 12

“THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW ~
October 14 and December: 16

:. Montreal, Sept. ‘é

The- °=
Ambassador . Cwho
Marcel.‘the.
Archambault
ia operates.

—_—_——

‘may be ‘setting some -kind of- | .
-a record ‘for -energy:. and ver-. {f.

.
“Now Filming MGM Movie
“The Courtship of Eddie's Father"
Starring: Glenn Ford—Shirley .Jones.

satility. “He is. also. (1): court *
}o Jelerk to, Justice: Armand.‘Tru- ._ {f
‘dell of Domestic: Court ‘here ‘in ~ Montreal and*(2) on weekends, im) coo
during the sumnier. season, is =| 0."
|].
{ . mandger.. of. the. ‘Mountain.

te Preparation for CBS-TVA New Situation Comedy Series. ‘Starring

_

Crest Lodge, a. ‘private: mem... |
v2) bership: organization’ ‘in MurTay Bay.on the.‘upper. St: Law: en |

PERSONAL: D:RECTION:
W.H. (MONK) ARNOLD -

“rence Rivi er:

‘To -failfill “this”last function, ..|
7
“Archambault :travels ‘-by.*
evcar.
ery |

308 Henry Grady Building. more
Atlanta, Georgia

|f

atrical Agency here, servicing
French. cafes:. and club :dates,

“The Handmade Private" ‘To be shown: in November. CBS.TV

Angeles, California

ELDORADO. 5-5633..

-’ Moonlighting DeLuxe

“Starring: fa. the new. JACK: WEBB
‘General Electric's TRUE.

_. kas

‘

cos-w | “f=

_Februrary 3, 1963

EXCLUSIVE:
J
Television and. Motion Pictires
ROSENBERG AND CORYELL
9229 Sunset Boulevard
:

TWisr - LATIN
ATW-- NOVut

[ler ‘show which’ .does ©not: Jpvolve.|F
| Bob Hope's, performance.

‘THE GARRY MOORE SHON
SHOW.

JERRYNAN |
DYKE

White

Heather Girls:

‘Creditors ‘want Hope ‘to’‘return
It: will be followed Sept.” 94 by |.
his: $6.347._ and place. it in ‘the|"“The Desert Song,” ‘with ‘David.
Contact.
2
‘registery. “of: the ‘court. so they: Whitfield.:. Future. ofthe’ Empire |]
“BAYS ‘AND. ANDERSON |
can ~ .coHect from: Mrs. Nichols.
is’ very..much in doubt, | - Presscting Outstanding: Artists. :
‘| | vaudery
:is
“The music - publishers~ ‘are’ -at- and likelihood is. that it will be: sto Madison Ave., New York 22, NL.Me:

-.}

500.

miles, . ‘Foundtrip,:

de week:

D A NCcERS
“THANKS MR, SKINNY D'AMATO ‘fot
‘a “GASSER ENGAGEMENT". with
"THE DEAN MARTIN: SHOW: at

500 CLUB, Atlantic City

_ BUDDY ¢GRECO, :

plusadded starters:.

“SAMMY DAVISSR. and.
“Contact. 152 Wert. ‘seth Strset.New York:

FRANK-SINATRA |
_, Circle 5.6675

[.

‘aesAn accomplished performer withafloridve
voice
and1 equallyfloridarrangements, shehasoverwhelming
= JOSE, VARIETY
effecton.theassemblage- She
@ getsahuge: mittfor
her efforts”
ae

“ f oe

“SHE NOT ONLY SINGS,:
SHE SWINGS”
~ GE ORGE FORS YTHE,
BOSTON. TRAVELER

“FIRST. RATE,vee!
She‘ sings a variety of
“songs in:a voice that:

“combines ease with power.

‘She offers spirituals with:
_ “fervor, hot songs. in: high
AN
exultation and ‘sentimental :

ae

ballads from, the heart.”
~ELLIOTT NORT ON;
“BOSTON RECORD |
AMERICAN: .

_

“VERSATILITY...

She brings,omgoose bumps”

* pRotibence sOURNAL

Ae “COMES ON LIKE.
__ ‘THE OPENING
weSCENE OF ‘THE.

UNTOUCHABLES":

*UntouchaBELLE pr

7s waureR winvcnece fall

“wow. - Range is
j staggerii. +s
Brings down the tent”
. “#ARDIS SMITH,
‘BUFFALO EVENING. NEWS

<< fil <PROFOUNDLY

AINDIGO RANGE...

os: _ Shetravels easilya
’ and knowingly?”
6 \ ..- PATTERSON GREENE,”
eee es eat‘HERALD EXAMINER.

ALR. UM PH...Jdust a2 charmer

a heA fabulous voice and. all

ne
POM

EN

AY.

the know-how”
<HEDDA HOPPER:

* Direction:Bobby Burns”

. “SENSATIONAL IN EVERY .
‘MUSICAL VERNACULAR.
Completely won. the audience”. _
|

a

= RENT FIELDS, the

“BOSTON GLOBE’.

United Talent-Mgt, Lid...
3440 Wilshire Blvd.

:

Log Angelés (5); California
Las Vegas
Los Angeles
NewYork” “Chicago
‘Musical Arrangements by.Robert "Bobby" Kroll

Publi¢ Relations by Bill Watters & ‘Associates

VAUDEVILIE

“Wednesday, September:5,1962

or
:
Stuf—Vande

{for the West: Boint: namber wast
: obtained from. the. U.:.S/ Military ” Xcademy: while a charming south- |--.

. Of-the- border

segment,

‘Fantasia

The Tommy. ‘Bartlett: “Teg: ‘the - Water” ski. show. in. the Stadium ‘atl

Mexicana.’”” involved: the’ coopera-

tion. of, the: Mexican National Ins ;the. Seattle. World's Fair is ‘the Thost popular. show at the ‘expo: Cliff
|
stitute
of Fine’ Arts, .
idess. a Conley, ‘show Manager and emcee, estimates that: the show has played.
, lee Capades of 1963 o numbers .‘which: Serve - as. a: basis |
“| to 50% of: ‘all people who. have. attended ‘Fair—more than: 2 500, 000.
.[:since. opening’ day. April.21..
‘John
H. Harris. ~ presentation for individual. and. ensemble disanith ‘Ronnie
--The. water ‘ski-.show,. ‘bankroiled: by the: ‘Olympia Brewing 0.’ is”
Robertson, Barbara | ‘plays of skating skill. Newcomers} -presented. four: ‘times, a: day, free to fairgoers. Spectacle: is put on-in .
Wayrer: :& ‘Robert’. Paul, Otto ‘and, -and those ‘who've: been with: prior
editions
of
the.
ice:
presentation
all
|
Maria Jelinek, ‘Lynn -Finnegan,
.moat, 26 -ft: wide; 4:ft. deep, ‘around’ ‘inner rim of:stadiuim, -which seats.
‘Phil. Romayne and: Cathy. Sieele, show up:well-while. the Ice Ca’Pet3|
F—
‘Continued from. page as
13,000. Show ‘is set to. Stay: in ‘Stadium through: Labor Day, with, Pose.
Hishashi Kuchiki, Jimmy Grogan, ‘and: Ice ‘Cadets continue to. awe the
"|sibility ‘it.“may” be.extended’ until end of Falr;, Oct. 21,0.
a
Brigette,
Alan Konrad, . Freddie. ‘crowds with -their- precision timing;-everits. He. said: he thought this |
;
; had. happened during’ the Fair. and Trevkler, Hans Leiter, Don. Bear- and ‘intricate’ maneuvers.
2 Vaughin- Richardson, -veteran: ‘Carnival ganie: ‘operator. from Miaml
‘AS a springboard -for production rthat -péople have ‘just:sé much} who has ‘been running his. “Derby” ‘concession with “World: of: ‘Mirth’? ”
‘gon, Join LaBrecque and. George
‘Bussey, Herman Riederer, Herbert numbers,’ Harris ’-is -relying on. money':.to:-spend for shows, Along|:
tin. Ottawa. every. year ‘since’ 1947, is: -show’s ‘pressagent this. year. “He.:
Cowman, Ice Ca’ Pets (50) and Ice- -Rachmaninoff’s. Concerto: Number * that Tine, other. Seattle. showmen.} 1succeeds’ Richmond: Cox. Richardson’s: “Derby” has: always. been: located:
2
for
‘a
classical
interlude,
and,in‘!
also
view
‘post-Fair
months
with
choreography,
Ron.
Cadets
(29). :
; on‘ the lot. beside’ the midway’s press trailer. So.-it is this: year, .with
=

SeattleShunsSmallie

‘Fletcher; production: coordination,: the more pop vein, Victor: Herbert's. + some treépidation, because Jocal|
‘-Vaughn - splitting. his” time between Public relations
4
chores’ and ‘the:
Rosemarie Stewart, Robert Dench; . “Babes in Toyland, ” Jerome Kern? S: ‘citizens: have Spent-. -tremendously: [“Perby:* microphone. :
oo,
ono:
.
(lyrics “by :Oscar-‘the. past- few months’ in supporting:
_coshume, Billy” ‘Livingston; - gets, "Show. Boat”
-Frartlin 5S. Swig; vocal. arrange- Hanimerstein 2d: and. P. G.. Wode-: |.shows at the Fair: ‘and downtown. :
Albuquérque City ‘Commission: ‘has “grecnlighted. a “revision int ‘ity

Lyn Murray;: mustcal. ar-. house). ‘and a: medley of George , “Understood. that-’ ‘the’ Cemmis- ' ordinance to ‘allow. youngsters under - 16 ‘to attend ‘public- dances.. -Preranger-conductor, James..N. Peter- | ML. Cohan songs. The Cohan salute :{ sion’s -report’ ‘will urge ‘that the. viously. public. dances. have:: ‘only :-been open. to persons 18 years’ of. age
son; announ ements, Art Gilmore. paves the: way for a tousing finale j;city administration retain’ manage-- |and ‘older-:in city limits. ‘Law in the- past has. been‘a. hardship .onpre-.
_ At. Madison Square Garden, N: Y., to the melodic _beat of “You’re Ay ment *and. control.:of land: ‘an-d. moters’ ‘and resulted °in Slackening ‘of ‘attendance, according * to- Jack *
; Grand: ‘Old Flag.”
Aug. 29,61; $6 top.
buildings. and. that a qualified citiz ‘Baker, Manager ‘of city-owned. Civic Auditorium; Latter: is ‘major: dance: ©
mients,

Topping the international. roster: |zen'’s gitoup, ‘such as Post-Fair: Un: :pavilion™for .city; and..has— ‘housed

The 23d edition of “Tce Capades,” talent is Ronnie ‘Robertson, whose:! liniited “or.- :Greater ” Seattle “Inc::. Domino, and ‘various’ bandleaders..
spins and * toe-!} contract” with: the -city for :promo-"
which” opened
a _ two- and-a-half- rapid-momentum
stop. ‘the. show. ©
r
at
Madison. ‘touching ‘jumps
week
‘engagement.
tne develop.
Square Garden, ‘N. Y., last Wed-. Oe Romayne & Cathy Stéele are.en a re
nesday night (29), is another .of;newe te Ome
oe onan:Other’. Comintssion:
those. “‘can’t. miss” combinations of
graceful
inher
solo
outings, Hans ‘include: savvy
skatesmanship
and. (slick

dates: by.Chubby: :‘Checker, ‘Fats —
7

_ AGVAttoChallenge Labor Dept.

suggestions |

"Continued: ‘from. page “a ——
Leiter, another Austrian, also mak- |}, .NO per manent. or ékxelusive space:
showmanship.
It’s a.pop appeal. -ing.
his: debut |with the. show, pro- || ‘for. organizational. ‘meetings.: ‘Space’y
t
béanch
but.
will
“have
no
‘specific ;of the Act, this’ trusteeship is now:
{tem from the.-word “Go,” which.
‘shauld. be set aside for youth ac-:
is being used in. spaceage: parlance vides fine comic relief, along: with’
[designations as president, vice- |presumed - invalid; and’ that..the
‘tivities; the.. National. Guard. Ar:
‘vet
funster.
Freddie
Trenkler,
who's
:
| president, ete., ‘and: they will have: :-burden -of proof. that its continuas a descriptive title. term for this
(now .the:-Food Circus): is. ‘no. duties or ‘functions: other than. ‘ation “is -necessary rests with the
“latest John. H. ‘Harris. spectacular. |assisted -by Herbert Cowman, ‘and | Morythe team.:of John ‘LaBrecque [&: regarded: :as: a strong~ possibility:
parent: organization.”cas
they: now have..
a
-There’s an astronaut and space- George’ ‘Bussey.
-.| Space: should “be -designed :for|a
.

“(d) The setiing:up. of” this.pro-|
-eraft and a quickie on-ice. “Twist”
modest international: -centre.: Pri-'}
exibition, but the basic ingredients Other fresh. faces : Include Otto®vate” sponsors. should ‘be -encour- .cedure will require some changes | peice soon
&.
Maria
Jelinek,
current
world
.;
remain the same. The familiar
\ aged. to”finance and build a nata-: ‘iit the’ by-laws and -this. will-.be |
click formula provides: for ‘lavish champion. pair. skaters, and Hisashi |toritim. possibly. in’ the. area. now’ done at the October national board: :
Kuchikid,
senior:
men’s.
‘champion
|
colorfully - costumed
aaeiciat
| meeting. ©
t
oa=_——=z

of Japan, Back after a year’s tour; | used by: Show. Street.

|

‘of. their. native Canada are. Olym-|-.--

“ade ‘Branches: will: continue to |.

More. Suggestions

function-‘as branch .offices of..the |:
pic champs Barbara Wagner: & : Otiver: sugzestions were that -the | Sake
_ AGVA.:as- ‘in the’ past. 1
Robert| Paul. Also’ ‘getting the|‘Fair's Hall of..Industry .(building. AGVA. will continue. its: right: to }

BILLY

| .GLASON’S

FUN-MASTER
PROFESSIONAL
‘spotlight. are.. Lynn-- Finnegan, 37): -be-“used: as.a branch .of the
Jimmy ‘Grogan, Alan Konrad, :‘Seattle Art’ Museum: -.Encourage-.
COMEDY MATERIAL
‘i Don Bearson. and ‘Herman. ‘Reid- “ment of the ‘building: ‘of permanent
For every branch of theatiicals
: erer..
“WO SERVICE THE STARS!”
restaurants and development of an

} ,

establish; merge and. ‘close:‘branch
‘offices.’

Berg's ‘memo: stated ‘that’ “after

As usual, the. expert skatiig: | aquarium © was ‘recommended: “as hej was. ‘advised July-2 of the Solici- |
he sky: ride ride-deritor. :-General’s.‘Opinion - -he:.-again:
lovely
wardrobe
(designed by. |’,
de
Billy. Livingstom) and: nifty comic was retention of. the sky
-[/
.©3. Parody Books, Re
er Bk.
a)!
al--tramway. The. fairgrounds’ “Mon- “questioned” :: the.-ruling- of. the|
ae §. Blackout. Books 1-2-3 Sach. > C: Il relief combine to make.:“Ice Cap- ‘oFail ° ‘terminal. will .remain~ in “its 4 Labor : ‘Department and: “disputed” ef
i.
No. 4 for $35—No. 5 for: se.
“ades”” family” entertainment .with:i present -position: ‘pending . .deci= |ithe. opinion..-of the* Solicitor.. He |%
_@ Minstrel (white face) Budget $23¢
Se “How to Master the Ceremonies”e.
| the’ -accent on. kiddie-appeal. The}sions on: the. future: ofthe Mono- |said: two’, subsequent ‘conferences, | 3m
- about the’
$3 PER COPY
. NO C.0.D.’s
a
to. which he was: accompanied by’ E Show ‘felke are-ta
| show,:- however, does tend. to cbe- |
acting . national: administrative ‘sec-.
BILLY GLASON
{.come ‘a bit ‘Fepetitious :‘during- its} rail system.
new Hotel Avery:All new,
- Extensive. “open: areds” definite. | retary Bobby Faye, were held. One.) #-alt
:: large, beautifully furnished dec:
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19 $9:51318: }running -time..of approximately:
Ay
will
>be
reserved
asno-construc-:
{We TEACH M.C’ing and-€
was
.with
“several:
representatives”
|
¥
:
“(Let a real Professional trainyeu). | two-and-a-half hours; ‘The. skaters|tion. zones..
-|.of, the ‘Labor’ Dept. and. the ‘other ;@ « luxe rooms with private bath, tel
J repeat their Specialties and. ‘the }.
“Along
tke.
‘same
‘post-Fair
plan.
‘|with the Solicitor... -:.
7 »__Sviston & radio,Nr conditioning. ~ 7 production ‘numbers: tend to ‘take!
Jon a sameness An ‘their. -“overal Ti ‘ning. lines. "Washington Gov: Albert |:.-“Both’ offices: were “‘exceptionaily a AVERY. & WASHINGTON STS.. oe
1D.
Rosellini : “has “proposed that.) ‘cooperative and. were cognizant of.|%
makeup.
D.
production: “except: “for | a : business, °‘Tabor. and government” the ‘difficult: and. peculiar ‘problems .{™
_. The
: “West - -Point(ettes) on. Parade": ; throughout» the:state unite ina ‘of AGVA. in its nationwide: admin- | ™
35 Gag. files $15, plus $1Ypostage
FOREIGN: 33. for
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The Troubadors

Now Appearing
HARRAH’S

‘number,. has been neatly

choreo- ; “superpowered”: organization for a. ‘istration,”. Berg stated:..“I empha-"

“THE
COMEDIAN”
| graphed | by .Ron. Fletcher. The |sustained. tourist-promotion. effort: ‘sized. the. fact. that AGVA desired,
‘always,. to. comply with existing ||
The © aly Rest: Monthly io
| military sequence, a sock second- after. the. Fair. He urged’ financing. as.
GAG. sevice |
PROFES
laws
but.
that:
I.-still
disputed
the:
SIONAL
to
35,000
a.
of.
:
‘construction
and...
+
“act” opener, was. devised by Rosemarie ‘Stewart and..Robert Dench. !.59: 000 seat sports stadium. in-Seat--

|

| The. orchestra

1| fashion

ta fronted- ‘in finej‘tle, creation: of a winter

‘by James

carnival,

HE.GR
contentions of. the. Government: in |f- THE: THEMOST-UPTODATEST.

‘this matter and was préepared.to'Z0:1]

_

.

wow in. its: 142nd issue, containing.

to court, if.wnecessary, in’ the event. ''gtorles.. one-liners, poemettes, song. |...
N.. Peterson... ‘|:probably in. Spokane, ‘and ‘develop“way |] {ie ‘hecklers, “audience stuff, mono

compliance ~ would “in “any
| Blended: in with the musicalizing, | ment: ‘of: a* program -to bring.-trav-.; “disturb
the present-setupof AGVA

| ‘ideas,’ Intros; Impressions. and: im- |.
‘sometimes a little too Joudly,. 4s; elers. to the ‘state: during all sea-political,. Interruptions:
‘and their method .of. operation of.}‘| “personations,
of the Day, y. Hu Humorous Views:
hts
}the ‘taped choir -delivery | of ‘Lyn ! Sons. “At: :présent. . tourist, ‘travel. |
4
s, .as.branch offices’ :Thoug
branche
their:
tto.
WashingtoriState
‘is
almost
en:
ef the News, Vignettes, etc, (20 Pages), |
Murray’s vocal. ‘arrangements. The
ae of the. national: organization:
affair. .
25 YR —=SINGLE IssuES §3.
. 4 taped. commentary. is given. ‘okay |j trelya ‘summer
ed
Berg -added that he was. assured |
‘ | handiing ©by Art Gilmore:
‘The: Governor said: the large’ Stas:it:‘was ‘not “the desire or:intention” ’
sw
YROSINGEE |ISSUES %
Besides’ the’ take from: the sale 1‘dium was nécessary: before: Seattle: of thé. Labor: dept.. or Solicitor tol]:
We €.0.D.'6:: rf
“Pro”
|
league
‘major
acquire.
could
of tickets, which. are scaled to: ai
i disturb. the: AGVA: setup. ‘and. that. | aieY: GLASON: 200 W: ‘sath st.
| $6. top. at the Garden, there’s a; fessional-, football, ‘baseball. ..
: -the® present::method :.of :operation | : |
New ‘York: city: 1, co 51316
lucrative. coin potential--in the: sale!I both: ‘He. also: ‘estimated . that. 9. “is legal¢and. -proper.” He also| —
$450,spend.
will:
tourists~
:
000
-000,
;
Except
‘each.:
30c¢
“of programs at.
stated discussions. were held as to |.
‘for introductory, announcements, + 000. 000 this year in Washington— -how |AGVA- could -comply. with’
fours's
.6,750.000
with.
compared
source!
only
the booklets are. the
Landrum-Griffin Act: without -dis-.

pot reference'as to what’s’ going on, faand $248.000.000. in: 1961.
and they're not exact.:- For instance, Robertson, ‘although given
a bio as one of. the..stars, ig--not7 listed in ‘the actual program. “Gred-:
its. However, such. an ‘omission is |
‘provided for in. a ‘program note|.

——

DON TANNEN

: ‘turbing: ‘the «structure: of °“AGVA, |
| which: is: based on. AGV.A -being .a°
‘national organization, with: ‘non-.| .
‘| autonomous 'branch’ offices. Berg ; _lnternationt. Comedian

‘GAO's“Alle
or
r Nothing? +-then: outlined. the proposals Previ; Continued ‘from page a5 ———

‘ously. listed.

©

“HELD OVER’

Al

In regard to. a query ‘by a‘Phila=” |
; which states, “Due -to the hazards" commissions which. liad been ‘grow: delphia, attorney about the. attitude. ff
ing: considerably |‘with. the rise: of: ‘of .the - Labor: Dept: “toward a.
i-of | iceskating the running. order
and personnel. ‘of the: program. are. many new agencies ‘‘because of the. ‘trusteeship established. Oct. 1959,
‘subject to change without notice.” ‘demise. of MCA, -has: ‘been. decried over AGVA’S. Philly: ‘branch execti-|
Invidentally, special permission by the: indies as -well as: ‘ookers:of tive... -committee,:
Commissioner
cafes.” “If means. the loss of -rev-" John. L. Holcombe, replied: in part
Tjernues for them, and- naturally. they” last: Aug.- ‘15:
2...“L-am_ sure. you [4
| will try. to bypass GAC. An.‘making are aware. that, under :Section. 0
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‘BACK AGAINI | bookings
“GAG: at this” point i
Copacahana Lounge .|: Seems.
determined - -to create. a|ame. det
.NEW

YORK

21stieee
MidSeason.

DETOURS
Now Available
For Limited Engagements
FALL ~-. WINTER SEASON ©
. Personal: Morcgement

“MARIAN O'HARA ..
‘310° ‘Madison “Avenue.
New.

York. 22,. N.Y,..
EL 5-5633
7

| strong -and uncompromising. image

|".

“Hfor itself, both. with. -talent..as: well!
talent © buyers-~ vand. -personal
Tas
ae manager. S.- In ‘the: oase :Of Miss |*
Francis... without... word: ‘on ‘video |.
commitments, . the: office - ‘might. =

[| have .committed. her- for ‘cafe dates |Tt which would ‘create a conflict, :It-|

wants to build’ a..‘performer- in. all:

}| departments, - ‘or.“not” at:all, one

J}exec. “said:
Of ‘¢ourse’ “the: “fact: that. ‘Miss |“Francis. brou ht. in -a Tot of loot
1 strengthens.
AC’s.. “determination
| to. carry: out. ‘its all-or-nothing: fiat:.|

HOTEL©:
-MoWiReaL, CANADA.

} ‘DICK a

AUNT

|

- WESTON ‘AND:MARTHA. . SEATTLE WORLD'S: FAIR
a
Co-Starring OS
da. Barry. Ashton's.

_

VA NIGHT. IN PARADISE”
Managements GEORGE SOARES 4208 ElJardin; Las Vegas, Nev., ‘DU 421 a2.

Had it droppeéd:a lesser performer, |
| then: the. trade. would feel that,- it}
"Exelting Night. Club Entertalament | :
fis’ a. matter. ‘that: still. could: be dis" : a
Se 8, Associated. toting orp.
‘l-eussed.’
“But. it's. felt:-no .agency | fl Mutual.Entertainment: Agency
oo SS:‘8, South Water:St. 0
$0 West S7th if
1 drops all that commission ‘without :
- Chicago, -Ullinols.
:
.
... Now: ork, .N
wot

J meaning: what.At says.
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|‘Holiday’Boffo$116,000

iste

os
Rod
SSAA:
=
My.

(utof
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atPas
KSae

Andianapolis, ‘Sept.: 4: oo
‘Major.
:
talent once ‘ offered in. five:
‘@ubs here, is: now of. tap: ‘only in.
-{wo—the-. Embers -and.. B&B—but|the latter has been asking: ‘eancella-| ~
- tions from :those. performers. who

DIPLOMAT,MeB,SETS”

are willing: to tear: up the: ‘contracts:

-Other °spots.. “w.hiée h’ “ formerly

‘Knoxville, ‘Tenn. “Aug. 29:

“Holiday On Tee”. eompléted the:|
!world: premiére.: of. its. 1963. Pro~|..
duction ‘at: Knoxville: Civic -Coli-|
seum with-a gross’ of. $116, 000. At:|
_
‘* Los Angeles, Sept. 4. {Singleton ‘of - having told’ femmes
| tendance-: ‘came to-. -45,650 “during |
| the: six-day :.‘stand:.. “according : to]: ~ Penny: ‘Singleton, ‘former prexy ithat Mazzei “was: receiving money
| Fred. ‘McéCallum, :the Coliseum’s: lof. American Guild of Variety Art-: {from nitery owners to. allow “per-

Counter Claim Vs, AGVA’s Mazzei

‘ists’ whom -Irwin |Mazzei,.union’s

‘formers to act as prostitutes” ‘and

Mazzei “conspired, with two
BULK OFWINTER SKED; mage presented. by’ Morris ‘Chal-iw ‘estern regional. director, sued for jithat
damages... on
‘slander | Other men.to have an act of. rape.
$260,000.
‘sellout houses for all..per:|:
hadfen,
Miami-+
‘charges -Jast May 31, has “cate::: commiited against © a member of
“Phe: : : Diplomat. Hotel,
Sunday.
except
two

‘Beach: “has signed: the: bulk’ of its |matinees

denied all °_allegations”’ + AGVA, .
ls
made .by: Mazzei in an answer. filed |. Mazzei,

‘bill ;™20"*
boasted. Costly: talent: and have dis-. talent for the season, Opening
- Oe
will comprise Shelley Berman and}

in his suit. additionally

in. Superior: Court. In“a ‘cross-com- ‘charged. that Miss

continued.the policy are the..Crown.
Room; LaRue’ Ss,and Lafayette Sup-.
} Inn: ‘will’ then drop ‘talent opera:
per ‘Club.

Singleton ‘has

‘she told the ‘women:-he’ was “in ‘the.
tasked’. - $600, 000°. for
ool
libel and habit of carry ‘Ing a gun and in the
Sch
ce
Dati
a
ant
Atl
op
t
n
e
l
a
t
p
o
r
d
.
mn wil
for’then
“several: weeks sand re- 1,
“slander...
Crown Rooni was. probabiy: ‘the tionshabit ‘of. causing. physical. harm to
Action” “brought -‘by’ ‘petress ‘Jast: ‘anybody whe didn't follow his inon
most ambitious, with. such acts. as,|‘sume. ‘late: January.
Of
Out
ow:
d
Wid
tze
Wal
‘Louis. Armstrong, - “Tony. Bennett,
“The opening bill -of ‘is relight2 |.
Tuesday’ (28) ‘also named. as de- ‘Structions.” “Also. according, 10
fendant. Ted -Lesser,. prexy: of Cali-* Mazze¥s' complaint. “actress had
* PrayHis-- Diller, Jack: E. Leonard, ‘ing “hasn’t yet. been set but :sub- |-.
146, Indictment: Claims’fornia
-: Myron ‘Cohen;: and: Morey: Amster-+ sequent weeks call for :a Feb..-6 |
Theatrical. _ Agents | “Assn. said he was “operating a smuggling
}plaint _.-against .the” Official,

dam. :Harry .Hoéhman,. orerator: ‘of}stand -by' Eartha-Kitt; -Jackie Ma-|

Atlanta, Sept. 4:: “Miss Singleton, who. is on. five-yéar.Ting: in which he: forced members

the: ‘spot, has’ changed | to” a- seat son: and. Damita Jo; Feb. 132 ‘Buddy.

“Four |“persons. -associated ~ with- suspension: from AGVA ‘for alleged” Of ‘USO troupes. te smuggle geods
‘food: specialty estqurant, Sans. en- | Hackett, |‘Feb: 20; “Eyde-:Gorme:-& the locally franchised ‘Arthur Mur: disparaging “statements about ‘its’ ‘and wares: into ‘the country for: his:
tertainment.
-Steve- Lawrence: Starting: Feb.-.27. + Fay: ‘School of Dancing -here: have: -supplementary relief fund and who ; benefit. "
_Embers: has” sivitched: to. the:‘Tess.
Official’ likewise stated. Miss
|It's ‘un¢ertain. whether. ‘the hostel °-been- indi¢led® by.- ‘Fulton grand. ;has*been: ‘battling AGVA’s paid ad-!}
2 “expensive jazz singeér-field,and:-now
Will have. ‘shows: ‘beyond that date. sjury., On Ja:“charge. Or: ‘cheating. ‘and ' ministrators... ever ‘since “she ‘Was ;Singleton had told femmes he. “had
- .+, charges a cover.-only on. “Saturdays. +
ee
a
“2 Swindling|a" Widow: ‘of -$7,500.: Jury: ‘forced: to. ‘Tesign, its. presidency‘-in’ hired. two’ ‘police. officers. of the
‘Charlie Burkett ‘the. boniface;- has: Lees
returned | ta tue - bill” saving -‘the. 1959; - claimed in her countersuit: ._City ‘Police Department: to spy for
oe canceled ‘cut several Jarge. acts.’ in“money “Was * “obtained: unlawfully: that Mazzei ‘and. Lésser’ ‘had teamed’: him and tell him if the L.A. Police
i-chyding Herb: Shriner,- “the .‘Four:
“and with- intent. to: defraud” : Mts. up in.-action-‘which brought, about ©“Dept. Was interested an his ac-Freshmen, and “Edgar: Bergen; .Dut [her suspension.” ©: >.
tivities.”
~
Elaine. Pitts. “he: hopes. to -offer. one-night :stands |.

Tex.Liquor Law Folded

“His‘Club,‘Sez Dallas. 0pHt

Lt

t

Actress. charged -that pair took

was: “alleged: ‘that’ Mrs: “Bitts:
“Dallas; Sept. 4.was
“induced”. into. - _Mortgaging ‘part in a scheme. Tast. ‘February. to.
°
Bart. . Huniphreys, “ singer. and.ler proper ty” so:-she.- ‘could ‘obtain. ,defame and ‘injure her career. ‘This|
_. such as Jan. Garber, ‘armen. Ca++ local’ private: club: owner has‘ ‘shut- #
Show
: the” money..* The: :indietment. Was done through ‘a letter purport: N. Y. HotelUnions:
+. .vallaro, Harry James, and Ww aren
fered.. his --Earl’s~Club.: after ©16; -charged: that: Mrs..: Pitts: earlier had: edly written by ‘Lesser -to- -Mazzei
on - Covington.
months. ‘and: will: Tesume’ his sing-: |been- talked’. “into =selling: - . the. in which she was falsély quoted as!
;
“Muscle i
in Bargaining
‘LaRue’s, "which ‘at one ‘time. af‘ing:-career.: As ‘a. -nitery. ‘operator | property. for’ $10.000 ‘so she. could: ‘saving that: the AGVA supplemeén-| . ‘The Gotham i-oteliers fee] they
_ fered’ three: floors | “of ‘entertain-

_by’ Florian ZaBach,. Liberace, :Mo2 -rey” ‘Amsterdam, and. -‘music. ians.

‘nent;

is idark. ‘Lafayette ‘Supper.

on:he the. -Ernie:: Johnson. ‘Trio.
0..purchase 800 hours: of. dancing in-

“Elub- offers. music. ‘for dancing.-The|
Pink. ‘Poodle ‘geeastonally” ‘brings: wn
a brominent. vocalist: -

_fary Telief: fund: wwould, not

benefit!are.’ pver- a ‘barrel in

the

current

1
i structions. But; when~ no: cmarket:. the rank-and-file. members ‘but only ly iel -T d
Trades Council negotiations
"Humphreys: felt’ ‘the: folding was P¢ould “be. found’ for-the’ ‘property: officials’ and” employees, “whéreas, . otel

J caused

according‘written:
to-actress:
the letter was;‘with the Hotel Assn. of N.Y. -City,
by. the! Texas’ liquor .Jaw: the’ defendarits©allegedly -inducéd:: jointly”.
by: M a“tei and_ “especially with. the openings cf. ihe

‘|for privateries, which forces mem-"; hér .to mortgage: it for: $7,500 and::

‘hers to. signi for the tab and. :be;i buyiing’ “60600- “Ao
hours: of-

Lanin:‘Writing Big Taleit.: |
(piled. nronthly..

instruction.

: Less én. -

‘two prime. skyser aper de lexe

e Countersuit also contended that ,hostelries.on the--horizon:’ One is
The’ “system. Teft *t inste
Mazzeiand: Lesser had-hired Mari- the Loew's. tTisch) American,
chim “stiffed:”. with. $35,000 . from. in ad
»
Naméd:
‘in
the”
indictment’
were
- ‘yn. Bonney, a ‘singer ‘and dancer, |slated for Sept.: 24 ‘press’ preview
delinquent - or. non-paying mem- }
PBL:
Hatcher.
Thornton;
“his.
“Wife,
°
Philadelphia, “Sept: x
‘and -her miother, Mrs, Madelyn ;the preceding -Thursday! and the
bers. |
‘Helen B--. “Thornton;: Jack ‘Duddy : : Bonney, to .make false: ‘and. mali-+. other: is.. the. spring unveiling of
- Orchestra leader How ‘ard ‘Lanin. :
‘and
William:
J.
Dean,
alias.
Bill;
cious: -statéments .in.. which AIiss‘‘the Hilton-Uris Bres.-Rockefellers’
who * -doubles. ” in, * ‘staging . ilarge=. -MOIKEHA AS FRIENDLY: RIVAL.
Williams.
“
:
':Singleton was quoted as saying’ ‘that,| New: York Hilton, in the Rocke-- Scale pr oductions, is putting-on one.
“Honolulu,
‘Sept.
.4:
“te
:
Sa
SEE
DET
“national. -Jeadership . of AGVA: wvas |feller Center orbit-.
+
ofthe: biggest: to kick off. the. At=y >.

‘Check for Bankers’ Meet ,QP

corrupt:
4. 'The sitdown. demonstrations , at
--. Jantie City. convention season, for|)-. ‘Singer ‘Timmy: ‘Moikehia’ ‘has’ been me ~ DEBBIE'S ‘WEG.ASXMAS
booked . inte. the ‘Sheraton: ‘Royal |Mazzei, in his suit last ‘May 31, ‘nine key hotels ‘representing links
“the American: Bankers -Assni.:
--Hollyw
ood,..
Sept.”
4.
Hawaiian.
‘Hotel's:
‘Monarch’:
Room.
| charged | that actress had told the* in the Sheraton, Hilton. Knott and
Event: wilf. be staged .in the re-"
will. “spend i two..women in question; on Oct..19, Hotel. Corp.. of America chains)
fort’s: Convention. Hall “Sept. 255: to fill in when: headliner: ‘Haunani | Debbie “Reynolds.
and - -besidés -‘the -Lanin_ ensemble,” Kahalewai: makes :By quick. ‘Main=, Christmas. in- Las Vegas—working.. 1961, - that Mazzei,..: “acting, as i last Wednesday (29) were designed’
Actress ‘makes :her: Vegas - bow AGVA agent, had ‘been receiving: to demonstrate the ‘strength of ‘the.
‘the
talent : lineup - will. include Jand. trek.
Alay King, -‘the’ Winged ‘Victory |. Angle. -is the. fact‘that Moikeha’ S at: the Riviera,. ‘Via. a Dec. 19-Jan. 2)| payoffs from Guild members to act |anion with the 30-60 minute: slow-.
val|Rookie
Jerry. ‘Fielding ®: will. do |as -prostitutes. in the L.A. -aréa.’ ‘downs | -of ‘waiters, clerks, . -bar-Choir,, ‘Trude Adams, “Maria” Neghia the assistant: ‘Manager. of the. riv
Hilton’ Hawaiian Village ‘Hotel.
2 His ‘complaint also.” accused” “Miss j men et al.
“musical. arrangements.
and’ Franz: Brun..
Do.
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PastaByRalphPeartowns
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‘Candy Johnson, i
in case the jame “doesn’t ring. i
. s ‘bell, is the slim, trim - blonde: who. keeps: the. |

. “Twist”. from completely vanishing front the show |.

2 [
fe,

[Ds business scene with her nightly, ‘Byrations. in the. | i
a

Thunderbird ‘Hotel lounge.: be
Togethér. with. her:five ‘young. wien; ‘the: Exciiers,
; oe she: gerierates more musical madness w ith:‘het.‘swaying

jo

hips than, a:roomful.of New. Orleans hipsters on-a jazzt...

" Ttooting marathon. I have seen this amazing: young lady}:

-Sfand her Exciter ‘s:perforin maty-nights, W. hat.utterly be-| ~

a

Fuddles me: isher ‘endurancet. She never’ ‘seems to.am 7

.

|

™

of

FEATURING

-

Many. a-night,after: I walk aivay “from ihe.T-Bird, i .

haved: a-sncaky ‘feeling: that ‘she’s: merely a figment of}:

ts: my-overw orked. imagination. Na. one; -1.try: 10 reason,}
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| --1ean_ twist, .so. steadily .and. live fo -talk’ about it. It’s].
— nothing for this frantic femme to devote most of the 45]

|; | minutes alloted time ‘twisting .a!l over the lounge,-onf;. 022
I the tables and ‘in’the aisles..I féa? one night- she'llprob=\ Lo

na ably wind up: twisting on the roulette wheel... -.
nae
|:
“The young Excitet's, five most energetic lads who aren
| ave all probably-in ‘their teens, ‘have only:to.strike up al ©

“
”i
._
a
.7
a
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.
nan
..os
woe
ane
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. {rock “and: roll. chord -to..get-:Candy Johnson jiggling}
—lgrinding and ‘twisting while she packed lounge and the].
“| people standing five deep. in:‘theisles. join, ‘Hysteria -

4

{. Incorporated.”

of

.

|

= pened Mayth—2wedi ENGAGEMENT

STLGOING STRONG —5th.SOLID MONTH

IE must’ ask: Chubby: Checker; who was oné.of |

the charter members of this crazy dance fad back’
in Philadelphia |14-‘montiis ago, ‘to join me-in. the
Ta
NG
LAT
PO
nt
SB
,
.

‘|

-.-“That should:‘turn “out: to.-be: auite’ an.evening forf

| both quares and hepcats alike. Don't you think so?PAndh es

|

|the Exciters. forhis TV Show.”

a

1: |<) CAs for T-Bird possman.,, “Joe: Wwells:he's getting an at

~ {@normous diy inCandy andthe:Exciters even, -at twice m
oH
thesalary.
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THE: SWINGING THUNDERBIRD LOUNGE

who js working up the Strip at the Sands with Peter.
Lind Hayes and Mary Healy.:-

A--Jif Ea Sullivan is reading, P'd suggest Candy. Johnson. and :

a,ar
'.".
wrt
hoe
’
.:..

AND SRO CROWDS EVERY NIGHT

|

vy D Bird:Lounge one. night: Td like nothing: better, and -‘| Jiimagine:so. would: the crowd; watching Miss Candy: : i
~-Johiison, thie-human mixmaster; twist with Chubby,a

oo Thanks, Ralph
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THUNDER HOTEL—LAS VEGAS
A ‘RED. GILSON ENTERPRISE.
9013. E‘Union: Ave.,-Fullerton,:
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Denny
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_{ MITSOU

on the unofficial. “‘Fringe” ‘of
arty Edinburgh Festival: Int

His ‘routines ‘could

topper: is a standout

Latin “Quarter, N.ve

item.

screen to keep. customers |:

"| Gatineau, |Ottawa.

- The Kuban. Cossacks |(noe! to be!. “Mitsow is: ‘from: Haiti: whére. ‘she
|

confused -with. the. Kuban:

Cossack: chirped: ‘eoncert. and.

opera . before. .

Chorus reviewed by.‘VARIETY at: thei, moving. to: Paris where ‘she ‘stinted..

'| Hippodrome,

'N.Y:, :in7'1926) were! - in ‘theatres’ and halls’ ‘to: ‘good suce_

i caught by ‘Latin. Quarter’ bonifaces !cess. Back three-months,. she: ‘has-a
{EL M: Loew & Ed’ Bisman at. the:strong routine that-séts- her’ as nice...

|:

| Marshall. walks from behind ‘the. 1

cinema

.
o

Carruthers, fair’s ‘management it- linkup between Marshall.live and|
self brought: in Dennis Day. Jane ; Marshall ‘on film, in latter. -garbed- |
Russet! amd Jimmy Dean~-to divvy.: .as.a femme replying to questions,

first three nighty, -Miss Russell
followms for next three and Dean
‘winding up final four eves ending

“| Songs:
“1 33° Mins,-*

°
.

and: with | |:
back-pro- |:}j
Qi; jection. film: and slides, he. garners |
(By. ‘steady. -quata of-yocks, and ‘works |.
25| assiduously through both.-good and:|"
..pad ‘material.

was

1

.

é

f Olympia, - Paris, -a few months: ago.:for. clubs, lounges.: disks. and’ tele--...’:| Although.” much traveled;--this: isvision, but: her biggest potential is
~

7ene
8

spot. Day
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For first time. in years, -Minne- usefully be pruned: somewhat, and |
sita State Fair departed fron: its’ ‘cozier atmosphere of a smalter.|{
policy of importing Barnes-Car- ‘more intimate revue. theatre w ould: 7
Te
ruthers unity for its” evening: grand- i enliance ‘value .of his act...
stand performance, experimenting
reyue™ “has: all- a |
LAS” “is, however,
instead with skow. biz mames ‘to around ‘entertainment value; and |i
drass crowds. While most: of”the _ tilts cleverly at Festival habits and |
acts: were booked through Barnes- ‘Auld. Lang ‘Syne. conventions: ATE

Hedadiiner

a

of.

| this one-man revue, <a. bold. intru- |.

* ‘production
Starring. : sion
Russell
and. Jimmy
the

Michel de la Vega; The Rixos:

3:

oo.

Fair pGang.” adds. to. his ‘stature with .

Aug. 28...

Missy Elizabeth, Femme Ceeés chorus
W iicsen Con mton
Orch
(24% -Aug.
Sep.

:

:
of.
.

Dean. with, Trens-World Auto Daredevils;
comedy,.
Thrill Show., Netyeless Nocks (4), Victor.’ monlog, . song,
Juitan
‘Goeische ‘Bros. - (21, Chaine Dancsomewhat ‘mixed: aid of
ors
‘3.
Elkin, Sisters. (33. Fed Miller & ~-

Smitev.

#

4 the trio’s” first. ‘American |engage- legit. A trim ‘looker, ‘nicely "gowned

4ment.”

and ‘staged, ‘Mitsou. has pipes suited...
1 ~The three: ‘young : ‘men. “deliver: best for ‘musicals. and - “while -her
‘-Sypsy ‘songs and”some. interesting ‘Haitian - appearance *and: -aecent..
| Ukranian - folk ‘and popular. tunes. would: type” ‘her, she could: do jus-.
| forthrightly and: with. a- good deal. ‘tice | in ‘the ‘proper. slot.:: Current:
- | Pof zeal: Coloerfully- clad. in. native: ‘stint ‘uses. ‘suited:. tunes, ‘some. in! eee
‘they: accompany:: “them: :Frenchy with, “okay: arrangements. wits
_ “Bxclusive ‘Direction Tht
‘selves ‘skillfully. on -balalaika and ,
Gorm.
“HARRY. ADLER .AGENCY*
. | aceordion.’ “Threesome. then. . goes:
.
165 West 46th. Street
—
‘1 Into::somefrenetic Russo terping.::
” _New York 36, Ne Ye,

2TACKIES ‘CLARK
- Plaza: F288

:

including* the. traditional: “squat-

'‘DoreSchary Memoir

ane
ae
t. .es

+ Jegged ‘kazatsky |and-:a* variety -of;
Labor ‘Day.
==; whirling,: “hopping. and: Jumping |
L—
‘Continued. ‘from page 2°=:
In addition to. billing stars, two- iW ith Scot-slanted. appeal..- ‘He -in-% Set “could? also.‘have’“pean“more dances.
ith.some
use’ being * Trio acquits: as.a.golid floor-filling |‘tional: ‘American struggle: ‘tor.Sue~. a _
and-half. -hour al fresco. .presenta-;: cludes in repertoire . his. own. two |“intimate,
tron bad a couple other -innova---Iyries;. “A ‘Town Like Glasgow”. found. for awkixardly placed. chairs. act: with -an.exciting: international }
-CeSS;' but. “seemingly: it:came natural- Tete es
flavor. atid-"a : decided .asset ‘to’ retions inehiding a thrill show pre-: and “The- Battle ‘of Largs, ” cand:
. The ‘Arthur. Blake Quartet :(Ar f‘vues. such’ as. this one. at. ‘thie. ating. lly: cand: ‘deservedly. easier -to- papa
ceding the stage acts. Thrill. seg |
scores, with’ both.
| thur Blake. -on. piano) provides: Quarter. _
consisted of The -Rixos. and Miss 3.
-Mor;. | Hugo. ‘Schary- and- ‘Mamma,’ Belle,be.
Main fault ‘is. slides. used. these: ‘suitable’ showbacking ©throughout: :
Bimabeth
performing. on aerial’
eee
oe
ie

| interested. throughout. His ‘style is.1—
“that of a. homely, pleasant type:|"

“2

.
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| and Liam Hood, tv: director, ‘stages |
_confusedly" ‘symbolic and ‘ Trans-: béing
as
shot
‘by.
“Mario.
places,
Film,
Vorid Auto Daredevils who roused ‘.
‘| Songs...
fans with their stunt driving and|‘ Ford, is tlever; though use -of more its of ‘stagefacilities:‘available:
.
Gord: 427: "Mins;
smashups
of
vintage
flivvers: color would Rave: enhanced effect.
ladders

and:.trapeze

| JOYCE: WaLiN

Daredevils. in particular, were ait
sock addition to fhe proceedings:
Show also dispensed with a format master of eeremonies, ‘band-

leader: Warren ‘Covington handling
emcee chores as well as directing ;

ren
ee
qe
net
ar
Werwe?
—

—

| she ‘of the “golden. hands”: whose: ;
_fauthentie™ Old “World © cuisine was ©

<4trot only’ “highly~“respected : but®,
_-4 roundly: ‘lauded..and’ applauded: As: *
‘T-result; the. ‘Schary. Manor. ‘graduA
~,Joyce .:Hahn.:. ‘has.
bean: ‘in. show:“ated in three’ sweeping. stages ‘from.
humble - to." grandiose ‘finale, “in-' ‘‘business: ‘Since she was five: ‘preem- |
ting with her family ‘chirp act. Har- cluding. one: mid-1920s night. when.
-|ymony Kids. and: has been canarying'! it” ‘grossed $35,000 from’a:-series. ‘of -

;
=! Club 70, Ottawa’

- HouseReviews

. [ever since..But until. now. sne had) gala _groaning~ boards: .honoritig’ a

" not- hit clubs-or lounges. Miss Hahn. ‘number -of Jersey (and. -ofttimes
tooters: for-this. appearance:
|Murray
(the- K). ‘Kaui: ‘the’ ‘rock:‘type as. a straight. pop. Was -‘wk. on. -€anadian: ‘television | from Manhattan): organizations.
There™ is no. ‘fear- ‘in: Schary’s -:“singer ‘and: Seems héaded.: {or. a | for: ‘five Yeats, principally .topping.
Overall impression. was that of
man. Show:
“Solid future. in that. departinent... _ | CBC's ‘big:- Hit: “Parade”: stanza’’self-effacing :concern: that: he: had.
a generous entertainment bargain
The. “Shirelles (4), Chuck -Jack-’|
“A. songstress ‘witha lot.:of: per=!" work:off :‘the’ air)“plus. smuch® AM /petter write. this ‘saga “before ~:
at. the low admish scale; offering| son, ‘the: Ronettes: (3), Bobby - Vin:.
wor
fancy’. caught ‘up. with: fact.”> Each:something to suit every taste: but tor, the Dovells (4), Dee ae
Dee. “sonality -and: something: to say with:
a ‘song.’ is: Dee~ Dee. Sharp. Shei-: She makes.“strong use: ‘of:the eqrit! chapter is‘. tribute. to his total re-.
uneven in pace and tending to lag Sharp, the ‘Capris. (4), Tommy: scores’
strongly, drawing | th'e’ Parade”™ format in-her currérit-stint call,.. photographic ‘memory, . pleas-"
in spots. Opening. thrill. show and “Roe, the Marvelettés - (4), Mike. .
concluding fireworks: display, pro- Clifford, the: Del:Satins (5%; Little. j teeners. out with rhythmic’ clapping |at Ottawa's. new Club 70. After: a. ‘antly' nostalgic - hark-back °- and,
Vabove. ‘all, his reportorial skill.
vided most of the evening's excite- Eva,. the- Majors AS), Tony Orlan= 1°
“Mashed. Potatoes” ‘and . "Gravy" twist tunes... she: goes -into. songs of!t* Title: borrows from the “special
ment and sandwiched .a melange
do,. Thorton Sisters &- ‘Family - (6),.of variety acts that. were long on “Reuben Phillips’ Orch... (15):
at. ‘¢licks‘rate heavy appreciation and :the "Hot Diggity Dog Diggity’. and:‘ occasions”, when:. -bourgeots :Jewish.
|
acrobatics plus. several uninspired Fabian’s Brooklyn : Fox. Theatre; mark her: for rock ‘circuit: success: |““Tammy.” -era,: closing’ with ‘a" sing- '|families. would engage *the facili-.:
| The Mafvelettes: are four’ femmes: song. bit. with: the. customers. .
chorus. numbers.
‘ties: of the Schary. catering: halls—*-‘Although -a” veteran. ‘of®-the. ‘pro=: Dar. mnitzvalis, |weddings,” ‘annivers,
who also ‘garner. big attention -with
Day was. a nifty choice.as: leadoff I
| their clieko ‘‘Playboy” and “Beach- fession, Miss Hahin looks like a pert
ete...
7:
.'?
headliner.
Vet
showman.
interThe undisputed king. of: “New. - wood... 4-5789” ‘platter renditions.- | teener- and: has: plenty. effervescence |:‘saries,
_Interlarded ee ‘an” unabashedly '
spersed singing. of Irish lilts and |
; York rock deejays, Murray. (the K): | Their stylish presentation” and good |-and good staging: She.keeps. gab to:
current faves “Moon River” and: Kaufman, has: put together a solid:
a minimum but. uses it. to:.good. im-. seritimental’ ‘tale ‘of cohesive .fame.
“Sound of. Music’ with plenty. of ; 15-act r'n’r package which: not. ‘only: ‘looks: ‘score’ well.
| ily: life “as. Germanic: Hugo’ Schary-. s:
‘Bobby: Vinton delivers -“his: mil: |pact... A. natural: for “ty. and “AM,”
oke gugs, although’ one dialect!.
has: a Slick ‘lineup. of talent -but:
:‘would *-.dispense...with.: his. ‘more™,.° ©
story on the pale blue side cer |_also: has: ‘some production: , values. ‘lion-seller “Rose: ‘Are’ Red”. in: okay | she’s also... good. ‘for’ niteries,. ‘club. {waturat
Teutonic’ language’ (because
I
tainly must have sailed over the: as well.. Show. opened last. Friday: fashion -:but -could. use -more ‘in-*:sates, intimate ‘rooms: and ‘disks,
| “we were at war with the -Heinies”) ~""
‘Gorm,
-pérson: ‘savvy -.to’ “win. the ‘crowds: |
heads of most of the- many smallfrv
and sv ith: ‘innate. patriotism.. -decor(314, at Fabian’s 4,086-seat Brookin the audience... Most of. his yocks lyn Fox Theatre for:a 10-day:stand. . ‘The. (four: male). ‘Capris. handle..a}.
ated .every. cotirse: with, miniature
clever .and ‘colorful workover of JACKIE SACKLER
were. topical and funny, however,
|: American. flags. This ‘is.-the|‘canvas
Starting "on. four-a-day | schedule,:
and the hefty mitting he’ received the plan was. to ‘boost the ‘sked. to. . Cheir~ “Limbo” -disking, replete]Songs | ~~
1 ‘against- which: Dore. Schary’s: ‘lip- with, flashing scarfs and-a display 15 .Mins’
at
at show caught was well earned:.
bringing: is projected: His. yen: to
fiye for the ‘weekend *if: the traffic of the’: ‘dance of: the same name !
Living
Room,
Ne
¥.
ees
:
Second-hest laugh -getter was will bear. it,
write’ for the. theatre ‘was’ almost
and
some™
‘clowning.
-Tommy
Roe
.|'
Jackie’
.Jackler
is
a.
veellbuile
|
Vicior Julian and his. costumed,
|standstill because Of .:the-..realities-.
Kaufman has. been °‘packaging |
dancing dogs, great fare for the rock shows for the past three years has a big’ ‘platter currently ‘with: newcomer: to ‘these parts: ‘ ‘ Shet:‘of “pitching. in: ‘on.the: communal. :
his “Shiela’’: ‘but: néeds ‘more poise comes --in with. a: “set of good.- arkiddies and equally appealing .to: or so. ‘This plus’a show biz. backfamily: businéss.
grownups. Goetschi ‘Brothers also ground asa performer. orr the thea-. asa personal appearance. perform-. ‘rangements. and.‘a-saleable line of:
-er. The -Del-Satins: area flashy: songs. -:-Miss: Jackler’.shows equal+ A banquet catéring businéss is €
rated chuekles with their unicycle tre circuits .has given him. a savvy. |°
../adeptness_-at “ballads and. rhythm: very human and. ‘sentimental-.un- |
. (Continued .on. page. 62).
capers and terp.. antics.
that he uses.te smooth. effective: |:
ae
ee Se
“| tunes. indicating: ability ‘tor.get [dertaking; as. val the:: “Seharys
Other
topnotch acts included ‘ness. with — this: outing. ‘He has:
‘knew. ‘by. ‘experience: and“instinct, :ye
along songwise..
Nerveless Nocks, Chaine Dancers Staged.. the: -show. and; instead: of.|‘True,. it -was:. frequently. frauglit
The :youthful ©‘ Miss *“Jackler ig |
‘Apollo; Ne YY:
.
and Ejkins: Sisters. Nocks, peren- | having ‘the :usual: .stream: of> acts |.,
Jocko. -&° His. Rocketship. Show I Stil. ‘in need _.of:. ‘experience. There: “With mamia. Belle. Schary’s. travail.
niak favorites here, perform hair- running. in. on-and-off :‘fashion, he.|
with U: S. Bonds, Don: Gardner. & are. some ‘fuzzy. edges: to: her: tendi- “With. poultry. :-and’-other --provi+ ©...
raising stunts atop. lofty, swaying has devised. a more ‘infornial, club- |
Dee’ Dee Ford, Barbara-“Lynne, +tions: and: some. ‘of her-..song..lines: ‘sions; the ‘vagaries’ of..a. “zaida”poles and. bow off. with a.smash ‘house type of setup: with the groups
Contours... (5.. .Tmpressions . (5), ;need: firming. up. | However. she in- (grandfather), . probably. bordering a
finale in which they slide. head-— sitting: “around at tables onstage
Dream: Lovers- (5:),-Al Cobb’s Band |-dicates she'll-“get.along. nicely ‘with |-on: dotage, ‘but. meaning..well: “the
first to tie ground - at breakneck’ when. ‘net in the spotlight and tak-:
od ose. . ‘Yiddish-speaking.. Negro. : ‘mistress. »
(1005 “Passport toChina” (Indie), further |experience. .
speed. Chaine
troupe,: stars of ing part in the show with. clapping, |
‘lof. the...pantry;. the NYU. underABC-TV's. “Polka-Go-Round,” are singing, “dancing: and: som#: “other
.
WADO:: deejay: “Jocko’s’ cuirent |
JUDY ORBAN &y CEDRIC sMiTH '2 graduates who: made. a shambles:
first. rate dancers-and acrobats,
Kaufman-devised. bits.
_{ 0£, the place .as the’ sophs” aided: ’
| Harlem’ ‘vauidery ‘lineup °‘has. two. Songs -*
7
ree
aid the Elkins,.much better look--| “It’s:a very effective format. both
.. |the* fréshmen; ‘the rival bootles-of. interest. -beyond_ the. limits: 25 Mins.-.
ers than the usual run. of femme|:for. “the |‘show ‘itself and for-. the: acts:
.! Black Swain; Stratford, ‘Ont. "| gers”. son -and daughter, ‘given the.
contortionists, displayed neat ..pre-" WINS deejay whose rock-hip ‘patter’ of | ‘teen: disk -:favorites, . Barbara
-:! This. ‘budding -folk team™ Was" super-Schary table d’hote, as their:
girl toting an -ampli
Texas
ne,.a
p
|:Lyn
cision in their gymnastics.
gl
y “guitar that's: almost “as big .as '‘caught
and ter ping, plus ‘other clowning: fied
at -Roy- ‘Holland's Black: gunzels~ insured. ‘temporary. truce:
Ted Milier and Smiley, who have bits Score “well
with, the usually-. she is, projects a genuine. rhythm Swan. coffeehouse in*this Festival.|’'‘the -local. racial. . prejudices; ‘‘the
appeared previously inthis area SRO: houses.
1 & blites’ talent.The pipes: are: clear, town. ' Aftér ‘fair. brief: workouts- tenn
in the Aqua. Follies show, are
Easily the big gest: _group “with | ‘strong and’ true and. the. tempo, .as sthey’ petformed :‘publicly: together the” waitresses: -° the ‘segue: ‘from
handicapped by familiar routines
orthodoxy
‘to: “reformed” $0: re-"
and jokes. Comedy duo would ben-. ‘the audience is the ‘Ronettes. This. ‘paced: by her:guitar,.has: a bouney. for’ the first: time:- Smith,: sol6,is
terping. threesome goes a long way. ‘drive.
regular. ‘bill here; ‘Miss. Orban, wk. formed - that when’. Rabbi-: Lewis.
-efit from new. material. French
Closing is. the ‘team: “of: “Don ; In Totonta. java. joints; was. ‘in | Browne ‘(later ‘the ‘novelist)..soughtmagician Michel de la Vega’ per-. to demonstrate to the ‘crowd. that
‘to lecture’ on “The ‘Life: of Jesus”
forms single, elaborate .disappear--Pit’s what's down: back ‘that -counts..: -.Gardnef,© ‘drums,’ and ‘Dee Dee:!t‘town: eatching the. Bardfest. |
This is a’ folk duo with a future eB‘it-put. Schary.Manor in the.“middle”
ance trick which, avhile ingenious |Their’ -hip-sw ing. Twisting. and. ‘Ford, electric organ, with tenor sax”
Charles*. and. guitar: support, They duet-and rough -in -spots ‘as. .yet ‘but achiév- of :a.-secular’ circumstance beyond.
in. execution, requires toe much. vocal. ‘agility ‘on .Ray
‘its ‘own control. :.All: these made
time ta pull ‘off and. does nothing ,. “Wh rat’d I Say” is a show stopper. {solo also: with.an ‘authentic blues: ing." in. their.‘ closing -‘numbér—:
' Another big faye is. Chuck Jack- ‘flair. Gardner's '‘shouting: bits are’ £500 -Miles”—rich, beautiful “har-. “Ror ‘Special - , Occasions. ae It’s -%
to help the show's pacing.
‘Earlier,
‘in, “Downtown ‘warm, human: ‘document °-‘whichRees. | son. whose soulful vocal attack ‘gets remindful: “of Ray Charles. It’s a mony.
Teni, W orking over. “‘disclicks like strong act for uptenipo™ niteries. .
Women” and” a. couple of others,
|80€s. beyond local:(Newark, N. J.)
“Any Day Now? with clothes-toss: |.
their .tradémark . seemed . to. .be 1 or -religioso’ borders.” :It_is’ certain--...
The fest..of: ‘the: way it's. kid
As. thers: See Us
ing and. wailing vocal. style: |The |‘sweetness
With™:a
sudden -‘edge. ly :an excellent’: -curtainraiser.. for.
four. ‘Shirelles are also: «a: “eon- stuff. with “the.. Impressions. “and Both have. ‘remarkable: anges: in Schary’ s autobiog(s) to.come.; With: ‘-:
(PALLADIUM; EDINBURGE
“Contours
quints.
in.
frantic
‘terp
and
one. song: they. switched high and ithe foldo ‘of Schary :Manor, in.
*
-idinburgh,. Aug. 28;
=}tinuously popular. unit. For this:set;
vocal numbers. The Dream Lovers.
Lariy Marshall presentation ‘of:‘.the femmes dish. out- their medium
low: back. and forth; successfully. 1924, the-. tall,. almost-“gangling
(5)
‘also’.
break
‘the
pace:
-with,
.a
“Ag THhors see Us.’ a -one-anar tempo ‘rock ‘clicks like “Dedicated
|:Both’ >have: pure, ‘clear: ‘voices, Dore. (no: longer. the “shrimp”—-un- smoother
.
book
and
a
‘parody
on:
Terie, staery ‘Marshall. Staged. To the’ One I Love’
‘|whether -near-whispering or’:snear~ dersized——in ‘ -contrast to: the” -stal‘and
“Mama Ray. ‘Charles’: ‘current: hillbilly. hit,
Wart height: ofpapa. Hugo). was 21.a
-approval.
by Luu -Hogd. Musical backing Said” to Solid audience
belting.
ss
‘Can't
-Stop.
-Loving
You,”
that.
by Arthur Blake. Quartet (Arthur +
.Miss Orban is a pleasant:looking, | H
Also high’ on: the- “crowd's list: is: raucous. and. sends. ‘the: young
‘Blake
Jimmy
Robertson, Frant: are. the. Dovells: a: ‘rocking: ‘group
‘square-shouldered: -blonde; .Smith camp counsellor. He: was just: ‘bess
Duffy, Alee Moore); script, Jimmy ; ef four guys’ ‘who put: aeross. ‘their | -audience screaming..
4. tall, . skinny,- bearded. ‘youth, | ginning to direct. the one-act: play>_—
& Hugi Waters, Kelso-. Robertson, .numberys. with’: “solid. salesmanship | 'U..S. Bonds, next ta ‘closing, has “‘Téither- much: past *-.20. - Latter;. lets’ -at: the -Idcal.- synagogue.:. and... .
Campbell! Lennie.
At Palladium+and. -mucho ° ‘enthusiasm. Their |:svlid appeal “with. an r&r ‘catalog’ caught’ later: in: solo; was: stand- | kindred amateur: showcases. ‘Dore:
Theatre; Edinburgh, ‘fer. Interna: |. ‘Bristet | Stonip™ nd ‘‘Hully-Gully” slanted. strictly at .the kids—num- “out” that: way . too, in’ “Red. Rosy’ Schary ‘was on.. ‘the | ‘threshold .-of. a
ully
Gully ‘bers. like. “School Ts Ont."
‘tional Festival.
Y Baby” rate big imitting.
Bush” and a Woodie Guthrie work, the:show biz: ‘heights. te,was, fo- at:
Mike Clif:
ford shous.off his ‘good looks’ and’ . Al Cobb’s" sidémen. give expert .song—a’ strongly contrasting pair..: tain’ -béfore: ‘long.
“Larry Marshall, a- comic from. fine ballad vocal ‘attack to smooth. | support throughout; even down to (He ‘also plays sensitive guitar-) ‘He. 1
BS~- This should ’inake’ ‘a ‘food
the local commercial ty lunchtime
advantage with. his.. “Close “To-+ ‘the chorused grunts. called. for be- and. ‘Miss .Orban seem :a ‘natural: musical: :‘Arthar :Kaber's eae
progrant,
“The.
One
Wonderful: Time’, did.”
O'Clockj Cathy” disking. He's not.so much}hind U.S. Bonds.
Bill. 1 team.*
Gard. AW
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[NIGHT CLUB REVI EWS

| tinpresses: with. his softishoe® ‘dane: |
ing. and. songs. Bows ‘offbo:a mice }
“Las Vegas,: Aug. :31.
Jack Carter; Juliet. Prowse,- Half |hand. i
“Bros. °(2), Nat’ Brandwynte Orch}. “Leon. Keiner’8.musical: crew ‘Han
accompany: |
nicely,
chores
its
“dies
—
presented
by
Morris
.Lans-:
Le ane
a ‘burgh: lighting,’ Hugo. Granata:: ing the acts.- and. dishing: -Out: a
- -Miss-Prowse’s act written: by: Sarr. ‘bouncy. -‘brand: of dansapation. that
my Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen;.|, lures customers. from: the’, tables:}_., Staged ‘and: ‘choreographed byt ‘ony to the floor’ during. the:anne ;
Liuz..
: “Charmoli;. costumes, Ray Aghayan; a ing:‘sessions. Pa

= ‘sharp bit: of.twisting to
bring down |
Living Htoom. N.Y:.
‘the house.
~~
;
George Carlin, Allan -Chase,
j.. Grant’s reper toire. runs, the gam- |Jackie Jackler, ‘Bob ‘Ferre Trio:
| {ut from Ray Charles’ current: hit,. ; 5430. minimum

“Flamingo, Las Vegas

$4 minimum: Hoy

. Black ‘Orchid, a €:°

‘The: “always”“Teliable, “relontiesé |
’ *

Comedy.

;

“Atlantie

41i“I

of the season. later

Was ' this: month.. Card comprises z set.
ret. | minus: services. -of - his brother ‘on of |interesting youngsters for per-.
|| drums. Instead Ray Fisher ‘sat’ in ._usal: ‘of the. eastsiders, with the
On

-“opening” show;

Grant

:|-and.éut. the showin firstrate fash-!
-|Jon... The. 10-piece.. -Vernon, Alley:: primary interest ‘in comedian
}. group accompanies. Grant and, ‘George Carlin; whe played. one | there’s ‘no other act oti the. show. week here. recently: and bas been
-When::Grant- closes ‘Sept. 9. the 'brought: back for further inspee=.

“| club remains dark ‘until Sept. 21°:tion,

“Flamingo,

{when Jerry" ‘Vale. opens. - Rafe.

_Gespite®. the handicap of ‘a: torn:lig- in: the Timollo * brothers’ ” Black ©
‘“ament.- in his. right. leg . Ww hich: -Orchid. Of. course .they’ ” ask-. for-;:

. eauses: chim. to“use- a: cane -on -this. ‘those’ familiars in his songbag,. most!

- formal preem

“Fever. a

City, ‘Aug. 28.

Room: a: strong :four="|-~- Frank “Laine Tet: his. audience: e
week: entry.on’ the. Strip: ‘Carter,. ‘pick its fare.on this outing,. his, first.

Stop: : Loving-“You”:

‘|. | as the. standards, “Bill Bailey” ‘and©
Sa

capers.. of «Jack -Carter,
Frankie :‘Laivie, ‘Ray Barr, Ned: .
»
“2 oyhieh impresario: Morris: ‘Lans-'| Walsh.
Vince: Carson, Howie: Reyburgh has ‘supplemented - with the “jnolds” Orch (8);
5, $6 mdi mums: ;
new act of Juliet: Prowse, gives the

Can't

1
through . Israeli -‘folk’ Songs, “Erroll | Danny Siegel s ‘Living Rovw has
| | Garner's. classi¢.-. “Misty” as. well. “slotted: a new bill prior to. the

qe ‘Chateau: Madrid: IN. WY.

trip, hits a. new peak w ith’ his very” Of ‘which :‘have- pbéén: disk - smashes..,
“funny © monolog,, songs,” and -‘Ime.
Laine * reprises ~: ‘Mule’ “Train! .a

“Marcelo

Carlin

“has a

‘formerly of ‘Burns -RY!
double-edged attack. He

offers: sounds with some

&

sight, but

His :-Ballet|Es saiiol ;‘more important is a heady set of
Aces & ‘Tina, Nelson: verbiage to go along with the im-.
: Sardelli, Line ~(3), Pipi. ‘Canipo® & pressions. His texts are generally:

al | 18), -Mambo-

“NELSON EDDY and
“GALE SHERWOOD -

- preshes; * .
| Cardia. Orchis; “$5 $6. minimums.
*-“tucky Old Sun,” “Black 'Magic,” | °
“from the newspapers ‘from whi¢h
". His. turn’ is.. one: of:‘the. ‘hardest. ““That’s My: ‘Desiré,” “Moonlight +he -has: formed ‘a viewpoint which
“Angel
“Lopez:
“has:
‘erred
on.
the
-in, ‘the- ‘biz to follow, so he's | pre-. i}
“Wild.
Goose’”’
‘and
|.
‘Gambler,’
he readily expresses. He doesn't.
oe -ceded _“here. by. 100% billed Miss. | “High -Noon,”among others,’ Awith' |. “ePhete y rhadcap: - ‘ferry. AY idow’. ' side: of generosity... ith’ this. bill. ‘mind -béeing political, whieh may
mae.*. Browse.. ‘Most.of his material, zis.’: a soft.Spot and:‘muted: ‘orchestra .as=“spoof is.as. funny a: bit of. nonsense: : Having: booked:: Marcelo. & His* be. a -handi¢ap in - some placees,
said ‘Ballet: Espanol comprising an octet:
*".dresh, and the fast: delivery: keeps +-backgrounds..- ‘His: nearly” ‘one-hour; as °‘you’IH. ever) run:-across.
ialbeit he tries ‘to balance his view:
‘Héar n- in the. W aishington’!

iDon”
of liv ely: and ‘spirited :performers, :point: - with expressions to Bive
stint nikeside ends. ‘too soon..
“a remark ably. Satis- a
“tDiily News.
. Miss Prowse's: wwell-staged: welle |.AIL the: tunes..are tailor- made: for: fing: exainple of night- chib enter- |.the’ boniface: sought to buttress:the comfort to. the other side. His -im“written ‘session is: a visual. delight, ; the Laine: style of: déliv ery. and :itainment.”. They'll ‘take their: act. to:: ‘proceedings with. a lineup: of .pop-::pressions of various. persenaliti es |
Latinos as a: prelude to’ the: including the moderns, Mort Sahl, ::
-:_. and’ can’ be. labeled: without, quali- | again|register.‘ solidly“ with» the- Sy dney,: Australia, for four weeks in -styled,
-7* fication. as ‘a nitery~ sleeper, ‘Word- payees, most .of, them -in- -for- ‘the: Noyember. " Dates. are _piling up “flamencoists. -:The’ ‘result |:didn’t’: » Lenny Bruce and: Shelly Berman,
“=pseem * to. warrant: ‘the -added. ex-: ave
-of-mouth will bring: in- new ‘admir-. final week of this resort’s summer |far’ 1963.
aural. fidelity as well’ as
| penditure: .The. . - Marcelo ‘ballet:‘authentic -thought | content,
M, c.As ‘haridtes ers: “and “there will -be many. ‘re-- season. Ray. Barr, :Laine’ s musical +
He
seenied
:to‘be:
‘able
to
take
“ev
erypeaters. ‘The: star’s’ gamis- look like + conductor’ -at “the: piano, plus” the:
, delivers: a dissertation on Pres.
thing
sin
‘stride’
.and:
meet
-the’
rethose -from:. which -all ‘the ‘shape- | house.orch, give. him: top: backing: | Shatin ‘Quarter. NY.
{Kennedy's :speech peculiarities. and
| quirements. of this room.
sJiest: femme.:legs ate molded; and: -{- Ned= Walsh ‘is an. -asset..to” the.
-then goes into a biting satire of ‘a
_
(EOLLOWUP) The.
‘troupe.
is.
paced:
by.
Marcelo,
' John, Bireher.
The conservative
“her unusual’ “facial: -beauty .is’”a: bil, °offering “neat. “footwork |:And t
ra:.thin;
“wiry,”and
intense
young
pleasant plus: “Add ‘to. these. ‘pro=: patter, mostly: ‘directéd’ at the: front |. “Boston: comic: “Jimmy, Joye. has |
‘side loses: out on this. exchange.
“man,
‘who.
at
times
takes
himself
a.
vocative. points het: ‘superb. ‘dane- tablers, Vinee: Carson again “does: taken: over: Jack: Durant's. topline :
Howeyer, the total effect -of his:
ing. ability. and’ ‘an. ‘interesting sing i the |emcee chores well. w hile: entiré:"Spot - at. the’! Latin “Quarter, and/mite.--too. seriously, -and ‘sometimes:“efforts” is exceedingly |strong.
goes in. ‘for: an: “ovérdose™ of ‘the-.
ing: voice,: and. ‘Miss... “Prowse, Show ~ ig “-capably.- supported ~_new with-him in this partial chang:|
[ The.song efforts of Allan Chase
Walle. {ing .ofthe .guard “are the. Kuban|)atries. How ever, he does” knock: off. ‘come out well. Chase.shows some
. emerges: as. an’ exciting personality. '| Howiie. Rey nelds, ‘oreh...
a fine -set of terps. His- clicks ‘are°
|:Cossacks-. (Bde: Rest of.‘the.“bill is ; clear. and.. sharp .and sometimes:-interestinig
. VARIETY. “gets” voeal.
eonient,
but
juicy: “plug.
|:msheldove ers.)
oe:
|Yrousing. :He: even: ‘goes. atop: ‘a-table needs: considerable perfecting of
CV ARIETY: Says, and VARIETY ‘ought. 7
‘Slate Bros... EM .
“46° know: ley when her. ‘Nirile. DW
‘style. The voice quality.. is. good.
“The: potily. and. genial. Joyce is to .provide’ an. unnecessary::the- |
_ Los Angeles, :‘Aug. 30°:
nee
a looking’ : . singing: ‘daincing.: - boys “Mitt Treiier,: ‘Ray Hastings; Date. ,a. raceunter..of the life and times atriéal. touch:. Visibility. would: have: iand he has sound ideas in piojec-. (Brad: Craig; Lance. Avant, Burnell Astor, -Herbie . Detl;- 23h 50 - cover, ‘of Boston Irish Catholics; .He: has j beén. far better had he: reniained }tion,..but he ‘needs more dey clop_ ‘Dietsch; John :Frayer; :Nick ‘Gova-: tw o-drink.Minimum..
:
4 a hefty ‘supply of. anecdotes .of the ‘on stage. Withal, he got Tewarding : ment time: :
“cevieh) .intfoduce |her. spoofed-up |:
e clergy: and laity and handles them: results...”
Jackie -Jackler, completing. the
‘portrayals of. Joan ‘of. Arc;;Camille,’ Returning to -the scéne of his: ‘with.. taste ‘and. an- insider's atfee-| “Sufrounding |‘Marcelo. “are - five Let lineup, ‘is under New Acts. The
vand- Cleo.. The: Nymplhio -‘of’ The 2 clinib° as .a. single, : “Milt: * Trenier, i.tion. . . Smoking Gar travelers."may +talented: . .terpers,
all:. elegantly :-Bob Ferro Trio. show backs. come
-Nile. _“According: to “the... intro, “who™preeméd™ here: : last’ wintér,. “recognize. a few of.his ‘tales, but } costumed * and ::choreographically:_ Petently...
|
| IGSE,

_ the:laughs: snawhballing. :

|

”MARIETY say's.'the’ various heroines. . ‘presents thé sdme basic ‘act. on his.; even: these -are. the. durable: -sort |well-equipped:. The. group: makes |
-are.. better’ ‘boxoffice if . they: are . first repeat. in” spot. ‘His’ top-num7 that ~:bear.:repeating. by -an~able-:ian “excellent. impression with a]
cast. in .movie: “musical: ‘musicals:' ” -: bers, towers :6f strength, unfortu--; Storyteller, °. Joyce: Cl0sés . with? i Jota. ‘Aragonesa and. Andalucia. -Of |“Sahara, Las Vegas
_ Miss -Prowse’s appearance; action ©nately — ‘Yeveal the quavery bases i*Road ‘To. “Mandalay” delivered ;late, the ‘dance - troupes at the
. Las‘ Vegas, Aug. 28.
-. =, and“didlog in ‘interpreting the trio” - of those: less: ‘suited to: his’ style.
i with. -BuSto-. in a respectable: Trish: - Chateau. are ‘utilizing ‘the two |. Ete Arden, Vie Dana, Lennie
+? Make _for. masterpiéces of «comedy. 2) As. as ‘singer, . Trenier wears ‘the ‘tenor voice. -He’s a good entry ‘for!levels.’ of ‘Staging. It’ provides -“a ‘Weinrib, Johnny Woodd Trio. Moro-.
ot
Special. material was’ written ‘py: ' Swinging beat. of ‘the Twist: cult :this -bus: y tourist season. and _main-::more colorful modus ‘operandi and . Landis: Dancers. (181, Louis Basil
Sammy -Cahn :.‘and..:: Jimmy-: ‘Van * like a well-tailor ed‘ glove. The very: i-tains. a ‘good:chuckle jevel at all; gives the. groups a wider: Tange. of: Orch 113); presented. by Stan Itwin,.
a:
: _ activity. ‘Singer’.Manolo Leiva and | produced --by Glenn Rose, writtes _ .: “Heusen,: the romp: was. ‘staged’ and." fact; -however, that liis- best ‘cur- times, ©ve

The. “Kuban. ‘Cossacks’. “trio, of*:-Buitarist: Leo’ Ereria give . further +“by Sidney Miller and Ernie Cham ,
et.
|bers, directed by Sidney Miller;
“men !“strength, to the troupe.
ee
W ith: -him,- particularly: : Ukrainian - ‘ ‘Song-and- dance
umes. -by:
Ray: Aghayan.. and *the’: the: ‘pulsating. jet-pacéd. “Around: |‘provide :8 -6lorful :turn: of zestfuli The forepart of. the: show. looks’:: choreography, Eart. Barton; orches_ lighting by Hugo. Granafa. are: top. “The -.World: In: 80 Davs’”. theme, Ding.
‘and wild’ Bolshoi-vik :ter" like: it-has been.staged. hurriedly ltrations, , Jerry Fielding; $4 saini(New Acts.)
Ca
adand: put. on: as: though ‘an. eimer-" “mud
‘Bin
2 @rawer. -and~ tiie - entire. bash ~
indiéates ‘a ‘lack. of- growth..
“smidothly guided “by “Hak ‘Borne F Ballads. which ‘all: Singers: ‘feel : ‘As: for the. holdovers;. Lillian. &: gency existed::. ‘The-.. opener *Is..a°}
|
. fronting
- the. Nat... _Brandw ynne: 7; they must: attempt! are “not: this Peter: ‘Sarter -are a. graceful pair :‘ thrée-gifl ‘line in an: ‘unimaginatiy e}. Eve “Arden. has enlisted the aid
orch. 199).:
:Shouter’s forte. revéaling a. lim- of. pallroom-adagio terpers: ‘in’ the} ; routine. --The Mambo Aces: & Tina. "Of. some of the sharpest pros in
The chorines* are.am “abisent. "ited ©‘range which ‘hé. ‘bridges by’ “traditional.: ‘style..: The. Fredsohs Tt oe seem. like “a- fill-in. act: cand: /the biz to whip an act. together.
‘fem: these premises, .’so-in; lieu of: -breaking. | ascending. lines) ‘with “a. -husband-and-wile . ‘novelty. --aet,* * singer .Nelson Sardelli™ seems to 7 for her, .and it turns out to be
his—“normal:
ar production -humber;: the. . ‘Palf : - pauses.” “growls, | ‘asides ...and. other- he. ‘in’-an, ape. -Suit.:and she~ the; - have: abandoned
a. serviceable nitery bash. Gone is
.-° “Bros.. '2). ‘present: about © half: of. bits of vocal ’subterfuge. AS* ae shapely trainer. --.Adele Castle. &: ‘routine in favor of. ‘Spanish: pops. =
o their regular juggling’ act whith is comedian, ‘his weakness: is -in his ,‘the’ Mello-Larks,: baek after a.three- : His. try at.the Domenico. Modugno : the. film character inibued’: with
Se,still: an’:outstanding demonstration material ‘and the’ ‘fact that his ‘very: week” hiatus: from ‘the sliow, .“are. number. about an. alarm. eloek: w‘as’ sophisticated : -boredom; and the
-Of SkHI
=
“
energy’ works” against :any: subtlety |on: target: with: their ‘savvy.. -SONg: |this topper.
. man-chasing .“Miss Brooks” of tv.
i stylings.: Closer is: the-all- girl Wal- 1. Pupi “Campo
Orch: does the
ott
‘This: bill.Shee Santil:- Sept. 7 -along: the ‘comedic Jine.:
“
showbacking.
and
“dance
—
es
the.
From the. _ beginning of the turn,
i Tenda Aerial ° Troupe ‘ith’. Mile: if
when: ‘Dick’ Shawn: and. Grovida _ But. when -Treniér’ hits’‘the beat
Miss. Arden ‘Says she’s guing to
‘
Jeanine:
Pivoteau
as.
‘the
prima,
WwW
ith
Carbia.
spelling:
in’
the
lulls.
‘Dike. _. ball _dissonazice, - -disappéars-/ and-,
eed seoopen. ' a
“acr o-aer ialist.”
Le
i
Jose. play ‘Eve Arden, and in doing so.
” ev ervbody:: ‘responds. Host Henry’;
j she unveils --many’ hidden talents.
“Ronald.
Field's
production:
um:
“Slate ‘is ‘enlatging .dancing. ‘space ¢
What her singing. voice lacks in
Dunes, Las Veg as
Meter iRousevelin: N08 during. engagemet to: fake: adyvan- i bers: remain: well:‘paced. and. staffed.|:
With: “génerally’ ‘Jodkable femmes}
“* "Las V egas,. ‘Aug. 30.° - tonal: quality: is made up for with
“New Orleans, Sept. 1.
“tage of. this-. Grive.
wee
T ‘ony Bennett, Rowan & Martin. ‘a. disarming personal charm and.
Patricia: Morison, “Loni : Nelson:- “Comedian | Ray.. Hastiness “seen |nicely set: off. in “Freddie Wittap’s.
Leon: Keiner... Orch $71) %--°$2.56. here’ Jast:. month “with: Kay -Armén..: imaginative: -costunies.. All told, a Girl, Dancers - 16). Bou Daneers. drive, Her terping blends grace.
‘wweekinight adnan 4 Sats. ° . is‘ filling -in' first.three “davs -of” flashy: and generous variety. repast! (2),-:Bitt ‘Reddie_ Orch : 121); pre-.. fully with the. four dancing boss
engagement until: arrival, of -eomicifor: the visiting firemén who appear:“sented by: Ms As’ Riddie: chore:. she. ‘introduces ‘as her butcher,
‘Auburn. haired’ “Batricia: ‘ATorison “Dave. Astor: . Pair. will. do’ ‘usual;, tO"comprise bulk: of. the. ‘audience, *ograpliy, © Roi: “Lewis: stage -di- hairdresser, plumber, and dentist
HO
. “ALOrs
‘rection, .‘Edward Lyneh:. lighting; who -are appropriately. ‘dressed
of: ‘pix ‘and Broadway: ‘gracefully -two. weeks: ‘Herbie; Dell-handied }./
ed
[eee Labor; 34 minimton
.for the roles.. Lennie “Weinrib.: the
.
. ‘anid: sécurely. Steps. ‘into the topline: ‘triusic “for-opener but” accompani: |:
‘!
“butcher,” “is outstanding with his
’ ‘spot in‘ her. ‘first otiting ‘in Sey nour. ment. Policy. was. ‘yrot'-‘been ‘‘set..
New] Pack? Sss.¥.
The. familiar. tones of.Tony Ben: ;-impréshes., and is-an ideal -teamWeiss”.‘lush.B
Blue’ Rooin. The. Wwrell- ;
;
is
Robe. °

‘+, horegraphed ‘With vivid imagina- rent: ‘numbers. are-those previously .
. The. COs- associated

H

JG.
San ‘Francisco; Aug,. 29. | nett: are. again. stirting ‘up. excites:
“Bail ‘Grant, Vernon Alley. Oren: ‘ment in -the. ‘Arabian “Room... and
101: $3.50-admission; -. tWo-“drink. this. time “the singer ‘embellishes
per’ set. minimum. ale
- ‘|‘his’ turn with ‘his new. eatapulting.

mate for Miss Arden. The starmalso

“clicks With the carbons. best: heing
“pine?Ss‘Lodge. E.e
-those: of Bette ‘Davis,
Marlene
than “one”:vasually ‘finds:An“night ;
. Les Angeles, “Aug: 28.Dietrich and. ‘Mama Khrushchev...
Spots, i
Jessica: “Taines: Jack: Elton: ‘Sterea4 :
cookie. “I. Left ‘My Heart In’ San
‘Act was produced by Gletin Rose.
:
>Miss” Morison’ négds™ no-.ticks, Lakersery” NG: caver, no pantera.
< fist. ‘class “act “that - comibiités Francisco. * The hit. number; an “Sid ‘Miller and Ernie Chan:bers
“.. Mo. frills, no’ obscuring ‘of: the. mek.)
showmanship; - Solid:: vocal: .entef-' Jembry onic. ‘standard, -4$ featured
wrote it. and it ..as. directed by
‘ody line. She’s ‘at: hér-. best. sélling..
Time. passes. some thins change. taininent ‘andg:.a:.deft, and. intuitive’~aiong “with .such ©.faves as’ “Sing “her. tunes: straight to: take’ advan © Jessica.“ James: who: began her. understanding :of what. Instrumen- ;“You Sinners,” Anything ‘Goes.”” Miller.. Choreography is ky Earl
orchestrations hy Je ny
Lage - of. her fine. pipes.:
has. “tal music : the. customers. dig is.yp cdust:. In- Time. ” “Smile.”” “Fire- Barton
. 7earecr :aS. .@ Striking | redhe
Fielding. and: the. Louis Basi] Orch
“cooled
‘downto
Ww
heré..cne's:
“OM:
a
what.
Earl.
Grant’:
‘now.
offers:
“te.
excellent
"flv and’“One’ For Mi Baby.” Ben- (13r is directed: by Russ. Black.
She was, givén ‘an’
=
oie. €éption -by” jir tnighters “and |res striking’ blonde.” Fortunately - for™ “Packed 'houses rightly. “are :‘Hormal nett's trat: eling.. teammates. ‘Ralph Curtain-raiser is a -coloriul kela-” “sponded Ww ith. ° | “dozen.. “‘humber's “-hér’ listeners.: -Bathered far. ‘her *‘business ‘for- Grant..
|. Sharon.’ onthe 88° and’ Billy -Exin- over
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‘of: the. column .in- Canada}, deals et Menem
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Preston. Stanley Melba Orc:.
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Vorarlberg provincial government, time ‘editor Frita Van- Doren.. ‘Mrs. |:rell,. 43, pressroom: “foreman: -for
LATIN QUARTER—Jimmy Joyce. L & P Prima. -with- ‘Sam. ‘Butera .& - Witnesses.
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Van" -Doren holds the overall. title |the. two dailies.-has. be*ome. ase
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.
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. Edwards. “Orc.” . Lounge: -.-Billy -Maxted, ‘U.S; The.. Austrian. constitutional jLillian
Mernik, Ernest -Schoen ‘Ore. ©
. VILLAGE
BARN- Ralph
Pope. Peri & Maaka Nua Revue,. Richie Bros. .
-WAGON WHEEL: (Tahoe)—Theatre ‘Bar:. | court will. have fo decide’ the:ques- covers. “events. connected. with live |. cidentally,. Gotham
expatriate
Ray, Tex
Fletcher:
Becker
Bros.. Low.
Characters. ‘Pat: ‘Yankee, Ginny Greer jtion.
m
_—
‘Harvld Gre. Joe Shay Ore.
- LPrazier’ -(onetime~ entertainment :: :
Brown Sextet."
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Sars oe| entertainment “in “the area.”
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“Meri. Ellen and Cohorts, Diane Lefti_ and.
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.
Hand
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Dearie 3.
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: Mexico. Llovd Lindroth Quartet,
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! Heller Joins ‘Delt’.
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ag ‘Newsmén:, ‘deaths of. past | ‘week: -*
Burnett: ‘Olcott McAnney. :“70, °:“Vp...

BLUE. ANGEL—Christian
Lamont Ex:.
<—a. ‘Continued ‘from age 1 oe | Richard. ‘Heller.” "formerly. ‘with
travaganza,
Vic
Taos,
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Knowles, a
Sterling: ‘Publishing, is‘joining-. Delt: N.Y. “World-Telégram &. ‘Sun: “Wile
BLACKHAWK—Cal. Tiader. Ore. ~“
Peptta Huerta, Calypsonians.
BLACK SHEEP—Jens Jenson ‘Orc.,. Fred. tered: a whammo $175, 000 to.‘$200,-- as:
editor-in-chief: “Of”. ‘Modern:
CONRAD. HILTON-—“Girls, Girls. Girls.”
Washington.:.
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He'll News’ miag::and associate. editor of
Del Ras. Bobby Clark, Manuel!l.DelI Toro.
|. CONDO R— Billy. Dare Trio
‘Gabriele
Wetders,
Dennis
& . Darlene,
:-The Catskill area; ‘with the. ex: | also be editorial director. of the “McGraw-Hill’s” Andustrial. Manage-.
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Valind.
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Limeliters, ‘Stage. Me-

.

él former
-waukee Sentinetal- and: ‘former.MBL

NUYS which had: another prosper--| ciate director: of: the: Dell. :screen- NY. ‘Herald. Tribune: °...

Dale Van. Tilda D*°Andrea.
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Mrs.’ ‘Patricia: ‘Newell. ‘Beresford re
division, has been. named editor,”:
/: EDGEWATER.
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JAZZ romasner Stele Scott. Trio,’ : ous: yéar; were” also: down for thé
}sirecesded Dan :Gieen:as ‘p.r. at”
greater. ‘part. Talent buying, how-.|.
Dusty & Sylvia, Clem Lowe ‘& Tropicales, |
+ Stanley: Turrentine
.
Augia Colon. Don -Davis Orc.
- -NEW FACK’S—Earl Grant
of -Jast: séason |}. “Martin. Flavin’ s. ‘Travel ‘Book™ | Bobbs-Merrili ‘when. ‘latter. ‘shifted:
ever; “was ~ ahead
GATE-OF
HORN -Chad Mitchelt Trio.
“PURPLE GNION~"Adam ‘Keele; -Saindyin. this area.: . However, whether: '. Playwright-novelist- ‘Martin.-: Fia-|:to-ditto post at Simon & ‘Schuster.
LE BISTRO-- Duke Haziett. Vic Cesae-. ‘Sanders,

Yin Trio
LIVING.

ROOM.

- Milly

Williams

Revue.

Sam DeSte.ano: Tris,. Joe Parnello Frio.
LONDON. HOUSE —. George Shearing

I. SUGAR
MILL = ‘Clara. ‘Ward. ‘Gospel ‘feact-purchases. “will continue _ Up. vin’s. newest. book is: titled “Red. ‘Mrs: Beresford: was: with. ‘Rinehart
Singers.
Poppies and White’ Marble” which- ‘and other. trade-book’Publishing. - a
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:heChiSymphMusician S

‘DawsonCityFesti $120 |

[Renew EfforttoOffer.
_ Free Philly Shakespeare’

. 57 |

_ AsUnionNegotiations Stalemate

Lod, Philadelphia, Sept.’ 4:
Mare. “Vinson. ‘and.-Clarke ‘Dun-|

‘BotimateIncludes Cost: ‘ofRestoring‘Theatre,_
“Plus
a have. renewed. their ‘¢ampaign.
‘to. carbon: the. N.Y: Shakespeare |
my
Payments, to:‘Foxy’
2
|.Féstival -by presenting a.season’ of |
yeuffo-admission: Bard- ‘presentatioris:
1 in: .Fairmount- -Park - here. A‘ ¢am-:

e

Chicago, ‘Sept.

4.

The first ‘musicians’ strike in the

Hayeés-Evans willTour. | 71-year history of the Chicago
|“Symphony Orchestra. became im-Readings for 19 Weeks: |.minent
last week as negotiations

Yens’. 7 paign. has been ‘launched locally
The’ Dawson. ‘City.Gold. Rush Fes: Playwright Group)
_tival: ‘ended. a seven-week run’ Aug:'| Own Off-B’way Showcase. to. raise-$50, 000. ‘for :the. nonprofit:
18,.:a° week ‘earlier than -planned.
|enterprise; which Vinson ang” ‘Dun-: Helen ‘Hayes and. Maurice Evans’ between Local. 10, American Fed.. -Playwrights’ Stage:
will leave Oct. 15 on..a 19-week eration of. Musicians. and the Or_ The chief: attraction was the
he Robert
Ro
- American
“has
been’ iricorporated ‘asia: non- ham hope. to initiate: with. a four:
| tour of 70 cities in a program of chestral: Assn. broke. down. The
““Whitehead-and Stanley Gilkéy proweek :season: “next © August.
-profit institution by “10 playwrights
; The’ New York :feStival,. of which “essentially the ‘samie material. they :collapse’ of: the talks could mean
* duction’ of the musiéal,:starring Bert Lahr,. The .Festival. who. intend” producing: seven new. || Joseph Papp is ‘producer, presents | are now: using at the American a. postponement or cancellation of
..“Foxy;”
i} ee

‘performances - of. ;Shakespeare- Festival, . Stratford, - ‘the: 1962-63. season, scheduled. 10
Plays .in. Centr al-j; Conn, in: “Shakespeare » ‘Revisited. start. Oct
—A ‘Program: for. Two Players. ”.
Confabs between .the Association
7
double the toiirist: tally last ‘year, . ' Cornpany hopes to. ‘operate. its’ own j Park.
For the road, hike, which -will be | and the musicians
have been
‘so ‘it’s’ assimed--that an .attempt |
-theatre
and..
the.
‘productions.
are’}...
|
under
the
production
‘auspices
of:
‘Marked by bitterness since: they
_--will -be made.:to- Tesume ¢
the Festi:
|.to-inelude.
scripts.
by.
the’
founding.
Martin
Tahse,
the
title
of
the
.preswere
initiated
in
May
of
this ‘year..
oval, ‘next’ summer.
entation” will: be . -limited~ to. “A " “The players proposed much. more:
“
However;. the: -overall” deficit. on “members and. other.. -playwrights..
(the to for Two: Players.””
j than they. expected.” 4 musician
the: project is estimated. at $832,500: Financial “assistance for the: ven-.
-The tour,:to run through. ‘March said, “and management. turned:
The. ‘Canadian - government spent. -ture- is“ . being - ‘sought ° from’ indi-|9; will ‘cover colleges and univer-.} everything. down... This. pose is alviduals,
::
corporations
‘and.
phitan-.
“around $400,000: restoring. ‘Palace|
‘sities |“as. ‘well’. as regular ' legit. right if you expect: to compromise,
“Grand Theatre and: Keno showboat,|-thropic.. foundations..
stands.. Bookings. will range. from ; but neither side has.” The associa. The 10 founding playwrights are |:
‘which. had. a:singer and a. Tagtime: ' Tionel:“Abel,: Eric. Bentley, ‘Albert | .
one-night .in- small” Spots ‘to.a full. ‘tion - made-- ‘several counter-pro;pianist,’ ‘and: ‘added. $160,000;
-week ‘in such -cities “as” Chicago, “posals. just ‘before the ‘talks were
“= grants—most: of it to “Foxy, ” whieh:|| Bermel, ‘EF.°‘L.. .Doctorow,:: Leon |’ >”.
Katz, Stanley Kaufmann, Gilbert :
Boston; - Philadelphia, ‘St. Louis Severed last week: ‘but none was
|.
y
federall
.in
$212:500
received
also
‘and: Detroit.: There'll. be. .a.. two- “accepted by ‘the union.
Ettore - Rella, .. Norman:
guaranteed.Joans from :the Yukori }PearIman,
.. Many Chicago’ ‘concertgoers figd' Henry A: ‘Zeiger. ry . “No. Strings” completed recover ‘y Week end-of-December ‘layoff.
“Territorial. Council and.a: final $60,- Rosten.sand,
‘| of its $420,000.investment:Aug. 25,'|. The’: presentation, directed’ by. ure that.the most serious aspect of
000. from. the, same:.source. to. avipe |
“after . 2314 : ‘weeks on :“Broadw ay.. Warren: Enters, was. conceived by. a cancelled season would bea loss
--gut. the. deficit and Fescind:. an |
:.: | That’s ‘divulged. by — the manage-- Tahse and’: _adapted by: Jerome of ‘first-rank musicians to other
earlier closing: notice..
‘}ment ‘of’ the ‘musical, ‘produced by. ‘Alden.
-Cities. The AFM has repeatedly asA non-profit Festival, foundation;
J
.\ its. “author—composer-lyricist Rich-| serted’ that: ‘Chicago is far ‘behind ..
2. Rleaded: by ‘Tom: Patterson;: ‘founder |:
| ard ‘Rodgers. and scripter . Samuel |.
{other cities in pay and other con. of. the ="Stratford . (Ont): Shake-.|
| tract. benefits -for its symphonic:
vi 4 Taylor. 2-0

~ drew :18,000. visitors .to the 600-|:-American’ scripts: .a” season at Jan-| free-admission
off-Broadway... hoise Shakespeare's,
_ population hanilet. That :was. about’ ‘undesignated
‘for.- at least- “three. seasons.. -The

gs,
§ Recoups:i

HeadsforMonup|
n Picture Deal!

spearean ‘has a -:piece~ ‘of future |

stage, film-and. ‘tv:Tights of’Foxy,’ a a

IclakeHer’Prof

| players. It’s feared that the loss. of

-: The: ‘imove: jnito: the. black means-{"

oe
“that” “Strings” - is’.in- fora. ‘profit |
-: Meanwhile,-Lahr-is -due to. star :on | ‘thie split:of ‘the‘United Perforin-} mopup on. the’ basis: of film income Broadway. this*fall: -in~.a straight |ing Arts. booking agency: ‘into“two -alone. ‘The: ‘picture® ‘rights have}.
‘play, “The: Beauty Part” so “Foxy”. separate operations, one for. legit ‘been sold to Seven: Arts Produc_. may. not ‘be done in New. York until)‘and ‘the other:. for. ‘concerts, ‘has. tions. -for..an- amount which: ‘Rodgers
the’ 1963: 64:‘Season..=
| been accomplished: with the. estab-- figures. could: exceed:- $2.000,000, |: Although
“Take
Her,
She’s:
lishment ‘of National’“Performing based on.a share in the film's gross. “Mine”. took. a boxoffice. beating.
Neither
Rodgers.
nor
Seven
<Ajts:
“| Arts“ Ine. -and. “United . ‘Atidience |
- during: the July dog: days.on Broad+ Service; :NPA,” the: new. ‘corporate Nave revealed the terms of the sale: way,” its: operating . loss “for the.

a Season’s work -arid the greener
pastures. elsewhere might touch off
‘an e
us.
Several observers believe: that
‘the Jack of _compromise between
-the sponsoring
group and the
musicians is as much émotional as
‘it: is. financial. ‘According to this
theory, the players have yielded

$4370 Thus Far’:

‘SeidenClaims$42,000

:
|-title-for-UPA, is active’in legit: and: “The. picture. cannot ©“be | released.| period
was.. slight. The: comedy, to. the management's alleged iron| UAS, :the.former: -eoncert. arm: of : prior. to 1964.
“which. - ‘normally ° ‘breaks .even at. handed ways in previous seasons.
pressure
UPA, has. “been acquired’ ‘by’ Har=.|* However, figuring. a $9. 000: 000: around: $25,500, ‘dropped
$1 ,422 |because of community
(Continued: on page. 59)
|
lowe. F. ‘Dean as. a’ corporation un: payoff: on. ‘the: film: deal, the- pro- for. the four. weeks . from. July 2j duction’s 40% share (60°C goes. to. 28 on° “grosses” ranging: from $16;der™his ‘presidency.:
Dean. was formerly" presiderit. of the authors)” “less 10%: ‘commis-=: 255. to $19; 701.
“Stanley Seiden, coproduicer. ‘with:
Zev Buiman ‘of :‘“‘Pajama’ ‘Tops’ -‘the. UPA, ‘which was founded: in ‘1960 sions, | would :-come to.: -$720,000.The operating loss for the month |
‘niusical which. -ran.-for:nine weeks |.to. provide - an organized - audience That, by. itself, would account: for’ was. held’ down by the- partial
a
profit.
of.
nearly
115%
on,
the
legit
in ‘Seattle,. is. bragging that ‘it’s-the “plan in-the legit. ‘and concert .fields_‘waiver-.of. royalties by ‘authors}
‘orily ‘show -to: play: ‘that. town. 'that-| The° operation, :‘initially’ involved investment, assuming the.’ back- Phoebe .and Henry. Ephron. and di-:
ers
share
in’
the
‘subsidiary
rights.
‘Made any money. The-opus played|with: ‘coneert activities, . £xpanded‘rector George Abbott. The theatre |.
--at 'the- Moore -Theatré, ‘away from: into “legit: during. the 1961-62 ‘sea- Incidentally, they ‘have. thus far ‘rental was. also reduced. and the {|
‘Los Angeles, Sept. 4.
the Century. 21 Expo grounds, ‘and’ son with its. takeover of the net-- -been. ‘repaid. :$210, 000: On . their’_| weekly. office: expense of $300 was:
Valley Music. Theatre, slated for:
{$420,000 stake..
~
| eliminated: almost entire!y. for. the construction
“grossed $180; 000 during its run for. ‘work. of ‘Broadway Theatre ‘League
on
Ventura ~ Bivd.,‘Subscription *cities: from:. Columbia
|. - “Strings”. which- cost ‘subsian- ‘four-week stretch.
. @ $42,000 profit, he said:
”
jjust off San Fernando
Valley’ $
Seiden. stated: that: that this: sum, Artists Management: Jae. ‘The BIL {tally less: than its capitalization: to |"
- On ‘the basis of actual income, -‘Ventura Freeway, has obtained a
open.-in
‘New.
York;
played
to
sell‘was made: possible~ by. rigorous €x-- “setup,” ‘comprised mostly: of «splitthe’ ‘production. . had--a deficit’ of. permit to sell $1,100,000 worth of.
_- ploitation: He said the theatre dis- | wéek: bookings, constitutes -a- “sé¢-" out business. for a “number: of ‘weeks |: ‘$930 as: of. July’ 28. Income includ- public stock through its parent
prior.
to:
a
July
slowdown
-in.
boxS tributed .1,000,000. discount: cou- ofdary city” -touring: route’ as: op=
ed: revenue
of $61,111 received by ‘corporation, Music Theatre Inc. .
r
‘pons. ‘provided busses from.-points posed to - prime. playing: time’An. ‘office. revenue, Receipts. rebound:. :the. Harold. Prince: ‘presentation -as |-Nick Mayo, Randolph Hale and Cy’
:Fed “in -August;. however.: The musi-" ‘its ‘share of. partial..coin from the ‘Warner are partnered in the proj-.
“as far as 40 miles. away.. staged. pa- major: Cities:
NPA _His.- operating - under the cal, which: moves Oct... 1: from ‘its ‘sale of the film rights ‘to: 20th-Fox. ect, which will involve the build-.
rades. to ballyhoo: ‘thé’ ‘show, ‘and as’
“la result, he-.said, it Wwas-the only ‘presidency of Robert -H.: Mont-. present berth: at. the 54th Street: -for .$150,000° down; plus an addi- ‘Ing: of. an air-conditioned 2 ,600-seat
.an attorney who's: ‘handled. Theatre: tothe |more.: centrally-lo-. tional 10°% Of ‘the’ gross. on. ‘ profit-. multi-purpose. theatre-in-the-round
“""Jegiter to .play’- Seattle: for. more;|gomerty,
Jegal. ‘matters dealing. with: -UPA cated. Broadhurst - Theatre, ‘Cleared : able’ ‘weeks, up. -to a ceiling. of at.a cost, of about $700,000.
_than a’ ‘split- week:
around $17,000 weekly at: capacity. \ $350, 000.
es
‘Under its permit, Musi¢ Theatre
Seiden-stated that most of “the ‘for the firm’s backer,’ Lambert: ‘&.
‘-»
~The’ ‘recovery: of :the: invesfment
‘However, that: delicit. ‘does ‘not :may seli up to 11;000 shares of
~ ‘live shows on the. fairgrounds were: Co.:-Ine., Wal °Street ‘financiers:
. limping along, :- some. “making * a Julian ‘Olney, ‘who..had beén.-tour’ in, ‘the .show- “Was ::completed | with-| take. into” account additional ‘esti-— stock at, $100 each to California
: small ‘profit, ~he. said, -and. others + manager. for the shows -booked. by out -benefit’‘of: any ‘royalty cuts. -mated: payments © forthcoming: to ‘residents. An annual 20-week sea| UPA, is - vice-president. ‘and “man-: ‘But ‘it’s. understood. ‘the. production | the -production as “of. July.28. of son of 10 musical: productions: is
.operating ‘at. a ‘Joss.
': . “Pajama. Tops” which had ;
a five=. ager. “of. NPA, ‘with: Which’. he’'s. Was. given. an. extremely. favorable: $16, 300 from: 20th.-and $9,000 from ‘scheduled. for the theatre, with the
.. and-a-half-year. run_in- Hollywood, | ‘mérged: Dorian Attractions -“Ine., rental: deal.on the 54th Street The- the sale of: the stock - and ‘amateur. -initial-semester slated to get underhad June: Wilkinson... _and:: John his. own: booking © ageney, « Tv: on atre, a difficult. house: to’ book: be-- rights: to Saniuel: French for: $25,- way. next: April. Besides the tuners,
‘treasurer. of. ‘NPA. cause ‘of, its sidestreet location ‘out- 000: Gonsidering that.-revenue,: the -the spot is to operate on a.yearAgar: as’ leads during. the’ Seattle}‘Martinez. :
-engagenient. It ‘closed. Saturday (1)-| ‘which, in. addition. to booking. nNa-- side “of the. main: theatre aistrict: | show’ 's. end-of-J uly financial status -around basis with ice shows, “sporting events,
circuses, industrial
on: paper reflects..a ‘profit. of. $24,13
“and now goes. on’a road: tour. First:| ‘tional: :tours;: is also ‘servicing: . BIL
throughout the: “country.
-{:370: on .its $150. 000 investment. ‘shows, . conventions. efc.
Gateafter a short layoff. -will beat “setups
|.
.-{ The. production; incidentally; gets |’ All ‘seats in the theatre will ke
. the. ‘ Roosévelt :. . Theatre,: Miami |., The: BTL. phase. of the. ‘operation
‘a: standard '40°¢ ‘eut ‘of subsidiary. removable to permit ‘flexible use of:
"> Beach. Oct.:9; for: which it:is get- ‘Is ‘being ‘coordinated by William-}-.
‘Tickets for ‘the
income, less * the: usual: 10% in the." premises.
_!. ting, Seiden. says; ‘a- $7; 500° -guar-|White, with : Marilyn. Kleinberg. as}.
‘tuners will be sealed to a top. of
| Cornminsions.
.~ antee plus-a percentage.’ It:follows booking ‘assistant. ‘The.::NPA’ tour="}.°“Milwaukee, Sept: 4
As: of. last. “July 28, the” comedy $4.50, at which the potential: capacwith ‘the. Shubert, Boston,’ ‘Nov. 112.1.‘ing: ineup for this season: includes
|.:Paul. -Shyre,:an. “off-Br oadway.’ had: repaid: $112,500 of its -invest-- ity gross -will be around: $70 060.
with other stands ‘to. be Jiried- up.” ‘the “Mary, - Mary” bus-and-truck
‘Seiden. also|disclosed that.: the ‘company: ‘starring ..Lee :‘Bowman, ‘author :: producér,; -actor, - director: -ment. ‘The’ ‘vehicle, sin which ‘Art. weekly. Ernest Saracino- ia exa Northwest’ ‘Releasing ‘Corp:.: which ‘and upcoming productions: ‘of’. ‘The. will, be. the artistic: director’ of: the. Carney is now ‘the sole. star fol-. pected to direct thé. first year’ ‘Ss
‘had. ditkered .for “Tops”: wouldn’t | Sound.: of -Music,” “Carnival and. ‘Fred Miller: Theatre’ here’ this sea- ‘Jowing‘the-.recent: withdrawal from |. productions..
Mayo,
ao Broadway producer“give the, producers a ‘pereentage. +“A- Sho€ in -the Dark.”. They're all son. Wiltiam *“Ball, ‘of «New... York, :,.the castof Phyllis ‘Thaxter, is cur-.
‘been announced for. rently. in‘: its?.38th’ week at the |director, is president of Music
‘But it did rent: him: the - Moore at: ‘second. ‘Toad. -companies,. except. for* had .previously : Theatre. Hale, operator of the
‘$1:500. - weekly:- a. facter,. Seiden . ““Shot.”- NPA estimates the ‘four the assignment, but ‘the’ deal -felf ‘Biltmore. Theatre, N. Y.
Aleazar Theatre, San Francisco.
7 felt; which. aided. in - its”‘profitable productions. will! be’ ‘presented. An: through “Over: the. length: ‘of - terin:
| of ‘the contract. and producer of several legit tour. rover. 200 - cities. “:, Fun.|ing|.presentations, is vice-presi“UAS, of “which: ‘Robert: H. of “Shyre: ‘has *a ‘three-year contract:
| dent-and treasurer. -Warner, veepee
ae io
“Jean: “G.. Campbell | ‘secreétar vy, at. a. reported $250" weekly, - avith,
_and secretary of the corporation, is
serv ices | “concert. “associations ‘annual options which may bé’ exe- }_j-euted “by. Drama: ‘Ine,,. the .local:
a partner. in radio -station|‘WPD,
| throughout. the. country. .
Tampa, Fila.
‘| group. sponsoring. the. theatre: The |.
"" -$Widow’-at: City:‘Center |:
“Buenos. “Aires; Sept. 4.
=
director. says. that .changes. in’ : ‘Plan:“already afoot for the. Bue-|
‘Michael -Pollock, producer-direc- |
:

: Net Profit inSeattle. On.
“Pajama Tops’ 1806 B.0.

“Stock Sale toBankroll
-Musical Theatre inL.A:
Plan 2,600-Seat Arena.
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LinetbProductionsFor

= Michael Pollock:
1
toDo’ |

“tor: of Casa’ Manana':-Musicals, Fort-

” Season i
in.Buenos. Aires

the list: of': ‘previously ‘announced +.“Nos: -Ajres 1963. legit. season: inelude Mee Vice Wolsoncrof t
Pred’Window Salein : shows.
for the’.1962-'63 .season -will
|.a
; Comedie .Francaise booking for
‘As Editor: of Playbill:
Eugene G Neil’s’*“Beyond: the. -Odeon .Theatre early in the|
~D.C.Tops 306 IstDay[‘ bethe.made..
Horizon’ -; ‘is season” opener year. Maria Casares, who. gave a | ‘CharlesL. Mee ‘Jy: -has succeed-

will Teturn:: ‘to. the .N.’ Y.-J:
2 City: -Ceriter. in“the. fall ‘to direct: aTiew production. of : Franz: ‘Leéhar’s
“Worth,

' Washington, Sept. 4.
* Oct. 17.
few performances. ‘of .“‘Cher’ Men-. ed: Arthur ©‘Wolsoncroft. as editor
operetta,-“The Merry. Widow. ” Be.|
The.pr e-Bioadw dy” engagement: . ' Among. the other. plays’ ‘Shyre. téur” in. June at that: theatre with |-of. Playbill, the official Broadway.
fore. beginning « his: ‘tenure: with :
Mee, a play~
‘Casa’ Manana ‘in: 1958, :he was att- “of. “Mr: President”: ‘at- the National. says. Will be. ‘offered are: a’ ‘stage. -Pierre Brasseur. has’ ‘pledged a-tour' ‘theatre program.
“adaptation: of John’ Dos. Passos’: to play ‘with Pedro. Lopez Lagar: jn. ‘wright and freelance writer, was.
Astic ‘administrator for - the. center. Theatre. “here. Sept. 25- Oct... 13:
--Meanwhile, at-the Casa: Manana a expected -to’ Be ‘sold. ‘out. ‘as of “U.S.A.” “whieh ° ‘he. ec-aut! hored 4 ‘a-Federico: ‘Garcia. Lorca play, mov- formerly ‘on the editorial staff of
““twofer! ticket: plan launched this|‘noon. tomorrow (Wed.).~ Because * W ‘ith - ‘Dos: Passos’ and: directed ‘pre: ‘Ing on to Par}is together after play- Horizon mag. A trilogy of ‘his oneJ acters is scheduled for fall produc-..
sulrimer for youths: 21 -and. under. of a limited: supply:. of tickéts :for:.“viously. off-Broadway, -plus: Shaw "S- ‘ing here.:.
Julio: ‘Kaufmann’ S prodtiction Of tion by the Writers’ Stage Co. at.
- ‘has resulted ‘in 3,342 sales .for -the general ‘sale; :the:-theatre. --in- an.“Major ;Barbara,;’* Brecht’s - “The
“‘The -Fan-. Paddy: Chayevsky | “Gideon,” di-. the. Fourth Street Theatre. N.Y.
--: first five’ productions.’ That rep-" unprecedented |‘move: refused. : * Good: Soldier. Schweik,”’
fare ead.
The format. of ‘the: ‘publication.
:Lreeted by “Lopez--Lagar. | had only
-.-Qesents a.total. patronage: of’ 6,684 accept ail. orders: ° The hoxoffice ‘tastieks,” -ipreviously
“from. the. sale of two tickets for. was opéned to the: public: ‘at. noon. Sartre's “The Condemned. Of -Al- ‘a short 30-day run. .probably be- } will ‘remain unchanged;. ‘but the
the price:. of -one.. ‘The ““twofer’’ -yesterday.. 4Mon:). and’ with = two: .tona,”: and: Shakespeare’ S.. “Ca ody cause of' unsuitable - .casting.. For scope ‘of.its articles is to be broad- .
1963... Kaufmann’ plans ‘producing ened to include not only dissent‘project. started |slowly; with : only |:‘windows. in operation. the.‘sale: was of. Errors. Pat
_ Jack “MeQuiggan. will continue. ‘as |¢“Night: of: the “Iguana” -in. transla- ing views on the theatre but: pieces
32. sales, for. the first week. of the. over '$30:000.
‘season’s - “opener,
“The - - Desert:| - A -large.. portion -“Ot.‘tickets for’: -business ‘manager. -.Shyre plans’ to tion:. ‘with Delia -Garces,..Amelia relating. to other arts as they. :af- Song?” It hit a. high: ‘of -1,308,: the Jocal ‘three-week: stand’. ‘Of: the ‘engage guest ‘directors. for. Certain ' Bence and. Esieban Serrador. Kauf- fect legit. Playbill. which recently
“though, for the’ Second: week -of musical, now.in:Boston..: were ‘taken: :- productions, .- They “may. ‘include: _mann also, has: the rights:to transla-. expanded its operations to theatres.
“Lloyd © ‘Richards. - Alan. ‘tion-of :“Once: ‘Upon a Matress” and. in Los’ Angeles, contemplates fure
Lin. “advance~” ‘by Theatre. Guild:-- Ball,
“Péter Pan.” ~
Theatre ‘Societs -:s1b,” “Schnéider, ‘Harold Pinter, and. Alan Frank Loesser's“Happiest Man in ‘ther .extension in 1963..to. other
‘Casa. Manana produetions run: a “American
| major. Jegit cities.
- “1 World,”.”
|
{ Seription. sales.and, ‘theatre. parties.“I Fletcher. :
fortnight.each,
as

” Snwittnae

_ Wednesday, September 5,
8 1962:
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Shows Abroad

. fis. thrown.” :
“
Robert’
-. Ronald.
Hinés.. and
Moottey ‘as “two.- Irish: visionary}
‘Martin Wolfson. has succeeded “under $10 per. person will be tested:
“aplan’s. fast’
Ainsworth. Henry
‘Gentlemen Prefer
workmen. make -not ‘unsuccéssful 7- Jack Krushen: in.ot Can Get If.for:
_by. Alexander’. H. Cohen’ with a
J- though’: ‘slap-dash: staging. helps ‘to:
| Stabs‘ at. ‘their roles .and: there-is a4: ‘You Wholesale.”he
Blondes
{6 :p.m-. twilight -pérformance Nov.
|take the’ inind:.off-the naive plat, pert, confident; ‘attractive: perform~.
London, Aug. 21.
Which As | mrerély . an: excuse. to.
John. rit Ss haugh nessy,: who |: Of his - production: :0f. “Beyond |
ance ‘by “Annette
. Keane'n Wage and Addes, Owen & ‘launch
Annette Crosbie
ble .:as_as. one. :switched from ‘acting: to. directing. - the :“Fringe,” -which opens:. Oct: 27: at
‘Lorélei and | her’ chum
Hotlerith Ltd. presentatrouw., by arrangeof. «the ‘opportunistic
mistresses.
vat.the: Golden: ‘Theatre, N.Y
:
and— others... On. a trip.
ment
with fack
Lviton,
of a two. act. Dorothv
‘Harry. Huieliinson. pops up with® ar 115. years“.ago,: -has.: resumed. his:
Z2L scenes: musical comedy. with book
‘the .musicomedy boule-former career,’ having. ‘taken . over {-..
Joseph. Fields and Anita Loos, from .her th ough |
couple of comedy cameos..
vards .“of. Paree where: ‘the: ‘natives
orginal
nevel.
music
by: Jule
Styne:
David. Myerscoug th Jones’.:set is for:. Harry : ‘Geldard: ‘in the... off=
Ivries bv. Leo Robin. Staged
by Henry
are all Apparently great jovers or_|-ggod' in “an. effectively - bleak and ‘Broadway. .production
‘of
‘Kiplaa:
scenery,
Hutehinsen Scott: cosnincompoops..
|
tums. Hifary Virgo. & .Rossmary: Carvill:
‘bizarre -manner ‘and the. props ‘and - Hostage..”: ‘Geldard. left:the produc- |. ‘Go. Mang the. Moon.
choreography.
Ralph
Beau.nont:
conduc-.
tion to direct |‘five plays.'and -af:
Miss. Hfart. a.tall: ‘handsome bru- offstage sound effects. ‘are. ‘notable.
_ Fishkill, -N.Y., Aug: 28. .
tor. and
orchestrater.
Alva
Ainsworth:
lighting.
William
Bundy.
Stars
Dora [nette with
unflinching smile,
a
as
Riche: | musical ‘at. ‘the. ‘Bontils. Theatre, : ‘ Dutchess |.- Players :.“presentation -: of: "a.
Bryan,
features
Anne
Hart.
.Donald
|
three-act'-comedy. by -Lonny.- Chapman.
‘Denver.
playing her’ first -.*book”’ ‘show.
Stewart,
Guy.
Middleton. Totti: Truman.
‘-{ Staged: by- the. author; ' setting; Vio:..
after a. long: ‘apprenticeship as |:
Tavier.
Bessie
Love.
Robin
Palmer.
“Betty “Blake: and Joan. Marlowe, : Paganuzzi:. ‘lighting; - -: Robert
‘Gondell. - -~Hiack- ‘Nativity
Michael
Malnick.
Valerie - Walsh,
John
Cecilwood” :“Aug. 28, 62, atthe
stooge With Tommy ‘Trinder -and'|
* copublishers of. : Theatre Informa-: -Opened
Heawood.
Opened
Aug.
20. 762, at the
Theatre, Fishkill, N.Y.:. $3.10 - top | Fri- a
London,’
“Aug.
15.
then the. ‘Crazy, Gang. ‘She. finds the
Pruinces Theatre. London:
$3.59 top.tion” Bulletin; are .back’ at work. ‘days. Saturdays,, .$2.90- weekdays.
“The

Doroths” Straw

Lorelei Eee
Gus Esmind

Frank

..

George |
Sw Franeis
Lady Beekman

eee

Michael. “Dorfman

-« Anne’ Hart
- ‘Dora Bryan
Donald Stewart

presentation.
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ah
“ae
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a
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“StockReview

|:

by. .ar-

.} Stage. Manager
~. —
‘John Benson.
American: accent: atrial, but ‘is: an [ rangement - with: Bronson. |Albery; ‘of- after. summer . vacations.
‘Phil Action- wets ae .“Richard Hamilton adimirable foil’ for the. Star; : and ‘Gospel: ing. Productions (Michael R, San..--James
Antonio
Joleen Fodor; : “who played the. Albert Dash .
tangelo
-&
Barbara.
Greiner,
‘producers?
.
anes ccpeeee, «s Ronnié Tye. ‘handles - the. ditties ae =‘Love: What.
‘Clementine
Caldwell
‘Brawner.
‘production of musical drama.in two. acts, | title -role.. in-: the’. ‘off-Broadway. Roberta
Light
on.eee Hilda.
eee ke
Boh
Cole
Julie. Reilly _.
Doing,” and (with: . Robin |‘by Langston Hughes. ‘Staged. by :Vinnette™
Beekman:
' Guy Middleton| I'm
Lee

we
+)
Dela

ay
°ates
.
Tol
wn
” .owe
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P|
S77,
|
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J Alice:“Merton. ‘Benson’...
decor, Joe: Eula; .choreography, - ‘production. of: “Little Mary-. ‘Sun-: “Alva: ‘Arson ‘Lawson and. Ronald .Frazier; .cos-. | Sunshine,” . has. been.
set” - for. “Brewster, ‘Hobby.: «, Charles. ‘Kakatsakts a
tumes, Bill .Hargate: lighting; Joe - Davis. -| the ingenue
part ‘in. the producMarion- Williams,.. Alex -Bradford:
“as the. juve iead;.“also: Stars”
tion of’ The. Matchmaker,” when Tt
| _ Good™ actors’ “have: been: given”
features ‘The Siars. of ‘Faith, ‘The BradJoha Griffin,
Olvinpr
Man
. Le ee wen
funny: lines by author: ‘Lonny. Chap:
‘VineélteCarroh,
|Ronald
‘ford..
Singers;
tackles “Just a Kiss °Apart’: ‘with.
will;
Ccloeta Stark
.... cL. e-.- - Valertre Walsh
the
|
‘Phoenix
‘Theatre,
N.Y.
Henrietta,
Bob Cole. -as Much. style as’.this oldhat. bal-| Frazier, - . €ristyne - Lawson,
Rity Doocman
man in ‘his. newest play;.“‘Go Hang:
Wadd... Princess’ Stewart.”". Opened Aug. {-cosponsor: -with the N.Y. . State.
“Manne Terry
Retry) Mardlad. permits. Donald, Stewart. has } ' 147° 262° at :the Critecion, Theatre,. London: ‘Council on. the: Arts. for ‘a five- ‘The: -Moon, ”- tried. out. at: Fishkill,
Robert
Lemanteur
2.2.5. John .Heawood
ss:

Totti

Mrs. Ella SpofYord
Henty Spotfard ..Josephus Gaze

Lovie. Lemanteur

Maitre @& rtotel
Bartender”
W atten.
Zin
Fil.
.

Tr uman

Carroll;
Palmer: “You Say. You. Care,””2 with:4.Cristyne

Taylor

........ Bessie Love
. tele
Robin: Palmer’
- Mirhael. ‘Malnick

‘:...a..
we

Michael Ashlin

puneit:
|".
Palmer:.

N.Y. ‘The. ‘comedy is'a bit special;
-week tour: -of the State. Sylvia-SSid- |
ney: ‘will headline
in. the. role since ‘it- requires -knowledge. of .the
-- Cristyne. ‘Lawson:
‘played, on: _ Broadway, by: ‘Ruth theatre. ‘for: full appreciation ‘of.the.

top.
moments a
- Esmond, the. -$3.50..
Narrator »wean cave Coates._-Vinnette Carroll
veiniesoe” Ronald :Frazier
wealthy button: king admirer: ‘of Joseph”.

‘his.

be ee Stanley Fleet.
:
Steve Trayner
Bernard Sharpe.:
Cc lovissa.. Newcombe
..°
.. Trene ‘Claire |

‘| Marv.” .- Fentertes the. expensive Miss Lee.
--Ar¢éhangel -. Soe ce cartes “Marion: Williams
Veteran Bessie.” ‘Love. Guy Mid-. Woman’... ele ceed Henrietta .Waddy.:

.

‘Gordon. Michael

| humor.

‘easting. “diz | John ‘Benson: ‘gives. an “infectious.
*Alamie
35 Minyi"*: Boys.
Bob
Cole,
‘rector. for” David :.“Metrick, “has “performance as the stage. manager
and. Valerie }‘Michael . Alainick..
Ronite Txe
Ship's Captain .
-...
Jack Anderson
‘Walsh (the: latter playing the scatty.
“Biack- Nativity?” |‘is.
an exhilarat- formed. an ‘independent company, . “who represents the traditional ‘the“O-hers
Mic hael Ashisn. “Dervk Brandon;
ballerina) handle -their respective ‘ing. -of-en “moving... ‘show, © even. Casting Consultants, . to .provide tre,” “with chilarious’ - “ éomments. a
Irene Claire. Bob Cole, Stanley Fleet.
theatre. ” “Wn.: re
Frankim Fox. -Carolyn Gray, ‘John Grif- | chores -soundly. “Miss: -Walsh;°. in- | though- a: commercial °theatre may }-“such. service’ for. Broadway plays, ‘about:- “modern.
fin.
David
Hepburn.
Kileen
Hughes, .
shows. .’ Alan | Sense author: Chapman is‘ laughing ~~: -:
Sondra
Ingle.
“Clovissa
Newcombe. “deed, ‘scores sharply. ‘in. the wun-'} not’ be the ideal ‘setting for.”.this ‘films and-‘television
Disna ‘Noble. Bernard .Sharpe, ‘Anthea. original but: -amusing parody. ofa ° Stimulating.
presentation of --hot: | Shayne is ‘associated in: the .ven- at: himself):Vee ‘The ..actor:: proves .a::..
Slattec,
Sally: -Sotham, ‘Gerald
Stern.
-gospellery. In: for’, a- limited |en-. ‘ture which: has.as its initial assign-: ‘master: of ‘pantomime and: low-key’ : m
VYanne
Terry
Steve ‘Trayner, Brian tatty Parisian. floor'show,,. in. which
humor. All He has’ to do.is face~- cot
‘Tucker, ‘Ronnie Tye, .Christine. Yates.: everything: goes” slightly. “wrong. ‘gagement. of. faur weeks, :“Black. ‘ment.’ the: casting of. the. Talent:
Blusical
Numbers: —"‘It’s -High. Time.”
The chorus w ork is unflagging.
| Nativity” will . fill the tiny. Crite:. --Associates-Paramount | film, “Alt front and sive the audience an-odd:.:.”.”’
“Bye Bre. Baby.” “A Little’ Girl ‘From
. | smile to. convey: a” combination of
~’
Tittle. Rock.” - ‘Il Love’ What I’m Doing.’
Hutchinson: Scott's rather ‘messy. rion:Theatre: amoly. The first night |‘the’ Way Home.”
“Schevro.”
“Just
A Kiss: Apart.” “It's:
Josh Millstein. 12-year-old. son resignation. disgust. and. -wonder- ‘,
Delizhtful Down in Chile.’ “Sunshine; on -decor will not be .remembered. as ‘audience certainly: unbent and fell.
“Yo
Sav
You:
Care. ** “Finaletto, . his -best-effort and. the costumes, . ‘for the. vigor. and: novelty of. the: poe. N.Y. Times. staffer Gilbert Mill- ment,’
“Afamie
Is
Mimi."
“You- Kill. Me,”
performance. and: by” curtain fall stein, made his legit .‘debit ré-| “Richard: Hamilton: is: a ‘properly:
_“Diamunds
Are A Girl's . Best Friend.” ‘though they presumably evoke the
’*“Homesiek Blues.” “Keeping Coot With era
‘was - _ joining. “in -with . the . hand |cently -as-the: Lord. High Execu- frantic. director: and Hilda. ‘Brawner .. |;
of.
nearly
40
years
ago,
are.
ill
|
Cuolidze.”” ““Button Up With: Esmond.”
‘blended - in- color and style. There } clapping in’ a “way. that. .showe dj. tioner in. “The: Mikado”: at the’ is «a lithe |‘Hollywood. ;“star. .Julie ~
™ ‘Gentlemen Prreter Blondes.” ©
“may . well be. enough cash ‘custom: its” -excitement. ‘and- fascination. fat “Empire.: State. Music: ‘Camp, Hur- | R eillv. has ..good- ‘moments. - “but
‘:|doesn’t: ‘snstaini-‘her . performance.
It’s taken nearly 13°years. since ters, in. London at. any. given time. “having .fin Ww ith: feligion:” —
3 Jeyville. NY.
Carol ‘Channing. rang’ the .bell on who Treqtire. merely a-.boisterous| The. original: off-Broadway: cast |.; ! “Sweet. Miani; ay new: “musiéal: throughout. the. play, -The- rest: of
Rroadway ‘in “Gentlemen Prefer nightout to give this show.a- box-:| and . production bring’ superb sin- with’ book by’ Stuart Bishop and. the cast keens: pace: ‘The staging: by 7
office Ww hirl.. -But tie: West End -cerity, and naive innocence to ‘its|“music and :-lyrics.. ‘by -Ed |‘Tyler, is the.‘aithor is. ‘imaginative... =. :
Blondes”
for the musical to come
The. viot --is -unbelievable: hhowto the ‘West: End: An enthusiastic. has - seen. “too. many memorable ‘|“task: OF -the.-two- halves,’ ‘the: first |scheduled. for.a_ Sépt.: 25° opening
first-night audience gaye the show Broadway tuners. since the war to} is artistically the. better, though |at’ the Players Theatre, N.Y.,- by "ever. “It is ‘difficult to. understand:
Edmund
Brophy,
‘who's
|
prodiicing
why. thie: threes: women. on.stage. are
a stunning welconie, but it. will accept. ‘this “aldie™ without some
it is. the: second. segment. that most
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all the. loyalty of the. many | Missiving.
fans ofthe star, Dora Bryan, to}.
fill the- hefty Princes -Fheatré for.
need

very

long.

This brash, often vulgar ‘and
visually ugly ré¢reation of: fhe flap‘per era has an. outmoded ‘air.. It
tiasn’t the edge of ‘sharp. parody.
itis simply an old- fashioned musi=.
‘eal. staged ‘with, little style Or imasi tration.

;

‘Rich.

audiences

will, ‘dig.

;

| the.

tuner '- in - association: --with

so" strongly. attracted: fa‘the

petu-.

‘Donald -Carrie.'.Lewis _MaeMillan lant, .egocentrie “and disagreeable’
-|- The: opening half consists ofthe’
sill. stage “the~ presentation =: and Jeadine: man “as. ‘Played. by “James.
“| story told: in. song, -dance.: and !
Parpte ‘Dust
: | mime -of. ‘the. ‘birth “Or- The:-Child.’ “Robert.. Lenn. will’. -handle. the Antonio. . aa
- musical direction.”
|
Despite. reservations, the show: iss
London, Aug: 16..
- Beautifully: and-.not’: obtrusively |.
|
Nancy - Wickwire -will:: have. the funany-and. ‘should -be- a= good. ‘het
: Merinaid. Theatie Trust,. presentation “oF |
a theee act comedy.
by _ Sean - O’Casey. T “natrated ‘by ‘Vinnette ‘Carroll. who: lead - femmé Assignment .in “Seid>. for off-Broadway.
Tots,
Staged’ by Peter: Duguid; decor, David
also stpged: this production... out-: ‘man. and: ‘Son.’
Myerscoush Jone 3: music and electronic. 1.
standing
moments
are:
-Prinéess:
sound,’ Daphne: Orani;: dances,: Monroé
Oliver ‘Smith. wilt” design’ “the|
James.
Features) Ronald -.Fraser,. Peter’
Stéwart: “singing “Sweet.- “Little }-seenery: for the: upcoming. Richard
Bowles: Annette “Crosbie. ‘Harold- Hutchin‘Jesus
Boy”.
and:
‘the.
rousing.
“rock.
Rodgers-Alan- Jay Lerner musical, ro
‘gon. “Ronald. Hinex. “June: Tobin.. Opened:
hn
€ onstantine -Paleoloses
of “Qh. as - yet. untitled.
‘Auz.
5. "62. at ‘the Mermaid .Theatres .n - roll". first -act’ finale
;

“Onera. Review

Lonien: $2.AS top.
.
we ‘James Grout, “Robert.
Mooney, Russell: Hunter:
Cyril “Pa:wes
e's ae ee be aeae
‘Ronald Fraset
:
°

“Gentlemen” is. the latest: ex-|Workm: “it
ample of. the. fact that American

Come. AH “Ye |Faithful...”

~.-:
- -Dino|-Yannopoulos:. is_the. new: |
The ‘second -Segment” is:“more of. artistic ‘director. of the. Vancouver.

(ATFICUS. , THEATRE; ‘ATHENS) |
“Athéns;. Aug. 13..

perform- Basil Stoke. .2.c50-0lecca8 “Peter -Bowles| a: shot - ‘gospel. revivalist “meeting.|International °Festival.”
“The new: sitGreek. opera...“Uon-.
ers:
The
strain. of. homegrown
Souham
yeu cee eee eee June: Tobin_ ‘and .there are. moments: when’ it}. Albert Dekker... will “direct .“tiie | stantine |‘Paleologos,” ". by * Nikos_
players. trying to maintain Yank’ Avril oo. fee... esse Annette, Crosbie. . threatens to lapse into blackface Duke
Marks-Herman. ‘Goldberg , Kazantzakis * rd. Manolis: ‘Kalomit-".
“Barney! ous... .caees- es Gordon” ‘Roliings- -minstrelrv. Buf Kitty Parham: :and
accents, particularly when singing. O’Killigain’ ner
play, “Angels of Anadarko,” ‘which} ris,. was ‘premi¢red Aug.: 12 at ‘the
Ronald Hines
-¥ellow-Bearded
Mtan’
:
.
Harry
Hutchinson
the.
Stars.
of
Faith:
set
the;
-dudi--|
communicates over the footlights..
Lawrence. Weber. and Jay Chase|: 1,500:year. old“Herod Atticus. thea:
Rev. Chreshewel,
. Paul Farrell.
The leading role-.of Lorelei Lee is Pastniastec : - wee eka : Harry Hutchinson | ence. -‘alight: With’ “We. Shalt. Be.| -are .- producing. - for. an
Oct..~10 ‘tke. before a capacity’ audience- of
Changed.
ee
.
Figure
Dermot: Macdowell |
energetically
essayed
by -Miss
‘| opening at: the. York, Playhouse, - 4.0089.; It-had few. ‘bright spots:’
Marion.
“Williams,:
a:
large.
‘Happy
|
. American. -baritone John ‘Mode:
Bryan and She scores a personal
NeY.
triumph of exuberance and yock- |: To hold; a “festival: in honor of. ‘infectiousts .sincére- woman. ‘scores
.Mort Marshall’ and. “Nancy: Cush- ‘nos was. effective .as‘‘a- privateer
Sean:
O'C
asey.
in.
the
twilight
of.
|
-throtshout:
with
her:
Solos,
as:
does..
raising.
‘man: -have..beén set. ‘for featured who arrives in. Costantinople- ‘to. try..:
his -career, ‘is. ‘a-.pleasant. idéa- of. Alex. Bradford.’ ‘The. lyrics * in -the -roles:in “Little. Me.”*:
.[to save, the city :from the Turks..~
But the delightful ‘and talented:
the Mermaid ‘Theatre.. But: “Purple: choral hemns. -are- not’ always” au- | ‘Railph:
les:
_Alswang will design: the Conductor ‘Andreas - Paridis’ _brilés.
Lancashire-born ‘star: who has a.
Dust*’ ig ‘hardly a strong opener. It |'‘dible ‘and there ‘is some repetition|sets :for .“The..Advocate,”:, which|}
long. record of success in- revues, ‘is oie of the: Irish --emigre’s later’. int. mond ana rhythm, -but.:always. ‘William Hammerstein and Michael, cians and’ never: ‘had the- ‘otchestra. “
musical comedies and | ‘films does:
not capture the essence of the|;‘works’ and: has-never played. the fhete. ix, fla: ‘supreme: ‘feeling.- of|:‘Ellis intend. producing: on Broad-|.“competing “with: .the Singers -on.
‘West’ End, though it -had a.-short being lifted: bv--something unusual. “Way ‘next ‘Decémber.
“stage. °‘so -everything’ was’ heard,
‘half-innocent. half-shrewd sex .kit-abortive. ‘tour. of the. “Sticks «a few:
The: decor. and: lighting -“are ef.
‘Robin. Raymond. -and ‘John: Me- though. perhaps: that" was. less" than. ,
ten who. with an ‘eve to. the main.
vears azo.
Berne
. ‘fectivels .vaystere. ost
‘Rich:. | Martin will appear in “A Matter of } an -advantage.
chance,, trips Hghtly through. the!
:
and
os} Position”. for which .David Hays | “The -costumes: were sarnple:
fantastic post-World War I realm { Peter. Duguid, who is presenting
mee As designing the.scenery and dight- the’ lighting: ‘was. adequate,:: ‘except: a
‘at bumbling sugar daddies and the..O° Casev tribute . (which will |. :
say Nothing:
“for ‘3-missed’ cue. at-the end when
polddiggers. So, with a mixture o£ .also include “Red Roses’ For Me” }
ing..
*
- , London, Aug: 17,.
The- staff ¢ ‘tor. ‘the |“upcoming the Turks: rush: into, the: church to~
‘Richard.’ “Rhts.. “by arrangement | with:
accents, Miss. Bryan gives’ a -tough. and. ‘:‘The Plough And ‘Fhe: Stars”).
The:
butcher... everyone, with. the - speci-.
White, presentation of. a ‘drama. “Broadway
production. ‘of ©.
and broad: interpretation. and un-: justifies. “Purple Dust”’. aS an e@x-. “Michael
in three ~ ‘acts .-(five. -scenes). by ~ James:
blackout. being. ‘something. like:.
abashedly. gathers the laughs :wher- ample of alate :O’ Casey. comedy: as. |Hanley.*-Stazed:-by_ John.: Gibson: Setting - - Affair” ‘includes. -Morton . ‘Gottlieb, “fied
:*)~
mo Gistinct from.:* ‘Roses’. (a. visionary.| and lithting;. Brian. Currah: Opened: Aug. general: Tanager: - Dick. .Seader,.|. much - too late.
ever and however she can.
16, 762; at the: Theatre. ‘Royal, Stratford,
This fifth: and. last opéra: ‘by thie.
“Plough,
a
fan
early:
}-compainy
.
manager;
‘Martin
Fried,
East London: . $I 13°: top..
iIt's. a tribute to this pop’ per-|drama” and.
Jate “composer: Kalomiris -comme-".anti--heroic Piece! -yo.
_| Toshia: Baines:
“John. Sharp. production stage manager; Warren’
‘former that she. collects a lot. But
-.Mrs. Baines
‘Margot --Boyd. :
Morates -‘the. fall-.of :the. ‘Byzantine 7
‘manager:|
stage:
“
assistant
.
Crane,
“Purple
Dust’ concerns: ‘two . Charlie’ Etston © -eeee--s-- Denys Graham °
they*are. mainty:- farcical and panto
e. and the death: of ‘King. Con-.€mpir
“Winif
red
stage.
ceeds
“Joan.
_Haythorne
[t
Fred:
Herbert;
technical”
Aafts, “Also, perhaps: ‘the image. of . rich, -blimpish’ Englishmen, ¢arica-.
-stantine’ Paleologos..in .1453:. The.
{|
manager.
and
Dorothy.
Ross,
pressMarilyn Monroe: playing the role’ tures rather ‘than’ characters: ‘who:
work . is’ unlikely:- to be! produced: ee
‘Since. ‘the: ‘departire. of director: pagent..
;
‘on the screen.-is. too uncomfortably With ‘their Irish mistresses descend -f‘Joan. Liftlewood,
“again; 2°.
oe,
the
~
‘Theatre’
Eileen
Brenan,
who:
‘originated’
*2-The. musie ‘is: bright’ ‘and lively. vt
on a, remote- Trish country district
recent.
‘Royal.
Stratford;
‘East
London:-has.
the ‘title: role ‘in ‘the off-Broadway. al. the start: ‘but-. ‘becomes --Frepeti‘land attempt. ‘to: ‘convert. a.- -shamSo with
the’ score. The: best
bling wreck ‘of:.a- country’ “hotise: housed ..a ‘itumber of: independent - production° : of .. ‘Rick. -. Besoyan "Ss tious through. to’ the end, -and what.
known. number, “Diamonds Are a.
productions:
of.
dubious
valueé..
Lack.
“‘Little- ‘Maty Sunshine,” will play sounds like: a theme- ‘never ‘gets.
into’ a British’ ‘stately home.” They:
Girl's Best. Friend.” ‘has been done |:
‘bedevilled. by ‘loval :‘workmen; 1 @£ -incisive.‘policy: ‘has . nibbled: cat | the: ‘lead: role. in:-the ‘author-com- anyw. here. It could. “be. ‘termed a*
to.death over here by_a- variety of }are
have.a
series of mishaps which are ‘its Image as..a‘center of. proletarian | ‘poser’s’” “The |‘Student: .Gypsy. -or
“modern” .Opera’ in ‘the :‘sense that
Jartists and its impact. is; gone. Still,
strictly . “vaude gags, talk -high-. | drama... “whieh ‘also. provided -“Lon- the Prince oF Liederkranz,”” which there ‘are:a few chords of “wi ich- .
Miss Bryan has a go at- it, as she.
-don’s
West
End
‘with’
transfers:
of
; Edward. Padula plans.” producing: Sten
°
,
s
faluting * nonsense ‘at. great lerigth Stan: “Kenton: could: be:“proud::
does with “Little Girl from Little
and lose their faney. Wwonien. to two ‘the. works: of . Brendan: ‘Behan: |. for--a. Broadway: opening next year.
Too often the music and: libretto: SS
Rock,” ‘is Little. Rock still a tovwn-}
Sheilali:
Delaney,
‘and
“Pings.
‘ot: the ‘Tocals.
“tobe: preceded by an’ out-of-town have. ‘little -in.common.. Apparently.
that cau. be’ comfortably* linked.
A-plat- like this: needs ;ait: ‘Trish “Ain’t,”! ete. It's. been: reduced to-.a. ‘tryout. -béginning™ Dec:* 25 at” the: Kalomiris. Jacked’ the knowledge...
with comedy? atid. in cher duet |:
tryout
*
“spot
for’
modest”
-manage“Shubert. Theatre... Boston:
this is’. the. glowing lack:
‘| dad: ability to: Make. propér.:use ot?
witht: the dude English wolf, “It's: ‘cast.
‘ot theand.
present,
production. O'Gases: Fments. and. on this level, the. ‘latest |
-Elien - Madison. ais to. appear in. the’ human voice; -for. ‘there is “not: ..
Delizhtful Down ‘in. Chile.” "
vintrigning.
.
entry:
“more.
than}
dhas always’ had.an ‘eloquent way
the planned ‘Broadway production “one good ‘singing. -role:. Modenos
ot,
But just
as there ate. man. 1witiy a .phrase. ‘and ‘some: of: the’ “most:
| o£ “The Moon’ Besieged.””
. stuék: out,-.and ‘his: was. the’ only:
sparse areas in the’ book, peppered | speeches” in’ this ‘comedy are a.
Jainess Hanley. isa powerful noy<
_ Janet. Swanson. -has ‘joined: ‘the bright ‘singing: and the:only change :
only occasionally with’ memorable. delight. But. the. cast.gabbles. at. ‘elist.. with. a strong ¢ritical-follow- cast ‘of “Take .-Her,: She's) Mine’’ “Of. pace in. the music.
““dunib broad” Anita Loos. wise=.: such a breakrieck °specd- and with| ing but little public fame. He: has ‘succéeding. ‘Louise: Sorel, who’s
100,ae
‘The. ‘chorus; “numbering ”
cracks, the songs don’t stand up to. ¢aueh a variety of :-hit and~miss at-: also .. contributed “many - sinewy - -been - ‘signed for a: Tole .
séenied’: ‘concerned-” primarily’:
overmuch . examination.
In 1949. {tempts-at .the Irish -brogue and dramas to, “BBC. radio; and -one of. “Lorenzo.”
my ishing on: stage arid” getting . oft .
Leo Robin's Iyrics. probably were’ blarney’ that. mitch: of. it-is- -incom- these: he has.now adapted. for legit.
: Howard. Da.Silva will direct Gun-‘|.quickly. ‘The- offstage. singing was. tIn fact.. “Say Nothing” .more than -drun ‘Powers’ ““Fhistle In My. Bed:
—able to bolster the disappointing || prehensiblealso a. small: plus. 2 7
ibook better than with the passingj Duguid: has ‘given thé ‘show a deserves this: alring , although --its” ‘which the. producing firm of Johin | : _As.to plot, the date N ikog Kazant. es,
“OF years.
1 slapdash: -pace ‘and the. “comic. inci-. chances" for. a: -stlecessfal. transfer. ‘T.. Weems. .-Robert ““Buccolo .and’ ‘Zakis. missed. | “There is.no action °_ Jule Styne’s musie is cheerful | dents ave -“Little. -coliesion: Ronald: “seem. ‘dini..
Robert Mathews: intend: ‘producing. -to. speak. of. ‘in:-a story that could ancl lilting, and: is put over with Fraser . and. Peter — Bowles are at |. ‘The play |is: a. éogéit- study. ‘of: “off-Broadway next. January: -.|'be loaded with ingident.- As it is, *. .
Bund effect be oa slick. orchestra |'sea’ :as.. 4 ae “‘nreposterous™’ English- | family - 4s itred |Jim: a: Ww orking-class |. ° “AS package - ‘combination... of. an the libretta lacks |-iriterest::
a
musicals need. American
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» Dotty.Stickney. for‘Riot’

t 2DOyly $45400,ae |
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59.

-- “Riot Act,” .a: comedy-drama by: a.

‘Honey $52,163,FairLady’$46,270,
‘Carnival’. $42,956, C. ay $26,638

1 Will: ‘Green, “is:planned: for: Broad- . po
“way - {production this--.season.. by‘Emmett -Rogers. “Dorotliy. ‘Stickney.
‘Is being sought: ‘for’ “the. “leading ae
role: of .an- ‘rish-American-. ‘Mmatri- fe:
arch. whose Tate husband’ had: ‘been-}.)
dropped, for “host |wk; 580: p) {$8.60: 1.428; $68,299).
Drake),
“Previous
week,
$63,
911.
3 he. road .was. generally: lively
a’ ' police: ‘lieutenant- ‘and::. whose’: .“Business
with.
CLO
subscription.
=~."
—
three’ sons ‘are also.policemen:
| Broadway shows, ‘last week. Nota- j1 Previous. week, .$42.132.
last. week.:: | ‘The - ‘Broadway-bound.
The . project ~
‘budgeted: “at“ble; among. the. exceptions Ww‘as. “My , -Last week, $42. 956.
“oor, .| President” was /a--seHout.in | subscription."
- $125, 000...
[Bair ‘Lady’ ‘with «an. -increase.. of ; *Come Blow: ‘Your. Horn, Atkin-.
-. othe -first week-of its Boston engage-| | oC
“SEATTLE.
_} nearly: $4,000 over its take the pre-|-son {C) (80th: wk: 637 p) ‘$6.907 “ment; | although’: musical’s - gross: 7
_1,090; $42.522).
Previous,
Q
“My:Fair’ Lady, Orphetim mc.
| yious:. stanza. :”The ‘only. sellouts ‘$7.50:
was | pared. by’.“press. tickets. -aiid. -RS) |‘3d wk)..(Ronald ‘Drake, --Caro-|"
again last..weeK were ::“A’ Funny. ;week, “$22. 548. Exits Oct: 6 {o tour.
Last - week, $19,993.
:- Boston; .“Sept. 4... | Thi
_ “house .'seats |used “by ‘production’: line. Dixon). ‘Previous week, $56,an
°
‘Hi
ned: on the’ Wa ‘to the}
et
“phe Charles Playhouse. here. ‘be: |p
, Forum”.
ne 7appe
.
* "= personnet:’ ‘The -only. other:: ‘pre- 1 112.
and “How. to’ Succeed.
‘in |. Funny” Thing. Happened. ‘on the
“| gins.its’ sixth season, next. Tuesday|‘Business Withut °Really Trying.” || Way- to the Forum, Alvin iMC).
a Broadway .tryout on..tap~ last -week}-“Last”‘week;$52, 059. LEY): with the ‘National Productions|.
“Oliver,” which: continued:
(17th. “wk; 135 °-p)° '$8.60-$9: 40: 1,‘" : WASHINGTON.
“| Ine.’ presentation’ of.-“The Three- ~ “Come Blow- Your Horn.” . which |
strong. in- its. fourth | Week : in:‘Los 7 Carnival; -National. (MC-RS)-: (3d.
Ww as scheduled ‘to exit: ‘Sept. 22 for i 334:;. $65,096) ‘Zero Mostel).. -Pre‘penny
Opéra.””.
The
musical:
will
bet
“Angeles.
:
wk)" ($5.95-$6.95;._ 1,673;- $54,133)
; thé road, has: extended its New .vious week, $65.784.
‘The tryout. | Vist: expands’. this” (Carla Aiberghetti, Ea. Ames).‘Pre-. ‘the: first of five shows: to ‘be pre-j ; York. stand -‘to. Oct. Cn
Last wetk, $65, 779.
“

Three Tryouts Bowing ThisWeek

Last: week, °
$64,221|swith cto |

"Trespany in
iHub

sented at the Playhouse. «during. the

week. ‘withthe addition, of “The-Af-1. -vious week, $37, 664...
. fair”. ‘and - “Beyond the” Fringe,”
Last:.week,” $38,951,.

. ‘1962- 63 - semester.

‘scheduled -“are «. Hedda.
=| Gabler: ae '. “Oh - -Dad;.” Poor™ “Dad,
‘Mamma’s Hung You “in: the Closet.
Also.

opening. |‘tomorrow: -night- (Thurs.)|
res j=
. an: Boston: . “and ‘Washington,

“spectively and “Step in. a: Crack,”

ChiSymph:Union

‘How: to: ‘Succeed:

Estimates for Last ‘Week ©

in

Business

2”Keys: Cc (Comedy), ‘D (Drama), Without Really Trying, 46th St.
-CD
(Gomedy-Drama), R (Revue), {MC) (47th wk; 369 p) ‘$6.90; I)342:
$66, 615).
‘Previous. week:

MC: (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi:
. “and I’m Feeling: So: Sad,"es“Othello” cal-Drama),. O° (Opera),. OP: (Op: - $67, 497.
Last week, $67,514.
and. : “Candida, earn
_-in Toronto. : . “Irma... La- “Douce”
‘DR }7ferettads, ‘Rep. (Repertory)
Contiritied from ‘page’‘57.—|
. ay Can Get It For: You. Whole; (Dramatic: Reading). .
closed Tast."Saturday. WU) in “Denver. =
“Other: parenthetic .designations’ sale, Shubert iMC) (24th wk: 188.
“OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
~ Fagainst’ disrupting the season. ‘The |

“which: debuts: Saturday. :“night” (8)'].

Estimates ‘for Last Week ©

dates).“Vyefers respectively, to. weeks played,. Pp) ‘$8.60; 1,461; $66.000) ‘Lillian
Previous Week,
$40,936.
-| number: of. performances .‘througli: Roth).
— |- last: ‘Saturday, top “prices (where’ ‘Moves Oct. 1 to. the. ‘Broadway
.. |two “prices. are. given, the ‘higher is :| Theatre.
.Brechf- on. Brecht,. de. Lya (1-3: 62);
_| for Friday-Saturday, nights: and the]. ‘Last week, $39. 185. :
Fantasticks, Sullivan ‘St. (5-3-60):

‘musicians feel: that they: have. been’ ~Pigures denote. opening

--Parenthetic designations for: Git. told: tor take" it.or else once. ‘too'}
“of:town’

shows are: the same as. for'|

Aibee lays, Cherry “Lane. (9-4-62).
‘Anything Goés; Orpheum S& 15-82).
Blacks, St. Marks':(5-4-61);-

often...

Broddway, except that..hyphenated
|.
The Orchestial ‘Assn. ts thought
‘T. with show elassification indicates:
to be fearful of the ‘union demands - + Gilbert &. Sullivan, ‘Actors: (8- 7-62).
. tryout and. RS indicates road: show:|
because * of. difficulties in. raising|: Hostage. One Sheridan Sq. W2- 12-61).| tower for weeknights), number of “Man For All ‘Seasons, ANTA ‘(D)
.- Seats, - capacity... gross “arid stars, (41st “wk; 325.-p) +$6.90-$7.50: i,* Also, prices.on tourmg shows -ini-|
“Little "Mary; Playeis (11-18-59).
elude 10% ‘Federal ‘tax ‘and ‘local ‘funds. to méet. the: differences be-. | _'Oh
Dad, Poor Dad, Phoenix (2-26-62), _|Price. includes’ 10% -Federal: and. 214;
|:
$49, 600) .1.Emlyn
Williams,
‘tween.ticket. sales. and. operating |.: -Portralt-Monks,.
Martinique: ‘6S *28-62)...
tax, tf. any,:: -but- as '-on Broadway: |
-"1 5% repealed City tax (diverted ‘to. ‘Thomas “Gomez: ‘George Rose)...
finds to: date:: Critics of:‘the group.|. Premise, -Premise. (11-22-60)...
. gTosses'are net; i.2., -exclusive of |"
fan
industry-wide
pension
‘and
welCircle “in -Sq:. 0-11 62).
Previous: week, :$36. 337.
_ Say.
it ‘is: exclusive. and: snob--] -. Wilder Plays,
.” . CLOSED.
7 -. taxes. “Engagements are for. single:' bish,that.
«| fare: furid), but grosses. are net: |. Last ‘week, $34,435.
Gilbert.
Sullivan,
- ‘anid ‘that. - this. has.. worked:
Actors" @ 7.60); ,
“* week unless otherwise’ noted
t t.Q., exclusive of tazes..
|
.
“ against ‘it‘having: a.broad. financial | - closed iat:“Sunday "(2).-

Mary, Mary, Hayes ic) (78th wk;
:- Little Mary, Players (11-18 59); _closedGrosses: have™‘been™ reduced. ‘by.
_base..
last:. Sunday.” @) ;after’ 1,143. perform: + commissions where theatre parties. 620 p) ($6:90-$7.50:. 1 139; $43. 380)
IA: young’ “volunteer: worker : for 7 ances.
(Barbara Bel. Geddes, Barry Nel-| aré..mentioned.SCHEDULED. OPENINGS ©
commissions: ‘the . Association’: asserts; -however, 4:
the”: -deduction Of
‘Man’s. a Man, Masque (9-10-62).
Mulhare). Previous:
1‘ Asterisie: denotes show had. eut- ‘son, Edward
“ Grosses: for ‘split* weeks -are: pro- “Anybody. can’ join ‘in: who’. wants.
Feist plays; -East.End (9-12-62).
‘week, .$36,677.
Man
ts-Man, -‘Living | Theatre. (9- 43-62). rate tickets: in.circulation.
jected. when: shows play guaranteed’ to -give .or raise money. ‘or ‘work:
. -B. Fenstermaker, Sher: ‘Sq. (9- 17-62).
_ Last week, $33, 271.
dates..
J If :the.. Association. : is:. autocratic; 4 Sweet .Miani, Players -(9-25-62)...
“Camelot, . Majestic ~ MC)
(91st-]‘Harlot’s -‘House, 41st St. (wk.: "9:30: 62). ” | whe 729 p)-.($9.40; 1,626; $84, 000)
Milk and Honey, Beck «MC)
|
it’s‘
entitled:-to:
be:
It
has
kept
the
|
og,
“BOSTON.
plays, Cherry: ‘Lane (10-3-62).° .
a Mr. ‘President, “Colonial: Mic- PD.
m|rent afloat, anid gihould. be Hanley.
‘Pavek, “47th. wk; 375. p) ¢$8.60-$9.60; 1,-‘Ten Nights .in Barroom,. Mews (10 -1-62). “(William , Squire, Janet
.
able to run it:
“No as
the| © Sey, Provincetown. ‘(10-2-62).
* Robert’ Goulet): Previous “week, |280; $62,805) ‘(Robert Weede, Mimi
st wk): 41$6:50 F$7.50; 1,685: $66: 104) |.
Ferganization.
were: 'é
‘trying
toif.
make
‘Angels of Anadarko,-.York. (10-10-62): "
Benzell, Molly icon). Hermione
$57,951."
‘Robert: Ryan, ‘Nanette: Fabray". :
Whisper God‘s _Ear,. Cricket clo: He|
Gingold. succeeded Miss Picon last
Ay P.$..°193, Fourth Street (10-16- 62)... ~
‘Last ‘week, $57, 400.
Opened here Aug.: 227 ‘ta one en-fa.profit.?
|
night
(Tues.). _ Previous: wee k,,
- There has. beén: ‘no talk. of.bring- ‘Cherry. Orchard, .Theatie.. 4 (11-68-62). *
- dorsement: - £‘Maloney; : Traveler),
We're Elvillzed,: Jan Hus" 1. 8-62);Carnival, _Tmmperial (MC). (784

‘Where’: su bscription. v4

ay tioned, the: gioss

me n-

is the: metafter}

“two. yes-n@” ‘(Durgin, Globe; Hughes, ing in. outside mediation ‘or. -arbi- | _
Herald); one. pan. ‘Norton, Record tration inorder to’ break the dead-.| :
: American) -and ~ ‘one: no” -opinion® ‘lock. ‘However, it’s felt. that if the
: (Guidry, -:; Monitor). after - giving|_ standoff: “continues ‘civic -leaders}
‘three * preview performances © the | “will ask the mayor. or the. Labor’
“previous weék. on which the, take. ‘| Dept. ‘to- ‘step: in..
|
Key demands: by.‘the: union: “ins |Was. $26,456. .:

$50,700::
Last’ week, $52, 163.

Stock: Belafonte$13950(1),Pitt: |’. “My. Fair Lady, Broadway (MC)
-Cole-‘Sights’
ford,Conn.|

;1 (339th wk; 2,681 p) 1$8.05; 1,900:
cs41$72, 311) (Michael Allinson, Margot
| Moser). ‘Previous week, $42,459.
‘Scheduled to close Sept. 29.
“Tast’ “week,. $46, 270:

a one-year contract’ guaran-|on _|(elude.
teeing 44: weeks of work at a-mini- ||:

"Last: week, -$65:4
440:

-‘Unsinkable*. “Molly ‘Brown,. Shue mum, Of. $230 -per.-week;:-plus* re-.|.
“*Night of - the Iguana, Royale
* Businéss ‘at the. Stock “operations. |($62
25; 1“449° $56, 700)". mi D-Rep). LD) (36th wk; 284 p) 1$6.90-$7.50;
‘hert (MC:RS) (4th .wk).($6. 25-$6.75: |vised grievance ‘and: dismissal. ‘pro-.|'
1th
:
“wk).
.
-Riehard
©
II
‘TRichard
:
1:717:*.$59,000)«(Tammy Grimes). ‘eedure.‘and a maximum pension of. ‘Covered ‘below: was ‘highlighted last t
999; $42, 000) {Shelley Winters,

|-$2.500: “Management -Aas offered: a week by the. tremendous'.take reg: | Baselart: Hal: ‘Holbrook) Henry.’ TV; : Patrick: O'Neal).
Previous. WwWeek, :
Part .One ‘Holbrook. ‘Eric “Berry), :
|$200-a-w eek minimum, .-with -3I- ‘istered by: Harry Belafonte as. the | Shakespeare
* $21 428.-Standby Priscilla - Morrill
Revisited
(}Telen: . has. ‘taken over for Miss Winters,
weeks -guaranteed for- two: years |" final ventry - -in the” ‘Civic : Light, Hayes, .
. CENTRAL. CITY, -COLO.
‘Maurice - Evans)... $27,395. iwho: withdrew from ‘the. cast last
‘|:and 32 for:the last. year of a three- | Opera Assi: _séasoti vat ‘the’“Audé |
“Mary, | ‘Mary
(bis-and-track),
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| xear-. contract. .
| Saturday (1) and Patricia Roe, who
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|Lee |..
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jnow ‘costarred with O’Neal.
. The Labor Day weekend ‘marked:
‘STRATFORD. ‘ONT. ‘Last week, $30, 596...
, | the’ end. of..the|‘semester. for. most:iFestival Theatre ($5; 2.258: $67.=| Last week, $20, 587.
«Week ‘Ended: Sept. 1):
“GHICAGO™
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“|8:76) ‘«D-Rep) (11th wk: ‘Macbeth, |.“No. Strings, 54th St. -iMC). '25th
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|.(Figures. denote -opening dates).
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:
;.900; $28:200)°)
‘(ath wy’ ($4.40-$4.95ayis
“Ruby, Dee, Ossie..D ).. Previous|
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Ballad: Angel's. Alley, Russell (7.9.62).
- Barry Humphries, -Melba .(9-1-62).
‘Luther,. Emerald

‘Last week, about $20,800...
'

‘Sound. of “‘Music,: Shubert. MD:
RS). (42d.. wk).- ($5 .95-$6: 50;

Hill (7-27-62).

.

- ‘Masks & Faces, Assembly (8--30-63).. >
Mikado, Her Majesty’s . (8-30-62:
Sound of. Music,. Princess (10- 20-61).
"Tenth Man, St...Martins (8-30-62)..

2,100::|.~ Under. Yum Tree. Comedy® @.8-62).

| Estimates. for Last Week =

-| Taming

‘of the. Shrew,

:Cyrano . de Bergerac.

Tempest, wk;

$66, 614. .

" parenthetical: ‘designations .. Soi . Previous: week, $67. 035.

a

" stock “refer, respectively: ‘to’. top|: : Current, game.

|the, higher is for weekend evening’ .
O'Keefe
1 performances: and’. the.Tower. for

-L to the Broadhurst Theatre.

.

‘prices twhere: two. prices. are. given. |

196 ‘p) ($9.20, - 1.434; $66.700)...
i. Previous. week, $63,292. Moves: Oct: .

|.Last’ week, -$59.233.
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Centre : "$3:15: 3.211:
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‘Shot. in the Dark: Boofh :C)
(46th wk; 365 p). '$6.90-$7.50:- 867;
$32;400) ‘Julie Harris).
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| weekitights),.numiber. of: seats,” ca-‘| $66,102): ‘ SYDNEY.
a
$72,000):- (Barbara..Meister, . John.|-.Prices in- |Revue. (R) (2d: wk), $9,742, as final --week, $19.551. Closes “Sept. ‘22:
: Bitty: Liar, Ensemble. 47-10-62). . wee "|T pacity gross and: stars.
qe
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:
week,
"
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).
- Lustile. Dancers, Majesty’: 3 & 27-62).
_;Myhers
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clude 10% -Federal tax and local:|, ‘entry of summer-season:
Once: Upon: a Mattress, :Palace. (8-3:62).
Last week, “$48;040....
"" Orpheus Underworld, Tivoli .(8-17-62).* | tax,. if.any,. ‘bit as..on ‘Broadway: .. Previous. week.: $12 653..
“Sound of: ‘Music, Lunt-Fontanne
| - Sentimental: Bloke, Royal (6-20-62).. “DEN VER
: | and ‘the. road,. grosses: are net,.i.e.,
“WALLINGFORD; CONN. * i(MD). (140th wk: 1.116 p) ‘$9.60;
Irma’. te

Douce, _

Auditorium

a (MC-RS), ‘Taina: Elg,.. Denis. Quil-}
Tey). Previous’ week: ($24, 329,. Bilt- t.more, ‘Los Angeles.

Tempest, Independent (6-30-62).
‘What's. New, Pmt. 18- 62).

oo exclusive ° of: faxes. “Engagements

|

Oakdale. Musical ‘Theatre. ‘$6. 50; 1,407; $75,000)

‘Jeannie.

Carson}...

‘|.are | ‘for ted week, unless other-:- 2.300: $76,000): Sights. and: Sounds'Nancy Dussault. succeeds Miss Car-.
| wise. 20 e
ve,
CR) Nat King Cole), -about $50. 000 Son: tonight «Wed.!. Previous week;
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-seve
.
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for’
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ek,
’..we
. ,Last
. State.“Fair Music’. Hall ($4: $5:j ‘Previous week, “Wildcat NEC).
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Beyond.
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(3-10-62):es..
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d
perfo
Ende ‘tour. here: last | Black, Nativity, ‘Criterion (8:‘14-62).
Va 420; $84: 000).
- South ~ Pacific: : (Gale Storm), about: ‘$41.300° for
Take. ‘Her, She's Mine, Biltmore
We
rday.
‘Satu
~ Blitz, -Adelphi- (5-8-62).
a“| VED) (1st -wk): Dorothy - ‘Collins’,'
-; Blow Horn, Prince. Wales’ Q2760,
SC) 137th wk; 292 p) ($6.90-$7.50;
+)
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:
for-..
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-Pperformarices.
‘
. LOS: “ANGELES. ‘Boeing-Boeing.: Apolo (2:20 62); °
i gross capacity. of:$53.000,at a ‘$5 936; $40,180) ‘Art Carney:.. Pre“Oliver, ‘Philharmonic © “imp-1)- - Breaking -Point,. Lyric (9-5-62).
Previous”. “Ww eek, - Phe | ‘Merry
.
pips .‘With, «Vaudeville. (4-27- 62). wise (OP) (2d wh),(Patrice ‘Mun-! tore:
Every -Night; Palladium (6-1-62)..
(4th: wk) -($5.90-$6.75; 2.670; -$83\-.[°”_ Fit:
Current,
to -Print;: Duke of York’s (7-25-62). -

a 400). ( Clive. Revill, Georgia Brown).

Gentlemen:

Prefer,

_

‘| - Lock Daughters, Her Majesty’s G- 17-62):

,-¥ious ‘week,: $26,509.

(Gisele |.
, ~ Last week, $26.638..

ances.

Princes:* (8:20-82)..

Previous ‘week, $77,745: with: Civics”. (nfanticide. Ginger, .Arts’ (8-29-62).

- Light. Oper: a subscription..

.
“Gypsy - (Mc)

‘|sel, $49,918 for: ‘seven |"perform: '
MacKenzie), Tepeat, engagement.

Cur rent. |South: Pacific: 2d who|

Thousand Clowns,
O'Neill iC)
1 (22d. wk: 172: p) ‘$6.90-$7:50: 1 076;
$44, 730}. iwason Robards, Jr.). Previous week, $27:957..
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‘Last ;week, $77, 099:with CLO. - Mateel Marceau, Piccadilly. (8-ee , as.final ‘entry. of: season, :
;
- “Minstrels, ‘Vic.. Pala ce (5-25-62).
subseription...
Mousetrap,. Ambassador. qi1- 25-52).
a PHILADELPHIA.
“T: Mrs. :Puffin,. Duchess. (7-18-61).
OMAHA.
Music Midnight,. Westm’r
:(5-4-62)..
d
‘Playhouse in the Park ($3-$3. 50:
| iFigures: cor er Sent 2:16)
“Resuming This ;‘Week
ve ‘Mary: Mary, “Music ‘Hair 4tC-RS)- . My Fair Lady, Drury Lane “4 30-38); 14.437;° -$27.044).
Best Man... ‘D)|- “Affair. ‘ryout)-—Wiibiir, “Boston (6-15)..
‘*. Oliver. New :(6-30-60): :
“(Sulia ;-Méade, Scott -McKay, . Tom:
..One .For’. the Pof,. Whitehall - 18:2-81),. 1 (Mark. Richman, Philip ‘Bourneuf): i. ‘Banderol (try out)—Play: house,” “Wilming- |
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:
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:
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“Shows Abroad |

. Auditions: Friday. D -for} (3507

, |. dancers: Equity. mén,. 10: a.m.; men}: 0)
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oa 23
open call, .12. noon;:: Equity fenime,. ——
Contiaued: “from. page 58 ee ee
{2--pan.; femmé éall'4 pam. Audi-|. |
ses: :
erci
“Exc
ent,
‘segm
: o3pial. ‘Phe. first
Say: "Nothing
Following are available parts” in ‘upcoming. ‘Broadway, "off Broad:: tions: for singers’ next: Tuesday: (10);
‘De . Style,” ‘contains... éight.: items...
way, and touring shows, as well-as ballet, films, industrial’ and tele same time schedule as. for dancers. district in the. North. ‘A new lodger: and. the other, . “Pantomimes * De :
vision shows. All wmformation has been obtained directly. by. the All at: the: ‘Variety: ‘Arts’ Studios. (225 ‘arrives: amongst: the Jocalities-who Bip,” a: “half-dozen. The 14 make
| live: ‘by Old’: Testament ‘precepts
a
Variery Casting Department by telephone calls,, and © has: been. Tes. We 46th: St, ON Y.)..
up: a shortish -but :‘rewarding --eve-...
-and: “by: tear of. the. future: and: the: ning, : The: whitefaced,. ‘Slim,: gracechecked as of nuon yesterday (Tues.).
past.:
“
~
OUT.
OF:
TOWN
The avaitable. roles will’ be repeated weekly “until filled, and addi. 1
‘ful. young. man,.‘is:a master. of.
in- ‘mime: -and: Hie: fairly” ‘peoples -the:
‘Compass ‘Improvisational. ‘Thea-| The.. amiable newcomer gets 3
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‘voluntarily
involved
-in
:a:-net
of
resporsible parties. |The intention is to service performers: with jeads | tre.
Produeer,.. - William
Court
stage ‘with’ his . varied’ imbressions.._
provided by the managements of the shows..involved. rather than. to’ -Cohen: 4235 -E:. 39th. SE€.;. N.Y.) |baekbiting:. and ‘brooding. anger. He |. There ate many highspots.in the’
tries.
without
.
to. help, but” fails—and the show. and each: visitor’ will have his
-Fhis information is: published
Equity. company. :to: “play in Boston
Tun a wild goose :‘marathon...
| early fall. Seeking’ ‘male and fem- climax: of the play is his hasty exit. ‘personal .-choice.. -Each of the: ‘items :
charge.
:
Hanley.
‘captures the: idiom: and.
Parenthetical designations. are as folloics: (C) Comedy, -(D).Drama, ‘me with or--without. improvisational |thood: of. this. gloomy, :-bible-punch- has its:peak.moment, ‘though some:.
‘throughout. . -For- in- _
:
{MC} Musical Comedy, .(MD)_ Musical” Drama;
(R) Revue; (Rep) -experience. ‘Mail -photos and. .res- “ing |milieu, «with. its” equation. of are brilliant.
umes: ‘toDavid Shepherd me0 Above |
Repertory. DR)
Dramatic Reading, (DB). Double Bill.
‘the Fall- with dismissal from. a job: | stance, :“The. ‘Tight: ‘Rope:. Walker a
1

is superb,. ‘as -is the item. that. closes*.
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ne It ‘is. a deft. “and. cunning : bit. of
the. first half, “Contrasts.” --HereHOUSTON. ‘TEX.
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7
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|
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_
terrifying,»
Sea.
Voyage”. is a fantastic’ piece
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‘it
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:
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“Pro-|
“Faauy Brice Story” (ME).
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in October: ‘Parts. available. for six’ ‘uhstccessful- outpouring of. remi=: of. seasickness.- “Suicide” -and® the:
Mer rick. (246 Ww. Equity: Library Theatre (226 W..
ducer, David
mature. men, -"35-50 “and. leading’ niscence’ whieh’ jars in this: context, \nitter-sweet:
,
finale:: - “The: Mask._
44th Sti, N. ¥.: LO 3-7520). Avail-'.47th St. N. ¥;; PL.7-1710); All parts ‘lady, '30- 40.: AIL. must. have classi- and does not convince:
‘Maker’: are: -other standout. pieces °
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The east is. ‘firstrate. ‘The. soft: of: ‘imagination: a
“tion required. :Will rehearse .eve-.
handsome, affable; man.. Joha :
sing,
is-[ ‘Marceau ‘is. assisted: ‘by.- Pierre
| Mail photos and: resume to. man-- Land. frightened. : husband
thactield type, must sing; femmie, !tnings. -Auditions . next ‘Monday (10)°. ‘aging: direetor. ‘at. above: ‘address. : memorably. characterized '‘by: John.
Verry, :who merely
has. -to- stand
‘dance, attractive and sad, pert: :-and next ‘Fuesday (11), 5-10° p.m.; Casting:Anew Sept. 15.
| Sharp, as is his belligerent. wife. by - Still -‘and. -hald: title ‘cards ‘for: the.
femme, Thelma Ritter type, wise, -next: ‘Wednesday’ (12); 10." a:m.-4!
: Margot ‘Boyd., Joan Haythorne:gets ‘various items,’ but artfully and -ele- |.
sympathetic but not ‘sentimental; .p.m. -at- the ELT Rehearsal Studio’
right ‘to ‘the. heart’ of the heroine’s gantly sets. the mood’ for- the. vati-.~
|.
River&
St:
103d
Institute,.
(Master
gen-!
showman,
authoritative
‘anan,
Tp -anguished. frustration, and: the dif-. ous_.sketches.
Marceau: has: no’:
tleman. Mail photos and resumes. sidé Drive..N.Y.)}. Equity. ail
\-fident lodger is.“neatly imperson- props, :the’ minimum. changes- of.
cript
|
cards
membership:
bring.
pro-;
¢/o
Department
to Casting
ated :‘by Denys: Graham: : -_
costume. and. performs on a.vitttal- -ne
available at’ Samuel. Frerich,, Ltd. ie __:
Brian Currah’s.. set; which. .in- ly -bare stage. But he :has;as. an :in-:":
NAY).
St..
h:
25
dueer.
t..
*Jaekie. Gleason’ s° “Ameriéan cludes: four rooms and. a corridor, | tegral -part: of -his. show, -a: skilfully...
WS W:. doth
“Oliver” MC Producer, David ;
“Thistle In. My Bed” (C), Pro-|’‘Scene: Magazine’ -CBS-TV.... Pro-. adds. to: the: claustrophobic- menace. | orchestrated and: planned recorded .~
Mer@ick (246 W. 44th -St:, NUY.;
Otta. | tape .of ‘sound effects: ‘and -music:
LO 3-7520). Seeking future. “pos: ducers John Weenis; Robert Buc- ducer, -.-Jack- Philbin;: choreog- | “Of “Hanley:s Ss.atmosphere.
| which: add -much ‘to. a ‘well /lit;.
sible
replacements: boys, "7-10. | colo. & Robert. Mathews’ (January |-rapher *June *Taylor. Open: call:
‘| exhilarating. ‘entertainment. ‘that: is
must sing, 54° tall or shar ter.. Mail {Productions: 22 E. 60th St., N. Ys tomorréw: +4(Thurs. ) -for.-.dancers, |
———
EL 53-6997). Cast. of 12; all rustic: must be able‘to dance jazz, tap:and
ee
|. “The Enemy. ‘Within: “| always fascinating... and: :at. times”.
“Dublin; -Aug. .20.
<>
Leading ballet, for_ the Juné: Taylor’ Danc-|
parts.
;J types. Available
. Rich.
fabulous.
“and “Other ‘Plays ; lady,.17-25, Julie: Harris type; lead- ers. Auditions. 1-6:p.m.at ‘the Ter:=.| Abbey “Theatre, ‘Co: _preséntation™ of
‘three-act™ drama “by .Brian. Friel.. Staged }.by.
ing man, 30-40, tall, slim; Juvenile, ‘race. Room’ of*the Henry - Hudson by Ria’ Mooney: ‘getting, Thomas - Mac- |
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plays:- in. |character parts;

30-70;

the modern tenipo,, it+ Woman,’ fat, prostitute. Mail photos|:
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and the ‘modern 4}; and resumes to’ producers, do. not:
mood, by a play--|]] phone or visit: Interviews sched-.

| THE

wright witha sharp i uled ‘after Sept. 15:
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"| Miscellaneous

inz
of
human
beings and their
conflicts. Each play
suspenseful,
absorbing.
$2.95.

{MC),

“We're Civilizea”
| ducers,
-Rendell: Praductions:

FOR LEASE

perienced modern

L A. HILLTOP HOME.

cers, men, 10 ‘a.m.;

Completely
Furnished
with spectacu-. | ‘at Jan Hus. Theatre
dar. view. Near Hollywood and U.C.L.A. 9|N. Y.)
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T:: P..: McKenna:

monks: on. a- Scottish. island in the

: duéer, John* Wray: Open call. Sept. for the Abbey... and

TOURING

“Carnival”
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fas a: man with -strong -family .ties |"

14: for “femme

‘nd. 7

“every ° Monday

ex--}:

living §

Drive, L. A. 24, Calif.

‘Auditions

Lh

Lee's, Leese:we "Vincent - Dowling

drawing :him: ‘back.'to. Ireland-.to{ ~~
“INDUSTRIAL
and jazz danc“} stand beside. his kinsfolk- in:family: - :
DETROIT, MICH,
femme, 11 -a:m. |*~
squabbles, .”ea
oe
(351 EL T4th St. 1. ‘National Automobile: Show. ‘Pro-|. - This .is _Brian: Friel’s “first play | “

garage,.

with ‘Option: for

year. $450 month.

_ 44344 Mulholland

|

2 baths.

w/fireplace,

-Caornan

‘Diarmuid
- |Oswald...

Prothe. monks }.. s
(1545 |evening: at.8: ‘pm: at: fhe ~above. sixth century. It. shows their
leader] and
beings:
human.
-ag
address...
Audi-:

Broadway; N.. ¥.: _CI 6-7140):
tomorrow: tThurs.) ‘for

College. 2 bedrooms,

|:

: Columba: Se cccccesessecee ; Ray MacAnally. oo
1 Grillaan’ 1. cccetecc eevee -Philip
.O’Flynn' |. _
Dochonna Weegee rere ee” Michael -Hennesy - a

Aedh

|}tions.

‘room,

Wh eo ‘at the. Abbey: Theatre, ‘Dublin; $1.20

CcABARET.”
-| Brian... Rt eceeceseeeecePatrick. Laffan:
|| ducer,
Gigi Caseio _ (Sheridan.
| Brendan: ...0.-vesseceeee ‘Eoin O'Sullivan.
| Square
Playhoise;
Sheridan | Henry’s Tavern, ‘Operator, : ‘Mel
Golden.
os Eddie
! Square, N. Y.). Available. ‘part: . ‘Titus | (6811 Fiffza “Ave:,: ‘Brooklyn; Eoghan weoce vines °66 os ches
| | man. about 30,. piercing eyes, ©si-. N.Y.; SH 8-3214).: ‘Seeking Local |"
There's” considerable “merit . in ‘|i: Tent, awesome, ~ Maii photos ‘and. ‘802 trio: of one. drummer. and two
|4, Lesumes ta producer: ¢/o theatre: ‘guitarists. who. spécializes ‘in Twist |this: piece, about .a ‘group. of.. Irish |...

| VANTAGE PRESS Inc.|!
120 W. 31st., New York T

-} Anna...
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| GIEDED £75 anunderstend. ||| “Turn Of the Key". (Di: -Pro-}

WT -CACE
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°

Stars . Ray. : MacAnally; . “Philip |. :
‘O'Flynn, -- “Michael - - Hennessy, - -Michael O'Brien, Godfrey Golden.. Opened, Aug. 6, }.-

°

and ‘one.

(MC).

tat

dancers -at:1 p.m.

his theme of|
the hero’s inner -conflict,: the ¢om- |-

—

the’ Columbus. Circle. Studios: munity. life: ‘and the -reaction ofa oe
‘Producers, (981 Eighth Ave,N. ¥.).. Show. young: “Englishman’ joining this

fi Lee Guber, _Frank. Ford & Shelly.opens in early’ Oct.

AMIRACLE INSALEM, N.H.1

\hardy. group. makes. good theatre. |.
it could be an ‘offering. in the}
[ier ‘Anouilh.. pattern ‘of “Becket”. for Broadway. ‘and: ‘London,
though. -lacking: ‘any feminine: ins. es
‘ale

‘

‘terest in the -cast.
: Ray MacAnally’ Ss“performance. as’ |
| the. brisk: saint,.a man..defying: his |. «

age in’ his’ work, prayer and’ sense |’-:
of: ‘kinship,, is: standout. -and there [.
fis -good support from the; assorted - _

‘Fiactors playing©monks, ‘notably|:

It is a rare occasion when a producer says’ that

he has seen a.star born on.his stage, but there.

|:

has been a miracle in'Salem with William Gibson's.

[-

famous play, THE MIRACLE WORKER, for in the .}

sincere and honest. performance. executed ‘by lovely

little DONNA LYNN, who. 1s. portraying the’deaf,.

Philip. O'Flynn
as the realist and |: man "of. .God, Michael.
. 1's. stdrama, ‘color; sus.
O’Brien..as’ the scribe: and Vincent:
Dowling: as..the..eager- .youngster: ~ pense, excitement; action==
|.wanting ‘to héro-w. ‘orship. as: well as |.

|

‘Tearnest

become

t.

who ‘is the: protege

~ racing: at Aqueditct...Awards
{imaginative men. who. constantly
|. ‘winning: horsés put:forth:
‘| seek: thé ‘leader: as their kinsmen|’. “their most stirring effortsin
and. therefore a-man “who should |.
-nine performances daily. Cur|-be .at:their side’ .in’ battles. ‘Ria’
| Mooney's.. ‘staging -has ‘the .‘right ' _fain’s:at 1:30. Plenty oftime

of JIMMY

DURANTE, has already accomplistied a great deal
in the entertainment world. She has sting with °F].
America’s leading nite ¢lub and. stage: personal- iz

ities, including the. lovable. Jimmy ‘Durante,..
Maureen. O'Hara, and Connie Bosw ell.. Although

| tempo .and ‘Thomas. MacAnna’s. set} _
~
lof the monk’s cell, set centre-stage,
‘as the heart :of. ‘the action. is “ad=7--:

{4°

she. has already appeared in two Broadway shows,

including “CHRISTINE” arid. “CARNIVAL,” I feel:
that someday in the near. future, DONNA will be
a, Star, and.she will say that: “It. all began at the

and, of course, happy: end.

the. sanity 12 “ings. ‘That's’ thoroughbred

“Fhe author contrasts
land -quietude ‘of the _monks with |
the. blustering, ° wooden and -un-|

|.

blind and mute’Helen Keller, a star. has been-born. -.oe
DONNA,

a ‘monk...

| mirable.

It’s.the: -Abbey’s.“ best in-|

between acts: for good cone:

versation,.good food. Come... .
by car—on Lil. parkways to- °°“
Idlewild: or by subway.

pa long -time:.and. although intro-|..
a | |duced. on ‘an. alternate-night show- |.”~~: ward
:me
basis,.“has ‘settled. in for .a-run. |: on

IND. ‘specials: leaving~

-} 8th Ave.-42nd St, beginning”

Mae.

DAVID GARMEL THEATRE in Salem. NCH.”

: at II:10.
Hts.a great show.

Mareel: Marceau:
“London,. :Aug. 14.,

Michael. ‘Dorfman. presentation, - by -ar-|

oe

rangement’ with Donald. -Albery, ‘Of . twopart program, of ‘pantomime.: ‘Stage man-

Producer "

ager.

Louis

ceau; features Pierre

“$y

-Do-you.

Verry: “Opened Aug..-}
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| presaria who seeks. the offbeat; and |
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~ HARVEY A. ‘MANN..formerly.
y. associated

‘of |

the! public. ‘Sliggests a fat. -hoxoffice. ‘during an -engagement limited to lt
{ Six:weeks. :

ice. -skills.- .‘
WILLING: and . ‘ABLE:

Lo 43250 e ALT) Lexington Aver N. Ye

“ Feonsecutive hights,-this and. “Black |¥
a ! Nativ ity? - Marceau : copped:-a-- fine

“Th 7-2287, New York.

need a RIGHT

‘and N.

“pibréed Marcéau
y
‘is on ‘veiw again

|. the ‘West End: ‘under. the” ‘bariner|
iin
Dorfman;
newish.- ‘im-

Agent “ERNESTINE McCLENDON

0:

13, °62,-at the. Piccadilly Theatre, ‘Hondons 1 _man, .25 desires theatrical job. College -Fgrad,wy 4 yrs. theatrical exp... stock . er
$3.50° top...
4.

Hof. -Michael.

in.THE. MIRACLE WORKER”
at the DAVID GARMEL THEATRE, Salem, NH
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By. and TealAhandclapper “By and

.Los. Angeles; Aug. .21.

“The. Sound of Musie
offers: ‘the first.
; ” “Stephen Papich production of. “program . oe “Bamboche!”
a ‘mistake ‘once. in}
the. réestof.your. son’s. life! Because ‘lowed :to: ‘make :
Dunham “Dancers. | Jocal presentation
I by. . the’ Katherine.
(LUNT-FONTANNE, N:Y.):
of the Royal.
Katherine’
Choreography
and
.
staging.
a
-while:””
-sbecause- nobody. ‘dares ‘to.judge’
THE. ‘Lunt-Fontanne: is“still alive: ‘Dunham; settings" and’ .costumes, ‘John: Troupe of: -Morocceo. The ‘dancers
‘Logan: “7 kriow.. ¥‘think:‘Grities |
Privitier. ‘Sr.5 |. are exciting and colorful, empha-‘Pratt; : ~ ‘lighting, -: Joseph
‘an: Irving Berlin :‘Song. ‘on.the. ‘first.|”
vith:..“The. Sound of - Music,’a. ‘orchestra
do make Tistakes.”
.
Leslie . Harniley. |
direction,
Hearing: You know?: He's. a ‘genius.:
.Opened
Aug.
20,-’62,-.at
the.
‘Huntington. |‘sizing acrobatic movements.and a
:Norton: -“Well;. IT ‘think |:
alecs. they. ‘sound: it.thas. heard for more” ‘than |
“Har tford Theatre, Los: Angeles; $6. top.. drums and reed music that has an
“Now, “Maybe. he’s a ‘poet, he’s. a ' should. be. ‘allowed. an. “decasional .
| ;000.°‘performances, ae
‘Cast:- Katherine’: Dunham, Vanoyeé Aik-. | Egyptian. sound. A startling hit: is
‘ens, Hope. Clark, Joan Seabrook. :Qdile.
primitive genius.:He’s a: primitive ‘mistake | eta
The starring: role, originaied by.’ ‘Reifsteck, ‘Lois Rollins; Maria . Costoza,. a young boy dressed’ as a woman.
Another highlight is-the five27 poet. ‘He: Speaks the words, for “in- --Jn- another. exchange, Logan: said:Mary: “Martin. ‘and. ‘subsequently. ‘Talia. Ferro, Candy Alexander, Carleton
Johnson, Clifford: Fears, Gienn’ Standifér,- _seene.
“7 think. ‘everybody last. night’ was
“The Diamond
Thief.’ a
“.gtance, a song. that’s. so ‘simple. that | Not: ready—Fm.. talking: ‘about: ourj played. ‘by: Martha, Wright, is now Wesley Gale, Monique ‘LaSalle,: David. ballet-pantomime
done by the DunHenderson,
Che: Dad ‘Salem, Messapid |
‘you. can: scarcely .believe: it: “Is.-he- performance as ‘well -as the ‘audi-| ‘being’. enacted by: Jeannie: Carson, “|
:‘ Ben “Othman, ° Abderkader ‘Ben Ahmed; ham. dancers.
Several
excellent
.the only:.man. in ‘the “world, that! -ence-—I ‘think it: was all.a‘little. off-| and’ although’ hes. voice. is |
-‘Kaaoui. Allal;. Marir Boujema, .Driss
- strong} “Et
performers are featured, ‘though
Ben. ‘Mohamnied, °seer Beid Mohammed. :|“you. always. ‘loved and” adore;: l60ks!|Pase..I think: that: you:~became- too!
Rabes. -Heto
Hero | unidentified.in the program, Other
‘Hayat. Dhaddouj, .Anouaree . Rabba.
just as good- to you in: the morning | angry. about* something . that: wasn: t..anid. pleasant; her acting: 1S.. broad:| -Said Ben Brahim, Abderaham Ali Abdera- | notable’ -offerings: include. “Los
:.
deeb
Ulead
Grin
apie
Re
tet
iets
SD
4
ite
eh
dae
ebaoe
as ‘he. did the night. before.’ Now |; Worth, it,: partly*through nerves ‘of-. and: ‘unsubtle, _As the. young Maria, Cham,.El Serife: Buker, Ahmed .Abselam, Indios;”. nicely done by: Maria: Cos-.
‘Serife Takrebtba, -Fatima. ‘Lahoucine, |
that’s the work ‘of ‘genius, “a. dab’ i-the™ ‘audience,: partly ‘through the. “she tries to” ‘be enthusiastic: “and .-El
Tibikeht’ Fatinia “Brahim,
toza, Joan. Seabrook .and Carleton:
of | “humor right..in -the middle. Of nerves. of our. performers who were.:
Bessie. -Griffin,...Joan_-.Mon{:: Johnson,’ and Brazilian - “Cheros,”
"
‘Singers:
: vital, but" Seems loud: arid.raucous. gomery, Robert
Guillaume,
John
Hawker,
|
beautifully. danced by Hop e: ‘Clark,
that sort of: ‘simple. statement. “Out: béing ‘seen. for. ‘the first ‘time;-but:
|
the second ‘act,. Roy.: Lindéey.”
‘ofa. thousand -men <in-. the: ‘world.| that’s all right. T' don’t: criticize. you: ;-She | is -better’ ‘in.
Odile
‘Reifsteck, Clifford Fears and.
. Musicians: -Caimara . Ladji, “Mulio Merin.
"ds he. the only one for _you? If: he’sS for ‘it, I'm. -just. discussing - it, you: : when - the’ - icharacter. has.: “more t dez, Francisco -Aguabella; Charles Bar- ‘Johnson. Lucille Ellis, Ural Wilson,
nett.
Sigmund
Gallaway.
the” only man’. in. the. world,. come {Know:: You have a. perfect: right: to.: Maturity, -but: -here . too. her per-|
Dorothy:
Speights.
and: Ricardo
rain or: shine, then. he’s a: man: ike. (feel. ‘that -way,, except:that I just. i formance. ‘has ° litte’ range. |
Avalos stand out in other areas.
{e
‘Th
‘her
;
fist:
“American
‘appear--|
“mine.” .That's: a.‘marvelous . ‘simple ‘plain .‘don’t.
The show runs about 20° minutes
think. you're.. ‘right |:- Outstanding among. thé support: |”
_ statement, It’s Very hard“to do that: about the- test: ‘of “it. -E. think’ our. 1 ing -players ‘is. Elizabeth Howell; ance’ in more thai’ five years, Kath- too long, and perhaps the ° ‘Tango”
Most ‘of these: young people today|.play .is’: ‘ot. jn: proper’. Shape: ‘I: who sings beautifully ‘and projects erine- ‘Dunham: returns essentially . and ““Strutters
Ball” numbers
-aré.. trying. ‘to.‘be cute, or. coy: or ’ think ‘we're. -over-serious. “at: times, great Warmth as_ the Mother: ‘Ab-|aS -a- choreographer. rather than: a. would be the'most easily. left out:
‘Miss Dunham’s choreography ceuld
you’ know, : strange: .or- something: ‘but: that's-“partly -my,. fault—vou | ‘bess. : ‘Donald’ ‘Scott. is an able if |
‘dancer. “Bamboue he!” isa colorful
probably: benefit from mere freeThis: man. ‘dares ‘to. say something: know—for hitting a little too- har d.”’ : somewhat, * stolid: ‘Captain Von:
‘that is a. kind of a classic. ‘hit. the | :. Norton: “Directors: make. mis: ‘Trapp, and Jen Neison_doés a good | dance -revue integrating | interna-. dom. from: tradition. .John. Pratt’s
Be
eile
A
a
an
od
‘flail on- the head. I.just think the} +t k
9.
job . ‘as. - his Ww‘orldy and _cynieal- tional .folk: ‘styles. In Haitian” Cre-. ‘sets.and costumes are. good, par‘word corny: is. used: a’ Tittle.. too. - es; too!
festive. ticularly one with a water buffalo
‘Logan: .: “well, you, Know: me!"Rance. A jarring note dis’ the por-. cole,: ‘the: ‘title; means. a
headpiece, worn by Aikens in “Diaeasily.”
| Tve - ‘made. some peauts.: But—oh,: ‘ trayal.by Paul Lipson in the role] gathering. From. the enthusiasm of mond ‘Thief.’ Joseph Privitier Sr.’s
“Norton. ‘Said: “veil, what “would | suse: we all make mistakes. Irving;‘vacated -by Kurt Kaznar. ‘His char-|the premiere. audience; the ‘fans. lighting ‘could be -Jess. deep . and
you. ‘think’ under -the circumstances? Berlin has: thrown: three. songs: out j|: acterization smacks” more of -Néw|
. |sultry.in some areas: Leslie Harn: Now.. what’ I--mean -by:.‘eorny’ in: | of:‘the show that he didn’t,like . ‘w{ York than of: Vienna, ;‘and. ‘seems |”‘apparently chad exactly that.
‘Dunham. herself. “concent? ates ley. directs the orchestra.
“Tout: ‘of. ‘plage: that case “is easy. to.define. I: mean:
Plays. three’ weeks
The... ‘show’s- greatest” ‘assets, - of chiefly. ‘on: her Staging;. appearing. in“**Bamboche!”
z soinething . that’s. ‘embarrassingly(' Los Angeles. prior to‘a tour and
‘course,’ a¥e the loyely .score’ .by.|frequently |in“less. exerting roles
“sentiméntal “and- a little -bit- out of:
resentation,
Richard. Rodgers, <which’ seems -bet-:| and leaving the phy sically demand- j| BePefull yia Broadwa y Pr
date. Now, after’ all. that’s. ‘my re-|,
D ale.
‘ter on each. rehearing, the-lyrics. ‘of ing .area. ‘of. her: technique .to the}.
action ‘to: ‘those:- It. wasn’t-as ‘you|‘the ‘late Oscar’ Hammerstein . 2d,- younger, .talented’ group ‘of sup-:]:
say, to ‘Is ‘He. the Only Man in'the
. World?’—I ‘agree with you—I said’
ah Funny: :“Thing ‘Happened. On: Ww hich. compensate: “for=:the- sac-|‘porting: ‘performiers.- She retains al. Scheduled Bway F
Preems
that. there were .four-or five of: the: the. .Way. to the Forum”: will.be. charine -book by. Howard. :Lindsay:| highlight ‘in the. nov-classic “‘Bar-. Affairs ‘Miller’s .(9-20-62).
27
cof
“.
given-“its: first ‘foreign-language. -and Russel. Crouse. -.-The sets ‘andj, ‘relhouse” Florida shimmy with * Stop ‘the World, Shubert (103-62).
best” Berlin ‘songs, ‘this: is: one.’
Come.on Strong, Morosco
110-4-62).
costui es: appear- to be jin good+:Tongtime’ ‘partner Vanoye Aikens,
‘Banderol, Music Box (10-9-62).
Logan ‘asked: : “Pour: or five?” ‘presentation: in. Mexico City.: Rob‘condition, but .the same :-eannot -be:}.
Woolf, Rose (10-13-62). .
“Norton réplied,. “Yes,. four’ ‘or five.” ert: Lerner: will. ‘produce: ‘the: musti- ‘said. for: the“theaere. .“Because : the: ‘but other’ appearances: aremerely. - Virginia
Seidman and Son, Belasco: (10-15-62).
“Logan: asked,” “How “many” shows. ‘|cal: in Spanish’ ‘for an Oct:“9 open- ‘Lunt-Fontanne- “is: one | of Broad-} light
. strutting.
“|” Step.an a Crack, Barrymore (0-17-62).
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have vou. ‘seen that ever. had: four ing:.at: the. Teatro’ :‘Insurgentes,,|

‘While . the-. “main --atterition

re-.

- | Leriiet,,, _ currently. in: New- York, :
| mains « the familiar “West Indies-}
:or. five?”
,
-has :signed. William. Bradley: ‘to -di-’} houses, it’s.‘surprising ‘to’see. that ‘dances, the “show. ‘presents’ several
_. Norton: . “Pye seen. Irving’ Ber- rect the..‘production,
Which’
‘the
seats
-are
‘already
becoming
-:
““lin's. ‘Annie. Get - Your..-Gun’. in: -Ortiz De. Pinedo- will appear in the: ‘shoddy: . ‘The -arm rests. are. torn{|‘unique sections: that; though excel-]|
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“Othello” _ in Rita. Streich,. Annie Fischér. Rus-.
i He first”: playéd".
‘Mother
of. prominent. an depend: ‘reserved seals: available -for “the

He continued to write’ songs, “and 7 . ALEXANDER. R.BOYD.”
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“Australia. in ‘the’ ‘early 1920s: ‘Later {sell “Oberlin;: Hermann. -Prey.-.arid. Z
and."Birmingham, "Ala. radio!‘ent: theatrieal.:agent. May Johnson, preem:
‘7. Ke: forinied: ‘his. own. Shakespearean -Mieezyslaw Horszov ski.. “Since. his announcer,.died Aug. 30--in “Phila-: of Canada: died recently ‘in Beacon i
the:
entry, into--concert managemient An’ ‘delphia- after’.a_Iong illness.” :.” -eompany: and: in” 1932 played:
Falls,Conn:
Chev alier’s Boffo 95G.
_- fest Hamlet ‘in thé. néw “Shakes> -1949-he had also imported’ or man- |. A broadcaster at. Philly” s: WPEN
on

1
ee

2. speare Memorial Theatre. at. Strat- |“aged' about 25 chamber- music en- for: 15 years, Frank ‘was regular: ans'}..«Roy’ ‘Sngdér,, 65.“theatriéal élecsembleés.
“| nouncer.. of: the Independénte Day.
“' fard-on-Thames..
|

Los Angeles, Se pt. 4.
~- Maurice. ‘Chev alier- gros, a
-trician, died. Aug. 28. in Red Bank
treet
Decne
cetene
yp
SUC,
NGwlohe
He. made several ‘tours: ‘in thet - Born.. in: Berliii.. he: came’ to: ‘the celebrations. ‘He retired: an: 1952)
” er eat $95.000i
in seven. performarit¢s
NaJ.. ‘His wife. and brother. surviye.
}ef His-one-mair show at the Greck
"Near: East and: Australia,. the last |U.S, in’ 1937. In 1939 he joined’ the|because of >illnéss..
“beiing in-the-. 1950s. His last- Visit ‘New Friends ‘of “Music: and” serv ed| His.Wwife sutvives,. :
Theatre here last week. Trumpcter
“Rather, 76." ‘of “Gregory | Peck, ‘Al Hirt and vocalist Andy Williams.
- te. America: was.- in. 1957 “wwhen: he-ras: the: organization's. manager ‘for | _
ren
7 ..

‘ er
Para
.

aoe

ine
on
ng we
mess

«

-eppeared .. “in, -Eugene ° O’Neill’s |11- years, A ‘year after forming’ his || died of a-héart attack Aug. 26 in |are current at the Spot in “Sounds
“HOWARD- REIF tof. the ‘Sixfies.”
Broadway: and” on ‘tour,
| Wike,- Ann’ as ‘a ‘partner. in-“1950. -died: Aug. 22° in Cleveland.’ ‘Open- |...
7
| “. Audience gave the Frencn star

“bong. Day’s. ‘Journey. Into --Night”: -own . firm,.- he:was’ joined :by: ‘his’|. Howard: Reif; 72: ‘theatre-<‘owner,.. ‘San Diego;. Cal.
““con’,

1 Sutviting: are. his «wife ‘Mariorié |After the.death in-1952 of Bernard. ing :his first: film. houses’ -in the 7. ‘Rictiard T.Garrick, 83, longtime. an unexpected, “standing ovation
fla Sister of. actor: Michael -“Mag: R.: LaBerge, ‘also.» Soncert: mman~ mid:1910s,be become "part. of:‘the: actor, died Aug. “21 in Hollywood. , ‘on:the. Sunday night. final show,
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WHAT MAKES ENA SHARPLES THE SECOND BEST KNOWN LADY IN ENGLAND?
What? You never heard of her? You don’t know
that when she appeared at a public dedication re-

This programme is a major departure from the
stereotype. Gone are the cliché characters, the
sudsy situations.
Intheir placeisa Feuding Middle-

centiy, crowds lined the route, mobbed the presentation site, and mounted police were called in? You
don’t know that she gets 2,000 fan lettersa month?

aged Matriarchy in an Angry Young Man milieu.

That every week, twice a week, three-quarters of
Britain’s tellys light up to catch her on Granada’s

A working class saga with the vinegary bite of
reality. People bi tch. Fight. Gossip. Are generoushearted.
Humorous. Delinquent. Real. Audiences

prime time soap opera,

recognize

“CORONATION

STREET"?

and respond to it wholly. Spectator,

the intellectual weekly, calls it, “the most extraordinary phenomenon in British popular culture.”

“CORONATION STREET” topstheentire United Kingdom-ratings. The series, incidentally, is now available to buyers. For details, contact Kay Campbell
at the New York offices (509 Madison Avenue) of

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND @

[Tv FELMs |

PRICE
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Nitery Epoch ofthe

urer

Top Stas, PopMassPrices,Capacty' 1)SPECTACULAR

‘The century of the common man,+
&.phrase.in wide circulation some
years ago, has been making itself

Can’t. View Own Biopie

By GENE

more applicable to the nitery fleld.}

It seems quite possible that
Robert Stroud, the: -convicted
‘murderer whose story is told
in United Artists’ “Bird .Man
‘prices’ to. take nitery entertainof Alcatraz,” will never: see the
ment out of the luxury class and
picture.
into the reach of a wage earner.
_R. C.. Settle, warden of the
4Tt's the only way -a 2,000-seat
‘Medical Center. for Federal
nitery can exist,” ‘according to one]
Prisoners at. Springfield, . Mo.,
operator. _
{ -- where Stroud is now held, first
‘What's more, these. vast opera~ : turned down a UA suggestion
tions ‘depend greatly on the top}
that a screening of the film be
‘boxoffice names available to carry
held for all. inmates, and reout their: aims. Grosses can hit
cently. nixed a followup A.
astronomical figures. For example,
offer that .a special: screening.
the Latin. Casino, outside of Cam-|
be arranged: for Stroud alone.

den, N.J.,.can-do well over $200,00 ‘weekly even. if capacity audi-|}
ences

spend

minimums...

only the $8 and
The

LC

$3/

accordingly

Will pay: as much as $30,000 weekly|
or a“headlinér. Currently, Eddie}:
isher and his sidekick, Joey For‘™man, are attracting hordes from
hiladelphia and Southern New
gersey. The capacity. of the room:

Firestone Hour

was

The Philly success of “Come
Blow Your Horn,” which has been
playing fo near capacity at the

Show Biz Before Gor,

ARNEEL

A legit -impressario

A smali, but influential group. of.
bonifaces ‘are reaching out to the
mnasses. with top names ‘and. low]

Philadelphia, Sept. 11.

‘Las Vegas, Sept 11.

discus-}

Singer
aspirant

sing the business at’ New York's
Radio City Music Hall, ‘noted the}
plus- $200, 000 weekly grosses (War-]|
ners’ current “Music Man” tapped |
the 200G mark in each of its first

Gene
Austin,
ag
for the Democratie

nomination

for

Governor

of

Nevada, isn’t letting the vagare
les. of politics interfere with
his show’ biz. career.
‘two weeks) and sized: up the situa:
Austin is deserting the cametion this way: “Naturally they'll|
Paign temporarily in order te
draw the crowds; .it's the best show
play an. engagement at the
| for the.money in. town.”
Embers, Denver, Sept. 12 for
Oldtimers recall that the late
10 days.
William. F; Rodgers, longtime’ v.p..
jand distribution: chief of Metro,|:
-teid the court in the course of the
| famed film industry. antitrust. trial,
that a-single. booking at the Hall

Common Market |

orrest Theatre on twoferg, may
have general significance for the
road.
The touring Mike EllisWilliam Hammerstein production
played Detroit and Washington to
mild business and there “was talk
of cancelling the Philadelphia run
{ when the last weeks in the Capital
slipped to $12,000 grosses.
Iz Kamens, who publishes theatre programs here and in Washington, is a leading purveyor of twofers, which he ealls
“special discount tickets.” Kamens was called
into
the
picture
and
flooded
Philadelphia with 3,000,000 of the
cut-rate ducats.
Obviously as a
result, “Horn” will gross nearly

Prods. Near Deal

} was. worth. more to MGM. than a
| spread throughout a fullfledged |
circuit:

The facts.of fiscal life at the Hali |
| would be ‘impressive to ‘even the
‘most impassive in. any phase of:
show business,
The, top 10 pic-.
tures in this 6,200-seat theatre's
30-year history have accounted for

In TV Perpetuity
Deal With ABC;

On Pix Com Aid

$100,000

in

its

four

weeks

in

Philly, in contrast to the $53,000 it

drew in its four-week stand in
Washington.
The Philadelphia
printer supVenice, Sept. 11.
pled
twofers
this summer
for
Further’ steps towards the ap-. “Worn” and the touring “Irma la
an actual gross. of $13,844,114.
To
|
show
preem
the.
for.
was stretched
‘repeat, ‘that’s only 10 ‘pictures and ‘proval of a European Common ‘ Douce,” in Los Angeles and Denthe. average is nearly $1,400, 000 in Market film aid setup similar to jver. He believes that the two-forhursday.(6), and there was also al.
Britain's Eady Plan were taken ones have a definite value for the
@izable group from New York for
When the “Rirestone: Hour” ‘ré- a single theatre.
}here by. ECM film industry top- road. “In a way it's almost as good
e festivities. It was one opening |
The top.10—turns to ABC-TV. in the next few
that produced a sellout in which
Universal's
“That. Touch
of pers at a meeting held during the |»a guarantee as a subscription 8eweeks
(after -a several season
‘banquet business was nota factor: absénee) itll be under conditions. Mink,” the. record-holder, opened last days of the local festival.
ries,”’ he says.
Basic: understanding ig said to
This type of room. is springing up unique to the medium. in which. it ‘June 14, 1962,.ran 10 weeks. and
“They’ ve been giving out twohave been reached on an aid plan fers for years in New York, where
many sections of the country,. will have a time: period. ownership - grossed $1,885,335;
* Warners’, “Fanny,” opened July financed not by an admission sur- it’s generally an indication thata
Hie
‘Town & Country Club, Brook-- status that not--even a General
charge but by a proportional de- show is in trouble. For that rea(Continued
ontinued of
on. page |
18)
Blinstrub's, Boston, ‘together ‘Foods or a Procter. & Gamble
duction on admission tabs to be
with the Latin Casino, have learned enjoys.
(Continued on page 54)
|}granted by various governments.
Firestone “moves into the Sun-}
(Contitiued on page. 50)
involved.
Exact
figure,
|
_
perhaps
day night at-10 slot: under a 52between 5-10%, is to be deter-:
week sponsorship
deal. And s0
|mined rt a new meeting of the
jtong as it maintains the- year-|
| BCM committee slated to be held
round sponsorship, ‘ABC ‘cannot
in Paris Oct. 3-4.
oust: it from the.time period, no

6.0.P, Marks New Era In
Fundraising: With Touring

Unit to Plug Candidates

Flash: Feds Find

matter —“what. ‘the circumstances,
thus giving: it a ‘“‘forey er and for- |
ever” franchise.

| On the other hand it totes up
Kansas. City, Sept. 11,
‘What the Republicans hope will. ‘to a fancy franchise for. ABC-TV, |
be. a-new-era in. fundraising is a ‘as well, since the network. will be
touring unit which is playing a: producing the. show for. the client, :
tring of one-nighters in behalf of. enabling it to siphon. off some of

boatcandidates.

Here, the

show those’ below-the-line

costs.

-Payola Just Ain't
Tax Deductible|
_ Washington, Sept: II..

Payola is not. tax. deductible.

The Internal Revenue. Service.
“in ruled that as a-violation of Federal

Govt. Rules B-Girls Must

Meeting

all branches

industries,

included

members

of

of the European film

among

them

Messr

Von Hartlieb, Schwerin, Waldleit(Continued on page 354)

‘Stop the World’ Tune
De-Damned for U.S. Air

Pay Income Tax & Social
Security on Drink Hustling

Washington, Sept. 11.
B-girls are feeling the long arm
of Uncle Sam, with # new Internal
Revenue Service ruling. It says
money they make from drink hustling

“constitutes

credits

below)

“Kemperanma,”

was

labelled

highlighting

Firestone

enjoyed

a similar

the’ perpetuity” arrangement ‘with. the|policy,

payments

to disk

therefore,

must

wages,”

have

and,

in|. In addition to being one of the come tax and Social Security within. held from it.
most
recorded.
show
tunes
gampaien of young. banker. Crosby network last time it- was on, but can’t be listed as a deduction. by ;; quite a while, “What Kind of Fool
_This applies, IRS said, whether
|.it’s: reealled that the show wasn’t|the individual or firm making the
emper for U.S. Senator.
see

Federal

jockeys

{Am I” has also stirred some con- their remuneration is “on a comThe show, ‘with unusually. heavy dumped: until Firestone had cut. payments.
In its weekly bulletin, IRS .said - troversy with radio station pro-: mission basis or otherwise” and
advertising (several half pages in |down to-a 39-week sponsorship ar-.
grammers in some parts of the regardless of whether “they may
‘eolor in the. Kansas’ City. Star), Tangement, thus;‘relinquishing its that. the Federal Trade Commis-" ‘country.
be considered
independent
con‘| sion announced Federal policy on
pulled 6.500 into -the Municipal franchise.
Toward
the end
of Anthony tractors with respect to the perpayola
and. “issued. complaints.
Auditorium: which ¢an seat around-|
‘against some record manufactures. Newley's original waxing of the formance of a particular act or
15,000 for an. event like this. Just
land distributors in 1959. ‘Because tune, he uses the word “damn.” | specialty in the same establishwhat the show rdised in.’ actual
dough the Republicans aren't -say-| Song for:Sundry Politicos. of this 1959 FTC: action, payola -This has apparently touched off ment.”
sufficient bluepencil activity on
The ruling applies only to earnbut it’s presumed ‘they came
“Hey Look Me Over,” tune writ- ‘payments on and after Dec. 6, 1959
program
lists to cause ings involved in mixing, with no
out okay, even. on a talent-laden,. ‘ten by Carolyn Leigh & Cy Cole- are not deductible as a business {station
London Records,. which issued the reference to money made froin
layout like this: Seats were scaled ‘man. for the 1960 Broadway musi- expense,
The com- prostitution. Recent Senate McCilelat $100, $50. $25: and.down to $1.50. eal, “Wildcat,” is getting up in| .The agency added that deduc- platter, some concern.
pany has produced a special dee- jan Subcommittee probe of AmerSince the house was. heavy. with in- the political world.
tions
prior
to
Dec.
6,
1959
will
be
Last year it
dustry and. society. representatives was adapted for Louis: J. Lefkow- disallow ed if payments “frustrated jay copy without the word In it can Guild of Variety Artists deveiand
thereby
eliminating
the oped information that many B-girls
the. money obviously came in,
itz in New.York’s mayoralty. cam-| a sharply-defined policy” ‘of a “damn” problem.
also are practicing harlots.
The show already has some dates paign and now Edward M. Kennedy |.‘state.
There are, incidentally, 11 waxThe tax ruling was a clear vieunder its belt.. It. goes to St. Louis has picked. it up in his primary |. Any | payola deduction
claims ings of the tune currently on the
for Sen. John L. McClellan
from here, and. continues through fight with Edward McCormack to} must give names and addresses of market and another four platters tory
the next: couple. months. Evidently run on the Democratic ‘ticket forf..persons receiving the money, IRS of “Gonna Build a Mountain,” .D.-Arki, the subcommittee ehairman, who told Internal Revenue it
{t is a George. Murphy package, ‘Senator from: Massachusetts.
‘said. In turn, IRS wants to make
also’ from
“Stop
the World—t should require employers of Bspringing from
contacts arising} ‘Miss Leigh has written: special sure that persons receiving .payola ‘Want To Get Off,”
which was Birls to dock taxes and Social Se

‘Look Me Over’ Theme

(Continued on. page 54)

(Continued: on -page 54)

‘report it as incomie.

written by Newley.

curity from

their

pay.
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Venice’s Out-of-Competition Pix | ams
Give Artistic Backbone toFete1 2
Venice,. Sept. ‘Li.
Section
of|
The
Information
‘the just. concluded 23d
Venice

Film

tures

Festival,

whieh

had 34. fea-

| BannedButBigatBo.

Vegas’‘ShowBizBR:

of |. A show biz ‘investing " ‘syndicate
it: comprising Las Vegas businessmen]

from
17. _countries—14
first pix—again showed

Nee Comics’MaterialUnderstoo

| Hi
ol

them
was a potent part of the fest and {has been. formed by Joe. ‘Wells,:|-}%
this year even overshadowed. the. operator. of .the ‘Thunderbird. ‘Hotel | [gs
actual competing films at times. there, and prexy of trucking: firm. | [3s
heads
Vegas -Investment |
i
Wells
in interest if- not in quality..

Pittsburgh, “Sept. da.
Bi Slappy White: ‘here at the Holi- |
| aay-House, told. the story and Will
: Gaines, ‘here :for. the. opening. of.

. Sydney,: Sept, 11. | the new ‘Zanzibar, confirméd the .
Australian’ Broadcasting. Com- tale of how. Dick ‘Gregory. broke.
4. |mission, non-commercial “recor
radio:
op- ‘Into. show” | business ‘with: White’.
dings|
banned. «all’
/-erators,
material.
:
from “The: King and 1” during: the :

White: ‘said: that Gregory was:
s'the:
Roberts’.: Show 1 laying of. waxers “might -‘give: ‘of- ‘Lounge’ in “° Chicago.. where - he
~&s*

had two, and ‘Partners which will. furnish. ‘front | [ie
scmetimes three; pix unspooled money for .various. theatrical .ven- |.[§
every afternoon.
Pix were eligi- tures including. ‘films, musicals,|

“Thailand: “ABC. -reasoned.

The. Info Section

‘the. ‘spouse: .:m.c. - at

-1 (White) was the star. of. the’ ‘show...
|fense: ‘to. the ‘royal couple.
‘Meantime;. ‘nion-commereial. : gta- |. ‘White had: been. getting ‘excellent:
ble for the best initial pie -prize, cafes,.or to-further the career of at.
| tions are airing the “banned” ‘disks: results from -his segregation and. --critic awards and some
of the performer in whom they're - in- |.
1 and record stores report.‘top’ sales. racial ‘stories and- when-:Gregory :- : other specialized nods given out- terested.
.|-was ‘asked ‘to. fill in ‘at: the Playboy.:
Monte _ -‘Proser,
-entertainment: ;
side the regular fest. awards for
-.] Club for “one night, he just took «~~
the official pix. Attendance was director of Thunderbird, will make’. _
“White's. ‘whole, routine. and scored a
recommendatio
- good and in: many
cases SRO, investment. ‘recommendations,
a ‘smash success. with it.:
“Sing -.Along,” | 7
Of TV's. ‘famous
whieh was. rare at the evening in-'
"Gaines ‘said: that:“White, ‘Willie’
“Twas: ‘happy. ‘to record, for }“~"*
gays:
{he-running films.
‘Chlumbia. Records’and for the orig-.}- :.¢:
_| Lewis and Red Foxx had. beén do--": -_
Inaugurated
some. years
ago,
-{ina].:sound ftrack,. ‘PAUL. -ANKA’s |:
‘| doing the'same type. of material for
when Venice decided to have only |
-| tithe song. for the Warryl F: Zanuck- }Paver. ‘a decade; but. it: was-only in’
20th Century ‘Fox’ film,-‘The Longest |.os
i# pix entered for the main prizes,|
---recent- years that -the white audiDay.” AN KA’ s- song has all of the]
it has grown in importance every.
9{ ence. knéw what .avas happening.
‘emotional
ingredients . that help de‘year. It allows promising begin-.|.
y-|'He “said: that -tv ‘brought. the ‘Little«

- LennyBruceGets |

MITCH. MILLER.

ners an

audience,

and

2dAnnual
Pennsy
Pen
bySydney
d
e
x
‘Harvest Frolic’ In|
|
Hotel:
Too.
|
H
Dutch On inaa I
‘pict

sometimes”

the -intense™: ‘feeling, of

‘The

J ‘Rock. :situation’ into ‘.their living

a.”

Longest | Day.
dédication, and also brings. in Pix}
And “with: repeated | ine:
rooms;
from new producing: countries. as
“By ERIC: GORRICK
‘| edents around: sit-in. demonstrawell as others of: ethnic. interest.|
*|-tions, along: with freedom: bus. Tid- _
Sy dney, Sept. a
The special prizes for this section.
A: “Lenny. Bruce ‘shocked.an Aussie |. ers, “the: whole story of segregation
By JOSEPH T. KINGSTON.
also help.
—
, audience of around 300 ‘on -his: suddenly -became ‘a. subject :that ve
Over the last few years the U..S..
“Lancaster, Pa: ‘Sept: ii:
preem. Thurs. (6) at Aarons’ Hotel, was: understood. .
indies made expert use of this:
Most un-Dutch aspect ‘of.the sec_Gainés. Said he’ ‘was ‘doing.‘most.
||;Sydney. Many “women left” the
Venice innovation and managed. to| ond - annual Pennsylvania: Dutch
s| hotel's. show: room ‘as Bruce dished ‘ofthe material himself. and getting
unveil or reaffirm ‘such pix as Harvest: Frolic,. which wound up-a|-|out the ubhibited ‘barbs plenty: hot. ‘a lot of: mileage. ‘out: of: it. “Where .
“Weddings and Babies,” “Jazz On seven-day run’ here, was the: un-| °°
. ” ‘Macao, ‘Sept:AL.
Bruce. ‘gave an: ‘unorthodox: ‘ac- he always played the ‘best. rooms as.
a Sunimer's Day,” “On the Bow- paralleled
largesse
-distributed | Macao}. tiny Portuguese. eolony count: of the. “Crucifixion; ”.then:} a
- dancer, he .now. gets plenty’ of
ery,” “Come Back Africa,’ ” “The ‘with both hands. to:“members .of which’ has been :playing second fid- ‘focused’ on ‘Jews, | “niggers,” -war-| club
‘dates. and- the: same good.

Savage
Eye,”
“Shadows,”
“The the visiting press. .
.| dle. to- Hong, Kong, 40. miles: away, heroes: and ‘then. .told how |he
|
The Frolic, hit by only’ one rainy: in ‘tourism. and industry, is going | employed .‘a -prostitute. to- “frame” |:‘rooms as‘a,comic. .
‘Continueé on’ ‘Page iD
-White pointed. out that hissmoney
day: this: year,closed ‘out <with' re-. ‘to have an expensive - facelift - ‘to a judge, . giving * ‘the. payees .a|
i
was: consistently.;“steady --and. the.
jported. gross. paid ‘atténdance. of ‘lure ‘more’ ‘traffic. §
minute .inside:: ‘Story. -on. the setup.” “only: real. benefit he has received ..
416,367, less than. half of what’ con-.|. It is embarking: or an. "estimated. Bruce followed. by: ‘stunning the |
‘from Gregory’ s skyrocketing popuw-.:
fidently had: been expected by. the :
$15,000,000 building project, -to be ‘payees-- with -the“_key.. “Lady. ‘larity was. the. ‘availability of better
backers.: It was a big. disappointword for. no. reason at. rooms: such as: the. .Holiday House .
financed. by. gambling syndicates, Ciatterley” w
ment, all around. It also ‘was-somewhich calls for ‘the. construction’ of
‘and the. Playboy: Club in. New Or:
what. of a -mystery, since Lancas-. ‘three up-to-date. tourist hotels.: Ad-|
Bruce’ took’:a ‘heavy slap, at’ the: Jeans. fet
;
.
ter’s 3,000-plus |hotel and’ motel.
management
for.
the:
poor
lighting
accommodation. ‘units: were. {oyer-. ‘ditionally, the. Macao- Government, and -‘sound :.system just prior to}.
‘according’ to its -new, dapper. gov-.
Washington, Sept. 11:
(Continued on: ‘page 54).
\ernor, Lt. Col. Antonio ‘Lopes: dos swinging into’ his -routine.”.
No sunset is in: sight on. Capitol
‘Manager of the -hotel;-N. Devery, | De t1Kto kay
| Santos; ‘will ‘spend at. least: $6,000,Till for Darryl F. Zanuck’s “The
cancelled ” Bruce’ sj:
: }000..on-beautifying the city, over aylimmediately.
Longest Day. » It's due for. more
confract.. - Devery. .said “he was: S,
« | period: of? eight years... \.
7°.
Congressional comment later this
fall when the Senate Constitutional
‘Where: Macao. ‘is: not loging:out’ “disgusted” by © the.” performance: |
(Continued. on. Page. 50)
Rights
Subcommittee {ssues. its |
|to Hong. Kong..is-in’ the gambling} ‘Indianapolis, ‘Sept: 11.
‘Washington, ‘Sept. ob
collection and. findings of gripes] 1 attractions”: it. offers. :And. Macao, |
The Red Skelton. show’ broke: ‘all ‘known also.as “The City of Ged,”|
from U-S. soldiers used as extras
‘| The: ‘copyrigtit extension” bill fs
‘records of the Indiana‘ State Fair: makes no attempt to hide. its :gam‘against their: volition. —
-on: President Kennedy’ s: desk, with, :
‘for a single: star, giving five. per-. ‘bling: featiite. which ‘has ‘earned: for}.
“Stag investigators spent 17. days
no: official ‘word .on. whether “or
-formances: to.a total of: 41,001 fans ‘ftself .the.title -‘“Casino- of. Ahe 7
in. Europe
gathering~ GJ. com| not: he: ‘will sign it. But :‘the wnof:. —_
who paid $109,409 to see: ‘him. He} Orient. ”
plaints on. all scores but subcomalmost. packed ‘the Coliseum for
.
Washington. Sept. ‘VW. | ficial word in- Washington. is that ;
mittee sources indicated: that the
Gambling - Is. ‘at ‘the-- floating a
“every performance.
A model -of the “newly designed the Justice Dept: 5: longstanding op.
“Longest Day” hubbub’ was. high ain-plagued fair, ending
‘and.
the”
-Picine:
The Sept.
12-day.
ot
sn
“Palace”:
:
5.
-Washington. Cultural ‘Center, drop-: ‘position. ‘to: the’. measure ‘has. soft’
on the list.
| attracted 342,916 gate-paid. admis- An “Australian- company *“has* inanSubcommittee
staffers
‘inter- sions, far more than the 1961 total aged: to obtain.a slot-machine con- ping the cost from- -$75,000, 000. to ened. It is felt, therefore; that odds
‘$30,000,000; -is .to he - unveiled. in: he ‘will. place: his .‘signature: on.Ht
viewed all the. members of.a transof 277,846. and 1960's 252,807. The cession.. One 80.at. the slot-machine ‘Newport,
Ri; - this afternoon are better. than even..
portation company
stationed in
costs
$10.
Tommy Steiner Rodeo ‘also was a |‘
{:(Tues.) with: ‘Mrs. “John: p. Kennedy |:
Rochefort, France, who: wrote of smash- money-maker earlier. in the
Construction. “Work: on®‘the first |’as a spectator. ‘The Newport: ‘recep- | -The Senate. completed ‘finel.Con‘being “pressured”
into bits as fair.
\of the three. new hotels starts this ‘tion :for: architect Edward Durell -gressional action .Friday (7). ea __
extras in the. Zanuck. epic. What
* Skelton’s contract called’ fora:| month: and it should be ready. :by. Stone’s ‘design
is being» held |vat’ ‘the -bill »which extend. all sony ‘the subcommittee
really... ‘sought guaranty of $30,000 or:60%. of the the. .end of. -1963.° The ‘hhext. two
Tights in force-on the date of en. {the Elms mansion.
was proof.of. officers exerting pres- preceeds after taxes, The Hoosier-'}
actment: ‘until. Dece..31, 1965...
“(Continued
‘on:
“page.
‘54)°
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speakers
besides
|
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First
sure on the troops to serve as:
-born'.comie took home a check. for- a
* Lady arid Stone; will ‘include Roger|: ": Since. ‘it.takes ‘effect on: the day
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Tanding squads. in the. D-Day film- $61,826.05 as his share. The. fair’S.1 4

SeattleFairSpotlights
Yeady-denied allegations. that. the} compared |with-‘Ernie -Ford, who:
14 soldiers who refused to volun- grossed $75,606: ‘in four shows in |./H’wood’s Top Contribution:
ng.
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share was $41, 217. 37.
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‘Continued on. page. 54)
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for. the. “Center:: iJ ohn it); the” timing -is a. cliffhanger "
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“Little. ‘Rock;. Sept.. 11,”

“en -Proniinent: figurés: in.‘show Bateo"2 mesg,. finance .and ‘other’ fields have

formed. a new corporation: to. oper-|.

Decca, Us‘Divvies::

Holly wood, Sept. ‘a1;

‘Erie Johnston yesterday. (Mon.)'|

‘Action in
i fi
ilmmaking; Morale Good

By. ABEL GREEN
Decca- ‘Records deciared: its wen ‘discussed °..economic condition - Of. of
ate a pay-as-youl-see . television ..en-.
“Darryl FE Zanuck, the new. prest- Fetprise: The new: ‘setup, As:Home iar. quarterly dividend: ‘Of..30c. ‘motion picture. ‘industry -: -world- }-~ Reopen. Commissary: |
-on~ company’s capital } wide, 'indicating rosy-‘future’ ahead |
dent” of 20th: Century-Fox, : feels
’
Theatres “Inc. ‘Members. of -means per “share
:
“Darryl .F;° Zanuck: has’ ‘ree.|
«Measured into ‘the millions, ©has. serot retanil tae28° fohold- but: ‘one. which will ‘still. be diffi | ‘opened the. honieoffice third: that| for the: first.ime Iam begin-ning to see the light. ‘Now, as soon
Industry's - chief:
DI
Teult to achieve.
‘acquired’ the: Paramount-owned: In-}®'S'O% Teco
floor: private: diningroom.as an - |,
‘ternational’..‘Telemeter - franchise | ‘Diskery’ s subsid, Universal “Pic spokesman. showed . figures- ‘that, ' efficiency. convenience, ‘on.a . as ‘The Longest Day" opens here
‘for ‘the .entiré. southwest. -area, in-|tures,islikewise regular: with a while indicating lower. billing :re- |: - pro-rata| cost: “pasis,. “fechiefly : Oct. 3, after. its Paris premiere
Sept. .25,-1 may bring. on. Joe Man‘eluding Dallas, ‘Houston, ‘Oklahoma. quarterly. divvy: of ‘25c per..share- |.turns today: ‘than in the earlier days. _
‘ becatise’* when. we- Zo.‘out to. -kiewicz and the print:of. ‘Cleopatra’.
*
lunch it's . tough to:'get.a cab © and “we'll. complete ‘cutting ‘and
and’ we're ‘here: in. Siberia on..- \ editing’ here. Joe and -I have: ‘been
-West.-56th St. ‘near’ 10th Ave.”
{on the phone and in touch by. car-b7.°Major in his. discuission was: fact |: .It,-is. “only, for ithe §“ho. exer | ‘Tespondence in the meantime.”
a that number: of theatres. have in- |" staff.
' Zanuck ‘stresses he “would like

on the common.: : igsueé..: “Melon is. of -Hollywood,.have. ‘shown fluc-;}.City. and other. cities...
of. -tuation definitely. turning: to" the
‘Home ‘Theatres --is- ‘affiliated. via payable. Sept.. 27. to. ‘holders.
.
7
°{bright side. «
|
Ainterlocking .officersand: directors record Sevt..15."

|.
with: -.Midwest. . Video, “.previously
“ licensed to. locally. :‘(Little Rock)
sponsor’... Telemeter:.:.:. Winthrop |:

}

creased . world-wide. from

-79,000)'

The. “barbershop .‘and. Steam="..

to ‘get into

the

more. positive JS-

: Rockefeller: ‘is:among the.investors: Us
$
F
scl
oe : yin 1947-to.154,900.in' 1950. ‘Seating |-~ room, ‘which’ he -had. shuttered
‘pects of the eompany (Le. film pro-here: .
has ‘also. nearly: doubted, rising |
pronto °when... he. assumed -the -] producing again). ‘I'm. getting tired “Participating” stockholders” “in |
73,800,000,
.|-from. 42, 700, 000.
residency,” remain closed.
__.| of: doing the. negative although it’s
Home | Theatres, “inectude C. ‘Hamil- }1 latter.
figure
accouinved
for:
"| that overhead: ‘that’s. been™ killing .
“-. “ton “Moses;. now president, of Mid-|°
| chiefly: ~ - because.” of” inerease
-{ the company but. it was necessary.
“1 “west. Wideo; John. Wallyn, co-owner.
in: “drive- ins. New
theatres ‘ap-| Strangely
enough, even at .the
of. the Chicago: White. Sox; Col. D..
6 | pareitty: are. abroad, -since:. figure
1 studio wheré so many:of my long-

oH. Byrd,.-aireraft: parts: ‘Mmanufac- |

)"| for. the .U:S, -is 17,600: totalin 1961 ©

turer; E- Q.. Cartwright, senior: V.D. 7

AA YensBigPix:
Selling Studios
An Fiscal:Tactic |

_| time’ intimates. have felt. the. econ| omies; the moralé is surprisingly

as opposed -to 18.200 in, 1948: “In |
jot: ‘Merrill, ‘Lyneh; *ierce, Fenner |. -“Still fired. up by:‘the :‘comedies, earlier period. this represented only.
-Arkansas
Universal’s 50th. anni. shapes as. ane:
|. 800, drive-ins: while today there ‘are |business © “exec: :T:: ‘y.2miel-.‘Crow;
5,000;. he: said::New: trend; how-:

“Smithy AL BL Cabby,

“good heratise even. they recognize”

| that 20th-Fox plans to be a going
y company: and. not go into any liqui-

- building contractor o: Dallas:A.-E. other: bonanza semester.
Lever. ‘is for more “four-wall. houses {_ Dahl,. chairman’ of:-the: “American |" -“Fiscal: *62,.as: ‘reported thisweek

dation.”
Zanuck. ‘brought Pete Levathes
“| east for homeoffice. powwows and
J ohnston :asserted...
‘Stanley. ie ictedeneatres based
|™
Martin, As. running: 71%: ahead ‘of: | Billing: figures shown were. from
-Coast-originated’. Yr€'p.ért Jast: che: will make’ a thorough .examina‘erators o Durwood_
theatres,.
based.|
| 1955;° the date. Johnston. attributed : week. that the’ ‘Allied. Artists’: at’ tion. -of:-Levathes’ television production. activities: Zanuck ‘will also
“hairman of.‘Sterlitig. ‘Stores; Wal- exclusive “ot:the. ‘Canadian TeV -to''“the. supposed ‘great decline: 7 |."Was on: the. ‘block (as. a:“studio, not ‘look at nine pilots “which will tell.
-| Film: industry: today: draws :a total
‘ter. ‘Hussmaini, newspaper. publisher enues: .
“for: . -Feal : estate development): me‘best-the: horizon .of. the produc-and: president ‘of KTAL-TV; Tex-j. Of. ‘the funny features, “rentals’ world-wide: gross:of $557,000,000 as
_tion. phases |‘oF. our video departcompared. to $626,000, 000 -in 1955.. flushes: ‘out: the: ‘common knowl-+
__. atkana; Frank Newell; president of
;from: “That. Touch of: Mink” have. {While :‘this: is: lower, it. represents . edge intratrade- ‘that, AA. for. some. ‘ment;”
” *the. Associated Chambers of: ComHe likewise has. ‘Mark Robson
already hit. the. $5,000, 000 awiark. in fan. “upturn: from’ lower. vareas :in.| time~ ‘has. been: on-: a ‘fiscal, Hight: | ;
a mTherce. of ‘Louisiana.
oo
in from London with “9 Hours to’
Also, from. show: business,’“Diek approximately ; 3, 500 dates, better- between. - Figure, broken’ down, ‘rope.
+-Rama,”
‘film on which, -“says
‘ing by. 6.9%. the. pace. ‘of “Lover represents $267, 000, 000. today from.| :“Company: prez Steve. Broidy: ‘is Zanuck. “Pm very high.” This. is
‘Powell and ‘John Wayne...
:
. Also,- ‘Lloyd.: B.. ‘Sands, “exec. of: Come Back.” Eatter pic;. with. some-. $326, 000, 000. in. 1955.,. ‘domestically, ‘ ilirowing” in: with. ‘the: “big. pic-|- a. British quota ‘pieture so. the
which. physical: cutting’ must .be ‘done in
ture”. ' apostles * henceforth,
“Hunt Oil and. son:‘in-law. o:. H.-L. thing .like -.8,900'-engagements “in } -. “(Continued one‘page 15).
“afiouats. to. the. ‘first .oper. admis~ ‘London,-:but he and the produceroS Hunt,..of the’ Hunt “Oir: émpire.: hand,: has generated nearly’ $721
Vsion |that his: “‘little”:,major has: director have-been “paper cutting”.
“Sands supposedly. ‘is : representing “000,000 ‘for- the: ‘company, - and* on:
.“- been “out ‘of. step: with -présentday: -the ‘picture.
-.Hunt in“the. feevee company. Re-: the ‘domestic. side “is: given a ‘good.
"| ntatket: ‘realities.:Jt may: be’ Ja
L ported ;‘as participants, ““too, . ale. chance ‘to. rival--U’s. chanip. earner,.
Zanuck is. waiting for another
chicken-or-the-egg |riddle, but ba-|.
..: though :indirectly,.are . John. -and- “Operation ‘Petticoat;” ~-which:: has _
{Continued on.page 18).
4 sie to AA's difficulties, is ‘the fact}
“Clint- Marchinson,” - the:: Texas’ $9,000;000 in .‘billings and *“iS. still. that: - old” financial. ‘sources have’
- ‘tycoons.
in release::
been less:-responsive. ‘of. Jate.. Rusald.
"Specific. plans, “for” ‘the’jactual - “Lover” “tes:thought, C6.
mor. in’ this’.connection has. it that
_ Continued on. page 15).
match °:: (maybe better): the: .15,000 |.
the new Ace:: ‘Films: entity: allied
* domestic dates :so far‘ nabbed: -by
Twentieth-Fox’ is ‘shutting: ‘down’ with
‘some of. thé coin ‘required of.
“Pillow. Talk” ($7,500,000 to date), -its Coast.
story.
‘department,
TAA
for
its stake. in “El Cid.” That |.
e
-or at-any-rat the former is getting. headed. ‘by.’ Ted. Strauss, and. shift-|
|-booked
|
at substantially the -‘same:‘ing all-its operations to: the home-. -epie has, fortunately, -been the .dis- _
-trib’s --only’ ‘solace. the past “year,
office in. New: York. _ According’ to}
and.is still’ going strong::
L| prexy ‘Darryl F.: Zanuck, this move | -Of the’ Sunset. Drive. lot, “Broidy | : Fred Hift, who chas béen: functo. bat this year ith, 2h releases, will result in “one central bureau’ | states: it’s. just. not geared: for those tioning” as international. advertising
‘ineluding two. reissues, .with: the for ‘the “submission. and. considera- | big” productions: ‘The expressed ‘fand publicity. coordinator on Darryl
.
j same or surpassing. number loom-: “tion. ‘of: all potential story. ‘material. intention: is to shoot ’em_ elsewhere: F. Zanuck’s' “The Longest Day,”
- “Spartacus,” which. even had. its:
‘9
‘has been: named to the newly. cre-Also, ‘he~-thinks New. York. is the
- doubters at distrib Universal. ‘when: ing.
Which kicks
off “logical: -base” “for™ this °-function as tenants——and_ ‘there are: ‘plenty: ated “post of 20th-Fox director of...
Nov.for’
°4.°fiscal
New. '63,
. semester:
launches:
“of.
mammoth
soundstages:
on.
-the:
- the: pie ‘was -first. presented on aj. ‘with ariother comedy, “Tf a’ Man “since. its:the -center of ‘publishing,
advertising and publicity . for BritCoast: idling: at :the .moment, and.
“ roadshow: basis, has.-now hit some“legit, tv ‘nets. and literary and. thea- -foresééably. Pertinently, of course,: ain, Europe and the Middle Eist.
[trical ‘agencies, .
'|-disposal:of the studio also: disposes"1 The. appointment is effective. ad Oo
‘ pillings, about ‘evenly divided. on
: mediately.
Lineup. of heavyweight: product . Strauss’: “position
is”
anelear:
-}.
- “the domestic .and foreign: ‘books.| thereafter. lists ‘40: Pounds of Trou-’ | East ‘coast. department js leaded’ by}:.Substantial deadweight overhead.
* Hift: will headquarter in “py “ic:
Price
sought
for
the.
lot.
is
That, represents .a sizable ‘advance.
as- he has been‘ doing during ‘his
ble,” : “Freud,” “To Kill. a Mocking- Henry. Klinger, ‘who Zanuck: .has $900, 000...
“gince last. February, swhen,: prexy
” “Ugly. Ameriean,”” “Gather- |-riamed - “temporary”. head. of the]:. ‘Still, awaited * is. the “company’s “Longest Day” hitch, and: will he
“Milton R. Rackmil disclosed a:$12\- bird,’
ing.-of Eagles,”.“-“Three On -a combined . ‘operation.
The: prexy fiséal. yearend. statement. . But,-for under the direction of ‘20th ad-pub
000,000; take at that point. And. at. Match,” “Lancelot and: Guinevere, aa has -‘ordered: ‘studies’ to:.determine
‘the first:39. weeks; the deficit was: ‘veep S._ Charles Einfeld:. Prior’ -to
‘the’: present tempo,- it's. ‘entirely | “List of Adrian Messenger,” “Tam- the* ‘requirements _. ‘of - the- consoli$1,196,000, which. compared witha. joining. Zanuck. Hift had headed
possible - the. :Company - .will chalk
‘my -and: the Doctor” and. “Thrill. dated” department«_and ‘said -that $414,000. ‘het. ‘profit. in| the corre-: up: the production ‘publicity. units
tp ‘a $22,000,000 : tally Drophesied:
‘of It: All.” All- of: these, pertinent: ‘whent these: are-“completed, ‘the “sponding © year. ‘earlier: period. “El on. Robert:-Rossen’s. “The Hustler. "
. by Rackinil for the. yearend.
“| to: tha. ad-pub .scheme’ of. things, ‘name of the opératirig iead- and Cid,” “of. course, ~ will invigorate Plato” Skouras’ “Francis of. Assisi”:
Pic has-taken in:-about. $9, 500:000} are: either’ completed. (or tn’‘Prothe make.up of the department. will the.books to’a consider able ‘extent, : and Otto -Preminger’s “Exodus.”
this side from some 3.300: dates, duction.
He was. a. film revorter on VARIETY.
a
(Continued: On. ‘age. 18)
‘| be:announced. . Oe
vs::and, about: '$9,000,000, from-.4,579|; ‘
7 before taking the Preminger. job.
appretiension®
pegarding
|
—.
Some.
‘ engagements ‘o’seas.. Pertinently,. a
While Hift’s: post is a ‘new one,
ig .attraction’ is-generally regard. “Frend” is suggested in‘ the dis-|"
‘20th did havea director. of ConLe ed *as. good . for: :anywhere- from. -elosure that. a final title is ‘still up|: "”
\tinental. publicity, Guilio Ascarelli,
for grabs.. New ‘working handle’ at |...

‘being ‘built. in.shopping: ‘centers,

National: Bank, Rapid ‘City, :S. D.;|.by domestic ‘sales :v.p.“ Henry: (Hi)
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Spartacus’Hits [ie

“thing like. :$18,000,000°. in’ “global Seas. Bobby Darin-Sandra:Dee

'$5,000-40:000: dates in markets out
side.the US. Cariada::

a

: ‘the moment. is “Freud—The: “Dark ao
Passion, ” Intention. is ‘to: nurse. it.[:.~
for some awards, per. ‘decisions -‘to.

Dis$Chinsfor
Next12Mos.

| prior

to the

overall

shakeun

~ in

20th overseas striction -‘in. 1959.
The- followiinig .is--the. 20th-Fox. release: “schedule for: the: next. ‘12. | Asearelli: subseouently
went
to.

A: | United Artists but returned. to: ‘20th
‘months: ‘as: outlined: by:‘global sales: veep. Seymour: ‘Poe: * *
land December .dates in N.Y. and
PENTAGON DUE10BRUSH: Los
Angéles .in. ‘ordér to -qualify}: “ September. “+The 300. ‘Spartans; a i Like Money” (Topaze). . . [a ‘couple’ of .vears ago to. head un
overseas. publicity units on nrodvect
‘in: roadshow:. .Also:
the Oscar * and NY. : Crities “
0 -OPON MILITARY PIC| for.
accolades.
_-‘ Salammbo, " $The Battle”. ‘The: latter: two. are. Freneli-Italian - coshifted from Paris) to a Londan
_

:
Washington, .-Sépt, WW
“Nothing is official -yet, but the |

-; x‘Pentagor is apparently set.to- cold-

‘shoulder’ any. requests for coopera- |

“tion /in .the: filming .of ‘the: new}

|

SCHARY GETSKEYJOBS.

IN-MOSS HART BIOPIC|

-October...“ ‘Longest - Day”:

“The

Loves.. of

_ titled :‘Battle at. Austerlitz. with: all-star European cast.”
*: “November. ' “Gigot,”’ Jackie. Gleason. | LL
fs
" December.: ““Last: ‘Days ‘of: ‘Sodom and: Gomoteahs"

. * January:: “Rob. er t°-Lippert’s - “Young: Guns‘ of -Taxas: Also,”
. novel, “Seven Days In- May,” whieh|:
oO “Queen’ s. Guards.” | completed: two.years ago, Starring: Raymond
“. Kirk >Douglas :- ‘has . bought, -The.
... ‘Hollywood, Sept: 11:
Massey.” ;
aes
a ‘book by. °’Fletcher. "Knebel- -and|« Dore ‘Schary will coproduce. ‘and:
February: apne. Lions; " ‘William: Holden, “Trevor Hfaward.
Charles W:: Bailey, -ace newsmen. |script: Warner ‘Bros. picturization |
_in’-the: Cowles ‘Publications Wash- |.of. late Moss Hart's “Act. One,” ‘tin-]
“dington. Bureau, deseribes.a ‘military | der a deal closed with prexy Jack:

“| shooting abroad.

“productions °‘aéquired ”“by.- 20th -during. 1960. ‘actors’ ‘strike . and on
shelf “ever since:. “Battle’ “is Abér :Gante's: ‘spectacle .originally” |base.

March:...“Robe’’: : Peissue...
‘April.°‘Mark Robson's’. “Nine? Hours 0.Rania, ” Raster ‘release,

At that. time he

He will exit the eomnany.ts-

‘Th.qe. in Rome- independently. )
ees

| McCARTHY’S STATUS
AT 20TH UP IN AIR
.

Hollywood, Sept. 11.

Discussions are going on regardJf
-/ing the: future of Frank McCarthy,
‘Horst: Buchholz.
“coup -of the US. Government ,dn} L: Warner. WB acquired rights
** silent:“comedy... | longtime. producer of ‘20th-Fox.
May: “Robert »Youriisow s gq. ‘Years: ofFun,”
‘the 1970s.
| several years. 880, and,. of course;
} Contacted. for comment, McCarthy
anthology.
‘Don Baruch, ‘Defense Dept! ‘chief will release. .
-June.. “The ‘Legpara,”” Buit. Lancaster, Alain” Delon, sClaudia’ ‘}replied: "My ‘status has ‘not. been
- of Motion Pictures, said. ‘no request}*.:Schary will start: work.on. sereen=: ’
resolved.. and my situation is under
Cardinale.
tor military, cooperation’ has: been: ‘play. following opening of his new|
‘July. Jerry Wald Ss:“Woman in|Tuily,”SoatineWoodward, Richird - “| discussion”
miade and: no- judgment’ has. been
p
“Banderol,”” :.on’.. BroadwayF. Zanuck,
20th-Fox
Darryl
Beynier.
Schary ‘and|‘Hart. were.
handed: ‘down.. :But -trade .sourees |.
‘disclosed ©-that™ both -Warner ‘‘Bros.| close. ‘friends .for more. than 35: vS. August, “ n@ondemined ‘of Altona,” Max,Schell; Sophia. Loren, f| prexy.: recentiv ‘announced post-.
Her: She's
_ ponemant ‘of “Take
-and’ Columbia, interested in -the. ‘years. and. ‘Schary .figures. in, the | >_ Fredric March, Robert’ Wagner.._
‘Exact. date ‘of “Cleopatra” roadshow: ‘Téledse’ ‘has: not been.‘set, 7 Mine.” which ‘McCarthy was to have
~ book, has’ made: informal -inquiries “autoblog although’ he -will not /ia-]
- produced.
> Poe, ‘but Plans ate.OW, ‘developing.
;
and’ has found:, Pentagon hostility. clude himsel€ dn. the: film:yersion. : According ito:

4

PICTURES
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September 12, 1962

ts Join
J 0’
seas
as Exodus;3
|
Back From
Fi Soviets, Preminger Urges |TAgea
- Bernsen Exits JaffeFirm |¢..eene
H'wood toGet Going With U.S.Version| ToOpen.Offices inRome|*B

Of Film Academy for NewTalent

“Hollywood,

Prof. Robert. ‘Gessner, auondam |
WB. scripter.“and ‘playwright;hon

Sept.. ‘WAL.

‘Harry: Bernsen’: Jr., Sam. Jaffe: “heads the ‘first motion picture-televigion-drama: course at any American-..... .

‘Lagency. yeepee- who: has: been with eollege’ (N.Y.U:); will be. back-from:a two-month European. trip to perform
[that company ::for: the’ past- seven. ‘as Visiting “Prof. of ‘Cinema. at Harvard for.the February semester. It is '.

in. 2,

years, has resigned .to form. Con-. being inaugurated then’ but Prof. Gessner ‘checks in: at’ Cambridge’.
‘tinental ‘Management, which “will|,‘November. after he attends: Campus" seminars on thé cinema:in ‘England,
-bhave. its hq: in: Rome. ‘He. is ‘prexy France; Poland, Germariy ‘and ‘Yugoslavia, all. of: which have State-sub. ‘gidized. courses in-the cinematic art, He:was invited as guest lecturer and
: of the new agency.
?

By JACK PITMAN

Shy Above’ Beats:Shears
“Bernsen, leaving ‘Sunday’to: épen |-gailed-last week on the
Tp Chi Censor’s Ruling},his Rome. offices,” will rep -clients leave from N: y.. ‘Univ..

Having onceoveréd (last. spring): |
the. Russian
film ~ scene,
Otto}
Preminger- found iinpressive: the
their |.
‘Soviets’
technical
parity,
color: and, perhaps|.
“beautiful”

Queen. Elizabeth on this two-month hegira, on

‘opinions of ‘etities,” ‘racks: ‘that he
Embassy. Pictures has: made it a. of Various:Offices. on the continent-}.” Otto: Preminger, ‘never: shy with .
most significant, ‘the efforts made.| clean’
sweep: ‘against the. .censors ‘and in Engiland,. -aS, well:as, his own.. -offered: to: ‘screen ‘his: “St. Joan”. ‘for . Esquire’ s Dwight Macdonald: “an,
to groom. young aspirants. fo .
cinematie

industry.

@ |whe objected to nudity: in: its fea- He. plans. to: visit . ‘key * production
career. in: the state-held

' ture” documentfary,.

°

"Sky Above— ‘cenfers- there. on’ a.monthly. basis, |

the. Italian version.” .
Sidney. ‘Del. Mar, °“who “headed. Stanley. “Warner's tax: department, os

:
: ‘servicing: clients: “In. ‘addition: he’ ‘tendered a retirement fete at the Harvard Club. after .32 years. with
The last point refers to the Més- !Mud: Below.”
Distrib triumphed last week. in ‘will: ‘package Pix for European Pro-} the circuit. . Universal acquired. global rights. ‘to’ Gray-Mac’s: “Stagecow-locuted tilra ‘academy, which.
or
‘coach: to Dancers’ -Rock”... . .:“Boceaccio ’70". -reportedly: has grossed
buasts ‘a faculty ‘comprised --of top. ‘Chicago after..taking “its .case’-to ‘ducers.
Russian cameramen, directors, pro-.}. the Windy City’s. new appeals |. Bernsen explained: his: ‘move’ ‘was. |-$666;000 from 5r weeks of. playtime. in:19 theatrés:to, date. And that’sSs...
.-For his. 57th, ‘Embassy. staffers. presented - topper:
ducers, ‘writers, et al.
Student: board. éstablished under’ the =re- motivated’ by «the belief: that..the.| just. domestic...
. setup.’ Pre-'|: “internationalization -. . of: pictures |‘Joe E. Leyine -with: a limited edition - of Boceaccio’ s: “Decamefon”.....
body is put through ‘a ‘five-year vised Chi cénsorship
course with opportunity for labo- ‘VIOUS. reversals: were. ‘obtained - in will. grow ‘and.“Brow.Now. is: the: Young: filmmaker: Rick. _Carriér, ‘who: initialed . with. ‘the: curre nt:
¥atory exercise—i.e., _ experimental. Detroit and State of Kansas. Dis- time: to: -usé- one’s.:best. efforts: to. “Strangers inthe City,”: signéd Tina Louise for his ‘neéxt,.“‘The: Vagrant, i
‘rates ; trib -had° flatly nixed demands for procure. employment. for clients.” 'Eroties,” due ‘to roll here: this ‘fall:. He has. two other ‘pix .also-in “thefilmmaking.
The °setup
a
:
. Bygone ‘Hollywoodian: (in: the :pre-video era) ‘Mischa. Auer a
Upbeat in:overseas production. plus’ “works .
Prem’s praise as “really wonder-. deletions.
.{the: downbeat: in ‘production ‘here. NOw- living: in: ‘Marbella,. “Spain, and a. sometime thesp'-in the Hispano
fal” and the suggestion. that the |
contributed. to: his: move; he added: |‘cinema .. . Richard. ‘E. Rogers, son of. ‘vet distribution ¢fficial Budd
American’ -pie industry ‘could —ao |
. Bernsen said: European: producers | Rogers,. named: a veepee of Modern Talking Pictures -Seryvice, the in-:.
worse: thin to emulate the Russ:
Jare seeking moré and ‘more to. turn: -dustrial pix distrib . ... Out in the San. ‘Fernando -Nalley,. the. Sherman.
model,
‘jout international .pix, “and to’ do-| Theatre. is In the fifth week with @ Parlay of.“La Dolce Vita” and. “Two.
This,. o£ -course; touches on the :
‘|this. will reed an ‘increased num-} Women.”
sometime uttered néed ‘variously:
ber. of. -Ameri¢an’- actors, .writers |.
in the trade. for ‘the encourage-|_
and” directors.
ment ‘of “new. blood’. to ‘Segue into
2 years: “ago.but which: never. ‘played.‘this’ side,“gets. ‘its’ first- US. date”
Otto - ‘Preminger, | “who. - hasn't . “An agent “can’t collect:his: i0% |‘Oct..2 at thé’ uptown New. -Yorker.: ‘Welles, who" 's’ been: quoted. saying-~
ihe business as. the old ‘guard
tried ‘his hand. at a ‘screen. ‘comedy: commission: -for «a client”. working it. was _his:.most~.ambitious. pic since. “Citizen Kane,’”: wrote-directed
phases out.
Prem
apparently. hasn’t -clari-. since -1953's. “Moon. is: ‘Blue” (with overseas’ and. not :be.‘there, ‘not. if.] the offbeat.film:in Europe with a cast-including: himself, ‘Michael Rede".
fied. the detzils Of an’ American. ‘resultant- Code brouhaha). bought hé ‘wants to. give: Satisfactory. serv- grave, Akim: Tamiroff, Mischa Auer and: Katina Paxinow.
.
counterpart in his. own mind, ex-. the rights” ‘to, .and” will: ‘produce- ‘ice... Situations “arise’: on. the set’ ~Leona.and Joe Hummel deserting: their: Mallorea; Spain, retreat 6é. 1.
cept to express the conviction that. direct, “Genius, ” thé new.. Patrick. during the: ‘making’ of a picture. in for-a month of the theatrés.in* London, and thence to New York Nov. 1
which. -Harcourt, ‘|: Europe, which. an ‘agent ‘in”
‘Federal sponsorship
would
be Dennis’ ‘novel
- Holly-: ‘for. ditto, before returning: to.their Paris- winter basé.: In. early. ‘spring
imprudent and=unworkable.
.In- Brace .& World «is -bringing -“out wood: “cannot. ‘handle, ”.he com= ‘they: repair again. ‘to. Mallorea, ‘Hummel ds the retired former: head of
stead, he ventures that it. might. Oct. 17. The pic has a December, A mented.
1 WB's. Continental operations..
be a proper undertaking for some. *63, start and: will be. released. by |\. -H€: also’ will.‘keep’ jin “mind the:
‘Transplanted Bostonian ‘ Josep ‘ES ‘Levine: (‘Sho. has jiore: “_beans
an
ot the hish money
foundations; United Artists.
| possibilities. ‘of. global. tv, because than .Heinz”): was. birthday-surprised on, his. 57th’ natal -day.with ‘a |
‘Yarn concerns. a deadbeat: (taxés, : Telstar ‘could. well change - every- | fancy: soiree. at. the Four Seasons.. Some 60° friends corralled by Rosalie:
and possibly could entail a system,. too, whereby alumni would | alimony,. hotel bills: etc.) .director. thing, ‘and ‘nay bring new:: ‘devel- | (Mrs. ‘J- E):.Levine came ‘from thé Hib ‘and /locally~for. the: blacktie:-.: o
be. committed to “bequests” once who: lams Hollywood. for Mexico, opments. not now. visible, he added. dinner, :-Yeplete ‘with. strolling. ‘fiddlers: ‘and dansapators, |and a. Joseph. : ...
they | become
income-productive ; and his: subsequent ’travail -shootE. Levine: Memoribilia Gallery. whipped by Bob. ‘Weston, and. Harold: oar
«|
rr
ling | a film there.:
Prem expects i :
in the film medium.
-Rand. .
a
Stressed, however, is that ‘these to make. the. screenplay’ ‘assign-|
. Columbia. ‘sthictly Gallie. with’ its [press ‘screening. “of. “Ewo- ‘Tickets,
"Europe
to.
U.
s
;
are | fop-of-the- head proposals; of-'| ment. ‘on his. return: from. a:-three-.
to Paris.” It’s..to ‘be~ held. tonight ..(Wed.) ..aboard- the'-S.S. France, .
fered. by the’ producer-director. be- weeker |-o’seas in connection. ‘with. | Binnie. ‘Barnes.
‘docked | on. 'W. 48th- Street. and: there'll: be:champagne. ‘and ‘all.
cha.
cause
he’s- anxious to see ‘the “Advise and Consent” :-preems ‘in: | - Lucius Beebe
‘The Bob Shapiros. hie’ s managing director. of. the: ‘Paramount: Theatre
academy idea get rolling.
+ London and Paris. He ‘planed over: ‘Guy Bolton
_fherel back. from..a* pilgrimage | to" Grossingers’. ate
:
.. Van" Cliburn’
Prem spent 10 days last: May ‘Suriday. (9).
The ™ Russell Downings. (he’s ‘president “of 'the’“Musie: Haid. shown :-With :“‘Genius”- going |into the’ Ba. Feldman
in Moscow and Leningrad at. the.
. big. as‘ life in the SS: United States. mag ads.:
J. Fishberg-invitation of the Union. of Soviet works, the. filmmaker has mapped
-Ruth ‘Pologe, ‘AP's eastern publicity manager, Yeft for. Europé. Jast
Keith: Goldsmith
(Continued on page 18)
MS (Continued on: page 15)
, Meanwhile, AIP’s foreign -administrative manager, ..:_
“Thursday 6). ;
fe ‘Arnold: Grant: |

|Preminger bays‘Gens?

Upcoming Denis Novel,
‘As UA Comedy iin 1963

vee

eee

:

.

.

:

es

eee

ee

- James

Harris |

‘Oscar ‘Homolka:

.

Alan Jay" ‘Lerner.

}. ‘Euan . Lloyd
Stuart. Levin.
Syd: Mirkin —

“You flew

TWA. o7

“Spotted. ‘along the. (upper: 4th Ave.) Rialto: .20¢h- Fox: ‘poard. chairman .

Louis. Nizer:.

qo

COUIrSE. |

Phakavali

Dancers

‘Robert * ‘Rossen:
‘Mo. Rothman.
Robert’: Russell

| 2 Michael ..Stern
Joan -Tetzel.

|

| Keith. Goldsmith, has’ ‘returned: to -his New. ¥ork. desk ..after ‘a ‘seven| week. biz’ trek. ‘through the: Middle East:. ; And Seven. Arts. .ad-pub ..
| veep Ed Feldman..is: back from “London .where. he: ‘set plans -for ‘the ©
-Wheriever: the Music Hall’s -current:
‘charity -preem_ of “Lolita”
|.smash ténant leaves,: _ Jackie *“Gleason's. “Gigot”- will,be. ‘setting-. ‘UD.
“house - ‘there...

~Bruce: Yarnell:

o ‘Spyros P._Skouras having lunch. at: the..Stage Delicatessen Friday: (7).”

_ Evelyn. Muldow, who during: her Warner : Bros, «days: served: as°

7 ‘secretary - ‘to: -Mort: Blumenstock, ‘Wolfe. Cohen.and’ Mike Hutner,. is.

. 20th’s new south<.
now Charles Boasberg’ s top: girl at. Paramount’.
fern -division -“manager, Bill: ‘Williams, -in: ‘town last. week: for. ‘eon. an
[ferences ‘with’ 20th’ sales: chief. Seymour’ ‘Poe | and --domestic - boss -_
. Bob. Conn, rettirned::-t0- Dallas t@ “wind: up: affairs” there ., Prior: ‘to
‘moving ‘permanently. ‘to: New. York in a ‘couple: -of. “weeks . *
“Larry ‘| Ayers, .whose’ 32. years with. 20th: came: to 2. ‘¢lose: last week, “was.
‘partied. by- ‘20th associates. Wednesday, 45) night. Ate ‘the.moment, ‘his

NY. to LA.
Val Arms:

| future’ plans’ are :unset. -

T -Jack Clark:
|... Bill, Doll
- Roger Englarider.
GREE SER

R

Raymond.

|

Katz:

Peter -G. Levathes
Larry Lowenstein .
Paul: Lynde:° |
Joe Manchester.

|." Rita Moreno.

George Ross”
Herb: Siegel

Edith Sommer |
“S George’ ‘Weltner

US. toa
q e ‘Dick Barkle*:
” Martin: ‘Davis’
Edwards. .

Kenneth |S. Giniger
Olga Lee °°
7
Betty: ‘Madigan |
Philip Miles

‘Dave Parsons
::.
ee Ruth: Polage.

Who doesn’t? Flying direct saves time, and TWA. flies
direct (no change-of plane) from: New York to twelve of,
the’ most popular cities abroad. TWA also has direct jets
from San Francisco, ‘Los Arigeles. and: Chicago to London,*:Paris and Rome. Even if TWA didn’t fly. direct; ‘people’
would still préfer TWA for Roy al Ambassador First-Class

scrvice that treats you like a royal ambassador. Your: travel.
agent or nearest TWA office can’ give you. other good...
reasons for flying:TWA to. Burope and
¢ beyond.;

*

| - Otto: Preminger
|. Arthur. ‘Ross |
“* Alexander Smallens .

<1. ‘Bloyd Wilson’ ”

“LA.to NY.
; Sid. Caesar:
- Joseph Cotten.
‘Henry: Daniell”:

ai - Reginald .Denenholz’Bullets. ‘Durgom
.. dames: W: ‘Ingraham.
=: Gene’ Kelly.

Alex March..
Herb Maliné..

a, Patricia Medina. ~
Nation wide
Worldwide

.

depend on

+ night::

Robert: Ellis “Miller.
James‘ H. Nicholson. wo
Robert Preston: '
Tony -:‘Randall
Boris’ Sagal”
Zadel - Skolovsky”
Robert’ Pe Sutton.

Leonard _.Gille, French: “Résistance. Reroiné Ww hose: story: ‘is

*
wot

Also ‘on the show. was Hubert’ Trent, one of. the.:63 Allied.”

{-airmen:-Mme. Gille ‘saved. Taking -a. bow’: ‘from the audience: |Jrina
‘|. Damich, -the: ‘French, mode]-turned-actress.’ “who plays Mme.: sGilla
Vin. the picture .°.
- Astor . Pictiires. Says - “Last. “Year’ in _Marienbad”....
‘has

'

* Arthur Price”

Blake

Mme,

_ one: ‘Of -those. told in’ Darryl -F. ;Zanuck’s. ““The- Longest Day,” was.Jone. of: ‘the puzzles. on CBS-TV’s “To. Tell The :Truth” Monday ‘(10) °.:

taken -$224. 980 through

the . -boxoffiice

o

of. the”. -Carnegie » ‘Hall.

|.€inema, in its. first 26° weeks, ‘That’s fancy‘coin for :4‘300-seat house. *
We're in:for-a ‘bumper- crop. of. film versions :-of Greek” ‘classics :this’

“season... Opening- next: week (4s: -Conn, exhib’. Sperieé. “Perakos’-version:.
~<
|.of ‘Sophocles*: “Antigone,” starring Irerie Papas.. Coming-Jater in:-the’-:
‘| season: :Euripides’, “Electra,” alsc*'starring. Miss’ Papas, and Sophocles’ a
“Electra” starring Anna: Synodinou. Allthree were. made, of.course, me,

...-{in’ Greece. Beiter get: out-:your .Bullfinch:

“os

“The. Film Library. of -the Museum’ of. ‘Moderti-“art.“thréw" a:-cocktail. .
-Proditcer- Martin H.. ‘Poll:ee
. :
oP) abparty: last night: ‘Tues.) for’ Gene -Kelly’;
_\vhas “added ‘a. ‘fourth. project to chis. list: ‘of."productions. for” UA; Latest .. -.

is .“Abby: and: ‘The. Girls,*"-which :follows. thie -recently. completed” °

-| “Grand: Duke. ‘and Mr: ‘Pimm,” and the upcoming |“Janus” -and.. “Fwist.
of. ‘Sand’ ..
In-and-out-of-town’ ‘Tast week. -producer-director. Blake: *.-.
|} Edwards. reported. he -plans- tq: start” his: all-star “The: ‘Great -Race”: **:
a

|

Seplember, 1963. First. he must: do “The. Pink: Panther”—both are

for
a
“Lester AY Schoenfeld .Films: thas _aéquired UU s disteib “rights.
| tora’ series: ‘of: short. ‘subjects -‘on “The... Art. -of “Etienne .Decroux,”.- a
-_ ‘pantomime. artist.; Pix. were produced. by. ‘Richard’ de. Rochemont, .. 2:

“| Indie.-praducer: Jean Carmen Dillow” has. left. for. lialy. for additional: -| photography on “Tears. Are For’ Tomotroy"
“The: theory and’...
| practice (of©filmmaking,

and. an ‘analysis. :Of . Ameiican. -and: foreign.
this fall -at the .f-New :School. for. Social. Research-.,
This” may be. something of.a a
films,

will. be ‘covered in’ ‘two, €ourses . being offered

| “first? Jin”the merchandising | of a -Japaniege - picture. this-‘side.. -MGM:-.
Records. will: releasé. a. soundtrack’ album,..and-a 45° rmp single Tea-::
| turing the-score of Akira’ Kurésaawa’s “Yojinibo:. ‘which. ‘Seneca: ‘in} ternational pieenis here “at: the- Carnegie Hall: Cinema ‘Sept. 24.:
Martin Davis, Paramount’s: ad-pub'‘director, off yesterday “(Tuies.):‘for’.
ba week’s swing: of London, Madrid. and-Paris. . .. Molly Picon. on leave’ 7

[from ‘thé..“ Milk’ and “Honey” legiter, ‘off ‘to.thewest, for “Come. Blow:WO~

‘| Your.Horn” film) work.

|

:-Stag -testimonial -going “tonight. “Wweay: ‘out. jin:Toway for: jongtime |
a ‘midw est exhib leader A,'H. Blank -at: the Ft. Des’ Moinés: Hotel; with...
fa dais.. to be draped . by: ‘such.: ‘tycoons. as Si. Fabian, .Spyros: Skouras.':
-and Barney Balaban. ‘Comic ‘Joey ‘Adams_ emceeing: the. fete: .- . Still |
withthe accolades; Samuel Goldwyn: ‘Bets one’ Oct.-24 at’ the. ‘Waldorf
_| from the: Deafness. Research: Foundation. ‘Citation: ‘Will, befor courage..“4in coping with- loss .of .
hearing}, the” Producer recently: underwent Bucs
no cessful. aural. surger ‘Y.
ep
a
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.
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.
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BMWsPoeTeesBroadReshule
Of[SU/CARTOPS20TH[Metro's Rosterof30FininYear
‘Domestic &feesSalesOpera

“AUDSHOW NT)Spotlights

upanysRevitalization

—¢+ Metro will have 30. new features
Following. ‘the ©ead: of ::“prexy+for release in the next 12 months;
. By’ VINCENT. ‘CANBY -.
Darryl F. Zanuck, . who.” ‘has: lost |.
it. ‘could be two more but not .two
The. _vital “inereasingly . “im-|.|
no time: is. implementing: ‘plans. for |:
Jess. So. states distribution. V.p.
portance’ ‘to .a- company's. tredoury |“Metro ‘board: this week. declared
‘the :“new? : 20th-Fox, ‘global -‘sales |’““Untvérsal’ ‘this week filed - suit
= ‘Robert. Mochrie, who thus was
‘of successful roadshow. releases 1s |:
veep |‘Seymour ‘Poe “has- “begun . a ‘in: N. Y Federal ‘Court. for’a ‘Rebate | ‘geemphasized’ this, week With. the: a’ quarterly. dividend. of 50e per ‘assuring exhibitors that: they. -have’
common
share.
to
‘stockholders
of
a. continuing product, source « in
far-reaching shakeup..of “the 20th on” ‘its Federal. ‘fax,_ payments din. ‘appointment “of Joe Sugar’ to head.
record "On. Sept. 21 and payable NMGN
‘-dome@c. and: ‘foreign, sales: :or=]1944-45.
‘lup the newly. organized“ ‘domestie¢ Oct. 15.
‘The company :‘is not geared -to
_ ganization.. “Last ‘week, “at -his first:
“Distrib, ‘clairaing *“a refund” “of roadshow sales department at. 20th-|-: “The: ‘$2: * annual’ rate: “was : ‘first handlp any more, he added, con-.
“press. - conference: in|. “New “York |.
‘Fox. Sugar, “who has assigned his |:
since ‘assuming: -his’:duties, ‘Poe ‘an-. ‘$173;818, alleges thé: district. direc- |:‘post as’ sales veep. for, Magna Pic-: ‘yoted by..the board ‘in November,.
“nounced. the ‘appointment. ‘of :Rob- tor of. Internal Revenue. erred: by | ‘tures ‘to take the 20th job, will thus | 1961, >and represented |a: 25% in- |-ef
ic indy. the ‘said ‘the bulk. of .
-ert/.L... Conn -as’ his. ‘executive -as-. disallowing an earlier, clainy to the.be. ‘responsible for the‘ profifabie™ crease’ “over: the :.Previous . $1.60|
‘product will be. made at.
annual
sistant. ‘in: charge of. domestic: ‘dis-:
| tiquidation of: approximately $45,-2h
| the Culver City. studio and will not
* tribution;. ‘making. Conn ‘the. No 1]:
{ 000,000 ~in- film - negative, that ig.
be. “runaway.’””. ~
man for: sales ‘in. the- U.S.-Canada .
| Darryl. © “FF. Zanuck’s.. $10; 000, 000+}¢
Mochrie called a press’ confer- :
‘under’. .Poe..
“The -Longest- ‘Day” and the. close- f
ence ‘(he séldom does this’ sort of
At the. same ‘time, Poe hag’ aban
|-to-$35, 000;000 “Cleopatra.” ee
thing) mainly to make with the
doned’ ‘the “sales cabinet” “setup:
Not.. in. the. history. of: the: indus: |
“praises ‘for “Mutiny” on | ‘the
for. domestic ~ sales;. initiated by}
try, perhaps,’ has, . oné company|.
the upcoming
Marlon
Bounty,”
-, former: ‘general ‘sales Mmanager:| ..
) had -80.- Thueht ‘Tiding’. om. just two |
ando remake.. He: said the final
~ Glenn ‘Norris, . “and - reinstated “a
‘films.
"
| cost was $19,500,000; will be rented
“division
_managership ° policy;|’
In: ‘ihoving over: to. his.“20th: road: |
to exhibitors: on 70° deals, and
‘whereby. . the -domestic ‘market -“is}-.
-will be.exhibited on a 10-a-week:
show ‘post, .Awhere Tie’ll be. ‘ditectly |broken. ‘Into four : divisions—east,
performance. basis except for 14-"
‘responsible’ -to global sales veep:
west, south: -and . Canada. |
oe
‘| a-week
during
the
Christmas :
‘Seymour’ Poe, Sugar will. be ‘taking.
‘Twentieth-Fox
is
“considering:
the:
‘with
him:
‘fund:
of”
‘roadshow:
@x-'|“Somewhat
remarked. “in New: holidays.”
‘On the matter of the. “overseas
n. érganization, Poe said he probably} estahishment of an indie distrib |perience, both: that: which'he racked. York. film-circles has. been: the re-! -?Mochtie' related the epic; -with
“won't be: ‘ready to announce, major|.-subsidiary;. along: the lines of the ; Up. ‘personally ‘on. the: ‘Magna-20th- sisted: temptation ‘to cash in on:the | Morris: Lefko .in. charge. of unit
. changes. there for two .or three ‘relationship ‘that existed -betweén release: of “South Pacific” and. on “Cleopatra”. interest. Not only has sales, has. gotten, a charge out-of
‘weeks, ‘He is, ‘however, “Gin: active | Colurhbia: ‘and the late indie Ed- |+:Around .the’ World ‘in 80° Days”. the American-sector.. of . the global: the -tour of the Bounty, a replica
“negotiations”: -with::an. exec: “out-} ward. Kingsley, for the handling of. ‘(During his -earlier ©
tenure, at. picture : réalm. given 20th-Fox a of the. original, and.adds there has
“side the company”.to become “‘fors|.‘art pix, ‘both imported and domes-| pnited Artists), as well as. the ‘wide berth: with “its. impending got to be excitement, of the pro“eign. manager” of: 20th, that. is,.the tle.(“if ‘there ‘are. any: domestic’): | commonly :.shared knowledge .of ‘Queen of -the: Nile epic, but from. motional-value kind, wherever’ this ™
‘overseas equivalent to’.the newly|
is: ‘was: -revealed here in New: the roadshow- ‘experience. gained. by. call reports . European - filmmakers ship makes a port ofcall.”
appointed. -Conn.. “Manny | Silver- York last, Wednesday (5). ‘by global. the other |“companies .in the ‘Tast. have ‘been: equally. ‘deferential..
_ stone; : brother. ‘of: the. recently. re-|.‘sales veep Seymour: Poe: in,-answer |}six years.
“The ‘only: stain, if such’ it be, on:|
tired’ prexy: of 20th-Fox™ Jniterna- to.a question as-to. the: scheduled:
It's. ‘acknowledged that ‘the. new ||this - “goodwill” performance in-.
~tlonal,: Murray: Silverstone, -is.still. release of the: Brigitte Bardot-star-. ‘era:_of the: film: roadshows ‘was? ternationally.is the present plan to.
veep. of the ©international. subsid: Yer, “Only For Love”: (La Bride Sur: launched :‘in 1956: with- the: block- put an Italo oldie, “Two. Nights
: “(Contiriued: on: page 20): e : ‘Le ‘Cou).. ‘Pic; which ‘the company |* - (Continued: on page. 63)"
| With. ‘Cleopatra,’ on the American
7 ‘acquired : two: years .ago, did not| =.
'. exhibition. trail: late this year.
- show up.on Poe’sreleasé Sked-for'|
| (20th’s “Cleo” isn’t slated to _preem
Levine & Co. (Embassy
‘Punt
aa next 12 months. ‘Veep said:the film |°
‘until next spring.)Impresa
.Impt rio ‘this| Joe E. has
second ‘Malook,
| side: is‘ Budd’ Rogers, :now. in. Dusi- || Pictures)
“was: being held with thé. possibility. |:
to speak, taken
at the ‘a French
‘that. he. might :establish:an. artie |”
_q@-'| Mess ‘as an overseas. product.:rep
|-subsid, better designed. to.‘handle |
‘a [Since losing: -his Pathe America: dame Sans Gene,” -and: now. beSuch. ‘product.
§:| prexyship: when that company was. lieves: it. can- perform better: thaa
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Levine to‘Deglamorize’
Sophia Loren’s Image In
Bally for New Gallic Pic

hackConnors, Mishkin

“Expand. IntoFilm Prod., |

Kick Off ‘Confessions’}
‘Hollywood, Sept. 11.

‘| the: distrib’s early calculations.
absorbed by. Astor. Pictures. |
Résultantly, the: company has
“Two. Nights” -is strictly Iow- scrappéd. its campaign for the pic

.
: Poe. emphasized: ‘that. thie: “idea™
; still:‘is: very ‘tentative, and. did: ‘not: : Through ”“every ‘one of its.over-

2 Chuck’ Connors .over the :week-'|' indicate whether ~such (a usbsid: seas. coproduction: deals, American- budget farce treatment. ‘of the Cleo. (with a sizable. sum already invest-

& ‘révealed expanded association might ‘be:.set up from. ‘scratch’ or’ International -Pictures -has brought fale,. but its “cast. is headed by ed. therein) and is fast mapping a

-- with! Meyer* Mishkin“ under which:

‘involve the acquisition of a:present- back. more monéy to. the. U.S. than

| Sophia ‘Loren. and. Italo comic. Al-berto. Sordi, latter now ‘coming into.
prexy: . James *
. hors’: activities, -including: .expan- | . However,: he ‘said; it. need riot tbe coproduction;
some. prominence. on Yank screens. |
‘said. in New’ York. ast: Even. though. ‘it was made before
., Sion into'a new: feature. Production. -a large. operation, : ‘estimating. that Nicholson,
week.
firm. .::
-:
| her career hit.its present. skyrocket
Lit: might not take more. ‘than five
2 Pair: will: be. associated -chiefly |:or: six people working out of a New. - AS. an. éxample, he: said: ‘that. if trajectory,. the Loren: Thame. espefn’ Ranch Productions under: which -York office,-As: in.United ‘Artists’ “ATP's share: of a foreign. coprodtic- ‘cially’ could make the pic a. telling:

-: Mishkin will .oversee all of-.Con-[‘ly operating: indie’ firm...’

| it: has’ expended: as ifs:“part. of the

“H. .

new one. Also. tossed out is the
title, which the Embassy brain-'
trust belatedly feels Tacks boxoffice. relevancy. New tag. remains to.
be ‘selected..

| Uppermost'’ point which assertedly cued the switch in merchand.
‘first project is. to ‘be feature. “The|:‘arrangement with Lopert, Dhysical ‘tion ran: to. $200,000, “with. another. entry in the U. ‘3. market.
ising strategy is the conviction
$100,000
-added
tor.
‘new
music
Confessions. of. St.:,, Augustine.” ‘handling: of.-Lopert films is ‘done. tracks, editing, ete. in ‘the. States, | :. Regardless: of: its:ultiinate b.0. that. the. original campaign emphaJohn Wilder and: Jerry : zZeigman|.through UA. exchanges, .
Pa + | that film, based. on. past ‘perform: |performance, the: ‘comedy ‘isn’t ‘re- sized the “wrong” ‘image for star.
are. now. scripting. Film -will be |
‘Idea. would: be to: have. an.organ: |:ances,” can... be expected. -to .bring;garded..as ‘being in conflict™ with Sophia Loren, «since the artwork
a ‘nade: in: “Spain, .“with production | ;
established her as a regal lady.
that can ‘best: ‘sell ‘pix’ not. |back. to the States’ between -$500,-" '20th’s $35,000,000. negative. ‘Fradeexpected to -start within: the next}ization:
deemed “‘suitable” for conventional.|.000. ‘and: $1; 000, 900, in:overseas in-. ‘sters ‘opine that’ confusion ‘in. the. ‘(In the film, she ‘portrays’ Napoto a
| public mind is -highly unlikely,. leon’s - Jaundress Married
=."
gix-months.. Possible’ African. Hea? |release... Both...UA. and -Columbia | come,
a ‘tions: are also ‘planned.
chave:used their subsid and/or affi- |:‘The: ‘motibie picture industry ‘of thanks ‘to. the: Niagara of news- -French .army non-com. The cou-*~ Connors said. picture’ ‘will ‘be.-to-.|: liates _. ‘principally: to “sell. foreign: the--.U.S.,..said: Nicholson, . brings: page breaks -dealing with the Liz-. plé’s.- military-social | status rises as
“tally: independent, - with: financing|artie~ filens;. ‘including: ‘some’ non-| back more dollars than: any other -Eddié-Dickie. imbroglio. ‘20th. “ape. her. ‘relationship with Napoleon
now ~ being: arranged .. - through. Code seal pix and Legion of De-: industry “‘in its. sun total. business; parently feels. ‘secure about. it,. or : blossoms. y
> groups. in. Florida. ‘and New. : York: | .cency-“eondemned*”
-at least ‘has made no moye thus far. : But now: comes the reasoning
pix. which |capacity.”"
Picture -has ‘a. budget |in. ‘area’: of ‘parent companies: could: or..would, ce He: went ‘on to ‘state ‘that: aside to. buy. up “‘Two Nights” as. poten- that what audiences haye been dig$750,000, but. “Connors. is ‘setting|
|earthy
8img in. the
latterday Loren is the
"| from the ‘Rank- Organization; ‘the tial .conipetition. Pertinently, howpeasant image, ‘per the

‘$1,000,000: financing. to .take care
|not
- ‘Hanglle.OF preparations. ‘for- what he. also} ’
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‘ever, the. company“‘did

10- -‘major..U.S. distribs --are «the

just that “Two. Women”

smash and. ‘the
seemingly ditto’ “Boccaccio
°70.”
‘listence: today.” These. distribs now: rand. played. off..an .Italian spec)
(Unreconciled. by this. view is her
bution.” He’said there will be. “no’
are -handling .not only. an-increas-. based: on. the Cleo story called ‘presumed ‘stout: contribution to the
studio: .or “existent © “distribution T
‘ing ‘number of-French.- ‘films: in “Legions. of ‘the. Nile.”
“TEL Cid’ b.o:
In that pic her
ties,” but: -would:: ‘not reveal the|
.Franeeé; Italian: ‘films in, Ttaly,. ete.,.} “Two: Nights” will. play “here: ‘bloodline is -blue.) At. any rate, ‘a
apparently. unique ‘distribution. set-}-on
but’ also: ‘are- ‘distributing *‘those: pix:
-Not-.
certain’
yet”
is’
bloused, Yrub-a-dub Sophia Loren
‘ta the wake. of various. résigna-|!
- up in’ his. plans.
in ‘an -ever-growing: “number: -of..out-: dubbed:
whether Rogers will book it.direct | is to prevail for the “Madame”
tions;- ‘Astor Pictures ‘has’ ‘made- a;
-side-: ‘territories. “This again,’””- Said]. ‘or. cede we to.a distributing organi- .pitch,
Mishkin
has.: ‘Felinquistied, ‘his!
activities as Connors’ .agent. to- take:|‘number. of personnel shifts. Mario: the :prexy, “results’in a flow.of |zation...
Also in. clearer’ focus now, -ap-the new ‘post; which -also: makés® de WVeéchi;. ‘who has been an Astor: ‘dollars. back: to:-the. States. at. no;
.“s ‘parently, is’the film’s 70m dimenveep, ‘now -is “veep .in. charge. of. |
sions; sugg
cost,‘of -‘American, Production ‘dol: |
calls: “totally independent:: distri-:
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years. ago: ‘when... it ‘grabbed.
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him. actor’s “personal ‘Manager.- He}

_ will’ have participation “in: all - of. international.

sales.” and “product ars.”
. -Conrad-"” -Waters | has. | | Nicholson, and “his. €xée ‘yeep,
:~Connors’ activities; which ‘he: will|.acquisition:
been: “named comptroller ~ ‘and ‘Samuel Z::. Arkoff,. had ‘just re=
“oversee, including: Chuck.:Connors|.
‘Robert’ “Stebbins -assistant: treas-" turned from a: ‘European: biz .trip,|
‘Tnisurance. Co., Clearwater, Florida, |
->... operation. ‘which:’ is. row: -merging.| -urer. -;Morris: _Altinani,. -Who-- -has: scouting .néw .coproduction.proj--
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6 OFFICERS
TO RUN AGAIN OCT. 12;‘advantage

esting

‘to

the

distrib. a

hitherto.

unrealized
commercial
breadth. -The point. Simply, . ‘js to

get “Madame” “on as ‘many: 70m
screens. as ‘possible in order .to take

of the Technirama lens-been on -the™ Astor -‘payroll, “shifts ects, They: were. quick. to. point: out?}..
. Hollywood, Sept. 11.
with the Gulf! Bay Bank :and.-also+.
ing.- - All’‘dates this side for the pic,
‘over. to -bécome ‘general '‘manager. taht AIP,. “however, “has: -“six” pix:
- Sereen : “Actors... Guild” _ Prexy: due for release within the: month,
‘-Ridge-Krause: «.Photographic
CO.) og - Astor’s’ . recently. acquired |'scheduled_ to:. “roll::-in-. ‘Hollywood
‘sin
which Connofs has .a 30%: ownGeorge |Chandler :‘has been. noem-:: are. to get the dubbed. yersion.
“ership.
Mishkin: ‘will also’ handle-| affiliate, Pathe America.
“| starting: Sept.’ 20.- Execs’ hosted: ’a
a
fnated. for. a.‘fourth term, and. nel“
_.,,Connors’ “The. ‘Rifleman’ ty inter-|: ‘Succeeding Anthony. Tarell,. ‘who | press Tunch ‘in. ‘New York Thirs“, @sts:, “Show. is :now: Boing’ ‘nto. the Tesigned ‘recently, ©‘Sani... Sigman, |-day-(6):prior to. a Screéning of their;|present: slate of ‘officers—w ith one.
‘Mutiny’ Preem. ‘Dates
who “has beeri-in’ the sales’ depart- most - recent” Italo- acquisition, exception—has. also..been nominafifth: season.
Melts
“ATutiny | on: the Bounty’ ‘is set.
Polo,”“a Starring. Rory: ‘ted’.for.reelction. Election will ne |
for the shox casing. beginning: Nov.
. Connors,. with ‘Ray ‘Alien, “Janes ‘mént,’ becomes director cof: fran- |“Marco
ehise .- operations. . - Harry- ‘Rosner }-Calhioun. >
ey
.. Fitzgerald. and..Mike Mamakos, has”
io {héld next. month. “Membership is.

1s

becomes: ;., the:company ’s office |
“also:.formed. CAF: ‘Enterprises for-manager...
s
a packaging. of: specialty -life ‘shows.
‘Charles. ‘Felletnian,. “who .-:‘has’ Lolita’Sets86High
- First.is “Wonderful World. of Mu:
“sic,” . starring: -Vic -Damone;

‘Stan

been ‘Astor's. exploitation: manager, “f

8 at Loew. s State. Theatre, New
‘| being: notified that additional nom- York: .
_ inations ‘can’ ‘be’ made up: to Oct:
The “Métro hard- ticket offéring
*. /'12--by.. nominating- petitions: signed-j is Set to bow. at these other . theaby i35--ménibers:.: ‘Seven officerships ‘trés. ‘as .follows: -NOV.. 15 aft the

_ For. London: Theatre!

jand. 14 ‘board jobs:‘are to be filled. | Cinestage.. Chicago; Egyptian, Los
Kenton, Jimmy McHugh and Jarie ‘becomes. .ad-pub: director, « with’ ce
Powell,; which debuts: tomorrow in | Burt .:Solomon: ‘as | his assistant. y.
on London, ‘Sept.: 11.
Stanley,
Philadelphia:
: Nominated:
Chandler! i Angeles:
besides
Hilda.
-Brennan,-:
who
.
formerly
{|=
Seattle ‘and on. Sept. 21. closes the.
Tlie; Metro-Seven -“Arts “produc: were: for first veepee,. Dana. An- and the Saxon, Boston.
worked
‘in
‘Europe,
has’
joined
‘thie. ‘Hollywood Bowl séason.: They are |:
JAlso, Nov. 21. at the United
tion of .““Lolita™...at the-Coluritbia. drews: Second. “veepee, . Charlton

- prepping- ““Wonderful:_ ‘world. - of | ‘homeoffice ‘publicity’ department.
Theatre ‘iti: the. West Efid set 4-new ‘Heston?’ third. veepee, Jack. Leni-; Artists Theatre in: Detroit. the
Laughter,” ‘with: . talks. ‘to Spike
: Astor - opens -‘its’ new -‘franchise. “house :‘record* of! $8: 000 - in. gross mon: fourth: veepee, Conrad’ Nagel: HCoronet in’ San %
Yrancisco, and:the
: Jones: as star,: ‘and~ “Wonderful eifice: in: New---York. late’ fhis {for,the three-day opening. weekend. irecording - secretary,. Ann.” Doran: Warner in Washington:
Nov. -22 at.
--. World: of .Dance,” with, -talks.” to:| week, with - Harry’ Fellerman:
Top. mark ‘at this 700-seat. ‘house. itreasur er. Frank. -Faylen. “AIL ‘but.the Alouette Theatre in: Montreal.
--+’ Eleanor, -Powell,. Donald. ‘O'Connor. charge, ‘and: Harry. Margolis’. as": had.” been: “héld |by. both, oe
Lemmon. are- ineumbents,. Heston ,and “Nov. 29 at’ the ‘University
| - and Jose’ Greco.’
on
his. assistant. oa
Iand *‘La ‘Dolce Vita.”
*tnow ‘being.third: veepee..-. ,
‘Theatre’ in Toronto,
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Requiem for A

r
s frag: 4 ‘
‘broken-down: prizefighiters, features explored; The picture remains.
-schmaltzy. mood music that would | -Mentary,’ ‘but it has: considerable |.

Heavyw eight

-.f be better-suited £0-a. dimly-lit cock-" power. In its initiation: of ‘the Subs, >.

Film Fest isi 7
_ Venice

| Ject.”
_
cars
bb
‘tall lourige.
_
‘A subsequent scene’ ‘has ‘Quinn | Hubert’ ‘Cornfield. who :“eallabe: +
but added weight has slowed: -.:2 stumbling about. “a. ‘classy’ -hotel. -orated on. the. screenplay: with, -S. |-%
-. | corridor |-beating” on. doors. and: ‘Lee. -Pogostin; directs in a style’
Pace..
Th Competition
-| shouting, but -‘getting ‘little’ re- very. much Tike’ European. ‘films. ‘He-|:a
sponse. How ever, when. ‘he- lurches . ‘works. for visual’ effect, ‘using: ‘con--}
¢ ronaca Familiare.
‘Hollywood, Sept. 4.
| blurred: by .ti
time: inthe)newsman’s a. waiter. and _knotks. some.; siderable pantomime and-arty camColambia
release
of -David ‘Susskind 4 into
flashback: recoliections.. Music: by ™
(A Family. ‘Chronicle)::
Jackie . dishes off a tray, a door flies open ;-eFa angles: for. sequences. ‘depict-+
Production. Stars Antheny Quinn. te
| Goffredo. .Petrassi- is: appropriate
Gleason.
“Mickeys:
Rooune\,’, Jule
- AITALTAN—COLOR)
ts: cand there's. ‘Miss ‘Harris! Just-thenJ-ing patient's mental: disturbances. .
“with
Stan
Adams.
Widome-Spivy, muy-¥al.
dif’ ‘at times. too. loudly .Fecorded
Avery, Herbie. Fave, Jack Dempsey}. ‘Bar- van’
élevator -.door’-: conveniently {While these are handsomely-ex-_ ee
ney
Ross.
Alex .Mitetf. -Rois. Calhoun, | opens” and the enibarrassed |‘Quinn
Sent,5. ‘for. adverse ‘effect::Other: techni--Cassius Clay; Gus Lesnevich. Wille: Pep, i
1 ecuted.-it could’ bé that. he has gone’ Tita: 1us release of Venice;
a ‘Fitants-Metro- pro- | | @al- credits are |‘tops’ in a film of °
Steve
Belloise,
J. J. Bailargeon. ‘Paoli- 4 “escapes into-. it. Another’ technical: : overboard ‘to:‘achieve these artistic | auction’.
Stars Marcello: Mastroianni;' fea-- | ‘preéat- ‘prestige “and: quality, . ‘but.
Rossi, Michzel .Conrad.. Abe Simon.” Stan. | fault is in the: sound. track. Voices *‘effects. Ernest’ Haller’s expert. .camJ tures. Jacques. :Perrin, Salvo
-Randone, + whose- conimercial -.-prohabilities~
Ross, Lou. Gilbert:
Directed
by Ralph:
of:
Several.
characters:
particularly
.
era:
work.
is
an
‘asset,.as
are,
optical’!
Silvie,”
Valeria..Ciarngottini,
Serena. Yer“Nelson.. Screenplay by. -Rad.‘Serhng,
Are those
‘of: Miss Harris and. -Stan.; | effects ‘by::Pagifie | Title. ‘Cofipany. iBano. “Written. and: directed -hy.- ‘Valerio outside: the Italian orbit must ulth:
adapted from his téleplas: camera
‘ Zurtini, Based | on the ‘novel: by Vasco
mately 1be. rated:‘as
$ limited.
tL ,
thur J.. Ornitz; editor, Carl Eerner:. music. }-Adams, have - a. sibilant shriliness
Bobby. ‘Darin: gives. ‘a strong per-|-Pratolini, ‘Camera’ (Technicolor) -Giuseppe.
:
Laurence : Rosenthal; assist: nt .directors. t.
cel,
a
Vaile.
j
that:
is
-ir
ritating:
Miche
-ef
Hertrberg..,
Anthony: La. Marca:
;
' formance ‘as the Patient,. delivering. ;-Rotunno... Music.: -Goffreda - -Petrassi.- At
Reviewed at Columbia Studio, Sept. 4. "62.
Laurence .Rosenthal’s score. is | a believable. natural characteriza- {NepiseFilm Festival-".Running time,-120
/Running time. 85 MINS.
Therese. ‘Desqueyronx:.
Mountain Rivera
Anthony Quinn 7 generally effective; ‘used primavily |‘tion. He plays. with:a frighteningly:
‘realistic.- attitude -of: distrust and-{Lorenzo~ .. ose Mt
a
Maish Rennick ....-..... +ruckie Gleason’ for. dramatic. underscoring.
Army
cove eceeeees’s Mickey. Rooney |.
Silvie. |.
" 1 Nenice; Sept: 6.
‘This requiem for a heavyweight |psychopathic ‘‘fear. ‘Sidney. Poitier,:. Sipmamother sree wee
Grace Miller ......:.2.....
tulie Harris
aa Salvo ‘Randone ” 96th: Fox release. of Filmel production:
Perelli.
....:.-00.2-..000 SSten) Adams | has
become. a ‘double. tragedy— 'on..the other. hand, ‘is: careful ‘as; Salocehi ...---2-:
‘Stars
Emmanuelle
Riva,- Philippe ‘Noiret,
‘Ma Greeny ae esc ascecwas “Madame. Spivy
‘that of a: dodmed: fighter. “and ‘the:: on. the other-hand, is-careful as. the |*
Edith ‘Scob,; ‘Sami: Frey; features; Renee.
- Bartender ..:") 2.0.0... 0004.. Herbie. ‘Fave:
An exquisitely: “fashioned -film ‘Devillers,
{| psychiatrist, -‘aeting | With: -intense,.
‘Jacques. Monnot,. Lucien -Nat.
Robe.
Jack Dempsey enibeeeesce.
Himself: man who caused it.
Ring Opponent
-:.. wee.e oe Cassius: Clay.
. planried response at all times,.He. 7based: on.a bestseller’ by Vasco Pra-: Directed by:. Georges. Franju: ‘Screenplay, -:
Francois Mauriac, Claude. Mauriac; Franju:.
Screen: translation. of ‘ty: ‘SuG-
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Ring Doctor ......0-...Lou Gilbert |
Arthur Mereante. .
Referee acne
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Rod: Serling’s poignant: portrait |* ‘Proyoeative. disciission. of bigo-. *

of the sunset of.a prizefighter:has
Jost some of its dramatic ‘weight

try. laid in. the framework: of.
: white
psychopath:
‘patient-.
Negro .doctor... relationship.
small to the very large séreen.
Film will depend. on. method
However, it ‘still packs considerable.
of ‘Sale. ‘for.commercial’ ‘suc- oN
punch as.a character study, al=-| :

‘in the transition

from

the. very:|.

cess.

though ‘its. action-- has slowed: ‘to.
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The impact that‘“Réquiem’ for: a ‘Kramer
|
production.
made

the ‘novel by Francois Mauriac: cam--

release

-“Sami_

Frey®:..

_Lugien.Nate
out as.the young psychiatrist whose |handling. release, due to extrenie- Father ...sp tte a se eet
‘probleni with :a°ydung Negro. pa-|| ly .slow. pace,. even-planed: devel. _20th-Fox. has one. ‘ofthose rare‘tient was‘the ‘reverse situation that.|.opment, and static action...
‘brought
out Poitier’s ..
flashback
-Director™ boasted. ‘during ©shoot!

f-story.. ‘Moppet -.Barry-:‘Gordon. is ‘ing. that he ~would'‘not -change. a

Hollywood; Sept. 5.

obvious.
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.
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| man ‘in Berlin; and -having. Frank .

;‘fort: with American Perry was: Ar|. gentine - director Fernando: Birrt
| for “Los: ‘Inundados. ” Honorable
| mention .of. Same - award. went. to”
Serge Bourgignon’s
“Sundays at
‘| Villa D’Avray” ‘(France} and Two
Italian pix—“A Man For Burning,”

| Capra. at. Karlovy. Vary. But the |:

Rank:0
| rgNet
~ Holding a |

“| Washington * enthusiasm: and’: sup-"
port. had. not. ‘always - been. shared.
“Anna: Magnani. “Mamma ‘Roma’. ‘(Italy) -.
77
| by some segments: of the film: in-.
.: CINEMA: NUOVO: FOR BEST: ACTOR”
: dustry. © so
-_ Philipe Noiret, -“Therése Desqueyroux”® (France) *
“Tt was. common: knowledge; Stev- :
-YZALIAN FILM: CRITICS’ PRIZE:
ated |ens - avérred: that -several'..of ‘the
co-directed. by.. Paoli “and -Vittorio
“” Man: forBurning’: Utaly) >=:
Hollywood. ‘outfits, notablv‘some: of
Tavianj and Valentino Orsini, and
“FILM: CLUB. FEDERATION, ‘PRIZE
‘the. ‘majors, were :‘distinctly. -cool
“Milan Story,” directed |by: .Eripr— ‘Namma, Roma”. - Utaly) Oe
‘| towards’ “fests, ‘and:.-others, werenado Visconti;
‘frankly cold, declining. to’ partici-.
Other. awards included Pasinetti
‘|pate,.. -and _ often: résenting ‘the
. Prize. to “Live Her. Life,” Interna"Sg. “money. spent- bv: American partici- |
.. London, Sept. ria |
% | pation’ in such events. That atti- .|. The’ Rank. Organization, in spite. ‘tional Critics’ ‘to. Poland’s “Knife.
:-}tudé: was now: sundergoing -‘a radical lor its: gloomy. forecast that profits: In The Water,” directed ‘by. Roman
‘|! change.: All the: majors: had- now. Ww ould dip this year, has, for. 53 Polanski; Roman Catholci Film OfSeeaa seas ; assured him .of support’ in- princi-_ ‘weeks ended June 30, 1962, wound” fice Prize. to Great Britain’s “Term:
and. he -was confident that. ‘up ahead of 1961. Trading profits:Of Trial,”. directed by ‘Peter Glen- Venice, -Sept.. 11.
ville;. City of Venice .and Cinefor“Barty ‘Of: the: ‘Fesstival”” honors accorded’ inidnight: “Surprise” - ‘affair: would ‘be |Teflected | in improved | ‘for .the 53. weeks were $23,497,068:
um. ‘Prizes ‘to. “Family - Chronicle”:
thrown. for some 250° people tata: reported : $7,000 -nut}.by: J- Jay. “US: participation” ‘in.’ the _years: .which -compares. | with $22,732 654
| forthe previous year: After taxa-: Cidis Award to: Italy’ s “Smog,”
: ‘Frankel, . Joseph -G. -Besch, ' and | feter: Horner: at. Torcetlo,-‘an ‘island’ ahead.
directed . by Franco Rossi:. Cinema =
*: -@CLOSS °the. Jagoon from., Venice. 25 motorhoat-eabs: avere-reserved: for| . One: far: reaching ‘change was the - ‘tion. its: $6,579, 940° against $6,579,| Nuovo Award for best’ pic to “A
the occasion, : which toasted. ‘the ‘new. MJP International-Union. Film: suggestion “which. emanated from |278.
"Figures have: been announced .;
in. ‘Man For Burning,” with acting
- Distributors. tieup’ as‘w ell. as. honoring. three. young filmmakers: present | Hollywood. that. productions ‘of fes- |
fo. Anna
Magnani
in
tival-type. pictures :might -be timed: a prelim: ‘bulletin, the. full :report: awards
_ at. the féstival: for. their first. pic efforts: “Eriprando ‘Visconti-for ‘Mila-.
-and’: accounts. being scheduled. for-|‘ ‘Mamma Roma” and Philipe Noiret
nese -Story,”’ “Andrey ‘Tarkovskt. for. “Youth: of -Ivan,’’ Frank Perry: for to coiticide with some ‘of: the major.
international” events; thirs - elimi- - “unveiling: on Tuesday (18): next. | fin. “Therese: Desqueyroux"’; Atalian
‘his Yank- -made:: “David: and”. Lisa,’ and ‘Serge Bourguignon. ‘for:: “Di-.
According to the bulletin, a final ‘Film Critics’ Award to-“A Man
manches._ de Villé D'Avray. oA substantial “group of Mierhards: saw... the ‘nating. one major obstacle. It. had:|
always been’ ‘a legitimate argument. ‘dividend: of 1714%. on ordinary. For Burning”; and. Film. Club:Feddawnt. come up..dcross the Jagoon:
~
that it. was uneconomic to hold up and. “A” ordinary shares will .be’ eration. Prize to “Mamma_ Roma.”
AIso “on ‘the :party - cireuit, second” Week: “Saw, a decided. spurt’ ‘in:
the presentation. of eostly ‘and .im- paid. following: -the -interim‘ “pay- t Audience. reception. to Masnant
‘activity: the” Russian. delegation’ threw: ‘a ‘yodka- ‘and-caviar affair ‘at
portarit films in: the hope- that they | ment “of -7149%: Last year's divi-. + pic. was. favorable, but critics were
the: Quattro. ‘Fontane,: “Warners . ‘hosted-. midnight - ‘supper: for a. large:
may be--selected.-for festival ‘pre-. ‘dends weré 13% and:714% interim: ‘divided. Lancaster's. award
was:
‘gathering. at- ‘Cipriani’s after. the-screening’ of °“Terni:-of -Trial,’ the”
Sentation; but that.would .no- longer |-. “In-.a.-note;- John~ Davis,” deputy very: popular. . “Lisa and. David” is.
British Film Producers. Asso¢iation | dittoed: for. luncheon.: the next. day::
apply. if the. timing’ formula, As: in- chairman . and -managing director, ‘elosé to finalizing, worldwide: purMPEA came. -across: With: its” traditiorial . “to =honor ‘our ‘Italian .hosts’’.
‘| states that ‘Rank’s -net: profit: after | ‘chase .deal with Columbia. Amerparty. ‘at:-the -U:S:- consulate om thé Grand ‘Canal, ‘with delegates; fes-|.troduced.
- Such: :a - formula;’ “of. ‘course, is ‘providing for interest. payable, tax- ican distribs Joseph Beseh and. Jay
_ -‘tival officials; industry toppérs, and scribes.:on: ‘the invitation: list.”
a somewhat at variance with‘the Mo-|dation and--outside shareholders, ‘Frankel have US. rights to win-'
. ‘Tt.was ‘a.lively: week. for. hassles,.: too.-‘Apart: from the’ incidents’ in‘tion Picture. Assn.'s agitation fora. ‘worked out! at.$5.337,170,
‘ers - “Youth of tvan” and “Live
‘volving. “Ey ‘a’” and: -Orson. Welles’. “The “Trial,” the. second local stanza:
change
in: international. fest. rules, Group: profit: show. an increase” Her Life’: but,’ otherwise.” little’
‘
“gaw-one ‘of -flre® Ttatian’ entries, <“Mfanima Roma, ” _aceused. of obseenity..
‘Continued ‘on.page’ 20) an _ | trade.- ‘business
(Continued. on: page -BY.
was .done”™ here.
.
and threatened with séizure by the Venice magistrate. --Pic¢ was directed.|"__
| With. “Family
Chronicle”
prize.
<“by :Pier .‘Paolo Pasolini, who feels he’s: ‘being: personally “persecuted”: :
" this year, having won at Mar Det
"he’s had. similar’ trouble :‘inthe -past.- Those. three’ brief. cuts 6f ‘nude.
| Plata with Days’ Are Numbered”
‘girls in’ Jean-Luc:.Goddard'’s French entry, ‘““Vivre’-sa.'Vie’’..(To. Live ’
| and. San Sebastian with “Arthur’ 3.
: Ones Life) have. nieanwwhile: resulted. in the -Jocal: resignation: of selec- |
.a

-

ona

‘
g
n
i
Gl

At $65

lalrenchGon1uctionSetup

tion: ‘committee - member: Giulio: Cesare ‘Castello ‘@who’s: .also. mémber

of the” permanent: advisory. ‘committee of fest). ‘ Castello’s: ‘beef: is-.that|
fest’ should:.not: -“force”’ ‘a: filmmaker .to:.trim -his- Work .before.-fest.|.:
_ .. presentation: ‘The. fest: ‘counters. -by. claiming. ‘Goddard’ was not “forced”
-but:snipped the three controversal: bits himself. Ps ‘Sideline. hassle also:
involved Excelsior ‘Hotel -‘staffers, “with waiters - striking for |‘several |-.

Gears for

Aslands,”

mon Market Buildup :

' Metro ‘holds. wortd rights 5,

to‘ three. prize-winning pix.:

‘VeniceFilmBook Feete
Draws 41 Countries
and|.

Well. directed’ ‘actors can fit most

_ Venice; Sept. it.

Roger’ “Weil-Lorac,. -head™: of . the. nationalities. he feels, and ‘hehours“a day ov er a.prot acted. salary ‘dispute. which: ‘began early:this’ syndicate of French. Technical: Film -dicates the many. ‘French - thesps’

ae spring:

‘Industries, ‘feels that coproduction | ¢easily fitting into |:Italo: pix
‘Seconit coreening of.Je‘Nicholas’ production, ‘of‘Sophioclés’: “Electra”‘. “between. France’ and Italy. over the: vice-versa.
Venice,. ‘Sept. 11.
He. also | opines. that.
was ‘exceptionally held.-on: San” Giorgio ‘Island: across -the°lagoon. ;
Fortyone. countries ‘with ovér .
| years; and° especially: ‘with. the Hollywood. has’ learned: this. lesson 1:
1
The- ‘Russians’ ‘found ‘their ‘reception ‘directly conflicted. with. ‘screening: heightened. activities
under ‘the and iis producing in many countries; th, publications are participating”
“; of- a -Czech“ entry; : “Baron “Munchhatsen, "immediately sent: out. bul-.}
in ‘the 7th. Annual Venice Exhibi‘Common, Market, have ‘benefited: ‘ag’.well.as backing local product,
tion of. Film Books and Period~". letins’ that they'd. start ‘affair later an
. . Two. features currently: being: both. industries’ ‘immeasurably:
e. ‘to: get enough’ needed. pix as well’;
-shot in .Venice: - Mauro. Bolognini’s- A postino, based. on. -an- Alberto.
-iéals, -‘inaugurated. here this. week:
was in.at the recent’ Venice. Film |.as those™: Awith. worldw ide possibili-.
‘Moravia: sliort--story,, -with Paalo. Colombo. ‘starred, and: “AU. Bout: ‘du.
. | ‘Exhibit this year is set up in.
Fest hiddling with hisCM. counter. ties:
{Venice proper and. ‘diyided. into
-Monde;” ‘directed by: Sinto:‘Brags,’ who .assisted: ‘Roberto’ ‘Rossellint on
parts. «
;
to Weil-Lorac” thinks. “that: :‘the: ivarious: sections, including critical.
. Add. to |:
“General -della | ‘Rov ere,” with - Satidy Rebbott:. ‘starred:
"61 French-Italo ‘production. is geared |and ésthetic: publications... techni“Weil-Lorac ‘states - ‘that .
“foreign” ‘pix entered. in - £6St. being ‘handled. by- Yank companies: 20th}:
has the French. entry. “Therese. Desquéyroux”’ ‘and. Columbia copped ‘France made-66 all-French. pix:“and for the steppéd up. CM ‘filmmaking ‘cal and trade papers, social, moral,
Italy 116,-.and. in“coproduction -37 | cooperation between. the ‘signa-* Z historical’ and. juridical items, films
“Dimanche de. Villa. D'Avray” -before’ fest” ‘started.:
French-Italo. éntries © and 44. Italo-- tories. -- He maintains. the Jeveling °‘for -childrenfi ‘almanacs and an‘Jack -Palance ‘in Venice: ‘fora few days,” has just:Ww ound: his -first:
- script: “The. Streak”
. . Barbara - ‘Steele’ -attended: last. days .of fest. ‘French pix. .To: achieve these num-. of. production facilities “is a’ good: nuals, ete.” -All- must. haye ‘been
in .betiveen her chores. on.“Fellini 814"... ... Star attendance. in:-secorid ‘bers the technical and studio forces -thing. for if: oné -country: is hum: ipublished between June 30, 1961
-Robert. Darwin. of. both -‘countries had. ‘been well, ming w ith activity and foreign’ pro:',and _June: 30, 1962.
week shaped ‘strongly for a good all-round “showing. .
“> ghowed his: 60-minufe- experimental. ‘color-pic “A. House’ of. Sand”. .here shored. up and. expanded “due to-co-. duction, it: can ‘pass ‘pix: to: its part- i “Marority of. entries. are from
Italy... Germany,
Poland.
to.prospéctive: customers:; _« “David, and ‘Lisa’ .the most-contended-for production methods: and monies. -It: ‘ner country, ‘since facilities. are on’ France,

pic “at “fest, with Joseph: Besch, ‘UA, ‘Columbia, ‘and. others:interested: “also allowed for~ installation. of. all: a tevel.. and- par.

edn. ‘the: U.S, Andie. -

and, Great Britain,. South Africa,
‘He. thus. thinks it will lead. to an;sr ael; Venezuela, Turkey: and Iran.

“}modern. techniques. and, methods.:

He opines. that it: is evident ‘to= equilibrium: in -the -technical. and: are: participating ‘for the first. time.
‘Alida Valli-w: ‘ould also:like:to‘make. “Anna Kareninia” ‘in ‘Russia. ‘with
-@ Yank. costar “and: Grigori. ‘Choukrai- ‘as: director: ws: Thete’ are’ also ‘day that-no country’s, film indus- : employment aspects | ‘of ‘the: coun-!
Cinerama for San Antone
‘two: other projects. being. mulled?” Frank: Capra,’ with :Sophia Loren; ‘try can exist. Solely. on:its own -mar-'| tries. and ‘also. stave: ofr the. enSan Antonio. Sept. 11.
and. Gina- ‘Lollobrigida, with” Galatea: of ‘Rome. ,and Mosfilm. Moscow: ‘ket and.that coproduction, with the. croachment. of'video. on any fellow...
Nw ‘building permit for a new
ye
. Among other. 2nd week thesps. and names. in- attendance: Jennifer broadeéried ‘ “backing ..and”. added! ‘studios.
‘He feels that there still -may. be. $470.000 Cinerama ‘theatre to be
“Jones... Guy
Madison, Jack. Palance, . Monica. Nitti, Daniele. Gaubert, |marts; is‘ the -thing.: ‘However he:
5 aaa
. Anna’ Magnani. John. Saxon, Jackie Lane, :Sue ;‘Lyon, . Rossella Falk, “points ‘out: that. early: ‘coprodiiction |‘some: wrinkles to iron out, like dif-- built here. was issued: by the city
showed: that- trying. ‘to please both ferences in wages. working: hour's, to the. Henry C.’Beck Co: of Dailas,
st Emantelle ‘Riva, . Jose’ Ferrer; Burt “Lancaster, ‘etes |
°
“
"Three -of last years 14 Venice: entriés have -still. not. been: shown ‘in. investors. ‘Was “wrong. and--led to’ costs: ‘and: ‘tiational agreements. ‘But contractors.
‘Italy: Poland's -“Samson,”’ “Japan's: “Yojimbo,’ ": and. Czechoslovakia’s ‘téo0, many. hybrid ‘pix’ ‘that. pleased !these’ should’ .be. ‘worked. ‘out soon | The: one ‘story. structure will: be
“The Day. the Tree: Blooms,” -.“‘The: Last Judgment” .+¢DeLaurentiis!, neither: -Now= ‘the .actual ereative + ‘and d.. “truly CM film. .“industry” built: by. Martin. ‘Theatres of Colum-:
-despite --eritieal- -driibbing : it got -here,-went- on to:top others ;rat. Italo'! aspects~and outlook belong -to one. ‘firmed -up." that. will ‘keep. aH in- bus,-Ga. a-50-year old chain which
“pb.o., hitting $272,000. for. the. 16 -Italian. keys: It was followéd. by: “Thou. country: but-thesps and technicians :“dustriés- humming with: their’ own oderates 165 theatres throughout
°
Pand foreign ‘productions, Bays -he. ‘ the south,’
Shait’‘Not Kill” (Col). and:“Last Year at Marienbad’ Jin:‘the bi
0.» Stakes. are. exchanged.

2

ent

PICTURE GROSSES

“Wedneaday, September’ 12,1962:

Man’"Handsome 86
8 hh Le a( mpetishHitsHubBiz;ims
_
LA. Firm:Panic"Oke $1350,Matter|
Seattle; ‘Galahad’ 56,ul
_
eem

Solid at $6,000, Interns’ Sharp $39,30,|
2d,‘Grimm Wonderful 326,‘Music’306

"Seattle, Sept. y }

e

‘With’ the tourist’ trade. ‘tapering |”

\off,“downtown. first-rung” are. near |—
ing hormal ‘biz. again: “Adventures |”

Los Angeles. Sept. iI.First-runs continue firm in- last |
week of school. vacation, with four. .
smash: holdoyers running: up impressive: grosses. Among openers,

KeyCityGrosses

“Panic ‘in Year Zero™ is “after. an]. ., Estimated: Total‘Gross
okay -$13.500 at. the State and Iris{. | Phis Week
$2,285,250.
while
“Natter. of Who”: -at: the] —
. (Based on 2 titiesand. 250.
750-seat Crest is looking: toward. at
$6.000.
Pair of. Jerry Lewis. _Teissues,

theatres >.

Last’Year

vow

”

ae

of a. “Young: Man;”’ ‘the: lone ‘new-|

‘Blue:

But a return of: “Flower.
Song” has only a law $3,000

in sight at the Pantages.

(Hamrick) - * (739:|:Last Year:

| (8th wk). “Swell. $7 000. ‘Last.week, 1"

"$8,300."

*

(Based on. 22. cities and:. 268°

$7,500, Buffalo

Boston. ‘Bept:: ‘W:
_ Grosses ‘sagged’ ‘this. week ©tol: oe oi
owing the. holiday. ‘as: ‘offish biz set.

fin. Cold weather during ‘the’ week,
a high mercury: on. -the . weekend.

| and. ‘competish of three legit shows.

| weré factors. “Huns’” at” the: Or-".

$594, 500°

| | pheum,. and -“Smashing of. Reich’
=| at:‘the: ‘Paraniount .“stack : mild."
\.Matter- of Who" -“4S - slick’ at. ‘thé.
Exeter, and: “Kitchen”. is: okay: ‘at
“+ the’ Fenway- “Phantom of. Opera” |
is” slipping: in _second ‘at. ‘the ‘Me..

Toronto
|
Brighter:

“Coliseum: (Fox-Evergreeny: (1,70.

Phantom’ Lively

‘Sock grossers. include “‘The. Interns, * racking. up $39,300: in its|
feerond framé -at seven “houses:
Wonderful. World
of Brothers
Guim $32. 000 in a fifth. week}
at the Warner: Hollywood: “Music|.
Man.” $30.000 ‘in .a ‘seventh ‘stanza|

Mouse

$1.50). — “Adventures: ‘of
-$2:608:50° -$:$1:25“Young © Man” (20th) .and~ “Fright:

“Sad Sack”. and “Delicate Delin- : theatres, chiefly: firstsTUNS,.ime
is shaping ‘to a hefty $14,- |.
cluding” N.YY.)
‘506 at the Hillstreet and. Holly-|
Drum

Broadway Grosses.

a

1-$1.50-$1.75}—""Music /-Man’"’ (WB): - _ noe Based «on:28 theatres).

ened City’” (AA): Excellent. $8,000.

quent,”

-wood.

Oke $11,000,Matter’Torrid$12.00

;comer,. “is -“excellent .at the ‘Coli-"|
| seum. “Kid. Galahad?” ig* fair in. Mer: ‘Estimated Total: Gross aw
‘second Musie~ Hall. round.
_ This. Week $511 100
+ (Based on’25 theatres) °
- Estimates for: This: Week

Ts

92:1

oe

‘Last: week, ar ie Weeks in, Balloon”

‘Town’Big $8,800

morial.. ‘‘Best. of Enemies” is’ good.
in. third: at the. ‘Beacon Hill: °

20th). and “Firebrand”, (Cop. (ed 7
' Estimates. for: ‘This. Week:
Wk), $6,100:
.
,
‘Toronto, Sept. 11.:
- Astor | - (B&Q) | “(E,170: .. 90-$2)—“Fifth
AV enue (Fox-Evergreen) te “Closing. of. the: ‘annual Canadian ‘awhtusie “Man” (WB): 16th wh). Fine
1 (2.500; $1.50-$1. THE] Cid?” (AA): National: Exhibition, plus: return of: $10,000." ‘Last’ w eck, ‘$15, 000. ”
1 (8th. wk). ‘Good: $6,500: Last ‘week, :cottagers’ ‘and: opening: of school, ‘is. |.

a 7

| bringing about. an. ‘upsurge. ‘in: biz. Beacon - Ail: (Sack), ° (900°: gis”
$i.80)— "Best... of - Enemies” (Col)
_. Music Box. Hamrick). (738: $I.eq‘despite: ‘no newcomers. ‘in: major. (3d- wk). ‘Neat $8.600. ‘Last week,
deluxers. “Touch of Mink,” now. in

| $8,200.

| $3).—"West
4
“twk)s .Good

“Buffalo; Sept:, ‘Ti. | $7,300.
Trio of. newcomers aren't’ ‘giving |.

Side. Story’ (UA) (28th

° .$6,900...“Bast: week

its: sixth stanza;. “Brothers Grimm,” . $10,000. -

ee
"Boston, “Beacon. : Et) © di354:
* Love*“Affairs,” a in, Second “stanza, - $1:20-$2: 95): —— “Brothers” Grimm”.

*dim. fourth frame, and: “Dangerous

. Music .. ‘Hall ©“(Hamirick) 3200; ‘all . are. -inereasing- “over. last ‘Week. (MGM).(6th. wk). Fifth week ended:
‘at the Hollywood Paramount, -and. Tnuch punch to .the current. frame:.
$1:25-$1.503 — “Kid. Galahad”. (UA): “Notorious: Landlady’*’ 1s" wham: at: Monday (10}. was. big.‘S17.000."Last:
“West. Side. Story,” $26,000 .‘in. &
-“Phantom of Opera”. is. good ‘at. the
jand “Explosive. Generation” (UA): two: housés:-in second: frame.
39th Chinese round.
“~weeék,. $21; 000. eo
| Lafayette: but ‘Scarface Mob”:
Estimates for: This Week:
: .Estimates-for This Week.
, oe: Capri? Sack) 1850: 75-$1.80).
“mild at the Buffalo -and “Stow. £ (2d. Wk). Fair’. $5,000. Last. week,”
Capitol, Imperial | (FP) - (4 026:: “Lolita”: (MGM): (9th wk); ‘Slick, $7,= :
State, Tris ‘WATC-FWE! (2.404: | away in the Sky” at the arty -Cin$25: 90-$1.50) — “Panic in Year ema is. soft; Leading the town | ’Parainounit, (Row - Evergréen): 3,206; $1-$1.75)-+“Notorious: Land- 000° again. Last. week, same: ave
>
Zero”
-ATP) and “Eegah”
+Ind)| coinwise’ is “Fhe Interns" in’ its’. 13.000: $1.25- $1.40): —- “Bird Man jady”” (Col). (2d -wk).. Still: a: ‘wham | Exeter (Indie): 1 276; - “90-$T. 49)
| of: “Alcatraz” UA) *and: “Kast : of ‘$9:000. “Last: ‘week, $21, 500.~
Okay $13.590.
Last week, Staté, | Sixth, round at ‘the Century. o
—'A Matter of. Whe" ‘Herts-Lion).
“Tarzan Goes -to India”: ‘MGM;
Kilimanjaro” (Indie) (2d wk); Okay) Carlton: (Rank). (2,318;° $1-$1. 50)- Sock '$12.000.° “Last: week; “World. >
“Estimates for’ This. Week’
“The Tartars”
‘MGM? J2d° wk),$6,000.: Last. -weeék,:“$11,400.
Touch of Mink’” (GU) (6th wk). | of.’Comedy” (Cont):

$7,800...

$5600.

‘Iris. with

Los

Angeles. | Buffalo tLoew): (3,500: "90-$1.25) |

—" Scarface: -Mob”. (Besilu) -and|
“Three Stooges ‘in Orbit” :Col),.
“Murder Inc.’”- «20th, Mild’ $6,000:.
“Wild Westerners”. (Col) ‘1st wk,’
Last x eck, “Two Weeks in Another}
$9 500.
‘Tow
(MGM}. and: “The Valiant”
Crest —-State) 17507 9§0-$1. 50) =|}DAR. $11, 000...
Wow |
“Matter of Who” ‘Hertz.
Center (ABPT) *:3500: ‘0-Sy. 49) |
$6.000. Last week.: “Girls at Sea”
{Man}, “Follqw That Horse” (Man) “—*"Music .Man” WB? ith’ wk).
Slimming to. $6, 000. :Last w eék, t.
(2a Wk), $2.000. ~
°
Hilistreet;: Hollywood ‘Metropoli=|'$7;000."°

: ‘Sock. $16,500." Last Week, $15.000. | 560:;

vith: wk), $4"

_ Eglinton: (FP) (918: $i.50-$2. 75) - | Fenway: (daaiey U1.300: $1. 50). —
_ “Brothers. Grimm”. (MGM-- “Kitchen” | (Kingsley) . and. “Big
“| @inerama). (4th wk). Swingback. to’ Chief??: Uridie): -Neat. $5.000..... Last.
healthy’ $7,000, Last ‘week, -36,500:: |. week, -La: Notte’ Indie),“ith. wk); _

PostVacationPinchHits
Cincy; Playgirl’Fair:‘1G. - Hollywood‘ (FPR). 3.080: -$1-$1. 50): i $3, 000. -_
ae
—“Eolita” (MGM): (5th: wk). Up fo.
“Gary
“¥Sack).
1.77;
$1
50:93)
$8.500.. Last ‘week, -$8,000..
‘Music’ Hen $10;000,Sth)‘lusty.
: Hylatid. :(Rank)-nai 373; $1-$1: 50) “West Side. Storv” (UA) (45th wk)...

tan-FWC) (2,752; 856; 90-$1.50):+— |. ‘Century (UATC) (2,700:90:$1 30)|

Cincinnati,’ ‘Sept.. “Us

—Pair
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H interest in’:‘the’: fest’ for’ several: beth and:his: lady. with a strong Company (founded by Lale Ora“Report -says. that’ production -has} ‘corner. ofher ‘Fight eye,
3 -two.: features,. assist. from 100 soldiers’ lent by the. loglu, a young actress and .her
' -years,. ‘ig.sending

- ‘boomed. via heavy: government sub-|

el perm. -of.- Trial”.(Warnér-Pathe), 2} Turkish -army as "extras. for the. manager-former
_., starring’ Sit’ Laurence Olivier and. ‘final. ‘battle ‘scenes. ‘It is hoped. that

-sidy. and’ emphasis™sinceé. 57. - Up!’

‘to. then, there were only 10. studios | Asia
the-Rumelibhi'sar productions,
MusicFest. } Simone: Signoret, and :“The -Quare which
have created énormous local:
£rom-. Brendan|
.| Fellow”. (Cob
"to: do features,. ‘plus 10. siiall ones |-.
| Behan’s. fail: book. Official French: interest ‘during. the last couple. of

three presented

husband).
Att
two different per-

formances daily. Their: repertories.
‘consisted: of the following plays: |
Players — “Rashomon,”
for. ‘shorts. Now’ China. counts: 33;
nomination: ‘is’ “La Belle. Amert- ‘summers; will ° eventually develop |. Kent
Anouith's
.. “studios with “11. for. ‘features, both, °
caine” ~(The. Beautiful. American). into. .a@ large: scale -Shakespeare “Shot in: the Dark,”
Sebasone. reelers and full: length..
with Robert: Dhery AS, star,” ‘he -festival ‘With foreign. troupes. -par-: “Euridyce, * “The Great
‘[tians” and a new. folksy Turkish
-titipating.
The
courtyard
where
From. “9,965 :fixed: hardtop-“and
}alsodirected.
:
. “Hong. ‘Kong, Sept: 4,:. .
play by poet Necati Cumali called
-mobile films: units there: are “now.
“The first. Asian: Music.. Festival, Lt|. Fest -is Ton-competitive’ in. ‘fea:| plays...are “presented. semi-in-the‘Wooden Sandals” (their ‘biggest
“18,500 servicing an approxiated.5,-. to: be: held- under. the aegis of the ture ‘section -but: awards” ‘are ‘made - round.’ ‘presently seats 1,000, but:}.critical
:and. popular success).
easily. “accommodate .twice.
600,000. yearly. attendance: Produc- ‘Far. East ‘Impresario- Assn., is shap-: to. outstanding ‘actor. ‘and. ‘actress ‘could.
‘-- tion figures. from Peking: lump the ing:into ® big’ event, witha. stream- seen. in the. features. Thére is -also: that numiber.-In addition, Istanbul ; ‘Haldun--: Dormen—*“The Country. .
- {production.: of. Hong’ ..Kong. ‘and’ Of Asian -artistic: and-musical. talent” :the:.. usual... competition.“ in: “doct-. has - a. centrally: located -3,000-seat: Girl,” “Toy Department” (a little-"
Formosa: along. with thise of -Red: to .converge.on. this’ ‘British. ‘Crown: mentary, © educational, Serene open: air amphitheatre (next.to ‘the. ‘known light. comedy by Jacques
4 Hilton Hotel) and ‘several: palace : Deval), “The. Sound of Murder,”
“‘China- ‘and give about 180: features Colony, ‘Oct.:2° to’ 9...
; and cartoon. classes.
': | eourtyards. well-suited to “summer | “The. ‘Aspern. Papers;:’ " “The Fourforthe “combined: setup. ~ “This |. “Japan,: ‘the” Philippines, ‘Singa{plays and. concerts, all of’ which poster’’ ‘and at the end of the sea
means roughly. about 60 to 70from ‘pore and Malaya, as: well. as Hong:
“| may. be put to ‘use. if.and when: the'| ‘son: on. the. stage’ of. the Atlas Cin‘the: Reds:
030:
Kong; which -is ‘hosting the fest at
“Hlong talked about: Istatibul Festival, ‘ema. “South Pacifie” ‘a financial
Production: “costs. ‘are: given’ - a8: City Hall; ‘will -all be: participating.
ever gets: going. “.
“|: failure, which had to be replaced
_ 110,000:yuans: ‘for. a black and. white: ‘The .N. HLK. ‘Orchestra’s * participa-’
| at the’ end of two weeks by the
. .A Lively Season
“pie. and 350,000 -yuans for a ‘color {tion ‘has. given: ‘the: festival Added |
hit .“Irma:-la-.
The past - theatrical season. was | previous’ season’s
“feature. - Actual ‘dollar. rate is: not -stature.”
one, of: the liveliest in. Istanbul's ‘Douce”).
given. ‘Above report was published 7 Harry’: Odell, “Jocal. “jmpresario. LOT
history” with some ‘15° companies
Oraloglu ‘Company—‘Lady from
in. Peking» ‘in afilm -paper, ‘Hsia. ‘who is Executive Vice-Chairman. of 2
presenting no Yess than 23. plays. the Sea,” “The Sle eping Prince,”
‘Yen, and- circulated: in French: by the . Far’ East ‘Impresario. “ASSIHL.,. “a
This
seeming
incongruity
in
num-.
non-profit’
organization,
says.
‘there
|"
“The Bad Seed” and. “Lady. Chatthe Freneh Film Crities, Syndicate. :
bers: is due to. the: fact that several. terley’s. Lover.”
is every likelihood of. ‘Taiwan, In-'}.
companies
:
present’
productions
of
t- Other translation’ or adapta‘...:} donesia,©.India;: ‘Jsrael © and . the.
“Berlin, ‘Sept. A
Gur two different plays. daily: one’ at 6 |i
ip Australian-‘ Broadcasting | -C.orp.
r
_*The” “Hunan. ’ ‘Being. in
°
another..at. 9 p:m:. Taxing as* ions. done by some of the. .other
‘and.

For Hong Kong

ReichFimFle

(
~EntriesforOe

“TooFarttoTheatre?”

te oa

“""* Vsending ‘representatives. to the: fest | Times!” ‘will ‘be the: motto: of this:
Jocal’ companies included: “Send
‘this arrangement might’ be for |Me- No .Flowers,”’ “Born Yesterwhich, -being’ the’ first..of its. kind,
| is beginning.on-a humble scale.’ >| year's-~ Mannheim: “International ‘actors and crews, filling ‘up’ the ‘day,”” Diego Fabbri's’ “The. Se‘Film Week (Oct: 15-2.0):
“Walter
West’
0 f‘this

~” ‘Paris ‘Producer’ Sets |

He ‘estimated. there would be. ‘some. ‘Talmon-Gros, director

‘theatre’. twice: daily nieans higher | ducer, ” * Camoletti: s -“Boeing-Boesalaries - ‘for. all - concerned, All
German - film: festival, ‘fully. aware: companies.’ ‘sign year-r ound ..con- . ing,’ ‘Robert Thomas’. “Trap for .a
1 of. ‘the strong: ‘competition’ has" ‘got, tracts with..actors. ‘except for’ .oc- | Lonely Man,”. .Claude .Magniers
and several. Feydeau
--[has ‘been. “doing. quite a° bit |of. casional -‘guest artists) and. operate “Blaise”
farces...
an traveling: (Belgrade, .!
Milan, Cannes,
+f
g.
>
:
.
Pe
i
ae

New Suburban: Entry400-500..“musical’ “delegates..from,
- ‘Paris; -Sept. c
a
A. common .‘plainit: ariong :‘sorely

| Various _ countries. conterned.: a

IsNewDealTimeFor | -Sestri- “Levante, :.Karlovy-. Vary; ie system of erformin istanbul. _ Turkish
‘Cracow;. Venice and: London):to se'
dis-}: . Majors 3in‘Hong Kong- eure’ outstanding: short -and-feature ‘and of. touring the ‘provinces: in teame- fram

ikon Paris. ‘legit theatre . direc-

- tors, who are. also: ySually- thie: pro- |.
. ducers,: is:that™ most: working:

from. mid-September

‘ to -‘mid-May

!

‘The

National. Theatre

Turkish

National

‘Theatre |

Ankara. in the late”
7 ‘Hong. Kong, ‘Sept: 4:- : | “(festival program ‘includes. the first: ijate spring and” summer..
spring on one of its rare and elabo‘the: demolition -‘of. the, ‘King’ $,, feature efforts of. fornier docu- i: ‘The Municipal Theatre. Co. which . rate’ tours .to: Istanbul..:The -five

--thiets..are* too far fromi’ Tegiters.|

2S ATR0,' prices . are. too. high: due .to|”:where. -a- new -:theatre’ will rise.
pix...’ As.of now,<around.; ' functions in five different theatres | plays they presented. in repertory
-pising.. _production _‘eosts,: and :“that within two years, has -compelled . imentaries)
120: celluloid. . works. -have- been. scattered: around Istanbul can af:
‘Were: “Hamlet.” “A Moon -for the
.there” is the -‘aisual’ Jack of. new film ‘distributors to .make’ -.new: singled: ‘out for- Mannheim. . _Dead- ford. to. skip- summer. ‘tours, even. | Misbegotten.” “The House. of ‘Berplaywrights, ° "ete. : ‘Someone,

Ww ith deals’ with. loeal ‘exhibitors, effec: | line.for entries. ‘4s ‘Aug. 15..

{though it has.104 actors-on. around- { narda Alba.’ Alejandro -Casona’s’

Lineup:of feature” films” so far ‘the-year.

contracts, because: :it {“Trees Die Standing” and anew
' Universal and. Warners,’ “whose:
Afgentina’s.. ‘The. Knife} -receives. a generous. subsidy. from ;Turkish play, “The Stove" by ‘Tur_ gomething: ‘about. the first gripe.* = -}pictures: are. “now.: being*show: at. includes:
Under. the -‘Water’. (Romar: ‘Polan-: the City.” “An: ‘ironical... ‘situation gut Qzakman. The. budding Turk-

“government :-aid, “is ‘at ‘least’ doing tive. Jan.- ‘1.

oo Right in. ‘the.cheart ‘of the. Work-' the Lee’. and: Princess, will: be |Ski); Italy’ s “Il Nuovi Angeli” (Ugo arises. from the’ ‘fact: that the same} ‘ish ‘National Ballet. closely. super» district; “of: *Menilriontant, >|. screening *their’ ‘product«.at: the. Grégoretti);’ Brazil's°*Barravento”| authorities -whieh:. subsidize” the ;vised by Damé Ninette: de Valois,
whereMaurice. Chey alier’ Was born, Gala..and Hooyer, Presently: the: {Glauber -‘Rocha; -France’s . “Adieu :; Municipal. Company with its seven:.also performed “Les Sylphides, nar

Philippine” (Jacques. Rozier':.
iy iMa: “daily. productions in. five: theatres j“The Rake’s Progress” and “Les
for. Metro.
the. Paris. East Theatre .has ‘been. ‘outlet:
Queen’s, -State: ‘and. Royal: “will: coeur Sros © comme ‘Ca -- (Francois: (thanks - ‘to: the 6: ‘p.m.-9°. ‘p.m _ar- | Patineurs. ”
created: - A. filo: -house |of 1,300 henceforth be showing Metro films. -Reichenback),- and ‘Poland's: “All: :tangement); plus. tWo ‘children’s-|
~The only foreign troupe to visit
.-seats. ‘was ‘taken. over -by ‘the. ‘Min- The -Rialts,- Liberty: and :Broadway.. Saint's Day.” - Nuinber..of ‘téatures play companies; plus the city. opera |
Istanbul -during the past: season
theatre
‘circuits
“will.showColumisn’t
supposed
‘to.
be’
more
’
than:
ito
the
tune
of.
approximately
$1,was.
Marie »‘Bell's company from
“istry-of Culture and: ‘this new légit
bia, Rank: and’ Disney. films. Un-. eight. :
| 000.000 annually,
‘should
havé'| Paris which presented Racine’s
.>, company,. “slanted. for. workers, has

¢hangéd ‘is. Fox’ ‘prodtict. which will.|/. “Mannheim’s. jury will be" ‘coms: raised thé city tax. on private thea:|“Phedre” and.°Berenice” at the
continue ©5ae ‘the: RORY and: posed’ of:nine film: experts: Séveral* tre. tickets from: 10% .to 25%e at! old Saray. Cinema. Miss Bell: has
‘Retore ras. préviously. ‘presented. Majestic.:
ames“ have’ already. beef’. an- the ‘beginning of Jast.season. .|-been -extremely popular -in this
-‘shows.- -around. :.the “Paris-‘suburbs |.
‘| nounced: French journalist and.so-

_ ;been. hhandéd:‘to-Guy: Retoré.*.

_Swith> his:oven. company . ‘and’ also
“hosted
others.: : Now he ‘has.: his’

Opera & Outdoor Specs.

‘own: with mational. backing: and: be-.|.
gins. late this: months

with ‘a ‘the-

__,atrical. version’:.of, Gogol's- short.|-..

“ Tax increase, which ‘is still being :¢ity. since her first Visit in the Jate
stage partner “was. a

. ciologist.: Joseph. -Rovan; * -Callisto- disputed ‘by :private companies.and-. 20s when her
1: Cosulich, -genéral sec’y . of Italian ! objected’ to by.. the: local press, |young French
Film. Diréctors. and Authors’ Assn.: ijmerely |‘resulted : a,Aicket. prices |; Boy er.
Edinburgh, Sept. re . t American Gideon Bachmann, ‘chair-.

Best ‘at.Edinburgh Fest:
;

actor named Charles
.

Opera ‘and outdoor military spee-. ‘man of:U. S, Filmctubs; Polish: film: blessitig. ‘of ‘the city: authorities}, so!ARG.PRoDuCERFIRMS
}director. Tadeusz: ‘Makarczynski; that. companies. make. about. ‘the |
‘Retoré felt “out thie .inhabitants |-tacle- are the coin-spinners’-at this
--| Germany’s. ¢Austrian -born) film di-. ;Same, but theatregoers have: to. pay«
of . thesee: - neighbérhoods | ‘and year's: International. Festival:

oa ‘story “The: Overesat.””: -'
;

* found. thart’ 36%

-Initial ‘signs:-are that ‘the ‘Bel-|:rector -Herbert* Veselyand.- film-; more.. Even so: boxofficé: prices are:

COPRODUCTION DEALS

Went: -to some.|'
by: Broadivay.}
grade’ “Opera ‘has drawn the cus-: criti¢. Munich). Hans-Dieter - Regs: j Tidiculously. : ‘low
form. of.. -entertainmeént: ‘(be: it: ‘pix, ‘tomers,.:. with all: .three. .presenta- Cash .prizes aniounting.‘to ‘(inal)’ standards—the ‘top. being $1:10- at |
’ legit-or :vaudé): once .a month: but’ tions; ‘Of: “Prince-Tgor’: being: sold.
Madrid, Sept. 4.
10,000 D-Marks for $2,500); the so-/; private theatres .and 55¢ at. sub- |:
” ‘only’.14%- ventured into-‘the- the- out. - Shows: by. the: London Sym-|.called’ -Mannhéim “* -Filni:.. Ducats, petae ones. (27¢ ‘on-:.““‘peopie’s } Argentina Sono Film: ‘producer
atres and :‘music Dalls. of *nearby-}
phony and.music: ‘¥écifals- havealso’ will: be: given’ ‘to. best pix. -More- nigkts"" once ‘a week: and. only Lic, Atilio Mentasti-is continuing to ex:
Paris:
+ drawn top b:o::coin; while the: Edin- |.over, the City ¢
of ae full|
for, students:?
| pand ‘coproduction activities with
“Reasons: ‘given. were high Adinis-. burgh. Castle ‘presentation: of the give
a:Grand
Prix’to..the best ‘ft Pon paniere,
|
M
kish P! seuson, tor Spain. Mentasti is now joining. with
Furkish.
‘ston prices, too. much. travel; a fear ‘annual. military” tattoo... is proving: ength’ feature:
“A retrospective show. “will.‘honor! the first timé’ in their 47-year his-!j Agata. filtns: of Madrid.and Biaine‘of. ‘not. understanding, and: ‘some- ‘its -usual finaneial-. click.
a
how. timidly.* feeling:~that.” ‘these|. Early © -disappointments- included’ “the: works.of Argentine film maker! tory - the: ‘Municipal Theatres: pre: ‘Unger Productions of Hollywood
“-ghows <werte . not for them.:“He thé -coneellation _of:: ‘engagements, Leopold: ‘Torre N ilson.
Jsented ° ‘More «Turkish ‘plays than; ito film “The Walls of ‘San Simone”
‘:found:. they would. ‘be-- willing: to due to illnéss, “OfBenjamiz Britten,
translations {13° to. 2 -Of. the 13; later. this year with Audie Mur phy,
support* @-nabe house with rea-. ‘the: “composer,
-and::
‘atherine |
| local : attempts ‘one had: world- |BrigidBazlen. Carlos Estrada and
.-sonable. prices’ (will: have a/$F. top), | Gayer,. the. U.S." soprano: Mstislav|:Robert Kemp’:.“Gent” date een
Anbeae the: EX- 1Alberto ‘Closas: under the direction
- and ‘many’ were ready. (41%) -to: im-| Rostropovich
withdrew. from “the’|“Por
|
Preem iin: Séotlandception. -o
n
Ambush,”"
a one- jt Hugo Fregonesée:
‘ -mediately .- subscribe. for’ a (Season: advertised: program of: sonatas. be-}Pp
i
fF:
: Edinburgh, “Sept. 4. ‘acter. -by° .Cahit :Atay—a three“of‘repertory:
cause of Britten’s: absence, . _
Previously announced by MentasA new “play . ‘by Robert. ‘Kemp, : ‘character (all -malé) comedy. about-|;,
iti
is.
his
forthcoming.
coproductiona
.Retore feels tliat’ the: outskirts ee
‘+“The: Perfect: Gent,’? is skedded ‘to |& “simple- minded’ peasant wha
hi
"ABC. UPS: BARTON”
te ‘preem. at _the.: Gateway’ ‘Theatre | shoots. a: local ‘landlord. to ‘gain:! wit Cesare Gonzales of “The
— of Paris':now: represent .a-potential |.
'’: of ‘800,000 people who rarely .go:-to |!
“London, Sept,. a | here --Nev 12... It “is- part of. ‘atfame and: ‘prestige (a theme .some-. ?Glory of Don: Ramiro.”
Also. the
‘2 .the theatre; - He. will a8iso" “make.| - Robert’ Barton, assistant. booking. comedy-slanted -: -Séason
this what reminis¢ént.. Of. Synge’s* ‘Play- d Argentine producer will |partner
‘with
Benito
Perojo
for
the
remake
"the. theatre,” -- He. will: also.. “make manager ... for. ‘Associated. ‘British: ‘small. legit: ‘house.
_
‘boy.”’ but fresh. and: original in its1‘
clubs, - pix, “games; music; ‘ete: He Cinemas ‘since 1941, ‘hag:- been} Othér- plays .to.be done. ae “The. ‘handling.)As\for the 12 foreign of “The Lord Will Punish You’
:Imairtains that: inculcating |.a. taste ‘named. booking, manager: ‘in, ‘succes-| Good. Soldier- Schweik.””- ‘adapted [plays presented by .the- Municipal Io be directed by Luis Amadori.
for*theatre.-could also build .new ‘slon‘ to’ Vic Comer; “who retired: last by. -Ewan. MacColl ..from.- Jaroslay | Theatres, four were ..American’
Program was .launthed last year:
. audieiices: for:-the ‘ailing:Paris” les. “week.:
‘Hasek’s." satirical . novel: - “The: (* Fhe. Matchmaker. ”* “Both ‘Your ‘when Mentasti and Gonzales pact: ed: :. giters- as economics pick up ‘mo‘e| ‘He - will: be- ‘assisted by. ‘Alfred Birthday. Party.” and Shakespeare's: ‘Houses,’ “Death of a Salesman” to produce “The Innocents.” which
- Jelstire time and entertainment, ex-| Jacobs: and. Walter«‘Samson; “who “Twelfth” Night.’ New .director of” and - “The ‘Male. Animal’i, three ‘Spanish ‘director Bardem recently.
_ penditures. Joom,.
bill, share:duties:as:
Barton's3‘No. 2. plays’ is Kennetft Parrott."
| British Timon: of Athens, i “The ‘finished in Buenos Aires.
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international
film, TVfilm
10+ 20. October

and

documentary

“market (MIFECD)
a
. worldresounding.
:

success:

‘MIFED: — the: Intefniationial Film, TVvtim and Docu: 7
2mentary Market = was launghed in. 1960 10.Colne.

cide. with the.thirty-eighth Milan.‘trade Fath Its’Inte.
tial. ‘success. was an._-encouragement ‘to.‘further:

meetings, - 7

|

MIFED. As held, twice’ a year:“in:“APRIL during ‘the

| ‘Milan Trade. Fait;the: world’S$largest display’ot Satie

“ple goods and products; and again. Th:OCTOBER.
MIFED Is.a rallying centre forfim men from altover
the. world, ‘Including: ‘Asia ‘and:Atri¢a: ao

7

-MIFED cordially invites producers, “tile:executives:

and: ‘ciflema circuit managets ;to: attend ‘its: Sixth

-Cine-Meeting. which’ is:‘attracting widespread: Antere
est:ang.‘will. be. held from: 40..to” 20 ‘October 1962.“—

a

a

|

| :

|

|

;

MIFED
*
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“information fromt: MIFED®
Largo. Domodossola: 1- : Milano: (lay
Telegrams: MIFED - Milano ot
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Up forAuction—
Oct.19;UpsetPriceSet at $1.5Mil.

: ing. made: abroad: are. for.Gost, lo: Hal
Ro:ch
Stdi
: < cale. and preference. of certain ‘tal-'
| ents -to.: work abroad. .Latter he
oac
ios
feels will be. eliminated by-new. tax:| *

Captioned: “Ont ‘Death: Do Us Part.” these notes by.Richard Cardinal. bill. now... nearing ”‘passage. Exec i
Cushing: on Eddie: Cantor appeared: in Aug. 18° issue of-‘The Pilot,’ said subsidies. ate a. major factor - offtelal newspaper of.:the Catholic: ‘Archdiocese ‘of’. Boston: ‘“Worth .a only.in’: ‘England, but”.Mot “any-f
-. Jittte reflection: is:a comment on marriage made‘ by Eddie ‘Cantor ‘some. -where, ‘else.
1.

years. ago: Reporting the death:of comedian’s beloved: Ida Caritor, the

Pee. recalléd the observation. *The.comedian, intending 1i6‘joke this |.

oe,

Family. Pictures’.

Scranton, Pa., Sept. 11.
‘Seranton Corporation ‘will. sell.
{Hal Roach -Studios,. its wholly‘owned subsidiary in Culver City,

||HartfordFeevee:Gets.
Fullmer-Tiger. Bout!

said: ‘Success in marriage means getting. along well enough to keep |- - Johnston, -Troting. the. “concept ‘of |
-@way. from the police: and out of .courts..-Always’ Bo together.” Separa-. ‘family pictures may. be” changing,”
Cal. at public auction in this city
,_/':fons ‘aren't ‘good for married péople.. ‘Marriage isa ‘business and it: ‘said “he felt. there’..was: a ‘trend |}.
“.. takes: both: partners to_run it properly. They can’t -do it. by long ‘dis-: toward: more . family. ‘entertainment |
“Oct. 19 at. 2 P.M.
- tance.’ -In--the simplest. ‘down-to-earth: Janguagé,. -the, noted. wit .man-. and. a trend away from ‘the “Ten-+|": “RKO: * -General’s test paysee'| Federal Judge Michael. H. Sheriaged: to: talk: the’ soundest of common ‘sense ..... JT ‘am’ glad: the press: “nesseé. Williams ‘realistic: school.” operation: in Hartford, -‘Conn.; has: dan granted a petition for the sale
revived ‘the.dicturn of’. Eddie. Cantor’s. | Millions. ‘who. through:: the _He™ noted,: however,.“there. is.a

-closed .a déal. to” carry .the Gene

‘despite strenuous objections
| “years: ‘have: laugtied swith him: ‘will weep: with him in his: hour’. of bitter trend.in” literature’ of. all. ‘kinds to. -Fullmer-Dick - ‘Tiger.’ middleweight ‘entered ‘at a hearing before the
| be- more. liberal” in. subject matter

-title bout Oct.'16/from San Frah- ‘jurist by attorney. “Lynne Warren,
On the -same- ‘page, and. under . another caption, “eATL ‘Along: Our: and. ‘said: “this cannot. be: ‘confined | “cisco.. . Station - ‘plans - to- post: :a counsel for Hal. Roach. Sr.
to motion..pictures .alone.” -He. as- {$2.50-‘charge- ‘per home:
Way,” Cardinal Cushing. reprises the ‘48-year: partnership ‘of. Ida: and.|t
The fight:- won't ‘be.carried byal “The -sharpshooters will be wait-.
_.. ‘Eddie Cantor: “The ‘counsel. ‘of thé one-time little.-girl. (Ida), ‘whose’ serted™ “frank” treatment Can” ve
ing “on
the. -courthause
steps,”
.- « schoolbooks he. (Eddie) had carried, sustained him:until lie had: fullfilled ‘beneficial but it, is a ‘matter of in- “eommerciat: tele:
charged. Warren,:.in contending a
_» the’ promise: .of ‘an: honorable . and: .brilliant ‘career? (referring to “She: ‘dividual ‘judgment;”” He: f<eis “The:}
‘proper: return would. not be real:-pointed |to “his. name, _shining - glittering letters on: the front: of. .a. “American - motion: picturé industry 4.
jized. He said his. client,. filmland
*theatre;”’ when -he. lost: ‘all in the: :1929 ‘erash and: “She. ‘reminded. him- —in’ the great . bulk’ of .‘picturés— 7
| pidneer, -has his personal fortune
that he. could ‘begin all over ‘again,: ‘and Yegain. the material - means he is: living up to.’ iis responsibility. “o£
“of more than $2, 000.000 tied up in.
presenting
the:
proper
-iniage’.
of
|:
-had lost ::.°:.")..Qne day, a.long time afterward, -the ‘man; “Eddie: ‘Cantor,
‘the spraw ling 14-acre property.
‘America.
abroad.”
.:
Even:
pictures
|. he found.a- great ‘peace
. entered Saint Patrick's: Cathedral. Within.
‘When: Judge - Sheridan observed
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|=
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The Colonel is: madé- ‘out:6 ‘be.a pane
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inhumanities

practiced.

by:

the . Highly. amusing- picture shot. in

‘Nazis.
Marlene
Dietrich's mellifulous,
accented vaice is a neat cownter-

Rome and Paris, with a good Htalo--
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.Ermanno Olmi.

‘martinet::hero -whosé. futile heroics. -.-

served some. purpose in ‘instilling
his men: ‘with: spirit. ‘Politi¢és are--

kept. toa minimum, .but this: has a.

Vicki (05 ole
eee . “Rosanna. Armani:
part to the blending of fact and marquee .lure. Elsewhere some. -ef - . A:basically dramatic¢-tale ofJope-: “Waleria'smother
Regina ‘Bianchi ‘gray; lagging ©“finish - ‘that: -Mhay..: .
Image and. she alsa adds a note of|local . slants will . get’ .Jost- in | Jiness © :and. .mental difficulty:
. Dario’ Pnereee Gidneerio. “Dettori | somewhat. ‘Yeflect -the. weariness. of
drama
and feeling without any: ‘shuffle, but some. offbeat: interest. |treated in’-a muted, dreamy syle.
|-years.of war. Yet-it’ does not. hhave“ Sensitively” ‘treated. “story” ‘of e the’. insight .: “into. character, “the
false histrionics. It -is all soberly is warranted.
1. Fhis ‘makes: a ‘slow: ‘but. :pictorially.
teenage.
love.
affair:
showing
‘prom-:
and absorbingly: executed. A final . Story,
“impressive..film
‘due
‘tonew:
direc-_
strength - -in direction;
-or...the|
an’ ideal’ vehicle. for
point that this: <ad. period of man- -comedienne Franca Valeri, shows: tor Serge... :Bourguignon’s féeling: “Ise for neophyte dir ector Eriprando | ‘needed: ironic. bite. to bring: it off. .
.
Needs’ proper’ ‘sell*but, entirely. kind has to he understaad. and its her as a Rome prostie with: a-yen -for. imagery. and:'style. .But:.it- ‘also Visconti.
a
causes, miade
clear
before. guilt. for far-away _Paris, where: her. | leads:: to. some:- precidsity.. and: this: should ‘do- okay. biz:.on. ‘home. market: a ‘Tt ‘is: technically. “good and does:
:
remains’
primarily’
an
‘art
possibiland
interest:.
the:
foreign.
quality
about usage of the stomic bomb brother. works.
‘have-a. good feeling :for Tecreating
She _ eventually
ity.
onits..
visual:
qualities
-with.
|
markets
as
well.
can be adequately dehated
winds heads forthe French capital, ‘but
:the last dave ‘of the: war...
this. provocative Pie.
Mosk.
‘Mosk.
new milieu is. variously. disappoint- playoff. chances calling: for, -hard | ‘Story is ‘niainly about Valeria.: ‘of I...
ee

ing. to ‘her, and whén she.-finds a. sell..

—
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‘| fellow Italian who wants. to return-|
Dulei nea
{te the Eternal City,:she. teams
(SPANISH)
|
{with him ‘and’ heads baék. Pic ‘is’
Venice, Sept. 4.
call nu ances, dialog’ “Jabs,” and.
Nivi Film iélense ef Aspa’ production.
including many. solo.’
‘Stars “illie. Perkins
Cameren
Mitchell, incidentals,
Folco Luli; features. Vittoria. Prada. Wal- ‘bits
by ‘Miss Valeri,. all highly...

hele:

1 chew: ‘she’ drops. her first fiance, |

‘An amnesic pilot, who: ‘thinks he ‘takes. up .with: one;-of “his. friends,
had killed a little ‘Pirl ‘during the. ‘becomes ‘pregnant ‘and: ‘almost mar-.|:

‘Kolya. Koi.Nasuna’ Kol a

‘French-Indonesian .War,.-has ‘blot-- ‘ries him,‘ éventually: felling’ ‘out. of
A(T he’ Mad- Fox): .
ted.it out. and is: living’ in a ‘little’ ‘love once more and’ progressing tol: 2, QAPANESE4-COLORSCOPE) -‘town. with: a nufse who had: fallen: :still . -another-:- acquaintance’ —~ all}: . Toei production ‘and . releage- Features’
‘in love. with-him.. One day: he sees’ -without much regret, with the mat-. 7 Hashizo 0 kawa,. ‘Michiko: ‘Saga. ‘Diree
‘by Tomu ‘Uchida. Sereenpiay,. Yoshitaka’
. °°).
a little girl being put into a local ter-of-factness: which. characterizes. ‘Yoda;: camera, Sadatsugu- Yoshida; music, ¢ ..
ter Santesso: Writfén
ind
directed ‘by
her}
inwhich
Tisible
sequences
Vicante Escriva and. bse a cn. Cervantes’
orphan. home by a father who.runs: ‘some. of the youth of today. Back-. :Chuji ‘Kinoshita. At Venice’ Film: ‘Festival, Pye ne
“Don
Quixote.”
Camerz.
Cefiieds. Pa- character | spoofing digs below: the
Running . time, «110: MIINS.
‘off. He finds. a, letter-the man: has
checo; music. C. -Baserbe. AE Venice Film|
asuna cpoinds weerse , Hashizo: Okswa:
surface of pic ‘which is mainly |in- dropped stating “he: will-:never be- ‘dropping:thé story’ is a modern ‘and
Fest.. Running. tine, 102. MINS.
§
‘tended: ta-- please eye - and. ear. -back.* One..day: he- wanders. into. ‘bustling. Milan, a- general. setting |‘Ronmohi,
Dulcinea;
we
_
ne
Aidonza a
ee
. YEite Perkins Occasionally,
Beeler le be le on Michieo Saga
plot. {and “Miss - the ‘orphanage’ and ‘takes the:girl. “dear-to -another Italian--director,,. . Fox .
Friest |......-...-.. oh c une ren°>.Mitchell.
Michelangelo: _ Antonioni. S whose |
:
———
‘and
the.
js
repetitious,
©
Sancho
ace
ve
.
teleo TLuli Valeri)
for- ‘a walk. |.
Woman
...-..e, eet lt
“yy Atori: . Prada
ending comes. abruptly, ‘but on the | * They ‘immediately: take: to.“each:|} work ‘this. resembles. There ‘are yo Elegantly: procuced: cosiumier is
Diego ........
Ww alter Sante sso
some slow ‘stretches | in: ‘Visconti’s. set. in Japan- during -‘the’ First cen="
whole,
it’s
all.
good.
fun
cut
several
; dn Englichy
other and shépasses him off as her:
| notches above the. norm ‘for -the: visiting father: Every. Sunday: their film and othérs: showing his rela- ‘tury: “Legend. ‘is ‘to!d by blending." :
' tive inexperience, yet, pie ‘has: qual- } Teal. end -‘theatrical, Settings: :-For=-": :
A Spanish Bic rade in’ ‘English genre.
relationship and. ‘Jove: grow:. Butchances,.: ~howéver; ~ remain‘Technical - credits,” ‘incl u.din £. coniplications lead to tragedy. ..‘A™ ‘ity: and’ has. beén. made with’ taste |eign
with two fair Yank name thesps,
“very. restricted. due. to .an. intricate ~..
-maimely Millie Perkins and -Cam=: ‘Dario Di -Palma’s” Eastman-color: \ friend of. the nurse tells the’ police . and deep: insight into -the thoughts plot. skein’ which:, makes° it very:
aiid inanners, of.the strata of. socieeron Mitchell, this is a.cut above (Technicolor-processedi. Jensing. |about: it-‘and .they find - them .to-’
| | hard to follow. by western, eyes, a8
Hispano costumeé:s.:in de Iving-into~ chore in-Rome and: Paris Joeations, gether and- ‘misinterprét - a gesture: ty: depicted:
well as by slow. eastern: pace.
the effect. of the. Don Quixote myth are -high. quality. Colorful . cast: -Of. his’ towards’ the Jittle: girl and. " Daniele’ Gaubert- Is. firie ‘as ‘va-|
| Jeria, Enrico “Fhibaut. a° bit. stiff. at |: : “¥asuna,. “an... -astronomer’s: . ‘8.
on.a bar maid who is siyen a. Ipve backs up: principals in ‘pro. fashion. (kil, him. :
| times as -her .almost-spouse, Lue ‘sistant, .is. falsely. ‘accused . of: have
Loo
“Hawk.
note from. the. cnieht. of the Sad
Director . Bourguignon ‘Manages
‘ng. stolen: a--precious .manuscript. ..
Countenance.
But it ‘foetuses . too |
‘| te keep. this fairly fragile.film to-.:cilla Morlaceht. good :as. his. sister, Tortured ‘together :-with his. fiance, *Romolo ‘Valli: expert: in’: limning |
much on tdeas and Je: nese the true:
| gether: by.. a. good -feeling: -for: the
Sakaki;- he. goes. ‘berserk: and the
> Nez w Wodzie
touch of legend juct missed. ‘So. it |
gray atmosphere of the little town | the role. of.his. father, Others -back girl dies... Later; in-‘a- forest, .he
(Knife in. the. Water)
looms a chance ey. art het.
| and. .a-tender attention‘ to he rela- aptly, and: ‘there’s. 4° neatly “fash- ‘meets and settles down witha fains. “
' -(POLISH)”
tionship. -between-_ the.: child-like ioned assist from. director Ermanno: ily of: white -foxes’ who..are™ dise A bar ‘maid, who. Ise. usually has |
Venice, ‘Sépt. 6.
‘man
and: the éhild, ‘But Sometimes. ‘Olmi -as‘the. suitor who finally. wins | ‘guised' _as--human ‘beings, -and has-.
to -accommodate citomers, hears
“Polski State Film: ‘release ‘of - Kainera
Valeria. .
about the supposedly mad _knight. production: With ‘Lean: Niemesyk. Jolanta things. are’ forced. Some. attempts |
.Lensing: by . Lambér to ‘Caimi |-a child by: one of.them: Eventually,
Who goes about righting wrongs ‘Umecka, Zygmunt. Malanowicz. Directed. at. poetic.symbélism dé ‘not have’
bagainst
grey- ‘and. foggy--north: Ital- his-long dream ‘encs. and. the’ des‘by
Roman
-Polanski...
‘Screenplay:
‘Polan-.
-depth and make. seme *“aspects
and helping the oppressed. Then
‘ski, Jerzy
Skolimowski, . Jakub: Goldberg;|
‘tan
backdrops,”
is’ often ‘breathtak- perate. Yasuna istransformed ‘into:;
;
one night Quixote’s squire appears camera; ‘Jerzy Lipman: music,.. Wrzystof ‘stilted.
ing
while’
other:
crédits,:‘éspecially'}.*.a stone. als
Techniéal’ qualities: are:fine.and.
and gives her.a Jetter eddressed te Komeda. At. Venice .Film Fest. “Running - Pic:: bosst’s. ‘the lisiial «“tasteful:
John
Lewis’:
-mioad-setting
original
time,..95
‘MINS...
-| Hardy" Kruger is -good. as ‘the. man
his beloved. Duh iinea. The girl-is so
“decor of the best: Japanese-films, |
Andjrez
Leon: Niemesyk”
backdrop.
score,
are
fine.
'
Hawk... . and.-is diligently acted: ‘by. a large
moved. that. she tracks. down Kataryna. ee bce ensees .. Jolanta .Umecka® while | Patricia. -Gozzi sometimes.
Quixote who is dying and whe has: Student
“Zyemunt Malanowicz. lacks. the. spontaniety. ‘of ehildhood..
5. peast:. It: is.: hewever, “teo far <re=-.
But. this. . platonic - and” spiritual
confessed that there was no Dul-|
ra moved:. “from: ‘Western: -eoncepts,
ay
‘Mare
cinea and so disay owed his. Cause, : Middleaged: ‘eocksureness, arto- Lolita-liké pic céuld-be an art. ‘item
_ |withmain ‘appeal: remaining a Nis:
(The:
Sea)
and life.
“‘gance and ineomprehension. versus. | if well: handled. In. spite. of. a ten-.
a,
ry ‘ual and.esthetic: excitement.
(ETALIAN)
.
| aul
But she comes in and. Claims she. teenage revolt,.. with «a young. dency: tooverdo effects ‘it. marks |: . Glohe-: -Films ‘International ©release :cor.
a,
:
°
2= Dulcinea. Then. she gees -off try-. woman as. a sort. of arbiter, is. the’ “Bourguignen’ as. a Mirector to: “be. . Gianni . Buffardi. production. Features} —
7
Umberto
Orsini.. ‘Francoise ° Prevost, Dino |
Mosk.
n to da right bt helping beggars, themé ‘of’ this lively and. inventive - heard’ from.
‘Mele.. Written ‘and: directed’ by. ‘Giuseppe
‘Kashi Te Kodomo.
Stricken peenle and tfhase during: a little pic. It: may stay skin-deep in
‘| Patroni. Griffi... ‘Caméera,- Emiio. Guarnieri;
|: (The. Pitfali)~
music. “Giovanni . Fusco... At Venice: ‘Film: Je
:
plague. She is. arrested as.a™ witch: eharacterization but ‘has ‘the in- |
Megszallottak
. Festival:: Running time, 110 MINS. .
wr.7
(JAPANESE).
and finally hurned- when ‘she. re= ‘ventiveness‘and style to..make Jit a:
_.[. The Man.
Umberto ‘Orsini Po,
(The -Obséssed :Ones)
. Venice,- Aug. 30.
Jo 4 Phe Woman :
“Francoise Prevost.
fuses to abjure: that she. is Dub possible speeialized foreign entry |
- (HUNGARIAN).
The Boy ..
Teshigaliara
“release” and: production. .
Dino; : Mele. ;
cinea.
|with dualer playoff .also:.there: It:
With Hisashi “Igawa, .‘Kazuo -:‘Miyahara,’ Venice; Sept. 11,
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Plenty. of ideas are- raised. about
‘the reality of myths,
Church dogma
is questioned. ‘and pie manages: ‘to
firm its point that peorle make’
their own. decisions nd can do.
good on their own
and: achieve
grace and dignity cven w ithout the.

needs smart. handling: but word--0f- | -

mouth and critiques could help.
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Pretentiois. pic. on.“por‘edom’ and:

Kan-Ichi- Omiya, | Kunie .Tanaka.: Directed .by” ‘Hiroshi - Teshigahara:‘Screenplay,
‘Hiroshi --‘Segawa -.
Kobo.. . Abe;: . - camera,

A. “couple. driving
along:.a Papp. Directed by Karoly. Makk.-:.Screen- . jack. -Of ‘ Communication:. between | editor, Fusako: Shuzui.. at ‘Venice ' Film
play.
Istvan ‘Almasi,
‘Gyula ‘Kekesdi;
people ‘inspired. by: ‘Michelangelo, ‘Fest. -Running. time, 95M
deserted: road to-the séa. almost’ ; camera;
Gyorgy - Dies: music,
Szaboles’
"Hisashi. ‘Igawa:
Tun: over -a. young: ‘man who flags- ‘Fenyes. .. AL erice: Film: Fest. . ‘Running ‘Antonioni’ S.. -“films,: -but - which ‘Miner ........
‘Son: .... NEESLeake: Kazuo ‘Miyahara -."
down. ‘the car’ too closely.’ The “time,” 703:.M WNS.°
szlo. :4c. wrt
eee,
Gyorgy. ‘Palos doesn’t come off because .of inept, Worker ...2...0..........Kan-Ichi Omiya”. :
driver is a self. absorbed °‘husband, Director | Doe ee dene t— Se_. Adam . ‘Szirtés
: Murderer = fea gher te ene eaKunie Tanaka. le
‘seript and. handling. "7
yes sre : aan. “2 a wet Eva’ Papp. |.
Church.
Though
a point made } the. woman. his pretty, irritated Girl.
In a:-wintertime-‘Capri, Jashéd| ‘Secial. ‘protest film. ig: cloaked: in’
many times before. it mziy. be. more young ‘wife, Jang. ‘the.’ hitchhiker |
a teenager.
v
“Tile: OF two" men: struggling to- ‘
with ainstarms, three: individuals: ‘a Buspense: and ‘supernatural form,
relevant on home. crounds.
. >
Production dress is: adequate ‘and | They take him: along ©-and* the ; do something worthwhile for them- meet; ' ‘an. actor.’ ‘a. woman - who's: Ht. makes it uneven, ‘but.it is saved”
location shooting in’ 16th century husband, ‘out’ of. sheer -patronizing -selves;,. plus a part: ‘of. their coun-| had /a- previous experience :on’ ‘the. by pungent. direction, expert ‘playtowns and edifices helps. The lens- ‘good - will, invites | ‘him.. to. come: ‘try,. and stymied ‘by: ‘red tape; has’ island, and. a youngster. Each. has ing-and. fast pacing. It ‘has special '
ing has fine form-imnd. beauty that ‘sailing: on their. boat. Pie is then. “a-nice. flair-for character.and ob- .complex'. ‘burdens ‘and _problems;. ‘significance in:Japan and could be
aid in recreating * ‘the ‘times. But ‘all -coneerned: with the boat ride’ servation: But its ‘tale and” forced: “‘each-has. an. inexpressed ‘desire for a dualer =or..actioner ..item abroad.
the twangy voice of. Miss -Perkins, ‘and. the subtle ‘battle: of. personal- | happy ending make this.‘a chancey ‘something, played-out via.an inter- A‘ poor miner finds’ he: is: being -°..
-| twined. game of fag and ultimately. followed. by ‘a. mysterious ‘man. in”.
and
her winsome. rather
than ‘ities between the ‘men and: the item: for-foreign ‘spots... wo
A. hydro-engineer goes. to ‘an. arid ending. in -nothing: “Intentions: of ‘white. He’ keeps fleeing. .with -his-eatthy qualities, detract from her|wife's amused onlooking..
supposedly robust maid w ho finally.| The boy. has. a habit’ of playing spot but does not seem too inter- author-director:. .Patroni © .:Griffi ‘gon. One day: he gets a job ‘and is.
achieves salvation. if she is burned, with a switchblade knife which: he. ested in ‘getting water. He is. dis- whose first pie. this.is may- be. good | ‘sent off to a ‘Supposed. other one.:
. valid; but ‘he doesn’t bring it:|
It turns out.to be a deserted vil‘by a belief in a -cauce: ‘Cameron ‘feels is needed on shore. But:he is illusioned with all the. government |-a
Mitchell has a- small. ‘but.: telling gradually revealed as a boy whose hindrance he ‘has run_ into in’ the off Pie is’ static’ and: generally as lage: with only one: woman- living -..
wiseguyish defenses. .cover: up*. a. past... “But the director of a:‘collec- dull as:the: world: it wants to. por- in. it. He is killed by. the stranger
cameo -as a defzocked pr iest made
farm
becomes|:his:. friend:|tray... ‘Dialog | 4s at: times. uncon-. in .a. Macabre: scene. His son has we
toe see the jight ‘hy Miss Perkins’ hurt sensibility. The husband jis a tive
in and. 2: local: girl -his mistress. ‘He|.sciously: funny. . -Actors’ are bur-. ‘seen: but not been. séen..
obvious dedication. He-- ‘plavs it in self-made man and delights
‘the right charged: demeanic. Man-. ‘showing up the hoy: A final blow- ‘is fired: when his: friend taps ‘water dened with- impossible | tasks with |. ‘The |‘murderer’ ‘pays’ the : woman": ..
wears
| Francoise Prevost best... Pié¢. boasts ‘in the town.to--say.‘the man hag... ©
ner and Foleo Lulli has‘the ‘cerrect |up has him. knocking: him in|on his: own:
“Research éorivinces: hiin.‘that -a. a firstratelensing job by Ennio: been‘ killed -by: another. niiner. andblend of wile and he? tity ac San- the sea.
cha Panza.
_ They think he has. ‘drowned. and |‘part of ‘a-river is: under. the. land. |Guarnieri: and apt. ‘musi¢é by: Gio-. gives “his. description. The. dead.
:
“Hawk, .
‘Quixote is never. seen except on | the:husband goes to shore; swim- Sun, governmental slackness ‘and vanni. Fusco.
(Continued on page 28)
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uber 42,1962. _
Bankrolls_
{Foundation 1

Death ofaTheatre

|
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“N.C. State Film Agency. :
Greensboro, N. C.; Sept..11.-

Rialto, An Atlanta Downtown
owntown Institution,‘Makes:
For. Office Building:
°

- Atlanta, Sept. .11..

Venice FilmFestReviews
“Continued. from, page. 16;

. “ashi Te Kodomo - -this brother; who. ‘got.allthe:ae

on | a: $125,830. grant for a. filmmaking: man- furns.‘out ‘to be ‘a_ringer- for |tion :as ‘a. ‘youth, it tends to: repeat:
a. coal ‘miner union. leader. ‘and the things. ‘and: just. fill. out-‘time .‘to.
~.'| agency:
oie
|
described assailant: the. head. of a build a‘ bit of suspense. It-is tech-"~
aa nically,‘Bood and: thesping is. okay...
|Hartford Toll-TV- Changes The: grant: will Gperate the. agen: ‘rival. union.

When lights went up and: curs]
tains closed. in front of screen of

“The Richar dson Foundation The:
Way Of Greensboro. ‘arid: New’ -York,: ‘has:
|} given the State: of North Carolina.

ey for ‘three: years . John Ehle, on.

“Both ‘begin. to ‘guspeet’ each: thier:
Pace ‘With Kingston Trio | one-year leave from the Univer sity: |.
of North’ Carolina, will Assist in or- “and: ‘go to the: site.of the murder to:|.

Mosk. :

RKO General’s Hartford toll. test:
lialto
‘Sunday.
+9) appears to -be hitting .more ofa | ganizing the unit: It will be. housed- find the:-woman dead: Each thinks |‘Véavreti Grad
hight, death. knell was. sounded. for diversified programming. ‘groove: .at:-the. North: ‘Carolina. Staté College - ‘the other did it-and. end-up’ killing | .
(The First Fires): .
“each:
other.
‘The
.
“dead:
man
“and
Studios. of: WUNC-TV. the’ unicue of aldest. moticn picture the- :ithan. originally ‘proinised.
¥ UGOSLAY IAN—SCOPE)
-Worhan:
‘also’
get*
resuscitated
as
|
versity’ S. educational television: staatre of downtown. Atlanta.
‘Venice: Aug.’ 30.:
i Diet to: date- ‘has- been pr etty .
ghosts. and’ ‘watch’. ‘the. unfoldment Avala- “Film: ‘yélease:: “and, “production.
Singularly - enough, ‘last ‘picture’ I much second. run theatrical -fea-|‘tion.
2 oand: comment. ‘on it. -Tt.ends -with ‘With Jija / Dsuvalokovski, Bata .Zivojino- te. show. at. Rialto, a Martin: circuit. tures, but jast. night (Tues.) ‘the |
Te ‘question as to: who has hired the: vic, ‘Dragomir ‘Felba. Directed’ by. Voljko
Screenptay;.. ‘Bulajie, -¥ Viadimir
.
Gcutlet, was
Irwin
Allen's
‘Five station, -WHCT, ‘offered a ‘display |."
killer |but suspicion ds.‘thrown: On. -: Balajic..
Kres-.: -.
Spindler, . Banco: Baratti:- camera,
Weeks in a Bz ‘Hoon.,”” ‘This would ‘of ‘the Kingston
Trio, «:which. ‘is-[
ae mine owners. |
imir Groevie;. music. Maldmir Kraus Rai- *. 2°"
have not heen. teo strange: except 'skedded. for primetime. repeats -toFor. a.first. pic “Gtpenéfits’ froin. teric.. ‘At Venice Film. Fest; ; “Running we
time, 120° MI NS.
fer fact that- it was
this: same. morrow ..(Thurs.) ‘ard. Saturday. =
i nappy- mov ement.. ‘and
‘Continued: from’‘Page. 3 —
—
visual. _Siba
_ Wis ‘Dsuvalokovski: mo,
:
AHen’s
‘The
Lost,’
World’ -that: (15). Show was taped. ‘during a
1 Knowhow .and.builds. an: aura . of } Kozunlija. Seraa ni..;Bata! Zivojinovic. ~
was being shown’ at” Wilhy-Kin-. Kingston -gig some. days ago: -at ‘month,’ _ possibly. - tonger, “for .the’ suspense and‘-Surprise. -But. its’ JRada
weeees
--Dragomir Felba
‘ae eeee
maha
cev's
Paramount
betoré. it. was Painter's. Mill Music Fair, _Mary-. “Coast. ‘studio situation ‘to- simmer
ectoplasm’ - ‘aspects: “and: ‘Took: at].
+
down,
but
he.
str
esses
he
iS
anxious
shuttered three years ago prior’. to: land. =
.
rather ‘far. ‘fetched ‘Corrupt .tacties |: Bie is .a- “Sprawling ' epi¢- ‘about
Leing turn down to make way for
Previously, the station ‘signed to” to get new ‘pictures. shooting.. “But
do not quite “mix well enough to ‘thebuilding. -of a blast: furnace.*:It-.
‘I'm
not:
going
“to:
start.
until
we
}
&. 15-stcry (Gffice building. Infact,
carry. the: upcoming middleweight”
bring it off entirely. But it's a: neat: puts: a' group of assorted: -characters
“Lost. World” did: such..good busi- |iste match: from San Francisco. | ‘have eight: or 10 ‘good ‘properties: {little filan. and ‘bodes ‘a: future di-: ‘into’ -this work site and unfolds.
‘ready.
to
go
‘because,
with.
the
ness it was held.over for a week.
rector:of worth when he gets.down |*their little’ tales. and: dramas _with-...
unions, --whether you have. “two- ‘in
and’: gave -Paramoiint that much
to . ‘telling ~ ‘simpler... ‘more -_forth-. in -the big one..of..a. man’s. troubles .-:
work
or
-a.
‘dozen,
It’s’
‘the _ same |‘Tight . stories: And -. added. ‘hypo. in getting ‘the work: done. It has ‘a
respite before demolition.
|
overhead.
factor” is-an ‘adroitly .done: seduc-. {feel for people in action and: crisis, ~
Thus, around |Atia nta.. Allen has |
. “And that’s: “what: ‘murders. me— | tion. scene Bhd the: well. manned ‘|-but tends to. be ‘somewhat ‘eonven‘been .given’ the..dubious title -of =
‘Continued: froia. page Ke ——
|
that everhéad.: ‘So!’ ve. made settle- fights. “M osk. . {tional:-in “charatter” and: unfold“The Producer) Who. Makes Pic-}
ment..
a
tures to Tear Theatres. Down By.” . but obviously: it.‘ can’t. carry.”‘the. ments. on, ‘some:' alrrangements ‘on |
“The - foreman: ‘manages: ‘to “keep 7
| other's; “and. Postponements on still7
distrib indefinitely.
Rialto was’ built in. 1916 ‘by late.
| others. boos
me Tres ‘Cabras: De ‘Lampato his mixed’ and partly“ ‘motley: crew.”
Hugh Richardson.
p:esident. -of4
” “For -example, intelligent stars |: (Three. Henchmen. of: Lampaio)-' together : and :their “loves; ‘hatreds, -::
Richardson Realiv Co; at corner of.
‘wants: and needs, ‘and dedication tO
o like: Ingrid ‘Bergman .and -Jimmy:|'
(BRAZILIAN-COLOR).
Forsyth. and Luckie Streets’ in ‘Giroux. take over .
+ Stewart -are doing .it: not ‘only for |
Venice, Sept. L. 2= ‘work, -‘finally manage ‘to..allow. for:...
heart of downtown Atlanta;..At{ ‘has: sought to do, |
‘Fox, but for the industry,. and: have | . Texeira- -release-. and production. « With: success: even if: the foremanis. fired:7
that time it. was the Iargest ‘thea- |:
_Milton - Ribeiro, .. Aurelio -Teixera;: Gra- due to.some ‘human..mistakes. ~:
nsS offered. ‘by.‘SO: . -expressed ©. -themselves- when |}:‘cinda ~Preiro, ‘Miguel Torres. * Directed
|.-‘Director :Voljko-. Bulajie has. an
tre in Southeast. containing 925|
Those terms |agreeing to postponements of ‘Take | by Teixeira... - Screenplay,. Miguel: Torres;
seats and. its marquee was. to: be- | current management:
insight into his. ‘skin deep:.charac-.
camera.
‘(Eastmaneolor);.,.Helio
.
Silva;
mu-:
Her,
“She’s.
.
Mine’:
(Stewart).
wand:
come a ‘andmark through
the are protective of .AA’s. key €xec.| ‘Promise ..of Dawn”: (Bergman):. gic, ‘Catulo. Pauia.: At, Venice ‘Fim “Fest. | ters and manages.to #Void ‘senti-."" .
tier,
and
Giroux.
presumably
still
Running.
-time,
95
MIN
:
years.
| mentality by.” a right. balance. of “
“Sound: of. Music’: is“ no problem}. “Gavaio
Milton, Ribeira: | balks: at. acceptance.’
Over this. tnarquee there”. was|
‘because: .that. has: a distribution: Arveredo -ipriesseeeTAurelip Teixera’ ‘taste. vand: observation:-:- Though ._
Aside
.
from
“Cid,”
it’s:
“been
al
aseve Miguel: ‘Torres familiar this - ‘crucible -pic.. moves
erected. the largest electric. sign |
-restriction’ and. cannot be released Serenata -Coo a it
‘Girl.
aveceee
Gracinda:. Preiro : along briskly. but is. overlong. ‘Some...
south 6f New York Gity. In its dull season: for. Broidy: & Co., with ‘until 1964 or *65 anyway: ‘Ulysses’ 4:‘Cowherd
‘Catulo. De ‘Paula’
large
gaps.
in
the’
releasing:
‘sked-.
pruning would-help: Acting is good
I've :killed: completely but -what|“day it was a veritable spectacular,
and technical credits are
re Mo—_
presenting <a brilliant, - glittering;‘Hopes -held for “Reprieve”. and|ever other Jerry. Wald -properties.} “Brazilian: oater |
‘concerns a dediof :
some
exploitation
‘product:
fell:
=
OS:
are. suitable. we'll: ‘activate ° ‘and,
sunburst effect, with light cascad-_
cated: lawman . hounding.‘ down: "Eee as
short
of
the
mark.
Some.
elief.|
course, “Connie Wald and the. estate three: bandits: who. -have-a woman |Ing downward from’ a great height. may .come: later’ in’ the fall .when.
First picture. to. show at Rialto ‘Peter |‘Ustinov’s “Billy ‘Budd”: goes. ‘will - have. equities: in’ these. ‘Jack ‘and guide in. tow. It ‘has: an:.excess
Cardiff; Wwho-was to have directed|of. violence, -plus: some good .color.|°
was “Gloria’s Romance.” starring to: bat.
\the. James Joyce. opus (‘Ulysses’). ‘and - -Scenery,: but: lacks. the. true |
‘Billie Burke, who- later became
With. a regrouped tv sales. arm, { agreed to .a. year’s ‘postponement. feel of adventure and narration. to | é
| Continued: from ‘page. ‘4. ——F Mrs. Flo Ziegfeld.
the company has been- doing okay. because he knows that’ we're. try-|
Rialto soon became a fecal point. disposing ‘of its vaulties; but with ing to: ‘insure’ ourselves -and he’s: make this’: anything but. a: Latino. Film: Makers—-which,. as. he. roted,: ‘,
is‘ not a “union”. in. ‘the: Western
for city’s night -life, with restau- \few important titles.to offer, the not going: to ‘be given any; ‘dog’ ‘lingo entry. A. group of: ‘bandits attack a town ‘sense, but rather -a professionalyants and clubs ‘springing up- results have’ been ‘correspondingly | property. iat
{ but. the: police: have. been warned. -fraternal ‘society. Invite: ‘included -a::
around it, which <it remains to modest as- ‘such leasing deals. 80.
Zanuck: recalls’ ‘that when: he ‘bya spy.'and mow. them. down ex-. “bid to show a brace of. his pix,with:
-this day.
| first came -to the old Fox. studios: |:‘cept for three. These hunt’ down the choicés -left ‘to: him,
-.Prem'In 1919 Richardson began a new |~
~.{ under’. Winnie. ‘Sheehan, - “there the spy.and draw and quarter him‘ ‘packed. along “(Carmen Jones”. and.
lease with S. A. -Lynch Enter-. |.
oy-were nine :pictures: ‘in ‘production | ‘and. then. take. off across. the desert: “Anatomy of a Murder,” after nix-..
prises, theatre chain © oper. ation,.
{and ¥ stepped -six’ of them in the|,with a’ woman: and: a kidnaped ing a request for “Advise and. Convihtich shortly -thereafter merged |
middle. In -fact,-there: was one film|guide.’ One bandit . is ‘a. proud, | sént”..on the ground it was apt. to.
—_—_
Continued
from.
page
‘a
With
Paramount
Publix
circuit. that had’ been shooting. .some. five haughty. type: ‘who ‘has. ‘had it: in.. ‘be misinterpreted. by” his.Soviet. .
Mugh I. Richardson, son of. man. 6: 1961, went . ‘nine -weeks .and. or: Six’-days and the cast came: ‘to the. family~ for generations, the
hosts:-°
‘mie- ‘offering. to-reimburse. the ‘stu. other: oné through circumstance
who built Rialto and present :pres- grossed ‘$1.573. 580. on.
|: -There ‘“was. ‘some - ‘isinterpréta- ta.
dio
for
all
production
costs
to.
date.
ident: of Richardson Realty _Co.,.
MGM's “Great. ‘Cartiso,’ ” -epened
and. one. primarily: a: guitar. playing ‘tion, :oF More precisely the’ inabil-. PL,
kept theatre’ open during depres- May 10, 1951; 10-weeks, $1: 390.943: because. they, ‘too, didn’t: like’ it.” |:
‘Singer.
“1ity to: -apprehend;-:when “Prem. -..
“As
he
remembers
it
‘vaguely;:
he.
sion years. that. follow ed 1929. Stock | Warners’
“Mister
Roberts,”
Naturally’ ‘the: ‘middie: ‘man: ‘falls screened “Anatomy”. for students. :-:
Market crash...
| opened -: July 14; -1955, ran. nine. thinks ‘Warner: ‘Baxter. headed. that | for the’ woman’and it. is recipro-' at the. academy." :During -some q.-.
particular cast.
Charles: Mion, Atlanta capitalist ‘weeks, grossed st,353. 118;
| eated.. The harsh _Jeader killer: tries: and-a.. ‘afterward; the- ‘producer.
Zanuck. -stresses he’ will match | ‘to get her and it-leads. to“a knock- -said,-: the - young” “Russians: were.~and construction’ firm chief,:, ia.
MGM's “Seven ‘Brides for Seven’
1950 took over operation of the Brothers,’ opened .July 22,- 1954, anybody’ 's.deal when: creating. pack-" ‘down brawl ‘with. ‘the ‘killer’ left: hard’ put to. grasp" ‘American Jégal”
“ages, :““bésides -which. everybody. tied “up. and the:man- and “woman concepts:- “Specifically..’ _bemusing:
Rialto and Central Theatres and eight weeks. $1,344, 213the busineess block keved to: -the | Paramount's “Greatest: Show on - knows. we. have .the. most.modern. escaping. together:
‘| the --students ..was ‘the =:fact:: ‘that. .
playhouse, including 19 business Earth,” :opened Jan. 10; _1952, - oe ‘studio.: production facilities. ” He:
-Thesps “have a °“rugged: air: “and -since the. villain ‘in the pic was-un-‘cites ‘Bing Crosby, who. took.a:villa: “Milton. Ribeiro: the.
right: menacing - mistakably: ‘guilty,-- why. -the: necesfirms in .addition to the theatre weeks, " $1.332. 385: *
e osk. g. sity for -all that |“courtroom Broz
M
Warners’
“Savonara,’ *.. opened: ‘at St. Tropez, near’ where: Zanuck sir. asthe.head man"8
jiself.
has
a’
summer
home.
in
the:
south
|:
Dec.
5,:
1957,
eight
weeks,
: cedure? a
$1,
303;Robert Mascow, son of late Sam
-of France, phoning’ him. from ‘Bar-:|.
“‘Reciting the: aforesaid to a: press:
Moscow, -Columbia’s southern dis- 4261:
¢
‘ifra.
‘impat’
:
celona:
recently
because
‘he.
(Cros|"
: ‘pow: -in ‘his “office.last’ week, :Prem :
“Ivanhoe,”” * opened. July |
triet manager for ‘years, took over "MGM's
-by}
-wanted
to
attend
the
Sept.
25
|.
(Odd ‘Number)...
made. the fair-minded footnote: a
management of Rialto, whieh sub- |‘31, 1952, éight : weeks, $1,255,070;
gala: of -“‘The Longest Day”: at the} ~
“Operation
‘similar: inability often: obtains on
Peiti- ‘Palais de ‘Chaillot, Paris::(Zanuck, |.
sequently was Ieased to Independ- : Universal's
Venice, Sept. 5.
€nt Theatres of Georgia. In July, coat,” opened: Dec. 3, (1958, “seven. by:the way, returns to Paris Sept.: ” Harding. Shon ‘release: and production. Jour side: Apparently it’s one thing. .
| with: ‘Lautaro.Murua, Maria..Rosa Gallo,.: to- reject an-alien.system,. and an-" °
1961, Martin Theatres, a. circuit -weeks,: $1,203,294;
24 for that one: ‘night, and will be.{Sergio
Milaeros De La. Vega: :Di-. other. to. ‘comprehend its’ dialectic. 7
based in Columbus, Ga.; aequired
|’) MGM's ‘North: by Northwest, ” ‘back in New: ‘York Sept. 26). a |.récted Ronan.
.by.. Manuel
Antin. .Sereenplay, : and: ‘all. ‘that flows “from it.
the leasehold -interest. from Inde-- opened Aug.:6, 1959; Seven. weeks,
JSulic::
‘Cortazari
‘camera,. Ignacio Soutos;|.
“Crosby,” “” gays~ ‘Zanuck;. “then
$1, 202,915:
miusic, Virtu-.
- Maragno. -At: - Venice” Film “ ‘While a few présentday- Russian. a
pendent Theatres.
arnt. aforementioned ©‘ Fefebence said: ‘Itd like to make ‘a picture for| Fest... “Running, time, 20 ‘MINS;
feelluloids.’ ‘pass muster—in :Prem’s —
E. D. Martin is: president of |
J etee so erk te eee ee cet | -Lautaro ‘Muri: View—as: stylish: and enjoyable efthe’ Hall being one: for. the you’ ‘and. I ‘told him -it's. a geod PLUS
p
Laura
(
+
e
.
“Maria
‘Rosa
Gallo.
the chain. which operates. néarly |.
money. takes
into, account, - of]idea. ‘Bing. added, ‘What's :‘more,-11Nico
paesenncn
‘Sergio ‘Ronan forts, he finds. most of the Soviet..".. _
200 theatres..and television prop- course, .that™
this: ‘Rockefeller: sitiia-. it's ‘great. ‘for - me—the. ‘Fox: lot “is:j Mother asap ee, Milagros ‘De. La.Mega. output ‘remains propaganda-ridden ;~:..’
eities in .Georgia. Tlorida,- Ala‘only five minutes from my. house’,”:::
-laiid °still. obsessed.: with. the. war-"
.{ tion . traditionally. has undertaken.
‘bama, Tennessee and. Kentucky.
fto give the: rublic. the: mostest. which “struck, Zanuck: as: a ‘mew 7 Pale’ ofa: married ‘couple haunt- time. struggle... And. when :: Ameti«
“reason” for filmmaking.
On site where ‘Rialto. now stands
‘ted by. the memory of the husband's cans ‘are: “depicted, .“it’s: ‘usually: it
‘The policy: hasn't changed since the|
there -will be. erected a three-story
ead. brother,. who. had. once. been. with “heavy. derogatory ; hand.’
‘Arnold. ‘Grant. Back”
late Gus. Van- Schmus: began: the}.
building. Upper floor will coatain operation on. ‘opening
day, ‘which | Arnold: Grant; who: was” the. offic: in .love. .with. the wife,’ is fairly. |. :Respecting ~ East-West “‘politics,. a:
a econventional-ty; ‘pe 1.200 seat the-:
‘| adroitly- ‘done “but'-remains. shallow Prem: found that ‘the. ease: of .dis- ~
was Dec.. 27, 1932. .ahd continued|}
atre, with
an elaborate. lobby. under the- ‘helmmianship - -of Gus.| cial. U.S. -‘delegate. to. the: -Menice: in. theme: and characterization: It position ‘to discuss with’ Russ per-:.. *.°.
Monumental type ‘stairs ind’ esca-|Eyssel];- now president: of Rocke-. Film: Festival, Teturned... over: :the|‘remains - a Latin: circuit. item:
/Sonages*.corresponded “with status. “°° *”
weekend .‘and. has --been:* huddling ;jators will lead to theatre. level.
‘his Higher film. officials’ were .‘more
il with -Zanuck. Besides. being. -per- | ‘A: sickly’ painter introduces |
Rialto. an honored name-in Ate feller Center, and incumbent ‘Hall
robust dow n-to-earth: » brother: :to “prone to converse-than, ordinary,
chief exec Russell V. Downing.
Janta’s history, will be no ‘more |. ‘The stage show that: -BGes on. new:‘:.| Sonal attorney for. ‘the. producer, this fiancee: Love. develops. and they: Russians: he encountered.
‘as
:
since new cinema: palace will bear with each picture is an élaborate; Grant is chairman |-of the .com-.‘}are -kept apart by. the sick “man’s
jpany’s executive: committee. ..(An
some other nomenclature,. which,
‘| pleading - and. the: woman’s . weak| costly affair. The -bailet: specialists
no doubt, wil include.
the Martin are: generally. Tégarded..as: compar- | other’ Zanuck legal. counsellor, ness, :as. well. as the mother's siding
Louis: Nizer,. is on the SS: Inde- |
name.
|
able ‘with “the best. in - legit. “peridence,. ‘en route from” a Euro:|.with ° the “ill. man;
_| There's ‘the. symph_ ‘orch,.. ‘the line;-| pean. holiday: '“he. phoned. me from: . When:. he: dies: they .-marry and fs
group and. the’ acts..
the ship.” says. Zanuck, who. thinks. go to. Paris but. the mother: keeps|‘ Holiywood:. Sept, 11...
- Lloyd's Gotham Juriket “{a| - choral
| sending letters’ and. talking about’
Admission prices haven't. vatied ‘Nizer will be. back on. Friday):
Producer Everett Freeman is ‘ex-. - _
Tandon, Sept: ii.
‘|
the.
dead.
son.
‘as
if.
he:
‘were
alive.
‘|
iting:
Revue:
Studios. to- join: ‘Seven ee
much
over
the:
years—up.
just
a}
' Stressing | “those. ‘backbi
“iliiensee
‘Euan Lloyd.°
in charge of few. cents” at different. times . “of,
an
itments:
ade
the stu- ‘|‘Then .she- says: he is coming to Arts asa film: producer::.
publicity for High Road Films ‘and the
eaay.
commi Zanuckwe
a isat
= . ‘Paris. Both: know. heis. deceased | ‘Freemai' produced ‘the: “ecpachie —
dio,”..
“who.
.obviously
Open. Road. Films, planed to New|
The opening ion Monday. through |‘segueing amore and more to his.|dutgo to the: station anvway. and. lor. Father” - ‘series, ..starring John: ~
York over the weekend for huddles. Friday. is:5c, 12 noon to'6 pm: is prime metier—the film _producer: the .man realises ‘they -will always | ¥
> A, co-production: of ‘Bach-with Columbia on launching of $1.29 and 6-.p.m. .to closing-is Bays. ‘he ‘has’ read 31. scripts. in ‘be. haunted'and ‘kept:‘apart: by the. ‘elor ‘Produétion. and ‘Reyue, at--Re-.
Carl Foreman’s film, “The Vic- ‘$1.80;.-Saturday opening 40 11am: varying states ‘of | completion. :and ‘memory. of . the brother.
-Tvue,- He cand. Forsythe..are parte.
tors,” now in production at Shep- is 99e,. ‘UT am.. to noon. is ‘$1,35, “sees five or. six right how. as" very
“Direction” is.clean and- concise riered: ‘in’ Bachelor. ‘The .‘Forsythe:
perton: Studios.
‘oon to: $3 p.m. ts $1.60 and 3 p.m, ‘likely; also there are.two or three, and uses a’. -blend. of. flashbacks; series is no -longer-. ‘on. ‘tv..
oo
This is Lloyd's first U.S.. trip to closing is -.$1:85. . Sunday. is| which. with. some. work, loom’ 4s. ‘memories ‘and: ‘commentary. to good}It’
- s. reported -’Fréemani’s -7
since he ‘took’ -over his. appoint- | $1.50 from .11:30 opening to 1 p.m:; ‘good: ‘prospects.’But he:.will not ‘effect. But once the pessimism of project: for Seven ‘Arts. willbe an:
ment.. Following the Gotham step/ and: then $1.85: to closing. Re activate a “dog”. ‘script: or. stay with: ‘the wife. is established, ‘and. the original--s¢reenplay | -by Norman’ ::
46-year-old
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Week Ended Tues. a ).|

oo?

and: will ‘act. as. administrative: as-{

N..Y. Stock Exchange

~./aistant, in- foreign::i
internationalism” of (Thou -Shalt* Not Be: Caught); :
“Seven Men at. ‘Bay- _ Administrative. assistant. ‘domes — 1962
thriller,

" ae “new
Weekly’ Vel. Weekly Weekly. -,Tues;.. . Change
the film world may be best filusin 1003 High. Low:
-Close
for.
| break, ”. to be: directed: by. Anthony tie): is also the Position ‘held: ‘by Hig: h:. Low .
trated by the active existence ‘of a | Asquith; Thomas .Mann’s “Magic
21%.:.13
“ape ‘Vending. 129. "13% -. 40% 18)
eS
former sales: manager Norris: Said
4744 2234 .Am Br-P'r Th. 78 8 $2..-.. 30%... 30%.
1%"
comparatively new (eight-months- Mountain,” and: Aldous” Huxley's Poe, Norris |‘will:
‘stay: on’ “for. the |: ;2056.10 - Ampex, cade 335.
old} British indie production com- “The Genius. and ‘the Goddess.””
3% .-14%:
15%
4+ %.
pany: CCC Films of London, an Company also has: signed a three- foreseeable future.’”
oS
Gare 8
1383%°° 12%
718.
LL Hh
affiliate..of Arfur -Brauner’s. well- picture . deal ‘with “Hollywood | In addition, Poe: “announced. the 7 837%: 11.
72"
19%.
18.
18% +2 ae
éstablished ccc Films: of Berlin, scripter Earl Felton. :
. company’s. release schedule for-the| |$1. 14.:.. Col Pix”
5136 3444". Decea.
and which is headed by a Polish- |. Gutowski,. whose ‘'U..S.: -experi-}
$19:°°39% 39°
39%. >.4 %
born .-American. citizen, Gene ence included: a tour: of duty with. next 12.months (see‘separate story),
405.26
- Disney... ...:..: .23° 30° °°. 29%" . 294%.
—:%

Gutowski.

Furpose

of the

eompany, ac- | Yordon’s-‘Security;-Pictures,

cording. to. Gutowski ‘in the course
of a New York visit last week,. is
twofold: to. produce British films
which are suitable for. the international market, and to supply CCC
of Berlin with the. talent and prop-

* two’, roadshow:

also

“specials,” :

coproduced.: the ‘highly thought-of- “Longest -“Day”. and. -“Cleopatra,”,|

Germafi-Polish. ‘coproduction,. “The. “and ~ “one. "Teissue: . - Noting

115% .85: : Eastman. Kak.(268. 10136": 9834" 100%
.1454

83%. Glen:Alden

“8.10%

-

472 1944. Loew's, Thea. 280 - 2596.

that. ug78%

104%

:

4.056

10%:

2358

2456."
4B1GQ_

..33° - MCA Ime.....°°133)
4636
4234
Eighth Day of the Week,” distrib14
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.
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UNDER THE. NAME OF

FERRO, BERDON & COMPANY
CERTIFIED PUBLIC. ACCOUNTANTS...
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NEW YORK 17,N.Y.
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You‘are an. independent filmproducer —but.‘ever. inde-.
_pendent ‘of.your own: ‘standing, your own: credits inthe’books

“andereditatthe bank.» ‘One thing” is: certain, you: are.@ very
; busy guy.“You: are: in’constant ¢ommunication, with all.sorts
of. people. Your. distributor. looms:large, almost: as: large:os

your:stars.. “Your lawyer, your:auditor,7 yourexploitation, chief
all.engage time.‘andattention.
So.itis of. theessence. that detail.‘haunts. you“as:you: go
© gboutthe showman’ s.muster. of.story,stars and.‘distribution
“strategy. -You' are ‘one.ofthe most. consistent clients. of the jet-

Tet stream; “You prowl: theworld, from furtherest Yugoslavia to.
deepest off-Broadway. legit. ‘Wherever you travel you carry

an attache case. jammed withbooks, manustripts ‘and story
treatments... .

a hissave “at‘perilfo.
t your:
+ respect. and:prestige,“neglect to

“¢ondition. the.minds ofyour. “first audience” —the’ circuits, the
“localtheattes,theamusementt editors,thetrade generally.
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on.“Telstar Rates?
| | Meet c

trons are coming from trade unions
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“London; “Sept: Tr.
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be

millions of dollars. may.
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at

years...
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and -: transoceanic:

State. Dept. officer in’ chargé of |
‘international. broadéast. -problenis.
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“the. White

For ’63-64 Season;

House. on’ worldvision; ‘implying Meyers-:was big ‘on

censorship, . loused.-up the deal. The- White: Housé. decided. not to

"Bet. ‘up ‘such’ a State: Dept. job for the ‘time ‘being: anyway: formerly of . ABC’s. NOY. legal: staff -‘before. Joining:
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SelfEyes.a Dezen|
| .FCC,:
had

be’ saffected ‘by -‘the °Telstar’
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— “Washington, Sept: aa
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exit ‘as. FCC. Chairman..Newtoni-Minow's ‘administrative, assistant 7
J. are coinéidences. and easily explained.
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| _ Cushman, -assistant:. general.‘counsel at. FCC, “to: replace’ ‘Meyers
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Although’
theatrical.” ‘production: |. . -Timetaking red’ tape.with Civil: Service prevented: clearance. fe
Actors ‘Equity which ‘believes
‘Cughman’s ‘papers for the. Job-transfer.at the timeMeyers left.
|‘af 20th-Fox's®. ‘Westwood: plant 4s
this confab, if it takes: place,
problems with runaway ‘production, '
“{g:likely tobe. based ‘in Europe
; shuttered’ until -after” the. first of. ".. Minow. didn’t: Want. ‘any. announcement: made of Meyers. departure:
television could go the same route
. until -he :could. announce: Cushman. ‘would™ take: over...
43 opposed to. the-UsS.°
-In spades. That's. if the Anrerican:
‘léne‘year,’ pursuant to. “orders from | _This resulted: in. Meyers. leaving: in. ‘seerécy, ‘and: ‘that” ‘leaked
Equity,: which: is happy . that
and Eurepean unions. expected to
| prexy: -Darryl. F..*Zanuek,- ‘the: vid~ |: “out too, ‘hinting incorrectly" that: the switch. ‘WAS. being covered: up.
current, agreements :‘on: _-inter‘meet in London..this fail, can't.
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work out the détails of an ‘interna-_
quate to.cover. tv transmission. “| busier’ than. ever .on new: projects.- oa a-.Washington. Jaw Office,’likely. ‘related ‘to. educational .ty;: ‘when: "-.
tional ty trade union -agreement.
‘Federation of | via Telstar, is however. “Keep=
The
American
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:
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-who don’t sense this will be the
an
One of the upcoming specials. will!
. failings were naked, for: both. affil- and: ‘general manager. of, NBC: Ra- -the combo-to’ beat, for. all the am-:
season’s hit, Tewksbury utlines
-be
a
ty
version
of.
the.
one-woman.
“ates and press to sée- and comment|dio,” was picked. as the’man_-to re-: | ditions”. of. NBC's: 90-minute “Vir- |road show. she did. this’. summnier. some. of the production .switches.
7 Mpon: ‘unfavorably, some ‘days -in'.ad-. place. ‘the departing-‘Alfred: Stern. -ginian” “(back to back .with ‘Perry.
ie has high hopes ‘will bring it
z-. Wance .of: the season's -‘actual. -com-|-as ‘head ‘of-NBC Enterprises.: A-key" Como) or..the CBS sequencing of ‘The other will be a 90- miriute ver-. off, Aside from himself and ‘asso‘sion
‘of:
“Calamity
Jane,
””
but
this’
| job,- it’ will put_Graham: over. NBC “Dobie Gillis,” “Beverly Hillbbillies”
. mericement,..
ciate producer Leighton, the writ‘one. may. not’ come: off.“until. the erson the show are not from tv.
Actually, NBC-TV. ‘aid’‘not make | Films and NBC International.
o[ and. Dick Van Dyke. =»:
'63-’
"64 season.
_1°We were offered all kinds of tvthe: ‘same awful. error. once perper-|- - Graham: has’ ‘been No.: 2 ‘man: in fo Thursday -is jampacked with -fas-.
| writers 50 years-old, but you. don't
'. trated: ~by: “CBS-TV - in. doing - 8: network - ‘Yadio to! exec. ‘viceprési- ‘cinating -guesswork, and’ while’. ‘on:
| know’ anything about the younger
oe closed-circuit: “preview.” :. Latter} dent’. Bill: .McDaniel. : - MeDaniel ‘the surface it looks: like duck. soup.
generation. when you sre that age
‘= network, :‘three. or. four. .-$easons. hasn’t. ‘chosen . the’ man: to éplace. for: that. 8:30. to. :10: bracketirig. of.
and ‘living in a Beverly Hills.
‘back, : had’ ‘a. schedule: consisting Graham in ‘radio and is not: likely “Kildare”: and “Hazel”: on “NBC.
"General Mills has bought a. flock
jhotel.””
. predominantly. of. half-hour. proe-' to. for ‘awhile -yet:. Under the: Mc- -rival .CBS. has, Some..of-its heaviest. of minutes in ABC-TV. shows: for|:
- grams, in the. formula vein.. “At that|Daniel-Graham' aegis, NBC. “Radio. artilléry .going~.against: it—‘Perry: ‘the -fourth. quarter.,
i ‘Where the average |adventure
‘time,;the web chose. to show six:to .—for. ‘the . first time..in- years —. Mason,” the Herb Brodkin “Nurses” |. Deal,” placed| ‘through Dancer, hour. might draw from 12 scripters,
10-minute. segments.: of each. new. -turned:.a‘small profit, itself. “a maj-. and. the. 60-minute:“Alfred Hitch-. ‘Fitegerald & Sample, includes par-: “‘Man’s” has settled. on’ .a: staff of
“program, --which; quite obviously: or’‘feat: in network radio.
One
| cock’ Presents,” paced, by “Mr. Ed”. ‘ticipation in “Father. Knows. Best,” | three besides the producers.
_: then, was more ‘than enough upon|. . Stern: ‘leaves. at. the ‘end of: Sep: as. ‘the’ 7:30 opener. As: counter-proElliot
Simms,
“Sunday” Night: Movie,’”” “Winston ‘is an -éx-agent,
which * to. :base.:a. judgment of the'|.,tember to’ begin: his own company. “gramming, ABC’ fs throwing..the
“Churchill, “Naked. City,” “Leave ‘whose client failed to make the
* fulk.25 or'26 minutes ‘of actual tv. ‘Graham. will probably. start’ work-- Situation comedy ‘book at the. comIt. -To. ‘Beaver,’” “Roy ..Rogers grade. He slipped the producers a
:
.’.
ng.
mmi
‘ing in’ the. Enterprises. :division: be-.. .petition,. from “Ozzie” and“ Donna: Show,” “The- Flintstanes, ” “Stoney ‘play: he had written and landed the
film‘ progra
| Job ‘himself.
NBC-TV this -time only: chose to| oo
| Burke” and “Gallant Men.”
‘(Continued on Page. 36)XContinued:: on| Page’ 39)..
ashow 30 seconds. .to’a. minute or: two —
The. other. two are young and:
Continued’ ‘on. page. 38)".
without. previous. tv credit, Wil‘iam. Blinn, an
Ohio boy ‘who
knows ‘the -location, .and-: Mike.
Gleason.
“They're young. enough.
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(BStoABC.News:
‘BobQuinnLatest|

000,000 Election Tab

(Continued on page’ -39)

-Covering of the: election pasults |Meréury: "Selling its’ “package ‘for |J. Waiter’ ‘Thompson reps the. Life
‘during: ‘the evening’ of: Nov. -6 will: closer.-to. $1, 000,000, CBS” went |:Insurance: ‘Institute.
°°
set: back’ the three: television: net- |:SRO: recently. . ABC. News ‘was. trying for: spon-.
-works, about: $5,000,000 in time and
|* ‘For the last couple: of.years. NBC ‘sorships. until ‘late last week. But
‘production: costs. ‘Little. of -‘that News. ‘was, getting into. that ‘spon- when: it became: apparent. to.the tv
: Joining... -a- “flock-” ‘of: “other -CBS: ‘eoin -will. be recouped ‘by sales. to: sorship position first. .What hap-. “web’s' salesmen ‘that the: only way |
alumnae: now ‘with ABC; Bob-Quinn. advertisers,. the bulk. of ‘the ‘outlay: pened to. again.Teverse ‘the. ‘field it ‘could: pick up. Election: night.
‘1 loot was to drop the ante: far. lower |
“ moved. over: to the jatter network -being written’ off :as a.‘servite to. is,. essentially, this: *
“NBC. -had ‘Sponsorship. conflicts. ‘than: the opening: ante the network:
.- *”
-. Jast week-to becéme exec producer} the public...
: for all:of the web's news “and Spe- |. Of the’ $5,000; 000. total: CBS and: ‘that Tost~ it two-thirds or:..So .Of just:‘withdrew. it: from sale...
Hollywood, Sept. ‘11.
~. glalevents:: In. the: Jast- couple’ of ‘NBC: will -be: ‘splitting. $4,600,000. the earliest available sponsors. for| “Both CBS: and ABC are dividing |’ _ Bob: Hope, the perennial Oscar.
weeks, .Ev <‘ Aspenwall,” “a “News: and ABC. will -be ‘spending’ about. Election. night.: '.NBG_-was. in. ‘the } each~ half-hour’ on: Election ‘night -Award emcee, can‘t -handle the
Lo ‘writer. ‘and Madeleine ‘Karr, ‘a -pro-- $400, 000... -Latter..network,. which: bidding. for the Bristol-Myers: biz; | into 20-minute network segments chores: next ‘spring when the Mo' @ucer;.-also -hopped ‘from. CBS.. to | has ‘been far’ behind -in. past. ‘elec- “but, ‘said- the web later, Ameri- ‘for. a view of the natoinal- picture tion Picture. Academy. hands out .
- ABC's: staff. :Miss. Karr was’ named |: tion: night ‘coverages.cand. ratings, { can -Home Products. and: 'B-M ‘were and: 10-minute slots for results. its golden. trophies: He’s a” ‘vietim
“néws -producer. ‘for|
‘WABC-TV, ‘the: will. attempt to. get. into. the: com-|‘in .conflict.’ on .certain products: : {rom . ‘local. affiliates: : ‘-NBC: has of Sponsor conflict.
‘web's N.Y. flagship. |
. petition this’ year. via a tieup. with. American “Home: sponsors - part: cof ‘made .a’ 23. and -: “five. division. be-, ~
Minneapolis’ Honeywell's electron: Huntley-Brinkley’s
‘nightly~ strip tween jietwork and local: -time.ae
.- “- The Oscars are sponsored by
Quinn: 4S. ‘curtently studyiag the.
In: the’ battle of the electronic | P&G. and. Lever Bros., which Will.
de:‘ealculating machines:.:
'
{On
..
NBC-TV
-.
‘and.
asserted:
that'|
_ ABC-TV news operation and‘is not: - The eléction. coverage ‘by:“GBS- : H-B’s -close. “identification. with | compitors, CBS. :will: be. putting |SPonsor four halves of Hope's
-expected.to make any. changes. ‘untilJ:
Election Coverage’ Made. it a. bad IBA ‘machines. against NBC’s. RCA |.NBC-TV -specs next spring: has in*” thoroughly oriented in-the station’s. TV: is SRO, in good measure at the
expense. ‘of NBG-TV, its main’ rival -deal to let ‘B-M in, ..
“i computors and -ABC's |‘Minneapolis; formed | ‘the. comedian’s.. reps’ it
. _ operation. -Although: -in. ‘charge. of: ‘in such ‘matters. _Meantime, ABC-.}*
..So. B-M signed. with, CBS News. i:Honeywell- devices. it’s. expected doesn’t want. him to appear on the
:\ all néws production ‘from. hereon Ty says it-has withdrawn’ ‘its own. Another: big “CBS: sporisor | néxt-| that® by’ -:8:30 ‘p:m..on Election. Oscar ‘show, where a competing
~
in}. -he's:-been: exenipted . ‘from re-. election - -coverdge from. ‘sale. be- ‘November: :‘will. be “Institute:: of. hight; the national trends towards': :‘product is. plugged. Pepsodent will.
“-gporisibility ‘for the ,ABC-TV elec-" cause -it cannot: ‘get. sponsorship at ‘Life Insurance, for which NBC. ‘vas. ‘either the. Democrats ..or- Repub: 'ibe. -peddled by Lever Bros on the
‘-, tion’ coverage which’ is neing Pro“ |the: minimum:: Brice: of" near,r. $400,-. -also. bidding. Biit-‘when ‘the ‘Insti-: licans- will: /be definitely: estab= ' Hope .Specs:
duced. by John Madigan. .
Same thing happened to Hope a
.,
tute “learned that-one of its. arch: lished,
000...
ABC's. “acquisitions from. ‘CBS. fn'}. NBC-TV ds.- “présently - ae"third? ‘rivals, the. Savings. & Loan -Foun- | '- Another. major “expenditure” on: few years: ago.. His specs -were
_ the ‘last. year or. so, Have :taken: ‘on sold’ (with -‘the- possibility’ of” an-. {dation had. Bought -sponsorship” Of. ihe. Election night will be. footed-‘then. bankrolled by Chevrolet..and
"-_ mass proportions. Among. other. ex-. other ‘third|-being® locked’ -up_ this. eight~ pre-election... specials’ on .by the coniputor companies. Ail .of the Oscars ‘were sponsored _by.
“CBSers. now ‘working.for ABC. are --week),’ If..has an: Election: ‘Night. NBC-TV. it:fave |CBS. the -business.: them «are.spending. several: hun-. Oldsmobile.
Although
both’ are.
: “Howard K.-Smith,. Ron. Cochran, package. going, reportedly; for. -a Remainhing :: CBS. News’ «Election|dred thousand. .-doliars. in«trans- :‘General ° Motors
(cars,
Chevvy- producer: Bill Weston ..:and:-Bob- ‘total ‘price of. near $900. 000; ‘Sell-. night .sponsor? is’ Goodyear, “and. ‘porting, . _programming.- ‘and.. man:;‘would. not. permit: his appearan¢ée~
. -Bang, chief aide to: Jitn:Hagerty,: ing:.in: sixths, the web. has°‘already. both” s00dyear™ and. Bristol- “Myers.| ning the machines. in, ‘exchange: for ; on the’ Oscar skow.. Olds was.
7 ABC's newss boss. )
/vcinked: ‘Lipton: Tea: and .Lincoln: came * putof. “Young. &. ‘Rubicam. the. national exposures
willing.. :

Lever to Hope:

‘No Oscar in‘63’

ee
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SALE DetroitLionsProtest
Jurisdictional Wrangle erDeter ~[TIOMARKET
: ON ‘THE STORY
OF..’|
Sunday (16) Preem ofEduc WNDT ‘
N

Y's first educational: televi-+

elon

station

air Sunday

special

plans

going. on

the]

Sackheim toExitSG

(16). at & p.m, with. a.

inaugural broadcast | while’

Detroit, Sii x,7

“United: Artists “Television's “The:2 The: Detrott’ Ligne pratealona football |‘club: is. wos
Wo.
Story of. ..? is ‘attracting ‘major|
“tor battle: against’ “bootleg ty," which: seems: to.have
eraely ;
v
7 ‘national, advertisers: ‘as local spon-.
affected its: gdte receipts: © ©
~1 sors; according ‘to. sales ‘exec ‘v.p.}_ | ‘General manager: Edwin. Aiiderson. ‘indicated he: ‘maytole
4M. J..(Bud) Rifkin.’ David ‘Wolper | -- have .eliminated. ‘from:the:: club's: t¥ :‘network. outstate ‘sta ions...
‘| serles,. Rifkin added, -also is secur- - . whose broadcasts. reach into the: Detroit area. “I: think :that’s- one_.
ing bookings in the tight .two-sta-|-.

‘of the major reasons why: our season ticket. ‘sales have. fallen off i

. Hollywood, Sept. 11; ‘|tion -markeéts.. In toto, -series. {se
a
‘Bill Sackheim, exec’ producer’ at reported. to-be.sold in.110:markets. |”:. this _year,”’ Anderson was quoted ‘as. saying.
outlet using Channe!: 13. and the
_ iThe -possible attack. probably would: be -directed: against. WIJIM:
American Federation. of Television ‘Screen. Gems, is negotiating to exit
-More- recent. Sales: ‘include Corn |:
& Radic Actors are. struggling -the company as. contract ‘producer |.Products for: Philadebphia on WEIL. | -TV-in Lansing; ‘whose’ signal: thousands: of.:-bars, restaurants anid:
and form-his own: indie telefilmery Same: sponsor :bought the show in|-: ‘homes in. the--Detroit aréa are. able-to.pick..up. by.‘means of.
over jurisdiction.
ot
The union and. representatives’ in association. w ith. SG.
New. York,. on: ‘WNBE-TYV, and: has: |: special: aerials. National Football League rules outlaw. tv. of games
Sackheim' Is’ ¢urrently: ‘exee pro-|under |consideration. a ‘group: of. “4, within .a 90-mile: radius. of. the game. site; The Lansing station. Is
of WNDT. met to-no. av¥ail Monday
. :right at that limit. It.is unlikely, however, that.much.- can be.‘done
(10) under the auspices of James. ducer on studio's new. hourlong’ ‘other ‘markets.:
acting citv labor series, Empire
J. McFadden;
International : Liitex-“bought: the| . “before: thie.1962, ‘Season. ends, “Anderson: admitted." ~.
‘commissioner in N. Y. Both sides|
| skein’ on™ -WNBC-TV,; ‘Binghamton,
plan to meet again this afternoon|
‘N.Y. “Among regional :‘puyers are.
(Wed.' in an effort to-solve ‘a prob-.
: Coea:Cola‘’ Bottlers. :in.Louisville, '
Jem in: “which ‘WNDT says it will
and: San-A-Pure: Dairy;-. which: has.
not countenance. AFTRA-jurisdic- |
-bought it.-on. ‘WIMA, Lima. :
importantly: in the beckground the.

a

lion in “non

entertainment”: ‘areas.

‘TopStarBowling’
~ Tato 101Markets’

and in’ which the .vnion says -it |
fully plans to protect the rights. ‘of. |.
any one who appears. on ‘the .staAFTRA’ last. week notified
tion.

ChiFineArts

O,:Dayton,.. WHRC;, ‘Rochester;

oe Chicago, Sept. ‘V1, IN:Ys"and.
|
ind WGAL..Lancast
Lancaster.
Howard Christensen, ‘ty sy ndica= |"
Zero Mostel that he was not to
appear on ‘an opening night pro-. tion -: goordinator. © for: Brunswick.|:
gram.
As a result the. comedian Bowling and in effect ‘a ‘one-man
-Sales force, -has buttoned’ down 101
withdrew.
Ifere, essentially, are the two ‘Markets fer ‘thé 60-minute “Top |
Star’ Bowling”: series <in: the ‘first}
aides:
Richard Heffner,
vicevresident. five Weeks it’s. ‘been ° ‘offered. Se- |.
and general manager of. WNDT- j.tles. carries “one. spot each for|}
“Fhe basic point here is the ques- Brunswick » ‘and. Westclox and is}
tion of the’ extension of an enter- ‘sold to stations for: approximately.
union's: jurisdiction. over. the: price of the ‘two. spots.: Six]
who .are ‘nat entertainers Ininutes. are open for: oeal: ‘sales.
who
are
net —performers. |
Among .:the stations. ‘that: have |

tainment

‘people
and

/ icrease)

Jn-one and two ‘station markets, :

the. roster-: ‘includes -WBTV,. Char- :
lotte,IN: Utica: KTVB, .Boise,.

Four.Star’$7506.
- InitialSalesOn
«OF Web. Shows

” BanksYenSymph

0 eda, Sept. Al.
“ WEMT, the fine. arts FM-er here.

_| that. won a Peabody: this ‘year. for:_:
Tadio. entertainment;

. Banks are: the: sponsors: who. like

is: ‘doing: nip-~...

‘2 100°, gain ‘in: fourth ~.
|the ‘Boston Symphony ‘orech tv -pro- ups.-over
quarter advertising: revenues.:over...-

: lgrams:.the most, according -to .the. ‘the same. three-month --perie¢ Jast™
- | distributor of the. 13: one-hour. tape |
| programs. | ‘The ‘Seven Arts series
jis. debuting. in a: total of 25.mar| kets this fall.
~

year.’ “While. that-kind ‘of. gain’ iss:
‘generally’ not. .too “surprising: ‘for .<::
an: FM-er that's “in. ‘the. growing
‘stages, WEMT ‘is consideréd ‘fairly

: Besides the. Manufacturers. Han- -well. established. and. -has: been.”
‘over Trust: Co. ,»which bought ‘spon-. operating in.the black for nine of...
sorship. last: ‘month © of the: Boston: its 11 years |on. the: ‘alr..

‘stanza via WNEW-TV, .N.Y,;|.“-Seen “as.:thé “most ’ significant”
AFTRA does ‘not recognize a dif- |"purchased the. 26° show: series are. | After. four: weeks. of operation, |Symph
barikroller, in’ Louisville is ‘Citizens.
ference hetween’ cont,nercial sta-- WOR-TY, New. -York’ tslotting. it: at;the :new - Four ~ ‘Star’. ‘Distribution: Fidelity -and@: in. Fargo; N-.D.. the aspect of the. autumn... windfall “is
the: “number. of’ :new.daytime. ‘ad-.
tions and WNDT, wich is a new - 10:30. Saturday. nights): - Los. -An-}-| Corp:- Feports. ‘a-gross of. $750 ,000.
r, Loan:
‘on. Sales ‘of the: fire’ off-web. series |. Gate ‘City. Savings | &.
| vertisers : seeking -the ‘attention of:
We-are per fectly de- } geles: WWJ,
venture ..
Detroit: -WCCO-TV.. y¢
the. -female.listener. Trend.in the ~”
lighted. however, to negotiate .7) Minneapolis: KRNT.- ‘Des. Moines: iit has. put on the syndication Mar-'}.
|ket. Initial .-‘Key sales. cover ‘New
past, based on. the. preponderance .: »
contract for those people who do WITYI, Milwaukee; WTVN,. Colum- ;
York, “Chicago, Washington,. Dalof hi-fi,:. -financial- “and travel.” fall legitimately under the union's
bus; KTVU. San Francisco; WFAA,
Tas-Ft. Worth. and Denver,
accounts, Was: ‘to advertise temale’. os
jurisdiction.
As a. matter ‘of fact,.- Dallas: KTNT,
Seattle:. WPRO,
Veépee* and: general: “manager
audiences.
as
‘we
have
two
annvuuncers ‘with. Providence, R.I:* and WAVE, LouAFTRA.’
New - sponsors - “going: alter:‘the’ "
isville. Series -will premiere on .a Len. Firestone figures. the- ‘sales |
|-have an ‘extra. significance because.
Mortinier Beeker, general 'coun- ‘number of stations: on Oct...20.
-hausfrau .include
“Carson .. ‘Pirie
.| most: of. the: stations ‘had. already |
sete AFTRA ‘addressing himself
‘Seott.. &-Co.; the. department ‘store ~
Christensen.
‘is
‘shooting.
for-a
had .set new-season schedulés and|.
point)”
to
Heffner’s.
‘‘basic
Two’ things :‘have happened “on, chain,’ which °bought a stereo- con=..
“AFTRA has already recognized in- total of. 150. markets. with: “Top|‘wére taking” on. the- Four ‘Star-prod-.
cert. every” -weékday”.at--9- ayem; °.~
Star”
arid
is.
-still
peddling”
last:
uct when it would mean- shaking: the. syndie. scene this week. of. more. Bowman | ‘Dairy ::
its discussions ith
Channel |13,: Co., - a": half-hour:
~ | than passing ‘inter est to educators: program of ‘news and. ‘classical. *..
end has stated. that the rates ap- + year's Brunswick ‘series, “Women's, up. the: ‘slate.
Other ;‘stations,’ he- ‘said, "were. “Ohe, ‘NBC
Films. ‘has-.officially. music”. at 8:30;"Jevél Food“ Stores,
‘plying
to. conimercial
stations. Major ‘League. Bowling.””
+ buying: the shows in- aniticaption gone -‘inte - “educational ‘tv’. and,. two; ‘outings:: per-‘week: ‘of Studs.
shouid: be’ drastically slashed’ for |
jof: ‘the January. “‘fall-out”::of low-|t
educational.
stations.
With. re-"
two, there. are. now six. ‘educational: Terkel’s: Wax | Museum” :‘at .10;°°
| raters. -Four Star ‘is giving. the. op-" ‘tv. stations paying. to air.. what. is Eversweet Orange. Juice; one ‘oute-..-epéect to the people who ‘are COvered. by an AFTRA. contract, we |
ion: of series - preem ‘up: to Oct. d,| primarily al: off-network enter-. ‘ing of Terkel's ‘strip;:and’ Swift &1963
have always represented.. in additainment stanza. . .
1 Co,.-Stouffers * Food :-- Corp.,. sand
tion to actors, Singers, ‘announcers,
Sales “inelude: ‘wrvr, Tampa, ; ‘Hours: from: the- ‘old “Cameo: The= —
(Continued: on age. 34): os,
N.Y, “has. found. a. “Robert : Taylor’ s:-. Detectives”: | -atre,” .a. series. ‘long..in. syndication: at
dancers, and quizmasters, all these. | WCBS-TV,
other categories—reporters.
and- ‘Heavenly’ - Sponsor: in .Chock ‘Full|KTVT. Ft.:-Worth-Dallas, “Parget: {and once:a regular feature of NBClysts, home. economists.- fashion, .O’Nuts which inked a- 52-week deal ‘The Corruptors’: “KVOS, .Belling- |TV, were. bought:.by WXGA-TV,
farm -and rural
commentators. to sponsor a heavy. proportion. of. ham,.Wash., “Detectives” “Carrup- Waycross,..: Ga.; WTHS,
Miami:
pubaftairs ‘Shows, ° ; tors’. and : “The. ‘Law. cand “Mr, WIL-TV, . Urbana, Hy. WUFT..
‘members of: panels. And also -we ithe station’s
have covered coNege professors
Jones”,
“WTIC,
:
Hartford,
Conn.,
:
Included in ‘the ‘record-package |
Gainsviile, Fla. “WKNO, ‘Memphis;- 7 7
AS a matter, of. are “Eye on -New York,’ ~Stinday 1.“Detectives” .WNEW-:. ‘New . York,- and WFSU-TY; Tallaliassee, Fla,.
and scientists.
“Stage
‘Coach:
West.”
“““Corruptors”
|,
7 half-hour -‘show. telecast: at 1 pm.,
{Continued
"don
on page 40).
Actually,: ‘NBG. Filims, ‘under
j one-hour docunientary telecast. by |and “Detectives”;: WTTG.:. -Wash- |:‘prexy Morris Rittenberg; has been |
“Deington,
“D.C...
"Stagecoach,
oe.
{the station in prime time. once
distributing. much :-of.:NBC. News’
as
- Detroit, Sept. qr
tevery third -moiith, ‘half-hour cdocu-' ‘tectives” --and “Corruptors’’; KOA,a:./ pubaffairs. ventures to. education- |}: The. ” Sereén.. “Gems. pest: 1948
Denver,
“Taw.
&.
-Mr.:
mentaries. telecast in prime iime
“Jones” + alers for some months,:: but it: ds Columbid-Universal - ‘Million dollar
once a month: Station, for. same. ‘WGN,. Chicago; aa ‘haw . 8: Mr. ‘believed: that, the. news. shows were. ‘package of 411 .fulls length features -.:
Jones”;
time, -has-. ‘been looking forthe.
“WNEP,- " Scranton-Wilkes ' given -gratis: (save for the ‘cost: of has. been-purchased :-by- ‘WXYZ-TV.
local equivalent to a Bell & Howell Barre, “Detectiv es”. and: “Cor- printing. :and shipping): . However, ‘prexy. John: ‘F. Pival.
Station is ;
ruptors,”
and. it .has. found’ iti
‘in: Chock Fult.
j-whatever little bit more ‘is: Costs. putting -$100,000: worth ‘of promo| O’Nuts.
the stations: ‘for’. ““Cameo,”’ * ‘the ‘tion ; behind. .the: Package, -Piyal..”
Holly wood, Sept. Ww.
Station ‘topper. Notmian E Walt
{money evidently was meant as.pay- Teported.
Deity Productions’ net: income : said that. Chock Full O’Nuts organ. ‘ment for’ use; ‘in principle and fact, | .The. Sromotion’s effort
¢
: includes for the first quarter of. "62 was| ization. “in no: Way. intends “or. de-.
not.” just..for. . Shipping, -ete.
. the. first use.of an ‘outside: ‘radio.’
., $14,305, equivalent to earnings of Sires. {0 secure editorial control of
There. are,- according:to “NBC's: ‘station’ “by.-:a: Detroit:: tv.” outlet,
cane cent per share on the 1,155,940 “program. content: The sudject ‘mat- |:
‘count, 60 educational: tv -stations: ‘Pival.said... WXYZ-TV: ‘has ‘con-.
shares of. common stock outstand- ter.-and ‘the. treatment. accorded|"
on the air; and.as.a result the dis- tracted. for: ‘Heavy spot concentra-.
"Fug. This: compares With a net loss. programs produced by. the public } *:
tribbery ‘figures -there’s.. an un-. tion. on. -WEAR::. ‘WX YZ-radio- also
of $130,638. equivalent to a loss, of affairs departnrent™ of . WCBS-TV |:
tapped -‘dollar: to. be.made. in. this. 'ds.. being.“used :‘heavily: and: ‘WXYZ‘11 cents per share on the outstand- “will continue to be ‘determined ‘| “Donald. “Dwight | “Davis, for’ 30
|TV
has. cut. generic-. videotape.
ing stock for the first quarter of ‘by
the
station:’%- Chock: ‘Full years ‘a key figure ‘in. brroadcasting area..
‘Among the” ‘items’:“NBC: “Films,f promos. ‘One thousand line. ads ‘in,
"61.
O’Nuts, in’ another gesture of com- here, retired last: week aS a'v.p. of
Detroit. ‘dailies; :
well -as 7) oe
Gress income for-the quarter, munity: service;. said that it would. KMBC-TV-AM
the. Metropolitan seeks to. sell -arethe ‘reruns: of creased. Space ‘in. ‘other. tv program ~*.
ended. July 28, “62, was 3.377, 845, take’ only. -one-third: to. one-half -of Broadcasting ‘Station: here. ‘Davis “Medic,” ‘done on 1V asa straiglit -shéets, are. included in the Promo-. a
constituting a 12° increase over its allotted :‘Sponsor ship time for its ‘had headed-the. station. when-it was: ‘commercial. ‘series:: Now, tco,;. NBC ‘tion, effort:
-the corresponding quarter of. ‘61, | eomniercial.. me ‘ssages:: Instead “of. purchased: ‘by: . “Metrorolitan: from Films* evidently. -plans.. to -‘charge
* Features : jnelude:. “The. Caine he
which produced a. gross income of. three. minutes in. ‘a_half-Hour- pro- ‘the ‘Cook.. Paint “and Varnish. Co. Tn: ‘for reruns of: “Mietory.: At. Sea,’”.. jMatiny:* -“ANl-the :King’s “Men,” :-:
“Project :‘20s, 4 ete.
$3.006,270.
o
gram, sponsor said it: Wwould utilize. August. 1961..

‘NBC‘Cameo’” SeSe as
“Sold to Educ]TV):

CHOCK FULLOF 0°NUTS

IN PUBAFFAIRS BUY|:**

Desilu IstQuarter:
Now In Black Ink

DonDav
VIS:5 Retires:

-YearK.C:Vet

ae

‘Increase
of 12 CC in Desilu’s two. In an hour ‘program, three'|- .Davis... Ahad. been in- advertising .
‘gross earnings for the. fir st quarter, | commercial -“minutes will be util- | agencies ‘when: he. w ent: -with Cook
traditionally the.lowest;: point of ized ‘instead: of. six.:
in’ 1930 as: president: of WHB,- for

BORGE-SELDON'S

n

the .Waterfront.”

pnet, eo

| ‘Miss Sadie. Thompson,” ”, “The Last.

-Hurrah,”’-““Death, of: a Salesman,”

.+and “Born Yesterday. Mo
oa
for. the. company, was 1 Chock : Full: O'Nuts: package |‘also: Which. thé ‘paint and. varnish eom=1- :
The. --features .:will©be’ shown os
attributed to. “excéllent” results: includes ‘loeal election. coverage: pany... had paid. ‘$20, 000: -: The. sta-} ©
every night at 11:25'p.m. with. Dick’
(Continued on page 41)
{onthe night of. Nov, 6. Kiekoff: tion: .was: “Tosing - $3, 000..a™- ‘month: ‘Osgood; WXYZ's- ‘veteran “Show
As’
an
-antidotefo"
the
-off-web
| date for -telecasting ‘the Chock }- when. Davis took::the. reins. Later.
| World? -.:-reporter,:: ‘hosting. © -The.
“reruns... and:. ‘documentary . reruns
‘Full - ONuts ‘sponsored . ‘series of ‘the: property |“was. ‘sold to Storz:
| weekenders. will. be presented uns..."
‘that.
dominate:.
‘the:
‘syndie
market,’
shows. is tomorrow ‘Thurs.) .with. ‘Broadcasting; © -and. Cook- “bought.
‘der the title “Award Movie,” while ».
“The Silent Cry”. at. 16:30. Half- -KMBC-AM-TY,- “KFRM © -from:: Ar- {VBC Assoc.’s; the new: Victor Borge the. weeknight_films .ivill be titled
‘and
Geoffrey
Seldon
production
|
Fifteen more. hourlong - ‘Wamer |:‘hour pubaffairs~ pr ogram. - deals. thur Church. in. ‘the mid-fifties.
| “Premiere. ‘Theatre.’7 co
‘The KMBC. .properties: were ‘sold | | firm, -has ‘blueprinted. ‘a: series ‘of
Bres_ ty series. have been so!d to with the: problem faced by: pre=}
Six:
‘one-hour.
“entertainment,
Spe:
|
etations in Portland, Qre.. Spar- school ‘eholdren from underptivi~ ‘to: Metromedia: ‘Inc.. (Metropolitan)
4
for a ‘reported :$10: 200,000; giving cials.:
tanburg, $S.C., Seranton. Pa., Little leged fainilies. of New York, .
“Titled “Six Pack. ”-“fou or the :
| some. : indication | -of © “the value
Rock, Ark. and Marion. ‘Ind:.
d-whieh. ‘Davis°‘Tent. to: ‘the ‘business. ‘series have been. outlined: First ‘is |- In limbo ‘for: 16° “yéars,, “The
In
Portland.
KATU
bought
| His :cohort, and’ ‘industry. pal;. John “The Best of: Borge,’ 9: which* will: Shadow” radio series: is being. giv*“NTaverick” “Surfside 16.” “Sugar: . Storer. Repper¥ XNaries”
Schilling. beat. him -to- the -rocking: ‘combine old and’: ‘new. routines’. ‘of: en: a new life via radio: syndication mE
foot.” and “Bronco. ” while KPTV |
‘chair. -with*a ‘retirement ‘several the: Danish. comic. ‘Othér- titles. (and ‘by Charles: Michelson, Ine, - ‘the.
.. dyras bought° ‘Bourbon: Street: Beat. 2°
With the sale of “Sur fside 6,"Both. continue. as talents) in the. works: are :‘Genius. ‘original. sales. agent...
Storer: Television: * Sales’ ‘has -months.- “ago.
“Roaring 20's." “Bronco. ** “Sugar- “Haimiede Julian _P: _Kanier midwest “consultants” “to "KMBC- until. they at “Work” ‘with: Vincent Priee; “The|. ‘Charles Michelson, ‘Ine.,
” “acted ‘as:
Jim” “Moran... Show” > and: an :orig-- ‘sales agent. for . Street. &: Smith
| respectively |‘reach. 90:“foot.” and: “Bourbon Street Beat’: ‘sales. mnidnager.”
Long active-in civic. and:industty, inal musical comeady,. “Money: Isn’t. ‘when the “Jnystery. played” ‘on: Mus.
Kanter,. With. the house teppery|
to WSPA-TY, Spartanburs,: ‘all :six
‘Warner Bros. hourlong series -have since the ‘spring | of “61 .as: an ac- ‘affairs; Davis. has~.released most Everything,” with“authors: undis-- tual fora: ‘run: which. ended: in. 1946.:.
now been sold: in the Ashville-'|. count exéc; has- ‘spent, ‘his.-broad-. reins here;, ‘but continiles for a few. closed..”
-| Michelson. recently -‘sectired: world’:
Greenville - ‘Spartanburg _ market. east career in the Chicago area. -months: ‘as. president. of:-the--just-|/ Wynn Nathan will: handle. ihe ‘sales: rights -from. Conde-Nast, the. -.
Other new <ales include: “Surf: - -where ‘the - midwest.. operation is. opening new. Downtown. Club... He. market-by-market salés and: “Milton ‘publishers ‘which ‘absorbed: Street.”
side Six” ‘to--WDAU,. Seranton: based. Before joining. STS, he-was and the .Mrs.. are taking, -up.-Tesi-. ‘Robertson; most recently . with. ‘& Simth. Michelson’ company’s..inis
“Sugarfoct.* KTH, Little Rock: with WBKB-TY and W BBM-TV ‘in dence. in’: Tucson,: Ariz., but. ‘expect. Westinghouse's “PM: West”. ‘series, tial rélease for the:U.S. and: abroad.
and “Surfside
“Rouring 20's,” [Brgeuction ‘and: then. sales: capaci- to divide their time :between’ the. ‘is slated for: scripting on the Price is .$2° ‘teansiriptiens |of.the: Pro: .
‘Teton, ae
wel f
and “Suga rout” to WYAF, Marion. ties,
“Vand, Moran. shows.. ~
two eities.

production

“SIX PACK” SPECIALS

WB OffWeb Sales:

Shadow’ Reappears

’ Kanter f¢orMideeit

_ LOCAL TV_& SYNDICATION

~ NewSyndie.Availabiliies

SyndieStoryfor1962-463:
“Jeanne||ThePractic
& Offbeat
“OL MME ~ EntriesllyandAll Of-Web
|Its a Tight Market
ch

Herewith. isa. ‘product compilation: of syndicated ‘shows: from’
established syndie houses. Compilation is. confined. to. either -first-.
run product for syndication, a category which. commands. few .
_- entries; and first-run off-network. ‘List ‘is. ‘further. ‘confined, to those ". entries’ put. on. 'the:. market: ‘within. the ‘past “six: -moriths. Limiting. ne
“thecompilation’ ‘to- “long-established. syndie_ houses: ‘excludessuch. ~Jentries* from- ‘Storer: Broadcasting, .Westinghouse ‘and-those newer
Sistributors coming: into the:market with®a:-variety |of special shows.

LENGTH OF -.NO: OF

“EPISODE...

oe

ae

° TITLE

ABC Films:
a
Z cas. Films:
2 Desilu

eran

me
pte
«Four Star..
a

~ ~ .°30°

‘Law '&'-Mr. ‘Jories| io
Stage’ Coach :West:

230:
.
-30 .

ee
ee
vee Iidependent.
Broadway. Goes- Latin’:teSee 30:
‘Television Corp.| Sir-Francis Drake: yee 30.
oe MCA’ TV:
. Checkmat@. oo. eo ewe - 60
--

Thriller. . Ss ae e oe wees ° oe ete.

& as

:

_ Frontier Circus”

ot

ro
Metro Tv

* -Réstless “Gun:

60:

a

~ 60°

i.....we

- 30-°

” Love’ That: Bob":
a
30.
-Cain’s: Hundred boasaneQ 60.

7

: Asphalt. Jungle’.

GOR,

Islanders: .. 0225.05.55 2.0.4. 60°.

wo

;
ND.

NBC ‘Films.

Ss
Ma LT ae
_

* .}Granada-TV
“has. formed” a. new]
|=.

“By MURRAY

* Kaiser.Goal: 5 U's.

HOROWITZ

Vidfilm sytidication, as it comes

IN. MINS,:.. SODES: ~

Zane Grey Theatre...

_

;

.

“London, Sept. a1:
-_"Uhcereméniously:’ : announced ’ in| :
| a finaricial newsheet iis. the fact: that}~

- ‘out: for the ’62-’63 season, emerges’
‘Washington, Sept. wn
-azs- an’ altered biz. in terms. of
” Henry ‘J. Kaiser’s :radio-tv
product emphasis, sales operation
18 --} films, radio® and: :other ~ programs,| -. company- now wants: five UHF.
Rebel. Lind le bse sie wales ew eaes BOL
} and. potential buyers.-Compared to
:
ghannels
in
major
markets.
_
‘years ago, the changes are such.
Expedition, Se fered vecstyes 30 |
ar 1 i. «| andisalso geared to take over’ and |.~‘ The firm -has filed new ap-'
-39 ’ .|-managé. video: or ‘sound’ stations.” |
to elicit groans of “what hap~/Tongaloa = .is ig cece 580.
plications
with
theFCC
séek“Kubla & Ollie 0
190 .V Despite. the: lack of. ‘drumbeating | ‘ing: channel 38. at: Chicago, 50 | pened?” in some quarters. To
5
{those.-more foriunate, those with
$1. “| or infact, any- form of promo out-’
_Call Mr. D. (Richard Diemond) 30
- ‘at Det oit and 41. at: Burlingthe product and organization able
_.Junior ‘All Star Baseball. eas
‘5
.
50.mo [gide. of"a. “straight. news story,. ‘the: + fon}:
NJ.
Previously,
Kaiser’
announcement is:'a good. -example.}
to ride the tides of change, this
- 38.
228. c<8 30.,
* Guestward Ho,
requested.
UHF
‘outlets:
in
the.
Harrigan .-& Son: Eb vet 30. _ 34. of the earnestness with: which .Brit- |.. - Los: Angeles ‘area. (at. Corona) {season ‘will. be ‘more a ball thaa1* wake.
into. _
Pete ee:60
~ Window on. the. Worlds.
ee Ce | ish. -tv’ iriterésts.are. spreading i
| > and .San-Francisca. :‘Desilu® Playhouse. 2 4 —_
60°.
"45°:fa the.world market...’
| AS to product {sée accompany- Kaiser : ‘Broadcast. __Division-.
8
‘Texans 03 -:.0.4... ye ass . 30°
ing chart), the quantity emphasis
2 “. Applying: equally: to the commer- - ‘manager ‘Richard.
Block.
ate
. oebee 30 & 60° OF
. The. ‘Detictives. .
‘¢ialk operators and -BBC, there. has| “commented. that the additional’ Jigs con off-network entries, espec“Bs . [-grown. a- pronounced: hankering. to |- - applications’ “reflect: our con- | ially eds 60-minuters which. have
- arget: ‘The Cortupters.. sees 60. «.

‘DISTRIBUTOR

:
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* By:ROGER WATKINS

Sterling.

2.42.30 ©
_ 30.

bees 6

B00.

Festival of Performing ‘Arts 60Pick A Letter 200..:-.5-.. eS
‘Hanna. Barbera. “Cartoons O &

. Special “ofthe ‘Week eee e 605

.

Silents. Please! : a.

_ ‘Teans-Laix.”

Guest Shot

ME 30

(7.0.52...

a 30:

-:
-Hereules?
“22%. - ee ete es SNE
= ‘Twentieth: Fox TV. ':Adventures °‘in Patadise’
60.
ore United Artists: TV. ‘The Story. of”.
poe ete30
:

218.ds: all out: to-prove British: produc- |"
24°

‘tion can hold. its own. .against Yank |

26
- 150:

ee ee. 80:

- Ripeord: (2nd_ Year)” oo
30°
7 Ann ‘Sothern: seed
ee . 30

‘Warner. Bros. av"

Maverick.

Surfside. Six.

Tet.

560:

- 60...

, Roaring 20's:

_ 60:

“<Broneo.:

- 60 -

*Sugarfoot: De eems Libs
doswee ...-60.:
- Bourbon StreetBeat

@eei

ews

w-q
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60 a

‘|syndie entry (Ripcord).
In ‘short,- made for syndication
| first-runners are in. short supply—.
at least in the traditional .vidfilmcategories.
Offbeat entries
are
coming from such. station groups
‘as Westinghouse (Steve Allen) and
Storer. (Communism), and indie

173... 7 cernied, : is Associated’ ‘TeleVision |30. - |which has ‘now. openly ‘declared: ‘it.

Celebrity Golf... 7
7 ARE. Linkletter. a

663.

Editorials: Dont
Bother Unless It
Has Zing,Punch’

"26-4. ‘In the vanguard ofthe.fadie aut:|
AT |-fits, ‘so far -as‘ distribution is“con-.

26 5-a vidfilms- in. Britain,“- America or |
130 = pany,‘other. ‘part: of.the’ globe...

Official. Fitins. ca“Biography: ...2; ede

/ Sereen Gems...
ae
-

t .| Catved.
“45. ‘| get a ‘foothold: in ‘both “emerging |°. |
a niche. on the local stafidence: in. UHF. as -the nex
. 45. . | and: established -overseas markets |-.. ‘Significant
growth .area of. tv.” ‘| tions. despite. the tight time situa38.
|: whether: it-be‘as. program. distribu-|-.
|{tion. The ‘number of made for
‘39 | tors, “station, owners:‘and operators |
syndication first-runners are few
26.- |or just short. term managers. “Any-:
Land far between. and only. United.
70 ‘| thing, .in fact,” to”:Bet: ‘the. name |
:|]Artists. Television.. has: a ‘second
‘67 7[known.
|-year: round. of production on a

- Northwest: Passage
8 80
- Billy Bang Bang.ee ce Ea
oh
ee BT.

“-Henesséy. v0.

os

-Granada,|
‘subsidiary: company,
- “1 (Overseas). *: Limb ‘is to. produce tv].

. Saratoga,. Sept. IL
Station, ‘whieh has: ‘Jaunched’ ‘al + “Newspaperman.. to broadcasters: | outfits packaging a. Liberace
‘multi-million “doliar schedule. of |By -all means <air- editorials,. but series and VBS Associates ready‘ing a group of six hour entertain‘vidfilms already;: is.. just, waiting
39. : [| goveitnment decision on the-future|.they better -have zing. and punch.: ment specials for the market-byThat
was
theadvice
from.
the
10:- of commercial ‘tele. in. Britain, be-.
market route. In public affairs,”
26: -- |fore it ploughs-evén. more:coin into, | New York. World-Telegram’s Allen’ there’s Trans-Lux'’s. TAC, and ia
|
Keller
during
a
panel
session
at
156 +f an unprecedented lineup: ‘of.ty film
other - categories,
there’s Seven.
j the Saratoga:Springs executive con- “Arts. Associated with-the Boston
-26
‘productions. ‘ference.
-ofthe:
New.
York:
State
39
‘Symphony and other distributors
Key: to “ATV? ‘5 current | and: ine:
26° : ‘creasing -success as ‘a-- distrib ‘is’its } ‘Broadcasters’ -Assn: “Tast week..
|. with a-variety of entries,
In making ‘some cautious notes:
-130.. “{ American: :subsid “ITC:-which not:
In terms of the commercial mar-

96

mo : ‘only. provides ‘a‘-useful “in”. with.| Keller. cited: a study. that showed)
3s eVank customers, :‘but sis geared to-|-that’ Jess ‘than -half..the male news38. -.| handle. big biz in. the -Eastern. hem-! ‘paper’.réaders ‘and ‘only-a’ little
93..~ - isphere.. A’ ‘case. in
oint.. is: ‘the rover: a fourth of:. the ‘women ‘ever
124 ~ J deal just Signed: with Ppthe. Egy ptian :;read the.. -éditorials.: For. “that.

14 | tv: net wor k Ue: As (RiTV: tinder reason, he. ‘said; many papers were

!ket, though, the off-network entries.

far outweigh the grossing performance of the. other éntries. The
big noise this Season is being made
by Warner Bros., MCA TV’ with

‘the hour entries and a- few ‘other.
the.” Arab- -w eb”. not: ‘only. ‘slanting’ their: editorials ‘at “policy ‘entries of various houses.
The
68 :~| picked up ‘néarly. 650 half-hour seg- |Takers.” ‘the. thinkers, in the hope ‘situation on the whole is a com-69. |-ments: .from::‘ITC but’. became’ ‘that they will. influence . others.
parative tight market and only the— - |:agents for ITC. in the “Middle. ‘East|: “Any editorial on. the airis going quality. commercial
shows are
where.Arabic ‘subtitled: ‘widfilms: ‘to. pe. easy. to. dial ‘off?’ he: warned. ‘| understood — to be faring well.
| ‘were called -for.. “Not. to. rcopte|: “Your. editorials ..must have ‘zing: “The altered market has caused a
|good relations fostered for .copro-: and’ puneh:’ ‘You'll -have -to. catch; Shakedown’ in sales organizations.
duction, location ‘shooting, etc...
lyour’ listeher or viewer. and’ hold|‘Four. Star, for: éxample, which just

43

o which:

Syadie
oT
$6:$New Bundle |4(New.
A Daytime TV Serial;
Of Post- 8Pix!

In: all, ATV: seHs in, ‘45. markets him. with. an: éxciting approach. has setup its syndié operation
Ancluding ‘most.; Tonal «“approach—vour “sound’.” sf under Len Firestone will, function

-ke
atithe UKs
i E ro
7 feast
of.
Middl
‘important.. .téo. You are. going -to witha five-man sales force. One
~ VHF Prod. Setto:Roll ‘East,Se Aliceae rope‘Afriea |:. {- Have’ ‘to: ‘make. sure your listener | syndicator of off-network -hours
Henty.: ‘G ‘Saperstein, _prexy -“of ‘t “BBC, in the:shape of BBC-Enter- ; knows.. ‘he’s. Hearing -an’ -editorial.. estimated that 80° of its potential Within: the. Text two: ‘or:‘three
| ‘prises, “has been” spreading: ‘the |It.must be clear that it is opinion.! revenue on a series comes from
Television’
‘Personalities, Inc.; : has:
‘::..weeks, Screen -Gems ‘isexpected to:
Corporation's .. ‘moniker ©with - in-/ Tf. he knows: it! is. an. ‘editorial he | the: top. 40 markets. It’s. for that
:" pelease. at .least-..60 ‘more’: post-’48|assigned ‘VHE Productions: to’pilot | creasing: ‘rapidity: in foreign.parts Swill. weigh .if: the best ‘his mind; reason he said that he -deesn’t
need. more. than four to six men to
Columbia’ “Pictures “featuré : films’ and : produce ‘a’ syndicated ‘half-, ‘to’ such. an extent. that .BBC-E can’ will Jet him”.
‘Anto vidéo distribution. Fresh out- hour daytime tv-serial. Déal marks hardly. keep: up. with. its own: ex: “He also. watned. broadcasters. not |cover the ‘country. Smailer’ marput ‘comes. on the: ‘heéels. of what ‘SG |the-first: ‘potential entry’ of: a: day-.|. pansion.
‘Department, under the’ to fall. into. the trap. of “uttering: i kets are services, ‘under this hand.
(Continued: on page 34)
says-is- its.:100. station: ‘sale Of:‘the.
aegis
of
Ronald
Waldmaii, is-selling}up: the.administration” that is now. |.
-time .serial. made for: ‘the:psyndie,
-. original: bundle: of post-48s;
7.
| around 130% more. prints ‘than it |or then: in, power just because they|
"| did-Jast- year -which '-means: it’: ‘istmight be ‘able: to exert greafer
«,...$8yndie veep... -Bob. ‘Seidelman 4"market.
7 ‘said ‘that’ -within:-the last month: a’ ’First’ release: is,‘slated: for.arly. ‘pushing. - out -more-. than: 4.000 000. presstires. ‘on broadea sting than
* feet.of film .a “year.‘. This- total is.;‘they ean on: newspapers... .
Jarge’deal was inked with: Crosley |January...
“+ Broadéasting-for its three.Ohio out- |:-. Initial: pians- ‘ean’“for -130; -epi- :
_On--the. subieet of: buttering.. an_ Continued on.‘page 36)
.
' L ets-(its ‘Atlanta, ‘station mnade.a deal’ -sodes .to” be -shot “with a “budget J- other nanelist:. Ben Strouse: ‘prexy|:
earlier), - Included" In ° the. latést ‘comparable: | to, . network ~ soap
_ftof WWDC. Washington. D.-C.. ‘said.|
“The “broadcaster makes the.most|.
“Crosley. deal .with: SG is -lse of | operas -.of- the ‘Same’ ‘type, ‘accord
| significant-.use of: his. government:
| ing to. Richard: ‘Reetor, “exéc. pro95 ofthe Col features in tint.
_
Hollywood, Sept. 11.
sanctioned. right-.to| editorialize. by}.
Other’ ‘latecoming’- “SG: feature ‘ducer -of : VHF ©Productions; who-}‘turning. around
and. ‘becoming: al Screen. Actors Guiid -has posted
deals: ‘wete”. Awithin | KOVR- TV; adds that’ shooting. will: always re“Stockton,
Calif...”” and. ‘WTVH; ane. ‘eight: weeks. ahead: of sched--| - Importance ‘of. foreign ‘sales to watchdog’ over government itself—| a whopping $758,073 vidpix resid“Peoria, .Ill:: Westinghouse . bought. u e, Series, to. be shot ‘in:NY. ; | syndication. is.-underlined “in: the|‘national. state and_ local. -When he -uals -colléction for. August, record
{figure for any single month since.
ot-+ . 200 Cols ‘for..KYW-TV, Cleveland, will. feature | “seven - -~name. roles: ‘granting . of v:p:. stripes’ to, -Ralph-}
(Contintied ‘on:page 38)
| Guild. ‘first began collecting resida ‘and -asmaller-‘batch‘-of additional: daily with. a Cast. of: 15:in ‘some. of. ‘M:. Baruch,: foreizn: sales director.
uals in 1953. Indications now are
J the: ‘segments.Col:‘pix for’ WBZ, “Boston.
ey
of. CBS: Films.. ‘Also: named: ‘a’ vV.p.:
that SAG: may establish a rerun
‘Along: with: Rector, James: Mac- ‘Was : ‘James... iabe Victory, ‘domestic 7
record in collections for the year
| ANen; ‘producer; -Doris. Frankel, |sales" chief. . Tt’s. the- first: time ‘CBS.
3|: topping record of $5,316. 387 set in
“\writer, and Robert Myhrum, direc- Films: has’ Randed out VD. “stripes
11960. -SAG has distributed $4,799,~
‘ltor, .will: handle .the production . to ‘both: .the.foreign and: domestic. .
chores ‘for VHE. Productions. .
Lssales. chiefs: *
: Jax: ‘Beer,: ‘New -Orleans,- has. }826 in residuals during its.¢urrent.
*-Vietory:; was. put. ine’ charge. of ‘bought ‘Bill- Cayton’s. hourlong spe- financial year which began: last
Washington;. ‘Sept: qh.
domestic ‘sales. in’ -1961, -but -wasn’t celal, .“The:-Floyd: Patterson Story” ‘Nov.1:
“The FCC has, directed: prepara- |.
x,
. }given’ the.:v.p. stripes until. now. t for -15° ‘southern. ‘markets:. Included ” Increase. in residuals this year
tion of a: document” which.would. MGM's
‘SomBenedict”
“He: moved in the’ Spot: vacated: by. -in- the market roster are: Dallas-. is attributed . mainly | to trend
end.-the: ‘eight-year -hassle - “over.
the - death: -of John Howell; who: \-Fort-Worth, Houston, ‘Memphis and. toward. hourlong series. As result
ve Indianapolis: ‘channel: 13: “by: giving
|.:
had: ‘been: V:p:: ‘in -charge..of sales. {New Orleans. Agency: is. Doherty, of heavy budgets on hour shows,
“>. “$tto Crosley, which -now operates |’ ‘MoM-tV" has set. ‘its:second ma--|.: - Baruch:. in- -the. meantime,’ -has. Clifford, Steérs: & ‘Shenfield:
>. f networks
begin
repeats
‘earlier.
WELW’ ‘en: the ‘channel...
van
- : | jor: foreign deal :on. ‘the ‘new “Sam .left for: ‘sales meeting: of. the staffs. “Schaefer Beer, through BBD&O, ‘than usual, which means more réThe . document, “subjéct': teTater’ Benedict” ‘séries-with ‘Granada-TV. of CBS Europe’ and .CBS.. Limited. ‘bought the’ special for N.Y:. Total ! yun loot.- In addition, commen-:final FCC. action,. would. approve.a buying the Edmond :O’Brien ‘star-: Robert C.--Mayo, |_newly-appointed U:S: markets scheduling the ‘Floyd | “surately: higher budget’ for a 60'~June 12 ‘agreement: -hetween: Cros- ‘Ter. for. the United: ‘Kingdom,: ‘The ‘managing: .director. . of -both "CBS - Patterson” ‘special now:.stands at} min. series ‘normally. involves eme
‘ey ‘and. WIBC, -Inc.;: _the* other.| one-hour series. will ‘bow in. Eng-° Europe and: CBS Limited; Michael: 67. Deal. is’ for two- telécasst, ‘one ployment of. move. actors—more in —
-charinel 13: applicant.’
land.. Sept: 19: over- ‘the: ITA.com-. Burke; -who: is, retiring from ‘those. ‘before and one. after the upcoming ‘many instances than would be used ©
Under it; :WIBC ‘would: withdraw, mercial- hetWork..
‘Itwo ‘positions to. ‘become _Vy:p.-de- ‘heavyweight, championship ° Patter- in two half-hour series:
The: series: ‘Had “previously. been: velopment »for :CBS, °-Inc.,. ‘and. ‘son-Liston “bout. Big Fights, Inc.,
its channel -13. application for ‘In-Total: -telepix residuals ‘distribdianapolis, ‘and Crosley “would pay ‘bought’ by Procter &..Gamble -for- Merle: S.--Jones.. CBS ‘television ‘distributors, says -it will supply uted. by SAG since 1953 is -$26,‘telecasting..on
thé
new
Canadian.
987,123,.
national exec. secretary
stations: -dvi ision:'.’ prexy,- ...were material “on- the ‘Patterson-Liston
.. WIBC about -$160,000,, representing.
: past _expenses. in. prosecuting ‘the: Television web. “Sam. Bénedict”. among. those attending the. meet fight for cutting into the Patterson” John L.. Dales: disclosed yester-

Vidpix Residual
Coinat New Peak

asSTRIPESFOR
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Lax
Beer’s.15 Markets

"DECKS CLEAREDFOR
CROSLEY IN INDPLS.|

On ‘Patterson Story’

>$old:to-Granada-TV)

‘channel: 13} application.

debuts on NBC-TY this month,

‘din: Zurich, Switzerland,

wo ‘special after. the.‘Sept.25: tilt...
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OPEN END
| LEAVE’ i" TO. THE: GIRLS.
MISS. AMERICA, PAGEANT.
. wy ‘BROADWAY GOES. LATIN
oy ‘SHART ‘LEWIS’ sHow.:
‘With. David Susskind, Second City: With Maggi
MeNellis, ‘Patricia With Bert
Parks; . Bobby. Wair,: ‘With - Edmundo. Ros,. Toni: Arden, With Jackie Warner, viberd
Group (6)
|
.|- Bright;” Dolores.
Gray,. -John" ‘Marilyn. Van Derbus; ‘Mary. Ann | Johnny. Pacheco, others::
| Producer: ‘Joshua ;Shelley”

Producer: Jean’ Kennedy’

Director: Arthur Forrest.
126 Mins., Sun. $ p.m,
- PARTICIPATING
|
WNEW- FY, N.Y, (tape) —

Teles’

prototype

talkfest

semester.

Sunday's

soe
veime
Sts
.‘onwt.
plese
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coe

Henry -Faulk, Rita Hayes, Sue| Mobley, Lyid.a..Lee Mead, | Producer Milton H...Lehr
Director:. Bob Hultgren. :.
Ojdkland;. Com. :Henry A: Barnes; ~ Nancy. Ann Fleming, others ...
; Directors: |:
; ‘ Jon” ‘Scoffield, “Bieky, 30° Mins., Sat.;-10 a.m...
.
- ‘PARTICIPATING
Jim Lucas:
|
\ Producer: Paul: Levitan:
‘.Téeman| NBC-TV,. from New. York | Producers: Martlia: Rountree, Ted.‘Director: Vern Diamond”
; 30 Mins., Mon.,.10: 30:‘p.m.
o: “The ‘Shari. Lewis Show” ‘moved, _;-Writer: ‘Craig’ Gilbert ~~
a Distributor, JTC. :
I. - Bergmann

has. Director: Anthony: Messuri

done some retooling for the new, 55 Mins., Mon.-Fri.,:1 “p:m.
tv

efe

«9 initi- ‘PARTICIPATING. 2

| BALLANTINE, 'R, J. REYNOLDS.

| FHILCO,. PEPSE COLA, TONI
Ins.,

5a

p.m. |

_ .WPIX-TV, N. Y.

1-2

| CBS:“TY from’ Atlantic City,

WNBC-TV, N.Y.

- (BBDG;-North)’ >

Aim

of. this,-syndicated
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pes

probed

‘into.its: third Season... on ‘NBC-TV

oy

we ‘Saturday: (8): with the same. appealInde- | ling format ‘that’ has ‘delighted: the:

Spendent’ Television ‘Corp. half-hour:
“Leave It to ‘the. Girls, " ‘is -‘one The: ‘dulling: uniformity. that:‘has’ Latine' ‘musical; at east as applied |.‘kindergarten. set in its. two. -previs
and otherwise, by the Second City
. Complementing ~ the.
lot:the éarliest shows’ on. ‘video: Off i.‘been, Ahe rule: of the ‘Miss. America’ in. the: New. York market, seems to” ous.. “years,
troupe, was a radical: departure, al-:
for. ‘some: years, it is: now .“revived |"
j ‘telecasts Seems ‘to have ‘come. to. ‘al be to attract: the ‘area's good Citi- ‘ventriloquial: Miss: Lewis ‘on -the’in+
though no: quietus on’ “the. vener-.
:zens:- from. “south’ of: - the’. -border: itialer: were two’ of. her: puppets,
- able longrun conversational for‘mat!iby:‘Martha Rountree & Ted. Berg-:' close. “For. the greater. ‘entertain-- while Keeping. it- broad enough to. Hush Puppy and: ‘Lamb -Chop,’ a
; mann: with “Maggi. ‘MeNeliis, one: of |iment ‘Of . . the. > assembled. ~‘girl- ‘appeal: to general. viewers. .well as: Jump Pup, ‘a
a “bulldog”. pers7
of ‘ ‘Open End.”” For ‘there’s a lot !
“the original panel: member's. How-' watchers, a. new “note of ‘profes: | * This: calls’ for ‘a ‘musical. com-: trayed by Jackie: ‘Warner. :
of jawing to come, in- fact, but with,
The beat: and ‘melodics'| ‘Some. unbilled ‘writers ‘canie‘ up.
modifications as to subject and ;“ever, the-girls- show -‘a ‘tendency’ to.! sionalism: has been. introduced : in. “promise.
eminate ° from ° no- further . south: a ‘story. line for the; preem that had
Zo
deeper
than
.
did
.
the
«
original:
thig
:
femmefest.
“with.
the
©
addition
:
‘presentation
over ‘the seasonal :
-Hush- Puppy - going down south ‘to
They.showed" courage. in of séme. ‘competent _ ‘talent.’ The: ‘than. Miami: Beach. Pace .and ‘pro-: .take* care ‘of his -uncle’s dirier. ”
haul. And at least one. session will!rentry..
duction values, : however, are. ‘fast
brin in
back a’. “controversial”:
sideline. pivot man David’ Susskind: Reus eiong condemned. by the: weaving in’.“of ‘Bobby ‘Van, who is |and ‘sound. ’ Designer Inigo -Monk ‘This: was--a convenient peg forMiss. . .
altogether, while two ‘other guys: !AWAREniks. ‘to a life of. ‘banish: '.8 singer-dancer ‘of ‘ability, .is one” has’ probably’ done as much to give | Lewis .to. ‘sing; ” dance... dnd: “recite~.
ment. from’:fhe’ medium, John °of ‘the. applause-worthy |‘Measures. | the .-show.: a: ‘Latin’: atmosphere. as. anecdotes about” ‘the. restaurant. biz...
debate by their lonesome.
°Some-:- “appropriate ~ -PYops..
,
©. .of the current annum..
' (anybody: ith plushy. settings »that ‘amidst
Sunday’s
getaway, _meanwhile, ;. Henry. ‘Faulk:
.+ feature ‘flowers,-' faney “latticed. ‘Half-hour. shaped |up: as: faseinating.-.
proved.a. showmanly gainbit, Mere. . Faulk, who recently ‘was’ given | Also ‘6f.great: importaneé is.the | Screens: and,:
for’ one -number, a: viewing. for“ the. pre-schooler, : but’.
aler, devoted entitely to satire, fey

tiwes

ta

novelty of the marquee was. canny, Fone »‘of .the “largest. libel” awards’! elimination: of :the CBS ‘newsmen.

‘|-4t. ‘was pretty. ho-hum for: anyone
but doubly because of the Second ever,
$3.000,000—but who. still! ¢:om_ the. proceedings because: -of. mirrored studio. "deck: that: -‘Te- -over-age -10.
City gang’s fair-haired status. ‘in |hasn't collected—shows he. is a Per |house rules effective.-this.-year. «A. flected the» ‘terpers: interestingly. :
“Opener ’ Monday -(10). featured. ii Betwixt. ‘hanipulating’ her -“pup-..
New. York.
This: pertains. to their| sonable, ‘lively and’ ‘likely perform-' cet: of former: Miss: Américas. took
“pets ‘and: “warbling” “an-- occasional...
legit-video exposure
in Gotham, er. Although. this. isn’t. his: saueer’ of! over ‘this: year, ‘and. while. they|‘singer. Toni Arden: ‘in: Latin-tem-.
tune; Miss ‘Lewis uses. her. talents.
plus their current click downtown ;, tea. he. managed. ta make his © pres-. didn’t. - -BiVe... the... impression: .. -Of- poed «:show., tunes: and. standards.
pitch: the merit: of Stripe toothe’
yvence felt. by’ some lively: and: apt ob- ireliving | their ~ ‘experiences, . they: She vas ‘solid- in a relaxed; un dra. |2°.
cabaret: residency.
paste. -Latter is.one of the paitic-.
|
Servations..
on.”
various
~
questions:
}
|
were:
good
to
look-at.
The
author‘matic
wavy:
:
‘J
ohnny:
Pacheco
with:
For
home
consumption,
two
Apating. |: ‘sponsors . and... frequent —
ity of the. ‘boy - newscasters |was. ‘the. dancers demonstrated 'the ‘plugs :‘presumably - ‘insures that-no...—
hours may be a bit much, but fortu-. [By Sneaking in a ‘story every. Ne is |
nately they turned in-a bright per-; in a" while- he showed: ‘that “he is ‘missing © from this. session, but. Pachango’ twist. which turned: ‘out’ -viewer.. forgets - ite. Somehow :".,. i
Even .their improvisa- |still ‘one. of the better ad ‘lib per- mat’:
:
least |it, ‘contributed --to ‘the. + to be the‘twist to an upbeat, boom: “Crackerjack,”’.the popcorn: confec>"
formance:
tional stuff, always risky, came off ,formers around. He’looms as ‘good’ difference, °
" ‘chucking. cha’ cha. cha;’
_ I tion; and Remco Toys managed to
okay. But the best of the display’; boxoffice
these ‘days.. especially|. However, there are ~perennials:|.. ‘Lively dance -:turns. were: sup-- Squeeze. in. a coupla messages. too.
by the five-member ‘plus. keyboard since his courageous fight for the jin this show:: The format: itself, and: plied - ‘by ‘Margie’ Ravel, ‘a .show
assist}
compariy were
the
set right to:return’ tothe. air.
. Bert Parks who-.seemed ‘to* be in:| regular; Hector de San: Juan,’ Chi.||
‘pieces, the social vignettes and.
“Leave It: to. the Girts,” ‘opera-* firm. control of ‘the proceedings: -at. Chi..-Navarro and: . the’. Arnoldo:
SEA” WAR :.
pete
political forays.
Some’ of ‘it re-. tor ‘in the genre of. Jong |ago. with .all times. -Parks. was ebullienit- and..} ‘Dancers:
Host Edmundo .Ros was’ With. Admiral -Sir. Gaspar’ Joba,
freshingly,. was presumably daring some: modifications. Of. course: the | cheerful. and. is an esset..to this/|
occasionally - over-exuberant, :bit}:
Rear’ Admiral Roy. Foster-Brown
for the home mediuni in terms. of panelists were much. younger then; |'show. ‘He-contributed to the. genthe segues were too. brief ‘to: upset'| Producer: G. Grafton Green, (for ie
subject and. viewpoint; but- -the ‘tand enticed a. jot. of pictorial inter-- eral air. of. expectancy. “anid gaiety,.
the: fast: musical pace, anyway. “His |. ‘Arthur Rank)
a
°
cumulative impact was more light.
‘band “and the’ Ros singers provided}:
hearts than
heavyweight attack,.
It's: a. more ‘demure pane];former... ‘contestants © in~“carefully | ‘the’ punch. to -put the. ‘production: ‘30: Mins:: -Thurs., .9:30.D.mi. penne
apnea
cleavage:
and the Babbitts can. hold their
‘PARTICIPATING.
now., In--fact ‘they: came on ‘con-} Worked out specialites...
© 2.2 -'}
| snumbers: across: with a bouricy” big: -WPIX; N; Y..
fire. A few of the ploys razzed tv
ae
Lcealing.
their
charms:
asthe
gag|
“The
girls,-this
year,
were.“of
ant
Bill.”
blurb productions, which was. ‘prob- introduction of the “muffled. look.” ‘extraordinarilly high calibre... as‘|* ‘sound: *
.” “Sea. War” igfar: too: ‘minor.’
for ae
ably intended juxtaposition ©with |
far as looks and bearing were con-.
anel:- members° -aré|
a. serious. -comparison: to “Victory. At.
the station’s multiple-spotting. in- Permanent.
.
something
Sue: Oakland: and|‘cerned... Talent?—That's: Miss:
Ohio, IMPORT FASHION: SHOW
i
_ This ‘British-made
‘alfa
terludes.
The effect was not lost, Patricia: Bright..
With. Bill Webber ~
a
even. if kidding commercials. has | Rita- Haves, with Dolores: Grav as; else again: The winner, .wéarer ©:of
:hour:teléfilm seriés,. distributed in...
‘Director:.
George
Walsh:
-worthy
a.
*
be
should”
in|
become. ho-hum sport. Only se-| Buest. ‘Miss MeNellis: chattered
“America: ‘by. ITC, was, at” best, in".
|| 30 Mins.:" Sat. 7 pm,
‘the crown.
rious Japse in taste occurred when ;a-livelv manner, -as:did' the others. ;
. BY. making. the show. more enter HESS: _DEPT.. STORE
‘| complete:.” The first of 13 episodes,.
an actor got: off a. purple anatomic |but” all. were eéxtremely ‘careful.|
| built from. actual footage -of. sea. °.taining .for: the: audience, at: Con-'| .WFIL-TV,” Philadelphia:
¢al: phrase, in the. Univ. of. Chi bit.| naturally enough, It'll take:. some |
was |.

“

Ne
7come
OE

. .; Par
Mare
1ls
rng

est ‘with -an- unabashed display:of,|singing |the theme and-working with|

aime
ve!

Hall;: the: upgrading:
Current. session is: the: third. ‘time. battles by the British Navy and also |‘
which should have. been deleted;time. before they’ Ww arm up’ to ‘the :vention.’
2 |also. ‘appreciated. by... the... : tele:} ‘around: for this high. ‘style fashion: ‘eontaining.. some’ entirely ‘out-of-*:,
Fair.
from the. tape.
some ‘gifamicks’ on: the.‘audience. It. doesn’t always” work. show... The formats may différ but: place draniatic’ ‘simulations; began
Wisely, the actors were given a | There are
the-girls. had a. turn|‘this way.- but the combination ‘of. the fashion - drivel : remains Static. with the battle for ‘Norway. ..
of
One.
‘show.
studio. audience, which -didn‘t stintj
‘spiel ‘on. beauty, ‘entertainment. excitement: “The: news. from’ Paris is certainly
soapbox..and
‘the:
mount
to
“The ‘Rank: people who jimade this
response. and. thus, doubtless, - forselec- of: the contest,. resulted ‘in|vette heéw-—cov ered ‘up- in front,’ low in|’ tried: to. -eoyer. a. lot: of ‘territory. =...
Hayes’
Miss
peeve.
‘somé.pet
tified the performance..- Susskind
better
‘a
got
baek.”’
Viewers
are
treated
to
an
‘Ohio
Miss
sounded, expectancy.
‘The - result’ was.'.a fragmentary, :“ 7
played a generally deferential. host,jtion of a..traffic problém.
array: Tanging «‘from. “the. bathrobe:
supplying some ‘of the ségues, but. Suspicious in as-‘much as N-Y.. Traf- ;launching ‘this: year than-many” of.|silhouette” |‘to -the*“total |Jook.”. :sometimes: inexplicable affair: The: <.
‘music: sed. as. -hackground ‘for: the .
_ Toke
opting to let the comedians. furnish fie Commissioner was.the: guiest to:her. predecessors.
‘| Everything: is.“fabulous,” “Excit-- narration. of*a retired ‘Navy’ man,”
follow. _
.
-the laughs.
Pit.
ing,”
“Very:
exciting;
2*
_“Sensation-.
‘Roy .Foster-Brown, -w.as: often -.__
After. ‘the -girls' warm:
v
Up. ‘the: 55 |the. opener ..to distinguish: herself.
;.minute length may be rio -draw-: ‘or to: shave. to ‘bite. her’ tongue.- OF}*al,” or“ ‘amazing,’ with ‘compatible. wrong fortthe. situation, So was the”.
prices.
..
Clothes
.
‘displayed
|
Tun
NEWSMAKERS
writing.
‘back. but ‘in-its present state, At S. a’|.g0 into: any one of the many. lapses.
from $400 fora “play: ‘suit to $6;000
With Dallas Townsend
|
_{lot. of time to fill, or so-it. ‘seems. ‘that: makes: this. ‘kind ‘of: show. -in-. for. a. completé ‘evening’ ensemble. ° Footage -was. -ordinai y, “editing ne
Producer: Norman Kramer: ~~
under There was..also.:a group. of .Paris-: _tnostly~staccato:-or, ‘if.‘one prefers, .
! Generally. they provided. interest. teresting. It.could happen |
Director: Neal Finn
Jerky, ‘making. the -first of .the I3-.:*
. None of the* panelhad a. chance” on ‘this
1.
‘setup. o
Jose.
}designed- ‘American-made. numbers | week: ‘series. a rather.‘wasted under- :
*30 Mins. Sun., 12 p.m.
we
-with
prices
.unrevealed-.
but
with
taking.
oo
WCBS-TV, N. Y.
_ Art. .
% -{the.. warning, “You'll. be amazed, <
“Newsmakers”: in ‘its preem. ‘on. |
Eookers | who ‘afford -$1,500° for |.

See
.

egg
oety

i
TeleFollow-Up Comment |

WCBS-TV Sunday +9): suffered the |

ee Ski: suits . would- hardly: be sitting

INSIDE POLITIICS.
-around: the’. set- on. ‘a.. Saturday . With’ William ‘H. ‘Lawreiee, AL

malady. that’s common to this type

‘of pubaffairs

| night -in: prime: time: : “Announcer

panel. when’ a. ‘high- |

;.Mann;. Dick: Femmel, ore

Bill. Webber .tried "to brighten’ ‘Producet:: Jack Kinkel.
he. has nothing:to fearabout being: things . up ‘4., bit. last: year, but_ he: ‘Director: Garth. Dietrich’
countered,
especially
the ” vets.
+had-- the overwhelmed. ‘Took .::this: ‘30° Mins:: /Sun., (1:30° Pm.
Los
‘High: “Downs became ©host -:of out -of work vin. tye:
from the ‘baby-kissing set.
Pin- | NBC-FV's early” morning. program
“As for “Today” itself, ‘the format {times calling for *help. from: fash-- ‘SUSTAINING | ---.
Loge
ning one of them down with hard|t strip,- “Today, ” with: Fy non:‘flour: hasi't - changed . measurably .-now |)on. director Jerry : -Golden.. as..to.. ‘ABC-TV .(film; tape)
meaning of the: “total. look: ee
-that: Downs. is ‘up.. ‘There «is that. ‘the.
.
“ABC-TV.-‘on-. . Sunday 49). ‘afters |
questions is like trying.to bare- 1}.
ish. ‘That -is, he was: on: ‘Monday. cadmixtureé .of- news (as- read ‘ef-| “This. season's- line. seemed. far.
hand an -eel in a-barrel of- pink- }
noon ‘préemed a. cnine-week- ‘pres: 2°
+107 as. the same soft self: guy who. ficiently” and. warmly ‘by: ‘Frank ‘out and more ‘Wearable: than. -pre-"
liquid Lux s0ap.
‘vious. exposures, but. the -prices are. election’ ‘half-hour -Series, titled .
-Blair).:
the
smattering:
‘of
.
features
New
York - Mayor. ‘Robert. LF Imade it 2s No: 2 made oii ‘the Jack:
still’ ‘in /outer’ space.
‘Stint, how-. “Inside: Politics. ” ‘Opener. “did. not”
Wagner had an. evasive string. of: | Paar ‘show. _ Whether. the morning. ‘and =news* ‘interviews, hardly:. paced ever, -is good |
advertising. for-‘the live -up-‘to’the.-title—for there was"
‘for
speed;.
but
.that
do.
fill.
up
the.
cliches at the ready’ for. every 4 program’ improvy es.the ‘size - of -its early morning Hours for’ ‘those who't Hess”: ‘store:
“Allentown, - ‘Pa,
‘query fired by. CBS correspond: |
(pop.-- 108, 000), “Audience is “in-. little. “inside”. ‘ politics. revealed— Alm
audience
‘any
more
‘quickly
under
j.
prefer
sight:
plussound:
before
gQ
but “it-:: ‘did®. have’. the ‘merit..‘of.
ent Dallas Townsend
and. his:
;Dewns than -it did under :John’! a:m:
.
PR, Art. ™ | Vited :‘ta the’ freé- fashion show .at’ capturing some:‘of ‘the: politicos: in --.°
newsmen. guests ..on this: outing,.
-"Fthe store. -While they .miay-: not.
S
‘Charles G. Bennet of the N. Y. : Chancellor . remains ‘to. be ©seen.|ineyst .in haut’ ‘couture, -they: will. action, ;exposing: ‘themselves to: the
‘Times. and. Ed. O'Neil of: the N.Y... ‘Downs, however,. does have a fol- |.
Camera. Three.
{buy housedressés: -barbegue> ‘aprons | public and ‘cameras:
“lowing
already
and
=
that
|
may
helpIt ‘was’ uneanny.. to hear CaliforDaily News.
In. ‘trying ‘to. spade |
Billie. Holliday. the ‘great jaz2'Vand.’ ‘other. ‘mundaine : wear.’
up some fresh earth ‘tor dirt; or
“Today” As totally pointed to; songstreess whose death in 1959. was
-The- “set was” ‘conventional: with. pia? S.,gubernatorijal. Republican
something stimulating) ‘the news-:‘mama: and that .the_ fact: shone * case ‘of “slow: suicide ‘by: gin:-and barogie - frames -and. mirrors’ as a. aspirant Richard.M. ‘Nixon. ¢alling.*
men probed: the Mayor on. the| through ‘so’ ‘clearly: ‘on Downs first ‘junk: awas' given. a thoughtful. and background:: -The -.models -. “ were’ for’ “charige,”:Warning. the: publie.
‘hat, it:
it -has--a'’ ‘choice. of “standing ©
Bronx primary, the coming: state:
‘day. made the show ‘Fook somewhat! ‘'artful-tribute last’ Sunday. morning. ‘pretty ~-and~ stiaé-faced-and.-the. ‘gti
1”:.
or. “going “ahead.” These
Demo conyention, the ‘strengths’ oF : hike an adlib soap. opera:: For. in-!
on.CBS-TV's” “Camera Three,”.-a ‘commentary : of. .fashion. eoordina- :
various candidates and the “bal- ‘& stance, other.” regulars Jack L €S- !i' ser CS. : pr oduced ©
-cooperation: tor
Yvnee Burbage ‘properly _ef- -were’ ‘thie. phrasés: associated. with - Oe
Keniiedy ‘during the ’60°-"™.
anced ticket’’—that_ political’ stand-!‘coulie| and
Pat’? Fontaine ‘ran = with the N.Y. "State."Education “De- fusive. * Handling-: -of ‘the Hess: President
campaign. ‘Fime ‘and change make.
ard of getting - a. compatible-to-all through: a series of pictures‘onrt’ » partment. |“Central’ portion: of- the | name* ‘was not” subliminal.
strange -phrase- ‘makers!-.
“mix. of race, .creed,. étc.. ‘on the, : family life. of : Downs,. “ostensibly to:i show. featured. daneers Carmen: ‘dey:.
.|:Phe half-hour, rather. than-as a’: ballot.
Re “balance,” as an ex-— indicaté to. his. viewers. who ‘the;
:Lavallade ‘and John Butler’ in’ a.
‘behind .the . Scene” look-see: into. 2
ample of the fluff the boys pro- real Hugh: ‘Dow ns is.
“The familial “pallet: -choreographed by the latter. THE. Pp:BOMB
ly professional

interviewee

1s. en- |
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‘polities, served: moére.as ‘a. primer:
voked, ‘the Mayor smiled: his way:‘rin through was not: ‘informative:, : It. Was an. evocative. piece ‘of: ‘dane-’
With”. Alex. ‘Dreier; ‘narrator: ‘Dr«| for .the. :upeoming .elections, ABC.
through a sentimental preamble :-or real. but it. jas time. consuming. ‘ing: made--all the ;more ;Haunting|.
Philip Hauser: Thomas ‘Couiter, News”. “William “H.: Lawrence °.-ap=*
‘on the great shrewd intelligence;
anc hardy ‘skepticism of John Q-— {! Bow. ns” himself, seemed .more. cat, , by Miss dé Lavallade’s resemblance| ‘Ald. Ben Lewis, :Ira Bach, others Praised.: thé national’ significance: -

‘|-of. ‘the state-by- state --November =:
“the
people’—-who
eschews
alli home ‘opening day in conversation, to- the Tate. ‘songstress: several ‘of; producer: Con. O'Dea-. 2
‘Braun, Carl Tubbs elections: - There ---were- “inteYesting’
that ethnic: and. religiaso ‘jazz im: “With ‘Dick ‘Powell. than he ‘did: with’ iwhese™: Wotals. backgrotnded* ‘the. Directors: Clifféithér’
Sen.
Vance.
‘Hartke.
cr
Atballet.
o
S
..«.
‘Writer:
Don.
Bresnahan‘.
oo
-.| shots’ of: the. -primary: ‘contest in
his quest to get the “best people:”
Shaw featured an. impressively .' torney - General’ ‘Robert” Kennedy. f- “Opening. ‘sequence: “was: matked |60-Mins.,. Sun. (2).- 5:30 ‘p.m. : a
Republican New: :-Hampshire. -The«:.
WBKB,.
Chicago.
(film
2.5:
| Michigan. gubernatorial contest:.
simple set that seemed. fo pit the: i There was. a note: of diffidence for: by- a penetrating’ -summation. ‘Of|.
newsmen against.their subject. like ithe politicians, ‘the Downs relaxed IMiss: Holiday’ s .caréer. through -its| “As: . a: documentary; “the «“ap. came-in for a:sequence ‘with. ABC's
a backfield. charging a guard. ‘Di- |teuch was not,‘So. evident. In these |“trials.” successes: arid final. degrada- Bomb”. is: as unrewardingly preten- : Dick: -Femmel interviewing. Aneun
tion, Sfill ‘photos. were. effectively. tious. as its: title; which turns: out. bent: governor .. Swainson ‘a id.al
yee tor Neal Finn-used. his. cameras: ‘two' Cases. .
“Nevertheless, Downs. is.‘a. pleas: mentaged “to portray . the. esseritial tobe only ‘a.trick metaphor: for-the: Republican’. “chaHanger: -Romney.: ob
most skillfully in sweeps and-very.
candid ‘closeups. But, despite the. tant man, quick: to ‘communicate-at a tragic. quaity of her life:..A. quote population’ .explosion. :‘The 60-min- ‘Most- ‘interesting © ‘Sequence. Was
production values, the Mayor’ stil]!distinctly:— almost: instinctively— |.from: .fazz. -:critic.. ‘Ralph... Gleason jute program starts off being a grim- gathered’ by.“ABC correspondent,
s
dt. up: “She” suffered. from: portrait :of Chicago. in.1990, show-: ‘Al. Mann,: who. directed essentially
came across as. bland and -unbe-;‘honest letel-to the people’ around.| sumnied

the effects of: the, P-Bomb, and the: samé’ questions. to: ‘Nixon. and...
stirred as the emcee of a davtime him. ‘So Jong as:he. keeps. that oné Fan incurable. disease—being black ang
|#
- Quizzer.
Bill.
quality, along with: his”“gentleness, j In a. white. _Soclety.”. : JHerm...-af
‘Horo. _
-_ (Continued ‘on page. 34) ° _ incumbent: Pat Brown...
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“Toe
Silvers63; Show
Roa Airiateau, producer-director

teDale Gate
T-by CBS-TV as producer-director of}

op‘of “Dobie Gillies,” has been. signed |

‘Summations on European Videos;
~Uncommon Market” Double-Pricing

Be re to.bet.
is series.
nntias
new’ Phil
:Silvers.
on fitelet
Century" 7 ‘the:
f ‘CBS:TV cetwentieth.:
15°
‘off:
Fook.
surgery.
and.
siege.
hospital:
“back: in harness after summer
‘Currently - teamed. with ‘creator. Burton Benjamin, ‘exec -‘producer.

| things: using the family, sweet-.
By: BILL GREELEY.
Ae
MaxShulman onA alts,” which:‘is}:
‘heart: and children as themes. But
“15 Ibs. ‘after summer. recuperation from: hepatitis
With.
‘all.
‘the
overseas
action
‘producer |
often these are too theatrical. and
-resigned. from NBC™ to return to. Remack Corp. as”“associate:
among agéncies’ ‘and ‘adv ertisers.
‘would not. be considered commerof “Original ‘Amateur: Hour.’
J lately, a: lot. of: U.S:- ad: -men are
°
finding’ out. there. is. no common: -elals by our standards.”
Christopher’ Piummer, ‘as: title: player, ‘and: Hope ‘Lange, as -Fexann’
I.
Italy: “The Italians have a great
: market’ in European: tv.
- will “do-“Cyrano -de: ‘Bergerac, ** ‘to: be. ‘produced as: the: second -“Hall-"}
. Tim Hewat,- docu--|.
mark'‘Hall of Fame’’.on:Deeé. 6 over NBC-TV....
| ° In Germany, . there’ is a govern- facility for combining sell with
_mentary producer. for: ‘Granada: TV, and ‘his: wife; Ann ‘Suudi, ‘who: ts {I
“-ment agency. that. says. “show. me” ‘satire and humor. But they persist
-that British. web's. casting director; ‘in N. Y. ‘for a briefie’ before winging |- Radio ‘i
is. in:‘an. ‘alarming. ‘state:of: on all blurb claims. And. ¢commer- ‘In. employing the ‘most cliched,
. Lee- Lawrence, one. of .the production staffers on |:‘flux,: George.’ Skinner,-Katz" ‘rep-, ‘cial’ time is 900%. oversold;. any- corny characters as announcers-~
to West :Coast-.
- NBC-TV’s. “Today?” in the Dave. Garroway. days, hasbeen, hospitalized |*
“way.--In- France. (which talks. of. salesmen. The nicest -and worst
pery director | Of . radio: ‘program:
for. ‘months. -and.:.is- ‘still.on.the recovery road from ‘serious | surgery ‘at
‘commercial ty, but may never’ get distraction is their constant use
the. Hospital” for. Joint: Diseases. .Meantime, .-another’ wWwho- has had. ming Services last: ‘week. told indus- around to it) all aspirin blurbs for| of tuscious-looking girls as models
“‘gurgery, .Don Garrett; publicity’ chief. at. Scréen Gems, vis back’. at. his. tryites at the~World’s Fair ‘of Mu- | theatres have -to.be approved by: demonstrating their” products. You
the. Ministry. “of - Health.
Italy. often Temember the. girl and not
“ desk’ this week:'The ‘shrapnel. in. his lég is.all gone. . ..:..J,-P. Miller’ Sic.. &. Sound: in: Chicago.:~

Witthe
Satin
Rays

Jerry.| “Alarming. because. there -is no. doesn’t. allow cig blurbs. In Hol- |the product.
hias an -article -on “pay tv..in. the ‘November -‘Cosnidpolitan :
‘Although the
-Obrbach. guesting.. on. Shari. Lewis’ NBC-TVer: Sépt.*29.etal“Gerald. ‘pat format to ‘which to. turn,”:-said™ land, the real crusher:: no. cheese-

Italian commer| eials,. as in--Germany, are jammed
Goldberg to ‘WINS as-head flack . . : NBC: News veep. Julian: Goodman. Skinner. ““A’ few years. ago,: Top cake of’any. kind.
latest:
their.
‘Forty:..was. a safe: bet: if :it-:-were|. “Above: intelligence is from. Elliot together ‘in -a special time slot
and his frau. finally’ :‘after: a month): gave «-a-name-'to
_. child, He-is -now- Thomas. Gregory, nee “Baby. -:Boy,: Goodman .--: -.. ‘done with ‘any. ‘amount “of © skill. Saunders, veteran New: York com-| Called ““Carosello.” says Saunders,
Te,
chaisman,.
whatsoever.. But now this ‘is: not. ‘mercial producer and former Ken- ‘they are watched like any other
“> Sylvester: Weaver,. ‘McCann-Erickson: International: board.
““eeives one ‘of the American: Heart ‘Assn.'1962: ‘Gold’ Heart ‘Awards <.... a‘ guarantee of’ success—and even’ ‘yon. ‘& Eckhardt. exec, ‘who: is back} Pregram and. ‘are believed, in fact,
~ Spencer Shaw; children’s .consultant. for the. Nassau -Library. System, if it gets. the ratings, there -‘is the ‘after. seven ‘and: ‘one-half months |to have a bizser audience than.
“returns. ‘to. WHLI, :Henipstead,..L.: I.. with his: programy of ‘kids’. ‘book: ‘possibility. - of .sales © resistancé,.{on. the -continent ‘to ‘drum, up new |most Advertisers catty have ore
reviews: and”: ‘readings, “The ‘Story ‘Hour.” 2 *:
. ‘| based. on audience. composition... 4 biz: for his -New “York-Paris: con- blurb every nine days.
“Today it’s a’ toss cof ‘the. coin|l sultancy for: U.S. -advertisers . who
‘Finland,
with three tv
com‘Len. Spinrad, CBS-TV _ public’ information’: ‘editor, in. Beth. Terael
--Vivian -Vance,- featured |whether. to... go. good music, -con- ‘Wwatit- to’. produce. or place. video |panies, operates. the only two comFoe o Hospital: recovering from a back injury: *.
“mercial outlets in northern Euin: CBS-TV's: “‘Lucy. ‘Show’, ‘Spending : the: Week. in ‘Stamford, Connh.; ‘versation,- “middle .of the road; for- commercials over. there.
-éign -language, -alitomation, person- 7
"before: returning: to the. Coast next. weekénd to’ resume-filming -.
‘After
a
nation-by-nation.
assess:
|
rope. ‘Commercials. and the shows
Alfred Hitchcock in/N. Y.°..:-- Warren V.-Bush, CBS -News: producer, ality or’ any combination: of: these: ment of foreign: ‘blurb: production, : ane4byYd nace booms Label
The.
old.
rule
of.
consistency—hav-:
Lloyd
.
.
..
Wisconsin’
in:
trip
|
fishing
“Muskie
.a°
from:
‘returned.
Has:
unders’
of -first on
impthe’
ortance
is Sa double: |¢
‘gram producers: are. -not allowed
’* Betdges ‘of. (CBS-TV’s .“Kaiser Presents" ‘Lloyd Bridges’ Show” has: ar- ‘ing ‘the. programming. ‘the samé all }- notation
continental.
to
buy
time
directly.
Tived“ in. N..-Y.-for-a week’s- stay~;':: :-Frank Sinatra: ‘Jr., 18-year-old. ‘day: long—has’ been fractured ‘with{1
dard. In’ virtua
a
;
‘tight «‘produc: pricing 's
tarda the. European. pro- Belgium’ and. Holland. are ‘as yet
son. of. ‘singer, ‘makes. his: network: ‘debut: ‘on ‘Jack. ‘Benny program [Successful -. -results;
tion
visn’ta
necessity:
in
‘cO6nversa|:
one:
on
season.
Special-this
Dutch
possible
tv:
‘talking
commercial
“Oct, 2°. . 2-Harry Belafonte
tion
-programming;, -15.--minute ducer has one price for the Ameri-|.Without
-of the webs. ‘If deal: jells, Belafonte will.handle the package himself, - newscasts in. the proper ‘program-.| can customer ‘and’ another, lower, vidéo has: five subdivisions, each
tor.
-: hleing “an. outside’ producer-diree
‘perhaps::- ‘Belafonte’. ‘denied. any
its own Program company.
ming’ framework .are ‘pulling . like: for his countryman. It’s usually a with
Roman § Catholiee
are
“association: at. this, time -with. Bob Banner. “Associates...
ey.
h u war
[
’hike: of 257%
maid;
-and.
the
strict
adherence
to.
at
|!
‘Richard
cand
ABC-TV
-6n
for’
f
°
"
y
‘church.
‘Protestant: :Social Demoof “Going -My: Way"

Gene. Kelly, ‘star

Cliamberlain, : of: the NBC:TV. “Dr. Kildare’: ‘series, _ Off on -an ‘ex-- a- music -list straight from Cash. “American.
:. Otherwise,- says. Saundéis, ;‘the: -erat,. ‘Christian and ‘Neutral. ‘section.
“Herbert - Jellinek: ‘Box ig ag rare as ‘the Dodo.:
‘norni: ‘is. ‘for the producer to pre- | Saunders... Savs he -was unable. ‘to
. tensive’ trip- to plug. ‘their. tv shows this week |
And:
‘today,
said
‘Skinner,
‘mich
and
of.‘budgets.

sent an-idea to’ the ‘client, then |determine what the “Neutral” rep: “has been promoted-to the new position of: director
of the-basie: principles: of:thie old|§
=, gost coritrol ‘of the-ABC network’s western: ‘division: ,%; . Jack, Ansell. |Top. Forty.. days” no: longer ‘are..as create: the ‘blurb. on’ this ‘own. There. resents.
-" "has. joined. ABC-TV. -as' a ‘sales: preseritation ‘writer. ~~. ‘Ted Ware :
are.
who. will not’ conde- | -He. predicts that. ‘commerclal tv
te’
ore producers
“Valid.” ““At*one. time,
to. -Switzerland
|{rrevocaphy
named ‘assistant. advertising..and. sales. promotion. ‘director ‘of Westing- {for
example, '“Tocal’ radio was the: scend to’ work via the American.. ‘may -be. “coming.
‘house: ‘Broadcasting Go.;: moving over from: KYW-TV: ‘in ‘Cleveland:. : |prime ‘objective: There: was some- storyboard method. Production is|after a big fisht; and while ad>| slow—a day: on. the floor ‘here is vertising has heen forbidden, Swiss

Gordon. Grant added: ‘to: the WABC-TV sales: staff: and. ‘Georgene. ‘De. -thing-- magic in. the: world ‘local,’
|mewspaper interests have shelled
* Luoa. becomes ‘the’. station's. administrative assistant, in the: business: and: at the time it served well-toj
“two-in Europe:: |
| integrate: the. station: into.the com- |-~1 For: quality,-he “gays, . Britain is:| out millions of francs to Swiss. ty
affairs: department... ~
. Bullets. ‘Durgom-: ‘and “Raymond. Katz,: partners: ‘in.
i ‘the.personal: ‘mane’ munity and tailor” programming: to. ‘the best: and follows US: methods ‘for publicity on Swiss. products,
= agement: firm of Durgom-Katz ‘Associates, on: the Jong-distance: shuttle: fit’ the -unique- ‘requirements :-of —and in many: cases the: “quality: such as:.cheeses, cars and soups.
+Some Swiss viewers receive com-<
this.:week,: Durgom,. who. heads’ up- the -firm’s: Coast : operation,,. ‘planes: the’ ‘community.
‘But. like «any surpasses this country.
-. to: London. and: Rome’ on: film and tv deals’ while Katz planes to'L.A. for. other :virtue’ overdone, the :‘local’:|" :. “The restof Europe. hasa “great -‘merelal. tv. from Germany’and Italy.
“= perlodi¢ Coast: look-see.”. He ‘supervises. the firm’s: ‘New York’setup .. | aspect. in Some “-casés ‘has’ beeome |-amount. to offer and also a great.) JIn.Austria. tv is controlled and
|run- by the. government, but lim°
' After fling in Summer. stock. Ronald ‘Dawson this week: producing 52: ‘ridiculotis:” Instead’ of*-“local;’ .it ‘amount to:learn.”.-he’ Says."
‘one-minute radio‘ ‘spots. for -overseas ‘usé through’ ‘Basch Radio-TV..: has: -beconie ‘the. most inhibiting 4" Germany: “They do ‘wonderful: ited advertising ts allowed via the
Series entitled ™..‘‘You,”-:with: Frances" ‘Scott narrating.”- Dawson, .into- kind -Of.. ‘provincialism : -which. has ‘short: ‘commercials, but: ‘sometimes |*‘Carosello” ‘format—two mintues
CBS. Radie “Suspense” next.week, .
ae
|deprived the -listener-:of. contact | the people. in these are -stiff card- of entertainment and 30 seconds of
| ‘board. reproductions. Some of their| sell. There also are a few oneae with: the’ ‘outside: ‘world.
:

cp: ">. Se. ridiculous: has’ ‘the pro- product claims sound: like the ‘old: minute inserts with most all being
| grammer’ Ss. dependence - ‘on ‘local’: medicine | man. selling . his. ‘Indian done ‘live. Ginamaria: Hidalgo, darling’ of ‘the: Biienos. Aires’ ty.“wet ‘in:‘town . become -that a. famous. comedy elixir.” ::
Espanola
is state
| Television
booking stars for her. own’-hour series, “Festival 62.” “Asked why. team in New ‘York: (Bob. & Ray)—|- France: “’gome af the best. spots owned :and commercial, but with
she. doesn’t ‘tape: them here, she: said; “but that would be: cheating:. We. ‘who are. unique. in” their. humor. in the world are’ done here. but|the most. tasteless approach to be
‘must have them: live.’ ‘There would be no: coop. in: ‘Hollywood. for ‘this| and: who have: been. used. freqient-: ‘they-.often -wander: far from‘ the|fotind on the continent.
. chick ;.. ; Sheldon: Leonard doesn’t- believe. tv. is turning ‘up new talent ly’ on network shows—is. having sell intended: because of a gimmick|
On: ‘the ‘initial trip, Saunders
.: fast enough and may: take. time off to. do -his:.own scouting. What. he’s |:‘difficulty. : -in® selling- their . comedy. or : spectal. effect’ becoming more repped North agency.. VHF Pro-.
‘most interested. in are comedy writers and.says: the cdllege ¢ampuses vignettes: to’ stations.©:One-cof -the important. than the message: One: ductions, Videocraft, ‘Swanson Muare. swarming: with ‘them... Joseph’ Santley; tv’ producer, ‘reports. he’s ‘ftréqiient’ reasons. they ‘hear ‘for not. reason for. this’ is.that most of the sie; Van Praag. Productions and
“well and. happy’: “and not: to be. confused. with. the Joseph’ Santly: using. the material -is, ‘Oh, we. have’ tinie ‘these’ commercials ‘are ‘used others. He produced six commerDubonnett
wine
in
(“banjo ‘eyes’”’) ‘who passed. away last: week.. . J.T. Price. exited: the our own: local |‘Gotnedians:’ -. Local | ‘only’ for. theatre: advertising. where | cials.... for
.. Tack. ‘Wrather Org © where. he ‘had. been. veeped: in, ‘charge : of ‘special. comedians?. This ‘is the’ ‘Kind: of. ‘it- seems ‘the: primary. purpose is. to France and .a_ series. for T-Fal
projects... .. ‘Time was -when- ty.“commercials. were -shot..on picture ‘talent: ‘that’ takes -“years .to: develop amuse -and
the sell.As. almost for- cooking: ware.
stages. only: when someone. ‘else ‘wasn't using ;them. Now- lookit what's: -and doesn’t; .pop- up.-in: every, ham- 'gotten.”
happening. Gerald. Schnitzer. ‘shot...some - NL Y:.. Times. comeon-.. in let,‘village: and town. ”
‘Seandiniavta:: ;“They, do “fine|

IN- HOLLYWOOD.

London Avencies

“Manhattan; his. associate,: ‘David “Commons, ‘had. a: crew. shooting’ at
” Torrey. Pines, down: San Diego way;.and another, unit ‘was’ shooting. in

: Addie. Hanson. quit: ‘press. ‘agenting. to return'|’
“ * .Colorado.: Runaway?.-.
"to--radio ‘and ‘tv'-as. a ‘performer sue: “Walter - _Grauman, -one. of:

~Papo&TransistorBatteries.

McCleary’s grads of NBC-TV's “Matinee Theatré,”’.. moved in:to Desilu |
. Everybody: but: ‘everybody ‘who is somebody |.
to prepare a few pilots.

‘turned ‘out: for ABC: s studioParty: for ‘the ‘web’:S board: of. governors.

“London, Sept: ‘WU.

'. International activity by British
ad agenciés‘is

on the increase. De-

velopments: at G. S: Royds Ltd., for
|instance, revolve round -an agree|ment: betiveen
the. agency. and.

" “Hollywood; ‘Sept. ‘11,
"The transistor: thay.be a boon to radio. but it’s the ‘bane. of. show .. Overseas ‘Marketing and Adver““pysiness. -Blamé:it on the town’s two. baseball teams—Dodgers and ‘|tising -Ltd., Specific details of the
Angels, both: deep’ in‘ the :pennant-: race. No: matter where.you go
Jnew pact are not yet released. but.
“NBC-TV bought 300 ‘feet. of ‘WBKB's “Home: Agitn”» “celluloid:on
in-‘this'town ‘and. its environs, the ‘little Hand ‘radio: can be: heard. ‘|Royds 4s: expected to emerge a
Benny Goodman for use. in’ its upcoming. “World: of” opiis.-on ‘the|: They're even srieaking: them- into: picture. houses and. ushers, . In- . considerably strengthened - -organ-“Chicago-born : jazz star ...°. WGN-TV found: a prime ‘time. Saturday }- : gtead. -of : cracking ‘down, ‘listen: intently. ‘themselves to.who. hit {ization -in the overseas field.
|*
-" night ‘slot: for “Down You Go, ”. which ‘wag 'a daytime ‘weekend offering
Meantime. Mather & Crowther
_ what: and... who's ‘on- third.’
- Carol ‘Zientek. leaving WBKB’s press dept. for: TV |:
oe last season:
Maiiagers are-beginning ‘to:feel. the: pinch. and. some. have set.” has opened. an. Italian limb.. Peter
Guide’ aide Daw. Q..-Posin: doing: a’ new: kidseries, “Dr. Posin’s: ‘Space.
Quayle:
and* Guido. ‘Banzoni are
up a check point: ‘in. the lobby. to deposit the transistors: after: the
ge,” for National Educational. Television ;:::: Indie: producer Herschell
chieftains .of the Italio setup. Ad‘show..
Orice
one:
or
the
other:
of.
the
teams
iseliminated
from
‘the
|.
|
of
segment
a
. owis: availed his home: in Highland: Park: jast’ ‘week: for.
- pennant |drive things: should. improve’ but-if.it isn’t one. ‘thing. it’s”: | ditionally, Sinclair Wood of Priteh~“Jt's Light, Time,” the National. Lutheran Council ‘series: being -filmed

.IN:‘CHICAGO.

" ‘another, °“say.-the.-manhagers. Next week -starts. felevision’s “new. ard Wood International Ltd. named
“by. Cameo. Productions. Producer. Jim: Barth did ‘three weeks .of loca-.|- . season and that’s: ‘always.a headache. Sit-at-homers Tike. to’ sample” F..E..Spence:as managing director
. Jim ‘and Bud Steward: are back.|
eos ton shooting in the north suburbs.
and-‘they’ a ‘be. coming: at ‘them’ in’ droves: = of this newly-formed ‘but rapidly
‘. $rom ‘a safari. in, Kenya: ‘with ‘lotsa. ‘animal, footage for their WBKB |. _all‘the.-new-‘shows
‘Some
‘of
the.
ads’
in
the
downtown sheets are even. double the. size” S expanding: company.
U,’s.“Your.}
dshow:and-some magazine: assignments .. ;; Northwestern
“.
woo.
mos,

Metin
ress
2

ee
Right To Say- It” notches. its -fifth: year.as 7 WGN-TV ‘entry this month |. of: theatricals.:
. Football, howev ‘ereis. not:‘the.-gcourge of: ‘paseball ‘Whien the. town.
‘and gets the tint: treatment this-fall; Another NU: ‘show,: “Reviewing .
“has” two. Winner's going: for’. them. The.L.A.
L
‘Rams. of the: -pro.
<o) \§tand,’” ‘originating |on WGN Radio’ and.carried. by the ‘Mutual: networks,

:F: W. Dinsmore appointed ad di- ~

rector ‘for. Proctor

{Mounir

Takchi,-

& Gamble...

.

prexy
of the
| Lebanon Chapter of the Interna‘ttional Ad ‘Assn... flew’ out from

” National ‘League, have not ‘had. a: ‘winning. season in years and:
iew. -“Family Classics’ features, “which. preems. this: ‘Friday (ifi w ith} this. fall looks no. -befter so that’s one. break ‘‘for. the. theatrés.
Britain. on Sat. (8) for New -York‘Norm Pellegrini, :program |director}. ~Shotild: they ‘hit. winning» form: show .biz will feel it. Into. the:
‘Adventures ‘of. Tom. ‘Sawyer
Two. new cigaret lines. are
Coliséum
will:
pour.
tipwards:
of
°
75.000.
‘and
transistors
will
‘shrill
.
}
|:
Moncriticism-on:
|
. for WFMT, doing: a new: program. of classical. récord
to be introduced by Gallaher. Lid...
“the.
game:
w
herever.
people:
are
on.
the
‘moye.
(Games.
are
ty:
‘ed
. WGN-TV: plucked a: national. sponsor; ‘Maxw ell House,|
Gay nights...
_.: {next month. in eertain areas: of the’
aay. later):
~. for: the. new ‘edition: ‘of “Great. Music,”’. splitting tle ‘tab with.Talman.
-|U. K.. Ulster-TV: Southern-TV° to:
:.
But.
.dat
Hiftle
debbit
transistor
will:
‘always’
be.
the.
‘Reavy.
wtien’
vings ...... Bob Lewandowski’s “Press Internationale’ has moved. from.)
carry: brunt, of. sales drive.
—

- -@locks:its 28th year in: October: -+ Frazier. ‘Thomas will host. W GN-TV's. ;

jundays t6:Saturdays. in. same 3: 30.Dp.m. slot..

af. -a-hot sports: event. comies -along: -Even -at: the’ ball-games they’re™
. heard. on: all sides, “Dodger: ‘boss -‘Watiter O' Malley. permits only the .-

Telesynd Sales
games. in: Frisco. to: be’ televised. ‘The. Angels, ‘outdrawn. two-to-one
2 by: the. Dodgers,‘ sneak:-one in occasionally on their. road” games.
--Telesynd; ‘the syndication wing
‘:O’Malley’s theory ‘must’ be;. “keep them wanting.” And, by golly,:. |of Wrather Corp, which recently
WTOP-TV, a CBS: afil,is. having a two-day puff ‘party “for the”new |:
‘it’s ‘working ‘like «a. ‘charm.. “Any hot.team’:‘packs the. stadium: with : |took .over sales of Programatic
_ geason.. The’ ‘Saturday. and ‘Sunday... afternoon parties -at ‘the:. swank
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it | Vanrery- ARB’s. iveekly chart offers’re day- by-day:
analysis ojthe- top

(Macy theWinnah
\As Remco Splits {
‘Parade With M&M

feature evening: ‘slots ina

‘particular. market; On Saturdays. ‘and: ‘Sundays, daytime. featiire ‘slots’ compete with nighttime. pls ;

‘periods:fordesignation. asthe
¢ top.feature slot.
8 ofthe:
day. ‘The:
analysts: 4gconfined,tothe top rated

Macy’ s wanted M&M. candies ‘to:

On. the. technical level: “at least’ on

. period usually, covers‘thee:orfour weeks.Otheer’‘datasuich as¢ the.time"slotandtotal area1 homes
network’ television shows -dur
‘the. upcoming. season -will ‘be ‘better
isfurnished. ‘Top competition andcompetitive ratings:also.arehighlighted.
‘than: they ‘-ever. have been.- -No-|:

;have
“1 Day

part

of its annual

Turkey.

parade on NBC-TV ‘and the.

| giant department store. got its way.
M&M, out. of the Ted Bates ad
agency, will sponsor a third of the
| November. daytime. telecast:
‘Remco had. bought: all of the
NBC-TV special; and last week,
‘as. “Macy's - ‘was jockeying to. get
{M&M in,. declared adamantly that
‘the toy sponsor ‘planned to. mainj tain. its ‘hold on the entire show..
Yet. on: Thursday (6), Remco de-

longer: suffering. frem an inferiority.|:

-. complex ‘born: out of: Hollywood's. Indianapolis©. STALWen,WISH WLWt, wry |
e
> SURVEY DATES: MAY. 18 - JUNE: 14.
- one-time-'scorn of: ty. as ‘a ‘Secondrate: ‘medium: -compared:-to.: theatri-.
- eal” ‘films, : -the: -filmed. dramatic: |
~ WEBM.“Total.‘Atea:‘Homies: 43,700:.
ComrermioN
-shows: ‘coming: out,”. of the Coast
‘studios: are: reemeérging this. year |with ‘the best ‘Hollywood: artistry. MONDAYS. 5:00-6:30
wot
oo“Barly Show im lensing, lighting and. editing, .ac-. Program: ‘FRANCIS: ‘FARMER. ‘PRESENTS.
a
00-6: 00...
eording to Dan. Melnitk, ABC-TV’s
ee
‘Popeye ~ |.
. New. .boss: .of-nighttime .program- | * ‘May.21.“APACHE. ‘WAR SMOKE* foe
arn
. §:00-5:545 —
ming’. who. recently returned :from: a |:.‘Robert :Horton;. Gilbert ‘Roland
*
Rocky: Show
* rigorous | 0.0. of the. company's new cote7
. _1952,:“MGM; _MGIETY,, Ast.’ Run..
JP
i
5:45-6:00 |

3

N.-Metro “Rating: 9

shows-in Hollywood.:‘

-PROGRAM -

| “May 2§“THE MARAUDERS”

Casper
Ghost,
5:00-5:30:

f
‘29:“THE BIG LEAGUER” ©...

+."

. E.G. Robinson. Vera: Ellen’ Coe

"2

also:

_

much.--improved:

“Without

WLWIi
19,700 |

“8,700.

5:80-6:00 “Popeye: :

oe
-WTTV
16,300
“WITV

§:00-6:30-

Next

WLWL-’:

every: critical. taste, ‘the: scripts ‘too}

~

“are showing evidence of a. growing |

WEB MTotal Area ‘Homes: 32,
700°

ee

/ Metro, Rating:. ue
J
Pe 7 television.” ” Melnick: ‘said that:‘per- |.
:
‘" Chaps - that «the-“eliange. was. being WEDNESDAYS: 5:00-6:30 °
wrought. by. the’ fact ‘that the indus-. Program:. FRANCIS: FARMER: PRESENTS |
*
Ary. was not: only attracting. the top}:

< pros. ‘but, also ‘the --most-“talented |- May; 23: “TERROR AT. “MIDNIGHT”.
‘
Seott’ Brady,, Joan .Vohs-) *
‘youngsters |who. are. snot. ‘infected | ~
1955,¢RKO, ‘HTS, Repeat:
with cynicism.
nicism. nar
fe
i.
aes

: §:00-5:30°

i:(BCinCuthack
On Prodction

June: 13.“TRE SEA SHALL.NOT AVE -UHEM” |
*

_Broadcasting: ‘Corp.. has been. asked |- —
. to™'slash ‘its-budget by. $100, 000:sim fe
anticipation of federal: government) .

Planning for loeal’ felevision ‘proBE ‘ductions has: -been: “shelved; and -the_two: ‘major. productions,” “*Mvsic:

Bréak” -and. ~“Swingalong,””:". both
“high-priced:

30-minute

- Michaeél.. Redgrave, ‘Dirk Bogarde.

“7,200

| .

27,500

——

. ‘Ruffles Party;

WITV.

"6:00-6:30

"WEB M“Totat. ‘Area ‘Homes: 35,600"

7,900.

COMPETITION,

:

PROGRAM
oars Hany spew”

€

Casper. Ghost

WLWI

7; 5:00-5:30

21,300

R:-Cameron, ‘V: Ralstoh

.

ot comment on-the decisions;-it’ sz]... -..-

orders from. Ottawa.: CBC: Winni- ;
peg is not. the only: ‘préduction: cen-. Le

as

aan

53, ‘R O; HTS,. ‘Re

fs

epeat..

sa

;

aa

“are. being: cut by. nearly..$1.000,000;| .
‘similarly: on-word from high: places..

"Stephen ‘McNally, Pegzie Casile.,

as

_—

°

ont

CTV: network ‘and -its af. |" .May.2S “HOUSE. ON: HAUNTED RELL”. :

‘Even ‘with: ‘the decréase - “in: o- 7
cal .‘productions, ‘the CBC's. ‘Cana |‘
‘dian’ content’ will continue to meet}.

the’ require ements -of ‘the Board.-of |
Broadcast governors, Requirement, : a

:

*

‘Ruffles: Party’

-{ took $18:368,000 from the $20,389,~

14,700

“22;500

In. total.: thercfore,

WTTV.

: 00- 6:30-

” Vincent. Price, Carol Ouhart.

*

~

“fs

“1959, ALICE AT.tists, Allied: Artists tv.‘IstRun “S
:
r
6
Tp?»
June
« ‘T “ATOMIC
SUB

aT

arthur Franz, Dick Foran:

nfo
1959, Allied |Actists, Allied, Artists TV; istRun

“June.8 “TyARGET. EARTH
Richard ‘-Denning,. ViryJinia Gray.

.

od.

1995;,AlHed, ALUSIS, Allied |
Artists EV. Ast.Run. 7

“(Continued a
on page’ 38)
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1; :30-12:00
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;
00,
Films From. Fifties:
“44: 30: I00

STATION

|&.

AVG. RATING
:
WFBM.
21 400.

WLWI
14,600
WLWI-

Port

4.000 .
WITV
moe
4

12,700,

the stations

G00 spent by. advertisers. Govern_ J ment claimed -‘$2, 021 600° in Excise

na

“COMPETITIONos

“PROGRAM |
| Tonight,

showed. ‘that. révenues could have |...
,
“
“peen: “approximately: “$11, 000,000-|:-. May" 18: “COSMIC }MAN?
“Jolin ‘Caradine;. Bruce. “Benneit
he
|
" more ‘had: it not-been. for. the com- I
;
1959. Atv: Artists, Allied Ar tists TV,istRun a
Cente- petition’ -provided © by. the newly--|
= .

. forthco min g.:

8:00-6:30

WISH.“Total Area Homes: 43500° 4

Metro:0: Rating: 8
Program: LATE SHOW.”

veials. in” Ottawa’ stated that: with [|
‘ad revenue. dropping . from. ‘loeal:| ©
.!
“productions. and. increasing’ on.im-. a
‘ported . product |-whieh: casts Tess, |":
be}...
further » Fescheduling: "may:

-News.

ar

_ Aside. ‘from -government -alrsters. |.
‘ity .mieasures,. cutbacks. -are: due. -to|.
declining advertising revenue. CBC: FRIDAYS. I:2021:“00.

' ..filiated’.stations: “Corporation: offi-.|

a

7,200.

WISH:

News, ‘Wea: ABC-

oe,

71936, RKO, ATs, “Repeat ’.

Ww

45-6200.-

6:00-6:30 ©

ST

gleaned $1.263.600 from its Northactiv ities ($798.00 :from
the
Midlands! while Associated Tele‘|Vision coined $1,192. 800. from its.
Saturday -Sunday ‘programming. in

WLWI

: WITV
wirv

: Life Of Riley,

. SuseTa|“HELLS CROSSROADS” ~~

- tte’: to suffer, “Taronto .operations’} -.

¥

“1

Claude’ Rains,M ‘O'Hara:

51956, -RKO} HTS, Repeat

29;
)

Popeye. .
Re. 00-5:45

1962, _ Statistics

‘London ($2.060.800 from the. Midlands, Monday to Friday}. —
Regional stations continued. to
-f do. steady business w ith. many rak-ing in hefty. coin from. holiday ads.
| Seottish-TV
took $1.050,000-. TV
‘Wales & West. $806, 400; Southern{TV ‘$968. 800: - Ty ne-Tees-TV $655,200; ‘Anglia-TV $484:400; UlsterTV |$246,400: Westw ard-TV $249,1 200;:
Border-TY . $103, 600
and
mI Grampian-TV $137,200.

Liberte

5330-6: 00 i

|
31“CTY. THAT: ‘NEVER sLEEPS*.
“Gig. ‘Young, Mala-.Power.-

‘as.previously -they,were. “presented, .
953. RK
me weekly. ae
:
; ~"Jone 7 SLISBON™
ae Although local CBC off: icials. did}...
Ray Milland,
_thought~ ‘that. ‘the belt-tightening: a7
“measures” were taken. directly on |:

|".

1956. “RKO. HTS,: ‘Reepea'it.

‘of-:July,

Fern

AVG. RATING.
WISE. °

(os May.or “SPOILERS OF THE~FOREST”:

“Cutting is. also” being felt in. the | --= ae
‘Yadio...
production _ department. LO aay
Some shows: have been rescheduled |."
“as: ‘bi-monthly pr esentations, -where=

month

| show. that .Granada-TV, weekday
| independent contractor. for North.
England. is the.. biggest Tevenuegrosser, taking $4.709.600.
_ Granada’s counierpart in Lon| don, Associated-Rediffusion,
took.
-*T $3,640,000 over: the Same period.
| ABC-TV. ‘which ¢overs the North
ftand Midlands at. weekends’ only

WLWI..

-

‘Program: FRANCIS. FARMER PRESENTS a

: , Without-Sponsors,-will be.cancelled.J °°.”

"formed

‘WISH
‘24,000

"g00-6:30.

lets

16.5, UA, UAA,, ‘Repeat.

Metro Reting: oe
THURSDAYS: “3:00-6:30. _

| “musicats

annual.”‘report:. dated “March: :31

Tité Of Riley
6:00-6:30."

News’:

eS

-| source. of tv ad revenue, according
|to figures. just réleased ‘by Media
| Records Ltd., an. independent refseareh .erganization: Covering the

3.100

News, Wea., ‘ABC. .

[i

‘WITV.

WTTV:

*

11.

The: North has taken over from
‘London
as. the most- lucrative

‘Rocky. Show

5:45-6:00

_ 19986,UA, UAA, ‘Repeat.

* Loeal: production centre’ ‘of the in

_ austerity cutbacks.

ae

London, Sept.

WLWL

13,600

... 5200-5: 45.

eee

Tune:6.STORM. FEAR””
‘ “Cortnel- Wilde; Dan- ‘Duryes.

a ‘government.-owned ~ ‘Canadian

25,800

World :

Sterling Hayden, Vince. Hawards:

“Winnipeg, ‘Sept: ia.

:

aa 6:30-6: 090
Pépeye.

May.30.OTHE KILLING”

’
g
n
o
G
s
i
e
G
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| StaotnRuevs

“AVG. RATING|
“WISH
20,200
WLW

Golf, “Stk., F unny

:

- 1956: UA,: JUAA, Repeat,

ee i

‘PROGRAM
Early. Show
5:00-6:00: Casper Ghost.

understood,

another type of merchandising, in
| order to get as much a promotional
as possible.
: ‘Spread. as
sible.

20.600.
a
-WTTV
7,200

being’ ‘artsy eraftsy or’ satisfying |———

*.

it’s

' | to M&M,.a third to Remco and the
{ last third to a sponsor with yet

22,000 -

News...”
6: 00-6'30-.
Ruffles. Party:
me - 600-6: 30: a

‘season,

- Macy's would like to sell a- third

WISH

.

“News, Wea.,-ABC.

‘David Brian, Vera Ralston’.
RKO, HTS, Repeat | i

the store.

-16,600_

Lite: Of Riley.

>

: said, becatise Macy's. does” have the

“pright of approval. or’ disapproval
over future. Turkey Day ‘Parade
bankrollers on ‘NBC-TV, and nat| urally the toy company wanted to
‘Maintain amicable relations with.

WLWI

.. World:

5:00-5: 45:

‘¥ June 5a3AN ‘ANTONE”
are
“
“noted ‘that war-series, “The: ‘Gallant: 1
’.Rod -Cameron; “Forrest. "Tucker.
|
Men,” will, be characterized. by ape. oF
19 32, RKO, HTS, Repeat
“Ee
“new look” that, will bea departure F -.*."
. from:.the. c Warner, Bros. Fealjsm”” a
“June 42 “ACCUSED OF MURDER”.
“of. the: ‘past

Melnick: ‘said:that titeséripts: are- ee

33,500°

“Rocky Show-:
5:45-6:00.

.

dren was what’ got to Macy’s.
Remco gave in, a spokesman

“WISH

Caspér- Ghost
5:00-5:30
Golf, Stk., Spté-

~~“ lenges. “‘posed-.: by: “television: . He |"*

Macy’ s that. in return: for the right
... | to sponsor part of: the. Thanksgiv‘jing affair, they’d undertake a heavy :

12,080

2:00-6:00:

"1953, MGM, MGM-TV, Ast: Run”

Seems M&M and Bates promised

WITV

§::00:6:30:

. :Early Show:

"1957; -RKQ,: ‘HTS » Repeat

a

oe

an
& | 8rocery store pr omotion campaign.
| to-boost the show. The iure of thus:
‘PROGRAM.
AVG. RATING.j attracting adults as well‘ as chil-

and. scripters, are: discovering :‘that
!
. television ‘can be as: gratifying ..as TUESDAYS 5:00-6:30°
- feature films. As: a+ resul€;- -Mel-. Program: FRANCIS ‘FARMER PRESENTS.
|
“nick. -said,.- “everybody -is. caring |.
_more: ‘and- taking: a real: satisfac:
|. “May, 29, “HELLSHIP. MUTINY” ::
_.
.Jon-Hall, Peter Lorre: osa
..- tion “in turning out.” work of top =

May
directors as-Aléx March. and’ Sidney |
.. Pollack :into tv- production “is-illu- are
o
. _strative: .of the. new -creative._chal- or

- WLWI

6:00-6: 30.

_Metro Rating: F
7Men

professional,” calibre.”
Melnick ‘said the entry: of’“sach i

WISH

‘Ruffles’ Party

"WEB MT otalAréa: Homes: 42,500

men :through théspers. .to--directors |-:

{ (a half-hour) in the. actual. 10:30-

.| to-noon .parade coverage and that
‘portion was then allocated to: new
| sponsor M&M. Remco not only
kept the full remaining. hour.-butjit, kept its sole: grip on. the half-.
. hour warmup show at 10 a.m..

33,800.

" News; Wea, ABC
oo

make -a part of the package avail‘;able to. Macy’s choice, M&M...
Remco thus. gave up three spots

20,400

WEE:
16,800

6:00-6:30.”

ee

[cided -it ‘might. be more prudent to

_WTTV

Life. Of: Riley .

oe

- What's more: important; Melnick fa a

points: out,is ‘that: the: production. _
personnel, ranging: ‘from :-camera-]

WISH
Al, 200.
WTTV.
-29,700

__ 36,100
WEWT.

Sioek, News
Loews
'» 5:30-6:00

Bec eye

A. key ‘factor. -in ‘thehigh, polish. o

evident on’ all shows coming. from. f. -,
‘the Coast ‘ciirrenily..is. the: avail-.
°
eV,
1St Un
ability ‘of top ‘personnel who ‘once| |
Shine” 4 “RIGHT CROSS” 7
:
o
7. re
‘worked. exclusively’ on. Hollywood:].
‘Dick Powell; ‘June. Allyson, “A, ‘Montalban can
... features.. But'..with, the “decline: of:
:
1950; MGM, ‘MGMETY, ‘Ast: Run os
“that-type of. production, camera- |
men ‘like’Ted McCord, who. worked |“.
“0 ine 1 “Ts A BIG ‘COUNTRY?
aa
“on: “From -Here To Eternity,”e are
aae
‘Gary Cooper, Van-Johnson,: ‘GeneKelty,
“now |-working: on: tv. shows...
an a
1952. MGM, “MGM-TV, Ast.Run .
toes

aio’ &

AVG. RATING

.
oe

‘Duty.

:

i

| KENBILBY’S NEW RCA
STATUS: EXEC VEEPEE
Kenneth W, Bilbs:. onetime public relations bass for. NBC. and. for
the last two years doing ‘a’ similar’
‘job for RCA,
was upped by the
| parent ‘company to an executive:
| vicepresidency. Promotion: is.taken
of an indication

J eves of RCA

that Bilby,

in the.

chairman- David Sat-

noff, ranks as one of: the — giant’
company’s tan four or five Xxe2:
Bilby left NBC for RCA in Janu.
Faryv, 1960: He had a-veep strike
both places: The RCA ‘promotion,
Jit is felt. Ascotches the. ‘Tecurring

4 TURE that B ithe Wes going to return dein tery
+ the bread castJing: side uf the Re A. empire.
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On ‘paper, we're: favored to:defeat. the less ex:

T you ‘don’t happen to own a sleek; 70-foot
yacht, you: needn’ t geta.‘complex: ‘overite:

- perienced Aussies. But—since the contest takes .

“Millions: of others are’ out of the:‘same boat.”

placeon.water—victory will:be:oursonlyif
fand

But fora full-hour Monday night (Sept.17),
sable fraction of. these underprivileged will
be getting. their. yachting kicks.
|
theeasier Way. |
For that’s. the evening they’ VG ‘be‘watching the

NBC News special, ‘The America’ S Cup Race”

(10 to 11, EDT).
As every salt worth ‘his salt kiiows,. this year
marks Australia’ss very first challenge. for the.
coveted international sailing.trophy—the Gup : i. when: our” Weatherly’ ‘can. outsail. their Gretel’

the United States has: successfully defended
d
for”
more. than’a century.

‘in four out-of
’Port,R.lv

4
a‘possible:seven. races:offNew.
.

:
a oe

Se

-:. Wedsiesday, September 12,1962)

Sn.
.

ue
tee
.

«the: social fabricofNewport itself—a. fabric

€television! show-sponsored by
“Monday night's

oP. ‘Lorillard ‘Company=will: ‘be geared. tojn

‘aude: NBG films. of the.series’ second: race ;

(Gils.tobemadethat veryabternogn):.

*

whose: pattern ranges from ‘the formality- of a

“society.banquet to: the carefree’atmosphere of
a jae:Festival.

But the up:“to-the:nnute:coverage:isust one:

TesS.dear; however, that‘Australia’ 8 visiting

facetofN BG Producer Robert Bendick’ $ treat=
ment ofhissubject: The:‘program ismuch more.

~ boatmen: have not come this far:to studyNew-

‘port'ss:socialorder. Despitethe acknowledged

“ concerned. with: such. matters. as.the:old-guard” : =
“traditions |ofthe ‘America’ s.Cup!contests; the -

training of the:crews; and the.‘high.‘drama‘of:
the elimination racesheld earlier. this‘year: i.
As far back «
as.five.months ‘ago,“Producer.
Bendick flew.to’the. land Down Under: to-film _me the Gretel’Sspractice runs:offNew South Wales, and to:record the excitement. feltby‘Austra‘Hans (from yachting officials to.the;man-in- theve odds,they’Te. determined to separate theAmerpub): about the:forthcoming 1
race.

‘ica’,Cup |from theNew York Yacht Club table

Then, ‘during Julyand“Auigast,‘Bendick and®
.
—_ “on: which: rt.stands. “After all,” as an Aussie.
~ staff—oper ating: from:a 43-foot. charter. boat— use
spokesman: says:in‘one:of:the program’ ’s intertook.ssome. superb. shots of:thiscountry’s7‘trial.
-terviews, °‘the’Cup i
isn’t bolted’ to the table.”
Taces. off.New. England, ‘New York and: News ayjust $63‘happens (as:an NBCJersey.‘So:powerful is.
i thisaction’ footage’that...» ae
| researcher discovered) thatiitis,
on: Monday. night. the:
spray may.wellflood liv:
; :But no. matter. Somewhere iin.
‘ing.rooms. from.coast-to- coast:
.the.Gretel’s_well-stocked. toolThere's]
sTots
more, “oftcourse,, allof it
i setagainst “boxthere must bea “wrench.
Mea

Le
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an Show.Series

Washington, Sept. Bb Be
- Senate: Commiérce:. Commits

\WL
i,"MW-T
lHous

rsWei
ekl

Continued, fron. page. 22.lb
|. ‘tee -‘hearings:.“on™. E..; William.-:| —
| - “Henry’s: nomination- to the
‘WNEW-TV. or . -moving. “over - to}:
| WPIX..-Latter station is ‘under=.|
onward-and-upward, most depressing, “Dreier ‘tells ‘the. =. “F€C are set. for. Sept: 21, with

—

‘-.

“Continued from: page.26

y-

ends on an
2°
Cincinnati, Sept. in
never-get-daunted
note’ wheit. -the. viewer not to. hit the. panic button; |. -- Henry. expecting. to be thie only _| stood: to’ be pitching: hard -for:-the |
~‘witness.:
. prestigious |seériés.: It Was out’ of. the} Crosley’s ‘WLW-T dn.conjunction: .
city planners and assoc jation’ of {and on.come Ira‘ Bach, city -plan- |.
‘This |meats. ‘Outgoing Com=
running’ last’ ‘spring . due. to™. the. “with.‘NBC-TY ©Will: . program. 10
ceymmerce &. industry: boys gallop | ner; Thomas. Coulter of the Chi |
«missioner Jolin S.. Cross, ‘whom, -tfaet that ‘it: carried - “the “NLY,.
‘Chamber of Commerce & Industry;
in to save the- day...
_Henry~will
replace,.:
will
|
-par“Yankee
baseball. games, sometimes. |:Hours. of color’ viewing a week in
Mainly the program is depel ndent |and ‘othets who indicate it would |. ticipate ‘in ‘at least-two more
| at: night. ‘That Wilt not,be.a factor: the: ‘fall: season, a noir highin.tint ~
|...
on statistivs.and never gets. pro- all.be too horrible if: the: city didn’t
‘commission. meetings. and: Pos- |i ‘January: *
ty history:.
founder
than the -sum of’. them: have an awareness of the. ‘problems .
Through no fault of his own, Bilt. to come. and wasn't: ‘Planning.
Biech’s footage: is, tinexciting, there ‘building: ahead of. them. ’
being.

to do
focus

‘trate
shots”

and |" ‘sibly three.'

‘Standard: Oil: of New. “Jersey; | ‘The’“station's: schedule also calls,
up- -the .tab for: for: “new <feature.: films, . dramatic:

Cross’ has: said: he “will.‘gon: + which~. picked.

tinue’ to serve until Henry’ is
That brings on thé. ‘shots. of ‘new | confirmed.” “The. : committee”
little else for: the. Camera
construction;:
kindly
|
‘words
of
ad-}
to hold the eye- except to
hearing ™ date, - which must be
.on interviewees ‘or to illus- vice :to-prepare for. ‘the future with followed -by. Senate. action ‘seveducation,
and
a.
host
of°
platitudes
the statistics with. repeated .
-eral’ days.-later; makes it -imof: crowd ‘seenes, slum: scenes: about ‘a: greater; growing ‘city. |

Festival’. -in.. the. ‘New: York and:
‘and:
Washington |markets ‘will. again “be.

historic

‘documentaries;

in-

back “as. bankroller. The. series: is’ ‘creased. news ‘and. public. informa-'.”
broadening .its: scope -‘next “time tion: and: “outstanding. ‘Specials: of ©

‘around -with. the showcasing ©“of ‘the. week,: Many. of ‘the 275 feature
expérimental . drama° -by.: films in the recently’ acquired .
Jsome.
ble:to sérve. until, the ‘Sept. .26 -..| Maurice’ -Valency, “Columbia: U:. Screen Gems. package are in color: .. .
half is almost entirely giveut over ‘ryinga “promo. spots fo r.‘the. station, 1. commission’
:
meeting,- and -pos-* professor: “who ‘will. do. a: ‘ two-part -and. firsts in ‘Cincy.tv: *:
Les...
‘to interviews..
"|. *.sibly not until the: Oct. 3: meetStudy of. love ‘in‘its: various ‘forms |"...To: -produceé- pertinent tv: -doeu
Source of the ‘projected’ city of a
=| sing” FCG meets |on “Wedries--. +}{over the: centuries; : and: an-opera.’ mentaries.on
the local levél,’ presi-.
1990 is Dr. Philip Hauser, a popu- |
“day “each week.
:
titled
“The.-. Libretto, ” by Don.
lation expert at the U. of Chicago,
..
‘Arkansas’. ‘senators: ‘who: had: | Gillis.: ‘Paul -Scofield ‘and. his: wife, dent Robert E. Dunville. appointed’: : McPherson: to hedd.a new.-. wha tells of.an even: greater urban|
.|. |-Strongly ‘supported’ Cross: for. | Joy: Parker, will return’ for. more. |-Gene
documentary |unit; effective | this
concentration, of terrific increase |" ' Continued. from.‘pase 24 —
. reappointment to the commis:.- | readings’ and’ ‘Rudolf. Serkin: will-] week. _MePherson has. been: a pro-.
in the *non-white”™ ‘population of |.
, - sion will. not. Oppose” Henry’ sagain. be. featured: in’ a.“musical. ducer; director and- writer. at:
the central -city,:-and “ef the inevi- Kitchens of” ‘Sara: Lee, all using. wt confirmation. Their. -gripe’ is.
| Program. Ton
a
Me
.
“| WBNS-TV, --Columbiis, “since -1953...
table spread of city: conditions ard: spots. ton
“that: Cross, ‘an. -Arkansan, :“was
‘and ne 4. construction.

‘The

sceond” 7

Show went: on: wnsponsored, ‘car- ~

possible-for Henry to: be: eligi-

ChiFine ArtsFler

Caron. is-the fourth: perfume ace" bounced: :They-have. nothing: |i
‘problems fcongestion, factories;: im-.
“Conference. Call,” news. “discus-Feount to: buy a: schedule- on WFMT | . against Henry.” ?
_pure air): to: the Suburbs. .
J sion “program. on ‘WLW radio. ..for.
wo,
‘some, ‘months, ‘bows on: “WLW-T _
As. Alex’. Dreler narrates it in’ and . Qantas .the:.-10th. airline..|
his. apocalyptical - style, ‘the Windy ‘American ‘National. Bank - ‘becomes: .
A Oet.-8-in-the- 10: 30° to. 11. ‘p.m. “slot. -ae Continued from page 25:
City three decades hence figures: the. fourth --‘financial. institution came’ ‘in.cearly. this, year). “as;“set } —=1 Tt: presents... top -hewsmen: “from "-~
to be plagued. with.:more “mouths making a major buy .on the’ station’ ‘makers: begin. ‘their: Seasonal:}
Crosley’s: four tv. Stations:. ‘Peter
ful.
of.
men
‘setup;
via:
“the:
phone,
with
a:
90-minute
stereo
concert:
splurge.
-Motorola
has
purchased.
a
te feed, more cars to handle, 4a
‘Grant,°‘Ciricy; “as” host, and. “Edmail
or
by:
‘personal
:
calls.
on
a.
‘on.
Tuesday
nights.
Pontiac:
and
Monday
-.
night.
stereo
show,
|
Genschool shortage, a job ‘shortage.
Hamlyn, .-WLW-D,
Dayton: .“TOM:
growing relief roles, .néw slums. Cadillac dotted for fall schédules. eral. ‘Electric. .a . Thursday «. night delayed. basis.”
Atkins; 'WLW-L- Andianapolis, ‘and
Part
of
the:
fall’
biz
‘upbeat.
can
concert;
and.
Phonola:
a
noontime
and. a frustrated Negro population.
Change’ of. ‘the name Ziv-UA to:Hugh)DeMoss, ‘WLW-C, Columbus.
Victor’ ‘has.:.an ‘United
But just when the outlook gets be attributed .to. FM stereo: (which. stereocast. | RCA
Artists © Television
“for
=e} hour: on: ‘Saturday. nights, and: Con-. many in: the. industry— heralds the
| eord. Electronics ‘co-sponsors ‘‘Mid- end: of .era.. In: -its announcement: of. |-

TheSyndieStory.

‘| night:: Special,” “a Saturday night the change: Ziv-UA: said ‘the change
- | feature ‘on WFMT. Book: publishers
| in ‘its
corporate name:
W.aS

.| and. ‘apartment houses” are: among.

prompted: by its altered: production] *

| the. other new” sponsors. (Station’ policy, with its -emphasis- on. indie |’.
. is credited ‘with having :helped ‘to | producers much in the same -man- +}.
. ‘rent. more than -1,000. apartments. ‘ner. as“its ‘parent- United: Artists: tt
- -in one :new: development. i
‘| company * in the-..motion°‘picture. ;
“| ~ With 80% of--its ‘programming: ‘field. Namie of. Ziv -for.-years had |:

‘Decorated:
Duples Penthouse

_.at Sutton Phe.

. | devoted: to. classi¢al: Music: and the. been a syndie trademark and. .the |: “
‘rest’ to, drama, folk ‘music¢, musical - dropping - of - Ziv ‘in. the- -corporate |:
. ‘comedy, discussion. interviews. and]: name, -for.: “Many ° ‘in.-the- trade, |.
|} news, the - station. ‘now. claims_ ‘marks the end. ‘of > ‘the: era. ‘of:- ‘al
an » audience. ‘of nearly: 800,,000. quantity.. of first-run’ ; product,. ns
[ listeners: _
mes
.
‘|-month-in, ©“month- out, © ‘planketing ;
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Gndeed, “here. is ory that’an:

men, ~ selling’: large. numbers Of | - ie apartment; itis maga. ‘like a
; regional..: ‘advertisers, _ and. “eon- | ~'* *eountry-home; -here-4$ an ime centrating. almost: exclusively. on} / 7" pressive Setting. for those who.

‘CBS-TV Grid;Opened To!
‘the potential: buyers are
-Participating Clients “market,
stations.. _First-runners-. - still. “cop.

hard, action-adventure shows.
| “For “most.. ‘series | in- -. today’s |.

"|<" ‘desire: surroundings ofeaduring-

=

“Worth, ‘Furnished in.tapeccadle

-.-, taste befitting ‘a Satton .Place
: "residence, There are:three -bede.
|
;a. 3 . foams each with ‘its own ‘bathe.
‘room, large: ‘powder: rooms, sepe
-CBS-TV. -has:opened.-up:one quar-. regional -‘and. local sponsor. coin. | B- ‘arate maid's room’ and. Beth,
|
; ter-‘of the-NCAA football schedule The: pool: of regionals -have -gone-|Interesting. living. room, library, -...
a-dozen.closets, formal dining. = -~ to. participating: ‘Sponsors,. & move the spot route, -buying. participaroom, and -gallery foyer. highs -°~
. |taken. as.the kick-off date of Sat-. ‘tions * on:.a local: ‘market -basis |
. dightedby'.a ‘dramatic ‘circular
urday. (15) _ approaches,
.
rather than -sponsoring —shows:.
_ $taircase. ‘The--beautifully lands...
.
Web, in ‘a: further. effort: ‘to. re-. ‘Some. régionals have. been lured by |}:+ \'geaped’ terraces make ‘the most: :
OF ‘the ‘magnificent views, The
[coup as much.as’ ‘possible in the ‘the networks :who: ‘are’ willing: to
-. ./annial:- maintenance .is .$13,000.
{face of the.. ‘one-quarter’ ‘sporisor- split-. up: a. “network -buy into ”. of which $6000 may ‘be used as
‘regional
*
‘areas.
‘ship’ hole, -as: released- on. ‘minute |
~ pasis-of :tha’ important tax dee.

| per game.to stations for local-spon-.| ‘Opening ‘of ‘the. 562/63 season:

- NOW-COLOR TELEVISION. FACTS!

ductions. «Inspection ‘by: private
appointment only: phone Mrs: os

sorship,” with- the ‘web. Sharing. in. “marks: a -hew’era in the. syndie biz, |
.| the sponsor eoin. on a ¢o-op’ basis, capping . the |::changes ° ‘that: have i.
Signing. ‘up © on a. participation been. going on,for: years. iow.

Hillard:at Plaza. 7‘0500. Powe
-

A new fact book on Color TV is:ready for you. In addition to: ..| basis.are: Vaseline Hair Tonic and}
Ag ents a ae
)Polarofd; ‘with Vaséline. ‘Hair. Tonie|.
Herbert: Chiarteé & Co: CHAR'ES
“New Dimensions. in Color,”’*the new 1962-3 color. schedule; . _ [taking four.
Seattle the UL. oft Washington’.
‘minutes and Polaroid

it includes a comprehensive factual history: of Color TV, plus “-ltaking two. Ininates:: The’ network: has been. given a “$2.000: grant: by |" O45 MadisonAves NK =
|-.
a full study of methods used in ‘marketing ‘color receivers. A: .. < could .conceivably. :release _more KING-TY: to. provide. fellowships
tminutes: ‘to participation: in. the un-. ‘for teachers’ ‘and: others involvéd:in
Vsold- quarter hours if more ‘partici- |
_
and another section.to. broadcast: equipment: You won't want’ - -}pation sponsors are not.Signed: up the . production. ‘and .programming | =
fot:
educational
ty.
The
grant
has-{{.
}
on
a
network:
-basis..
“F
to miss this: study of one of America’s fastest’ growing indus: oo
Three’ ‘regular progtam ‘buyers. of ‘been named the du Pont KING-TV.|¥ :
tries, broadcasting movies, cartoons, variety, sports, drama:

section is devoted to-‘Color TV’s impact: on the: broadcaster,’ ”

“aisW.
& 47SFcS1

and news: specials. Call B. I. French; RCA,:30..Rockefeller.:
Plaza, New York-20, N. ¥., Tel: MU 9-7200, “Ext. ‘RC 388..-

Ask for the newv brochure: “Color Television Facts.’eos

NEW: ‘YORK: ©

INCREDIBLY’ CLOSE.
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‘the: series are:Ford, General .Cigar Award. Scholarships. and ts. hade’
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”
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a. ~Climaxinga decadeofsuperior‘shows tractaudiences and.have. established’
vo ~-matiship, Fotir' Star. now offers’a see
=
lected’ number’ of off:network series:
for individual, market, programming,..

‘Networks, sponsors: and viewersalike .

‘a fine record of. results for advertisers.:
Your ‘station will inherit this legacy: of
“proven- programming". with “these.

Four Star series. Here.is quality’ thatne
will add prestige’ to your.station .-.:.:

“have consistently ac¢laimed: the: pres ~ fating histories. that will ease. your.
rium ‘entertainment. proudly bearing” ___Spot selling job: and enough Variety.to
the Four:Star name. These programs ~ " fit anywhere. in your schedule. These:
have’ demonstrated their
t ifpower to: ate “and more, the reasonss forartencore.
a

“) FOUR STAR’ DISTRIBUTION. corP..

600 ‘FIFTH AVENUE

\ SUBSIDIARY OF FOUR.‘STAR
2 TELEVISION

aN EW YORK 20, NEW YORK

RADIO-TELEVISION _

| _Wedaesdy, September’ 12, i369

fin.Canadian.‘aid ‘Nigerian widste-j

~ | dons.
At a time wlien .the:

‘BritishTs. Global Thrust -

achievement ‘considerably

tuff—Radio-TV

‘Telstar |

narrows |

the ‘international .video. ‘gap, t|-- Chicago's: Jim Hadlon: one of those -“Tare. persons: whe doesn't

Continued from: page 25
-gseems Britain has: got the message. seem to. have -a saturationett ‘when. it. comes: to -‘oxtra-station ine
the responsibility. of editing the.
‘that in the: global -stakes it. may ‘dustry’ activities, has: accep
aLU; Ss.deal |
expected to be considerably hiked ‘former: even Securing |
well ‘be a case. of first come. Airat, ‘newsletter for the’ ‘national “Academy of Television Arts..&.
|for its “Survival”. skein.
.
by the end of the year.
“| -ATAS. tossed the: newsletter chore to): the Cht “Chapter . starting
Associated-Rediffusion, which is served. ::
Corp. claims. fo. be doing busi“[the September. issue.
;
as: -adve ness. in nearly 90 ‘markets, supply- ‘one-third-owned
by~™ Rediffusion,
Hanlon is: already: shouldering -a. man-sized: workload
ing the whole gamut of video and Scottish-TV, ia turn owned by
:
‘promotion-research
‘director
for.
WGN.
Inc.:
as
a.
national
trustes fn
shows from schools programs, Tre-| Roy Thomson, .are. among stations
| ATAS; -ds: first: veepee and program ‘chairman: of .Chi Federated. Adligious productions, arty shows'to “that approach the problem from ‘a
vertising °‘Club; and_:as a. member of ‘the public relations
Thomson's outfit,
dramas, action-adventures, vaude. different angle.
tecommittee of. the. Chicago Assn: of Commerce and Industry.. He’s also
As. pro- along with Rediffusion has, for in-|
offerings and comedies.
a willing. hand in Chicago Unliniited -(past prexy), Broadcast Pioneers,..
ducer of around 80% of its own stance, interests in foreign stations|Broadcast Advertising. Club of Chicago. ‘and: Broadcasters’ Promotion.
product, BBC now expects to. crack like the new Trinidad: and Tobago|:
-Assn.the Japdnese .market within the). outlet. Distribution of programs ob-:

SovietSeeing!
- Dependson Your|

US. CallLetters

+ viously. becomes: simpler . when|
Yen to get product a homie or. there is a-financlal tieup between |-

next few weeks..

a foreign

station

is’ by ho means

_distributors.and.exhibitor,

©

~ |

In: becoming -genior editor. of’.the: -ATAS. newsletter, he “also: age

-sumes --chainmanship, ‘of ‘the. editorial’ board; which. includes Jim Beach

of Foote,.-Cone “&:. Belding; Virginia’ Butts. of: Time-Life; :‘Virgil

restricted. to major tv organiza‘Rediffusion,: ‘in all, owns,. oper=|" CBS ‘News prexy: Dick: Salant | Mitchell of :‘WBBM-TV: and: Robert - Cunningham’. -of..Chi.- Assn.: of.
Commnierce. and Industry.- Bill. Perry, : exec -director: of.-the Chicago
tions like BBC, ATY,- Granada- ates, or: has interests: in, around |:
TV or ABC-TV ‘which. expects to 150 radio and ty stations in: Latin|‘Says: ‘CBS: ‘ean’: get. footage ‘out: of chapter .of-.ATAS,. will, ‘serve: as: editorial: Production: Aitector: of:
.
.
.
sign an important deal with a U.S. America, West Indies, West “Af-{ the: Soviet Union unless. it.‘is: de- the newsletter. .
vidoperator for a package
of rica, the Far East and ‘Europe. It| veloped .inside Russia.’ ‘Developing
aid.
@rana-.
“Award Theatre” plays). Regional . solely owns only’ 17 radio: tv outlets, the footage, of course, allows Soviet Re British. Film Institute’. which,in association with Bbe-TY «
1. officials: to: screen the, particular ida-TV, ~has’ launched’: a: highbrow .quarterly: television “mag called.
stations. here also have their..ears however.
Anglia-TV_ and, |- Although: Rediffusion-is the big- story. ‘as’ it. develops. ‘and :move in :Contrast, is. how. formulating plans. to establish an‘international Video"
to the ground.
TV Wales & West have already -gest.in this field; other British tele ‘to censor if. they so. desire: It: also: festival. here froni next ‘May. <
broken into overseas fields with interests are following suit. Gra-: ‘makes. -the camera. “eye ‘aware of | - Natioris. which: produce: their. own. ty fare: ‘afe..all to be. invited tO,
.
{| contribute. Fete’ is" ‘provisionally cto be. held’: in BFI’s: ‘National. Film —
their locally-produced skeins, the hada-TV, for instance, has shares. the. later -‘scrutiny: «
Experience of CBS ‘apparently. is Theatre, in London's ‘West. End; and is-expectéd to:last about. one week. | at-variance with ABC,. And an NBC+{ ‘Initial plans:-are td- include .all: ‘Categories of.tv’ from ‘déama. and,
source. Said that in ‘most. cases. NBC | documentaries.:to-Hght. entertainment and ‘sporting progranis but,: say
|: develops:-its: footage ‘within™ the ‘the: organizers, : the.. current. “vast - range” Of: categories. ‘may have’ to
~
| Soviet. Union. - ABC’s’ news. chief “be cut for the. first fest.
‘Whether. or-not the: show will bean annual attair very:‘minedepends,
| Jim. Hagerty. ‘citing: the ‘example’
|
to this:Pioneer program. Se,
,
1 of an ‘ABC: documentary .on: Soviet lon the Tesponse.
eteee,

| schools said.that ‘out: of 60,000 feet |: -

| of: filmy: only 30,000 was developed... Darryl FE.Zaniick’s: production, “The Longest. Day.” silt.get:a hefty’:
| in the’ Soviet ‘Union: and: for ABC’s -cuffo. ‘plug on the: ABC-TV’s. Sunday. -night’ movie’ show. Sept, :30°.via™
reasons not: for. reasons of-.Soviet-| a specially made. trailer... The: 10-minute shortie will feature. behind-. :
-censorship.. ‘Hagerty. ‘was high’ on. : the-scene stuff as well-as some excerpts from ‘the pic itself. Although‘:
| the possibility of making: better. ‘the ABC-TV Sunday.-night' film -package ‘is ‘made ‘up: of- UA. proper- |
arrangements. with Saviet: Officials: ties, trailer. filers are used from: all: studios::“Longest Day” }
is‘being...
or. coverage of that “country. ©
yj butinto: release by. 20th-Fox in October;.

CBS, «called. -the “hostile” ‘net- |.

| -work by some -Soviet ‘officials, isn’t

7

|. -

Adong with’ “MGM ‘arid.‘Comden. & ‘Green; ‘the ‘rights’ to
t “Bells

‘| nearly as optimistic’as Hagerty,. al-; Are Ringing” .are also: held by composer’ Julie ‘Styne, Latter’s name:though hopeful. CBS.:;was labelled: _was .bmitted.. in last. “week's. ‘reference to CBS-TV. acquisition: of: the~
“hostile” --by- Soviet: officialdom ‘he- ‘ty half-hour|Series based. on "Bells which. will come. out.of the
-eause of “The Plot. to Kill Stalin”. ‘Metro Tv. shop.
:
nee
ae
“f} and: Armstrong. ‘Circle Theatre’s .

“The Spy. Next: Door,” two: dramas | “ABC-TV: is.‘giving away. “$i.‘000:in cash’ prizes. to employees g
guessing...
+ which ‘CBS: News: had nothing to: how the :new ABC-TV programs ‘will rank-in the Nov.-1:TV-Q report.

| 'do.. with. ‘Soviet: ‘officials’ feel: dif- The. web's Staff. got: a.chance: yesterday (Tués.) to: look at. how: the new...

COLOR 1V SET SALES SIZZLE
AT RECORD-BREAKING PACE!

. ferently,. though. “CBS . had “the
- season looks. via ‘a 25-minute film.selip made. up: of excerpts from. the.
idea of: touring *‘the _Krenilin,. as a
various: shows...
ot
| tv. ‘specil, a-yeat or. so’ ago. CBS’
} Marvin. Kalb was turned ~down. [| ©
“ABC ‘recently .got’ the’: ‘greenlight|’ “Phis. wilk be: the busiest--month- in ABC-TV's- history,‘for handling
‘| for a-Kremlin: tour-‘special. -When: remote. broadcasts... In: sports ‘alone; .the: web: is. doing ‘28. remotes. in
|:speaking to CBS. and NBC news’ the -mdnth, including .coverage of events in: Switzerland; Japan, Italy
| execs. about coverage: in the Soviet. and ‘various U:S..-cities. In addition;, “two: “Adlai. ‘Stevenson. “Reports”
“| Union; ‘their. faces. ‘knit’: up ‘into ‘shows will. also. be:done:as remotes.

‘Elecktra™ Film... Studios .execs -“Abe. ‘Liss: ‘and ‘Sam: Magdor aiid.‘top
. graphic designer Paul Rand are ‘huddling~ with ABC ‘brass over: an’:
"| official color insignia for the web’s. color thrust. ABC-TV is beginning.”

‘t trast,at this:‘point seems all.smiles. :

Color TV set sales for RCA Victor. showed. an astounding |
139% increase for the first: six months .of ’62 as compared.
Peymire’$FC Post’

with the same period last year. Enthusiasm-and demand...|

for Color TV still outstrips set supply .eae despite two new

ae

| that. headache look; Hagerty-in con-:

-colorcasting . this. Season: with. its.pix showcase: on. O80 stations and on

:|
: other. affils. 2S
;
~ Washington; Sept. ‘i. | Design is being kept .under : “wraps “until |‘its: first”late. September.
“Dre “Lawrence T.: Frymire-‘of-|-showing., Elecktra-is the-.commercial: film ‘firm. that ‘created the™ Me.

RCA plant additions this year and the entry of 11 other set.” |Michigan
manufacturers into Color TV. It’s growing fast, broad:

casting movies, cartoons, variety, sports, drama. and’news"

specials. Find out how Color TV can pay offfor you from: .
B..I. French, RCA,.30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York..20,
N. Y¥., ‘Tel: MU 9-7200, Ext. RC 388. Ask. for the. new
brochure “Color Television Facts.”
;

State U.-is. the new- chief. color. peacock fiveyears: ago and: redesigned. it for thé -new season...)
“LoE- -the.. Educational: -‘Broadc
padcastingti |; =
Branch of the ECC.

Seattle_-Hetb: ‘Altsehuli:. “torn:

-

a

|.

Who'll Do What?

He has been manager of. WKAR erly -with- ‘Associated . Préss,.. ‘who
- AM-FM, : ‘licensed ;“to. Michigan. recently.took over the post of news.| — “Continued: trom. page. ‘23:=,
State: For five. years ‘he has: been: analyst ‘at. KING. Radio here, ‘has|:
chairman: -of* the. ‘radio planning. ‘begun: a five-.times_-weekly -15-: Reed ‘to: “Beaver” ‘and “My. Three.
“committee: -of: the .National <Assn; ‘minute. program :of: news .and_ com-|:
[of Educational Broadcasters.. ‘
mentary. ‘Program, titled’ “Perspec-" Sons,” and: is. “practically: doing
His FCC ‘job: is” new. ‘and is de-. tive,”’ - airs ~at. 6:15.Pm. . Monday, handsprings over the. potentials of:
J signed. te ‘promote. teachvee. | through: Friday.
a its’. Ralf-hour ‘wat-themed “series.

—

“McHale's Men” as the. competition,

on ie ‘to. “Hazel. ae
Looks. like clear. sailing: for.CBS”

“ ‘Monday. nights. ‘with: that. “Teil: the
‘| Truth"-“I've. Got-A Secret"-Lucille*

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM. ERVIN F:‘LYKE TO
ADVERTISING. EXECUTIVES AND AGENCY PERSONNEL .

Ball-Danhy
wr; apup,-

* operated. by Veterans Broadcasting C6., Ine,

shows and local: programming. with.
ind isputable rating superiority. will again be.the
Num. ber 1 buy in the rich, Rochester market. .

WROC-T V ts operating with maximum power,3) 6K W.
Call your Petry man for details.:.

=.

Griffith

and: “Ben
.

. i For all the ABC. strategy of shift-—
_ | ing. -“Untouchables” ‘to.. ‘Tuesday: “
:
“| night, -it definitely shapés. up .as. at
‘| CBS in ‘big- cap-letters: with. the.
_ |Red Skelton hour, Jack Benny ‘and.-|-Garry. Moare BS the one-two-three-, —_

“In cooperation with the FCC, WROC-TV, owned and ©

so that additional television service can be brought to:
°
upstate New.York: The same outstanding NBC. network: “*wi

ABC.

~~ | Casey”, taking: over.:10 to. 11.

—

Rochester, N.Y., is:now.operating «
on Channel 8,
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Friday night ‘could: he: a: “wide
open. -battlée -royal,: and: if - ABC’s..

| 7:30 to 8:30 “Gallant Men” fs-every.| thing it’s cracked: tip to. be (and. a
‘Thit- entry: could Spark-a.World War:

|] HL: cycle). then the. combination. of
“Gallant. Men,” “Flintstones, *°Dm
‘Dickens-He’s s* : -Fenster’’...

(they’ re

cL high’ on this. situation comedy) and”
” A“97. Sunset-Strip” ‘could: ‘turn the
|

| trick. -Whether: NBC’s “competing «.
Tnternational. ;Showtime,” Mitch_-

-| Miller,. “Vive. Judson: McKay”. and

| the..Jack:’Paar hour-‘can ‘upset .the-apple’. cart:is: but one.: of ‘the. tan:

rWROCN
ROCHESTER.

TV.
CHANNEL |

+

lallzing. impondérables..

woe fos By November. alt: the -answers’
fo, will. be’ in...
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“EXPERIENCED ‘PRODUCTION .
* COORDINATOR SEEKS
=.
.

ne ; " challansing pecition as unit manager:
preducter or as assieteat te 2 producer
tien coordinater
i
at in,
2
Outstanding: teterences” as:
TV. - - es.

Li preduetion.. csordiaater ‘with .prestige TV decu-.
if -mentaries,-as (TV news writer. aadin:theatre
"management. | Gall At ‘8:8896. |
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“1s proud toannounce that
an

“66C WF , ITUR = y igae

is:
now ‘available ‘forlocal sale.
(tiv major ‘métion ‘pictures:for télévision from.)
Athe studios. ofTwentieth
hyCentury-Fox Film,Corp: |.
4

——_,

.

“ CENTURY r,is
; the:first{mportant group offires.to:be released.in:“syndication diréctlyby:Twentieth Century-Fox.

‘When’you:review.theies,casts,
a andcredits,we
v thinkyoulagreethis’
is indeed:anauspicious frstFilmfor
‘iyfact
8 ‘orem

are:on‘thelrWay:wyyou:now.
Y withthe:
9: scompleladetailsOr:‘fyouwanttoKiiow more.areal

“Please:call:“Twentieth: Ceritury-Fox TW,Ine.=A44.West SethStreet, NewYorke
K-19,‘New York—COlumbus. 5-3820.
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t
IET
H
CEN
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ARB FEATURE FILM CHART.

NBC-TV Sneak- Previews ‘62-63
———

of each

Continued from page 23.
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Naas
cava

Vintery-ARB's weekly: ‘chart. offers.& day- by-day analysis of the.top. feature.vertng, slots’fn:a:

But even s0 time by. NBC: News> had: “form as |.

show.

+dimen
ang
en
eeit

‘particular market.. On Saturdays

‘and Sundays, daytime. feature slots complete. with nighttime: pix

‘little went a long way to take away well. as -meaning. - : Exposition of’ .. .pertods. for designation: as the top feature alot of the day. The ‘analysis: is confined. to the. ‘top. rated. 7
was tight, it- was: ‘often in-}°~
enthusiasm. The choices of clips footage.
teresting, ‘and: occasionally “very | “infeature’ slots in the.ARB.measured period, broken. down by days in ‘the week. The ARB measured”
‘were often bad, and the. “show,” well done. ‘There were notes. on
period usudlly, covers three: oT fotir. weeks; ‘Other data. such‘as the time ‘slot:‘and average: share. of with. which NBC-TV. chose to sur- “The. Orient. Express,” “The Com- |
audience’
ts:Jurnished. Top competition. and, ‘competitive tatings alsoare. ‘highlighted,
-“Britain—The |
round these. clips was perhaps not:}.mon” Market.”
(re that coun-'}“Changing
Guard”
as forbidding but was -as pallid.
* (Continted. from: page31)
Joey Bishop,-an excellent standup try’s social ‘customs and. continuing Lo Tar
‘collection, mouthed

| sillvisms; one

:

so¢ial “Biases), Joseph... Wood |«:
Krutch’ s..View.. Of the American

notneces:|de8ett this one: looked just fine), |
sree Mente pechated

COMET

-WEBM: TotalArea Homes: 96,700

‘gacileet
Db ‘him.
“Missing,
was.sf{anzas.on
also. a passing
men- |SATURD AYS 9: 00-1k:00.. Metro
of four
that ! and.
Communton there.
stuff was
sag then;
of standu
cen» Rating? 9
the
Milton

Berle,

losed

t

for Pe

-go well and. wisely. on

glosedae

varkahte

has °ised |i8m—one

these, NBC

The.

aff

a alts. ae.

Berle

ing an

90: minutes

long: and. be- Py

‘encyclopaedia. on Commu: | rogram:

nism,” another for kids ‘and ‘two}

Berle! under the “White Paper” .banner:

May ‘19 GARDEN. OF EVIL

Ss, een Te-| The Death: of Stalin” :and "The |.
fee “ot her, thing
weekly . entertainment,

May26Preempted tor local 500, FESTIVAL

‘series|.

-ute. portion, of. closed-cireuitry the clips of ‘McKeever & ‘The--Colonel”’ |...
other day, one. might have: won. jand * Ensign. O'Toole,” : the two |
dered. for the first time whether? new half-hours on NEC-TV for that.|.
there ever was a real vaiue to. such night of the week.-.The-best ‘that }-_
an event.
After all; don’t the af-' ean. be said: -of°“MeKeever” clip: a

'*

come away from
circuit, accounting
negatively. ;

The

“WLW

Berle razzmatazz,

‘elreuit program of a week ago also
contained
something
that. was
never there before. That .was: anintelligently wrought 30-minute

oe Monday's .“Saints & “Sinners” | little too hard jawed to be .réal, | -honest-to-goddness, un-Hildy John-:

shows got the first 60-minutes.) _
Logically,

the.

sense

than

‘precéding

mour- in “Empire.”

For

:Wednes-

Teast

not. with

any

AL, 200 z

“COMPETITION.
:
a STATION. re .

°.

en
PROGRAM:
_ Car: 54
" . 8:30-9:00-

AVG. RATING:
WEBM |:
-88,200:-:.

Bonanza .

..

.

|.

June:*3 “MEN. IN WAR”
“7

“Robert: Ryan. Aldo Ray,VioMorrow’

-WEBM: - -

‘9700-10: 00:
DuPont: Show -

2

1957, Ist’Run”

“.” Robert. Mitchum

‘apecials by the news department. |‘Helluva,"” which, by ‘Madison. Ave:

.- 45,600.
86,100. .
‘WISH “”

o WISH

~ = 9:00-9:30
|
Jack Benny”

- 78,500.
“WISH |.

_ -9:30-10:00.

76,100...

wee

WISH

10: 00-10: 30

..Play: of Week.
8:30-10:00°2

*:..°

1959, 1stt Run

¥25,900.
‘WFEM

‘Candid Cainera:

=:
June 10 “THE. WONDERFUL: COUNTRY”

regularity—{qath “Hour.” ‘somebody ‘said’ | ..:

WITv
Se
>
WTTV.

£10:00+11:00°

1953, UA; UA Ay.Ast‘Run

<:

{ clip was of an expressionless Rich-.|-

hour; .affiliates may :see ‘entertain-. day, NBC-TV. showed long seconds|:
ment -pilots but they don’t see—at |of palaver by “The Virginian.” “In }-

.:

1956, Warner: “Bros., UAA, Ast: Run
“2
10:00-10:30
.
As
: Ed’ ‘Sullivan
May oT“THE KENTUCKIAN":
Ee". 38:30-9:00 |
Burt. Lancaster, Diana. Lynn, Walter.‘atttiow 1
“GE: Theatre’.

‘(although one of :the leads looked al.

half-hour “made. ard ‘Egan °‘shotiting --at. Anne. Seythe

WLWI *
;56,500...

.

Voice’ ‘of Freedom
‘9:00-10:00..
Open End ~:

Total: Area. Homes: 124500
“Metro
}
Rating: a
e

“ows?”" ig all that hon“May- 20“MOBY DICK”
ae
ow-gleaned from ‘clips. a
. Gregory. Peck, Orson. Wells.

closing segment on news -and cul- ‘son: rewspaper-typé) and-of “TIt's~a |,
tural
specials.
‘Entertainmerit. ‘Man's. World.” For. Tuesday, the}.

more

i (Fight:of Week
~<. 1000-11 :00.

the aura |jority.

of showmanship by and for ‘show-!
vho.
men. was missing, but the closed-+ est ‘wig

176,500 -..° .

-"9:00-10:00

-

'

‘such a closed-he Japanese, uses the term. “Sayon- |”.
indifferently or. arasville.and this’ might. well make SUNDAYS 8 30-40:30°:
:
pot
_
[it suspect toa simple’ viewing |-ma- Program: HOLLYWOOD. SPECIAL.

= WWI

Lawrence. Walle:

Tune. 9 “DEMETRIUS |& GLADIATORS”
Victor Mature, Susan Hayward.

“20th-Fox, NTA; ‘Repeat

WISH ~
“2 TZ1,200"::--

Gunsmoke:
:10:00-11:00.-

”

2R, Widmark, ‘Jack Palance, Richard. Boone
”
' 20th-Fox,. NTA, Repeat

fillate these days. see ‘most or all ||«jsO° absolutely
:.nofhimg -.at—all.Toole” ‘who: was. essayed by. ‘al. —
new programs in their entirety,
welt in. advance of premiere dates? |-attractive actor) is a. series ‘where- |.
And: as for the press, they can only} in a. character; -who..is. supposed. to |-

‘WISH

68,900~...

--9:30-10:00.~

fo

Jtine:.2. “HALLS OF: “MONTEZUMA”

95,300: ;
~ . WISH

“@un-Travel.

anes

20th-Fox,: ‘NTA, Repeat.
“a

Coming away from this 60-min- started with Sunday..."There were |-:

-

9:00-9:30:.°
:*. ‘Defenders

_ Gaty Cooper, Susan Hayward, -R, Widmark

possihe‘vacuum. ability to i 8} Rise of: Khrushchey.””
of
|
~ NBC's: rapid-fire previewing’ Of os
r

Why ‘The ‘Bother?

yo s

&

‘AVG. RATING: |

’ PROGRAM

: SATURDAY. AT THE: MOVIE

i

|

120,400 ..

“WITTY.
15,300.

2.

Curtain, Pres't’g. LU.

WTTV..

“10:00-10:30,

2,000.

But again
there. is danger in ‘nue *: definition,. makes. this: «
anything. shown fragmentarily. -It “strong” entry...
: show:‘by.introduéing—live ‘on. tape
9: More HITS Markets
might excite a few of the more. dif-]
Closed- Circuit’ ‘clip for: NBC’s: “+a couple. of. the peo¢le: who will:
fident station operators to increase-|
Hollywood, -Sept.” 11.
a
Thursday sked.-was of: “Wide Coun- ‘be.with him. on. the: half-hour situ f
their -complaints.
Yet
showing
Nine “additional “markets. have.
try,” in which: Earl Holliman was ationer. “It :was funny;
fragments of news. and ‘cultural:
‘Continued from: pase. “38 — | inked. for’. “Hollywood | ‘Television...
impressive - in. what was “also:
‘It Is:“‘eminentiy. unfair ‘to: taake |—
programs will more than likely ex- |very
Service. production:
a very ‘short time.
“Andy
Wiliams
|'any
final:
judgments
-of:
NBC's
‘fall.
elte in other operators a-sense of.
does his. job. ‘well,. ‘then: even. the. HTS: “flagship” |packages, “Con.
sanga‘
nice
‘song.
nicely.for
his
|-program’
-sked
on’
the:
strength
:
of
|
ie
eater participation.
Many sta-. ‘part' of the Thursday showing-off. progr short’ clips, but: ter ‘the. people’ te criticizes will respect -Stellation Features” ‘and “Saturn
ons (if only because of.-Washing-.
‘him. “TE aa
| Features,” were bought by WNOK,

‘Editorials:

ton)

recognize

the: great

import-.

The ‘Friday clip. was, of “Don't Call |closed-circuit ‘screening last: Wed-|.

;

Comments. from’ “other: panelists Columbia: Seo
ene eee
ance of pubaffairs but ‘still put. Me’ Charlie” ; (formerly * Vive: ‘Jud-| nesday there «were ‘obviously lots.
of. ‘people. doing. just that.
Maybe
.
‘included: -NYSB A- [prexy. and vee-|: Another group of pix;-“The Mi ghty f
cket book first, and ‘because of. Son McKay").
t preference news shows don't]. Jack ‘Paar, said the network, next year NBC-TV “re vietimize pee and gm .of WCBS,: New York, |40°”
‘was: sold -to.WROW, Augusta,
:
.
t.| itself. in. this: way.
h
get the best
of clearances.
A. :
Sam Slate, “Editorials ‘make: a 3ta- Ga; .
yhingabout :
‘ood news: teaser like this might wouldn't telltheta an
‘Ray ‘Rogers. and.Gene Autry fea-.
‘tion: an integral: part of community )
lip .| Wales
deed have hélped, even if only :to be. a surprise. -‘Saturd
“Saturday's clip
tures were”ote to. WAFB, Baton:
-1V BowsSept.14 . life. The actual.
minutely, the net network's chances. ‘was of pope OBrien doing al
process: of putting aa
KOAM, Pittebureh, oo
for’ clearance .of pubaffairs pro-. Edmund .O’Brien of..“Sam
Bene-:
“London, Sept. 11. : an editorial. On.. ‘the alr; -of: sifting | ¥ an
dict.” Finally, Joey Bishop got to|
grams.
The 80-minuies of closed-circuit Plug ‘his’ own new Saturday night |. tn: one ‘week:‘under ‘eight -years, through:. problems; of taking. -a
3
—

— =| the: ‘Independent: :Television: .-Au- point -of' view; of ‘substantiating it |
; ‘thority. will have given: birth’ to ‘its:| with. facts. and of. giving. the other

415th

treed. privacy will -meet the. most
and last indie ‘station. when. aide, Bchance to:tell‘<r and.thie | ‘exacting
deniands .-of ‘todays-luxury. Ls 7

A. |Wales-TV- ‘goes':on. the’ airon -Fri-.| PUOME
s20W wrong
he.
thinks you,
Mae
| day (14): The ‘outlet. isto serve |2e——0n your: time—all_imply »any
i |West .and* North “Wales,. an.: area. assumption of responsibility. that is}
] | sparsely populated giving ‘the’ new- |Sorely. needed -1f. -we are: to.Brow,
aw
| comer a. potential: viewership. of and prosper.”
:

ES

||just over :1,000,000 -people..-

|__-Dan.. Kops,. ‘prexy;.CWAVZ, New]

Ewa. | Initially, the. indie’ is. to ‘operate. Haven, and :WTRY, Troy: :“']Bditorcee

TeNAFLY:(easT. HILL) 987,508 © I.

‘as"beauty pacious. .suburban: ;

(from one transmitter which will |ializing gets to the. heart- of. the

f jreach. in.-the: .region: of 600,000
|problems of the community, - and
1: |people, although: two further trans: | the‘station ‘that: oan.atimulate its
Mitters

are. .nearing .completion | listeners’ can prove

‘living. In a, mint: of ‘conditior icant
-home has 5: bedrms, incl .a mi
master suite and 5%: - baths.
livrm, ‘dinrm .the’ jrémendous:
Manish
‘family

rm/’stone —

alge TERRACE, the
thelight aia
hetont
"be
itis

.equipped

kit, completely fin ba

maid’s ‘quarters, laundry

orage.

facilities. The .delightful hea bedait.
1) ming -pool/cabanag and™: re
.
wonderful items: chat.are . ino! ded

All add to'a‘terrifig

value:-

is’ very ™Much worth. ole
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by.‘about. 400 ,000.
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This product. om
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WORLD SERIES ON COLOR TV
DURING BIGGEST COLOR WEEK EVER!
World Series Baseball . . . the niost’ colorful sports spece |.
tacleofthem all willbethe big feature during ALL COLOR: - “|.

STON
A
SOF
a

SAN
wee
TAA

WEEK, October 1-6. Color all week... ;, every.morning,

ence:
Pe

Q

= S

every afternoon and ‘every night right up to. sign-off. In
short, it’ll be the biggest, most colorful spectacle in TV
history: Color TV is ranning up some big: scores,. and it,
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can winsome big. ballgames for you, with movies, cartoons, variety, sports, drama and news specials, Inquire. today
from: B..I. French, RCA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza; New York
for the new [.
20,N. Y., Tel: MU.9-7200, Ext. RC 388. Ask
brochure “Color Television Facts.””
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)‘SeowfeeNata
~Pilots RollatSG}:
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‘RADIO-TELEVE SION.

aTSummingBiBriti
Fall
Con ATV
ooks Likshe;
aPilkington
Shed:
Snub

T AMRights
= ToChampionship Bout|

» Graham
Continued. trom page.23 —
—

“BRE has -closed.. for’ Tadio. and:|

‘fore then; in: order to. make .thety ‘Fights: to ‘Sept.. 25: Floyd‘ Patter-}.

-| son =Sonny” ‘Liston. Jheayyw eight |.
transition ‘of. ‘bosses: easier... — ;
championship :fight, under a deal|"
Londen, Sept: It.. ‘Ja weighty
outcry
against pop: Hollywood, -‘Sept: se
‘Se’een Gems begins its pilot. pro- |° . Reporting. to Graham will be Joe. ; Set by _its.’U.:S: ‘Fep, “Dennis Scuse,| “The: measure’ of .confidence’ ‘the: ‘ular. programming | from egghead
Klein,:
new.
boss
of:
NBC
‘Interna‘with
:
:Sheldon
Graff,.
-of.
.Graff-.
duction: for .the 1963-64 season. this
“gommercial ‘ty Andustry has. in } ‘sources. which. partly ‘manifested
: month, rolling the. first -ofa trio. tional. ‘and Morris: Rittenberg, head Feiner ‘& Smith -Enterprises, which}
in the Pilkington report,
jitweld
‘ean. be. fairly’ assessed. | First thing that strikes the
-owns
‘world.
¥-t
rights
to:
fracas...
.
of:‘half-hour pilots, oné to.be: -shot_ ‘of the domestic NBC Films.: Inter- |:
Fight:
will.
be
simulcast:
the.
folby. examination: of. ‘the fall sched- interested observer is that in
= in ‘Oregon, another in. ‘Washington, National’ not: only’ handles’ sale ‘of |:
D:€:. The ‘three are. just-the ‘begin- . film ‘properties. abroad. but. ~gets.. Jowing,night : ules ‘which have. so’ far ‘been|spite of clamorings from .aforening-of SG’s: pilot: production for - involved... in. consulting, outlets|
:_} announced. Taking Associated Tele-. ‘mentioned circles for more highseason-after-next;. Other: projects.‘throughout. the world on ‘éngineer- |-" “Buitate New: director of.news “Vision's: ‘September .teeoff (as. Tep- - brow * programming,
the station
currently being blueprinted by SG ing and: ‘programming, ‘It ‘also ‘is. and: pubaffairs :at WEBR-TV here. resentativeof the gerieral. pic- ‘Has stuck to a highly commercial
“responsible: ' for :the: stations . -in- ‘ds “Ellis “Marvin. Hé- formerly: -was ‘ture; it is..obvious that -the -in- -——some. say showmanlike—format.
ee, coast chief -Bill. Dozier.°
NBC-owns shares: Domestic: news director of ‘WLUK-TV, Green- dependent :web: has retained con- In. fact, although some programs
‘Fenady °. “Associates”. producer ‘which
.
siderable’. composure’ in face- of
ae Andy. -Fenady.. ‘begins’. “production | ally,: Enterprises. ‘has ‘spread tothe. -bay, ‘Wis,
(Continued on page 40) -" 7. Sept.-18 on: “Postmark: Jim. -Flet-.[ point .where, .under. Stern’s ‘ pulid-*
-ance;.
it.
“was
backing
legit:
shows,
Jes eher” SG half-hour .action-adven|
“” “ture pilot: starring ‘James: MacAr-. ete. 0%:
2 thur and. co-starring .Warner. An- |* - "NBC brass. Idok. dipon: NBC ‘En- |: ee
*.-@erson... ABC-TV: is“in on -this- ac-*}. terpiises ‘as a. ‘potentially. large -

moneymaker, particularly with: fherT.

“tion. via: a “co-production ‘deal. Pro- :

- @uction will. begin on location’ in growth: of: international, ‘yideo.
.. . Oregon.: Bernard. McEveety.: is di-.|

Sereetor..
is.

Pb

“Tewksbury

aNext.- SG. pilot. rolls Sept,OF in:

“:. Washington; and. it's.“‘The Farnier’s |
“Daughter,” a: comedy based “Joose- |-

a

——
“Continued: from page: 3 —

—
-.,- Jy” on the feature’ filmed: by. David|.

eae
=" Q- Selznick, which --won:an Oscar’ to. understand “this“row,” ‘says ;

+! “for: Loretta .Young. - Inger’ Stévens the’ producer. :
__. pstars,, atid: William .Windoin, .Cath- }
g aiid shooting, | (20-2
the editin
And is:in.introing:
:|.;
Teen, Nesbitt and. Phillip Coolidge
-erew.
new’ approaches }- -:
>--:

liave ~ ‘co-starring
billing.. --Harry that. to.:date have been’ exclusive |}
Ackerman: is -exee producer, ‘Peter. to’ foréizn’.filmis—‘‘We're “not: an |: }“?". Kortnér the producer; and -Ralph {art ‘filmi, but “are” ‘using«.‘these | J‘Nelson |director: of. the pilot:
“=. “Grindl,”. or: es“half-hour -. ‘comedy’
_ ‘starring: Imogene ‘Co¢a, rolls. Oct.
“"" 49,- Kortiier.-is ‘the. “producer, and

g

techniques |to-.-Teinforce ‘emotional }values,”

|

‘Another difference. has. ‘been.inf 7
Peed “s
the handling. of: thé preem. episode.’

ithe: ‘pilot:‘script is by ‘Ellis- St. Jos. More .than. half a’ dozen .pictures |: cee
“: ‘seph. “Daughter” and ‘‘Grindl’’ are|:‘were.in..the ‘can, ‘before. they .tac-.}
_“freeball” Pilots, that is, not. being:|kled«.the: ‘opener, _because,. ‘Says[:t ;

produced : in association. with: any.. -the - producer,” they” had.’ ‘to’ -know.|"
ed’ with’ the - wise ve
fol-:

a

“>

network—same. procedure SG:

where they-were head

-Jowed previously: on./Hazel”; and. ‘characters; .
“ Our: Man Higgins.”
wn
| And as. for: ‘the ‘characters, tliey | ao
will neither | act nor -look |like the | }° -

‘video. youths.‘ One, for ex-| J.
cs’Turkey Trotters: .| going.
ample, -is..‘a: ‘guitar-toter. ‘from~ the| .F
[
| Carolinas: Avith. the. unlikely real)
without: a| J.
“Gleason, Godfrey, Temple ‘name’ -of Randy Boone.
But, ‘a’ natural; '}-

“Inthe -Thanksgiving Day. paradé ‘Wwalk-on-. credit.
ry,. “It's ‘great |
foSee, contest between NBC-TV.and CBS-. says Tewksbu
--- TV, .latter” ‘network jras Jined. up|. him. work.’nr

= Jackie Gleason, ‘ Arthur.,.Godfrey+

- and :Shirley ‘Temple to. ‘particilate |7~
fn: parades. in: New. York, Philadel-.
‘phia and: ‘Detroit: Both ‘networks |. —

“are pitted’ against: one “ another,

TVTradethions

—-

e ?—
Continued ‘from’ pag

on -Thanks- |.
‘giving Day; with. parades’ the con: world for *‘about’ 40%
from: 10° to. 12 noon,

tent .of:.the. two hours.
-

fe eat

of ‘original. OB ge

| fees, It's: eally not’ lot of:‘loot. but}
ot

‘

MO

f..

‘it.is ‘apparent enough to ‘keep’a|}°

-Qleason. will. be in: NvY. for’.the’

- ‘traditional - Macy-‘outing: Godfrey .good. deal ‘of American ‘taped’ -tv | §

in. Detroit for the’ Hudson ‘depart-. ‘programming. from: ‘making.: it over-|"§

ment- ‘store. shindig; ‘and Miss Tem-: seas, because producers: don’t: want |-f
. - plein’ Philadelphia. CBS-TV now’ to pay the extra freight to. ‘actors.
Poe:

has: sold out-the’ annual. event, the}

Writers. Guild’. first “established.|-.

' sponsors «being: Nestle: -for a -full|:a foreign’ ‘precedent in live ‘tv when | _Jiour. and: DeLuxe-Reading “and it:.set''a: fee. of. $1:-per. nation. ‘for.|.- oe
. “Polaroid” sharing’ .the: other: ‘hour, teach. ‘program :repeat. In. film tv, /-F<2.
Bob: Keeshian, as previous.‘séa- the. union; “in “‘tandeny ‘with| an .in- | f
', <." gons; ° will, be “performing .as’ ‘Cap-}| dustry “Fact: finding group;” is |.—
- tain. Kangeroo from the: ‘studios. ., | ew: trying :to. establish a -much|.

:

More. remunerative .‘system: Union|
GOULET'S CANADA: ‘SPONSOR: lis: now. ‘trying to, “establish ..an:|-}-

equitable . royalty: (6) -setup.: That-|" 7
‘..Toronto, Sept.: At..
“The “Bob: ‘Goulet :Show,”: ‘bée- is;; WGA, members ‘ultiniately. will fh
, ginning» ‘Oct. 1. over the: tadio. and be’ paid “an. exact. percentage .of | J...foreign. and/or doniestic. .grosses’:.
and _-tv:.’ webs: of - the. Canadian:

worldwide

cover:
Broadcasting . Corp:; “will be spon- to‘.
a written. material on tv:
- sored: by ‘Du Maurier Cigarets.
"ATTORNEY: SEEKS. POSITION: ;
IN ENTERTAINMENT. FIELD©
Has: three-year. ‘talent contract . prepay
“ration - and.

.

negotiation..‘experience,

ALLIED'S. “NEW. SCL-FIC:

Sawa new features, “Brain from ||. -.-

1| Planet -Arous” :and “Terror in. the |-f

partnership. agreements, show. pack‘f aging and related: entertainment. ex: |
i perience... ‘Wants ° challenging ©career ¥.
opportunity; salary secondary, Le legal

2oF ones eres.

ise. ‘of:“his: 1.-&

| Haunted House” have ‘been added|'f tothe’ Allied. Artists. TV Corp.’s|
J.
‘science’ fiction: cinématic., package. TT. Qf
-Additien. -of. the’: two’-brings- the |. Po.

number: of,Pix in |
‘the package, te. ; on
ox V.3375, VARIETY *__
‘Dasacw. ‘ath Street, New York. 96;.N. Y. “22

ASOARK

.

‘ 10,000 LAKESS10 i.
x
: CHOOSE FROM..ve Ho
.

o-.“ta.saarvelous ‘Minnesota pop Pee
. ‘each one with something to offer’: -| J! <2.) *

Svthe way ofoutdoor enjoyments--:|J200>,
ae “For indoor: enjoyment, KSTP; .. 4:
oe

My TY Is the first ‘choice, providing ::a |
i
pa superiorentertainmentfor810, 800 _ |.

~~: television families ‘in ‘this active,” 2°}

: i growing Northwest. market with

~|:"

“more than .FIVE BILLION. -}.
S ‘DOLLARS. of: spendable jincome.

Bee
-100,000' WATTS “*..NBC“MINNEAPOLIS «+I PAUL:

ff)SULLIVAN LIKEDTHESETWOROUTINES
“$0 WELL THAT HE ISREPEATING THEM
ONSUNDAY NIGHT SEPTEMBERlbh.

_

Wednesday, September 12, 1962.

[ia on “correspondent. for Storer’ stations .

Barbara Becker,“weather-|«ee
‘on WITI-TV, left- for three-week. Eurcpedh tour Sept.'8 ..... Julius

FiromTheProductionCentres

fe

‘British TV.

4 sRosa headlined the: “‘kick-off’ program of “Twelve to Twenty,”’a new |-

| show slanted: for teenagers.an. WIMJ-TV, Saturday, Sept. 8, 2:p.m, ‘The
‘premiere program. featured: Toeal:- recording: artists. Bob- Knutzen,|—. Continued: from page.ae <a.
| WIMS-TV: ‘Staffer. is:host.
op nave. changed, the ‘skeds’: content

; Continued from page " SS,

Victor Maddern of. “Bair. Exchange,’ " Burt Reynolds ‘of “@un- |
«_ |imatter; in essence,“hasn’t.smoke.” and. Robert Earle. of “GE College Bowl” . .-..D:: oO. ‘Commis-. IN: BOSTON.
For. instance, ‘ATV's. main spring:
sioners, Washington's: Presidentially appointed governing body, turned |.
. . -WBZ-TV: newswoman 1 ‘Betty Adams: acted’'as5 interpreter: for. French | <
-board: shows: ‘on a Sunday ‘night—.:”down W WDC radio's request to present key of* city’-to. -winner :of:‘Miss. actress .Jrima Demich. at press’ confab: Thursday, (6) for her film; ‘The’!
WBZ-TV: racked. ‘Up “a: -Whopping- 51%: :share of |:Most. heavily viewed evefiing -of
Washington contest sponsered. by station .. ‘ WMAL-TV. returning’ with’ ‘Longest Day.”
“audience. (ARB Metro) - for “its Wednesday -*(5). live “telecast . of the ‘the’. week—have. -been™ detective .
Bible Telécourse conducted -by. .Rev.. Edward: Bauman of Wesley The- |.second:‘Kennedy-McCormack’. debate; -- Holyoke, “Mass. «s: “originated. de-_
shows. Tees. who have held. the
ological Seminary and ‘Ameriican University eae “Biography a premiers |-bate, was fed by. WWLP-TV; ‘Springfield“Starring: the -Editors’’:| key. 7:30.”p.m slot ‘include. “Dan-

- McCoys,”

celebrated
its'12th anni. Sunday {9): ‘sponsor Star “Market
.. on
has WBZ-TYV
“be
ith
th
lo
d- |:has “been. with:
the. program since its. first: telecast”.
The ‘debate | ' ger. Man” -and: the, boys from. “77°.
‘Chet
Huntleyin will
narrate; ‘Teport
on’ and
U.S. Princeton
Area’ Redeve
pment’
A k between: George Lodge and. Rep: ‘Lawrence: Curtis, “candidates. -on the ‘Sunset Strip.”+*"“Now:comes. Roger. -.
‘ministration
cooperation
with.ARA.:
Report...
:- Jack:
-Jurey, W TOP-TV editorialist, will have. occasional ‘comment, slot on Republican ‘ticket. for “U..:S..‘Senator;. originated. in-: the ‘studios. of. Moore: as: “Pha: Saint” <New show...” 7
On

WTOP -TV: Oct. 1 with ‘half-hour presention of: ‘Babe Ruth’...

station's

upcoming

:’ | WNAC-TV

hour’ news ‘show..°

Tuesday: (11), and. station. will. carry from 11:15 p.m. “to | same-. tradition.

; Bill Whalen, ‘director: ‘Yankee. net news ‘Service, ‘and:.
“Saint” is: followed: by:the: erste.
: AL Benjamin, "state: house. reporter, covering. primary. returns ‘on -WNAC |-- hu
IN" LONDON .
“
radio Sept: 18 starting at 8:25 p.m,” ‘and. continuing ® before: “every. ‘while : “Palladium,” - which, ‘is’ “in:
Government thumbed .:down BBC-TV's Fequest .
‘to:-eover ‘the’ State hour and half-hour. thereafter,
| turn: followed-by ‘the ‘established:
. Dave King,: lauded .
opening of Parliament’ by. the Queen on Oct..30..
| ‘drama. cycles, “Armchair Theatre”.
as one of Britain’s top comics,. set. for a vidskein by Associated. Tele-.
and: “Drama *62” which. alternate
Vision ae - Tsai Chin (Suzy Wong” in these: parts! pegged for a} . BBC. ‘Radio to pose the question: “What |:- Paul Rust, news director. for. wir:--Metvopolitan. Station here; named’ each week: All three’ arehourlong
“Spot The’ Tune” gsuestspat..,
sort of man_ becomes .a critic?”*. in a‘program
featuring some’ leading. -acting direcor of news’ and. special events for the’ parent: company. avee
Pp
British crix’. . . Prince. Chula of. Thailand is..te: join Westward-TV John Facenda ‘will nartate- WCAU-TV’s hour-long documentary. on ‘the ‘other. change in @x tried and tested.
in the capacity ‘of “video reporter .°. : Joan Sutherland. to. tape-aa |-city. ‘port, “Bound for. Philadelphia” (18). -Station. has spent past five|
WFIL-TV’s Chief Halftown received .the formula.’ Previously; . ‘Sunday. -eve=
60-minute show in Britain’ for export. to. “Australia’ s ABC” network and |. months’ filming - special -,
ning’s primetime. has featured -30Afternoon programs: (from: 1:30: ‘p.m.). return. national award. of: the: ‘Chicago Dancing ‘Masters of. America for - his
‘Channel-9: Svdney a
WCAU ‘farm: ‘minute. shows.in the earlier’ racks.;°
. Anglia-TV |‘won. the. intra-indie. station-. promotion . of.. talented ‘moppets .on . his: ty. show. .
on BBC-TV next week .
s
beati
T
-Fees-TV thre
oal sto" ‘one. .Granada-TV- director -Hugh Ferguson to speak at. ‘the’ National -‘Association. of ‘Fele-.| If London's. ‘upcoming. “weekend.
‘familiar, _:
. Paylor Grant ‘viewing © from. “ATV-.
occer Sidney
Cup
beating”
Tyne-Tee
e"goals . ° -The Thomson
a
e ::Or- { vision ‘and. Radio. Farm. Directors, An:‘New. York (¥9)-:
topper
Bernstein:
presented the trophy
ganization, which owns ‘Seottish-Tv, has: forma” Thomson. -Television. joining: the: WCAU’ ‘news staff... es WPEN newscaster ‘phil Lenhart ‘then thé” company’s |‘weekday’ for.”
@2cond: ‘nature. ‘Most inter(Internativnal> .to. take over existing world-wide tv interests: ‘excluding leaving. station. to. take-over: the: At p.m.-news slot for the. CBS: ‘network . mat .is:
. Ray. Gilmore of. Trenton’s’ “WAAT; ‘has. joined. WIBG . :. Roy ‘Rogers ‘esting feature, but. not .a new one, *
Canada and the. U.K., at present ‘administered by: STV.
1: and. ‘Dale .Evans- to” guest on -Gene. London’s .“Cartoon Corners” on promises: to. be the-return of. two
2. fWCAU-TV (15) .. . Ben. Gimbel, “Metro Media. Neepee returning from |click © seriés. “Winning. Widows”:
12:15.

a:m.

‘IN: ‘PHILADELPHIA’.

EN MELBOU RNE .

a.

v,

©

| and::“Harpers W.L.” ‘Thére could’
-}not™ have been amore: effective |

a European’ tour (Oct,5)...

Tony Chariton, -GTV9's sporting . editor, “'sélected ‘commentator. tornn ‘snub. for Pilkington’s: “views: than’ 7
foothall grand: final, at Melbourne ‘Cricket Ground this month, to be}
oe
|- this, es
videotaped by visiting ABC “Wide: World. of Sport’ crew, for. showing Jack
‘Williams’
is
‘the:
new:
program
fnanager:
for.
KDKA:
‘coming.
here.
n
2
i”
in America in. November nee
_
Indeed;.
‘thfough
*
‘both,
the”
mid4
June ‘signed
Bronhill,’
Australian
soprano,
ap- ‘from WBZ, Boston, where he headed .advertising and. sales: promotion. |:
pearing: here in “Sound of._,- Musie,”
by. ABC
to star-in’
telecast
‘week’ and. weekend. plans of the .-. ..
‘department.
Before’
going:
to
WBZ,
he
was
publicity
director
of
KDKA
of. italian opera “The. Ambitious Serving Maid,”-on. ABV2 in-October.:
.company :there is not. one show: .-Wnth. the:‘Addition: of Stella ‘Wolk to. the: promo-.
...K
‘ol
z
?
: for five-years..
-that a. critic could say- ‘was. slotted’ ="
evin
Colson
of
GTV9.
leaves.
‘channel.
for’
star
role
in:
musical
tion
staff.
at
WTAE.
‘it’
rounds.
out.
the
-complete:
Pittsburgh
Playhouse
“Carnival.” due to. open at. Her Majesty's. theatre: next month
because ofthe Pilkington firidings. -:..
°1
alumni:
group
handling
the
..station’spromotion:
‘Promotion
‘manager.
Dennis Gibbons, 3AW announcer and folk. singer. will present series.

| IN: PI TTSBU RGH

of folk songs on

ABV2.

. Dorothy. Baker, GTVS: thrush. releases new

‘Dave Crantz: and ‘publicity:: ‘director Frank: Bollinger. were -with Miss. This doés- not: mean,

however, {t.’

|. has: dropped” its: share’ ‘of -‘pubservdisk “I- Am ‘Tle Girl. From. Wolverton Mountain”.: backed’ -by “My- -Wolk* ‘when all three were. promoting the ‘community: -playhouse Six. ice,. “documentary, :Téeligio,: and’ se-":- Joe Tucker, longtime ‘sports: director of WWSW.. and ‘rious -broadeasting: ‘which has been
Aching: Heart.” She plans: a trip to’ America: before year ‘ends .... . years -ago_:
Pegey Haig: English ‘comedienne,:. with-chusband.. comédian: Terry ‘former Steeler: ‘coach’ Joe Bach: will haidle-the tv play-by-play for the’ _stepped: up to about. 30%: -of the. |
O'Neill, appearing here :at ‘Tivoli, writing four seripts. for GTV9's. Steeler .games. ‘this year .:over- KDKA-TV.. Bob Prince, :.KDKA-TV.
averall schedule. :
IMT’ show ;. . Judd Laine, dancer-comedian quits GTV9. to’ be: resi-" sports. ‘director. and: the: voice ‘of: the. Pittsburgh Pirates, will handle | Apart, ‘from: showing” its.taith: th,
.
John:
Hartman,.
former:
news.
stringer:for
WIIC,
“has.
.
‘warmups.
‘the
‘channels.
_ dent comic at ‘Brisbane's QTQI..
. All eee Melbourne: ty
| joined: the’ station: as ‘photographer in the public affairs. ‘department asa: in tried'-and:-tested’ ‘formats .ATV.
- will show filins of America’s Yacht. race. .
.. One: telecast” on WTAE's “Time. for: Decision”. series -dealing-. with has. “invested . ‘plenty of “money. -in’:.
uncmployment -:‘in. .the.- Pittsburgh -area, -has -been. Ancluded in, the | nearly a dozen new shows ‘Include’:
--| ing “TheySaint”. and: “Man Of :The:. ~
oe
| Library: of. ‘Congress. for- future. study and:research, :
‘|}-World” which ATV is: producing,
A ney weekly radio’ series, with Wisconsin writers ‘featured, -began |
“Broadway Goes:Latin” in. which .
last week, produced. and emanating from WHA, the U: of: Wisconsin }
it has. a major. interest,: {Scarlett
station in’ Radio Hall, Madison. WHA will feed the. series. to- other
links in The. Wisconsin State ‘Broadéasting’ Service . “network: This |:, Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing: Co: and “Hi Faniily foundation’ : Hill” ‘and. “87th. Precinct.”
will .be “a -13-week series of programs. ‘The State Historical ‘Soclety | have’ made: grants. totaling $48,500 :to. KTCA-TV: Twin Cities educa-/|"". ‘According to Lew. Grade; -orie..
of Wisconsin is cooperating on the production of: the: series’.:: °- a tional~ tv.- station; to: finance: ‘televised .‘courses. for Student’ nurses: of the ATV: chiefs, the new ‘week- 7
| Courses, including. ‘physiology, anatomy,. sociology -and:. communica-.
énd: Schedule: is the most expensive new, 65-week anti-commtunism series started- Wednesday, (6).

IN MILWAUKEE cee

IN’‘MINNEAPOLIS |

y

WITI-TV 7 p:m..to 9. p.m. This opener’ included a, motion picture :on
7,| tons, will’ start this month and continue: through. the academic -year.-| his: company ‘has. ever compiled _
ane a
|
affiliate:
KSTP-TV
‘held*.-,a closed-circuit’
preview
0? web’
(which ‘probably: includes *the- rest ~
communism in the Far East, with: W. Cleon Skousen author. of “Phe | shows NBC
for: studio
‘guests.
last. week
. TVGuide mag
repeating’
its|
of the video’ operations. in: Britain).
Naked Communist;’ directing the: discussion. ‘Sponsors. of. the show
are Allen-Bradley -Co., Badger Meter. Mfg. Co.,.Cleaver-Brooks ‘Co.,: | guided tours of Twin. Cities tv-stations beginning: tomorrow. (12); Tours | Tanning’ into: ‘more: than $400. 000.
Falk Corp.. Kokler Engineers, Ine. - (Kohler); George Je Meyer Mfg. ‘offered -‘each’ “Wednesday ‘include - chats with local tv’ personalities. ‘for Saturday and Sunday.
They'll continiie through. Dec. 19 .
“KRSI;. owned by: Red. ‘Owl |. “Whichever.: way :‘you. 100k |at.‘It,
Co. & Wrought Washer. Mfg. Co..
'
|

Washington news -coverage by. WITI-TY, the Storer: station in Mil- grocery’ chain, -has. started..4 ‘p.m: to. ‘nidnight daily. FM operation. fea- this 4s: hardly the. sort ‘of invests
waukee, has been broadened by: appointment of Linton. ‘Wells as Wasb-: “turing: all-jazz format.. Station.is-slated to go-to 24-hour ‘sked’ shortly. eee ‘ment. “tor:‘be™ ‘made ‘by .a- station
| While WCCO. Radio will. carry. Minnesota. Vikings pro: grid games this: ‘without some .sort Of: faith.in.the es
fall, games of Sept: 16. and: 23. wilk be:shandled by WDGY: while WCCO. future...
cs
:
7. broadcasts: ‘Minnesota -Twins baseball games.. Twins. sportscasters Ray |
‘| Scott. ‘and” Herb..Carneal will also. work telecasts “of the pro football.
‘| contests: starting: Sunday (16):: Marty: ‘O'Neill, Halsey: Hall. and wins
;
1 1PR Staffer Tom: Mee will broadcast. the: ‘Twins game Sunday.

MOBILUX

al One of

“THE.LIVELY.ONES” |

in:a:‘fashion to“destroy. a.teacher.” “|
At-.a -WNDT. -press.. “conference
“Monday;. as. the station: and union:
Sart. —
Continued. from page a4 —
-met elsewhere: to negotiate, Heff- |
Ee
4:| fact-we have received for.-college. ner. and Dr. SamuelB. Gould, pres-:
ident of the educational: tv. setup, +f :
Ss
professors. ‘and _‘scientists,. appear-. said. that those appearing on . the:

‘Edue’l WNDT

NBC

9330 PM. |2 >

Sa | ing as. such, on.the air, full AFTRA

station: were: ‘promised. that “their |§“fees, pension" 7 “welfare™ and Te-: work would’: not. be replayed: or |: a Trans. for.the:Spots, Bey

oe play | protection.

Obviously,

| rep-

sent _ elsewhere-‘without: express

| Permission from: the. personality
oan
“JOHN. ‘HOPPE. —
foATRwee people- ds not:new, “ According*.to -AFTRA,. . this-- ist “1309; Madison.
AT. 7844

°

:

-

“| gust fine’ but::the: union: would: like.

: Becker: ‘said -regarding teachers to. see- this guaranteed in’ writing. lS
;
3 ‘pelonging ‘to ‘one. or another of: the ‘not: just promiséd aloud.” | ‘ systems . : servicing |’
. -With- this “as: background.’ the
‘educational
area,” . that. sides . méet. again ‘tomorrow and on | “One of Beverly ‘Hills most plush Apart- [-WNDT’s * “tri-state
AFTRA “has. never asked more for.. ‘Sunday WNODT, with or. without| ‘ments, For Producer, Director, ‘Writer, |% | them “than they.: ‘get’ from-,the ‘Mostel; plans’.a’ program, :emceed| ‘or Star... Sublease. with. ‘Sale ef Fur+ Board ‘of -Education.: Our. coneern by” ‘Edward: R. Murrow and--bullt| -nishings.” “Write ‘Mr., Jerry De Lee, 423 . ne O
- South: Rexford. Drive;.Beverly Hills, Calif... .[=-what we consider: fiindamental— ‘around.“'a. ‘special-. BBC-TV.. docu| is that .a recording. of the teacher's. ‘mentary, ‘Televiston: & the “Apt.105 or.call‘HOllywood: 2-3447,
a
a work. not. be used. indiseriminately,. World.”

oT RIGHT IN

11OTHER MAJOR TV. SETMAKERS
NOW RIDING COLOR TV BANDWAGON
Ih. the past year, eleven other major TV ‘set manuface.

turers have jumped on the fast-rolling Color TV. band
wagon built by RCA, And they’re investing in Color with
fnillions of dollars of their. advertising funds. Demand. - |
for RCA Color picture tubes has also required two new-

“SNARES: TOP SHARES!
8 Station:

7

sy

,

seartie-h

plant additions this year, The Color TV. pictureis bright
today with broadcasts of movies, cartoons, variety,

: TACOMA. u

sports, drama and news specials. For information call” |
B. I. French, RCA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza; New York 20, od

gy KING. TV

N. Y., Tel: MU 9-7200, Ext: RC 388, Ask: for the’new
brochure “Color Television Facts. ”

:

y-7 | 4 Station.

22,
a
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=
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e"Forfulldetails, contact
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Weduesday, September 32,

~NBCPoliceEmergency?” )KefauverGivesaala

Al

. ‘ving. StonePartners ‘[Bob MaxExitsNBC
-_anAssist
~ With Gritkhes on‘Eight oS For: His Own. Setup}. ‘Documentary :Scores.
Bob... ‘Max, “seven: years the. ‘di- vp —
Whopping Brit.Rating 2
90-Min. Dramas forTV.Be
hh D.C.Push forTV Camera Access
Fector of -NBC's. lucrative ©mer-|.
‘London, Sept. ‘11...
OS

Hollywood,” “Sept. 1.

chanidising ‘unit,. has: taken.a page|. “Billed” by’‘BBC-TV_ ‘as ‘the ‘Yank:
.
Washington, Sept. il. ; preme Court . .. ds the least. unfrom: the book’ of his: ‘yecentt .boss, ‘equivalent of ‘Britain’s “7 Cars,”
€BS-TV' ‘program exec, and: Irving. NBC Enterprises” chieftain: . “AT ‘NBC's documentary: “Police Emer- | Richard 8. Salant, CBS News ‘derstood. "of the three branches
‘Stone have partnered: to turn ‘out;
prexy, -went before a Federal: Bar of -‘Government: Too. many people
‘a series of eight. 90-minute dramas. Stern, and “is. leaving. the web to. gency”.- zipped - into an- unprece- Assn. ‘meeting ‘here, : to ‘push | the |:seem to feel the Supreme Court.
go ‘into: ‘business. for himself.: Max. dented. high --on...the.. Television|
sits around. deciding: it would be™
for tv.based.on Stone's tome, “Men.
Measurement - . charts” idea ofopening. the U.:S. , Supreme. nice to abolish’ school prayers or
‘to Match ‘My. Mountains.” Grilikhes . .=-whose- NBC replacement -is ‘Nor- ‘Audience.
‘man
Lunenfeld
,—-becomes:
exec
when. it made the -No. 4: slot. ‘Not Court.” * to: television:
coverage, we? . anti-Communist laws ... The
‘4s. currently” negotiating: with, net- Michel: M...' Grilikhes,.. former’

works “‘anent, .the |.shows, “which” veep. and operating” ‘head* of. :TV only. is this the loftiest spot -made. stressing. that it- would. vastly bene-: ‘reporting. on the Supreme Court
“ls. vould ‘be ‘presented over. a span. of. Institute’. of. ‘Living. Arts. Ine. :--| by-a documentary on tv here, but. tit, the image. -of “the. “misunder-| ¥, woefully inadequate. The result.
has ‘been an emotionalism. that
TVI, newly : ‘organized:. by’. ‘Max. ‘represents. the highest. peak. at‘two ..yéars,.. beginning. - with: the
-| does ©‘neither the Court nor the
land -. Maxwell. Schultz. (prexy. of ‘tained: by: BC-TV" in ‘TAM. listings stood”. court.
. a 963-64. season.
(i.e, - since.the: ‘formation of con- -: On: the: same: panel with. Salant, public ‘any good.”
-Grilikhes .w ill. produce. . Series, ‘Mountain: ‘Paper Products and--fors
‘tv):I
-}'Sen. Estes ‘Kefauver *(D-Tenn. );-] Salant reasoned that if the ar= and Stone will: make ‘his debut: .at. ;mer boss of Adam. Hats), will pro- ‘Mercial
videoscripting,. prepping ‘tversions: ‘vide..“instruction: in- the arts’ :via | Click. prograin:. which. was: ‘seen : once OnE. of the biggest names. in. guments -of lawyers on the crucial...
based on. his original literary work. | correspondence. schools, .-merchan- in’ 5,503,000. homes. throughout” the. ‘ty ‘Gin his. “‘Man- Against . Crime”: school: desegregation case: in 1954.
‘country, tated No. 1.in the South- |
had been televised, the ‘Constitu=, Ex-CBS-TV .'exec. produced, di- dise:‘kits and ty. -programming.:
7 -yected: and. was: co-author of "1961. re . Stern. is deaving |NBC..as a veep" {west area and featured in top: 10s |role), repeated his . longstanding tional: issue could have been bet
ws :Feabody .Award « winning~ “Tet ‘to head ;up:his Own, communi! iy of seyen-other areas, reports TAM: ‘advocacy of letting: ‘ty. cameras’ tter--understood. “and ‘the solution.
' In-the national ratings,: “Police | into Senate “and: ‘House - “Sessions. ‘to the -problem—still. so far. away
~ Freedom ring.”” AA star will host the” antenna.’‘company;Stet
-+ Emergency”: was... beaten ~-by: two|:
—would
have.:come
in’ far: less.
He dramas. ve
_ J editions of .Granada’s.“‘Coronation’ here. On this. ‘subject, Kefauver is: time; ‘understanding is the begin-.
. Plan is‘to- reiedse. filmed dramas:
. theatrically. abroad” at. same : time |.Ste Gioua: “Minn.St Cloud Street” and Associated: -- Rediffu- ‘decidedly--in the minority on Capi- ning of solution.” —
| |tol’ Hill... The Senator" also pro- |. United: Nations coverage, Salant
they <are released - “on: :tv..- here. State. College. this fall: w ill present slon's.“No: Hiding Place.””
posed
Federal. -courts allow tv. ‘pointed out, illustrates. that “as a
Series’ of ‘dramas -is: based’ on true }-‘a televised course: for ufidergradu- |“
.
cameras” with. a.
. single limitation... matter of mechanics”. tv and. radio
“life; but, ‘little-known, happenings. ate or’ “ graduate-- ‘credit: in. tech-| EREMANTIE'S: GOLF SEGS
“ewortd. ‘Series of Golf;’- whieh “Devices . ‘used:‘m ‘Kefauver.. said, ‘coverage can. be. accomplished in
. in.‘our. history... ,
+o. Stone: and. Grilikhes |“also plan. niques for’ ‘teaching: social.Studies played - ON : -NBC-TV, . Hag. -been: “wnust not: ‘disrupt - the. proceed-. marble halls with no. distractions,
wo: feature. films..based on: ‘Stone “in: elementary * and .. “secondary. placed: into. foreign’ distribution by. ‘ings ‘being covered. This. should be noise. or irritating lights. |
.{ the. only” test.”
“
. "Sen. Kefauver, as he ‘has done.
” properties,: “Never - the: ‘Sinners” schools. ‘Conducted’ by. the: local. Fremantle.: or
and: “Span. of"Glory.” ar
‘| school’s: assistant history professor, a5BBC bought the evént- tor’ tele- 7 Salant ‘said. he ‘has’ “the einphatic before. suggested that Congress
-| William. .Nunn; the 11-week ‘course, ‘cast Saturday. (15): ‘and. Denmark, and: radical notion. that. the. place|’copy the British system of. calling.
| scheduled -‘for: Mondays at 7. p.m. | Sweden, Rhodesia, . Australia’ and to start“ radio. and tv. coverage of in cabinet: ministers for questiou; starting. Sept:: 24; «will be -over Japan. will be- telecasting’ an hour- ‘Judictal proceedings ‘is right at the }ing: on ‘national. policy.. This, he
Twin - Cities” “hon-commercial. Sta long: wrapup :version .of :the eyent top .«3-. (in the) Supreme Court.”. ‘averred, would make great teletion, “KTCA-TV:.
during ‘the’ following“ week:
Continuing, ‘he noted, “The Su- vision in the: national interest.

Desiluas. US:Distrib
On Brit.Religioso Series |
- London, ‘Sept: 11:

‘jouiney. Of. a ‘Lifétime,”. British’
2. ABC-TV’s: ‘click ‘series on-a “journey |:..
cont

; through: Bibleland, -is-.to.- be “dis-.
t-tributed . through . America °. “and |.

... Canada by the Desilu, Organization. a
“Deal was. cemented ‘by Peter: Marriott, :Desilu ‘Sales.- 1... ‘K). ‘topper, ; ee
‘and ‘Macgregor | Scott, | Managing.
:- Girector| “of. . "Associated. - _British-

' .

|:

Pathe Series,- wWhich.-was “shot ‘in. a

the ‘Holy. Land, ‘consists of 39: “Seg- oe
“ments and’ ‘stars. Anne: Lawson, and i
-John Bonney..

“Terry ‘Ashwood; : AB:P's “geneéal- vas

.: Manager: ‘of production,. produced). '-

me ‘color. series. ‘

“Clearance, Snags
:—
Continued from: page 22 ==. a
“mime: Quiz,” “whien. Ralston-Purina |
“is° sponsoring, “the

affils .thumbe-

|.:: °°

+ downed: it. -Only. about 90 stations }.
“have -cleared: preempting’ the’ web |
‘Show for syndicated .product,. How- |
ever, Ralston. has. decided ‘to:live]:
_-. with it, “since “it: is’: spotting - the.}.
- - show: on rival. ‘stations©in-:
-many:|

©

:

~ ities. ‘where ™CBS |vaffils.’“have. re-t.
jected it. - -.
1
“ While ‘the affilsprotest. that “bad: io
‘programming’? |is: the. basic reason‘|.
. -. for’ the’. nix,. Some -of ‘the --web }“2, aehieftains ‘nonetheless. -have been |
“wondering whether ‘the: recent de-}
‘- cision to. reduce: sfation .compensa- |

‘tion. isn’t” an’: ‘important.fa¢tor ‘in.
: recapturing .the: 90 minutes'of web]

-- ....

‘time.:* In-- other ‘words: ae“fair,ex-. ey

iy change.”ms

woe " =

Continued: from page. 2a

~ achieved by Desilu Sales inworld: qe"

““wide* syndication ‘and one. ori]

.:0f. increased production, according
’|.“
“. to -prexy: Dezi: Arnaz. ‘Desilu: ‘Sales. |.

“wags reported: to have: written con- |... .”
;tracts: in.-excess of: .$2,000,000.

‘Arnaz stated -that :Desilu ‘Film.|°-.. ... aeLargest Fin ‘Buyers In “America

Distributing ‘Co., ‘a. division of Des--|..-"

first: two

segments of. “The.

AUSTRALIA: E:M, I...(Australia): Lid. «Grace.
Gibson Radio. & Television :(Pty) Ltd.
Television Corporation. Ltd. (TCN Network)
CANADA: CFCF-TV Canadian Marconi COn,

“pe >, administration, sales, and station. engineering. |

. "cq motion. picture -based ‘upon: the.
°

~Gilents:_
-

:USpecialists in:programming; management, .

ilu“ Sales, ‘has’ contracted ‘‘to - date |
for. 1,385. ‘domestic: playdates --jn
el theatres for :“The Scarface - Mob,” _

_ We

Un--

‘do Jallour.own shipping: ‘and maintain: a@..

‘complete forwarding: division exclusively for::

/-touchables.”. “A “recent, acquisition |"
Of Desilu. ‘Sales. is a. package: ‘of 33 |*

the! use of.our:‘clients..

motion. ‘pictures. preduced ‘abroad|.
- Which’ will: be sold-to. tv. In addi-

‘otion, Desilu Sales has. acquired for|.

syndication a series of 26-half-hour|-...
_films- produced by ‘Steve -Allen and aan

Eiled. “Jazz. ‘Scene USA.”a

os Establishéd since
s
1938, First in’
tadio oe8
« “now
_ television, 2
Jour ‘Volume. Purchasing. enables: ‘usto obtain.

lowest |prices: from. all:‘suppliers. 7

“Montreal '

“THAILAND: THAI-TV Thailand Television
‘Corp., Bangkok |

VIRGIN ‘ISLANDS: ViITV- Virgin Isle, TV
Cable Corporation

“NIGERIA: ENBC Eastern. Niigeria Broadcast-ing Corporation. .
* PHILIPPINES: DZTMs=1 /,, Manila

: iy SOUTHERN RHODESIA: RTV, Salisbury.
inquiries lavited

| CHARLES: MICHELSON, Inc.

JoPser gn ATION AL RADIO.
EVASION.
gr" |-45 West 45th:Street« ‘New:York 36, .N: Y:.
lope:

BE:

oeee

e. U: Ss.A.

Telephoner'‘Plaza 70698.
>Pa

ase
ce
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RECORD REVIEWS.

Mann's ‘Now,’ C moeB
s Rees

it '|
‘op.ie=teworl,

Brubecks’ ‘Am

(the‘BestBets’ofThisWeek's100-PlusReleases)

HERBIE M ANN: “RIGHT Now”! the. group and. its fnembers. ‘in that |
(Atlantic).
Having
broken
‘onto there is plenty” ot room -for™ ‘the

est outing which again features the. solo performances, : ‘however,
his. -Afro-Latin- sound.’ -- Three” of and the ‘unit's tooters—John* Han-'|
Ervin, Richard: “-Wy-:
the tunes: included are ‘his: own dy,. Bookér
and several others are’ of Latin: ands and Danny Rictimond:. and,.
origin.
Mann's playing, and that. of: course, Mingus. .all have things.
of the rest of ‘his group, ‘has’ @; ta (say that ‘merit ‘attention. . The

SAVE: ALL.YOUR LOVIN’ FOR ME.

:BRENDA. LEE.
‘(Decea): eee

the charts with -his “Village Gate”. individuals..to. solo at. length: as|LP., flutist Herbie. Mann is: back. well :-as.to show: off: their. ensemble.
with another. contender inthis lat-. -effectiveness. The. emphasis {s-on-

'

le

ethvge.
Mont
Oe
re
%.

CALE
NCA
aba
4

ode. e. AM-Alone Am E::

‘Brenda Lee's “elsane: "AML: Your Lovin’ “Me - (Champion?) swings
"ith a rocking ‘vocal - style: that’s” tailormade for :a. big ‘pickup. on
all spinning. levels. “All ‘Alone: Am™ I” {Duchesst} builds: ‘up a.
strong - ballad. mood Via -a- vibrant vocal and a:recitation. bit that

aed Zthe:.‘young: ‘folks will “dig.

+.

”

saorthcentone
=

quiet spirit that. packs. ‘plenty. of: only” ‘non-Mingus. piece here ds “y
‘power: without being pusliy. ‘Much Can’t ‘Get: Started” and.. the. ‘bassof the music here has’ a strong ist-composer's- -material. provides. a 7
springboard. for his. ‘unit's 7h
emotional ‘vitality. | that “registers|fine
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Ralph. Burns ‘Oreck:s “Song ‘For Belly Danéer” -Testis is: ‘an.-..
exotic instrumental: :out *of. Irving: ‘Berlin's: score . for: “ONT: Presie

dent”: and could -have ‘the. “same: pop: impact. ‘ag -“The. Stripper” ;
slice but -‘this : time ‘with abdominal: ‘Maneuvers. “Tulsa”: (New.
, “ ‘burn*). rides.a.western motif ‘with: a. sharp. ‘instrumental drive.i

to solid effect via Mann’s interpre-- LWwOrk: It's a fine‘ jazz. Session’ ‘that |.
tations.
Although
there’s
been has much. to recommend it.
merges:

~ LAWRENCE WELK -

debate as to "Mann’s music being|
jazz or pop in the. past, this set.

*,

7 RALPH BURNS ORCH.. we oe.. SONG:FOR: BELLYDANCER,
(Epic) Tulsa ~

ok

a

-* ", “ _ .

*

ve

MANNY ALB AM. & HIS ‘or: |"
seems to-combine enough elements CHESTRA: “JAZZ GOES. TO ‘THE: ” Presents His Newest: Dot Album |
(RCA. ‘Vietor). eee aS:
of both forms to please fans in | MOVIES”. {‘Impulse: | ‘A group of.|.."““B ABY.- ELEPHANT WALK".
So
Sue. Stretchin’. Out
and...
—
both
areas.
It’s. a fine ‘session. top jazz ‘talent has: ‘been. combined |“Theme
* Duane .Eddy’s “eyDance: ‘With The): Guitar. “Man” (Linduanet)
“Grint”
i
trom
the.
Bros.
“Manny”
which -should: be due for consider- by. arranger. - conductor
has a-solié plunking. style and~a. captivating .beat. to. capture: jock
Albam. to: play: his. designs: of nine
[and juke*spins for a. big payoff::‘“Stretchin’ Out": (Linduanet+)..
able attention.
-motion picture-‘themies. The re-.
“ spréads:.a: “melancholy mood .wid. some *‘Smooth: sqittaring. and:a
PERRY COMO: “BY REQUEST” ‘sult. is .a” big,
strong

(RCA

‘Jazz. session

Victors” .A savvy ‘pro from ithat gives plenty: of-harmonie and

way back, Perry .Como_ is among }melodic credit:to ‘the themes andy
the top handful of.disk performers: iso retains a distinctive jazz-flavor:
who

esDUANE: EDDY.

k
n
o
M
s
b
a
(ColGr
dun_|
Th Jazz Bui

fo fine. instrumental

sistent

entertainment. package. {n- ton’ “‘Paris Blues”. ‘come. ‘across|:
this collection, Como. is spotlighted. {-with rich/.moody stréngth.and up- |
on a nifty book of songs, including. tempo titles like the -“La ‘Dolce| Columbia’ Records |is apparently :
‘recent numbers among a scattering. iVita” keynote score: with swinging. ‘playing. the. -“minor, to. ‘major’ +’..
of standards.- Once. again,
Nome (stTensth. There’s: a Jot to listen- game to. the hilt. it’s -Tatest ‘ac-| .
_

the same pleasing, relaxed Com
to. there». ‘Albam’s
:.ar rangements.
vocal sound, backed up. excellently (12:7 a full, ‘rich -flavor.-and: ‘the
by the Ray Charles Singers and the t sFoUD’ s playing is uniformly. solid
Maria," Ayres orch. Standouts
noon
are. rand’ packed -with. fine solo” bits. and

support...

THE:COASTERS:

how “to ‘wrap Up a con:/Ballad themes. like Duke ‘Blling- :

know

Pweeedeeh cst lel GUITAR WAN

quisition --from -a ‘smalfer. company

|-

(Ateo) |

DON

Bee

le

ap AR

:

.The ..Coasters’ “The. Ctimb™ * (progressive-Trist) introduces - a
are :“sure!
ta Follow : the ‘catch-on™ vocal instructions, Flid side: carries the :

same. ‘dance™ ‘beat, a bit: further» with: a 00d. instrumental. der,

lineation;

oo,

aes

_

:

:

a,

weeds “JAMES: CHOLD. rhe

reeording - under: ; ‘the -.“Riverside 1.
banner for ‘some time.
“Maria
ollipops: -an
oses,’ “Iswing
Tha. ‘Monk. : signing-“follows :‘on
“(Hlickoryy.
My :-Hero'
“My Favorite Things,” “Once Upon} swin sing. ensemble work.
the heels of Col’s pickup. of Patti.
The Ladder ‘Steady Aci
Sue ‘Thompson's. “James 6 Hold:
KANGAROO'S
A Time.” “Can't ‘Help Falling: Ta! “CAPTAIN. ag
‘Page ‘and ‘Nichols.’ & May. from | “Roset): should. climb. to ‘the- top. of.‘the spinning. ‘brackets. bécause:
Love” and. “Vil: Remember April.” : TREASURE HOU SE’ (Peter: Pan). Mercury ‘and: the opening: of ‘ne- | cof the breezy. uiay it -snins. ont..a' tale. of: a: youn: elonement:. MY
| This is a cute. -kidisk ‘item. ‘$tarring. gotiations. ‘to. bring Dion to its]
“Hero”: (Actiff-Roset }: holds:. to. the. rocking: ‘ballad, groove.
ee

“THE

REAL

(Columbia).

lots of enthusiasm

in some

circles:; by Clark

Gesner, .a

one-time. -cue tiams;. to United -Attists. for ‘Eydie:

ear

“eo @-e'e

e

a

.

Ltn the past .year Col has. reached:|.
The «material. was -written lover. to Cadence’. for “Andy Wil-

disk offering that's sure to stir up show.

LADDER. STFADY)

ae

AMBASSADORS” ‘(Captain ‘Kangaroo’ (Bob- Keeshan) ‘stable: from .the indie Laurie: label.’ | _ stead fast manner;
is. an ‘ uniisud: jand:others from this .w.k: ‘kiddie tv |

Phis.

Aq

“The Climb”:

new ‘dance: that’s. slow. -and .intriguing and. the ~teeners

‘SUETHOMPSON are

is Thelonious Monk, :who fias been.

eed _ THE cum

ee Tae ee
ev lee oe

ae

© aan

@.-

;‘

: —eit
| NELSON.RIDDLE ORCH...eee THE DEFENDERS. THEME

controversy in others. It's. an! ecard” holder in the show. -- There's
| Naked ‘City ‘ThemeGorme & Steve Lawrence, “and |:CE apitol)
original minsival: production © con-| a. nice pace. ‘and “quality. to. his
‘Nelson . Riddle Orch's’ ephe. Defenders Theme” : CAvril*). géts’
Don ° Costa,” ~and, to Carlton: for.
ceived “by Dave &. Iola Brubeck. songs and dialog and the set comes ("
_ @ breezy (jazz. treatment. with “plenty. Of. pop. “appeal . ane ‘its
Anita Bryant.

and

pegged

on :America’s musical: am- ‘-across.

as.

a‘. bright: and- -clever

~Monk’s moveover. to. ‘Col ‘marks. title. tie:with othe holdover: ty-:series. should.” give -it:.an -added.
‘a- buildup. of its jazz. roster: that-| ; spinning. Dish; “Naked. City... fheme’?. (Gower?) ts “another. -ty-. 7.
beck has written it. with some fine :and. directed. the. niusic ‘with spirit.
“theme. acith a brisk instrumental :flavoring. ‘to:win itProgramming i
‘includes ‘such: artists. as ‘Dave: Bru-.
javz touches and his. wife, Iola, has‘, .The LP is hock full’ of: familiar
‘beck; Miles ‘Davis, Duke Ellington, ao time.
2
,
Supplied Iv rics that are. humorous *, characters: from the tv. show’ that.
an
*
+.
and pointed. ‘A Gast. that “includes " should please: the-kids. and the'’ma-.}°Se J. -FJohnson’ and: Andre. Previn.
His: first LP under the. Columbia :
Leouts Arms.roas & His. AH :Stars, ‘terial--is presented: in a’ pleasant | since Will be: recorded
-in- the
Lambert.:. Hendricks & ‘Ross. and ;and . enteriaining
re rr You: ‘Can “Run.
-(Vee-Jav)-..
manner’: that near. -future.. It. willbe ‘produced
Carnven NeRae,. alone with Bru- should. score this as .a strong ‘Con: Jerry Butler's. py;
wy.“The One” (Conrad: Curtom+) -has: a hard.
‘by: Téo. Macero,, -one..of Col's |artDbeck’s ‘keyboard. ‘Iead push -honie tender
in” ‘tie mmoppet. Platter:
vocal pitch: and. a: solid. ‘ballad: ‘Tine.. that’s’ -peqned: for: big: ‘play.
ists.& repertoire. ‘staffers.
the disk mitsical in highly: effective jaw eopstakes..
in-all. aréas. “You Can. Run (Bit Yow Can°t Hide)” (Armadaty
terms. ° Armstrons’s
Sets up: a ballad. mood in--a- “slow. but. én: irety persuasive manner:
singing of} PAUL. TA UB MEAN: “pENT: |:
“Cultural Exchan#e’” is an espe*-- 7©
mf:
cially knockout ¢de as is his han- HOUSE PARADISE” (Columbiai.: ThreeLabels’Sparking
-music¢al ‘sides ‘to.tdling -of * They Say I- Look: Like :i There are -many
Pianist. .
(RE: A.V ietor)s:
“Baby. Werre Really. In. Love‘
God."
a number. that’s: sure to ' Paul ¢ - Taubman—organist,.
'-Edinbur gh, Sept. 11:
On: this. ‘set. he. is -fea-.}’
duturh-the seer etationists.. ‘In fact, {eonductor.
An “upsirge:’ in’ disk: ‘recording |- . Don -‘Gibson's: SH ‘How: ‘Come. (No. One - Loves’ Me):?: (Acuff:
tured
at
‘the:
organ.:and
.piano.
for.
|"
all hands are in tap: rorm- giving|
Roset+ ): builds a ‘country |‘blaes: into a pon “contender with a win:
activity. is. noticeable ‘in “Scotland.
this: offbeat offring: a -solid’ sales| a set of moody: cand relaxing ren-. ‘where “Wavetly. ‘Records here: and
ning voeal |‘sendoff. “Raby ‘We're Really. In Love’ ‘(Fred Roset)
ditions. of various pop’. favorites.
: has a Snapp y country. beat.that, go. especially.’ ‘well nm the.
alfalfa *
potential.
| through the -years: “His: playing. is. Thistle |‘Records -and..-Gaelfonn |.areas.
ee:
Poet
‘are
-all:
forg-"
ae
ee .
‘Records
-at:
Glasgow,
DINAH.
WA SHIN G T ON: Smooth... and:.-pleagant::
It’s .-yust
“DRINKING
AGAIN” ‘Roulette, Hyight for background: listening: or: ing..steadily ahead; if’ in.a ‘Some- :
Dinah Washington is in a low down, other. atmospiseric ‘musical: touches, |. what smaller. ‘circle’ than‘ ‘disk com- GABRIEL. & THE ANGE Ls:eee eeeoeoat THATS. TIRE :
wlan. rere "Don’t. Wanna: ‘Twist ‘No “More
- Guan).
melancholy.
frame
here... It's’ ara la ‘the maestro’s ‘playing. at: his: panies. in England..:The ‘Waverley
we
mood that suits her wailing ‘style {fashionable Penthouse Club-in New- group: has: Jaunched a-new $45,000.|.
<
Gabriel. & ‘The “Angels. “That's. Life™: “{ Mary: Hill-Missilet).- ‘43
“Managing
|.
‘recording
studio.
Jere.
.:
‘perfect. and. shé! niakés the most; York: Ineluded .are:. such _funes |as.
“a: “rhythm: e- blues’ shouter. :thaf..has .@.- catch-oit pitch. ‘for. many.*
“Vou:
‘director - ‘is T. B:- ‘Laing.
Of BR ascshe lishts. up! torchers like f“['m Inthe Mood For Loye,’
?- spinning. areas. “Don't Wana: Twist No: More? (Mary. Hill-Missinger,
5
a
‘Robert
‘Wilson,
:
-Seot
“
‘Manhattan
i.
*. That
Man”. “Gat. Away,’
“Baby | Were’ ‘Meant: for. Me.”
‘Silet) has a. negatire: attitude “but. it's. telling Q: story that. the.
Won't You Please Come .Home;" + Serenade, “Don’t | ‘Blame -Me,”": ‘launched’. the. Thistle .label,” and | teengrs:may fnd interesting |to” hear. .
‘Gaélfonn
issues.
disks.
with:
a
Celtic.
and.
“fm Gonna Lag, ah You: Out of. My i DH See You In My"Dreams"
hassadors.

ti

overseas:

points.

Bru-

|
i kidisk.

‘David

Stuart, has “arranged

N. GIBSON:.
- Scottish.‘Disk Activity DO

ee

Life” and the title.sony; “Drinking athers:”

Asain.” w hich sets the: tone- Of the*
entire set.
i _
BILLY

VAUGHN.

SWINGIN’

SAFARI’

with

‘click

ORCH:, CA,
(Dots:. Riding

iq].

TM THE ‘ONE

oe

JERRY ‘BU TLER

7 efeehae ;
e

+SO- How. ‘COME a

che

and: Trish favor, oo

i

— Lengpay Shorts.

DEE.€ LARK

wee

WV.eesJay):
Dee:Clari's

ue “NOBODY BUT. You °

Pm: ‘Going Back To School:

~.

“Nobody But You’ ( Gladstone*) ‘has-alt. the: ballad 7 :

“elentents: fo. got: it ‘ta’ the. ton anda rocal: styling that: “makes sure

it. will “get. there. a &yt. Goina: Back: To. School’ (Conrad-Deet)' “is:
AR]. “@. novelty .idea. in: a “swinging: argove that” may aires.the...kids
Vaughn has wrapped up.an aitrac- i
"de some layghis..
tive assemblaze of ‘hits: with b.0- J
x. ee
*
Caedinon Records fas: readings by.the Tate.Dylan ‘Thomas. of: “King |
appeal. Vauehn has: ‘mixed up-the!
Singing. tunes with the ballads }Lear” and “The: “Duchess, ‘Of Malfi” on its’release . scheditle for: late.; ‘JERRY: REED.

for

the

a_tasiv

title ‘song,

Billy, Al

tossed-instrumental |september: So

far, “@aedmon

oethia“HULLY, GULLY GUITAR: om

has: issued five! recordings of Thomas,

salad. The repertory’ includes: such !
|: Shari: ‘Lewiis’ .
fates. as “It's No -Sin,? “In The’ ! Yeading’ his-:“own ‘poetry..‘and. “work of other” poets...
Chapel In The. Moonlight.” “Love next kidisk LP for’ RCA. Victor | will: ‘be “Shari: ‘In Storyland”. due
Letters In The Sand,” “Alone” and + for-Oct. 1 release.’ ‘Set vuses all the characters of: lier NBG-TV: ‘puppet-

“When

The. Saints -Go Marching | musical program”. .!' Audio -Fidelity's. fall. program. includes... eight :}
new. LP releases: .Spéarheading. the. release: is: a. new: package’ in ‘the.

In."

(Columbia).

| 28...2

: Twist-A-Roo

Jerry “Reed's eehilty: “Giny Guitar” “(Eoweryi) -has .a’ built-in
teen: appeal | with. d- spotlighted. guitar leading: ‘a swinging. rhythmic.
“beat that the kids will take! to- for .their. terp activities. “Twist-

*,

A--Roo™™: Lowery? } may-be the Twist’s last. gasp. but:‘it’s. aETocktiig
“ONE that. should: do: well around. the dukes:

.

“Sound. Effects ‘Series entitled,

“Sound: Effects,. ES. |
“FACQUELINE BOYER, CHAN-: |s disk
“company's
Air: ‘Force; Fire -Power.' :-Another release in. the Sound Effects Series:|:
JAMES DARREN’ . os
- cHAIE.To THE CONQUERING HERO.
“TEUSE”: — ¢Capitot:..
_ Jacqueline ;
is: “Stereo. Spectacular. Demonstration’ :‘and ‘Sound. Effects’: which |
(€ olpix) oon eet
A. ‘Foo. ‘Young. To: Go Steady..
Boyer, the 20-year-old daushter of.
| includes deitronstrations:: of. “stereo. “techniques: Sound. effects: and |
James: Darren's: Hail To. Tie Conquering: Hero”. (Aldont)., has:
rene h. songstress .Luciienne Boy er,
Fr
excerpts from - the. AF: catalog. .
a: ‘spirited. attack ard a. cute: lyric Fine- that’ makes. it:-an- ‘appealing
glice:. for.. ‘juve. tastes, “To..Yaung Fo Go. Steady” fRobbins*)-is
pop aroove. ‘This’ showcase may be. i Jubilee Records: has. added. four’ new “albunis. to “its “5000. Series.”
somewhat limited for the U- ” be-:} The -packases are’ by. Billy Daniels, .Dick: Ruédebusch, Fhe *Chari . @ pleasing rendition of. a. standard balled: for:the: young: at. heart...
*
e..
cause .of the: all-French- lyrite ‘but | Quartet and-The Muleays ; ... Joe Henderson. ‘breaks-into; the album

Bo 8
A. "MOUNTAIN OF A’ ‘MAN:

the vocal quality” is cléatly in evi-/ field with “Snap: Your Fingers”. on. the Todd ‘label.
JOHNNY:
oma. variety cof: ballads andj" Marilyn’ ‘Monroe continues aS..a. posthumous: disk’.attraction; “this -{

dente

‘One “number. | time via ‘United. ‘Artists: ‘Records which is. releasing -a “double feature’’rhvthm
numbers:
“Vest
Pas Par que’ C'est /-Nous;” ; Soundtrack - package : of :the’ music. from. “Some. Like. It. Hot”. ‘and
has potential in’ this’ esuntry de-} “The Misfits.” Slié. sings on, the “Hot”
MGM. Records. will J:
LP :

APPALAC HIAN
:, (Goldie):
.
“tes "“ tes

—

©

8

@© @

eo” @

“eo +»

0, 1°

Ups In? Smoke®.

Johnny. Appaluchian's en ‘Mountain’ ‘OF A Nigar Armada‘). has.
a; rhythm: ballad: line. with “a: ‘vocal- -punch’ dimed

‘at the teen”

“spite -the. lanzuave’ barricr. “Also -release: Masaru. ‘Sato’s score for Akira. Kurosawa’s ‘Japanese. adventure ||: ‘trade ‘for: a breakout: potential. “On Dt Smoke"? (Armadaty.could.
striking, are Ther, AGESIONS - of “Pi- i film ° ‘Yojumbo" “En. both soundtrack. LP and single theme: plattérs: to:|, “light -uwo- the. jul eS” with. its ‘powerhouse vocal:‘approach thatwill :
ar
;
.
anissinra,’
“Pepes- “Magdalena” coincide. with the. pic’s.-mid- September. opening at the: Carnegie: Hall| ‘make’ the. teeners: listen.
a
and “Ihe Petit Train De L’ Amour. ” 1Cinema, .N.--Y.:
Atlantic Records “has ‘issued..a new LP. by-. jazz- |*
we!‘NO NAME: ‘
Franek.'Pourcel backs :up .on sev- flutist: Herbie™ Mann ealled:. “Right Now" and, |a ‘single’ of the. title QUARTETTE TRES.BIEN mB eee et eg ee eee
eral number S.

“Ttune

and:

““Borquinho”

‘from “the. sete:

(Gaslight).

lon.

=

eens Love. ‘Letters.

Quartette™ “Tres?Bien's “Noname" “(Missourit) has ‘a ‘sptrited :. hte
“WON- | Eiektra ‘Récords” has issued a. platter. called” opie: Best. of -Bikel” |
CHARLES
WGUS:
DERLAND” iChited Artists: Four. whieh.. ‘contains: ‘material culled from. the’ “singer-actor’s 12 -previous | instrumental. ‘flair - that -can.. “push” ‘tts way. into ‘payoff ‘program“ming. time. -“Lore- Letters” (Famous* )- sends: out. @ jazz: ‘oriented at
lengthy |pieces, three’ of. which Elektra releases, and arn Oscar Brand. ‘LP of ski ‘songs. “under the handle.
message ‘in vir id ‘instrumental terms that. the_ brograminers spill:
Cadence Récords’” fall program -‘Consists: of. two new.
were penned by (Charles Mingus; “Snow Joh"...
Gros.
make up this. sesuan of: jazz per-. sets: by.” ‘pianist. Don Shirley and ‘a package: by the. company’s -prexy |--will take. to.
‘formar: SO
MBngus
and
his‘ Archie |Bleyer.
Fhe ©“diskey’s. accompanyiing.sales" ‘Program -~holds'y =
_
oe
quit tet. ‘it's a fing -‘showcase. for

through ‘Sept. 30..

:
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1962

FH” Wednesday, September 12,

as [CBSMovestoPut ofASCAP Fes
MUSIC...

| In Escrowin CaseofRate Reduction

|munESTSELERS

|rereAwards5506
| |.To 1,189 Writer Members

(A National
i Surveyof.KeyOutlets) _
;

A-new wrinkle. developed in the
| drawn-out ‘negotiations. ‘between
{the tv atations. and the American

| Society of Composers; Authors &
Publishers for new

rate schedules

with the filing of a motion by CBS

The. American Society of Com-: 1in N.Y. Federal Court last week to
posers, Authors & Publishers. ‘has require ASCAP to set aside 20%
‘music-license
shelled ‘out ‘a total of $530, 000 ‘to of the network's

This Lait)
No. Wks.

Wk. Wk, On Chart.

, WEST SIDE: STORY”
¥ Columbfay= a
~: Soundtrack. (OL 5670).wooo
RAY CHARLES (ABC-Pan

1,189. members: in its standard and. ‘payments ‘against the possibility.
\ popular: :categories... ‘The . awards, that. the.‘rates may be reduced by:
| of which. this. is. the third .of the 20%.
sai..|
a. series, are “given .to. members|: “The CBS motion. ‘is based on the
“whose catalogs. ‘have ‘a unique | claim: that the Society distributes
| prestige. value for which’ adequate {ts funds to members as they are.
aL
|.compensation would not otherwise. received and if. a rate reduction |
™ |-be received,*and to writers :whose ‘Would come through, ASCAP: may
“| works are: “performed substantlally - possibly not have enough money.
“in. media not: surveyed by.the So-. to make the rebates unless it is
: For -Bookings. Contact
- olety. ao
‘+ required to set up a reserve. CBS
“LARRY OWEN, Mer.
QUY:: LOMBARDO ORCHESTRA | Among the ASCAPers An. the ‘also asks that a like amount of its
50. Broadway, New. des City {standard
field:
who’: received payments: be: invested. in AnterestWH 4-0938
Lawards ‘for “$3,000 were. Samuel bearing’ securities.

_-: Modern ‘Sounds in: Country aiWestern: (ABC410), 17
3

DAVID ROSE (MGM). |
oO Stripper: (E 4062) _

“GUY. LOMBARDO.

17 ae PAUL & MARY.
ae =

=

ANDY WILLIAMS (Columbia)

Panes

Moon River. (CL: 1809).:
3
OWLS. ELVIS. PRESLEY (Wietor)

“us,
he

AY

~ “Peter, Paul &: ‘Mary. (W 1449) _-..

21

=k
Msc&S nd

~ Pot Luck. (LPM :2523)__
“BOBBY VINTON (pic)
Roses Are Red (LN 24020):
ae a,

lt Keeps Right On -A-Hurtin’ (CLP 3008)

-”” HENRY... MANCINI (Victor).
”
HWatari-.(LPM-2559)°oo

~ MUSIC -MAN- ‘Capitol
-- Original: East .(W :990):.

.fms‘said” the show roughly .broke | aon
moa ——
.Paid.- attendance ‘to the | gs
| privately financed. consumer and. fj
trade - “ expsition ‘: :at’..MceCormick|
i‘Place is given at- 165,000. Cushman:
Stated le would. "repeat the. Fair’
Inext Season, ‘but: ‘probably ‘earlier |

- Ray .C
Charles-:Greatest. Hits (ABC. 418)
Id "ACKER BILK- Atco).
oe
o
ak Stranger. ‘on the Shore (129).
16.°°20 . 44. “HENRY. MANCINI (Victor):

: in: the summer ‘to. ayoid: the. Labor.

_: Breakfast at Tiffany’s (LPM 2362):

|.Day. :exodus and
[fproblem..,

“<

°

(Epic)

'., George Mahatis Sings (LN. 240009
PETER NERO | (Victor).*
:

to $4.-

(While: the

new. ‘tv. broadcast

“| with

the. understanding: that any

changes

made

in the new

rates

‘| -will be: retroactive to the first of

back-to-school |,

Vs. Col, 6:

a | the year.)
“The CBS motion adds: “Should
CBS be. successful in winning a
rate. reduction of 20%, ASCAP

‘Hollywood, Sent. 11.
_| would owe it $860.000 for the year
Record - Club ‘Inc.,.-a- California || 1962. and ©$430,000 additional for
oe }recording. artists: at. the 5,000 seat |corporation, has. filed . an anti- the first six months of. 1963. On a.
=, yArie~ ‘Crown ‘Theatre.: Show. was: ‘trust..suit. in Federal court here ‘similar reduction, it would ewe
' , headlined: on. -various: : days _ by ‘Monday
(10)- against :-Columbia|‘the other. licensees. $2,910,000 for

_ Original: Cast (OL: 5230).
MAHARIS

|

iesWG it

- Cushman ceslimates that 95% of:
, those who. paid ‘the: $1.50 gate admission- Spent: an additional. dollar.
:for.” ‘an’ hour long stage show--of:|°

~ WEST. SIDE. STORY. Columbia)
"GEORGE

ments for 1962 -will.come

| music: ‘licenses. with ° -ASCAP are
‘being worked. out; the ‘stations are.
paying. at rates. in- effect before.
"62 on an.-interim basis.

even,

"RAY. CHARLES TABC-Pan)

. --Bashin’- (V. 8474) °

ag: well

the families .of the Iate Bela Bar-. $00,000. Projecting into mid-1963,
tok, : : Sergei... Rachmaninoff: .and when the network figures. that the

__feategory; special awards -“were
Mare Blitzstein, Carlos
Chicago, :Sept: HH. |made
| ‘Chavez,to.David
‘Leo. Diamond, ‘Ross

"ROME ADVENTURE. (Warner. Bres.).”--:,. Soundtrack (W 1458) ©
_
'-: JOHNNY *THLLOTSON (Cadence

23

|.and ‘Igor.‘Stravinsky;

‘Arnold. Schoenberg. In the $2,500 ‘new ASCAP fees might finally be..
fixed, CBS .says its payments to
ASCAP will ‘reach $6,450,000. It
i
oe
also estimates that all three net"Although. attendance...at: the.
‘Lee Finney, Vittorio. ‘Giannini, works and all tv stations will. pay
| World's Fair: of. Musi¢ & Sound, ‘Morton: Gould, Dr. Douglas ‘Moore,-:
‘$18,850,000 .in interim) ASCAP
qian ended. Sunday: (9), was “only.
- slightly more: than‘half the hoped- Vineent ‘Persichetti. and Ernest fees in: 62. and $28,275,000. by
| July, 63.
for turnout, promoter Aaron: Cush- |

*.. ‘Best of Kingston Trio (T 4705) se

oan

-

Expo'sDull B.0. -

3. KINGSTON TRIO. (Capitol)...

: 716... JIMMY SMITH (Verve):

=|-Barber, Leonard: Bernstein, Robert.
During the first seven months of
io Russell ©Bennett, Aaron Copland, | this year, CBS paid: ASCAP $2Paul Creston, Gian Carlo Menattti, 500,000. and estimates that it’s pay-

¥or the Nero ‘Minded. (LPM 2596).

|ate Fisher,. ‘Rosemary- Clooney, ° ‘Broadcasting’
Jimmy.: Dean. ‘and Rick . Nelson. ‘| Record. Club
There ‘were

System,
Columbia 62 and an additional -$1,455,000
Inc., and. six other for the first six months of ’63.”
three shows daily.:.:
‘Something Special: (T. 1747).
defendants; ; asking $900,000 7 (A suggestion. earlier in the year
“Promoter. ‘said: that ‘not: all the damages . for... -assertedly having |that tv stations drop ownership in
4 7 RAY: CHARLES. (Atlantic) - .
oo,
figures. were in, but -that it.-cost been’ excluded” from. the -record - Broadcast. Music Inc: ‘in exchange.
.. ‘Fhe-Ray. Charles Story: (Atlantic: 2-900)
| for a’ $2,000,000 ‘discount
in
———Ta :about: $100,000 to operate ‘the expo club: field:
HARRY.(etaronte- Wig
‘
fipand: another $100, 000 -for. talent. in {:" Complaint, filed’ “by. attorney’ ASCAP. fees got nowhere.):
a
"_- MidnightSpecial (LPM. 2449)*
ithe =:Various: “shows.
‘All --other :
also. names
as.
?7 VINCENT
NT EDWARDS (Decca).
one |ipexpenses, including. promotion, :ad-. ‘Jack
Corinblit,.
‘defendants.
United. Artists: Records,
--.2+ " Wineent Edward Sings (DL 311).
vertising, . Salaries, ~ushers: and. : Warner Bros. Records, Mereury,.
decor - will probably ‘add ‘up to. an-. ‘Kapp. ‘and Verve ‘Records.
6. CAMELOT (Columbia)_
_By j{
;-other’ . $150;000-: to -- $200,000. : ‘He making“ exclusive . contracts’ “with
fo = Original Cast: (KOL 5620).
|.:
‘expects:
that.
the.
total
take
includ-.
other. record companies, -CBS and.
JOAN BAEZ. (Vanguard). ©
|
36.
|
Ang.
‘space.
rental,
will
Just
‘about’
Loo
tb:
i. Joan Baez;-Vol IE (VRS: 9094)
‘CRCI ‘in effect squeezed plaintiff
‘|.
“équal the outgo.
Gut of the. record biz,According: to}
. 27 Te ae “TONY BENNETT (Columbia):
cae
‘Indicative of: the- ‘disappointing | the suit:.
Con,
-¥ Left ‘My. Heart in San Franclico. (CL.1860) =
A motion naming 54 interveners
{ turnout, - ‘the Fair -management.|_ : ‘Corinblit -‘stated that: this action.
. 26, or FRANK SINATRA. (Capitol)laid -off16 :of the ticket sellers|:is ‘similar--to ‘a move. made. last. on the side of. the plaintiffs has
Sinatra. Sings of’
of]Love and Thingsww.1729) _
| after’ the.
“weekend
“and.
re-. 4 Sune. by. Federal. Trade - Conimis-|.‘been. filed in N.Y. Federal court.
- thited.
hin. first.
of them
for. the
final
in the case pf seven N.Y. orchestra
SELN
_‘NAT-KING COLE:(Capitol).
sion. against .-CBS -to. cancel all
American
re
.
‘weekend: Efforts -were made -after exclusive contracts, holding such. leaders. against the
‘Ramblin’ Rose“ ce 1793).
Federation of Musicians and Local
Et
the.
“expo
‘was
underway
to
‘build
&.
pacts to be illegal,” ‘and. that price- 802 through which these. leaders
‘DION ¢.
tLaurie}:
° a ; Negro
attendance,
which“ was- ‘fixing:was engaged in.by CBS.
“- Lovers: ‘Who: Wander (LL. 2012).
“| are: seeking to abolish the -union’s
; notably~ ‘slight: “Only: Negro “per- |
|
3a ram)
~ NO. STRINGS (Capitol):~
-10% surcharge on traveling.
. | former: On: the” bill: ‘Was Jonah: ;
engagements and the local's 134%
Mote
_ Original Cast (@ 1695): |
ne ee
Jones.
juristictional tax.
“
Displays” on: “the: “exhibit” ‘floor
92° 46... 3. EVERLY y BROS.5. (Warner Bros:)...
of
A court order. resiraining collec-.
f;were ‘on the’ whole- undramatic; ot.
“llss.
t.. Golden ‘Hits: of. the Everly Bros.. ww. 1471)
tion of. the imposts is.currently in
an *; and many. of the ‘displays were- not:;
$845: 11. LETTERMEN (Capitol) ’
force and a motion for a temporary.
: +. +: #lunlike “hi-fi ‘and’ ‘television -show- |.
Once TUpon a Time (T 1711). Buddy
Holly,.
tlie.
rock.
'n’
roll
injunction -pending trial on. a—.
it rooms. that: eV eryone has ‘access: to|.
“4.7 JUDY GARLAND(Capitol) >
is presently
{gratis on: Michigan Ave: or. Rush singer who. was. killed in a plane permanent. ruling
crash
‘some
Years
ago,
‘continues.
to
." ‘Phe:Gatland Toueh (W 1710),
‘peing decided, with a decision exWEF St: Stage. show. ‘was-a terrific show
live
.-on
wax.
Coral..
Reeords
‘has.
pected. in the near future.
. _
a JOAN BAEZ: : (Vanguard) ;
ae biz bargain. for a flat. $1. admission, |
In. addition to séveral name.
___ Joan.|.Baez, Vol I (VRS 9078).
fo
ney ‘provided - that the. patron’ felt. his | acquired — “several “newly-located,
previously
‘unreleased:
tapes
by:
the
bandleaders, there are also’ somein 7 $F50 ‘gate:charge: was Ww ell: spent...
3 - MANTOVANI (Landon) -:
‘singer: “The. tapes ‘will be released|union officials included. in the
wl.
| American ‘Waltzes (LL 3260)
| exclusively: by: the Jabel ‘via: a deal intervener motion. “One is Jack
Raia 8. HERBIE. ‘MANN. (Atlantic):
LS
<"/-between Coral, “Maria: Elena Dijaz-|
| Stauleup, prexy of ‘Paduka, :Kvy.,.
. Herbie. Mann: At The. Willage¢Gate (1380)
“ ‘Hernandéz,’ Holly’ S widow;. YNor-. ‘Local -.200. It: was Staulcup “who
man ‘Petty, his personal manager, had .a-:motion, prepared for the
ry Ta “FRANK SINATRA. (Capitol).*’
and. his parents.
“"
Point’ of No. ‘Return (Ww 1676)
AFM convention last June on the’
The -rst release. of « this. riew|“matter. of the’ traveling tax but.
2. “GEORGE MAHARIS (Epic)
-London;: Sept:. ‘11,
“Reminiscing”
and who withdrew it after discussions.
> Saini fees of :néarly. .¥ 600: material.
‘Portrait. in Music (LN 24021)f. 0
ws i‘British. “daneeband - “teoters have : “Wait. oT. ‘the |Sun: Shines Nelly. ” with the. law. committee and AFM.
“aT_a ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)~
“ + been “almost.:doubled. .-un der-: -an.. At -has. already ‘been. ‘issued..in the!execs. including Herman :D. Kenin, Poe
eee '! Maria. AKL, 1266)
ie
ets
| agreement. reached petween:: ‘the: ‘ES: and; ‘England:. In its: catalog + the: union prexy. He says. that
“41, °34. 55° DAVE. BRUBECK. (Columbia)
Musicians: ‘Union,. Mecca and ‘Rank. Coral - presently |‘has ©four: Holly :+Kenin. promised him that. ‘action:
oh Darr *:Time. Out (CL, 1397)... tay
LPs. ‘and: Decea has one. Of these -- would: be taken to reevaluate the
— ‘|‘Dancéhalls.
ve
: 42°. 36 47. ELVIS ‘PRESLEY (Vietor)
He ‘Musicians °“playing” ‘in.“the: West. “The. Buddy ‘Holly Story” has been:surcharge structure. -but, that the
i.
‘Blue* Hawaii (LPM.2426).
an Ee
End: ‘of *London will -geét a. mini- a. chart item. for.RY er. a year and {Internationa prexy hasn't even
{3 half. .
! communicated ‘with him .On. the
32°" 18. LAWRENCE.1 WELK .‘Dot):
-mum: of::$81.20. ‘for “SIX days: work |
| ‘matter since that meeting. ©
Young. World (DLP 3428)
after ‘October 1; current. rate being. |
In: additfon to signing -as ‘an.
nearly -$43. In out- of-town’ terp-.
48
EL CID.1MGM)
= mn
-intervener.. Stauleup has’ Grcanized
-eries,’ ‘the.“players : will get. an” ins)
cars
Soundtrack °“{E-3977)|
a. ‘group. of. Kentucky ‘orch Jeaders
nO |"
erease from’, $34.30" to: $75:60:.
_
- 45 49 80 BILLY. “WAUGHAN.
N Wop.
| ato a unit’ called: the Orchestra
Pi Pact also: guarantees - musicians. os
*3.... KINGSTON: TRIO (Capitol)-..

a

————— =

Movement. Vs. AFM
Traveling Band Impost
Gathers Legal Momentum

soe?
way
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CORALGETSMORE DISKS|
BY LATE BUDDY HOLLY

8

ia *7.
oan : te 7

| ‘Brit
Dancehall Tooters a
Win 1007,Scale:Hike

“39-7

oe:
sam

| 8.

eT.

i

46°: 37°

_-Chi pel by.the-Sea’ (DLP 3404).

we
;

28“KINGSTON TRIO ‘Capitol

ree

1.48

a

ar

“Unis

ur

aw’

a—_

‘WALK'-ON THE WILD: SIDE,AChoFeo)-

39.38:

405 3

Callege. Concert Ty. 1658) -

Somndtrack (A4)"

FERRANTE & FEICHER Tway

Fi West Side. Story. ‘WAL 3166).

‘ROBERT GOULET |‘Cohimbiay

. “The. Two. of. Us ‘CL. 1826). -

im

sick. pay;

thrée -w eeks.

>) -¥acation iristead. of-two and.a.min:-

” Fhrough* ‘Children’s’ Exes. «LPM 2512)

a

of Western. Kentucky. Fhe
|
‘organization's 15-members. have ‘all
" London, ‘Sept. 11:
- imum: Of $47:20- a night for--one-"* As ‘part : ‘of. its : expansion pro-. signed. as inteveners and the grcup
nea! inight Wwést End. engagements, io -. gram, Oriole “Records, . a-- British:a +18: planning a separate court. act en
of ‘its own ‘on the surcharge: sal
| indie “label, has ‘picked up U.K.
patterns’. used
by
| distribution. . rights to. the Yank ;i lowing ‘the
| Motown. and “Tanila. banners which-}groups. in Philadelphia. and New.
“will. bereleased ‘here under a: new ‘York .and .planned by a- Conn cti-.
Tate [‘Rohert: ‘Stolz nar rates.‘ ‘The Rob-. iy print, Oriole-American..
feut.. ‘erqup_ headed by’. Eddie Witt-: ‘fRert Stolz’ ‘Stéry? “On: vane “Amadeo: - Deal... w ith: the: U.S. companies ‘stein.:
= |Vienna) LP album.
- Was set by “Morris. Levy, -Oriole 4. “Another union ‘official sho ig
‘Tt! “wilk intéflard“his:-prolific. chief, who ‘statés that the: ‘first re-.. -also an intexrener is. ‘Arrold Atost,
a ‘six--months

IT... LIMELITERS.: Victor)~

~ Britain’S OrioleGetsUK:
Rightsto 2Yank Labels:j Leaters

Robert’ ‘StolzStory”

ae career: with. ‘his’ own ‘compositions... | lease

will:‘be On Friday. (14).

| secretary of New Haven Local 234.

eres

z

“the,

AVAILABLE IN.LIVING STEREO AND MONAURAL HI-FT

The most trusted’narie insound:

|

BC tieb Up NetSales OF

45,

Mu sic

~~] Barcelona SongFete
“Tn T-Nation Spread a

‘BedRECORDUpPS.
a

this -year, include songs and vocal-.|——
ists “from| seven countries,. Par-. |
ticipating. are Spain, Italy, France,

=e

Mr. & Mrs. Season -

has -

Jhas already: been the strongest. in
the. label’s’ seven-year Ahistory.. as ‘a:
subsid: of American Broadcasting-

Fifive each from ‘Italy and. France,

="

Records

ing ‘to an “estimate by-“Sam Clark,
the diskéry’s’ prexy.
This year

Pee _e ee
FE i | television “agencies, 'nine’ of: the:
Iola Brubeck;: wife of Dave
eee “i song: éntries will come from Spain, +. Brubeck, collaborated: “with
wT als

Last No.Wis,

‘ABC - Paramount

‘scored a net ‘Sales total of around’
$6,000,000 for the period of Janu-

| Greece, ‘Monaco,’ ‘Malta :‘anid |ey- - The wives ‘of Columbia: Rec_Prus.° s
|. ords’-diskers’“are getting. a
At the: Sept. 22-94 fest, ‘spon- | -:crack. at the show. biz Spot-.
=
sored: by -the. Catalan: tourist. and: ~~ light. this season.

miune Index ofPerformance & Salesye
a
|

$6,000,000In 8 Months of 62

Madrid, “Sept. : ‘LL.
pa
ata’s fourth frame ‘of ‘its: : | Mediterranean. ‘Song ‘Festival. will:

id

her husband on the score for ‘4 Paramount
‘Theatres,
the
exee
6. RAMBLIN’ ROSE
woe
1
{three from Greece, two -from Mo- ].- the - original disk: musical, {stated last: week.
_ _Nat King Cole........ .... = ue wa ve Lene Capitol || nace and: one:seach from.Malta, and - “The:
Real
Ambassadors,”
Clark’s -estimate-doesn't inelude S
ary
Ga
UT
j
een
* Cypriis.
ah
id» which. Col Teleased: last’ week... . the sales figures of ABC-Par’ 'S
2
ig
rm
Sm
Perce cit
vc Vee Jay
TE
— oe ——
2],
Felicia.
Monteliagre
subsid.
‘will.
aplabels,
Command
Grand
——
a
. it 4° pear ‘with her “husband: Leon-. | Award: or Westminster, ‘the prexy
“3.1 10 ‘LOCOMOTION
oo
_
i.
‘|
.ard’.Bernste
|
stated.
in’s
Command,
‘orch
at
New.
too, however. has
es ee. Bittle. Eva: weitsy hs
Dimension
| York’s Lincoln Center, and
undoubtedly had its biggest-year so
“ae, 20-5°8- SHEILA’:
:
LS Dorie |Previn is: collaborating _|far in 1962; having ‘scored solidly
2
Tommy ; ROG Sel
eela
bebe diel ABC-Part
lin the. stereo field via. its 35m
f° With” her.’ husband, ; Andre
ca
,
YO
pe
» -| Previn, on a. musical that’s.
film releases and: other. platters,
es
7. sae Nor v
Pee
| under the exec direction of Enoch
an
bejpe
Pesged.
for
Broadway.
ao
ER
—
on ne
nd on
6 _ 5. a BREAN
the exec level,
Vera: | Light.
|
Orie
HARD: 70.
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Riverside SetsDrive
IntoPop:Market With

Larry Maxwell atHelm!
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|AFM.Wins Medicare
In Philly:Cafe Pact}
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the’ N.Y, Times recently reviewed as “best

“Philadelphia, Sept: -11-

‘Associates repped: the Bros. in’ the | eliminated :from -produetion: -Both}. for children.!"
deal -with.; Ted ‘Bates: ‘which han“1 Frank Palumbo .and. Local TT, |dles :the ‘Viceroy. account. . Arnold. singles and “LPs will’ be ‘released Songs to Grow On, Woody Guthrie (FC7005). _
5. Amer. Folksongs for’ Children, Peta: ~
in the line ‘but the: opening.:-em=~ |
‘} American -‘Federation of. Musicians, "| Brown “is: handling ‘production
have negotiated. a contract in which the spots.’

of

Seager(FC7001) $4.25. Music Time, Chare-

“phasis” wilk.be -on singles. :A: spe-.
aile y (FC7307).
NeW $4.2
cial: field force-is bein; Db it’. to|-.
E
LEASE °
- tee. Philly’ cafe“ operator has -given |.
bul
|
ms,
is
Rhythm,
Ella:‘Jenkins. “(F07682)
Various: other” folk :‘gtoups’ have promote. the.’ line, againg-with.
em{the 13 musicians in: his employ a.
.
R
been:. working | the:. -Madison: Ave.. phasis’ on’ its singles. output.. The |’ ANF tie
“| health.and. medical plan; ..which
0 (ways ecords come witht accom: ,
‘The Lime- plan. is to sign. and ‘develop’ talent fpanying
beat ‘for | some: time.
texts
and
instructional
nofes.):
takes. care.“of. hospital ‘bills. and

liters have done considerable ‘work for. the pop: market but: there. will Write for Folkways’ complete children’s catalogue
surgery. nt
in -the field. and. have: ever. set up
‘121 W. 47. St.-"::
"Phe new contract. also: “ups. the |their. own’ commercial’ -production. -also be some: work’ with: indie. disk:|
/ New York.38 ww
|.pay scale to. $120- a. week for a total |outfit: called “Brown -Associates..to producers dn -‘the .form. of. master. .
af
1o€° 40 weeks.- Under-the plan the “both produce materiat:for’ commer-. :‘buys: Bo:
. {| musicians-get paid over.a ‘period of ‘cials -and to handle their éwn ‘par- | ; Signed so. far are ‘the. Four: Tops,
WINSOME: FOURSOME!
“Ah 2e7- days but actually ‘work -230. ticipation in such: ventures, *‘The: ‘David: Thorne and Bobbv: & Sylvia. |
1
(Her
nario sy SUZANNE... P
“A
°
vocal.
“disking™
of:
the
‘current
.
| The bandsmen. gre..guaranteed the | Kingston: Trio |has’. likewise’ -been
“Richard ‘Hayman '—
— Mercury a
&
50 days off in the. working. year, quite active in ‘commercial -prep-: chart-climber . “Alley: Cat” is ‘set|
oe | and get extra pay If they: play. any: aration in recent years: and So have. for “réléase by; Thorne, ‘who has

FOLKWAYS ‘RECORDS

Breaking -for..a Smash! fF
_

;
|

:

REMEMBER] ew:

/other groups.

| been: on- Riverside- before.. Bobby | AF

i

&. Sylvia‘. {she’s.. -formerly -of. the

Quife often, folk: anits partici-.
RYAN| HEADS col PURCHASING |‘pate unidentified. ‘on -radio-: “Spots ‘Mickey “-& “Sylvia. duo): will. also|
‘have..a‘relédse of “You Broke My John °F. Ryan has: been’ set as and’ as vocal backing for. video an;
me
U directorof:purehasing at Colum-. nouncements... They are. also: in- Heart” -“out:“shortly...
| bia Records.’ He'll be a member of: volved: in ‘the preparation |of com-|:
| the operations management: group. ‘mercial material: to’“-be used: by-

4) CORRINE CORRINA: |’
- Pete Fountain .=. Coral.

. BLACK AND TAN}
- FANTASY:
‘David Rote: _ ‘MGM.

AlliedAcquires Rheuns? It

—

FRANK IFIELD..

reporting to Albert. B. Eari,. ‘Veepee. others than themselves in: the :folk |
‘
tir
=
“| vein:. It has. become a.:lucrative:
” Before joining ‘Col,. “Ryan. was and — building part. -of the .pop-folkj.
| with CBS Electronics. for 17 years, boom: and::ane which is continuing | Allied Record: Co.-has- aequiréd :
| during which time he: held man-: ‘to. srow. as Products like cigarettes the Tights: to’ .the. Robert ‘Rheims |“

Christmas DiskCatalog|

| of operations.

VEE JAY RECORDS
PARAMOUNT MUSIC CORPORATION

ST. JAMES
INFIRMARY

| organ arid chimes disk catalog. -.A.|—j{mational. and_.foreign distribution |. 7
= | web’ is -presently being ‘set: up for

agement positions.:in purchasing,|
1 material controls and accounting.|

.|the line: which’.had’ been handled}:

| since. 1959: by. ‘Liberty Records.
7
.: Known- primarily. as~.an--. “Xtnas }
; line. via ‘its: “Merry: Christmas |"
a |Carols": “and. -“We Wish. You a.

_| Merry, Christmas”LPs, the Rheims|

| eatalog. will be.’ ‘extended into. a
| more’ -versatile. selection. through |
its: new. affiliation, ‘according’ to'|Allied: prexy: Robert .L.. Hausfater.

-| Two new -Rheinis LPs: will be. re-]-

Frances, Fays _

Bethlehemz :
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NEW HIT
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T
HENTOGETHER’
- WGET
WARNER: ‘BROS. RECORD.NO. 5308.a

ia

“EMILIO PERICOLE SINGS”.

“ROMANTICO, AMORE” |

| leased (in: January., ‘as: followups. to:
WARNER BROS, RECORD NO, 53037
the.
traditional * "Xmas © “packages
“Pand an extensive *‘Promotion pro- a
MUSIC PUBLISHERS
"| catalog’ this fall.
ad
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3 Ottawa, Sept. 11.Bob Hope -is: slow: on. his:.

a aa ofan’ international auto

|

‘D ‘Gat

| -gfaph’ exchange, according to’ ‘
.‘|:
Russia’s.top clown:Oleg Popov. *.{> He told ‘the press: in this cap-

who. “fired”. first. inthie Connie +~

=| ‘ital, where

“Moscow: ‘Circus

ou Ag’cy Violations
' Chicago, Sept. 11..

.

The Illinois Labor Dept. has

fe. opened _‘a. five-week' -Canadisn.

“-FrancisGeneral, Artists. Corp. . con-

quietly instituted a crackdown ‘on
-28, he. gave- Hope | SaagHits606.Award-To
| ItWise.NiteryMer. 1. ‘our. ‘Aug.
‘theatrical agencies for. violations
autograph -. ait: Brussels © |
Watle. Fair ‘in 56 and. Hope « re Lisbon: Crash Victims of state labor laws arid-is checking
Y‘promised. to ‘send: him photo ‘|
Francis’ “per-| Oh White Slave Charges|
on. persons..who..call themselves

tretemps is’‘the $64,000: question in}
the. ‘talent | ‘agency: 4 n d.uatry.

Georgé-Scheck, “Miss

“Washington, Sept. 4. | agents and do not have a: Ticense.:
aN leading Congressional econWhile “Illinois Labor Director:~
omizer -~has -“temporarily. delayed |Robert R, Donnelly would not'spe-"
1 House. ‘passage of:a bill authorizing: cifically attribute the increased
“the agency represents Miss Fran- “nearby. Hurley, Wis., ‘along ‘with a.] “show. during. its. three-day run: $20,000: payment ‘each to Jarie Fro-} surveillance to the recent. McClel‘| Minneapolis. man, ‘were © indicted: here; with a view to -booking, os man, “Gypsy>- Markoff .. and .Jean lan’ committee -hearings in. Washe.
cis.-in- all fields .or. not: ‘at. call. ‘last “-week: by: the -Federal ‘grand. a UzS. fourext: year. 7
ata. ‘Rosen for injuries -Teceived in. ‘a ington, most of the points under
Scheck. - “admits ‘ ‘that “there had}#
1943) plarie erash..
{investigation by the Dept. are rejury’ here for white slavery: :An-"| ae
‘been: several conferences: “with the}-‘volving. prostitution across. Minne: |:
. The :performers-were.on a- uso’ lated to findings by the ‘committee.
“percentery. officials since. the. con‘tour: ‘when their’ Pan American.
The state action is presumed to.
a
.traet with. ‘the office ran out: last | Sota-Wisconsin. state ‘lines..
ve Airways plane- crashed. in Lisbon, | have been ‘stimulated by the -Fed-.
: The. ‘alleged.offenses were: ‘com:
.:
to}
continued
had
GAC.
‘and,
.
2 April,
| Portugal,
Feb. .23, 1943:
‘Mrs. eral Labor Dept. Only a few weeks:
mitted in- connection with. the way'|‘
“: do “some: - booking.. for. him, but. |\that. she- operated the night club: |.
Rosen’s husband and. dancepartner. ago. former Labor Secretary (and.
obtained.
were:
-“Iwany_ ‘engagements
Court _Appointee)
‘Her: indictments - “and those. of.)
was one of ‘the: 23 persons killed:. ‘now Supreme
direct.
The House ‘bill,“ which was Car- Arthur. Goldberg .said in Chicago-’
“Lawrence O’Brien,: 25, ‘of ‘Minneapaa Scheck | ‘declared. that. “ie told olis, ‘followed: an extensive: ‘Anvesti- | tying out’a June 6 U.S. Court* of: that his department was sifting
nt GAC on-Aug. 28: that .GAC .was-not. gation ‘by ‘FBI agents: 2.
|
Toronto,. ‘Sept:- 11: _+ Claims. ‘decision, was: held. up. by. over the .-McClellan' committee
.
|
“40 ‘represent Miss’ Francis for-any
“‘Wide-open. Hurley and-a “number; “Backed by: ‘Hiram ‘McCallum, Rep: “HOR: Gross:(R.-Towa).
‘testimony -.and
evidence
and
erigagements : ‘without’ ‘his “prior: ‘of its nightclubs. figuréd in “the: general manager of .the Canadian.|’ The Jegislation is. expected. to be “would - take appropriate action.”
‘permission,
There ...had. been U.S. Senate’s McClellan commit-: National- Exhibition, -Jack-. Arthur, ‘brought up again: later In. thesses"
First step in the current .crack-hopes. by ‘some. ‘of ‘the agency. execs ‘teé’ probe last.: June :of .possible : ‘producer. of its. évening: ‘grandstand: sion.
ae
.
| down. ‘is stepped up-~ enforcement
that the breach with Scheck.could ties between’ ‘the. ‘American: Guild: show for ‘the past 11. years, will“be:|" -{of an existing. state law which re- |
“be. healed, but there: is.jittle hope’ of Variety Artists .and_ gangster up-for ‘grabs by. the-CNE ‘board: of:} .
quires. that. agents stamp -the. folthat .any. ‘Fapport can be Feached : elements.: > "Phe hearings’ foctissed ‘directors. _ Within: the next two
-{iowing on every contract with’ an
vat ‘this point...
:fattention‘.on strippers: and B-girls.} weeks. .
| act: “If you have cause to complain
‘against any ‘private employment
. Meanwhile. Schack ‘declarés that: who: became-‘prostitutes. in Bpots
. MeCallum® estimates the:‘matiriee. as
---{ agency,..report. to. the .Chief Ina he. has ‘been approached. by. virtu-. tlike the Club ‘13.
' J and. evetiing: shows.” netted: about].' [spector of Private Employment
ally. every. agent in Néw York, bit! After “the: ‘MeClellan “committee: $460,000 :and -:a.dmitted ..‘that{
‘Agencies of the Illinois Depart-- says. that: he. will: hold. off inking: investigation, Club -:13- was :closed: _Arthur's. evening grandstand. show; ;
{ment of Labor.”
;
any: representation ‘deal. with’ any. ‘by..” Wisconsin: state: -Jaw:..enforce- which .cost ‘some $340,006. to. pro-.|
a ment: officials. because:“of: alleged’ duce,. lost *‘money. .Costs werej..
.
Uf.
__ beeney. for the time being;’.
AGVA Notified
Donnelly said that:he had writ.
“Scheck - “declared, . sa gentiless prostitution .. activities. ‘but. it. re-- ‘made: up... during’ the: -afternoon.}. - we a ,
‘The . Hurley ; shows, ‘Starring The Three Stooges.
cently.
“reopened...
to .Martin. Cavanaugh;. Chi
- ‘Connie: Francis: will néed the wings mayor. Said ‘that. business: interests |.”
has done 10 good: shows | Julius, ‘Monk: :the: former’ pro- branch manager of the American
:” of. Mercury and the stamina: of -a. could not ‘afford ‘a closed-up. town. “at.“Arthur
the. ‘CNE: and I haven't heard:
“> gnarathon runner to fill-all the en- Much ‘of. the Hurley -spots! busi-.
‘ducer ‘at the twin -N: Y. ‘niteries, Guild of Variety Artists, request‘gagements for which she ‘is booked . StF‘comes. ‘from ‘Minneapolis: and. one ‘poor Teview .of this year's. -pro- Upstairs. at the -Downstairs “and ing that all violations.of state laws
duction,”
McCallum. ‘said. - “ But
reported: to the AGVA ecfiice. ‘be
through’ mid-1963.., Since. April of
Paul.
.| adds “Arthur, “We: haven’t talked .‘Downstairs at the “Upstairs, : has‘ ‘passed on to the Labor Dept..
2 'this.year,- when her contract with:|
filed suit for: “$2,500, 000: in' N: Y.|
:
about.
the
renewal‘
of
the
contract,”
Donnelly has also sent. out in‘GAC ‘expired and: she would not|
For. the. past™.11: years, Arthur: | Supreme court against. the niteries {:‘vestigators ‘to every office. ‘Jisted
_renew; she ‘has.. booked. enough|’
and their president and sole. stock- ‘under. “Theatrical Agents” in. the
‘..|
has
made
.a
‘profit.
for
the
.CNE
on
~ television: |and. nightclub = appear- |:
1 six.. of: the evening. grandstand holderx, ‘Irving. Haber... ‘Suit alleges classified directory of ‘the phone’
ances to take ¢are of.all the time | ARIMEEY.
*. shows." ‘He. Jost out.on. four head-: that the. cafes illegally. €xploited.- ‘book: The Labor Director said that
“net pre-empted by MGM-under: its |")
: | linérs--Gene- ‘Autry (14956); Danny his | name. “and: his -show. and -had he: couldn't stop the phone com~. Fecord-film.deal- with. Miss Francis. |
Kaye (1958); George Gobel. 41959); |:“copied -acts”:. from ° his ‘revue, pany from listing anyone under.
” Actual.‘booking. of. this. deal. was |
;
|
Phil
‘Silvers < and ..Victor Borge “Seven. Come. Eleven.” -The suit|.‘this’ category, but that -he wanted
| ‘ydirect. :
7 ce 2960), :“who ‘were alternate .stars " also: seeks. an. injunction ‘against to make sure that anyone functionve ““Aleeady:. pactéd. aré: four”“guest aon
| the ‘use .of his -name and _the titles ing as an. agent was licensed to do
. shots on the Ed Sullivan ‘show and |.
to .the split-levei niteries,. which so. He added. that he was particu-.
”. a number: ‘of: 60-minute: and, 90"Due to.‘pressure -‘from“tha ¢
CNE. Monk said he. ‘originated,
‘|Jarly interested in those producers
minute ‘specials: are. being -negoti- |
Monk’ was signed. some months and personal representatives. who
“New: York's. independent ‘hotel directorate, Arthur: dropped -Aimer-—
:. ‘ated:: “‘Cafe. .dates™. include :Eden
jean names. and: built: the acts-—. ‘ago. by the Hotel. Plaza, N. Y¥., tot lap over into.the agency field.
=.) Roe; “Miami. Beach: Sahara,.: Las. liers’ feel themselves in the middle- this ‘year. and’ Jast=-around. an ‘all-: stage revues. -in -the’ ‘Rendezvous
Among -‘violations that Donnelly
‘of the current Hotel..Trades Coun7 ‘Vegas; Blinstrub's, Boston, and the
¢
Canadian. motif... -The 1961 CNE. Room.. -He_ was. ‘replaced at the. is looking for are non-payment or
.. Latin’ Casino,’ Cherry. ‘Hill, j lcil offensive aimed..at the big ho-. ‘show made a. profit: of: some: $60,- «Haber: ‘spots: by. Ben’ Bagley, who |p artial :payment . of.- agreed. -upon
Miss Francis: has completed .a. unt tel chains,.. especially as. the new. 000; .this .year’s. evening -grand- staged - ‘the ‘current’ show at. the fees by agents ta: entertainers, and
“Hotel. ...(Loew’s-Tisch)
“in: ‘Follow the ‘Boys’ for. MGM.”. -Americana.
stand. . “presentation;-: ‘through: ‘pro= ‘Downstairs: room of the: operation. “the sending of women. anyplace.
_“Scheck: also. stated. that ‘a;return: and the New York. Hilton: are. prim- + duction: costs_and lack of. ‘attend- ‘Bagley. has. ‘also béen named: as. de- ‘for immoral. purposes.” The latter _
ing for. fall and: spring -of '63..-preletter: by. ‘GAC véepee Buddy. Howe.
ance; -lost..a. sum:: that: will: not* be- fendant’ ‘in the: action. by. ‘Monk.-.
| has. special ‘significance to: agents
:+.t0 "his. ultimatum’ that they: must: mieres- “respectively. -‘Heretofore, it |. determined.. until. the following | --Recently, a $210, 000 suit was. who deal with stripperies or. “B-not-submit Miss: Francis «without. ‘was-a-case of the chains being. dom- fortnight. :
‘prought | by: Haber. against ‘Monk: joints.” ..".
inant. within ‘the N.:Y: Hotel Assn:,.
checking him, was ‘agreed upoh.:
‘Controller Donald. Suinmerville; ‘for’: breach. of contract::: . The ‘suit |. ‘He “pointed: to one recently“jbut
“now
“the
chains
are.
battling:
a
member:
of.
the
‘CNE_
attractions
.
“GAC stated that:it. still. nas an the chains: ‘and. some’ of the indie
‘claims ‘that. Monk, °despite: the: ex- demised agency that was: -head“APM contract’ with Miss: Francis .hotels’ feel. ‘they are. unwitting. ‘andJ.committee and owner of:a. chain: ‘of. istence of a valid employment’ con-. -quarted for years in Chicaga, then
which »‘hasn’t” yet: been: cancelled. | unwilling | ‘targets. OF. ... the: hotel. -Toronto™ film. . houses, thinks: *~it- ‘tract which.was to run: to thé end moved to Wisconsin .and sent girls
-necessary..in the. future to. cut pro- of -July, -had left the spot. May’ 18 here in order to get -around ‘the
Scheck
declared. that|:
_.. However,
‘unions, . .
.
' Miss Francis is’ no ‘Aonger: an ‘AEM
On all:fronts; “however, in:Tight’ ‘duction costs; to. lower the:present and violated. the pact. by. not ‘start-:|. law. “Out of. state agents who.
oe member...
OF
‘crowds
the:
‘draw
and
top”
$4:50.
|
expiring-in March. te gather. new: ma: : violate Illinois law are as liable as
not:
contracts
of..the unions’
++ any: resident,”. ‘Donnelly said. “We
: GAC, ‘on ‘the ‘c
other hand, ‘thas ine ting for a year,- they -feel the latter. the past; «| terial for-the new revue.
7
dicated. ‘a.policy: that it would. rep- | violated..‘their .eontracts,” adding ‘|.’ ~ Arthur: * feels. ‘that: ‘advertising | ‘Haber: -and © Bagley will” “Open a can’t take. away: their licenses, but
that.
:-CNE
-yesent all people whom it: signs in. demands. for: -social ‘security -‘and. should-.. ‘be |. separate, . their’ new: revue, : “No ‘Shoe-|there are ‘criminal. Procedures
* all-fields ‘or. not at all. There-are other: conditions - which, ” according’. grandstand publicity - -should. - be | strings.” at -the.-Upstairs at..the against them.”
some. exceptions, . however. - For. : to. . some:.. hotel ‘operators, “could. | featured -'in. the -“entertainment ‘Downstairs: Sept: 20° with a week of 4
-exainple, inthe case of legit ‘book- 7 make. them unwilling. parties: to: pages .-of the: ‘Toronto: “newspapers. previews-before “unveiling - ‘ foralso-‘feels .“‘that..there should. mally. a. week~ “later:.: ‘Monk: will
.|-He
)
“ings, -all: performers.. must sign: a legal. irregularities.
- letter. giving’ the agency. permis- .- That. -a- “compromise *:° will “pe: ‘be a. ‘30-minute break between. preem. his-‘new revue, “Dime’ a.
-sion ‘to:‘Tepresent them on a‘specif- worked. out’. is. deemed inevitable; free. coneerts. and: ‘his. -grandstand: Dozen.” at the: .Plaza ‘in’ mid-Octo-|.
.
J)
oe
engagement, because ‘of. the-ex-- but: the -30-minute -to. full-hour sit-. Show. oa
_ | ber; Bagley’s title stems from the}
sonal. - manager, :. elainis: that he|:.

—‘‘but he hasn’t done ‘so yet.”

: Mirineapolis,. Sept: 11."

gave the-talent agency its. walking| Bois.Gasbarri, .49, also known ‘as. AO . . Circus’ director-- Sergel. Se
papers, despite GAC’s: allegations Frenchy, “and « ‘Louise - Johnson, ft mechkin said. ‘an-unhamed US.
” that they: told Scheck that: either ‘manager: of ‘the Club 13 nitery:in'|: a impresario. was ‘ catching: ‘the.

“4

—

CNEProducer

UpforGrabs|

ieNY.Hotels

VetTrouper Soph

.. pense of carrying a performer per-.

downs. staged | ‘on -two: oceasions: in |of hotels,
7 warrant. a full” agency” ‘contract... _Achiefly the -chains. (Hilton, Knott,-

ynanently:: on.. the ‘books doesn’t two. . weeks’ at groups

-, 4faet- that. he. ‘produced a series: of
. “Shoestring. Revues.” =)

JustRolls Along

“Monk -had: been’ associated: ‘with:
: GregorySpellsFo
orman ‘| Haber
Capetown, Sept. 11.
_4JSheraton.‘and HCA), have. ‘the. ‘ho=-|.
for about. seven: years: startSophie Tucker, repeating |‘her.
teliers ©Sizzling. . : Waiters, chamber-|:
ing at the old: Playgoeérs-.Club: Glick ‘here as she. ‘did in Australia.
Fisher3Show:
Tmaids, barmen,: et al., merely. sat|:With Eddie
?
W she | which had béen torn down to make. -from wheftice she come; plays five:

-ddown in-“hotel: lobbies: ‘which.: ‘in |.
way for the: new Equitable Insur- days in-Capetown, thence one, two
ithe: opinion-of. -hard-headed inn-|.
Towse’ S.
ee er nay Bldg." ‘Their ‘first coventure
‘keepers, was. not. only a: ‘violation }:: The: Eddie Fisher |one-man. show. “was. “Four. Below,”an instant. Click, and... three-night: stands. in. ‘Port
| of “contract. -but: a highhanded - in- at ‘the ‘Winter' Garden, 'N.Y.;. start- Land: they’ve -had- several successful | Elizabeth, _Durban, ‘Pretoria -and
{vasion of: private: property; :“Tf we ting .Oct: 2 -for four _weéeks,. has: hit revues. |in. ‘association. with: ‘each Salisbury (Rhodesia): before takhad any guts,” said..dne,-“I’d lock a: minor... snag: : Juliet «. “Prowse, 2 other:: The: split.establishes 2. new: ‘ing off for Athens en route to
The vet -headliner will
the’ old:“piamiond “Horseshoe :in’ all. those blaiikety-blanks out. of. ‘booked on the ‘bill to: work. ‘the: -Tivalry in, the field: of intimate. cafe: Israel.
‘spend the Jewish high helidays in.
which: boniface. Billy’. Rose ‘brought: | their. jobs: for walking: off? in’ “such” } first ,half; “will _only.-be. able-to. Tevues.. Both suits claim that each the Holy Land during. which time
arbitrary. manner.. This proves. our:
in~ oldtime. vaudeville. headliners, contracts. with the: ‘unions ‘aren't stay. three: weeks because.of a .pre- Spot: will’take away trade from: the she will. ‘dedicate: the “Sophie
vious " date: -at- the“ Latin* Casino, l other:
Tucker Forrest in. two Sophie
“will be: the. ‘scene of an_off-Broad-: worth : the .paper they're. written | Cherry ‘Hill, N.d&i,. to start. Oct. 25..
“Haber a CPA, and ‘Monk had an’
on::
“Old
Bucks
-‘and
New
|
¢
“vay -Fevue,.
‘Monte. Proser, ‘who will. produce. employer =-employees* relationship, | Tueker ‘Youth. Centres.
- Witigs,” in-:which “the -vaudester's.|' A: rump: “paperhangeis ‘union “has!thie show ‘in - “conjunction. : with” which’. established. Monk. .as-: artis- |’ Miss’ Tucker’ plays: five concerts
‘will get. a new. showcasing: Show,: ‘been -picketing the: Americana. in’ Fisher’s ‘personal’ manager. ‘Milton ‘tic. director ©of the’ -venture With. in, England, between Oct. 16 and
1o be.produced ‘by Harvey. Lasker, Lan “unauthorized”: strike. .
- [Blackstone and: Fisher’s own firm, library. to: choose “material : and: ‘Nov.. 4, starting Oct. 27.0n Black” has. already -set.Smith &- Dale, with|.
‘Ramrod :Productions, says -that- he. ‘routine: ‘the. performance: ‘select “pool; 28, Manchester: 30; Birmingothers under. negotiation. The lay‘hasn't. yet decided ona ‘replace-. costumes: ‘and:other. -.prerogatives ham: 31. Liverpool; Nov. 4, Brigh-.
ton, and home in, New. York, Nov. 4
out is slated to. open formally: on}
‘ment for Miss “Prowse. ‘There is’ a’
to a. producer. He: re-.
Nov. 6on a ‘nine-show: weekly -basis:
Santiago, Chile; Sept: 11. possibility -that they -willuse guest. “belonging
ceived. about $60.006° annually, . ‘it’s. |
- Now ‘called the: Mayfair -Theatre;-| ° With the incipient Chilean. ‘filti!‘performers: for the. final week. _
4 said. $500: weekly as’ emcee | and
‘the. house;- located. in the basement jndustry.
j
‘dina state-of” suspension,|. Jolin’ Fearnley -will conduct -the-

~ Revue in
i1 Wings

“Chileans Yea St sspers™

of: thé ‘Paramount:.Hotel, will be. biggest source of: show. biz employ- -show,: and Dick Gregory has been "$500 as. weekly. royalty...

closed. ‘Mondays, but there ‘will ‘be ‘ment ‘for: the. monient: is. -for. strip-.;Set ‘to replace: comedian Joey .For-.
three shows” on ‘Saturday, two. of.| pers. One- of: ‘the. top” draws. ‘is.man Who. hag: another
com- |
them. in: the evening. The. Mayfair | Negro peeler Inka Saba.a “4 mitment:

‘last ‘year: rated: as_ the nearest: to: A. stripper whe ‘bills herself. ‘as.|.°
sBroadway : “off-Broadway”: theatre. ““Soroya’’: long ‘has’ ‘totled “in this

4

-E

Desert Im’s Facelift

.. Hollywood. Sept. 11.
‘Las Vegas. Desert Inn is “build1 ing. a. new, enlarged showroom.Work. begins ‘mid-fall, to be: com-

MasonS$ Sock:$8,6

“Hollywood, Sept. 11. ; pleted by: February.
Jackie’ Mason’s. ‘one-nighter. Sat- |
hows ‘will continue throughout,

“CORK clus: “ACTS 2 Lasker, ‘who ‘is: with the Warner: ‘capital. and: in. the’: provinces: .as_|°
‘purday (8) at” Santa. Moni¢a Audi-. as spot. is almost. booked solid for
Houston, : Sept. eE | torium. grossed: a great. $8,046" ‘at. next 12° ‘months, with Jimmy Du.- Bros:. music ‘publishing® firms, had. ‘well .as-in. Peru and. other Latin- |~ :
. been with Moe ‘Gale’s.. music -pub- American ations. --Coriné* Lasalle
|-."Hndap- of talent ‘at the Cork $4.50 top. Ruth Olay and Joe.Felix, rante, -Eddie. Fisher, Rosemary
“ishing operations ‘prior to that. He | ig. the marquee: lure: at the.Copa-| ‘Club inéludes ‘Phil Harris through : Trio also: weréon bill: .
Clooney, ' Milton: Berle, Phil. Har-.
is also directing and. writing. ‘the|cabana
Theatre. while. Jocelyn} ‘Sépt.°12; ‘Les Paul & Mary Ford |- Gene -Schwamm and: Adeline tis, Danny- Kaye, . Dinah. Shore,
“music.” in-eonjunetion . with. Eadie, ‘Daudet ‘draws’. strong’: male”: “ap:7‘through - ‘Sept. 26;. Dérothy. Dan-. ‘Hanson, Hollywood publicists, To-.. Andy” Williams. and Harry BelaPP ‘fonte, plause atttheOlimprco.:”Pach h at Sridge from.: Sept.a7Jato.. October. moted the. bash.: aon
~

- 48
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AGVA’s Faye
| Threatens |
toClose |
- “FromHome,PontsOat©
Philly Local as ResultofU.S.Ruling| Drummer Herbie Coweis| a

“hadSyl ade

” Herbie’: :‘Cowens; | the - ‘drummer‘{Landrum- ‘Griffin °“Act. ‘all -pranches: leader of “J:azzorama” a unit which

Philadelphia, Sept. il:

The American: Guild, of Variety’ are. to be’ ‘construed ‘as.locals. with ‘returned. recently from a USO tour:
Artists may. revoke. the. -charter of. rights akin: to: autonomy, it’s likely, of the -:Pacifié ‘areas, finds with the
its Philadelphia |‘branich. Possibili- that :other’. branches of. the. union. change’ in. methods of- “warfare: the
ty. of this: move. .was: voiced last would :bé closed. .as “Well... This GI audiences: of. the cold: war .are
week: by Bobby Faye. ‘union’s act- would: not only. effectively reduce. becoming’ smaller,” “but the ‘reed
ing national administrative: sec-. opposition . to National, pilicies, but. ‘for: troop
enter ainment-. incre ses.
P ‘who has
: been:t plyinga the
retary.
Bombshell: was: -exploded would also “save: a - ‘considerable. - Cowens;
a
‘by.. Faye .at a stormy session in amount of. money:
USO. ‘circuits. since’ 1943, observed.
Philadel phia. Wwhere-.a. small - but | AGVA. is planning a test. case ‘of. after -his. last tour that.’ in the age
that the. ruling. should: its status’ as. a. ‘of. rockets and ‘missiles, ‘the. GI <outvocal = turnout
-demanded

tl

Pat:“Rooney, . -who: died-- Sunday Shim: hehad.wed. in’19 : Rooney’we
‘night: :(9) in’*his., Hotel..- Sherman: married ‘Heten: Rubon;:a ancer.
Square apartnient,, Broadway: and -"41..-She ‘died’ the: next. year. |
71 St.; while watching the Yankees- 1943 he: married: hig: present wife, T Pena

Red: Sox: doubléhedder on. tv, . at- :Carmen’: Schaffer, ‘also a.:dancer

age: of. -82,° was. perhaps : the| who survives::him- valong: with Pat ae
SRST
SRE
nS
longest. active: _performer | in show. Rooney. 3d,.now 51.
‘business—72:. ‘years ‘in.-the - public]. _Attiong® the ‘sofig-and:dante tian’ig eye; dancing ‘on-ty,:in. niteries ‘and |talents’ were: songwriting——he ‘was’.
club. dates... ‘Always: ‘with: his ‘trade- -a longtime. member: of :the Amerie: :
marked | softshoe. ‘to. the =tune of “ean. ’ Society: of © Composers; pA:
“Philly get full: ‘autonomy, ‘and have ilabor :organization | be’ hurt: : ’ The. ‘posts. are even more remote - ‘and “She's. “The ‘Daughter: © of | Rosie: ‘thors - &: Publishers..’
its rights. as a local.restored per. ‘office Of ‘the.U. S. Solicitor Gen=. the need for. otitside commiunica- ‘O'Grady.’"A ‘yeteran of vaudeville, |. -A’ funeral. ‘service-‘ig slated’ tor.
the recent. décision -of the U.S: eral has already: upheld “the. Labor | tion: “beconies :more: urgent. ‘There whose: show: ‘biz - antecedents - date this (Wed:) afternoon ‘at: 1: p.m.. at
on
back: fo the Tony -Pastor era of the Walter’.B.: Cooke on. ‘West. 72d, St.Fe:
Dept. of: Labor, -“Which | ruled -that. Dent.. ‘in. this: matter:
AGVA

branches

are’-to

‘the

are ‘some - posts:’ he said, that’ are;
imauve -“decade, Pat ‘Rooney &. Ma-: New York:
-.| fogged. in- and ‘even’ mail. planes |[rion -Bent,| in. the. heyday ‘of .the
are. foré: ‘Ol. to: pass them up for
.
bigtime; were. $4,000-a-week, jhead- a

be’ con- |}

Chevalier &&Mex.
M
Terners’Boffo

strued ‘as. ‘self-governing locals.
The. closing: down of the Philly.
‘local, which. already has had many |.
of its-rights “revoked -by the |na=}
tional board under: the. ‘Drevious |
administration. of Jackie Bright,

IN:H. Rejects ‘Bottle’ Bill ©

|| weeks: On’ end. .

liners:.
Concord, N,H.; Sept. ik. .
*. Such “a “hase. exists’. ‘in - Pleiki,
PEN
STE
Te
TT
Ae
PURI
Dee
Bee
WN
Be
PN
Rooney. ‘Be:“Bent. were more ‘than.
Vietnam, and.a. pilot ‘must: find just an.-act; ‘however. “They “were ‘the’ “The. New: ‘Hampshire legistative
council
has :- votéd . unanimously °: .3
_Uthe.-right” ‘opening: ‘in the: clouds |to’ personification. of the vaudevillians’
Ehit. the landing. “field.. Otherwise, |.dedication ke ‘as. Stars born. ‘to. against ‘the:so-called ‘‘Bottle Club”: .'4
bi, which. :would. -have - licensed - 4
‘would. force its. affairs to. be run
they must:go on:to the next- base:-|.the. purple. in the realm: of
bigtime|"public: dance halls: to “sell. liquor. “4
.from. either Baltimore, with an ad-|.
-Cowens. noted that: the ‘pilot: flying vaudeville, they. were “Unique. ‘in| by: the -glass under. supervision of: a
ministrator friendly fo the nationhis USO: unit. ‘tix. found: - such: an ‘Broadway ‘actor-manager res Bs:‘the -State Liguor’ Commission..
e:
al office,.or from-Néw York. Mem-|4+ Opening; : and.they. played fo. grate- ‘prolific and: genérous: hosts
Originally; the :measure -was ‘in- « :
bers indicated that they would. go:
ful: trops..
‘Rooney. &. -Bent- ‘apartment ‘in the ‘teoduced in the. 1961. Tegislature |
‘Seattle,
"Sept.
It.
to the eourts
to: forestall this
However,.‘Céwens:
pointed
out
70s—not.‘to. be ‘confused: ‘with ‘the| and: talled..for an” outright ban. on ~
Perfotming arts “biz at-the. Seat~ :
_ move.
that. the. value -of USO. entertainers present. address: of the Hotel’ ‘Sher- . consumption of alcoholic. beverages ©";
~The. ‘Philly local meeting, at which. tle World’s Fair. has. been’ big: the. eomes~ “from: more “than® ‘merely
‘man Square—was’. a citadel: of the at. such
establishments in. “the” is
oily 12° members: ”were. _ present. past--10 days with the Ballet Folk-). workings- to. Gis:- Their. greatest:
social life of: the’ variety: artists in
when ‘Faye addressed the group,. lorico’ of Mexico. ‘grabbing -‘a hefty. value: ‘is’in talking’ to. them : after- ‘the 1920s: It -was: almost a‘nightly.). Granite. State.
‘aiso. passed a series of resolutions. $68, 700 Bross °:-in. a nine-perform“open house”: affair, a surefire and |j—
“(Continued |on.‘page 50):
condemning. the present . adminis- ante ‘stand: in the Opera’ House:hospitable “oasis. for.the ‘managers| ||tratié6n and. denidnding that -its na-: The Children’s Theatre. of .Ameri- |*-”
-Jand agents ‘as well, “as.‘the vaudetional rounsel, Harold Berg, -be’ ca's :“Nuterackér - Suite”~did... ca-|¥
- villians.
fired.
The national: ‘office ‘was hit’ pacity” biz in.the Playhowsé; ‘with.
| Their .son-- by: a ‘previous. “mar- |
in the .resolution for’ ‘failure:to. five: extra - shows added" to. handle
Jriage, Pat-3d, now:51,; gave up
take action to--oust B girls. from. crowds.
-@ | show. businéss. ‘to: operate -a ‘Yoad-.
its. membership. for ‘failure ‘to -re-}-.. “Maurice... ‘Chévalier's. ‘one- nian a Bere
. |side: -eatery| in’ Bradford, * N. - H.4}

B.O.in Seattle

store rights as a local ‘to Phila-- show, ‘ended. Sunday +9); looks: .to:}.
hit. ‘tremendous -$70;000: for |five].
delphia, and’ other: counts.

Because. of the recent ruling’ by. {days -(Seven. performance) in’ the}
the. Dept. of ‘Labor that. under. the: Opera House. Advanee:sale on the.D’Oyly. Car. °
| fe Opera Co. stand in Gilbert “& I:
_—_oOoOoOoOoO- 7

ee ee
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cee»:

»Pa:|Rooney Sr. was. actually-: the: 2d
jp:
| the original Pat. Rooney also was ‘at|{‘ --:,

“AntitrustAction ;

‘famed. vaudevillian -who: died. at.aM

Mes

‘when. Pat 2d. was “11.

Rooney. was: a. perennial on:Ed {ffs

. .\ Sullivan's St. .Patrick’s .videoshows'|{} :

Sullivan: ‘shows; operiing in-the- Op-. .

2

--:

Hollywood,. Sept. 11, ..[and: continued. active

in -niteries|{f.
.. “3%
tera House -Sept. 18 for six days, is } “Fretieh "|producer
.°Rene. ‘Bardy, . and.-clubdates’ almost to. the. end. {foes
a tremendous $40.000, with chance. denied’ ‘his
motion for ‘intervention Save, for: a slight -paunch he: ap-.
of hitting bigger: -groégs. ‘than: ‘the’ ‘im. -the
U:S:-MCA°: antitrust... “case, peared the ‘same pixie- personality, 7
great. $78; 000 garnered..by the: Old. Wilk appeal:
the: decision: directly: to |nimble, spry and bélying’ his years: |-|.
‘Vie troupe in ‘a.week's Stand’ May:
US: ‘Supreme Court,” his. attorney, ‘He.was-an appealing: five foot-three||{]
=
29-June, 3.
7
_| Morton Galane: of ‘Las. ‘Vegas, “said ‘personification -of ‘the -song-and-|| Es:
| yesterday: . © _ (Mon).
U:S.: district dance man;. weighing. .an» ‘almost:!:
‘| judge: .: William’ -C." Mathes | had constant -130. pounds.
; Jimmy Durante’s -SINGING - PROTEGE
| denied -.: Bardy’ s". métion,. "saying ‘ “Rooney ©&: Bent. "starred. in . ail
12—-GOING ON ‘STARDOM
there!.were. no. grounds’. for. it.
1921 legit. musical, “Love. Birds,”:] feet RE
MECLENDON, oa
Bos

I.

2

Ce

rdyca

[PHILLYSTADIUM SHOW
RAISES $160,000. FUND.
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-Motion..by producer Stems” from and- his.-isecond and” ‘only other |:

N 72287, New: “York

: ‘Philadelphia, ‘Sept. :T1.$1000, 000. suit. filed -against- MCAT Broadway legit. was. ““Guys.: and
Vegas “in Dolls,” 10 ‘years’ ago, ‘where -he : =
Approximately. “95,000: jamnied “Artists. Ltd. El- Rancho :
Philadelphia Stadium. Friday. (7). Las. ---Vegas, ‘its, “owner;. ‘Beldon. ‘played: ‘the . Salvation Army. Jeader.
Bl Ley
\.for the’ eighth. ‘annual. Hero’ ‘Schol-| Katleman, AGVA’s . Vegas. exec “of...the “Save ‘a- Soul”: band. -Domi-:|.
At arship. ‘Fund: Thrill, Show, «which Fred’ ‘Haettel, .“personal ‘Manager - nantly he ‘traversed: the dancing:|
|
PROFESSIONAL.
| raised. $160,000 for:a fund:,to .pro-|. Matt Gregory; ‘and: Roy Gerber, at boards. from” ‘vaude -to :video;’.
- COMEDY MATERIAL
{vide college schoiarships~ ‘for. chil-| that time MCX. manager -in ‘Vegas. |. ‘He was working on a’ biog; wppa | .
| For’ every branch oftheatricals”
“sf dren: of ‘policemen... firemen ~and. ‘Bardy’s: intervention: in ‘the|.ULS.-: 100 ‘Years:of :.the Pat: Rooneys”.
4 park ‘guards: killed or. disabled in :MCA ease: was. motivated: .“to :pro-.|- whica’ Carmen, his wife ‘for “the1. “WE SERVICE THE. STARS!”
a5..Gag. files $15, plus $1.-spostage.
+ tect -us,” . said ‘Galane,,. explaining past. 18: years; :“Says” she wilk now:
7 [tine of: duty.
FORE! IGN: 35- for $
Turnout was: spurred ‘by:a:‘talent. Ine feel. the parent: company, IMCA ‘complete... ‘She-hada fetish against |ae 3: Parody. -Books, per Bk.
“Inc
has -abandoned the. assets: or: ‘actoi's”:: . autobiographies, and .was} oe 5 Blackout . ‘Books: 1-2-3 Each-..,$25 ©
) lineup “headed. “by.” Joey:-: Bishop,
.No.. 4 for $35—No. 5 for. $30.
‘Dick Powell. .Duke’ Ellingtoii’s. ‘Or- “its. ‘subsidiary, - ‘MCA ‘Artists. ‘Ltd.,- quoted. that. “many never lived to-. 5
° Minstrét - (white: face) |Budget: 525.0. ie
, ||emcee. ‘Brenda Lee. Bud Collyer,. -which..we. have’ sued. ” His: action is. complete... ‘tthem.’?” -. fo “Howto “Master. the Ceremonies” e.
Rooney.
was.
born
on.
New:
York's
;
$3 PER. COPY.” cate ‘NO. ©.0:D.'s
emcee
and. such eircus. acts. as. ‘thie ‘ainred: at: -preserving. such .assets in.
; Triple Swaypole™ Artists: the Fly- ‘Levent: he’ Wins. the Vegas action, “he 3d° Ave;,. between 10th and 11th
: BILLY. GLASON. |
4
Sti.
‘July
4,
1880;
.and
-made": his ‘}..
.
Jf
Jing Leotaris ‘and the Egony’ Bros., said.
“Galane also: explained: that. the dance. debut- 10° years. later. -How-:
[Lrepe slide: Specialists.
(We
ever;
it.
was:
not:
-until’.
14 yéars | (Let a real: eee train:“ you) 4
Local acts included .the ‘rack ‘Federal . -Expediting- Act. allows : a.
after:the death ‘of his: father (pnew- |.aime
as
‘Police .Moforcycle: Drill. ‘Team,. a| direct « ‘appeal, to’ the’ Supreme:
2d.
‘monia)
‘Rooney.
origi- | ™
that..Pat
TRIOIST
fire-fighting and”. ladder. climbing. | Court: when. the ‘Government
“Rosie.
famed
O'Grady"
|-.
‘his:
lated.
*
competition .and the Fairmount party. toa. Federal ' Court. action.
‘Exciting Piano Rhythms With
| Park Guards rifle drill,team. na-: ‘a§ it is; of course, in the divestiture. routine that’ remains his: ‘show biz{Charm for both Listening. ‘and. 1} .tional champions. rer
suit: against’ MCA. and: Decea. Rec-’ trademark. ‘The “original Pat. Roo: . 7

cots: ‘FUN-MASTER a

JOAN

estes

TLD
Emit

TALENTED.

+0

+ ords. |

‘Galahé said: hig.action- ‘on.‘behalf

acm nate eogane |

hey Was. a-:$1;000-a:week .star,a

gargantiian .salary .‘in -that. era.
” Knoxville: Liberace Big. or. Bardy seeks triple.damages, that |‘: Rooney. was active’until a gall- j.*
New York Appearances:
Knoxville, Sept. 11: ‘|intit they: claim. violations ‘of the’ bladder *-operation “at: ‘New. York |
PIERRE HOTEL
‘Liberace has been: booked to. ap-- ‘Kederal: trademark laws. in-use’ of Univ.. Hospital last -spring ‘slowed'}
||-pear at the’ Knoxville - ‘Civic ‘Audi-- title ‘of- -Bardy’s'’. “revue, “La. ‘him ‘down. but, he resumed .activity. |.
VANDERBILT
torium .on- Sept.’ 26:: Robert © ‘B: Nouvelle. Eve”: that. Katleman. by. until the past couple of weeks when
SHERATON:
| cancelling the révue ‘and allegedly he. statted ‘to complain: of backache |°@
ri Frost. is: promoting the show.
Display .is| to: be~ ‘pilled * S|-using. part of it in another show, -is and. “started to ‘sleep. ‘afternoons, | +
EMBERS
““Liberace’s International’ Review.” | allegedly . ‘guilty of. .a:, boycott ‘in. ‘which: -was. “unusual for. ‘him,”’:. to}: ¢ ..
'| Return. -of the. entertainer to this’. violation of. the Sherman. Act;.-vio-| -quote. ‘Mrs. Rooney. : The’ fatal} ?
ft
_ HENRY. Ww. HERRMAN.
Jt270 Ave. of Américas, New York: area -W4s. prompted. by -his sticcess- Jation-“of ‘contract-charged. against stroke. Sunday. night _ occurred | ‘R44
| ful billing. -at ‘nearby: Hunter, ‘Hills. EF Rancho: and’ MCA; the. action around - 7 p.m. and .was- diagnoséd |"
Rockefelier Plaza
re
Theatre where he did. two: capacity, alleges MCA4,. which ‘booked . the. as:a-“brain stroke’ by. physicians. |
Clrcle é-6992
‘show, failed ‘to. notify Bardy ‘that
|: When’ Marion. Bent. died in 1940, TF.
} shows in mid; “July.
mee
=| El Ranctio was. “cancelling: the |
Seto TL ‘abtSLOTICLRM renAP OPEL
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Bardy contends: that. EL Rancho | |
took. the dance .line--of ‘his revue, |].
the. ‘Charley. Ballet, called it “Ta |
-Nue. Eve,” and ‘used it. with ‘a. ‘Joe.
E.. -Lewis-Myron,: Colien.” ‘show... at
the: ‘Vegas: “nitery,”

US; Anti-trust division:attorney. A |

‘Beonard Posner,-haridling the Gov-

and
d his

~ Rippling) Rhythm Orch.
(
-

ernment case against MCA, and his }

aide, .Malcolny. MacArthur, were in|

—————————

court: “prepared. ‘to. argue against |f°
| the Bardy motion, |‘but ‘this wasn’t
oh. necessary in-view:of judge Mathes’.
| decision,-; -reached |.after reading
|.briefs" submitted by MCA attorney lf ;
Allen ‘Susman: and” U.S. Both>con- {4
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Now. Available..
FOR. LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS
;z

‘wigusunan yy Are fo edeads

BOREAL

a

CCM

SHAMROCK
HILTON ‘HOTEL.
Houston... Texas

in

; tended - Bardy’s © ar 4tion-. ‘had . no:|f.

for DATES and. Further: Information. CONTACT: ns

‘SHEP’ FIELDS
MOhawk

4-9307
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eatdanastatsbeas detalageensadagton’sured
toast ubsiastsshennaastebeaaad essen anssesuniniooar tsenpltinanieat sites resiniylsabs visas said

[Place in ‘the U.S:-MCA_ action.”

“Meanwhile,- MCA is to file ‘its|

answer to the Government's. duly.
“ai 4B complaint on..Oct. 1, and the |

JERRY. LEVY:
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a -niunwan
Marnsseyoteonseget)Ue
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prelim. injunction: hearing is sched: ‘tiled.‘for Oct.:15, Both.-dates were|¥ ..

|-originally.set, for- ‘last. ‘month, but| 7
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q were ‘postponed.
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JUGGLING. SYMPHONY
a “Will ‘Appear: on:
KEEFE BRASSELLE’S: .

“VARIETY: GARDENS .TV
SOS, SEPT. 13,. 10 P.M,
‘Exclusive:

“ MAX:ROTH. (Suite 705) |
40.W.- 48th ‘Street, Mew York chy
‘Pleza. 7.8335
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TeeShowReview

+ HongKoy
- Yank Quits

After Stadium Woes; _NiteryEpoch of‘Common Man’
Just No.‘Attendance!the use “of mass business ‘tech- top entertainers. ‘who can “afford to: ;
Continued: ‘from page 1

7 wyefiling costuiies,: plus : ‘talent .
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show: on: “opening -‘hight: due. :
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her own Yon: mots with a. “laugh, ‘drink minimums
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lyrical warmth .and. sophistication . the effective: bit:: with the orch’s
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my,
“Buy.
songs
:
:two- ‘Spe-.
--start.{many
Even forewarned. ‘it’s a bit.
with her: judgment. On her preem
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Under the ‘solo. management |‘of|}tory optical ‘mismating, do you real- icated ..to Billie Sol. Estes), .and ‘the spell with -a “quick ‘change’ to hood...
of,
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Gordar, the. season opened with ‘a. ize that: this is the favored beat:
“The song Tony- Bennett. asked me. ‘slacks and ‘‘boots. ‘¢with.-bells) and -guides*
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i :than
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-| mensions ‘and. acoustics pose
flow ef. profits séems weighted. in
| jor. staging: problems. with per- | his favor. ‘His hit parade for ‘the
{| formers ‘at. .times slipping ear. [gaze is. topped this. semester

Caravan. now has: excellent house 7

either |-

|

{permits her to. Tevéal ‘her basic
‘without the ‘bursts of. intimacy.
“Bode...
dic. flair: has a- ‘better’ showcasing ae Joyce ‘Webb.
The six ‘performers. are- ‘Ginger ‘attributes. She: ‘roams a w ide range.
than in. ‘previous -instances: - “They|.
Just. released. this Week,- our’ new Carol... Beverly ‘Gregg, |Tlona -Wil-: on the scezle, but -makes’ these ex“Frolie; Revere.
_. have: developed: ‘more: and: better |".
Dot. Records ‘Single: Release “Sweet
cursions. fit into the lyrical intent”
- Revere;: ‘Mass., ‘Sept. 9. > | Mama: ‘Treetop Tall”. chWe:“That's {| son,. - Jericho’. Brown. Jim... ‘Hodge.
laugh situations: that finda yeady |.
* and’ Phil, Crummett. Most- promis-: -of the song. The Negro songstress
response. Miss: ‘Kean, who will -do|- . Buddy - ‘Greco;. - John.” Carlton. 1 What } Like.’
ing '-of, the. attractive .sextet-is runs’ through a repertoire of the
th ‘appearing “Si ddle
. Virtually ‘anything: for a Jaugh,. in- ‘pianist conductor... Nick: “DeMarco,} -Gurréntly.
. Saddle _annd.‘|MissCarol... ‘an. -effervescent..red- ballads ‘and: rhythm. tunes, and -her
eluding ‘smoking cigars: ‘and Wear-|‘Buddy: Thomas’ Dancers (11),: Hoo:|*Sirloin Cafe, Tucson,. Arizona. :" \4 head reminiscent of Vivian Blaine: departures from the melody prosatst, ‘LENNY: DITSON
ing. bald-headed.. wigs, - is ‘skilfully ‘Warren; . Cliff Natale -orch: (6); a
“Phe ‘others ‘need. plenty. -of: polish- vide new: yistas to the Songs.. Auset-up for the task by’.Parker ‘who. S82.50. minimum:
ing,: ‘which... of |‘eourse ‘they'll. get diences .find. her entire repertoire
. prepares the terrain for- the Jaugh.
extremely satisfying.
Their. major.efiorts aresatires of. . Buddy °Gréco.- -moves.tit. to
| ai: Palmer House. Chi - 1 if. the operation clicks. and they.
vo begin to build a ‘following.
an Clarinetist Buddy De Franco. and.
“West ‘Side’ Stery”’ and, a- takeoff ‘sock: opening. in his” first’ stint’ at sy
:
:.Chicago, ‘Sept: 4..
-aceordionist. Tommy Gumina have.
“on a couple - marking’ ‘an. anniver-: the ‘Della’ Russo .freres posh. nitery- : «shes
.§
. Berman... Deiores ‘Gay, "si7 Miss Wilson gets. ‘by.-in an exotic
“ sary. at. a: hitery, They. hit it. well across. ‘the: ‘harbor © ‘from * Boston, ‘Ben Arden --Orch;. $3. 50: cover ‘dance, but her: warbling: efforts are joined forces in formation of. a
instrumental
quartet,
“> here.
‘| woefully. weak and: ‘detrimental to promising
| With . accompanist John: Cariton -at aneekends; $3 ‘weeknights,
~ "| the timing of the unit.’ Miss Gregg. Both are. excellent. musicians with:
“The ‘DeMarlos '
‘are.also repeaters! the -.88,.Greco swings through 15
strong viewpoints whose. techniques —
in this roomi.- They. are essentially numbers. ‘and takes. a. ‘whirl at .the | ” Sheliéy Berman
|
"was: “nervous. ‘and the’. ‘three. men, all’ Singers,
‘skilled’ dancers :with: the: male. -also- ‘piano ‘himself. for’-a. tremendous|:above and. beyond his: regular play- have ‘vocal limitations’ that become ‘eoincide: Breatly,. They consider that
‘: showing: his- ability to” play the jazz. arrangement of “Tea. for, acting in: his: ‘Empire. ‘Room. debut: all. téo.-appareént.:on- -oaverly-ambi-: their ‘instruments should not. be.
. 4ivories,- The piano, incidentally, is. Fwo, ‘ay: - Jampacked |crowd”: “refused. and: the resultant nervous tension tious . efforts’ such as a: “A: West: ‘held to. narrow confines’ of. the.
They embroider
used as.a second level. of staging. - to let - him’ off. until -he Bave.. with ‘in the room inhibited many ‘yocks |. Side. ‘Story’. medley, that.“should: written. notes.
‘their. tunes from. the entire range
‘Phe femme dances: atop the ‘instru- four
choruses° of-“You’re’ Nobody | that might’ havé: been. forthcoming. | -be deleted.:
ment, used. as “a platform from. Till. Somebody" Loves. You.":: Greco, He repeatedly. stated.“his.-awe- at
Show ‘consists ‘mostly: ‘of:‘Broad- ‘of ‘the instrument. Sometimes, the
which: lifts are--aceomplished, ‘and ‘in’ fine :voice, :got: his. biggest audi=,| ‘the sizé:and prestige of the Empire way. Standards, ‘plus: ‘two -satisfac- | fancy work is too heavy -and :obscures their’ points, -but generally,
, also ‘as. a’ device ‘to give. the ‘act: a ie
With.. “I-Left .My Room, -to a. point: where. it: inter-}
these
talented Jads make
first
“.- slight. ‘midterm. ‘rest. :from ‘these 4 Heart’
nce. reaction
féred with the: ‘tempo of his hour- ner and Irwin Rubinsky. Backing: #class ‘music.
.in’- San
Francisco:and
:
: arduous.-labors:.. Their’ dancing -is “What ‘Kind. of. Fool. Am 12”. ‘Open: |long turn. He ‘caught-fire . in: the by the Johnny: Ferguson Trio’ is
“The Brothers. Four, quartet of
good, but there’s a tendency to. be: ‘ing: with “I’m -in Love,” - he segued. -Jast:20 :minutes: or’ so, but“was: Still | a: bit.noisy in.
Tube, _
. Spots.
engaging: youngsters, perform ‘in
overdramatie. There’ were .several:
a.
Not For. Me, * to “Taking ‘sufficiently. unsettled to refer to his: _
r
e
~ |‘to-“But
‘f the ballad’ and hillbilly idiom with

- passages ‘in which. a more

FOUR LADS...

‘relaxed. “a: Chanee -on- Love-’”. . With’, slick: ‘wife “in -the audience by. a” name." .

end. casual. mood. would |have ‘been

bass: guitars and banjo. to. back‘Wronbadonr. La.
patter. .betwixt numbers, : ‘Bags ‘on | other: than: ner: Own, no gag in|”
‘them. They. still have some ways
‘tended.
">
Los.
Angeles.
Sept.
5.:
"given: the’duo greater: roundness. tea.. drinking, the-: rat: ‘pack. and |. ' Phere’ s little: doubt that Berman‘ - “Richard. Libertini &- “MacIntyre “|'to go° pefore they hit their niche,
Costumewise;..the ‘turn ‘is:“provoca: show biz. bits. he’s- solid . alk ‘the “Mill .- ‘acclimatize™ - himself... to: -this- Diron. Kelleru Stil; ‘Jean Durand; ‘They probe in ‘many directions and.
|
even. though’ their harmonics and
tive.: The ‘femme: wears ‘blue: skin- way.’ Carlton’s.88 work is firie, ‘and- ‘vaulted - poshery. : | - Opening night:
$1-$1.50 admission. a
. presentation are good, they: give.
tight:. leotards’ during: ‘the . latter pair. work. together in -fine: display crowd was “large and ‘enthusiastic;:
“part of the act’ which’.added: ‘Misual of.” ‘musicianship. - “Greco fills “re- and: his stay ‘will benefit from his:
“Word- of-niouth: will ‘have:to: aid: he impression of needing a firmer
. | quests ‘fromm. the :floor te round. out
interest. They. ‘scored’. here. :
--following plus: several: |-Doug: Weston in. selling his current: and ‘more. mature focus’ to attain
; | over an -hour on-stage: before: big- ai‘hometown
Jose.
large © -conventions set for. the | show, bill: ‘that includes. two. local}:1.their peak.
~ | -gest:. and: most. enthusiastic. audi-:/
‘| hostelry.”
o
the accustomed’ ‘stand andgives the
“and
|
‘debuts.’
A“Stewed
Prunes”
-f ence,here in ‘memory. |
T£. his: ‘fist. show: is. ‘any: indica: | “Kellery® Still”): ‘and return af|
acts” excellent . support. Freddie” Ss Mpls.
.
“Nick DeMarco, - clever. comic, _tion,. :-Berman- has. changed
the
“The current:séason, ‘for the first. scores
.
With:an: updated. harrangue format: of-. his. ‘act: -substaritially.| Haitian.: ‘palladeer_ ‘Jean: Durand.
Minneapolis, Sept. 5.
time,. is.sans. line..‘Boots: ‘McKenna:
“Prunes,” Richard. ‘Libertini- and:
“Nipsey ‘Russell, -. Frank Oliveri .
has beén. '‘the’ ‘longtime |‘linesman: -on “manners land’ ‘mores; foibles of Since he was last in.-Chi: In: place ‘MacIntyre - Dixon; is.-third.. of. the
“: ieré,- and -this. marks the:end.’ ‘of. -every.. day "living... He's: * got. a] of his’.previous eoficert ..style of acts to get-local nitery booking as ‘Trio: ‘$150:$2 cover.
oan ancient associat:s0n:
ftOse. : |:tongue-twisting. bit -on ‘names, and. ‘a. Series “of. routines he. iow .-has
- Patines - handily. with .a:.barrage of /a-more: ‘diffuse: turn, “with-mich. preparation for.” exposure - on «the |. “Despite. his . heavy ‘exposure on
‘l’'sHick- “one-liners.: Buddy.~ ‘Thomas. -Of ‘his. material’ in’ the, -form’: of: “Andy Williams: Show.” “Team .the. Jack Paar-and other tv shows,
‘Caravan, ‘Austins Fex.: 7 Dancers, headed by: Norma :Wal- brief Bersonal. anecdotes, and. reni- .‘Tuesday night (4) presented. an..ab- Nipsy Russell drew. only. a handful
breviated version of: the 17-month. of fans for his preem here. How.
" Austin; ‘Sept. ‘5: +lace; .with Bob. ‘Warren ‘handling siniseences. “He also.. previewed’
the -piping, whirl” through .two -big a -new. and Jargely effective opening: ‘off-Broadway eomedy _revue from ever. this .was- hardly. a fair test
Blackstone: “JTr:,: Kat Kaltloday. |
numbers: in: eye-eatch- ‘gambit. in ‘which-:he ‘does one of which. they took their: name.
_Lof- the Negre. comie's -popularity.
Orch. (5).no, ‘cover or:minum.
I:production
"img
-costumes -of: black’ velvet and his telephone: routines offstage with:
‘Pair’ show considerable potential Nitery trade. has been- lagging.
a.
metronome:
ticking
°
‘behind:
him:
‘white’: ‘fox.: ‘Show’ exits. Sept. 15;
“Lfor -both’ television- and. films. :“Wil-.] badly in this area, and small .week“piackstone -Irs. ‘vorld’s second
Comic-scored best-with-his- tried ‘liams: Show”, exec. producers Bud ;night: turnouts are ‘par. for. the
f,
gr eatest ‘magician,’ ” is. picking. pock-}_with.‘Myron’ Cohen in Sunday (16).
‘and.
‘true:
material.
-New.
items,
in.
Gh.
:
Yorkin ©-and . Norman + Lear,-: ‘who | course: _Furthermore, this. is Rus“J -ets and. ‘palming cards. on the’ lub |
-:1 eluding -a* call-from: Billie | Sol brought them -here as. regulars. on -sell's. first Minneapolis. appearance, |
“. ““eircuit.. Twenty-nine-year ald” son‘|:~
‘LEstes, ‘and an: oldeg.. piece. “about | the shew:. “have: also. east them ‘in: and he. hasn't ‘had an oppoftunity
"of the original Blackstone. works a! : Afriean Rooin, NY
. ‘a, guest. coniplaining: ‘about’.a. win-. “Come:-Blow’ Your 'Horn”. at: ‘Para- ‘to. ‘build. a ‘local following as have
Jot! of: patter into his club routines; : *Kurli. Bezitto. Five; “MeMurray & ‘dowless -hotel room, -had. moments
mount. : They. have. facile ‘use of. such. favorites. -as ‘Mort: Sahl. Dick
-:Which. echew iHusion ‘stuff. since|.Sepp; $4.50. sminur um. .
“T of. hilarity, |‘put.- seemed randomly:| physical reactions and an interest-. Gregory’: -and Bob Newhart.
customers at some angles” stand tot
_ Structured ‘and did. not. build” past. ing ‘insight. into ‘a- ‘coniedic - field |
‘Russell -Capitalized ~on ‘the inti-"
glimpse: disillusioning mechanics, of. The: Afriican: Room, for wlaiy. the low ‘chuckle: Jevel.. . He: fared:
reminiscent. of -early silent:- film. mate situation: by trading banter
magico- acts."
years.a Staple on ‘the east side, has’ much better ‘with, his’ familiar.skits : pantominies. They complement the with: the. patrons. to ‘warm up his
/ Young: ‘Blackétone: ilies’‘heavily | rrecently. pulled. a.’‘Horace Greeley OM. embarrassing: moments:and the latter with -‘more -modern - vocal scant. opening audience.. Comic’s
‘on volunteers from audience,- who ‘Fwith: its.w estside move-in order. to: problem of eating” Popcorn. in .a patter;
|sly, topical jokes, relaxed manner
‘Jose their neckties; wallets and pens} bé“cleser-to the theatrical district: theatie:Most .pleasing. of.skits in ‘show., ‘and ingratiating personality add.
Showopeher
is
‘DeloresGay,
a
-There’s
!
With
the
new.
Jocation,
“the
room
to his. featherly3 teueh.
caught wasa mike. bit. displaying /UP to a pleasing ‘performance
mich’ hocus’ pocus with pick-any- naturally| selected a. more -com-: cute and:-curvaceous..blende’ tap{excellent ‘yocal :agility. Pantomime: which rated lusty mitting from
card. - gimmicks;.. .and:: “performer. | modious :site; but: ‘maintained: its ‘dancer ‘with. ‘some --well- conceived
‘Her’ -eyépopping .‘frame. bar. sketch ‘has. good identification the ‘customers. . Comparisons with-:
: comes: up: with the appropriate: sur- |i spirit: witha similar. jungle. decor:routines,
‘45.
the’
first-.in
-memory ‘to ‘elicit and. shows’ var ‘ied: characterization. Dick -Gregory,- wha has played this
ok
‘plus
some.
improvements
w
hich.
inprise identifications. :
+ elude “one: ofthe’ more elaborate. wolf cails from the maie- contingent: Dixon comes. off funniest because room three: times;. are inevitable.
Blackstone. Jr. cuts. an: ‘imposing’
J-of*: highly. . Chaplinesque quality. Russell lacks Gregory's razorsharp
| in | the sedate- ‘Empire Rooim..
lighting: ‘systems -‘in /a-“nitery:
and _ acid- -dipped
_figure -in swallow. tails. and. whité t
‘Libertini ‘reminds |much. of .carica- observations
Nelson
|
Eddy:
-&
GaleSherwood.
‘quips, by may boast an edge in.
tie, -being.on the ‘portly. ‘side ‘swith: [ -The. major. attraction: with: ‘this f.and”‘the:Bob - Devove. Trio... open‘| tured
Bela.
-Lugosi.or:'a‘deadpan:
t
jet black: hair, regular ‘if. ‘still bill is. Kurli Benito... heading~ a
Mor. - Sid’ -Caesar. type.. They :work well showmanship ‘and versatility. Rus-.
youthful). features: and -: haying. ‘group of two. singer-guitarists,. and} ®
together,’ -have ‘several. fresh. ideas ‘sell’s: demionstration of the Twist
LWwo.. singer-dancers,. ‘Together :‘they.||
: stentorian. : vocal: -equipment..
-of:
some. old: material. Takeoff. ‘on- with: his own impreshes. of show.
‘Heat ‘up’ a ‘lot.-of music and atmos-:|
‘best;-:he is. assured: and. auth orite:
‘Lamplighter,
1
wood
|
children’s:
ie Puppet, shows is others doit. is -topnotch,: providing
le “tive,. and. carries: off ‘tricks -With phere, Benito; presiding" “at the.|:
a-socko windup. He. gets expert
Hollywood;
-Sept..
4°
-|
.
bright..
enlarged ‘conga: drums, ‘is’ a -good'}..
, flourish”: befitting .-his field” and }{ ‘singer, ° does~-a ‘lot of:_iricidental ; Beverly Gregg, :Phil- -Crummett, . Miss. Stilt shows’ ‘ell.jn.sélec- finstrumental ‘backing .from Claude
Garvey on the’ 88 and drummer.
heritage. ’
jterping and ‘présides- over. ah un- Ginger Carol; Jericho. Broicn, Jtona. tion “of: ‘soft : blues. and’. ballads.. ‘Nat, Powell.
:However, some. vadillation. from. inhibited’ and- entertaining. ‘squad: ‘Wilson. Jim Hodge, .‘Johnny Fer) ‘She ‘has. a- sweet, ‘clear --yoice thaf|
Russell. AS in! through. Sept. 13.
“Father boyish, ‘medesty “to. over- ‘Benito, ‘does ‘itenis generally. with |.*guson.Trio; $2.cover.
}is:- best: in -low,. “sultry . areas ‘that-{
- ‘pearing: . ‘stage-type-“supercilious-" a Negioid - . content. ‘Phere - ware
show nicely ‘on “House of the Ris- une: London. follows. for-next nine
| &Rees.
‘ness: “needs. ‘to.: be’ -evenéd... out: jungle. chants; Afro-Cuban songs. i With Stuart, ‘Nathanson’ |*pro- ing~ Sun," and lead: into. the: rarely7 “Magician's. remarks’ Océasionally ‘Jamaican: aiid Haitian, tunes; which: “duction ‘of+“Let There: ‘Be ‘Stars ae done *: “Katie. “Cruel. * With. ‘more
take: on. .a: negative, ‘bludgeoning |[have “a. stirring: and: melodic: base. an . ‘intimate. new . ‘Tausical:: revue, “experience: for. ‘stronger
edge. where the ..touch ‘might «be. The femmes -in: the group. Terry. ‘the. ‘La: Bréa™ ‘Inn “Réstaurant : has. |She should. hold. ‘well:
° | -Malone and Maria ‘Diaz,. accent the’ launched. ‘its: -supplemental |show:='1.
lightened for. better: effect.
|
‘place -wing, the Lamplighter. Rooni.: ‘Durand . ‘has |“improved greatly.
Basically, ‘Blackstone: ‘Ir.:has” a ,;Thythmic. facets ° as: well ‘as ‘chime j
:
Hong Kong, Sept. 1).
‘Novelty ‘of the: -setup—a ‘blend. of. Hé. ‘also. projects, new. . ‘image by
.. pro’s polish and -firm grasp .of his in. .with ‘song. One’ -of. ‘their best.
‘It’s second time around. for jazz
-nitery,
stock and --arena-style: legit Wearing a plain: Suit that takes him
‘trade: .Club: dates. limit: his.: wide, numbers-is the’ Twist, done ‘with =-figures’ ‘to-spur’ respectable: busi- “out
of the. category of ‘because of |‘and. nitery. singer Gery Scott, now
|.
‘high-calibre :repertoire, -but: - he’s. audience . ‘volunteers, -They: help
‘make. the. audience members ook. “ness -‘initially, . -but ultimately-the-| Physical build. and. bald: -head) at: Maxim's ‘and the Golden Phoegetting: mileage out’ of the intimne ‘profession
al,
| show: ‘itself will: vhaye |‘to be. the: Jooking like a Haitian Yul Brynner. nix. ‘Since. she was last. here over
7 engagements: -Playboy Clubs’ have: *
Set | ‘caught. concentrated: on _ nice a year ago, she sang: behind: the
whole. ‘attraction.
_ “spooked, him for. 30 weeks: after, first |:-< The. ‘other: inémbers “of‘the:-€n-.
At - the: moment: ‘the- revue. is: a solid ballads — “Moon: River.” Iron Curtain where she found: that’.
.\tertainment
crew comprise ‘two
oe of year: :
“Love «‘Ys a ‘Simple Thing’ ‘while the Russian
people knew more
+native-dressed African drummers, bit too ambitious. ‘and pretentious,
‘calypso’ ‘ren: Penny Nails”... with
“His” single: frame -here. -énding’
‘Jerome’ McMurray and Yojo Sepp,” both: for: its:‘own’ talent: ‘range: and: = ‘participation. was rousing. about jazz: ‘than many ‘people’ in the
. ooSept. 11 will be followed’ by-singer.- -whp have a ‘Séries- of oddly. .con- ‘for the . tficky . -characteristi¢s -‘of
West and were “‘a fantastic: audi=. “"Wyoma Winters ‘for. week’s® stand,: structed| -‘and° highly. . ‘expressive. ‘the room. If. ‘ahd when proper. ‘ad-.
Jim Helms. -accompaniees Du- ence.”
.
‘with.Anders “8 Hadley, comedi- “skins, . The _duo.- ‘carry. .on .dialogs justments’ are ‘madé, both spot.and rand: ‘on guitar, ‘Terry Gilbert aids
“Miss Scott Will be here for. two
“enne-singers, ‘due’ Sept: : ~19..°
: in rhythm; Sing native chants and ; show. Tiave a good chance. of -catch-. both singers on -bass:
weeks. befere she leaves for bookyz,
°+ The -Caravan, an: eniferprisé “ot provide. -a. vere ue.turn, that j ing’ on.
_“Show-is: in. four, weeks with. op: . ‘ings. in Bangkok, ‘Manila and
care New York. Teal estate ‘brokers. AL. maintains interest,”
Jose...4 ", Nathanson’ 3.unit’
of:six.perform.iHons.
Date. ° I Tokyo.
; ” !more’ desirable «and: would:
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‘Wednesday, September: 12,1962"
1 its, Roger. Siotant Ballet,.
Ba Jacques Don: full, all- ofte:secured creditors: (in ————
Penn
sylv
ania-be
mer OFS
AWAY8:-Preacher. ‘Rollo. 6.. ‘de:
, mech
ani¢
Hien:
‘tions.
ac-||.|-: ‘Look Me.Over
must
satisf
ied’s’first)
: and
Geraldi & Lesley, Ralph Font. Orc:, Can

_CURREN T BILLS

.

Cus.

: Cortez, jimmy
S
'. DEAU VILLE:

’

oma,
-Bernardi.I ive'| Make. some. token’ Payment ‘to the}
BarryBillAshton’s

1—
Continued ‘from. page

; ‘Les Girls.” Arnauts, Paris. & Claire, Mar- others...
+ —
} tha. ‘King Vespia. Bros.,: Line, Les Rhode}: -Meanwhile,. A legal .représenta1 Orc., Mel ‘Greene.
;
Ayries: to be: used : by:the: ‘Kennedy —
: DIPLOMAT: —. -Gena -McDaniels,. ‘Mandy “tive “of -a. group |of. the: 1961. ‘credit-.

WEEK: ‘OF SEPTEMBER 12,

| bandwagon. — .She~ also’ ‘wrote . ‘the:

|-ors, attorney Mark’ R: Eaby’ Jr.,:
. sell, ‘Alain ‘Denys: Gioria ‘Smyth, Michael ‘Campo .Orc., Can. Smith..Orc. .
EDEN. ROC—Devlin. .& -Premiers; ‘Luis
St. Clair, Tony Smith’ Four; ‘Harold. Har- |‘had taken. over-the post of ‘Society. ‘special.’ ‘lyrics -for. ‘the. Lefkowitz.
.Varona -'Orc.;.. Monroe ‘Kasse. Orc.,
ri s -Frio. .B Bob Davis Trio, * Jim Alas:Tele |
Freeman
Ore... Toni. Steele “Twisters.
MUSIC: HALL—
Euvene ‘Slavin, Eleanor
~.}
treasurer from the. ailing: academi- ‘song -push.. Ey “H, - Morris, .which ~.
Joe
Iaco
.Trio,
Hots.:
Michels.
Reiner. David
Clatworthy.: Lila. Gage.|.
' FONTAINESLEAU—Jack. Young’s |In- cian,..Donald M..Mylin; and profes-] publishes _the :‘tune, “reports ‘that:
PEPE‘S—The Treniers.
Rockettes, ‘Corps ‘de. Ballet, Ray mond
Art Is. ‘ternational Follies, Marsh: & Adams, The:
SECOND CITY. — “My. ‘rena 4
aige Symphony Ore.
sional publicist. ‘M. W: Hartung-—- requests. from: -Politicos for: rights
“| Dead,”
Bill ‘Alton, -Del. Close, -Severn |: Rivieras (Two), Napoleon: Reed, Line (16),
to use: the. song. come ‘in: regularly ~~

NEW YORK CITY

AUSTRALIA

{-Dardén, Mina.
Schreiber.

Kolb,

Dick. Schaal, . Avery |. Len

. Dawson

| ‘Orc.;-

“Chero’s ‘Del :Prado

Larry: Boyd. Trio:
Orc., ‘Frank. -Natale.

‘another © creditor~-betame:

official

a

ahd -even: candidates: for Alderman. :~ .

a

;
Leonardo’ 8.-: Tropical. drumbeater. :
MELBOURNE." (Tivolii--Edith Georges, - SAHARA INN. — ‘Shecky Greene, *“Lola.
Betty
Pasco... O'Neill
&. Haigh, -Avril
Despite all.‘this, the: $962.¥Frolié shave: made bids.. ‘Morris gives ‘em. =.
Dee, Frank’ York Oré. Lounge: ‘Joy. &-.the- -Twisters, Buddy -Boyer. Trio. |.
PLAY BOY—Taylor. .&.. Mitchell,
Doc
Angers. Jacques Jordane, ‘Les: Fred. Iles, -Boys. Ronnie Brown ‘Trio, Frank Fiore. 3..
was in’ an_‘ ‘oncand-off status’? until the tune gratis. as a ‘public: service.” . |
pian!Randall,. Raphael & ‘Model. :- Dorens’
‘SHERMAN: HOUSE-—Margaret : /Whiting. . Circe,. Will Mercer,:- Jamie Lyn Trio, -Teri
-The. ‘song © was *introduced:in
Thornton,
Jack
Pyle;,.
Julion
Gould
Trio.
mid-August;°:
~
{Davia Romaine | Ore,
Benton: Trio, “Norm.” Geller Trio,
‘SY DNEY (Tivoli) Iris Kells Erie Shil~ . ‘SUTHERLAND.
LOUNGE — “Oscar: ‘Bary.
‘Then,. Hartung,. Apparentiy- swith “Wildcat”: - by. Lucille Ball. are
Mat ‘Cortez.
ling. Kevin Miller, Jon Weaving: Cynthia: Brown: ‘SE Billy ‘Wallace “Frio. ©
the: ‘consent - of the.. creditor - ad- |.
-RONEY ‘PLAZA_‘Teinpos:
Morey.: Suzarine
Steele,
John” _ Fryatt,
FHUNDERBIRD: —‘Frankie Scott, Bers |-yisors, -decided : to: go all. out;” and: 2
Ertea’ Johns.
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Los. ANGELES
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‘Ciréus)—Charlie
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‘Cairoli & Co., Bronieys, Hugh’ Forgie &
€o:, Circus Williams’. Erons, 2: Carmenas,
-@ircus Knie’s Horses. Zebras & Ponies,

‘Trio, |-Ziggy

‘CIRO‘S—Donn
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Vaughan, Quartet; ‘Sue Pawton.

Arden. ‘Revue.

HOUSE:—Ken:

ters, Eddie. Calvert
John. : ‘Three Houcs.

Dodd.

Kaye

“EAS VEGAS.

Sis-

& .C-Men. Raindrops.
Barbara Law, Derek

‘CALIFORNIA “CLUB—Jonhnpy-:? "Paul. -

Raquel Bardisa, Isidro ‘Camara,. Miguelito
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ESU' athleti¢director Jim Cor.

“But onthe road: if .can. -be.. done |ris Music “has ‘granted’ permission:

Tony, ‘Mote,
: Ma rkdys. i Pepito,. ‘Torres .
“Ore. BarlettaQileralt: -Five:.

hing:

the. same thing:

‘did to: the. Louisiana college to. use the

forfor ‘‘Gypsy’: ‘on its}
tune: ‘under. the°
title-‘of «“‘Hey,
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New. lyrics have.”
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“Longest Day’ :

i. weeeks.”":.

‘Hibbler.:
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Seven. Gary Miller. Freddie. Earle, LynFLAMINGO |
‘Jack:
‘Carters:: - Juliet [.
ton Bros.. Gill & Terry. Fox Miller. Girls. Prowse;
Nat. Brandwynne - Orc. ‘Lounge: ae
GLASGOW.
‘Empire)— Andy
Stewart. Billy. Eckstine, Harry James, Bob -Sims.'|
—
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Ian Powrie
Band; -Dixie: Ingram, Sally:
FREMONT-—“Newton.
Bros., Joe . Pasko.
Logan, James Urquhart,
Barry Sisters.
‘Swingin’ Lads,. Ricky & ‘Gents.
Max
Kay,
Eric. Burns.. Arthur. Blake
‘GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Diplo- booked. ‘throtighout’ ‘the. period, an:
overflow : of | hundreds : going -‘into.
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mats, - Tony..Lovello, The. Featurés; |
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—
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Silhouettes, Helen. McLeod. White Heath-—
| « ‘volunteered’
‘HACIENDA
Four - Tunes, ° Johany“Lynne fe
“private, ‘home’. and:
ex Girls:
Olenn,. Keynotes,. Cathy ° Ryan;
|
apartment: rooms. .
LONDON. beaten
eeRSy
Forsyth, ‘Davis, -Grover Shore Trio.‘Morecambe .& Wise, Johnson | & Carr;
°
‘MINT—Pat. Moreno’s “Artists. &:Models:|
:
Arrangements.:
“for.
placing:
‘the
ve Boswell, Angela & Fred= Roby. : Amin . of ’62,”. Bill Bird, Gil Lamb.
Janet -Mahoney, |
ros,,
Ugo. . Garrido.
NEVADA-——Jay Orlando, King. Henry 4. rodimless.. ‘tourists: ‘were’ handled; .as‘Angel ‘Bracewell, Johnny Shack. Jimmy.
NEW
FRONTIER
— ‘“Life Begins. at: last: year, by «i
a
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phia oft the French. coast’ at La Rochelle
Philadel
with 73,000,000.
‘adimission
| ‘tickets
D000 ean
the site: ‘of the filming, to Rochefort ..
“cost - the’ visiting showmen: -$10;250. :
‘in an ‘open-‘truck, during. a “rain- ;
That’s. in addition’. to~ the play’ 3.
‘The
theatre:
storm,
.
advertising budget.
~ the: * -twofer |." ‘The: 250 US: infantry men froin:
share:
doesn’t,
‘Germany. who -were- involved im an:-.
Spécial. Teservations charges. Kamens: employs. a-score. earlier chagsle. :-hétween” ‘the.:.Pen-..
Minsky "gs, Tommy “Moe Raft, Carrie FinPeiinsylvania.
‘of
‘elderly:
ladies
-{n
a
‘local’
parish.
‘Service
set
up.
by.
VICTORIA
(Palace) —. George - “Mitchell
Baby.’ Bubbles;
nell, “Stunning. Smith,
home- to: address’ .the.. 100,000 -let-| tagon; .Zanuck and “former: NATO
Francis,. ‘Maureen. Diaz, | Frank ° Sorrello,.: ‘Murray | Duteh Tourist Bureau:
Minstrels.
Tony Mer¢éer, ~ Dal
Margo}. B riscoe, -Jack'. Mann, |Dick. ‘Rice : Ore.
John ‘Boulter, Leslie. Crowther,
“
‘| ters,”: - which: are ‘sent: first’. class Commander: Gen... Lauris :-Norstad:
Henderson, George Chisholm: &™ -Jazzers,. | ‘Lounge:
There ‘was. no such: ‘trouble for+ mail,:‘to. ‘everybady in: the. phone | were not-questioned - ‘by...the subBob
Crosby - Ink Spots.
Schaller Bros: & TV Toppers. Jackpots, |
RIVIERA—“Bye.
Bye.. Birdie,” “Elaine: ahyone with a press. card::
° |
| coinmittee: investigators: since they
‘ book's ‘yellow. pages.’
. Mitchell Maids.
Medford. .
Dunn,.-Pete -Marshall.'Kay.| Lounge: Kay Stevens, Big- ‘Tiny’ Little. ~
> Startled but: generally. delighted |” Each envelope .contains 30: ‘ducats ‘hadn't written complaints |foChair- Zs
SAHARA—Eve - ‘Arden, .Vie -Dana, Len-' newsmen ..of-all media found that
fr,
and. a come-on. letter from. the. pro-. -man ‘Sam -Ervin (D.-N.C. deon,
nie °Weinrib.
‘Lounge:
Don
-Rickles,
Freddie Bell. Ruth Wallis.’ Chuy.- ‘Reyes. : a ‘they could: live’ it. ‘up; euffo, right ducer.... The’ receiver. can --distrib- |): Besides.
interviewing ©:_ soldiers; er
SANDS—Dean. Martin,.: Lobato- Dancers, {down the line: from: first-class houte ‘the:twofers to friends, :custom- thé subcommittee: investigated: offi-.
‘Harry: . Nofal,.. ‘Copa “Girls, ..: : Antonio.
all; ers. or ‘employes. -In ‘Denver, -for |.cers.. of- ‘the. -.81st- Transportation:
Morell: - Ore,
Lounge:
‘ Dave.” -Burton, tel ‘accommodations, : ‘through’
Danny: Costello, Morry. King, Ernie ‘Tew- ‘meals,
.even ‘unto. ‘unlimited: bar
"NEW YORK cry
example;. ‘only 25,000 letters were Company: and their handling. of: the
AFRICAN ROOM—Kurll Benito. McMur-.}. SHOWBOAT. — Skeets. - Minton. -“inugeay. tabs ‘at:‘the ‘Lancaster Hotel where : ‘sent-.out.. All’ seats. in the house, affair. Included in. this part. of: the.
they
|
were.
quartered:
| Spanier, ‘Ken. ‘Linley,-- Rusty: Isabel..
way & Jeff.
“were memos . and
SILVER.
SLIPPER.
Hank. Henry; |-"-“More ‘than 80: press, . radio. and excepting the first eight -TOWS in’ investigation”
BASIN
ST. #aST —
Sarah Waughan.
‘the. orchestra ‘and the first: ‘two TOWS, ‘other. ‘official. ‘pronouncements.
Sparky :‘Kaye, -Bobby ©Clark... Cindy
Da Frarico-Gumina
Four. Brothers .Fourml: ty people had indicated in ‘advance. ‘of ‘the mezzanine were. available: on
BLUE
ANGEL—Phyllis. Diller, “Vaughn ber, Danny Jacobs. Red Marshall, Dolores:
*. The ;-subcommiittee’ s.-report’ will.
Frazzini, -Marze
-Elivarde,
‘Slipperettes;.: that: they:would. be: in to: take ‘a:
Meader,. Folksters.
twofers. =
>
“lbe’ ‘released later. this. fall when...
Ort... Lounge: Chas. .TeaSOIR — Jack Douglas. & Reiko: Geo.. Redman
BON
‘garden Orc., Jack Prince,. Johnny LaMont. . look at the folklife affair, .‘staged |.”
Jeri Sothern.
-members- are. free~ from” Present:
STARDUST — “Lido de Paris.”. Eddie. on: -a., 45-acre. tract ‘six: -miles east:| --Kamens. doesn’t ‘believe the’“SyS. CHARDAS—Soocha “Renay, :Lia. Dells,
‘tem. would work .-with a new: ‘ahow, senate” business.”
"O’Neal Orc. Lounge: .Kim ‘Sisters, ‘Tune_Eleman Horvath Orc:
of.
Lanéaster.
About
half
this
num-:
toppers,
CHATEAU MADRID — Marcelo; Rose- |
ers
Bourbon’ St. ' Six, -Nalani. Kele,.
Ber -actually “showed,: ‘and: not all: as it might sacrifice’ prestige. «
Apo
mar.
Sole Cortes.
Soledad Caro, Pato
Atonao. Edose, Manolo Leiva.. Leo Eréria, | THUNDERBIRD ‘Flower. Drum Song... of these. took advantage -Of: the: un-" ‘ean only..be done with. a ‘name
‘Jack Soo. ‘Arlene: Fontana. Garwood. Van
Pup i €ampo -Ore., _Carbia
Orc.‘| show,, he: adds, and. then -orilly once pefien
Hs
Lounge: Time: “Yuiro, - Exciters, : Ig- usual: opportunities for ‘free-loadCOPACABANA -. Joe: E. ‘Lewis, Tina | Ore.

- CabaretBills

Robin, Joseph-

Mele

Franks. Martt

Orc,.

Donegan

‘cs & RS—Dorothy

ing

niters.

‘Royal Hawailan

‘HAWAIIAN ROOM. —. Little Joe Sr
Ioaner;. ‘HulaBeamer,
Wallani, -Keola
arr
Auletta
‘Orc... Sam Makis
belles. Ted

Du Bonnet

HOTEL

ASTOR—Eddie” * Lane

“HOTEL

NEW

Al-De

ce

RENO-TAHOE

‘Orc

YORKER.lean.

Reviie.

Trio, -Ted Figo Rito..

“Islanders.

Evans,

Mliit Saunders
Orc.
™
HOTEL:
PIERRE — Joseph |:Sudy
Green.
-;
‘Robert
Simpspn, Leight

wo,

|

} or: twice- a year... -Kamens: started

“aa. But. those” whio- did |Fan“up’a tidy. putting ©“out . ‘twofers . ‘over .a--de=:|: —
cade: ago with. a. comedy :‘called. .
Paulis 4° bill for-.the. Pennsylvania: Folklife

TROPICANA—“Folies . Bergere. oF
Ray
Sinatra ..Orc.. Lounge:
Vagabonds,

Trio:

CRYSTAL

Bay

(Tahoe).

Ronnie Games. Trio.

|Society, sponsor. of the Frolic; an. “Pajama “Tops.” a
~Peutfit whose’ initial’ venture. into:

| thé .-Lanéaster- Dutch | -wingding | ~

Novelites,

last, year. -left' .it- beholden: ‘to dis-|-
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Macao

‘Conthiuea. from:page,‘adds
2:

| hotels will be:built. before. the.end.
of: 1964.. et
: Plans. are.. also-“afoot to:dévelép.
1
; Green Island ‘into a. tourist. centre.

cor Fundraising

tressed ¢reditors to the: ‘tune *of
:| to ‘attract ‘as -many.-as’ -30, 000; De.
“nearly: $100,000:° ~=.
.
velopment: plans ‘also eall ‘for’ the.:.
| Continued from Page 1 —
Just how all that might have hap:|
introduction: ‘of a. hydrofoil. ferry
HOTEL st. REGIS—Jean. Barleaza . Orc: | ‘Lucas, Judy~ Lynn. .‘Tony’ ‘Layello,, Top- pened ‘is: still: ‘somewhat hazy, éven From his onetime. ‘stint ‘as Califor:
Service which- will take commuters...
‘Chauncey Gray
Notchers. Red. Cot
who sat: ‘in. on- nia: Republican chairman, He. holds: from *“Hong ‘Kong: to: Macao’ in-less*
HOTEL
ROOSEVELT—Gunnar
Hansen 7 HARRAH’'S
(Tahoe:—Jiminiy: ‘Durante, -to: local reporters
Helen Traubél,- -Dorben™ Singers. & Danc:. the: several. barkr ‘uptcy proceeding.
the emcee spot, and runs |the ‘show thari: two. -haurs, shaving off more
Orc
HOTEL SAVOY _HILTON—Ted Straeter -ers.. Leighton Noble: Oré. Lounge: ‘Louis hearings ‘earlier ‘this |
year. A large off in 135- minutes. | .
-|than-.an hour ‘from “the.-current..
| Prima
with Sam-'Butera &. -Witnesses,
‘|.
Ore... Ray
dartley.
INTERNATIONAL—Jean
. ‘Martin, ‘Betty
Tunesmen, Twin Tunes, -Tunetimers, Joe’ ‘number of ‘the collective creditors
Billed’ for an. 8: 13 ‘curtain, “the schedule.: Italy ‘or Japan. will: get
Kean & Lew Parker. De Marlos, - Mike
King’s: Zaniacs. Sawyer - Sisters,: Lancers.
agreed: to” refrain. :from pressing. évent began’ as: a -political. rally'| the hydrofoil contract”
,
‘HOLIDAY — Royal Hawaiian
Revue,
Burso Ore
which™.ran until 9:20 with” .the:|” The’ two. ‘gambling .‘casinos: ‘are :
LATIN “QUARTER — Corheti:. Monica, Lloyd Lindroth: ‘Quartet,
Mariachi ©. Los:| for settlement: at that. time:
Gvofers, Fredsons, Bob De Yoye Dancers. .Comperos.: Dianne. Lefti: and" Right :‘Hand |i
:Kutztown Okay B. 0.
- senatorial candidate’. ‘wrapping |‘UBT Tiow
5
very popular,” with. thousands
Men.
Julie
Gibson.
Wirged: Victory: Chorus,
HOTEL
PLAZA-—Katyna
Shaw Orc.. Continentals.

Ore.,:

Ranteri.

Milt

“Draven: Andre
HAROLDS — Rusty
Tahon ‘Co., Johnny . Mann. Singers... Delts..

Queens.. Don Coun’ .Orch..
. HARRAH’S (Reno):- “Deedy & Bill; “Nick!

Pivoteau.|. MAPES—-Gaylords.- Kins's. “TV,
Wallenda
Ballet.
Jeanine
-Irving. Kele’ Polynesian ‘Revue. Joe- ‘Karnes
natant
Tonelys.
Jo
Lombardi . Orce..
NEVADA LODGE... (Tahoe) —_ Esquires,
Fields Orc.
LIVING ‘“ROOM—-Bob Ferra. Orc.
Gwen Harmon
and .Ptayers, Larry Riera
NO.

1. FIFTH

AVENUE-

De Maio. Cedrone

-fHyxinkinson.

&

& Mitchell. Mary Ellen.-

SAHBRA—Four. Avyatons. Esther
fohbi;
Leo Fuld, Badoc & Sharobi. Louls” Ban.
nett Ore.

SQUARE.

Arkin,

Eugene
.

EAST— ‘Second

Howard

Alk.

City. ” Alaa

-Andrew

Dunéan..

HELLER'S—Ron

Dauglas

Four.

Royals;

NEW

|

nanimous. The :Society’ had .-an-||. AS” to: ‘be.. anticipated from. this‘ nese - fan-tan; ‘a varlety’ of. dice .
-other. sure:thing outdoor. spectacle: :talent.‘roster, the show is. topflight |
games, ‘but not ‘eraps..
os
Me
| Working for ‘it, ‘the ‘proven .coin-

Modernisians,

NORTH... SHORE.

_ RIVERSIDE
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entertainment,
_| producer” ‘Known: as ‘the. Kutztown |:

(Tahoet= Murray. Arn:

.Jarkie -Jacko,

“Their decision ‘to’ keep ‘the So- the .pre-show. period. |As ‘far. as.
fer ryboating to: Macao: on:‘weekends 5
The
-afloat; although’. badly down.

the partisan. erowd. “was |concerned. to’ ‘try:. their: luck. ‘at: the large’ as.by the head, :-was not. entirely mag- | this was alla ‘part. of: -the . show. . ‘|
‘| sortnient. of .‘games:. ‘roulette. -Chi-

CHINA CLUB—Eagle. Eye Shields.

St. -Fhomas.

| old,’ ‘Bobby.

Frankia,

Presented: "as$0.4) “The Macao. Government arinually
derives ‘several hundred: thousand *-

‘Pennsylvania. Duteh Folk Festival,-|—+
{that -was “upcoming ™in-.late. June}
Republican: Touring
SPARKS NUGGET -Biliy Daniels, Pant: and early: July. of this’ Year. ere
Gilbert,: Step Brothers. .Little’ Bertha.
Unit
|
Fanelli
and

Troobnick.

TRUDE.

-and

Tony

and. .Ree

Joni

Brunell... ‘Buddy

LaPata

Wilson.

. -| dollars from gambling’: ‘and spends.

| 40%, of its budget. on social- wel-.”

Candido Boxal.. Danny
VWalentino"|-fare ,and: “humanitarian .projects,
Suaiea | Moro- Landis Singers and. ‘Danic ers. -Foster'|’ - The Kutztown affair, ‘held. “neaity ~
UPSTAIRS
& DOWNSTAIRS
—
Bond,
Myra
DeGroot.. Cs Young, :Hal ‘Edwards.
Orc.
Lounge: Bills. Maxted, Alletitown, :-Pa., for ‘the past.-.13:|° Péart Bailey, Frankie Laine, Ed: 1-w.hich include tending .to the needsMaaka Nua Revie, Richie: Brig. “"-:
Buckley.
Arthur
Sievel.
years, runs 11 ‘days,’ over the July gar -Bergen, Vivienne: della Chiesa, ‘Lof. the Chinese refugees:| Cones. . VIENNESE LANTERN— “Nlicia | Gonzales, a
WAGON WHEEL. (Tathioe)—Theatre Bar:
4 holiday, and has‘ been drawing “The: Dunhills (3), George ‘Murphy;. Rated atTaipa- Islands Liiian
Mernik,
Ernest
Schoen
Orc.
Characters,... Pat.
Yankee.
Ginny. Greer
VILLAGE
BARN: Ralph
are
Perl & ‘and.
Gallions, . Norman
Brown.
Sextet,: upiwards -.of100. 000. ‘for -thée. ‘past: Manny © Harmon, :-musical director.’
Ray. Tex ‘Fletcher.
Becker
Bras.
Lov Marilyn Mave with Sammy Tucker -Trio,
‘At’ Municipal Auditorium, KC.
several year Ss.
Harold
Ore., Jace Shay. Ore
.
Meri Ellen ‘and Cohorts, Diane. Lefti and
VILLAGE
GATE- Thelanur
Monk. Right Hard ‘Men. Rot. Rose:
‘Pavilion:
-AS’ sttch,,. it.“has. been, “and” ‘con-. $100 top...
Juan. Esquivel
Orc. Magic
Zruc Dolphy Four.: Toman & Ira.
Violins: of ;
: _tinues”, to be,. the. non- -profit So’. VILLAGE. VANGUA®D
‘Miles Davis. 5.5 Mexico, Elovi. Lindroth Quartet ~
Blossom

Dearie

3

Common Market |

ciéty’s. major source of: ineome. It |°

| Was: the ‘aecumulated -“take”- from. \vaude unit:with: Murphy lacing.‘the'l

SAN. FRANCISCO:
BLACKHAWK—Cal ‘Tjader ©Ore:

CHICAGO

—

‘Continued from: page:‘4—

past. -séasons’ at Kutztown that -en-. acts: together. . The dancing Dun- |ner}? Kiioop, - Schulz.” (Germany):
BLUE ANGEL—Christim Lamont Ex‘BLACK: SHEEP —Jens.-“Fenson (Ore, Fred’, abled. “the” Society .‘to begin ‘devel- 1 hill. trio” ‘@arries. off .10. ‘minutes: in’ i) Deroisy (Belgium); ‘Deutschmeister,
W ashington:.
trivazanza.
Vie Tass,
‘Sally. Knowles,
opment. “of... the. 45- acre Lancaster cractkerjack fashion with four rou-. ‘Hedde;.. -Tayane . (France); ” ‘Roem’
Pepra
Huerta. ‘Calypso ms:
CONDOR—Billy | Dare Ti 10..
CONRAD HILTON -2-"G@irls,. Garts. irk.’
EARTHQUAKE McGOON’S Turk Mur'| ttract as the-.site. ‘of’ its. proposed... tines: |. Vivienne: della: ‘Chiesa, who (Hotiand):: -“Monaco, : Lombardo, —_
Del Ray. Bobby Clark,’ Manuel Del Toro. | phs’s Orc., Mary. PearT °
“Guarrini,; -.Pallavicini;. .permanent outdoor-type’ “Folklife. could. ‘be expected” to: warble.. 4 Cristaldi.
Gabriele
Weldérs. “Dennis
. GAY. “90s --Sandra Dorne. ” -Bee, Ray. &e.
&
Dartene,.
“Museum.”
.-*
8 oO ag 1 Dons. 8.
Ot
Ray ‘K. ‘Gomany, Jerry” Sharkey .
. familiar opera aria .or two, instead. Gianelli. (Italy) ‘froin. field” ‘of :pro=
Byulevar-Dears
5).
Jimmy Pahner Orc.
i. FAIRMONT, — "Sar:abo Veuthan, :Ecnie
The first ‘Lancaster’: “Frolic?” ‘| goes almost straight pop, standards. duction, -Along distrib. chiefs here
DEL PRADO
HOTEL
: Fits. of ‘Broad ' Heckscher. Ore:
—
to. be. sure, with only.a spiritual were: ‘Roser. (Gerniany};. DeHol-- way.” Susan Cable, Ana Hilton. Blanche!
-HUNG RY. 1 =. ‘Limeliters.. . Stagg Me.“| however, was incredibly -‘mismanSchulz, Kenny. Adams.
Rob-rf
S: Nerken- 4 Mann.
| lander” .(Belgium);.” Schwalter:
aged -in. addition. to being ‘sketchily. for.‘variety.
bach, Charles Abbite, Dile Vv mn. Bobby | JAZZ. WORKSHOP-. -Shutes: Scott Trio.
executed .—: to. the] - . Edgar. Bergen rolls: out’ Charlie, _(France);:. Lombardo ‘(Italy),” and
“Wolf
{ Stanley Turtrentine ..°
. prepared and
‘EDGEWATER
BEACH
."s-: am Rat Re. {| © NEW. FACK’‘S—FEarzrl Giant. .
point. where: even tourists. who: nor-' ‘Effie | and: Mortimer. far-: his. 22. :‘Bosman ‘CHolland):.. ‘Technical vue."
Lucho
Navarre,.
Hen
«Noel,
PURPLE
ONION: = Adam. Keele, .Saridy.
; mally. will buy anything | faintly| minute’ laugh’ stint: . “Frankie |‘Laine: ‘dustries “\veré’ repped* by: Roser
Cherry ‘Scherer, Audres Devkm an. Philip |Sanders.
aan
Dana.
|. SUGAR
HILL _ “Clara Ward. -Gospel ‘Stacking: “OE: “Pennsylvania: Dutch’ ”-| runs “out: the cream . of ‘his -hits; '(Germany); . Weil-Lorac ..(France);.
GATE
OF. HORN. Chat
Mit helt Trio. ‘Singer's.
genre: were sriping. “about . being: plus. a ‘couple of. others for. variety, Vallgnant: (Italyy;: and. Roem: ‘(Hol
Vaiucha
365
CLUB — Neapolitan Six. Tear &
a
Le‘took:
and: Pearl: Bailey -WEaps. the. -pro- jand)
LIVING
ROOM
-- Ster~ - Lawrence. ; Mimi. Sally Gray.
BIarty’ Brill, Joe Parnello Trio.: Sam ‘De ‘j“The Society felt ‘it could “recoup. ceedings * up. with-:a: glossy. ‘bow,|: _Exhibs: “on:‘tap:were? “ubliner:
Stefano Trio.
jaclarge part of the’ 1961 Laneaster: vocalling. nine. numbers.- She-tossés- and. Fischer. from Germiany;. Annez .
’ MIAMLMIAMt BEACH
LONDON HOUSE—Osecar Peterson. ‘Trio: a
Larry Novak
MISTER

Trio. Jose Be: hineourt. Trio.

KELLY’S.. Sma hers. Brothers,

Lor Parker.
John
Rubenstein
Trio.’
PALMER
lores Gay.

Carey,

Trio.
;

HOUSE
Sn.
>,
Ben. ‘Arden Ore.

PLAYSBOY—Jirams

Ron

Fri)

Clancy

-C is...

Joe

AMERICANA

“Arnold's

—.

-Jack:: ‘Young.’ ‘George

“Artists ‘and

Molety On’

Tcé,**

Marty | ‘Nicky Powers. Joan: Dave. Phil. Richards.
Flanagan. : Wilton - Clary,
. Mal.
4 ‘Johnny
‘no De. -Malkin Ore.. George
Dewitt.: Angelito’
C oti.

[" ‘CARILLON
de’ Paree,”’

Hayes, - ‘Barbara ° Rus: |"Elissa Jayne,

— Lou oW aliers . ‘Scandeles.
tel ‘Torme. ‘Tarte,::' VE ’mo..

Ralph ‘Young: George: ‘Dor:

"
1

TROPICORO —Sandi Scott, Augie&
eturn here and’ you couldn't .even:|-Fightin’. Tiger.” °
Ores -.Julio, ‘get
H
. weekend shows been added. to.the music to inspire. tickets for-the
the’.Bengals.
a
|
|from, scalpers: ‘The World of Suzie: |
> ‘Wong’ .wag another: road’ show we:
=.[se@ld out: for. the: entire: Three we

Arden - Dancers;-’Carlton

in ‘Bill Reddie

—
—_ Temperance

!

4
44

son’-producerd ‘are: jnelined. to. look. bett, formerly of NBC Sports, said’
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af+: The music-of :“Fey, . ‘Look Me
+ Over,” : from the: Broadway -_musi- :”
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_.} the “excess monies. from: Kutztown, -

"CLUB. CARIBE — Jose *‘Molina’s- Ballet, |.

Gregory.”* Joarile

Diocs Sisters; Fout Svuranis, 2 Dominhicis,
DINO’S:
Annita’ ‘Ray. Riack: Elton.
‘Willem Lenz & Chimpanzees. Tibor Alex-. ‘Steve ‘LaFever. .
‘ander’s Canine Revue, Desniond & Marks,
INTERLUDE-—Troy Walker & Hustlers:
€icecus Knie’s Elephants; Dagenhany Girl
SLATE
BROS.—Don .Rickles, January
-Pipers,: Our
Sanus,
Little. Jimmy & Jones, . Herb
Dell
Trio,
.
Circusettes.
STATLER
HOTEL— “Chip *“OFF. the. Old.
WINTER GARDENS ‘PAVILION— Arthur Block” Revue, Skinnay -‘Ennis Orc...
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Nicholas
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.Lane,:

losses : if permitted -to go “ahead ‘in a’ Charleston, ‘and :Twist; “and. from. Belgium;.- Edeline, -Rebotier.©
with: the: 1962° Kutztown. Festival.: lotsa’ comedy. patter. “With a line- from: ‘France; Gemini, --Barattolo,, a
‘Creditors. gave the: ‘green ‘light ‘to’ “up. like. this the Republicans | ‘Cer |-Ciléenti,-. Bruno: -from. Ttaly;:. Mie-.
this proposal; and: Kutztown ‘drew’ ‘tainly will: win friends. . Whether ; .dema® (Holland); Villa Cadorna and
173,600 this ‘year- a record, atten- “they win-votes or. nog can’t’ ‘be. told: Trichet. -in” representation “of the:

‘dance, |Its‘was able ‘to. pay off,An- “until Noveinber.- :
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e fg Humphres.SoMal
if sterOsterman Leases Alvin,N.Y:
t’ lo.Show!: a
Nigh
Nasty“Melbourne,

‘Sept. 11, .
° ithe. success ‘of |“Aussie sati ‘ist |
bl Batty. :-Humphries,”. son. - -what - asl

HeNowOperates:3Bway Theatres

> .‘Lester Osterman, expanding his
primarily : a. ‘convalescent visit ; ‘to |
K " gavseg. “share” ot. potential g—
4 Broadway legit operations, has
“his. homeland, |continues’ to. grow.
profits: ‘on,.the: ‘forthcoming. Broad-.
| His original ‘intention. was to. ‘play
quired.‘the Alvin. Theatre,N
“way. production of “Nowhere: to Go:
“| short engagements of..a: one-man | *
-on a-five-year lease from Max a
._But-Up"’” is to be split at least four |:
«ways, on the managerial :‘evel: ‘The |”
Stanley Stahl. The deal. brings to.
4 son show,’ “A: Nice Night’s: Entertain-|”:
ment - with Barry. -Humphries,” inj}
backers are: to: get.a standard -50%¢
three the number: of’ Main Stem
ist
A revival.” of “Hazel Flagg”: is. his ‘home town of Melbourne, ‘then|.
.
Toronto,: Sept. 11. _| houses now operated’ bythe proe
_cut;; while. the: remaining. 214%
‘to. ‘go: to, ‘director - ‘Sidney ‘Lumet.. ‘planned: for. off-Broadway ‘produc- ‘Sydney,.-with ‘shorter- stands in}. Four’. :-Tevue:: performers, Peter ducer-theatre owner; who recently
Wews.,. Eric. House, Dave’ Broad- enlarged. the scope of his produce.
That's :in. ‘addition: to. his. $5, 000 {tion this-season, by. Péter Cereghet-: other: cities.
_stager fee, and 216% _Yoyalty. until: ti. - The musical; ‘for ‘which -Ben+ ‘The ‘Season: ‘here. had’ ‘to.be: ‘ex- foot.and. Jack. Creley,. planed ‘from ing activities through-the formation
d,
n
f: productio
costs ‘are. :Tecovere
Hecht wrote ‘the. -book, Jule:-Styne | tended ‘and, ‘after SRO business in. ‘Toronto over the weekend to join: of On. Stage Productions, -Inc., in
‘the -musie and. Bob. ‘Hilliard’ the: ‘Sydney,:. he:‘jg. now. playing a re- ‘Araby’: Lockhart’s third .edition of. partnership
with
com poser-pro* then :3%= *- ~
The’ musical: derived. “from. ‘the: lyries,. is based on: a- story: by James. turn_ ruin: here, which: again is be-. “Clap ‘Hands.” The London: show ducer Jule Styne.
.
Aate Isidore -- CTzzy""), :Einstein’s. ‘Street and | the ~ - film, “Nothing ing’ exterided.. A repeat. Sydney en- starts rehearsals Sept. 17,. -Plays. a |. ,Osterman’s takeover of the Al-.
‘gagement is: also “planned.~
‘week at: the Arts Theatre, ‘Cam-. Vin, ‘currently tenanted by‘ the
“, book; “Prohibition Agent, Number: “Sacred. ”
_ One,” is’: being” produced -‘by Ker-.|: At. was ‘originally’ produced: on. Now :‘Humphries: is contemplat- bridge, and: the: Olympia’ Theatre, click, “A Funny Thing Happened.
mit |‘Bloomgarden, “Herbert ‘Greene’ ‘Broadway during. the’-1952-53'-sea- ‘ing doing a. ‘second ‘show. while’ Dublin, then. goes to.the West End. on: the ‘Way to the Forum,” became:
“snd Steven -H. ‘Scheuer. However, ‘son. by. Styne,.. in association. with. here, ‘to. inelude: old: material.’ as n. The ‘backing was.. largely raised - effective Sept. 3. The deal. was:
‘’ Max:...Allentuek, : general man:. ‘Anthony B.- Farrell: .‘The’. produc-. well ‘as the new, ‘titled “A “Nasty. in. ‘England, but: the ‘Canadian re- {concluded Monday night (10).’ Beager. for Bloomgarden; is ‘general tion’: ‘costarred’ Helen... Gallagher,. Night's. Entertainment: with. Barry'| vue artists were recruited in To- sides the -Alvin, Osterman is also
“partner: of: the limited. “partnership ‘Thomas. Mitchell, °‘Benay.~“Venuta -‘Humphries.” ‘In ‘addition,.. he has. ronto,. with--only: the ‘business ‘end ‘owner of the. 46th Street. ‘Theatre,
recording -dates here with: ‘EML.L, | ‘being handled ‘in. ‘Britain. The sets” currently . ‘occupied by ° the smash Loo venture under ‘which the: produc- and.John Howard.
. tion is being financed. His. share.
. - Land -‘a..local: publishing house -has [and .‘costumes .are’ by. ‘Clarence. “How .to Succeed in Business
of the. ‘profits. ig. slated -to. be®5%. }
| Without Really Trying,” and the
': | Signed -him’ for a book tentatively;Wilson,
",
‘| O'Neill ‘Theatre where the ‘hit, “A.
Unless *- there. : have... been | ate |:
‘| titled:““The Barry. Humphries. Bed|::
| Thousand Clowns,’ is playing.
_ changes; -Kermit Bloomgarden Pro-:
i] side - Book:”":
-duetions *‘Ine.;. of. which Allentuck
He acquired both of. the latter
‘Humphries’. ‘most -‘famoui -ere‘|houses in recent years with the
* : lation; Mrs." Edna Everage; a ‘typi{purchase prices, reportedly, $2,
‘holder, “is .to™ get 226%: of - the||cal~ Aussie .suburban middle-aged
1.125.000. for the 46th Street and
“profits; - ‘Norma _' (Mrs. “Herbert)|
- |housewife,. ‘was. originated. .at. the
fdoes000 for the O'Neill (formerGreene, 18%, and: Scheuer, 5%. ‘| instigation of actor-playwright: Ray}.
: Scheuer was’ original owner of |.
the Coronet: Theatre). The
| Lawler, “who. was. working: ‘with|.
pI a54-seat Alvin was -purchased by
Humphries - ‘Oh. .a revue: for the
certain. riglits: to Einstein's ‘book:
‘Stahls, a - father. and. son.
“The. ‘acquisition ‘of “those. rights, 1
Union. Theatre Repertory: Co, here:

ToRevive‘HailFlagg)
- Off-B’way. This ‘

4Toronto ActorsPlane
To Londonto Do Revue

ails Lena aE Hotels’Tohacen
‘StandsMaySell

Schary_Bandera

Setup Calls For

~ Theatre Tickets!

‘some, “years. ago, and. saw him- giv-}
':which-.-were ‘subsequently - turned].
“over to. ‘Bloomgarden, ‘represents
|. A recent:court test of:‘New: York: ing ‘an: impersonation ‘offstage... -.
">. an -expenditure. of - $22, 500 for -the: “Cit licensing. «practices: ‘could | Humphries :writes. all his own}:

~Quadruple Share

|: Dore: Schary has a potential. gold-

That ‘prove
ve significant in the “Manhattan ‘material,
‘’. *now-in-rehearsal “musical.
‘{ncludes the ‘reimbursement : “to ticket brokerage’: field. '
a
-Scheuer of his. previous. ‘payments {- In. proceedings brought. ‘in. NOY.) <
.. to acquire. the rights: - Scheuer’ is: ‘Supreme .‘Court by Albert: Paster, +f
: also ‘being: :reimbursed... '$10,500° who. opérates the tobacco ‘stand. inwhich’ -he-advanced’ to: the authors: ‘the: Hampshire House, .the plaintiff. ”

realty team, .in_ 1959 from the Co-

Jumbia Broadcasting |System for a
reported

$1,550,000.

-In leasing to ‘Osterman’ a house
mine:..in' the. upcoming Broadway ‘with an SRO. tenant. such as the
7 production: of.“Banderol,” of which. Alvin, the Stahis are reversing: a.
1 he’s: author. and-director. In addi- somewhat similar -situation which
tion to getting: 10%. of the. weekly existed when ‘they purchased -the
4take -as. author and 3% as. stager. Hellinger ‘Theatre, N: Y., in 19657
(besides a. $5,000: fee), ‘he’s ‘also to from Anthony Brady Farrell: ‘The
of the musical, “James, ‘Lipton, won. & three-year fight for a ticket.
_ |share indirectly in: 1934%,. of po- Hellinger .was occupied. at. that
--syriter ‘ofthe book and lyrics,’ and _ agency: license from: the. city. . At]:
>|!tential: profits. Sol. Berkowitz, ‘the. composer. |time by the then comparatively
| issue .In the ‘case was not the New:|The. profit participation. ‘setup on. new hit, “My Fair Lady,” which
‘The..coin: advanced to the .au- York ‘statute’ covering ‘ticket brokthors. is:‘to’ be: recouped out of. their: ers,- but . rather. License; Commmis-:|'
|
Cincinnati, ‘Sept: Lis. | the’ :presentation,*.which Robert remained at the. 1.551-seater until
_ royalties,’ but'is.not otherwise re-,| sioner “Bernard: J, .O'Connell’s. dn-|- ‘John Shubert .made a lease offer: Whitehead and: Roger L.. Stevens last Feb. 24. “Lady” subsequent- . turnable.: ‘The: authors are. to re-|. terpretation: of it..
to. undisélosed: ‘local. interests for | are. producing, ..gives. the backers ly moved ‘to the Broadhurst Te
“eeive: a maximum: royalty. of °6% |. ..The law’ states that: the sale of}operation. of. the: firm’s local. thea-: 50%, .the. management 30-1/3%, Ml- atre, N. Y.,. and then to the Broads
a tickets. must be: the. exclusive Serve. ‘tres; the. 2,100-seat. Shubert and: riam (Mrs. Dore) Schary, 734% and. ‘way. Theatre, N. Y., where it is due
* (Continued on’Page. 58).
ide -of licensees. O’Connell, it was adjoining 1 '300-seat: Cox.. The’ lat-'| ._Schary. Television Production 12% to close Sept. ‘29 with a record rus
| . alleged, coristrued the intent Of the: tér -hag. ‘been: dark: for‘the.last ‘sev- in” “eonsideration -.of. -consultation. of 2.713 regular: -performances,.
services to the production. °
a statute: ‘ta. deny | licenses. _to--in- -eKal °‘seasons,.
{Continued on page 58)
~.
| dividuals. ‘or: :companies ‘who ‘con: | ‘The interestéd ‘localities “pre- - Mrs. Schary-figures in the proj- :
-ect:
as
a
“special”
backer
with
a
‘| dueted:.other enterprises; ‘but the: suinably include’ Fred. Lazarus Ill,
‘|-court ruled the commissioner's. ine department - store owner and arts|contribution: of $1,000." The regu-.
lar. investors..are. putting up $100,-terpretation. ‘‘improper. if*it’ .was. ‘supporter,
whe. conferred with
“proposed :by :thé licensee: to set. up ‘Shubert. in .New. York ‘recently 000, which.. could. be- increased ..to.
Denver;.. Sept: '-11.. 4 the brokerage apart from any other: about. the. “business «-end © of the |:$125,000: if :a 25% overcall provia | business.” -Ciney- houses. “Shubert was quoted: ‘sion were exercised. ‘The overcall }
The Red ‘Rocks ‘Amphitheatre, a
¢.-Paster,: ‘through attorney ‘Avthur- as. saying. that . Cincinnati. “is ‘not ‘provision. ‘does: not. apply. to Mrs.
‘natural auditorium ‘cut from red:||
| . ‘sandstone: at ‘the base of Mt:. Evans, Glixon, ‘explained: his intention was. a “Tosing proposition” and: termed:|' Schary,
Minneapolis, Sept.. 11.
Schary, ‘in his contract. with the.
“will, be: ‘the first. outdoor -arena to ‘to: open a. ‘Hampshire’ House: ticket ‘his. offer “a. ‘bargain—with. a sched- | production;
as agreed to. waive. one- | Four-year-old Johnny Stols can’t
yse.” three *dimensional:- ‘picture .agency. distinctly separate’ from. his. ‘ule. of .13,Playing. weeks ‘you. can.
forgive
Franklin D. Roosevelt fey
-half-of his royalties. as author and_
“projections. ‘in place of moveable ' tobacco ‘operations: ‘meaning: in an-. break. even. ”
having had only four sons. Johne
~pets. - The: 9;000-10, 000 | ‘seat spot,” ‘other part of the. hospice: . “It -was | - The. ‘advance. ‘ ‘Theatre -Guild- ‘director..for “a. maximum:: of. 17 ny’s
four. brothers, ages six to %
“owned ‘and|operated - by «the “City ‘argued, ‘successfully, that such ‘sep- “American Theatre. ‘Society sub-. | weeks’ of. ‘eontinuous performances took the parts of FDR‘’s
sons
‘and Gounty, “Of: Denver, ‘under -the aration of businesses conformed. to. ‘scription: fora seven-“play Season |.starting: with the first tryout-per- the recent Old Log
Theatre. ‘Proce
‘formance. if | “comparable - arrange“. “supervision of. Joseph J. Salankey, |the. law.o.
has" hit. 4,000;. compare
to 2,500 a. ments,” .as defined.in the: Drama- -duction of Dore Schary’s “Sunris@
“!:Director: ‘of Theatres, Coliseum -&|-‘Paster took: his.fignt to‘court:‘aft year: ago,. ‘tor’ ‘a goal ‘set at:5,000:
The Equity ‘stock
at Campobel
’ Arenas, working with Frank: Ellen,’ ter his third application for: alt. ‘by Noah: Schechter, residerit mana- tists Guild: ‘regulations, |‘are obitain- company at lo.”
suburban Lake Minnee
‘« Director *of “Parks. &. Recreation: ; eense. chad: -been rejected: by-O’ ‘Con- ger of the- ‘Shubert, ‘and Kay. Fipp,: ed.-for:fee reductions ‘from actors. ‘tonka, is the only local professional
. plan-to: upgrade’ the’ visual, poten-. nell. “The commissioner ‘has. con-: ‘Guild Secretary. Shubert. aald-his: and others. participating in the Pro-. ‘troupe...
duction.
2, tial “to: ‘match’ the acoustical: Pro: sistently: ‘applied’ his: interpretation |-0
‘The play, :in ‘which: Ed. ‘Begley, ‘Peter Stolz, 17, played Jam
|
* ./perties..°
‘| of the statute since. he. came’ to the}.
“| Betty Field, Ann: Harding and Roosevelt; Donny, 16, was Elliot
A “bill:‘to authorize: the appro- . job over five-years ago...
| George. Voskovee: costar,’ begins. Tom, 14, was FDR Jr., and. Tim,
_. priation :-of $80, 000. to. start the | -The order: overturning. O Con:
‘|tryout, tour tomorrow night ¢«Thurs.) six, making. his professional “
Jibrary:‘of “3D ‘visual . sets, plus: helt’'s. decision’: regarding: Paster’s
|.at the Playhouse, Wilmington, and | ‘bow, played John’ Roosevelt.
. $10,000. ‘for. new power lines; is™ application was Signed: Yast week by} is. due'to open Oct. 9 ‘at the Music only hitch was Tim’s difficulty
being.. prepared: for. the approval {Justice Nathan Helman._: .
+.
Box Theatre, “‘N. .Y: Incidentally,. stifling a yawn at the final curtain.
of. the Colorado legislature: -Accor- | ‘The..assumption ‘now, “ofcourse,”
the. weekly: office expénse’ for the} But there was rio part for Johnny,
“ding: to ‘Salankey,’ a: large -portion’}. is that: the. court’s action: paves the}
The five Stolz boys are the song
presentation’ is $350, higher than
of these funds must’ be vsed-for: “wey .-for” other. * “entrepenieur's to} :.
“Irma La‘ Douce,”®: which.. ended. that ‘usually. charged fora ‘straight of Old Log producer-direetor Don
the:: ‘purchase .:-of.” copper for. the -Sideline:: in: the |theatrical-sports,
| Stolz. The three eldest -have. been.
dts. post-Broadway :‘tour. ‘under the. play. .
* giant conduits. needed...
. .pasteboard: biz: “This is.not: assured; production: auspices of David.Mer-|"
acting. for a number of years: and
“'The- acoustical - value” of. ‘Red| however, only.’b
[= Tick” last ‘May. ‘19: in.Detroit, had|-| have. impressive stage credits. This,
‘man’s. order pertains. to a“ specifie netted: $1 73,463 - as: of: that: date.
‘however, was the first time four
pioneers: who. first- used: ‘the ‘natural objection: to:-the™ -license” ‘commis-:
‘appeared in the same ‘show. Tim
That was: prior to the deduction of:
‘amphitheatre- for Feligious' -and sioner:
Stolz, only. Equity ‘member of the
- recr eational: purposes, ..Indian rites |: "Some hearsay, and it’s éiily that:“:|'$26,593 to. ‘the’ producers -of -the:|‘foursome, drew scale far the fortwere.-also performed in the Dbowl.: ‘asserts - that’ ‘Several. established: earlier British: edition of the :musi-:
night. run, .and,
naturally, the
eal,. plus: unincorporated. business -| “Who's .. Afraid
The.” difficulties and. expenses ‘Broadway’: “brokers .originally ./in-|’
of
Virginia
demanded equal compensaa frvolved. in. Faising .cyeloramias, spired. O-Connell's interpretation of",tax of $3,219,| Woolf?” which. will mark Edward ‘others
~The. balance: of $149.651 ‘repre: Albee’ s debut asa Broadway play-. tion. It upped production costs,
flats, :flx.and props tothe. ‘mouns|:
| sented ‘the: profit on the Broadway-‘|‘ wright, is:budgeted. at $75, 000, with. but ‘their. father figured it- was. all
tain’ platform that forms: the stage, |the"statute...
in. the family.-any way..
[toad
‘venture in which the backers:
plus. the ‘natural. view. distortion of |:
“provision ‘for 20% overcall,. The|- :: Besides ‘taking au occasional
and management. share equally. Of
-270 feet;-the theatre's’ depth, have
gross
the.
of:
10%.
get
isto
author
| that. amount; $133,000 has. been‘
fling at ‘acting, the boys serve as
_Until now limited. Red Rocks shows.
| distributed: ‘with the backers’ half. ‘and ‘director Alan: ‘Schneider is. to -handymen at the Old Log, direct* to:symphony- concerts’ ‘and spectacuget 2345 -.of the ‘gross: until pro- -ing traffic in the parking: lot, sellrepresenting: a return ‘of: 35% on:
jar- productions. . that .emphasize.|
‘duction: costs : are-. recouped, “then | Ing soft drinks between acts and:
’ |their $190,000 investment: The re-|:
sound... Red Roeks- is.‘the: home. of.
234%, Richard _Barr..and Clinton: cleaning: up the theatre in the:
Chicago,
Sept.’
11.
|
sponsibility
of
_Merri¢k
and
‘his.
in-.
the -Denvér: Syniphony~’ Orchestra:.
-Wilder,.. -who ...are* ‘producing the mornings after éach performance.
Under: the nanagemént’ of -Helen.|.-Bevond: City, the Chicago“ caba-:|' vestors to ‘the: musical. ‘endéd. May.}
-play,:a
are. to: receive.1° of the gross}
ret-theatre,
and.
a
‘British
‘counter-.
“Sunrise at| Campobello,”
re19,
butthe:
production
was.:then
Black, this’ organization: has - done.
.mueh to:‘develop. and sustain ; the’ part, The. Establishment, “will swap ‘taken ‘over’ by’ Manny « Davis. ‘who | as a- Management. fee: -and $250 yived: by. the Old: .Log last month
| resident. companies next. month. for : ‘continued it'.on “the road-*on. ‘a weekly.. ‘office «expense. '
vA, after a highly suceessful run there
. popularity of the: place.
The -idea .of -turning al- fresco. ‘a period ‘of: elght.. weeks. The. ‘royalty’ arrangement until: its clos: | “The: play -is: scheduled |to open| two years ago, rated as a solid
-.
. “Oct. 13 af the :Billy Rose:-Theatre, |boxoffice and dram atic click. Old
auditorium. into: a theatre was cofi-. ‘satirical revue’ from :London opens. ‘ing. Sept... {n Denver;
:-eeived: -and: executed’ -in.-41932 "by Oct. 2 at. ‘the ‘Chi house;.. and. the.- | : The. profit-earned:by the. produc-'| N. .°¥.,° without‘an :_out-of-town Log vet Edgar Meyer was a stand-George
‘Cranmer, .. -then-. Manager - Windy ‘City.‘group debuts. in Lon-: tion as of May 19-included revenue warmup. ‘Only ‘six performances a] out ‘in ‘the difficult role of FDR,.
of. Parks” & ‘Improvements. : Today, -don.the following iveek. Each: ‘com. from the pré-proditiction sale‘of the. week.are scheduled for the presen- whieh he. played. in the. strawhat| film rights: to Billy. -Wilder and -the |tation,- “Which « ‘Tus .“over. ‘three | ‘ter’soriginal |production. Jean LeCranmer. serves °‘the. Parks. ‘in. an |. pany. has ‘a-cast of ‘five.
The ‘Chicago: troupe: is’‘the. ‘one Mirisch Co,;~plus_ income from: a {hour:s..:The. potential week: Vv BTOSs |Bouvier, her. high-pitched voice ace.
-Bdvisory capacity.
. Ray ‘Charles ~ ‘arid: his . singers that succeéded: the original. Second. ‘Las - Vegas: édition’ ‘of the ‘musical. ‘at the: Rose. will ‘be: over $35: 000 centuating her. portrayal. was good
_ played ‘to ‘capacity. ‘Aug. 21 in-Red -City company, ‘which graduated: to- “Irma,3? a’. French. original -im--| aiid: -the. management. figur es the |as ‘Eleanor Roosevelt..and. Rolland
ocks;. followed. Aug. 23." by.; Stan. the- Square East. _in’, New::York: ported from: London, was produced show wv ill be able to break’ ev en at Beck ‘was also exceHent -as the
-| ubiquitous ‘Louis Howe.
.
Kenton: ~- The. ‘National. “Assn. -of after :can: engagément’ in- “Hollyw 00d, by... “Merrick, ’ in association .with under: $20,000...
}~. The ‘four-character play. will. eo-|: Peter, Donny..and Tom Stolz-ap‘Letter Catriérs “used |the. theatre ‘anda brief run ‘on ‘Broadivay.. Thé. Donald. Albery and-H...M. Tennent.

| ,incy
GroupMay

~Lease Theatre

: To‘AskState.for906.”

For Projected Sets For
“Red Rocks Amphitheatre

Dore Schary Ousht To
Write inAnother Son
For ‘Sunrise’in Stock.

=.

FF

2,

‘rm’Earned:$173,163.
On Bway and theRoad:
“Davis Had. Royalty Deal

FIGURE
EIS,000COST
FOR ‘VIRGINIA WOOLF’

IcHl,LONDONTROUPES
TO:SWAP GUEST RUNS

‘for its~-econvention: last - Saturday

(2),

On:

Saturday. nights: ‘from
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{tions will put-in ‘nine performances
. | quence, as” ‘good. if not better. than:
i
a
ee
one

i nings.. ‘Auditions today (Wed.),.

10}

‘France

openings | for “attractive

.Jat- the. -Master;,. ‘prior. to: ‘touring ‘anything in. the - rehearsed .-pro-.

“MILWAUKEE, “WISC.

a.m.-4 -p.m. at the. ELT. ‘Rehearsal: .

“subway. circuit” in -Brook| | Studio (Master Institute, 103d. St: & |”" Hotel . Pfister.:: ‘Producer - -Joyce“TELT’s.
lyn,: the” ‘Bronx’ and. ‘Queens: on:

‘Drive,. N-Y:).. Equity: ‘Henry’. (e/o hotel, Milwaukee 2;
“gould he.anvasset, to:the right legit
_members -bring imembership | cards. ; Wisconsin).: Series of tab ‘musicals weekend tours sponsored. ‘by: the drama::
Kenn.
N.: ¥. : State-‘Council -on :the’ Arts
| Seript. available. at Samuel French; : opening in early fall. for: a 52-week and... individual.“ organizations *in :
| talent required. Age 19-26. Con-. t Ltd.” (25 W. 45th St... NY)...
‘season.: Parts ‘‘available. for three each: of the boroughs.
eo TL
Tp.
tact local managers in New. York, - F “Lady Killer”. “(MG@): - Producer y men and three femmes, siniger-per-'}_ ’ Porter van Zandt will. be general ‘f
formers.
‘with.
legit
and
non-legit
“formerly. associated
Stage’ manager: for “A Matter. ‘of }4|
‘ Lance: Barklie 4127: ‘Lexington ‘Ave:,
Washington and Chicago.
with .
. iN. Y:; MU 5-4631). Available’ parts; voices, ..dance ability’. preferred. | Position,” .in which parts have been: |{I
|
Mail
photos
‘and.
-Fesumes
to,
.proassigned. in recent..weeks to. Mark |
Leorpulent, lusty, actor-singer,- move
.|
Dawson,
.‘Beatrice
Arthur, ‘Rex
rwell;..-femme,.. a serving ‘wench, } ducer ‘e/O..
hotel.’
highest. ‘calibre: background -in
.| Everhart and. ‘Rose: Arrick, the .lat-.
jeocktiey; actress. to. play «six differ-|
aoe
ter
-making
her:
Broadway’
debut
ent -femmes;, must: be proficient in |4[~
in:a. leading |‘Tole..
dialects;. ‘court ° fool,. dancer-actor,.
young

| Riverside:
ladies. Job assured. with a |

‘gram:, Arkin,as’ -the Puerto“Rican,
‘was superb, and indicated’ that. he.

regular

minimum

THE

salary.

Singing

GASLIGHT_
CLUB

413 Ww. a7 ST.
NEW

YORK

business, bus
“all midtown. susny. modern
garden’
&)

3

lines. subway,
shopping—.
New, clean. alr- eanditioned,
apartments.
[ncludes one
Ot:
perfect
for © bachelor,

Reoms
_

...

CASTING, PRODUCTION; ye

Hugh: . Alexander. “understudiés
fAlan -Bennett, -Peter Cook -and

}tenor;. actor ‘to. play: several differ-:
Jenf men,:: :. proficient im‘ dialects:

|

“READING.

BOX: N-3367, VARIETY

.

Jonathan Miller ‘in: the -Broadway | “154:Ww. 46th Street, ‘New ‘York 36,N.Vv.
Mail ‘photos ‘and:. resumes. to. pro-.
‘ducer’ at above address.: ‘Do. not} “Lamp: ‘Unto My. “Feet”. “(religi- production. of “Beyond the Fringe.” |:
ous-dramatic - - series). - Producer,
Ray. Smith ‘has. resigned .as head
phone.
| CBS |(524 W, 57th ‘Sty. Ne Y:¢ JU7 of..the. musical. comedy départment
“Premise” +R : producer: The: 6-6000); . casting. ©director, :. Paula. of. Ashley-Steiner: Inc., to open ‘his.
; odore. J. Flicker (154 -Bleeker- St... ‘Hindlin-. -Accepting: -photos - ‘and. re-. -own.. personal management organiEN. “¥. 12, °N.-Y2).*. ‘Available parts. -sumes of. general male ‘and. female zation.
“Catlegs Grad; 25, with Production ‘experience
| for actors and actress -experienced | dramatic talent, c/o. above’ address..
Samuel Birnkrant’s aig? ‘Whisper.
‘(i Theatre, Television, . and. Films seeks.
ail
iin’ improvisational theatre
position,
‘Onice skills, . Military, obligation:
“1in
God’s
Ear,”
which
had
a
lengthy:
“NBC-TV. (30..“Rockefeller ‘Plaza,
‘eompleted. “.Calt:. ‘Rt 93107, or - write: Box |
‘run.
at
the
Circle
Theatre,
.
Los
Anco N. Y¥.;° Cl. 17-8300); Casting: direetor.
depen
—

INCREDIBLY ‘CLOSE
TO. THEATRES .

| Agent 11-6

“HARVEY A MANNi
UALAN JAY LERNER eee

23

?

PL 7.0694

ATTENTION PRODUCERS -

geleés, during. 1960-61, is. scheduled

Rick | Kelley - is -accepting ‘photos
and resumes of maleand femme. for an Oct:.-11°. opening . at -the‘Cricket Theatre, . N.. Y., under: the’

'dramiatic.- performers: ‘for ‘several
-|.shows, Mail information. to «him, production: auspices -of ‘Gwen: Dil-.
| c/o- ‘above: address. . No duplicates.*|man, with. Ira-Cirker as _stager..
-A double-bill: of. William: ‘Han-'
ay | ley’s' “Whisper ‘Into My Good Ear’”:
-

jand “Mrs.: Dally -Has a :‘Lover” ‘is.

HL. Miscellaneous
:
.
:
————J | Theatre :1963 -(Richard. Barr’ and

scheduled for ‘an Oct..:1: opening at
the. ‘Cherry. Lane. Theatre, IN. Y..by

It'stheater inthe round, with 9spectacular acts! Sets
“ara socko! Cast is the best in the country. And:the.
Big
A’s just off Broadway—right next
to.Idtewild. (Easy.
trip by car or bus.on: ia} parkways. Or:take-the INDexpress subways from 8th Ave.-42nd St., beginning .
at 1 1:10 AM.‘ how starts at 1:30.) For ife matinee
a your life, come
bto Aqueduct race

“track—it’s thelong

estrun in townl:

CABARET

an

a

. Clinton. “Wilder). ads.the first. of ‘its

Henry's: ‘Tavern. ‘Operator, ‘Mel

| Titus.” (6811 Fifjh- Ave.,.’ Brooklyn,
“ENLY.;
[SH '8-3214),.“Seeking - Local
;

—

INDUSTRIAL:
DETROIT, ‘MICH. :

‘ducer, ‘John Wray, Open: call Fri-.|
| day:. (14). for -femme.:dancers at 1)
Pm.

at’ ‘the :Columbus Circle. Stu-

2 Vdios: (981: Eighth Ave., N.Y); Show.|f-

a - opens: in- early, Oct,

“for “sWiil

Success

‘Spoil

Rock | “Madson,”". 7

‘performances. to be held. on. Long. ‘stand. Send
‘resume: and ‘ photo. “to:

THEATRE: HOUR; |708 Virginia ‘Avenuece & ar
_ Noth: Bellare, ‘Long ‘stand, NY.

Third:Ave..(Bet..12th &: 13th,Sts.) "2OR 7-5070 -

«.

RENT |191 Sédts

FOR

Stage: Area 22'x24'—All New. Facilitiés-Office. for:Producer

af “National Automobile. ‘Show. ‘Pro: | ,
-.{

| ——
>PLAYERS WANTED.

:, Gm the Site of N. ¥,'sOldest: FilmHouse--Off-B'way's Newest Theotre
jf...
>...
..THE POCKET THEATRE _

| 802. trio: of -one ‘drummer. and. two:
| guitarists :«who specializes: in Twist 1-100
“| music. ‘Auditions every. ‘Monday }}
evening. at. 8: ‘Pa. at. ithe.: Shove’
. ; ! addr ess:

M.-3373. VARIETY, 154We “46th‘St.
oN:¥..‘36.

~ Completely: Redecorated: Interior. and-Exterior.

“35 mm. Film: Facilities Available:
-(Lenses inclu.CinemaScope)::
we

.

CONTACT:

| Loyd: 100 Third. Avenue, OR 7-5070.
Lewis L.
_OF Broadway'ss.Most Accessible Theatre” |

.

Wednesday, Septem12,1962. .
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ing Stocks.|}*

|the passagew ay.° four:times. ‘during :
fo
By (Killer): ‘Gardiier : ”. Mickey” Spillane’s first’: “ew the’ fight; and came running .past |.’
direc-|:
1(As ofSept. 11;,closing):"
“Mike: Hammer”..mystery,.. “‘The. us. twice ‘going. jn differen: “and
14 Align.
,
Girl. Hunters” (Dutton), ‘in’: many. ‘tidns. The: mayor. of.Toledg
&- Bacon (oc): 25 ae: oy
ed.
be‘don’t:
‘mean
Ohio)
was
seate
years, not only. - ‘utilizes real-life.
‘American: Book (AS).-4A
rf
-.de:tween-‘us,.
and:
as
‘Jim,
la
American. Heritage (OC) s4— midtown: --Pubs; eateries: - and:

seribed. it, ‘The: mayor. started: to}
| Book of. Month (N.Ye 23 —
‘climb the wine jug; and Hank: Wer1 BBB o:
1 Conde Nast .(N.Y.)...
ba: ‘started: ‘to.climb: the’ mayor.”
- |. Cowles. Mag. (OC):
11344. ¢
best
-newspaper
~
Ma
aition
the| Crowell’ Collier (N #3,
pane
Bishop‘
sat
tight
‘and
kept:
his.
cain.
_:/fually-half of the action. The N--Y; ‘era finger on the. trigger. ° ‘He. got Curtis “Pub,” (N-Y.).....--8144— .°
‘Herald Tribune's ‘coluntnist. - . Hy ‘enough:. ‘good film for ‘a. thrilling Ginn: &: Co. (N-Y¥.). “a>2334—.]

Diteries. ‘for’: “authoritative” back=
ground: material. -but;: ‘probably :for
= -the first ‘time.in’ fiction,: a- reala * Jife’: riewsSpaperman. comprises’. vir-.

||SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
. + By Frank Seullyeesceeneestececed
Cand

| Eee

Sax ‘Diego,

Of course: “you: can't tell how well’ or. sick a patient ts by the. amount

| of ‘fun he can :absorb,: but éntertainmerit ‘is as. good a thermometer.
| as cany. employed by the GNP boys ‘and when Time ‘says San Diego
dss a -one-industry. ‘town. and. Bick: ‘they. ‘must -have been. looking in

| the ‘wrong windows.:
133 4
"4..: Gardner, .is ‘thus: “made a ‘partrier- half-hour ‘show on. anybody's --pro-. ‘Grollier )(OC) |
“93°. ..
Grosset. &.: Diinlap oc 12344
If they. were . looking inte“their. own at ty..station. KOGO: thingsUne whodunit. detection. in this book. , gram,’ including. Ed Sullivan!YeS.'
~
‘Harcourt.’Brace' .(N.Y) 27 pb:
: “might ‘look bleak but that’s.-because‘ the’ San: ‘Diego .merctiants pulled’
In. ‘an: -effusive.:salute. to.. E. P.
_ | Hayden’ Pub. (OCY..athe 5S.
|-their ‘biz, out “of the: station after Time- said there. wasn’t ‘much jn the
Dutton: &-Co.’s ‘pubrelations dire¢= |a a
Bill, ‘Tare: Abroad.
“
‘tor, the dedication reads, “This one-|: “World. Pub’s: ‘editor-in-chief. Wil- ‘Hearst (OC)... 202.2220:11, San town: anyway. and ‘the ‘whole aréa was ‘on the ‘skids.°
: Time-Life. ‘Broadcast: Inc. ‘sunk $6,125,000 in’ acquiring KOGO. lastis for Elljott Graham: who sweat: iam. ‘Targ, arid ‘his: wife; Ann; take |Holt, R&W iN.Wo 2584: a
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spring - and thought- its “most. ‘important... purpose. was “the right .to
‘ed: more: wailing. for Mike. than ‘he off Sept. 21 for London: ‘They’il- ‘be:| L.A. Times ‘Mirror (OC) 31. — 2
{ Matfadden Bartell: AAS) 216+.
“| grow with San Diego.” “Something must have happened: to. the rights”
did ‘as..a. dogface’- ‘waiting -for. us.|.
‘gone. ‘several | weeks on: ‘-powwows McG@all -(N.Y.) 20200 2055 .1814A—. ma -Decause by ‘August. they --said- the. tin-benders. fn the ‘aviation. ‘industry *:

brown-shoe. fly-boys:: to. give Aim: with: British publishers and “World

‘McGraw-Hilt .(N ¥). ‘ 2 205b==. 7 arb
: were. leaving” the.town: in: droves. :
‘aerial cover..: So. here we g0.again,
authors. :
E.G.; with more ‘to come. But. this i -.Méantime. the’ NAY. Times’ fm} Meredith Pub. (OC): “aE ‘on 1. ,
“Where. ‘Did The Tin:Benders Go?
Nat'l
Per.Pub.
(OC):...
9
>
—
.
“|.
one: is:‘foryou.”
: “Must. have’ been. between: midnight --and dawn because. nobody- else.
~--| eritic, Bosley. ‘Crowther,’ who’ -hasS-|. New. Yorkér (OC)... 82 wae 1

spotted the: exodus. ‘Washington ‘reported a week after Time. killed:

fe
Bee
es
.:o.e
ove
wots
...
-:wie
me
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ete
eer
rg
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ree
... a.. :.

_ :{ authored” “several _authoritative’
Books (OC)...oo Ti WV.
“Marry: Golden’ S 3a.Encore ” -4-Hhooks:on- the cinema, ‘is completing. ‘Pocket
Prentice Hall. (AS)... ::301A— 14. ‘off .the town that. General .Dynamics had been ‘awarded a $24,000,000
contract for the -‘continued- checkout. ‘of Atlas. ‘missiles: The outfit al$4):
“50--Great.
Films
-of
50.
4World;
>.
his
“Jatest;.
‘Entitle’.
|
re
You"
.
Ran’m | ‘House. (N. Y¥.).. 12% oe
| ready had: ‘contracts: that ran: close to.$300, 000,000" ‘and. that kind: of.

isin the same milieu as. the. Caro- “Years,” which World. will bring ‘ut: ‘Scott Foresman (OC). 718344 ~ 34
money” ‘in.7 town: ‘of (5;000, 000: shows..
|
- lina. Isrealite. editor-publisher-one-. next ‘spring, °
- PHEW. Sams (QC)....... 29° — 1.
|
Dynamics. & Circle Arts Do OK:
-man-staffer'’s three previous: best-.| |
?| Time Inc. .(OC):
66444. 147 |
| _sellers.. “Only in..-America,”: “For |S ‘Mpls: :“Prerald’s ‘Stock isciie: 4 Western .Pub.. 0). :.26%4— 34. - ‘Aeross the: ‘road’ from’ -General- Dynamics. is the. Circle;Arts Theatre
|.and ‘the- night. I. caught. Gene. Barry in..“Brigadoon” in its- second.
Plain? and: “Enjoy, -Bnjoy!”-A |" The.four-month old. Minneapolis World: Pub. Sere 1 4"
“Qe
| week ‘the: roundhouse ‘was practically ‘SRO.and: was grossing $30,000
7 compassionate: yet savvy. observer Daily ‘Herald. would give-its..read- |
‘a’ week, George ‘Simon, who handled the Crosby songs -and still: has
/ of ‘the.passing show: ‘Of life;.-Gold=. ‘ers. the :‘chance.- to: become°stoek-"|"" ‘OC—Over the’ Counter.
‘his -own music ‘publishing |house, new. ‘Manages ‘the Sands ‘Hotel next
“~en’s coverage “ranges. .
“far’ afield’ -holders:- and; “by: doing so,..to. help | ° NY=N.Y: Stock: Exchange. :
! from: his.-Charlotte, -N.C.; terrain. it to. survive: in: competition. with: -AS—American. “Stock ° Exchanege.. to ‘the ‘Circle Arts: Biz: is ‘fine.
Betty ‘Hutton. in “South. Pacific” ‘and’ Howard: Keel in .“Kiss Me
records the ‘the -.old: and: well: - established 1
‘Supplied by Bache: & Co.)
“gS”
his . typewriter™
—| Kate” followed: “Brigadoon”. into: the Circle Arts :and when the season.
ae ‘passing show of life.
| Cowles’ - owned “morning Tribune’} ——
°
‘Golden. ‘globetrots- Jike the: Rivi-: ‘and. evening. -Starso that Minne- arid:only” ‘yarely a0.‘he“chavactets “closes: Sept: 23 everything ‘points to the first moneymaker this theatreAf-the-round has had |Since it was, first ‘scooped out of the good earth,
era’ Set -follows: the sun: and- the: apolis _“Will “not. be. again- what’ it
que*--drama come:
—| in 7 that: -grotes
. “seasons: -He is =a: peripatetic. re-.} calls “4 one. newspaper, city.”
Globe. ‘Conipletes: 26th Séason.
_
y
‘especiall
|.
alive.. The
book ° ‘is’
‘“eorder. and. he. has.-long since: ‘left |~ The current. selling ofits Stock:
its: focus. on Arbuckle, The Old Globe, a dupe of the. East. London’ 16th Century. original,
‘in
skimpy:
ig.
partof.
the:
campaign
“of
:
pubthe ‘segregation’and’ Barry Goldand there: is no attempt- ‘to sketch. ‘had & good. ‘summer. in’ ‘Shakespeare and -wasn't: folding:.its props ‘to
water. problems. behind’ ‘him ‘as ‘he lisher Maurice “McCaffrey, ’also an.
the: then-Hollywood * ‘milieu- ‘that: scram. with the ‘tinsmiths. On the contrary, Craig. Noel was. working
‘Fadvertising:
agency
‘owner.
‘to
keep:}:
“roams. the. three-I. league: (Ireland;
shape. a.personality ‘such |-Overtime getting -‘Teady: for: the -fall- and -winter clientele. This ‘is the
‘Italy. and: Israel);. as he: shifts gears. his .Herald-~alive: now ~that”. the | helped: to
} Globe’s* 26th. season - and Noel’ has been. directing |legit there for 16
“as
Fatty.
Tribune
“and
Star.
have
—
resumed.
from. Topeka to.Teheran with the
;
-In - ‘this account; ‘the:: Krbuckle of. them..-their
four.
|*
are ‘same’ facility‘ “as: appraising: ‘the “publication. ‘following *
ing only because. athHe, had. such. ‘a smash success with | “A “Raisin in the Sun” last
is
engross
ease.
|
“ Seene ‘from-‘Detroit to: Denmark, months’ “absence due to strikes.
‘the. book does: “spring. that:this fall he is going to try. another Negro: hit, “Fake ‘a Giant
"Or. Portland’ ‘to Puerto: ‘Rico, In be- |. - The prospectus reveals: that’ dur- ‘is lurid. Incidentally,
not——because:
it‘could
'not--settle Step.”. “Raisin”: ‘would haye |Fun. all summer. .but it. ran. into the
“in. ‘this rich: palaxy., of. re-. ing its. first’. three-months, when~:dween, |
“Pie: Shakespeare’ “must” of.the: ‘summer. ‘Season ‘and -had to. make way:
the
‘question.
of.
“guilt,
-- prises fromi- ‘his: ‘sprightly Carolina ‘the’ ‘Herald:- ‘had. ‘the. ocal, daily
-) for the.’Master...
a “.. Israelite, -“‘he-doesn’t failto” hark- newspaper: field:.to- itself, the’ sheet
Noel will open |
with: an1 off-Broadway: ‘iniusical.’ ‘The’ Fantasticks,” " on’.
New:
“Japan:
Pub
‘Setup™’
earnings
i}
{i baek. to” his. lower.-East.. Sidewalks -‘enjoyed. $157. $96 neéet®.
Oct. 9.:He expécts |this piece -of-fluff. to. run: till, Christmas when it |
a
newly.
“Sohne
“Weatherhill
-Inc.::
“vl
Of “New York: .for-. vivid -memiories ‘after :-taxes and that it® ‘also:‘piled |
will ‘be: followed by Alec. Coppei’s “Captain's Paradise. "
‘“and’-total- recall of ‘Immigrants. of. up,;. ‘including: ‘earned: ‘Sur plus,‘ a:| established :‘Tokyo' publishing: firm,
we on,
'. Shakespeare: Gets Extension’
.*
will rep’ -Harper & Row .and -Aca-.|° .
. the. turn- of-the-century; the. oppor-~: $170, 716‘ het worth. This was:on a.
Just when. Time. ‘was. burying. the town, the’ Globe. announced. it
‘tunities: that await all.in this land; -MéCaffrey. original. $12,500" invest- |} ‘demic’ Press.-in the: ‘Far. East.” V.p. |”
-.| and” chief. editor Meredith: - Weath- “Was. extending. its:‘Shakespearean |season. through Sept... 23, with per-.
the heartbréaks and _Tejoicings in ‘ment. wie
said expecta-: - formances : ‘of “Henry: IV,” “Othello” and: “Taming. of .the ‘Shrew.”
‘But. since. the Tribune “atidStar’S. |. erby. of -Weatherhill :
‘the travail of achievement. a
tion is. high. for jnereased:.demand -Attendance. ‘during the - entire. ‘summer. season. was 96°: of capacity.
It’s. written. ‘in pithy, siaceato retuin.- the * Herald's ‘street . ‘sales.
in. Asian market’ for technical. Eng? House™ seats -400:"
° gtyle:: cmany " of them: short ° and: ‘and -. -advertising...‘ Have:. ‘dwindled: ish:
‘textbooks. in next: few: vears: °
-The San Francisco Opera. comes. in. “November for: ‘‘Don Giovanni,”
considerably:
.
At”
one:
time,
when.
say.
to
manage
that.
‘pieces.
snappy
There - are : plans to. ‘reprint a aie -Trovatore;”. “T. ‘Pagliacci’ and’ “Cavalleria Rusticana, * a quartet
moré- in ‘their “brevity. than - the. ‘there. were. no, Tribune: .and-Star,.
series ‘of|“lowpriced ‘student *edi- of warhorses which have: been: in diz before Henry: ‘Luce was born.
chapters’ that: perhaps run a couple’ ‘the: Herald’s. street sales. ‘soared.mie
:.| tions. from-* the ‘libraries. of... both} *
Hurok, Vs. Barnet in Balboa Park
=.
of pages, although. few. exceed. that.. hight as 59, 000 daily:
houses . ‘for... Asian ° distribution. | “Alo in. Balboa: Park.. ‘Sol Hurok ‘brought: in the “Ballet Folkérico’
Title derives’ from: his. father’s* ‘em-"|.
‘Weatherhill
“will
also
publish.
books
}
- Arts. ‘Monthlies’ ‘Mergér’ a of: Mexico” and. a-cOmpany of ‘75. That was in the’ stadium. In the
pathy” with ‘the “New World: where |
tin cooperation with Harper & Row: “bowl. Charlie Barnet ‘and his. ork staged a’ ‘battle of the hands: “Jazz
--Galician-l;: FA. “Reb ‘Lebche |‘Golden |. Two fine arts: ‘monthlies, Musieéal
for
sale
in
the
‘Uz
S:
and
‘elsewhere.
will,
NS. “Classics”. and that did. fine’ biz at. $3:50-top:
.
‘boasted: Ukeat in’ America “you're|:‘America - and. -Theatte- ‘Arts;
San. Diego. aettially spreads - its éntertainment wings ‘to ‘Coronado:
entitle’ *Te. ‘alWays: dropped -‘the. merge advertising,. eirculation: and
“Aloka
&
“Goodbye!
:
where. ‘the Playhouse ..Was. featuring “Harvey”. and to La. Joa where
-to G0: “6s° any:“free. man is: en-"}"‘business . ‘departments: as ‘a. means. Mh
“Choice of “‘Aloha,-.dere” as’ ‘the
‘titled -to do. inything Jie .chooses:: of economizing: in:the face of rising |. slogan: for ‘Aloha Week drew caus-' they. usually "‘bring. in a name and. surround it with ‘good non-pro
‘talent in ‘straight: plays.. ‘This time they were staging-a spoof at operettas:
~ TA- far ery: ‘from: Eastern” ‘Europe's. |-costs:
tic editorial comment in’ the: Hono- }.ealied
ed “Little Mary .Sunshine. *- Dave Melntyre,. the Trib’s entertain-.
0 compulsory military ‘service where, | The. édyearold- -mag ’ dealing
Julu
‘Star-Bulletin,
‘which
decried
|. ent editor: .didn't. givé it too much because “if you can’t:‘hear:
“ater °10- yéars: in’. the: army, -it with. -classieal -musi¢’- and «the “46-:
|
beautiful
most,
the
of
“one:
.
entitled the. Jew to nothing. Harry: “year-old - ‘legit. publication - will -ef- ‘taking
and} every. ‘word ‘the. charm fades.” But at: least’ he was not, packing’ his
words. ‘in.. the. language.
‘Golden Jr: again: has -done a.capi-. “féet the. combination-under-a.-joint-‘||.then. corrupting it-with a:‘bastardie “bags and:‘getting: out-of-‘town. before the whole town folded.
-: tal- job of: organization and. esiting ly owned. company. ‘called: TAMA, -zation®. of English.”- (The ~word
“Don. Freeman Believes ‘Time? ,
| Ine., . while. remaining: “under: ‘their
. ‘his old. man's, ‘memoirs,
Our. Dori. ‘Preenian ‘of the- Union was. leaving. just.as I ‘arrived. but
“dere”
is-the.
‘pidgin’
English
word
|
Ls:
ot
- Abel: | present - jndependent -.ownerships. .
he. hada ‘legitimate: reason. He. had.:to: go'to’ Las: Vegas. Anybody -who
| They. ‘will ‘also team Up" on. certain for’‘“there.’’)”
The. editorial called the coupling |"has-to' go to. Las: ‘Vegas: ‘does not. have: to.explain why. But if-he pulls
editorial - projects. :
0 yout. ‘to. Vegas. and. passes through: San . Diego’ en route to Tiajuana: he
_dhinkie & Homo. ‘Literati
on:
--Theatre’ Arts‘ was, recéntly bougiit: with the ‘slang -word: a- travesty:
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Embassy” “Pictures... “as: . pres. oa| committee... headed by ‘Sen. .-Clat- |but columnists: have done that. be.gtance, the -producer. -told ‘the-:tv'} over 30.songs to his credit, the.best: “ dicted; has. come. up: ‘with: a. “4 borne -Pell: (D-R.I.), -will meet be- fore. Spillane wrote Gardner. Viv. ‘audiene e- in’ Canada, “Pm in kind] known - ‘being
‘hind closed doors tomorrow {Wed.) idly- into: the whodunit, naming
ofa ‘dégtiouse but I will get out. of Children’s: ‘School: ‘Song.’ ” Young |: “Madame : Sans-Gene, ie“with — ‘or Thursday .(20):to’consider three him by name, and working: almost.
Deutsch,
_who
joined
ASCAP
a
it) or E will: tear’ the! doghouse.
Sophia:
es ‘Loren... ly“a :
yee arts: bills: on. its .docket: Subcom: | in tandem with.“Hammer” in’ the.
down.” earne
I
-(Continued- onpage: ay
s now, simply ‘Ma dame. a
. (Continued On: “page. 60).
“| whodunit,
wi

These Things Take Time.|

_esinenday,September: 19,1962.
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Parade, Fireworks, FifeTowerBal
For Chi-Chi Paris Preemof‘Longest’ii
Paris. Sept. 18.

+-

Weald premiere of “The Longest
Day

at the -2,.700-seat -Palais de.

EnosbinHall
as
TrasRal

TVStudy’ofPornography |

"had
t here Sept.. 25. not only.
Chathbe ene of thepemost expensive
ext
yy. | “Network.
‘WIE

* WaikikiPolitico Pitch

television; Which has|

all -sorts - ‘of “Sensitive

opens in Parisian history .it also | handled

‘Honolulu;: Sept: 18. .
7
George Murphy and. his Repub‘| Hican Party: fundraising” “GO-Party:
.| Show” ‘appeared* Friday: -and -Sat-:

Palais
de Chaillot. is ‘being 7
ictaily reequipped for the “Longe[.
est Day” presentation. with a-huge:

ae

m

No NegroTroops In
Normandy Invasion?. .
}.

new screen and eight stereophonie|
channels
heing “installed. .
sound
‘S$6) and
top-prite “S707f.
‘Cheap
tickets. the latter.including a chic
after--scteening
dinnér
‘for 500. 4

already. ‘are

completély

sold out..

“This leaves only the middle-range

|

Plan’Private’No-Admish: convention hall::Gperating -at. ae
| deficit :-of” $1; 114 000. to. ‘haridle.
that “was: ‘being: serviced.
oeai Shows ofBanned: Plays’. ‘husinesswith. ample: facilities : ‘under -private ‘ianagement and at. no. “cost.
To FightMex: Censorship to:
the taxpayer.” -

‘show -. business.
“ANKA is. destined
|.te take, ‘His. place. aniong the. stars}.

‘Hwood GrouptoPicket ROS

in- every: medic L.A. ree Grads; nite

clubs,

Lon g-threatened ©cross--country. ,

wartime résistance movement. M: |
‘that: 20th-Fox roadshow opens’ on|
. Messmer, France's: Minister ‘of-the |
Broadway Oct. "3 ‘at'-the ‘Warner:
wi]
the; | Theatre.
Army,
presidé
0 ver

Protests - will . extend.|-.
evening.
‘thereafter to other. key. city Jaunch- t
The Eiffel -Tower, “specially Tit.
|-ings as. they come up.

*

‘Philly TradingStamps.
Pitch Show Biz Angles

|

field 99.

: ‘picketing. in behalf. of Negro .em- {.
i$30) tickets still on sale,
ployment in American pictures is
Benefits of. the gala go to:“four scheduled for implementation. Martin,Sinatra
French organizations whose memagainst Darryl F-. Zanuck’ Ss produc-.
bers were former workers. ‘in the:
‘tion, “The Longest Day,” when.

for the oceasion; will play “an im‘Contintied ‘on page 70).

|Place. exposition «hall, “charging. it

‘with misuse. of |‘public ‘funds. to.
-Compete with private’ enterprise in.
tthe . convention. -- business. William.
| urday -(15) .nights ‘in: the’ Waikiki- ‘Rubin,. president® ‘of . the. ‘Morrison _
-| Shelly. Other. talent on the bill in-' ‘Hotel; -in a. letter<to: the chairman
cluded “Frankie: - Avalon, :Pat. But- ‘of the Metropolitan: ‘Fair’ & Exposi. :
-|tram, Rosemary: Clooney, Vivienne tien Authority, said that the ‘use. Of.
della: ‘Chiesa, the. Dunhills, Frankie|tax money. fora planned expansion, ..
“f Laine,
and’ .Ricky..Layne; with:| ‘of. the ‘expo hall was..in direct: Vi0-- i
“Manny Harmon batoning. and:‘Mur-. Jation -ef the: law that. Greated it.‘Tphy_ as producer-emcee.
Rubin. ‘also. said ‘that: ‘McCormick ~
The Democrats stage. a rival show. Place: has.. éen raiding «the.-busi-"
“J tomorrow. * -(Wed:)” -with “Sammy ness: of. the hotels: ‘instead of solicit- -:z
WILLIAM. B: “WILLIAMS. “Davis. Ir. and: Peter Lawford, un--- ‘Ing new: business, :as..was envisaged.
: Renowned WN EW. - dise . Jockey, 4der. auspices: of: the: Young Dems at the time: of: its. -construction.. ‘In
of; Oahu. ;
CO
a separate’. letter to. ‘members: of.
ae “*PAUL. ‘KNKA’s- Inte
rest lie’ not-t:
-|the:- ‘Tiinois - “Tegislature; : “Rubin.
of
“| only”. in- Pop Music. but-inall
said: “We certainly did: not needa =

shapes as the social event of the themes in _recent . years... will: bey’.
tackling. one ‘of. the most -difficult.
Paris season...
season. in a documentary}
Gala is Vnusual. in many. this’:
study: of .the” spread: ‘of .pornoivspects, One of. rts unusual aspects graphic:
|
‘material ‘in’ this country. |
is the fact that producer Darryl. FE.
Subject-is being researched. now:
Zanuck ‘now the 20th-Fox prexy)
‘as’ ah .upconting ‘stanza ‘on:CBS-| |f
Js exposing his D-Day: epic on Sept. TN: s. “Ar instrong Circle: ‘Theatre:” |.
but won't epen it” to the public
| *“(tl be the, first time ty, will be f
antl Oct. iG. Then. the picture. will giving such a spotlight to the. prob- .
play‘ at te different houses—the
‘lem. Producer Robert ‘Costetlo- ‘is}.
Ambessade
and ‘the
Richeliéu,. preparing the show in 'the- form of
both part of the ‘Gaumont circuit. 1a drama. with’ a factual: basis.
. B35

“Chicago, ‘Sept. 187
‘The owner: of. one. of the. iargest.:
|: hotels’ in” _Chicago™ -has. Teveled.. a:
t blast. at. the lakefront McCormick. -

Mexico: ‘City, Sept: 18:.
‘Inclided. in- “Rubin's: bill’ of. parTn: a Move. to’: bypass: and. “alti- ficulars .4s: an.-aceusation®. of -bad“| mately” ‘modify: the. rigid |‘Mexican* faith ‘on the part of the Authority. «:
-| stage censorship, a. number ..of: lo- in failing to keep the hotels posted
‘cal actors, authors and others plan’ ‘concerning -:‘eoriventions ‘being: soli- .the. formation of. an organization cited. and. booked, “ He “also ‘acs
‘for: “non-public”: ‘performance “of cused -.:MeCormick. Place. ‘of -offer-.
established: but officially. .. taboo: ‘ing. two-year contracts .with threeplays, Membership in the Broup year. options, precluding the: possi-{ bility ‘of, new ‘business: solicitation
would bé: opeti to. the public. °.
' The: idea is to" ‘circumvent cén- ‘for: the future.

-

‘AndBrigitteB.

As Screenmates :

’ Sponsor ‘of ‘the picketing: effort |
is. the. Hollywood .Race: Relations
‘Las “Vegas,” Sept: 18...
| Bureau, —chiefed by actor-singer | Dean Martin; who winds his tw. o-.‘dorship ‘by . charging: no. ‘admission |. “The letter also. chariéed, the“mis:
_| Caleb .Peterson, and. ‘hitherto. Week stint-at Jack Entratter’s. Sands ‘to the “private” shows, Which in: use. ‘of tax. monies in maintenance -:
‘activ ated. exclusively in the: Holly-. ‘Hotel today,-has more than a:dozen | some. cases might be. presented in. ‘of - public relations personnel . to
wood eny. irons; lastly via a rhubarb’. pix. commitments to keep him busy }the hommes -.’of- wealthy: ‘patrons: ‘promote. interests. of . ‘Private’.en' (Continued On page |
70).
now * in: - litigation): ‘outside. the: | for the ‘next -six Years at least:
Since there: would .be ‘no receipts |"
Oscar ™.sh indig ‘last spring.. ALS “Several. of the, films -~-will.’be involved,: :the:. assumption. is that |.

|

Zanuck .iand, incidentally,|*
Via Cafes, Films, Cruises |though’.
the - Pentagon ‘and. U.S, Defense cording.
‘made

; Dept.:

Phi iladeiphia. Sept. 18...

is. charged. with: -sloughing

with. ‘Frank: (Sinatra), ,

ac. | fat-cat-: ‘individuals:

would:

“bank-

to Martin, .Matter: of. fact Toll. ‘the project, at’ least :onan

-star' tried‘ to recall all of the ‘sun-}re
experimental basis.”

NewTerence Rattigan =

Travel .& Entertainment trading | valid: dramatic usage. of Negro. dry titles td future. pix. but -only ; The., legalities: of the: situation 7Ay. Play i
mn ]4- Nation ~
stamps are the latest gimmick ‘talent? the protest’s larger. ‘and. could: remember a handful: :
j,aren’t: clear, so it. remains. to.: be |
here with the. plan offering. every- | primary|object, ‘it's “averred. ‘by’
-Q@ueried about: his “$6, 000 000-. ‘seen whether. ‘the Office of Public|
thing from legit theatges,. neighbor- | Peterson. is to spotlight. “how un-. ‘plus: suit against. 20th-Fox :follow- Entertainment, .::the’ governmental | -.
Lood. films. cafes dates and sports. fair - Hollywood‘ is. to the American: ing. stoppage’ of ‘!Something’s: Got |bluehouse , agency, has. the author- |".
- Paris: Sept. 18.
| Negro.”
”° Sepia ‘troops “died like. ‘to.-Give." Martin’ insisted he ‘was;ity or would attempt. to halt an-ad-:| ‘The: biggest video audience ever:
events to luxury: cruises.
T-& E stamps are the creation, anyone else—there were thousands iF
‘going through with the action, de-:, mission-free -performance,:-close a.assembled” for ‘one ‘show: ‘fs. ex-of Herbert Licberman, local travel jon: D- ‘Day, but’ E: think: they have |spite the ‘recent- death. of ;‘Marilyn; theatre ‘where ‘such <a. show -were: {pected to. ‘be- "Terence. ‘Rattigan’ 8
agency head who acts as chairman = one Negro. in the pic ure.” : being given, .or otherwise inter-. specially written. tv °‘play, “Foot
of the board for the newly formed : ‘Whether. the number of Negro “Monroe.
“I had a contract: to. wniake.‘the’! fere. -It’s-. assumed, - however, ‘that Note,’’: which ‘will - be: given .at: the:
Grganization.
Stamp . savers will -Gls Jactually ashore in= the’ first. picture. and-I went through with |the. authorities. “won't ‘ignore | the. same, time in- 14 countries. Dec, 9
te able te ve it-up. ut Swank re-.. D-Day’ waves was in. the: thousands - it.” He. revealed he: his: -agent, Her- |‘situation; since Mexican: censorship. at 8:30. p.m. as-a, Eurovision show;
‘sorts, night clubs and top ‘restau-}is. variously. thought ‘moot;. ~ al- ‘man ‘Citron (formerly of. “MCA),:\is~ not. only .extreme, but. recently It. will be adapted into’ “proper:
sants, he- said,
* though. unofficial-sources say. some.
20th. exec: Péter. G: Levathés ‘and}has: resorted’-te’. what “have been: lingos *with Aocal thesps for.each
hav © peen Taunched
Plans
to “Negro elements. did hit the beaches: studio counsel. Fred Ferguson: have” -called ‘“‘deliberate. attacks’! against |.country. a
install the T & E stamp plan in-50° “in that: assault. Peterson has:not
. This is: the:‘first in ‘a ‘Eurovision.
|already. ‘Biven | depositions. * ‘He noted -dramatic. works:
markets throughout the sation. fseen. the film; which. up. to.now- has.
plan’ ‘to ‘have a‘ leading” playwright - :
didn’t
know.
when
the
action:
‘would.
|
“
Proponents:
of
.the
project,:
who:
Merchants. distributing thé stamps -been kept: out. of view in New York
in-each. ‘country. write directly. for:
will have colorful “travel-folder ' except. for a sereening for’ some jeome to. trial in: ‘L.A, ;- Superior, | prefer: to ‘remain.- anonymous°at. video. and ‘give..it- over ‘this. inten-:
| Court.
-|-present. and are. reluctant even -to|
iatalogues listing redemption. key 20th execs...
“Martin: doesn't believe iin ‘making , discuss: their plans: jn: advance, . are ! ‘sive: hookup. “French. version, ‘for
values for various trips and enter=! :: Negro. ire, In any case, ‘precedes.
France, Switzerland. Belgium; Luxe

~ Beaming.ViaBmovion

tzinment One. book of stamps, for. the - Zanuck production .— Peter-. pix abroad, He's in favor. of. spend: at--pains- to. sdy’ that ©they intend. embourg: and Monte-Carh, is being”
) (Continued’ on page. 70) “, [te avoid ‘any: sort. of: pornographic
¢xample, takes a couple to” any |:son's: drum-beating,-. for. instance. {cadapted -.and- directéd- by Claude
“Stanley-Warner
—
POY sensationalistic plays, but ‘hope.
Co. film -house; | started: nearly. tivo, years ago. on"
| Loursais. It..-is-‘France's ‘turn -in:
"1
to:
prove
a
‘showing
for
representa:
Cinérama‘inchided.- Six books Wins; the Coast,.
"64. after. Italy does: it in 63.
.
| tive contemporary works that may:
a night at the Latin Casino, aréa’s*
With hg. for the: RRB: now,
Rattigan’s opus: “takes .place. in-a:.
‘be
“‘strong”
or
even
“crude.”
They
top nitery.
-..switched, .pro ‘tem, -to. New. York,
private. tv: setup’ in Britain where |
‘believe that” ‘the. time ‘has- come |.a noted interviewer. finds :a publie:
For 26 books |a family of- four. , functioning: ° ‘as - eastern.” “division
to
‘open.
up
the.
‘Mexican.
theatre}
enjoys a weeklong holiday at. an’ chairman. is Ameil. Brown; a. 35figtire he -is-fo ‘have -on -his pro-.:
ocrean-front hotel in. Miami Beach. tTyear showbiz: vet ‘onetime .Bill: --Riehiard ‘Rodgers’. fancy,. escalat- ‘to: what .-they:call” the. dramatic |gram. is. mixed up. in some corruping
deal
‘to
‘score
“Lawrence
.of.
facts.
of
-life,
and.
‘they™
‘figure.
thats;
Jf they deeide ‘to drive. motels | Robinson ‘protege. and one. of. the”
tion.. He is warned he. will ‘lose ‘his
along the route are available. Trips. 1 original Five Hotshots: of vaude Arabia,”. Sam: Spiegel's epic road-. “private”. -performanices.:of “recog: |{Job -if. be. brings, ‘it: up.. “Play ‘eon‘show:
production:
for
Columbia,
iS-}
nized
modern.
classics:
may.
be:
the;
range an\ where ‘from the Poconos
‘and cafes}: A-. “minimum”. of -12.
cerns ‘his conscience. -and: stand: in. _

Rodgers’ NewLegiter
K.0.’s‘Arabia’ Pic Stint

(Continued on\ page 70)

,

(Continued |on page 70):

79
al;

kaput because-of pressurés |on ‘the: oO
“Continued, on. Page’68)":
t
‘the matter.”
{tunesmith: to get. ‘start’ on ‘his. next °
‘| Broadway show. Dec. 12: ‘This is
|[-=
the. unspecified tuner aligning’ him +h
for: ‘the: first ‘time°‘with. “My Fair. ||] «=
Lady: .-"Camelot”. ly:ricist Alan. say: ie
| Lerner (ex-& Loewe).
Spiegel,;. who -was in “New ¥ ork | ae
“Trade Mark. Registered.
t! for five days’: of .-Col homeofficewo
talks ton |“film's merchandising);, |: FOUNDED “1905-by SIME. SILVERMAN;: Published, Weenly:“by.variery, ane. :
‘Syd ‘Silverman, President.
*
| planed |“out . last. (Tues.}- night -‘for 11
oes:

gee
<t

Subseription Order Form
Enclosed find ‘check. for $..

mike the: trip’ abroad for the chore:
| Undecided- still.is the choice for:at
ee

oe
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ee,
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|.on: Dee, 3: He’ will contest.” the
Rouge Reviews”

‘record-breaking

tenure of: Mayor
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Fmayor
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| London... where “Arabia”: is being: Te
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After: spending the: first --weeks: in’ his: new. post. coientratin -

wel on the.-reorganization.-of domestic

distribution, 20th-Fox global

—

. pales: -vicepresident. ‘Seymour. ‘Poe ‘will .turn -his °‘attention . to.-the

-Overseas side when he goes: to.Europe: Sept. 24 to 9.0..20th's:offices:
et ‘and personnel there.. ©”
Exec will be away. from. thehioméoffice ‘about threa weeks “seeing -|

Las ‘Vegas,. Sept: 18.
- The fact «‘that the: people -whol

'.. [people and gauging the. strength’”’ of the. continental sales: org: -The

‘trip. will-supply* Poe with -firsthand -knowledge on’ which he'll be.

New Varsity Squad at Fox Shapes;
EvenVictims C rroborate the Logic

” |produce feature’ film ‘no longer have| =~

-_ basing decisions. pertaining to.a- streamlining: of the overseas opera-to worry about-theatres, due to the |. - tion: ‘comparable. to that-. which -has. taken. ‘place*on 'the-‘domesti¢ =.
NEles Confuse |:
Consent - Decree, : “tis just -as: int-|"
Side. :Prexy Darryl F. ‘Zanuck will also: be going: abroad next: week’
“Film: ‘titles of similar. vein
;
portant.
‘as
-!
‘runaway’
‘production’
: to.attend -the specialParis showing ¢of:“Longest Day”. atthe. Palais
fin ‘explaining: sluinp.. in. Hollywood, : not: only” confuse : the . general
he de: Chaillot Sept’:.
_’| declared-Richard F..Walsh;” presi-- . public, -but*also -industryites.

“ a Aris
DistributionDr
ea

m

—+

"| dent of the. International Alliance |:, Last. :week’ a .major: company

VINCENT ‘CANBY

‘Tuck has talled “21st Century-Fox"

TL of. Theatrical : ‘Stage’ Eimployes - ‘in| - employee, “o£. quite hizh status,
‘an- exclusive. interview. ‘before .en= |}. :,“was: overheard talking about

‘is beginning to” emer ge.
These,
.
| training for his. ‘Gotham ‘h.
-4- Satur-/ the upcoming New. York ‘road-.. ” Bspects: are its two most important
show. of" “Longest Day's. Jour. | day- (15).
aa
‘| “.i2) Zanuck has. succeeded ‘in: be-

Into Night.”
_. Walsti jetérred:*tothe: Big -Five'| .“Rey.Whichpie -did-

ButforIminediate Fature ItsProtluetions Conimitted| . . the * “Consent Deer ee; when
Loew’s-MGM;: Paramount, | War-.
To.
> Existing Shops _
:
-| ner: Bros.;-:RKO.-- and: - 20th-Fox"

~

he: mean" _ coming “his: own ‘president, ” that

aa
" Darryl F. ‘Zanuck’s “The Long- --. | is, a chief -exec able to signala
| drastic. shakeup of tep- personnel
-est Day,’ which .preems hard-. ‘.“| despite his ‘long association - with
ticket. at ‘the Warner. Oct. 3,

: _| operated. more than: 2:000- Ameri|":

Or . Embassy - ‘Pictures’ “Tong:
-Can theatres. - Since: divorcement,
_|-éach new theatre: ‘acquired or -built- oe, -Day’ s Journey | Into . Night,’”
preems. hardticket- at
“4 by: the compaiiies ‘which. took sover|- -. which

6 Crave”
Seven ‘Kits’ ‘acquisition; “revealed. : Niix‘Spit on
north-of-the-|:
Baltimore, Sept.. 18,"
the Tower East Oct.. ‘10?
-" border distrib firm,- ‘Trans-Cariada.
‘French “film *T Spit. on: Your. 1 operation--of: theatres. from: ‘pro=|
Distribution Entepriges, - -ds:. re- : Grave’ is. playing” at. both: Rex:os ‘ducer-distribs’ must -first:. seek Bove 4
garded: as ‘being. the. first move: in|. sand Avalon:*as
“I' : Despise‘ | ernment’ approval.
-the ‘indie :(production: company’s |° Your: Grave” - because both dee
| “Since: the. government: “won't: ‘let | gag
s
‘Monday -:(17),.. “of: the

By

Now’ that the: first flurry of. ex-citement; which: accompanied —‘the
takeover. ‘of ‘the 20th-Fox presi| dency: -by Darryl F. Zanuck, ‘has.
[ subsided; .the shape. of what Zan-

,

| the -previous: administration.
the ‘same

At

time, ‘he has. delegated

important -authority.fo two aides—
global sales" veep Seymour Poe and
| ¢hairman of the executive commitjtee’ Arnold Grant—whose special
talents
are’
making.
for
team

Joperation

where

there’ used to be

_ éventual ‘expansion: to include -U: Ss:
{one-man ..rule,,
‘dailies “refused” to. use_-copy- “} the new operating: groups ‘build |4##44
‘distribution:: -At the: moment, ‘7A|° with the ‘original! title: =.
(2) By naming Poe. global sales
“| without permission,’ exhibs: find in}
is committed. to produce almost: 30:].They declined, saying? that . many. cases it ‘takes $0 long’ to. get a
vicepresident, Zanuck not only. set.
pictures for-US..- ‘major distribs. (in- |: “Spit. on: Your ‘Grave’? - wag .. /°a. sanction. “from “Washington, |.
in’ motion the ‘merging of domestic
cluding::20 for. Metro), anid thus. distasteful.-.and.- that. “papers
|. projects .are dropped. aborning.:
=
}-and: overseas. distribution; he set
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Tax: Proposals
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e
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. political: prisoners::
-Roy ™M. Brewer
Gerard - Rutten, after a. per ‘iod.
Janet “Cohn.
prepara- |of inactivity,. has* started
|
“Bill. Dana” oO
agi.
{tions on.an-:old- story of: his,‘
William’ Dozier.
{t6,” ‘about: a‘ juggler who ‘is: caught 7
Roger: Englander
in the big. flood‘of 1952. Johannes|
‘Jerry. Fielding...
Heesters;. ‘Dutch actor-singer now:
_ Edmund. Goldman’
{working -stage .and television in}
Judy Harriet.”
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Viv direct.

“1 Charles: Huguenot van der. Lin- [
. |den. whe. was -préparing, “The. Wild] |”

Ronald ‘Leif
“Herbert. B. Leonard:

_

DavidA. Lipton

i. Years’ éarly this. year,-a subject-|*
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‘CLEOPATRA’ ASAN
| OLD ‘MARRIED’ WOMAN

_ Mace: Neufeld.
“Ann. Rutherford.

|) Franklin: Schatiner
‘Izzy. Schwartz: | *

Joseph. Stellini_
|. Harold Stone~

‘New York,

_Norman-- Twain:

Vantery:,

“ae ‘Richard Walsh

_ Rudolf ‘Bing*

:we
1 port that temptation. ‘to cash.in. ‘on
- Zugsmith’s . a's t:. feature - was
~ 120th’ Century’s’ :“Cleopatr.
"has “Confessions
‘of An ‘Opiuni: Eater. Py
-] peen. resisted in:‘general excentfor: Which he ‘delivered.
to. Allied. Arte
- the.‘¥Fevival, of. an° oldie..
-ists:in March.
aan
- We draw. from this. an: ‘inférence
“Space”? ‘is::to rol in Decemb
er».
‘that. any new film involving; a-Cleo=. it has not been’ cast.”

- Harry -E. Gould”
Betty’. Madigan-.

. Samuel. ‘Schneider’
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reasous for fying TW. A io Europe and beyond.
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Nationwide
Worldwide
- depend on

‘Erwin A. Single _
‘Sam. Spiegel
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Terry-Thomas.
* ‘William Targ”
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|
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: at Little
‘| pleted. this: vear, in “‘seoepe- ‘and: Ferry. .N! s..swith capaci
ty for 1,350
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‘Robert: ‘Alda.
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| Edward A. Wolpini’
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. Milton . ‘Pickman

‘brought’ to-.

Thus is seeking “a :distrib
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Chester :Erskine..
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Bditor,
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packaging.
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public, being .SO - -billed can. only: be: regardéd: as a mindless: ‘and. ..
-Twentiéth- Fox’s ‘“The ‘LongSelf-styled- “dream” «merchant? |
_. ‘Meaningless. courtesy, :‘More to ‘the -serious ‘side: “this. is. making: | Gand: proud of it) Ross. “Hunter :‘has. est’ Day”. got ‘another: fat’ tele@ Valiiable miark of career’ achieyement—honest “featured” billing © had -nothing but frisky moneymak- ‘- vision’ network: plug Sunday
“lose significance,’ There can be.
no. Fespect for’billing bestowed: ters out of. his. last 17V ‘productions |°. _ (16) night on:CBS-TV's “What's

all the talk these-days
“global approach” ‘to
advertising and ©publicity by the.
+ American © majors, there still reabout

the

+ main. times when no matter how
-| Blobal - (that is, consistent) ‘an’ ad
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“tthe ‘picture differently: in different
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know’
‘that
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first.
two
“Tam-}
Zanuck'-as
a.“Mr,;
(not..to
‘Nobody .:
seems very cleat’as.to: why this sloppiness in.credits:
countries. *
chas been allowed’ to run wild, ‘It: is. as unprofessional, ‘in. the old -| my" pictuires,. included’ in. that | be. -confused. with: “the:‘usual
skein: shave been ‘good for. $11,000,-{
“Mystery: Guest’). 7."
fe Two current cases at ‘hand are
_, Sense. of. values, as well “could be:. Understandably: ‘actors: yearn| (000: to: date ofi-a' total “investment |.-:* “Though ‘the 20th: ad-pub
20th-Fox’s. upcoming Jackie Glea‘for, and fight for, billing. but in the Bast
producers put up. a strug. “of _$1,600;000. A: ‘third, . “Tammy ‘-boys:say that host-John. Daly-- |.son. starrer, ‘“Gigot,”” and. ‘Metro’s
“gle to maintain: the realities.
“| and. the Doctor,’ is. in: ‘the post-} «Was not prompted, the latter
\ “Lolita, ” both: of which were ‘proeg

‘camera -stage, :‘and- ‘Hunter. indi-

‘wound. up: his’ post-identifica-

|duced ‘by Seven. Arts.
Because Gleason’ is. an: almost
unknown quantity outside the U.S.,
120th and'-7A are currently in the

With °Zanuck by
Stanley Kramer listed’ no, ‘less: ‘than’ seyen:. stars.“tor. his:‘guage: : cates’ there's. no. end‘in.‘sight to the. tion’ remarks-fsequence:.
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that: sevetywhere.
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about The Longest.
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‘Tocal mags.. interviews with foreign
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‘wood, |
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‘lar emphasis. is ‘being ‘put on a
an publicity. execitives say in many cases. it’s impossible. to get across.” | young (age |3B) producer finds’ the|:
‘theatrical trailer. in which <a. lead“252 the “message” ‘about.a. feature in-an ad: the art: ‘work they-would- Coast community distinctly upbeat.|. Mocks theEffort, ing local theatrical personality will
like: to’ project is limited -as ‘to space Because. production. employ- . tat the- moment; .and through: call’
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“Things:
-thatplease.
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function -are Peter Sellers. Britain;
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stress: of ‘screen property.* “selec: |
Sez GilCates-Fernandel.
France;
-Cantinflas,
boldface: type...
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‘Mexico: O. W. Fisher. -Ger many,
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| dialog,
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by

Montreal, Sept. 18.to: try: the film medium: “‘to sée if.
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feature film, “Question. Seven” on.
.Co- trustees J. “Julius” Levi: “and _; “get date.
o jat- the’ studio.-let: out-‘by 20th. are|”
{Continued on page’ 17¥
|hehalf.of Lutheran Film Associ-:
co: Sohne: F: Murphy, in charge’ of ‘re- |
| more hopeful:. both.- for .‘20th. and |
“Lieutenant” Goveriior. James." ‘the industry: cross-the-board,
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- Opera | diva Anna: ‘Motto ‘gined |:: The “Austrian. cinema: is. ‘tha’ Cin ft om London -‘via: the Telstar: satel-.. week. “Convicts” is booked into the
1960. when. it arranged’ with’ Para- | for. her: first film role, ‘a straight [derella ‘in! the* ‘piece. “No; subsidy +.lite. ‘Beaining, .a “Airst."2. is’‘slated. Broadway .Paramount. ' NY:
the
miount: to- take over: world .reisstie -dramati¢.. effort. in. “The: Widow: “e- | goes. to’ thé few Austrian filni :pro-:! :for tomorrow (Thurs). some: time Oriental in Chi: Gotden Gate,.San
distribution. - ‘on: 22": Pine-Thomas: ‘whieh ‘rolls. tomorrow |4Thurs:) in:| ducers who ‘struggle: along as. the; between -7:26: and 8:07 a:m.,:
when. Fraticisco; and State. Minneapolis,
features : originally” “released be- Rome .as’'a- Cine- ‘Spet |production. ;tail. to ‘the German Kite.. Since no |Telstar:fakes its §61st: pass over palaces all. Additionally. ‘the film
_Is‘set “for saturation in the -New:
‘tween 48 ‘and. °55:. ‘Leo- F.- Samuels, -Costars: are’ Vittotia. Gassman: and. “Austrian film: has~a prayer. of get-_ the -U:
‘former: “head: of: Buena Vista *DIis-, _Bustet Keaton...
ting ‘in the-black without priniarily-|: Pitturization of. the Her:man Met- °England territory. paced by..a book-teibuting “UDisney,,|“iS Colorama’ 3.j.- -Pic is. seeded: to:‘windup. ‘by German; cand. -secondarily |. Swiss.. {ville ‘class, directed- produced --by “ing-at: the. Boston Paramount.
Sales’ v.ps -Outht -div ides hq. oper. -Nov.. 15, when -Miss- Moffo’ is -due’ distribution, -;none” is -undertaken® Peter. ‘Ustinov, who: Stars: With. Rob- . __Cast:in the pie are Ben Gazzara,
cae ations betweea: NY. and the. Coast; this. side: for. ‘rehearsals. with. the. swithout prior agréement: witli: alert’ Rvan. and Melvvn -Doueglas, 15: Stuart Whitman. ‘Sammy Davis Jr.,
Z wit! plans °‘afoot. for ‘perhaps. hal £. | Metopera., She's: to sing in “Pelleas |German: ‘distributor who, with the ;-set for ‘November ‘release. domes-; Rav Walston. Vincent Price. Rod
Stéiger and. Broderick: Crawford.
a ‘dozen field.offices:‘within: a: year. et‘Melisande’’. and *‘ba Teaviata. ™
/ Continued -onPage. 15)
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BICTURE GROSSES

CLIPPORT;
LA Spotty:ae Rousing $3700,
$3 ‘HOLDOVERS
‘PHANTOM’ SAD $3,000| #M4eFTIS -Sta et

a
bo—Sim

Horror’ Tranquil $11,200,‘Sword’ Dull’. Portland; Ore., Sept. 18.
$8,660, ‘Grimm’ Pleasant$31,000,6thion

Las Angeles, Sept. 18.
+
Firstrins are -Slightiy off .this|
week With. biz generally spotty...
Bat “Hatasi,’ im its first Beneral
s¢hcase. -o0ks. like a. slick $37.300+
in five sites and eceveral holdoy ers|

-ere

sun

showing

plenty of class. |

Hb;‘Grave’

laine is bogged. down: with, Tong |
g holdov ers and: ineager new...
Music: . Man” . Marches | —=
into. a.
| ninth‘and néar: final Found |":
~ “Paradise” is” sailing.
‘| inte’a ninth ‘and near finale at: the | ~ BroadwayGrosses
— |‘Hollywood. West .Side.-Storv’™ |...

-| continues. steady for--a. 27th: inning * “EStimaatea TotalGross’? :
- with. no:end.in sight. |
‘This’ Week: .
$440,200

KeyCityGrosses

|

Estimated: Total Gross:

‘This Week": ... .. ...$2;385,500

.

“Estimtaes:for’ This ‘Week :

‘Based ‘on.24 theatres)

.~ . ~ Boston, Sept. 18.
the Xnisie. ‘Hall, where Ben Sack

has. opened

:| “Interns” is having a- ‘spectacular
-}run ‘to. break -house. record: .-Full..
|-4.300-séat.. capacity: is ‘used’ for. first’
a | time. - ‘Denise °‘Darcel: heads stage:

- Broadway: “Parker! .i1.890; $1-|
“Last Year .:......¢.$431,800:
1U)

1$1.50)-—"Phantom:. of Opera”

‘Based on. 31. theatres)

+ and “Curse | of! Werewolf: > 1U):. Sad.

the. first: full’: hour’:

- “stageshow |in 20 ‘years: in: Hub with.

Tuo cther new bills are. on the
Based '‘on. 24 cities cared. 282 4 $3,000. | _ Last. “week,
“Notorious
@ull side--Horror’ Hotel” is after:
theatres Fee
- 4 Landlady”. :‘Coli and “Wild. West: |.
8 slender $71,200 at the Los- ‘An. 334.300 oth‘erniers’*: ‘Coli ‘4th wk),- $3; 800. ©
peles and Pantages.. and “Sword £ ‘Last Year’...$2,
‘Based on 99° cities and 249 oa ‘“Fox.. ‘Evergr een): 1,600; gi-t
of the Conqueror’ is shaping. tor {
WB t9thy |’
$1. 49)—" Music.. Man’? (WB):
a siow $8600 at the Orpheum and | theatres, chiefly First.TUNS,.in
cluding wv¥. ):
Dot,
a twk):- Loud $8;000. Last |week,
Fix
p87.700:..
Among the trie of incoming | re- }
“Holly wood ‘Bvergreen) “a,180:

show ° with . ‘danéers, . - orch;- acts...

| Show: Tooks to hit-$55.000- in. “first
week; -which-is .tremendous: a ©Spit”
" |.on: Your Grave’. is ‘hot: at ‘the ‘Pil-.
|-grim.. ““300-: Spartans” *-is-. ‘mild ‘at.
\ the -Menior ial.: “Shame: ‘of. Sabine

MiracleTall116,
- Toronto; ‘Sky’76}._Astor B&Q) (1.170: a

oe
mae

| Women”. ‘is.Just:okay: at.the’Pate
‘amount:.
:
‘Estimates ‘for This. Week

ee

[sic Man”. \WB)- (7th wk). OKe- ‘$9,000.. Last. eek; “$11,000..a Toronto,: Sept. 18,
$12.000' at the Fox: :Wilshire- while|
New comers “are... “The. Miracle
’ Beacon: HIT. Sacks -+9003" $1‘Last;
week;.
$4,000.
“The Goddess” loams a fair $5, 200.
“Worker” and “Phantonr of:. the’ $1.80)—"“Best -of - Etiemies’*. (Col):
Irvington
iSmith)
f1,
180:
A.
500
ut the W urner Beverly. “Carry. On. A.
-@pera;”’ “plus “The- Sky. “Above, ‘The: '4th:. Wk). ‘Neat “$6, 500.. Last week.
“NMirade’ Worker’: IWA) ‘and: ‘State™
Texeher™ 18a slim $3.500 at: the’ El)
]
Mud. Below,’?. all off:to. a good week- $8;200.:
Fair’ 120th) -«reissue?-12d. wk).
érid-start:. “How ever, “Notorious”
Boston: “Beacon: ” “Ent. “a,BbA:
Hefty $6.000: Last week, ‘$5:100. °
‘On the holdover front, “Brotiyrs |
|. Landlady”is |‘Still leading. the. city. “$1:20-$2. 95).—-Brothers ' Grimm”:
.
Music
Box’
(Hamriek)
1640;
$1
‘50:
Gumm"
is eyeing. a “Brothul
St. ‘Louis, ‘Sept, 18.
at two. houses in, third stanza, w ith: (MGM) (ith wk)..Sixth week ended "
$31.000 in its sixth Warner Holly-}
Two new ones are. looking shaip |$3) ‘West Side Story”: (UA) +27th’ “Touch of Mink” strong in sév enth, ‘Monday
(173%
000.
00.
Lofty
£34,
500.
‘Last
week,
|
frame:
[east week si.was:
000, ‘good.
ba $15,
i oo
wuod stand. “Music .Man” is a. this session on major marquees—-).

Jssue spreads, “Three. Coins’. in|
Fountain” is looking to a- good }.

Road’ Finnm:7

Hes

$1;'49-$2)——"Search ~foi Paradise” |
| -Cineramia) 49th - wk): Fast.$4, 500.

St. Ls:‘Guns? 0G:

great. $28,000 in-an eighth Holly-!“Spiral Road” at the huge Fox and+
-RoOod~

Side

20.000

In

r
ni) (1,536; ‘$1- fo. + Estimates for This Week
apriSack) (
>
sae
while | “Guns of Darkness” . at’ the. Es-: gi oepbcimn Evergreen)
0.59 : St - Capitol; Linperial” (FP) “(1,026;, “Lolita: «MGM)
(10th°‘wk-final);

‘stanza

Paramount

“West

Story”
a 40th

.is a

frame

‘lofty,‘quire. - A-couple.of reissue pairings: “Night: Heaven’ Fell” (Indie). Areis--| 3°216; ' $1:$1.75)-=—“Notorious’ Landtoo—"Sayonara”™: ‘and ¢.

at the : ‘lookng -okay,

“The. Interns”. “(Col). and .“Don't.|'Last' week, $20,000:
“i
M4Wednesday #119).
an
an
Seven. Knock
.-the’“Ewist” SColy: i2d wk),
€ariton:iRank) (2;318:: $1-$1, 50):
‘Exeter . «Indie)-. (1376: 60-1: 49)
Orpheum,
Pix
‘Metropolitan- Brothers” .and: “Father of- Praert
—A’
-wk),
Matte
r of .Who’’)Harts-Lion)“Touch -of “Mink” ‘Uy ATth
200: Frint
+2.213: 756:
90-F1 50) —- at Loew's’ Mid-City. Continuing. $6.Paramount.
‘Port-Par). 3,006: ‘$1.1Still healthy: at. $11,000. Last ‘week;: 42d> Wk}. Fine: $9, 900. ‘Last: week,
“sword of. Conqueror” 1UA) and i strong. in the. holdover. ‘division:
G $11. 000. )
$1 50)—‘'Tarzan “Goés to. “‘India™ $13.500."
"Last
Sunset"
~tLh Jireissue) {“Judgment at~ “Nuremberg” in: a.
Downtown, . Giendiate;, Scarboro,. Fenway’ " AMaied: y 300:. $1.50)
AMGM) and “The Tartars’”. (MGM)...
‘Orpheum,
“One
Eyed
Jacks” |12th frame at ‘the Pageant,’ art
‘Slim $4,200. Last week, “Tales: of. ‘State (Tay,lor) 1, 059;. . 995;682; 696: “Kitchen” - ‘(Kingsley).. “and “Big:
Par) rreissue! ‘Pixi. Dull. $8.ae i spot: -“Music Man” in: an ‘eighth|.
“‘Tertor” ‘AT). and “The: Dead One” [:50-$17-.“Panic- in’“Year | Zero” | Chief”. Indiey 2d. wk). Oke: $4.060.;Last. week, “Kid Galahad” UAt iat. the Anihassador: and “Interns”? janeie.
|
ve (Astra. and “Invasion of Star.Crea- Last week, $5:000. .
16
‘6 days), $4;
$4,800...
800...
“Hired. Gun” IVA) treissue! 42d! “in, a third af. the. State:
.. tures”: (Astral). Big’ $24, 000. Last; .. : Gary: Sack) 0: O77: $I.50-$3\—=
wki, $7,400.
Estimates for This. Week
“ week, - “Merrill's ° Raiders’. . UWBY “West Side: ‘Story’: (WA). (46th-wk).. *
Angeles,
Pantages
‘Metro-'|
Los
Ambassador (Asthur) .12;970; sl
| and “The Couch” (WB),: $20, 500.'
Slipped. -to- $f. 500. ; Last’: “week, le
politan--RKO: 12.047; 1.512; 90-82)" gy 25)—"‘Musie -Man”... (WB?:‘ath |
Eglinton (FP) -/918;- SE 50-$2.75) $8.000...
Estimates for This Week

Pad
“aon

Lusty *$9:500.

‘"e“Mister Roberts” at the St. Louis} sue),

Chinese.

8.

Nice. $5.000... Last 'week, $7.000. ok
(UA) opens...
‘Point’
«Last: week, jady”. (Col) (3d- wk). “Wow $18,500, “Pressure

jand

“Seven”

“Horror
Hetel” ‘Prans) "and” wk.
Fine
“Hands: ‘of Stranger” «Ind Stender., $9.000:.:

$11,206.

iast

week,

‘Los

Angeles, f

Apollo.

Brides |for.

2 Interns
msHot
Hot1G,|

$10,000... “Last - ‘we

“Art.

Gracey’

(700: 902

‘Brothers Grimm”: (MGM-Cine- |". ‘Memorial iRKOY: 43.000: 90-$1:50)
- Spartans” | ../26th}
-and>

Cincy;‘Man’66)

rama) (5th WwKhe, Sw ell.$7, 900. “Last. “300°

W reek,: ‘ditto.
Hollywood |ftFP): 1080: $1-$1 50)
48.0 47 “Lolita” (MGM). ‘6th: wk... “SUL
‘Sept.
“Cincinnati,
I
this:week}hefty. $7, 000. . Last week, same: . |
“Pirstrun.: biz “here

“Broken .Land” 120th). - Oke, $11,-".
000.. « Last week. . “Phantom - ‘of
Opera”. HUA): and: “It:‘Happened in
$2,300" Pantages. “Flower” Drum} Last week; $3,700. over estimate:
Athens” 720th)... t2d -wk).- -$9.000:. .
$2000. aoe 0 reissued ‘Ist Wk, | Esquire +Schuchart-Levin) (1,800;
e.. “The }- - Hyland, Rank). (1,373; $1-$1. 50)-—|- Mayflower (ATC). (689: -90-S1. 5OY
-to-hot
(20th) 14th w kK), —Adam and Six Eves” Indie).
Wiese . shapes asv sturdy entry | “Pair. of Briefs”:
Loyola ‘Metropolitan - SW --FWC)
“Miracle. Worker” ‘UAL 3d" wk), “at Keith's. “Music: Man” ” looks: spate. ‘to. $5, 000° _Last™w eek, | ‘Hot: $12.000. tn “house's: -firstrun
“| debut. :
42.752. 2.344:. 825; 1.535; 1.298: 90-. $7,000..: Strong - in: ‘ninth:. round of . march. r
‘International ‘Taylox) '$12$125). . "Music Hall. Sack) ‘4.300; 90-.
$1 50--—"Elatani” «Parr. ist gen“tar “Al
Albeé . record ‘run: ‘Har dtick
tic et +The Night” (UA): (2d wk).
Fox:
‘avin
.
15,000;
90-81:
O51.
-Sat$1. 80)-——“Interns” “£Col) ‘and .. first
‘eral. release!. Slick $37,300. Last. “Spiral Road ‘tL Solid, $17:000. “Brothers, Grimm” bids © okay.
”
J
nis
woo
sixth: frame - at the Capitol Oldies: isfactory $3,500. “Last week; $4,000: ‘full ‘séale“hour ‘stage “show in-Hub.
4
s
a
“4th.
(Par)
’:
.““Hatari™
week,
Last.
[
|
Data
meek Sark” Ose ‘line
““Young.Lions”: with. “Long. . Hot|: ‘Loew’ S. (Loew) (1,641: $1-$1. 50)— in. 20. xears: with..Denise- Darcel--.:~
“Summer” at. the Grand. and- “Réar |:“Miracle - Worker” * AWA), “Good: -headlining:- “Whopping: $55: 000.- ‘for ~
‘@quent” .Pars sreissués! «Ist wk), aa $12. 900.
id-Ci
t
{L
ne
1602.
{Loew
id-City
‘Ss
0eW!
7
ic ontinued on page 16)
“Window: ‘plus. “Proud -‘and. Pro-.- $11:000.::: Last week... “Two- Weeks, house record- with: full capacity
«| 60-90)- = “Seven ‘Brides -for.. Seven: fane at the Grand rate: painless. |“Another Town,” «MGM "12d Wk), floor: and: balconies. being used for;.
oe
oe
{| Brothers. ‘MGM? and: “Father.-of nae“Sky: Above": at =the” Guild. ‘con: |7$8.500.
first time ‘since: house’s. new ‘open:
ws

“Three

“Wd.

Stooges

in. Orbit’: (Coli, |$1. 95 — “Coming

Westerners”

(C ol)

(2d. wk,

Union)1) 2nd wv ki

"Out

Party’!
we]

“AV erage. $1, 500:

Hilistreet, Wiliern, Iris, Village, . 90S"8 od Gams oe tact week,

‘Samson’ Weak: $10000,

)Br ide

$9000.

(MGM)

‘reissues!, -.OKav
Last week,” ‘Scarface Mob’.“timies to top.the artiés.-

-

P Aivoli. FP). (935; ‘$1.50-$2:501— ing...’ Last week, “Bird Man Alea-

+E“West Side Story”: (UA) (18th wk).- ‘traz”™ 1UWA)= (5th wk); $10.000 using
. (Continued, on: ‘page: 40)
:
to. fine“$8,500. “Last Wweek,
| Upsurge.t
73i-—
Werk,
°
é .
,
This
for
Sygnestimnates
State .-'Laew) (3, 600: 70- 90)
|
Det.; Grimm Fast 186,
!“Interns” (Cali 3d wk). Neat $15,- “Musie - -Man” > CWB) “19th - Wk). .
‘Lowne. Taylor’ (693 90-$1. B8i-.
- Potent $10,500. Last w eek. $12. 000.
}j “Sky - -Above-Mud
~Belov:”. FD).
-90=" Holds. for-- .tenth,. vall- time ‘record || Smah.: $7:000:. <Last: ‘week, “Opera- |.
:
‘Detroit, Sept. 18. : * $1.25.—“Judgnient -at;Nuremberg”: -run’ here,
UE.540: 7 tion: ‘Snatch” (FD), -$4.000.
Sharp. $6.500..t ‘Capitol. (SW- Ciner amay
Holdovers: continue again this! (UAV "12th. wk).
$1.25-$2.75) — *‘Brothers: Grimm”: i: University: (FP): (1,393; $1-$1.50)
week in most of the first-run de-~ East “week; $6.500. ,
— ‘Dangerous. Love Affairs” _4As-'|.
luxers, and they are racking up)... St: Louis «Arthur) 3. 800; 75-90— (MGM): (6th wk) Okay: $11.000.=f|‘tral. (3d wk). Wham. $12, 00. Last}.
.
good grosses.
Tuo newles are ;“Sayonara”
.«WBy and._“Mister ‘after ‘$14, 500 for .fifth frame.15005
Week. same..
“Omaha: Sept.. 18.
©(Cin-T-Co)
“Son of Samson,” -weak at. the 'Roberts”: iWB) (reissues),: “OKavy-.. Esquire: Art
“Uptown (Loew). 2 950: $1- $I.80):
Biz stays‘firin.at downtown: fists mo
Fox. and the return of “Rear Win- i$9.000. Last week. “Vikings” 'UA) $1.251—"Stowaway . in ‘Sky’ (UA). |:—‘‘Phantom’ of. Opera’ 'U).. “Niee -runs..
|.
this: week, -“with. ‘four’ new."
dow” which looks so-so dt the;and
‘Trapeze’ | ‘UA “'re-rutis), - So-so $1.100.. Last ‘wéek; “I- Like
7
“Confessions
of Opium:
Money” «UA) (4th: wk),” $1,200. 7 pStl,000.. Last week. “Spiral Road” -enbries:;
‘Palms.
“Brothers
Grimm”
con-, $10: 000.
| {U). 4th. wk), for eight. days, $8, 000: ‘Eater, 9 Np hich. figured to -be: solid
tinues fast‘in seventh week at the :- Shady Oak’. ‘Arthur (760: 90-. 7 Grand. RKO). 11.300;. $1- $I.25)
at ‘two™ houses; ‘turned ‘out~ “only ;
Musi¢ Hall,
“Boceaccio '70" re- .$1.25)—“Lolita”’. (MGM) (10th vk. a“Young, Lions” 420th). and: *‘Long,
| oke: -“Interns”.” is’ sharp. at ‘Or-:“Hot: Summer’. 120th). (reissues).
mains. lusty in Sixth. session. at the :Nice $1 500. ‘Last. week, $1, 500.”
pheaum ond undoubtedly: will hold.”
~ No: complaint, “$5. 500...Last week,
Astro’
“impressing vith . “300°
“Harold: Lloyd’s World. of Comedy’”
Estimates ‘tor This Week
Spartans”: while “Tartars” is in‘ the tCont) and “Nun and- SerBeant” |
Fox
‘Fox: Theatre-of- Detroit;
‘okay.. category. at the State. Hard- 7
(UA) (2d wk}, $5.000.
DR)
ciety‘Sky |
“Denver, ‘Sept. 18. ‘ticket: “Windjammer” is ‘beginning. Corp.) + 2,041: $1 .25-$1.49)—"Son |
Guild *Vancel..:300: 81. 2512!
;
tDesilu}, ‘$7,000.

‘Onium’ Okay$7,000hi
»Firm:Omaha? ‘Spartans’.

Ath, ‘Boceaccio” 86, oth ee paktnad. week. $18.00. 000:

‘Smash86,‘Interns’ 146:Le

oo

“Polo? Trim $7,500, Buff;

ef Samson"
Vikings”

(s,Lofty 116, Denver;
‘Scarface’ Poor $6,500

‘Indie? and -“‘Last wae2

Ind:

Weak

$10.000.

‘Phantom’ Meek 56, 24 ‘Abov e”. «Embassy! (4th wk), ‘Solid’! “Holder ers: are buoyant ‘in-:down- | to ‘skid- in its third Session at athe
Se Buffalo, ‘Sept. ‘18. .- ‘
ote
$2.700- ‘after. $3.000: i previous. © - town | firstruns., Newcomers .on: the Cooper.

Last week, “300 Spartans” ‘20th!| - Slim. biz. “marks | the. current 1

tae Far

coe | Ih atlastately Bie:

. Estimates for:ThisWeek:
exceptions, 4 $1.25) ‘Girl With.. ‘Suitease” (Inver,
‘but.
“Scarface
Mob”and
“Mur=Michigan. -United Detroit) '4+{+ntarco Polo” is good-at the:‘Paia-'|) died: “Light” $1.000. 2Last ‘week.
026; $1.25-$2'—"Musie, Man” ‘WB? |mount and “The’ Interns” -is’ neat j “Advise and. Consent”. ‘Cob: (m.0:) ‘der. Ine.” are poor at the. Orpheum: Okay.$3, 000.Last week,xk 000.
“Brothers: Grimm?” is great in a.|‘9th wk. Loud $13,000. Last week, -in a. seventh Century fraie. Pair ||(4th wk}, $1.100..
Chief. Skyview . (Blank): '1,600;.. .
.
$14,000.
lof reissues atthe Buffalo, «“Seven | Keith’s s «Cin-T-Co) “100: “90-"4 sixth Cooper | ound:
1/200: $1-$T. 25):— “Confessions. of.
Palms -UD) 12,995; $1.25-S1. 49) | Brides for’ Seven. Brothers”. and: . $1.50); =. “Interns” |(Col). Hotsy.
Estimates” for This: Week: *s| Opiani ‘Eater’ (AA) and‘ ‘Payroll” .
5.
; peat.Ww ingow {Part and Ww: uy “Father of. the Bride,’ is dull”
--$11.000; “Last Week’ “Bon. ‘Vorage”| -.Aladdin: (Fox) -(900; $1.25), — (AA). Oke $7,000. Last-week, ‘‘Mir-:!*..
s.the Win
Parl treissues), “Mi
i (BV: (5th wk), $5.000.:
“Boccaccio "70" (Embaésy) 4th wwke ‘acle Worker”. UA}, $5,000, -.-*:
$12,000.
Last
week, “Scarface |
Estimates
for -:(3,500::
This Week.
Buffalo
- ‘sLoew)
Sees asi! Palace (RKO}.12.600; $1-$1. 251 | Strong’ $4.00, Last.week,’ $4:800;Astro. (Dubinsky). 11 yeas $i
Mob” ‘Destiu! and “East of Kili-|.—"“Sev en Brides. for Seven Broth- ;;“"Rear Window” 'Par) and: “Proud.-|: . Capri* Art {Art -Theatre Guild).
$1.25) —.- “300 : Spartans”: 20th)"
manjaru” Indie!, $7,000.
fers”
«MGM) and. “Father. of; the: and: “Profane” Par)-..treissues):: 238: $¥,25).: “Daughter - of‘ the: -Simash_ $8; 000. Last week, “Guns.of.
Madison
UD) -1,408: $1.50- $3)° ‘Bride’ ‘MGM) - reissues), - ‘Some- :Okay. :-$6.500.: Last :. week: 300.) Sun”: (Indie): (3d wk.) So-so .$900: “Darkness” tWB) (2d wk)..-$4.000.
—"“West Side Stor 1 UA? ‘3Ist what! over a dull. $5,000, ‘Last:.week,.. Spartans”: (20th) (2d wk). ‘$5,000: |Last: week, $1.800:°
Cooper : (Cooper): (687; $1. 55wki. Good S10.000. Last week, $11,- “Scarface: ‘Moab’ (Desilw). and.‘ ‘Mur-. : Twin Drive-In” (Cin-T-Co)° (800-4 Centre :(Fox) (J 270: $1.25-$1. 45) |$2.20)
—“ Windjammer” :«Cinerama):-.
500.
| der Inc.” 120th). under $6, G00.
:cars; ‘90:—West:. “Bon. Vovdge’|—"“Touch of’ Mink” «Ue '8th wk). (3d “wk). Lacking punch .at $5, 000.
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: # .50-$1.75) -— “Nusi¢. Man”. (WBY f0).2d"wk, - $7.000...
woe
. ‘Lyric: (Par). (1,000: ‘$i25-$1: 50i— “ Paramount _(AB-PTY @B665: $i-- $1::25)— West Side Story” (UWA)
(Tth wk),. ‘Good ST.000. Last. week:
oo interns’”: (Cols (6th: :wk).. ‘Sturdy’; $2 I—“Two
‘Weeks | ‘in -Another j112th -wki. Moderate $4,000. Last
/ $7.000." Last week, $7,500...
| Town”. (MGM. (Stir. wk!: Final five |week, mild $4,500.
(i.=
Coliseum | (FoxEvergreen)
.
~
Maan:
(Manny.
(1.
‘000:
’
$T.
50-$2.
751
days; -two short of. full. fifth week, :a Kentucky
(Switow)
(900:
75'-870:.. $1 .25-$1.75 “Sky. - Above,
—“West Side . Storr” : (UAY* (30th. ‘brought $16. 000, not bad at’ ‘all. “‘300 $1 25)—Spiral Road” (UL). Nice.
Mud: Below’: VEmb) ‘and: “Trauma” 4.
/ Last.week,- Spartans”. in today (Wed...
| $6:000: or ‘near... Last. week, “Phan4Tndiel..- Swell’-.$11,000. “Last: week, [-"
same.
a
‘Radio City: Lusic Hall: (Rocke-, tom of Opera”. (UI) and. “Night
~ “Adventures ‘of Yoting. Man” (20th. ot
"
Cleveland: ‘Sept. 48...
“Orpheum :(Manny. (2,200: $1 25: tellers‘ . (6.20014 95-$2. 75) —“Musie ! Creatures” (UD. Fair $5,000.
aad OPr tghtened:, City (AAY ‘Nine : Fresh. product: -is making © little. $115)—"Music’ “Man”; (WB)
(8th ‘Man”. AWB and: sfageshow (4th: ‘Mary Anderson (People’s) A$1" idavs:- $9.800..
‘noise’ at the. local firstrun |wickets. wk). Big-$7.000 including two ‘days- wk).: Fourth |week. ended tonight ° ‘$1. 251—"Count
of: Monte Cristo”
Fitth, “Avenue” “(RoxcEverareem “Panic “in:Year. Zero” ‘is: weak. at Jat.
—.
“Academy. ‘Last’ week, $8, 000...7 -CWed.} with’ “about. -$150.000;° the” ‘WB and “Guns of Darkness’’
(2 500: $1.50-$1.75)—“El. Cid’- (AA).
‘Hippodrome, “Tom ‘and Jerry|* ‘Park (Field) - (lL,000:.- $L. 50). eae “trombones ‘are josing -‘some -dec-- ‘(WBi. Modest $4.500 or close. Last.
= (th: wk) Good: $7.000. Last. week, ‘the
‘Cartoon. Festival” -iss0-so ‘at: the:|' “Hatari”®.: (Pars. (6th 'wk.. Healthy. iibels.-: ‘Stays. ‘another ©week” and week, “Music. Man” (WB) (8th whi,
, $6,700..
| Ohio. while “Tartars?? 18: ordinary: : $4.900. “Last week, $5. 000.. oe [then “Gigot.”” 4 light: $4:500.Music-- “Box: (Hamrick. 42:200: ‘at the State. ‘Holdovers.
‘however:
Rivoli (UAT) °(1.545:. $1.50-83.50). Ohio ‘Settos) (900: ‘75-$1. 25) —
“Stat e. (Pari.
(2.200;
.
$1-$1.
D5
ne
ace (30th.
ye50-$3)—"West
Side: Story" (0) are brisk: _ Leadilig - the: latter};
“West * ‘Side - Story” (UA): (47th “Kid. Galahad” “(UA) (3d wk). Oke
wki, ‘Big. $6. 500. Last week, rare “Musi¢ “Man? and: “Brothers “300: Spartans” (20th). Modest. $6.-) wR. ‘The 47th. week ended todav:
$4.500
after: last week's . fair
1500. _Last:.: week, “Tarzan ‘Goes: .to (Wed.,) with. mebbe $30. 000. Oscar-.
; Grimm.”
$5,000.
a
Music” :Hall|,(Hamvicki (2.200:
India”
(MGM?;
“$5.
0089.
-on:
Six:
days:
Estimates. forThis Week .
A'winner. still strong ‘on:the: com-: : Rialto. (Fourth | Avenue! (1,100;
$1: :25-$1:50.—Two Weeks “in An-: ~ Alten ° (Stanley-Warner) | {2 866: . : ‘Suburban: World: (Mann): (800: ‘merce.
7 ‘ST. 25-$2. 50). —= “Brothers Grimm”
other: Town” (MGMi :cand “Girls. at “$1-$1. 80)Music: ‘Man’ WBY 7th $1.25)—"'Matter- of “Who”. -(Indie).
“State (Loew's).(1.900:'$1.50- $2.50), IMGMi (13d wk). Dropped-off a bit _
-, Sea” (Tndie). Mild*.-$6.000. *“Last Wwkiy Excellent $9.500.after $11.000. Terrific $5,000.:" . Last week,: “Girl a ‘Lolita”™ - (MGM): (14th, wk! ‘due to. State: Fair, but ‘picked up
“week, ..°Kid- “Galahad”: (UA) -and last lap...
“of With a ‘Suitrase” |AEM ish, “$1.800. .| Fhe 14th ‘week - ends todav sWed.) ; after: ‘the ‘eXpo departed:
.Looks.
_ “Explosive: Generation” UA) (2d Colony. “Art. (Stanley-Wainer’ |“ Westgate: (Manni. 4800::‘$h)
in - neighborliood of -$16.000. very. like nice- $10.500 or near.
Last
*. We), $5.300.
:
(1.354-: SL. 50)—"“Boccaccio ~: “70” “Forever. My’ Love ™ (Par. “Modest: ‘Rice neighborhood after so'long<a. “week, large’ $15,000.
“Paramount |“(Fox-Evergreen? ce= iEmb) (5th* wk), :‘Pleasing: $7.000: \ $1,500...
|tenanev.. “A Priv ate Affair”: in. United | Artists. (Fourth Avenue)
“000: “$1.95-$1 50)—“Birdman. of :Al- Last week,. $8:000:
1 ‘World:: (Mana) (400: $1. 25:$1 50) ‘Sent. 28:
: (3,000: $1-$1. .25)—“Lolita™ (MGM).
‘eatraz” (UA) ‘and .“West:.of . Kila-|-‘Continental. ‘‘Art.. ¢Ark:“Theatre. :—' Dangerous Love. Affairs” 4As- |. Victoria. (City lnvesting’: (1.003:~Lottv. $15.000 or close. Last week,
~MManiero” (indie. (Qd_wk),- “Fair: Guild - (900:. $1:50)—"Les: Liaisons’ tor) (2d. wk). Modest. $6, 500.” Last $i:50-$2)—“I_ Thank a-Fool! “MGV Adventures of Young Man’ " (20th),
“,$5,000. Last week, $6.600. _
Tee, Dangereuses” adiey (reissue), Av-ieeek, $7,Ou0: :
2 “LOSE |
Wh. Press’5. pundils didn't. dig i Tidy $8, 000.
%

le

$7,200.

ee
ee
aN
Le
VO
ee

ttn
ob
=A
Sema

PANIC’ PALLID $8,000,

CLEVE: TOM $4,000|seGigantic $1000.

- $6.300:-

whine

10

PICTURE GROSSES

Town’ Mild $7,000Balto; oie
Ditto $5,000,Enemies’

ac Farcan:’ay+r
0“,3 Phas

——_

| "

BUEFALO.,

(Continued: ‘from: page. gy

Hawaiian”. Col) {reissues), $7, 000:
‘Teck (Loew! {1,200;. $1. 75-$2. 75)0
—"Brothers: Grimm” (MGM) (4th-[:
Slow. $4, 000." “Last: week, |

BM 5

Limp 66‘Sky’Bigh1G ates 96

"Cinema. (Martina) 0 90-$1.25) |=

Baltiriore, Sept. 18,. +:
Pittsburgh, ‘Sept: 18."
Fair.
|:
Floldovers look best this week: [athwk), Pale
-Of the- ‘fresh. produet, Tarzan
$4 000.‘Last week, '<‘Secrets of ‘Wonien”™. (Indie).
Fair,
‘Man’
Slides:
Prov,
in:
“| ‘Goes. to India” at Pein and-“‘Phan-"
$2000. ‘Last. .week, “Stowaway
with mew films . doing only fair.
Sky’. (Lopert), $1,300.
~
2 ae
tom.of Opera” at the Gateway. are |
“Two. Weeks in’ Another Tawn’”. S|" Musi Hall. (Ros) 720; $2-$2:40)||
$6,
000.
‘Guns’
Quiet.
7G
Granada
©‘Schine)
(1,
000::
00:
-hoth ‘drab. Most -‘remarkable’. biz. -«
oke in-first at the Town and “The i_§“Best of Enemies’: tCol)Sept.':18.
“Providence,
.
|.
Worker”
Miracle:
300 -Spartans” is same. in bow at?WK). Light $4,500. Last. week, $4: $1.25)-~+ “The
‘| of- the: P.past ‘week was--the $ -$3;200...
7
(WA) (4th -wk).- ‘Topping’..a steady |- Main: stem:. biz: has- ‘dropped. ett}:-Bross ‘for a one-day. showing. of|”
‘the. New.
“Boccaccio
70" is.
|
with
nothing
‘showing
better
than:
two -filmed“ eperas.. Panda” and: .
strong in third week at the down-: i ‘Four Star: ‘UATC) 1868: 90-$150) 1 $4,000. Last week,. “under $5.000. ': | what. can‘'normally. be ‘called fair “Madame. Butterfly”.
-Penn:
°
town Charles and neighboorhood :. —“Pigeon That. Took Rome’: (Par) |:
—
with:
exception.
of
fourth
stanza:
of
“West Side. Story,” now. on‘its: 32d.
Crest aud: “Interns” is ‘warm. inj+(4th wk). Mild $3,000: Last- week,
a!
“El
Cid”
at’
Elmwood
which
.is
up
and next to last week at-Nixon::is“..,
fourth week: at. the Hipp- “Best of $3, 400. |
‘With. the. “leaders.” ‘Loew’s ‘State’s | holding: ‘firm :and -steady.. ‘Another. Enemies" .is good’ in: first. at the:
‘Warner | Hollywood: (Swy- 1 “991: {
|
“Twa
Weeks
In
Another:
’
‘Town’
new comer, . “Sky .Above-.and: Mud:
Little:
.
$1. :65-$2.40) — “Brothers: Gr imm”
and Majestic’ s “Guns of Darkness:” Below” ‘is ‘good in: first. round. at’
‘Estimates for. This’ Week
.
iMGM) - (6th wk). ‘Wonderful $31,- |
are inthe ‘top: group. Not too far|Stanley.
;
_Avaton “Freedman 1850; | $1.50) 000.
Last - week, $32,700.
behind :are’ RKO Albee’s “Adven- |.
Estimates. tor ‘This Week. mo
—“I Spit on Your Grave” ‘Indie’. ! Hollywood. ' Paramount
‘state lo: San. Francisco, Sept. 18:.. }tures of.-a Young Man” “and - Fulton’
Assoc.) .(1.530:°°$1-$1.50)Good $3.600.. Last. week, “Eve and’ 1,468; $F. 75-$2. 80)-— “Music| Man” af
“Two. ‘Women’. ‘Teissue.
-—“Interns” (Col) “(4th wk):..Socko:
‘Back to school is giving: firstruns.| Strand’s
St
Handyvn:an”
Indie}
‘reissue,’ sWB) (8th wk). Great. ‘$28,000.. Last.
- $9,000. Last week, °$10;500. | $1- oe,
a spotty b.0; effect, Holdovers and}°
Estimates. tor. This: Week
$2.000.
|
—
-. > week, $30,000.
:
“Gateway.” LASsOc. + 1,900;.
Aurora
‘T-L}
367: 90-$1:501— ; Fine . Arts \FWC).- { 631: - $1:49- reissues are in the’ majority of ||. Albee ‘RKO).: 12;200; 65-$1): —
$1 ‘50)—* ‘Phantom ‘of Opera”. “tU);
hotises;with
fresh:
pix.
few.:
Of.
‘the'}
|
“Sdventiires
~
lof
‘a
“Young
-.
Man”
:
“Palace of Shame” ‘Indie). -. Slow $2.40i—““Boecaccio 79" {8th Wk).
-latter, ‘the tandem of ‘ ‘Creation of:(20th). and “! e. Firebrand”: 4AP), Limp. '$6.000,-. Last :week, : “Spiral
$2, O00.
Last
week
“Paradisio” . Rosy: $5.800. Last. week,’ $7. 400:
:
‘the’ ‘Humanofds” arid “Invasion :of | Just fair’$6,000. Last week, ““Phan-|.“Road” 3U).. 13d. wk-5, days);. $4,500. .*Unidie: $1.800.
—::.
a
| Beverly. State). «1. 150; :90-$2)——
Nixon, - (Rubin) - (1.760; $1 56Charles ‘Fruchimian: +§00:- .-90- “Lolita” (VIGM) © $13th WEIS Firm ‘Animal-People” ‘is ‘sock at. the Fox. tom:.of. Opera” (Ur and. ““Mfothra”™.. |"
Side’ Story” (WA):
1“Ashes’ and Diamonds”: ‘is nice: at |(Gol). 12d wk). . Slowed to- meek $2. 75)—"West
$1.50--— “Roccaécig
"70" -_. Entbas- 36.000. -Last | week, ‘same.,
“432d Wk.. Mighty: $6,500. Ditto.Jast....
By! 3d mkh.. Good $6.000. ‘Last: ‘Lido ‘F WC) .'876:. $2)—* "Taste ‘of the arty Vogue.. “Brothers: Grimm” $4.000.
eo
is great ina. fifth Orpheum. frame.
Eimw “ood Shiaen (724: 90-31.50) “week...
week. &7 000,
Honey” (Con) (15th -wk). Busy $3;- |
"Penn: UATE) ‘3,300;- $1-$. 50s
Estimates for.‘This’ Week
Crest - “Frichtman? ‘1.700: 90- 500: Last week.. $3, 900.
—“El Cid? (AA) (4th wk). Shaping.|“Tarzan : ‘Goes: to “India” « (MGM),: a2°”
.
$1.50
-- Boccaccio." 70" «Embassv)
Golden. Gate. (RKO) 12.B59: $1:
256: :fo around happy’ $7,000. Third. ‘sesh |‘Slow $7,500.” Last week, ““Miracle®-’
Chinese’ tFWC)
BI 408°: “$1 25-1
Bd wkt Nice $6.000. Last week, - $3. 50)—" West Side Story” (GA) $1.50) — “Scarface Mob”. Desilw L.was nifty: $7,800..
| Worker” AUA). (24 wk) - 6 days),
$8.000.
‘40th. wk.’ ‘Lofty: $20, 006. . Last, ‘and “Hand of a Stranger” tAI) (3d \ Majestic’ (SW) (2,200;- 65- 90).‘| ‘$10,000. ‘‘Aida” t{Lux} and “Madame ar
Cinema
:Schw aber.
460:
90- w eek, $22.800.
-] WK). Solid: ‘$6;800. “Last Ww eek,» “Guns *of “Darkness. ‘WB).- and |‘Butterfly’’. (Lux), $3.200 °for: one ©
$1.501--- “Tule «sand Jim” | Janus) '2d..
L$.
.
000..
“Count -of Monte Cristo” CWB). ‘day, Thurs: (13). |
$1.55:$1 50)" ‘Nice. weekend. helping - to. around.
wks
Slow
$b 400.
‘Last week,
' Fox. 1EWO) 4, 651: $1.
Shadyside: (MOTC).’ 1750: “g1:25)°
_1 “Creation . of “Hurnanioids” -‘Emer- : fair. $7. 000. Last:. “week, “Music: —‘‘Doctor.in Love” (Gov} (3d wk), :$1500.
Teh (2.200; “90son). and “Invasion. of: Animal: Peo-: Man” «WB) (5th wk). Mild: $4,000. - “Snappy. $3,000. Last. week, $3,800...
Hippodrome
bCol. 4th wk). }
$1.651— “Interns”
ple” ' FF. ‘Sock $10,000: Last: week;
- Stanley «SW). (3, 700:°
50)—.. .
State . Loew) © 3.200: 15-81): _
Below”.
Mud$1-$1.

4th]

|Back toSchoolHitsBiz
hhFrisco;.‘Humanoids’ Big
106, ‘Ashes’: Hot $2,200}

Warm

$6 U0.

Five West
$150.-<Bird

MUA

th wk

week. $3.00.

Bittle

“Best

$3.200.

Foo! Moderate $13,
$1000,
|Philly;‘Playgirl’. Fair.8iG,3 “Sky Above;..Mud:“Below”: ‘Emb)
Last week. $6. ono. |
‘Schwaber) (435: 90- |"
‘and - “Trauma” Parade) (2d.wh),
Man
of. Aleatraz”|‘Grimm’ Strong 186, 7th $8, 400.

-T-i.)

Steady. $2.700. Last |-

«300:° 90-$1.65)

of. Enemies’

‘Cob

Last week.

Mon “Ameur’
ere? genie

Philadelphia, Sept. 18.

“Lotsa b:0. action over the. week-.

send: : “Lolita, ints 12th tound at.
Good- the Tr an s-Lux, “elocked- up. the’

-“Hir oshima.. house's biggest’ gross ‘since “The.

Ze mith? and “Lov-,
reissues) 12d wkhe

“Sky: Above. ‘dnd
(Emb).:"
F
‘Hep.
$11.000. .“Last. week,
(MGM) and “The “Valiant? (MGM).

“Pwo. Weeks

In ‘Another ‘Town”.

. .lent

‘Around... fair. . $7. 000: ‘Last’ -week. ““Hatari” ‘Par) (2d wk); $9. 000...
: Orpheum
-(Cinedome):. ct439: “Kid - Galahad”. “<UA) “and ‘Magic1. : - Warner. (SWY:(1: 516; $1 50-$2. 75).
$2: 75-$2.95).—~. “Brothers. ‘Grimm” Sword”: sUA)-<2d wk)...Slow: $5,000; 1. =="Brothers. Grimm”: (MGM) “6th:
(Sth: wk}, . Great, ‘$27,800.
(MGM)
‘Strand ‘National |Realty) (2,200;- 'wk): ‘Fine.’SI 000.' “Last: week, :
:
Last . week, $32, 000.:
65- $1)-—"Twoe, Women” iEmb) and: $18. 000:°
‘Warfield {Loew’'s!: 42636: $1 25: “Walk. On- Wild: Side” . (Col). 're--}°
$1.50\—"‘Far Country "* (MGM) ‘and: issues).. Fairly:: good: $5,000: Last.
“Saskatechew an’” (Par). Okay ‘$7;500. week ‘Sad Sack” (Par) and: “Deli: |
ve
Last. week,” “Tartars” (MGM) and cate: ‘Delinquent’: {Par) ‘reissues). qd
“Tarzan Goes. to India” *MGM) (3d [
‘Indianapolis, -Sept,; 18..| Happy ‘$6,000.

.

‘Man’: Nice $6.0
000,“Tndpls:; 7
_ ‘Balloon’ Flabby $5,000-

Vvikings” ' in. 1958... Among: -the
newcomers, “y Thank -a: Fool”
fair ‘at. .the “Fox, “Playgirl After.
. ‘Mavfair *Fruchtman) 47002, $0-. Dark” is mild ‘at the Goldman’ and.
iCont? a reissue of *‘Rear. Window" is.mice : wkiz $6,500.
:
$1.50:.--"Taste of Jone.”
“Biz is -only .moderate. at’ ‘most
:
-Paramount -(Par. 12,646: $1:502°
“43d wk.
Oke $3. 500. Last week... vat the. Stanton.
“,“firsirun. ‘spots. here - this © stanza, .
and
(Par).
Sack”.
*.
75)--"'Sad
Estimates.
for
‘This’
Week
$1.
$3. 000.
. ‘Back-t6-school ; activities. “be ing...
1,600: ‘o0- | ” Arcadia S&S). 1622: $i.20-180). “Delicate. Delinquent” iPar): (reis-.
-Frachtmam
largely : responsible. “Broth ers
New:
sue)...
Terrifie:
$15;
006:
‘Last.
week,
.
Spartans” | 20th, |
“300
$i 25)
Grimm" still is-leadef in fifth week -.
“Two ‘Weeks in Another: Town”
Fair $5.000'
Last week. “Tarzan.” “IG M). 5th wk). Happy: $7, 500: ‘Mareo Polo” (AI) and‘ “Dangerous |
bat Indiana. Adventures of Young:
Charter”. (FP) 12d. WkK},.'$6:900. .
Goes to India™ tVMGALD: $6,000:
Man”; opened
well at -Keith’s;”
, Last week; $8.500.
“St.
Francis
«Par
«1
,400:.
‘$1,
50-|
‘Playhouse .- ‘Schwaher) AB55: g0-!
Loew’s: had: good’ ‘results: with oneBoyd. «SWi. 13 5365. $2-$2. 75)
$1.500-2"A. Matter of Who", Indie) ““Br athe rs.. Grimm”: “t MGM). ATth, $I.75)—"Interns”’ (Col). -i4th wk).+.
: “day. showing of;“Aida’ and “Butter=.-»
: Kansas. Citv:, Sept. 18. (4th wk}.
Holding at $1 500. Last wk.
‘fly’*. apera double bill and reported :
Strong $18, 000. “Last week, : Bright $8,000.” Last week. ‘$11; 800. |.
‘New
comers:
‘are.
ight,
-exceptfor
‘United.
Artists:
(No.
Coast)
11.157;
:
|
week, $2 000..
“many. requests for mores:
: $27.000:.
which.
is
|:
Side.
‘Story’
"|
“OPive.
Finger:
.Exercise”’
$2:25-$2.
15)"
West:
‘Estimates for ‘This’ Week:.
Rex. +Freednian) 500: S$1.50° —}
Fox |Milgram): +2200: - .95-$1.oor UA)
$11, 500:| smart . jn: the. artfln Kimo. (40th = av kh Good
ae
“ft Spit: en Your Grave”. Indie),
- Circle. «Cockrill-Dolle)- 42,800: $1-.
“I Thank’ a. Fool” (MGM !:..
‘jssuesare
in:
two.
key‘houses,
“Rear
|’
“Nr,
Teas
*:
-Last.
,week,.
“$12,
300.
Good $3 609 Last week.
$1:25): — “Five: ‘Days ‘in’ “Balloon*
‘so $13.000.- “Last. week, “300° Spar:
ed wk), tans” 120th) 12d: wk), $6, 500. Bae
Vogue © ‘S.F.- -Theaties) 1346; “Window” and ‘Detective ~Story” (20th). |Mild’: -$5.006.- Last -week,
at
Burlesque”
‘Indi¢)
-“Sa‘and
“Uptown,”
‘the:
in
dualled
:
Diamonds”
and.
_
“Music. “Man” WB) iath- wk). Nifty.
$2: 000
‘Goldman’
‘Goldman):: a, 000: - $1:‘50\—*Ashes
Stanton -Fruehtman? 12 BOO: 90- $1:20-$1 80 yao ‘Playgirl ‘After: Dark’ ’. ‘Janus): - Nice’ $2. 200. - Last: week, |yonara”.: and “Count: “of Monte “$6.000.
“<:
|:
‘Paramount.
the
‘in’
‘paired.
Cristo’?
|
c
Tth:,
-“Rose.and.
«FARY
Nusie
Man”
9
WB
Indiana: éCockrill-‘Dolie):
7 eG SU
Indie). Fair $8.500:: Last: week,: “Love: Garie”
|
cooperative
‘
“Was:
‘which
Weather,
|
Ls
L
ast
|
800.
$1,
wk),
wki.
Helding at $6.000..
$1,25-$2: 50) — “Br ‘others -. Grimm" “
“Scarface Mob": ‘Desilu) 12d. wk),: | mary "> (BAR) (2d
ry.7*

‘Erercise’Brisk:$2500.
‘In:Rainy KC; ‘Interns’

- Big86, 34, ‘Music’ "al
Reé-

te

17,1003. 3

fe

Stagedoor ° *A-R)”

‘$I50- (last-week-end was: on. he: damp |‘(MGM-Cineraiia). “pth wk).
. Sturdy: “ee
(12th Ww‘k). | side this ‘weekend.

1444;

* $7500:
65)— i
Town -T-Li +1.425: $1.25. $1
Midtown (Goldman). AT:200; $2--i g1 80)—‘Lolita” :MGM)
Estimates’ for “This Week.
“Two Weeks in ‘Another Town” ' $2. 751 ‘West: Side. Story” UAD: ‘Steady - $5.‘000. Last Ww eek, same.’
MGM.
Fair $7.000.: Last week. § 45th” Wk), . Happy. $8.500: Last’ | ‘ Metro ‘United
Ane California): 41.000; - ‘Brookside. © (Fox.’ Midwest-Nat. | _“"Kaventurés of: Young: Man"
“Notoroans
Landlady” ‘sob 13G week, $10.500: ote
|
$1.50-$1.80\—“Boecaccio 70": (Emb). gen - Corp.) "Miracle: Worker”. | (20th). “Oke $6,000; Last. week, “MY
$ 008...Last week, [co (4th: wh. Okay. 83,000. Last} Géisha”” (Par) ‘2d wk), $5,000...
;
wk, $7.000.
Randolph: ‘Goldman)- £2:300:" 95-.|° ‘8th. wk). Brisk $7,
‘Loew's. (Loéw’'s) (2,427; :75-$1 95).
| $1.80)—"Interns” ° ‘Coh). (4th. wk).- $7.500.
veek, same.
oe
' Busy. $40.000.. Last
—"Two Weeks: in Another Town”
, ‘week, -$15,000: |"
Stanley. iSW) —42:500; -95-$2)
—- $1,50)—"La ‘Dolce’ Vita’! Astor) 181.50)-—“Lélita”” (MGM).<10th wk). AM-G): - Nice. $5,500.. ‘Last’ week,::
LOS ANGELES
“Music: Man”-<WB) ‘8th_ wk). Loud: and “Two ‘Women’ -1Emb) 15‘days):: i Thin $3.008.. closes, out: Last. week, {Aida” “Cindie)-.and “Madame Bute. .
iContinued frem. page. 8)
‘So-so.. $3,500." “Last week, “Kid#<same:
|-terfly” indie) ‘reissués); -$2,200. in™:
$13.100. W iitern; Village.. Lovola*’ S15, 000. Last week, $18,000.
week.

ST.001,

-

et

'Esaiiire’ (No. Coast) (846: $1 25-1" Capri: Durwood).

te

ge

260: 75}

‘Crest, Riverside’ -« Gohamonh? che day. “Scarface: Mob” (Desilu),
with Warren's. .Warner- Bever tye |oe Stanton (SW) (1:483; .95-$1.80)— -Galahad” (UA) and ‘tRoad: to Hong-.
Hawaii. Baldwin, , “Fhe Interns” “Rear - Window” . ‘Pary. “vreissue}.. “kong” (UA)-(2d_wk),:$5,300..
wealth) -:900ears-each): Boulevard|$4,900 in. SIX, days..
25
(Col, “Pirates ‘of Blead River” : Neat’$10, 000. Last week, “Geron- . Coronet (United. California’: +Rosedale)... :750. * cars). .-Granaca|. ‘Lyric - Cocktill_Dolie):’ "1880,
UGA). and. ‘“Magic. Sw ord’ , 41.2503. , $2-$2. 50)" Musi¢e ‘Man’. (FMW-NGO). . ‘1217)" 1G) -éach)— | $1.25-$2. 50) — ‘West ‘Side. Story”.
(Col) (2d wk), $3%.300. Iris with timo”
|
ae
State. “Panie in Yéar Zero” + AIP?, HUA), ‘$9. 000.
} WBr.-i10th: wk). Lively, $8;000. |“Horror. Hotel”.. Indie’ -arid -“‘The.: MUA) -0th wk). Last week,-clased Studio iGoldber ‘) (383:. 95-81.80"
Next. ‘afinounced ‘pook-:
-“Regah” «Ind! tlst wk, SI2. 400.
Head” ‘Indie) +4-days), Thin $7,000. : with $7,000.
Last week, $8.500...
“Longest Day,” . to:“open
Warner Beverly «SW? (1.316: 00-. '—“Eove in Hot Climate”. (Indie) |.
“0. oPbast week, Crest. Riverside? Boule-+ ings $2):—“The. Gaddess”.: Col ‘reissue, and. “Blaze™:Starr .Goes’ Back “to-|
CHICAGO" |
| vard. Isis °& Vista. (EMW-NGC). Dec.. 27, Loy
; Nature” - Indie) (2d. wk). “Flashy |.
5 9}
(1360; 700":
700%, Overland.
Aztec (Dick- |:
Fair’ $5.500
.
(Continued
|
from.
page:
Jancon’
500):
EL Rey :FWC). '861; 90-31. S01 : $5:300.
"Hiway. 40. (Gen: |-*
‘BOSTON
dais.
‘Last:
week,
$17,500.
“Carry On... ‘Teacher™ * +«Gov) and:1. ‘Frans-Lux ‘T-L) 1500: '95-$2)—
)-SL each). “House |. - (Continued :‘from, page- By,
.
Roosevelt
\B&K)
“11.400:
90:
-$1.80)
(efal)
1,000
cars
-“Lolita®
(MGAD.
(13th.wk).
Climbed
.
“Doctor in Lore” vInd). (reissues)!
—“Phantom.. of Opera 'U).: Good || of: ‘Women’. (WB) “and. “Samar : the | 2,100-Seat .floor -and. 78-$1 50 :
Slim $3.500: Last week, “Miracle; -to $8.500. Last. week. .$7.200.scale.
|.
Wikking
fair. $9.000...
(Sley)
11,000:
|
95-$1.
801— $19.000. ‘Last.. week, “The Interns” (WB).
Worker” +UA) (7th: wk}, $2:600..
Kimo Dickinson). ’15040: “'$1.25-"Orpheum . Loew): “42,900:. 9g
Fox
Wilshire. ‘“FWE)
11.990: 4 “Spiral Road” (UA) (8th wki. Dim
-90-1$1:50)—= “Five © Finger. -Exercise’ $1 -49)—"Seven.- Brides. for. ‘Seven
fregD sbi whe same:42.400: "(re
$1.49-$2.40) — “Three Coins ~ in: $4,000. Last’ week, -$4.600.
‘Last.
holds:
|
4!Cel). Smart - $2,500.
Brothers”. «MGM)-:- (reissue). “and.$1: 80)—“Rear |“Window”: APar)
Fountain”
‘20th: treissue?. ‘Good { World «R&B-Pathe-. 1 “Liaisons:
week, “Victim” indie). 13d. wk): | “Father. of Bride” (MGM). (reissue);,
:
$12,000. Last week. “Adventures of j Dangereuses” ‘Astor) and “Victim” issue}, Sock .°$25.000.: Last, week. 4:
’ Fair: $8, 000. - Last’ week, ‘‘Huns”
:.\Pathe-Amer? (3d. wk}. Trim. 92,600. “Spiral Road” (UV). (4th Wwk),$11, 009 Light $1,000.
Young
$5 400:

Man”

- -20thY

“5th

wk

"y Last.

week, . $3.200:°

‘|-for. five :-davs.

Empire iDurivood) 718|294: $1. oie {Indie) © ‘and., .“Centurion._ Indie),

¢2-75)-—“‘Brotliers. Grimm”. MGM),

‘Surf ‘H&E Balaban) 1685: $t. 50-}(6th wki:- Fine. $14, 600, holds. Last |.$10,000. ©. es
Baldwin State) +1.800: 90-$1. 500°
Paramount. *NET) 42, 3575. 10$1 80)-—"'Sky “Above; Mud’ Below’ “wweek. nifty. $15.000.
—"Kid Galahad” (UA) may eaver™ |
DENVER
$1.65)—"'Shame ‘of. Sabine’ Women”
and ' ‘Sueét Bird af Youth’ (MGM): 7
ag iata $11,000. ast . ..Paramount©:“(Blank-UP?
1 900°"
‘Continued from page. By. : | . ‘Enibassy).
choo
‘| weék, :
or
Scoundrels’. . $1-$1 25). — “Sa¥onara”.. (WB): ‘and Indie). -and ‘Hot Money. Girl? tIne’
treissue?. Dim, -$3.300,
Am.
Goad -$2.400.
Last aveek,
die). Fair ~$9,000:..- Last: “week, .
““Cont). ‘and “Big. Deal: on Madonna:
:

a

a

ee

State ‘UATC? +2.404; -90-81.50.— “Lolita” ~~ EMIGM? tad “Wk. nYO.F
“Smashing .of Reich’ ‘Indie). and ©
| Street” ‘UMPO):: treissues).' “$4. 850.4 spetective Story WB reissites)
“Pani¢ in Year . Zero” 7AbD and
2.20 0.
“Kamakazie” -Indie), $10, 000: .“Eegah” ‘Ind! '2d:-wk.. Soft $4.000.: ‘Orpheum. '*RKO) +2.690: $1255
my
)
]
4 Todd (Toda). 41,089; “$2. 20-$3. 50) }.
‘Pilgrim -(ATC): 11.909; 75-$1 25) ny
Crest ‘States ‘750: 90-$1.50) = “Scarface - Mob”.
eee
(Desilw’. - and} —“West:.Side Story’ -(UA). oa eeae
Ss
erm
wk).is:Tapering
$17.000. “=
for, 10) $I.gy95)_« Interns”.. ‘Col) 13d.) wk ). =<} --Spit..on: Your, Grave? “tAudue.”*“NEatter af Who’ «Herts! »2d Wk). “Murder, Ine.” 20th). Poor $6.300. per
Last weelr,.to$25.000:
‘bon) and. “Bourbon: “Street” (Indie);: *
Batt S6.00G- Last: week, $8200.
Sparkling $8:000, holds. Last. week, ° Good -$12, 000. ‘Last! week;- “Belle =
Last. week:
“Tatzan
-Goes
to
“ Town (Teiteli ‘640: $1. 25- $1.80).|‘$9. 500--,
Hollywood -tFWO). +856: 90-S1.50)- India” '"MGM)
and. “Pirates
of
“boy: ‘and | Playgir'ls’’
—"Odd' Obsession’: (Indie): | ath ~ Roxy “Darwood B50: Te $1.30) |“Geisha ° ‘Playmates: Indie): cand.)
—“Sad Sack" -Par} and “Delicate | Blood River” «Col. $7.500.
Indie) 3d. ., a
Delinque mt’. Par. ‘Teissues) 2d) - ‘Paramount. (Wolfber g) 19. TAO:| wk), “Okay $3.000. Last “week. _ Musi¢ - “Man” “AWB: “Bt wk) awk), $8.000:
a
wk: Oke $2200.
90-$1.25) “Bird Man :of “Alcatraz” $4: 200._.
“f
Pleasant -$4 500: £ ast: Week< 85.ann:*
_S3xon- “tSack). ‘1: io0: St 30-$1. 800."
Warren's, Hivain ‘Metropolitan‘Enited’ Artists. BER), Ay, 700; 80."
‘.
Saxon:
“Durvooe)
16°R: > TAS
iU A} ‘and. ‘The Valiant” WAI i3d.
as “Stowaway in’‘Skv" ‘(Lopert) and
G&S!
Chia.
1. LOG: -90-$1. 30) -—
wk. Hefty SI, 300. Last. W eek, $1:80 '—""Miracle ~--Worker”*: (UAY ‘$1 501 ‘Touch ‘of: Mink () (7th “Lost. ‘Continent? :(Indie) 13d" wks:
“The tpterns” :-Col) «3d uk) and- $14,500,
1 ¢5tiiwk), Bright $15.000.-Last week, wk. ‘Bright» $5,500. “Last, _ week, : final. « Mild’:$5-:000:
‘Last week, “,7
$6060:
Soe
“Strangers When We Meet’ +Col).
Paris’ (Art Theatre Guila’: 4350: $16,500.
. same: “Damn the ‘Defiant’ Col): :
hieissae:
Ist Wk: -Fairish $8,000. “$1. 25)— ‘Summer “Wind
. Woods: iEgsaness). ‘iy.200: "0-4" Uptown. PATW: NGO. 9,043:- $i- opens: "Wednesday +191:
-Blows™:
Vogue
FWC} +810: 90-$1. 50% —
‘Indie)
and...“Sins ..-of “Youth”. $1:804-300 Spartans”. 420th) i2d! SL. 251-S"Reer Window” Per) sand| ‘State ‘Trans-Liix): (730: 75:81 35).
“Sky Above, Mud Below” -Emb»; iIndie): Goad" $1, 100.”“Last week, WR. Slipped, to $1T: 000. Last week, “Detective: Story”: Par), tre;issives): | ‘=s"Something. Wild” .Indies. “and. ima
‘4th. wk Stout $5,000. Last week, . ‘subsequent _ runs.
1 $26. 000.:
-pEairish $6. 500.. “may. hold: ‘Last. “Island: Wemen’! Indie)... Bright |
a
$7,200,
Towne iIndie).. (600: $i.25-$1:45. | ‘World. 'Teitel). 1608: 90-$1 251 |week. “Kid Galahad” GAY 12d wki- $4500: -Last week, ‘:Fruit Is Ripe” Egyptian
U ATC) 1.392: $2-. —“Best of Enemies”. 4Col} 43d) wk) “The Night” _tIndie) «4th wk): Live: and “Wild. in the Country”. (U:A}- «Indie) ‘and: ‘Girl: Can't Help :
-4t”
$2.40%—"Guns uf Darknéss* (W B) [Mila $2, 500.. Last: ‘week; $3, 000:
‘Fly. $3, 500.. ‘Last: ‘week, $3,500..
Tse wk). So-“SO. $5, 000..
4 ‘tIndie?: (2d Wh);84,000.
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Paris, Sept.”18°: +>

ae French’ producers are still go-.
‘ing. to. ‘make more.than 100. ‘domes- ; ‘Boccaccio. 70"Top ‘Aug:

|
~
Grosseri
in
WwW:
Germany
|:
|
|-.
= The

"BaBritish
sh id
Chranzation
By HAROLD MYERS -

.[British FIDO. Returned.

London, Sept. 18.
Attempts to bring ahout a mer‘Frankfurt; ‘Sept: 18.°
| Ser between |Britain's wo producjority ‘of .these- are: ‘coproductions,
German: film industry ‘is. in :
‘London; “Sept. 18,
‘ing’ organizations, ‘regarded. as
: Berlin; Sept:. T8..; \deep- ‘troubles, “with the. latest’ fig- |
‘and if the. big’ ones gross more. thian|.
‘the Italo-Fréench “Boccaccio 70.” ‘ures’ indicatitig.. ‘that .local. grosses |’= Since - its.“Inception. - in.’ August stone cold: a month ago; are. now
in -the -past-‘and : ‘the ‘smaller ones:
1958): ‘the Film: Industry Defence being revived—but only just.
fold: quickly in. the established pat-: réleased by ‘Europa-Film:: Ine Ger: |-were~ down.” ‘about “$20, 000,000-.in Organization ‘'tFIDO) “has: ‘paid. out |
tern,:. then. many: .in:- film: cireles. ‘many,. was: the’ most’ ‘screened. pic 1961 .with:a total take’ for..79 Gers. over °$3,816.000° to.. keep ‘British | It is more than two months since
the Federation of British °Film
_ here feel that the ‘industry will be in| 14- ‘West-German key cities tine :“man - ‘films™ of about $23,000: 000.t:.
“films: off the ty sereens. In: that:
and
'subse” “in: big. ‘trouble if’ drastic financial ‘cluding ‘West-Berlin). ‘during Au- German: films dropped 32%.--in ‘total’ tinie ‘it. has: acquired: the right. to .Makers: considered
_ revisions: are not made soon. These ‘gust.. The: German- Spanish- Italian. income: domestically in. 1961, Un-" .804- pictures, and is currently” in. quently rejected a ‘proposal to join
- include ‘both -‘film aid coin. -plus’-a “Carpet: of ‘Horror’ . (Constantin). ‘[less |‘there ‘aré some ‘sudden. sur- ‘active negotiation ‘to acquire. the: ‘forces with the British Film: Producers. Assn., but the Jatter organ_hecessary .lightening -of the.. 20% ‘landed second: spot: Following were prises, “it Tooks as if ‘the Gérman. { right toa further 42 pix::
| United.’ Artists’
“Sergeants ~.
| film-makers ; ‘are ~headed_ for even:!: “According to.a‘statement issuéd ization later. "asked the Federation
a ‘tax on film. grosses.:
Le
to. have second: thoughts.
Fivarorisinee costs ;Wave. “made. it: Rank’s. “pL Cid;’”’. Constantins: (Ger=. more of-a drop-off in: the: 1962-63-4
‘by the’ Board. of -FIDO<last. week| Consequently, a special FBFMve ‘almost. impossible ‘for a “picture” to- man) “Door. “With. Seven Locks,”’ . season.‘| the” ‘vast: ‘majority of. the -money.. ‘Council
meeting
reviewed
the
amortize itsélt: domestically. ‘(statis- the American oldie “Citizen “Kane,” 5 ‘Despite: the. ‘Golorful,.‘Bieehures | ‘paid |out has -found. its: way =baek|
| question, and although. there -had
here
by. Constantin, ‘optimisticalls- listing 17° “West: Ger7 tics,usually cite’ 69% “domestic. ‘and. Teleased.
‘into British. film’ production, which’! been some changes in attitude, the
* B1¢ : foreign ° in- “the ‘final. tally)” Glotia’s (German). “Bird Dealer,” man. ‘films. ‘for: ‘the..1962-63 - season, has: helped. the: industry. generally. Federation was pretty evenly. split,
° ‘The.continuing: falloff ‘in. filmgoing. ‘Rank’s. “A -Touch -of: “Loving.” ‘the. the. experts. ‘caustically note: ‘that | ‘FIDO’s -iricome, which: is‘ derived |.-with ‘some of the more influential
‘has forced: many’: French: producers ‘Swedish’ surprise ‘hit, “Are. There. the: film-makers |will be lucky: ‘if-} from alevy: on. ‘admissions, is aver-| members
uncompromisingly.
Op-“to.try-for-a. sucéesstul overseas pic- Angels”: ‘and. ‘the-- French-Italian {they actually come. “up: with even |aging’ around’
round -$1.000.000-"3!
000.000: annually. posed to the merger. Finally,.when.
+. ‘ture rather-than ‘one. that: Avould. be. ““Ees ‘lions. sont laches.”
half, ‘that ‘lumber:
| a vote was taken; there were nine.
va hit-‘strictly. at--honie. “The :.in- | American: “pix” ‘captured: 28% oft: And. among
the.” “innumerable |j} votes in favor. of. continuing ‘the
a “‘dividtialistic. Freneh- find this,phil: the ‘playdates.- Gernian films ‘were: criminal films. historical .presenta| negotiations, ‘with eight against.
| next ‘with: 17. 6%, then.the. Italians.“4 tions; and “high- ‘in-the-hills': folk-.
ae -osophy hard: indeed.”
It.‘was made clear that this hardly
: This’ situation: is So. becatise: film} 15.1%,.-French: 12.9%, ‘British :8%Clore -‘features - ‘set, “Ait. ‘looks ‘as if|.
ald gives. 5.5° | of -‘the . domestic. and ‘Austrians 6:3%}:
the
| there: -is not: going. to be a. single.
|1 gratio
n.‘negotiators to tatk to
0.
gross’. back to- ‘the. ‘producer, *ake |"
J entry to- crack the. highly. competi- | BFPA, and at a subsequent. joint
UpsAussie BR.
rebates. 25% _of the -foreign® take |
jtive. international : market.:
:.| Session, association: ‘members were
‘The -recent..fluctuations’ in: certain
Sydney. Sept. 18.
_advised of ‘the. distinct cleavage
There: was” a: ‘lot of: talk. at: the |
foreign. marts: ‘plus. the -diffieulties
~ Linajor. German. ‘documentary: :film|. Picture biz Down Under is. curs: ‘within the FBFM. ‘which didn’t. inof offshore: ° collections:. ‘has. left|.
‘| festival: -held.-‘in Marth’ in. Ober: rently’zinging. with. the coming of: crease ‘prospects of an - early
‘many producers, here ina. quandry..|
1 hausen. about. giving |young. ‘direc- spring.- Moppets’ school --holiday ; merger.
“Th addition: -a producer |-must: put}
‘tors -a-chance: ‘ These young. filni-- -has also: given. pix a terrific. hypo. j Moreover, .. some. . . Federation.
sail, his: aid: funds back: into. a new.
Inakers; - doing’ .the. experimental. “Top - showmien . agree:: that this, members -are. angered that at the
film immediately which, ‘in several |:
shorts * cand - doctimentaries,’- were Yuletidé,..too,° should .be. a biz.|joint meetirig which followed its
instances, -has forced. a: "good: “‘pro=+.
Paris, Sept. 18. j supposed to‘represent.the Germian |:boomer. “ Almost’ all: the. key. mar-"|-own council. the BFPA was repped
ducer ‘to: undertake’ projects. he--is| ~~ filnigoing still ‘on’ the: “ds version of the French “New Wave,”. quees list” Us. ‘pix... -Metro’s: “puy- | solely by independents, and not:
not: ready" ‘for: or.,.does ‘not- believe. i.
‘ cline, ‘local. filmites. are compiling: “and - it was “hoped that they: would ent Trap” a8’ a. b.0.. ‘gusher, Pic,..!: by. the majors.:The FBFM ‘memGn. and” ‘Teaves.: the field ripe™-for.at. St. ‘bers who are in opposition to'a
| statistics: to-. trv to - ‘find - out |what come’. up with some- *German full- currentl” in [lth :week
opportunists | ‘who ware--mainly “con
people: really want to see. and how length. features that could|‘break |!James,. Sydnev, was also.- spotted |nier ger ‘take the view that their
tent: to make. cheap’ quitkies whose.
the international. barriers: -But- ale: into -Met’s Liberty, ‘Sydney. ta: cop: own. organization was created to
-; price: they .inake’ up. on: ‘aid funds: [to- bring “them ‘back: to -the thea |
St:::
' defend the- interests of the. indies,
‘most -none: of:. the. harried, finan-:-the “overflow :biz from..the
tres..
‘Like
all”
‘such
studies
there:
is
3
* Alb of this ‘saps: the: vitality: of the. ‘room ‘for \érror, ‘but..one thing “is |cially hard-pressed German ..pro- |James .two™ blocks away, ‘and: then |and that’s: something they want to
industry. and: ‘defeats: the govern- |
iducers’ have apparently “*been--will- i-went into Met’s.two: local drive-ins.. !preserve at ‘all casts.
ment’s ‘purpose’ of raising: “the. qual:| certain:: young. “people, from_ A3. to
‘Assurances from Rank and Assoto ‘give the.-young experiment: ; - “Touch of. Mink”: (WU) is. ‘another |:ciated
jing’
new
the:
of:
24,
make:
Up
the.
Bb
ull.
ity of. :French. ‘pix. while: ‘keeping.
Br itish Picture Corporation.
jers. a chance.
; smasheroo ‘at ‘the State, Sydney,
public.
‘for: Greater. Union: Theatres and “that they wilt. not play-a dominatUup- healthy: production,
Producer’
“Arthur
‘Brauner,
who,
|
95%
‘that
out
"Study ‘also brouglit
“Ttaliaris. ‘Give More’
had planned some productions with’.“should give Universal plenty. ins. ing role.in thé new organization.do
‘The. Tialians:.‘on’ the ‘other |hand. Of film. audiences. preferred” senti-| ‘the... newcomers,
has -. titled: :- the {the ‘kitty’.over.a long run. “Mink” “not, apparently,. meet the objec| mental °pix; 20% detective’ opusés, ‘group. “the. ‘Tisky wave.’
- base: their, film aid on 16°6~-of the} .
He. ‘has’ [ispresently. in third week: on four- ‘tions of the independents. Nor are
“domestic °grosses. -and-* ‘this° has'12¢n: “costumers, . 11%: adventure ™
they: appeased .‘by. the undertaking:
one
production,
by:
Willibald
Ehser; |:
aa
kept: their.‘industry: booming.: Para- :‘films; 11% " message-type “entries, ifitled “The: Hungry. Eyes,” ‘with: the; ” Jerry: Lewis is a top fave: ‘with '‘-that..the first :prexy of the .new
~-doxically;,. this: talso” Helps the: for- BS “comedies. - 6%. -musicéals.- °2°%
ithe-moppets. and his’ “Errand: Boy’-| group would: be Lord Archibald,.
l-aceent- en sex. in’ the’ big: cities.:
eign gross. as: good: features that [war pix, 2%: ‘westerns, ' 1% docu
!.(Par) is ‘a: solid hit at the Prince;
‘the founder-chairman: of: the Fed:
“Juergen:
Goslar
Seenis.
to:
‘bethe’
: Edward; : Sydney. for - GUT. “Phe! eration, and: that. his appointment.
-do:-well in the. domestic. Mar. ket. are. 1 mentaries and: 6% ‘undecided.:
T only. one: of ‘the new. directors, who!
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8, 816.000 to’ Prod.|

“tie. pictures. per ‘year, and. the-mia-|
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FrenchPicPoll

Finds.Sentiment

ome

“also good bets.
‘this :seems.to
‘Native talent,
lot to do with:

overseas:’ «At least|"But there is still the’ problein ‘oftisin’ business‘ ‘for ‘next. season, with ‘Counterfeit Traitor’ (Par): preems ;Would- be:‘guaranteed for a ‘mini-.
be true for Italy))| pix that fit-two or more: categories: his ‘second: :and ‘third® ‘full-length jat this:_Par showcase September: 14. I -. (Continued. on page. 13)
Se”
‘of :course, has” @) Survey. also ‘consulted ‘those~ who: ‘films scheduled: Nora.
releasing ¢i... “One,.Two, Three’. and “Judg:ment -at:.Nuremberg” (UA? are on
it too, but the. Ttal- -already... attended: pix ratherof“than
his:
-comeédy
:
“Darling,.
Jy
Seust
Shoot
|
‘the’
v

Growing Support For
‘Monopoly’ Probe Of
with . “West "Side: Story.” “(UATE
“reaped: the. benefits:
| . Ainons thé. 33° “a “rene
,
a of Hollywood
:
ch. or
He is also. ‘winding Work for |
and. other «foreign: _ Productions, |‘largely French. ‘coproduetions -that: Constantin: on ‘the~ psychological:| terrific in. “14th. week. mee
British Production
: (Continued: on. page -13)
-./made the big ‘time, there were’ five ‘thriller ':““90. ‘Minutes: ‘After «Mid-1 jammer”: (Cine): is a. smash in -second -week’ ‘and should ‘run ‘up a-

fans have -capitalized .on: cheaper those. who:.don't go:° A’: list
— You,”: Starring. “Marianne ‘Kochi andi ‘the. ‘Hoyts’ ‘pie loop,
.< production costs. plis‘more relaxed |toy grossers .of-the: last. thrée -years-! Walter ™ ‘Giller. and based on.:the?:Pon
‘Blockbusters ‘OK:
*
‘Jaws “governing ©filming: and: have.t was, also: consulted..-"
2!
[John O'Hara’ play . “Poubleeross: a i Top. ‘pracket pix ‘are’ very solid. :
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i to:a} renaissance.

‘an’ American ‘husband: and: settling ‘down -in the U.S. ‘Pic. has Claude:;

__Dauphin, ‘Maurice -Teynac, Philippe ‘Fourquet and is:‘being: produced ‘by;
: Irwin. ‘Shaw. ‘who. did ‘the. screenplay. from two of his ‘own short stories”
wswoe Pic. star Robert

Hossein. back '‘to theatre. for the first:‘time in seven
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|set:for.“Maria Stuart” and. diréctor |ventories,: some: to go out of busi-

=| Alfred Weidenmann is.going to: do : ess for good ithis.is.a good time
Va comedy. for- Gloria which will jfor ;Yank tourists: to. shop here}.
present ° “Maria Schell. ‘as -a lady, ' The population ‘itself ‘is: unable to
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Merger
. _ | psychologist. ~
‘years with ‘a:play -he. perined .with: Frederic. Dard “The Trial “Without”
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a, Verdict.” He stars and. directs...
. Charles. Aznavour to: Latin. Amer-: —: Continued from page. ll45
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Albicoéco ‘directs.:" It concerns. the. adventures: of .a young ‘Frenchman} mim _périod- of two:"Years: “Their German ‘filmizations.” including}
ted edition Except Prensa tue to
“whenr.he runs off from’ France. during the last war and. ends. up floating. ‘Sole: concern is. té. maintain an: or- “The. Luck and’ the Thorwalds,””|7
£95"
flict, The 't
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‘around South: America:.-' Marie’ Laforet. also. stars .wae ‘Kinopanorania, ‘ganization * ‘that . will. -exclusively based“ on.a-J. B. Priestley script, | Hie Oe Pred ee “N ©
our‘Cl: 1g
© ofthe.indie.
~. thie’ theatre that. has housed ‘the ‘Russo. Cinerama-type |three: Screen‘.{guard the ‘interests
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“Somerset. Maugham . Golden in” ‘and Mado aareed to - Suse:
to.be-done as-a:film star-!
Donkey’
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+ {he
"pix, now showing the “first. Russo 70m pic.*“The Turbulent-Years” which: film ‘makers. a
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senentng lnewspaper| reviews and notices
“2 Kins. from: thé -BFFA® presidency ae bird ather Lives. Ds
ea| through: “ill health: the ‘association a fhe. detective |‘Father Brown, ane
eee thaaal depressing
on
‘the G! K. ‘Chesterton i
‘is. increasingly: anxious, .to | -bring. ‘based:

‘|about’ a ‘merger. It would like ‘to |character.:

i Perhaps, with | the
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advent. of

‘gee one body speaking for the.en: |. A. half-documentary, ‘called ‘Ger: “ppring. things. may look up a bit.
tire.” production industry, even: |many-Your Wonder” is ‘supposed to, 1 local show-business: parlance, ..
ee
Barcelona, “Sept: TH, aay at:the: ‘Teatro Romea, ‘where. ‘though there is frequently an iden-.|show the-flaws, and. successes. of ;July. is known as “the Juls: uphill
+ tity, of opinion on: many.trade: is- |the, “current “German. . regrowth. “La. euesta de Julio") because -in
- Barcelona’s- ‘big. aiinual fiesta ‘inj.
“y
the _weather . cus“honor: of the*:City's® patron, the} plays: will. be.‘staged: An. this con-. ‘sues: Additionally, and’ not.:unim- |:‘This: isa. Gloria. release:-and ‘the ‘that .month
Virgin. of: Mercy, ‘will again stress | test; the Theatre. de. la “Huchette-} .portantly, a merger would ‘ease t & same.production company—headed || tomarily’' freezes. keeping. people at
‘many of .the seven: lively’ arts: in}
of |Paris ‘will ‘présent: Ionesco’s:! financial-ioad’for the BFPA:which}by..-Mrs.“Ilse Kubaschewski—has ‘home. This year. August cond. he
ust iceberg.
programming” a’ fortnight of actiy- “The° Bald” Diva” and -“Thé: Les-. |has been: feeling. the-strain of ‘in-|signed a couple of tthe Oberhausen known" as “the Ausust

tebels.:H: R. Strobel. and. H. Tich- |
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sh Censor’ $ OK
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Life's: current. “gix-page’ ‘Wayout on the: spake: Over’ ‘Generation,” al: —
Continued. from ‘page. 1 —
‘gallery of: “100 -young- leaders’ of the: big. -breakthrough” --("A"° Red-Hot
Hundred” is -the.. caption) includes: the following from the- lively ‘arts: | lion's. share ©‘of the problent, has: oe
. playwright. Edward- Albee, 34; Rev; Malcolm. ‘Boyd:: ex-tv- producer, 39, the: lion's : gay-s0. :. And :‘what he |’=:
7 “jdentified, as: novelist; - playwright - and ‘former.-advertising ‘man, “now. ‘has. been. Saying lately. is sehimaltz: ors
Episcopal priest. and chaplain. at Detroif's Wayne State Univ.; .concert
|.(Two’ examples,’ curcent’:: but ‘not}. =:
pianist John’ Browning, 29; --Athens-born sculptor: Chryssa;..29;, artist -choice- by -. any.. yardstick: “Em. fo
Jim Dine, :27;:composer -Lukas. Foss, 40; novelist :Shirley. Ann Grau, 33: ‘peror Franz: Joseph” and: “The. :
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dustry Forecast byGoldstein;
r
ther New EnglandExhib Angles
“By Guy. LIVINGSTON

promotion,’ is omitted from this
“Negro sculptor’ Richard-H:-Hunt, 27; Atlanta Constitution reperter. John Blue ‘Danube. "y“| equation. It. seems to me that
~ West Harwich, Mass:;: Sept. 18.
--H. Nelson, 32;-.maestro Thomas ‘Schippers, 32: FCChairman: Newton N.
-there’ should ‘be absolutely no
Minow; 36;. tiovelist Philip “Roth,--29;- ‘ex-teporter now Dépt.:of State-| Not only. that.:the revenue from | Motion: ‘pictures ”are. headed conflict. between the seller and.
the: tax on. cinema. admissions, in’
“mati @arl.. Rowan,”37;
Oberlin .(O.) News-Tribune- ‘editor-publisher.
“toward a’ “better ‘industry than the buyer in this area. Maximum
‘Bradley ‘Williams, 32; Paris-born. sculptress Marisol, ..32: musician-com- force sitive 1949... is- required .-by
Jaw ‘to. be used to’ promote. muisie,. ever. before; -but a smaller oné,’ */
| profit’ and harmony can only be
poser: “Andre - “Previn: -32: operatic. soprano’ Leontyne ‘Price; +35;:. legit ‘theatre, literature... national monu--: ‘Morey “Razz”. Goldstein, told ‘the ‘effected. by working together in
‘producer: Harold. Prince, .34ex-Glamour: mag ‘editor, now Henri Bendel:
exploitation. ‘I. firmly believe that
“prez Geraldine Stutz, 38;. novelist’ John. Upaike 30.. ‘Accent is.
on.
youth, ments—anything™- ‘and - everything. Independent Exhibitors Inc., andt every. motion. picture must have
but .motion:: pictures. .. The Kul:[
40: <
or under: ont
ee
"| turgrosclien, ‘as ‘the. tax, -is . called, | Drivein- Theatres. - Assn, -of New. some type of ‘special.handling.’ i.
produces’. a. little: over $1,000. 000.a

{England ©here ‘last: ‘week:

Gold-: believe:: that
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-motion

picture

| ‘Fist five.‘Citieramax travelogues grossed.‘$82,000.000 in the: Us. “Bria. year, of: which 15%: .is kept‘ ‘by
Should be: advertised to.the public
stein. said he didn’ t:think: the. ‘busi-'|Canada. and.-only.: played 22 houses. in, this -country.? Highest ww ‘orld: the Federal government; the “rest
about ‘tthe same time as its produc_ grosser. was. “This Is Cinerama”: ‘which “cost less than: $1;000;:000- ‘to ‘divided among. ‘the: “provinces::: It. néss:.“would”: Bet. any. bigger: “be- tion is: ‘started... The campaign
“produce. Domestic b.c..:take was .approximately. $32,000,000... Second ‘has been ‘raised: gradually: from. 10: Leatise:‘that is: now ‘economically: un-. -should be. intensified before it hits
| the theatre screen... Ali advertising
high b.o. attraction.was “Seven Wonders of the World,” third in: series, to.30. groschens,. ‘a Nuisance sum so | feasible: a
which corraled close: to $20,000 000._ Weakest.‘Sross was fourth, “Search. small the cinema.owners: have. Ao: - “Exec ‘declared: that. the ‘day. . of: : materials
should
be’ on
hand

months’ before it is shown..
“for ‘Paradise:
‘choice but. to: absorb. it.
aan
Although -“first:‘triple ;
Screen “pie:“est” ‘under $1,000,000. other. four |" -When..it comes. up: for reconsid: |quick: profits. ‘is over, “and that.
“The -exhibitor and distributor
jumped’ into, $2, 500:000. class:: Including reissues and :film. rentals later: eration. next ‘year, “chances ate-it |:nobody is’ going ‘to make. ‘the. kind | must -give careful consideration to:
decided. ‘upon’. ‘by Cineraizia sales topper. Bernie. Kranze, five’“three-ply. -will- be renewed ‘as :usual_ over. the _of money:they did 20 to. 30.years ago'every detail of the promotional
screen ‘Pix. to. date tallied better” than ‘$100,000,000:;
aan
| industry's ‘anguished: outer Vv. ‘There on. low: flat rentals, *Y ou"re. got: to activities of each and every fea‘\are only. about: :1:200 cinemas, '‘and - go"“first class, ‘or you. don’t. go at! ture in order to obtain any real
degree of success.
“y “didn’t: come“ over here: for. ‘the: nioney.” Q0th-Fox's -‘hew: global. Of: these’ only::500- are.open every.
call.- We're. ‘going: into’ an. era of
‘gales. veep Sey: mour: ‘Poe. ‘told’ a visitor. atthe. New: York’ homeoffice’
*“The day of: being able. to. slap a:
day. °
ni
bigger
and
bétter-:
:
product,
.
and|dJast week. “I made- moré asa producer’ S$ representative, :
;
wet print on to the screen, and
Tit fact,those: éiitside the clties— | more. .successful , production... Both |
“The ‘main. reasons I came over here ‘was. (prexy):. ‘Darryl Ex ‘Zaniick and. some. inside, ‘for that: matter—
make expenses, is Jong gone. Theand the-challenge: ‘presented in- putting. the company. back on its feet; have all the characteristies :of very. ‘Cinerama. Todd-AO, 70m.” Both. | shortage of product must :not force
“My
:FairLady”.
‘and.
“Camelot”
~ I ~have. unlimited” confidence “in Zanuck ‘ard, believe the combination small ‘business. - ‘They keep casual.
distributors or exhibitors. into un}- will ‘be. released in one “of .. these.
7 of Zanuck and: (attorney Arnold) Grant: will be ‘able. to: succeed.”
businesslike practices.”
hours. When. they -have reason to: big ‘pcreen. processes, he “said.
Intérestingly enough,, reports ‘from.-Wali Street. have it that. at.least believe .their «éustomers. will *-be [>
Carl ‘Goldinan, executive secre-’
Goldstein. noted ‘the tremendous. tary,”
7 one of the brokers: who. ‘was most active in the: fight to prevent Zanuck's: otherwisé. occupied they: don’t-open:
was -in charge of the com{ mittee on arrangements. including
_-buceeeding™ 0: the. 20th ‘presidency; .now is: privately. expressing |his: ‘at all.- “And while no- statistics. have: growth of ‘new. “theatres, almost |
“pleasant Surprise’ ’at. the: speed and efficiency with: which. Aanuck:. been compiled.- there “seem tobe -entirely. of ‘the smaller, more’ ‘ex- the executive committee comprisoF Granit-Poe: hay é moved torehabilitate: ‘the. company.
Do
‘a fair. Tiumber :‘of: women owners—_ elusive. variety, and-the. vast. ma-}: ing: Norman C.. Glassman, chairjority -bing. built outside of the’ old.)man; |‘Edward Bloomberg, Edwin
| widows
° nd:
,
?
-Strength: ot “OBL cid: _which remains “just:‘fine, continues to tortity. ‘other.
wsJobs,
“a
, Wives of.men, with,: | downtown. areas. *'There’s tess of a! Fedeli, Ray Feeley, Henry Gaudet,
r.
-.) trend: for people -{0 ‘go downtown } James Guarino: -Ben Greenberg. :
. producer: ‘Sam Bronstoir’s forecast of a $30-$40, 000, 000. global gross. Just:
Private “Owteiship.
ic=:V now” he’ said.
what |the figure is-at-.the- ‘moment isn't. ‘visiblé, but “acknowledged. all|:
Arthur. Howard,
Frank. LePage,
Jaround is that the’ ‘made-in-Spain. epic with ‘Charlton Heston and Sophia.
‘Alt cinémas are ‘privately’ ‘owned: | Goldstein; advocated “more 'and _ Albert. Lourie, Sumner. Redstone,
Loren: ‘has been. a faney:pertormer in.doméstie- and foreign engagements, except’ for’ some. .30 in’ the-‘KIBA more multiple. neighbodhood Tuns, »
George: Roberts, Richard - Smith,
.
| chain;, which -.is owned: by :the city’ but ‘staggered!’ uns:
{James Stoneman, Barnet’ Yanofsky) lof “Vienna. Originally. founded by
“Exhibition - distribution
rela-1 Officers of the association are:
bookies will: be. ‘the. ultimate’ ‘total, “Also,Sela” has.shown: “only.jn: the Socialist Party. in 1934 as a me- }. tions are getting better than ever,”
| Rifkin, president:: Malcolm Green,
Me “29 “of 60: countries :doutside: ‘the. US. and Canada): din ‘which: it: will: dium: for gaining ‘converts ‘anid sup- ‘he-said, and pointed out -“‘a_ cor-.
first vice president; Edward Reda event ually,playoft...
-|port,. it:As “still -used :for the same crete example—the ‘pulling. up ‘of stone, sécond vice-president; W.
i
a
:
aI purpose. _around:.: election ©time:. “Whatever ° “Happened. to. _Baby. Leslie Bendslev, ‘secretary; David
Scréen’ “Actors: Guila “has. axterided’ tintil - July 31, 4964, Famous: This, ‘incidentally, ‘is another. Haps- Jane”. from: _February release to, Hodgdon, treasurer.
Artists Corp: franchise. to produce;. ‘as anticipated: récently. -by: Variety. -burg: technique: -undér: the :direc-. November for the ° ‘TOA-Holly- |;
Extension is'to cover. a “transition. period”’.at.end“of:which agency..must. ‘tion.‘of “Ferdinand. I, ‘the Jesuits 'wood:. Premiere- ‘Picture campaign. either. give up- production’ {carried ‘on: under indie. ‘banner. of .Famous’ ‘used. the’-theatre inthe 16th: cen- | ‘Nat: Feldman, chief buyer: Stan- a
--board chairman Charles K: Feldman) ‘or givée.up. its. franchise- to agent tury” to mount: ‘the ” ‘Counter “Re=!'ley Warner Theatres; detailed the 1
. SAG. members. :‘SAG ruled. one.year ago that, it no. longer. would : grant ; formation’ ~and.successfully. -kept -12-point plan TOA. is. setting up;
Continued: from ‘page 4 ied
agents: waivers’.also:to produce.” Pamous since’ hasargued that.it. neéds {Austria ‘Catholic ‘against the. double. '|to promote “Baby Jane,” ‘prefacing{.—
.
|. threat. of- ‘Luther: and the Turk.
more.‘time. tomake. the: tl‘ansifior:..
This breakdown. -:with: “New seats , about juvenile delinquents of good:
Cinema. “Attendance “has *-been and new, équipment are wonderful, I
family, has’ abandoned his. project,
wey
Jos. Seidér. prexy™ of Prudéntial. ‘Playliotises.. ‘operating’ indie: cireuit |‘sliding. off: in Austria since -1959, “but without. pictures, it soesnt ||
a! fin. “Greater ‘New York City, has: added the -former Fox. Wisconsin .cir- as it has’ everywhere, but not -for: mean’ much.” ~ The chairman of the as his script ‘ was killed by preory -euit: to his: string of ‘theatres.. Under: deal: ‘recently .consuminated. with|‘precisely =‘the. same. reasons and:‘TOA -committee for the’ premiere. censorship, necessary to receive
* Al-Frank and Joe Zelber, who ‘acquired. ‘the Fox: ‘houses and ran them|not’ quite so-fast.
picture - ‘campaign reported “that. ‘subsidy from the. Production Fund,
:, for ‘several years, ‘Seider retained: Frank and general. manager. :Pru-|.
| “we ‘felt: we had to come up: with|:
“EV: Big- ‘Villain:
| Subject was supposed to be. too
“dential has: owned. the Tower and. Oriental: in. Milw aukee! before taking
‘something. specific that an-exhibitor‘Tn* " 1958—the
year television. would ‘feel -he’ -wanted:. We ‘went !i realistic ‘and. harsh. Van der Linover 23. units built, by:Saxe circuit before Fox took over...
me

“Holland Perks

"Dreams _-ButNotFreudian
* Continued .from, page. 3-

: came. ‘to. Austria—cinema -admis- lover -releasé schedules -very care- /den, however, maintains..that his
sions. “had. réached. an all-time high|‘fully,.-and. we were. looking -for a :Script. may ‘read and seem realistic,.
. -|of 122,000,000. By last ‘year it Had:
picture to help. exhibitors. in No-|,but after all he has a reputation to
| gone down: to 100,500,000. But. al-.|.‘vember,””:
°.Warner’s .“Whatever: uptiold and would not make: por{most tw o-thirds :of.-the decrease|
‘Happened: to. Baby. Jane” was the ;i nography: out of story, keep every[was aceounted ‘for-. b¥ .- ‘Vienna, . selection... -and.. TOA ‘succeeded in- thing in good taste. To prove this

‘Lwhete. attendance--dropped. from |

| getting. the release date pushéd
> he! ‘éast :* Was.- Peter 46,312, 685.to: 33.9168:599 during. the:
from’ February :to. ‘November.
‘samie - per iod::
: produétions. a.“year to ‘atiempt itForida,--son: of:.the Star..
Th @ “12- point. piant fnicludes:.

~pusy: jugg

Up‘ he: made a short. shown
_{Cannes .‘Film

Festval,

at the

“Big

City

“Blues. about. the rape of a 14 year
Entertainéd :
o
. “ Hunter, back on:.the™ “Coast “this
Actually, there ‘are: “only. ‘around |
: old girl, which was praised. ‘by
. Ifhis ‘own success -‘suggests: any- “week;. ‘returns : to” Gotham.: for 300;000 tv. sets if Austria’s. popu- |* Top.. play: ‘dates’: in. ‘key citias: |eritics here for its
good taste in
thing to: the: industry; he believes, “Thrill ‘of It. All” location. shooting lation .of 7,000, 000—one’ of the low- ‘extension .of ‘picture: on’ holdover: ‘handling the delicate subject.
“dts simply. that his! brand of fea- “Starting: Sept: 24. Future: ‘projects, est -ratios -in western _Europe—and |‘cooperation of:-:all advertising-de-; A new :production outfit, Cineu‘tures can bring the families: -hack already. in: ' preparation, . include val prospects for: rapid:‘growth. ;pare. ‘partments in. working. with. “War- |
.
::* to. theatres. ‘People .want to get remake’ of. “Dark Angel” as ‘a Rock: sharply.” -delimited -- by.” the :“high |i.ners in combined -drive: exhibitors 1Tope.packed byAltre
Nentuee.)
out; and want: to .see movies,” he ._Hudson. starrer; ‘a version’ of the mountains: thet”. are.still: building |; agreéments to-cross plug ‘in all
:
argues, °but they. w ant: to be: enter-: Enid’ -Bagnold ‘play:.“Chalk. :Gar- radio* relay. ‘posts.
‘| their. ‘theatres; exhibitors to cross i brewnotes apart nen finishfamily
tained. te. - .Sex-and--psy chology;: he, den,” “with -Joanne. ‘Woodward; and}. “Prev. ‘ailing. opinion’ is. that” ‘as of! plug | whether. — ‘they. play “Baby ‘
“conterids,’ has. been repelling |‘vast “Madame X." ‘a remake of the. ‘old. now. ty ranks about: third among the|Jane”. or. not: ‘prepared trailers 30 ope piademakers production a
. potential: audiences and hasn't’ béen: Ruth: Chatterton’: tear-dribbler.
.| Factors. in... the cinema's: -decline. days in’ advance; prize campaigns ‘Rademakers: fourth ‘film, but the
including first he had. pro duced as well as
- Paying off.
| The ‘poor: quatity~ “of the current, for. -theatre managers,

Nix, on Freud:
‘He. thinks. ‘the -‘big Tiaide'f
tor\”
too long were. hypnotized by -the
-- Freud *Faulkner - Williams-- Feper=}-

| product ‘comes ‘first: here, ‘a8-every- $1,000.first prize; prizes’ for-thea-| directed. -He received complete
“where, -a: ‘really good. ‘film’ brings tre patrons, trips. ‘to Hollywood. ‘freedom té film the novel by Dutch
‘Bermuda:
theatres. pres- | author W. FE. Hermans, an enfant
“./them out." A. close second.is- Aus-j-Miami,
1

| tria’s® recent. rapid. -motorization, ‘entations: locally ‘of: smaller Prizes; terrible of Dutch literature. _ Book.
‘which got off to a glow start, like: paid previews in advanre of open- ‘provided ‘scandal when it yas pub=
=.=! of this-mood he had to eajole- Uni=. rope. ‘in general. Ttaly has” a: par- | the Fest of the: econdmy, under: the’cin {this.-is’ doubtful now as. film lished because of its ‘bold language.
still shooting); tieins with: local
".yersal into -greenlighting ‘Tammy. ticularly’. ‘large-- roster of. players:}. long” Russian occupatian.. Initially Hermans ‘-worked with
and. the: ‘Bachelor. * “Even ‘§0, studio. ‘speaking. iisable- English as well. as.
‘In fact, “cinemas: “and: theatres: merchants: p.a. tours for Bette’ -Radeniakers on the script, but later
- execs ‘remained. dibious:. savs. Hun- -their Tiative tongue.,
alike had a dazzling. ‘success in the Davis. and Joan Crawford. stars.of ne tivo parted. Rademakers want-.
‘ter, until he. ‘invited them. to: check!” -Cost: is another. major- aspect: ‘of early .. post-war: yéars-simply ~ be-. | the film, ‘to -meet ‘the’ press,: hit :ed to use theme of. book |;
‘and re“audierice: Teaction at :as ‘stieak:’” the Globe- Riethot: ventures. ‘cause .there. were so..few..cars ‘and; radio, tv and- theatres in a big write it as‘a film, Hernians wanted
ally.
for
. The
subsequent..
preopening
so.
little:
else
to
buy...
And
no
other
4.
in
‘key cities, thto film it integrally, an impossibil. “Whereas the: ‘previous rule*ot.
..¢linched -his’ case.#:
1 thumb said’ ‘that ’a “Second” lingual: placewhere. you could. keep warm | “Tf. we do a job on this picture. pity. according. to Rademakers, who
Respecting his - avn. pix:“Hunter version of :an Italian’ filmi’ cost ‘at 0 Iorig for ‘so. little; With: improv=:; we: have. the solution” as to what to.’‘already saw. himself: directing an
“ts open --handed :— ‘masterworks léast one third’ more; ‘Riethof notes hing ‘economic. -eonditions-. came a :do-in Scarce. Product: Situations.” 18. hour: long epic:
they’ re:-not. His zest is for’ ‘making. that his: ‘System ‘as°‘eutrently |-ap-' predictable ‘reaction. _
‘| the-speaker’ said.
“Room of Damocles. * already:
“the “enjoy able’! film,. not for Cater=. plied: costs: little if anything. more | ‘Predictable’ also: is ‘the. looming | Jutian
Rifkin, president .. of trarislated into seven. languages
ing ‘to. longhairs : ‘and: critics. ‘Hej ‘in- time “and/or: coin... Both: pix are: importance’ of. tv,- gmail: -though: it. ‘TENE, and Ahead of,-Rifkin “‘Drive- and published in the ‘U. S. “by
finds ‘it.-ridicuilous.. ‘when: @. “Time budgeted. at! about: $1,200,000: ‘Both ‘now ‘seems:.. ‘Like ‘radio, tv’ Is, gov-.| ins.. ‘tn. opening the vsession ‘said Grove Press. in England ‘by Heine-mag- reviews. (in ‘thé snegative) .a a‘Babylon” -and “Semiramis” will} éernment..owned.. And. this year -tv’ that: since: JENE officially. joined . man, in.” its film version probably
- “Tammy.” ‘Ditto a New: ‘Yorkex* and have : personal’
Supervision
by will -pass: radio |in advertising rev- ‘TOA... in... February: of. “this “year. ‘will ‘be retitled into “Like Two
'“likesmirded:: publications, .because . Riethiof: with. only dialogue reaches” enue. for. the first time, even with ‘membership has. more .than: ;Drops. of Water.” Dutch distributheir readership -is not. his market; as ‘physical additions to pic. ‘Staffs... 339.634 ‘sets. compar ed with: ra@io's. ‘doubled. with chains, E. M. Loew, !tion is: handled by Paul Kijzer’s’
and” therefore
the “double-dome: Direction: of. scenes. is worked. out 2:064,175:° The: combined - total’ -is. I Shea, General Drive-in.. Interstate, . Hafbo Films, that also acts as agent
meeriticisn is: pointless ‘in. his -view.. “by- mutual: ‘cooperation’ between | expected: to. reach around. ‘$2:250,- |all-in, and a-big growth in. individ- for sale to other countries. Cineu-"
. 008 with: tv slightly in the. lead:
“<. The ‘producer : has. recently: gone Riethof and: ‘director of: pie.
ual. theatres memberships. _
‘rope in the future will also proon something ‘of a. “new. faces”
Globe. ‘this:. year: ‘eélebrates: its LAS. in Germany, set. owner's help:
‘He: ‘predicted that: “next year ‘duce. other films. Story of “As Two
‘crusade, and cites: ‘the 2 tyto- tal” ‘fifth: year - in. business with .an im=. foot the: bill.:for .the, government's: membership will again. be doubled.” iDrops of Water” is about a resist-2 ents | employed: for. the™ ‘upeoming. -pressive production program. Com- far-flung. cultural activities by." pay= |":- Rifkin - called. for “successful | ancé movement worker ‘during the
-="Tammy and: the ‘Doctor.”: most: of pany; :whieh. originally’: ‘began. in ing .a. monthly license ‘for. collected ‘.team -play:-in- advertising ‘promo- , ‘German occupation in 1944. a little
= them culled from. California. little ‘the: ‘distribution’: field, platis*: to: by.‘the. postman—plus: a yearly sur- ‘tion,’”. “A ‘Breat:déal has-been. said :‘man «ho through circumstances
. theatre rosters. :Aftording’ ‘such: Op- ‘spend. some--$150,000 -for: ‘Italian. ‘tax. which. is dué to. be upped ‘be-- “about . ‘intra-industry” “cooperation: ‘groug :-beyond: his limits and’ does
“portunity ean “be. done * with: his Dub—ad- ‘ventures. alone during the. fore- -long. ‘Altogether . radio *set| Most..stressed. are: the words: “pro} great things’ in the
resistance:
. kird, of:picture. Savs. Hunter. he- coming. *year.-..Comipany::’ has. us. owners. spay: ‘around: ‘$8. 009, 009-- al_dugtion.’ ‘distribution’ cand . ‘exhibi- {movement. ‘Story can be seen as.
* cause-“vou're doing ‘a’ piece. of. en- links With American-Iuternational year.” ITV.. -oWhers—-with a. stiffer: ‘tion.’ “All ‘too: ‘often,. .the fourth.,an.ddventure story as weil ‘as antertainment, Rot: art.”. ‘One: of.
f the. and Allied. Artists; factor in our industr ys.“‘advertising- jallegory, depending on: the viewer.
oltax—about hal€ that much.

.) toire, and. -indicates -that .because

—

Continued trom page:Ti
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Nothing j
‘is like it:used tobe anymore.” “That: factmust.
ni belived with. “Wis'the
essence of the new era. that the soft touches of:yesteryear have been repealed, |
outlawed; cancelled, or rendered. ‘obsolete: A.. changed; and. changing, . film:
t
‘The playoff:
industry is ‘no longer. able to recoup negative: costin.a single market,
Se
weather is. ‘factor, but. no. longer.magical, .
Again and again ‘the omens: ‘spell it out:_ pictures. have: got: to. be ‘made’ better
and: sold harder. Everything else is conversation. Or.-history: “There's nothing .
left to Block Booking but. nostalgia in.‘certain. ‘Gireles.. That was the supreme soft”
touch, the: great: you-can’t-lose. gimmick. :But it’sdead. -For a time the full. impact
of Block: Booking’s demise: was. disguised by the “captive audience” .of the war.
years. Things were great. People had:no gasoline. Factories: -worked: the.clock.
round and many a. film theatre did likewise. »But finally came ‘liberation
—of the.
‘French, ‘the: Italian, the British,.all. of whom quickly” resumed international. film:
competition: And_also liberation of the G. 1.’swith the:resultant boom .in: homes;
gadgets, cars and babies... ‘The: film industry faced:.a completely different set :of
circumstances. °

‘Showmanship has. met the attack ofpopulation explosion; television; barbecue mania, and all the rest... Since the loss of the. film: business. ‘happily-remembered
captive audience” there has been. abundant proof: given. that showmen ‘can’ ‘survive®

and thrive through new processes
—like’ CinemaScope «
and Cinerama —-and. through. a
new entertainment. blockbusters:

|

The: answer.to the.Yepeal of the ‘soft: fouch:-— whether: called: by the. name:of

Block Booking, or Captive: Audience, or July-punchierpictures,‘and punchier selling.

For Trade Paper Wallop Use.
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“Wednesday, September: 19,1962.

ROADSHOWBOOKINGS
“FOR ‘DAY’ REACH 12

MCA Consent Decree |"
.. —

Continued. from ‘page 1 —

we total of. 12° domestic ‘roadshow’ —

” Powerat20th

Av

~ TheatreAgainSues LoaBlt
Charge

‘Continued from:‘page.Bi

‘$lifeMade ‘Mise

. Ness. “delays: occasioned ‘By litiga- dates: on. Darry!: ‘F. Zanuck’s “The: nierged Urider ad-pub veep Charles |
‘Longest .Day” “have: béen™ ‘set. by Einifeld): ‘will be -a closely integrated|
‘tion of this. ‘pature. a
Oakwood, 0. Sept. 18.
“MCA has’ never-: deviated from 20th-Fox. for:October. and ‘Novem: ‘tool for the. worldwide distribution |.
| of -fikins, This is not.to say that
- Edward M. Eads, 31, manager of
‘its. firm: ‘conviction, as ‘referred - to. ber. nsen ‘Decree, that -it‘has |... Pie gets. its © US! ‘preem ‘at “the. ‘Poe ~ will. be dictating: spécific .adthe Far: Hills. Theatre in Oakwood,
‘ * any violations “of ‘Warner Theatre ‘in. Néw York ‘Oct. “pub Policy, but, his. will be the final }.
not
: committed
Co
in’ the
municipality
near. Dayton,
has
:4,
-to
‘be
:followed
by.
openings
“in
decisions
relating
‘to:
ad-pub:.
budga
“MCA”
now:
in-.
- the antitrust:. laws.
filed
another
round
of
damage
Philadelphia;
Oct:
.10;’
Boston,.
Chi-.
ets:
‘dictated
by.
‘films’:
Potential
.
in : ‘complete : coordination.
“tends
‘Roger: Ferri, vet. editor of. ‘The. “suits
against substantiaily
the
with “the: management: of: ‘Decca Gago, Los: Angeles: and: ‘Washington |-@arnings:~ and. Universal, “to” proceed | cone: ‘Oct. 11; Minneapolis, Oct: 17; Sar |-.. Perhaps: “in no “other™ large “ine .Dynamo, ‘house organ of the 20th- ‘same citizens he sued in suits filed
cstruetively
and — : vigorously -- in’|Francisco, ‘Oct. 18; ‘Detroit, Oct. 7 dustry has. there. been: such®:a ‘wide Fox domestic .distribution ‘organi- |. last. July, again seeking. aearly:
strengthening: ‘and increasing” pio- ‘24, and ©‘Denver, Salt ‘Lake -and. separation between. the distribution ‘zation, retired. Friday :(14) after: 3B.
“1 $1,000,000. “He charged -the. citi‘years with the company.
Montreal, Nov, 1,"
:
duction: oF motion pictures.”
aa “of ‘a product-and_the advertising. of | A native’ of: Providence, Ferri “zens caused his false arrest and.
'; it as.-there -has: been’ in: ‘the. filin.| egan his career as .a-reporter on_
“The | “Decree enjoins .‘the. éom- |
jindustry—at -’“feast until” " Tecent }various newspapers, :‘including. the ‘malicious _prosecution. They had
pany ©‘from. ever. again engaging 8
.. | yéars: Einfeld - ‘himself. has. oftenn-} Boston: Post, Boston ‘Herald: and “complained” of ‘films that had
sin: talent "agency: operations. :Bat}
}eited this’ ‘separation: ‘as -being ‘one the.-N.Y. World. : Later: he ‘served. been shown in the theatre: The
“-more “iinmediately significant, ‘itt.
- stipulates .-a. “hands - ort” ‘re. 215. ‘of.the. archaic’ industry. practices -on a number of -film trade journals, films involved in the three suits
Continued ‘from Page 5
| whith: ‘modern ®‘Fealities make. in- ‘as well as with. various. theatre: filed most recently (Aug: 31) were’
post-1948 features still:in ‘the: Uni“tires,
‘film.
schools:
and
music:
for
tolerable. oo
_Wersal vaults. . Distrib’ is ohiiged. to
circuits. He” joined -the Fox ‘Film| “The. Immoral Mr: Teas,” “The
1. AS chairman: of:the“new”. 50th- Co:.in 1924; in that: year establich-. ‘Fast Set,” _and. “Love Is My Pro“set a price-for,, and dispose :of, this ‘|:films: - ——
backlog to ty. outside. the ‘MCA APH - Levin - “describes. ‘the:newsreel’ Pox, former prexy Spyros-P: Skou- ing” The ‘Dynamo. which later be- fession,” latter starring. Brigilte
competition -as- a ‘first-in- -the-U.S: ‘Tas: is taking an: ‘unaccustomed but. :
Bardot.
came'-one. of the’ most elaborate |
—
k event:, Judging ‘of the international necessaryDefendant ix one. suit was. Rich‘;and
comprehensive:
house.
organs
|
m -entries.. ‘will be. by a. special panel: president, who now has: the:respon-|
ard, V.. Grewe; while defendants ia
“RFK onMCA.
| of. editors: whose Fegular jobs in-'}: sibility. ef the. ‘company. : squarely|:in ‘the business.
‘With. ‘Ferri's: ‘retirement,
The the. other: two. suits were: Mathew
, Washington, ‘Sept. 18.°
| volve ‘the evaluation of: ‘both: news :on ‘his -shoulders..” That: the ebul-Dynamo
‘is... being. -. discontinued, “W: Glosinget, Harold. Kocher, EveStatemenit on the: MCA... Con-: Be and: pictures, ‘for: other media..
lient:” Skouras ©“ever -would. -take. a along with a ‘second house’ organ: ‘lyn Lambert, Virginia Riedmiller,,
“gent ‘Decree :issued’: by “Atty..” ]. The ®music: for’ ‘films. section. will backseat "to: ‘anybody. :is maybe: a designed for 20th ‘International Carl Riedmiller, Lillian Gibbons,
Gen. Robert F. . Kennedy :in: : be judged .-by Frenehi:. _composer |. testament ‘to the. sincerity of the ef-: einployées... Hence forth: ‘all 20th ‘Linda, Parker, Albert Parker, and
=
‘Washington:
:.|- Darius -Milhaud,. who will: preserit . forts of: both’ Skouras’ and Zanuck’
‘William. Lambert. Each suit seeks
mo. “This : digposition - of:“Unis ‘| & special ‘award.for the-best oripi-|at the present ‘time... There. are in: : Sales... employees, - “domestic: .and ;- $310,000 in. damages.
overseas, ‘will be sérviced with the
versal’s: film! library, on-a com- ; {nal score. in the sixth annual: fes:: dications,; ‘however, : that’ somebody: same ‘weekly ‘information. bulletin.
In. July, Eads filed ‘suit against
- petitive “basis, -will:offset the-*
tival.
substantially ‘the same group as
-on,.the new “Zanuck, team: felt” ‘it.
principal ‘restrictive ..‘effect of. f° “Above -AN! ” said. “Mithaud’- ininecessary .,to impress . on.” veterati’
defendants: in another action seek‘MCA * acquisition msf ab discussing ‘the. award, “the score Skouras. that he.is no longer in-the:
the
ing :$319,000, in connection with
-Deéca.
a
the. film, “The Twilight
Girls.”
_| must’ be striking. to’ go::with’.the- same’ position” (figuratively ‘and litLast. winter, ‘owners of the Far
‘strong:.:visual'image. of thé film: erally) - that he has. -been. ‘in. for
j Hills’ Theatre sued. the same group
o—~ |the. last. 20 years:" .Skouras - has |’:
“paratus: “Latter cannot.’ -pitechase And: it: can't--be. -too: Nostalgic—
- Hollywood, Sept. 18: 1 for $1;350.000 in damages, includ-.
‘the libr ary’: “4U's pre’48s are han- films. make ‘special. demands.” ‘: |been: given~ tiew.: ‘quarters in the}:
allied”
_Attists
‘will
distribute’
ing as defendants some Oakwood.
.. dled by ‘Sereen, Gems:i' But. inter-|- . The.. 16m" ‘non-theatrical: ‘coction .former-. board-room, “while his. of‘motion pix ‘of: ‘the. Sept..25° Floyd officials. “The suit. was filed by.
estingly, .the order: Provides. for ‘a’ was ‘expected ‘to: draw’ -about. 250. fice. Was.turned inte the mew hoard.
Patterson-Sonny
—
Liston
~“world's
Adolph Herman, Long
_Islatid,.
‘terminal: date-—Ort. :4, 1963," by entries... Levin: Says* SO. -far. there” room.
(Botly. rooms, separated. by
heavyweight: championship. fight, . N. ¥.; president of Far Hills Theawhich. time, if the- vaulties- ‘still ‘have.: been. ‘more: than 300:: A .spe+. a-reception- room, are ‘of the: same,
under.a
deal
closed:
by.AA.
prexy
tre Ine. charging the city officials
~~ haven't: ‘been -ynloaded: for home, ex- cial -pre-screening: paiiel ‘of:-60 is’ ‘size and’ outlook.)
‘Steve’ Broidy with Sheldon Graff, .
“While.. there. have™ ‘been ride’ : secretary-treasu rer: “of Graff-. “conspired together for the purhibition. | ‘Universal ©‘may. then*:un- ‘now. viewing the. films which wilt:
pose ‘of injuring the theatre’ s busi* dertake. to: market -them itself. or} be-.cut* to 25 or. 30-for the final: \'than- al “few-, intra-industty- ‘wise
Enterprises, owners mess.”
judging by a three-member. ‘panel: eracks about the: new. broom sweep- Reiner-Smith
iia another. ‘theatrical distrib.
of
the’
ancillary:
rights’
to.
match.
“Also last winter. Eads. had. filed |
| This same. provision. is -‘effective Still. to: be named. These’ pictures. ing’ thréugh, 20th, about the. rolling: Deal, understood:.to. be. ona per» for: five ‘years on post-’ 56 product: will ‘be shown: ‘Nov. 1-9 durivg the ‘of many --heads, etc., “it:now ‘seems centage basis, calls for. ‘worldwide. a-suit to prevent “harassment”
against him by city officials, con-.
afternoons.
7
~Exenipts 14 Features ..
_| apparent. that Tost of.‘the’ sweep- distribution
with
exception “of. tending he did not have any. choice.
“The order. ‘omits’ from this‘ pro-.|’-AD ‘special ‘feature of. the. ‘16m ing- and head-rolling has been: done, ‘Scandinavian. countries, to which’ in the Selectinn of the films becategory. will be. their showing. on: ‘at. least: on. the. domesti¢. ‘side. ACSvenska Films has:‘already acquir ed ing. offered. and that police in
‘.@edure (14. other. pix’ ecause.” of:
“an -Eastman- Model. 25B“ projector cording to-one source, the domestic
what. the. D..of: J. terms “eontracrights.
ey
| Oakwood ‘deliberately caused him:
ual. complexities. ” - These: are ‘left _whicti. Swill allow full-screen: dimen- faales - ‘org. which. 18°: months.ago
‘Total of .“4500, ‘prints’. will: ‘be| to-be fearful of ‘imminent arrest,
“‘sion..numbered’.
about
|
-900.(ineluding
;
certain)
to
:
referring
(possibly
ordered, according to Broidy: aoe|
vague
and’ ‘conspired
with censorship
year’sSs.H:0. “staffers: and. exec), “will. level: Graft: with’ films to. go ‘into release supporters. to intimidate him.
_Inultiple-percentge proper ties), but |: Another. innovation of.‘thiis-y
-‘jn-ahy case*the. Government: ‘wants festival . will be’ the showing” of: -off -at. between 500. and. ‘609: Will. domestically’ ‘the. day: folowing | Eads first‘ got into hot water.
| fight.:Prints will be ‘air-expressed |with -city. officials. for -showing
~-other: arrangements made on these:} spétific.. works.” of: ‘various ©>film: this-inipair. efficiency? “*
: films ‘to insure. they: won't fall, into: schools. : “As. usual,. students: ‘from | Not according to this:source, who; { to all. parts of.country, so that they “Sins of Youth” more than ‘a year
|
some:
‘of
these
schools:
‘will
‘attend
interestingly.
enough,
“is”
‘one:
of
the
‘MCA hands.:
“may be shown not. later than the. ago.
He was fined $2,500 and
-the festival.” on. scholarships. Last. heads which. -has rolled.:In. his‘ night following. the ‘event.
|
|sentenced to six months in. the
The: Decree |further. ‘bars. “MCA, | year ‘some. 40° ‘students. ‘took part
estimation,
-20th’s.
sales
org
had”
rei workhouse by Oakwood Municiial’
fora period’ of seven: years, from. in this: program..: “
| mained. ‘swollen in recent -years|.
Judge Frederick Howell, having”
“acquiring any major film, . tv. comas.
the.
company,
in
the
face
‘of:
a
‘
Acceptarices.
for
‘attendance:
“still:
been found guilty of showing an
|:=,
“pany: ‘or... disk’ “operation without
j
changing
‘market,
‘maintained
an
|.
are
.
coming
in;
Levin.
‘said.
So,
far,.
scene film.
He had been ‘tried
~ Do of. J ‘approval, and -unless the:
—————
Continued
from.
page
5:
a
un:
realistically.
large.
Argentina,’
France,
Czechoslov
akia,
production
‘under. that section of Ohio faw™
i court’ rules that ‘any ‘proposed: ac-’
Sked:
While
Other’
.
‘He.
‘reported.
that.
“Paint-.|
companies:
‘ulous.”
©
the
‘Soviet
Union
:and.
Mexico:
have
;
which. ‘made mere possession of obquisition. ‘would ‘not. restrict :com-.
‘| were “Streamtining. domestic. ‘onera- ‘ing’ ‘cost’a total of .$10,700,. includ- ‘Seene matter a violation:
petition. The order: apparently’ al- |agreed ‘to: send: delegations. |
-ingthe.
Cost
oF
the
first’
-cdlor.
Along,
‘merging
‘branch’
functions,
:Part of the’ -festival .expense is.
The -ease against him collapsed °
__lows ‘acquisition. of: ‘minor’ comSutton Theatre. pays: when
the Ohio. Su
u
.20th’- ‘continued - Status .. quo. ‘prints. .The
‘~ panies within that period, but these: -paid by the:City: of: San. Francisco: ete:
a
“weekly:
rental
‘of
$125,
of
-waich
}
en
te. ruled
lo that
Supreme
in
|
Not
sotoday,
he
‘says,
.
when;
-for
Colunibus
this Court:
law was
--purchases,: ‘too, -would require court: This year, Levin -reports,. the city:
40% goes: to ‘the: distrib. (Peter.
_ okay: . MCA: js‘also enjoined: from. boosted its Share’ by.four times-— | example,: with fewer pix.the .New Horner's: Union Films, whi¢h used- unconstitutional,.but held that. the.
_”
J York exchange can bill and: inspect|
Jaw. which. requires the prosecumaking: any “tie-in”: (blockbooking) ‘to $20;000,
.. | for Albany .and New. Havén... Mul- o -handle the ‘product’ of .another’ tion. ‘tor show that a defendant.
Sales: of :featurés, tv. brograms and |x
shorts-minded
‘distrib,
the
-late.
Ed:
~ | tigly: stich. efficiency measures. ona
with..: “knowledge” has possession
“disks.
| nationwdie: Seale, and._ you. shave Kingsley ),. leaving -between° $45 |of an_ obscene film is- constituThe: cr der. allows: MCA. 90 days,
| and $50 a week: to..the producers +‘tional.
.
|
rear
savings.
“"yetroactive: to last “July” 23, “when
The attitude. of - this. exec. “nay after’ iliey -pay: any specia! -costs.. Since. the “with: knowledge” vio‘dissolution: -“was- —. Continued: ‘from Page. 3.mcs
-talent: “agency.
also’ be: significant in'that even: he, | ‘Even at that,. Cates. said, ‘the: lation constituted a. felony, ‘in orsigned, to-dissolve all foreign: activ-|
Sutton |engagement ‘is quite phe“ity. of MCA -Artists.: : Actually, the- play: by: ‘Epstein, as well as “Bowl: |though. now: out, feels: _enthusiasm- ‘nomenal, :‘Since the producers :are: der :to prosecute Eads. again, a
was
re- talent activity o’seas has_ already ‘ers: End,” . novel:-‘by Gerald. “Kersh:}. ‘for: the” new: order.- “TE miay.“‘also}-only®. getting something: like $25 {grand jury indictment
jquired.
This resulted: in showing
* edased, but time- is. required -to-li- OM: which ‘prodiicer.. shas an aption: 7 come.“as .a: surprise to: both -Zanuck weekly from the. Baltimore ran.
+-quidafe -frozen‘foreign assets.
:
- ':For. Theatre. Guild,. Epstein: is and’: Poe. who, “in: -recent: public ' While Cates. was not. particularly the: five allegedly obscene films
‘The Government's. . ‘civil action: preppiig™ “The ‘Choice of Weapons,” ” statements, -have : taken’. care.’ -to} ‘surprised or- disappointed --by. the to, the. Montgomery County grand.
was.. taken. under: “the®-Sherman: -by Shimon ‘Wincelberg. ‘and Jane-| emphasize: ‘that they. were not axing. ‘financial. “success” ot his first short jury. and: County Prosecutor Paul.
Jot, . |McClure; to. be: staged next -April-} just to save ‘dough, but to ‘push the.| <he had ‘been: ‘prepared for that}, R: Young also -showed. the. films
Antitrust ‘Act:
”

1
ROGERFERRI ENDS

38. YEARS AT FOX|

“Scholl'sanit

AAGetsPicRights To

- Patterson-Liston Bout:

ote

- Shorts’ Short Payotf
off |e

~ derry
y Epstein

_..|.in London ‘prior to: New.:York:.. Ep-} company. ‘onwards ' and upwards..:: | —he,-wasn’t’ prepared’ to have it all: toa panel of representative: citi‘| stein . would :also. direct’ card’ pro-. Living in‘ a fairly rarified ‘atthos- | ‘but overlooked. by ‘the Iocal critics: } zens. . These citizens. testified as
{duce in association with the Guild: phere, these’ ‘two toppers. have not |‘Only: Cue Magazine :so. far.has men- ta their. Judgment on the films bebeen. cable | .to...see, a8" a reporter
fore the grand jury,|which sub“"|-Also.- on. ‘tap is “That:. Wonderful
tioned. it.. ‘|.sequently returned an indictment
Thrill,” ‘original, screenplay by -Ep-: ‘might: ‘that’ morale of. 20th rankWhy
should
shert.
tims
be:
treat:
‘Continued. from. pace.3 —
| against Eads in connection with.
‘stein, which-he- will prodiice .in as:|and-filérs” could.‘not: . have. ‘gotten |:,
t-only: one ‘of the five films, shown,
gots: 553,ftom’ $1, 106,457,‘the year {socia tion’ ‘with’ ©Philip.- Langner. much. Worse than it: -was “just: be-| short ‘plays, books of short ‘stories:
: | son:-of Lawrence Langner): as first. fore, the: new: administeation® ‘took or “small” paintings;” all-of Whieh: “Twilight Girls.”3 This case has
“before.
over..: ‘After. several years ‘of pro-: ‘get reviewed by the critics in their. not yet.been. decided.
VA, E. Bollengier, veep:and:‘tréas-. picture to be.made: under. ‘the aus-.1
“rer, ‘reported.that~ ‘Magna’s total pices. of . newly - formed. Theatre gressively. . more: desperate | ‘pro- jndividual-: fields... - Short. films are}
diiction ‘and. fiscal. policies, the com- ‘as. legitimate. ‘an“art form as fea-.
income for the first ‘six months of |:'Guild - Films. et
this. ‘year. was. about -$900,000, of |. _Epstein | “has just. completed: pany: -had. been. ‘in some “danger of {tures, he-. says;-‘adding. that film
‘which: $575, 000 repped -income-}. “Along.Came Mr. Miller” in Eng- : becoming:. ai “joke ‘to. _the- “people: -evities: are Jetting down. both ‘the.
publie and filmmakers. by avoiding. —
_ from... “South
Pacific,”- $165, 000: land. -United- Artists has’ purchased. who worked for. it.
Continued from page 4 ——
‘The new. ‘order: has brought. back: ‘the shorties. .aes & think, . he’ says.
“from - “Black: “Tights” and. most: of domestic. distribution. rights to film.
the remainder’ from: “Oklahoma,” which “stars. ‘Sydney- ‘Chaplin and.|to. those. who remain—a Sense Of ‘rather. ‘boldly, “that - Id -rather ing for. the comfort of foreign tax
{Promise and purfose::
1 have -a critic say ‘something bad: havens..
“The.first six: months, he continued, ‘Dawn® ‘Adams, he said. .
‘|.
And-résponsible. -to:no littie: exe “about. my. filny than: just ignore: its. With these havens uncovered,
“are inthe black” to:thé tute off:
J} tent, vat least -.at.. the homeoffice -existence.”’
| hig earners
may -not be so.
between :$50,000 and :$60,000;: and { ~*- °°
sales’ side: ‘is fact. that: aside from |}. While Cates is’' committéd full- anxious” ‘to ankle the Atlantic. to
he expects to wind up. the.year int}: . “VARIETY. Luss REPS”
_-Appointments-:: for Variety. Clubs Joe Sugar; nariied last- week to] time to tv, he is now making plans Work, ‘the sources pointed: out:
‘the. black also. “International: madé ‘by: new inter- head. up. the. roadshow: unit, and. the: ‘for’ a New. York-based
feature, .
Expense -accounts got. a ‘break
-In answer to a question: ‘trom |
In the Senthe. floor; ‘Skouras reported: ‘that. “national ‘chief: -barker’ Rotus Har- : ew man. who'll. become . foreign. ‘Wolf: Cop,”’to be done'on a ‘low. |from the Senate, too.
‘manager, the ‘shakeup: has ‘resulted budget (tentatively. ‘set, now atj ate version, expeyses “directly con-the ‘and -Sugar had” ‘been: the two wey, include:
‘International _. Fertresentatives: - ‘in-: promotions for:. a number.’ of: $130,006)- and which. would star. old. nected or- associated with”atrade
_Rlghest:paid: officers - of the com-]
‘lor. business are deductible. This.
‘pany. in’ the ‘last-fiscal - year— | Phil. Stone, Foronto; Harry. Kodin=|.g uys from within-the ranks, headed triend Peter Falk.
.| considerably liberalizes earlier at_.Skouras getting $78,000. ‘and. Sugar: sky:. ‘Pittsburgh: ‘Nat: -Nathanson, by Bob -Conn.,..a ‘26-year man, ‘who
| tempts: in both houses at stricter”
TOPAZ'S ‘PATTY. SMITH!
gag. 300.. That: this info was. not. Chicago: Lloyd: _Qwnbey; .-Los:An- ‘is: now exec: assistant, in . charge}
Balti= of domestic. sales..
tr equir ements.
|
- Hollywood: ‘Sept. 18.
- included: ‘in .the .company’s proxy. Beles;-.W.. M.. - Brizendine;
* Appointed’ “international |:
¥! ‘The’: idea: :is. ‘that’ there- feiains
‘Topaz. Film. Corp. has acquired | ‘Fate of the bill, of.course, is still
-statement also. .was subject’ of more.
‘House-Senate
differ“holder” ‘ériticism.. “Skouras ‘prom-. rep-at-large was’ Robert, I.Bostick}a Chance’ to rise from, the ‘ranks ‘worldwide. ‘distribution | of. “The j.in - doubt.
: the’ new. manage- +-Case of Patty Smith” Leo- Handel “ences. must ‘still be ironed out ia
‘sed: that next’: “year's. ‘annual . Tres] of -‘Memphis, °
‘New . ‘chairmanships” ‘ine- nau a e@:. ment’ isn't “particularly. interested -indie ‘featuring “Merry: Anders and ; the joint conferences,
If.they are,.
‘port: ‘would: .be more eomprehen‘each house must then ratify the
“give ‘than..this -year’s, which: in- George‘Eby of Pittsburgh, charities. ‘in people: who -are’. willing. to” stay. J. Edward McKinley.
-,
fAnd then it. goes
cluded. only the bare financial ‘fig: committee; :Jack Beresin: ‘of Phila- for up. to 30. ‘years. in. “the, -Same |:- -Edmuad Goldman Topaz veepee, { compromises.
-, ures, -with no statement from: the: delphia, . :-humanitarian:’ “a war d;| clerk’ jobs. © . Suggestéd. on® exec: flew to-Gotham over weekend: for’ ‘tothe President, who, according to
“.prexy on. past experience. or: future | ‘James: Balmer of:‘Pittsburgh, ‘ceres’ “AHer—sav--10- years, you should ‘national distrib © huddles, ‘then |some ‘sources, might just: veto the
‘Tskies
lo ‘Europe for:OV etseas. deals. patchw otk measure,
- monial officer.
“Prospects.
DOVE up.ot ‘out
i
Sey

.
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“Weduiesday, September 19, 1962

CostIATSENearly$50m0
Wfor 46th
Conv. at Las Vegas;11 Delegates |

A R,” Boyds ‘Estate

Philadelphia, ‘Sept. 18...
Alexander R.. Boyd; “presis
dent. ‘6f A. R.: Boyd: Theatres,

.;

Lag:Vegas, ‘Sept. 18.
Lester
B:
‘Isaae:’
‘for.
the
past:
three’’
years
“{riternational
rep for: prexy
- tate. ‘noncommittedly. valtied °
“at: $25, 000. for probate. pur-- - Dick. Walsh, showed badge Local: 224° in which‘he-ts a ‘charter mernber:..
Las Vegas; Sept. 18. +.
poses..- His will ‘is known: to “| ‘That's’ ‘TA local. in. Washington, D.C. Prior ‘to current. ‘Job, ‘Isaae- “was:
Cost here of :the 46th convention|
_ ‘bequeath | $20,000 -to- his’ sec-." | with: Stanley Warner. and responsible: for- every Cinerama’ installation,
of the international AHiance of
“E
retary, and $5,000. each: tothe -..
Theatrical Stage Employes,’ al-'[
|.” Variety: Club. andthe, Motion* i.- pre-Nick: Reisini.. “And” before that he was” with Loew’s - as top man.
though. four-day meet was one day —
. Lewis’ ‘Wechsler, Paramount.. ‘salesman "
“Phila--* pin "projection. departnient...
‘Continued from‘ ‘page 3 =
|. Picture. Association-of.
shorter than.
usual, was close -to]
delphia. ©
| in-Gotham and. prexy of the:}
NY. Salesmen’ s Union, also- on-hand. He
$506,000, sachordingte prexy Rich- |‘volving. writers; directors, stars,J.
‘The balanee of the: ‘undis- ~. ‘| lost. a bit of. weight since he was an.RKO: film peddler.--Prior :to: Para-"

‘who. died “Aug. :29, left an es-.

Walsh’s Viewpoint

ard F. -Wal
Of the amcunt ap- etc.
closed -estate was. left to
yireximatety $400-:000 was spent on.
nieces and nephews.
“When... Johnston. ‘completes figyer dienis for 1,192 delegates and}
ures being ‘prepared NOW, ,it Wilk —
Fucsts. from: U.S: and Canada. This:
slane was ‘the tally for 1960 get- ‘show the. differénces: are ‘nét.so}-f
together in Chicago. Transperta-: great and ‘more. producers. awill be:
tion accounted
for
$100.G00 or: coming back, home. They also remore
There
were
&41
of
$40 locals
loca *|1 ahize they can't. get! the type. arrepped it seshes,
As is the. custoni at biennial con-.{. tisanis, inechanics, . ‘cameramen and:

ventions with-IA, all delegates are other. technical ©personnel abroad.
paid. expenses before. “they, leave. as” you find in Hollywood. Every-|Jase of conv erpence:
‘thing. tends to. indicate’ it’s. only: a
Hence. $466.0G07in cash was paid’!matter Of, ‘time before. the move-].
Cf oan Convention Hall by Jéeal-

six | mount. he-‘sold for: DA’ in:‘upstate: NOY we “Roy. 'W...Taylor of the. Mil-.
——
|waukee. Labor’ Press covered: the :46th:. biennial ‘confab: ‘Vernon Parlin.
“band ‘Hank. Fine,” ‘Hollywood publicists, assisted. TATSE: Hh.0: publicist
a “Tom Loy;: thanks to ‘biz agent. ‘Lloyd Ritchie of Local 818: . .-Barnum

& Bailey: ‘Ciréus: ‘delayed. ‘opening: ‘day .TA ‘sesh. until 11 -am. “Phree-ring oo
entertainment wound local stand. ‘Sunday: night | (9), but. -couldn’t: vacate.

AreaFaceIATSE:
- SidesFar Apart

‘Convention. Hall in. time for the 10.a:m.-5 p:m.: unjon. seshés-.
As the: first.‘sesh got under. way,’ about: 100-or more: ‘of the. distaff side

|-oceupied the balcony.seats in:corvention hall.:‘By the time -AFL:CIO-:
‘prexy George Meany: got to his feet before: thé lectern, the: number: of |

women. doubled; ‘Fotal attendance was. 1.100 delegates. ‘approximately:
400° guests. :
‘Columbia ‘studio: ‘topper Sol Sechwartz’s: brother. Izzy
| Schwartz, flyweight champ from 1927-9, was among Gotham contingent:.
* Los: ‘Angeles, Sept. 28... .He’s financial ‘sec. of. Local. 306, formerly. inthe booths at RKO Ford- .
£0. concentrate... production |
Jsnk which had. six tellers distrib- ment
til¢ cand eash checks after the 4 once vegain dn Hollywood takes | Major : ‘and: indie. Ccireuits~ n|'ham .and ‘Palace, now -projectionist for Hearst’ Metrotone’:News. Heo”
Gr eater-Los:.Angeles area are_dee talked: to. Sol ‘Sunday. (9): and. visited him, Satorday (15) jn BevHills
..M. Fong sounded: winding. four: . roat.”
| manding elimination. of \“two-maii: ‘before heading '‘back east.’
‘dey meet“ Fhursday.
Wa Ish: referred to” five. resolu-. ‘booths in -30 ‘theatres’ during. cur-.
TA international ‘rep ‘George. Flaherty benioaned ‘all:the -unions- “des wool
There were also Six: security ‘effi *i tions on “1unaw ay”:‘the. committee rent : negotiations.
Theatre’ reps mand for-‘his ‘time. and services when: there's. only. 24 hours’ ‘inthe day. ee
fcis @n hand, Gne with, a machine’ passed ‘to him - for “implementa=. refused : to° negotiate: ddemands- by -He. says.-Since:-he ‘got his’ new..assignment=-he spends |nore. time on the®
Fun hidden under. his jacket, just. |‘tion:”
local. orerators union for’ 35c hour- ‘road than‘he does: in his Hollywood hq. Which is w hat he loves te:doin cuse, provided by” insur ance |
TA. chief: Said’ the:‘International ‘ly. increase, $3: minimum on. small and:.doesn’t. mind doing. it.. . Special :buses - picked up. delegates at company for hank.
Alliance. had . ‘been. ‘working “on |jobs’ and. inclusion. of Proviso. for: all three hotels: set aside’ for. them=_Rivijera, Star dust and Thuriderbird,;
Fart of increase -‘in cost is _due } them for some: time: “and. will] - con-. health, and: welfare. .
|} Also. took: -them baék. and ‘forth, . ‘though .many .didn’t. mind: ‘walking.
“te per dienr uppage of $4 per per-. lamue- te do ‘so: Just”-how- ‘long’ it f ‘Local. 150 eontends.: “a5 ‘men. despite free. transportation :. ' Ben- ‘Goffstein, owner: of -the Riviera, *:
som -sinée Tast sesh.. Reps were |i take to. bring the resolutions
; would lose. jobs, each, ‘amounting. t0. “was. one. of. the: opening “day's ‘Speakers: ‘He: said “Anyone. whe :came:
peid
for
fifth “day regardless.
+ tothe convention with’ money "Was, sorry: ‘hecause- they left: it- ‘behind
‘into effective operation: is- unpre I.‘$6.000 to:.$8,000 annually. -:
vhether. they staved an extra day"
_ When ‘negotiations wound jast: Wwherevér they. Visited.” *‘He “also: praised:TA p.rexy: Dick: “Walsh .as
| dictable, he added. “Tt. may-tz
eiter wvncup ur not.
| year, exhibs only .wantéd’.to give. “one Of °the. greatest in: the. labor movement. and ‘one of the ‘most
4 year; 4yW0 or: more; I ¢an't:
; Sheriff Ralph Lamb,
Eccnomy-minded
Richard
ro We re working on them. ‘as hard.as operators - five-cent: -hourly - ‘béost, : respected, mien in the: entertainment. -business”
Walsh, prexy of IATSE, refused to! ev er.”
“}‘but’ at’ intervention _of.’ JA. prexy ‘slated as an epening day. Speaker, couldn:t :make. it: His wile. was having.
Teave Lis Vegas by plane for. New
-help also! Richard - F; -Walsh, another: “Benny: 1an: operation in LA, . .”. Sen. Alan- Bible ‘also. didni't- show. as: preem:.
The. AFL. rae) council’ 'S‘ork. Instead he and eastern ¢con‘f day- speaker. His. ‘spot..was. ‘taken by .Stan Irwin. who regaled the deleWalsh. advised ‘con-.| Was. added: sought.
being
is
Feeling. ‘among - operators: ‘ts e€x- gates with a bounty. of .stories. -Rev.- Wells “Miller, who, before ‘réciting:
imgent of 32° IATS SE delegates
he discussed the: situ:
es.
ventionit
bowked passuge for Gotham, Bos-.
ibs’ will wind up 0oifering, a: nickel the benediction, adinitted every time he’ follows Jrwin-he. gets: ‘himself
international | ‘prexy|.
‘ation: ‘with
107, - Philadelphin and other points. i}
‘a new-batch of ‘stories he ‘cleans. up':and..uses ‘for:‘months: And: ‘some
“uppage’ again:
=~
during . few. .days|:
Meany
George
€ast via train,. getting a baggage}
“All State ..and: local .
to his~ ‘talk. Now that the: IATSE: convention’ of: the. stories ‘needed quite 4 ‘brushing; too .
-priorhere
was
latter
dar free to ship back records and.
is over.and local délegates returned. Officials ‘assured delegates. if. they got: into. any trouble’ they -would see:
opening
day.
Meany,
discussed
files ‘brought out from h.q. for’
from Las Vegas over ‘the ‘weekend, to it the fines were “normal Police . Chief. Leo Kuykendall .gave them
labor in general end a .35-hour negotiations ‘are. slated. ‘to resume. “assurance. on: ‘that fact, ‘citing ‘cases. ‘based: on. other..conventions...-;
feur-day convention. 7
ent:
employm
spread:
to
week
work
‘this week: between: two interésts. | John Kampling, “prexy -of:Local 720,’ Las’ Végas, ‘opened: the ‘convertion:
Otherwise, “we would have had
the ‘industry:
-Theatre: projectionists- are .not and ‘introed’ Bruce: Abbey; biz agent. who.teak: over-antil Dick ‘Walsh
te send the stuff by freight and-| “Walsh said ‘as. far as
to. jdentified ‘with. studio ‘booth ‘men. ‘was given:the: gavel:
Sol:
;
.
“that could be’ mighty. expensive,” is. concerned: it was: not ‘so’-easy.
reduce the: 40- hour sked. “We used “who are:méembers: of. Local-165:and
Rice id Ww alsh.
to. have. 48. hours: and negotiated ‘whose. Salaries are.negotiated ‘as: =
feight. hour. days’ five’ days a week | part of.studio agreements with: film |"
|} for the.-same:. pay. The. same -pro- companies, * Studio - ‘projectionists. Oe
Milwaukee’SsLocalGets. ‘| cedure .would have to take place four-year. pact which. went. into. ef-|ou
nted::
7?
1961.,. ‘provided: ‘for af
feet Jan. .
: -Centinued from. pase: xs
retroactive“boost.and another Jan.
25
.20:.to
working
are.
today:
“Hihat
‘the
complexities
of
the situa-. step ‘te- curtail “iunaway-”yaaa,
Tleeals
.
oe
a
|
A, 1963...
. ‘Thr 62 -‘are 220° ‘theatres in. LA. | tion were not. easily Tesolved and. tion; that. Walsh” and Hollywood.
‘Walsh . would. not - venture ; area; 190. of: which aré not involved: ‘that. it.-would -take. time ~-before film. council, ‘east’ coast. council. and
Milwaukee, Sept. 18.
in. impasse ‘set up by:.exhib. reps.. -conerete measures -‘could: be. taken,.- call production: locals. involved inewhen the IA would. move for
Local 164, Milwaukee, is prob-'} ‘a 35-hour week, if at. all,. Nor
Pacific. Drive-ins. this week. .be-. af at: all,
-| tensity: activities directed: toward ~
gins negotiations ‘with, Honolulu TA]: | One ‘of the. resolutions: requests, ‘stopping. ‘all “runaway” ‘produetion.
ably the only IATSE operators un- | ‘would’ Meany answer that one;
|-;
{Jocal ‘ona. first, pact. for’ employes . ‘immediate
institution: of an appro-|. ‘Several-:delegatés. took’ sharp
lou with an exhib contract: calling 1 when - ‘previously ‘queried.
Returning to his original: argue in
2 ‘exchange: eircuit has there.
priate -program. .6f .effective “legis-. ‘issue’ with: remdiks ‘made by MPA:

~-Runaway-of- The-Tongue

Pension Donations And |” Borers "orHollywood
Members Kick in Zero pours ‘a week

for major and: indie showmen to

|:

pay 15°% into the local’s pension: | ment - on Jack. oftheatre, constrac.
acquisitions
, {tion and
membe
lecal'’s
‘The
nd:
yearfewals” members Pay cuits, ‘Walsh: ‘asserted that last
nothing.
double - 1960. figure.

|Hugh:Sedgewick.(Canada)

(lature. and

economic: ‘action: de- prexy

Johnston’ ‘On- facts °‘and: fig-_.

signed to call avhalt to: “runaway” “ures he. presented .on- ‘production -{. production: by. American: ‘interests and imports: However,. when’ one.
‘arid”“thereby: *preserve promote. ‘or. two -/unionites Started;to hame
142 houses, :
-and protect. our: domestic -m.p.: in-] ‘mer’ away ° at: Johnston and-: his.
were:
84.
number
Of
built.
Twere
situations
than. 6¢are.regular
dustry .as a vital and’ valuable’ na-. facts and” figures,- ‘Walsh. ‘called. ate
andMore
drivens,
party to ‘pact: conventionals and for’ the«first:
tional
asset in. the. field. of world |tention’ to remark. he ‘made yester-. "
new.|:.
decade
a
than
more
in
percent bogst fFoOM }time
two.
repping
‘day: stating. he ‘gave MPA. -prexy.
Previous aagr
cement,
:
wide.
communications.”
ijindoor units exceeded .aviaries. To- |
Las Negas,.. Sept. 18.
-his say, that ubions. now have their...
on
went
n
|
nal,
‘resolutio
conventio
Another.
:,
10,000.
are
‘Richard F;--Walsh,. prexy: of: In-:}°
Additionally, since Oct. 1 when. | @av- there:
new -deal began; operators got 10c: slightly ‘more than 5,000 ‘drive-ins ternational - Alliance’: of . Stage. & ‘record - opposing ;‘any: further :‘‘for- ‘presentations. and. then’ the. right
hourly boost; bringing $5.30 ratejas compared to decade ago figures ‘Theatrical. Empl6yes, |Wwas: -contin-. eign aid by the. US. “government: story: will: be decided Upon. °
A: few delegates pointed up many
to $5.40 on two-year ticket. The of 17.000 .and. 2.000, he figured:.
subsidy or. co-production

Sole-TATSE Exec Scratch
As Walsh Makes Itt

| ued for the 11th .time: on: two-year: ‘that. (by
$5.30 rate two years.ago.was boost- | _“] think it is. abundantly: clear | hasis: by_ acclamation ‘just “before either . directly~ or jndireetly). -alds pix” made’ by “American companies.
ed froma $5.14.
| the ‘judgment: ‘obtained in: the U-S. ‘the: 46th: ‘biennial ‘convention came any foreign and/or ‘U.S.. company: ‘abroad could have been made. here,
vs. Paramount antitrust: ease: has to. a close. four days after it got in the “production. of motion. pie- pointing up ‘Road: to. Hong: Kong”
|-being- made in. England, “55: Days. |
it backfired, that. the case. ‘should be. under way in Convention. Hall here . {tures :‘outside. the U.S."
{to “Peking” .in’ Spain: -and MGM's: “0
‘ireopened, decrees: ‘reviewed «and. With the. exception ‘of. Hugh‘. -Jid- ‘One of’ the. resolutions’ reéecom“Cool-in“the Night” -being made -in| modified in light of préserit: day Sedgewick, biz. agent for Toronto: ‘mended. IA. use every. means. at fevers)
American ‘cities. Anstead. of:
‘conditions. Fair’ competition, of ‘local; all.veepees and. other- eX€Cs.. command. to ‘curtail foreign ‘pro- ‘Holly
ye wood.
+ ‘courseé..“ must. ‘be: ‘assured -but. not} were. voted: another. brace-of. yéars ‘duction and stop:outflow:of jobs.in|: ‘Herb
‘Aller: ‘biz rep: for. Interna|) through means’ “which “ean: place ‘in office. “Because. laws required | film, ‘industry to foreign Jands..
Photographers, ‘said -“Time
\!extreme iardships- on ‘wage: earn- whatever Canadian caucus decides,"| ‘Another resolution’ ‘urges JA : ‘tonal
has .come to.act. now: Just.-as F-told*
ti ers.. Whatever may have been: the’ A. L... (Pat). Travers was named: to} prexy., and general. exec ‘board. to
Méans- committee “in. -:.
case. in 1946,’ ‘no’ plausible reason’ succeed Sedgewick. An indie group. ‘appoint. ‘committee °of 10 from. |the..Ways:&
outJT say’ to:you; ‘time:dsrunning
:
er
:
|
appears ‘today -for restricting: cir- ‘tried to Oppose the caucus by nom: ‘studio locals... to’: appear: before. ou
NM O B | L U X
Fl cuits in ‘their ability. to operate ad- Anating Sedgewick: but. ‘he. declined. Tariff’ _Commission.- and secretary |a
|
fae
| Gitional. theatres -when... desired: ‘to accept the: offer.
Jof. Labor to determine :of “Tarif; (=
f| Any claim of: monopoly. urider cur-. a ‘Other. officers ‘continued include Bill ‘to-m:p. industry ‘so. ‘that. “they! Hay. yy:
|
EB] rent. conditions in this field. 4s far- Harland .Holniden,. general secre- |-may advise and aid. the: present. and | |"
t
JOHN HOPPE
{fetched and unrealistic.. I recom- tary-treasurer; ‘James “J: Brenan, future: _produces - who |may: :desire
130% Madison Ave.; N.Y. © AT 9-7544 ymend in the interest -of. increasing: first. veepee;“New :York; ‘Harry.- J.7
to benefit from ‘Tariff. Bill -legisla-.
| |potential sources .of. employment Abbott, -second veepée,, -Philadel- ‘tion’ when itis” signed. ‘by. ‘Pres.|."
|for TA. members. that -the Dept. of ‘phia; Orin M: Jacobson,. third ‘vee- Kennedy.
| -| Justice give us the relief s0- urgent:. pee, Tacoma,.. ‘Wash.: - Albert. $..}- Resolution: by ‘local 306;. N.Y...
. Rockefeller Center « Ci 6-4600°.
lIy ‘needed. I also have asked all. Johnstone; ° fourth.’ veepee,. . New. seeks International prexy and |all “
MEREDITH: WILLSON’S
‘locals to appeal directly to agen- Orleans; : Johti A...Shuff, ‘fifth. Vvee- Jocal “unions. affected. ‘make..a Concles’ invalved;: to. Congress. and}. pee, “Akron, O:; -LéRoy. Upton, :sixth: ‘certed ‘effort in ‘present. congress:
The Youre a
-| President Kennedy in order that a] veepee, St. ‘Louis:. George: J.: Fla-' for ‘révision of ‘tax Jaws ‘favoring . PRESTONoSHIRLEY JONES :
FEPeSTERE
‘ft | goodly ‘number. of ‘jobs: our: mem- herty, seventh. ‘veepee; Hollywood; filny ‘corporations. and, “individuals. ;= “ROBERT
A.Warner Bros. Ploture In Technicolor ."||
‘bers Jost—and this’ is. mostly. in. Jerry - Fomasetti,.. ‘Brooklyn, Ys working. in .‘foreign ‘countries as} -: “:ON aTAGe: RAVEL'
S JBOLER
ey

ee

FOR YOUR PROMO.
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: ‘Hollywood—may..

be- restored.”7

ninth’ veepee. ". ..-
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'*the most’ effective and ‘immediate! "==
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ky, Subtle and Promising
Delivers’:é Exhibs Re Toll
Thanit
A fore

"Pallowing last week's ‘gneak? of éMfanctiurian: Candidate,’” ‘star ‘Janet: ; inefea
‘Lea opined: that. costar” Angela Lansbury should. and would ‘get’ an |

Say the boys: at d0th:F ox: to. the boys at’‘Seven. Arts! “Voir picture
(‘Gigot’) was. only: produced: -by .your: vicépresidént .(Ken Hyman). ‘Our.

~+.

EIDOPHORPROJECTS |
~ BOUT FOR TORONTO |

Oscar noniination. UA's ‘post=“sneak”’ bash at Leone’s..drew quite a-hip |
-créwd,. including Miss. Leigh;: Joan Collins, Lauren’ Bacall, Geraldine
-Page, Rip .Torn, Max. ‘Schell, the.. Forrest. Tuckers, top. UA: brass and.
“assorted... newsfolk,: Official: host ‘Was. “Manehurian” «director .Jobn
wo _Frankenheimer.

Toronto, Sept: 18...

West Harwich, Mass., Sept. 18.

Warnings to exhibitors as to
|. PRIME LONGEST OPENING. are
were tolled by
two
speakers,
who blasted it as a
Atlanta: One: of. Nine Keys. First
{menace -and warned that its. new
‘To See.War Film

| strategy lies. in attempts to secure’

ths Eidopltior * “theatre-size
ty
| projector: acquired by: Paramount's |-

: Atlanta, Sept. 18, . |. community: antenna lines and mus
aa
“~ Just revealed that. the White ‘House cued::Bob' Benjamin. and Arthur: International Telemeter -‘Cotp.. will |. “ mwentleth’ ‘Century-Fox. has tne be. watched. ‘carefully, Blas ts
net, Krim: to:-try and: ‘get their law partner, Louis ‘Nizer, -when former. two. ‘pipe the: ‘Patterson-Liston’: ‘heavyeluded Atlanta, among. first” nine. marked 31st annual ‘regional con-,
‘:" ““"are’ not. operating. UA,: to. run. as Demo’ candidate-for the. Governor. ‘weight championship -fight: Sept:
vention of Independent Exhibitors
of N. ¥: Nizer turned * it:‘down. Incidentally, latter talked: ‘with client 25 to the Maple: ‘Leaf. Gardens. here.. key situat’ ons. to .get .a- premiere
” Elizabeth. Taylor. ‘on. ‘the ‘phone. from” ‘Cap. d’ Antibes -to.Rome ‘in. con-: Arenais to. be scaled at $4.40.$5.50 look: at Darryl. F. Zanuck’s person- {Ine. and Drive-ia. Theatres: Assn.
“nection: with the Eddie Fisher divorce: since ‘he. represents. poth;.. but. and. ‘$6.60.:
{al ‘production: “The: Longest Day. ” of New England,. unit of TOA, at
:--will ‘not appear for either ‘against.the other, On the SS. Independence, Later. the’ ‘Bidophor= ‘projector: a Picturization. : of ‘Cornelius. ‘Hotel Belmont Thursday (13).
- back: from .France: -Nizer contpléted ;a. ‘piece- “for -Satevepost,. “How. wilk ‘De installed. at. the.. College
Ryan's D-Day epic: will’ open as |. ““We: consider pay-tv. a- deadly.
"To. Be. A. Good. Juror,””?. at ‘the .mag’s. invitation: His current bestseller, ‘Theatie- and: will: carry: the.closed:|
{aroad.:‘show. at Wilby-Kincey's enemy’ and. a threat, to our -str-.
-“My Life In-Caurt;” thas ‘had its first. draft ‘of ‘the play. version. (which, circuit ‘telecast .of the. Gene Full-].
‘downtown
° Roxy’: Theatre, where| -vival, ” said John H: Stembler,
Joel’ Schenker and--the Theatre :.Guild- plan* to “do).. ‘completed . _ by:-+ mer-Dick. Tiger. tniddleweight title
"4 Metro =Goldwyit: Mayer's “Ben-. prexy of: Theatre. Owners.. of
Henry. Denker, who is dramatizing it:Melvyn Douglas :Way play-Nizer.
bout: ‘on .Oct:..16:.
2 Elia’ Kazan, cast and crew.-of..“America;. America’. move to. the Alfa |” ‘While the’ ‘Patterson-Liston. con- | Hur”: stayed almost year and Sam: América. He revealed . that. the

” “ pleture (‘Longest -Day’). was--produced by :our president :(DFZ)!"".

Bronston’s “King of ‘Kings’: played’ ‘Dept. of Justice had sent. letters to
“Studios: in Athens. this: week-after four weéks of. ‘exteriors. -Thereafter |‘;
‘test. will be. available’ only. ‘to audiKazan's Athena: Enterprises. Corp. ‘production. plans to. move :north to. ences -in - thé -.Garden: here, ‘the. half that: Jon; -2as-a. hard: ticket. at-. majors on pay tv, now testing in
‘traction.: ’ Other “big ones” ‘that.
Katerini, near’ Mt: Olympus, returning. to the Alfa: Studios. later:.“Pro‘Fullmer-Tiger. match: can be’ tiined
duction in: Greece -is scheduléd to end the first part. of Nov ember when. ‘in: -also.. by. Telemeter’s home: pay-. “have. played. ‘Roxy included “Spar- Har tford, Saying that” the project
party réeturns: to New: York for final sequences.” Filnt jis‘produced ‘and. ‘see. customers. The. ‘home. viewers. | tacus”’ and “Around the World in. was havi ing difficulty because few
* directed-by ‘Kazan. from: his. own screénplay, :“stars” 21-year-old: Stathis. will be- ‘charged; a flat’ ‘$2 “for. this 80. ‘Days:’’ ‘Current at: Roxy. on'at: ‘studies. were making. films avail
. Giallelis: Others :in the: cast: .are .Frank Wolff,: John’: Marely, Linda | -contest;. : ‘while ‘the -.seale -.at.. the grind basis;. however, is ‘Warner. able to the Hartford’ tést and askBros.” .“The. Musie Man,” -due_ to.
“Marsh, Paut Mann, ‘Harry- Davis, Lou. -Antonio and Elena Karam.
TE, '500-seat °‘College: Theatre’ will. be conclude: an. eight-week run Thurs-. ‘ing: what their position’ is to be in’.
-Monroe W.: Greenthal,. head of ‘his own: advertising . agency, elected
$3.30,:$4:40 ‘and °$5:50:
the matter.. :
‘a director . and * a member. of.the’ finance, somites: ‘of,‘Madison Life.
:
Arrangements. ‘also - have | ‘ been * James ie “Harrison. revealed that - “We were alarmed”. said
Insurance. Co.
;made for both College: ‘Theatre|
_ < Anthony: Perkins .is: pack: in town; prepping for- reliearsals’ for’ his: and: home |‘Telemeter. audiences: to ‘Mrs. Joan Brown, had _been. -en-}Stembler..
‘gaged to “assist Roxy “manager
He told of a meeting ‘with at-- Jegit ‘play; “Harold.”.. Just before leaving. ‘Europe, “where he.-starred. in |.
telecasts: of the 35. away. from‘? Larry .Pittman-‘and: would handle’ torney general Robert Kennedy,
UA's “Phaedra,” Perkins attended -that Alfred- Hitchcock-Francois Truf- ‘see:
home. hockey. ‘games. to be. played ‘Broup Ssdles..Mrs. Brown formerly ‘who said: he was ‘not familiar with
- faut soirée at Maxim’s, along with Jeaiine. Moreau;. Ingrid. Bergman, the:
‘T this season. -‘by. the: “Maple ‘Leafs. worked on. sales. ‘staff. of “WOQXI, the matter but avould look into if,
Jerome. Hill's.
-:) Claude. Chabrols, .Genevieve. Cluny,’ “among. ‘Others.
‘The. tariff for’ the. ‘games-.at. the ‘indie . radio . mill now 0&0. -by and did. It was found that the. letter
indie. “Sand; Castle” ets: it. French: preem: with.a showing at: the ving
Centré | Desirewill Be|
$1,
25;3 $2 and’$2.50. Esquire.
was a.routine inquiry, “Dbut,”’ said
<2 +> . Cultufel” Americain, in. Paris: tomorrow. (Thurs.) evéning
: Stembler, “we felt we ‘should
7" Drutman is. serving. as” the producer's: ‘rep: in’ Europe. . < Incidently, :

- AmusementStockQuotations

. ; Hitchcock * ‘stars’: -in.‘an:-upcoming. This. Week’ Magazine ‘shoto feature:|.
entitled: “The-Great Towel Mystery.” It- has to do-~with -the mysterious |
, disappearance’ of. towels from a motel with Hiteh playing ‘all the. Toles;
‘including: that of: a. lifeguard: (who. ‘must wear: an. inner. tube), chamber
“2. Jnaid ;and film ‘director...
ae
‘is Benjamin Di: ‘Gladstone;- formerly: nietropolitan: ‘Sales rep. for Magna: a

... Pietures: andia Vet of -30 years in: the. film industry; hasbeen’ natned'

-as-exec. coordinator of .IFIDA’s annual international: film -award dinner: |} “QITS
|--2

. The American preem of the Philip- |”: 47%9..

‘pine -pic, “Badjao,”7 “will: ‘be: held”vat. the: downtown: Charles. Theatre’ . of205%

_ *Weekly: Vol. ‘Weekly. Weekly.
-- 2 f00s:° High
<Low.

13- "ABC Vendiig “136. 1314
2224°-Am Br-P'r Th 102°

©3334

4234

.-10: | Ampex, .oe1456

(1758:

15.

4374 Bits CBS :
.. 1386
‘_ ‘tomorrow. (Thurs:).:San Roque, Spain, *“saw “first‘Enciérro” cathe driving: Or: herding. of; a 3378-211.
.Chri§. Cratt’ 102
e “bults: through ‘the. ‘city streets.:to the ‘pulling. Ordinarily *‘associated |.
31.14 =| .:Col Pix”wo 170
with.the famous. San: Fermin’ ‘fiesta ‘at:-Pamplona’ in the-north of Spain, |- ~ 5138: .3414-: Detca...2. 2,:452:)
26
-~Disney o2i;...
25.
-Encierro “was staged- for a ‘scene in ‘the .new: Carol Reed “‘filni,.“The'|. 2 405%
-Running: ‘Man,”" with’ Laurence. Harvey,’ ‘Lee . Remick and. Alan: Bates.
11573". 85,
Eastman Kak.1g1
wae 95
‘Charlies. ‘Boasberg is. first” ‘Cousin. to the late. gagwriter, “AL Boasberg; . voy- $14. -435 EME.
_ &pioneer. -film- ‘scripter: who. -authored - the. first. MGM: “Hollywood |: .- 1454 * :.835-:Glen. “Alden 2. 72
Revue. " Says the new .Par salés- chieftain, “Seemingly. all the’ Boas-} :..47%. 1916. Loew's Thea, 397
1873

33. “MCA Tiic....°186

... - Director: ‘George: Roy Hill. -has: completed. his: ser ipt for “A™-Bullet’ for. a 1573
Charlemagne, ” which. he’ll -do for’ UA following. -Mirischs’ *“Foys: In ‘the. | :
US. ‘preem: of. Akira |° “914
Attic,” ‘which: starts rehearsals. in’ October..

1038. Metromedia | . 46

5806. 2738. MGM
| 125°
- 578. “Nat. G. Corp... 87°
--Kurosawa’s -“Yojimbo” -at the Carnegie. Hall ‘Cinema’ has: been. delayed | 254819 Outlets... $30
until -Oct. 155) ASLast: Year in Marienbad” “keeps. drawing *em in:‘at. the: ot 5833- 36%
Paramount ». 85°

: house.
221°. 8144 “Polaroid, .;.-'3054.
‘+4879
,
. Saturday “Review :film: ‘critic ‘Holiis: Alpert, “who * has. just ‘Rnished ; ae 6378... 3853 :-RCA
ae a pook:on films and. film: people ‘for MacMillan‘ entitled. “The Dreams: oe 1253 ©:714 Republic ie 65.
and -The Dreamers," has-been: contracted: by .Dial to“write a ‘bioggraphy. }
17 .*.."13--:) Rep., -pfd.
2.

-- 404°

of the Barrymorés*. : Director’ Ralph Nelson says he plars ‘a November:

1 deliv ered 30. films, all subruns. It

has .given: none

ON: Y.‘Stock: Exchange

|”

- bergs. hailed® from, our native’ Buffalo.‘but .féw remained there.”

| in the first two months. They have.

Week: Ended. Tues. ( 18)

“general: ‘sales: manager ‘of. the -new: indie. distributing” firm, .Seneca- ‘In= |}
, Mort Golden; head: of AIP” S.foreign service. department, af a
rare
i ternational’.
: Low. pe
F
is ‘in’‘Hollyw ood: for ‘product conferences.. ::‘Mort. Sunshine’ is serving |." High
dance Jane15 ‘at the Americana-..

-1914. ‘Stanley. War: “19.

Jwould

325%

*48Q
-108%

45K
1036

49

4214.

27

147%

35
OT
21-.
..4058

13834
514

1484

2234

(AM
1044.

" of: TOA, warned the exhibitors to
‘be -on the alert, espécially in?

2614

| Connecticut and Massachusetts, to

4746

"41 “the: new stratezgy of pay-tv in
filing applications for -community

1444 °°.1414

B31R
8814
615° | 634
204-2085.
39° =.3934:

12358

1 antenna. lines, ” He
: ‘community antenna

| being. sought all
_| of. Connecticut.

13436"

49 «

.. 84g

‘pected that the next step will be... |pay-tv’s. asking. for first run films.
‘Herman Levy;. general counsel

2845
10046. -

2414.

a

= QTR.

2934

2038.

12°.

Of: America -powwow at. Bal Harbour ©in. November. : ‘He'll.. speak. -.on }Cary}. .
_, the role‘-of’.the ‘indie producer “in today's,* pic. market _
Grant, who's dorie- alright by Universal: (and ‘vice-versa); next: teams {|

91% °.Cinerama Inc. 470°

933 -:444 °-Filmways'

1433,

,. with: Audrey Hepburn: for the :comedy-mystery, -“Charade,” with. ‘Stan-|:

16%

- advertising *sections and to.
wate’ for pressures for community antenna lines. . “They

6- -MPO Vid.

~

9°

.534@-

“Sie:

......115

-.7144.

(234:.5 15: Nat'l ‘Telefilm 64
ig
5:
216 -Reeves Bdest.. 14... 27"

: Jey. Donen | producing-directing, “It rolls: next -month - ‘in. Paris’.

~T

14%
234.

oe

te title. ‘bout. tollcast: will ‘feed: into--263

~

|

"746

U. “§.-Canada’ ‘locations, of ‘which: :

.

Tower. East) is said. to’-have passed. the’ $100, 000. mark *
Theatre:
‘Network. Televisidn’s. recent. Eidophor ‘sale to.‘International. ‘Telemeter

"in -Canada.-was the ‘first’ in the. Dominion...

America COC
9|ear

_

weve

. ‘Reading ‘the .-Times. -. Commonwealth: Theatees ofPuertoRico’.

THR
7%

- Four “Star Television. bole
.
deieeeienees - 13%

‘entertainment: ‘section ‘last’. Sunday: (16); many a /non-pro.-‘must -have.

8%

1436"

in

every

the

efforts

of.

| TOA, these restrictions have been
} put-on ‘some permits, he reported.

18%

. DH

this

this u‘pcoming

|} pay-tv.. Through

B&B

136.

“Bid” ~ Ask

legislature

public. utilities

In. some- areas, the permits for
Jcommunity
antenna’ lines have.
been thwarted with restrictions’
that they. can. never be used for.

334
‘18%.
912.:

Over-the-Counter ‘Securities

the

companies. do
Year.”

1%
2%.

(Courtesy: ofMerrittLynch, Pierce, Fenner.
+ & Sinith,Inc.)

. "145: are’ film: houses, with. a--capacity. -1,200, 000 “attendance...
.:-The}..-. “Long. Day’s: Journey” roadshow advance in N.Y. (at. the. new.Loew’ 34.7

explained. “Their utility com‘panies hare. to rent poles and
“qpires. and there will be ‘bills

to have

BB

- ming: ‘pool | adjacent.’ the: h:q, “TCA: -prexy.: Ben. “Pivar;- going” counter oee Actual Volume.’
i, to ‘the: ‘-H wood: -practice. of. “restricted: studio visitations, . ; “wants to: [- $ Ex-dividend.

‘The Pattérson-Liston:|,

_. half the battle for them,” he

‘8%.

Universal, ‘by. the way, says ‘it erratumed_ by Announcing: it “acquired a
“Te 234 Reeves Snd. - 124-25 44%
“834...
° Sereen’ ‘Gems’ 11
“Stagecoach. to ‘Daricers’. Rock” for :worldwide distribution. At's |
only.) 3.2934 -13-1834
1734
for ‘domestic’ handling...
2654 B42 | Technicolor mee 324. 11%
SYA,
"FA
. *That.cnew.. ‘southwest iieatvical filmery |deceptively”: named . ‘Tele: aa 1678. “64%.- Telepro’ ‘pt’r. .:. 25°
o.., vision: City ‘Arizona, “which ‘has’ “been -lining- Up an: exec. staff and}
-3:..° 1% Tele Indus’...
40.
IW >
1%.
.
(<{ properties ‘the past-sevéral- Weeks, is. going in. for? ‘some. -home-lot|: 2183%.106: “Prans-Lux: $37
1344-13
“8 Yaazzle,.: Planned. ‘for. ‘atop the. maim -administration: unit “at .-Phoenix}
|
Week: ‘Ended Mon.: an.
...ds_ an -observation- deck-restaurant,. with ‘a View. including ‘new: swim- || oe

..: identify his lot as a state ‘tourist -attraction..

4

i file applications with the town,
-and agree ta gite ‘then 5%. of
‘the gross..intake;” he pointed
“We must. fight this.’*
| out.
“Getting. the permit is only

167

8%.

aver. the state.

ing about it.'” He adiised ex‘Ribitors to look in classified

1441456

1738

64% Desilu. Prods.’ 11°: 8%

said. “these
permits are

“Tt’s an insidious thineg that
gets in. without. anyore know-

“$5014

TNS,

they.

:-|Stembler said.that the FCC. has
found that toll is in the publie
“l interest, and that. it can be ex-

20%
3914

(2934 -° 283g"
10214.
9918

pictures,

have. gotten it. They:

promised 500 sets to start and only

«38% = BTIGZ.
877%.
1314 ans
0 es PX a
..1853°
89.

never

_ .f-eame up withthe 500 last week.”

1614.

2034
3988

motion

. -Senting

1278--

308°

‘of the :operas,

ballets, plays that: it promised. If| they, had gone to.the FCC.and said
we have found a‘ new way of. pre-.

-Tues.
‘Close .

2978 «= 2948): 2978
‘start: on‘his UA 'pic;-“Lilies. of: The Field,” starring. Sidney Poitier, -‘This |. 3314: 2714. Storer’..--. 2 10
-~*" means. that- Nelson’s ‘projected:- Joan ‘Crawford: starrer, “Rady. In a. _ 43938.18: 20th-Fox .2.. 112
227%
(2158 «224%
‘Cage, ”. will’ be déferred for the ‘time: ‘being. .
3538 2456. United Arti’ts 130.
~287%.- 2758
2754
_ : Joan: ‘Crawford's: allegiance’ to: ‘that. softdrink. outfit. is”somethin’: ‘oo 2084-1134 >Warner: Bros,- 44
1348-1234. 1278
‘Trade - ads. showing: thé :“What “Ever Happened ‘to- Baby Jane?” -coim- |. | (598. 44"
‘Zenith: re 51201 | “58
5534»
“dELB””
pany: gathered. reund.” a: table: ‘fora script. ‘pow: Clearly |‘display. ay.
ee
“American
‘Stock’
Exchange
7: Pepsi. bottle. at- the star's reach. It’s: ‘Tulip. cups f6r ‘the-others.
‘Bob Conn, ‘recently. ‘promoted: fo’ éxeéc: -assistant under -Seymour:|~ on656: S208 > Allied Artists.24.
9356
38%.
814-.
- Poe «‘for’ domeésti¢ -sales.-at 20th-Fox,: addresses: ‘the’ luncheon ‘Session |. 79 |... -35%°) BalM’at ‘GAC 10.
556:
514
‘358
* today (Wed.): at‘ the ©Michigan: Allied -meet ‘in ‘Detroit .:
Paul
2133. etic Cap. Cit. Bde. 95.
1732
15%:
17%
Lazarus, now Sam’ Bronston’s exec. v.p., Slated:for tie:“Theatre Ow ners}

} protest.’
Of ‘the.Harlford tests, he ‘said:”
“They: have not set. the world afire

tee

-|Systems Management
Set Via TelePrompter

Hollywood, Sept. 18.
Systems
Management
Co. of.
Denver, which operates. 35 com—
‘munity antenna systems in the
.—%, : ‘tcountry, has made arrangements
| with. TelePrompter whereby it will
BO | show the Patterson-Liston heavyeH. . | weight championship fight via.a
We ‘number of its systems, cuffo..

cee e ee ce ees 2B5, 309
been - struck ‘by: the plethora’ of. hardticket™ attractions -‘in: those: ‘im: |}. “Gen Aniline. &. BA. os eee cee
General ‘Drive-in 00.0200... 000000000
a0954
= 104
pressive, tony: Space buys:--Vying: for.’ ‘mail-order. attention. were. Co-}.
.
156
2°
lumbia’s” ‘Lawrence’. of Arabia,” 20th’s The. ‘Longest’ Day,” “Metro’ "S]-. *Magtia: Pictures. ..3c..06350° °°
Medallion Pictures. | “
4440
BS
ee
“Mutiny. on: the: Bounty, 7” and’ Joe" E..‘Levirie's Long |
‘Day's Journey:
. Wayne Hauser, manager of La-< Premier Albums
-.....:.
oe obese, teeecee 7%
814
—KH
“Into. Night. me
guna Video Ine. of Laguna Beach,
QT
Sailor-turned-author: Richard McKenna‘: has. hit. it.“big. -with.. his AeRapid Filo Technique’ vee b eae e teens eee ISB
[a subsid ‘of SMC, revealed. here
_ Seven. Arts: Productions vee et
-B%
9
LS first: novel;. “The. Sand: Pebbles.” Book, which..is a’ -Book of: the Month.
{that his CATV: system .is showing
|
“AY
2.
s.
€lub- selection and ‘won the.‘$10, 000 Harper prize, has-been acquired ‘for |-. Sterling Television::
{the fight’ to its 2,500 subscribers
In
_ -films by the Mirisch Co, .» « Indié producer-director Robert J. Gurney :| Trariscontinent Television sedated ewed eds WH
| gratis, as.an extra service.
Waa leeeeee
156. BIB
LL.
started production here this: week oni his. “By. Any Other Name, ” starring |: -U. A. Theatres. ..’:. teepe
‘Hauser said he did not know:
8648.
61
aoe y -|Row. much coin was invoived. in
- Betsy von.-Furstenberg. and. William Smithers.’ ‘Gurney’s. script: dg:‘based jor Universal: Pictures: ;
, . Universal. ‘pfd..~ 0.8 ‘eels
°- a0 08 or
ary : og eee. “92
"1 98K%on. ‘a@ Meyer Levin story. . -..
the deal. between SMC and Tele‘wee DVR.
2794
Bill Dolt’s. .assignment to Long: Day's. ‘Journey. ‘Into Night: ‘marks : Woimetco ®Enterprises vitiess Saeee vires
. Prompter:.
his ‘first Ferassoclation with Joe E.aMleving,since’ ‘the: ortgtnial “Hercules”. te (Wrather., Cop. oie
se
a
ae
456
‘The. championship bout. is. being
:epoch: .
. |held Sept. 23. in Chicago.
(Sources, National Asst,of Securities Dealers. Inc.)
- Samiti
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CBS Radio Affs: inthe PinkWith

a
. Netw“Wednesday, September’19;1962. ne
ork|Pen
. |
|BobConsidine’ 2506ABC
is
Bo
-Chent in’Switch: to

Link, Plus Paley &Compensation|
In. Whals\

respects the ninth. an-¢

rssh CBS Radio affii convention]
dk in N. ¥: was:the mest heart(uinge .m

tort

years,

despite

the

GEORGE SCHAEFER

eco

2|
Bob:‘Considine’s “On’ The Line]
With Considine” is Switching to:the.

tlaN,

ay

‘WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 19°

us

ABC. Radio. web: Oct. 1. in: a’ 52-,.
CBS Reports (lm), Documentary, CBS; 7:30-8:30°pm: ‘(new
v time),:
| week, $250,000...déal- With: Mutual}. Participating.
=
has
ny
of ‘Omaha: ‘Latter’ ‘eompa
Wagon: Train (lim);Westera,: “ABC. shift: from. NEO),7:30:8:30:
+ been bankrolligg:. the: Considine |. p.m. “Participating.
show NBC. Radio: for several years:
~The: Virginian’ (Alm, color), Western, NBG): 4: 30-9:
“P.
m, “Pars
on.a once-a-week,. ‘15- minute basis.:|" tleipating..

IN REVUE DICKERS|

troubles of all incts ori¢ radio |

¢Sept. 19-Sept. 29 )

On ABC,’ Considine - “will do--a],

a
THURSDAY, SEPT. 20.
show OF . the}.
~ Wide. ‘Couiitry (film), ‘Dramia, ‘NBC; '7:30-8: 30°p.m, Participating.
web's.““Mewscope”. during. the prime]:
Alfred Hitchcock. Hour. (film), Mystery;. CBS, 10°a ‘p.m. (expanded
»_
car-driving time. of. 6:30 to- 7215 7
from: ‘half. to.hour). Participating . ww
ae
“p.m.-In-addition ‘to this show, ‘Con- Jd
‘sidine - will. be-a ‘member ‘of ‘the |. >
“=
FRIDAY: ‘SEPT. O
Productions:
and:
that
studio.
:
‘If
the
ABC ‘news. départment. With, sale |. “Don't, €all Me Chailie. (film), Comedy,’ NBC; 9:30°10)p.m: Scott
+ (ls felt Was his -personal. ‘pledge- ;
‘ f eHesisnce to network rudio for ‘deal |new being discussed is. final- to Mutual of. Omaha, “Newscope” af ‘Paper: via J. ‘Walter Thompson; Brown -& Williamson. via Ted. Batés. 7
ized,
itwill
mark.
the.
vidpix:
‘Series
It also marked the
the Teng pull.
layout” is: now ‘SRO..
~
Fair- Exchange . {film),’Situation Comedy, ‘BS, 9:30-10: 30: ‘Pm.
Hollystood, ‘Sept. 18.
The cenvention. marked. the: re- |
tern cf network: compensation ta ; Pr oducer-director. Geéor ge Schiaefits
1f. also drew can address fer is. in negotiations. with ‘Revue:
fren) WilliamS. Palcy. CBS board studios: regarding co-production’
th WH an, & Faley - turnout which: ventures: between: his-- Compass.

Beute rtion
coke

of

Par ty.

“Art

’a show

_Gatly °five- minute.

debut for-the producer. of Malle |

I.inkletter’ s.

which was, mark Hall of. Fame.”’

Participating...

thar. weak, affil banquet

i ol:Webs
PredictEarly

mentioned ; shows.

;

Jack -Paar -Show. dive,color);‘Variety, NBC; 10:AL
a
Pak,
Pare

Schaefer disclosed: that. projects]
t aitigied ente ‘rlainme nt progranr -he is talking with-Revue_ include
7 one semi-anthology series, and one|
a Eaa¥s
hourlong) |
‘ser. ies). -both
When. Arthur’ Godfrey at. the: musical
vite fe he exed under: the proposed —

_ 7 7 Aticipating.

te aemise of Liaktetter- affer i4 ' He revealéd,. too; . that lie has|”
21s
On radio, a nioan’ swelled .‘signed ‘Hope. ‘Lange. and Christo-|.

fo
“SUNDAY, SEPT. 23°
.
Oiiginal Amateur’ Hour. Atape),: ‘Variety, ‘CBS; 5:5:30.p.m.“(new i

v

time), J. B.. Williams ‘via’ Parkson.

4

p.m. .Participating..

“McKeever. & the. Colonel (fil), Situation: Comedy, NEC, 6 307.

‘Ensign O’Toole (flim, color),. Situation ‘Comedy, NBC, 77 30°bm.
asse embled:. affils. Appar-, ;phér Plummer to star in ‘the “Hall- |
Liggett ‘& “Myers and Ford via.J. Walter’ Thompson, - es
tiv when the affl board proposed,' mark” spee, “Cyrano de ‘Bergerac, ae
The Jetsons (film),. Animated Comedy, ABC;-7:30-8 pm. “Colgate...
the- drepping of Linkletter ‘to the: -to be aired Dec. 6: Schaefer: was] _ Pilot §€asoi |? Palmolive. and Whitehall via Bates, Dow Chemical ‘and. Minnesota Lael.
autaork, it: didn’t: have- the ‘real | accompanied~ here’ by-- “Gordon|.
we
his. exec. -assistant and}. On- thie eve of ‘the new tv season. Y : Mining via MacManus, John: &. Adams.
ruise of the Inembers.
Next day. Wynne,
the. ‘scramble. -already. is- underway: .
‘Howard K. Smith -(live, tape, film), ‘Comiientary; ABE; 10:30-11be
a Vas anne unced that Linkletter veepee of Compass.”
for network ° vehicles: for, *63-'64: |- p.m. mew time). Nationwide. Insurance. ‘Via. Ben. ‘Sacktieim. 2 ly
ew. along with “Arthur Gedfrey
a.
‘The
producer-director Phas
MONDAY; SEPT. 24
pame” “and “The Garry. Moore || non--exclusive: three-picture . deal. Those outside: producers par ticipat-.
Kiddie Shew” survived the network |fwith Paramount, plans: filming. ing in- the ‘network scramble are |- . “the ‘New ‘Loretta Young ‘Show (film), ‘Drama, CBS,‘10:1030)p.mm._
setting their sights to come in: ‘with.
entertainment catback.
“Lever: via.J.‘Walter. Thompson, ‘Toni’ Via. North.
at
i “Love ‘Letters of.a Portugese Nun” |
‘pilots. in January. Again. it’s. fore- S
Filey, in his first address to anyl arid. “82 _West.””.
TUESDAY,. SEPT. “25 _| cast that . it’Il be “ane early. pilot effi convention in the nine-year
Empire (film, color), “Drama,. NBC,” “§:30-9: 30. pm” American.
season.
fiistory of the = affil organization,
{| -‘What’s: been” ‘happening. and ‘is, . - Tobacco: via: SSC&B; Generali. Mills. via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, “
cstcd the Jarge increase in radio
:. Chrysler vio Leo.Burnett.. “
frea the

¢

sets being used in the last decade. °
He said any medium
stow
such a growth

lealthy.”

which ean
is “pretty

Paley, citing radio's in-

,rtasing

role

in

news

. affairs, chit at what
reenacles-

‘and — pub-

he called “the:

in two

ALEHS

important

Peter Pan’Tape
Tas$660,000 In
NBC-TV Repeat |

fexpected to continue-“is..that -by |}Red Skelton Hour (tape); Comedy: ‘CBS, 8: 30-2:30 B:m- «new time). a
-| January. the networks know pretty |
.... well. what ‘shows. will. make it and‘ :- Best ‘Foods ‘via Lennen & Newell, S.C: Johnson: via. ‘Foote,: «Cone.
‘what shows. will be axed. It's. in.|. &:Belding, Lever: Bros: Via BBDO. ‘and.Philip. Morris: Mia,‘Benton &.
;
‘| January that: the networks begin |. -Bowles.
Jack’ Benny. (film), ‘Comedy, CBS, 9.30-10: p.m:. (new. time). ‘State
| to‘anchor new. shows for thé miss-.|..
es. .To come.:in’ then. with a. ‘pilot |~ Fart Mutual via Needham, Louis &. Brorby: and General Foods: via ae
Pe
helps the chances of.a project ‘con. a “Young & Rubicam. : <.’

|,

|

"The ‘Untouchables: ‘iim, ‘Diania, ABC,. 6:30-10;30‘new. time), a

siderabl*.-

“Today
the
broadcast
news|
Delaying ‘factor. in’“many. Situa-|" “Participating:
median are flatly prohibited by a
[-"WEDNESDAY; SEPT. 26.
.
:
Two
Sponsors:
will, between tions, ‘of course, -is that few ‘prorule of the House -of Representa‘ducers ‘will’ go ahead’-on-'a -pitot A Dobie. Gillis. (film), . Situation Comedy, :CBS; 8: 30-9:P.Th. fnew
them:
pay
approximately
$660,
000°
ives from bringing public hearings
-| now. without.’ having ;‘network |‘CO-f
for the” tape. repeat™ ‘Of Mary “Mar-. prodtiction..and financing’ interest.. | “time)..‘Colgate Via‘Norman, Craig & Kummel.
ef is committees to the American
Beverly Hillbillies -(film), Situation.Comedy, cas’ ‘9:9: 302B.m,
reeple.
They are prohibited gen- -tin’s “Peter ‘Pan, ” to be. aired from .Sometimes deals on projects aren't |erry By practices stemming from. | 7. to 9 p.m. on. Feb. 9: Probably. the ‘signed until November or ‘Decem- |*=.- Kellogg via Lea. ‘Burnett and R, J: _Reynolds via Wm. Bly ce th,
THURSDAY, SEPT: >
re
re
¢.u0an 35: o0f the American Bar
ber, or: even -later: before -‘agreed:|..”
Ascn from bringing: open sessions: + highest: fee ever paid for a. tv: ‘upan. talent ‘is secured. “Ideally,. to-| |
Mister Ed (film):- Situation Comeédy,. CBS, 7 30-8" B:m.new: tinie).
Fepeat,
the
price
has.
led
to:
making
«f the courts to. the American peoStudebaker via.D’Arcy and ‘participation alternate: weeks, % =;
come’ in witha’ pilot. in- ‘January:
tie
Both these situations. are: un-|the: color how “NBC's $1,000,000 production ‘should: start. ‘in, Octo- |... ‘Perry. ‘Mason. (film), Mystery, CBS, 8-9 B.m. (new time).. Partick:
-srpsenable
anac hronisms,”
Paicy - baby. ”.
Be
~f ber." ‘Otherwise: it’s a.s¢ramble be- .: pation,
4°C.“— red
The Nurses. ‘(film),. “Drama; 9:10:pin. ‘Whitehall ‘Pharmacal via
‘coming. more ;hectic with time‘Sbonsots
of
the
‘two-hour
pro|
The new plan. accepted by. affils.
Ted. Bates, Johnson & Johnson: ‘via._Young &. Rubicam. and:Brown
init for the return of. monetary |gram will“be Lipton out of Young}
“Se “Williamson” via Ted Bates.
scinpensation by the web to affils|-& Rubicam and ‘Timex out of War“Andy: Williams. Show: (tape,color),Variety, NBC; 10-11 Pp.
m: “ParFor
netuork
sponsered
shows. || wick &.‘Legler: At one point, -Gen-.
' , | telpating.:
“Feior to this, web and affils worked
tee
:
“FRIDAY, ‘SEPT: oatTo,
- i
oy
,
|eral Foods, ‘also ‘out, of Y&R: -and

CollI,Network
Chiefs MeetToday|

1 a. harter arrangement whereby ;
rtwo vor. threée.-other. bankrollers |
al de would: clear time ‘ror net-:
: were reportedly: willing to. meet
+k vhows in return for. network
+, the: high. cost .of the: repeat, ‘but
rete, pubatfairs and other services.
i they had to wait on line.

Adopted

plan also calls

Vrm:‘Dickens, He's Fenster: (filni),--Situation ‘Coiiedy, ABE; “9:9:30=.

P-m;- ‘Eh Producto. and Procter. ‘&, Gamble: via- Compton.
ene
‘SATURDAY, SEPT. 29°
|:
:
Jackie. Gleason. Show—American. Scene Magazine (tape), Musical o|

for ax-;

Washington, Sept:.18:°
by Miss| -Gov.. LeRoy
Three “Peter. Pans”
Wariety: CBS; 7: 30- 8:30" p:m: : Participation.
Collins ‘will: Tunck:
Martin have already been, aired’
) .
Mr. Smith .Goes To. ‘Washington. 4film),- Situation Comedy: ABC.
in. Manhattan: ‘tomorrow.:
on
NBC-TV.
-All.
three’
were
.
dif«Wed. “: .8:30-9. p.m: Edward ‘Dalton ‘Via- Kenyon. &.. Eckhardt,:. Norwich. =
~ats dav. drama
features.
“*Sus-.
with ‘the ‘three television. network
' ferent productions, the first. two
cease” and “Johnny Dear.”
-presidents. in- the hope. of rallying :’,
. Pharmacal ‘via Benton & ‘Bowles, :R..J. Reynolds.-via- William. Esty,
Adde
A
d to the network schedtte || shoth Jiver. were. in 1955.and 1956.- ‘their-enthusiasm behind. the. NAB’: S| “US: Rubber . via Fletcher: Richards; Calkins. & Holden...
‘But-two
vears
ago,
with
the
advent:
‘fula new five-nnnute *‘Dinten- ;
new ‘ambitious research project. ou” features. Mondays. through: : of a tint vidtape: With high: fidelity. | Westinghouse :‘Prexy. Donaid: Me- Bo
Specials
$ saves at 830 and. 10: 300 a.ni.. i images, NBC. decided to record the Gannon, who's. chairman of. NAB’s
|..
“Opening
Night
At
‘Lincoln
Center. (live),CBS, Sunday, Sept.23;;
:
third—a-.
permanent
“PP.”
“Using
-tming Dee. 31. as well as a!
restarch ccmmittee, ‘set up. ‘the 1. 9-10 ‘pm. -Corning: Glass via: BBDO..
a
res)
“Dimension”. feature. at 6:30: * essentially. the same Stars as the meeting and will attend. ‘too..
Opening. Night: (tape), ‘CBS, Monday,. Sept.24,8 ‘9Pam, General.
on Sundays.
The Jatter: will prev ious.’ airings: NBC showed it’
ae:
NAB. has ‘brought. in. anew. vice. “Foods: ‘Via- Y&R..
+in December, 1960, . with’. ‘Revlon
z -ctent
Winston Burdett. re porting +
|president, Meivin “Goldberg:-. for-. -. The ‘Road To Button:‘Bay. ‘(filin), CBS, Monday, Sept, 24,Es10Pam,
3
’ oom
Reme, and will start on-Oct. ' sponsor ing.
merly of: Westinghouse, to’ be’ ‘op-.|
General Foods via “Young &. Rubicam.
:
.
‘The five-evening-a- week. line‘Costing $640.D00.. that tape: has _erating~ chief of. the. research. |un-}
Bell. Telephone Hour (live, color), ‘NBC, “Monday, ‘Sept.‘24,10-11, .
+: of Jowell Thomas. Phil Riz- ' become. part-of: NBC-TV’ Ss;useable.|:“dertaking ‘in: aN. Y. office.”
fe. ‘World
Wide
Sports, the “library, ” as. have. the .opéracasts: | Collins: revealed : Shortly after : PB. m.. Bell System. via N. WwW. _Ayer:.”
‘Ordeal of: Woodrow Wilson : (film), NBG Tuesday, .‘Sept.- 25,%
ould .Tonight, phis news and} | ‘Timex. and Tipton, naturally, will taking ‘over as NAB ‘president that: a
:."~
fnot pay full price -for. the produc- he: thinks. NAB. ‘should: do. the: in- |} .10:30-11-"p.m. Union’ Central ;Life “via. Meldrum &- Fewsmith.
‘Continued on, page 40):
“The. State House: (film); NEC, Wednesday, Sept. 26, 10:'30-1¥. p.m
| tion, which ‘in first’ repeat is dis- dustry’ s: programming . surveys].
i
i counted .at-roughly 50¢c. But evén rather than “outsiders”. like ‘the f Say ings & Loan, via MeCann |Erickson.:
Close,Up (film),” ABC, Firday, Sept. 28,7;30-8:30.‘Pm._Bell & ve
lat half ‘price, this. -“pr oduction, “commercial rating. ‘Services. :Howellvia McCann Erickson. .
Ra
: second... time around, . “makes
up __As-a_ starter,“the NAB- researcii:
a
OS
:Sl. 000. ove’ in. ‘gross. ‘to “NBC:- The project is compiling. ae “conipendi-+*
show undoubtedly: will ‘be rolled: “um of. ignorance.” “This intolvés:
,Out again. two years henee, which | things the industry doesn't
will raise the. ante even. further. know: about ‘teeit but should know. |
} In addition” to production . charges |The items -haven't. been. -disclosed;:
| the two new sponsors: are. also pay- -but . it, is” known: fhat.-one:: of the |{ BS-TV's
Saturday
-niorning. .
‘Ottayva,: ‘Sept. 18, |
, ats
bloc. consisting mainly of. hing. full ‘charges -~on.. tivo: hours of first chovks t6 ‘be rnade: with. tele-|°
t 'r heruns,
Oné- of Canada’s: ‘most ‘Spectacu-:|
is. Virtually SRO. for prime NBC time, bringing the totai ‘yiewers | is: on ‘the.’ ‘impact. of .tv:
fourth quarter. Virtual. setlout-: cost this- time to that- aforemen: news. . ‘This. includes. ‘the. degree” lar ceremonies ;jthe opening. ‘Of: Par-|.
BCTV. stilt! has -not renewed.’
i- sti0n fer the 16 am. fo. 12: 30 |‘tioned 8660, 000.
Vote Teliance put. on tyhhews_
. liament, “will again ‘be aired’ overef the datly Bing Crosby-Roce- :

ary

Cleeney program and. the two

t

—

a

Seared

CBS $2,000.0
000
Sat. Ayem Kidvid

CANADA PARLIAMENT

OPENING SET FOR nA

lane

”NelsenService
§ .

eat Premises
earth quarter.
ie web.

|
|

a. Brass
for the |
ef over $2,000. 0005

Ativan.” spatted at. 10 am. fol-

wo time ihe Monday through _Satur{
“Captain Kangeroo” avemer,
3 0s. €ctgate, Ideal Toy, American

t-ah aiid: Nestle. “Mighty _Mouse,”’

eetsauy in for the next -half an
a, has Nestle. Colgate. Ameti-.

|

Heme and ideal. “Rin
at ib arms fas Hdeal

Tin
and

taneral Foeds, sith another One
tyeted FEY te he sold
“Rey Rogers” bas Ideal. Toy,
westie and American Home Prodrefs. with Nabisco Tiding with
“Sk King” from noon toe 12:30.

heaGing

Reow.”

yubaffairs

show

the web's’ new
for

youngsters.

cecnes in from: 12.36 .te 1 p m.. and
nos Keen efferced te spcnsors, but
Sz Yet no takers have been secured.

“SmokeGetsinYour(CBS)Eye

|

Fr om all’‘indications: “CBS Reports” ts ‘stilt dedicated to making:
Noise. and, letting. the ‘chips fall where they. may: : Tonight's + Wed.)
new season. premiere is-a.case in.point, with: the hour exaniination..
‘of the so-called “cigaret menace, ‘particularly es it affects teenagers,’
causing no little anxiety :within. tv: circles, aithough ‘there. might:

be a-reliictance on ‘the part of: any-ef the network execs to admit it:
If there aré: pre-show jitters ‘it's. because ‘the. tobacco. companies”
are responsible for, pouring

.

‘its contract with the Nielsen .com- : ~.
=| televiision: and radio: ‘when the 25th. pany and there's <an outside: possi-~
|-parliament
‘preems" ‘Sept. 27°in |bility: that ceme’ Get: -1, when the’
Ottawa Via Caiiadian: Broadcasting. -eurrent .pact expires,’ the. web ‘will
‘be without a. rating service, Several
PCorp.. -Starring: will ‘be: the Gov- }differences’ .have -developed. - bes...
--ernor.: General, His... -Excelleney: ‘|tween: the web ‘and: Nielson, with:
“~
_ ‘Major-General “Georges. .Vanier, the: primary.’ one steniming. from
:, whose -‘principal chore™.is™ “reading |‘the fact: that -ABC: Radio‘ was. can-:
{the speech. from the throne, pre-|-'‘celled ‘out’ by:. Nielsén: after. ‘it re-}viewing «Parliament's program for: fused “to ‘buy -the~ company's. néw=;
expanded: rating “service. ‘Nielsen |
‘|the: -session:.
4. -. Cameras’ ‘will’ also:“catch the. pa-. : claims that. ABC-TV miust: ‘pay.more

some:”-$70. 0C8.U00- “per. -annuni. in: -tv.” . rade of parliamentarians, Supreme

coin: in< view... of. ‘the ‘radio

web's

-

‘coffers—with CBS -billing. approximately ‘a third of it; .That.-it
| Court judges. and. -their.” wives, . ‘switch to Sindtinger: & -Co: ‘for its...
takes some ‘measure. of courage for. any netw ork, to-prcbe, the’ ciggie ©... femmes’ decked : in- finest: feathers. ‘rating. service.:-ABC-TV ‘Says: that:
health situation: in -depth in. ‘the: fave: of such. astronomical’ sponsor.-’ | for the -eccasion, ::and°the: ‘solemn. since Nielsen’. did. .the: ‘cancelling,
pledges: is perhaps -the. week's -‘understatement: *.“CBS. Reports’ *: rite of: the Gentleman Usher of. the’ no: extra’ ‘coin -is. due...
has long nourished the desire. to tackle. the’ cigaret, pros’ & cons.1 Black Rod. who summons. mémbers.|.. “While: the. hassle ig Hkely to be.
“The reactions of the ‘R. J. Reynelds,’ the American: Tobaceos: a -of the: ‘House of: Commons to. the protracted, it’s expected. that. Niel-'the Brown & Williamsons, the ‘Liggett ..&- Myers’, -etc., will, of - ai Senate chambérs,
| sen will agree to extend the current”
course, depend: on the ‘treatment. Sight’ Daseen, CBS. could’ be. a’
- CBS: is .sét-.to- air oti. ty and.-deal--with. ABC-TV. on a.
. temporary.
a
‘basis:
sitting duck. .AM. in’French and English: 2:

‘RADIO-TELEVISION

~ Nes WIPITTS(B)BCBlowTY-fAr-SeBlowt SWigth CoOnuBotys

n
|
* CBS-TV is “headed. for’ “a peakel: pertormancs..“this ‘year,

~Sosoeg: anything in. the history of. the :comipany.: and. :giving it

COMET

a Tiffany status if, broadcasting:. Last: previous jigh. for..the. net- "|"
: Work ‘was back ‘in’ ’57. For: 1962 “the hetwork -is’‘expected: to! hit v
the’ $30,000,000. ‘profit “mark,.
‘Coincident ‘with the °62. ‘earnings: “story, éptions for’:an. “aadte |
tional 325,000 ‘shares. of ‘CBS. stock are being distributed -to about.

: By GEORGE ROSEN 7

- 200° employees - of. the- company,” including -100. officers and: execs:. - “there 3 ‘moré than casual: sighiff- tee

3
e
l
A
’
t
s
e
s
r
u
N
s
V
I
~(BS

Options are at. $36.-Stock ‘lias. been

In Taki ‘Wraps Off Fall Sked
London, Sept. 18.
-{ Gloves. are off—and it's bare| knuckle stuff from. here on ip.
.| This is the mood. for BBC-TV's fall
skedg which. take effect towards

hovering-‘around $38: and. *. cance ‘that attaches: to two develop-

‘some of: the’ major Wall St. brokerage’ ‘houses’ have:been evidencing... ménts* at CBS-TV ast. week—the
‘Love That Skelton :
-bullishness. on. the company’s: ‘Prospects. of
‘Chicago; Sept. -18.
| General. Foods. pacting. of: the still- |
Johnson’ 3 °Wax believes. its
“ a-season-away” * Phil Silvers’: “show,
association with Red: Skelton
| sight’. & “pilot ‘unseen,: and: ‘the’ ‘to be ‘the. second longest. sponTe Lipton |Tea $1,500,000 buy ot three . sor-personality: relationship on
| -Carol.- Burnett©‘Specials ‘(with °a ... network ty. Only one to: ‘top it

gent Script;‘Storyline Votes
Network’ Okays. Sargent
Favorof
f Having Child. °

{the:end of this. month..

_
a=
i
: ;

|.promissory

-J longterm : ‘deals. can “pay

off

in}

“One. of.the platined. séghients ott.
handsome ©‘sponsor ‘dividends:: But|:
“The. .Nurses’” ‘which: debuts on
_/even more -importantly it: accentu-.
:
Minneapolis,
Sept.
18.
CBS-TV .Sept. -27,: “deals: with: the |.
“1 ates. the: CBS* basic concept. of.
- “General Mills. here ‘is aiming to” striving” for leadership by éndowpossibility. Of. an. ‘abortion as a- ‘way
develop
a
-lew.:
way
to..transmit,
out’ ‘for an- ‘unwed pregnant. nurse:
‘ing. “Programing with’, built-in}
“ The. resolution: of. her. ‘predica- |.Straight-line: microwave radio. ‘or. ‘marquee. Values...”
“beyond
©
_the.
- ment -in:.the. segment,: “titled; “The | “television... ‘Signals
“It would. necessarily. follow that |
~. Gife,”“is‘tochave the child: as -op- horizon,
any - -networ k . boasting*.
-Phil|
posed to an abortion... Herb.” Brod- {° : AS'a step. in”“this” direction. “its, Silvers; ‘a ‘Liueille *.Ball, a Jack |.
engineers, ‘put up: a 315:foot .high:

NAB.Convention

:kin; exec producer. of’ the -series,|flying Sausage. . It was lifted 14,000, ‘Benny, a: Red -Skelton, ‘a Jackie |”
Arthur Godfrey, . a |.

In a major reshuffle of key programs, BBC has decided to slug it

out with the commercial boys blow.
‘for. blow. Corporation’s. program -

note-. to grab:: every, -- 4s. Campbell :Soups: and. “Las-.

“Burnett. special in’ sight)...
4
' sie,’ a 10-year. affair. ©
In 3 Jf ‘anything, it: dramatizes anew: “Skelton starts: his 12th sea:.| how the Bill. Paley-Frank Stanton- |-- son. ‘next ‘Tuesday . (25) ‘with.
Hub ‘Robitison: ‘philosophy. o© hitch="
-Johnson’s «as co-sponsor for
—| ing. your. network .to a star: with |° ‘the. ninth: year.

~ GisFhingSausage

_

-| chieftain, Stuart

Hood,

who

in 8

Jmonths of office has been. shapjing the web from a lethargic,
noncompetitive

status

into

an: ef-:

fective. fighting stance, has now de|ehin it's time to swing for ihe
chin
Exec is. going all out to capture
‘|Sunday night. ratings- which,

May Get Livelier
OFormat in1963

since

‘the formation of independent .tv
‘about seven years ago, has been

| mainly in the hands

{mercial network.
|the “Black

of the com-

He has:switched:

And

White
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.to-the
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Hollywood, Sept. 18: ; legislative’ matters: ‘He is a profes“-Btosses:
=
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Inereial- account acquisitions).
‘TV. and ABC-TV: are offering big

tailery: tomorrow.'‘(Thurs.) to :mark 30° years .as- an’ ‘agent: . “Curtain-,
The politicians. will be. storming’ :.
‘It is. known, howevet, that For-|concessions to advertisers-.organizthe nation’s tv Screens soon anent ': mosa has looked. at ‘pitches from:a |‘ing. ‘tryout campaigns in ‘the {Time -With Stan Gurréll” has. been-launched’on WBEM . Pred: ‘Rob-. "
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.Jack
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nig. Lois, an cad. agency that is?i
Four Star Precedent
This is: the first. fully independent first: assignment. will be to: produce: a: series: of|‘documentary. reports. jn
f
doing some tv’ blurbing: with @ Gif- 1 Four Star Distributing —Corp: survey of its kind to be sponsored South. ‘America :.
.: John L.. McClay, assistant’ to WBC prexy Donald
“the.
new.
“ty
syndication
“wing.
of
|
jointly. by’ advertisers” video-. ‘conference for its clients these days;
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may set the pace in this year’s tv Four Star: Productions; has blue- |tractors, and“ ad. agencies.. Research
of Gannett |‘Co. ©
politic al “sweepstakes feowith the: -printed.an expanded ‘campaign. for:+teamis will-go out.next month: takJoel. ‘Katz, partnered ini Herb: Brokin’ SPlautus Productions: ‘to‘Pondon
“wild. footage” campaign it's map- : its properties: that, will-.take’ in} ing.a random sample. of. 1,000. folks for: two or’ three weeks...on “Espionage, *- a ‘pHot: ‘being °‘done there ‘in-*
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‘Jan Murray is: in Hollywood: to bepin:

“work ‘ori. pilot.for Danny Thomas and. Sheldon: Leonard called. “My:.15

iRep.); who. will be stumping for a;; Journal, ‘Time mag-and local news- Society, through. ‘newly-appointed Blocks”.
. Fronting: Hallmark’s NBC:TV ‘version’ of *‘Teahouse: of ‘the’
papers in’ markets where the Sell agents BBDO, is cut. ‘to ‘create a
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new
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be.
will
politiof
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Firm's ad dirécior Leo A.. Gut- $150,000 to’ plug: its. cut: price. food
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.
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_
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his son Erick. Kirk was.-born. in: ‘Brooklyn .
‘Sammy: Kaye: will, ‘guest.
peddied’, i trades. ‘up to:now, but the consumer
| the: ‘week of Oct.:15.on the new: daytime .‘Merv ‘Griffin ‘strip. . George:
director
‘of
Seweritt.
“Advertising
|
‘then
the
@en. Eisenhower, ‘with
.|.Norford, NBC: broadcast standards. editor, flew. to” "Trinidad. ‘recently. .
‘campaign will. “encompass a num-. Research:‘Ltd. in.these: Parts.:
‘presidential ‘aspirant: ac ting as nis.
<1 with his: newspaper editor’: wife Thomasina. : She. was ‘a-special: U.S:
‘ ber: of important: aims.’
,
packaged
own spokesmen, Jike. a
7 ‘Ambassador to the. island's independence celebration: ‘Victor: Borge’ s-.
Says. Gutman, “Naturally, “we are
jtem in areas throughout the coun-: ‘by. no means cutting down on our.
-| got a-show going. for him on. WQXR as of Oct. 3-=gagged-up’ “interpre:
felt
try where the. Republicans
| tations’’ of’ ‘musical: history, . with: GE ‘as bankroller of. the 55-minute
‘heavy schedule of tradé .advertisthey were weak.
-Wednesday' series’. . 3° Veep stripes for Joseph B: Somerset;. program.
';ing, - because we..know that ‘trade|
director for all Capital Cities radio: stations< . . Deejay. Dick. Shepard:
There was the. BBDO-engineered : papers are. effective’ and: essential. |
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Nixen. In later wars onthe local} us per ipheral ‘penefits. that’ :trade |.
and. state front, the: hearth-ancé papers, due’ to the: nature: of: their |. After years of deadpanning. five | James: and Aileen. Paul: in Buffalo to: host ‘a Firestone tire. Alm’Pro-home routine: was very big, .with. eirculation, cannot fulfill. an
| minutes-of ‘hourly ‘news, WQXR is | duced by Academy. McLarty: Productions.
o
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ting with his happy, healthy .brood: : lieves,. will promote the: public :pa- vantage. of. the vast news. facilities |.ladder: ‘operation, ‘returned to N.Y. Monday ~(17):.to ‘prepare for ‘his
all around.
jrent company "s ‘investment. poten- :of: the parent ‘N.Y. Times.. - Like new season .:.. Lonis Teicher, CBS-TV. director of. music operations, ::.
There were 24- hour. telethons |tial. in, the. ‘Wall "Street... Journal, ‘many’ other radio: indies,. the N.Y: back. ‘from: two: weeks business: meetings: on Coast. ‘22. CBS: music direc- |
with props off the sales convention ;and in thé Times. and ‘Timé will}. outlet. is going ‘more talk — with | tor’ Alfredo Antonini baek ‘from: Italy:..:.: Other: eommitments forced..
eireuit, rigged newscasts and banks |
I ‘in addition to selling. station man- “commentaries” “by ‘Timés.. corre-. Frank Gorshin ‘to bow out of: CBS-TV" “Stamp. the--Siars”. panel: stint.
the -citizenry:agement, pre-selling national. time |spondents: évery.i Monday, :: Wednes-.1-He’s beén.replaced by. comic Mickey Manners as.regular~.
of phones’ where
. Total of
eould have a shot. at the candidate|‘buyers and pre-selling potential ad- |.day and. Fr iday, beginning: Oct:
237: ‘stations, the: largest“ever, has: ‘Signed. up-to: carry. CBS: TV’ Ss:college”
during the endurance: ran, There |vertisers, build viewer. identifica: |“ Each of the. shows” beginning. at | credit course on “The: Ameriean: Economy,” presented: by ‘Learning: ‘Re=:were hardsell blurbs running to.15 tion with Four’ Star~as:Producers 7:95, p.m. y will present a- - different ‘sources Institute. ee
: - A: Robert. Bonagura has been named an account :.
niinutés with the aspirant employ- ,
reporter ‘or. correspondent, thus: exec -in. CBS-TV‘. ‘sales .. . Charles: Michelson, Ine., ‘reports ‘sales of
fare.”
ty
quality.
of
ing ‘ali the gimmickry of |sales pro-;
i On. ‘the local front;. he. says, the drawing ‘upon ‘the -entire’ Times “mystery: shows ‘to WTAG, "Worcester, Mass.; ‘WAQSR; : Syracuse; and
Motion.
fads: will not. only. alert ‘station ‘man- -staff—here .and abroad. ‘Commen-. WUST,. Washington ose Bob. Johiison. named -head. .of Canadian sales
Then came the: debates, a T0-'agement to:‘the selling effort. but ; taries._ will run 10-minutes apiece... for United Artists.
. Jack: ‘Sterling .Off on ‘a: two-wéek: holiday... Edtable sophistication
that -has no ialso will. inform’ the: public| of
. Sportscaster Chris Schenkel
“Station: says’ the: format-for com-. . Joyce and Bill ‘Randle. Yreplace him:
doubt had its..effect on tte “circas , Four ‘Star's “avails. Off-web series | mentaries ©will” “remain flexible” -started: his 11th yeak. as play-by-play. ahnouneer ‘when -the .N_Y:: football
iup for. sale. that ~will be. pitched | ™
aspects of tv campaigning. Albert E.-Kahn, photographer-‘perhaps. -more: ‘than’ | Giants opened its season.in. Cleveland..
t’s Detec- meaning
Papert, Kocnig. Lois this week : include “Robert: :Taylo
three times ‘weekly—" in order. to: {+ author of: Simon &: Schuster’s “upcoming ““Days.--witn: ‘Ulanova,” will.
..Ezra Stone. will.-guest..produce .two
launched the Javit'’s wild footage: ' tives” and “Dick. “Powell's Zane ‘follow -the:.news closely.” “Station, Buest on NBC's. show Sept. 27..;
campaign. in Buffalo. and, int spite } Grey Theutre.”
| hopes. to. ‘do one’ of’ the. weekly: “Shari Lewis” shows on NBC- Oct. ‘i8 ‘and: 25 ©. ce.° Dolores Sutton: ta.
“Sweeten Spot.Kitty
;
of the working title for the produeshows from-N.Y.; another. ‘from D.C. ‘play a role in. “The ‘Nuirses’’- ‘Blming.Oct.a8:
tion, it shapes as an. advance on | American Sugar :Refining,. via and the. ‘third: from overseas.
i Ted Bates.. will Jaunch the. comthe primitive politica hardsell.
- Savs. that. a

paign wherein

Ted Bates

WOXR ExtendsItsCab
With Times ‘MenAssist;

Nighttime SalesPerk!

erin: HOLLYWOOD.

WQXR.:. incidentally,
Arency: is shooting ix: to. eight {pany” s biggest-ad push to, date: in
with.a $500, 000° fourteen and:-one-half of. its: nine=: |. Bob. ‘Breckner put KETV. on."around-the-clock -‘schedule with: the:
hours of vidtape. with Jan its On. ‘the fourth quarter
: Spot. tv canip aign along with :a. |teen’and one-half hours. of its pr ime. claim. ‘it's: the. only tv:. station . in: the’ country © that® never. leaves: ‘the
street corners: and other city .laeaschediile ...<Mon da y ‘airs Old ‘MGM. films:..are- aimed. at. the: town's. 500;600. ‘swing’ shift ‘|nighitime.
|substantial magazine -“spread.
tions talking” with the voters who.
+ workers |...
_KMPC’s ace. deejay: ‘Johnny: Grant. in’ the. infirmary.*
I Drive will. be based on’ a. pre-; throuah Saturday) is- ‘sold.
pass by and answering. their quesymium: offer-in the: interests: ‘of ‘the|: Station °lists’: stanzas |betw een 8.i‘for ‘removal: ‘of -a vocal: nodule. .
. Edward'Moise, out of New. Orleans, nd
“‘ticns. Besides the Bulfalo shooting,
company’s - Domino. sugars. To pro- and’ 14:15 -.p-™m,. “consider ‘ed. gen=] named production coordinator. at. KCOP: ... .:National ‘Telefilm, Asso-. :
{our or five. hours -slated: fer last|
i:mote sugar cookery, ° company. is f erally. those hienrs mest. difficult, ciates. sold David Susskind’s “Open: “End” to KTTV. on. a. contract.
Monday.
there wilk. be another.
housewives a 100-page,.| for. radio ratings: Sales “by WQXR{ renewal. Deal ‘calls ‘for 39 on ‘tape; . They'ré. auditioning, at. CBS-TV™:
three to four ‘hours in New. York. olfering
multi-colored. . ‘recipe *book. with | cover 11: 60- minute, ‘shows. four. ‘for a teen-ager to - ‘play: “Penny,” based -on- the.comic: strip -and: a™
fer an up-state’ and-city. balance...
Frank -Edwards, . who Started:
tspiral binding and.-easel .stand. half- hours and ©six: quarter-hour |‘femmeé version of :“Dobie Gillis” V2
MGM
Videotape Productions. is | Book: contains. 125 ‘concoctions ©for.| programs.. thus: ‘aecounting. for .74Cp

With . KDKA,. -Pittsburgh;: in: 1924; * joined : the _ABC: Radio. hewseast.
handling the preduction, which is ;'cookies, cake.. frostings, candy. etc. | of .the. prinie. sked: Whether: this} “staff .. Albert J.‘Friedman js.-now in residence here as. international Jnade possible
by new location
Company says. three vears of re- |means- a ‘profit: was. not :disclosed. consultant. on -tv-_ Bill. Baldwin. . picked off thr‘ee network shows. to:
equipment.
Besides ‘the ‘facility. search went into” the recipes, ‘The ‘bit. ‘in radio. ‘anything ‘of such ‘pro| announce -.this. -$eason, about par: for the’ ‘past. -20° years . , - Nick:
tape. will give the strect- corner -Lit{beok-and. pr emium’ ‘promotion. ‘weré |portions is consider ed ‘impressive.
Keesely’s.. prayer to. the . new ‘season: “Will. they. love -us. -in. ‘January.
an extra reality.
worked .up -by. the. ‘Bates pubrela- | Nighttime indie :radio .sponsors aS they did in’ “September?”’. ‘Meaning, of: course, the client”:
- Radio.
Ageney -hesn’t ¥et determined |‘tions. department.
a
there ‘include. GE, Ampex, Japan set’ sales: for. July were up.38% ‘over Jast year in.this. signal area ae!
ew they will edit. the tapes. This { Besides: the half-million. ‘spot “Air Linés.. Steinway &. Sons,. Har-} ‘KNX extended. Ralph Story’8 “Story:“Line” Strip. from 12:30 to 5 Pm. year, among other things, the poti- !drive from October to. ‘December, ‘mon Kardon (hi-fi), Panagra.. RCA
ticos. are having trouble ‘getting: the!jcampaign

Clearances

they want.

will’ .seé-~ads..

in

the . Vietor. . “HH-. Scott thi-fiy, -London

IN. CHICAGO .

Blueprint: Ladies Home Journal, ‘McCall’s, | Recards |and :Chemical: -Bank.: Thehowever, calls for blurbs” ranging; Better: - ‘Homes ©&- Gardeiis- and. 9-10..p.m. strip is come SRO}. Ea Grennan, ‘who's inanager’ “of:Skokie: ‘station: “WRSV: ‘is.“fnoon-.
fiom. one to. 15 minutes and: pos--; Progressive Farmer. W hole: promo: | six. nightsZa “week:
| lighting. at: WNBQ as. ‘anchor. man: of ‘the’ Sunday Catholic. ‘pubaffairs.
sibly down to 20-secohd spets..
tion is being pitched to food in: foe.
opus, “The Past ‘Is. Present. ” “NBC. station. liked. him:.so.-'well that|
being.” held. this |
he’s also. -been tapped. to host. the new. Saturday. prime: timer, “It’s:
in- ; dustry “session
This campaign
technique,
week
in.
New
York.,
eidentally,. is. not the only trailAcademic”.... ‘;. Howard -Dorsey, |"WGN ‘announcer for ~more ‘than a
blazing for Papert. Koenig. Leis.
‘; decade, left ‘to become. program ‘director’ ‘of. WXLW;. Indianapolis -.
ABC. Radio Representatives, new | Win. Jolly ‘has been upped to.-p.d: and ‘prodiiction manager of: WTAQ,
Agenty may be the. first te pet it-7:
self a credit line in ene of ifs com| national. rep firm operated. by:‘the which has just embarked: on_a.24-hour: broadcast. schedule. “La Grange
mercials
A
curient: blurb
for.
web, has .-set: up. offices: in” ‘New |Station ‘also has. been’ granted. license -.to ‘increase .daytime. ‘power
.
Hollywood, Sept. 18.
Xerox copying
machines has a'- “Four Star prexy ‘Dick Powell}
to: 1,000 watts. .
, WPIX, New. ‘York, a. blood.. -rélative: of. WGN-TV,..
demonstration ef 4. machine photo- ‘ast “week .cancelled p.a.’s in Cin-. York, Chicago and: -Los* Angeles, vf will carry. the ‘yidtapes: of. the: ‘Northwestern. ‘U.-produced news ‘inter-.
-with
Tony
‘Roeco;
‘Don
Carrell
‘and-|
stating an exec’s notebook along
‘view séries, “Your: “Right. ‘To Say “It,” “Starting Oct... 7.
Dorsey -.
cinnati. and: Houston, to return: here
with other itenis. Clearest notation j‘for -mnedical -treatment of an- le}. John Paley. heading up.the:Tespec- Connor's daily: chore: on WNBQ: ‘has ‘been. expanded _to:15 ‘minutes;
is amemo on Papert, ‘Koenig. Lois.
- Second. City. does’ another guestshot. on WITW's. “Festival”: next:
ness, as-yet not diagnosed.
tive offices. :
:
Art Thorsen (is writing and — pr odicing: an historical:Incidentally. again. the political |
Powell; who: had’ been” ‘on-- the:|: The . rep ‘firnt: hag ‘alreaay|| Monday (24) ;
hiz is part of a general upsving in} Toad ° tubthumping. his NBC-TV. brought. ‘in‘a -52-week: ‘renewal | “of series:' on ‘Chicago. “The . ‘Prairie :Giant.””. tor.” WBBM-TV.: Gets. an-°
commercial business.
|MGM
this’ | series, contracted an allergy which. Signal Oil's: Sponsorship. Of “Don, early: ayém: Sunday slot’. . .-NBC News cor respondents John. Chancellor,
week is also shcoting tests for. ceatrsed a'sw elling ‘and. hives. Powell “Allen. & The New News’: on, ABE|. Sander’ Vanocor, Frank’ McGee ‘and. Merrill: Mueller, due’ to: ‘appear..‘Toni on the new Mirs America at. | has beén on ‘a week .of: p.a. ‘$s: on: Radio Pacific, war Coast |ze gional} at an -. Executives’ ‘Club: luncheon | Sept. :28, will: eut. a -45-minutethe New York -studios and. location!- be‘half’of his anthology: series. me hookup. .
special ‘with. local newsmen Len- ‘O'Connor. ‘and: Floyd Kalber. on: the:
for Viceroy at the ‘Basin Street!
| Hlinois - and midwest’ congressional :elections for WNBQ.. It'll. /pre=-Fast ‘nitery.
Bhirks will feature ,
empt. part of.“‘Tonight” -. : . Jim Barth, whe Fecently started .-Cameo™
the Brothers Four. whe are ‘appear- i
fe -Cam
‘Productions,
.thas
iwith..'Gob* Sinise, in ‘a sister: company,
-Edit, offe
ring partnered
‘film editing
.and ‘soundtrack ‘services.
ing there currently.
..WGN-TV
is: taping: the testimonial: dinner -for Dr. Preston Bradley. ‘this: Friday”
Add. Political Intrigue
(21): fora 60 minute ‘teleshow. and: 30° minute’ radio.show. the:following.
At last repert, the Formosa ac"Washington, Sept 18... m,
: day...The: “dinner: ‘is -‘Les. Lear'ss:“Paby.
ceunt was loase,- having. departed:
“Chairman: Newton ‘Minow. missed ‘ast week 'S:
FCC. ‘meeting be. a
the Hamilton- Wright flackery.
cause he. WwW
stallations
‘in
three:
states.”
and
|
_As with MeCann- -Ericksonits recent. pact. with Fascist: Spain
_At President: Kennedy’ s request. Miriow ‘jetted with, the President veoh- WETA, the UHF tedch-vee’ sslation: here. ig begining aa“fund drive.
‘Philip: Roberts: moves into. néws-. directorship of WFAX-AM. .
‘and-onetime pitch to fermer Cuban
and Vice. President Lyitidon B-,. Johnson te the. big. space: projects
WTOP-TV adding. fuel: to’ fire. between -President’ Kennedy and Joeak:
dictator Batista. the Chiang biz. if it
in Alabama, ‘Texas and Missouri. FCC .is involved: in. communicahas landed, has-gine unannounced
tions” satellites. and also assists. in the tracking operations involved oe “politico ©‘Rep.. Joel Breyhilk (R-Va.) ‘with -exclusive Breyhill interview..
on. “‘Newsnight’’ show -where -he -called White.” House -Press. Secretary‘- twith: the ether reversal in. this|
in manned’ space flights:
!-WGMS,: ihe loeal: egghead:
kind of business being that: the
Minew was gone. during the ‘Wednesday (42) ECE ‘meeting, “but S, Pierre Salinger a “two-bit :politician” .:
budget. when the pact has:been dis-.
a special session..was held Thursday (13): te. permit ‘him‘-to take. - ‘station, .puffing -for National. Symphony. Teéading: “Symphony. Notes,”
. ‘the: orchestra’ s news. letter. “el
WRE-TY- bringing. back. BiEh.school
covered, is “always for x low. low |
part m the-4-3. lineup. over. Indianapolis. channel |13.Ase. separate
figure rather than -tattencd out as]
story).
-_
Ft
~
(Continued on
« bage 42):.
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Vs.‘Academic Paternalism’.
“us. 1austen[AF
WOT SaysShow Biz & Education

“No MischiefSeason’‘AnAddenda

“In an ‘inuual. move,’ CBS-TV, to. seal ‘thelid on the: no mischief”. a
_ Seasoni,.- is. asking: ‘outside producers ‘supplying’ network -shows: to’
'.become associate. members of the: National Assn.’ of. Broadcasters,
SO that the NAB code. seal: could be’ displayed on the affected ‘shows.
‘There. is no. problem: with’ shows -or. series produced. either by}
-. CBS: or in..association. With: CBS,. ‘for: the: Nnetwork-is a member

of”

WNEDUG'LDEBUT)‘Don't Mix,Quits Air After Premiere

~~ - The. télevision:. “nétworks, whieh |
NAB. and. its ‘participation’ in’ ‘production. allaws.-it. to display. the
‘have more . ‘than. a: rootitfig -in-|-

Most. of -the: ‘shows. riding the ‘network .fall into. that... terest. in: ‘fact’ some $1,500,000.|.
category. ‘However,: there aré:somie series provided by’.outside pro- x . ‘hard-cash .- worth): in. the. destiny |

code. séal.

‘ducers, ‘notably the. soaps, supplied ‘by -ad' agencies, and-the “U.S:
Steel

Hour,”

produced - by: the” ‘Theatre. Giild; ‘and: “Armstrong

‘of WNDT,

ABC-TV Tint:‘Yes: & No

New. York's’ new -non- |!

“In an. unprecedented situation,
‘the nation’s newest educational tv.
‘i station—WNDT
in
N.Y.C.—pre-.

‘commercial: “tv: Station. which pre- |
* ABC-TV,.. ‘which
launches ’ | miered- Sunday (16) night and went
Sunday: night. .(162;" are, |**.
off the air again tw o-and-a-half .
. somne color. telecasting. on’ an
though: virtually. ‘all -of these. entries: fall into the. *“safe’’: “category, te fighting ‘mad™ ‘over ‘the.
4
:
manner. in} experimental- basis. ‘Sept... 23° /hours. later. ‘Station ‘announced
f _-Without®tilts -with’ the: NAB: “eode” boys, ..the’ network. Will ‘be: dis- tWwhich the: station: made_its ‘public
that: it would be going off. until
. for..its o&o0’s and some of its.
i playing the NAB. code. seal more.and it wants the: ‘outside producers,. ‘Tdébut: In-fact: they’re’ sO mad that nS affiliates, ‘is Waiting. to see how
further notice because of a picket
. to fall’in line’: SO- that.-their. shows, too, can display the: seal.:
“Lit -esuld: cost. WNDT- a Jot.Of |- . the’ market develops .before
line established by ‘the American
=.-future | financial :‘support.
: “making any corimitments. for
| Federation of ‘Television &. Radio
| Artists.
Highlight. ‘presentation ©“Gunaay el, the 1963-64 sedson. While gen| night~was >‘an. “83-minute doeu- |-_ erally “bullish about the: long- °"} _ -Thus,. the forces of organized
mentary .film|made’ ‘by the’ BBE. ; '* range ‘possibilities. -of tint. tv, e ‘labor: and those of organized edu(and previously ‘shown ii, -England) : 'ABC execs -will..need to see ~ -eation ‘are now pitted against each
on tv-around:the wortd, the latter|- ‘measurable Strides . towards: a {other for control :of personalities
portion ‘of :which :was_ a. blast at]. mass market during the next . in educational
television.
The
U.S: "video: and. the-reactions: OF fF... 12. ‘months to: persuade them to |. struggle, which shows no signs of
‘people
‘around’
thé.
world
to
the.|~
coritinue
(with
their
limited.
abating, is more the remarkable
‘Washington, Sept: AB:
‘heavy dosage.” of ;westerns and:
schedule of: color. .shows.
‘because the educational interests.
-we Moscow radio *‘broadcast. “has |.
violence...
One -:-ABC-TV-' exee’ - stated |—by..virtue of what’ educational
J blamed: the ‘American. _Armed:.
AS The ‘Filmi,’W ith:‘its:“underlyiing that the web inaugurated color _| video stands. for in most minds—
television ° ‘network - ‘for |.
“.. Foreés
“are cast as the innocents, a weaker
James ..‘Aberle, - “commercial * ‘co- | suggestion that: 85%. of the Ameri- |: . this -year to familiarize its staff
” broadcasting: a phony ‘earthquake|‘ordinator administrator
: for ‘CBS-: can~ product... was worthless pack-| -with:, ‘the problems. and the| force, thereby in a position to
scare in Iran and ‘filling. the streets’
gain public sympathy. In juxtaTY;,. has: been promoted’ to, Sales aged film. goods ‘in: contrast. ‘to the |.” techniques ‘in. -tint telecasting.
ot-Teheran “with the cries of chil-:| Manager -of-’ (CBS-TV 's..
extended tv that BBC sends: ‘out to.the. world, -|-. “But without .a mass market, he | position, ‘the ‘union is cast in the.
7 ‘dren and groans of the.. sick.”
role of the “heavy,”-as-an ambi| markét’. plan:
was. supposedly «.inspired.. by ‘a | “indicated, “ABC-TV. will riot
Tt said the: ‘false . Treport ‘coming -Aberle «eugeeeds Georzé” ‘Kolpin:study ‘made: -by:. Hugh. Carleton
continue to ride with: color. ’ jtious army. anxious to. assimilate
“Hight after -a: real -:.earthquake ewiio. has. resigned. to: héad’-a radio|‘Greene, ‘the BBC ‘generalissimo, in |:
teachers.
.“@aused great. crowds ‘to. abandon. station -in- ‘Carthage. Mo. * Aberle: the. course-.of a-recent: visit. to this.|
WNDT. was supposed ‘to begin a
: their! ‘homes. and take: refuge: An: joined. CBS-TV sales ‘in °55 -as as| five-day -a-week schedule on. Monthe. ‘streets.:
|. day (16). after the special. Sabbath’
||Sistant-. ‘in ‘the: ‘sales. ‘development |
.
‘Detailing: “what. it: called ‘a new unit. : : For. the’ past -several :years‘print: had- been’ “bootlegged”™ into}
-evening ‘premiere. “AFTRA, how-“buildup. of: “American: strength in. he: ‘has been: admninistrator-conimer- ‘the “U.S... and. “had: ‘been’ shown.|‘ever, had set up picket lines out|-around: Washington‘ ‘and. other: high}
-Tran,
the ; Moscow.
‘broadcast. cial:coordinators... 0c
‘side | the
educationaler’s
N.Y.
.| places: ‘Some of the brass around: |:
studios “and
others,
charged:
|
;
‘including.
.| the “networks. tidd: seen-it, Aside{-efigineers. belonging to the Inter-.
*“The US: advisers recently defrom. ‘being ‘chagrined: there “was|
‘national Brotherhood of Electrical
: ‘cided. “to: “pose: as ancient: diviners
nothing they-. could. ‘do. about : it’): Workers, refused to cross. Opening
and. ‘seers. ‘in... Tran... - These’ -new.
{ except .perhaps. to. “deplore .Ms
night guest Newton Minow, FCC
a fangled-seers,, ‘decorated. ‘with U.S:
existence. oy
man, did appear, however,
“armed: forces bars;. decided-to' take.
. But when WNDT- ‘used. it”‘as. wid. CBS-TV is in the midst -of.work- | Saving. that. the struggle was not
a leap to the peaks of science and:
opening: “educational”. salvo, some’ ing’ ‘out rates for: sponsors: wanting. within his jurisdiction? Edward R:
knowledge |to which no. human’ sci-+
|ef: the network chieftains hit. the to. eolorcast. ‘shows. on the -netw ork, Murrow, host, also appeared:
ence has.- aspired: They. “tried.“to |
Dramatically, the station. went.
i | eiting. A” -top Spokesman: -for:a
predict earthquakes.”
jThe néed. for. a policy’ on colorcast- |: on-the. ait those few: hours Siinday
‘network w shich Was responsible for.
‘The. -U.S: Armed.” forces. ‘tele=|'
Tmup contributing somé :$600,000. toward. jing was underlined -by- the’ recent manned by executive personnel.
‘vision: predicted. on ‘Sept: 3 that. ah Gets:a a ar
4 “This happened after the two
+.getting.
.
WNDT off the ground. (mot: | Chemstrand. buy’:‘on ‘the -network }
: Would. °“hit
strong: - earthquake
"Washington; Sept: ‘18. | to: ‘mention .valuable studio space: for. telécasting ‘of -the ‘special “A: ' sides _met ‘in separate places’ Sun“Teheran -at midnight,. ‘Moscow: said. fe
was
accom“Terrified ‘and-shocked. by: the | - First. ‘warmup of what~promises.| and equipment’. along with prom: ;Tour of ©‘Monaco. With. Princess: : day and. Nothing
; plished, ‘so. the “mediator- who
"recent earthquakes. which - ‘caused | to | He “months... of ‘testimony’ -and t-ises of -mofe -:financial. assistance
Grace"
J
*\called © the meetings ‘asked’ both
to come described it. as :oné: of the’
‘serious. and
extensive ' loss. -and ‘arguments over ‘NBC's. proposed
broadcasting: shabbiest ‘tricks.‘he. had. witnessed |’ ‘Doyle thane: Bernbach, “agency sides to convene again yesterday.
damage. in... various© parts of ‘the Philadelphia-Boston
= eountry, -“Teheran's ‘population... of -‘tradeout -with’ RKO* General were in “his” whole: eareer’ in broadcast-.: for : Chemstrand, which. bought (Tues.). No substantial gains were:
over.’ 2,000. 000 ‘abandoned . their. held: Monday: (17) before Fedéral ‘ing: ‘that the attenipt: of .the.edu- the.Monaco: ‘special. and placed. ‘it|Teported from Tuesday" s negotiathoiises . ‘and |.took- refuge in. “the. Corhmunic ations Commission- Chief cational-. station's: ‘management .to on: -CBS:TY,. initially. announced | ing: either.
|= Essentially, AFTRA wants to:
“streets,” the: Moscow. radio: said.: | Hearing Examiner James’ Cunning: ‘grab. ‘headlines and. attention |and.
.| win-FCE. favor ‘at the ‘expense: of. [plans to’ telecast ‘the: hourlong pro: | ‘represent everyone who. appears
-” “Taking - whatever personal -be:: ‘ham. coe
ot longings: they could-carry, the peo- |. * 4t -was: a pre-hearing: Session: -commercial ty was ‘analogous to By gram: ‘in. color in ‘four -kéy. Cities, : more: than once on_ educational

““"Cirdé

Theatre,”:-produced by .Talent ‘Associates-Parainount.- Al- _ | miered

i MoscowAccusesArmed ForcesV.
~NetworkofPh nyEarthquake Scare]
S
~Aberle’s New'CBS Slot

county
Rplor te:last,Sunday's: CBS-TV InQuest

|NBC.RKOStation

|Swap(Hub,Philly),

one of"Pehér
nS
“ple
an. headed

-OfSponsor Policy,
On Colorcasting |

out. 6f ‘with » ptospéets. figiréd” good -that'; Stab in.the back:

13. And
the reason,
{New York, Los: Angeles, ‘St: Louis !; Channel
i union officials have stated, is to
recently, . it’s inderstood, and Chicago.
i “protect”
teachers
and
others
on. ‘schedule. Oct. 7° ea
WNDT had ‘made .ov erturés to the 34
... Sky. .
How: -many
finally. veil whose taped programs might be
“During:. all”thie ‘contusion, ‘the.| . ‘At tite -/session, RKO* ‘attorney: ‘netw orks... in: terms«of. ‘eontinued- ‘be selected to «markets:
colorcast will. be de- |distributed
to other educational
incompetent US: military’ ‘men Theodor e-.. Pierson : ‘voiced. - “what: finaricial “help ifigure. quoted .wascided” betore Feb.. 17, ‘when. the! stations...
have. been‘ ‘in: “everyone's
So were laughing. and enjoying:‘them: | must
"town to. spend the: night, under’ the the hearings’ themselves. can ‘begin | Only

ean
mind:!He ‘said that: if “Philco.: “suc? pion,ooo
¥!

"Selves."

nes ofte next}special -is due .té-.be* ‘telecast. {'. Union secks to resist the “heney-

pre Chemstrand. and
CBS-TV:
are jolent despotism” of educators and;
.
Moscow -said the. ws: “Embassy: ceeds: An ‘its ‘effort. to. prove: that miere. presentation, it’s. considered / looking - fora
co-sponsor for the’ instead, -gain collective bargaining
LNBC.
i
“unqualified”
“to
‘operate
‘somewhat. doubtful™ whether.. any: M
issued: an. explanation: ‘the next. day:
rights. for WNDT _ personalities.
.plaming the” mistmderstanding ‘on its Philadelphia 0&0; WRCY tchan--|. Such. future support will be forth-‘|
Chemstrand spect. ‘brought. to|
In reply to this, WNDT execunegligence © “of: tlie -Armed Force. . nel. 3), ‘it--will-be .the. end. Of the | coming.
1CBS-TY,. a new .Judy Garland }tives have pointed out that the.
-company as-a network.’
televiision.
“It's |“also - ‘doubtful. ‘that. fetwoik’ shew:
‘Needs of | the’ yet-to--be |
{Continued on ‘page 400
_ “TE. should, be pointed: dit, how:.|. If- -Philco ‘can: ‘put: across duck!tempers: were -:at- “all. placated” ‘by? ‘signed ..€o-sponsor..
in regards’ to
‘ever, that. it: was not. negligence," proof,-Pierson - noted: vocally,” the#
“the: ‘apologeti¢ comment that. -Ed-color will be another determining!
‘Murrow, host. of. ‘the inaugural ‘factor. .Moststations: incidentally,
“The ‘real: reason was. that. the. have’ any: 680 and. would: -there-. |show; interpolated “into. ‘the - ‘BBC are equipped.
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fore,.
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‘HongKong TVs
$1,000,000 Loss

network And Telransmit:,
facet -of.the *-NBC: -ease- at
U.S: . television: cunreeled.” Mur. _in| eolor.at. the’ expense’. of the,‘people. Of: | Philco’ Ss competitive. application. for.|
-'| Philadelphia: channel 3“in.-connec-.
Teheran.”
hd
tique- ofUS.. vidéo was:ased. ona. : eoloreasting. last ‘season. “has put |
tion, with: the: necessary: renewal of: limited”
‘and distorted.” View: of. the’ off ‘setting: a. color “premium” pol-:
. license -‘forthe °‘channel: ‘NBC ‘has |
‘Rather. than
Ito have. the license ‘extended: to. be: ‘total reality could not ‘sweeten the!iicy for adveitisers,
Hong Kong; Sept. 18:
‘Jable to. ‘execute. the Boston trade | BBC. docurmentary's acidulous:; For treat.thé. color situation: on a. deal- {~~ ‘Although ‘television service pro|
trait..
-Of
the’
-American
©:
network.
by-deal.
basis,
the’
network.
Now
is
‘ with ‘RKO:
Yided: by Rediffusion Ltd. for the
+
Phil¢o: attorney: Henry B,Weaver:adver tisers: and: the. mass. ty: -audi~: trying’ to work ‘out an ov erall color:‘people
of.Hong .Kong is’ now
en ce.
fe
“pr
emiam”™
policy:
applicable
to:
all
|
Jr. ‘maintains that: two “nolo. con-";
breaking: even, the company _ has
But:: if the: decision. to: use . the: ‘deals:
.
tendre™, “| Me-. contest): “pleas: bytin¢curred .2 financial ©‘loss of over
BBC documentary ‘on opening night |.
. (Coritinued on:‘page 303 ~ “Vean. “be. considered: _att. error, the: “Another .‘selected: market:. éolor-..;$1,000.000 since it introduced tele‘ casting deal. is - Moriday”’ sg: (24). Gen-* vision to the British Crawn Colony
London, ‘Sept. 18,
; ‘idea’. of: inserting. an -explanation: “by.
“eral Foods ‘hourlong’ Girl... Scouts -in 1957.
-Contidence
of: Britisit . Actors’ |:
Murrow: ‘represented ‘something: ‘far ,
“special. -,Girl. Seouts. tribute” ‘on
-G. H.. Oldridge,. managing direc--Equity- negotiators that, they” -could |:
ww orse: ‘It was either done: put. “of: a.
CBS-TV. will: ‘he colorcast’ iii N.’Y.: tor: of: Rediffusion, said it was not
“Hollywood, ‘Sept, ‘18. | pi
itronizing.- conviction. that =the:
push: ‘through: their-current’ wage:
‘Chicago, Los. ‘Angeles. and. WV ashi- -expetted to wipe out. this loss-for
Lselaim with BBC-TV: ata ‘peasonably
Henry 7.. Weinstéin: ‘who was ta:‘Channel 13 audiénée. “Was-- not Yet +“angton:
,another three Years, As’ tie com-? .Fapid pace has now. been some. bat, “produce ai hour series. “The Com: :‘fit to. digest such . partisan fare or.
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Billy... Taylor; -pianist- composer. ;
‘who turned. into a radio’ personal- |
of ity . several _years..ago ‘via: a: jazz |:
forded them. at National Assn..of | A Hestlant?Renewal’
show:. on. WLIB, N.Y:,.is joining
Broadcasters
conventions,
have }
‘ Washington, Sept. 18.
| WNEW; - NOY; next. week. He’s
‘banded: together: to’ establish. their.
-The FCC ‘has renewed : for. --| been. assigned the
Film distributors, for years irked +at the “second class’ status, af-[
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night. sesment
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A: ‘wholesale
houseclaning. . a .
KSBW: radio-tv, Salinas, -Calif.;. Jast

St. Loo.Educ’!TWer|‘winter-.‘that: -had

overtones .~ OL:
“St: Louis; ‘Sept. ‘18:| | hanky-panky. and kiddie show. hor-.
which it said has: consistently. . -urdays:.- and “a: 90-minute. layout’ on. “KETC, the ‘community-ownéd Tor -has:: drawn- ‘mixed * reactions
Debut of. the. filni distributors’
Relations
at: 7 p.m. He'll. educational ‘channel -in. -St;: Louis, | froma: National ‘Labor
efforts: wWw.'l be “March 30- April: a “ violated commission rules and * ‘| Sundays’ ‘starting
the dates. and |
4
1962,
in” Chicago,
foot-dragged: in.heeding warns” |intersperse.
his: g.
:Own- _piano ‘solos. returned tothe air this ‘week Mon- ‘Board trial. ‘éxaminer.. William “E. :
“place cor responding to next Year's:|
ings.”
.
1 among the platter’ selections.
{day (17) with an increasé ‘in’ power Spencer, ‘the. examiner,;. has -found.,-:.
NAB
convention:
THe
event,
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In another miove to- ‘beef: ‘up its: that’ will provide ‘a_eléarer. ‘Signal, it was partl¥ unfair. Jabor -practice. 7
aiid: partly. justified.
called “Television Filny Exhibit— | -Chairman’ |Newtoi . Minow, - ‘personality: ‘roster; Téd: Brown: is’ for entire. coverage area:
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on show.
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NAB.

the °63 NAB convention. | * Rosel ‘Hyde of: :the. majority
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1956 and in.some-¢ases. abuses
“KETC inschool ‘schedule. ‘this |
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date. Fhere
is room for, three +. were not. corrected .for four or... "WNEW back in 1949..
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:21-.
lesson
seFnore, according to, co-chairmen of | Aye’ years. The decision: to, re-ject to: NLRB’ review..
|
ries;including
~
-the.-“One,..
‘Two,
the exec committee, Rebert Rich,
In his findings, Spencer jabbea“Begin:
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Three”
“of
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Science,
lthe. sacking «of radio. announcers -.
«I Seven Arts, and Bob. Seidelman,
promise to amend. its ‘ways.
1
ning:
Spelling”
for:
primary.
-grades
of Sereen Gems:
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‘Cletus. Toone. and. Mark St: John as °
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:
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= year, the- letter. said.
inélude: productions from. National:
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Rich and. Seidelman were |

it.card to set up a motel ‘love nest--

Educational: .Television «as -Dave for: a pr.‘Oominent: local citizen: ‘and. a...
at pains to. explain that the move iP
a. “Exploring -‘the: Uni-* young. woman.
meee
by the film distributors wasn't
Washington, ‘Sept: 18. ; Garroway'd Bs Brubeéck’s
“Jazz |
With
likewise. found photographer...
anti-NAB in character. They free-Jameduck- Commissioner |Casual”»‘and, the | Shakespearean. ‘He
|
Robert.
Erickson’ s discharge. an: un=~
ly acknowledged, though, that the
Jobin S. Cross casting. the deciding series, “AN Age of. Kings. 9.
film
distributors. for -years had |
fair’ Jabor- practice.. _ .
|vote; the. FCC locked™. -up.. the’.In{:. Spencer --xecommended °dismissal ..
been’ severely restricted at- NAB
| dianapolis-Atlanta ° television “deal
|-.
conventions.
Their beefs’ being.|
ot ‘the:-AFTRA- complaint that radio
:| which ‘leaves’ -Crosley-: Broadcast: :
“ announcer Richard: -CHhambers. .and
that
the film: distributors: were.
‘ling: .with.. Indianapolis: tv: channel.
wstially. scattered on ‘various floors|
{tv -annouricer ‘Richard “Pearlman: .
13- ‘after an. eight-year °“wrangle.
were : -- Ase riminated. against for =
and that a panel on film program-|.
FEC. split -4-3.in ‘the -firral’ action, .
- [union activity: ~~
—_
wing-w hic h in years past. had been’
whieh‘ is. the’ ‘Sameé .as ani: earlier.
: The.-.examiner-said |* Pearlman... :
‘a feature -of NAB conventions had }
division ‘on a tentative: decision. |
heen. dropped.
Purpose of: ‘their
was Jet go because: the. rating. of ‘a
H ollyw ood, ‘Sept! 18::: a: FCC. gave. final :approval . of: all'|:
. kiddie * Show-. he. did’ as". Captain: we
move, confined ta-one vear at this:
For the: fourth consecutive year. facets of the: deal. betweén .Cros-.
stage. is to provide. central ‘facili- ‘Screen. Gems. has- ‘surpassed. ‘the.
|. Hook. _. was | dropping. . ..Spencer
‘ley and WIBC:: ‘Inc *
1.
ties for interested broadcasting |-previous:. ‘record highs. in. profits,
scoffed: however. at-a station claim Under it,: Crosley ‘keeps: Indian- “3
the. orie--armed., Pearlman ‘was givcanventioners.
3 : Past fiscal. year's net. pr‘ofit was up: apolis channel 13--and. pays “‘WIBC|
_ Sereen Gems and Seven. “arts:130° te $3,500,000 for
Jing. kiddies. nightmares with ~his,
record. for $100, 007 in. expenses the company: |:
Londen,
‘Sept..
18.
Associated
have
both. drepped @ record. $1.37 ‘a share, highest-in.
hook.
ra
shad ‘while ‘a ‘channel 13: applicant.”
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and
Television
Safeguards.
|.
:
their associate membership ©in. Screen. Gems’ 13-year. history. Per:
Spencer |‘added: this: comment:
WIBC::then. acquires’. Atlanta fv .Committee, comprising - 16 . trade]
NAB.
Rich and Scidelman saiw.no. Share -earnings. are’ -baséd...on :2,“From. -my. limited: knowledge -of.1 station. WLLWA. ‘from “Crosley. for: ‘associations. and’ unions connected benefits in continuing their asso- ;
audience | respohse. :to.- -television.
538.000: shares: as against: $1.05 per $2:251 000...
_ with broadcasting, ‘isto seek meét-.
‘ciate ‘membership.
with TFE-63. share for a liké number. of shares
FCC. ‘earlier® had »taken: ndiaii- | ings -with ‘the” government .to .ré- shows, I iwould-think the steep deHew set up.
Other members of ;jthe. previous: fiscal ‘year,, it was re‘cline \in- the - popularity of ‘Peari-'.
apolis. channel: 13. away from: ‘Cros-. ‘activate: : and : hammer. ‘home.. its“
fhe group. Metro ‘TV; and. Trans- || ported. by. A.. Schneider,. SG prexy,
‘Captain. Hook probably: was.”
Jey and. given. it: to .WIBC... The ‘point re an Official quota of foreign: man’s:
due. less" to its Arightening: ‘aspects
Juux Television'ss TAC are remainland Jerome: Hyams, executive-Vee-|Atlanta. stations it ‘Said: to be worth ‘material. ‘broadcast in Britain.
ing as NAB associate’ members. };pee
than. to the -fact_it: was’ not- fright-..
and. SG -general- ‘manager.
about -$1,000.000 more ‘than-Cros|.-News comes from: Gerald. Croas::
Trans - Lux
filmy
distribution,
Fourth quarter -earningsfi. of: $1.- Tey. is. charging WIBC ‘for it... *|-dell, secretary: of. the RTSC, ‘and. pening enough ‘to’ compete “with the
though. has dropped its NAB card. 038 L057. equivalent.-to’4le a: share|
Teal ‘chiller-dillers,..the -westerns..
“Voting. for. the: ‘Crosley. deal’ Wwith general . “secretary of: - Actors’ and assorted: Gothic horrors. of the.
Tab for associate membership is;
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1ee high
‘Gem: WIBC - were’ Cross.- and, Conimis- |Equity, who points out ‘that. dn-re-.
£ est. in’ Sicreen.
For the: year: ended: June’ ‘sioners Rosel: Hyde, Robert: E:“Lee ‘jecting a-quota system, ‘the. Pilk-||"Dracula-Frankenstein
1962, gross income was” " $52.- and T..A.: M, ‘Craven.: In ‘the mi- ‘ington Committee. “had ©recom- |

‘grosses :|were

more than::.a $1.000.000.
'30.
Rich and Seidelman said that’ 188.900: “‘conipared to. the previous
‘nority ‘were ..Chairman.. ‘Newton. ‘mended. that. ‘video .programming.
the project: had been’ in prepara-. |:
{year’s -$55.821.052. Net’. profit. betion five months.
Last. Wednes- |‘fore federal, state. ‘and foreign .in- Minow -‘anid. ‘Cémmissioners Robert should.:be-in the hands of. two:re-’

school.”me.

ICs$.Me.Piper’.
Canada Co-Prod.

sponsible national ‘authorities, with.
day (12), Rich and’ Seidelman said come:.:taxes: was $7,063,189 eom-. CT. Bartley, and ‘Frederick. Ford.
Ss the Independent Televisiori Au-they. conferred. with NAB’s Everett| pared: to ‘previotis corrsponding pe-|:
| thority. being ©responsible for. Pier.
Revercomb, other NAB‘ execs and riod .of . $5.360, :808.:°: Estimatd: fed-.}:
) Markets’ ning the: ‘commercial channel's proNAB prexy LeRoy ‘Collins, laying1eral, state. and foreign’ taxes were, —Caspar’s "0.
their plans ‘bare for. the first time: $3; 596 896 .as- against :-the previdus.
_ABC:: Films’: - ¢artoons. | “Caspar gramming.: ‘But this, ‘he. contends,
Gov. Collins was described. as. ex- |vear's $2.695.437:..Net -profit was. the ‘Friendly’ Ghost,” has. béen sold: is obviously. not. now going to. hap:tL Jn air. extension: ‘of: its world:wide.
pressing
“considerable shock ati;
and KCRG, pen and-thus the need for: a. quota |:production - “policy,
Independent.
$3, 466.293. as sgainst $2,699,437: to.‘ KETV,: Omaha,
first blush.” "NAB execs also. were{°
Cedar. Rapids, ‘Making: a total of 70}: once. more. becomes. valid,
“Felevision. Corp.: has. signed: a |
Already.
Croasdell,.
‘who
master:
said to be thinking. of liberalizing |
_ ‘markets for. this series. ‘Package|
‘Canadian co-preduction. ‘deal. for a-| consists.-.of 170: ‘color and -blaek-' minded. the. actors’ ‘strike: against: chalf-hour children’s” show, titled ‘Continued ‘on page 40)
the
independents,
has
told
his
fel-‘and-white © cartoons. ‘made by .Par“Mr Piper, a
MetroMedia ‘0&0 stations’. have amount Pictures. in- the: ‘post-1950 Jow. unionists; “We. tRTSC) believe | °. Production- distribution deal with °
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that in’ demanding | a quota we are’
inked . a deal. for’ Allied. “Artists era. ct
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-Pied. Piper. Ltd. and: Allan. Wargon,..
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7
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ATC. exee yp: Abe :Sandék said. _é
international unde retanding among! bi Lings. at . the: rate of: ‘abatit. B06C ‘general ‘maitager's: slot: Within. six companies are.Paying. 10 Amer |
‘the | “Mr, :Piper” “deal represents’ aan
‘months. : shé -station’ began: “Sweep: sixth: of. the”cost’votprod a
ebildren.
“per Veur: the’ six-station ‘operatian
the first major. pre- pr oduction. deal: ..
Also: debuting Sunday 23h. is has * ‘come: up :-from: virtually no: ing. forward. and -early tliis : year, | >
°
oP
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the

“Around

Comers’

the

United
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|een
Station hit ‘the top spet ‘and“has

hour

tv. film: at Britain.”

a

=
Walat

| of ‘récent -years cf ‘a ‘Wajor.U.S..tv.

filmi: distributor calling. for- ‘wortd=:.. ~
; where in the: last: couple of. vears.
been sce-sawing one- tYy0- with WwOR}
| wide’. ‘distribution.of “a-Canada=
Aimed at (hidten “trem: vevein, to! Two: years ago.. only. W X¥Z" Ty ever “since.”
“Story.
Of.
*
Sales.
:
| made series. It was ITC's: -prede-. .
Tit, sernes os heved to intraduce: Petroit Was a daminant faetor ‘iny The
Raxoft formula in. New} “Triangle Stations” have -bought: ‘cessor, -T eleviision Progr ams. - Of 5
ehildren to the venders of the: its area. urrently., WABC in: New iYork, Lax It -is in’ the three other i Enited ” Artists -Television’s.. “The
and “WLS in Chicago - ‘are!+ top ‘ABC: 6&0 ‘market s:"is ground-! Story, of :2.77 for \WFIL,. ‘Philadel- “America,- that: pioneered ‘in Caiiada— ;
WOPIG IN Ww hich thers live end Make | ¥erk,
produced product. with. such. seriesthem aware uf ther own conime major ‘entries: in: the: rating sweep- ed: in’ a strictly: popular: emusic. ' phia, with “Corn: Préducts’to spon-.
“Tugboat :“Annie! “and ‘CannonWty
Guests ¢n the preem show, stakés, with: KQV -in. Pittsburgh . policy, Whatever. that ° pop music! sor: “WNHC; New -Hayen;: WNBF,
balN
ne
Mr
WN estinghouse’ s
potent | happens: to’ be. whether “it -be “rock Binghamtén;
Mill be Broadwey composer Jerry: fgit ing
and _WFBG; Johins-

Eerics Slotted from & 30 to 9. 30.am

Pan. Alley:
Bock. “ho has written: a thenie! KDKA ‘a: run “for the. money. Jin} ‘y" yl or. Tin:
ayAltoona. . ev ballads.
!
scene for the show ‘and arpist ;that city... The ABC. o&o's in’ Los| Although: WABC had. ‘the’ ee teen
Other: ‘sales: inemac ‘Tallahassee
eur tong.
"€ Rie le:‘Angeles
“K ABC)
and: am: San
Fran- pop music
<aund . kefore’
‘
Pearl ¢ hertek,
x
e -the new; Federal
ral Saving:
Savings: and: ‘Loan: -Assotiaj€isco: -KGOV have: also wade: im: ‘regime: Neat as. zinged. itp with i“tion.
ds produced ty Ethel Burns ef the
on WCTV, Tallahassee, Safe-.
N
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Board af Fducution, and as- |porfant:. if ‘less
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spectacular.”

WO CBS-TV's” in. ‘tough’ Competitive

“The American “Slusical Theatre." |

gains be finck -OF: new

‘ynarkets.:
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‘Bat New York's. W ABC has been i

Herh

- BLUMBERG ‘1
To.WNEW-IV
Kurt. “Blumberg ..:Nas + joined
WNEW-TV' as’ biisiness manager:

personalities, such: way: Stores,. KREX, Grand “June‘He. comes from. Robert Lawrence .
Oscar: - Anderson.. ‘Bruce. tion;: KEYT.. “Santa parbara, Calif; ‘PY oductions _MW:here he:“Was vice- .

“Continued on page 43) .
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industry
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MARIE, ®
°

‘Minieapolis: ‘ Sept:: i8..

armored trucks, jury boxes,:bingo gamés. ahd: bridge ‘tournaments. a

PU

This as well-as: from .the’stadium here’ during the home contests.

> Pix-to-tv -field. ‘in: ‘coniparative

“A contest. here: revealed that portable’ ‘setowners. have been. lis: ...
- tening |to. the. loeal. Twins’, American. League. ‘baseball. games. radio. -.. broadcasts :from. ‘such: “unusual. places. as -opera- ‘houses, prison. cells, -

WCCO

ItselfHeldatFaultIn
Branding ‘Syndication’ DirtyWord:
- TalentShuns ‘Second Class’ Status

Radio, 50,000-watt \CBS.. affiliate. ‘here;: broadcasts: “alt:2 ; ‘hort’:“supply; is; in line for .addi-.

Twins’ games play -by-play anid it held the contést,.
~ Ltional bundles: ‘of ‘fresh’ pix. for.|'
_.- Portablé;-setowners, who: comprise. What -WCCO: “calls . today’ g. .telecasting: ‘as:‘the: “G2:“63. Season |
a vast:‘out-of-home radio: audience,”. were. invited: :to compete for. | debuts.

+

Syndication, to caive a ‘niche for

yitself in the U.S. and. abroad, must:
| reset: its: sights, adopt a ‘program
prizes‘ by. writing,in 23 -words: or ‘less, about:‘the offbeat. locations. _{which. will take away ‘the “‘second
‘Birmingham, Sept. 18..
“The biindles: ‘fo:bé.sure; will. pack F
or situations ‘in. which they’ ve followed: the- ‘games’. ‘airings: .°2
‘Vigorous’ response ‘to. FCC’ s- class” onus now associated ‘with
| stialler ‘compared ° to the. vaultee:|
Judges went through ‘a.total’ of 2,188 centri‘ies to ‘Bick the. 10 ‘win
dumping~of the majors. ‘in - years |": indications that it -would’ like— much of syndicated produet..
“hers. of transistor: clock radios." "
: ‘past, : but, “significantly, | the. ‘time |. more pubservice ° activity: has
That’s. the opinion of more than
The .- great’ number -of. different. listening’ ‘posts.“demonstrated. span between. theatrical and tv ex- |’ been noted .all down the broad-. | one key: exee in the trade, execs.
‘that’ adio. now .covers:,virtually every “imaginable placé..on earth.”
cast: line, but no-one was ‘ask‘| hibition, is ‘shrinking... Case in
| who. have. experienced the ups and
a8. well, as a good number both. above: and ‘below. theground.” Says.”
| downs’ of” the market-by-market
. | point “is: ‘Screen: Gems, ‘the. tv arm |.”“ing anyone to.-80 this: far.°.
“"SLarry Haeg,. ‘WCCO. ‘general. manager.
. Deejay | and. ‘program direc- a -biz.: The: same key. execs. acknowl- | .e£-° Columbia‘ Pictures, . now’. “put |
: .“High-ranging entrants. . included 'a* telephone fepairman. who
tor
Charles. ' Peterson
of° | edge that no one is’ as downbeat
— - Jistens while he:works on towering. power. poles, an: overhand crane wR
a buridle:
of.73
pix: ‘Theatrical
> WSGN, .Birmingham,: made : about syndication as some syndirelease.
of some’.
-of..-the:
titles vis |.”
= operator, a construction worker: who. had ‘his: transistor: with: him
Granting. a-: hold-for-tele-' _ four. actual appearances: inside |-cators themselves.
“1-1959.°
on.a swing scaffold 15 ‘stories up .a new.downtown. Minneapolis office. :. | casting: clause -on- some of: the pix, ’- the ‘lions’ arena .at the city’ s
The. key to a new approach for:
‘building. and several. commercial. and private, plane pilots.
Shrine Circus—all ‘in
| the gap .between. theatrical: and: tv ' |recent.
.
“One jet airliner captain, who .stated: that he follows the. pall | ‘pix’: release of ‘Columbia, - as one |.” the name of pubservice for. the : syndicated product is ‘winning over
on-screen talent. Talent, from fave
games ‘from: ‘30,000 “feet: in. ‘the air,-‘Tequested his namie -not be: -fmajor ‘Hollywood studio, seems. to}. ‘annual benefit. ‘affair.
; vocalists. to. actors, in the main turn
revealed ‘on radio for:fear he’d get into trouble. with ‘his:‘superiors. et have. nartowed. to. four years.
Rither ‘the lions: slept. that
‘their noses up when approached
__ "Thanks to modern: transistor sets”. compactness, radio’ now. also: .
for a syndicated project. Ditto
-Only:. months.’ ‘ago, it. was: ‘consid: | . Night or were. fans of his show.
is. going tinderground -‘and - underwater. ‘Several: scuba and skin”
' “Rig Pete,” a good. Christian,
| their agents. One
syndie exec
divers. explained. it..was “possible..to: listen underwater. by. wrapping -, Lered. ‘unlikely’ that any. of the Ma- | ‘was ‘back for his morning strip
| claimed. that-he had offered’ more
|.
“their sets in: plastic: bags and. using ear plugs.
_ ‘| jors would Felease their pix “prior oo
ithe’ next. day unscathed.
| dough for a particular name talent
: “Among the underground. |
“listeners -were. four’ Surveyors °“who | ‘| to a ‘five-year waiting: period . for:
j than could be secured from the
‘tv. Apparently,- the . need’ for dollearry:a ‘portable: as they: work: in a. sewer. tunnel’ system 150 feet
networks: on a similar project. The
“beneath. the :St.” Paul ‘streets,:.a- ‘telephone company: ‘cable splicer,: ~... ars, the ‘showcasing of pix of more
‘answer Was “no,”” simply because
aseptic ‘tank | cleaner and-a' Montana éopper. mine . employe |who :.. - recent.. vintage.‘ on. the networks
the show was destined for. syndica~
said his: portable was ‘powerful enough’ ‘to bring ‘the baseball ‘broad-’. 7 (ABC-TV. and. -NBC-TV} .and: :the

INGH-TV’s $14,000,000Production
/

-easts to him 5,000. feet ‘beneath the earth surface: *

eevee,

‘thrust of: United Artists, and: inde-:|
‘pendents,- “have - combined. ‘to: nar-|
=, POW? the. ‘releasing - fap.. “For |‘the’

Anything forMinow

Mutual Locked Out
OF NY. Affiliation, |

{ tion.

exec

cation is akin to ‘sustaining’ © in
‘radio in the minds ‘of talent and.

“| majors; from Metro, ‘to. “20th-Fox, |
‘to: Universal,

the. residual: ‘tv miar-{

“It’s the word,” ‘the’ syndie.
complained bitterly. “Syndi-

‘their’ ‘agents. No big name wanted

WINS Cancels Out!

to go ‘sustaining in-radio. Now they
don’t want. to go. Syndication, ”. he
*| flow. of: cash:
-Moahed.
Screen. Gems ‘latest’.‘bundle. ‘ofl.
13::: billed as "-post=! 54. -Célumbias, : Westinghouse.
Broadcasting’s, _ For: some sy ndie companies, with
already is. well: represented’ in: the. ‘WINS has notified Mutual Broad- a: potential for .a large foreign pay~ (market- place: with ‘its. ‘major entry. casting that, its- affiliation contract off, securing what is. considered
.{, By ‘DAVE KAUEMAN:|
‘ot. 210° post-’48 pix. Key. to the|:
f wil, not be renewed’ and: the- radio | boxoffice talent names isn’t aca“+ Hollywood, ‘Sept. 18,
_| narrowing of the: theatrical versus | web: is: now ‘engaged in a tough’ ‘demic, even in -the.current de“MGMT, which had: only. one tv}
pty: ‘gap: is'.the billing:-of pix. being scramble: to try and. negotiate’ an-}pressed syndication. market, it’s
oy eepies. ‘going’ in 1960 :when “Bob'}
“Boston, ‘Sept. 18.
pitched: First it-was.the pre-'48's of |other’ outlet. ‘in the. _allimportant, j.argued. It’s further maintained
that, well-known talent, as opposed.
‘Weitinian took over.as ‘production |. Thittéen™ “additional.” “palfhoue ‘T'the majors,. than: the post-'48" '$ then |‘New York market:
|
to” “who's that on the = screen
chief, has a record: production :‘out... programs: ‘on -the: “Gadabout Gad-.. the ©
‘Post-’ 50’s,: and now the: post- |: Situation
has” ‘grown. all the’ j names”
would command
station
Tay, o€ |$14,000,000 for. this: season, | dis’ vidfilm “ series’ are. ccurrently. 754
- Titles ‘in. SG's new: bundle || tighter for ‘the’ Independent neti.include “From Here‘to Eternity;”: work :(no- o&0's. or -ty ‘affiliation’ in ‘time. .Stations,- despite the tight
on: four series plus. sevén pilots’| jn: production. for: fall release:-being.. made as. co-production: with |:
“Bell, Book: and -Candle,” “Middle: the: Gotham: -Shakeup that in recerit’ ‘time. situation, would open up time
for fresh properties with talent.
* fig- 4. “New: programs’ are: being’ stiot in.7,of ‘the.Night?”. -and “Eddie Duchin.|:
networ ‘ks: This. :i8 a minimu
months" ‘has: seen: major: broadcast.
Eastmancolor
on:
location
at
fishing’
ure. since -thie-’-studio “is: -still -de-|“Story.” SG. clicked . off -its’ initial|-SEoups- move in with’ big. news no- moxie—ev en if the source is: synspots
throughout
the:.U:S..
‘Second
.
dication.
-velopitig other pilots -for:the 1963-.
‘déal. on’-thé’ package ‘with: WCBS- 1|tions of- their. own
‘There. are some thrusts to cor. °64-season, -it was revealed. here by- ‘group. ‘of .13--episodes brings: the TV;. which-also ‘bought SG's. bundle
Under a. contract’ signed |rect what is considered the. “sec-Weitman,. ‘now: studio:.theatrical: total up to 26. ‘segments. now -avail-. “Of. 210° post-’48's. :
to. Westinghouse: purchase . of ond: class"! image of syndication. .
film and vidpix |production.- chief. able -for ‘release. ‘First: 13 ‘episodes ~~ Seven Arts. ‘Associated, in. a ‘tar! ous.
4
Studio’ has. also -never. before were ‘tested '.in: the “markets "of. release. of fresh- ‘to-tv pix, has.come. WINS earlier this year, the station There’s Steve . ‘Allen making the

;' | ket represents. a ‘steady. and needed. |

Budget in.Eyeing.3 4 Season
~ Madabout‘Gadabout’

NY., “and: KTRK, 1 through with. a‘ bundle. of 93° cine-. | has been .carrying Mutual's: daily vidtape rounds through the efforts:
“had so. much pilot activity, nor has‘| ‘Schenectady,
‘Houston, Tex; with,doeal Ford. “matics, -“consisting _ of 53 Warner five-minute newscasts.on the ‘half of Westinghouse. Broadcasting.
“it had so many to-produetion deals:
‘dealers sponsoring:.
“hour and.a couple. of the network's That’s a Jate:nighter: telecast in
“|Bros: pix: and: the. rémainder: from:
lieu of -pix.and while it may be.of
. }20th-Fox.. _Again; these..are way..UD: -Sunday.:: features, Drew Pearson
. | front “in “time -.compared ‘to: the|and John’. ‘David Griffith: While. special appeal,;. it does represent
“the
impending’ the big: hame direction sought by.
he pte-"48's. of -years.‘ ago, and. titles acknowledging:
“ - including. “Pajama _Game,” “The split; WINS general manager Mark’. some kéyv segments in the market-.
Man -in’ the «Gray.. Flannel, ‘Suit, a Olds did. not- disclose’ .a- definite by-market biz.
+ deadline. for. the closeout.
. Nameé talent on the sponsor
-| and £‘Sayonara: Bs
“ant;:‘George .LeMaire, ‘are. blue|-‘In the first: flurry: ‘of off-network | t's been. ‘léarned,. ‘however: that} “evel: also is considered vital. Sigprinting. at Teast three -spinoffs.on.
[pix -product, 20th-Fox is’ releasing ‘Mutual's: : pact * with:: the. former nificant regional and local’ spon=
-eurrent seriés;:five hourlong: shows ie
| a-group ‘of 30: post-’50’s; under: the management: rani. through: Aug. 31 sors could be wooed the markei-tomarket .-route-if. they. were given
and. a 90-min:. film” anthology:
20th-Fox TV distribution | ‘banner: ' this. year. with-’a ‘consent. period
names in shows which would be
- termination’ of- 50. days,
These are pix. which Played “pix
~on. “upon
“In production - for. this. ew: ‘sea- [
which. would: carry” the deal to just as. -glamorous as those on:the’
a NBC-TV's . -Saturday | “night|7
son. are. 32.‘‘Dr. Kildare” segs (this |
netwol ‘ks..It is further argued that’
Oct. 31.
.
is the ‘first hit’ series, ‘the. studio’s‘|. . ‘Sterling: Television’ prexy.” Saul.| showease:. More: from” ‘this - source |.
- An initial. pitch by ‘Mutual prexy |;' syldication - -sponsors, unlike net“overall: Aad); : +26.” “Sam: Bétiedict”: Tirell ‘says :the -reason ‘the: com-: ean bé. expécted,.as: other 20th-Fox
i Robert ‘¥F." Hurleigh. was made to’ {work sponsors, can be given some:
“episodes, . and - 26 “The. Eleventh. pany’s: pix archives series,’ “Silents featur es unwind. on..NBC-TY.
(Continued on. Page 40).
Hour.’ ae All. three-.are- “hour-long:
United Artists Associates, ‘the ‘ty | -WNEW, - Metropolitan: now
Please,” .isn’t back .on, the network. ‘distribution. subsid _of|United -Art- | ing’s’ impertant ‘music. & news: in- series. and on ‘NBC-TV.: “Kildare”. | today.
‘is, because: °of. the thinking:
-with
- yettirns Sept. 273 “Benedict” bowed-: of -web. execs— “which. is so: predi-. -ists..is. in, the market with a group dependent:. After ‘huddles
last Sat:, and “‘Hour”. preems Oct.: cated ‘on. ‘shoot-ém-ups or getting :ofpost-’ '50's..Group.of 33 pix: include |Metropolitan top ‘brass, including
prexy of parent. Metromedia John 3. In addition, ”MGM-TV" has’ in another. detective -‘on.
“Which "had played... .ABC-TV's
production ‘in’ -England,. “Zero
| Sunday :‘night: vinematic - showease. Kluge, | ‘Hurleigh.. ‘failed to aha
With
‘a
‘Vengeance,
Purell
pre:
One” with 39 -half-hours ©being:
Waiting -:-in. ‘the’ Wings. care’-the} -tiate a -deal. -WNEW veepee - and |.
dicts—
—“aind-- Til eat: my. words if-T Paramount. post- “48's.
John. ‘Sullivan+}
helmed by. Tarr: y Bachman,
‘Rumbles.| géneral manager
.
-have ‘to’ —that the -‘series during ‘that Independent Television ‘Corp., -said that after the station. ‘Was ap- |.
|studio’
v ARCS:TY i niin npthetahobits-current syndication run on.New: Associated: Television's. vidfilm: dis- [:proached. the possibility of an af>} York - independent -WPIX-TYV.. will. tribution: outfit ‘in the..U.. S.; -was
(Continued on age a1)
Hollywood, Sept: 18:
(Continued. on page:40".
| -ftake the network o&o's inthe rat- bidding: to. license: the. ‘Paramount |.
. Local television is moving into
“Tings: before: ‘the: ‘season. i$ ‘over: ©
pix were denied: by ITC..
MCA,
the biggest year in its- history, ‘ac- “| >First time ‘out:a couple. Of: weeks which ° handled the: Paramount |pre- [|
cording to John Hopkins, prexy
+,
fand
.-ago, “Silents” had a--9.8° in~-the. "48's... “was . understood. to. -have the |
eneral manager of KCOP,;
MGM PIX PACK AGE hich’‘has. poured. -$2,000.000 into
j-metropolitan ; Niélsens; and. Turell insidé track: on ‘that: major's: Post- |.
| points“out that’ the stanza, : “Son of "48's. However:. ‘the’ Justice Depart-:the: new season's programming. He
firmed with every:network for sea-.

son-after-this. -Net ‘co-productions: :
- break down. to ‘two ‘hours:and one-|’
‘half for NBC-TV;- one: hour. and.
one-half for ‘ABC-TV; one> hour: and Tur
ell
Claims

tion, Weitman and. hisex
ec’ assist|:-:A

Bom Network

Rap on ‘Silents’

KcoPBizReflects
3 TV Upswing

‘RomperRoom’
ToGet Int]Ride

EDUCL TVERBUYS

{-the~Shiek.": ‘Was:‘third.Than ‘for.‘New iment!'s:anti-trust suit: ‘against: MCA |
he ‘In -a- riovel~ transaction “for an {Points up that time sales at the
i educational ‘tv’: system,’ Southern |indie .are running better than 40°S
“(Continued on.“page 31) :

Yor k. -

He's... betting’: ont:uch: -fitst-cuin |

items: in
*“Ronipér Room.” ‘which ‘got its.
¢ .the. ‘package’ “aS. “Tilaet:
i Ti
ary-;-Cooper’s: ‘first . ar C
‘start 10: years ago in. Baltimore: as’ ime,’

‘Under. a-:deal- between: Romper.

‘Seats
| - George.” $.20thRevamps.:
|
Carbondale.

Ill, home of. the uni: | Bill Andrews, KCOP Sales mati-T; “Shupert: -vp. inf versity. The: school is state owned ‘ager, who. recently: returned from
charge: of. sales-.for 20th-Fox TV. and operated. Deal with MGM-TY ha swing of the east to preview for.
|On to” peg. those” rascals. down.” .
ee realigned: ‘his. domestic ‘and in, Was niade .at: the’ regular’ going ' agencies and elients the
station’s
“Te:‘ever a:“show. .desérved tO be | ternational staff: Starting Oct:
1,1 rate’ for’ ‘this market.
y new fall lineup. reports a strong
‘on the. networks. - ‘this: is:“it! de>
Alan. ‘Silverbach:: currently. direc-j*. Reasan for the educational put- Interest in: coast billing in’view of
clares. Turell. In its’ Off-and--on. 22-1 Aor of
-international ‘sales, “will. also j let’s purchase is- indiéated..in-.the.: the. State’ S srowth as No. } in popu-week’ run: ‘on. ABC-TV.- ‘Turell: Savs

a local children’s. outing; and: which |
{ring ‘pix, and. “The Three. MuskeJoss ‘nove, “franchised -in. 99. stations:| teers’ One. I'm. osu
in- the: U:S.: Canada’ ‘and. Puerto
2 Rico.. is. going ‘international: ;

|. Winois: U. chas bought a package |‘over last year and.the six. other
lof 55. pre-1948. ‘films ‘from’ MGM-:: : Stations.’ are fast: approaching
a
‘TV. for..telecasting over WSIU-TY, ! ‘complete -sellout.

= ‘Room. Inc., of. Baltimore, and Fre=.
a mantle.” ‘foreign. ‘distribution * organ-.
head “domestie.. ‘syndication. “Wil-'| selection. of. titles associated with “Tation.
“As of .today.”. says. Anization, “foreign. : ‘Stations. will, =|
“Silents” averaged, about 4: 20° in} ‘Jiata-.L. ..Clark;.
western’ ‘division iliterary. classics or . outstanding ‘ drews. “the station is 90° sold out!
supplied with |‘scripts: dn: their.’ “na- the New. York. ‘Nielséens. He. recalls{
“manager: is being. ‘transferred ta! contemporary novels.
Among | the’ ; With .a heavy run of national spot
tive - languages... and ‘detailed in- the: time NBC: shot. out. a.-releasé: "NY
New “York to become eastern. divi-|“films bought are “Anna Karenina.’*adv ertising.””
‘structions .in. ‘the construction ~of;on its election: coverage of. the: NewSion manager..
:
“Camille, "7. “Captains Courageous.
Newest of the indies entries. on
Sets. ~ Ten-y ear: deal:-with. FremanYork. mayorality: campaign. boast- | + Howard.
“Anderson. - who “joined:ayA. Christmas. Carol,” “The: Coed the night side #s the first
I AL
_tle covers Australia, New Zealand, . ing abotit the 18°.it:‘pulled. Only:
several. months ago IEarth,”
any
“Huckleberry
Finn. {showing
of the jungle series,
“ “Philippines;. Hong. Kong,’ Thailand ;“thing - that; beat itwas. “Silents.” .the. Comp| as. domestic sales: manager; is Jeav-"! “Pride. and Prejudice.”™ oTreasure «
« “Bomba: KCOP has adopted “The
arid: Malaya: fo
aa
‘with. a 19.6: Tree
‘ing’-Oet:* 1 to. take:an ‘administia- |t Island.”
and .:.“The_
Y:earling.” : New 13” as _a slogan ‘to tie in with
Bett. Claster,. -preky: “of Romper
“So: ‘thie: network - execs. say: “it tive -assizament. in the missionary: i:
|
‘among: ‘others.-Teélecasting of. the” a schédule of Shows different from
“(Continued on page M2)
(Continued on. page 42) Lo Vsystem’ of.Mie Mormon: Chureh.
‘features ;with begin Nov... L
| [past ‘Seasons.
—

on
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_ Wednesday,Septeniber: 19;1962.

a
”
| KICKOFF: 1
ov CAR 54, WHERE: ARE. ‘Your: INTERNATIONAL SHOWTIME
_pU PONT SHOW: OF THE. WEEK| OUR. NEXT. MAN: IN. ‘SPACE
With Walter Cronkite, . Walter. With: Lindsey. Nelson, Mel:“Allen, With Joe. E.. Ross, Fred. ‘Gwyrine, ‘With’ ‘The ‘Circta. ‘Schumann; Des:
(Fhe Outpost) _.
Schirra Jr.,. others. ©
:
Terry Brennan, . Johinny.. Lujack,| ‘Al Lewis,: ‘Paul Reed; Jay Jostyn, |: _.
Ameche, host: With Claude Rains,- Neville Brand,
Jim Morse...
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RUM - 74lather. --Untortunately, “his minor ‘} much Buaged. ‘comedy. If the: audi-. ‘proscenium. | There... was <a "good
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more and sho: ‘e-—nuiner- ithere -is ‘something. new—a fresh‘|
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weight class. It's still a funny. show: cet

[for viewers at ‘all age levels.. ‘but It.

| “Val Rettin, a “professional. loeal- Awan't: be ‘ahle™ to" Coast: this’year. ‘on: 7

|‘actor,

hosted dnd delivered. the |.twire-told.; tales,-

a

notes between -acts.. Only’ point’ of} Wanna and: ‘Barhera. ‘are to. he: ore
.
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_TELEVISI ON REVI EWS.

” lq NEW JOEY. BISHOP " sHOW Saints: AND SINNERS®”
“Zuoyp BRIDGES, SHOW:
SAM. BENEDICT:
at Irs A MAN'S WORLD
With - ‘Harry . Guardino,
Michael With: Joey -‘Bishop, . Abby: Dalton, (Dear George,’ the. Siamese ‘CatTs With. “Edmond
tie, ‘Richard With: Glenn Corbett, Ted Besseli;
:Constantine, Alejandro Rey; Ben| ‘Guy: Marks,: Joe ‘Besser, others
Missing). Rust, Joan
Tompkins, Lloyd: . Randy Boene, Michael Burns,
. Astor,:: Jess Kirkpatrick, . Paul Executive Producer: Danny Thomas f With | Nick - Adams, "John: Larkin, | Bochner, Gene Raymond, ‘Edgar ‘ Others
| Barbara ‘Rush, -Richard- Erdman, . Stehli, others |
; Sorénson,. John: Newton, ‘Annette ‘Producer: Marvin Marx «|:
Producer-Director: Peter Tewks| Director: James’ N.. ‘Kern ©
-Cladier;- others:
-Brian : Donlevy, ‘Lola: Albright, -Producer:. William Froug
| ¢bury
| Writers:. * Stan. Dreben,. Harry , | Gary Lockwood, Robert F: Simon ‘Director: Boris Sagal
‘Producer:. Everett- Chambers
_
Writers:
Jim Leighton, James
‘Crane; Iz: Ellinson; Fred .S. Fox Producer-Director:. Mare: Daniels. | Writers: E. Jack Neuman.
‘Director: Don: Medford Menzies
F
“& ‘Fred Freeman, Gary’ Marshall ‘Writer: Adrien: Spies
Writer: Christopher Knopt
©
60 Mins., Sat:, 7:30 ‘p.m,
1.60 Mins.; Mon., 7:39. p.m.
“= 30. Mins., Sat.,;.8:30 p:ma, 80 -Mins., -Tueés., 8 -p.m..
‘60 “Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
PARTICIPATING.
PARTIC IPATING
Ls | PARTICIPATING “KAISER. INDUSTRIES “| MILES: LABS, "WARNER -LAM:
NBC-TV (filmi)
.,
NBC-TV (film)
_ NBCTV ‘from. H'wood. (aim):
CBS-TV- (film). BERT.”
E Roy. ‘Rogers and Jackie. Gleason | This show had a bad initial ‘out‘\>Phe- Joey “Bishop Show “which NBC-TV. ‘(itm)
(Yourig: & ‘Rublicam)
-aré. going: to. have: some: stiff legal|ing. The association ‘of the: name of:
et “ the :‘first. new. show to. ‘be un- “was: a troublesome. ‘item last sea-. , “(Wade; La seie“teFeasley): |: competition:
Chances. are that. |-Peter Tewksbury with what :was
veiled ‘in. _a season is “an omen; {son; looks. like. ‘it’s. set. for. ‘another |. : “The “only ‘element. of: freshness
/NBC-TY's. “Benedict, ” at. 7:30-8: 30. tpassed. ‘off as “comedy-adventure”
then _aspects ‘for: the” ‘semester: at rocky. ride this.-year. Joey: Bishop’ s: ‘in. this -Four Star. NBC-TV hour-.
‘hand: would séem ‘to: be ‘on. the: fa-.
. long .-entry:’ about .‘the’. ‘hewspaper p.m, will: end up with a -substan- was. the greatest. Buzzle. of all. ‘The
-vorable side: .The Kaiser-sponsored charactér,:-Joey: Barnes, has. world,. judging ‘from:.the préem, .is. ‘tial ‘audience. this: season:
There |“comedy-’ ‘Was. just as: elusive as the
“Lloyd Bridges Show": gave a:good changed. from: ‘a puiblicity man: to. a.|.the: title: of the first-‘episode; “Dear |.are two main reasons for. .this: | adventure, or: anything else, to.
‘account of - itself: in the . premiere | ‘more-- natural, for: him, ‘calling, | George, the .Siamese’ Cat Is Miss-- ‘Te the first: instaliment -on Satur- justify: ‘putting _ “It's a Man’s
. and indicates that:perhaps the level namely a:comedian: “He: has also. -ing.” The rest of: the 60 minutes—
‘of. maturity of miass. audience. fare surounded . “himself . _with © “other after the: situation ‘was established day. (15). Was Jan. indication, the. World” into production:
Jag been. raised. a noteh this: fall.
“passed from ‘cliche to cliche. ... series is being’ ‘crafted by profes- | Maybe. Tewksbury as. creatoarbroducer-director
has
something
AS: an’,-anthology ‘series within: a ‘comics, namely Guy. ‘Marks’. and
“The. format. had been. éstablished sionals at ‘the. top of their curnmer‘special’ in-‘mind: for: later: install<
running: peg that casts Bridges. in| Joe. Besser, *Abby. Dalton, ‘who:also'| “years
:
cial
form;
:
other
reason
|
is”
that
,
ago in..“B"?: movies and. in
{ ments. (and considering what he
&. dual role, it :could --make-the ‘knows. how to turn. a comic’: ‘line; ‘ ‘half-hour series when tv ‘was young.
“Benedict” is a drama, while’ the jdid for “My Three Sons” ‘it’s with- grade against. ‘such-“shows. as “Com- is ‘cast. importantly. in’ the: show. as} Adriien.Spies,--who created: the: se-:
Rogers:
and.
Gleason’
shows.
are
,
in the realm of. Possibility}, but.
“bat” and “Laramie”. “with - ‘the
._. |Pies, : scripted - the. freem: ‘episode. :
| inviting. the audience to do an én“fennme vote ‘tipping: the: balanee:.. | the: brand: new ‘Mrs. Barnes:.
“at -Credited. with ‘being an’ .ex-news- ‘| more - -in. the variety (music . ‘Or ‘core on that Monday 7:30 period,
*.Based on .the~ opening™ segment} - “As” unveiled. Saturday... Kitre *-} paperman; himself, Spiés :‘apparent-. | comedy): vein ‘and thus. will proband: the preview .of the- ‘next install- séems: to--be a. -yariety: ‘ghiow: ‘with’ ly just did a rewrite job. for “Dear ‘ably spend: more: time. cutting. up after what was - perpetrated: last
“week, may take a. bit: of doing.
ment; ‘the|.new ‘series .-that: brings a. plot.- There..doesn’t seem to’ ‘be. George.””
each other, ‘than - this*'latest-‘addi-.| Tf this is the season. of. “no: misBridges: batk to terra firma has: ail a :straight man’ in’ the lot, except |.
There
‘ate’
some
‘elements
which
tion: to. the. ‘Saturday ‘night. -court-" chief” _programming on. the : netthe requisities: of” popular adven- ‘maybe: Bishop. A ‘comedy: routine: *
rating -eves may find attractive:
-: ture: entertainiment’ with a, little Was. inser ted. in: the” Opener -“to.
One other thing, | works. in eschewing action-adven-.
‘room. scene..
‘Lead
Nick
Adanis
-as:
the
reporter
‘ture, certainly what’s heen substisubstance: for. ‘the grey: matter be- shore .up. ‘the: ‘proceedings, and.
-which’ also. might. make a ‘differ-"
“on.:
the
fictional.
New.
-York
news-.
tuted in this. instance: (and for. a
sides.
Without: sacrificing the /what’s. more- Bishop seems to-have™
a-rungot
“Benedict”
lawyer
ence:
a.|
‘whole’ hour yet) is considerably
: Mass ‘audience: ‘penchant: for physi-: been overgenerous -with: his. help: paper :is -a:‘handsome’ man;. with |
ning
head
start
‘on
‘his
Saturday
Elements ‘in ‘the
‘worse and a lot more dull.
For
éal-. action, the stories: eschew the ‘oft the preem. For ‘example, : Guy. ‘winning’ ‘manner.
. distraught ‘competitors « which ---should-.give the truth is that Tewksbury, and
‘standard ~.“conflict - of. good. “guy? Marks, as Bishop’s: manager, .was | Show—kidnapping,.
him
time.
-for
:a
‘decent:
‘buildup
|
:.. Versus: bad, with’ its: attendant. vio-- given the fattest part of the layout Wife, an. overly ambitious. “husband,” while rival gunners at 7:30 are the scripters : for his initialer, Jim.
Menzies,
James
: ‘lence, in ‘favor: of: the human. inter- and:the. major. ‘share of’‘the. laughs.: a troublesome. ‘mother-in-law, . the still ‘loading. the cannon. (All the. ‘Leighton “and
est drama with—for' better ‘or-worse|. : However, they” ‘have: a workable inside. of a: metropolitan |daily, competition is new; now :that- CBS” didn’t take the trouble to substi-.
-“eits ‘nioral. lessons. ‘Of: incidental. format’ ‘that..somewhat: resembles- glamor; ©“cynicism; thrills, Tete.— |:‘Perry Mason’. moves to(Thursday. tute anything. It had no’ humor,
ino ‘character, no. plot, No spark.
value. are the foreign ‘settings and,. ‘the: Danny. :Thomias Show. Thomas, “would: seem to: add -“up to.‘popular night.)
or
“Designed: ‘to relate the “advenin:‘particular, the: glimpses ‘into ‘the. incidentally, °is the exec: prodiicer. ‘appeal. -- These “elements,” though, : “Benedict” - pr emiere ‘program
as mixed :by Spies. seemed. “worn ’
lones” of four boys on a houseboat
-folkways: of. the. people there.°.
-Jon this layout: But. what |Seems |:.
‘was written. by” executive producer
Each .-outing’ - “contains a “story. good «for- Thomas: ‘may. not “be >‘and tired. on a ‘river: in.- a. small midwest
‘In: -the inter-network .
“rivalry. for |‘E.. Jack Neuman;: who: managed. to i town, two: of theni collegians, one
within a ‘story - and. ‘a double..dpse. ‘Bishop’s| ‘saucer. of. tea: Thoinas -apget -a: little pathos, .:‘hunior, .drama|
8:30
to
9:30
.:slot;.
‘the
“Monday:
kook;
a kid brother and a
- of Bridges.: As the running char- ‘parently - is: trying’ “to: : remake
and.. high. purpose into: ‘the hour. |tawandering
minstrel
‘acter,’ he’s a. manly.-all-competent ‘Bishop in‘his’ own, image. It seems. “Saints. ‘and: Sinners”’ is. up. ‘against:
of sorts, it
telefilm.
It.
was
reminiscent
of
the
jemergged as ersatz Mark Twain,
writer :whose. pursuit: of new mate= “dubious..: Both.- are. ‘different. ‘the: ‘strong -CBS-TV lineup: of. “Lucile,
Ball”.
‘and
'“Dantiy
‘Thomas.”.
-busy-busy
formatting
of
an
estabTial.has a “Way of. ‘taking him: to Thomas: galls.. strongly, :and Bishop”
lished” Metro bit, “Dr: Kildare.” |quar-of half-baked homilies, the
“other. countries. Once’he’ s.on‘a story, ‘has.a ‘whispy, underselling ‘style. of while: ABC-TV, is: competing . with ‘There. is nothing. terribly ‘profound quartet of principals all clean and
-Four. Star
‘pure
as all get-out—cute, coy,
. piecing it:\together. in-his mind; he | comedy, an ‘acute mind’ for: adlibs “Rifleman.” “another
about .“‘Benedict,” but the surface|
‘-assumés one of the. principal: roles! and” frequently. has - ‘shown:“Breat | show, ‘and’ the first half’ of “Stoney was clear, so. once or twice during ‘scrubbed and. unreal with narv a
bad: thought in their collective
| Burke.” . :
of the yarn he's. writing. .
. adaptability. - 7
the- initial -hour: the :viewer could:
- Opener: found. Bridges-the-writer
The . plot- of this: “stanza. “cori. see: the outline of something : im- minds. It..all had to: do with the.
Miss: Dalton, who. caine “up” as.
‘kid brother's -loss of: $32 and the
ve digging. Up. ‘background. Oh -a doc-|Nurse : Hale ‘on: the”. * ‘Hehnessy” 4 cerned. the kidnapping of: a ‘man, portant beneath. '|-wandering
minstrel-with-a-guitar’
tor who,’ for ‘reasons-* that-no ‘one: Series: “Starring | “Jackie” Cooper, " and the attempt. by his wife to wia
For.
instance,.
‘Benedict,
who
was.
!
; Making. the great sacrificial . ges--eould figure, risked -his. life. to,min-. seems” uncertain of. ‘the ‘concept’ of. his freedom.. ‘The attempt led ‘the
played
“by
“Edmond
‘O'Brien,
got
|
ture. of returning the °‘Money. -new
Aster to: three. men trapped in a cher. Fole, but will’ no: ‘doubt. gather- wife: to the good. offices. of -the.
mine
‘who Were -total. ‘strangers. to: force’-as. the show. progresses.: Bes- \‘newspaper which, for’ ‘the: nth- time, off a- ‘shot against. eapital ‘punish- [‘boots Oro:
*
Lment;
which
is
something
that
hasn't
!
:
‘Glenn Corbett, Michael Burns,
~ fini. ' Bridges. found” a letter :in’ ser’.was seen: only briefly,. ‘as an chad its old chestnuts exposed.
| happened very- often in one of Holthe” ‘doctor's © cat, and: ‘the ”inside “introduction. to: the :audience;
Lola: Albright: -played the-role of'}:Iywood’s. tv .:slickies. -(it’s a°coin- | Ted Bessell- and Randy Boone play
‘story. begiris:: to’“unfold: “Here the
'd:|:the: ‘distraught wife in the. called- | cidence that the same. ‘night “The i}the..foursome ‘in what NBC .ané
Revue euphemistically describe as
_.btac: Shifted~toa ‘portrayal --of- an:
Brian -Don‘Marks. engineering: a:‘swifeh. SO:‘that : for.hysterical’ vein.
“permanent character antholo~Americ¢an’ ‘physeian visiting --rela-. Bishop and Miss Dalton would: :go: :levy. ‘lent some pathos: to the. role:|[ Defenders” Tapped — capital Pun-{
ishment too.)
1
.
The. viewer ‘was lulled into
-tives ‘in a-small -village -in Greece: {to Las Vegas. to honeymoon instead. of a 'vetéran’“newspaperman at-'|°
-‘But. it:wasn't ‘the’ ‘importance. of ;ley.
i such boredom ‘that. he coulda’t
_-arid. learning, from-an. object: les- cf .Niagara .‘Falls. .Thomas -wanted tempting ;‘to -“mend~ his. alcoholic ‘
son, ‘that: service: is greatest.-where: ‘Bishop. to ‘stand in. for. him: at the ways.. Others. ‘In the large cast:.|.the plot: line: that, was most impres- !feven1 feel sorry for thein. Rose.
it is most. ‘needed... The: fellow: in Sands. Hotel: It. “worked: out. well. I-were competent: dn. terms of the ‘Sive. about the : first ..“Benedict” +
stanza. -: ‘Rather it. was the.way in!
the mine, in: the ‘wraparound: ‘story, The. production :‘itself: was of exHoro.
teleplay:
“| which: the -plotting, :the’, camera-. ‘AMERICA’S CUP ‘RACE
cturnied, out to have been, -promi- cellent ‘quality, but it.needs to find.J
| work, “the casting and.. directing *With Bill Cullen, Cleveland Amory,
-hently: involved: in:‘that’ lesson. J Ose. .
Story:: was: ‘kept . engrossing “by: itso
‘own Broove.mean
ae 1DEFENDERS.
;. were done, “Benedict” was a‘.pro }: Everett Morris, others
| Producer: Bob Bendick
3
a the rapidity’ with: which it. was told,.|.
"
| With, E,-G. Marshall, Robert: Reed ; job:
Directors: .Bendick, Edward Evans
"” gnd” it: came °off as” -plausible: al-. -ADLAI STEVENSON REPORTS
_ J. D..Cannon, Judson Laire, Doro | ‘Show?¢s director Boris ‘Sagal used 3
7 though | it ‘wouldn’t : stand .-up -to With Dean. Rusk, Arnold’ Michaelis: : - Merande, Ruth Roman, others.
a: trick that certainly helped make [Writer: Harry Muheim
“L¢losé serutiny.. Writer. ‘Christopher ‘Producer: Michaelis © °- fo
a A commercial ‘success’ of “Peterj 60 Mins.. Mon., 10 p.m
‘ Producer: Robert Markell:
Knopf. -gave it. an extra. dimension. -30° Mins., ‘Sun.,. 3:30. p.m: ;
'}Gunn” and other mood ‘shows: he ||P. LORILLARD
“| Director: , Stuart,‘Rosenberg:
by showing. dramatically ‘what life|ABC-TY,- from N.Y. >.
“made. sure a.lot of the ‘action’ was ! NBC-TV (film)
Writer: Reginald. Rose:-’
*
(Lennen & Newell).
‘ean be: like ina: ‘communit¥ :not.
mi >} at night: and, -for:a good. ‘Teéason, i
“Second: ‘season: of: UN: ‘Ambassa-. 60 Mius:: Sat., 8:30 p.m.
- ‘served. by:doctors, and: he. did. welt
| BROWN: & WILLIAMSON, ALL: ‘this: ‘creates a receptiveness among i : There was.a story Here and it
‘dor
‘Adlai:
‘Stevenson's:
chatty.
Suns
<l-to- work’ the primitive superstitions
“STATE. INSURANCE, -SPEIDEL, viewers |far: acts of .chicanery. and.’probably ‘could have been toid. in
deering-do, -even -if' the latter ‘Is:
and. the.-manner. of Greek. celebra- day. matine¢s. ‘opened: Sunday: (16) .. LEVER BROS.
J Mons:into.the fabric’ ‘of the
“tee ‘appropriately: with. ‘an ‘otitlook ‘sur: - ‘CBS-TV (film)..
‘more verbal- than: violent. ‘More- ‘half an. hour, but NBC News chose
[vey .of kev. ‘world. issues. on |.the |” (Bates; Burnétt; (MeCainn-Mar- “ | over, the ‘series:has an appeal for ,‘ to tell ‘it. In: ‘60. minutes.
schalk;. - Ogilvy, Benson ‘Mather)- : America’s’. millions: of:: innate S0-!" Film was put together over. ‘the
| ‘eve of. the: UN. ‘General Assembly |.
-Cial -élimbers: fancy. cars, |fancy *
.
o
| ‘PASSWORD:
.séssion:: Guest: was’ ‘State. Secre- 1 . “The. Defenders”. is. one ‘of. the: women, riches and. the suggestion |ast: several months bs. Bob ‘Ben-.
‘dick and his own ‘crew.
“Since
With Allen Ludden; Danny Thomas
. Marjorie Lord, others’ ~~ ..- ey tary ‘Dean. Rusk: and the conver-. “best Series. on telefilm: Not. neces-:: of '‘legitimate -class.
|they'd taken so many months to
aa sation, in fact,. originated. froin his ‘sarily commercially: tit:-owed: miuehi’ . ‘AS played ‘Dy. O’Brien, Benedict |show the competitive pains of the
‘Producer: Frank Wayné
ty ‘bailiwick :‘in ‘Washington: ea
“of ‘its success |‘to. “Perry: Mason” is a ‘fast-talking, ‘good-hearted: yet American sloop Weatherley and
Director: Mike Gargulis”’
Corny?
Yes, but. the! her. Australian challenger Gretel.
_. 30.-Mins., Sun. 6:30“The series, of -course,- ‘has a cer- and. will probably: owe. a ‘good deal bluff: man.
PARTICIPATING.
| tain informative ° -value, : -particus of: vany -‘future success .‘to. its: new. -actor makes it believable. ‘He will {the least the network could have
CBS-TV, from Hollywood :
‘|larly ‘as -it®explains: technical” points. | leadin, Jackie ; Gleason). -but. artis=: have- .for regular |“support Joan |done .was show more patience and
‘Tompkins. and Richard. ‘Rust, who. wait just another. few weeks, “until.
_ With game shows slipping: back |. regardin
issues ‘and - ‘procedures.
g
ae ‘the UN. . But. otherwise: | tically... - The. greatest ‘surprise As. |!were okay. fa-the first: stanza. There either. Gretel or ‘Weatheriey,. “who
{nto ‘the . nighttime.orbit,.- ““Dasg- ‘involving
-word;” ‘a Goodson-Todman™ produc: ‘the astute viewer: ‘should be-mind-: -that: ‘this intelectual; ‘sometimes. was. a good. supporting. cast for this ‘are -racing. right now. off. Newtion, is now in ifs-second season. of. ful that: ‘essentially. it’s ‘a ‘sort-of|fragilely:. “executed: -“prograni con: one; including: Lloyd Bochner’ as’:: port. (like the ciggie sponsor), R. 1.
‘p.m, slotting : and it ‘looks: like a broadcast..“house organ” for. Amer- tinues' to. maintain. sueh ‘a high?a judge. and Gene Raymond as.a-: won. ‘On. the other hand, if: NBC
: Att. {News meant this hour to serve as
| share “of: audience: .But this. ‘Phe- | heartless: Playboy.
‘solid entry in its field. The-peg. for fean foreign: -policy ‘postur es.
a teaser, it. still was a dubious. ef=
__-the show, aside from. the competi: |’ AS! & purposely diffuse -exercise; - nomenon. is ‘a. blessing. —
‘tion: for’ points: and .cash, ‘is. the the. initial. program: ‘yielded gen- | ““The- Defenders” ‘began’ its” ‘Sée- murdering her husband sthen in- fort’ for. the network; subject matappearance .of guest .‘celebs * ‘who. ‘eralized. statements::on “a. number | ond: season. Saturdays at 8:30: p:m. ‘deed. she really didn‘t. know her-: ter was not stimulating enough to
teant up with. audience. participants. of. ‘outstanding . problems; .includ-: Lover --‘CBS-TV, on. Sept. -15,. with’ a:: -self ‘whether: -she. planned © to. kill: propel a-viewer, not even a small
boat. enthusiast, to flit off to New“tof play.a the ;word-identification: ‘ing. Cuba, the. Congo, UN finanices, . program, called. “The. Voices “of . him: or not.
tTport with his field Blasses..
game,
ss
-|.and disarmament. the. last -under-. ‘Death, *-A-sure sign of.‘the continu- | The: Rose. writing technique, on !
: For: this . -Seasoti. “Password” -standably: rated: uppermost. = ‘Stev- ‘ , ing -bravery,:in the “faée . of: ‘rules. E this... occasion; .Wasg. the. internal:
The ‘padding. was. -extensiv e—a
moves’ from ‘Tuesday ‘evenings. to enson ‘suggested, and Rtisk,: -con- of.green thumb for dollar-oriented dialog. That is. a. character. said’j Jongish, dullish discourse by a
- Sundays .at:6:30. Opening.’ seg “Gurred,.that the: ‘three. top ‘issues|tv. minds,.:was ‘that: lawyer._Law-. one . thing” ‘aloud. cand ’-another.to’ Pompous
Australian
who. joined
fowind: Danny Thoinas - and- his tv for: ‘the - new General Assembly {:rence Preston .Tost. ‘a-murder case. ‘himself; “Form ‘is .a tough one,- the. “syndicate” to get up an
: Wife. Marjorie : Lord |‘as the. ‘guest would-be. disarmament, UN finance-. -Making ‘it.-more interesting ©still and Rose;:. in. one, sense, failed;. America’s
Cup . challenger;
ihe
celebs: ‘The. ‘pace’ Was. -sinooth: and. ‘ing: and the. Congo,: in. that: order. . was’ that | the. murderer, convicted. the. hour’. ‘became bloodless. even Tong ‘shots’ (but-.no.‘decent closesure on ‘the. -séason opener, - with’ “Both men’. had: ‘sweet. Words: ‘for- ‘in. the. first ‘degree, might” not .ac- though it..was concerned with the UPS? of a sailing craft: Cleveland.
~ host; ‘Bill. ‘Ludden |Keeping - things] Secretary-General..: “WU -Thant,. and- “tually: ‘have: been that’ ‘guilty. Pare “1 emotions “of ‘jurors’ and of ‘a. wom: : Anior vy, 4S the -character:of so*. Moving well: .| threaded. their remarks. with ‘stress |: ““Writer-creator | -Reginald' Rose: an who hated her.-husband.
-Rea- relety; and. Bill Cullen ‘whose con-.
- The -game: itself puilds. some’ exe ‘on’ patience -in: the working. out: of ‘successfully: attempted ‘to attack ‘son’ for. this- ‘was that. ‘it.‘was over- i tribution was undistinguished.
citement: ‘for -the. “viewer and. the “international: differentes, ©
“| weaknesses in.the- jury. system and. whelmingiy. mental and‘covert. But: Ra¢ing. of 12 meter sloops is in’
‘ueststar: °‘bit isan - asset.. -On: ‘the
OF: perliaps- sideline :interest |to of. capital. punishment,. ‘Right or ifthe viewer can’t take something. the class of: ‘pole plaving and there‘ Opener; Thomas. gagged ‘itup a bit: ‘a--Viewer was the: ‘verbalistic con-|wrong, “where: else does’ a- viewer . ‘Benuinely. ‘mental Jonce ‘in a while™ fore just about. as widely followed.
and.:: even: displayed . ‘some.. ‘im- ‘trast “between Rusk and: Steyen-"
-| then the viewing. public is in sorry.
“Yet no’ cohesive explanation of
/patterice. ‘when’ his partner didn’t ‘son, the. former being a ‘monolo- | in ° ‘prime |‘tine.‘commercial. televi= ‘Sh.ape indeed.
the. technique or ‘of the excitement
-pick up“oan™ his ‘chies... Miss’ Lord: gist of the unadorned school, and ‘sion? :The viewer was. called: on- to} E: -G. Marshall and Roberi. Reed of ‘sailing was given by the sailors. plaved. affably.:.and* the half-hour the latter, of course, famed for. the. ‘think, Otherwise, he: ‘might just 1 ‘are: the- father-son. legal team. They|;just by the guys who fork out the
added - Up. to.’a-fast and pleasant - erudition of. his ‘speech:| ‘Host-pro-. have walked .-arotind .-for ‘hours ‘Were. conv incing, as‘was J: D. Can-: i cash. it should be noted cash-forkouting. ‘Tt's' a good .‘game show that. ducer “Arnold: “Michaelis Seems.: a wondering. .why- he, ‘felt: $0: ‘badiy ‘hon, (who-is a powerful. actor?. as” ing ‘isa ‘very narrowly practiced
show i i pantinue’ to.-make, jt: with “bit timid ‘in: the: pivot, but: then his: ‘that: Martha. Harrow. (Ruth. Roman)
the da. cand ‘Judson Laire as ‘the Sjart. and even it wasn't explained
buffs of. ‘this’format.”
“Kali. | Job. ‘is.not to. Provoke,
Pit; Twas. “convicted: of premediatedly: Judge.
“Art. iwell on. this shout... |
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“Americans are
2 spending t!
thebiggestpartof.their i
income on ‘food:
~ Food. manufacturers: are the heaviest advertisers. in America.:
People are.‘spending more’ time watching television than ating. «.

aetae

walFoodadvertisers invest.moresoftheir:money in
n televisionthan i
in. allother media. combined.

Chefs Rei
ecom mendalion

Specially ofthe House

“Supermarket dealers. vote television the.
"Currently the CBS Television Network
“most effective Sales. medium (including. has: ‘even ‘more food: advertising on order

newspapers, magazines and radio)..

|

_ for.Fail. than ithad_a year ago.

Piece deResistance

“Within television, for the’ tenth: straight year,
“foodadvertisers are ‘Spending. the,largest. portion
of theirbudgets ‘on: theCBS Television Network,
*
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For theseventh ‘straight:year: ‘Americans: are.
@ spending.more time
watching thecBs3 Television Network than;any other.
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a Peerless -

has, Eyans).’ “His plafit.‘daughter, Blea:
“Phe. ‘fluid’ camera technigie’ -as-| "Despite. -a tendency to-‘ramble.
nor. (Daphne; Slater),” was in. love-:

»welly.and. Adam’ Keefe had a» inifiy

Play of‘theWeek:
‘Darid Susskmid: should be cred- Hittle. session with some. accurate.
[sociated with the new. “wave. of :AV and. ‘dawdle, “A Matter’ Of Prin- ‘With a’ Polish immigrant, ‘of--no.
|
fteG with a good’ show. “But it “was: and funny” impt essions.”
shocking, unreal to think that here} In
the . “musical: vein, Chita. documentarians. “Was “used “with | ciple,”. which’ tried. to. fill. the: 85° prospects, .and_:father:: was: deters.
minutes: of Associated: TeleVision’s: mined. ‘to destroy: ‘the affair.
-.
“ere four incn. two Negro,. two: Rivera . sang and. ‘danced her Way. “mixed resiilts in:“The. Silent Cry;
vhite, <iung ulternately around a.- through: “This’ Could. Be the: Start: ra half-hour’: program: dealing with: “Play ‘of the Week” skein,’ kept -up The whole: family: were in:‘Lon| a moderate level. of cosy. interest.
tite and quietly hating each other: of .Something . Big’: with. lots‘. of |
the. children - of . the. poor:in-New! : Neatly. adapted. by John Clark don. to. celebrate” Louis's 'acquiring:
ae thes qt SCUSSE aim desegregation in- pep,-and. Peter Nero ‘supplied. some.
half- a. million: ‘dollars in a takeover
:from,-a-novel by. Edward ‘Candy; it: deal. .He'd: -arrangéd *‘to’: meet the’
Ga. It v. as a testament to fancv kev board flourishes to “Over. York.
Albany :
concerned.
.
a
surgeon:
“who,
like:
teen cwiiferm, sophistiication” that, the ‘Rainbow.’
Pr oducer-dii ector ;Gordon. Hyatt}
Pale,. with: ‘his’ sy copliantic and une.
;George ‘Washington, .couldn‘t.tell. a:
hres ‘didnt bhyaciy. up eacn other. { ‘The stanza Was ops ned in ‘ty pical \atid film. - editor’ Spénicér
son “Lydiat. «Kenneth
Ivey lie. Thus, he honestly. told patients scrupulous
Gr iffiths;: “while - ‘the ‘daughter |‘wasIt ar
quiner ving tow ditch Asa”‘aude ‘style ‘with ‘a seal -act and ‘a: achieved: moments of: pictorial: ‘poabout: ‘to die what.-was in store. ‘for-|.
“out. of ‘the: way. “But the ‘plan. went
tap routine by Peg Leg Bates. Both:
Keticy, the mavor. of Albaitre:.
nenty in: the ‘outing, telecast. Thurs-| them;: and could :not. hide ©his: im--| wrong. Lydiat.- offered :the| Pole
1G> over WNEW re, turns were -pleasing:.
on Sumd nV
~:
)
$500. to - buy: him 'voff;. ‘and. blackhe superdill. ously. sdldtressed. Only trouble. with a June rerun:
ze
reaucracy: ~-..
| mailed him’ into: accepting it bee...
-The ‘pictures, °“themis the-‘plugging: 710: 30". Em:
piaself to the case of the’ ‘Nigras.” in Septémber
The: ethical issue (should .ao‘ dov-:
It wes fascinating to watch: James ‘Sullivan - Mentioned | Anka’‘s’. head= ;
selves showed ‘the neglect, ‘the Pov-|tor. tell?), was; how ever,." évaded in’ cause he’ -knew : ‘of an : @arlier, :
ifmenseh avliculate: someE-* , ining: spot -at- New York's: ‘Copa- erty, the -hard environment. of. the.!|this version... One was ‘left: with a biganious |marriage. -But. Louis. had.
Cray,
imex persuasive. always sincere. ' cabana, where Joe-E. Lewis is now. ;pre- school: childtens=and' some of. gently agreeable: hospital intrigue. .: given. Lydiat. :$50.000°. - as” :-hush..
cpiel a line of eyil bieotry that |the ‘big.pun.-and. Daiva’s ‘upcoming;. the’ attempts. to.reach-them thr ‘ough. | Branksome tCHarles Gray,)- loved. money—and. his . ‘faithful .“Soni. had sounded simoxt Togic al. Howes cats |date ‘at Freddie's Minneapolis. from’, social |progranis -w.hith:. ‘for the: Emmia-.¢Pamela’s: Brown),. but. had pocketed: the~ -differencé,. -Lydiat's |ot
he has . -been. Jong gone. | Most: “part, seemed: ‘terribly, inade-.’ -been'‘on the brink Of marriage: wite had.-¢aught ‘him in the ‘act -of
fae and rewarding ‘to. Watch Dr. ‘Lwhich
stealing. -And -Eleanor: ‘discovered
=
G. Anderson; with Greater laic ; Otherwise: it. ‘wouldn't have “made | ‘quate. "ee
-, With. ‘Ruth: ‘Shelagh |-Fraser): -Fhe’
the -whole: ‘plot,’ jurning: aw ay. from.
Mid ‘as much feelimg. dete ind. thé “any difference ‘when -the: show Mas:
For all. the. above: jnerits:‘though;: iJatter remance: had ‘come ‘to..nothendurii gg in, : the. progr ‘am. Was muted: The tech- ing because Ruth was the datighter- the Pole. in Gisgust..::
rights of Negrecs. It was annoying . run—it “Was. th rat
608." -migque -emploved * had - unidentified: of the Hospital chief and Branksome
Thus +Louis. ‘Shelf °
‘got.his” own.
ta seatch the ether. Nera. GH. Weivaudea ‘materials.
of. -his-._
ranch C. B. Ring. spout platitude Se
“narrators—some: Of: “theni
experts felt. that. others. would. suspect him’ ‘Way—but ‘at: the°expense
daughter's -happiness and loss” of |
LEDON, piatitude or mouth..some of {-in
the-field.
of.
Child
care=tell,
the
}.0f:
forwarding
~his
‘career
:
through
|
n 4 t.
jhe mest pompous. convolutiens-’ “OF: “}lome Again: Benny Goodma
‘story: of «. ‘the:. ‘depicted: people. + Ruth's. influence, if he-w éd ‘her... {faith in-his son....He was left: alone,
e
Third’ in the. WBEB *Chicago, ‘Fir st. ‘some ‘segments. ‘of the:‘voice | He... seventually. ‘discovered . “that. pleading: for. affection:
fougue ‘ever heard- ‘from: a tv
series. of “Home. Again” specials— *
* See: (Emma, who: was: ‘on ‘the: ‘governing | ‘This was: ‘neat - plot; . packed:
panelrst,
,
those ‘being. doe umentary studies:
ond, “there Was a. ‘natural Guriousity board of. the. hospital, -had, voted with -‘ineident. and progressive ‘de<..
As far Susskind,
for once he
of now: prominent, persons -revisits.| about:..who ‘was- ‘doing the spéaking. ‘for his. appointment. -becatise ‘she. velopment. It nailed the -attention
Lad rect Come hie ‘home ork: His,
Bil-§ their: oid Jicmetown, -Chicago—
‘One ‘child ‘care. expert, for: exam. |Joved him. So.‘he: left her, “too— throughout, and. ‘author : ‘Richards re tations Wore letithnate.
APL.
is, in fsonie.. respects: ‘the best:: of
1. But. changed. his’ mind in the vend. ‘cleverly. contrasted the ‘opposing:
them’: ta date. Artfuliv ‘photo: |!| ple, said. that education -is.a mid-:
A™~ sturdy,. and: quite~touching, . Welsh attitudes: by hating. it. take
‘dle class vatue.” ' Maybe.” - But the
30-minthe
in
-paced.
well
eraphed,
American Musicz! Theatre
viewer might hayé asked’ who’ spoke :Lsub--plot, ‘eoncerned - the ambition: ‘place during a. Wales-England foot
as’ ‘biogsr ap-!|:
tte
format,
|
“and
only
CBS’
Bosrd” iof Education: uli
‘of: young -Marks .(Peter. ‘Halliday’,). | ball -fame; heard.-over the radio::
‘with: such. armors and. on: whi at {
“American ‘Musical Theatre’ Is. a. phical as ‘it really. needs: to be, it,grounds. such |
statement.” Ww as: who: was Jed to believe that: he: ‘Tt was" Elearior,” “rooting “ ‘for ° her™
‘gives
|
sufficient.
insight.
intothe!
durable: and
pleasant
half-hour “would - get> promoted: ‘but wasn't. teain: ayho: Avas ‘truly: Welsh.
=: made?’ a
iHe. blamed — this, “unjustly,. - ‘on. Clifford ‘Evans ‘made <a-“powerful
eespite its checkerboard moves salle subject. Benny Goodman, and. juss
-For
eniotional:
‘impact.
the
“tech:
| Branksoime.
tifies
a..
past-and-present:
“look.
at
!
«ever the Sunday sc -hedule.. Now ‘it's
‘situation taguie, ‘Of. -thé -tycoon who. ‘thought
and-*. * the
§ west: side, itselt :“nique seemed to. be:, most ably |
wasn‘t-reselie d, but it lent: itself-to. money was the: root.-of ‘all. happi-:
& morning slot. but Earl Wrightson ;: the Windy City’
’
suited.
For."
inteHigibility—
the‘a
thing
of
inter
ext:
£ ives: it. buoyanes: no matter fhesome -fetching domestic. scenes ‘he-. ness. .-And. ‘Daphne: ‘Slater“ was ‘su-of [: Goodman. was ‘caught. ‘at a dra- ; why: s; the’ Nhérefore’s the |What }I tyéen ‘Marks: ahd his,, wife: \rene |perb- as: the ‘girl who: ‘accepted: “her.”
hour
and.
having
run out
‘ean.
he.
done
about
“it..
“what.
isirt
|
prez
matic
time
wheij
he:
was
making
:
a:
:Hamilton).::
Breaday | songsmiths
and”
| lover” for. What- he was- and- ‘saw.
“trip ‘te.Ehi to be. Euest of'honer.at: being. done, -ete—the. technique deft i, Tnconclusive: as: it.WAS, and siov" her. -onlv’. chance. of “love “being. °:
ducers, he’s delving. into -offbeat >
‘‘rnore
tobedesir:
ede.
“
Fersenalities’ te spotlight. Seem--! the. ‘50th. anni ‘celebration. of Har-!
* elettish in. its ingredients,’ the: play.!“snatched ‘away: from her. -It was.a-:
ainvly. it’s a flexible enough format: + rison ‘Thigh, his ‘alma. mater. Open- |. “The: program marked’ the. start |Was: helped by:. some™:sy mpathetic memorable: segmient, Wwithan effec-..
O' Nuts’ sponsorship -performances..- Charles - Grav. did: tive: message:
although Alec Templefon's.-inclu- ing - sequence Seaught | the ‘train: “of: Cotk : Fw:
~
Oita. :
sion inte what farted out to be. coming -in,” the “kids. meeting him! of -- WCBS-TYV:. ‘pubaffairs-: ‘shows.. ‘much :with” ‘the. dedicated. Brank- | essentially”
a
Broadway
mrusi-! at the station: with brass. band’ and Despite the’, rescrvations, the. ouf= some, removing ‘him from: -priggish-|> —_
Open End:

‘day; 113) night on. WCBS-TV’ at Patience’ with .colleagues: and “bu-.
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format

is ‘stretching it’.a

Goodman’ beaming: in all: the: ‘con: fing:was' an auspicious’ preem, .and/| ness. .:-Pamela. Brown. was" cooly:
indicative ‘of the:station’s- desire. to competent: ‘as.-.Emma;” and sturdy].

bit. Nonetheless: the blind pianist: |fusion: ‘As it” progressed, the -old-|
ervanger - composer - enterfainer, +}places ‘that: ‘had meaning™. in ‘his’
‘whose deficiency is never. men-: Tife. tame into. foctis—the’. ‘Jooa!.
tioned, held the pianoforte for. ‘a stnagog where he. first, learned:

solid

half-hour, -picely ‘paced

by

music,

now.

a

“broaden ‘its.documentary * “ téech=
‘niques.
Chock ‘-Full. ‘O'Nuts, « cin.
keeping with thé “Silent” : motif ‘Of
~Negre _ Baptist: ‘the: show; “used - Only tivo ‘short pic-

“East Vs,West:V.

‘support caine from Laurence’ ‘Har-. |
dy, Peter: Halliday, ‘Trene Hamilton, —. Continued: from. ‘page. 1 —,
‘and: Naunton. ‘Wayne, ‘although. the’| .
latter, as. the: wily: hospital. -chief, jis a netwoik’ ‘affair: ‘the* operation:

chureh:’. Hull ‘House- social setthe-+| tures: for. its: commereial- messages,. fumbled. his ©“words” at ‘two’ crucial | -béing ‘too expensive for individual .| Stations, For .« all . ‘of * the. Soviet
The. potential. that. Templeton, 4 nrent, § auith Govdman’s ‘old band earbefore. and one. after ‘the: ‘fro-. jnoments.
‘the:
Graham:-Ev ani’s-direction “was: ane’ Union, . though, each. Of.
ot
-Horo..
“one ec
ofiginally from Cardiff. Wales. ‘via | master: “stile: there;” his. old’ resi- gram.
at ‘nete.
“Ph
leven: and wasn't: polished: enouzh.: works: ‘Has: ‘one: man:
BRC.
und
now’ ‘a. “Connectic it. idence. a shabby: ‘threc-flat: ‘Central |
|
Moscow:
‘man
per
netw
ork
functions'*
lBut he.“ brought: Off:.the:. central
Yznkee™ ‘he resides in. Greenwich’ Park. Theatre, wv here’ he- played: one. ;
1 scene;. ‘at: a hespital party, Ww ith ‘in: ‘a* restricted -sphere,. no ‘matter
has written a legit ‘musical based :Pot. his’ -firet jobs. imitating. Ted |
“
! some resource.
‘Ottay how, :8lorious his talents.
on. Anton Dvorak ("0 ho also wore ;“Lewis; ‘and the Marigold’ Gardens. :
“What's =w rong - in sheing. ‘overly
a- beard, and:vou — meanin g.- “nOW & Wrestling. arena,: where. -he.

fhe goaleed

Ww rightson.

_Webs|
Steam

_, dependent on néws Wite. services”
Wrightson cos might. well play the hooked: on for a. job. with’ Lewis. :
3
°Bmiergeney_ Ward 10.
we
lead”) was also. |“spotlighted. Thie™
Natur al ‘climax was the Harrison ‘WRVR-EM: <imultatieous with ‘the: . Although it has-been. dusieds for. coverage,. from “the. Viewpoint,
Ned Caimer-Ethel Burns show is a “High cclebration, with -Goodman.
from’ the top-favorite ..Séries. posi- Of tv? For. one. thing, .electronic:
telecast). aA “nightly” Ralt-hout (3
nice Sunday
midmorning ° inter: * sitting in With the ‘band:to play
‘a
tion by- Grariada’ TV's “Coronation journalism in. many’ ‘respects, .difJude. Incideritally, maestre Alfredo. © squaresville’ version, of". “Clarinet - “news show. Athy, “Joyce “ Eggington' | Street. ” -a- checkup: on: the. Jongrun-:. ‘fers’. ‘In: “needs: and. function .with
Antonini was spotiighted as ene Polka.”*. "He seemed to- enjoy low hand’ ‘Ernest: ‘Dimbar:. regularly, “ning “Emergency—Ward: 10” from new spapers -‘and.. magazines.-“Read-.

ing: a: “long: ‘Statistical. abstract ‘on
‘the. old- medical capers are: still the. Soviet: economy may .be .okay..
.
Abel. :
- Footage’ ‘is quite good, and |:
‘brisk enough-‘to -kéep ‘this. twice- in. newspapers. but. be‘ dead fodder-on ®ty.’ A’. picture’ “Story. “on the’
, WBKB =-has; sold.’ some -“of: it te: ;indicate that.AY NDT will be.waking, meekly skein.going for quite a. few.
ioneenlnagrnit
Ee
—
NBC- TV. for the upeoming “World '& ‘profound :contribiition to~-the in-: years’ yet. Despite. 4 heavy turn-}
same Stibject, ”showing: the drama.
Fa Sullivan. Show
and:the. people irivolved;: may make.
Fd
Sullivan’ had
a king-size of Benny. Goodman.” ” A commend-: teliectual and vcultwral life.“of: the;“ever “in the: ‘Tegular thesp :team.. av
| continuity - is: maintained. by Keep- | an - extellent tv: ‘documeritary. . -The
vaudeo show slotted in. his rerun - able job *by ‘the: pr‘oduction. -‘teant™¢€ ominunity.
*
mg:two-or three: ‘tales’ leapfrog ging ‘only way. ‘this. can, be . done on.
schedule ast. Sunday
16" ‘on of. ‘Ronny. Bern and. Sam. Ventura.
| -In his: appear ance ‘on, theiinauguirar
6 thr ough the: segments. Thus. in the Amerij¢an- ty with “any - consistency:
CBS-TY.
Show
‘was originally.’ ‘aiid a. show. WOr th the Station's. reeS: praly Fcc chief: Xeivton, “Minow in-} ‘Gre caught. fa -wife was lariguishing. is.. ‘having’. men... knowledgeable in.
aired on June 3 but was. not. caught, ‘peating.
the: requirements’ of tv. stationed _cby Vaniery then.) There were nine ‘
dicated’ the ‘Toad ‘that “WNDT- must with. a prolonged -illness (problem: :
in. ‘Communist areas: of the ‘world.’
acts in all running the. gamut a
‘take: : Ww hen . it, witimately..:: “starts ‘should. she take the risk of -return-.Otherwise: ‘its-a hit ‘and. ‘miss: ‘Opera-..
ing with:-her ‘husband to. ‘his job in*
from. veteran Rudy. Vallee to Voung oF* oper ation: _ He: quoted. from:: ‘the &
tion, With. -the- dialog . ‘muted :and*
Paul Anka. ‘Rounding out. the show
‘the. tropics?); a: guy ‘was breathing
’ Pilkington, Report: on British’ broad- ihard after. an auto accident, and a distorted, .‘from. the ‘viewpoint: of
of. Comedics, ’
‘was
an. assortment
“Continued. ftom’ page 23 =. “casting as follows; AIL. broadcast= young doctor ‘was: told: that he'd; Hoth ‘the ‘east. and: west..
instrumentalizing, dancing and.” —
Tf.‘China: would.* “be” ‘opened ‘up,
even a seal act.
REA in two 4958 antitrust: suits, i ing, and. te!ev ision “especially, must::trun him ‘down when ‘drunk: iprob- +
Rudy Vatlee dowthling from. his. one’ criminal. and one civil. - -auto- 1he" read and: anxious: ‘to. expeéri- lem: ‘should’ he own: up ‘and en- the’ networks. would move men
‘intd. that’ yast,.“populous, :Rivotal,
Broadway. ‘¢elick. “Hew To Suceeed: matically .*“disqualifies”
NBC. as j Menit..“to. show the new and unusival, danger his ‘careei?); and the pro-:. ; country:
‘In Business. Without “Really Try- being fit to” -opetate.a_ tv station. to ‘give -a “heariing. to dissent. ‘Here! | gram’s. iomely ‘and most ‘familiar+
; purse: ‘Jill Browne): was’ enamored: }: ‘In‘any. ‘éalk of journalistic cover=_ .
ing.” did ‘a comedy song routine:
The tivo Suits involved. ‘Were: ! broadcasting. must. be:
route.
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willing ' ‘to! of a: married medico. “(problem:- age. of. ‘thre --east-and west. the ‘Mat-.saucy and snappy... After ; patent actions, “make. ‘mistakes: ‘for Tit. does. not, i
would his: Wife: cite: Aer ‘in: a dis. ter ‘of. espionage... inevitably ‘crops |
with a big ballad ‘called.
| NBE- attoriiey Irving Re. ‘Segal jtt. Wil make No. discoveries,”
up: -If Albania. doesn't:: want: any .
+Vorce action”):
Hurt.” Vallee went Into a
“vigorously disagrees. . It. will, ‘of. ; Just: before the for mal eremon | “All :this: stuff: was, expertly. jug-} American: journalists in, that coun:
that despite some Lintage :
try, why..don't- ‘the networks Aire a
‘pays came
aff okay becattse of¢course. figure’ as ‘a- big argument | ies -were- ‘opened -‘bys Murrow;. al gled in toa half-hour. which didn’t |
native: stringer . to ‘supply. tv’ With:
tus savvy approach. It was Keyed ‘When the’ hear ings bétare. Cunning- clever :cartoon summed up. the na- loiter, - maintained an’ authentic at-.
news of Albania? .How long would |
by a song wrtled.
YG
Yow
re: The Only |ham Bet.under. Way: ser iously next +: ture’. of. WNDT's:. operation.. “It. osphere; and was crisply. ‘scripted | var
native: with. an
honest “intent
month.
;
“depicted: One ‘Tistener- -heing stimu- by Rachel ‘Grieve. ‘In: fact;. since the
Girl I Knew Who Has uD
4.0 Heads.”
For ihe!tinie heing, Cunningham:: lated. by: Channek: °13. and another |actors’. strike. “Emergency: “Ward ‘survive. is’ the. quéstioned™ rebuttal,::
wiich led up: to. a -series. of
Then;-.‘there’
's:
tHe:
network
fear,
did +no. more’ ‘than indicate. that [listener being -put.to sleep. W NDT j'10”. fias . stiffened ‘its . content. .
spoeencrisms a ship at the tongue:
-that: - natives.
itself.” ‘of much’ ‘surplus:| Ww ith ~ * justification,
and skid talk a-Slip of the mind:. “vhen te. issue: af prévious anti-:; will. be: pitching ‘te the lucky “few |rridded
hired: imizht-in’ many. cases be dou=:.
hh was celivered smoothtiy and, Was trust, “actiens come ‘up..-affecting: 4 Wo: Can :stay “awake through: al its ,-whinisy; and whipped up- the dra-:
iheady: “stuf”
, matic: ‘pace. This one blended: neat-_ ble agents, "That: espionage fear,; of”
Jeaded with
enouth
vaeky” eX RCA and. XBC. ‘the’ ‘network's at-|
arples ta. keep. - breezy. and SHON tcérnevs Will have the right. of‘Cross fe: . Sinte: ‘Zero - Mostel's. ‘lecture ‘on:Ave ‘the. tturmoils of ‘patients: and-. ‘course, is Solidly.entrencheéd in- the:
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R ADIO-TELEVISION. =

PyVannes: weekly tabulation: ‘based: on “ating furalened: bysAmerican. ‘Research buyers to local:stations: ‘and/or advertisers to
» syndicators will find the charts valuable.

-2| . Bureau,highlights the top ten. network: shows. on a-local level and ‘offers.a: rating: study ._-Over the course-of a year,: ARB will tabulate: a minimum of 247 markets. The
in’ depth of the top ten syndicated shows: in. the. same particular: ‘market. « This. week: “pesults. of ‘that tabulation will be: found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating
eight different .markets ‘are covered.. °:
performance of the top ten network-shows.on the local level, the Vanmrty-ARB charts

|

-'In the syndicated program: listings of the top ten: shows, ‘ating daia such’ as the

are designed to reflect the rating. tastes of. virtually every ty market in the U. S.

|

|.

eS | average. share’ of audience, coupled with data .as:to time and.day of telecasting. com- -’ARB ratings cited .are.metropolitan area ‘ratings.
‘| petitive programming in the particular slot, etc:, is’ ‘furnished, -Reason for detailing: an...
(*) ARB’s March-April 1962 survey covered. a ‘multl-week period Syndicated. shows exact picture of the rating ‘performance af ‘syndicated: shows is to:refléct the: true rating. “ghariag one: of the weeks with an alternating. or special program are. listed, with the
' strength: of:particular series. ‘Various: branches: of the.‘tndustry, ‘ranging: from media’ ‘multi-week: ‘Fating of allPrograms. fn the time. peried given.
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byidOduMehlOns
dv.

<

ns:
networked

Mm top aut
DN Asean sreeeaecseraes
or

)

as

a

j

ART
listed on “the: basis of their showing |
~Partery’ 3 weekly: tabulatton: based on” satings furtiished. ‘by. American’ Research ».10. shows; both: network: and ‘syndicated, are.
:
me, Bureau, “highlights . the top: 10 network: ‘shows ©‘on a. local ‘level‘and: offers’ a: rating. “inthe’ total: ‘area’ “homes 'barometer.”
wu study of :the top. 10 .syndicated- shows in,the: same: ‘Particular. ‘markets. This’ “week:
Various
branches’
of
‘the‘industry,
ranging.
from
media:
‘buyers
to
local
‘stations
2] Ste different markets. are covered,
es
:
ae
to.‘syndicatots will find. the charts valuable. “Over the: course. of:‘a: year, ARB. will tabilate a. minimum. of 247. markets. The
Both: the “network. aid’ syndication study features ‘the’ totalarea: némies reached oe. _
—- and the. metro: ‘area ‘ratings on. each.-show:. The’ ‘total area homes. reached ‘reflects. , results of that/-tabulation: will’ be found weekly i VARIETY. -Coupled with the: rating |.
performance. ‘of the top 10° network ‘shows, ‘on: the: local. level, the. VaRIETY-ARB: charts |
“I the: audiences on: the: basis of. the. total. market: area: -examined.. The :‘metro ‘area
a
tatings ¢
are. based: on: the.‘metropolitan: markets within,the:total area
examined. Top = are;oGesigned. to.reflect: the:rating tastes:of virtually, every market in. the. U. Ss,
~

e

Pei

STATIONS: ‘KMTV,wow, KETY,.:

MAY, 18:-JUNE 14, 1962.
or

a=
“otal Area Metro 7ak
Homes . _ Aresti
Reached* Rtg. ||R

ORK _PROGRAMra
UE Ben ‘Casey ..
ve
I
: 2; ‘Lawrence Welle
240 KETV

2 35 Mazel ook... oes es KMTV.
c. @: Sing. Along... a ures KMTV

__ Se, ; “Dist,

‘97,600. - 35: EeYori rear (Mon. 8:B00...re
.

92;000. 23 37-1/-20 Third Man (Pues, 8:30):-

:-89,600

wiv

“Tot.A
‘Area:“Met. |
‘Homes— Area}.
Reached — ‘Rtg. |. _Compet.

tee KMTV.. we Screen ‘Gems

WOW...

NTA. :

* :34|| 3. Quick Draw McGraw. (Ties 5:30).wKMTV. 2. Screen.’‘Gems:

40, 400°
35,400

32,300

86,000 ~-:29 || 4. Brave: Stallion (Fri. 5:30).
-KMTV.2. 5 ITE
30,100
"5s My-3-Sons Oy
de eo KETV
“95,200, ~°28'|/'3. Shannon; N: W; S; Movie. (Sat.10:30).KMTV... " Screen. Gems
29,300
30 ||.6::Sea ‘Hunt: (Tues.: 6:30) 25s. iri, KE ITV:. .6.Ziv-UA.
26;200°
6. Untouchables :..).::.:5.-... KETV |. 73,000"
ee es..KKMTV. .... Screen’: Gems - 23,900°
I, Garry: Moore:. eo
WOW -_ 73,600- - .35||--7.. Cireus Boy (Wed. 5:30). ee eee
"71,400. © : 29118, Ripeord:- (Mon. 6:30)_. eee oes ._KMTY.. . eo ZiV-UA
(23,200
-8:- Andy Grimtth
¢ WOW
~~ 25 ||'9...Death' Valley. Days. (Sat.“fo:30). 22... WOW, .... . US. Borax.
: 23,000
9. Naked City:::
‘KETV > 69,400
., 68,100"...-.28 119.Highway Patrol. (Tuy. ‘Th, Eri. 6:00)--KETV.,.areZiv-UA
“21,900
10: Yours: ‘For A:Sone

KETV:

Total

Sta. .

14} N: -W; Ss: ABC: News. “. ..KETV
AT: ‘Yours For A:Song... 1 -KETV

..:§0| Films; CBS News

.

Homes
~~ 11,400
68,100

WOW

11,900

~~ 121N;. W;. S; ABC News.. oo. KETV
§:9 ‘Movie Masterpiece
KETV
...8 | Laramie: ..:..:.0.....5..KMTV
7.) N; W;. S; ‘ABC News... . KETV:
«6. Cheyenne
:
. KETV
#j|§ 9) Movie: ‘Masterpiece ..seis. - KETV
8 iW; ‘N;S?: Hunt-Brink: Leese
. -KMTV

Bb500:
2.500
30.100
7,700.
52.80030,400...
43,700

_

Suavero MAY 18° JUNE 14, 1962.
. 1: Perry “Mason. .sorb‘eees
WDBO".

.

Wagon. ‘Train

* -8,. Hazel.

woseé. WESH

ooo. ¥tee:
.
..: WESH-

4 Dee Kildare Poe ele Dewees.WESH

3

| ‘Te“Yancy ‘Derringer’ (Thurs: ":00):ceteles WESH.Le eas"Oficial .

“90700 a

©... 81,900
~35)|. 2. Tallahasse 7000° (Tues: 7:00): ebb “: WESH..: ,. Screen: Gems | 32,400
79,600-.
.. 3s King of ‘Diamonds (Wed. “T:00).ae WEI
Ziv-UA
*
-* 32,000--:
-:77,500: .. 34/| 4, ‘Third Man“ (Wed-'8:00).......°
-WBDO:.. NTA.
28,800:

71,300:
-- §.:.Lawrence .‘Welk
. WEOF.. -:71
: 6. Skelton; ‘Star. ‘Run.“ee es WBDO :: --- 69,100.

27

- 5. Silent Service: (Mon: 7: 00/..ieeceece: WESH...... NBG Films

:.28)|: 6. Shannon ©.(Thurs..-7:30)':

eee eee, “!.WLOF.:...

Screen Gems

2% Ben Casey.-2.0 05:20
WLOF
68,600: ---32]| -6. “Mr. Magoo: (Fri. 7:30)... 2...indepen VEWLOF : n TPI
“8B Andy~Griffith
+ osee37,WDBO': | 67,900
6
.°: 25)|-.7.. Montavani;. Accent (Thurs. 1:30). 2.SWBDO:... NTA
.°9.
Danny Thomas s oe 36% WDBO.
66,800: ~~:
26/|. 8. Beachcomber;. Carnegie (Mon:.10: 30).WBDO. .:.. ITC: 10. Price: Is: Right...
rerm8. WESH: ote 64,000: - :32 Be Everslades}, Industry :AFri.6:30). >. WBDO.. Ziv A:

27,100.

25,500:
‘25,500

_, 22,800.

"27,600

19,500

...-WBDO
Hunt & Fish
|| Spt; CBS News; Star Run. WBDO
{Ranch Party; CBS News WBDO
§16]'Wagon Train .,:........WESH
1

18,700

.72Z,000
22,000.
81,900

|Digest; CBS News. .-..-:WBDO

9/]Outlaws

.............-.WESH

‘10 | Rawhide

°..:..%. s..e+e-WBDO

Outlaws

25,800

54,000

$6,400.

......-..4.-5+..WESH

10|Ben Casey

<:........... WLOF

54,600

F1 Newscope; Hunt-Brink -: WESH

68,500

— ie

TyLennyBruce Also= —
.
*
‘Aussie Axe oTV.

piri cosr at TakeIf

Sydney; Sent. 18,
‘Lenny. Bruce, WS.. “sick” com-| °
‘|edian, “whose ~ act.“was. cancelled |
because. ‘American: sta: after-: ‘two Shows at: -Aaron’s Hotel,

s rea
HamEnt
TV
h oal1V
“ObnC

-Hamilton;- ‘Ont., ‘Sept: 18, - 'preeisely
Imonths of. compartive idleness.
- London, Sept. 18.
Despite the.” “remarkable: powers: ‘tions are. so: Close -by ‘and..so éx-- Sydney, copped: his~ second: Aussie}
Sir:‘Robert. ‘Renwick, Chairman ‘Not only did that cost a lot of
i: ‘yested :‘with the Canadian: Broad- tensively: tunéd -in. -Relating ‘to this rebuff when :the Australian. Broad-:
‘money: but it was a “soul-destroy- casting Corp. whiclr is. both ‘Station: situation, which :the. CBC is plainly. ‘casting~. ‘Commission. “(noncommer- cof Assoclated TeleVision, the Lon- ing”: period. With. the strike over,.
and... Midlands. says Renw ick, and before commer“operator in its‘own.right and-regu- ‘unable to regulate’ out of existence,
* don. weekend)”
*| cial ‘ty-operators), ‘batined. Bruce's;.
.,lator of -the ‘private’. Stations. with -there is: the CBC’s own. ruling ‘that appearance.-in. a: -half-hour. ‘show (weekday) commercial . ty.contrac- ‘cial tv could get back into its prowhich it competes, the: CBC can-. all- stations’ in- Canada must carry.
tor,has issied;a warning :‘that “if duction stride, the Pilkington Re‘-riot “take--the |slightest :- criticism.: 39% (Canadian: program: -content;. ‘titled “People,” produced. by: Bob
port. .was published and ‘more
‘Sanders
‘on.
an,
independent:
basis!
w “(commercial 44): liave_ to go }
This: View-.was_ recently: “expressed no.easy matter. with limited talent:
unsettlement. was created.
for’.
the
ABC;
through: a long period ' of. uncer-.|° ‘Executive believes that all too
in ‘a Tuncheon ‘talk--by.; President resources compared |
t , the:United |
_ Executives of ‘ABC would: give tainty’ about the: future, this. will | often the people on ‘whom .broad“K.C. Soble- of Stations ‘CHML.and States;
“|no
reason
for
the
ban.
Sanders,
2
CHCH-TV:: here:: “Soble’s. speech |: « Soble: detailed ‘
‘some:
casting depends—‘scripters, pro-.
oF: his’ ‘own:
|-however, : said: he’ could only’ “pre- do irreparable’ harm’ to: British: ducers, directors, actors, and tech
May “have ‘been the: frankest with} experiences
¢
‘when. he .decided. to
broadcasting:
ae
-Feference ‘to ‘the. government body disaffiliate:..from..CBC
program sume: the’ ABC™ applied - ‘the stop‘nicians’—are “thrown into: a: well
“Warning® ‘comes. tn’ his statement. of doubt and despondency.”
‘éver ‘articulated to -an-; audience: service.: “A. great. many: people page because of newspaper reports
the: ‘comie’s -hotel © per- to ‘the seventh ‘annual. general
“over the: many years of: strife. be-- thought. F had ‘taken: leave: of my. covering
Reiterating.in his statement-that
-. tween the. private. business men in- senses”. . che =stated: .Despite- -the| formances, ‘Sanders added: that he. meeting of. ATV..
According. to- ‘Sir’ Robert the Balter the great risk and,: indeed,
Canadian *.. broadcasting ‘ :and:. the’ ‘pessimism, :‘he ‘declared his Chan-: had offered: to tape his interview]
“ officials ‘who are both. their: dicta-. nel.¥1 operation. was thriving. als {With Bruce’ and.-let. the ABC: top- ‘Equity. layoff put a lot of strain |fiscal masses.e ithe early‘months.

on ATV. “A large number of cre- |.Commmercial Nv
is. “the: ‘only. pers hear it beforehand: ‘The offer |
-CHCH-TV
’s chairStation. in” the.-world’.that faces. was: Fejected.
7
ative “employs ees underwent som e man defended ano‘big.profts now
for. the. CBC,..and ‘it has:suffered |‘compétition. .from: :five-.national |,
made. by: the indie pioneers,
“some .. “néw-type
embarrassments. networks."*: He: believed the: station.| .
tors and: Tivals..’

“Television has’.2 cinplieate a ‘sige | Howeh

As to:‘which Soble ‘commiented:

“Tt.

Reporting 4 group profit: before

“probably: - -broadcasts-- more ‘live |:

.taxation of $14,106,971 for the year:
-seems' tome that the: CBC. -with|television than: any: Station, -any- tT
.fended April 30, 1962 whieh was
‘their’. complete: ‘lack. of experience. where.”
.
|down ‘from last. year’s total |‘of
din ‘déaling -with. competition“ Or. a }
“emeti¢a®: Az Portrait. in. Verse.’” CBS-TV nighttime: eultural :Special |1$17,993,317,
Sir ‘Robert. put the
.. Tegulatory: pody -other: than . their|* Summing ; ip “his “estimate |cof. |:

operating :‘disaffiliated: as .a .com-: “felecast. Aug. 16,. drew: the largest nail ‘pull: in,the’ network's. history, 1 ‘drop in profitto three prime réaown;: have -managed. to -acquite*a: pletel
y. - ‘indépéndent telecaster, |:
"{sons—()) freatly:. increased cost .of
few. bruises: which. -they are. mis-.|.Soble- asserted. in his -Fecent’ talk: “nighttitne. sumer: “Specials... “The mail’ pull “was: over 33,000 letters, | operations (2) reduction in‘ advertaking for mortal wounds.”
“After
seven.-years.
of
«.béingan.
far
short
‘of:
the
over
55,000
initially
estimated,
but
-still‘a.
record
for
‘tising. revenue and. (3) losses made
In ‘his ‘speech, .“Which: ‘has. since_-Fevecberated. in. Canad coast. to | affiliate, ‘this: ‘ts a ‘truly, exhilarat ‘thie -web.", Reason, jacidentally.- that. the: jnitial. estimate far oitdis- by sitbsidiaries in eatly stages: of
ing:
experience.”
.
4.tanced
the.
mail
-actually.
sent’
in,
was:
the
estimate:
w
as
made-.on
the
|
-:eoast, -Soble -stafed -‘bluntly |‘that:
development. ..
Se_ CBC. was. much bettér at.dishing. it .. Soble™. paean.. ‘to.joeal. showmaii-- basis of weight: ‘of::the- mail. Fact.. tliat. a good deal: of the Tetters:con‘Later. the ATV. chairman said:
tained
‘self-addressed
‘envelopes:
‘for.
‘return’
‘information
on:
the:
names
''
ship:
contrasts
with
many.
an
Amer"out to-others. than’ taking adversity.
“Our purpose is to provide. good.
“of
the-..poets
and:
the.
titles
.
OF:
the.
verse:
wasn't:
calculated:
in
the
|
‘
television.
and by ploughing. back:
ican
~
Station:
that:-minimizes.
pro-= Or. .disappointment.”-on its: OWN |
.. Shoulders:: -He © reasoned that-it |.gram- ‘creation: “His ‘whole: exuber- | original. estimate.”
profits into the: studios at. Elstree.
‘might: ‘improve- CBC:.:if it: earned” ant, attitude has: ‘been widely noted:
we have supplied conercte evi‘to take some: bumps. along: with: in -the- broadcasting. industry”: of | “Work On. ‘the. Atiaiitic City.
‘Beauty: Pageant’ which.was Tun off last + dence that we..are making in the
nation.
‘-“Heconceded,
of.
this.
the :private’ stations: “They .just:
WwW‘eek has. become a. year-round project with<the ‘permanent. Staff start-: i field of ty production. the sort of
‘don’t seem .able to. ‘grasp. the. ‘fact ‘course, that there: are: problems “ing -work On ‘next year's: contest virtually the day. after” Miss’ Ameri ica’ eontribution
whieh. the. povernand
yexations:
associated
‘with
‘in“that you can. “have-a:-difference. of:
is.: crownéd., In recent years,. because. of the search. for new. formats . “ment.must.:have betieved in. when
dependence.
“The
big:
plus:
is:
that.
-opinion, with- them, without: having
“and. new gimmicks, “work :‘begins six. months ‘before’ the shiow,
1 we ‘Were appointed.”
the utter. destruction: of the: Corpo-. ‘we are: offering: an..alternate. pro-|- The’ advertising. agency Staff started: rounding -up tv. material and.
In the defense: of. much- maligned
“gramming
service.
from
a
‘@anadian-.
~.Yation. -in -mind, .I .«vould: like. ‘tomade: blueprints fully’ six months: in advance’ with the. CBS crew.taking |
adv ertising,
Renwick: -hotds:
assute -‘the: Corporation ‘that I,. -Source and: by. ‘judicious. program-.|: “over: for: one ‘Week: before ttie -telecast: .BBD&O assigns Al Cantwell:.
“private. “ming. and. ‘our: ‘complete: flexibility, “to produce, direct: and. ‘write:-Songwriter Bernie. Way ne did the special:. * Advertising | isan honorable|prealong: with... my:-fellow
fession. Its standards in this.coun., broadcasters. and ‘Cariadians every-_ ‘we are: mafiaging to get.a very. ‘material-that. was presented: at the finale; “and. ‘Bobby ‘Van, Wwvho did the. :
try
are
recognized
as
hishwes | major :
“where, are very. much aware of the. fair. “share. of,the2 alidlence:”wee
‘dancing, .designed the. "eligreography- a
throughout the world... The. fOVservice. the CBC has rendered. this |-ernment is constantly calling: for
‘country: throughout: the. years and
Now
_E- know, ‘of. no thinking. pérson™ “who |.2‘Indianapolis: —e: Doin: Menke. was’ if “Show ‘Busineess. ‘in’. Broadéasting” will theme: the’ sduthivest -‘area ‘more. and’ more. ‘exports,
wishes > the €or‘poration -anything.. ‘named. manager of the WFBM sta-- “conference: of American Women: In ‘Radio. & .Television at--Dallas Sept:'‘there. is no weapon in this job of
21-23: °-Dallas-Ft. Worth: -Chapter: will -c-host. women broadeasters: froin §
« scHing so: -iniportant ‘and ‘so -vital
but. well.”
‘tions :here, directly: -under :Eldon
jto -its success as advertising. Is it
‘* Soble” thus: coupled. Teassuranees
Campbell who is. veep and chief of: ‘Texas, ‘Oklahoma, Louisiana;- Arkansas, Arizona and New Mexico.
‘ First.day of ‘the.confab will have ‘national. -prexy Martha Crane, WHS ©
-a crime 10° advertise? —it cannot
with his chidings. ‘Hig thesis: was. -the. Time-Life: .radio-tv:
Properties. Radio. Chicago, ‘meeting Awith’ the yatious chapter. Jeaders. including :,i be right to do it in one place and
‘that Canada, needs’ and: rast aye’ He'll. be:- in. ‘charge. of. operations,
_a@ second’ source’ of .programming, -and: his ‘appointnrent . came .at’-the: ‘southwest, veépee ‘Sadie. Adwon, -KTUL, -Tulsa.. Main luncheon speaker: “wrong to do it in somewhere’ else.
that. ‘such ‘a second -netiv ork ‘must |-same. time: :it “was,. also announced: will: ‘be. Don Matthew Si‘Dubrelattons director for Dallas Independe nt4 . “Tt is certainly wrong to. attack
amines

ne
ae
at
oem

|

_ be: commercial; . -bhecause,. ‘frankly, ‘|-that. Henry (Hank) Franz, manager
|."Schools:

le
2

. Canadian citizens ‘ate not ‘willing: of WFBM. Radio was: quitting «to:

4:
‘adv ertising. in the way

it has been

“Slated ‘for a radio. panel” ‘are. Joha Box of:the. Balaban stations: John: attacked: and then, to say “but it.
“to ‘pickup the ‘tab’ for. “another : become. general manager of the: Coyle, of: KVIL, Radio; ‘Dallas; -Earle Fletcher of KXOL,- Ft Worth; :and,“will be. alright so long. as the adSubsidized effort."
~-:
| Indianapolis. division: of: the. Borisib Lee Segall: of. _LYXL,? ‘Dallas. ‘Mike Shapiro, . WE AA. stations . Will +yertising is sald and handled by a
J moderate.”
iState enter prise’.”
Canada faces’ special:“eonditions |ad Bgency.
oe
i

<1 Wednesday, September 19,1962.

eT

\ nyone rash. enough. to.thinkJack. Paar i
is
q bedazzled by-the prime:time.of hisnew,.
weekly. show. has.another rash:coming
“T tell you right now,’
1
*says: Mr. ‘Paar, *“that I'm
a performer who: doesn’ t know how to be great.
rll simply do.what Lthink- people,wilk find i
ine:
teresting.”

eR

pe rH-

- Allright;then:The full:hour: colorprogram:
2 (F ridays, 10to.iLPpm, N YT)willbeconducted...

in Jack’;sfamiliar; free-wheeling. tradition. “As 7

in.the past,there’Ilbeno holds barred—except, oe

naturally, when Paar’s:‘guest--of-thie- moment.”
happens to. be:aprofessional wrestler,

t us:
Sounds. greato
Understandably, this: vague, lets-playit-by-ear
prospectus from Paar must’ give |no.‘comfort: ati.
all to hisFrday.night opposition, for thepro:
nouncement: 1smuch: too reminyscent of.what
Jack. said before: undertaking ‘the: “Tonight”.
show 1n 1957, And. you: know what:‘appened.
alter that.

“Most ¢of theguestswill not be wrestlers.‘Singer:
Robert Gouletis guesting:on. the premiere. On’

“Wednesday,

September -19; 1962, 8 : ae

caubseijtient'sshows Jackwill,be‘playing’host.to=

Thispast.spring, for
fiexample, he. returned to

‘aS.actor:‘Robert Morley, singer z : some of the: South Pacific’ s World War II batsuch’ favorites :

~ tlegrounds,Among thefilms he shot. there:are

“Florence. Henderson and.comedians. Victor

+ Borge:and.Jackie Mason.
_—_
poe

SON
i Ww
—-

(When. Mason’‘appeared on:
0| Paars Tate:night
:pr Ogr:am Tastvwinter.he:was. so'screamingly funny. :
“that Jackmade: anon--the-spot promise to book”.

him for theforthcoming weekly show. for three

mu

at

:

times.the.highest fee Mason: had ever: earned
up’ tO:“then. ‘Mason. anstantly. supplied the.in:

“formation: that his.topfigure .
had been: half
Ifa
= million: dollars. eo

some touching’ sequences——made. in’ the SoloTegoes ‘without. saying ‘that
|
“The. Jack. Paar
‘mons—dealing with. the valiant story ofa cer-.
Show” will bespecializing i
In-the unusual, For, tain. PT- boat-«crew, headed by.one ‘John. Fitzexample, viewers will: be: treated’ to:“excerpts. “geraldKennedy, This footage (plus a few: in~ from:a.German
improductton of
¢MyFz
airLady.” _ | - person: surprises.connected with the-same subjectmatter) will be.seen on thisF riday’s opener..

P Buddy Hackett andHansConveid:z “Jack”s.preference fotgoing |into his-new offerwhichPaar,

“appear. inOriental make-up and fullKabuki
regalia. The triomay:have. been: the.most spec:

‘tacular ‘combination to hit.Japan: since. the
Geisha:Sisters(Lillian and Dorothy).

~ ing.without a formula really isn’t-much. ofa

. “gamble when you. consider how avidly the viewingpublic, hastaken to his unorthodox. showmanship: and:shoes-off candor iin thepast. It’s a.

OF course, Jack has’ his.serious ‘side, too,and. following. he’s earned. To: Te
this will‘be. reflected imM. many ofthe:films he’ Ss. ~ ‘peataa taxim that Paar himself
made: on recent.‘travels.‘todistantplaces—films . dsfond ofquoting, “If you. tell.
thatwillbe accompanied. by!hisown: extempo- 7 * the truth often enough,they’re
. raneous. commen tar
nye
sure to.find:you out.’"Amen.

_. Wednesday, September 19,1962_

GADIO-TELEVISION

.Man News ~|INTERTEL COUNCIL

in7TikeOneBig.Fa

WEN Bruce
SETS AUSSIE MEET|
StaffMakesLikeSisterChiTrib|
Chicago, ‘Sept. 18.
Foc two’ ‘years—ever: since het

Telesynd’§HotMarquee

ily

“CBS. ‘News prexy. Dick .Salant’s flexible. policy: of: occasionally.
* London, Sept.. 18:
. Zoing™ inside: his. own: news-pubaffaiis |‘division: for possible: shows :
A.‘third “meeting of the- Intertel . has taken another. turn—this. time -:to- the’ ‘web's own’ entertain-~
= }eouncil, “under. the: chairmanship. of] “ment programming. division. “Salant had “been. - looking ‘for. a hisSabin -‘McMillan, is scheduled: for. wk torical: .series, aimed at. the’ young, but’keyed, to all family appeal,
in. the factual .vein.:

"| Nov ember. 6-9 ‘in.Sydney,. Australia:
came in ta: rebuild: the department}
—WEoN news director Bruce Den- | . There's some: ‘oldfashioned radio | Council is’to. decide subjects for a.

nix has been: charging.up: his staff. available in. thé age of: automation. nes ‘exele of:12 ‘hourlong doctimen- |.
with. titat old“ “Front: Page”. “spirit
Syndie firm: ‘Telesynd ‘ds. offeri‘ing.| ‘taries. . “whieh, will . “be. ‘shown |:
that passed. out of newspaner- jaerre via ‘its ‘Programatie service -(auto-|
‘ throustiout. ‘the U.S. UK: Canada, |.
Nalism some. decades back; . His | matic: ‘taped: programming
812
‘theory. .i5 that those scoop-sappy: hours .of ‘entertainment. shows, :i-; Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and|
days sf reporting are going to have ‘cluding 260. ‘hours -of variety with: other’. “countries. in.» Europe - and
a rebirth in local- television, espe- Johnny. Green,
260: -with- “steve tAfrica.

‘His news’ division: ‘ted: a number- of.“approaches. ‘They’ didn't
‘prove out. Hubbell: Robinson, senior prograniming-v. p. of the web,

came, through. by. tapping. Robert. ‘Herridgé ‘ard -“The.. Fighters” .
“project (see separate: story). ‘Séries, :-keyed.. to, °63-'64:: ‘will: -be-a”.

“presentation. ‘of the Public Affairs Department of ‘CBS: News. and:
‘produced for CBS News by: the Program, Department” of: the. network.” Project: ‘marks the first.time-the web's. program department.
- will: feed. the news. “pubaffairs division :-with .a series. ‘Salant; ..‘| --soon: after he ‘assumed . the -helm:..of..CBSNews, said’ that in the’
cally in a fitly competitive four. ‘Allen and 260. with: Sanimy: Davis;
“According. to. "MeMillan,, -who is.}” “non-hard .‘Hews aréa, his division: might: tap the: production :Te.
station market, such as. :this.
Jr. Guests-on’ the various ‘segs ‘in-}
sources of outside producers.
seems a plausible pro:snostication, elude Frank Sinatra, Judy: Garland, also “program: chieftain. witht: Lon- | -:. “S..S. Hope,”. a- documentary. dealing” with. the” good” ~works of =
“the
|
‘in vk ie of the fact that, nothing
Mickey. ‘Rooney, |Milton Berle, - Bob; ‘don’s’ _ Associated-Rediffusion,:
a: U.: S. ‘medico. ship, -was..an voutside. production, -telécast -under
more .breast- ‘beating at: any|}Newhart,
eauses
Harry: : James,’ Count; eflective.- distribution . of. .Intertel.
.the auspices of .Salant’s ‘division. Now,. the “outside. production” ~
Windy City station these days than -Basie, Henry . Macini, :‘Fred Astair; programs,.. since ‘the.-organization “concept: -has: -been broadened .'to..embrace ‘the. ‘web's: own: programA. News. exclusive,: or being: -first at ‘Jack Benny, George Burns; Doris|-began ‘less’ than two. years ago. has|- ming »(entertainment). department. .Salant is: all: for. the. showmanthe ‘se ene of a disaster, ‘or. a. hot “Day, Edward ‘G: Robinson, ‘Arthur |‘greatly:iticreased. as™-a result of}.
‘ship values that Robinson’s ‘division may bring.: ‘He. said’ news ard
[growing interest -throughout’ the |. pubaffairs. people are- steeped in: their. own’ approach. to. program:
documentary expose that immedi-: . Rubinstein and Issac Stern.
moin.
wheels.
e,
tp
orld.
in
current.
‘affairs
programs
:
correctiv
ately seis:
_Th
Isa are. 288-two- mitiute
~ ming, adding ‘we’ re: not.used. to-‘spending that much money, he
ere: and
a's 260 five- minute segs produced. on'-a@ ‘global. ‘basis.
, tion:
dramas
J
‘Sydney: confab is to’‘be. attended. pe:
AS an ‘independent -bucking ‘the of “Strange ‘Tales: fr.om:n Around. the.
national and international. news: resources of ‘three networks. (four: on

World. aren

-by Sir Charles - Moses: and. ‘T,
| Duckmanton.. -of the-. Australian | -

Mex’$Kecanaga .
fhBreach With
OFanil Setup|

radio}..-W GN is dedicating: itself
realistically to a play for topdog
_status: in local coverage and is gOing’ to get more aggressive about |}
it this fail than. ever. before: . First |
manifestation. of Dennis’ aceent. on

ee

the news “beats”. is the: Shedding |”

Br oadcasting. -Commission: -E, “Swf
| Hallman, ‘veep in’ charge of... pro-|

Asan
Incentivefor
or.

‘Tgramming of Canadian Broadcast-|
_.
‘ing:.Corp:,: “Donald McGannon: cand }.
| Richard. Pack’ of: - Westinghouse |”.
John |E..).=
| Broadcasting: Co... Inc.;
‘| White -and, Robert : B.: Hudson. OF |

he:“Program | ‘directors: “ot:CBS-Tv iE

| |HammerCates,Sheldon

.0&0'S swapped ideas: ‘in N.Y: ‘for

NET “in. America and, ‘of. course,
of all modesty, about them -on-the.{
the: 0&0 “Repertoire Workshop”: .
chairmad, MeMillaa.In. its: tv newscasts, ‘WGN is
“air.
project; “which “will be ‘telecast: ‘by ;
taking credit -for its scoops by .superimposing a. slide. reading. “AT
the . five” ‘p&o’s . “in: January: and
Mexico City, ‘Sept. 18:
WGN News Exelusive” over .the|:
| Producers. ‘Jerry. ‘Hammer. “and: | thereafter. os
appropriaté newsfilm. On a recent
After -‘persistent: denial. -of 360-Min. Entries '|Gil:Cates have entered: into-a‘part- |° The. project, “which willfindeach 7
newscast, the’ slide went’ up. three Emilio» ‘Azcarraga-Romule O'Farril”
nership. with Herb ‘Sheldon, ‘vet -tv ‘of‘the o&0's" Supplying seven. pro- -°
Jradio and television partnership’ .
times.
performer,. to turn out. a -syndi- qT grams. apiece, .is ‘aimed “as a show-:
A second is WGN TV’ s entry inta ‘breakup, rupture is now confirmed.
cated: children’s show -‘tentatively. case: ‘for. local- creative. talent: “The:
the news doc tumentary. field, with | Radio: stations 660:and XEX. are:},
titled: “Story Land: Classic.””. . Show,
special in-depth reports-on hot ‘Gur-: now ‘independently ©operated,.- with.
total of 35 programs will be.played’
rent news, something WBBM-TV former owned: by Azcarraga :‘and |.
“Hollywood, ‘Sept. 18, “Eto ‘be: filmed: in. color, ‘will consist |!
and WNBQ have been..doing for latter -by: O’Farril:. Miguel O’Farril - Warrier’ ‘Bros. .vidpix. producer of five-minute ‘cliffhanger: ‘BEE: ;or each ofthe five stations,: ‘WCBS, ‘TY; :Ne. Y.; . WBBM-TY, : Chicago;
Dennis has. -assigned} heads up Station 660;.. which. is-] Sam- Gallu has* ‘added ‘three. new ments.
some time.
his No. £ newsman, Tom Sheridan, . being installed in structure hous- hourlong:g:
ts to his-slate for: “Five. segments. will: Gomprise one WCAU-TY,: Philadelphia; ‘KMOX- i.
projects
‘to
his :to, the {full story thus” permitting: stations
i
- 1963-64... these in addition
‘to the news specials and iS shooting ing
XEB, Radiopolis and XEQ..
‘TV, Ste Louis; and: KNXT; ‘Los, An-.
for an average of about. One, per " Television :‘channels. 2 and..4 are” prev iously-disclosed. “The Key,” a + to" ‘use. the. shorties. ‘separately -or }
te fsgeles. The. programs: varying . in.
prison
series
also
a.60-min.
project.
+438
a
‘half-hour
bre
esentatfon.
slated.
to
go.
their:
separate,
ways
month.
'*éngth--and ‘theme: will cover .‘the: In ‘pursuing the. “day-to-day. ex-: by the.end of the year, with latiér, | Gallu : is- readying “The: “Inner.|:.°
_ | ereative ‘spectrum, ‘from. drama to”
elusive, WGN
has one. “newsfilm O'Farril owned, ‘ probably .shifted -‘City, >a’ ‘sociological . series: deal-:)
--danee to:music: Aim in.each case :is .
crew on a daylong. patrol. of: the ‘to the daily Novedades’ building -on Ang: ‘with the. exodus:from the cit| to. showcase talent. whieh . Inight
Jies to’ Suburbia in the past: 20.
cily and keeps a second at. the: sfa- | Baldeéras. ‘St.
otherwise’ ‘never’ find. a‘ty” vehicle.
tion-- for emergency duty. ‘One . There ‘are unconfirmed rumors years: “The .‘Black Cats,"': about
“Tin? New York: and Los Angeles, the.
member of Dennis” 9-man. staff is ‘that-channel 5 may.’ ‘also-leave: the -PBY’ squadrons. in. World: War’ me
respective o&o0’s’ will .imake’ efforts"
posted’ fulltime .at City: Hall: and Televicentro: building: on ‘Avenida. <an.. -action- adventure show; and | .
ol yia mailings to get agents,” book- —
“Phe SWhite: Collar..Criminals,”anfa
.
Police. Headquarters, ‘another: is as-|Chapultepec.
“| ers, producers, -etc.,:-to™ ‘watch | ‘the.
signed tu. the capital: at Springfield / Meanwhile, the’ Department’ ‘of “about: émbezzlers, ‘ete...
. ‘programs : for ‘possible -finds..
|.”
has .granted a}. Pilot on “The: -Key”? will be shot |.
.|
on
during the legislative sessions, and. Communications.
“Chick -Hinds; *WBBM-TV ‘proJ}
a third has a regular assignment. permit for operation of chanel 8! in October, ‘with Gallu: directing |gram..director,. said his. station -ex- -:
4a
in the parent Chicago. Tribune edi- to Rafael: Cutberto. Navarro, presi-. His ‘own ‘script: ;Likelihood:.is -it.|.°
torial
offices, picking up. news | dent. of the. Radio’ Cadena Nacional : willbe lensed at San- Quentin.. A}. Robertlowe?
beat pects to. contribute: five ‘dramatic
and
vehiclés: and- ‘ane. musical with the”:
‘Teads: ‘ULt’s .a cooperative arrange- -chain...Other..two ‘applicants, who: pilotis also: planned. on “Cats.”
-T other: outing’ as yet not. ‘firmed, *
ment since WGN News occasional- lost out, included’. Francisco ‘The. prison series deals with mod- 7
ern penology..
,
ship.to. develop and: produce: new. It.was WBBM-TV ‘which. originated.
ly covers the Trib ona story and Aguirre, ©” nightclub’ impressario
and owner of Radio: Centro and|
often furnishes photos.)
properties. for tv, legit:‘and motion ‘Repertoire. Theatre”. in the: sum.
‘mer. of:’61..-He: said. the two. proj-..
Dennis kas outfitted the: cars of Guillermo. Salas, . head. “of Radio |
1. pictures.
ects have" “encouraged: talent: in
each of his six cameramen with a: Mil.
“To ‘be known: as: Herridge-Car:: ‘our’ ‘market. ian
Navarro. . “Will. ‘obtain. -station.
shortwate’ ‘radio,. ‘and ‘all six have
rington’ Productions, the organiza|. -Don’ ‘Markley, -KMOXSTY |“pro-:":
been. carefully tutored - to.‘ ‘write a; | equipment from— JJapan.
tion is already. ‘at work. on ‘a- new. ‘gram 'ditector; :said.’ talent in his-.
story with a camera rather than |: _Unconfirmed report. has it“that -|
“Playwright -‘Dale Wasserman. 1s” ‘project for Hubbell. Robinson,
witha
typewriter.” . A... stringer ‘Aguirre and Salas will ‘join: forces}.
market: is “hysterical” for local St: Split’ betiveen. New. York senior -v:p.: of -CBS-TV.- program-.
system has been set up in certain: with.Navarro *in! operation... of: jcutrently.
Louis .talent:-seldom,,.if ever, gets:
and
Hollywood:
as“a
“result
of
“his:
‘ming.
Title-of
the
‘project
‘is.
“The:
8. Navarro refused -to.
the: chance ‘of. ‘stich tv. exposure.:
nearby
cilies and:.towns which, ‘channel
‘several .tv ‘and: legit” commitments.. { Fighters,” half-hour ‘filmed. series
| Majority... of ‘the -KMOX-TV ‘shows
Dennis feels. often gives WGN an J comment. on. this ‘but -did ‘say ‘he’
-On
the.
Coast,
‘Wasserman
just
sold
planned:
for.
"63-'64
:séason:
Series
|
‘will be in:the- musical: vein, he said.
advantage ‘over. the networks” be-. ‘plans to make his. station first to.

Team on Syndie: Kidvid

OnWB-TV Roster|

HerridgeTeams

WithCarrington

Dale Wasserman. As
“Man ona Pogo Stick)

“Cress | will deal. ‘with the ‘story of Ameri- |
of the natural. entree: a local. operate with color telecasts. (tradi- |.20th-Fox -a--series.. titled:
-Delehanty:’”. for ‘which: he is. ecom- can .-history;--told-.in terms of- the| Dan. Gallagher,. WCBS-TV pro- _
tends to-have- in:.police ‘tional. standard- system, and not the
gram: director, ‘mentioned: the pos- . situations: Recently, a Chicago ban- Guillermo ‘Camarena: eolor:. prin- | Pleting: the initial scripts: “Wasser-’ -great. -and. colorful” personalities. sibility of two danee programs, two:

cause

“reporter:

dit) was apprehénded in a. -small ciple which- “still ‘is undergoing |. man: ‘is.also. writing: a. pilot. for the .who fought’ for a° ‘principle;. -an-is- dramatic ‘outirigs,: ‘one::based. on:.a
20th .series; “The .Cammunters,” ‘gue; a-way-of life or-a decision thatj
town -in Michigan,
The network ‘testing)..
classic. and =the. other ‘by:
‘The: Department. of‘Communica- |and just. wouiid.up writing "Circle ‘influenced the. nation’s: destiny. ‘| +Flaubert
stations. ‘here sent newsfilm crews.
short. story writer.Grace Paley. Al .:
“of
Death”
for
the
Jack
Webb
show
|..
to the scene, but they couldn't: get {tions -has refused..to. confirm. alHerridge’. and’: Carrington ~also’ Hollander, -of-“WCAU-TV,: said. the
into the jailhouse for an interview. location ‘of :channe! :8: to: Navvarro. ‘for General. Electric on CBS-TV.acquired’ four: properties ; Philadelphia. station ..was stilt open:
In
.
New:
York,
Philip:
“Rose
will
have
A lacal, reporter (and stringer for: Officially. But a. reliable. unofficial. me
{which they plan to: make into ‘mo-_ to’ péssibilities “and is -thinking ‘of
WGN: was. able ‘to’ wangle. an. au- Source ‘said’ concession. has been. . stage Wasserman’s play’:“Man of tion. pictures and two. “properties: doing’ a Thornton:. Wilder .script.. .
-dience with the prisoner, and the’ granted. ‘This. leaves . channet™ 6: ‘La Mancha,” originally. a ‘television ‘they. are preparing. for the- stage:: ‘Leon. Drew of: KNXT said -he is:
‘indie station came.up with an: @x- open. and. rumors have’ ‘this . also | script. .Wasserman also authored
A ‘Trip; to Czardis, ae a short. thinking. of vehicles for. ‘child’ ac-'«
‘operational next . year. ‘AH | this the’ stage. adaptation -of. “One: Flew:
clusive.
story
by: Edwin. _Granberry; - “The tors, ‘male. and female -leads,: and .a :
giving’ -Telesistema its: Over. The ‘Cuckoo’ 3 Nest,”": ‘which is
Despite. the lack of network serv- ‘activity
on
Train;” a novel by Amelia. |-film’ and: tv ‘directors, of. the, “new.
due to open in late winter’. ‘with
fee -and its runner-up. status ‘in. ‘first’. ‘competition’ since it begart,|
;
ean:
.
“Two.
‘Soldiers;’ oa short } wave.’
Kick Douglas starring.
_-Rews vis-a-vis .the webs, WGN has. operations” aver: a”“deeade. ABO.
novel. by Paxton: Davis: and “The: 1
found news highly profitable and. |.
| Private. War ‘of Woolsey :Fickett,”
according ty Dennis, one. of the top 4”
{an original screen: scenario-by. Robrevenue producers on both radio
_pert: and Jane Carrington, comprise

ct)

and tv..

‘WGN

Radio, -does 41 news}.

show s:a day. using: Radio Press In-|
ternational for national and’ world }reports, and, five Video newscasts a |.
div: «three .on Saturdays’ and Sun-|

‘RIND: h “eAreOur
( Best’

{ORILARD10SHARE.
VAN DYKE: WITH. P&G.

4 the. properties acquit ed:for. motion:
pictures..

‘Two. works by Hérride anorig | * Dick: Van ‘Dyke show on €BS-TV:
Chicago, ‘Sept. ‘18.
‘thisSeason starting. Wednesday (26) 7
Seven. stations<-three ‘tadio: and’ four: ‘tv—will -receive . awatds. es inal. ‘play titled: “Exits and. ‘En- :
‘days! using UPI and ._Mov ietotie. |- _-this week at the Radio-TV ‘News. Directors Assn: convention in San . trances” and: an_ adaptation of. Dos-, night’ wil have P: ‘Lorillard. ‘Co. Both output and staff have been | “Francisco. for outstanding. performance: in: broadcasting: spot news, -- toevski's: “Notes. fromthe ‘Under- |[‘alternating ‘with, Procter: &.Gamble. ro
editorials and: coverage of ‘community. problems. | .Thete-.were’.a
“ground” —are’ the’ theatrical ‘Brop- P&G had: been. fiett sponsor’,of the
expanded since Denhis.gave. ‘up hls
record number of: entries .for. the arnual competition this, year, D: | erties.
radia prosram director post ta.re-|
coming.‘from_ 35: states and Canada.
.
‘Herridge, . veteran. .producer-di- ‘ puting:
vamp. the news operation.
‘In’ the: radio diviision, “award: recipients: are: KDKA;: - Pittsburgh, 5 “rector-writer for. tv, ‘first, worked | “Other” “sales developiients finds.
Dennis. who has a-total of .32
yeitty with. the Tribune. Co. under |. for. an: editorial. Series on strip.inining legislation; WGN, Chicago, ~ ‘with -Carrington’ on “The Robert | «CBs: Reports”: ‘picking “up. par-:-..
for: teporting on’ community: problem. of state welfate.-funds: and
. ‘Herridge Theatre,” w hich Herridge |lr"
tic ipation: sponsorships from Dodge. -°
his helt; Kpent 10 of them as. a rewrite man and. ‘special assigamenrit’ : aid to..dependent: children; ‘and _KPRC,, Houston, for ‘Spot: news ©” ‘produced: for. CBS -Films. ‘Carring-:+ ‘and Kiwi. Shoe ‘Polish: Dodge -Will > if ton: ‘served: as: associate. -producer. } be in the: Web's: pubaffairs.. shewreporter
for the. newspaper, | Ando“covetage of Hurricane Carla;
Video winners. were. “WEBM-TY,, Chiéago, for the:editorial docu: - “Trip to: Czardis” -was’ one. of. the.; ease for fi¥e weeks . Starting: today
the -earh “HY. he moved over, to |:
Wed.)-and: Kiwi’s participation will
‘episodes. ef the :CBS Films: ‘seriés.. i
WGN it public: relations and tater | mentary: *~The Wasted’ Years,” dealing ‘with, high :‘School dropouts.
and resultant: increase. in~ juy. enile: ctime: “WTVJ,: Miami: for- an’
Herridge described. his deal with |Start. in’ - January. Canada
Dry~
became radio. ‘program director:
| _ editorial series, “You' Can.Fight Cité ‘Hall.”. which ‘proved:-a. suc~. || CBS-TV |“for. ‘the duration’ of the. -bought’ “participations :
“Alfred:
cessful: ‘campaign. to reinstate a eity .manager fired. without cause;
“Fighters” ‘séries.. He. said his. net- Hitchcock" .and *‘CBS” Reports.’en
. Buffato Kennet bi “Gill, -genetat | KLZ-TV, Denver, for reporting. and interpreting :‘the. community: | -work: |-déal:: is.. non- exclusive” as it.
In the morning, Kenner. Products’ '
Manage:
Melody ‘Fair “has
been *’ ‘problems: ‘brought on by commercial: jet aircraft -at. city’s. Stapleton.
pertains - ‘to: fy and.. ‘other: media. hought: a schedule:of 13-week pate:
elected.a-member of the Board of |. Field; and KTLA,.: Los.Angeles, ‘for spot news coverage on.live tv
Playwright” Gore. Vidal’. is being’. . ticipations -in: “Captain: ‘Kahgaroo”
of the-Bel Aire. residential’ fite in Hollywood.:
Directors OE WBIJA-TEV, > Tne: of }
“| considered: as host‘ for .“Fighters,” land’ Welch .Gandy |bought. partici-._
Barteh mtac, and of WEPA-TV.
- Radio. .competition was judged”at Indiana: U “under . supervision “|-the format of which was ‘described | pations. ‘in, the. same: vehicle ‘for. In: of Erie, Pa Both companies”
‘of ‘Prof.’ Richard .Yoakain, and. .the tyentries. at’ Northwestern. U. “| as “impréssionistic™. withthe nar-. lsix :WeeKS. -SuGrest:- Corp. ‘bought.
operate ‘out of.Buffalo headquae- | under’. Prof. .Baskett: Mésse. Awards Will--be’ presented, ‘Thursday _ |rator-moving ‘in and -out, of scenes. 20 minutes in the. ‘morning |‘minute: 7
“ters.
“(20)° at ‘the: Sheraton:Palace i Mel ri. Prisco.
-, ‘to dell‘the. story. :7
* “Plans. starting’ -in- January. -:

1969 ee Ee
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HADIO-TELEVISION
—

{dramatic

_ WNDT-AFTRA. Hassle.

J

Continued, from page. 23.—

“7You
=aFi:

show: with science. and: =

| engineerifig . serving -as:the “back-: 7
ground, -

Film Distribs

oMr. Chips; " based on the’ Metro:

picture, *'Goodbye, Mr. ‘Chips,’ fs

=a

(
Continued ‘from.pase. 24.—

| ToBeAll-Channel :

an -hourlong. show. being developed.|
their rules ‘for. the. ‘upcoming. con-.
rhat. these
eo le. “do.on tele-- by.:-Maxwell. -“DA’ 5-5000;"’ - being : vention.” -Film.. distributors ‘‘said'|
station. has. no ‘control |
‘over teach‘wha
p P
| written: -by Henry. Denker (after. he.
vision.”
‘Washington, Sept: 18::
that ‘their ‘Pick-Congress
Hotel |.ers, who. Instead individually: nego- |
Union :sald: ‘it. ‘appreciated the:| finishes’ ‘screenplaying ‘two. Metro.
“The 1963: liné. of ‘television. sets
tiate protections with their respec- | goo dwill of. some .of: the people ‘pix,:.“The Hook”.'and “Twilight -of éommitment . alréady - had. ‘been
:will be "all-channet, ‘the FCC. has:
tive’ school systems: _ tin: the. tri- speaking |‘in behalf of: educational.) Honor”) is a dramatic. show ‘which{“made,: ‘though. . Film ‘distributors decreed. ‘in “proposed|rule: -making
*,
state
area
covered’ by. WNDT. ‘tv but, ‘“like any -good.-union; we could go. either as.an hour. or half-: ‘said they. assured that their. indus-.|: which: . says, manufacturers: must: :
“Additionally, WNDT .has guaran-. won't sit. still for. what. is. hnothing “hour:.‘series.. “A 90-min: ‘film .an-" try function. would’ not: be’.a “cir-. ‘completely *8witch“ over. by: “April.
‘teed that no tapes would be dis- more ’than ‘old fashioned: bene- thology. ‘series ‘has been: pitched. cus. affair,” nor would. there: be an .30;. 1964,©
a“
attempt ‘to. detract. ‘from the! work|:
all the networks:
tributed. elsewhere without specific volent. despotism.”
of the convention. "The meeting.
Under.. thie- ‘fadustiy " praetice, 2
akay from. the |‘teacher or: person-..
Said. Becker of.: AFTRA:. ““THiey:
{was described: vas ‘winding up. cor~ |.1965. models’ are designed *by ‘June. ality involved:
|say .teacher§ .can- ‘negotiate’ for.|.
| dilly...
. ,[1963, ‘produced in. early “1964 and.
AFTRA ‘say3 it w ‘ants recognition’ themselves.: Well, you show me the | IK.
_Only significant: distributors. out. Placed’ on. sale in- June .1964.by: WNODT. Meantiine.. the ‘union | teacher who has the power -to, get} 4%
| of the organizing. committee of-18°
FCC,:“int-.an:“unantimous : ‘action
récognizes »‘the need to a. deal... More .than:-that;. there are|
says. “it
are: MCA; Andependent Television: setting out “proposed rules ‘for
drastically’ red uce’: _ Payments: to lots of college-.professors, ‘who ’be- |°::
.Corp:; and the network syndie sub-. compliance: -with” the “all-ehannel..
personalities.
long to no.‘ educational system. ~~
‘| sids. . MCA may join in ‘the future; law, said 1964 models have already
It seems ‘that ‘both sides to. the: They .are-from" universities _and, |
if -TFE: continues. as’ an annual ‘been desigried: “To. alter. the’ 1964.
dispute
finally” ’ agreed | a - vote. ‘believe ‘me, -if the -chancellor ‘or |
:
--Glaagow, Sept. 18. | event. _Syndie subsids of the ‘ret-. -line! to .all-channel sets.-would cost.
sliould be
taken. to determine -someone. else in. power. says don’t
-Roy®“Photnson; Canadian - news-" > WOrkS. are’ “Hed: ‘to ‘web Policy: Te ] the industey more: than: “$32;000,000
AFFRA’s. jurisdiction; But” what make .any demands, the. professor |’
_4in /retooling “and:other” involve
paper’ magnate; who .confrols..com-: NAB..
they don’t agree on’ is who: shall ‘won't make... any~ ‘demands. . The
-is |. . “Other . distributors: ‘participating ments. FCC noted. .
vote. AFTRA. says: that ‘last ‘week: people who appear on-WNDT. have. mercial tv. in Central: ‘Scotland,
‘forging ahead with his ‘newly- ‘in TFE-’63 ‘include: ‘Allied Artists|. FCC. also. pointed out: that |ihe
it called: for a vote “and we got no the. right to: colleetive bargaining.
formed company, ‘Thomson ‘Televi- Television, Desilu. Sales, Flamingo ‘extra time: for’ thé ‘manufacturing
satisfaction,” adding that this week just’ as ‘with anyone..else. ‘Merely.
| sion’“(International) ‘Ltd:;.aimed -at. Telefilm: Sales, Four: Star Distrib- ‘changeover - will’. “enable: the- inWNDT ‘seems: suddenly ‘to. ‘agree. because: it’s an. educator who’ says.
setting up::stations throughout the. -uting Corp: ‘Hollywood’ Television. dustry. -to make further develop-.
Tiils has made some union officials AFTRA‘. Wrong. ‘doesn’t ‘make |-it
world, Glasgow’ is. now. the key. ‘Service;. Jayark .Films; ‘King ‘Fea-: ments .to’ improve: the. UHF.- ‘Bors
suspicious that fhe ‘station has now "so."
ae
wo center ‘in future ‘plans.
‘tures. Syndicate; * Official *. Films tion: of the set. 2.
re
stacked
the deck against them,|
: The. April 30,-: 1964 date applies ol
The |“TT ‘company. “Is: ‘currently. 20th-Fox. Television; ‘United - Artperhaps. by. utilizing personalities |:
‘looking. after’ stations about. to go: ‘ists: Television;. Video “House; ‘to.the ‘actual manufacture ‘of a-set
who are anti- union or- who might
-and ‘is’ rigid; Manufacturers ‘can. on. ‘the: air’ in. Nairobi; :Gibraltar, | Walter: ‘Reade-Sterling “and: War
have been intimidated: “by their.
. continue .to: produce VHF-only ‘sets: .
se
Trinidad
and. Sierra: Leone. It is ner. Brothers. Television: :
regular | employers:
to. April 30..and can:sell them
‘also.. managing agent for. the -Ivory,
TFE* represents the’ first. time up
Mortimer. | —— Continued from: page 25.—
AFTRA's. ' counsel
‘after Aprik 30-as long as the actual
Coast. where, at. Abidjan,.a Major film .syndicators of. stich. ‘numbers
rhetorically.
this}.
Pheeters.”
date. of manufacture-is established:
Becker
asked
: hourlong’. “drama. and. ‘Studio, ‘center’ ‘is. being planned.| got: together. in. support, of a ‘major’
FCC's. ‘statement: included. this °.
week. “Whi won't Mr. (Richard? the half-hour “The. “Human: ‘Com-.
,
:
Heffner put in writing, in a con-- edy.”” | “McPheeters,” --being.. pro- | . Negotiations are also. in progress | Project.
serttence: ““There’ is . nothing. to
‘interfere. with’ the: public “operating: we
tract. the . protection against ex-|duced by Bob Sparks,’ was. originally with numerous: other. governments’) «
yo.
ploitation. of’ tapes.by these teach- ‘Slated’: aS’ ‘a motion’ picture. -Weit- |.‘in different parts. of the “world:
non-conforming, sets as. Jong as it.
Besides. advising -‘on: the setting | .
ers” Is it'a way -of avoiding .re-. man “explained: he. liked the Johnwishes,”
3
sponsibility?ad Heffner is. general Gay screenplay; but the ‘studio felt up ‘of television services, TTI ‘pur- |
~ Comments were“invited, Jy o ;
manager of WNDT:
‘the picture “would: have been’ too. chases‘ equipment, trains staff_and | —- Continued from. page 21-—''
_somespecialized
A number of sources siding with ‘costly; so it-'was ‘decided to make: manufactures
the educationers have noted that. Tit. as ‘a .vidseries:“instead. “Gay: ‘items of! equipment,.such :as..the ‘Askey,. Sid: James. et.‘al: :And: there |
AFTRA should not confuse " editca- penned the pilot script: “Comedy”: TTI ‘Switching-desk, originated and: is: obviously’ no change. iin ‘Hood's.
6
‘is taken from ‘the studio’s. film of |perfected-: at .Scottish Television ‘{.affeetion: for. ‘documentaries.
‘tienal and comniercial tv...
studios. in: Glasgow.
‘the
same
name.
-Arthir.
O'Connell
A:‘regular’ ‘Tuesday hole has- been
Among other ‘powerful -groups: | - ‘The. "Fhomson. ‘Organization: has { reserved. - for. ‘said - ‘stanzas - about. —, Continued. tron page 2 —
-the Joint Council .of Educational- -Stars,. and Timmy. Rooney; Mi¢key
itself]? Rooney's son, will probably. be in -also” purchased - a country: ‘mansion - ‘which -BBC. is. becoming °‘incréas- prodict protection. ‘with: ‘the ‘talent 7
Broadcasting . expressed.
“against the union: Its chairs-an. Dr. it also. |Bob Maxwell as: the pro- ‘and: estate’ near-to- Glasgow to. pro-- ingly ambitious producing’ interna- on the show .A-new Phil Silvers:
| vide. a. _ headquarters where. TTI ‘tional-size- documentaries ‘such --as show,. for. example,. bought. by: Gene .
Robert
C. Anderson, ‘exec veep” ducer. °
‘CBS-TV. ‘is.picking up the:tab on can tr ain: television: personnel. ina ‘the Soviet-U> Se‘race: to,‘put.@ man eral. Foods: ‘fora ‘Tide-on the. net~..-_
of |Auburn U.,: said the following:
.
-the|‘hourlong -.. “Grand -'Motel,” - a};studio ‘which will-be a- replica: of on: the: moon: .
“1work next season will’ ‘come .at, a.
“The
obstriictive
action
“of
dramatic “show: being : scripted :‘by: those. provided . ‘by: TTI-:in their | “In ‘the’ same. Bubservice:pubaf: time, when the old. Phil Silvers
AFTRA which has: jJeapardized the.
Arthur. Sheekman, and “Bells Are’ “overseas. ‘stations:-Up :to a score of: fairs vein,. ‘Hood: has’ .ordered. ‘a: show (Set.. Bilko’. will: have. been:
successtutl- opening. ot.-educational
“Ringing.” ‘another. -pix-to-tv prop- overseas students at a time. will be :hike- in news: output: Each. “of. the "rerun for years. on. the local: level, .
tv station WNDT is: deplorable. It:
a three-months’. inten- six BBC ‘Tegions. is: to.run. its: own. identified. with: a multiplicity: of hye
erty. “Adolph. ‘Comden.. and. .Betty undergoing
- reflects a misunderstanding on the:
Greene, who: authored. the Broad-: ‘sive technical course to equip. them: local newservice, ‘nightly,'“lasting SPONSOTFs.. |
part of the union concerning the
“way musical whielt then became. a for executive posts. when. television: between. 20. and 30. minutes.
The reorientation’ in: thinking, it role of ETV stations in [-

BBC-TV.

“4 Class”Status

essential’
film;: aré w iting: the .script.:of the. opens. up: in their own countries.
_American.: content, according: to{was Urged, néeds:to.bé done right ..~
American broade asting.
“They
series: which will be- a situation, “ On. the: ‘poard. of” ‘FIL. directors, the ‘program. ' ¢ontroller, isto be. up and- down ‘the line, from: falent:.
are not. operated for profit nov.
~ :
comedy’ with music.
headed. by= Thomson. as. ‘chairman: | kept to:-under 12%. Significantly, to-stations.to sponsors. The’ public,
controlled by any special, interest |.
|. it's, pointed” out, doesn’t” ‘know : OF. |:
NBC-TV.
is.
in
an:
co-production
and:
James
-M::
Coltart
‘as
deputy:
the
percentage
is
to
include
a.
fistgroup.
deals with the ‘hourlong.° ‘Jonathon. chairman—positions: they - already. ful of. “actuality”. entries. “picked. are about. whether a.show is syn-_
Many times over. ‘since .the : disCroft,” “Mr. Novack” and the half- occupy- with. Scottish’ ‘Telévision—. ‘up :from~.NBC .and “CBS. :For .al- ‘dicated. ot Hetworked.:To the pub+
pute. with
WNDT - broke out a
hour “Andy Hardy. ” “Croft” is an are Alfred Becker, managing di-. though BBC. ‘has now -aropped |its: lie,- the. only question is. ‘whether’
couple of w eeks ago (AFTRA asked. adventure’ series which: will have
rector, Laurence. A: Dalglish, tech-. non-aggression .poliey towards. its the. -Show .is: good or bad:. ‘The. in-"
comedian ‘Zero Mostel - not to ap- ‘a host who will star in ‘all the segs.nical. ‘director, and . A.. “H. “Begg.. commereial: ‘competitor, the. former dustry’ should. catch :up ‘with the.
pear
on “thé first “night), anti-. -David Friedkin and: Mort Fine‘are’
‘opinion, of the corn
¢
Becker has ‘for. ‘five_‘years’ been feels. obliged‘‘to keep one-third of: public,. in theAFTRA. spokesmen" have ‘stressed functioning as producers-dir: ectors-.
oo
‘Technical Controller with Scottish’ its. -prime::time|openfor thought-. ‘Plaining. execs.
that the -union has. no ‘business: a riters on this’.vehicle. Maxwell’
‘Television, “and: ‘Dalglish -has ‘been. Provoking ;‘Programs:
a
working points:.in educational tv. |: * producing | “the
reactivated ‘supervisor; “of, Central Facilities: |
Austini.“educational. television: -.
Union's answer has. been “uni- “Hardy.” - Jim. ‘Haivkins. and ‘Phil. Group. « They. ‘have. now .severed:|=
aes| station . KERN-TV began telecasts.
form: AFTRA has.‘ ‘always” -repre- Ober w alk: stat.
‘their active’ connection with: Scot- |"
OBS Radio
‘llast wWeek’-with a three-hour eve= :'
senteg educators, fram Dr. Floyd
“Mir: No vack”:.” is’” a. ‘drainatic tish’ Television:
| ning -schedule..for the: first-:week,:Zulli via -WCBS-TV's: “Sunrise. ‘show, about a high’ ‘school: teacher: |.
(Interria- .
: Television
| Coritinuea from: page.20=
the U:cof ‘Texas radio and: tv deSemester“?
to: Francis ‘Horwich. Boris. Sagal: and E. ‘Jack: Neuman. Thomson
tional) also assists in' the establish:
partment operating the ‘station: une -.:
“the jeacher on NBC's old “Ding. are preparing..the. show, Sagal: as:
Donz: School, and that “it. isn’t, producer and. Neuman. as’ writer. -ment: of thé ‘tv’ ‘service in- ‘Kenya: | nevis ” ‘amalysis.. will ‘continue, ‘ag: ‘der a. coritract. with: the Southwest...
“In- -Texas — Educational : Television. where they appear that. counts but: Sagal will» direct. ‘the: pilot. :The | “here television ‘test. transmissions|:will. the’ presént’ weekend” news, :
‘are now in. progress in preparation |
‘Council, a‘ nonprofit “organization.
=| Sagal-Neuman ‘team turned out. the
formation
°
and
-.
sports
©
schedule:
‘| for. the official” ‘opening. of. the. sta-‘Station. expands. ‘to’ six .afternoon |
“Kildare”: and: ” Benedict” - pilots:
{tion “Gct.*.1:..Desmond -O"Donovan,’| Web's” 52 “Dimension”: ‘broadcasts. aa hours: it, the:“second
|
Weitman is’. planning to spinoff.
tv ..drama-* ‘producer, has: been’ sec- ‘a week. “which, “With: the newly | wee
ee
ae
. “Ship’ s ‘Doctor’: ta tentative title), |
‘onded.. for duty. in. Kenya to assist. added *-five-minute: features, we=
{and “Sister. Mike,”” about a nun in.
WITH. THEATRE STUDIO
with, local Production..
‘| charge of -a conimtinity: eentér,. Ori |.
| rise. to.a total: of: 63.
2% acre landscaped. estate 30 minutes |
=
;T .:,:.">:
:
=as
‘.ot
*.
-t
.cnt
a.
.evat
:ee
:

DREAM HOUSE|
| FOR SHOW Ouse
from

Broadway...

large

6 bedroom.

1 house with 4 bothrooms. Facilities for
1} servant ‘quarters. Magnificent. living -

room

o Kildare’ ‘and -* International Law-+

: xoxRoad to Unity’
Sifts.Christian Faith

|

~ATTENTION|
BROADWAY. AND
“TV PRODUCERS -

Oite: of: the convention: highlights;|||

yer” “on “Benedict. re
| Was the:. unveiling | ofa. -year-long |
In addition, the: studio. is ready- study, ‘titled - “Who: “Were ‘Those
4 ing. .“Seauoia."” ‘an hourlong. out=|"
‘door: ‘action-adventure.’ “series;. a
Listeners 1'Saw You: With—A. Re-|]-crirea: of glamour |seekers. and: tise.
‘contemporary ‘show about - Forest |.
trated :actors?. Need assistant: Inter. §.
seatched Rx. for: Audience Leaderested: only. in production/administra-:4
St: ‘Louis; Sept. 18.
|-Rangers, and. NBC-TY. is ‘interested | |
§| in this” propetty. , Wilbur .Stark: ds. L: “Road to. Unity,” the. firstof ay ‘ship, »preserited. ‘by* Fred. ‘Ruegg, |. tive. duties?.:t: could: be your’ man.
Excellent detall man with exeprience.
two-part: film
series
“the|V.Di, station: ‘administration, CBS"; ‘in casting; direction, production, ad- 9
+ the producer. '

with bonquat size dining room...
THEATRE STUDIO ‘has stage completely
equipped. and wired and can. easily
be soundproofed for recording. Also
| make-up room facilities. Lots of. space:
for family wheels: and’ horse.
: |

vertising and publicity,
plus solid F.
Norman Felton: is.exec producer Christian faith, will be presented ‘Radio.
.
|
‘background in business. operation and f°..
‘|-on. the hourlong. “The Lieutenant, ine by- KMOX-TV ‘Thursday (20). .at Findings: of the ‘study, based’ on management.. 37,. father: of 2, person-. | “able (not pretty). ‘Salary important but: -f:
‘Ti being. pénned ©by: “Gene: ~ Roden-=. 6:30 p.m: Excellent’ Residential Area
Te poll of ‘listeners in-CBS o&0.mar- secondary - to’ work In which 1 can. f
_berry,. and’ :all ‘the’ networks. have|-. . The ‘30-minute program. will. kets;. included these. highlights: |f- make. :a °contribution. For. wee
Asking mid-fifties. Contact:
BEIR-HIGGINS REALTY ASSOC:, -ING. t expressed ‘interest -‘in ‘this one: probe: ‘basic ‘differences -between roughly * Fo. of - those
‘interviewed| oe See
ee
; «YF. Allendale. Ave.; Saddle’ River, N.: J. Felton is. also éxec producer on ‘the. ‘Protestant’ and --Roman- ‘Catholic. confined. : fost: of their listening: to'| 14 WwW: ‘46th ‘Street... New York, 36 N.ve
€0-min.: “Time” of. Decision,” ‘being : beliefs, with. clergymen of ptom-|.“one: ‘station:.instrumental music. tL
‘DAvis 7-5600
a
So
_
|benned. by’ Howard Rodman. It's ‘a Mnent” ‘St.: Louis. ¢hurches. featured. was-. preferred. ‘by ‘about: 50%

1

Superb Location, Hokokus, Nis.

—— "| those polled; about 83% preferred Ir
|‘news once an. hour or oftener, and.

a

Detroit
,
T
E
R
“SALOME”

905

Avg. Rtg.

ee

”’
~~ “OTHE WILD.ONE

74.9%.

a 5

Avg: Share

1 Avg. Rtg. -

Sept. 14, 1962:
il 225. P.M. to 1:15 A.M.
Special Trendex Survey

68.9%.
Avg. Share

Sepi.15,1962.

1 225 P.M, to:
onIS A.M.

_ Distributed exclusively by’:

)SCREEN GEMS, INC._
awe

wea.

| ‘COLLECTOR'S ITEM

preferred news of:a longer dura- :
"-tion ‘than five minites: most people He
9
| disliked. sound. . effects: “on .news:
| and. ‘80% said: that. -they didn't

a

resent. commiercials in general,- -al-}

‘though|.some..in- the

category:

‘didn’ t. likeparticular commercials.

_ STERLING. SILVER’.
“) JEWELED CHESS SET”
, the Only: One of Its:Kind

aereer

1

AomopeRs

|.

a “8 Park Place; ‘West .Orange, N.J.

ov EXECUTIVE— -CPA‘| “denied in major-matket:. “Seeks relocation, Loe“Aégeles = ‘
area: Experienced. in station mariagement, production, dis-:--]-

He sFibution® and. broadcasting. Capable of (1) ‘full responsi--

)bility: for. accounting, contracts. and:‘plant operation. 7 (2).

af station. management. -.

‘Executive: Procurement; 7425: Franklin: ‘Avenue,

| bos Angeles 46:California: o
.

pe
1 gLs
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ostinie

“SHOWDPsua
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:

RADIO-TELEVISION

“(BritishComTV Rural

New hi:
cal

* Paris,” ‘Sept. 18.
“Frankfurt,. Sept. 18.
‘phles of:‘both television sets and| “aTrans ” Burope Television: an:

41

rators

~ Resent: Stranglehold of 4 Majors

.
- London: Sept. 18.
network, the Jocals must not only
“Mexico. City; Sept. 18... Tadios - in: West “Germany are on nounced: & new: ‘thobile ‘Unit. tape’ .
Whatever: else may. ‘emerge. from pay a network fee but. part with a
The. suspension: ‘of shooting: of the.: downtrend:. _ Experts: suggest. and. film.’ video™'setup. ‘that -is at,}tuned to the. advent. of ‘satellite ‘current
;.
|goverrimental- Independent percentage of their ad revenue.
further segments. of the “Tonga-:

._.. Joa” series, after 12 episodes. made. price war “which has dropped. the: communications: . Director. Robin | ‘Televiision. Author ity -dickers, it’s’
-.. jm the Acapulco: vicinity, has actors ‘prices for the television’ “cabinets ‘Scott revealed this week that inter- an ‘ odds-on.. ‘bet on TV ‘Row here
and union ‘officials ‘worried about j.
here perhaps the. people: have just. national ‘video ‘meant more: foreign | that. action wilF be ‘taken -to. loosen.
“possible loss .of ‘work,
production. from all tv ‘countries. ‘the --majors’: stranglehold. on the:
Original..deal:.by CBS, in. associ about. reached. a ‘saturation ‘point:
‘commercial “ty: network; . a: move
and
+‘that‘the:
e- setup,Was:
S geared.for’ being. ur ged. most’ strongly’ of. all.
and
£0.
fewer
“sets:
are
being
made’
ation: With -;: producer .Jose. -Luis
and
sold:
all.
“Celis, .was ‘for: shooting -‘of.39 seg- |
‘by certain: regional. Stations, like

With a: total of 8, 700,000: tele- |:<—

“2 ments in: Mexico.

Smaller regionals
have
tbus
found. tnemselves. in a_ position

where it is unéconomic to drop-a
network
show to produce more
than. their: quota, set by the ITA;
because even ‘if ‘the comparatively
small network fee is saved ‘they.
must still ‘dole out the percentage.

Scott:‘siressed a price. range ‘for: Border-TV, which ‘comes. under the
all:arid:Close working ties: ‘with TV |“third Jeague”. heading . so: far. as. of revenue as per contract. And.
io : outcome - of “mauling. by: ‘lions- ‘of Germany, “just: ‘about every third ‘Wales and. Western. ‘England, -EMI, size of. audience. and ad billings are: what Jocal with a hetty slice of the
‘|billings -already. spoken for, is 2o0—_
’ | concerned.
' -geveral players; arid casting. prob-:| househald. has: the. équipment.
Jems... According © to -Jaime--Fer-|- In the’ first .six_ months ‘of this Richard - “Dimbleby’ s. ‘Puritain
Border-TV, “which ‘makes only. a: ing -to drop a network*show which
_.; pandez, of the National ‘Association’ year, ‘the - ‘German’: tv: equipment. Films,. Europe No:.1,; France's pri- ‘| modest -profit,: is typical. of. about. can be picked up in some cuses’ as
‘of Actors, series will continue, with. industry: turned -out ‘780,400. sets, | vate setup beaming from. the Saar, |:five - ‘other “out-of-town. operators: cheaply as $40 an hour, to mount
suspension: only ©‘temporary’: : Union: whichis 21% less than: the 992, 100° ‘and impresario -Lars ‘Schmidt.-Out-. | who.. were. created. well ‘after’ the:}. one. program more ‘than it has to?
:-gtatement said. ‘suspension Awas- by: produced ‘in the: same.- period .‘in- fit will ‘also’ ‘package’ deals. as’ well ‘four ‘major. ‘stations _had.. - pooled {. What.is also causing a tot of
ynutual. -accord. betwen. Producers. | 1961, “And:® ‘the: entire year's output,;: as’ provide ‘pr oduction facilities for:‘program resources ta’ form ‘an un- resentment among the area out-.
end workers:. a
.
| beatable sellers’ market. Small ‘in- lets, is the fact that through the
including. the: -upped- production others.
While originally, “Tongaléa””§ e- ‘which ‘will-probably be néeded for: : ‘Scott. feels that’ ‘Trans’ Europe’ Ss. dépendents.‘have: found themselves. wheeling and dealing of the four
ries” ‘was. hailed’ as providing-nat| ‘the .increased: ‘Christmas ..sales,:is'| ties can keep ‘overhead. at: a mini-: forced: to take the key: operators’. major stations, there is not, at- any
-Jeast.. ‘six’ months | of-employment ‘estimated to total about 1,700,900.mum.: “Company. |Js headquartered: terms which invariably ‘mean ‘that one time, more than one program
“in. return for. ‘plugging into the
‘in Paris. ~- for. Mexican talent and technicians,’ television. sets:
(Continued on page 43)

Series : had- work: stoppage ©- as’ Vision ©gets-‘registered in: - West

“Jaime. Fernandez .said . producers |
‘had. signed: an initial. contract. ‘for.

six ‘weeks: ‘minimum, -and work had J:
o covered :‘a. ‘nine-week: period before;}

ad suspension. .

Mutual Lockout
": a —

q® aocepcoscoanl:

YN aAQ
\}

\ \

Continued from ‘page —
—_|.

CO

:filiation: was given: through’ consideration; but was. ultimately ‘turned
down primarily because of the otit--. -

- Jet's strong. local news ‘setup..

pas

Although.” “Mutual

“provides a:}-

“+ good. foreign service,-Sullivan said, |

ote WNEW’s: prime. interest would be:
.

Joeal: coverage., ‘Station: now. has a
‘yews. department: of 16; -and,. ‘with

a

‘featured specialist :-added,. ‘rounds |
out to: 20; he said. ‘Staff has been. |.
‘ puilt inthe ©four 'years:: since |-

__ WNEW- the -hourly. five-minute |
-.. mewsceasts: supplied on a ‘promotion. |"
‘trade-off by: the New. York Daily

_.,. News. (Latter were carried for 17:
years, and. have since: :moved to
“=

WPRAT,; °“Capital :‘Cities’ ..
Paterson,

ONE J. omusie- ‘station: covering. the
“sanetropolitan area)...

=.

.

Since.:the. WNEW -‘négotiations,
‘Mutual. has: been talking to WHN,

station:taken over. earlier this year |
by. Storer Broadcasting, ‘There has}.
-“peen

no. confirmation.

-

of a -‘deal. ae

“with Storer, although :.the™ group:
and Mutual were linked in: cover- 1°
age of the: Democratic. State Con- |-vention in: ‘Syracuse. this :.week.
Tieup, ‘which saw’: Mutual: com:

-méntator. George’ Hamilton Combs - :
>and ‘a New. York. news staffer cov-..ering .for Storer;: was apparently.

semi-hush ‘hush, sincé no ‘realease |.
“1. was. issued.-by. the network: and at
“!-publicity: ‘item. from: WHN. ‘on ‘the |
listed Combs: as..a “Total |
Information” tewsman . as: though: a |
che were on-the station staff. rather |
atall.
Mutual, which; got. no. credit |a,
“ata
“|:

| eoverage

-There- is a:“possibility. ‘that “Hur-4

a

oe
—_—

Pi Oe ox
Nw

leigh can: “get: a. wedge. ‘With: the
Storer .outlet. :via~ the: ‘impending,

strike: of: riewsmen ‘at ‘the’ station: “
“Gould be. that. WHN:. would: swing |
‘to Mutual. for its: news during ‘the

_ strike: blackout. arid: ¢ontinue, with me
the web. thereafter.
‘One-time- Mutual ;‘affiliate WOR

:(when*: RKO: General and “Mutual |:
‘were. both owned. by’ Tom _O’Néi})

now has a-strong. local news: setup,
| Jike.WNEW,: and: 15-minute hourly . -

“snewscasts through: the -day.. Mutual

commentators ‘Combs'-and Fulton}

Lewis, Jr..are. carried: by: WOR. on. Pe

- Its. ‘early: night news: ‘and. feature
‘block of two-hours plus,.but there]:
‘is. little. chance. of any further web-

. - “erviee:
Another... -indie, ...Straus
: -Broadcasting’s: WMCA, §is ‘serviced

_°

.,

by

the. parent ~company’s.“Radio

a

,

Press International.
os
Hurleigh’s. ast: stand. would. he ;

Ree
_———
es
on
~:

‘New. Jersey. for one of the: indies:

en
en
pe

there. : that: cover: the-.New. York
“market. ;
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BADIO-TELEVISION _

_Weneaays September19,1962
od Police: Devi, " marked his.234 yearof broadcasting’ on:KXOX’ radio, |
fF Sunday (16). Capt. Schumacher’s’ safety. ‘show, ‘So. It Can't:Happen. ne
3; KSLH,
‘| to You,” has aired -1199 consecutive. ‘weeks without a -miss:.

.

FiromTheProduction: Centres

Z the St. -Louis. Public. Schools: fm ‘radio -station, returns ~ to.“the. air. =
‘on Monday (aay for its ‘13th year. of.operation.
i.
—

a

, Continued’ from page Ra

LIN. MINNEAPOLIS.

if

“Tarell
Continued from page Ld =

he

chad ©to. be :‘the earry-over:. ‘from
“Quiz program: “Tt!Ss Academic”
T
&
‘t t “deb i yi ‘
Mi
ot Untouchables’. mo, and “alter ;
WRE |.
Btation for pro football Redskin: network going into: ‘South...
ow CN- Ve attemp ing. to. se up. series of tv:
a as e ween.
nine-.
.
“WAV A-EM
rad. opening football season “with. “Showcase” —.
2aweeks ‘the faatolhes te da
e
... WTOP-TY. sota: Gov: Elmer -L. Anderson ‘and ‘his DFL ‘oppenent Karl Rolvaag.
lesvthening “Music Americana’? program | one four.
Minnesota, Twins. sportscaster Herb ‘Carneal. will handle. play-by-play:
cross
tne “nation;
“Silents” ‘im
Trunnm 22 “¥outh Wants: to’ Know instead .of CBS". “Ted ‘Mack. and
. Arnold. Michealis,: producer. of: ABC's telecasts of ‘raad games of pro: football Minnesota. Vikings ‘with..ex-|its ‘ABC-TV Tuns -cleated around
the Original. -Amateur. -Hour™
“A Hai Stevenson Reports,” spent:“a day here boning up for: show:jewwhich A,‘Gopher gridder. Clayt. Tonnemaker. doing: color. sideliries on. WCCO-TY. 107. stations: -“Untouchables, ”. the
WWDGC- AM-FM. will be.the: originating:

reurnedt

; WCCO ‘sportscaster Don Dahl will: narrate films ‘of Univ. of Minnesota {show's: leadin, ‘eleared: more’ thaa-

to. air -Sunday..

:.| grid, ‘pames - on. Mondays.

“2°
are

WDGY:

distributing. “Cy- Coleman

seni
‘| “Broadway. Pianorama*’ as: sales. gimmick. .

LP

. Jack -I:. Moore. was. ré-:j170." In ‘a ‘couple ; ‘of random -Nas
- “-named.: pr‘esident of WAYL- FM after. acquiring his. ‘partner’s interest. in. Itional .N ielsens, . “Untouchables”.

LN. LONDON

AtV's sro-ram-selling subsidiary, ITC, shifted 18 skeins ‘to:Malta-TV_ the .FM-stered. station .. . ‘Axel and .His. Dog,” oldest: of “the. local |pulled a 17.7 to “Silents” 8.2, and:
Wiicis
es later this year : . AS: ‘expected’ setow ners’ licences topped: smallfry :shows.. and. first: program. in: this area: to- be: carried in color, 12 20. to’ Sterling ‘series. 9.5.)::
Ub.» 124.435,000 in Juls,-Post Office: reports . > Folks who saw. this. year 'S: has been ‘moved ‘to a. Saturday a.m:'slot.-by.:WCCO-TV. and. hasbeen|| Because.: he was’ hopeful” of .a.

t replaced |‘weekdays |‘by: ‘the. “Bomba”. adventure .series... -Clelian. ‘Card; network. sale,- Turell” says. he held.
Zadion Show totalled 350,620 as against 385, 925 who. went last. year .
on: the,SAxel”. ‘show since, 1954, remains to- host:| the.series Off the:‘syndication mar- .
“Sout! eeucTV signed -a check for-more than’ $33,000 to aid: arts and‘ who. ‘has’ appeared
. Assdciated- -Rediffusion, “ASSO- the. new: ‘series,
BCIenE es within its transmission .area
o

-

ciated TeleVision and Granada-TV jointly. bought “Sam Benedict”
W. Be “eT.

which -bow ed on- Friday: (14},. picked ‘up four Yank

no; set seen
Pager” .from

joe 3 ATV (Midlands!

47

‘Coast, ‘the: cynic’ caipaign ‘in.just:
| getting. underway; On the. ‘Coast,
Mil- | the Package - -¥S “sold” in: Los “An-

UU. ‘or: Wiséonsin -football games ‘will ‘be broadeast. DY. WIM:
station. This -year Blue -Cross-Blue: Shield’ and ‘First
|gelés...--Seattle;-” Bakersfield, .“San:
Station can Wisconsin National Bank will, sponsor... “Mike: -Walden,,. .WTMJ. sports- Francisco and .-elsewhere. -Phoenix:
||-waukee Journal

In..five. years, Roy. Thomson's

as announcer .

has increased: its potential audience. fivefold.

Seattish-TV

IN®. MILWAUKEE eee”

shows |-f

“Conquest”. and: “‘Air
in) Britain, “The Millionaires,”
Caroline: Lloyd’
@€BS and. “Mat kham’” from: MCA..

‘| easter” will’ da play-by-play, :‘with. Don Kindt, former Wisconsin’. and. ‘is also | sold: in ‘the initial: move”
“}-Chicazo Bear. halfback.. on’. ‘color. ‘commentary.
: Green: Bay. league’ eastward,
| football. ganiés. will. also” be. broadcast .-by. WTMS: ‘and. will. ‘be fed to-a|
AN DETROIT
ee
High |‘on:the potential of:the oli
'six-station radio network in Wisconsin, ‘Says George Comte;. veepee. and:
pictures;.:Turell now ‘-has “in the
NBC'S “Today” “show will originate live’. from’: Detroit - Oct. 18-19- 22 general manager of tv-radio. ...:Capt..Eddie Rickenbacher :was a ‘guest - A record 22, 000 ew ‘|On WISN-TV’s*“Milwaukee Reports,”a covering the-topic “Conservatism. |"works: a feature package:.in. conto eave: fhe 44th National ‘Automobile Shaw.
junction with-the Museum of. Modtars were collected: as “admissions”: te. the “Toys for Tots Jamboree,” |Must-Face Up:to Liberalism.” -He-was interviewed by..four Milwaukee.|.
Jointh ‘sponsored by WXYZ. and ‘The U.S. Marine Corps . Reserve: at ‘Junior “Bar Association. mémbers,; Robert: L. :‘Habush, Jerold I. Perl-' ern Art .on the: ‘greatest films’:of
all time-’me
a. Local armusement ‘park The Marines: will distribute the toys to needy stein; ‘Richard J: Steinberg and Leonard L.-Loeb..
» WMVS-TV, Mil-'}
tots at C hristmas ——e . WWJ-TV is filming: salvage operations. for. tlie. waukee: Vocational .-and “Adult. School ‘educational. Station, ‘off. the:-air |.
huze. British fr eighter, “Montrose”. which is laying on its side:in Detroit. sincé June* 29,° has” begun ‘fifth broadcasting: year and increased. (by joo.
River. mud .after a collisicn witha barge. WWJ: newsman Ven° ‘Marshall 10. hours) program. schedule.’ This: increase now puts: WMYVS-TV ‘on the}
:~
RomperRoom’
is: ‘supervising the filming and. will narrate . .: WIBK: will: preview the -air 8. a.m,.10:30 p.m. daily. ‘Monday: -through ‘Friday. “This™ is: first time |”
new “American-made. automobiles for. ‘the: 1963 model year on .“‘Assign- ssuch air‘time. has: been’ maintained. “Previous Friday signon. was.4: 30. pam:| a
‘Continued, from, page. 25.—-:
ment Detroit. " with newscaster ‘Bob. ‘King interviewing. Detroit: auto
“Probe,” new’ weekly series starring. Dr: Albert. E: Burke: IN- CINCINN ATI
o
ok Réom,. ‘said that ‘international: pro~
exeCs. .
ina Current events opinion. program, is a. new: offering on. WWIETV in'|:a
;
gramming’ -of the “tv ‘Rindergarten
” “Holy ‘wood's_ "Answer: to-“Communism” filled’‘three hours’ of‘prime: ‘shiow. . via. franchises provides. ‘un:
the 5:30 p.m. Sunday spot . . . WJBK. disk jockey Mare Avery. will team
with the golf pro at Detroit municipal courses -at: the - special’ invita- time’ on: WKRC-TV- ‘with. McAlpin’s department. store ‘the tagger sans |-,
‘Marian: Spelman;. Ruby. Wright. and. Bob. Braun, mited: opfortinities |for interna-.
tional Fred Waring .Shawi hee Golf: Tournament. at Waring's estate in. commercials:
now be

seen

by more

than

3.190, 000.

-Crosley “singers:. featured: on separate. nights’ in ‘the Carthage ‘Fait-| tonal goodwill... Deal calls for. the.

Pe insy ivania..

La ‘grandstand |-show,. -backed by. Barney: Rapp’s: band. :
. ‘Striving. for: ‘Romper. ‘Room: ‘ teacher to. ‘be™.
| | FM sound .on the’ AM dial; WCKY ts offering | a ‘muste ‘package- from - selected and tr. in
<.
'WGBS. Miami, ‘and’ has -added’ announcers ‘Murray Roberts, from |
‘eign: ea and.3 nedfor Pact oe
Sani: Samora. is the: new. promotion, iianager. at KTVE. suécessor ‘to: :Norfolk; -Va., Ken ‘Linn, -from Indianap
olis;.and” Lee Stewart via stations. - ‘Head warters. ii: es
Charles Cash who. moved’ into. Atlanta’s WSM’ as” director. Of ‘pub- WAUX, Milwaukee: ‘Bud ‘Chase, vet -versatile talent ‘with :Cincy:| Australasia: ‘Romper Roon ‘trai ie
- Disk’ stations; Ziv: ‘productions: and ad..agencies,:
licity. ‘Samora comes to St. Louis from WXYZ. in: ‘Detroit...
departs. WKRC to join the’ center will: be ‘Sydney om ra ning .
jockey Ed. Wilson back in town ‘headlining a daily record show ‘for’. ABC: network. Oct. -4-in his. native Chicago. :Bo
AL trade turnout of | mantle has: engaged : ‘reied.Ros
Balaban-owned WIL... Wilson” is’ the 300- pound: deejay-singer: -who. 300 ‘saluted TV Guide's fall preview at .a
‘cocktailery. in. the Terrace: “tralian ..-woman. to. act..as--t
her:
quit a lucrative. platter program. ‘with KSD-two -years ago and moved.

IN ST. LOUIS

to Hollywood

in: attempt to .crash. the gates of television’s: film series. |.

‘Sez Wilson: “ve been loafing—more . or. less. for. two“ years—and:
. KSHE-FM | ‘will ‘broadcast -“Washit is time I got back to work”

Hilton hosted: by Charles Pritchett, the:mag's Cincy regional. chief.’ -{'Fremantle -also
sacners:
will ‘license the-use
_ . |-of:the ‘Romper Room name to: for="
IN: PHILADELPHIA
; pelgn’.. manufacturers ‘of-‘toys. and:
° 0:

ington U. football games this: Season. and “KMOX: radio will air- __ Pete’ Boyle, one .of the ‘area’s pioneer ‘ty, ‘performeis: will seive -as. other children’s... products.” Fre= “:
the -Missouri U.., schedule. Skip Erwin is set. for ‘the play-by-play|‘guide’ and. story-teller. for: the new weekday ‘series,. “Uncle: Pete's. Zoo. his'o e Rataed ‘Paul Talbot said that:
on the Washington U. contests and Harry Caray will .do the. Mizzou- “Stories,” “on WRC-TV to be videotaped. ‘on-location. Best sequences . ‘are:ogan zation and Romper Room
Ssibiite oot ar Investigating: ‘the.
tilts .
Capt. Roland. J. ‘Schumacher, traffic” Sivision, Ste ‘Louis. “vill ‘be’ assembled for a’ 30-minute reprise on Sunday:. afternoons. ..
>
| Jack Oberman, a: former. ‘Uncle WiP,. now. the 88er ‘at :the: Valhalla:: possibilities’ o entering. prarkets in.
‘| other parts. of the.world.

"formerly, the Petti Arms’: ;; Patti Fage and. husband Charlie O’Curran.

Standerman To0:B-Me

TV STATION
WANTS
FEM. VOCALIST

:

‘in ‘town visiting: WIBG deejay: Joe: Niagara.... «> Penn State: Football.:|,
a “sellout” ‘on WCAU -this fall. The full: 10-game:: -schedule. will be:

‘Cleveland,. ‘Sept.:18:
‘co-sponsored ‘by: Ritter, Product-Food. Fair and :Knights Insurance Co. |.
Bruce F. ‘Stauderman, vice presi- |
‘Tom- Bender: ‘does the. play-by-play...
» Henry Rhea, ‘director ‘of. engi-. a |
dent in. charge: of.radio-television’
neering: for ‘Triangle:: Stations, ‘flamed pres:. ‘of ITA! Electronics Corp. |}
Heat’ the -Meldrum. : & .:-Fewsmith
‘agency here, moves Oct..1. to. New WCAU-TV': “has. ‘purchased . the: Screen’ Gems. package. of: 73 post-1954

Major Eastern station, is currently .ac-

f} York City for a special. writer- ‘Columbia. pix.. Films to begin. early’ in’ 1963: 'will be first-runé: in-|
producer.:: position’ with. ‘Ogilvy, Philly... Pix, include “From: Here to. Eternity,’* “CRddy Duchin Story,’./[-

ee of.Bites”: “Bell, Book and: Candle, de “Last: Angry: ‘Man”. ‘and. |}
cepting applications for auditions for. | Benson '&. ‘Mather.. Stauderman’s a) ers.
:
new.
‘post.
is
believed.
an
innovation
|“
“new morning variety show. Appli-.
. -cants must have professional experi-.
ence as pop. singer as. well as. radio.
oz TV: experience as. M.c., ‘announcer,

‘f hostess, personality: or-d.j.. Send. taps,

| with. the Manhattan . agency. -Another. adman is being recruited |

.IN:PITTSBURCH.

_ . MOBILU1X.

‘from J..Walter ‘Thompson ‘for- the
+:: Bob. Holland. has’ resigiied’ from. WIC: to. beconiie ty ‘news director]

%
..
.

‘same

dual creative-work on. tele-.dat” WCAU-TV,

vision commercials,

Stauderman... originally -a free.

Philadelphia.

Holland

won. 19° awards

in. various |-

- categories when he headéd-the news department at. Channel 11.. George:

‘FOUR: JAZZ FILMS:

on “THE LIVELY ONES 1
JOHN: HOPPE:

|:

if:

ios.‘Madison Ave., N.Y...0- AT 9.7544 ii
dq photos and resume to BOX. V-3379, A lance radio-television writer “in Urbaugh isthe acting news director . .. Don ‘Riggs’, “Safari"’. show: on.
-KDKA-TV has‘ been..expanded: from’ its present 44%, ‘minutes .to.-150 :
VARIETY, 154 W..46 St., New: York. 36.. | Manhattan, . came~ to °> Cleveland | minutes. Show. ‘combines:
adventure films. and studio audience’ partici: |}...
+ some: Il. years gO. as: ‘Program “pation and presents .all: types of ‘wild . life’ ::.°
Georgia Cochran, | .

| executive.

Toh

ns

--

_",

| former art and promotion: director. of. WIvw, ‘Evansville; ‘Ind.; hastf= | joined. the promotion. department. of :‘WTAE:..:. Randy. Hall, KDKA | .
| all. night. disk.:jockey and late. night: sportscaster on. KDKA-TV,. will | :

10,000 LAKES To

.| do, the color:to:Tom Bender's play-by-play ‘onthe ‘Penn: State. football

| games. .

. Marilyn” Ferguson, former: Sun: Telegraph. featute writer, |
has joinedthe news: Staff or WTAE

||‘Manchurian Candidate’
* Ks ABC Election Soonsor| -

ose “inmarvelous ‘Minnesota—"_

“ABC-TV, which: ‘fs|‘making. its 1

each: one with something. to: offer:
‘inthe way of outdoor enjoyment.

‘most ‘ambitious’ ‘effort ‘this “year. to
“| cover: the: election: night returns, |

For indoor enjoyment, KSTP.

\has~ finally landed” one;. and ‘pos- |f*
TV is the first-choice, providing ..: estbly. two, bankrollers for the-night:|#
_Superiorentertainment for810,800:-’ | of Nov. "6. Already |locked ‘up for [fione-sixth .ofthe election coverage’
television families: in:this active, |
Lis. United Artists. which .plans_ to | |
growing Northwest ‘markét: with
"| plug-its' upcoming ‘film, “The*Man- ||" :
more than. FIVE BILLION | _}-churian.. Candidate.” “Web says it/I -3

DOLLARS ofspendable income,
i
ve

“|expects

to-wrap_ up- another ‘Spon-

| sorship deal, this ‘week.

:

As a-fitst for the web this year;|{" 3
| ABC-TV: will be” operating this |F' :
‘| year with regional: boards’ which
ave: been specially. “staffed. -How-.
PF ard. K. Smith. and ‘the web's .chief |

100,000. WATIS” ° NBC
MINNEAPOLIS :¢ ST.PAUL

Washington: ‘correspondent;.William.|[
H. ‘Lawrence. will -be’‘on. duty for.
the interpretive . commentary. _

To reach Main Street, U.S. A., turn at Mutual.
‘>

im
f iy

adio OWNS Wiele street UA,

Stic. (CD 100 Main

Stree

aa
iii

°

with 453

listen

America. Mutuai Rad

. Stars:of Canadian. 1V Program:
"CARTOON: CORNER”. .— .
"Seen Twice. Weekly, CBMT, .
TOM

Montreal .

«Available: for TY ‘Appearances,
Fairs, Pertonal ‘Appearances,
Se"
Parties
“Contact:

aren

“as “Tom Blythe Enterprizes
"5368 Sherbrooke ‘St., ‘West.
_ Montreal, ‘Qve.,:Caricida.

: RADIO-TELEVISION ad

Weinesder,September. 19,1962.

EsReprieve |ABC RadioO80's.
cou

te

;ratings.‘and has heen:onetwa, with ‘ :
|

WIND. ever. since. .
[Lee
: Detroit's WXYZ, ‘longtime hit. me ©
‘under Neal,. -Has -niaintained. its |>:
—
Contimiea from. page24 —
i
‘leading | position
under~ ‘general |.’
-:
ymutty’
Preem Morrow,” ‘Charlie: ‘Greet, |‘Dan In- “Manager ‘John “Gilbert: :In’ Pitts-}
|.gram, Scott -Muni,.Fred: “Hall and. ‘burgh; : KQV, Managed |by.’ John}
;
Washington, Sept. 38. | Bob “Lewis. -Héavy. stress on. news Gibbs,’ has::come. out. of the. ‘pack |}.
“Solingen, ‘Sept. 18.
her. disconterited members, and
“The - FEC. has -voted? 5-1 -to: let ‘and Joeal documentaries: to: be. Sup-. ‘in the last: two years into the’ No..21. AN wiusual’ or ‘anization called ; make regular trips to the German’
‘spot,
|
although
-.
‘still.
considerably
|
4
_
situa
og
of:
fon
eaned
|
‘television
“stations
to
urge. the
Radio
Station WLLE; : - Raleigh, | plemented - shor tly. -by. editorializN.C.; off with a warning. instead: of'j.ing, have also. beefed: wp ‘the’ sta- behind: ‘powerhouse’ KDKA.... The: : Televiewers” ‘has just been formed ‘officials -to--follow her’ “recom“jerking: its. newly. granted license- tion's: -image: And ‘ot. ‘to..the -teen-: KQV ‘operation ‘has. ‘been “marked -by: a-43-vear-old: housewife: here; — | mendations.
‘Mrs. Hanrielore- Bennert: claims j “We want to-see the films that
-, for-a “smutty”, first day ‘promotion: : age. audience - alone. ‘The figures by’.a total: streamlining, “including |.”
2 - FCChairman: ‘New ton: Minow. did indicate. that. despite WABC: 'S -rock- glass- enclosed :studios “on. ‘street ‘that she: ‘already. has’ 200, 000 mém-. j are ‘being: considered for showing

toUperade German’

"not - participate’ |in

“the: decision. fing: ‘sound.. it. -cevers the. full. audi-

|
:

level equipped with: the’!
latest: tape |!‘bers, ‘each anteing up a: ‘monthly +on television, and we want to help

arr
fee Of. 50 plennings. ‘15e):
select ‘those.
Commissioner. Robert Bartley Cast "encespectrum. just ‘as-much as: the cartridge. setups.
that
are |finally
“In Los. :Angeles, general: mane; With’ the: money,:and ‘the back: ‘bought, * she explained. “We want
. the’no vote.:
Tntiddle- of-the-road music. stations.
‘ager.
Ben’
Hober
man
has
cut
.a
solid:
ing:
‘of
:the
:outraged viewers, she. ‘to read the. scripts. and help decide
<The: “eonimission®:: : péopened:: the do. “That “was true~ even. before.
|niche for -WABC. with’ an° all-talk }
‘plans to. lébby- with: the: television Which: should be filmed for tele-ease Yast March; a m onth after: it | WABC began — carrying the. Mets;
|
policy,
-patterned:
somewhat”
after
;
officials.
to’-see .that. she ‘and her |¥ision. -‘We. want more.-entertainaf had approved: transfer. of-a. license } -basehall * fames ‘this -season. ‘an‘followers: receive. _ “better pre nient programs during the eyening,.
from. Raleigh. ‘Broadcasting Corp.'s: other ‘upbeat programming. factor. WOR? in N.Y: In a :tough. market +

-WSHE to. ‘Raleigh-Durham

¢astin

Ine.’s WELE

| dominated, by. KFWB

and “KMPC’ grams.”

:

‘not so.many repeats: of old shows:

‘Broad:
1 “Chicago's: WLS jisanother case of?‘and -with _some-.12. other. important ; “The. housenife, wife: “oF.-a local: and less’ polities.”
;

we “It: found.MW.LLE. used’itg new,
reall’‘quired
a station. ‘coming off the floor. Ac: stations ~in’ the~ running. “—KABC: ‘stainless’ steel. cutlery “iaker, ex]. Just whether all her 206-006
- by “AB-PT from™ the. ‘Prairie |has: moved |‘up: into the: top.. half .-p}:
a
h
paying Members have the
same...
t
*Farnier interésts, WLS was Toaded | dozen: ‘stations: More= importantly; :‘Plains
organization.
a xearshe- got
the: ago:
‘idea’when.
for; she
the. : taste as-she does: ‘and: will ‘fcHow
“its.first. day ‘of. ‘proadcasting :with
‘down:
with:
‘paid
réligiaus -‘show s|-the.-all-talk. “‘politv: has ~won strong. was, particularly: ‘annoyed. at a bad’.along in the monthly: paying and
all-day: repetition ‘of one record: in-:!
-terspersed, with Weird ‘sounds: and:«When Ralph. ‘Beaudin: moved in’ as -advertising ‘support:’.In -San‘ ‘Franz: pr‘dgram -on. her ‘local ‘set.. jcomplaining schedule, is vet to be
‘‘general manager’ jin1960. These -re-.
an. off-color. “Story...
With.a small :“outlay. of capital, “seen,
FCC decided ‘pot:‘to‘take. action:ligious ° ‘stanzas were. -dropped: tk. cisco, KGO.. undér.:Elmer-Wavne.;has" pursued, a moderate’ music pol she.-took ads “in “Jocatl-. newspaper
ae
“because prematiire use -ofthe: ‘cal {favor: of. free. religiosos: as part’ of iéy “with: stress. “on. ‘top™. albuins. *"asking for: -other. displeased. View- 1" ~ . Paris, Tex Clifford. “Marshall,
“Jetteis Was. inadvertentand--the ;4° total modernization ‘of the.-sta- news and. Jocal. comurentars:. in-- ers to get'in-touch with her. She-isiowner and prez of KPLT, has
-\:station: ‘admitting: bad ‘taste ‘in .the! tion's ‘operation: ‘By -June: of: 1961.1 cluding’ on: “show- ‘from the’ hungry, now ‘planning to opén “an office, |named Jeff Methven, veepee and,
of Chicago! Cafe -.with. Les- Crane:
Pe one-day put, promised: not. todo it WLS moved -‘to- the’top *
_ ‘publish a. ‘monthly. newsletter |for feneral Manager. of. the Station.

“? again:

.

ADVERTISEMENT <=

In” its:vy arnifig: Jetter prinlaating: its decision, ~the Cc ommission
~wrotes
a

ADVERTISEMENT

“Although we cer tainly :Thave- nt7

“wish to’ stultity “exuberance’ -or the |
“efforts -of new

licefisees- to capture

|.-

WHY iySTATION WNDT- CHANNEL 13
=
UNFA IR
‘TotheAmerican Federation ofTelevision
and.RatioArtists (AFL-Cl0)

_ the: imagination® of their: listating |".
os Audiences: by -inventive- bréadcasts |. *
':-On their first’ day. of ‘operation, it |:
Fs difficult. ‘to -find: that. the ‘repeti--|

a

tious. playing of one. record, Anter- fee”
an” -off-color-: storys} oo oo...
discordant. sounds:.and: other: ‘taga-T ~

.’ spersed. ‘With

_Ties qualifies. either-as: inv. entive™ or: “
‘as in the publie interest:.
Rather. than -setving: the’ needs:

and: ‘interests: of,-the radio. :audi-+ 1.’
enee, such -promotionat .“practic es‘...

__ *4o-be-his private economic’ interest |”
_

than: by: attracting’ its attention: by.}.---

:

. virtue: of.-the character.‘of ‘any: new
= ‘program: ‘forniat which. the new ]-.:

o

owner: may. have’ decided. toBren:
gent.”Mt

Continued. from.page 41: ae

'1AFTRA Has andWill.Co
on tinuetoSupport Fducational Television...
os AFTRAMembers Hove Historically.Contributed Their Time ond
_TalenttoEducational Television.

.

ms pcailable: in- “the. network - pool.
. This.’ “précludés..

all’. bargaining. |

.

- Price-raising ‘and «so. on: The Joéat:| +>"

"es e

_operator.-is faced “with the. “simple |.
a hoice::: ‘take ‘it, or: produce your|-

~ own, -.And: for. reasons: aforemen: ;

tioneéd;: the: choice: As. nearly. alwaysSs: .
the for mer.

_.Mood -of: ‘the’. régiovial: ‘stations: .
“has been: brought .out in. ‘the- open |

_ ‘Moderators, ‘Program: Hosts; Home ‘Economists,
‘ and similar’ persons,. as well’‘as:Actors, Singers,
..
.

‘trubed at the lack of -eoiitrel. witich {--

aeee
~.

.‘. .
oe
‘

on:.
“Régional ‘companies. must. he}...
: free: ‘to - excharige:. ‘programs “be-|--:
tween |‘themselves: ‘thus ‘providing S

___ an alternative: source: of program-.| :
ming. to: the. ‘present: network:” "-.
|
will. only: be ’‘possible.: Bure. 7
a ‘fess. ‘believes,. - when: the: vexisting |

tas

~ At present,” says the -executiv e;. ae
~ “Border-TV- “has: ‘studio™ facilities
a 3 hich could. be: extended. ‘and. jias’

‘“quate.-because ‘of ‘the restrictions |"

J+ language

‘coverage. of. the

Second}

..

-*Matiean: Council,. O¢t! 11. Dunlop
|e

ce WAH. coordinate” CBC: airers” £rom |
Rone, some” via’ Telstar:.

-.

Bae
ow
i

.

{aed

ow ith the individual.

The. Company. has’“rejected AFTRA's offer as
wnacceptable,* “They ‘refused: to Tecognize. “that.

viduals appear on: ‘SUNRISE SEMESTER,”
“CON FINENTAL

CLASSROOM” ° and’ ‘Many

’ knowledge ‘and learning as: is‘presently. contained ‘school” teaching. programs: at: WNDT that. re-.
in:-AFTRA’ s ‘contracts: with: oiher fadio. afid tele- - cording’ of: their- SCEViceS will, not. be replay ed
vision stations in:‘the. Metropolitan: “Area,
so as to harm of. exploit: the teachers’ rights,

Our: ‘present’ contribution -is sinade- |

National Religious. Advisors: Coun-[ei of. Cariada -for: the CBC-English- |**!~

-

eee
ee
ee
eeee

1. Ts: ‘fedice. Tatés drastically, because.
WY NDT. is-a.‘hon:-commercial :Educa- tional Station.
2. To. inake.. joining. AFTRA optional

ari
.-

the same protection against exploitation, of their *'° formed the teachers assigned to do. certain’ in-

men: ‘and women ‘eapable of making |”
an _important: -eontribution.. to. twa

yeas! repr ‘esentative | of. CBC and the}

i.7

other. programs and: will .be doing. EXACTLY
THE SAME NW ORK: ON WNDT..
that —prorection in-a. collective bargaining, ‘agree: - ‘The: Board: ‘of:Education of the City.ofNew
‘ment, . Prof essors :‘and -Teachers, are “entitled . to" York. has, after. representation by AFTRA, in-

the: majors :is radically altered.©

Ottawa. Jolin:‘Danfop, Canas|
dian. -Broadcasting © “Corp. Official |.
ve who: “supervises - religious, -‘shows, 1.
‘has. been’ accredited. by- the: Mati¢an }..

|

oT he COMPANY'S, position’ that:they.will. not.”
‘take: advantage. of. the ‘Professors. ‘and. “Teachers
and . others ‘on:WNDT: ‘cannot: ‘be: accepted by:
AFTRA: The COMPANY. has‘tefised to include -

This:

sions: these limit -a.stistained. effort.

painitiig or other”‘protection. AFTRA. iS: pre-

“Contracts: on; jton-commercial :“Educational: or . the Professors, ‘Teacliers, and. ‘similar individuals:
~.. Public Service Progranis;: ‘such: ‘ag “SUNRISE, Care already. covered. ‘by. collective bargaining.
SEMESTER;’te“CON TINENTAL CL
LASSROOM,-apreements: with AFTRA-on. other stations .in
and similar programs. : ——
the New York: Metropolitan ‘Area. These: indi-

isanchises’ expire in. 1964. ‘He goes]:

oe from. the:regional:companies.”

;

_ Many ofthesepersons,haveappearedon:nother
fo
—ie) oy IO;
to
a es
= ae@
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moe
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ae om “A
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‘Atea: doing:‘the samme.
“work
under AFTRA
23s

“companies.” =
mo
» "He beltiev és that nétworking is in a
need of.a great ‘Femeédy- When the:|.~

-imposed: by. the’ present: networking|:.
-bystem. Except.on very Yate -ecea]}

Dancers; ‘and Announcets, .

Land

grams: produced ‘by:‘the:_netisork | 7

~ fiscal atrangements. for: paving: out. be

:..

sete
“fe
tee ’ oo
rar
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we are. able. to. exercise. over: the } an

WNDT has.refused “to.enter. into a contact,

ith “AFIRA ‘which: would” give protection: in .pared: to .riegotiate. rates: that: would .be FAIR to
. categories. if our ‘membership: avhich have: been the Company. and. ‘the “individuals involved,
TRADITIONALLY’ iepresented“ by AFTRA, To. be. specific; AFTRA has offered:
7 hese « Categories: include. ‘Teachers, “Professors,..

+:
ot

“py. John ‘Burgess, chairman *.of-}“’ Border-FV..Hé has: told: sharehold-:|.
ersi:” “Border-TV' _ has, ‘been. diss |.
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“a AFTRAkiin.‘FavorofFducational ialevision.

“British Com’ 1V
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CDo-ney

“are. ‘obviously - designed | ‘to seFve |
what ‘the: assignée ‘must -conceive a

le" by Shocking. the community .Tather

ee

-.

_.% Professor's lecture on televitision is compata= AWNDT, ‘has,refused to inter‘into.a Contract with
“ple toa: book’ wwritten.‘by’that Professor. : ‘When. “ AFTRA’ to give. comparable protection for- other:
a Professor: writes a book;:he recéivés'a toyalty’= Teachers, Professors’ dnd. similar -persons appear
|
on.
eachbook ‘sold: How:then cant the‘Coipany: ing on. W NDT.
y
seek to-‘record |on tape the: ‘Professor’ 'sor: Teach
|
er's.work, pay.-him a ‘token, or in’ some. instafices
ofsegotiated Tabor agreements avitht radio‘and
Ue
flO. ‘fee ‘atvall, ‘and.then’ have’ the. right:0. re--play televiision Stations in. the New York’ Metropoli:
the. ‘tape :a$ many: times .--as ‘the station-desires, ten Area, including: provisions, which’ cover and
and/or’ ‘exchinge - ic.‘for.‘récordings from: viher. “protect. Teéachers, Professors, and other: ‘persons
in programs in simi“stations. Tis effect. the. téacher Wil be required. _who: conduct :or participate 4
0° compete: ‘against: himself’ teiibout® additional 3lar categories. a
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The current labor.dispute atWNOT: Channel -13:is the resultofTHE ANTI.‘LABOR POSITION
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ae

1500 Sq. Ft.:
"~ Completely. Air’ Conditioned .
a: “ Write. Box. -3377, VARIETY
3 ™ Ww. 46th. St., New York 36,N: v.
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RECORD REVIEWS |

TeeSeaOfThe
¢ The‘BestBets’ofThisWeek's100-Plus Releases)

CONNIE FRANCIS: “COUNTRY ness that’s quite. captivating. The|MUSIC CONNIE STYLE” (MGM). arrangements ‘by. Jim Tyler & ‘Sy. |.
tunes like. “Who |:
The past several of Connie ‘Fran-, Oliver. ‘give
els’ ‘single clicks: ‘have had

|SAM COOKE:°...: - NOTHING. CAN. CHANGE. THIS TOVE
(RCA. Nietor).

a. defi-| [Cares,” “Do It Again,” “I've Got A}

she’s not exactly @ Nashville nov-} In. :-Love. Again”. a society sweep|
ice. Trouping ‘down to Nashville j that's: -hard to resist. The Plaza |.

for this. ‘package, Miss: Franzis. has.| faithful Should flock to this one as’}:
surrounded “herself with ‘some of | well.as-those who like their music |.

(Capitol). . eee

Have

To

mark in the pop field.

as

ase,AB.A MAN. ‘ANSWERS:
wen ease eetecsues - A True,’ True Love”

Bobby -‘Darin’ s:“ayf. A.. “Main: ‘Answers? tAdarist)

launches . ‘this... .

‘ber with a clever lytic. which. he projects with his customary savvy.:..

J [2 fA. True; True: Love”. (Adaristiis.a straight, ballad:‘with a pleas: ~

Go:” “Oh: Bob Braun

:

aes ; Somebody’ Have. Mercy

“performer :Dn: his. new: “label affiliation ‘with: a cute. rocking num: :

takeS..off on an. album.
7
a
Lonesome Me” and others of simi- | excursion, that shaws.-he
-cangot.a-}
do He’s
aswell.
just
things
Other
their
hav
}
:
lar Zenre
that.
have’ made
| vocal style. that.takes “hold . even}. “LAWRENCE.
“She'll:

ee ee

:BOBBY DARING see

country’ music's. top. instrumental- |' for’ dancing ‘presented in an easyists. and the J ordonaires. to give her}, going | but.sty lized manner.”
the alfalfa-flavored .vocal chorus|
support The set; therefore, has:
BOB. :BRAUN:. “TILL ‘DEATH td
the sound
authenticity’ that fits | DO US PART”: (Decca). Riding :on { j
sueh tunes as “Can‘t.Stop Loving: his “Till Death. Do Us Part” click,
You,"

0

_ . Sant” Cooke's’ “Nothiig. Can’: ‘Change: This .Love’’™ afKagst): #m-.‘- presses’-as ‘a. potent ballad. slice: ‘by this: fine’ Ddlites: singer’ whose.
delivery pulls .out .:all the emotional-: stops. “Somebody Have
_-Merey’”. (Kagst). As.‘another. good: ‘blues:side pegged for:‘Spins...
»
ie

nite country. music. orientation. so ;| Crush: On You” and “I Wish.I Were :

ing. ‘guality: of.simplicity.” oo

,

‘WELK | MITCH: MILLER... 2. ane - oe THELONGEST:DAY.
(Columbia)

‘though the- moods’ ‘of: the ‘songs ‘may’
|”* Presents His. Newest. Dot Album:

2

Lae’

“be as varied‘as the breezy “Just In.|** “BABY ELEPHANT - WALK".
Mitch Miller’s “The Longest: Day”. (Spaikat) is ‘a:stirring choral”
BILL DANA: “JOSE “JIMENEZ|
TALKS. TO TEENAGERS OF. ALL ; time” ‘and-‘the. romantic. “How
ands!
alice of:the theme. sorig: “from.the -upcoming..Darryl F. Zanuck. war:
AGES”
‘Kapp:.. ‘Fhe interview | Deep. Is’ The. Ocean.”: . Sid. “Bass: “Theme from the. “Bros, “Geimint”Jepic. On. one sidé, the: chorus Gelivers the. ‘lyric ‘and, on the ‘other,
format that has worked so well for!| gives. the set an added ‘punch with’

t,

Bill, Dana
in past Jose Jimenez: his direction’. of -the: “orch ‘and
curr ent Cinerama. film,. “The: Won- |a
sessions seores well for him ‘here + chorus.

joins’ ‘with: the orch. an::a. colorful ‘marching instrumenital.
:oe .

‘PAUL EVANS. ree

oe

os x:

GONNA: BUILD.AMOUNTAIN

--\derful -World -Of the. ‘Brothers
‘OSCAR. BROWN JR: “SIN” A Grimm". getting ‘support: ‘from pic
. Strongest. outings. There is less of
(Kapp) . eee ea Wa Ue eee ele cree bes pee DDarling :
the dopy Jimenez and more Dana, {New MOOD” “¢Columbia): In- his: faves.like “Spellbound”..and “Exo-}' | - Paul ‘Evans® “Gonna. Build A: Mountain’ (Lidtow?), “from the.
although he retains traces of the:: first two albums, which. established’ “dus,” Rose. should get: a lock on}. oy : legit :“musical. “Stop: The: World—I.. Want: ‘To. Get: Off,” isa ‘first
him as a vocalist: who. bore watch- programming. play. that will help’ D
“Spanish accent.’ This works fora
‘rate inspirational: ballad. which: this. ‘singer projects; to: the. hilt:
quicker: array of ohe.‘liners that, ing, Oscar Brown Jr: concentrated build. the: package’. into: a Strong oe
“D-Darling’” (Essex*).. is.a “cute: Spelling song -with:Suave’“appeal. .
compostions:
Now, | he’s’ selling, item.
score
for a ‘consistant collection: on’ his
as
aoe ae
of very funny. material, most of | moved on to the. works: of others |.
“GRETA. KELLER: HIN... THE. |
which was written by” Dana. The that cover:a variety. ‘of moods ‘and
‘WALDORF: KELLER’. {ABC-Para- |.
session was: recorded before a. live -which: fall _easily.into *-his vocal
he ea ee a ee Stop: The Clock
:mount). “The Continental ‘stylings.| ~-CUmperial) 0.
audience of teeners who get.. -to” stride. ‘Work ‘songs like ‘Sixteen “of” Greta. Keller’ are. nicely pre-|
Fats Doinino’s “Did Yo ‘Ever. "See A Dredui Walking” (DeSylva,
participate via questions: y etc ‘Lons,”’. blues like. “Nobody: Loves:
sented. via this-outing which mar Ks | Brown & Henderson*._ gives. this-oldie-one_ of ‘this. easy rhythm |
Among -his material ..is':a cheer-- ‘Yoou When You're Down: And Out”
her-debut:on- -ABC-Paramount Ree- | . workovers..which. “trademark. this: “clicks. performer... Stop’. The.
leader
routine:
vocational, —etis} or show. tune standards like ‘““Where-.
.
:
ords:. ‘Singing
in. -.German «and| “Clock. (Travist)” LAs:a. bright: slice. swith -‘chances.
imaginatively:
quette, teen problem and. marriage Or.’ When” “ come
French. as well as. ‘English, she sets |
oe.
eR
é€ounselor bits: history lesson and: alive in Brown's handling: Credit.
a ‘easy ‘and: pleasant: mood which-|:
other things. It’s. a very str ong item too, goes’ to Al- Cohn, and: Ralph
‘makes for: avery. listenable-Sés-:
whieh should make it solidly’ both | Burns. who arranged: ‘and: or cons.
(ABC-Paramoust) wade beac Dee eee de. Susie. Darlin’:
sion. “A. finely.-‘inflected .midly:
| ducted ‘the. sides.
on the air and in the’ stores.
‘Tommy -Roe’s “Piddle.: ‘de. Pat" -(Low Tibi), is.a fresh-sounding.:
-| dramatie quality. prevails, backed .
romantic -ballad..slanted “for the “teenagers -via: ‘a’ firstrate lyrie:.
THE FOUR. FRESHMAN: “THE|| efficiently -by-’ ‘Paul Mann. & his
THE
LETTERMEN:. | “JIM,
: and a sock arrangement... “Susie. Darlin?” -¢Chancellor*)’ reverts
TONY & BOB” ‘Capitol). Well es-: -SWINGERS”’ «Capitol. The- Four. -music. :-Among: Miss. “Keller's: tunes '|back to.aL conventional: ‘rocking’ ballad idea.”
;
tablished. in: the singles and album. ‘Freshman continue: as one of the. -are “Thanks For the Memories.”
ae
‘Ship,””. “Lamplight,”” “These.|..
field. The ‘Lettermen ‘will -hayve no. “most. inventive vocal groups. around. |Foot
trouble petting. this new. LP éntry today. Their style © is -fresh -and. Foolish Things” and others...
"; JOANIE SOMMERS. - WiHEN THE BOYS: GET: ‘TOGETHER: ;
in

what

registers

-as one

of

his

FATS: DOMINO: -DID YOU EVERSEE ADREAM WALKING:

TOMMY “ROE:

Into ‘top.

selling: ‘brackets...

Their. bright’

and... they

put ‘some

ob RIDDLE DE ‘PAT

nifty {

-C(Warner. Bros.) .. 6323 cc. on
Passing: Strangers...
7 L , 0° “PUENTE: * “EL, REY.
harmonizing continues ‘to -have an cool. jazz flourishes. into their .in--|
BRAVO”. (Tico): One’ of the: leading.| ;
Joanie
‘Sommers’
When.
The.
Bows
Get
‘Together’? (Tod?) .ie
strumentalizing
‘that.
give.
the
‘set
all-around appeal that draws. the
exponents.’ of. latin: rhythm, © “Tito |. a smartly ‘written piece. of juve-slanted: material.-which: this songteeners as well as the. adults. ‘This.| an added. fillip.|“Satin Doll,” “Pim |
Puente has: come. up: with: another
‘stress delivers in: attractive: style: *Passirig. Strangers”(Admont®).
and “Let's.
package
works
over
folk Gonna Go: Fishin’?
‘fine ‘outing ‘of .big’ band: Latino |
‘is.another. pretty ballad: rating attention.
ie
;
(“Michael”), pop-folk (“Unchained |‘Take A Walk Arotind. the “Block”
tértipos; -Ferpers |will: have. 4. fineMelody”, standards (‘When Vou.)could get big progr amming: play. _,{time
with-the disk and: its has.
Wish Upon ‘A Star’: and current
«SAY 10ISN'T: $0 |
“DAVID ” ROSE
ORCH:: “THE! ;maucho listening values too.“ Puen- VINCENT EDWARDS..
faves «* "Silly Boy") to good advan- |. WONDERFUL
Te
eee
ete
ee ee
sv» I Got. Tt -Bad--:
‘WORLD. OF THE ‘te’s big’ band delivers the. Latino |. ‘(Decea)..: Le
tage.
BROTHERS. GRIMM :AND OTHER sound with: full.and. often-exciting }.. . Vincent: Edwards’. “Say ‘It Isn’t..So” ¢Bevlin® ) ‘gives this star of
MIN- MOTION PICTURE FAVORITES” |
THE
NEW
CHRISTY
precision.” No particular tempo’. is : the: “Ben: Casey": ‘tv Series the. type:of. ‘oldie ‘ballad -which ‘he can:
Already: cre=|. (MGM).: David Rose. knows. how! ‘stressed. here’ -but, the. mood™
bélt- very effectively. -It:‘eould hitchhikve on ‘the: show’s .“popularity
STELS: tColumbia).
ating excitement on. Coast givs. the to: get ©the most: out of pic’ music ;ralways- spirited and. it: adds “up to
anto. thé bestseller. lists: “I: Got.” "Bact? = (Robbins®) :is. another
~
New Christy Minstrels shape up with his’ lush’ instrumental. ‘teeh- a fine.package in ‘the:.Latin. groove |. standard: dished UD in an. ‘interesting version.
“as potent entries in the folk arena. niques and colorful. melodic: -shad- for: this ‘durable |, purveyor. of the’).
It's ‘a king-sized group, as ‘far as ings. With, the -theme.. ‘from ‘the: | idiom.”
-|NANA. MOUSKOURT. ewe
. seeeee< WHAT. NOW. MY. LOVE: |
folk combos. ge, having a comple.

ment of 10 instrumentalist-singers.
which, give their traditional ‘en-.
that.
tries
a
full-bodied
sound

~_Longplay Sr _

a.

packs a vocal wallop.
‘The group
is’ under the direction.:of Randy
jpeg
oer
Sparks. who leads - -the Minstrelsee
7

through 14 sides of: uijusual color

“- (Fontana): ate ce

:%

«

Tae

,

tte testa ees ceed» Wildwood.-Flower:.-

“Nana. Mouskouri’s swat Now My “Love” ¢ Remick* ). Iguniches
this young

Greek

songstress. into the .U.. 'S. ‘pop: ‘market

- highly commercial ballad which- she: handles in: English: ‘and French.
lyrics. with pipes: “Wildwood Flower’ ‘(MRC) is a> charming
American. folksong: which’ she:“wraps “Up neatly. ad

Columbia Records, is. rushing the: release “of‘the “first album to be

and. strength: -:Pullout ‘program- “recorded in the new ‘Philharmonic. Hall . -of New: ‘York’ Ss Lincoln: Center.
Ming sides ‘could: be “This. Land Is The LP: titled’ ‘The. Sound: of Lincoln Center,”7 ‘Will- feature Brahms’

Your Land,” “Don't Cry “Suzanne” ‘Svmphony: ‘No. 2: with ‘Leonard Bernstein: conducting the New York
‘and |“Nine: Hundred | Miles.”
- ‘LPhilharmonic;: ‘The ‘recordirig.. ‘will: ‘be. ‘available ‘simultaneously, ‘with

a.

THE FOUR LADS...ane
(Dat).
.
Oye

ee

we

-SWEET MAMA. TREE TOP. TALL
ete

|:
uriter. out of the Nashv ile school, {Sam Cooke::" “an. album: comprising ‘most’ of: Cooke's ..clicko singles
over the: past few, years. .
‘Caedmon's. ‘fall. releases; of 13-:albums,
John D
Loudermilk has. turned
HASH: BROWN
ce
out a flock of. clicko items for sev- |‘spotlight- Dylan’ “Phomas, |‘Richard Burton, Bertrand “Russell, ‘Boris
“Philips: we eee
Karloff, Pamela Brown,. Shirley. Booth, ‘Lotte. Lenya,. among .others.
eral young diskers: In-this package
takes to ‘interpreting

his own

|-

‘Jac

Hash

Holzman, Elektra. Récords *‘president; “concluded ‘arrangement.

—

a

eo ©

«2 That's: ‘What I Like

© ».

| " The Four. Lads’ “Sweet Mama. Tree’ Top.-Tall’”
|.
-. nifty: ‘rhythm workover: of..a- crackerjack number
JOHN D. LOUDERMILK: “12. the ‘Lincoln Center. opening on ‘Sept: 23°. ..Capitalizing ‘on ‘vocalist| “>~ back tothe’ years. just before” rock-’n’ roll. took over.
‘Sam.
Cooke's
‘recent
|fwo-sided
.
‘hit.
single,
“Having
A
‘Party”
»:
and
|:
.:
SIDES OF ‘JOHN D. LOUDER:.” Like”.
-(Chappell*) isa Pret y side ‘also with plenty.
MILK" iRCA VICTOR).’ As a “Bring It. On" ‘Home.. ‘To ‘Me,’ RCA Victor. is. releasing’ “The ‘Best -Of |- 5 ‘impact:
a

he

a

with @.-..22.

‘Byown’ 3. Dear

pe

ee

(Hollist}' is ‘ae
which. traces-.
“That What I
of.‘commercial

ee ee eee ‘DEAR. ADDY.

EELS woe Sieinby ‘Mashed. Potatoes. *:
Add)noe"fMRCi):.shapés

wp. -as-.a . Solid...

material and he comes off as aj. with | Musictapes. Ine., ‘under -which- Chicago ‘firm: will - manufacture: a comedy: platter. ‘broad eirorgh’ to. get. the: ‘teenagers chuckling ‘and
good. singing. entry, too. He has a tapes: for commercial: use of all ‘Elektra “disks.” First “release- will in--| ". finger-popping : to. the- rocking’ ‘Deat. °“Stringy . Mashed.” Potatoes”:
¢ MRG#.. 4s. I okay. slice. au a. strictly: teenage. idiom: ios
clude tapes: from. recor dings*. by. Théodore Bikél, The- ‘Limeliters,.
niece way with a. tune and ‘the knows

how to blend a hillbilly orientation, Sasha: Polinoff,: and ‘the: Original. ‘Trinidad Steel “Band.
vith a. pop feel, Some of ‘the sides |- Kapp. ‘Records. is: ‘supplementing: its current album. _program. with

ie.

*

“

BILLY.TAY LOR. QUART ET. . «CAPRICIOUS BOSSA NOVA”
‘are . by |

that have a pullout chance on the .four. new: ‘releases.bringing: the: total ‘to .13.- ‘The: riew LPsImpromptu.”
2
8s © @ e.
ois ere OS eee
level are: “Bully. On: Jose ‘Jiminez, Richard . Elisasser, Pete - King. . ‘and <a: package ‘titled | (Mercury)
,.
-Columbia® disker’ Anita Bryant,. whose |oe Billy ‘Taylor's Capricious: Bossa’ Nova” (Duarie*) -t8. a suiinging:
and “ATL. Of This For'|.” “All American’ Marches”.
instrumental in ‘the dance groove. which should give this: side
LP-“The ABC Stories: ‘of. Jesus” is’ Set:“for: release :the.-last.. ‘week in
Saiiy- i.
| September, ‘returns. ‘to the fair circuit with: stints ‘at :the -Mid-South |— ‘the necessary. spinning: impetus. “Impromptit”.. (Dicane*)-is: another
RALPH
BURNS
ORCH:
z
Fair in. Memphis: «Sept. 23-27)... Bloomsburg: -Pa.,- Fair (Sept.-: 28-29) | fasten: ‘Side :featuring: the leader's: polished Pianistics.
“SWINGING DOWN THE LANE" }
om
ok
th
and ‘the: ‘Alabama State Fair- (Qct: 1-31;
Dimension's. “Little Eva”,
(Epics, Ralph. Burns follows. his:
began a 17-day: tour ofthe South:With, Sam’.Cooke. Her: first. album.
strong “No Strings—With Strings”
.
Locomotion,” .was ‘released .last |week.
- “ Olatunji,- ‘whose-latest - (Ascot) oe. .
album seller with. a big band: work-_
ae -e
”Slee
wo
we
Dee ‘e ‘e. e.e 0 6: 0
..High
h-Low.
Columbia. LP. is. “Flaming: Drums.” “goes,into ‘Washington's .‘Howard |.
over .of a passel of ‘oldies | and: a!
‘Reuben * Phillips" “Uptown. ‘(Fayrenet): “pegisters ‘as. e killers,
i Theatre Sept. .21 -for-.a. week's Stay ..
.
Sammy
‘Kaye.
willfeature
couple of interesting. concoctions’
‘diller-: instrumental, driving: all--the” way with =a: sustained . MO-...
of his own, All sides) swing! for! his. new vocalist. Dennis Smith, on. a.“‘Decea’album of American’ folk |.‘mentum. ‘typical’ of’ the: ‘best« in. siving:. ~fIgh:Low": (Fayrenet)
"songs.
listening
and
terping pleasure”
‘ts: ariother. strong ‘side:‘in: a: similar groove.
.
*
*
ee
highlighted. -by Burns’
original’; a Dizzy. Gillepsie will debut on. “the Philips. Jabel :with® “Dizzy: ‘On
scoring. style.° Included
are... a’ “The French Riviera’:
“Audio: Fidelity picked *Up the’ following
disk jockey
The Beach”

(REUBEN. ‘PHILLIPS: ee
:

Cheeta’ “UPTOWN.ey
.

2

0 Oe one AN AWFUL LOT. OF CRYIN’
itistrumental version. of distributors: ‘Associated ‘Record Distributors: in East Hartford; Conn.: . JIMMY: RADCLIFFE: .
-.The. Forgotten “Man “IT Left -My. Heart In San .Fran-} ‘Cosnat: -in Cincinnati; Calman’ 4in’ -Dallas.: and “Associated: Distributors |: -(Musicor): : ee
* Jimmy. Radclif §.“An- Aful’ Lot: of Cryin CArch# be ‘shapes. up
cheo.”
a ‘Chopin - Etude and - atiin ‘Indianapolis...
a catchy. rhythin- entry -belted: wit some ‘attention-getting ‘vocal :
smooth: version of “Ebb Tide,:
with the tune's composer, Robert: | Philips Records is kicking, off ‘Dizzy. Gittespie’s “debut LP: ‘on. the'|, “flourishes. by: this blues singer: “-The- Forgotten Man": tAren")-“ts
‘flabel
witha
“G-Day"
Sept.
24
in
San
Franciséo.
to”
be:
followed:
by
Maxwell. featured on the harp. :
an offbeat ballad: entty wee ‘god, chances.
similar appéarances in other.: “cities” .
Spanish. ‘Montilla . Records |"
. 21
ae
EMIL
COLEMAN. ORCH: Will bow LPs by Alfredo Kraus: and. ‘Marisel- this: ‘month .
;. Roulette}.
+ SAMBA: DE UMA: NOTA ‘sO
“EMEL COLEMAN LIGHTS UP . Reeords. will have 13° albums. jn. October, ‘including: ‘two new. Murray
oe
er
- faces
‘THE PLAZA” +Philips:. A. long- “the: K” sets, “an: outing... ‘by. _ Maynard . Ferguson, the’ off-Broadway:|
_(Riverside) a
Gee ate oes os The: Duck”
time maestro at the. Persian Room: caster of “This Was- Burlesque” and -a “Songs -‘For the John” disk|:
‘Charlie. Byrd’s . {Samba ‘De Uma Nota So’ (Leeds*» -is-a nifty,
in New York's Hotel Plaza, Emil: tit’s a tie-in with the ‘“Poenis.- For: ‘the John" humor. book) . ve
sUAT... entry. in the* bossa’ nOvA. :“groove, featuring this 4azz guitarist mn @.
Coleman ‘has developed a faithful -diskérs Ferrante: & Teicher:: who. have just completed. a. new : Holipolished. swinging -perfornvance, “The Duck” (Fermata Int'l). is’
following for. his society dance’ day LP and. single. left for. ‘a two- week, European . concert * tour.
another. tasteful :instrumental slice,itor general: programming.
beat. He's taken a. dozen ‘solid Tast Monday (Te.7
. Howard Scatt, in: charge of MGM’s album: a&er
.
,
:
‘-Herm,:
standards
for this “LP -workover department: left . last Friday, (M4y for: ‘a. three-week, ‘tour of. Spain,
and given them a dilt. and a breezi- | France. -and -England.

‘Knockout

CHARLIE-BYRD 02.00:

eee

“EASCAP. 4BMI,

:ColumbiaRebuts FIC
FI ‘Antitrust |
Rap:
~
Ate
SOUNDS.
ThatASCAPP CollectFeesatSource)
Sez OutsideLabelExclusivity Deals

C.|RejjectsBroadcastPetition

“FORPOPMARKET,

we, ‘Authors Re“Publishers: “von!

"EmestGoldSigns

the ‘first: ‘Found in its. hassle. with ;
:’ the tv. Stations... over:,a: ‘néw rate.

“"! “schedule last week. when New York.|

By “EDDIE. “KALI SH:

‘WithBritish ciel

- Federal... Judge |Syly ster. :-J. ‘Ryan |
_ ruled. that the .Society. cannot -be™ - “Composer: -Ernest

Gold

“Jadz “is - making ‘a comeback in
the: pop: market: . ‘The ‘once-staple.
item -on the: ‘pop. scene during the
“hasiswing era seems’ to: be regaining

“compelled ‘to colléct. at,‘the. source. ‘signed a‘pact with ‘Chappell & °Co. {some

of” the’

lost: ‘ground’ that.

ForRecordClubNoLonger Operative

|
pe
i
4AM

Washington, Sept. -18.
- Columbia Broadcasting
Sy stem

-parént company of ‘Columbia Rec-

| ords, has-struck back at Federal
énarges_ that it-ilegally dominates
| the longplaying record. field by

~ Venezuela Too ‘Hot”

‘of London for the. - -international slipped by: it “in the «1956's when] <
of production.
One of: the. main. issues: in.the:;publication ‘of. all.‘of ‘his w ork, with the:. modern ‘and progressive sounds.
Rodriguez, Latino band saying that music-lovers can still
petition ‘filed. by: Shenadoah. “Nahey | ‘the exception. ‘of “material perined }began ':to -become™-mére-.a |“Purist, FeTito has
“cancelled a proposed | find ample -‘musical bargains: In a
for.films
and
chaniber:
music,
Un-.
than
pop
fan’s
concern.
|
J€ader,
roadcasting: (representing about:
.two-week tour of ‘Venezuela due to brief: filed -here, CBS~ asked that
der
the
terms-.of
the.:
agreement,
|.
‘It’s not all. by: -accident’ “eitier:
. $35. local tv: stations) and. ‘others: for.
‘Chappell. -will- shave. ‘the. Tights. ‘for. ‘Several -diskeries: have been-mak- -political.. unrest in that. country.: the. Federal Trade Commission's
-- the: determination “of. reasonable |.
‘Instead, he'll. begin: a. Coast trek entire: complaint filed on June. 25
three:
years...
‘ing’ a. conscidus- effort: to.get. their: on Sept. ‘27 in Los: Angeles :which be thrown. out.
Hcense |-fees.. Was: : that: the-’Court.}
First:
‘three.
‘Gold
tunes.
“to
‘be
jazz. product into. a ‘Broove: ‘where. |. will continue through Oct. 21, when’
-. should grant a-new. type. of license |:
The company freely admittedit
, under: ‘which ‘the: tv -stations. Would: | handled by the: pub urder the. ‘deal ‘it could be- accepted | asa “popular | he and. his‘ orch will return. east for hhad entered into special contracts
and:
‘are’.
“Wonderful:
To’.
Know’...
‘item: ds well...as. jazz. Of --course,,.
pay ASCAP. only. for. the’ Society's :
Fall: appearances in that area.
| with: -record companies, but said
“music. that -is. used in: locally pro- |.“Wild Is:the Wind,”’. with. lyries.-by- ‘there’s-a lot of. happenstance’ ere:
“The S.A: tour has been. tentative- many. of these agreements are in
om duced programs.. The . tv: statioris. “English: lyricist: Laura Weston, ;and- too. but generally’ the pattern’ has" ly re-scheduled for February, 1963. effect dead and the others. do not
‘wanted niusic used‘in feature ‘films. “You Should: Be’ Set --to.. Music,” been’ that °jazz .can. break’ through : The -Coast: move will include ‘ap- illegally. restrain: competition. FTC
“with -Iyries. “by .Br itish®. -compeser if 1). it’s not too ‘hip and-2)- it’s got}
and. syndicated tv. programs. pro-,. ‘Tan
entered | into.
Grant.. Chappell. has pr‘evious-' ‘some -‘unusual: peg” ‘to! work: -from.. | pearances’ in Stockton, . Oakland, alle*ed that CBS
..:. duced- ‘after “ some... unspecified}
San Jose.and L.A: Rodriguez opens: licensing agreements: with «omly.
published:
Gold's. music,: “includ-.
~.future. date “to ‘bé*‘cleared’ at the
Of: necessity;.. there. has. ‘ta. bet his “eastern-assignments with the peting record manufacturers. givsource”. . wh ich would: ‘have the |ing”.“His” ‘Osear-copping: “Exodus” 7strong. ‘melodic. ‘content. for. a jazzt U.N. Ball ‘Oct, 24.
ing it the exclusive right- to ‘manu‘disk “to score ini: the ‘pop. market..| :
rights paid.for by the producer ‘at! Score.
_| facture. ‘and. sell by direct’ mail
_ the time. of. production. «Currently |
But, most. important: is that’ special |
through its club. LP’s manufac|-peg,” Among the. hooks. that have
= ‘stations :pay :under blanket-.or per
itured from ‘the licensors’ master
-|been-used have’ been legit; pix:and:}
program. licenses ‘covering ‘all. pro-..
| recordings.
‘lty ‘themés, a dance: beat or :some.
- gramming except that furnished by:
|
The "exclusivity of these con“other: rhythm experiment, an. -un-|
the. networks -which. have. ‘separate:
|tracts, the FTC said, “have fore‘}aasual :sound,.-” a: “new. vocal-instru- |.
. ,, Contracts with ASCAP.)..
|closed aceess by actual and poten«|.ment’ ‘coupling or Some other form =
Judge ‘Ryan ‘held -that-‘the: peti- |.
| tial mail ‘order competitors of CBS
|.OF.
jazz..
innovation
with.
Pop,
over:
|
toners: Were.’ not -:partiés:: to .the
to. more: than: 1,000 secords repre. Ctones.
ro
3
**.. (consent ‘decree and that they. have’
senting more than 450 important1.
‘The.
‘current,
Kiek”
‘is:
the:
bat
?
~ _- petitioned only. ‘as beneficiaries
artists... .”’.
‘nova,
°
“whieh”
has
‘Herbie:
Mann.
On.
under it and: they- may not-.under J.
But, the broadcasting company
‘the: charts “and Stan Get
-@over of the. protection from. dis-:]. .
‘replied; one of the provisions was
‘erimination ‘afforded, them ‘under ]London. "Sept: 18. ‘| Charlie. Byrd:in on, the chase. Dave-| “Columbia Records is- resuming:! made in 1958. only and. never since
its ‘provisioris indire¢tly-: -éffect an. a ‘Prolific : artists © such: : as’ Ray: Brubeck scored” heavily .this --year .‘its: program. -of reéreating Broad-‘then. A second was made solely
amendment’ to that: Judgment ‘sO. Charles, Brenda
Lee. and: Elvis with, (a: _ series” Of. experimental “way. ‘musi¢als and. operettas.. ‘The. in 1959-and a third was included
:. as to: wrest from ASCAP- "a. type’ of. Presley. who: consistently. hit: it. big. rhythmic. sessions, bath ‘LP and ;Vintage material’ will be. recorded. -only:in two individual. contracts..
in the ;with. star. ¢asts: and. in: advanced |
‘Heense.it is ‘now.‘under no “judicial. in. America are proving a‘ headache. single: -It is interesting that
| All-of these special contract progompulsion to’... grant, He‘added, to - ‘British . ‘distribution executives. Brubeck. case «the..combination’ ‘of.!, Stereo: ‘techniques..
La
strong
melody
line*in
his’
pieces
|. Following onthe heels: ‘of“Show: visiens, CBS went on, “were either
“Here :we do not’ have :a ‘ petition: Problem jis: when: to” release: A, folst‘unique- boat:”*°‘which led off: the new ‘series ‘waived or otherwise rendered in-Fand-the’ time éxperiments?
for the modification: of the. Consent’; Jowup disk?
effective and inoperative.
Jong prior
-Sudgment- filed: bya party.to ‘the't: AC case: “in. point: Mustrative - of; ness. helped put him: over ~The a ‘few. weeks. ago, Col is -now prep- i{to
the filing of the complaint
bossa’ nova: is a -sort of!“jazz ‘samba’ “ping “Annie Get Your Gun:’ “The
- Judgment.”’: ‘
‘the. distribs’ *dilenima, is that “of with -an.edsy) xhythm
:
and‘...basic "Merry: Widow": -and °“Phe ‘Student. here.
‘The. Court: further’. “said, 7 The: Brenda ‘Lee;
: Releasing: under. the
:petition’. will -be -eritertained- “if Decca fold hhere. Miss Lee's “Sweet|.melodic strain also, which makes ‘it Prince.- Robert Goulet | is flying | ‘Moreover, ‘the brief to FTC conpetitioners ‘SO ° ‘elect’ to” proceed !Nothings”.. “was: building . gradually.;-:“an easy: mark: for the” pop: ‘fans... © ‘Out: to the. ‘Coast .this. week with j tinued, “neither such contract is
Jolin: Coltrane, one. of ‘the more’; “Columbia -_artists’ & -répertoiré: di-|now in--effect; and . . . ‘similar
(Continued on page.49)
jinto.a big hit, ‘her first in. Britain:
progressive --sax. .men- around. today;. rector Jim = -Fogelsong:
to ‘cut | provisions. have not appeared in
.| But’ the number,: which eventually |
also:
managed:
‘to
hit
-the
charts.’
|
“Annie”
with
Doris
Day.
The
orig- any: contract executed with a
| climbed: into: the bonanza Class; was’
But the. piece ‘he’ did: it .\Wwith, “My '.jnal Broadway - cast album.. of ‘the licensor after-March 31, 1959.” The
taking.’ ‘it “so. ' steadily.” and: evenly.
Favorite: Things;” was: much: more -Irving Berlin. musical starring Ethel. special’ licensing agreements, the
| that.Decca top brassers were: relicmelodically-inclined than‘: ‘miost .‘of «Merman -was~ ‘released. by Decca: LFTC alleged, gave CBS an unfair
tant to release a second: Lee’ platter:
| his: stuff ‘and: helped. propél the |Several: years .“ago; Capitol: came. ! competitive advantage * ‘not the re‘for fear it ‘may ‘kill the first.
(Continued on page 49)
“‘}LP well. :Cannonball Adderly. hasout with*a package .of. the. tv. ver: | .

BritExecsCal

ProlifYanks:

~ ‘Headache’

Columbia Maps
New Roundup Of
Vintage Show LPs|

“ComFightAgainstAr

* Travel Tax Turning: Into
“While: : “Nothings" was gradually. also ¢licked in the: ‘pop amarket. His ;sion Starring .Mary Martin..
Battle ofBandleaders’making‘
for “the. top,’:. however; 1 African Waltz,” : _however,
was. i Already .in.the can are: new. ‘pro-|
“Battle” for. Supporters: ‘seenis three - ‘other. - Lee: _reléases:” were

-copping more. of an ‘r'n‘r groove. dictions ‘of “The

Merry: Widow”

John Lewis Extends
Atlantic Assignments
Into Album Production

The |
ea‘be developing. ‘out: of the Fed- , stockpiling in: Decca’ S- vaults, -: “Out |than. a pure jazz ‘message and this. f:‘and «“The ‘Student - Prince.”
eral’ court case. in .which’ several | come-of the affair was that.one of dielped. -him -over. -The sanie-. f0F j.“Widow” features a. special. English}
-, Orchestra leaders. ‘are attempting |Her. releases . just: didn’t. get.[Oe Jimmy ‘Smith, who's. currently rid- ... libretto-. -Whiech -Col's: Masterworks |
“to. wipe out ‘the. American -Federa-" Fosure. at all. |
‘ing’ ~ well... His “pulsating*:organ:| chief .Schuyler .Chapin,.-commistion::-of Musicians’. 10% traveling |" Electric. & Musical Industries, ‘ spirit can. easily be’ picked “up ‘by.!'sioned forthe: recording. It’ stars .
surcharge..Sonie: leaders ‘who _had. Deécea’s: big*: competitor; “is faced | the rhythrn. & blues. fans and‘ this : Metr opolitan’ opera diva Lisa’ Deila
‘Chiesi. ‘The “Prince” cast is headed}- John Lewis, _jazz.. Pianist-com. pledged. intervener: ‘support “to ‘the. ‘with: .a. similar. .situation.. currently.
- ‘Continued on:“page 46)
e
have. now. reportedly. *Fhis © ‘time:- involving | Ray- Charles:'|.-.-:
’ plaintiffs
‘| by ‘Roberta’ Peters,. Jan Peerce and:“poser. “and musical director of
_ -withdrawn: from °‘the: ‘action: while! -Latter’s . “£7 Can't |“Help: ..Loving:
-|
; Georgio. ‘Tozzi. ‘The. “Prince” prin- Modern. Jazz Quartet, has extendMTL CONEERENCE | cipals were .at: one time contracted |‘ed his alignment with -Atlantie
+» the rch leaders: now. claimi- ALiin- |'You” is. still’ high: in -the ..top:.-20 SET
.» [to RCA.: Victor: but
Col: is: using|i Records. In addition. to being. an
7 1 recordings: here: but. -EMI “has-felt:
terveners. on-their -behalf. this |‘artist for the label, ‘Lewis will now
-Skitch: ‘Henderson, Freddie Mar- the need to: bring: out. his present |nee on a freelance basis for
*'| also function as an artist & reper“0. UP JAIL IMAGE| new. :
program. ...
One
tin and: -Mischa~ Novy..: have. re-’ hit: “You: Don’t ‘Know. Me.”
-toire. exec and. album producer.
-“\portedly: withdrawn’ their. ‘support: disk .‘inevitably . detracts - ‘from™ ane]: a “group. ‘of New York. nusie biz
‘Goddard. Lieberson, - Coluribia’s | The pianist has been an .exclu‘president, ‘launched. the: revival. .se-|sive’ Atlantic. disker for the past
- from: the. -plaintiffs: Last:.: week, |: other’s sales potential. but, asks: one
tradesters: intérested in. setting ‘up.
- @reh .leader attorney “Godfrey P. exec, . when, :.potenitially, ‘hot . num-. -@- national .conference to work for ries several years. ago when he was: | five -years. During this time he's.
“Schmidt. filed. a/motion naming :54 ach.begin. to pile UP, what. can.you__{-the. betterment’ of ‘jazz, .its: image. exec“ veepee. Among. the: shows he. ‘brought ‘several ideas for disks to.
: :.dntervertiers.: on ‘his .side” and the do?
+ put: into: EP. form were’ “Porgy &° Nesuhi Ertegun,
the company’s
.--total is now” claiméd. to ‘be: 71.1. .:~Pye, leading ‘indie ‘abel,has ‘also: and: that: of: ‘its musicians. et .al, Bess,” “Pal Joey, *” “Girl Crazy,” v.p., several of which were -1ised.
lave fornied: a temporary steering
“Among. those. joining the plaintiffs had to_face this question. with: ‘local. committee: ‘to develop an. agenda. | “Oh- Kay,”“Anything
Goes,” Lewis was recently. on.a European
-' OS. interveriers |‘are Horace Silver, attist. Joe -Brown:: . Hit “Picture: Of
“Babes In Arms, * “On. Your Toes” tour and got some. ideas for disks.:
Chuck Wayne, Johnny:‘Long,: Bill You” which -made:the No.:1):spot} ‘for a. ‘general meeting: to. take-up. and. “The™ Bandwagon: ” ‘Recently. | Ertegun gave him the. green light
| Doggett, ‘Winey. Manone and Jimmy - ‘had: hardly. slipped’ below the top some of. these. problems, set:for|.
:Sept: 26."
Campbell.ye
ear:. old “revue, Pins and ‘the
©
| 20° horizon—which: does not neces- |: “This steering ‘committe is.an: en-' 25:
results, “offered him the a&r
Needles.”m.
The - “orch': leaders have” been. -Sarily mean ‘its a: dead duck sales{ Producer ‘post.
‘larged:
\
versionof:a
group:
formed
|
sending™- “out. forms’ ‘authorizing: -wise—when. - his ° latest “waxing:.
. Among the European projects. is
.” Schmidt ‘to..add.those who sign and. “Your: Tender: Look’ ‘burst.on. the ‘a whilé- back to. discuss’ and’ try: to, °
a set- which Lewis produced in
‘Femeédy
|
some.
of: the’: ‘problems. NEW.DISTRIBMET
“return them’ to-the action-as intér-|market.
HODS j Stockholm, Sweden, on ‘which he’
ace. jazz ‘and: its purveyors.
vener plaintiffs.:.. Although . not |. . When io come forth With,the Fk‘bwhich
appears as. an artist with Swedish
Which
f
J
P
y
Four.
names
-have
-geeking ‘a similar intervener’ Foster |,
-added‘met{
to] ‘WORRYBRIT. RETAILERS |violinist. Sv end Asmusson. The
lowup song : is “now, ‘says ‘one “in-. the list’ of.those who’been
originally
for its -defense, the union ‘has: also:
| set, called “European Encounter,”
‘sider, among one of. the most: ‘hay: -after ‘the. ‘Tecent Newport. Jaz fest
| London, Sept. 18..
been canvassing leaders’ for .sup-will ‘be released this fall. In Milan:.
ardous.
tasks
in
the
business.
{to
‘mull,
the
‘idea
:ofsetting
up.
the]
. ‘Port of the. surcharge: policy. Pte
“British ‘record dealers. are wor- ‘Italy; Lewis cut a modern ‘classical
conference.
At
a:
meeting
held.
last
-Meanwhile,. becausé there-. are |-.
“tied over. the. type. ‘of deal ‘Pye has:!.chamber ‘work, “The~- Five’ Move-.:.
Thursday (13), Quincy. Jonés, :Mer-' 'with. the vast: Cadhury chocolate | ments for: String Quartet: Opus 5"
Me ‘Several leader. vs. union actions: in.
\eury
Records.
a&r
producer;:
on -various stages ‘of litigation. in NY.
“Mort ‘firm: under which the. label's.Goid-. by Anton. Webern. with the Italian-.; Fega, “jazz. broadcaster’ con: W EVD.- (.eT1: Guinea “albums .are offered: as | String..quartet, Quartetto Di Mi-.
““eourts,. all actions involving leaders’|°
N.Y;
Elliot:
Horrie,
RCA.
Victor:
and the’ “AFM. have been’ ‘assigned }._
| prizes: in-a contest, a part of.a:big |lano: In. Baden-Baden.,‘Germany,
‘publicity... man,. and. Milt Gray,, ai ‘Cadbury,
te: Judge. Richard ‘H.: ‘Levet..- An}
premo.. campaign.
“Al-|-Lewis - Supervised an. LP with Al-:
{.
publicist;-joined
.
the.
steering
body.
‘... antitrust “action. by: the Orchestra
* London, ‘Sept-. 18:
‘though. Pye -first”‘sought the bless- bert Mangelsdorf. European jazz : “Leaders. of. Greater N.Y... against |. Clarinetist. Acker Bilk, who “hes . Arnold. Shaw,: -géneral’ -profes- |ing of the Gramophone Record Re-'| trombonist.
on which
he: ‘alse ©
the: Federation. is:due to come ‘up. came’a ‘topsellerin the U.S: with. -sional.- ‘manager, of E.°B::Marks:Mu-: tailers ‘Assn. before: entering the |.
played.
Oct. 29.- ‘The :case. involving ‘the “Stranger On: The | Shore;”.: has: Sic. was. named. ‘temporary. chair-:| pact with Cadbury. ‘some dealers
7.- On a side rip to Yugoslavia to”
_interveners,
Is: ‘currently ©being ‘been. granted a. 14-day: interim in- “man; of. the. -comniittee. which: also'| assert that: this.is the:thin- end of :-hear ‘a-jazz-fest. in Bled. Lewis
‘considered. by. the’ judge ‘as to mo-. juction’ “by. the High. Court: restrain-" includes: George !Avakian.".. Victor’] the: wedge: which. will undoubtedly |heard the: Zagreb Jazz Quartet and
tion’ -for. a: temporary. ‘injunction: ing’ Central ‘Record. -Distributors ‘pop “a&r- head;- “Sid” ‘Bernstein, ‘at lead “to” further manufacture-disk- |arranged to bring them: to Baden- ‘pending - trial: ‘on. the 10°% ‘impost. ‘| from . selling: 13: tunes.. which. Bilk*} booking agent: Maxwell: Cohen. ant ery “tie:ups ‘which, in turn, :will be’! ‘Badén where he recorded them.
z+].attorney; Willis” Coniver,
WCBS i-detrimental to ‘the retail. trade.
|: The pianist-composer, will be
There .is:also an. appeal for: an. earl- recorded: -in:. 1957."
.jer:case against the tax which |was]. Musi¢ian ‘edmplained “that “the and® Voice of America, jazz -deejay;! |Another. factor is the release by producing LPs" regularly for At-lost*by the -OLGNY:. Latter-is the: disks: ‘made ‘when. he: was unkiiown. ‘John. Hammond, jazz producer for: ‘Eleetri¢. & Musical Industries of |lantic. As an a&r man. he'll be

ACKER BILKBLOCKS
‘OLD:DISKS’ RELEASE

.
reputation: ‘| Columbia . Records: critie ‘George »‘their. | “Living. “Bible” ‘package of bringing new groups into the label
only” one-Levet. will. not. handie, “would : - damage “his:--/
-in “that he- rendered” the original Disks.” he.daimed,: “were” of . poor, Simon, agent ._Beb: ‘Maltz and fest. -albums ‘not only. through -diskeriés beta will also design various spe“but, via direct: mail”
clal Projects.
ont producer George: Wein.
opinion: :
F quality.

ben cuore
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» 10 EXTEND CBS LABEL,

|, Goddard -Liebérson;. president: of

‘SINGLEriaTl.Ps5.

‘Columbia: Records, -is on. a quickie |"

Tl to Europe to wrap-up Jabel’s latest: |

ALBUM BESTSELLERS

-plans' on, the European|introduc-:

| tlon ‘of CBS Records.
~. |
_The -new. CBS label; already, underway in. the: ‘United. Kingdom, | .
Eire, ’ Greeée, ‘Mexico, Argentina ||
-and: Brazil, ds slated: to. break Anto}

eemrmenan

(A National| SurveyofKeyOutlets). ee

“(leune Index of.Performance &Sales5)

every major ‘market - of ‘the. world
“i within: the. next | ‘year.: . Lieberson:

ThisLast No. Wks.
. Wk. On Chart

WEST SIDE STORY ‘Columbiay -

i. r

MUSICC MAN
iN (Warner> Bros).
Soundtrack (W 1459)...

Soundtrack

(OL. 5670)"

3. 3 18:“PETER,
PI 2, PAUL

: | the opening: of New: York's Lincoln f:
Center. on. Sept.23. or

;

Peter, Paul:|&&

|

Mary: (W 1449)

- Britain'ss ‘JinglesStrike’

Modern Sounds in. Country. &.Western. (apc410),

ANDY WILLIAMS (Columbia

".

Moon: River (CL 1809).

9

” j9

147° 61 RAY

. record ‘for: theatre commercials.
1. MU: previously. ‘barred ‘members.|.

Lot,

7 12"

I Left.My Heart'in San-Francisco (CL.1869
mon a 1

“ELVIS ‘PRESLEY (Victor).
Pot Luck (LPM (2523)KINGSTON TRIO- ‘(Capitob:

9

(LPM

of ‘a 50% increase,

16°25

87”“—@AMELOT

i393

Cast: (W 990)

tmon

Original .Cast (KOL. 5620).

[Gee Records.

Steve. ‘Bryanand

9° 11

17

ae

At The Village Gate.
(1380)

|(Verve)

Bashin’ (V 8474)

96

8K22
719" is

39
307° 36

a
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,

MANTOVANI (Londom

|
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—
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LAWRENCE "WELK. (DotY
Baby Elephant. Walk (DLP. B45)
SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia).
. Original Cast {KOL 54500
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“new” artists recently,
are Gerry. Goffin, ‘who. did- “Loar o| their ‘property -right ‘to the name. Motion,” ‘Jack. Keller, “who uid
"Rabbi: -Sehlomo Carlebach; .a--spe-* -have -.beém.- “saying: that . the ‘most: man dae to: Hollywood to he2d: uP.
“Moor.
Riter”
-and
that
defendants
|
“Venus “In
Blue
Jeans,”.
and
in’ ‘Hassidie and Hebrew. important factor in” the-Juting: ‘of:its: ‘Coast office, .. and. ‘has -named
etalist
C-P- away from. BMI into the Pye! Lou Reizner its: coordiriator of:im--'. have unfairly™ ‘competed... in the Charlie ‘Koppelman. & Don ‘Rubin.
“repertory.
Ve0 ie
“who did “Everybody Loves A Guy
The: Jabel -“asa”:‘signed several --orhit, was the““‘own label”: promise. . ' ported-musi¢. Firm also announced:, USaze of the song in. the. film:
AS” Jf. ‘to. confirm. the” yiew. a that °.Eddie .“Mascari” has rejoined.| They" also. claim. that. their. title Named Johnny.”
|
* “folksingers, including JackieWash- ington, Israeli “perfornrer ‘Ttamer -. somew hat” -Surprised | Len: “Wood, ‘ cofnpany. ‘as’ general: manager of! has_acauired a ‘secondary °signifi- | Accor ding to Emil La Vicla. the
noted that “‘nobody. , publishing-..activities ‘and director’ i cance, ‘that defendants have.w rong=-i-firm’s doors are still. wide open tor
Cohen, : cand .a--folk.“BFOUP, The: EMI-.topper,'
a* fully apprepriated
the title and +{young
writers even though
he has
2 “eould~ -have -more’ adequately cov- of. eopy. writing and. licensing: ’.
“‘Reoltop’ ‘Singers:
:
; ered the:"responsibility towcards-art- - ‘Reizner. will | review “imported that, defendants’ were. aware that - ‘between 30 and..35 cleffers atthe Davids had’ Written’ a ‘song. by tached to the N-K opérations now.
ists--than. we.”
‘He said. that. 50. tapes. and ‘conduct: fesearch for all |
| The N-K-peg is on. the young—ihe.
--Norél: Steve Bryan
_f far as’ record. ‘sales. went, ‘EMI did’:four’ ‘labels “— ‘Mercury; Philips, - that: title when they - used it.
Sieve” Bryan, a “Voéalist, -has_ “finé
a
job’ ‘en C-P disks: featuring-Smash --and | Pontana-—and. will -ad-}- ‘“Parvamount’ et al. have made. a. average age of the writers, ;singers
_. pacted with -Norell Records. . His’ Chubby’ Checker, ‘Bobby Rydell :Vise on: ‘Marketing and artwork. for ; ‘general : denial-. of all allegations. .and | disk producers ‘altac hed tG
first’ release.-“The Lilac: Trée”’ and: and others: ‘But the. major: resisted “the: albums:: He: was formerly. with} Thev.-claim’ that the: Davids” prop-: ;them is 23. ‘La Viola is. N-K's gen-.
“LATE
Had My--Way,” is being’ dis-.) approaches: ‘to Tet: ‘Cameo- Parkway -'“Stacey. Records. Mas¢ari, had’ ‘been|certv ‘rights to the title had “been.“eral professional manager.
. tributed’ “nationally. -by Jay Gee unfurl here. under its-own:banner, : With, Mereury-. -for-:a “sear before : abandoned - “Dy. non-use .and “had{ In addition to its disk’ production ”
' activ ities,, N-K also: has a publishmonth. hiatuis.
is.7 fallen: into’ Public domain:
Recor rds.
- Pye, itil be remembered, jwon- ‘aking |a. five .n
“jng oper ation of which the leading
. kthe Reprise franchise‘in the face of oe
{firm is: Aldon Music, a. Broadeast
. Li
i Stiff: competition: from ‘the. majors
“Na Lib: “Little: ‘Esther
| Music. ‘affiliate.
In 1961, Alcon.
“Ad “Lib: -Records -has“ ‘signed :' for’ similar. ‘reasons. ‘Label: owner |
| placed 200 of its songs on singles
“Sinatra-was Sure ~Pye* could’ hand |
“hn! "b ‘chirp. ‘Little: ‘Esther, .-Her:. first®:
‘1 and the’ pace set the first half of
session will be: cut. ‘this week. for|1 out the: “pérsonal. touch” not: to: be
‘the:‘year indicates that at Jeast Pk
‘release’ ‘on: . the’ ‘company ‘s. new}+ found ‘around -the. higger: boys} -"Eueerne:. “ Switzerdand's ‘24th Intemational: Music Festival ‘Aug. 15: :
. will ‘get is
- gabsid ‘label, Lenox: ‘Cliff: Parham!(‘pltis the fact that Reprisé released 1 Sept. 10, emerged.-a hit. with ‘many of :the. 25 ‘skmphony: hamber. andjof its copyrights
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-seat’?Kunsthaus (total ‘number of available. tickets is 37,000). Most of the |
“place: in Nashville.’ ~
operation, under the direction .of
Tig SYmiphony. -coricerts, in particular, with | name conductors and
‘Lou: Adler, to seme activities. in
soloists, were: feng-in-adv ance. selloitts ‘tariffs: are.‘$7 top):
.
; the pix and tv.
Goldie: Gene: Avery, De: ‘Maio, 1962: event gained ° special ‘Momentum. Via an unusually high °
.
:
Johnny: Applachian:
|-number” of American: or.U.S:-domiciled artists. ‘The former ‘include }
ni . Goldié
:Goldmark’s. recently: 1.|
‘such “names: as. Van: Chiburn,, ‘the: up-and-coming -‘Negro ‘mezzosoprano: ‘formed. ‘Goldie- Records has: inked |
: Milwankeé: Sept. 18. . . Grace: Bumbry,. Evelxn. Lear. and. ‘husband Thomas - ‘Stewart. iwhose:
three. new_artists.. ‘They’ re singer.
AC subscription. jazz ‘concert S60: combined éarrers are: flourishing in Germany).and pianist’ Leon Fieisher,
‘Gene. Avery, who'll be .aimed. atl-Ties,: “Musi¢e For Moderns, ” held. at {:whilst George Szell.. William. ‘Steinberg, Erica ‘Morini, .Janos. ‘Starker; mi
the:-teeners;: pianist. De Maio and: ‘Shorewood’ High’ ‘School --Auditori=* . Zino. Francescatti and Jean Martinon are. American, residents.
Singer J obnny ‘Applachian.
“ym: annually since. 1958;. has: been’!
¥ discontinued. “Top -name- jazz. or- | * Music. ‘continue’ ‘to figure: as the’ main. “artistic -and cultural ‘activity 1
‘The most |important thing in a
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2 | - According*:
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-Svithin 10.“days:‘from the:date hére- petitioneers:. as: “to. these, peti ‘ager of operations for: RCA:-Victor :
“{ Cooke,. Little Richard ‘and Chubby
Neewy York.
* of, -as” One. “filed: for fixation. of. ‘tioneers ° would- ‘demand. that the ‘who. -departed. . the.-Aliskery:: last
Checker
inked
for
ABC-TV’s’
accepted :a. _Nice-presi-. "“Narissa’ ‘Nickel: is: the newest “Thank: Your Lucky Stars” teen“reasonable fees on-a renewal. of the- rights be. secured, ‘cleared and -paid “week, has :
‘addition . ‘to. Columbia Records’
type. of Hecense that: is now and. for. ‘for’ at: the ‘source, “Petitioners had|:
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7 many years: held: by: tiem.”
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a
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licénse.
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i
:icity. for Columbia: and: its. ‘sub- starts Jan:-28 . .. Harold Davison’
label.:.
planes. to. California in October to
termination. of a reasonable. fee-for|.-The Court said,.“The underlying |} At’ Valiant, Péikce: will be re-. sidiary-. abel: -Epic: Records.
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- |finalise. Frank, Simtra, for’ spring
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for
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.
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‘and, some .or. all ASCAP ‘tunes-and ‘under the-décree to compel ASCAP. talent and: selection” ‘ofthaterial.. ‘|World's
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Fair.
ajso:. a ‘determination. -:Of. license} to: -iSsue such: ‘a litense; until that.
_{ Powell, ‘Vie Damone and Stan Ken¢ ats. net-. ‘is. determined:the question of. a fee‘;
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”
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‘summary «judgment ‘that-.it ‘owns dle. ‘will, compose: the ‘score -for’ localite ‘Marv. Holtzman, |ager | man:
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_.. |the .78 musical numbers: written by. Paramount. s.“Paris. When‘ It Siz-: ‘with the President ‘label, ‘signed
their.” locally. “originated .broadCharlie. Gracie
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m | managed: by: ‘Andre. Mertens: of:‘Go-|. -Of particular ‘interest “is.-“the:| Go: Seek,” currently ‘out’ via Mala
“claim: ‘made. by. the. plaintift:that'a: ‘Records, on ° a’“copublishing deal |_
: Tunbie: ‘Management.
Bo

am |
Er
Another.‘Smash By : .

ey ‘writer-emplovee -to a miotion” pic- |Nero- willbe. the first: guest con= |

Aimy Ups JackFine. |. ture.or theatrical ‘producer to write; ductor. on. .Andy- Griffith's ,new |”

VACATION.

” Jack ‘Fine. lias been’: upped. to} the Songs for a filmi or stage show, {NBC- TV: show,.. beginning Ocf.. 1] | v.p.in’ charge of ‘sales ‘and: promo |:could not: .be:“the “employer for |: ¥«- Quingy Jones big band. will |

Warmed Over Kisses.

K-13087

at the Monterey Jazz Fest
| tion of Amy-Mala’ Records.: He ‘had-} hire’” under the Copyright. Act. ‘The |‘appear.
‘plaintiff: ‘claimed ‘that ‘this .‘was al: i: ‘. Pianist: Jose Iturbi--will give | }

(heft Over ‘Love) :

|- previously’ doubled. _as eastern. rep
‘solo irecitals at. Philharmonic: Hall,
for ‘the ‘Walt-‘Disney. misi¢ pubs |°novel point: that Had-.never been :N..Sy “Oct.2.and Oct: 5.
.
1 Hshing-firmis as° Well.as being: na- -decided: before and. on. this basis: at
tional. promotion rep: for.the. Vista | Teast.a- large number of tHe songs}. ...:
~E-ghould bé adjudicated. aS belonging | ae
f and. ‘Disney Labels. = -::
London
.[. Arthur” Yale cotitinues® as ‘exec |‘to the plaintiff:
: All: of the.. numbers’ in ‘the: suit | As: régult of “Chubby Checker'ss
| vp. of the Amy. Mala firm:.
were ‘published. originally. ‘by Don- ‘switch. .from EMI .-to-’ Pye, his.
‘aldson, Douglas &.Gumble,: a ‘com-. “Dancing : Party” has.’ been re-|

‘anc1 03s’.

+ pany: which. Was: organized |in “May. leased. here .on two ‘labels’ .:|
1928: -by ‘Walter ‘Donaldson, Walter. ‘Current -British: chartopper -Frank.
on

—

.
mg.
Breaking for

|. Douglas: and: ‘Mose:‘Gumble, with! ‘field, ‘whose *‘I Remember. You” |
Continued from:page 5 —
——— . ‘each, of the™ ‘parties - ‘having one+|1
ison U-S.-Telease, plans a trip-to.j].
'(Her:name.is) SUZANNE a a
Johnny |fsult’ of: freé and.open. ‘competition: oy“third: ‘of.the. ‘stock., The-:company ! America - ih’ October: .
Richard ‘Hoyman -_ Mercury. |
‘Kad a: five-year: written’ “exclusive ::Dankworth. Orch: to ‘tour Britain:
“CBS. had ‘pressed nearly. 7,000:- 1
af-CORRINE CORRINA™ 000. LPs’: under: licensing --agree- employment: ‘agreement: With ‘Don- ! with: Sophie |‘Tucker next month
Dion and ‘Buzz. Clifford in for
fe ... Pete. Fountain- — Coral
| ments: for sale through its. club: as. -aldson. |The “eopsright .‘ownership |.
“was. changed later when Jack ‘Breg-:: forthcoming. trek’ with’-De} Shan-|]
: BLACK. AND TAN - lof. Sept, “1, -1961,.. the. complaint man, ‘ Roceo’ Voceo: and |Chester ,non... ....Acker. Bitk’s “Stranger On ti
| charged, It’.included. in the: list. of’
-FANTASY™
[licensors, labels, and artists. which Conn. bought’ ‘Donaldson, : ‘Douglas ‘The. Shore”. ‘still’. in: ldc¢al ‘top. 20:
David: Rose. — MGM
. |Zeportedly. became ‘a. part- of .the {&s Gumble. ‘and: BVC “obtained :re-. listings, ‘where. it ‘has been ‘for the |fJAME
agreements: : Verve: Records, ‘Elia. newal copyrights - as °‘employ. er. for Past 40: weeks.-to. ‘make -if ‘an all-:!F
hire as. to-the’ ‘songs involved...
-time record holder. -Single is. ex-"'
Fitzger ald. ‘Gene Krupa, and: Shélly.
‘The ‘plaintiff argued that ‘under pected: to pass 2,000, 000:‘sales: ‘mark L
a cAMES
= - Frances
‘Mereiiry Bros.
Records.
.‘Patti.
Faye ei: Bethlehorh, |‘Berman;..
Page: Watner™
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the -émployment: ‘agreement. ‘the j any day now:
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‘publisher. 100k less than all. of ‘the|I Singer = Karl. ‘Denver released ||
‘By erly: ‘Bros. and :Bob “Newhart | Ponts, and therefore. was of. an - rom. hospital ‘after. recover ing if
- -Records, : .
Médallion ‘Tabel,
from. -autosmash, injurieg ;.. Billy i VEE JAY RECORDS
=~ Jane Morgan. anid Roger. Williams; +|: eniploy. er: ‘for. “hires. “Voluninous!:
=| Bernard: Lowe: Enterprises, Cameo |.briefs were. ‘subniitted by the plain- |}Fury. dropped out of.his summer! "PARAMOUNT ‘MUSIC CORFORATION *
.| and. . Parkway
|. labels,: 1 Chubby: ‘tiff’ ‘in support~of:.this. and ‘the! show. with measles . _» Dion, Sam i
“loan-out””: points |Which: “it urged ::
Checker: and. Bobby: Ry dell...
cick
“as the. ‘basis: for: summary. judg- JOSS OO II GR IS iri ncicicinetctoi
nO
idiot
icc
titi
- ‘The: ‘CBS. answer. charged ‘that’ -ment.’.
:
competitive clubs. ‘have: also -sold.}
“Both parties are: claiming declar‘the - records of .other ™ coinipetitive ‘Vee
‘atory: ‘judgment’ that each

record: companiés. an

EORGE
E‘SHEARING.

cis’ the. ° |

owner -of- all of: the songs ‘arid each: |

In. its. complaint, “FTC said’ the |‘party is’.-¢laiming large’ amounts |"
3.| LP ‘market: is ‘dominated. by ‘CBS-{ from:-the. other party: for ‘damages
and. two: ‘other--companiés—RCA ‘for: infringement. -and. ‘unfair com:
Victor : division. ‘of Radio.-Corp. of" petition: |
‘America. and: Capitol Recor ds: Inc.
Plaintiff is
i repr ‘esented bi Rosén,
CBS” was the pioneer ‘in ‘the. field:| Seton “& Sarbin. with” Morris Eben-:|:
in.1955 with the other two follow=. wstein as counsel, and -BV.C* is -rep- *
.ing shortly-‘thereafter ‘with: com; : ‘Fesented: by.. Max. Chopnick: of Con! ¥
cae
beting.‘clubs.
|
trner, Chophick’ & Gatrell: |

CORPORATION

CEnerae

ooh Tax -figures ‘Indicate “the. .threé|”

a. élubs. accounted. last year: for about.

ee

‘of. total: record salés,.the FIC|.

Sept._19—GOTHENBERG, “Sweden; 21—STOCKHOLM; 22-AM-

29—-LONDON;. 30—LONDON; Oct. .I—BIRMINGHAM;
’ LEEDS; 3—LIVERPOOL:.. 4—GLASGOW;. 5—NEWCASITLE;

¥
Mancini’S New RCA.Deal |

charged,” With | CBS’. Share About |
Hollywood, Sept: 18.
q half ‘of the total field.
wt.
‘Henry: ‘Mancini, ATHO |“éopped ‘an

STERDAM; '23—BERLIN; -25—BERN; -26—ZURICH;. 27—BASLE;
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Ie000, 000. albums, ‘since»
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_— ASSOCIATED, BOOKING CORPORATION
Beoked Exclusively By

deny: ‘another. Federal’ charge. Of of: “Breakfast. ‘at: ‘Tiffany’s,” tas | *.
-frances;. dpprox.- 2500 aq. ft.3: -base- | underselling- ‘the . ‘dealers’: ‘brving Ainked. new three-“year. deal”“wit
7
1 ment; “ALSO—Small Store ‘with bose-- \ ‘prices° in: its’: -offers to. “club :mam-. tRCA- Victor.
50 ‘WEST 87. STREET, NEW YORK 19
JUdson 2-7700
| --He. ‘originally. *‘joined JabeY: aint
"-" eanent; “steamy... -immediote possession; - bers. .To-thischarge, ‘the..broadJ-ATTRACTIVELY “PRICED.” PL 3-2170..: [casting firm, asked. an. entire. dis:+1959, ‘Wwhere-he's.‘sold: in excéss. of .. CHICAGO. « MIAMI! © HOLLYWOOD © tas. ‘VEGAS. « DALLAS « LONDON
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,
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Failure of Seattle's NodeShows. oe PearlBaileyBrokeD.é“Ty|Ks;Ske Jacilee BrightFrom
‘News forN.Y.FairExecs!

Barrier, Next Lena Horne |

tsExecPanel;HearsRapVs.ran

Washingtoii; ‘Sept. 18,

‘The. Shorehani- ‘Hotel, which. op: |

erates: Washington’s. classiest :mnite-{
—~j{ ries, -recently | booked
its. . first|
ol,
‘Hollywood, Sept. 18; = .
- “LNegro.act, ‘with’ Pearl: Bailey play“Associated: Actors &: Artistes “of. _
C. Country. Clab Glows. America, “at: semi-annual’ :Coast=:
ing . a highly. ‘successful . fortnight |;K.
to. emerge. with top personalities.
on: ‘the :Shoreham:,.Terrace. Now, | “Acts. for: Weekerid’ Gigs ‘meeting here ©“Thursday. (13), des...”
in the realm of the epidérmis has
_.:.
.Kansas.-City, Sépt:.- 18. ‘| clared: ‘vacant’® 4A’s office of first
' Glasgow, : Sept. -18. - |boniface: Bernard Bralove discloses
strengthened the determination of |,
‘which had been occupied.
“The Meadowbrook Country
Club; ‘T-veepee,
‘by ‘now-suspen
ded American Guild;
Jiimmy ‘Logan, ‘Scot ‘vaude ‘comie=. he. has.signed Lena Horneto open
the sponsors of. the. New York
‘the’ Blue Room for the new. ‘season |-one. of the. smaller private clubs in
World's. Fair 1964 to eschew the dian; has planed- to. Canada| for. on. Sept. ‘25.
Canadian - U.S. -concert. ‘tour. |.
southwest suburban. Johnson: ‘Coun-. of ‘Variety Artists. exec Seeretary:
pleasures of. the flesh. Fhe ‘Iong- a
‘Shelley -Berman. “follows: ‘Miss, ‘ty: (Kansas), is booking a: series ‘of |.Jackie. ‘Bright. Dots
announced opposition to the nudes: ‘Hig first. date -is ‘at Westmount|}Horne
:Oct. °9,: with the. remainder’ _one-nighters |for: its. members: for]: “Fhe 4A’s° hieracchy’ ‘riled: ‘that
|.
such as themed -the’ Seattle: Gay- ‘High School, ‘Montreal,: with: ‘sttb=
‘of-the season not yet. firmed: .
‘the fall and: winter .season... The wher Gas . Bright ‘is “under ‘suspen-.
r
Li
hat }.‘sequent :bookings. at. Ottawa, Ham-.
Bob. Cross -Orch” remains, “for | dinner-dance. shows are. ‘being ‘of- ‘sion™ by ~his ‘own. ‘union ‘until““he" .
has.a cinal aiceecauid ° icy t
-Vilton; Toronto, -. Cleveland; Regina,
its.“fifth, year at: the. ‘Shoreham.
“fered ‘to. members at. package: ‘price has’: ‘cleared. ‘himself |of. .certaini' ~
g. and Edmonton. .
At a directors meeting of the: Winnipe
‘He will ‘also.play’. the: SQiieen|
| of $5.25; and.its-. proving a ‘boon charges: made’ ‘against hin”. during
Fair: corporation last weék on the
Elizabeth Theatre, ‘Vancouver; Oct.
| witha: Saturday. or Sunday night recent US: Senate probe of.AGVA, .
Flushing -site ‘of the 1964 ..show,
5-6; and- Carnegie Hail; N.-¥.,"Nov.
seheduling.:
|
former -N.Y. Supreme. Court Jus2..After dates at Hartford, Conn:, ;
-Program’ {g - headed: “by”: Jerry. ‘he. ‘lear. himself: and:is reinstated =~
tice Samuel {.-Rosenman, declared
«> i
and Orange, N; .J.. he. winds trek.|”
‘Gaines, long. in: the restaurant bus- to the AGVA post...
that Seattle definitely showed that.
- At the meeting presided: over by ©
at Montreal Nov. 7. prior. ‘to: panto-}
iness here and .one ‘time. ‘restauragirl.shows. do’ not pay off,. and}
“
a
-at - ‘Theatre’ mime Newcastle.
‘Goldilocks’’:
teur: ‘on film: row: He: opened. the 4As prexy. Conrad ‘Nagel,’ -AGVAntherefore, they’!l1 continue to ‘go Royal,
Eng.
fall::season Sept.” 2° bringing in. Doug. Spears presented’ ‘a resoku-"""
after. shows. that. will advance. the +
Ottawa, Sept.. 18:
tion he offered:.and got: passed - at
‘Others.
inunit
include.
Singer
|
-Sparked by:‘tie recent déath.. ‘of{comic. Lenny ‘Collyer, :and: adding -AGVA-. local ‘membership. meeting dignity and decorum. of the event: |’
Major «shows, previously an-} Dennis .Clancy,” comedian. Jimmy. a child- from .- injuries”. received’ the Dorcy’s:, Latin dance’ team, cand. here last.-Tuesday :(1T1);: ‘asking 4A’s ~
rounced, will be.the Aquacade ‘Neil, accordionist, .Bobby Macl:eod.- when ‘she ‘fell from: a‘ midway ‘ride. -the Jimmy: Tucker Orch:.(5)..
. Other clubs’ here have. Jong’.gone. ‘take over. administration of AGVA
where four shows daily are ‘to. be and soprano. Margaret. Macdonald. |: at:‘the. Céntral Canada. ‘Exhibition,
until . its."members ‘are “out: of algiven, rain or shine. The. ‘Amphi- Logan's: wife; Grace |Ross, ‘herself:|:.a nationwide prabe into .“safety . infor’ name . bands, and:.a recent leged: “subjugation” by:AGVA: ‘exee:
theatre will be covered ‘so that, it |2 dancer, will also-tour. Neil’Kirk: measures : (or lack .of-them) oi car- flurry --included: ‘one-nighters. ‘by ‘administrators, .
°":
ol
will be immune to: weather. Mae-.|18 agent for
forthe:
the‘bookings.
“bookings.
|nival rides -has begun,
The Na- ‘Les: ‘Brown and Jimmy”, ‘Dosey. {4 Nagel ‘statéd -he- had: Spaceived”.*
stro Meyer Davis, is. the. impresario .
*, | tonal, ‘Safety -.League .-of Canada Gaines, however, :is-the- only elub | the: Spears |‘motion: and would. ‘for- ~
topper bringing
bringing |
in”acts.
here, with Leon ‘Leontdoft as. pro-|
Das. taken-.a survey ‘to. find | “what, Program topper
-|ward ‘it. to “4A’s ‘headquarters: ‘in.
ducer. Ringling Bros. and: Barnum. :
Vif: any, legislation. exists. in Cana- |
| New. “York.. :-No:.action : was. taken...
& Bailey will present: a one-ring Sinatra Sanicola -/-dian
2
provinces and municipatities
on: ‘Spears’. resolution, .“but. it: “was .-

_ Failure of the nude. shows: in the +Seattle Century
21
Expo to. come [{
through. ..with boom boxoffice or Seot Vatide: Unit Starts

‘Tour of U.S: & Canada:

,DeathofChild at‘Ottawa:
Midway ‘Cues Canadian)
Probe of Carnie Rides|

Continental

circus.. There will: be |:

a wax museum. “Also: on the plan-.|.
ning boards are “a: teenage. dance.
hall, proposed-.by Intercontinental

Cuisine Inc., an. .Indian’ Village, a

Havinga Frost

TwinCities i
inBid

to prevent: such ‘accidents. °

‘Death-of 10-year-old Linda ‘Salkeley: of: Ottawa: followed her fall-|

‘subject

(during...

‘Suspension:-of ‘Bright’. Bobby. Faye:

from ‘The. Meteor, an adult Tide on:

‘tthe ¥ World: . of ‘Mirth

‘of:much: -discussion as.”

‘| AGVA'S.’ “acting ‘Secretary

midway : at].

was, ‘presented. ‘at conclave.”

ForNames Again

2°":

"

‘The. press. release issued ‘follow- a

magic
slow, and
an American
Hollywood, ‘Sept. is. :-} CCE’ Aug. 20.. A coroner's inquest|"
\-ing::‘ meet, - ‘incidentally,. ,did- not: a
Museum. of Comedy: All-the propo‘The. . 28-year-old * association lof found” complete ‘absénce’ of safety.
J Minneapolis; Sept: 18.:
mention Spear’s petition...
..--° 0 2:
sition$ ‘are: being investigated. All4
standards
‘on:
the.
rides
.and.
recom-"|
Frank: Sinatra and ‘Hank Satiicola’
It. looked. for a .tinie: as: ‘if. ‘hame L- ‘The 4A’s board: also. voted: ‘unan-:
exhibitors wil have to construct.
J mended that. legislation and Tegue :| ‘talent’ would. be.. ‘skipped: by ‘Twin
‘imously- to ‘support the.American.. .
their own buildings. and tear them has. ‘struck .at sour:“note, “In. the lations ‘be set up by Ontario.
City supperclubs- this season.: But Federation: of. ‘Television ‘& Radio :
down after.the fair. Rasenman is in ‘wake of New York. Truniors of - as
Girl’s parents - are’ suing. Fred. last-*: week -‘SAW: :two Minneapolis.
chafge of development of: the: Lake . rupture; Sanicola yesterday (Mon. y. Cerbini,: owner,’ and -:Bil Murry.: rooms. ‘again ‘in marquee ‘competi-: : Artists’. demand -.that: New: -York’s::
new educational . tv. station: WNDT.
area where the amusement: section ‘admitted, “We -had. one’: of OUT. operator, of: The ‘Meteor, -‘as: well:
tion with. names.' Resuming -‘with: ‘pay’. “full - commercial, rates: when.
will be’ located.
little beefs—about the operation: as. World of Mirth: and: CCE. ‘Ot-.
stellar..draws. after :more *thai’. a. ‘using |-professionals:",- ‘Reportedly
‘Meanwhile, fair *execs. stressed of the: Cal-Neva. . We! A discuss” it tawa’s: femmé nrayor; Dr. Charlotte: year :without them, the: ‘Hotel ‘Rad- AFTRA eventually: may ‘try-to line:
. Whitton, “has delayed |action: -for- -isson .Flame... Room: “has” ‘George
'.|
the magnitude of thé undertaking: further.”
up. for. membership . even: school-:*:
When. asked if. disagreement on legislation. until the Suit’ is heard} Gobel current; while: Jutie: London. ‘teachers. -who: work on. ‘station.
In. order to have the- Fair. pay: ‘off,
79,000,000.. admissions at $2 for the. Lake. Talioe : yenture (due- for. in court.
The Meteor: relatively 1hew, was| ds at ‘Freddie's :‘whith, :during: past I: Board --also’-heard “:report: from adults, and’ $1 for children. will a 250-room: hotel *expansion).‘meant’|_
summer hd gone. with. the: satiri-. Screen ‘Extras Guild exec ‘secretary: woe;
preemed..at.CCE
this’ year-in ‘the’
‘they
had:
‘dissolved’
their”
team,
be needed: Officials: have. alréady
cal ‘farce,’ “The. Drunkard, " and; : H.' O'Neil Shanks of:SEG's: recent...”
‘adult-ride
section..
World.
of
Mirth:
‘Sanicoia.
‘reminded,
.:
“We're
-partstarted to work on obtaining: ‘group
| some inexpensive ‘acts. =
a
“organizing of: extras in Hawaii... :.
admissions.”
“‘ners..in-- many thing iS: ‘beside. the. also had’ 20:moppet. rides: scaled to |.. “Gobel :‘will -be follow ed in
the
Equity: Wwds. repped at meeting by: ter
children.
‘Cal-Neva—in.
the
.
‘music
business,
:
It: was also pointed out-that thus
"Flare by Hildegarde, Gordon. &! : prexy Ralph “Bellamy, : Frank: Max-: ~
realestate,
etc.”
:
far. the. Fair- corp. is in:a solvent
-| Sheila MacRae,. Phyllis Diller and! rWwell: (local | prez), :Angus” Duncan. a
‘state. with a’ bank balanee of | He. ‘added. “Tt could: be. “okay |
Rowan’ & Martin. Fieddie's ‘also:As. _and Dorothy’. Davis: -AFTRA by na-"
$7,270,000 after an expenditiire. of ,. . |again by:tomorrow. It's. nappencs |.
+} gunning for Potent names, tional..exec .séec’ -Doanald
:“Conaway
$21,629,000.
before.” . Sanicola.: ‘laughed.’ 7
- Hollywood, Sept. 18.
jand Hollywood’: leaders.-of: union—
rere
.mar; guess
Tm. -the: only” guy: who, w et Singer: ’ Ricky~ ‘Nelson: has. ‘been:
Curiously enough; the. Industria .aT
| Ken Carpenter, Clatide McCue and ~
section’ is under the. diréc lon of. disagree with Frank, ‘once in a: Signed to” United “Talent: Manage| Frank” Nelson; ‘American. Guild of
while.”
“He's
a:
‘former,
MCAer.
|
°
L
ment
Inc.
a showman, ‘Martin “Stone, “who
-Musical. Artists _by.. Francis Barnes,
entered show biz ranks as-an. atSinatra,: contacted ‘‘on “the Set’ of |: ‘Howeyer, -all. ‘datés. are. expected:
“Thomas - “Clarke, . Henry::. -Reese;..
‘his
father,
|
_
to.
«be:
Supervised.
by’.
-his
current
film.
torney ‘and later|‘produced the.
“Come Blow ‘Your‘|
‘Screen - “Actors - Guild: “by: George *
“Howdy: Doody" show. and now: is Horn.” ‘gave more. than his usual- ‘Ozzie -Neélson; who is: “expected | to:
f '- Chicago, "Sept. 38. | Chandler, -:-Jack:* Dales, “Chester °~
. head of the iN.Y. Herald Tribune |. no comment:
frown:
on
cafe,
dates:
‘for
the
time}
He ‘replied, -“That's.
poate vt, borane Valentine's> | Migden; Screen Extiras Guild, Jef-"".
radio stations. ‘The- industrial Sec-. nobody" S: business.”
:
o“Lbeing::7
|
ilinois:State
“Normal: Univ. stands |-ftey:. Sayre, ~.H,.’:O'Neil.. Shanks,
tion: has over. 70°% of -its space.
Jacob ation,
ts-| Robert.
’- Hebrew -- “Actors: :
‘Assn. by "Gilbert;
le‘be a ‘loss “to circus. flflying. acts:
Staelin

RickyNelson!toUM”

AERIALISTS LOSE‘BARN
HOUSE’ TOILL.NORMAL

accounted. for, and by. such’ firms

as the three major. ‘automakers, .
General Motors and Ford’ will each.
have
seven-acre. Sites. The
GM.
et ion i said; is expected to

Not-So:ProvincialProvinceofQuebec!

ge
visitors daily. .The: ‘Bell |
‘-Tetephone exhibit. will: portray the Montreal
story of communications. in the
|-form of a:“floating wing: The. Gen-.}.
eral Electric exhibit ‘will be de- |"
signed

by

Walt Disney.

Some

accustomed to: congregating: thére-|:

and:rehearsing” their: turns.-For.15-|_.
years,

re

Irvin .Mazzei\and’-niembers’ Penny
Singleton, ‘Herbie.. Faye, “Jack: _

a
ae
+

TalentRange .ideBut
3ut Restof Area NotYet) eilinged
7
Putting theShow:on theRoadSide~
“Former. member ofthe:‘The Fly- | It:might be..nofed that AGVA

| ing Valentines As: now |cs booking : execs. protested: when. ‘Miss Single-.:

=o

By- ROBERTa.
“LANDRY.

‘of.

US.

Steel, Eastnian: Kodak, Pepsi}. Thie’P>rovince. of Quebec, view ed.| perhaps 85.on benches: Others, too,.

“Cola,
others.

allowed

riggings

other

top -exhibitors ‘in. this.}

. Valentine:

in: -the-‘large,’ Ahigh= “Haley; Roy Rogers (not: the’ cowboy)
barn.
‘+ and -Margie -‘Coaté:
.

)

the

Wing are to include ‘IBM, Sinclair,

-Miss.

‘aerial acts.to park their tfailers on
‘her grounds and set ‘up- -their

oe

AGVA..reps present, -aside” from:

Faye: 'wére: *western’ regional rep.

Montreal; ‘Sept. 18. « 1 at.home” talking to art‘audience. of

agent. *

|ChevalierKickingOf

Johnson’s
-Wax,
among. in the-: : perspective . ‘Of. a ‘20-véar performed with: singular. aplomb
The industrial section will | lapse, is-enormously. changed: and. =o ‘onsidering: their ages.. ‘The climaxt|

|

ve Lton.. attended.” that. union’s.: local ~
‘| ‘meet: ‘Tuesday: (11).on gr ounds she ..

_ (is. under.“ AGVA°

‘suspension: - but:

- there’ was no. protest: at: Aher. attend: ie
‘}ing: the. 4A‘S sesh...
_

Mosque; Newark; Season’.

SEATTLE EXPO'SNEW
LDAY RECORD—106,860 ©

also include.a N.Y, Port ‘Authority. ‘modernized iand everywhere ‘ing:-astonishment, was.a .14-year-old:|: ‘Impresario. Felix; G.: ‘Gerstnian |
Heliport 120 ft. high,’ which’ below ‘marked by. “les. -touristes ‘-Ameri-: ‘guitarist, Paul-.Andre -Gagnon, son -has lined ‘up. a hefty season of' pop.
‘the’ landing Jev el ‘will. have a. cock- “cains.””- It is. sperhaps less :-French, | of a -mamber ‘of ‘the Montreal Sym- ahd.-. elassiéal|:“concerts: for. the
|’and -less: provincial; than of - yore, phony: Ona Strictly classical Treper-: ‘Mosque Theatre, Newark. Maurice
tail. lounge and restaurant.
| ahd obviously teembling ‘on the} tory, «from... Bach.’ and- similar. Chevalier |will. ‘kick.’ off. the. season | .Seattle,. ‘Sept: 18:
brink: of: even more changes. Curi-- sources,.“young: Gagnon: displayed With:.a one-man ‘show. On. ‘Sept. 20.
1 ously’ enough,- talent: - ‘Somewhat “a: “musicianship’ Ww hich: a easual- ‘The classical’ lineup’ includes’ the} “Warn sunny ay eather. ‘and “Ganae. ee
‘Tags*aS'a- fourist:. ‘come-on, though reader’ of. these. lines: will hardly | Orchestre » National ‘Francais: with. dian’: Week’
soared: ‘the .-Seattley
‘the: Quebecois are more’ than aver- :eredit.. Calf him <a. ‘Spiritual: kins-.:| Lorin: Maazel, ‘conductor, ‘on Oct. Fair to, a récord: ‘daily attendance.
—.
‘agely talented theatrical.y, as. occa- ‘man’ of. ‘Andres: ‘Segovia.
-1'10;. Artur ‘Rubinstein on--Nov. 11;-}. of. 106, 860 ‘Saturday (15), .some- QT.22
The’ ‘shoestring operation of: this ‘Van Cliburn: on Jan: 26, ‘atid: Joan |:000. ahead ‘of: ‘prev ious daily récord, .e
‘sional samplings attest.
Houston: ‘Sept. 18.
Two Stars of “The Rifleman, * the.| Of summer. theatres thereis little ' drop--in miusic.-hall: (they. pass. the: Sutherland . ‘on. March: 10... : Special 79,968.:. set, ‘On. - Suinday-... AUB... 9.
‘hat: is no doubt:a story: itself. The’
attractions .“will: be : Benny. Good-}:?Attendance. was a 2s 73, 784.
ti show, will ‘be. featured-in Hous-']. ‘ev idence. “Quebec? ‘City ‘has. ‘La
“impresario.” ‘is | an older =youth;
: “The’
World:
‘of. Mus
ton’s ist annual Grand- Champion |}.Feniere, where °“Topaze” in French_| ‘
man’ in.a “elassical -and Jazz ‘appearsie’.
swith-Wonderfu
Jane. Powell,
Vic Damone,”:
“was piesented:. ‘to practically no Michael . Miudrisset;. “who : operates.
Liv estock “Show & Rodeo: for 1963:
on: Nov. .3..Goodman--will appear
US. patronage. ' -Some
10 miles. a-documentary. film outfit In-.Que-|°
with. the. New: ‘Jersey. -Syrhphony:: Jimmy McHugh |and:-Stan Kenton
Chuck Connors, who plays the: away .at.the resort Lac de. Bedu- |, bec, Nova. Films Inc:
“Folk . singers.Joan. Baez. -and. -orchéstra | ‘wound. six-day,. eight-...
title ‘role,. and Johnny Crawford, fort,
“Hotels: &. Niteries:.
in a-tiny wharfshed. on -the}..
Theodore ‘Bikel- are: scheduled Nov. |.‘performance: ‘stand: in- the ‘Opera: ‘
Who plays. the «son, have
been. grounds. ofthe ‘elegant Manoir: St.:} .Quebée -is-.a. city: where every | 93")
‘anid:
“March” 17, respectively. ‘ “House Sunday ‘With a good -$60; 000..
signed, sc heduled, to open. Feb.‘20, Castin, “a group of: ‘professionals'| downtown ‘home * has | an :-éléectric:
Gerstman,
who “is producing: in as-} - gross. according toproducer James ‘:
‘Loffered, to ‘hotel. guests only, Marie: sign‘yeading ‘Guest Rooms.” Get= |.
sociation. ‘with “local. manager Moe. Fitzgerald. ° a

‘RIFLEMAN’ STARS.SET
FOR HOUSTON RODEO}

H wood Stereo’s $73,020) ier 12: Grena lets:

. Troupe cals ting in. and: ‘out of: the :‘Narrow.
- streets is’ patience-taxing: It -may’ |:-Septee,. are. completing arrange- |"
itself -La. Gr enouille:.: Possible: the: most. curious, “show? -be-remarked ‘that the’ search: for: «ments for Judy: Garland: and :John-.|.
‘Hollywood, Sept. 18.
seen. by ‘this.wandering’ VARIFTY | beds ‘and ‘food is. a main’ occupa- nv-. Mathis. -‘Both appeared. for. they:
“Stereo tn. Concert” bill- ‘toplined: Staffer was-in-an old storie car-!
‘tion. The big ‘show's forthe visitors eemanagement -last. ‘year.
® San -Aiitonio, Sept:.18:
ey
Davis. Jt. grossed: .$73,- ‘Tiagelotse,: next. door to -the:-Cha- -are -the “Changing of the Guard, |
MY and ‘Mrs: Dominic. .Como.
20) on its two-night ‘stand ‘at: the
.
: Quebec; A. group. British: -‘spit-and- polish always’ be-|:
- ‘have. filed “a voluntary. bankruptcy: °
Hollywood
Bowl here. Promotion |.of
leat.
Frontenhas
d inthe. ‘premises rent-: ‘ing -a. diverting spectacle; ‘and the]
teenagers
Petition. in a local: Federal ‘court.
“Was by Conctetts ne. and” attend-: free front, the mtini¢ipatit -to -pre=- Tiistorie landmarks generally. Few |. :
San ° Francisco, Sept;. i8.- Be" is ‘a brother: of. ‘Singer Perry. -y
ance was peyged at $20, 862...
‘sent. themselves as ‘L‘Oly mpia -des: Americans g@'.fo--the night’ clubs|: Maurice: Chevalier’s. : ‘five - per- Como. ‘The couple: listed.’“liabilities
Davis’ fee couldn’t be learned, ! Jeunés’ and. also, alternately, ‘Les ‘down. by ‘the: ‘Pailroad station,.-as- ‘formanées -. at -.the Masonic
Mebut Georee Shearing, also on ‘the | Coniediens. dé L'Estoc.. -This- ‘Oper: ‘few. tourists - nowadays ‘an¢ longer “morial:. ‘Hallt- ‘here’ drew. “an: okay Of $66,273:‘and -.assets: of $10,814;
‘Petition. ‘states: the Comos used. to.
card, got. a flat $6500
for: the’| ates on-a- ‘ibre,”
“| ttavel - by. ‘rail. .Chez .Gerard -was $53. 000. . House w as:‘scaled. at.‘a $6} live. in .San. Antonio, “but: now. re-"
twin-bull, Peter. ‘Paul .& Mary re- policy, drawing’ passers-by ditectly: ‘offering ..Guy Rodgers. °‘Monsieur top...
side in -Sherman..Oaks, Calif:*
cited $4. A00, and. the Pete. King |-off.- the -sidewalk.
, Tw ist,-. Rosita” “Salvador, -Fantasio-| ‘Show, whic: ‘opened’ fast: ‘Tiies:| - It ‘Said Como's- chief occupation Orch was in for scale. Bowt.. “per |: It ‘does: not. soutid too promising!;‘& Monica and’ Les. ‘Ava: Dancers. day: AD, got. ‘critical. -eridorsements |
is:“the promotion. of. théatrical tal-.
tA east of nine,. -lieaded by: the: Delusual, got 10° -of. ‘the: Bross: as. its’ ‘But, within: the |
youngménologist,. ;
el-| from. ‘the Examiner, Chronicle “and ent: .At one time -he- operated, the
—
rental.
a Serge Rainville, Was: precociously’
“ AContitiued on. ‘page: 56). ~ Hews Call.
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M AFFLBOWING[JoeyAdamsReelected AGVA Prexy
+ WITH LESSBIZ)_-hhOne-Man Field, Minimum Vote

nebackViaD
"Dinner. Theatre- “Ine... which . is4—
' producing legit” musical: shows: ‘for |:
“presentation — in: “cafes. ‘throughout.
‘the. country;. chas ‘organized |a new

—+ ‘Although: ‘ most
sidministration
| candidates. ‘made the grade ,in the

‘annual election. -of the. ‘American
improvisationalTheatre’ With, ‘the diminishing amount of |ConadianNarlExhibition {Guild
of Variety ‘Artists’ which.
nitery. time:. ‘throughout: the -.coun‘was concluded: Saturday (15), “the
Getting
Hub’
Hotel.
Test
|
Tops
3
000,
000
Attendance
subsidiary. iwhich “will produce ‘in-]..
protests of. the. membership on: the
try,. talent. agencies ‘now. have the

By JOE ‘COHEN

Boston, Sept. "18... added. : problem
-Toronto, ‘Sept. 18. | lack: of competition for the offices
of imaking™ “each [:| timate revués -for. ‘niteries.- First. | sae
“vyehicle “unider :‘the new :setup©is| “A new: .theatre-restaurant type -date .count ‘for. the utmost’ in: the With weather. this. year excellent, ; of president, .second vicepresident

Theatre. at. development. -of ‘..a. : performer’ s
“the: Somerset,’’. is: going :to be tried ‘career... The. ‘situation is. .expecially
: Will open at; ‘the:. Sheraton-Jeffer-. at the” ‘Somerset Hotel” opening |. true in New. York. where ‘the:‘choice.
: son Hotel; st Louis,. Nov. 25: Show’ -Oct: 5, ‘with.two ‘shows: a night of of. the. kinds of rooms. aré .wider:
. Will also. mark the: cafe: comeback. improvisational. theatre.
and. each serves a distinct. ‘type: of
“of Miss’ Coca, who. hasn’t. worked
|°.David Shepherd, a cofounder. of function. It’s not only ‘necessary. to-mightelubs |in Several years; °
oi Chicago’ s.. .€ompass . Theatre, °‘and | provide’ a- ‘spot: where the. turn can:
Arthur” “Treffeiseri. “has: “Teft -the “who - supervised: Compass . ‘Theatre be ‘appreciated to- its: utmost; ‘but.

the ‘Canadian National. Exhibition. and ‘national board members: fron.
finally- ‘reached. its 3;000,000th: visi- St." Louis. and Montreal braneh
tor. .The. paid turnstile . clickers ‘were. evident. Joey: Adams running
totalled 3,009,500 in. the 15-day an-: unopposed, -his perennial. competinual. fair; according to: Hiram .Mc- tion, Penni. Singleton. having. been.
Callum, - CNE: gm. Previous rec: knocked out via a five-year: susord:was 2,962,500. in "1960. The in- ‘pension, succeeded himself in ofcrease. over last ‘year was 137, 000. fice as did Al. Kelly aiso. running
- Tim Gale’Agency .to:head: the: new.:|.at. Hyannis: on’ CapeCod-this sum- it’s: necessary -to: fit’ in - the “per="|.__ ‘The . first threé-millionth’ cus-: Sans competition as second -v.p.
ws outfit...
‘| Mer, will. -direct:. ‘Casting |“ib being: ‘formeér with an audience: ‘to which | tomer. was Lorie Running, 10, who} - Phe protests: came in the form:
twas. loaded ‘with. gifts: flash-bulbed of. the smallest vote (2.219) in sev7 “Dinner “‘Theatrés;:Jiéaded by: Catt done’ in. New. “York: for:@. company it’s: best. suited: |
Difference in. the type at patron: by... photographers and given. free eral: . years, ‘early
Sawyer: & -Dick: Skanga; “has cbéen. : of -four:
100 |write-in
{votes for. Penny . Singleton as
. producing ‘musicals. ‘for -cafe |-con|” “Shows. will go:on.“at. 8:45 ‘and W. age: has ‘become.‘a powerful. factor: Tun of the.grounds. .
in
the.
_easting:
of
performers.
Tn:
_ Sumption.- They have .been slotting / p.m.. ‘Tuesdays. through - Saturdays,
well -as: humerous written protests:
on the. ballot,
these shows inte: a wide-assortment . and’ Sundays. at 3:30 and 7 p.m. A former years, it: was not.as neces-.|" .
which included.
-A
-full
:
house.
seemed:..to
‘be
|,
“of.: hotels ‘anid ‘nitéries. This ‘is. their. ‘stage is. being built. in. the: room, |S4TY-:
-{phrases such as “What. is. “this,
‘the.
attribute
that
catapulted
an
-en-:|:\
‘first’ venture: ‘with ‘the intimate: Fe. “and food ‘and. ‘beverages. will be.
Russia?” “What kind of: electjon-..
‘| served: during the shows. ‘It will be. ‘tertainer ‘to’ bigtime. . It was” vir-. |
fig. this?” and others.
- vue format, *
tually
the.-same:
-concept.:that
‘pre="|..-”
Winners <in -the “election were
Although’ the. new ‘operation ‘Will: ‘Boston’ s. first taste’ ‘of: improvisa- ‘vailed in the vaude houses...Since |_
“] Adams: .Gus Van, who beat Paul
* be: -eoncentrating on. ~ the: Coca: tonal: theatre.
‘Yempty, ‘seats and. tables. ‘can't. ap-|
Valentine for first. veepee, ‘Kelly,
“show. at. the start, new. properties.
‘plaud,a ‘fulf house made the. act. |*:
he second .-¥eepee
unopposed:
‘are. being sought “and: availabilities.
Jack
13:hit. - Today,.- the: concept - has be-]_- {Haley over Jimmy Val Gray, for
studied |for future-‘shows.
~ *".
come .much ‘more: restrictive. ‘De-.
Gj the. third ‘vice presidency: Sally
* The. ‘intimate. show.. picture, of
cause. of. the. ‘value. of cafes as
} Winthrop over Candy. Candido for
- COUTSE, .is highlighted .by’ the: ‘New
| showcases : for television, musicals,
York situation, which: has two. mid-.
rewues, tents,‘ete.: The kindof spot | Clayton. "Siniley) “Hart” former recording secretary; .Joe Smith.
“town: ‘spots. slugging it-out for. suin which °‘an--act. appears .has ‘bes: organizer for the American. Guild ‘over Russell. Swann ‘and Rex Weber
23 premacy: in this field. The Upstairs
‘come. trebly. important. -~
“of Variety. Artists: in.:the Sarasota- | for treasurer.
at” the . ‘Downstairs, - which opens}
Today, ‘the ‘duel’ for talent; be-" - Tampa area; has: taken the. lie-de-|. ‘Murray .Lane nosed out incum
Sept..:20 with a-series of prevues
tween: the- various : _clubs © ‘is. high- : ‘tectortest given.:.by the Dept. of|‘bent. Midge. Jackson as Baltimore
and: Sept: ‘27 formally; will: havea
“lighted. by. a ‘choice -between: the|-Justice at the behest of Sen: John, ‘branch :member: Billy Kelly will
‘Ben -‘Bagley :‘stagaead
show, “No wa,
-|'Copacabana. arid: .Basin: St.’ East,.: D.. ° McClellan: \D.-Ark.); ‘chairman. répresent Boston; Lester. Lake beat
Philadelphia. “Sept: 18..
'.Shoestrings” a title: ‘based: on. the’
‘both. N.Y.. The role’ .of the: Copa, : ‘of the |‘Senate: ‘Subcommittee on. ineumbent: Wally ‘Lane from Cincy;
With.-thereopening:
of
the.
aréa
’s.
fact.that he: formerly produced. the
vin former - years;. was" uncontested.: | Permanent Investigations, © ‘ which ‘Linda’ Compton, wife of Chicago”
‘series. of “Shoestring” revues. Cast
| The “direct from the. Copa” billing itécently: probed. the |affairs .of the local manager Marty Kavanaugh,
has. been reactivated for the: seaz:
‘beat’. Bill} Boehm
as. Cleveland
--wilk coniprisé: Danny |Carroll, June
‘Which | distinguished - mar quees: | variety ‘performer. union.
son.
The
1,600-seat..
Latin:
‘Casino,
board: member..
|
-Connell;- -Bill.’ ‘McCutcheon, -Patti
throughout. the country~ is. sulky Although no ‘results’ of the test|.
across the river in. Delaware Town|The. key. vote. for Denver board:
' Regan;.. June. Squibb and-. Larry.
ship, NJ -relighted Sept. 6 with: highly ‘important, but. for the .pur-- tw ere ‘revealed, “Hart. declared. that.
Wilde, who: will. perform. ‘on “an.
{:posesS of playing: to pre audiences, *this: wife, who. was also. slated to be: member : was’ won by ‘incumbent:
Eddie . Fisher in_.for. .a -‘three-week :
enlarged. stage.
-The Downstairs
| talent ‘agencies. thinking is divided.|examined on ‘the device, ‘had ‘been ‘Jay Lester who narr owlv beat Ray
- stand as the ‘initial. headliner...”
. Room will--continue with: a’ con-_ :
‘1 For example, Pegzy: Lee. emerged: ‘excused from. . taking
the test. Conlin Sr.: Vote was. 841 to 819.
‘Palumbo’s °900-seéat -theatré-res-.
-densed version - of : “Seven. :Come:|‘ytaurant
‘in: South-:Philadelphia | at her peak with ‘her first. date. at | | Jackie.:Bright:. suspended ‘national: ‘Lester,. a power onthe ‘national
Eleven,”.-last:season’s occupant of swung -into’ “aetion |:“Sept: 8. with: -Basin - St.“ East when‘. it. opened: !' administrative secretary of: the board, hasn't lived. in Denver for:
the Upstairs’ ‘Room:-. Irving ‘Haber.
|} Lou Monte. heading: the .floorshow.’ ‘She ‘wasn’t strong’ b.o. -at: the Copa. union, who. also: ‘declared’ he would |many- years. Armand Marion Was)
4s the: ‘operator here. :
(Continued | on’“page. 56)
itake. ‘a:‘jie: test, ‘still has. to undergo unopposed. in. Montreal. Tina Marie.
~. + Sciolla’s, ‘the (North: Philadélphia
retained | her. New “Orleans. post.
The. ‘Plaza Hotel: has rechristened i:spot’ and: the. town’ S. second. largest:
+thie process. :
‘the: ‘RendezVous ‘Room ..as’ ‘Plaza ai ‘room; ‘kicked... off {last -‘Thursday
Object of. ‘the. test:‘is an attémpt. ‘Ted ‘Blake Dbeat Lou Testa from
*§yith “a: revue;. “Dime ‘a Dozen,”
{to:-determine whether Hart and his Pittsburgh: Billy Grant-: edged out.
(13), with. the Lloyd. ‘Price: Or ch.
- be staged by Julius Monk, who: for.
lavife gave -‘Bright... $2,000 .ta ‘be Don George from Portland: Danny
‘Latin: Casino’ is: booked .solidiy:
merly- ‘did the ‘shews .at:‘the Haber . throtigh. the: winter: Keely: Smith, :
|transferred |‘from - Washington: ‘to | O’Dav unopposed from St. Louis::
vthe Florida: area. Hart testified be- Joe Murphy. won in Foronto. ‘and
-eperation. Inked ‘thus..far for the |-with: “Marty: ‘Allen’ and ‘Steve-Rossi,
incumbent
'fore the ‘MeClellan. committee that Steve Allison :Kavoed
revyue,-to.preem Oct: 18, are.Ronny follow the Fisher show, ‘Sept. 27-|
.
--he. jokingly: told Bright, while sta- Dick Bain from Washington.
Graham & -Ellcn. Hanley, Ceil :Ca-} Oct. 10: Other headliners skeddeéd |
bot: anid’ Jack Fletcher, all ‘of whom
for the: big Jersey. showcase. are:
that. ‘he }. Noting for board ‘members at
Toronto,’ Sept. 18: tioned . -in :Washington,
in election of
worked |at: various times. for Monk. Johnny ‘Mathis... and- Jean Carroll, . "Moscow Cikeus did, a ‘good ‘but: would. give.alot-of loot. to: be trans-. Jarge.. resulted
- at the:. ‘previous ' operation.
Oct. -TE -24; ‘Juliet: Prowse: ‘and ‘unspectacular: °“near ~ “to. $200. 000: :ferred : to. Florida.” - Hart .stated Georgie Price, Gus ‘Yan and Karl
‘Jim Eiler’s. Showplace in:@neene | George Kirby; Oct. 25-Nov. 14; Ella |.2ross:-on its Foronto-: ‘date. with’!‘that he: later received a call from | Wallenda.
Wich Village, has been: the scene ‘o£ |Fitzgerald’ and. Jack: E. Leonard, “Maple: Leaf Gardens .scaled ‘at $4° : Bright saying..that it ‘could. be -ar“‘two-persén ”‘“Tevues,. S which- shave Nov. ‘15-28: ° Ray” Charles, with’ top..and~ 10,000" seating ¢apacity.. {ranged ..for $2,000, .and- he subse-.
‘been -instrumenta¥ in drawing some Pepper .. Davis. “and Tony: -Reese, for. 10. evening performances and.;‘quently paid‘that. amount to Bright.
Hart corroborated the charges. |:"
“uptown. ‘trade as: -well:: .“Seeond |Nov: '29-Dec.. 12; Patti. ‘Page, Dec: eight -“matinees .” closing- Sunday ;‘Mrs:

“The. Imogene. ‘Coca Revue, “which. “operation, "Compass
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DETROMs AL SIEGEL

-. City”. at Square East. deals mainly* 13-22; ‘ Jatkie Mason ‘and *Daiita. '|:16). It. Started - poor: but. ‘built . on;‘but Bright vehemently denied
jpJoe Dec. 23-Jan. ‘6°. Liberace: Jan. ri: praise and: word-of-mouth.
in sketches rather’ than. ‘songs.
4tthem.:.. To end ‘the. impasse, Hart|

INTO RACETRACK BIZ

17-16:- Ritz. Brothers - -and.- Adam
Detroit, Sept. 18.
The: net effect, . of the Theatre}
“Cultural -exchange” | was made | ‘suggested: that all: concerned take |
Dinner entry into. revue ranks: will 4:-Wade.. Jan: 17-27; Steve Lawrence
between Soviet Union and Canadi- “the: Jié-detector ° test.: ‘Bright, .at}. *. Al. Siegel; owner of night Clubs
be’ more: severe.-comipetition :for: and..Evdie ‘Gorme; Jan. 28-Feb. 14;: an - governments, with. ‘Canadian first: balked: at.the’‘idea, but. Jater in. Windsor.and Toronto, partnér inSal ty: Davis: Jr.,-Feb. 15-24; Lena Concerts, &. Artists as. go-betw eer,” consented.:
+a ‘huge vending machine biz. that
the ‘services’: of - ‘writers; ‘lyricists:
‘Horne’. and: Bob Melvin, :Mareh 21,
sprawls across Canada; chest : ‘to
“and” composérs.. ‘Formerly,. ‘the Up-| Hotel fares and: feeding ‘of the ani-|"

|thousands. of travelers via his
‘mals. were. paid for by - Canadian. :
stairs. and Downstairs. had. a Vir-- April. Ts
Advance: -hodkings: at.‘Palumbo’ i's.
} motel business, is now branching,
government... -Booking outfit: “head- |
‘include: “Jerry. Vale, Sept: -.18-23:
out in the recreation ficld: This
”Ted* -by Paul. -Johnston. of Eaton |.
and composers: who. wanted:-a N: Y.:
Lou Mente; ity a return ‘visit; Sept...
‘will include horse. racing, suim=
showcasing, -- outside. of. musical |
Auditorium: ‘ Toronto,. ‘set. the;
:eir|
26-30; Al- Fisher -and. Lou -Marks; :
‘ming. camping, skating and ski|cus into four ‘Canadian’ dates; “Ot-.}
comiedy ranks. “Today; alt spots plus:
‘Oct: 3-7 ‘and. Oct. 10-14;.Al Mar-New ‘Orleans, Sept. 18. “| ing which: will be .tied in- ‘with . a
the new: ‘corporation will be. vying.
tawa: ‘for thrée., .days;- Toronto. and |...
F tino, Oct: 17-21 and 24-98: DeJohn.
for. - the. -Samie. product: - Should} sictors’ ‘and.
The ‘district attorney's office: and. passenger ferry cperation.:
Bobbie-Baker,-: Oct. -Montreal. for’ two: weeks: Quebec
names. -develop out: of:: these ven-.
|City -for’,five days.!..
i. police’ Thursday (13) fad a green-|. ‘Siegel. along with a. group of
.31-Nov.
4:
‘and
Nov...
7-11:
-Bobbie
tures, ‘then | ‘the © ‘Intimate .. ‘Tevue.
Forum,’ ‘Montreal, : started: ‘Mon-! light -{6 continue: their. vice: raids: other Windsor promoters.. wil de--:
‘Baker, ‘Now... 9-19; Mickev- Shaugh- |:day:
eould *develop: ‘into.: one’ 6f - the “‘nessy and-AL’ ‘Alberts, ‘Nov,. .21-30;
(ED: ‘Mescow -Circus”. played. on::.French. Quarter strip. joints. . velop a racetrack as part Gf: a 400-.
_More expensive:. ‘veritures in’ ‘the. DeJohn. Sisters, Déc.. 1-22."
|:t0° more ‘than’ 85.000 during: its 18>; ‘Civil District: Court. Judge Paul E. ‘acre. recreation |tract. in’ Windsor,

D.A.Police
WinCourt’$

tual! monopoly for.‘ the. -scripters’

Okay:on N.0. Vice Raids

veafe:, field: ‘Today, ‘t's:z:substitute, |: Sciolla’s is. embarking. ‘of. a’ new |;performance. Toronto run.

for. names.

or

;

Pes“1

anChasez denied -a.-petition

of: 13° ‘with

a ferry as

transportation

AtBourbon Street nitery. operators for | across the Detroit Rivér.
Siegel's’. big Elmv ded Casino is: :
a court: ordér. stopping: the raids.
.The judge: Said -hé..could not ins. the. No. 1 ‘nightelub- in the DetroitAt Spokane Nightclubs! -terfere |with.‘proper. exercise ‘of :Windsor area.
‘ Spokarie, ‘Sert-- 18.. i alice power ‘and did‘not agree that | The new development will: he.
liner;-Sept.:24, and-will he followed Wien. ‘pianist |Billy Tipton 1éft:! the’ nightclub: owners .were. being along the river shoreline. The track
_by the -Mills. Brothers; Oct. 1,.“and | Vic Romane’s. Hnitery, -Allen’s. Alley; harassed. Their - remedy, he: ‘said, | will be Known as Windsor Race-_
- The Hollywood: and New: York Jerry.’ Lester, ‘Oct;.8.
:
| (elosed:“now..-to réopen as |.Vie's: ‘dies Jin: the..criminal:‘district cegurt, “| way: Lid. and facilities will include
“Friars ‘Clubs: are -working ‘to patch |
| Showease “Room),’ he had: “been: where : chargés ‘against ‘them. “and a: small lake, cabanas. and other
sports arenas. Penciled: in for fuup their differences. The -Manhat|~
‘playing. theré just. ‘a. month: ‘Short itheir employes have: been. ‘filed.
are. prestige‘The .club owners in.a ‘suit ‘filed-‘ture: development
. tan parent,-at:a board. meetilig. last|.
“ of. four: ‘straight. years. “
“ Week; voted. to’ find: a “means. of . - ‘Harry: Mifson, “operator. of the: “Tipton’s -trio now. is playing for, 10: days: ago: contendéd that™ they. type apartments overlocking the
_ continuing _affiliations,- ‘First: ‘step. Eden ‘Roc;: Miami Beach, :who. went- ‘dancers. at. the ‘Glass. House, ‘where+::have --been: “collectively ' ‘and in- | Fiver.
-.4n. the’ process ‘will: be. a gander. at. down to. the ‘Latin: Casino, Cherry it suceecded the: Moder notes: whose: “dividually.. harassed in an unfair-| °
the membership roster: of the Coast Hill, N.,: :for -the -preem: “of Eddie. ‘Larry. Collins’ and Bab McKinley; ‘and *‘legal. manner” Lduring the
Vegas’‘Podium Spin
_ &roup,. in: order : to: determine: Fisher. on Tharsday. (13),-has inked are ; ensconced: -in’ the. Moulin craekdow n'.-on. ‘viee -in French’
“whether. the: ‘Hollywood club ‘has: the ‘singer for'a‘stand at his Beach -Rouge
Las Vegas, Sept. 18.
of. the new .Desert Sahiaran; ‘ Quarter and Canal. ‘st. night. spots. :
;
-more . nontheatrical-” _imembers, + Hostel. “Fisher. will. £0. in.-Feb.. 15 “Jazz: Pianist. ‘Arnie™ Carruthers. oy
Strip hotels here -are- shuffling:
(30%) than. the constitution: allows: for 10-days: :
| bandlezders. .
Jate of the’ Lamppost; is now atthe}
Tee Follies!‘Sock B. 6.
- Dick Stabile- “replaces Carlton.
.
|
Hollywood, Sept.. 18...
It was also. claimed by the: Holly=.1-. : “Mufson; “who. has. started: to: line piano “bar..of ‘the: Zepp: Inn, where
Hayes. 3S house maesiroa at the DesWood. board, : ‘that »‘Irving. :Briskin;. up’ personalities ; for “the. winter. he*'succeeded: Harry Snider’ "Back } “Tee. Follies” wound: up..ah Ji-‘Al
-4ts-president; “Spoke . without. au- season,--has. also signed. . -Keeléy | at the ‘piano bar of the Early: ‘Bir a day: stand at the Sports’ Arena here. ert Inn, ‘beginning. with: the - Jimmy:
: thorization in Claiming that 95%© | Smith.-to: precede. Fisher, starting|:Breakfast: ‘Club,;, after an absence +-on: Sunday. 16). with a: whepping Durarteé ‘show. - Oct 3 and Russ | Black takes over: {er Nit ‘Brand- of the group were from northeatri-: -Feb...-6:- He’ has been conferring: -of three years. is. Paddi: ‘Blu: “a- Newt $505.000. for’ 17. performances.
“The. blade- romp Was: scaled. at wynne-at the Fiaiinge ith. Ethel
. cal-fields. Roster. is-now. being for- with’ various. agencies in New: York ‘Yorker who. since! this’ spring
ome ba
Merman’ s Oct. 25 preepr.
a. 4. top...
* warded to N.¥. for_ Study.
as called: Lynwood, |
_Wash-" home.
Fegarding. ‘other:‘headliners.
poliey- this. year. of: ‘preaking” up.
_[ its weekly: floor show format- with
‘musical ‘attractions, of. which the
| Price. -band ©‘is the. -first:. - Gene. .
“| McDaniels. is the: initial floor’ head- |.

Pianists in
i “Lotsa Shifts _

NY-LA. FRIARSMOVE
“TO PATCH UPHASSLE

Fisher’S:Eden RocDate

eo

(ad,
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SheratonHotelsFi
ightMotelInroads |:
With Cutrates, Parking iin19Cities

” Sackin Exits Bon. Soir.

Nat ° ‘Sackin. ‘has. ‘moved - out as
| partner in ‘the Bon °‘Soir; N.Y.; ‘because of-pressure: of: his: other

enterprises. ‘Ernie

Pagario:

ichLivingRoom Owner
0 et’sRacetrack

"BocasPutActs& Agents onSpot

will |

‘continue. -in charge «-of. the: setup:
“+ Sackin.. ‘operates - a: string : of. dry-|
The urban hotels, after finding ¢—
— | cleahing.. establishments: in Green-|themselves losing many customers. operation ofthe.Sheraton‘East(ind: wich Village:
to. their exurban counterparts; the .Anrbassador).
-In. charge of: bookings will be]
motels whieh in recent’ years. have
moved inta the cities, are now com-

The. shift ‘of.:the ‘major. tiotels Irwin Arthur. | c
‘partially: tothe. ‘Sherwyn plan ‘in-'}.

“Chicago, Sept, 18.| Chi agents: are anxiously waiting
Hor the ‘dust. to. settle - following
the disclosure. of’ Severé ‘financial
.
‘Sorear “Magic Show, sent -to, the ‘difficulties’ of. _the- owner. of. thé
1 soviet™ Union as. part:of: -¢ultural [|‘Living Room; ’ one--of. the best. tal:
[exchange. program with «India; -ent outlets. in. town. ‘Trouble, which
| clicked:.in- Moscow and: swas: held. reportedly had. heen.. brewing. ‘for
J over for. second: week at the ‘Mos- Several months, eame-to light: when
Leow: ‘Theatre. ‘Its. ‘opening- ‘at. ‘the ‘the. attorney. ‘for “Arlington. Park

~ ‘Sorcar’sS.Rass: Click:

“peting ©with tite. motels. in .the dicates that talent. may: be:
‘down-) |
‘strongest | terms they know—the graded in tifese ‘operations. -How-"
room rate. The Sheraton hotels: ever, it’s figured. that . shows .and:
have announced a. new. low. rate. cocktail. Jounges . may: have ‘to be
type’ accommodation to be operated accented: in.other --hotels:.so. that
Leningrad, . originally - ‘slated. “for ‘racetrack: revealed *:that™. “Living
‘under the Sherwyn name, -The new. these. inns. may ‘be ‘IMade more. at- |
Sept: 8,‘was postponed. to.‘Thursday. Room. owner... SAF: Segal” ‘had. en:
category will be .at a maximum. tractive to travellers. -willing .to'|:-’
n M4). |
$5.75 single rate. to be made-avail- speng ‘that’ extra’ ‘loot’. on ‘better.|.
:') dorsed-and:.cashed 11 checks. totalAlbuquerque, Sept: 18,
ahle in-16 of the 19 cities in’ which. accommodations and: facilities. on
‘Magico. was transported. trom. -ing-$22;000: at-the track and stopped
the new service will be. instituted..
| "The 25th anniversary New’ Mex-. ‘India -with his :14-person troupe by: payment on -them,
.
-| ico: State . Fair” -opened-. Thursday “a Russian. Aeroflot liner; ‘and props |. “Segal, ‘wha’ only. a few: “months
Four entire’ hotels have ‘been
(13)
for:
am
11day’
run
here,
with
and equipment :were sent: by ship “ago:
;
converted to the ,Sherwyn plan.
purchased ‘the -‘elub-‘from. his
|.tv- and film.-names as lures, a: new: fron his: home base. .
They are -the Sherwyn,. Pittsburgh; .
a - | brother : Dan: ‘Segal, owner : of a
.{ $1,500,000.. building” ‘program: |
Louisville,. Ky.; Omaha and. Sioux |
“bh nitery -with: ‘the same:. name’. in
reality. and -‘its ° top. attendance: in|
Falls, S° D.° Sheraton hotels ‘with [|
“| New ‘York,’ lias:. since: left. town;.
history. anticipated:
ve
the. Sherwyn. plan: will comprise] ’
' The Chi room: got:over. the first
the outlets in Akron, Albany; N-Y¥.;:)
|
Fair’: Manager’ -Tex- ‘Barron,_* who’
hurdle: ‘last’ Friday.. (14): when. it
.
“Cincinnati, Sept:”"18: \ has. been. ‘running. the operation ‘for:
-Cineinnatt,. ‘Indianapolis, ” Mobile; t
posted: .a-..$14.000: bond with the
-Cincy’s gtowing nitery- belt swells past four seasons, says he expects
New Orleans, New York (‘Sheraton|*9/American Guild. of. Variety - Artists
Atlantic). ‘Oklahoma. City,-' -Phila-. Thurs,-(20). with opening-of the |-better- ‘than. 565,000: to:attend the}. _
{.£6r. Steve Lawrence’s nine-day stint
delphia -tSheraton
Motor _ ‘Inn, Club - Dipromat, “plush” theatre-res- expo,".a gain . .of.-about™ ‘10%: avery
starting ‘that. same night: A. spokesProvidence, Springfield, ‘Mass. cSt. taurant in the hilltop: Kemper. Lane. .last.*: year.. ‘when’ 511,000 ©-were|:
man- for- the. .club" said ‘that =the
“,
Boston,:
Sept.
18."
Louis, Worcester; ‘Hamilton, Ont.,- Hotel. Marty Allen & Steve Rossi’ clocked. °..‘That’s. providirig:.:good |
“Hub's:‘nightclub: outtook. is dim: nitery ‘is incorporated: “ard..AI
and ‘Toronto.
.| are initial’ headlinets, ‘with: Wally ‘weather ¢ontinue to-hold,;. and re4 Segal’. financial, difficulties ‘would
The major difference in all Sher-. 13ohrison’s six-piece band for. show- mains’ like. it did in.1961;” he: adds... ‘and spotty this‘Season.. “The: Brad-|;in’ no ‘way: influence. the’operation
wyn” hotels will be simplified ac- backing. and. :dansapation~.. Room . Show.. biz. names—mostly ‘:‘of. ford. Roof, -which ‘ran:.a. theatre- of the club.
ny
commodations,. elimination: of class ‘seats:380 and has a lounge for 80... oater. video
Talent agency concern: ean:pe
fame—are - ‘featured nitery ; operation. last: season ‘with
New
venture, © “representing” an
‘restaurants. roomservice ‘and. ban}
legit’ musicals in. the: round,: has: indicated by the. fact: that.-one- ‘ofinvestment. -of- over:“$100, 000;. is |:‘with -rodeo. competition in. fair’s dropped. the -project this. season.
-quet facilities.
-| fice here : ‘has-.-$60.000 -worth.. of
12, 000. seat. Tingley. Coliseunt. :Ine.
The motel ‘hag. ‘become - -major: backed by’ Louis. Bolce, -attroney, f-cluded -are ‘Paul: Brinegar -&. Sheb. Steuben’ $ opens Thursday (20) with. |-future - bookings ‘set. in- the’. ‘club
competition to the bigeity hotels, and V.S:" Hamblen; ‘realtor, -both’ Wooley. of CBS-TV Rawhide series: a billed: “Latin-American” - show, and. another has $40, 000::.
;
and with more: -hotels. Springing up. new. to the. show: ‘field. “Cols Joe: |. Pat: Boone: Homer® & ‘Jethro; - Slim: ‘and. is. feeling’ fora new. policy. }-..
-., Management of the Living Roont
in major cities, together with the. Goetz of ‘the Air Force: Reserves; ; | Pickens |and Don. Collier: of NBC- ‘Whether. or not it. will continue its.
‘said that: they are optimistic about
encroachment of.:the: motels in the -who trouped entertainers. around |
EV's erstwhile-“Outlaws”, oater: -longtime’ policy ‘of. ‘three acts,
top . towns, existing hotels have the globe during. World War If, is
changing “every: two weeks, is iffy.

N.M StateFairBanking
|On TV andFilm Names

ToLure 565,000. Visitors|

ClubDiplomat. asNew
Cincy. Class Nitery With:

Allen& Rossi Preem Bill}

seen’ their: occupancy ‘rate. lowered | talent-booker. Leonard Wilhoit, for-

Hub’s CafeSeason.
Outlook Dim:Bradford,
Steuben: Policies Iffy

-Series:.

afraid. ‘that: the: adverse publicity

at:‘the. moment. -'} would ‘hurt, business. More. -t6 ‘the
They are now:start-|merly of the’ ‘shuttered. ‘Beverly |":‘Singer’ ‘Jimmie Rodgers is emcee
ing. to compete..with the motel’s.[Hills, on: the- Kentucky side. of tlie for- ‘all’ nightly. shows, “which-are | ’ Blinstrub’s is:‘in‘operation. with polnt, it. will . probably -necessitate

tremendously.

the: Baronets, -Severio Saridis. the. posting. of bonds for: each, act
free. pafking. facilities: and lower |-Ohio River,, is. -general: manager: scaled ‘from. .top’-of ‘$3. ° State Fair|.
a
rates by offering the same itemis.. Goetz. also: was with BH for a.brief. ‘got of £, on. Thursday: and: ‘Friday: booked to-open Sept.-21, and:Arthur in .fhe near future. °
--F(13-14) -with-“Saga In’ the Sun,” Godfrey: in“ for Sept:..29 through|’’ The’ Living Room is- Tocated.. on
The Sheraton prospectus on the period;.
new operation stated that many |. Future bookings -inctude’ Kitty ‘historical. pageant. made up of.local. Oct. Te. The’ Frolic. in Revere will the site of. the: :old: Trade. ‘Winds,
continue: its: name* policy’ and.-has ‘whiose’ owner, “Art Adler, owas: murtravéllers have found that some | Kallen; -Alan .Mowbray, Yvonne de. ‘talent.

Fair is one ‘of. ‘the ‘few. in.‘the Myron Cohen ‘current. this “week. dered’ and: stuffed in-a-sewer. The
cities maybe top-heavy with lux-| Carlo, Jerry Lester, Nelson: Eddy:
‘ury: accommodations and short. on }& Gale ‘Sherwood; Guy Mitchell country. that.’ has ‘legalized:‘horse. The. Monticello. in. “Framingham, police’ at. that. :time: theorized -that
| Dagmar, George’ Jessel; Al Martini, .{race betting: and: the -handte “is -a- has ‘opened. with Anita Bryant. cur- he: was deeply in. debt. to under‘really economical facilities.’
;
:
overall planning. rent this week, and has booked. a ‘world: Joan. sharks.
. In. New: York, for example, ‘the. Joey Adams, Carmel Quian,. Les. mighty fiz
Sheraton chain: will. roam the-.en-| Paul &. Mary Ford, ‘Harinonica
Rz “East time “around track.. handle ‘lineup of- names: ‘for. the S€ason..
amounted to. about $4,000,000, :and |. Newest ‘room: policy. ©‘is’ at. “the Houston. — Xavier ‘Cugat’ ‘and
tire range with setting’ aside of.|.cals' and Georgia’ Gibbs..;
some facilities at the:‘Sheraton-|
Other spots: representing ° talent | expected: to go ‘bigger “this | year: Statler. Hilton Terrace Room. where. ‘Abbe. Lane. open, ‘at-the Cork Club
Atlantic to the Sherwyn plan, then’ here at: present. ‘are the. Surf: Club, | Fair's. _construction: program -pro- - Micky Autier’ opened. ‘Monday (17)4Oct.-11, and -will-also: headline. the
‘to the commercial hotel such as|Swifton Colony, Cock-N-Bull, Blue |vided. a- riew |grandstand: for the’ -in-a. policy: which has. names every. City. of. Hope Hospital. Golden. An‘Ltwo_ weeks.
the Park Sheraton, to the luxury Ange. Aig ‘Room: and.lounges pari-mutuel. race fans. . ©
ae, “niversary’ -benefit. Oct.. 14::

LEE MORTIMER
JULES PODELL'S:

COPACABANA
“August 24, 1962
COPACABANA,. New York

Headlining OCTOBER 13th A
BROWN’S HOTEL, ‘Louisville, Ky.

Headlining NOVEMBER: 7th
EDDYS’ ‘Kansas. City

_

Soon— On TELEVISION:

ED SULLIVAN SHOW (ces:1v)
The TONIGHT SHOW

(NBC-TV)

Forbes. ‘and *Villa, in what I believe ‘Is their. first. 25:

:“time in double: ‘harness, got off to one: of the most ‘*"-:
explosive: greeting newcomers. have ever. received: cae

. in the ‘long ‘history of..this gilded cellar:
“Forbes and . Villa. proved again .the~ -poténey.." -

_|.. “cof the! formula- created by Allen .and. Rossi,- who. :-::

"New York.

Returning — FALL of ‘63

New York. Mirror:
“Greco ‘came on:in-a tough Spot."’ Before him, ~~

Forbes. ‘ond Villa

|.

have, been. so. widely- ‘Copied this year. ..But this. °-.

«team is:mofe than .a-copy, comes up. with’ magni-_ ficent ‘material .and.. clowning. of its ‘own. “Don...

. +; Forbés is. the straight, man and. singer ‘while Joey:
Vitla, the’ comic, is one of the’ funniest natural.
"J °°:.elowns' I’ve -ever: seén, ‘his impersonations—espe- .

e/ o G: A.C..

640, Fifth: Avenue
: New York, ‘N. Y.

cially. of -Jack. ‘Leonard—are.. inarvels- in: them=:_
“selves. These- boys. are Ala’.as a]new Standard

cattraction: ah
Doar.Don and
d Jom

“8one of. the. furinicst Fve.«
ever, seen.

"Your. magnificent, inateria! “and: clowning Is in the. rue

the great. comedy teams ‘who have i .
tradition” ofyou.
__.- preveeded,

t would like you te ‘know that I’ am ‘so: pleaséd.and:
delighted that I have notified-GAC that 1 have
picked: up your. option: to return to.the Copacabana
nem:season.
2

“

7 ANTHONY: SHANNON
.
“New. York: World Telegram. & Sun:

Every: $0 “often. a:‘new and.‘exciting act. makes its.

debut. at the Copacabana. ‘TEmust agree with
the. critics;as. well as our patrons, .
‘that yours is.

ae

J}.

““On-the: same ‘bill. with Greco: for: a three-week:

. engagenient “is:the comedy team “of Don-Forbes

**.

- Jand Joey Villa. -The.pair gag-it-up‘in the Dean.

| ~~

Martin-Jerry Lewis: style, .Forbes being: the sing- Bip
‘ing half and Villa the zany: comic. :
“Their-routine, is loud and: ‘quite fiinay and the
, -.: audietice « Teacted favorably:
-Villa’s takeoff--on
“Jack -Ey ‘Leonard: probably* highlighted’ the “act.
But: ‘Forbes’ impersonation . of -Sinatra’s ©singing.
style may Keep. ‘Frank. ‘in.‘motion: pictures: Per:
LZ manently. “
.
,

Oo" “EARL WILSON:
“New: York: ‘Post
“Smash. ‘hit comedy team’ DoniFoibes’anid.
Joey .

Sincerely,
Management

BOB SCHWARTZ and JILLY
Publicity, JACKIE CANNON.

“Villa at’‘the, Copacabana.”

GENE KNIGHT:
_ New ;York: CHT

: COPACABANA, Ine.

a

“The . comedy. .teani’ of Den.. ‘Potties: and. Joey

‘Villa’ left’.the: customers. laughing,’ which. ‘is‘ the
“best. ‘way. to.beg off.v-

P Sx Thank you
y JACKE‘LEONARD forthe:Panama. Hats!

a

:

ae

_Wednesday, September./19, 1962.

2
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‘Peter Hepple, “The Stage & Television Today’, London

at “London's Talk of the Town”

"TONIGHT. SHOW
NBCTV:. =

September. 26th

+
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Chi’ Suburban NiterieslokNames|
As Lure forNew CropofCafegoers
_

‘By’ MORY

ROTH

sway,’ ts ‘dourishing at.‘the south |)
.|.side- Del’ Prado. ‘hotel.

The .Mar- |

‘Itinfque,-a theatre and* restaurant| "
in south suburban Evergreen ‘Park,
has been eminently successful, |and |

Yau Cale
e
Dates

| that -.area’ has -also::.seen- several

. small clubs’open: in recent years.

Dee. 3-29...
Following. skeddex
_ -New York"
‘Liberace. to play a- concert: data -for™ ‘Bddys K Cr, Joya»Sherrill

Atlantie¢ :City:a -whila. ago ‘and’ in|: Ons" of the ‘biggest. beneficiaries|
~~. of: the-new.clubs is talent.

their Laz Vegas appeararices..

Manny |.

The. revival of the Villa Venice.| ‘Skar’s. Sahara’ Inn. hag been. book-| ‘at the Brooklyn: Academy of. Music, -Sept.: 14-28; Dick: Haviland, ‘Sept

Chicago, Sept....18.

“The long-projecied decentraliza- | as a major club: took many... trade-. ing some ofthe top names for its. Sept. 23: under auspices of Guido. 29-Nov. . 85 “Saverio Saridis,- . Nov
tiorof Chi nitery biz took. another. sters here’ by. surprise, for the} ‘Club...Gigi,-competing: directly :for-} Salmagel; ‘Brooklyn.:Opera -Co. im='
big -step-forward last week w ith the nitery has been an off-and-on prop-. acts. with: the: old line -and.’ pres-|' presario’:, . Paul Anka booked for: “9. 22, and: ‘Dukes of Dixieland, ‘Nav
‘Dorothy
signing of Frank Sinatra et al by ‘ésition since its heyday ‘a. decade |tigious.Empire-Room ‘of the Palm: |-a route of Caribe theatres and nit- “23: for. two -weeks.‘Slay -down: for. ‘Eddy’s. ‘Oct: 26 :fo!
the Villa Venice.in north. suburban. j or more ago.:: Apparently .the’ cur- er House’ downtown.
Pepe's is. eries: ‘starting’ Oct, 31° for :a--twoNorthbrook fot four. weeks. starting |:rent owner, ‘Leo Olson, ‘has’ seen! ‘maintaining “a: name and: semi-| week minimum at .$20,000- weekly - ‘two’ weeks “and: ‘the Vapors, :“Ho
‘Springs, :‘Sept, 20° for-a-week:
Nov.
|the handwriting in the crabgrass name policy. and. is diverting. acts|‘guarantee: ...... Peiro :Bros. ::and-]
12.
The VV's entry into the -top and is taking a: caleulated risk’ on that. would ordinarily. play the Liv- ‘Pinky .Lee ‘pacted for: the Anterria-| Max. Cooper: slated for the’ ‘Gilde
name sweepstakes marks .the third} the: exodus from the. city: ‘of. a sub-: ing. Room .on Rush St. or the: ‘Loop |‘tional. . production of.” the. “Harold Cage, Ft..Wayne Oct. 1-13: and: thy
club. within lés3 than six months Stantial money ed’ clientele:
| hotel: ‘supper clubs.
.-. J. Minsky show. ‘starting: Oct. 10°... -1: Chi Playboy Nov.-23-Dec:..13.;
to debut with. heavyweight’ per-.
Why did ‘the: -elub ow ners. “wait. Georgia. Gibbs: goes. into the. Per-|. ‘Pompoff :Thedy.. Family held.ove
formers
The posh new Sahara. Inn!
A Tested Formula:
or: several years after the” big}-sian Room of.the Plaza Hotel, Oct. ‘for -thréé. weeks. at: the Desert. Int
. Roy’-Char
kicked off with. name talent. five !- The people plus. parking formula ! niovement | ‘of population’ ‘to’ tlie |-10 under ‘a booking. ‘by Joe. Glaser's. | Lounge, Las- ‘Vepas-.

months

Booking: Corp..:
Pepe’s followed :has: been working well for the new. | suburbs?-* Those -suburbanites have |Associated :

and

ago

the

latfer

are

on Mannheim

for

over

take

Chan's. “Winnipeg

*
7two Manttheim Rd. clubs .has been ‘isthe. way ‘one’ booker. sees. it;: ‘ ‘and 3: that: spot . > | Phil: Foster-an®: ‘Oct: F:. here through the month of Septem
the, ' excellent: ‘There:. is also’ talk \of the. club and ‘theatre’ owners “now |‘starter at the: ‘Holiday’ ‘Hotise, Pitts- per’
‘Robert: Clary” ‘opens -thi
near the airport add- |‘see gold’. in. those. picture. ‘wine|:‘burgh.’;.. Fran Warren. & Trouble: | Bonaparte. Room.:of-the Sheraton
Nov. 12 other motels |

VV's blockbuster »parade
or a week. Sammy Davis Jr. will. ing showrooms..
f hen

for-.

gages and they’re tired of teévee,””|- will, playa total of.:24:° weeks: in:|: Job Dari at: the Boom. Boom Roon

Rd. theatres, ‘and. éarly response tothe

near O'Hare: Airport.
‘Eddie: Fisher will lead-off

Slated

. The

of ;batch of. hardtop” motion *picture }Jearned ‘to: live. with ‘their-mort= Detours, at the Copacabana?’ ‘Lounge:- - Canada, Dee, 3 ‘for: three: -weeks.:

Both

later.

suit: a few month’s

a.

|

and

week,

7 dows.”

~~

The’ reasons. for: the’ trend’ ‘to. the+ Tee,

Sinatra and Dean. Martin will dou- | outlying: areas. -by

‘theatres. andj

makers. to. Pepe’s, Chicago, for: two! Blackstone. Sept. : 26, ..ending- .it
:summer‘hiatus ....~ Margaret: ‘Whit

“-T weeks’ “beginning. ‘Sept. 26 -

-.

‘| Eartha: Kitt “cancelled -out-of anting: -toplined’ the ‘Sherman ..Hous

commitment to: ‘play the|:‘Sept. 11, followed .by. Henny Young
ar eee tothe cao: ‘CAPADES’SIGHTS D -.1.. ‘Australian.
ple, upfor the Tart itsinatra’ has Ci instance,
Chevron ‘Hotel Sydney, to. be. fol- man Oct. 2: and Evelyn Knight. Oet
the Mannheim Rd.|'
B0°.'. . Peter Lind Hayes &-Mar'
played a club in’ Chicago in at least. For
; ‘lowed bya string of concerts; *
pro- area: is just a short drive’ ‘ftom . cat. a 2D BEST-GARDEN TAKE
ubt
l
‘Sophie Tucker.: nioves ‘into El. Healy top: the. Palmer. Houst- bil
in- |.

aeeee Pine léast 25 north. suburban towns,

a

& decane. a

Cian aroused at. the 500::Club in| cluding
s

den,

Too:

Oa
PRT boL
eA

N.-¥.,

ended

Sunday: (16)|-Jf: inked.-for. the. ‘Gate: of: Horn,-

- VERSATILE STAR.

the’ nearby, airport. Itself,-ewhen they wilt. do. two. shows. ‘This-| Chicago;’.‘for. six ..weeks. Starting |E-

E
A
M
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‘eonsidered ‘the : busiest~-in™ -the- ‘jg- expected. to ‘be’ the. second |Jan, °2:°:
azza |
. Marguerite:
world, is a-source of much stopover}Fhighest gross: in. the history of the:| moves ‘to:‘the: Roosevelt, New Or-F
businessto. the ‘clubs In the area: show at: the: ‘Garden, exceeded ‘only |leans, Jan,.312..:. Jack E, Leonard|}
(This. had. previously ’‘been true of |by --the.-take of two. years - ago,.| has: a quick repeat forthe Sahara, ||
entertainment’ . spots -” near.- . the:
~| which. Was-..over ' $600,000, but.} Chicago. He’s: signed |for Septem- |.

a. downtown. railroad stations.)

~
| ’ It’s not certain ‘that ‘the: trek ‘to| |which. ran for-21 days. :

: “Lber of next. year. 5 ic‘Los,Chavales ||

John H Harris ‘de: Espana-. ‘pacted: : for -.a~:four"BOSTON, a |ssStonn
hie’“tneToop'has pret|who“Show's
Was producer,
receniy “operated.
on at [weeker ‘tthe’ Queen Elizabeth,
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set for
Oct. 8. , Dave Astor
phia,
s presently’
are concerned; andthe Rush St.

AOROUS NEW7 boite. belt’. will probably hold -its |; home
§ | own- as. the. focal point. of.the’ in-| -home.,

at his. Longport (N.J,).} the ;-Riviera, Las Vegas;:April 12: Hh
a
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{timeries.:
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Long. Underway: ’

Jimmy Durante. has. been booked

jf

|. Las Vegas, -Oct.: “3. ‘asa:Ture for

|].

tor.‘four’ weeks-at. the. Desert Inn, {f

: | the ‘American Legion, . which: opens |fThe movement of. entertainment [BanSeparateNegro
0.
“Show folks are raving ‘about the 4 away.
from the-central part of the|”
¢
1. its....national ‘convention: ‘in Las}
-@lf
new
Hotel
Avery.
All
new,
-3
large; beautifully furnished de-,. q tivehas heen unger ay eeome |oo
Nites” at Rollercade| vegas, ‘two. days Tater.
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“Hollywood

: _
| tinue: scheduling separate: “nights” * Gizt Galon Teturns to Dino's |
Lodge: Sept,-24 for two -weeks:.”.>.}
A. small -TEVUE; ae
~: “Hits,of Broad=|.for white. and ‘Negro. patrons..

: wemat folded.
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ace

ORGAN”

So.
"fame — =
“with: ANOTHER.

“Toledo; Sept.. 18.

luxe rooms with private bath, tel-.. = |area on the south side ‘are doing om
“Roltereade, -roller-skating -rink ;
evision & radio. Air conditioning. sj well in recent years, during which
NERY &WASHINGTON SIS. se |time tlie Birdhouse near. ‘-Rush- St: here, has been. ordered: to:‘discon- |
wis

——

upper ..inconte’ en- pated for the 19-day run of “Icé.| Neal: Sedaka has- pacted with. Gen-'
claves as Mignland P.ark, “Wilmette Capades”” at Madison Square. Gar-| eral Artists Corp, . .; Oscar Brown |{-
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An’ ‘excellent $550, 000- ‘fg: ‘antici-. ‘Morocéo; Montreal,‘ Apvil 20. :-... Oct. -30-Nov... iv.
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‘No. 1 Hit
~“RINKY DINK”

“Order,came. from. the Qhio: CiviE Patti. Page, to headline’ at’ Saliara’

RE

1; Rights’ Commission after a recent }eg
est a,to cto. frames ||
i
-hearing,.on
a
complaint:
filed:
by
-stand
‘at.Latin
Casino, Cherry Hill,|
. :nine persons,. most -of: them. Univ.
: . {N: J.,-for.10 days beginning: Dec. 13 ;

DAVE and his:
. -ENTERTAINING,”
| Darin’S206. Potential
or AG: .[Limeliters (Lou, Gottlieb,|Glenn}, . SINGING, "VERSATILE:
| Yarbrough,-:Alex. -Hassilev):.-and.|]:
Coast Moulin Rouge Stint: Juan” Esquivel ‘orch :gig at.Jem “QUINTET. HEADLINE THE :
;
of .Toledo. students.”

on ora Johnny Mathis. launches. two-)]

week’ British tour Nov..22°.". . The;

:

oanie
|
‘Hollywood, Sept: 18; “|: wood Bowl Sept. -22:..°..:
Bobby: Darin gets: a flat. guar-" ‘Sommers, ‘current: at Crescendo, ‘|.

\antee against “all covers - for.. his|“booked by-:: Copa; N.Y:, for..a: ‘fort-#} four. ‘day-seven ‘show. stint’ at tha. night.. commencing: Jan; 17, pre-|i- ‘Moulin .Rouge,-. Opening ‘Thursday | “ceded” by perch’ at’ Miami's Diplo- || a
i
(20). Frank Serines is. testing. anew: mat, Dec. 28-Jan. 1-;., ; Alan Drake
. || policy of weekend: big-name shows |“inked: as ¢omic.on bill Bobby Darin | 7:
| at the’ spot . with. Darin stirit:. ae F toplines |at Moulin Rouge, Sept.:20‘| 23 .:;.. Gordon & Sheila MacRae|
. Rouge, “which: holds | 1,200, will: open. 10-day ‘..stand’. at Radisson|
Lt have::$2.50. ‘cover’ for ‘engagement, Hotel, - Mirineapolis,. Oct. 22 0 eh
.
giving Darin.:a :.$20; 000 potential |
Brook: Benton starts “two-week |ff
eq
| for four-day. gig..In.. ‘addition, Sen-./- whitch. ‘in lounge: ‘of Flamingo, :‘Las:i.
| nes is’ also paying ‘for Alan’ Drake.| Vegas, on. bill with. Marry ‘Sames:/] Pos
:
the funny men. at ihe Ho-Ti,. cone. “on: qika ot and. an orchestra. ‘on. ‘the. bill...
an band, -‘Sept.. 27.
‘

‘APOLLO
“New: York: City
_. October 5-11

EXCLUSIVE: BOOKING
“58W:"48th Sty

.
New York:.
Neison & Palmer,
Gangbusters and never. slow down.. It ‘goes something like. -this: aS
;
|
_.
:
~Pk7.1786;PL 7-1530:
Frances: Faye’ booked. ‘into. CresWham!
‘They play,.” sing, dance: ~ Palmer. plays : aceordion. an |
cendo Sept:.26.. .-, Diane Hail re-|{.
Nelson soloes.
Palmer wants to solo.. Nelson won't:-give: up _.
5.GERMANY
| turned: to. Fairchild’s, closing. out 4PHILA, 1AS Vicas.
microphone. “Palmer. ‘bites |‘Nelson's arm.: Palmer’ soloes: -Im- “}
| of. Space Bar; ‘Disneyland ; es Polly|
pressions.
Four Aces. (two guys sound like four). "Billy Bele i}:
| Bergen opens. stand at: Harrah’ s; |=
stine (Nelson: helps Palmer)... Nat
~_
a
| Tahoe, Oct. 11, followed by George |=
oe |
New Brighton; s.‘Africa.
King Cole, as doné by Nelson. Very
. Gobel and: Lotis Armstrong.-band.|} °
ILE ditor, WaRIETY:
2°.
sad: Palmer cries.
Is he- touched?‘Oct. 25 ...:. Margarita Sierra. one- ||:ts. hearby: ‘appeal : through - the!
—
e-Only Real Monthly; -..
No, but his- finger got caught in-his’
-“H- good: offices: ‘of VARIETY over a mat-| i nighting :through Brisbane, Ade-}]
vaccordion. Palmer impersonates: “ab-.
_laide, ‘Melbourne ‘and ‘Newcastle, | He LATEST:— THEG REATEST :_
1} -ter’-of social: and cultural interest:|Australia ol The’ Lancers tee .off
‘.: TH E MOST-UP-TODATEST
- -sent-minded Italian’ cowboy.’ Nelson |
‘to. the people. of. ‘Southern. “Africa.
| sings Jike Eddie Fisher.
Palmer.
(Cal.). 2 Now. -in “tie 42nd. Issue, -“containing.
Fresno.
.:at
stand
six-day.
Africans}
+:
stories. one-liners, ‘poemettes; . song
-It.is noteworthy that we
emakes. faces.
Nelson sings ballad.
County Fair Oct. 9. ...-EHa-Fitz- |: titles, -hecklers,. audience sfuff; -monologs,
parodies; -double '.gags,.. bits‘Paimer does exotic. striptease (he
jhere in the south are: the most |seriid™ starts. fortnight at’ Sahara,

“MiiaYensuS.Talent|

“OTHE COMEDIAN”

takes

off .his accordion).

ardent.‘ followérs--of ©American|‘Chicago, Oct... 25.<-.°

Nelson

3 ‘artists. of worldwide-Téenown. ‘like: Sheila:. MacRae

- plays fender © ‘Dass. - ‘Palnier, plays
- boogie-wvogie}. -piano.- ‘Big: finale,

-Ella Fitzgerald; et al.ay"
On behalf of the. ‘Aftican people, Pardue U. Oct. 1920.
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:J|'T appeal. to: those” colored ‘Ameri- |.

Nelsun (Bob) and Palmer (Artie)

i can’ arfists: who’ ‘could:.: be. kind
" H-enough to pay ‘short: courtesy visits |.”

exhaust themsely e3 as well’ as. their.”
audiences, but it’s a. happy kind of
exhaustion.
When
the. customers -

awhile.

|

.

ke

o*

‘Tf such -‘great ‘artists: as Ella, Sammy
cat4p Davis, Jr. ete. :

|

O*«e

“THE-OREGONIAN.

| African -youth,- He -has. been -al-|
lowed a visa .and-is expected ;‘soon;
Iam. sure we would’ be-in:.a posi- |}.
| tion to: tnfluence an-understanding.
_-Batween the U.S. State Dept. and: ;

Portland,. Oregon .

HOWARD. KING‘AGENCY
232 Ss, Beverly Dr...
E

intros, ‘Impressions: and. Im-—

personations;

-political,.

interruptions. .

of the News, Mignettes,: ‘ete..(20 Pages).

Chicago.
Fernanda

Further details: :1., “When: ‘Louis
f
Bob Nelson half-face at: left): 4s & ‘NELSON & PALMER . 1 ‘Armstrong visited -Africa ‘recently
|} he-was refused. entry. into’ my coun-.
good-looking guy who does well -with
,
a stralght tune, and serves as -a- perfect foil ‘for the zany’ antics: : try.. So. far no- good .Treason: was: ’
given...
of rubber-mugg ed Artie Palmer. (haif-face at right). Both play:
2; Archie: Moore. hag offered ‘to’
a ‘number of instruments, both ‘¢an. sing and: ‘both, ‘most: impor: ':
tantly; have well-blended comic talents and_the: ability to. set- a ;fi tour.my- country with ‘exhibitions;
for’. charity ‘organizations serving |{}
“hot, pace. and stay with it:every minute..of the show. =:

*

Ideas,

1

“Montel. - set . for- ml

($28. YR—SINGLE. ISSUES” $3
$38:YR—SINGLE iSSUES: 4:
No C.0.D.'9 ..*

|-to:our country;»-Despite’ the strong:
BILLY. GLASON; 200 W. ‘54th. at.
- New. York (Gity 1%. <o F-13816
‘| Face problems, in. our ‘country,. we |‘Blackstone Hotel. ‘Nov; 12-Dec. Lite
colored ..or," rather © Africans,° :are|
‘able’ to offer: sufficientzcomfort. to}

f. aren't Jaughing (which, most of the
“time, they arej, they're smiling and

waiting to laugh. some more. -It’s the
funniest act to hit ‘Portland in ‘quite

_-Gordon: & |

do: concerts at: _ Thoughts of the. Day; Humorous Views:

_Beverly Hil
H Calif:

e

(Our. government,

‘Alex.Singhara.”

par OF
aTHEaor - |
The Drum Dancers of Tahiti

a ‘dynamic attraction with. unlversal appeal|

icc

"Werld's foremost South.Seas Attraction’:

so

AL DVORIN. AGENCY, INC, are

34 Ww. Randolph §
St.= ‘FRanklin 2-4980-—= Chicago. nit.’
i

_ ||Wednesday; ‘September-19, 1962

‘We. werea delighted.by:JOHNNIE RAY'S
|“ROUSING: RECEPTION: and: SENSATIONAL.

e ‘BUSINESS $0. much so- that we. Just.had. to.

-
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gmt

_

PENS

/

|

oe © |

bring-him back; 1's the.quickest return: on.

-peordandit's.truly by.PUBLIC. ACCLAIM.”

“ART.K.- MOSS:

"

7 = Monaging- Director

of FREEDOMLAND

Return Engagen ent SEPT, 22
-

(WITHIN: FIVE WEEKS!)

_

‘"
a. .

e After’:‘sixmonth. European. tour. (forthe 12th
<‘timel). followed by three months in the: Far
East, New Zealand. and. Australia (for the 6th
timel).

Da
Ra
oe

September 27°

“VAPORS:
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| October 1

‘ROOSEVELT HOTEL

Hot Springs

; Direction...

|

:

Personal Management
_ BERNIE LANG

New. Orleans
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VAUDEVILLE

_Fenenday, September19,1962.
shows: during. the” warm: “weather. | ©
7 | Although: setting. the. tone for im-|

NotSo Provincial. Quebec

“Talent DuelFor’TopSpots

+, | Portant--acts, :
‘the -hotels are -‘not |.
*-! universally in favor of name talent..
..|.1t’s naturally. a matter..of economics:

Continued ‘from.page ‘BL,
4 and’-business: judgment. - One. cir-.
|.cumstance
‘here:
is..the:
large.
num‘to.
and
off:
on
an
*
garlier
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‘Della.
‘Reese, “coming. “more: ‘diverse, Each: Toor
‘and.
on:
-Carnpa Twins, “constituted the bill play: passengers.
of: French
asing: talent.
cate” formerly. a Copa regular, has AoW has-its own: quality: and: it-alt de
relatively,
isa;-boites.
Montréal
‘both eoektail, ber
3
| break ‘the: hours ‘with
at A-La Porte St. Jean.
: ‘shifted: to. BSE, starting: Sept: : 24: pends: ‘what’: quality’ a: -performe
[
and afternoon dancing. An unbilled
>
wo
.in: ‘Canada There is a division at: one: agency- wants. to. bring out: that: will ult
ee atehe valize “from a. sketchy trumpeter .on the? S.S.- Tadoussac metropolis, the’ latest.by
“far than ‘as to whether: some. ‘of .the: talent ‘mately
determine:. the - choice
._jand: ‘more. nocturnal.
rans {ium ‘goodnatured corn ;to} displayed’a hot lip. ~ —..
:
are Sewed.u
‘Murray: Bay, orie- of thie:memor- } the: average ‘U.S. city. There is .a which. has. been .at: the: ‘Copa: ‘shall'| , Meanwhile; few" acts
values; ° put!
Amettican-finitating.
with doce sional pleasant. surprises. able resorts ‘of ‘the -old.-bon tony. good: dealof pu -crawling, niove. over -to BSE; ‘and. vice-versa. : for any. .room.. tl
; Comiaued from. ‘page 0.

*
met | still recalls. the days. ‘of President’; ‘natiurally’ biggest Fviday, and. Satur-. -As. far ‘as the: Jatter shift is. con-:]'

booking agent

iheatrical

A

‘|cerned, BSE. regulars ‘would ‘have.

alone the way made the. statement: William Howard : Taft -and others jfay. |

!. Now ‘with a ‘large ‘THalian. immi-. the. benefit of the

of: -his’ family. ‘The. Pointe. au Pic

the province: has some’ 3,000.|

thai

direct’ from: the | SamiNisi:Buys ‘Angelo’s,

tifes. using: talent—usually.. one, } community is-dominated , ‘by: thé; grant colony: added,- ‘Montreal ‘Fe- | Copa” billing out of town..."
i $375, 000. Dea
| Manoir Richelieu, ‘with 350. rooms, ;mains -~‘a.. city “of. ‘considerable|. At. the:same time:for the. one-’ “Omaha, in
tw. or three turns..Smalk musical

cumbes: predominate. and there; is: a heart-and- :back breaking: golf :: sophistication; :ED tensive” ‘medical. | nighters . and. concert. bashes, “the |aoe Omaha, Sept. 18:.
a iatr scattering of jazz,-including™ links,: a salt water. pool. ‘The. fine :school, :university; “fine arts; ‘-gas- BSE background seems to: be: more|. _Angelo.. “DiGiacomo..last- “wee
‘tronomic, consul,” “financial: ‘and: |beneficial.. Agencies’ have decided. ‘sold his. Angelo’s- Studia’ ‘Jan.
quite “a number of U.S: Negro summer villas. of the -rich arestill;
ui ubass adors of the beat.
~
{open and - Murray, Bay.is’ by- nv. manufacttiring. aspects... combine .-that. the: movenient: of acts. from: Sam. Nisi, ‘another -‘Oniaha *steak
Fhe luxury.-resort hotels . like means moribund, though ‘styles in-} with. tourism to- ‘Support. the. tore. ‘one -of these spots-to the other can [House -prop - who’. built: “his--Spar
the Frontenac, the Manoir Riche- vacations.are changed everywhere: } -Montréal's nice ‘places’ are ‘very |work |out._for. ‘the’ ‘betteriirent’ of |‘Time Cafe into..one of. the-mid
W ests, most ‘patronized: eateries,°
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-lieu ‘at Murray “Bay, and
the ‘and here; too,“ by the <ubiquitous.. nice: indéed. Typical ‘of.. these: is | the: act.
ban="|-’ On a. lesser. scale, ‘there. is ‘tie |: "For more than’a_ year ‘DiGiacoin
Manoir Tadoussac. at ‘the -mouth motorists.’ Several new imotels. in| the: posh. ‘Windsor: Its ‘Scotch
of the Saguenay River; alt use
-the. $12-$15 daily .double.. range. tquet_ manager, Ernest Ireland, | problem: of .which hotel’. supper=|experimented: with:.a name:-policy
house orchestras: doubling from.
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Kit
‘acts as
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Sophie
|"Ted: Lewissuch
better
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the.show-|
club-would
for. ‘an_act,
at tte’ Ritz.of There.|
using |¢asing
spent,-20:
Bay. |pas.
some discussion,
Murray
been’ years.
augmented
as ‘travel
‘true,
It ‘is not‘the:
facilities.
‘refined lobby: concert. musi¢ -for: have.
Sisters, Johnnie: Ray, -Rusty Déape
|
Waldorf-Astoria
the
of.
Room’
pire
down-|
the.
in’.
.entertainers
lriame
to
apt
‘are
the older folk to Guy: ‘Lombardo-. agents ‘in. .Manhattan..
to:
” He- reverted
‘LaResetve, . which,. and the. Pérsian Room of ‘the Plaza: | and | ‘others. :
like dance tempi in. the basement. tout, : that it's: ‘either the ‘Manoir:‘stairs. room,

|:willbe’ joined .by‘the Royal’ Box |straight: food polity, though, whe!
however, has been sellout. for some
Richelieu: or pitch .a. tent.” |
‘bar.
which: ‘will -pre- |:Omahans ~balkéd ||vat covers an
the--Americanapolicy.-/.of°
dance
with‘:straight
time.
and'|
of-menMontreal
“A ‘syndicate
pro-|| Quebec.
Co. spetSteamshipgreat
Canada.
‘Oct. 94: with Harry: Bela:, ‘higher. prices;
The. one
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|
-‘this .- season 1A ‘certain ‘Montreal: -joie
business
of Quebec's.
vides

priv ate:ifinds. expression: in. ‘this. room:..with.
down-.j formed “an enterprising
and
up-river
‘tacles—_the
river boats: The main cruising. ves- club, ‘the. Mountain Crest. Lodge,’ ine routine. of audience: participation
emcees:. and
sel, the Richelieu, takes along fea- |.occupying. a site directly” above. ‘the: fun.* which Ireland:
-Montteal - TEP,
Varrery’s
‘ture films and entertainers. _ All |;Manoir. ‘There*will eventually be.| which

have’ hard-working

| Nisi hag not disctosed: any’enter
‘fonte.”
, -Bhete’ is: also: ‘the. choice of ‘tainnrent’ plans” Dut may ise
whether. ani act ‘shall play’ a’ spot. combo. if. the: ektait ‘ounge
| such. ;asthe Blue. Angel, or go into | Purchase price wasn't’ reveale d:al

it:was e $315,00
though reportedly.
the |‘deal.
However,
larger’
“sing Along: | the.
) Max.Newton,. dubbed
orchestras .to | 100-'-meriibers, are “now 69,. with With
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cut;
clear. is more’
‘there.rooms...
choice:
Ernie.” - *
|main -house..and cottage: aceommoos
woe
conflict -in.| though’ not. in ‘all cases,.For ex-| } « = ——
: the arrest-: There: is ‘the “usual:
_ {dations for’ 80-odd..:But
—
=
ing .side-fact. about-‘the. Mountain. “Montreal: between operators of the | ample, -“among :folk: :‘groups,’ BSE
Crest Lodge ‘syndicate is’ that: it .is| various hotels: and. ¢afes and the’| and. the Angel present a choice|f
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| is not entirely. clear cut, per- ||.
that
{reviving harness ‘racing: This. pré-) booking agénts.»_“Misrepresentaby. ‘the |haps, ‘capacity to:pay. There is also |f.

jvailed: at: ‘Murray ‘Bay for. 35. years | tion of: values”. is charged
“| but has been. ‘off:'the past. four-| honifaces. on oceasion. “Bad judg-'| the choice. between. the. Angel arid |}

|

Soir. |f
Room-or the Bon Latin
room logistics”. may |the Living
Judge Armand ‘Trudell of . Mon-} ment. or bad. agents’:
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Quarter
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course,
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hotel

céntral. issue:-A room: will do:
prob- iE
a
{next summer. Murray. ‘Bay's.
re’. compensations. and
Ther
“
:with :costly” talent,. deavhacks, ee each situation. In:{}f
business:
get tourists.’ ‘that far/big’
to.
is.
{lem
then try ‘to coast -on the momentum. | the. primary: situation, the Copa:|
{north” of. Quebec.
Meanwhile ‘the rugged, piétur: with ‘cheap: acts,. only to. have. its‘) and. ‘BSE, there-is the problem of.
| esque: countryside is’ the great’ following ’go sour, And. so. on.
“| whether to take the. three ‘shows: |}

| come-on. As yet ‘there is“none-of | .°Canada‘s ‘largest hotel, La Reine !at BSE .at.a salary nearly com- |]

‘| the “putting the show on the- road- ‘Elizabeth, | operatés ‘here, -With ‘big: meénsurate- with that of: the “Copa,
| side” ‘which marks~: motoring’
|{.
conventions. (and” ‘there ‘was ..one -or the. more liesurely. and perhaps
‘New: York State. There seém ‘td, be’‘Tast -week)- this.-tavern :énjoys, if more formal confines of the Jules }f #23
Corner Rush at Delaware ‘no Quebec. versions. of” Storytown;: part, ‘soinething of.'a ‘captive ‘audi-- Podell spot. There’s also the choice jf $&
| Gaslight. Village, -Land: -of: ‘Make-_ énce”.-but- even eonvention..dele- of the more natural business. ‘of the-|I
%
| believe, Frontier Town; Enchanted | gates, as tourists. generally and | Latin. Quarter..and Copa:as against
MO 4- 8600.
- 1 Forest,: Animal: -Land.or “North: Montreaiers very definitely,’-tend- the true test. of a draw. by: playing
OWEN W. NICHOL», Exec. Mgr. |Pole, N-Y." which. beckon te: the to “go on:the town. " It's that. ‘sort. the: ‘International. .Where-: salary. is:
1 passing... cars, and. their’ juyenile: of:‘burg:
a lesser -object,. and. it. always is
a

MARYLAND

occupants, .

showease for talent. Here,: in-.sum- quite ‘wide: Lately there is-a small “Angel, perhaps, looms as.the better:jf
spot.
t
&
hy
| mertime,. ‘there -is.. a special: ‘effort vogue. going for: bellydancers.. Lila’|exhibition

oo,

ns

;

.

:-| when the. need of-a N.Y: showcas-

Bellydancers.

ROOMS {: Montreal remains, of. course;: the |". The. ‘entertainment | range fs” ing ©is..evident, ‘then the’. Blue

CAINVA 350

j{[-

Overlooking LAKE MICHIGAN=-. |to use entertainment to draw adult| ‘Gamal,. Beautiful Afet, Delightful! | What: Manhattan. lacks. in’ ‘the me
}way of- ‘showcasing, is. a‘ clear-cut-|§
Mie
just 3 minutes fror the. “loop"' | patronage. The :Film :Festival, re-: ‘Amira, Emchantress' Nadia (their
Pp cently reported: in some ‘detail: ‘by. billing). ‘perform. at. Louw: Black’s:| record room, although’ the Copa;
| Vartety, is one’of various’ festivals. Living. Room.' ‘“King _Farouk’s |BSE ‘and the International have |{i
ting ‘di
by fescins
Surrounded
ing ofdining: ~ ‘including, this year, three’ one-act. favorite,”ar ‘Fawzia Amir, carries out. played -this type: talent. However, i
and
nite ‘spots
. .:.. Home
famous CLOISTER INN, fine aire. | operas ‘by Canadian composers;”.a‘| the “fun at the harem” idea at the |the outlying .areas ‘and suburbs |}
|}
| abound ‘in ‘this kind of room, and
IP. -by: La’ ‘Comedie |-Cluy’ Sahara..: Contrastingly,. ‘there
4 “Richard
_conditioned ‘restaurant, intimate
m

:

us

‘cocktail lounges. Adjacent 500ear garage. I-day valet; beauty
salon, barber shop. All rooms
with private ‘bath, shower. Studio
apts. “VIP” suites. SPECIAL
RATES from $5.00 FOR
ENTERTAINERS.
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| should the singers make the mark |f
- |Canadienne,’ various ..symphony. |are at least two night spots where
‘Teoncerts, chamber: quartet: recitals.|the-: waiters |sing operatic arias | in these’ surroundings, then: they. +H E. Sage
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Giuffre: Trio,

Chris’ ‘Connor’: ‘and’! from

; the Bernard: Peiffer. Trio.
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Brooklyn «and “other.’.U.S, } as to which room’an act:shall play: 1

spots,. They hop next: to: Paris.

' Some ‘of’:the ‘Moritreal, hotels, as.

3.

' Just. Returned From a

PEs. becoming. increasingly: more’ in- |]

“Wonderful ‘Month. at -the™.

‘Montreal puts out‘a pretty fair. tense:: .Today’s.talent movement, | COURTLEIGH ‘MANOR HOTEL,

Ber:the: Ritz-Carlton,” defer. floor-.| line .of moderate-priced. groceries,.| With: only few exceptions, ‘such as }f
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unique’ place’ with’ 81. jlisted--ver- |}:
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|as, in the States, ‘Joe E. Lewis at the: Copa, are be-|
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|| ofits FUN-MASTER

suant to-the authority vested in-me Montreal’ s classic: Cafe’: Martin. is:

ant

am

“Ell by article 19 of the Labor Law,-as | Still. good; though now” in new |
‘}1| amended.by Chaptérs 439 and .440 ownership,. due “to death...- of the |:
‘TH of the. Laws of 1962, I,. Martin, P. |:
Catherwood, Industrial. . “Commis- -carte ‘is -‘still. -downistairs inthe |]
- +f] Sioner, have this-da made and ro- “small: room, .the-. regular. -table |
af { mulgated ininimum wage a el ‘d’hote. for: the” ‘family, ‘and™ ‘travel-'|f-. 1
0. be- ling : trade. upstairs. - “Very ‘nicely:|
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1l:a—Miscellaneous Indus- | wliich ‘they have become. directors,
|
(DONNA LYNN'
"Jimmy Durante’s SINGING. FROTEGE:.
.
tries.and. Occupations ‘|opened a 24-day meeting ‘Monday i
|
12—GOING ON-STARD
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|

Chicago's south’ side. at“the ‘Det { “Harrah's; Lake Tahoe. | iauatis all‘the’way: “The 50-minute { ' Riviera; ‘Las. “Vegas”
‘Austin:
‘Prado.
Hotel (and. in: three: ‘other }
Las: Vegas,’ Sept. 12.
“Lake Tahoe; Sept: 8. | stint :reprises some. former shenani-|.
Joe E. “Lewis
(with
Mack), Tina Robin, Jimmy Dali, eities) and is. now ‘invading’ the ”“Fiemy ‘Dirante, Helen Traubel; : tgans, the format’s familiar: but the|- Harry’ Belafonte; . Dave. “Astor,
King, ‘Eddie Jackson, |timing and delivery is flawless:
. Alan:‘Conroy, Earl Barton’ “Dancers
Peggy- "Cutshaw: 8 Copa Girls; Jo-| north side with. a. similar package-| Sonny
‘Ford, ‘the :madcap. funster, *.and
|’
‘geph Mele and Frank. Martt: bands; for the ‘classy Polynesian Village-|'‘Jimmy's Girls. (6), Dorothy. Dor-|:Reynolds, the’ handsome. straight (13 ), Jack ',Catheart: Orch. (15)s
: produced: by Elias: “Atol;. chores.
staged. by Douglas ‘Coudy; songs, |.of the. Edgewater Beach. This one|!ben: Singers and -Daneers: “(15).
‘man, put:new and funnier twists: ‘ography; -.‘Eart “Barton;
lighting,
-Joz. & Noel Sherman; archestra-) ‘varies slightly ‘from the .others in |.‘Leighton ..Noble” Orch: (12); “presome -ancient burlesque. gags; Phil’ ‘Stein:. stage: direction,” Mule
tions, Joe Sherman; costumes, Sal). that it: has a. _mid-show - ‘featured. ‘sented by: ‘Bob: Vincent, produced: ‘to
‘play with finesse a-number of mu- | Bronson; $4 minimum. .
Navarro.
-Richaniond
‘Gale
|.
_act—Lucho
$7!
‘
+
by
Art.
Barkow;
and
$6
-Berthe);
(Mme.
Anthony
“Although the Polynesian: Village: conducting for. “Miss. ‘Traubel;: $4. sical. instruments, -do. impreshes of .
minimeire. |
| celebs; sing, :and. ‘dance’ the® twist. The. auniqué. “talents ‘of “Harry.
4s. one of the more -attractive mninimune,

Copacabana, N.Ye

The ‘New York night ‘life ‘season ; rooms around town. it is also one|:

is now officially in stride.

Joe E: of the greatest. booking challenges. |

Jiimmy” : Da rante,

regularly

“Ford: ‘demonstrates. virtuosity. ‘on | Belafonte have earned hint the title .: -

the.. ‘trumpeét.. and’ drums, : while

of crowd-turnaway

| champ ‘at. this.

‘Réynolds belts. ‘out’ vocals. and han- showroom,: and ‘from advance TesLewis is-back at the Copa for his:} ‘This current formula show: is one|.teamed. with Sonny. King: and: Eddie
‘dies a ‘tenor::sax* with equal: Skill:
22d -annim, which means. ‘the: top-! of:'their more -‘successful. efforts. Jackson, for his”.annual.-playback’ A. highlight of. their routine-is: ‘an: .ervations-it. looks. aas ‘if the lofty.”
notch standup. (when he's not, on Simpson has.put together’ a cast of: here ‘this’ time. has ‘another: “new. . ‘impression- of.._New. Orleanians- . reputation. wilt continue unscathed.
partner ‘in ‘the: person of Helen
P during his current three-week gig.
‘the threshold of a fawdown),come-| ten fresh-lookin’ and ‘hardworking.
.and- it’ss|-Traubel—and it’s: proving: :a de-| Louis “Prima. and Sam Butera.:
‘Handsome. Harry,. a savvy: shows
dian in the saloon belt is now of ‘young men. and: ‘women,
Teeing
off
new
layout
is.
Janice.
!man. ‘as well as. a ‘stylized ‘vocalist,
|
numbers
lightful:
‘combination:
Despite
-her
|...
with.
‘age, plus one. The Big Fawdown! hard to -go. wrong
Harper; “a: songstress making -her.
Side:
West
reputation.
as-'a.’’Met.
star,
Miss.
had’ first-nighters ‘with him all the
-bit is SOP now with Josephus Ever-|‘from:‘Oklahoma,’
‘debut here.. ‘A. blond ‘looker with|
glades: Lewis: as lie samples the Story,” “My Fair Lady” _and ‘the Traubel also shows a. comedic ‘tal- nice pipes, she. wins the. aud ‘fron .way ashe sang such ‘unconvention~
ent,
but
yet.
retains
that’
distin::
al numbers as.“‘Muleskinner Blues,”
ringsiders’ libations {“test: pilot for; ‘Tike.
the start ‘with her. varied. ,gong
and: “costumes |guished: stature.. Her routines’ with.
“Suzanne,” - “Betty-and: Dupree,”
‘Schenley's” » but. he is still-.more| _ Staging. terping
stylings.
'“Her
arrangements.
;
are
fea‘and
Dur ante’ are: solid: laugh-getters..
“Try To. Reinember,” rhe: Pig,”
artieulate than. most. of the cus- ‘for ‘the: show are. good,
..and her: interpretations. “Michael, . “Row:
“The: Boat, ”
"|-tured. ‘productign ‘singers.Henri {: “. Durante,” continuing. - to. “work. topnotch
‘tomers.
versatile.:
han-. with. - boundless energy... -Teprises | *
“Jamaica |Farewell, ” “Shake: Son.
‘nee . again: his’ tiptop- material Noel. and. Cheri- Ann. Schear’
Léon
|
‘Kelnier’s:
crew.
“backs:
‘the’
and | some.of his: standard ‘stuff—a Ses-:
ora,”’: “Land of Sea and: Sun,”’. and.
is by Eli Basse and he has’ de- dled. their chores with Skill’
acts. expertly and: provides music
“souvenir”. girls, for: dancing: before :and’ after. the: his ‘trademarks; “Man. Sinart, vs ‘and.
veloped the °“fractured Frenctr’-in-: ‘poise.- Others: of’ the ‘troupe ‘are|sion’ with ‘his: six.
changes,
-: costume’.
“Matilda,”” _ latter ‘done. as ‘a sing:
-. terludes as ‘pleasant time - ‘breaks, diligent and. enthusiastic, and ‘with: -his : ‘breakaway
hear’ that. band” sur- show:
» falong:.:
either. for wetting: the whistle or. the: exception of. a few faltered his: “let me
Show. runs.‘anti.Sept.26.
Neat ‘assistance’ by- ‘ight ©Man
prelude to a special material song. terp lifts, are Pleasing to. the eye’ piises—but adds a lot. of new ma-|°
“Bi
‘|Phil Stein: adds drama to the turn:
particularly “with: - .. Miss. |
“{ terial;
“Song,” of course, fs a Lewis-Basse |and |‘ear. |
|. Belafonte’s : own. instrumentalists
euphemisra for.thée unique br and. of |- : Lucho: N avarro, the - ‘Chilean| ‘Traubel.
(two- guitars, :‘one’ drum,* one -bass,. -.
hE
“af ter: the: solo": Durante * entry. | Living Room. ‘¢
unorthodox rhyming, ever with. a ‘sound impressionist, . ‘combines. a
topical angle. If it’s not original, | charming and: ingratiating ‘Stage
‘personality with: a -high degree .of
It’s.a clever. parody, one of the lastremnants of .an old variety tradi- | |technical. expertise. Working’. with
tion—the topical variation ona pop just a mike:..he incorporates. his’

Miss Traubel comes on: with.a sam- me
‘Chicago, Sept. 14.- “tone. conga). are. supplemented. by"
plitig:. of: her operatic’ titles, but.|.- Sterie:‘Lawrence, AU Mack, “Sam | the Jack Cathcart: Orch..(15). |
,
_Making ‘his Las. Vegas debit. in
‘quickly. departs” ‘the... serious ° “for DeStefano Trio;32. 50°cover.
‘the. comedy. spot. is” standup. Dave
clowning ‘with: the ‘comic. Two. win

His. ‘heavy: hand, with Durante’ in role.
TE: there was. any. doubt. ‘that:Steve
‘gong, of which ‘Lewis. -is perhaps ‘unusual effects into’ vignettés.«and° biastoff|‘of: conductor. ‘for: Miss Traubel,. and Lawrence .is .one of :the: “premier.
the lone. practitioner. And cer- sounds—countdown:the
Indianapo-|| the: chatter ‘between: the. two even. nitery ‘troubadour ©-about,.. ‘it: ‘was
‘at Cape Canaveral,
tainly the most effective.
Thus. “That Old Stock Market’| lis Speedway, a bullfight,.a parade. evekes |‘the - deep-throated yocks .Lquickly -“dispélled |‘by. ; his. opening

Astor;. “a brilliant ©‘young. © ‘story-".
teller whose’ material -and.delivery. 7
is- fresh, “original,. ‘and ‘so: far..un-

stolen -by “other comics. Leaning

from “Old- Black in England. and: train, ‘boat: and. from, the- ‘singer, On the less ‘seri-|“night -at.. the: Chi’ ‘Living “Room. toward. the. topical, he “does a ‘clas-..
some. blue “couplets helicopter effects—are. startiingly. -ous-side,, Miss -Trabuel essays the -| Despite management: problems: that {sic UN translation’ bit, and. seems.
a
likes. of. “Bill . Bailey; or “Stl: ‘Louis! ‘made his appearance. a: ‘touch-and- to. have-the. valuable knack.of géar-" __
which only the pixie’ comic.. can | realishc
‘the: ‘Woman, ” ‘and-“Robert. E. Lee.”
go matter - ‘until. opening -‘day; he ‘ing -his' tempo ‘to the: mood: of /his:‘project without offense. Or a. topi-| _Don Davis house :orch backs:
adeptly: and renders a ‘nice | Soriny- King is much. in: evidence | wowed’ ‘a ‘sizeable:preent -crowd: audience. . From ’ the’ click .of his ~
-eal, . rollicking rocketry - ‘doggerel show:
Bill.oi both:‘solo work and_ as: foil for’ ‘that came. despite the. possibility, of| initial “puting, “it ;appears that-he
titled.‘ ‘Do They-Have a Racetrack dance” ‘peat. between’ shows.
is ‘in: forfour weeks: . 7 Mor... -| the, -headliner’s muscle’ work, ine: ‘a-mo-show.
—
|will ‘become. a. Vegas. regular. ~
orn the Moon? oer
chiding being tossed across the. top|.. Lawrence. has always been. popu- |.”
; ~The’: absence: of. a “production
. The: complete
iconoclast. . his
is: spawned

Magic,”

with

J of a-piano.. Jackson “goes it’. alone |:
.in. the “Windy City, ‘but-after’ ‘fumber: ‘on opening. night does not _
‘barbs. are broad and spare: nobody
Ye. Hiate €ub, Ls A... ‘lon. “Give: My. Regards: ‘to Broad-: Jar
this. stint ‘he -will- probably: be: one. “mean this. hotel. has: followed: the:
from integration (‘I have’ equal
.
Los. Angeles, Sept... 12.. “Pway'™ and scores: with ‘his’-distine=:
- of: the’ more - in-demand ‘cafe artists | precedent: ‘set:. by - ‘the ‘Flamingo’s oo
hatred for everybody"). to- JFK
Marcy: Layne, ‘Eduardo’ ‘Sasson; | nfna
strut; | with - hat: and cane. ‘in ‘in the top clubs- around. here: -Al- Morris‘: Gansburgh.° : Official ~-ex- _
‘<*ywho lost his PF boat. but fortun.
th
:
nd..:
‘ypthough» his” reported price |‘of $14.- t planation: is. that the. “Bye |Bye”
ately -he. happened to- have ‘his al-. twwo-drink ininimum., 7
Three: exit” with. ‘yoeal om:
n “Jaka |000 (the ‘amount of the bond posted. “Birdie’ . Sets. ‘were not struck” ‘ia
lowanée with him. so he bought.
“Singer : “Marcy ©“Layne. and.> flae ‘Dinka’ | -Doo.”*. - Dorothy::. :-Dorben
for. ‘his’. ‘nine ‘davs because- of the ‘| time to make vay for Earl Barton’s
another’).
‘menco-guitarist™ -Eduardo~ Sasson: Singers and Dancers ‘part. the cur- -owner's financial difficulties) is|13-chorine
_bash,. “presented : - for.
He doesn’t. spare: himself in ad
‘are the new. bill for. Marshall Ed-.
‘tain’ with a production built ‘around: considered’ steep by Chi: standards; second-nighters. . The -iminiature.:
libbing, supposedly under- influ- |.
‘son that. probably -won’'t. break any “Fever.”” using: Ray’ WVasques_on- the’ there will ‘doubtlessly. he sharp. bid- -musical is. colorful, imaginative,ence ofthe. joy: juice. “three-to-one
records: but..should- provide.’ ‘suffi-.
vocal solo - work. -Leighton’ Noble ding for his‘next appearance by. the with: a space. theme: ‘complete ‘with*
I-don’t finish this song.” which is
cient. entertainment .for -. club's.| baned. ‘effectively: backstops -entire.
@ canny, show-wise device to glue
|-posh' Empire: Room *-and :the: lush. ‘Foekets, features. the. splendid foot-regulars, . =:
work of.Alan.Contoy.:
Duke. :
‘show.
attention in. customey. camaraderie
pnew Sahara Tan.
alr
Miss
Layne,
in:
fier:
local
‘debut,
' “Singer is. a ‘topflight. ‘showman, Fe
as he more than finishes the num-. is’.ari average: Swing. singer. who. “Guy Lombardo opens ‘Sept:27:
Long.’ “|with~an: electric blend .of.."kniowls |
ber—in. fact, he manages -to: ameork
works ‘hard’ on: a variety | act that.|..
and intuition. in =his]: . Conrad Hilton. € ‘hi:
a ‘particularly difficult ly ric de=
|edgeability
|
:
Stierwood.
Roberta.
| includes.a good
‘Chicago, Sept. Wi?:
song ‘selling.. ‘He gives -méaning: to].
livery.
‘-impresh and.. a. _trumpet- stint a la:
'“Girist: Girls! Girls!” :with Det.
‘On the other hand he is genteel
Clara Cedrone *& ‘Danian Mitch- the words of: his" book of ballads, |“Satchmo.” ‘Singer *‘has’. a. ‘good
“with the ringsiders who have over‘and. his uptunes’ are buoyant ‘and “Ray, Bobby Clark,. Los Gatés (2),°
ary Ellen,Ellen,. Dick
Dic Hankinson
voice but ‘needs to’set her: style. relly Mary
mson. &: full :of: vitality. ‘His . patter. js -at. -Manitel -Del Toro, Gabrielle . Wei
indulged, never. “topping” harshly
-Most of the’ delivery is: fast and in: Jolinny’ De. Maio,. $3 weekend minbut.-instead; scoring with a gallant:
{the -same time ‘period ‘poised ard -dért, Dennis: &. Darlene,. Boulevare.
a
soos,
uptune: category’ but: she comes. “off dum.
(6),:
back-of-the-hand, “With your. high
7) fresh, :-and he left: the. crowd: call- Dons. : (3), Boulevar-Dears
best. on. softly: balladed “When the |
Jimmy. Palmer- Orchi;. produced by.
IQ you should . lower : ‘your voice
ing-for more aftér.an. hour: turn.
One
‘Bit:
Ave.
ised.
to
be
‘an
World Was -Young:!”:.She’s typical.|.
Merriel Abbott: ‘choreography and......
sir.’ He comes up’ with zany a sides
of: club: acts ‘that’ play’ for.:: infor=: ‘important incubator. of. talent and.|: ‘Curtain: raiser’ Al Mack. is ‘a: vet’ “staging by Bob: -Frellson: . songs,
¢*Austin Mack’ has been earrying
‘comic, . who, although; handicapped
{.still
can
“serve
in:
that.
direction:
castumes,. - John
the ‘torch-for 18. years for Fay. mality: . .
-by the late "start. ‘of the show, .a 10-| Hessie:- Smith:
' Sasson... ‘returning after. several ‘But. ‘of. late, it’s -beent ‘at: its. ‘best
Bainter” :
or. the. crapshooting.
minute. “Timit. on. his act, and a rest-| “Baur; cane Bernard Peterson: OT =
-With
talent
that:
has.
passed
muster.
orman Krone; $2.5
50.
- preacher ( ‘holy. roller”); ora Vegas ‘months. to club where -he: was “dis-- in. this: ‘spot. For ‘the opening: of less. -Lawren¢ée-anticipating : ‘crowd, {-chestrations,. Ne
ode, “When, I was the dealer: and’ covered” last: year, has ‘gone into ‘its fall’ season,. . the room has diligently ‘worked the patrons. inte $3* cover.”
commercial
sound
and:
now.
con-.
you:were 21." Withal Jules. Podell
-brought ack ‘Clara ‘Cedrone & a: responsive-.-audience. ‘Many. of | ..
has another fall winner until. Nat |centrates more an Singing and “Damian Mitchell -for the 14th. time,- his. ‘necessarily. --brief. selection: of |. “eGitist Gitte Girls!” 4s: one:“of
King Cole comes-in.in October, -fol-. rhythmic beat’ than. onthe classi‘gags ‘aré mossy,” -but!: He: punches “producer, ‘Merriel. Abbott's: better.
lowed by Eydie Gorme : & Steve {cat guitar he does better. ‘He loses: “and. there's, ‘little réason to. doubt.
‘that .they ‘will. continue to Provide: them .“over: :with skil .“and. enthusi-, Tecent. . ‘efforts - in: the “Boulevard.
Lawrence. |
ie
impact he: had‘ earlier in new.styl‘Room's long series: of “vaude on
‘asm.
profits for’ ‘the room...
Anather potent ¢ompanent.is the
}ins: ‘which also: negates the expert. ' The. team. has !come “in. _armed |: Frankie. ‘Avaion.. apens |Sept-. ae the rocks’, outings. ‘Miss Abbott,
“Mala|
belting Tina, Robins, a pintsize | guitaring~ he. shows ‘on.
_ More: .|who “is -also- talent ‘consultant: :for
With’ heavyweight :‘material,. and .a for twa Meeks...
songstress - Ww ho | gives out: lustily guena;,: “only. serious. offering’ in lot .of it... ‘Some |df. :it;- still has to |.
the Hilton Hotels; :as. mounted. and almost ‘belies‘the need::of: a; Show. caught.
he- itiastered by. them, ‘but at. their
ta handsome -show: which: ‘takes fall: ..
“Mister
Kelly?s:.
¢
‘hi.
Sirial-.
Jack:
‘and.
piano,
mike. Of powerful lungs and savvy| Joe Felix.
opening, indicated |that.-even. in|
~ | advantage. of _its: ice-skating: for-.:
Chicago, Sept. t:.
in.
-mat, and -has brought: in: a trio of.
song .styling, her ‘delivery’ -clieks |le¥s bass: ‘continue to back acts, : =f this. state, it was’ plenty. powerful:
Bisothiets
‘Bros.
(2),
Lord
Parker,
all the way, from pops to blues to |for- two, weeks.
Date.: | in this room, ‘with. -probability that’]
firstrate “entr’acte” -variety turns:
‘John
Frigo
Trio;
$2.
50.
cover.
se
: they’ll hit. top. responses here.:
excellent mimicry ‘of ‘the Teresa}
Credit for ‘the ‘smoothness : and.
’ Their offering. is .a- lot ‘of fun..
Brewer, Roberta | ‘Sherwood - and j
‘unflagging tempo. of the show ‘goes:
i
Hotel.
New
Yorkers:
NYS
“ay
“have.
The:
“Smothers.
‘Bros.
Their stuff'is imaginative and smart
Kay Starr stylings: She xements !
to Bob Frellson:' whose -choreog-:
the interest anew with a torch. like | “Milt “Saunders ‘Oreh.: (6h, Jean. ‘and. every -indicaticn is given that‘it “always: done well at Mister Kelly’s, - “raphy. staging. and-direction: are .
and
their:
‘current:stint
should.
be
Evans;
$3,
33.
50
minimums:
“EME reach a- peak. with .just’ a: few
“AYelancholy ‘Baby”..and’ a yester-.
-erisp ‘and ~colorful. --Productian <>
-‘more- shows.- : Miss Cedrone.is the’ -no--exception. They're ‘a. firstrateyear song medtey: Miss Robin; for
. The: New: Yorker :has’ ‘a “distin. bulwark. of. the Show, .and she. gets ‘act.and-have’-burnished’ an ‘already: numbers. have. zip: ‘and ‘zest :and”
all: petiteness is:a xingsize: ‘song‘are. so arranged “as--to proy idea*.
; guished: musical |history since. the good ‘assistance. by. Mitchell, ‘who. fine turn considerably:: since : they:
| floor-filling . eveful.- The ° costumes: a
stress.
days . oi. the late’ Ralph -Hitz. who!,‘can also ‘toss off: a funny line under were at ‘this club 4. year: ago,.
Per usual Doug Coudy ‘has staged |
used. bands. asa. mediunt - to. ‘cata-| his .own steam, The’: team. has|.: - Most ‘noticeable improvement: is by. John Baur and‘ Bernard’ Peter-.*~
‘his floorshow with pace... Joe. &
put ‘the ‘inn fo a: ‘bigtime. rep. Bothplayed this: _ Spot: :at léast .once ‘a ‘the:development. of :Dick Smothers:|. son ‘aré-gav and imaginative, parNoel Sherman. -have’’ ‘contributed.
‘ticularly: the. Slovakian garb: for
im entertainnient as” ‘well as -in: ho- year.
‘Their . capabilities ‘and - ap- as: a. Savvy counterfoil. to. -Tom’s- the “Russian skating:. numbers...
sume, new songs; the new- ‘Copa’ ‘tél cranks. There Was - scarcely a
-.".
Until,
re-}!
astutely
inané
‘comedy.
plication: deserves al “much wider:
octet. looks extra: pulchritudinous, name... band in “the era. when, t
Dek Ray: is a topflight -“Thagiéo oe
‘cently,
‘Dick
had:
been:
an’
adequate
ranging. their stuff from.a ‘Cleo=. big: erews . ‘were ‘swinging . that |cireulalion, | They. are. not: only. seeond. banana, -but“he. has”:blos- with” a. creative: ‘and: exciting turn. «
|:
patra-influenced . gpener |“to. a ‘Bra-| didn’t: work: this: spot,..-The. ‘hotel-i eligible for the more ex pensive
=
1 somed. into. a-canny’ straight :mani- ‘Using both tr‘aditional.. ahd. new...
‘giltan ensemble. “number.
Jimmy jJ-also'-had a fling at iceshows An. its |rooms, but seem. overdue. :
‘routinés, ‘he. “haridies, them. with.
1
Other aet on'this session’: ‘is Mary: 1 They’re now 2@-smoothly ‘interwork-:| consummate
shawmanship
-and
‘ing.
team
:
and:
‘are.
drawing
top:
“tNew
Acts),
The.
twin[ Elfen:
“but now that this room is. ‘confined.! piano-team of: ‘Dick Hankinson & “auditor” response: at this: Rush’ St. 1-timing: :Winning ©: Solid: “and ~ ‘de-:
leaders. Joe Mele: backstops. the |‘fo. functiofis - cand -mMeetings only, ‘|
‘served: palm -appreciation..-Bobby.
:
Johnnie. De- Maio is ‘of extremely. boite:
©
show well and his dansapaters al-! entertainment has: been, ‘shifted. to| ‘High .calibre,, and: both°:‘of them |. “The: pair have: also returned ‘te: Clark’s . oversized marionettes” are
ternate. with. the standard Frank! the Mathattat: Room..
Manipulated °-with “skill: including
“‘Avork: the. show backing ‘geelor Ww.ith: Singing: at Teast. one: folk song ‘all
Marti cha:cha orch. Jerry:.De-1
Milt ‘Saunders-is back with: ‘his|
way. through”. = “currently “a trio’ of wild ‘African’ dancers, a
equal proticiency’.
Jose. tine
Florio. is at the’ rope,: for the. vaca-" society bratd: of. ‘dansapati: on: The}
| “Maria”’ -:"‘They:...ate’ well: -above-. Jifelike poodie.: and: .a-.-realtstie-..
‘Argentine. ‘aerobats Bos:
tloning Bruno.
Abul.
‘beat vis. strong:: ‘clear and. unconiiaverage. folksingers, ‘and -‘there Ww as clown.
N:Ox:“Tan
z
——_
4
pliedted. designed to fill. the. floor. |“MotelNRoosevelt.
Or
-element of. “frustration” in’ the. -Gatos -add. an- extra. -diménsion of -:
;
| Musically. ° fhe “crew has: !ao-big4few
Orleans Sept.” 14.
“way: Tom chad. previously ‘fractured derring-do. to their. Hfts. and tosses
‘by’ ‘doing’ them: on ‘skates:
Edgewater Beach. 4 ht, | sound. °-The. rhythms are strona
|. .Ford & Reynolds. Janice: Harper..|eevery’ number.. The: demonstration
|
Chicago, Sept.:11,
|.Wwith piano,:bass and.drum pound-4. eon “Kelters:Orch
&1V 72. $2.50 of ‘their. vocal prowess: also makes;+ Featured’ skaters’. ‘Manuel: Del
Stra. ‘Hat: Rerue w ar hi . Lucho |ing it: out. Saunders. doubles. be- ; weenight. ‘metninies 2 St Sats,”
db péro- and: Gabriele :Weidert pro| for. contrast with: the hi-jinks.Navarro, Henri. Noel: Cheri” Anu; tween violin“and ténor- sax, paired’:
~ Curtainraiser Lori, Parker .‘is ‘gs Vide excellent ‘blade. work ‘In -solo
.Schear, Darive Miroballi, Audrey. ‘With ‘an: accordion for. the. up-front |“Ford: & ‘Rey nolds. are. back: for “perky: _and .attractive redhead with and. in: duét: .-Femme
and” tTale-Deckmany,. Jummu Dubas,. Ber ‘erly | sounds. Saunders’. “also. generates * ‘andther. date in: Seymour ‘Weiss’ Some,’ distinctive: .song. ' stylings. ‘skate - Choristers: ‘are. polished . and
‘Lace',-Philip: Dana, Eileen: Sarafis,|
an. air~ of conviviality, Thusically |plush Biné” Room... At.. capacity She’s.a. mite ingentious: ‘for her.cur-. precise.- -and: ‘handle’. ‘Frellson’s
Frank
(Giordano: praduced and and ‘socially.
‘Topeniig ‘Thursday. 113), zany duo: ‘rént ballad-loaded ‘songalosg, - ‘and.| produetian . numbers avith the .vi‘¢horeographed: ‘Dy: Robert Simpson:
The :-Saunders crew ‘is.‘spelled by | socked *‘across some delightful non-. w ould. do: well ‘to incorporate more . tality and. discipline ‘they deserve.
Dor, Davis Orchz $2.50 couer week. Jean Avanz: at the piano bar in the |Sense’ that. drew enthusiastic” ‘Te: ‘singing-comedienne material in her]. Jimmy, Palmer's “house. . orch . .
nights, $3 “week ends,
"
rear :of. ‘the’ room: .Miss. Evans, at: sponse
°
"| turn,--an area where ‘she shows: backs the :show: Alawlessle. and: de-."
:
tthe: piano... recalls a lot: of legit
Comics niéasute up: to their. ‘star’ flashes ‘of. brillianée.:
*
Hivers a‘fine dance: heat between”...
Robert Si:Upson has. a packaged | m@uical’ tune.
and, -prov ides a bill nz. “Pheyve. ‘polished and per:
|-” Louis. Nye and: Libl ‘Steiger’ cpen: shows. Show ds Ty for six. months, ~‘pettie revue. of legituner hits ond pieasaut. interiude. :
Jose. ‘Lfected their.-Youtines .for... aching. J Sept. 24 for three ‘weeks. ‘Mor, |
M or.

a

ee

eee erent atbec| Tertace: Room. for -several_ years.
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:
Wednesday, Seplember 19,1962.
“Last Frontier. Las Vegas ‘utes |movess nicely’and,Taugh:anes | “Latin Quarter, N..¥..al hy |
-up. okay.:.
(FOLLOWUP) .
”
“ls Lag. Vegas, .Sept.. 10-. . |."hold
Elizabeth. Perry, |- Miss ‘ Sherrill’s: singing ©"career |. The’ “policy of new. headliners -

i.

“The Drunkard,”
‘pre-dates. her: Russian publicity by} ‘every: fortnight cuntil. the new |.”
“Joe Ruskin, John. pone, ‘Pat .Rus-. ‘some’ time, of .course, .‘and .she “show. moves ‘in.yiext:.month has |
kin; Mario. Roccuzzo,. Clegg ‘Hoyt, ‘turns out. a hi;
.proféssional -been helping. populate. the FE: M..| .-.
., Camille. Traxler; ‘Gayle - Roberts, ‘quota: of-tunes: ighly
with..Don* Abney Loew’: “Spot - (general-manageéd:. by |
‘Bill. Giorgio; Tony. -diMilo; ‘pro-: sitting: ‘in at the: ‘piano. Her selec. -Eddié.
Risman) ‘handsomely |_dur“ duced by. Harold. Minsky; stage: di-

Vs. (las
a ShowPale

1in. El Morocco cafe ‘Society tradiBy ABEL GREEN
‘tidns span the. pop song field from|‘the lean. months, With the regu-.
tion.
rection, Tony. aiMilo, $L adintssion. |. proven: ‘standards ‘to.‘newer. show ;
‘lars.-back in® town ‘and -with ‘Cor* . “Last:Tuesday ay’ teed ‘off ‘the | Upsurge of Le Club, a: snooty
‘tiew: fall-winter. season in ‘the: posh:
“Phe: atunes;- aria several ‘in. -between..
ot
ett,
‘Monica,
‘who’
has’
made’
good
|.
membership — “discotheque,”
in‘This Vegas” ‘yersion® “of |
Quin... ‘here ‘on previous. océasions,. busi- Gotham hotel circuit: and. two spots spired the straight: dance .policies,
‘Diunkara” is: just. as: corny. as “that:
debuted:.the same night, -followed:
!ness
:shouldn’t:
be
one.
of
the
‘wor-.
in .a. nieasure.- This Sutton Place
‘which: ‘ran for.26 years. in DL. As)" .-: }Fies.: - Monica is” ‘aided: “by: ‘The. ‘by. the Hotel Plaza’s. Persian. Room: boite, where. they dance. to canned
“and - ‘everybedy—audience and: ac 2 “Sahara dna. hi
the.
next
-night.
“The:
first.
two
are
with:
holdovers:
Ku-.
“Chicago, ‘Sept: "13. 4 Goofeis: 6),
-tors—has just-as much fun.
music, has had. a vogue. ‘this past
‘Shecky Greene, -Lota Dee, Franlc‘ban -Cossacks. and: Peter -&.-Lillian. attuned to’ a- wishful. purpose of year, at, the ‘expense of El MororThe--boos an id-hisses for the. vile F‘York:
Orch;
|
keeping:
the’
budget.
down
and
‘“‘get-.
$2:50°.cover.“Sartre conipleting: the: major act
Jain. and: “the: ‘cheers’ for - the:: hero
CO .. primarily, and both. the St.
‘|ting .out! ‘of ‘the. -price-bidding: rat-- Regis: {Duchin) and Savoy Hilton
plineu
“are intact: “The 90-year-old’ drama |. ..
race
for
the'same
faces,”
as
Stanley
‘It
took:
‘Shecky
‘Greene
néaviy
40:1:
Monica’ has” ‘the: meastire’ of:this |
“¥g° done: with: the-original : dialog:|.":
“ «with. certain. :exceptions. -such ‘a8, minutes :to-:get. warmed.-up -in -his|-audience, ‘comprising ‘mainly stran- | Melba, the Hotel” Pierre's enter- |— Ped ‘Straeter Orch 18}: Ray |
tainment director, put: it. |
- references: _ to -Beld6n. _Katlemah “Club Gigi. debut: .but once there he’! ger's. ‘in -town,. -Moni¢a has. a° ‘Jot:
Hartley; $2 and $3 cov eT.
and. hokey. histrionics: - “It is cup-. | proceeded” to fracture -them, - aid °“Of.domestic -experiences: to’ draw | ‘This cued him into his: new “Cottillion
Room.
Pops”.
‘policy,.and
also
his
final.
36.
minutes
had.
the
éerowdupon,
‘some
of’
which
‘no
.-doubt:
: dated ‘somewhat -‘by. the -‘inclusion !
iStraétery are figured to ‘appeat
of a “George Me, ~Cohan” song, + roaring. It-was. as. ‘though ‘he rad: -parallel.those ef many in: his audi-. keyed ‘the. nearby ‘Savoy. Hilton into.:to the same ‘smart dancing |set.
. Compresseéd.- his regular” hourlong -| ‘ence.. He. has. a - -homey= quality;. ‘its “‘name-ba..4 policy,.with Ted
:
. “Mary,”Po.
Paradoxically, the SH is: celeIde. ‘Ruskin as:“the. <illain.- ‘does i att. into ‘a--wild, and swinging :-half. embellished. With. expert delivery. ‘Straeter. ‘as tne lone jure ‘for ‘the “‘brating. its 35th. anhi and’ nostal-.
oa, priceless’ ‘piece of “work.- steal- {hour -.turn, -and: the: aud’.“couldn't |and: che. scores. with telling effect. |:dansapation_ ‘set: ° (The~St. Regis’|
get. enough of ‘it:
:
i. -The -Goofers, “also: ‘new. on. this. Maisonette. ‘opens: ‘next’ Thursday gically. points -up its. introduction
: ing. the ‘shaw. fron. the ©other: ac- |
-Comic’s opening was: “delayed |{ session, “are: strong on. the ‘novel- 142%). With ‘a‘ditto poil¢y, ‘i.e. featur- of such:: Names-to-become as Hi}“tors. “Also outstanding |‘are Eliza‘degarde:. Tito- Guizar. John Hoys_beth . Perry, ‘the~ ‘comely. heroine |‘one day- bécause’ of. difficulties in|i ties, They’re ‘musicians who, work ‘ing. Peter: ‘Duchin). -All ‘are’ primed
‘now Hoyt), Sheila: Barrett,
“ whose. virtuous. face makes: “her. filming - his- new: tv series.on the-|jin a-“comedy. ‘and :acro-‘vein. It's) for: the purpose .of. retaining. tradi- | radt.
Dwight.
Fiske,.
Mitzi,
Mayfair,
“perfect for the." role, :-and- John]. Coast... First” show. opening. night! an anything: -for-a-laugh type: 6f-op-' itional -entertainment: policiés ‘but Lena Horne among others. All these
was. solidly -“filled, . but” there- Was: !eration.” -The: ‘humor: : is: -basic ‘and | “not. going’ broke™..in ‘bidding. for:
Apone,. ‘the. ‘handsome .hero. ‘Miss [
| perfor med.in
the Cafe: Lounge.
. Perry: ‘has: a. pleasant |singing :and little” pressure, ‘at: the ‘rope ‘for ‘the |-hard- hitting, and even: “thaugh: it ‘talent:
This. is born. of the. faet that the ‘now the Savoy’ Bar) as against The.
“speaking .voice,. and. seems: -to- be. a ‘second *‘show, : apparently «because: won't’ go in. the “chi- chi rooms,
‘of the. changed ‘date... Because. of*‘they seem “to: have. ani‘“audience. ‘Waldorf-Astoria; ‘which. reopens its|‘Columns, which has since -become
~ good. bet for films.”
Greene's ° teleseries; this-:and_ an- ‘that appreciates :them:_in- “any: cof. | Empire. ‘Room ‘tomorrow’ (20) with|‘the main entertainment room. The
Clegg. Hoyt, .‘an excellent’ “Ghar: |
{Gordon -& Sheila. MacRae, will be. Cafe: Lounge’ incidentally, also. enacter actor and comedian, - does-'a’ othér engagement ‘at the. ‘Treopicana | ‘the. mass.- spots *i
Wilk be “his. only hitery.. ‘stints for: ¥ exhibited: ‘locally...
(bucking, the. “impact. of. ‘the new joyed-a now. extinet Gotham vogue
‘fine’ job With. several roles:: “Tony |
-The other acts are ‘holding’ over. 1Loéw’s ' ¢Tisch).: ‘Americana, ‘which {of tea dansants. with. such bands as
“diMilo-is very. good: as._ coordinator: ‘the next year.
4
+? Green: ‘is ‘a natural: for. “Hie: The.
-Kuban- Cossacks are; fast; ‘brings.in-- Harry. Belafonte. at a‘re-: Emile’ Petti, Freddy 'Martin. the
‘of the -festivities; .acting-‘as. emcee.
‘Sahara-Inn's- image: -as an outpost: “‘danéers -‘and - instrumentalists.. The ‘ported. $12;500-a-week: early in. Oc-:ate Irving ‘Conn.
‘
and leader: Of ©the intermission.
‘of .Las Vegas... -Aside from. his slow supply - of this .type of. act: ‘seems. Aober; and also. ‘opposes, the’ Hotel|. Now Ray Hartley gives: out with
singalong.~: _ Show.
produced- “by:
‘Start: and. a. couple: :of Japses ‘jnii-to have: heen” -curtailed. drastically ‘Plaza’s: . Persiati_ Room, Which de-. the: pianistic mood. music in ‘the.
‘Harold. ‘Mitisky, “and: directed .“bv|.
“taste: his’ slambarig: humor: As right|since. that Russo. revolution. ‘They. ‘buted. its ‘season: ‘Wed... “442):. with}.Savoy Room & Bar: also doubling
“everybody,” is an ‘for ‘an, indefi-4|at home. here.
}
the steppes:
work “in ‘soft.; Katyna‘- Ranieri “las detailed he-: into The: Columns for the pre-the._ nite -Tun. .
oe
| Duke: .
Lola Dee jis a:“personable
and: ate“Lsing?
+ Jeatherne’ of: boots.
PP -do-those
-atre dinner’ prix fixe $5 dinner.
—
and
‘Russky : low:
| tractive. ‘singer-about-towii. with an |stéps With: ‘tremendously. fast" ‘spins || ‘Flashing’forward ‘to’ the: Duchin- trade until Ted Straeter and his
‘|interesting: “way” with’ ‘a song. . ‘Her: i and. -penérate -extitement. *
pooking,- “his- jongtime. mentor Jules -double-quintet ‘take over. as the
Stock Yards’ Tn,
When You're: Smiling” is’‘a__bit, ; : Peter & Lillian’ ‘Sartre . work: in. C.
-and'| headliners. . The knowledgable pia-Stein, “board. chairman
Spokane
-maudlin: but. she, shows- vocalistic’ the. ‘East . Indian :vein. Elegantly founder of. MCA, has’:béen. pater-|nist-maetsro. gets “em up on -the
‘Spokane. Sept. 8. flash’ with ‘such uptuies: as .“Bill 1
‘costumed -‘they. dance “in. a lively. nally. guiding. the late, - great. Eddy: floor: and mixes up his.dance sets
- Mark. Ruse Pan!Eagle Quar-|‘Bailey’ ‘and. *‘“Cumbancherothe.| ‘manner. ‘although, ‘their. choreog:-} Duchin’s ‘ son‘s. career, and’ sup-|‘with: suavity and savvy. If anybody.
- fet;‘SI:cover.
latter
a
“particularly:
welkiuitned.
|
raphy: ‘seems: to: have ‘een..around :posedly . snagged. $5,000-a-week | ‘¢an move the Morotco set to 5th
a arrangement. |Frank. York's --able.’ . for’"a--long_ time: without. having from -the: St. Regis for. the Young |‘Ave. he’s the-one to do it.. How. ali
the oom is blue. ‘and ‘0"were | house ‘unit backs the show astutely.;
| pianist-maestro., This, . of. course, is this - will fare in. face of. the augwith. age: :
;imbroved
some of the lauglis..
Bill isinti ‘Sept. 23.
|:
Rest-of the: show-‘comiprisés the.| not 'eutting any. ‘budgets. .
meted shows - at -‘the competitive
~° First Floor--Down, the’)name give}
LQ: production: Staples’ with Juliet ” AS. regards, the: Savoy Hilton and class hostelries. remains to be seen.
_ én new show room: of the newly én-]:
Dine ‘s‘Lodges ia Ae. .
“Jarged Stock Y.ards Inn,proved: too,|:. OE : Eos Angeles. ‘Sept:’-10.: Gibson. ‘the -near: nudie. who: in- Pier re, the manifestations of keep- | ‘Certainly, opening night maitre
i.¢identally, dances expertly: Adele |‘ing ‘the overhead: down: Yaises the hotel John. Selva had. the rope up:
‘small ‘for: ‘opening: crowd: night. |: Anita’ Ray, : Jack- “Elton, .
Steve’; “Castle '&° The. Mello -Larks. who:
There. is .an. undeniable rebirth.
‘Much of. the. material. of comedian | La Fever; “na cover, Ng -minim: } generally:“do. the: production tiines. “| moot’:question :whether theyll buy
Straeter straight; at a $2 and $3.1 of the dancing vogue,.as- witness
|.
the
for.
match
a
was
Russell:
Mark
_
blue wallpaper: and -“plus © fable |"~ What: happens to one Bookend? j«but return ‘to’ a turn. of: their own. couvert,° ‘after long. ‘accepting. him the. “slumming” novelty . in The
this: semester, ‘dancer Molly: “Mal-J at -his' former. bailiwick, - at. the ‘Twist joints, and. elsewhere, ‘so it-_-Jamps. .
Well; when. it! Jooks. and, sounds |lov: and: the ‘Rennie -Fields choreo--|
smay well. carry over into the. new
x Russell; whose. half-siek: ‘humor like. Anita: “Ray; ‘one: of. Ray :An, “graphed |line. ‘Per ‘usual. Jo Lam- ‘across-5th : Ave.-Plaza,:; where he
long. ‘held down “the podium. and. season.. But Milt Shaw With the
“ avas. something ‘new for Spokane, thony’s . original, tome- bracers, . ii|
‘pardi batons. ‘the ‘show. with his} w
- “had: no ‘difficulty:-entertaining ‘the just. transfers”: its. talents: ‘to. other accustomed. : excellence. . Jose, . was fortified by stars of the Rani-* MacRaes at the ‘Waldorf: Emil
rt ‘eri; fHildegarde, ‘Eartha Kitt; Mar- |‘Coleman (no. ‘slouch with the socioe.
: firstnighters;-.who | ev idenced .. no. “spots -where -‘lovers of:fine. ‘itéra| .gueri te Piazza.
Diahann Carroll..{ ety set). plus. ‘Katyna Ranieri, and disappointment. that.‘the. Jamie ture
‘gather... Henée, to :-Dino’s: |
Lisa
Kirk calibre. ‘This’ time’ he“is other names to. follow: and .Lester
‘Lynn Trio;- billed | as- “nationally where...‘g“faithful “members _of: the].
“Binberss N. ¥:e
Lanin:-\still..another ‘society fave) «
‘-knewn|.singers ‘from.. “Spokane,” “bookend | appreciation: - society ree “Dorothy: Doriegan -Trio; Chuek: ‘going itaalone.
1 with Harry. Belafonte to. give the
4.
Cotillion. Pops’
failed to’::shaw. The. ‘comic ‘who in are curr ently giving the lady.Aheir’ Wayne Trioz
new Americana its glamorous im‘a half hour can: unleash.a ‘torrential attention: -and ‘approval. .
_ AS- regards the: Cotillion. Room, petus, sre ‘undeniable. yalues. Andhail. . of: hard - words. ° ‘salves... the
Miss” Ray. segues as° ‘easily’-frovi | * Pianist ‘Dorots Donégan is ‘eur: |here. too: Melba: has. been trimming. -at-more or less the same: ‘tariffs as
-- wounds from: his: ‘barbed : tongue. ‘one. vocal style ‘to another ‘as_she- ‘rently: entertaining, diners ‘at the: | sails. still further, While the “‘Cotil-:
the “Cotillion: Pops” or the ‘Strae“with a roguish : smile.
- does from a ‘first‘appeatance prom- eastside ‘Embers, “N.Y.,’She regis- ‘lion .Room Pops” is. a var ‘iation. of”
He -keeps. abreast- of: the- times ish: whité chiffon gown’ toa -mid-.| ters:solidly with"her jazz rhythms, ‘the ‘theme, . still: it.plays down the'|. ter/Duc hin “spots.
Ranieri’s Plaza Click
- as” ‘he-. shafts at. religion; : politics; night-bour;: well-applied, gold Jame kéeping, ;the -chow.: hounds: -en= quasi-names « Aviz.- Wilbur Evans,
Katyna. Ranieri is very much at
“Jabor;:- - entertainers; and: interna- creation - that: was -obviously. niot.| trailed and. also. feeding. ‘the’, at~ Patricia. Marand, Pat Bright. et: al.)
tional: ‘affairs. ‘Being a Catholie:: Tie: 5._. conducive to easy sitting. She. pro--|home-:audien¢é..-via", CBS: radio,. rin the’ tabloid musicals and. operet-. -home at the. Plaza‘s Persian. Room,
i which’ broadcasts a:seg of -her gig: tas .and =‘introduces. two: engaging, This marks. her third or: fourth refeels: free .to. tell. about: ‘the: w.‘aiter. vides:: a. balanced..- program of |
who .goofed: and. served ‘a pr‘jest, *‘standards. and “show ‘tunes,: ‘giving |. ‘Miss. ‘Donegab shews:stylish dex-, new:face: singers, ‘backed by a. 24-1 ¢turn ‘and. not without. good booking
.reason.
her - -pianisties
‘that |piece |orchestra: in a music festival:
Manischewitz tina: Mason- Jar.
“Ee ore: eniphasis, -during ‘her’ ‘later|terity. She. has. ‘socko Via: Veneto. Vie
And “why might:--one’ ‘suppose. ‘hour. offerings... to the.. worldly. ‘ase “scores.. consistently -with a- variety. |". Robert ‘Simpson... . tenor,. and
have". Tony:. ‘Curtis, and -Elizabeth. ‘pects- ef- amour’ with, some classic: of bluesy: and “wptempo. freatinents. i Leigh - Green, soprano, ‘are fetch- |rane and qualifies: as the Roman
Taylor never. been, tearied: in a tattered -tales-:of love: Highspots-: Mixing: ‘in’ sonie- classi¢al runs,’ she. 1 ing, - eager. and: well: trained vocal: rode
Katyna, Ranieri with - Emil:
: picture? .‘Thev're. ‘one: and _the: “Same are a. forlorn: “For: All We Know” i-handles.. tunes ::like... “Lullaby: of rists as. they auneork: a’ 45-minute
Coleman
Orch:
aud Mark
‘person, :-aceording to ©.Russell. :He- and .a flippant.’ disillusioned|
SAI Birdland,” “Love . ‘Me Or Leave: ‘songalog of operetta-to-operatic ex
‘identifies . “Israel's first... ‘astronaut: Or: ‘Nothing:: At. AN?
Me” and, others in ‘fine fashion.. In| ‘eerpts.: The. augmented. Cotillion ; - Monte & Continentals:. $3 aud.
oh-*
t. $4 cover.
as ‘a: ‘chap’ named Nose’ ‘Kohn: ‘and.
. Jack. Elton. and: Steve: La: ‘Fever |swinging jazz tenipo she strikes aap :Symphonetta: is “conducted
bv
among a list of. extremist. organiza-: ‘provide the "expected- excellent “Everything's, Comin’ Up --Roses,” | Joseph Sudv. -whose | own - special-'
. tions is. thé: NAAWTE (National: As-. ! musical’ background. and :contrib- |“Mack the: Knife,” “Night: “Frain” | ties, besides. theit :‘conipetent: -musi- |‘road -‘company of Lena’ Horne,,. ex_eSociation . for. the ‘Advancenient: of ‘ute’ much: to “fhe ‘entracte ‘periods: and “others... with lotsa “zip. And. ‘cak backstopping. comprise an over |Veept: she’s an.‘ “original east” in: her
‘Own song stylings.’
The Horne
. t
a White Trash).:.
t with ‘their: improvisations. Sie in a. ballad groove: she essays such}
“Cotillion. Root. Pops”. pre-. + analogy. per tains dominantly to lier
s: “Auttimn’ an. ‘New York” in zich!
“An- evening with Russell: 4g ‘like? Galon- ‘returns ‘Sept. 24, “Robe. .
y-way with: a pash ramance Ivric,
sented by. Stanley Meida,- with
ee -visit to‘a/nut- jiateh where. one ‘of |:
® style.
*:
jextracting every $.a. “both song and
“the. ‘patients. administers. ‘the- shack:
aud -Leigh
Stand. up:: “ pind playing* "gna Robert..:Simpson
Drake Hoel: hie
. “treatments.
——
end her ‘session. in: solid:; “Green:. orchestra.- directed by t SEX. appeal) from ‘the. w ardape. be
. Chicago, ‘Sept::.72 “Twisting
1
Hie: ‘Let ‘Me Love You,’ Bart Hew“Barry Sisters 12), Jimny. Blade: . showmanlike. manner,. getting: ‘the !t.., “Joseph ‘Sudy;, $3-$4 cover.
Lards special, the opening and ¢losOrch:: “$3. ‘ever week ends, “$2:
: 50 “crowd into.the act: ‘With -spontane-=
Eddy $6 K.:€
_s.
a
ae
ous -rhythmic. applause: “Despite, tare:and ‘midsection: “arrangement, {ing Italo ballads: Cole Porter's
aeecknights:
: Kansas City, Sept 3
ve
. “+ the swinging: nature: of” ‘her’ ‘Sets,i‘the™ laitér to: permit, Miss Green's :“Cc est Magnifique”. the. French
.
“Et -Maintenant”; the now standJoya ‘Sherritt, Eagle & Man; The | ‘Drake Hotel ‘veépee: ‘Ben: Mar."Miss ‘Donegan’s’ playing -avon't in-. i attractive costume: “change.
Continentals Tay $1. 50:$2, coreT: : Shall has _inaugurated . the” enter-- “terfere. with ‘those diners who: just’’-- ‘Bringing the. Lewisohn Stadium- ‘ard: “Arriverderci Roma™: the cld
up.
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“want

i

background: : but-for “those

style‘ ‘of*‘Pops” into a-saloon.is a} French

‘torcher,

“Mon

Homme.”

nt *season’.. in the... snorky:
* “'Fresh- Bilt:‘this session -has aoxal tainmg
Camélna.: House ‘by briinging- ack lio. want: some: solid: sounds. with - departure. ‘Yet ‘born..of a) marked.: :or the new pop, “i Lost My Heart:
“ Sherxill,; ‘bought: in‘ ‘partly ‘on -the- the *“Barry! Sisters “eClaire - ‘and'their stéak,: the. 886r., hits,the. pers eeneral public acceptace. However, In, San- Francisco-: which is fast

‘strength ‘of. ‘her. recent Russian.
tour. with ‘the. Benny Goodman

fFMerna),

fect. groove,
~~:
in its orthodox form.it is. essen-:
:catching on.
.a-duo. ‘that . was: warmly |
receivéd-in the: same room. a. yeari “ Guitarist: “Chuck” “Warne: and, tially. for: music. lovers: for Ae f. “Fie sultry

and

attractive Miss

crew, ‘and. ‘éomics.” Jack: ‘Eagle:-.& |& ago: “The. girls. have’ an artfully- : group “make: up..the. other ‘halt? of dine-drink-darice - set it may .be: Ranieri’ comes fortified. with a set
- Frank. Man.. Both acts -are new turiied and. astutely lrandled. .act. ‘the enfertainment.:. The ‘anit: puts: something: else. Factually, ‘it played tof. effective
orchestrations, but
‘here, and: ‘Miss Sherrill is the. first cand -‘opening. “night, auditor-enthu- : out: a fine sound for: easy ‘to. take. well. and: -patenily. had: genuine “ee-iwhat she ‘puts into: her. -Yepertoire
: Negro: ‘act’: ever. to: play: Eddy’s ‘siasm: ‘indicates another successful. Jistening: in smooth. jazz patterns. .ceptanice- Whether .it- will inspire-‘Ais: what really counts.
. Wayne's | guitaring.. has. a “nice “repeat trade is dubious. Anyway.
‘Furthermore, -she fortifies her
Shaw is: just short. of an hoar.. ‘and \stint: for them..
it jis:well. timed. and: paced. on. that. ‘Duo is not’ énky eminenily: ook. iswing ‘and verve. to. it that. seores the”. Cotillion. . remains -the same~ Viviid-song sf\ ling: With - a. medern
Kali: ..; Class: operation under. managing. di- » Grecian. emerald green ‘sartorial
basis...°
..
able - and. -smashingly: ‘gowned - ir “well, at. all times.

-

Comics? format has Man °‘gener=! ‘sequined black @resses: bit: is. also"
ally : doing. the ‘straight role. pwith- ‘firstrate . harmonically and- dénion:2

“Opry"'

r

ve.

jrector Bill.’ Ebersol:. Melba in |lereation’ for. Which her Roman ‘¢ou; eharge. of -the show: Gogi's :‘Renial | ture ‘Maria Antonelli! rates an

‘Wow.$6.800, vy“peg. hosting; .‘and the ‘ubiquitous Pas- extra’ bow.
:. to: his: tux, as: the buffoen. . - They Mianship.: that comes. of: Working |,
:
“Winnipeg. ‘Sept.’ 48. : jae as: ‘maitre. a
' + The beauteous Miss Ranieri LIVES
‘hold--to. that: thr ough: a “sequence. OL ‘together. ‘for’: some: year.
7
Ted Straciér
ihe Persian, Room .socko kickoff
Their. < “Grand -Ole. Opry” jurifed™ ‘ina.
“hat. changes ‘sparking “funny ‘lines;“superb “arrangements-- ar e. “niftily. whopping '$6.800 Bross for aw ovie= |. Also. “dubious . is..the
straight land is a-sampling of the’ compefor Eagle, -:but-: midway they-take.i tailored .‘to ‘the. girls’: ‘style and “night. stand:.at the: city-owned -Au- ,dansapation.“polict of, the “Savoy ;tition. the: non-talent boites -must
-, to’ trumpets for a change -‘of: ‘pace: imaginative in ‘their. ow.n right, . diterium, Crew.. which: was-led- bx j:§ Hilton: the pull. ‘of: Ted ‘Straeter.; face and probably suffer as result.
and. a. ‘straighter turn? -Theres. 4
Incidentally. the. old Rendez. Sisters. -Score best with a siving:.. ‘Claude © ‘King: -Ferlin Husky ‘and+and | his. iptop.: terpsapators’ “not: bit-of .a contest’ with: Ravle. on the ing. version “of “‘All-of Mes?.a: ¥O-, ‘Homer. & Jethro. -plaved ‘to. a“ near. withstanding: This... is: in: face. of Vous Room of the Plaza becomes
cornet ‘and Man: on: trumpet. Which. maniic.. ‘rendition: ‘of "T Love: You °‘sellout’ crowd. of 4.106. House seats: ‘his ©‘appeal: with’ the. Palin’ Beach fhe Plaza - $—when- Julius Monk.
- they: inteirupt. for-a. Keely Smith- [“Mich: Too! -Much? - in “‘Spanish.14: 153° and was: scaled: at?$1.95 top. set: in truth, from ihe. Gabors: to. | unveils his:new “Dime. A Deven”
Louis. Prima’ impressien.. They -also|“Never. On Sunday. * in -Gr eek. . ‘andj i. LOpt yi went: from. here to: Cale; Boniface-impresarid | Frank,
.J. {show costarring Ronnx. Graham,
duo a Ja-Satchme fora high ‘level |their ‘surefire delivery. oF...“You're:gary: ‘Edmonton: Spokane: and Van- ;‘Hale. «°Mry. Palm “Beach”}. they: { Ellen Hanley and. with Ceil Cabot.
wind”on “Saints, ”
Their: 25 amin-iNobody.” LS
;
pt Or.
to. Veous ers:
Awere: out: in.-fullforce, “very. much. {and Jack Fletcher featured, _

-: Eagle, ‘attired: - in Bermuda -shorts strates. the’ ‘sort: ‘of. buinished show? |

,

| Nicky Powéis; :Joan:Daye, Phil Rictisegs |
‘ Johnny Flanagan, . Wilton. Clary,
al.ji.
|Malkin -Orc., George. Dewitt, Angelito.

CURRENT BILLS |

~~ CARILLON —--Lou :. Walters “Scandeles ; |
4 de Paree.”? Mel. Forme. © Harry: ‘Mimmo, |}
; Elissa’ Jayne, 'Ralph Young,Gzeorge Dor- ;

ilis.- Roger “Stefani. Ballet, Jacques. Don-

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 19.

; met Orc.,

Line. (16). -

-. CASTAWAY S—Prescher Rollo -S, Jerry |:7

Geraldi &. Lesley, Raipb Font Orc.; Cand}

NEw YORK CITY

Music ‘Man, Rosion

Apolio, NE
7 Y.

|

7

“ve BISTRO —- Mike:“Clittord, .Willie* Cortez, Jimmy’ Roma, - Bill . ‘Bernardi:
;
DEAUVILLE .—: Barry. ‘Ashton’s “Vive
‘Restum Trio. /
.
"Denise ‘Darcel: ‘Les’ Dames. (10), Brook: Benton, Erskine Hawkins .
LIVING ROOM-—Frankie
Avalon, Billy Las Girls,” Arnaufs.. Paris -& Claire, Mar-. Music. Hall Girls 4125 >
Janet. Gray’ | rch: (12i,. - Bluebelles €4Y,
Reiner,
David
Clatworthy, Lila: ‘Gage. ‘Falbo, - Sam DeStefano. Trio.:
:tha’ King,. Vespia. ‘Bros... Line. . ‘Les Rhode
Ruockettés,. Corps
de ‘Ballet, Raymond
| Leslie ‘Post;: Tommy. & ‘Kay, Fiddle. -mingos: (TF ),Ruth Brown, Godfrey
LONDON HOUSE—Oscar .Peterson. Trio; Ore,, Mel- Greene.’
_Pate Symphony Orc. a me ‘Larry Novak Trio; Jose Bethancourt Trio. |- ‘DIPLOMAT: a, Gene McDaniels: Mariay. | Viracola,. Bob: Bruce;- Jérry:-Ross,|Cambridge:: “Incident 1
tt.‘an.Alley”
o
,
MISTER. KELL Y’S—-Smothers. Marty |:Campo- Orc.,: Can Smith ‘Ore.
-Bill. Drew, -Bob-: Warren... ‘Norma |: (A).
o So
~
ar y.
John. Frigo. ‘Trio.
‘| Lori | Parker,
EDEN ROC—Devilin
,
Premiers, -‘Luis
_ MUSIC HALL. -— Denise Darcel.,. Bob: Rubenstein’ Trio.! Varona.: -Orc., :-Monroe «Kasse. Ore... Art.” ‘Wallace; Joe Holicker ‘Orch (22).
-PALMER.. HOUSE — Nelson. Eady: &! Freeman :Ore., Toni Steele Twisters: .7
Warren.
..Bob
Bruce..
Bobby
Burke,
Brook .Benton, whose: act. has.”
Bul ‘Drew, ‘Fiddle. Viracola, Jerry. _Ross.. Gale- Sherwood, Jerry. Van :Dyke, Ben L-. FONTAINEBLEAU-_Jack.
Young’s. ingetting.
smoother -- “and
--This a45-minute ° * Stage
reviie, Veen
Janet Gray. Leslie Post; Tommy '&. Kay.- Arden Orc.
ternational
Follies..Marsh
&
Adams,
“Fhe.
AYBOY: '— "Glenn. Haywood.: Bobby :
|j.es. Dames, Music ‘Hall Dancers, Norma
in combo | with .a filrit, “The: An- smoother over several. recent. ap-‘Rivietas (Two), ‘Napoleon -‘Reed, Line (16),
-Sargent,:
Sic
Richard.
Drake,
.Danriy
Ap-Ww allace. ‘Joe Hohcker* Orc.
Dawson -Orc., . ‘Larry... Boyd-: Trio; . ‘terns:” . at the
4,300-séat .:“Music! ;pearances ‘here, may collapse’ from:
polinar Trio,” Doris. Lee.,. Casey. Anderson,- Len
Kiki Paige, Frank ‘Rand.,: Harold . Harris° .Chero’s: Del” Prado.. - Ore., ~ Frank" Natale- Hall, formerly the: Metropolitan; ‘is *| sheer: relaxation next time.: ‘around. :
Trio, Bob
Davis Frio, ‘Jim, Atlas ‘Tria,, ‘Trio, Ziggy - Lane,:-‘Leonardo’s . ‘Tropical
-a rare ‘sight. on .a stage. that's ‘been:: : “Disk fave is ‘Solid. with a ‘number.
‘Twisters, .Buddy
Boyer ‘Trio. “f
MELBOURNE:
(Tivoli)—Edith Georges. Joe lIaco Trio.
©
Betty. Pasco.
O'Neill’ &- Haigh: -Avril
‘-PEPE‘’S—The. Treniers.
“PLAYBOY—Taylor
&
Mitchell,’ ° ‘Doc’ bare’ so: long:
It’s: Boston's” first.\.called.~ “Hotei «. Loneliness,”. |in
Angers, Sees Jourdane, Les: Fred Iles,
| - ‘SECOND
ciTry — 8M y- Friend. Art. Ts. Cireé,, Will. Mereer, Jamie Lyn: Trio,’ Teri.
whieh he sounds: like ‘Cab: 'Gallo-.
Alan Randall, Raphael & ‘Model, Dorene Dead,” Bill
Alton,
Del: .Cicsé;
Severn. Thornton, Jack Pyle, Julion Gould ‘Trio. ;“Such show. in 20 years. - Owner Bén |.
He’s also- exact-..
Kilmer.
Darden, Mina. Kolb, . Dick. Schaal, Avery -Bary -Benton - Trio, *‘Norm. Geller *Trio,: |Sack, ‘rates ‘plaudits for coming up’ way . ‘Fejuvenated.
SYDNEY. {Tiveli)—Ivis Kells -Eric ‘Shils. Schreiber.
..
; Matty” Cortez.. a,
{with ‘the -idéa -as:.doés \producer ing with the: traditional (hisiim= -:.
ling, Kevin Miller; Jon Weaving...Cyntluia |. SAHARA
INN — -Shecky Greene: ‘Lola.
- RONEY PLAZA“Teimpos.”
Morey,
Suzanne
Steele.
John
Fryatt,
+ Buddy "Fhomas: “who -so. ably.. fills?tpressions. . -of -Cooke,. -Cole,: =ArmDee, Frank York’ Ore. Lounge: Joy & the
THUNDERBIRD — Frankie :Scott, BerjErica Johns’
‘Boys, Ronnie Brown, Trio:. Frank: Fiore: 3.. Vaughan: Quartet, Sue _Gawton.:
-strong;.at. al,. as they. would: handle
the enormous. stage. with. good look- |:
a
MUSIC. ‘HALL—

Eugene

Slavin, Eleanor

“Flas:

|

_ BOSTON’

AUSTRALIA

|.
SHERMAN -HOUSE—Margaret
| David Romaine -Ore. ~

BRITAIN

Whiting, |" -

SAN ‘JUAN

SUTHERLAND...
L OU-N. cS e: "Oscar
Brown SEs: Bilty “Wallace Trio. :

BLACKPOOL
(Tower
Circus)—Charlie
Cairoli & Co.. Bronleys, Hugh Forgie &
Co. Circus ‘Williams’ Lions, 2: Carmeénas;

| CLUB CARIBE
— Jose Mélina’s: Ballet,

ing,’ finely : ‘costumed: dancers and |! Boll: Weevil,’an Benton's biggest
L record. which. ‘hit’some. time- ago...:
=*ngers..
os

os
.Turn’ as a-whole; however, is so.
"sing. two rising “stages.the"‘com-- “castial :‘that several restless - ‘mem-—
[pany of. 34 is. brought: up ‘to. audi-. t bers -of.’ the: audiénce “at. ‘show
Diors Sisters, Four Soranis, 2 Dominicis.-}:
‘BEN. BLU. E£’$—Monkeys.. Uiicles..
EL CONVENTO
=—- ‘Pepe: Lara.’ Ore. [ence
-viewing.-:level.- “Ballerinas caught: (a: late-nighter) walked -out...
“Witlem Lenz &. Chimpanzees, Tibor Alex: |
CtRO’S—Donn ‘Arden. Revue. | Rodrigo ‘Olivo .Five..
ander’s Canine Revue, Desmond & Marks.
COCOANUT: GROVE
—
Tony: Martin.
LA: ‘CONCHA~Sabras,. “Noro: Morales |' Janet. Gray .and.: Leslie. . “Post -.go- |Benton. is: one of ‘the more refined
:
.€iccus Knie's Elephants, Dagenham Girl ‘Freddy Martin Orc.
| into. spinning -time, as the two lines, . baritones. on.the r&r ‘scene—whith ?
1Ore.,: Nestor. Torres, Five.
Pipers,
Our
Saninty, - Little Jiramy
&.
“CRESCENDO
-— Dick. Gregory. Joanie.
LE.
CARROUSEL—Beitrice
'
lgnanaet..
.
-|
Les:
-Dameés,
.
the:
‘showgirls,
and
Circusettes,.°
Sommers, .S
Si Zentner. ”
'
: OCHO PUERTAS—Luis & Soledad, ‘Joe -Music: Hall. Girts converge. in front: is: some kind-of: a. crusade ii itself.
WINTER GARDENS PAVILION—Arthur ;
DINO’S |
Anita . Ray... ‘Jack: “Elton,
—but.a
little. more wham ‘in the
Naliente, Nydii SouffriontHaynes, . Nicholas. “Parsons.
Morris. . &. Steve. LaFever:
.
PATIO DEL FAUNO —. Tony - Moro; . and: back. : . At. the ‘same: time,: stage personal, appearances . would -elime-....
Savage,
Des Lane, Trio Reyros, Leslie
INTERLUDE—Troy ‘Walker ‘&. Hustlers
Neyes: Johnny -Hart, John Tiller ‘Girls, . ‘SLATE. BROS.—Don Rickles; January © -Markays. ©Pepiro :‘Torres Ore.* Barletta-, right. is ‘occupied: ‘Dy a. quartet which ¢
inate. any” ‘onus: of: condescension.
_Queralt | Five,
:
Dannv Williams. .
Jones,
Herb.. Dell ‘Trio.
trumpeter: : ‘Erskine
OPERA
HOUSE--Ken Dodd, Kave. Sis- : STATLER HOTEL—"Chip “ore. the O1d-| TROPICORO - — : Rosetta: Shaw,: Cesar: sings the“numibers: as the ‘terpers } -. -Vet-"- jazz
‘Concepsion Ore-. Julio Gutierrez -‘Five, _ parade. : -Tommy. &. Kay. ‘also.do-somé. ‘Hawkins fronts .a_ big: ‘band. and.
ters. Eddie Calvert & C-Men, -Raindrops;,: Block”. Revue, Skinnay: Ennis. ‘Orc.
John. Three ‘Houcs, Barbara Law, -Derek |; YE
LITTLE CLUB —-. Marcy.
slick
atro
work.”
‘as:
‘the
dancers
acts’.as emcee. (unschooled)—“How:
Faverner
§ Singers..
Malcolm:
Goddard. Eduardo ‘
Sasson, Joe Felix Group: Four.
|
‘group’ ‘behind :‘them. .. a
Dancers, Jimmy Currie‘s Silver Cascade.:
‘|about those young broads?” ‘(the°
BRIGHTON. (Hippodrome) —. Winifred }
ASV.
EGAS:
Produ¢tion: ‘numbers, -° "Meanhat: |“Bluebelles), he asks. Young ‘band’s -.
Atwell,
Ronnie
‘Carroll... O’Duffy :-Bros.,| CALIFORNIA -CLUB—sohnany :
‘Paul..
tan, USAR
“Centrai:. “Park,”: | renditions ofthe: old. Hawkins” jazz...
Joe Martin. Emerson -& ‘Jayne;,: De. Vere. . ' DESERT .
INN—McGuire . Sisters,
Jack j
Glris:
“autumn
in
New:
York,” “Mambo.” ‘instfumentals: (“After ‘Hours’’: etc.)
‘Durant, * -Donn
Arden Dancers,’ Carlton’ “
(Empire) — Andy Stewart, Hayes _ GLASGOW
Rev... Lounge:
Daye’. Apollon,
“La ‘Vie. .Paree”- and «{he - “white. ‘are ragged but not. without: nos: ..
Ingram: Sally
Ian Powrie
Band. Dixie
Tite: ROMEOS ay
Les Femmes; “Michael: Kent: .
and Gold Ballet,” are: well executed: f:talgic ‘values.’ -!
Logan. James Urquhart, ‘Barry .Sfsters. ° . DUNES—Tony ' Bennett. Rowan & "Mar..
~
1 Songs 7
‘Max : Kay.
Eric
Burns,.
Arthur . Blake: tin;. Bill. Reddie . Ore.
Lounge: “Vive" Les
and: Thomas. has- -placed -his- people ' About ‘the. ‘four Bluebelles:. they:.
‘Singers. ‘Rosemary Manly, Leslie Robert’s: Girls.”
‘38 Mins:.
‘strategically to fill the wide Sstage.: ‘open. with bright. -costuming |and.
Silhouettes, Helen: McLeod, White. -Heath- |, EL: ‘CORTEZ—Al_ “Hibbler: Club, 10; “Ottawa.
.
er Girls..
;
“+ Costumes by ‘Madame :-Bertha-.are ‘aH-around’ sight ‘values.but. havea”
FLAMINGO ©
Jack:: Carter, * Juliet
LONDON: (Patladium)_Bruce . ‘Forsyth, | Prowse. ':“Nat- Brandwynne Ore... ,Lounge:.
“Equally:
‘able
with:
chant
and:
inevefilling and luxurious: Bob. War: | long way -to go. vocally on’ this: cir
Morecambe
&
Wise.: Johnson.
&::Carr,- ay pockstane:. Harry. James, Rob .. Sims:
-|$triuments,, The Romeéos are w:k. ‘in ren, handles the piping in-‘fine fash-|cuit.”
Eve Boswell, Angela &.Fred. Roby. Amin
ONT—Newion: Bros.; .“wd *Pasko,
Bros..
Ugo:
Garrido. “Janet -Mahoney,.- . Swingin’ Lads, “Ricky '-&.. Gents...
ancés
appear
“Flamingos, :a ‘quartet with: sax,
jon -in: two- ‘production numbers,
Canada: via. regular Angela ‘Bracewell, Johnny “Shack, Jimmy -

Civeas

Knie’s

Horses,

Zebras:

&° Ponies.

J ‘Raquel: ‘Bacdisa,

‘LOS ANGELES

{

a

Layne,

Miranda

FF

:

Isidro: Camara, -‘Miguelito:,

Orc... Pepito* Arvelo

.

.

‘Five. °:

.

.

-.

ere:

‘GOLDEN. .NUGGET—Judy Lynn; ‘Diplo: on -CBC’s: weekly: show, “Juliette.”
while Bob Bruce has 4. nice ‘solo in, | drum - and. guitar... ‘augmentation,
..
,
VICTORIA. (Palace) —George. Mitchell mats, Tony a oreilo, the Tunes Johny. (Their. entry “into --the“elub:circuit “Autumn-in New York. ‘The quar-. ‘are versatile: ‘beyond: the r&r norm ‘Minstrels,
Tonv.. ‘Mercer. Dai. Francis. |Ojenn,: Keynotes, . Cathy — ‘Ryan, Lynne

Lee.

at Club 70 exhibited those abilities: ‘tet;..comprising°.Fiddle ‘Niracola;. ‘with ~deft,. comic. terping:. and” a
Bob.. Bruce, Jerry Ross,’ Bob =.War-: |:powerful.” falsetto: lead. - - Blues.
‘ly néed a-large dose |.of .showman- ren, with Bill: Drew joining: in. Some:|:‘shouter. Ruth. Brown, an: ‘Apollo’ re-__
ship... Performance - ‘was profes: numbers,. ‘is effective.
‘| peater, is.sock and. husky: per. usual
a
Minsky’s,” ‘Tommy: Moe. Raft, Carrie Fin-. ‘sional ‘in t:sound *-but: ‘amateur’ in
;
Denise Darcel: is brought: on.in. a: for: good: -Tetiirns:
‘nell,
-Stunning.. Smith,
Baby~
Bubbles... “presentation -with. feeble: effort as:
white. and. ‘gold ballét:with’ the. full: Show’ s -comie -for. anything. ‘but.
“Maureen: Diaz, Frank’: ‘Sorrella,: .Murrav
lightness
in
continuity.
‘gabbing
and.
‘company .on- ‘stage, and. takes .over relief. is Godfrey Cambridge, “an.
Briscoe,..‘Jack *. .Mann,
Dick. ‘Rice Ore.”
Lounge: Bob
Crosby Ink ‘Spots. .- * =:
weakness
‘in ‘staging. and: | Produc: for a.Gallic flavored stint of songs -intelligent young .-man .with pro-..
‘RIVIERA—“Bye - Bye -- Birdie,”’.’ Elaine ‘tion.
NEW YORK CITY:
‘and patter. Wearing a- Pierre Bal-: fessional - dramatie poise: -and Ae
Dunn,
_Peté- Marshall,
“Kav.. Medford.
AFRICAN ROOM—Kurli Benito, MeMur- | Lounge:: Kay Stevens, Big ‘Tiny Little:
“Foursome “t
use. ‘pallads, jazz’ “but main gown,,. “she warms: up ‘the audi- message. His.- seathing;.~ ‘incisive.
ray & Jeff. Johnny Barracuda.
SAHARA-—Eve Arden. Vic Dana, Lenence with --her ‘w.k- ‘bitof “ATou-: ‘monolog on the. _cruelties. and idio-' BASIN
ST. EAST
— -Sarah
Vaushan.° ‘nie?’ Weinrib..
‘Lounge: . Don . Rickles, slicknéss~ necessary .to.’ impact.” is
De Franco-tiumina
Four. Brothers. Four: Freddie Bell. Ruth Wallis, Chuy. Reyes:
|. missing: “Group ‘has: Alex’ ‘Tickno-. ette.” in which: she invites. a malé:| ‘cies ‘of integration : and. segregation..BLACKJACK.
—
*F..-€. Jones, _ Johnny. .
ANDS— Dean Martin; Labato Dancers.
‘vich'on- accordion. and. first “teror:: ‘member.’ ‘of: the’ audierice .to“come” make Dick Gregory -sound: like. a. :
Fostér Ore.
Ann.’ Hathaway...
+ Harry
Nofal, : . Copa.
Girls.. . Antonio:
BLUE. ANGEL--Phyllis. "Diller; Vaughn Morell
Rick. Stainsby, second tenor :bass. on. stage and: participate. ..
me carpet. bagger.:.
Burton
Lounge::: “DaveOre. ~
Meader.
Folksters. .
.
Danny Costello, _Morry King, Ernie ‘Tew: ‘fiddle. and trumpet:. Vern Kennedy,.
Cambridge: Says ‘he. ‘got:‘off ‘the: She’s:‘at “her best-in-a sparkling(|
SON
SOIR — Jack ‘Douglas fe: Reiko.
[4 - SHOWBOAT — Skeets - Minton. Mugessy | baritone, : ‘drums “and. “cornet ° and: Chevalier’ ‘bitin ‘which: she: carbons| traim’in Scarsdale ‘once. by mistake...
Felicia Sanders.
Vs
CAMELOT =- >Murray..’ Franklin’ ‘Show: Spanier. Ken -Einlev;:‘Rusty Isabel:John |.:Garden.. bass-. ‘piping .and: the: :Frerich. song and dance -artist.: “and, while: he was waiting. for the.
Johany. ‘Bachemin,
Dick: Havilland,
Roy |
. SILVER. -SLIPPER.
-Mank
Henzry.. -guitar.
{.Sparky
property. values
‘Addition - of ‘a -constructed: She’ comes.off. in. ‘good - ‘style’: ‘in’ -next.: “rattler,
Sedley
. Kaye; ‘Bobby. Clark,’ Cindy Em
70. “He ‘Says. the. great
‘CHARDAS. — Lily. France. ‘Lia Della. ;
yher, Danny Jacobs, Red. ‘Marshall, -‘Dolores. ‘routing --“plus,- Some - ‘sparkle ~” _and:. opening show. (they’re. doing four. dropped 5022
Eleman Horvath Orc.
‘ Frazzini.
Marge.: Elizarde;
Slipperettes: comedy. “would .make: The: Romeos.
shows:.a. day) and exits with: ‘a.‘blues’ fear of. the:Westcliester ©: Negro.
CHATEAU MADRID. —
Marcelo, Rose: Geo: Redman. Orc.
Lounge:: Chas.
family’ on.a white: block is. .that
mar,
Sole’ Cortes.
Soledad
Caro, .Paco: garden -Ore:. Jack Prince, Johnny- LaMont - ‘okay’ for ‘clubs. lounges, ‘Singles
on stint to. good mitting: /
Alonsa. .Edoses Wanolo Leiva. Leo Ereria,*
STARD UST: > “Lido.-de Paris,’*. Eddie: tv; possibly disks.
‘ Entire: :company comes. out for’ another Negro family ‘will:move in;
“Gorm,
Pupi
Campo
Ore..
Carbia
Ore.
O'Neal Orc. Loungé: ‘Kim ‘Sisters,°Tune- |
.
“3 | finale, and’ Miss .Darcel joins for ‘He -is ready :for the’ Sullivan show:
COPACABANA - Jue E. Lewis; Tina’ Aoppers. Bourbon, St: Six. Nalani-. Kele,
,
;
.
Robin. Joseph Mele. Ore, - Frank: Marti ;
«Apollos:
.
the: descent “on. the ..front* Stage. -when the.Show ‘is:“ready”ee
‘- Ore
7
. “THUNDERBIRD--Fios wer ‘Druni: Song: | MARY. ELLEN”
This: initial ‘stage’. ‘show|here: -is'|- 7
CRYSTAL ‘ROOM — Milt Trenier.
Fontana. Garwood .-Van [Songs - On
Oren“teiage: Ti
EMBERS-—Dorothy
Denegan. Trio.
[- being |” -Teeeived. * enthusiastically: |
xciters, ‘Ig:
imi Yuro,
,Ore.
ounge:
.
HAWAHAN
ROOM. —.:Little
Joe Jr...
| and! Sack. inténds: ‘to. keep them }.. ~
“Wailam,
Keola
Beamer. . loaner, HulaJohn
Boulter. Leslie. Crowther,
Margo. ‘Davis. Grover: Shore: Trio,:
Henderson. George Chisholm
& Jazzers..
-MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists &. Models:
Schaller’ Bros. & TV. ‘Toppers. Jackpots; of ’62;” Bill Bird, Gil: ‘Lamb, ©.
Mitchell: Maids.
NEVADA—Jay Orlando;: King. Henry. 4.
NEW
FRONTIER.
— -“Life.’ Begins :at-

-buit ‘also made ‘it evident they: sore-
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Sam
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ASTOR--

NEW

Fiiitie Lane

Ore.

YORKER—Jean-. Evans.

Milt Saunders Orc.
HOTEL
PIERRE —

°
Joseph’

Ray

7
”

Ol ICANA-——““Folies ‘Bergere oF: 162,
.
Sinatra _Ore. : Lounge: Vagabands. | One. Fifth Ave., wi.

‘Royal : Hawaiian

Revue. “Al De

? Du Bonnet. Trio, Téd. Fio Rito.
|

i
Ore:t

RENO-TAHOE.

;

‘three’ weeks; :
new| Show, every third."f

“Mary Ellen, new: ta. this ‘circuit: 4 week,
F
indicates a. ‘cafe. and casual datebackground:. ‘but she’s not -on. .- file-|

Paulis ”4.7

BO

St

‘Miss: Ellen: needs: !

Guus,

‘Orpheum: ‘Seattle:

” FoderalArtsBill

—

‘Continued

from. page 1 —

mittee: approval -Would relay’ ‘the
Robert . Stmpsen.
Leigh
Green,’ Phil:,.
“Ronnie: Games . Trio. . * Wivne Trio... Kathy Preston.
a.‘ lot . more: experience - on... ‘thesei “Sound of the Sixties;”. with. AU ‘matter to the. ‘parent. ‘Labor-:: and
Andre
HOTEL “PLAZA. -Katyna
Ranieri. “Emil i: ‘THAROLDS. — Rusty. ‘praper,
| Public _Welfare’. ‘Committee for
Tahon Co.,- Johnny Mann Singers, ‘Deltacircuits. also some counsel. on. rep- 1Hirt, Sextet and Jackie. Mason; adColeman
Orc... Cantinentals:
~
-Queens., Don. Conn’ Orch..
:
' HOTEL
ST. REGIS
-- Peter Duehin.ertoire. .However. ‘at ‘the. outside. |mission ‘92+$4.
-HARRAH’S
(Reno)—Deedy
&:
Bill,
Nick
[
=The advisory council bill:is: given
HOTEL. ROOSEVELT--Jan
Garber Ore. !
|a Lucas.
Judy Lynn, : Tony “Lavello,: Top- . she |:displays: -a..cool:-and “lovely
HOTEL
SAVOY
HILTON —Ted Stvaeter
.
‘lower. “register”. and | immediately |:. First’ ‘visit of“drumpeter A¥ Hirt). ‘the. best. chance. of approval. mainly *
Ore. Rav -Hartles.
|.
° Notehers. Red:.Coty.
‘HARRAH’S
(Tahoe)—Jimniy: ‘Durante, 4
“HOTEL
WALDORF- ASTORIA. — Gordon
abandons it- in favor of one’ ‘that ‘is! and: eomic Jackie Mason. here’ lived. ‘because: ‘it :.earries: no appropria- _.
| Helen. Traubel, .‘Dorben Singers . & Danc& Sheiwa: MacRae. Milt Shaw Orc.
‘tion.of: funds.. Authored: principally:
INTERNATIONAL-. Jean
Martin.: Betty | ers. Leighton: Noble Orc: Lounge: Louis’| not.-as. “becoming: It seems that her, |, up: .to. ‘all: advance - notices; with:
Kaan & Lew PParker, .De. Marlos, Mike | Prima’ with: Sam . Butera’ - & '-Witnesses.° passport: ‘to’ ‘wider -horizons. ‘is: in’ ‘Hirt's- brand of. New Orleans: jazz -by:. Sen. --Hubert - ‘Humphrey... (De.
‘|
Tunesmen,.
‘Twin
‘Tunes,
Tunetimers,Joe.
Durso
Ors,
.
:
right’ in: the ‘groove: -and.’ Mason’s | Minn,), the. bill.creates -a- 21-meniLATIN
QUARTER: —_ Corbett ‘Monica: ‘King’s Zaniacs, ‘Sawyer. Sisters: Lancets. : ithe: Jower_ depths. which: with. more,
HOLIDAY: -— ‘Roval-- * Hawaiian, ‘Revue. ‘dev elopment. . would: provide’ ‘her standup * ‘Foutines: hilarious
and! ber: council under: the: ‘Health, Edu- -a
Govfers, Julie
Gibson.” Wallenda.. Ballet,
Lindroth Quartet. - ‘Mariachi - ‘Los °1
;.cation’ and- Welfare : Department:
Jeanine Pivoteau.. Tonelvs.. Jo ‘Lombardi / Lioyd
well’ received.
Kampsros» £
Dianne Lefti and, Right. ‘Hand | -veith, ‘greater interest,
Ove .. evens
Fields
Ort.
Hirt, ' ‘rotund: ‘and:pléasaatly. ‘un: with authority to: a
LIVING
ROOM
Ruth Olay. Morty
’
Miss
Ellen,
by.
retreating:
into;
a
“Recommend. ways, “to. ‘nairitain’ :
MAPES—Giyiords,
King’s. 1V,. -Nalani
Storm. Ken. Colman. Bob: Ferro ‘Orc.
‘| near’: falsetto, “makes- her catalog | assuming, plays .a crisp. open: ‘horn. | and: -increase™ USS:. “cultural |“res a
NO. 1 FIFTH
AVENUE—Hankinson
& Kele Polynesian. Revue, Joe ‘Karnes:
and” draws “salvos with: ‘standards4
NEVADA --LODGE:: (Tahoe) —
Bob HallDe Maio, Cedrone. & -Mitchell. ‘Mary. Ellen,
-seem.
‘offbase.:
‘but
it.
does
give
ROUNDTABLE
—. Steve Alaimo, Davy Cindy Layne’ Quartet. Gwen. Harinon: and::|
and .novelties. * But. -basic’ -appeal ‘SOULCES:. propose ‘methods. to en- _
:“Adelaide’s. Lament” ‘a: good. set-“Players. Larry: Riera and Royals: °
Jones... Orchids.’
courage private. ‘initiative ~in- the~
“NEW CHINA CLUB—Eagle- ‘Eye Shietds,: ting. Her .other- numbers,- general- and. “virtuosity . are.- ‘evident:. -In..Su‘SAHBRA -Four Avalons, Esther Tohbi
;
‘perb ° ensemble w rapups. “ef. .two-- arts; cooperate’. with .. Jocal, -state™
‘Léa Fuld’ Badoc ‘&. Sharobi. Louis: ‘Ban || Tony StS Thomas...
‘ly:
from:
‘the
musicals,
need
a
more
NORTH SHORE (Tahoe) — | Bobby ‘Page.
nett. Ore
:
beat tunes, such as-“Down. by -the| and “Federal agencies ‘in fostering |
.
‘solid ‘Yoeal. base-than she ‘gives ‘it. “Riverside” :‘and- -“South “Rampart - ‘culture..and’.using-‘the arts. to.
SQUARE
EAST —“Second City. aa “Alan- and “Musical .Pages.
RIVERSIDE- --- - Hank ‘Penny. -Frankie.
Arkin. Howard ° Alk, ‘Andrew
Duuean
.
an
_
Jose.
- Fanelli; Jackie “Jorko,. -Buddy ‘LaPata.° ~
~Eyesne Troobsi¢k
|
“Street: Parade”™..with Hirt, Pee: Mee -turther- the. national. and ‘internaTRUDE:
HELLER’S.
“| tional’ ifiterests ‘of ‘the .U.S.; “and”
Ray. Yiiab-. &.; SPARKS NUGGET. ~Billy. Daniels. . Paul.
Spitalera, ‘clarinet:‘and -tenor’
Gilbert,
Step. Brothers,
Little -Bertha: =
OQuarternates.
°.
and. ‘trombonist. “Joseph. Hambrick’} stimulate’; : Breater carts: _apprecia-:
. UPSTAIRS
| & DOWNSTAIRS: a ‘Sudie > Moro- Landis, ‘Singers. and: Dancers, Foster}.
Boad. Vira
DeGroot. .Cv Y ung, . -masaf4 Edwards - Ore. ..- _Lounge:.: Billy - Maxted, .. ae
really... working. in ‘front: of” three: |tion.
Nua: Revue,: Richie’ Bros::
:
Bucgtar - Arthur
Srezel.
\ "ka
“Both: the other’ bills: ‘before: ‘the -.
man rhythm section. ~~
WAGON WHEEL. iTahoei—Theatre ‘Bar:
' VIENNESE LANTERN
- Alicia Gonzales;
‘Novelites. Ma: aka Nua‘s Hawaiian: Revue, 4}
Lithan. -Mernik, -:Ernest Schoen. Ores":
Hirt. wisely --gives:
: spotlight - to. ‘Subcommittee call ‘for. Federal-sub-:.:
—Continued: from: page: oe—7
wew
ton
‘Bros...
Saw’
ver
Sisters...
Marily.
VILLAGE BARN. -Ralpt: Fope’ Peri & |
Spitalera and. Hambrick in. séveral Sidies--of: the“ arts..-One makes °
“Ray. ..Tew :Fletcher. Becker Bray. “Leu! E squad res. Ron Ros -- “Pavilion: - Juan Es- to: econiplete the ‘deal since it:‘would.
quivel™ Ore.
AL8ig iviolins * of Mexico. |
numbers: .*Both’ ‘come ‘through sol-- ‘grants to:-states, “the’ “other. sets up...
Flas. did. ‘Ore. Joe Shar
Ore.
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-7T
omunu
i
Jean
-be
the
-first..
major
.film’
producer
VILLAGE
‘GATE.
Thelanius , aedank.
idly, .aS::do: bass fiddler Oliver’ ‘an- independent, arts” agency ~and
Charlie Boe. tiinen &: Tre
“| to lease Space... It: would: also: pro-. Felix.. and. ‘pianist: Ronnie: ‘Dupont: finances it.
_. “SAN: FRANCISCO:
VILLAGE. VANGUARD “Mites Pavis 5.
8
BIMBO'S
465 Phvtlis :Irier: Neopolitan |Lyage a talking. ‘point: by. the-. Fair as -well. as-drummer. Paul. ‘Ferrara:. _. The. subéommittee held: three.
Blossom:
Dearie R;
ime
or the. ‘television. networks::. -and:).- “Mason, on.at end of Show’s: first. days. of ‘hearings on the bills ‘AUB. Sex etre,
| CHICAGO.
:
BLACKHAWK. | “Vinee: Guaralat Tits. |“recoid industries to._exhibif: here. lialf, then: ‘Starting. second ‘half; be-|.29," 30 -and' 31. The consensus was
.BLUE ANGEL
Calvpso Latins :. Ja-~ Ramsev
Lewy. ‘rio
: Besides: its ‘impact:“on. other sec-|. ‘gan. ‘slow.-but ‘had: the. ‘crowd: with: ‘that the. Humphrey. -bill, represent:
“CONDOR. “Viekr, Fiaser, | Berbie “Burns §
msiea . Slint
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Jimmy “Lara.
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*Fgtfe
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ofOpen Sa Giovanni?
Ths Parrty Groups, Agents on Limb

Lyet-Propelled Tucker”
“Richard - “Tucker. who. is‘ one .

“Thmat Ne
.all To
The ‘touring. production: of “My +=

:Fair: ‘Lady,”. which Has’ ‘been. play:
"Ing major. cities “since going out CoastProducer
'4n March; 1957; will be redesigned.|:
_ for-a bus-and:truck’ tour of mostly}.
“< spplit-week: ‘stands beginning: next]:

61

|Coll
| :-of. soloists “next: Sunday .oT

“|

when

Philharmonic : ‘Hall - une] -

-+ ceils’ in’ Manhattan’ will:-sing
Mahler's: Eighth -in_“the pano-

- “Tamic ‘opening. séction.. This’
Jan” ‘offbeat:

Secks

"$32,498 for ‘Story’:a

os
‘Los ‘Angeles, Sept: 18..
..
Franc:
‘Sennes,
.
operator
‘of
the
|.
The’
‘Musical
will
end.
its.
- January:
_._prime-time ‘tour ‘Jan: -5. in Boston, ‘Moulin. Rouge; is’ nanied. defendant a
*:.°,
Jt -will then. convert -to a motorized ‘ina claim. for .$32; 498. made by-|: -*
“operation for a. Jan. :9: opening vat-[-Monteles... Productions .-ANC:; in’ a|- “.
Court “ suit. »“Complaint
the Memorial Auditorium, Wor ces~ |Superior

+

display”. “by:

{e Tucker: . typieally°- identified |
So With ‘the. Italianate: repertory.

z Me
akeNew Move to.Save

Pucker ‘sings with the Chi- |. _ .

cago: and Tulsa. operas ‘and. on™ J)

The. closing of “Bravo: Gio-.
.} vanni”. Jast. Saturday night (15)| after: 11 performances of a re-

stand
Belasco. Theatre, Wash: : suined
Theatre, NOY,

‘Washington, ‘Sept. 18:

“Firestone. Hour’: Oct. °.14)”

at the Broadhurst
has added fuel to a
complaint ‘of Broad-

longstanding
A minor groundswell’ has. begun | way
‘theatre party agents.
It’s.
in Congress to save another capi-|
their eontention that they and the
‘tal landmark | threatened. by mod‘organizations. for. which they book
up. for the. big: National Cul--: a
‘The ‘new campai
is:
benefits far in advance of a show's
tural’ Center funds-raiser Nov.) ~ ‘in.
ernization.”
The: Belasco. paign
behalf: of: the
Theati‘e
pro7
[fected
aren't adequately
29° tsee. ‘separate story). =j
on historic’ Lafavette Square, atheter, Mass:
*
: charged: that: Sennes: and10 -John |. : 'Tenor’s 'justin from: Rome.
tected from schedule changes 'pro-:
“The bus-and-truck |fouris beihg ; Does. closed’ a:-deal for Jonteles. to}. ‘where -he. recorded °“Madame.. |ES art the:White House. At the urg- ductions sometimes undergs subsejing of‘ a- “local group that. wants
arrangéd | by: Irving. Squires, ‘com-: | produce” a. tab: version: of.“West... "Butterfly"
quent, to the scheduling. of. parties
- with -Leontyne
te convert the building into. a kid... pany, manager | of. the. Broadway. | Side. Story”: ‘at: AIR, ‘for: vihich’ the’ _Price..
:and in some instances the: actual.
=|es ‘playhouse, three “House mem1 Producer: whieh ends: its ‘record || producers. were fo: ‘Be:“paid $87 000. |.
‘ sale of. tickets..
i:bers:. have’ introduced resolutions.
fain Stéemun" “Sept; 29. Squires :Of this’ ‘amount, $54:502. has. heen |.
In the case of “Bravo.” the mu-.
5
| to-‘that. éffect.
Les “says. that’: the motorized. .presentac ;‘paid, according: to the.suit.Reps. Emanuel Cellex (D-N.Y,), ' sical suspended performances last
tion Will ‘be. physically -as” large” as] ; Sennes. -denies: tHat.’ “he: “ow es:
>| July 14 after running nine weeks.
John. “Dowdy | ‘D-Texas) and. Car“Gts-“Yoad-.“predecessor, ‘with \-néw ‘ Monteles” ‘Productions ‘anv- ‘Balance:
| at Broadhurst ‘Theatre, N. Y. It re4 yxoll Kéarns: (R-Pa.) -have all: esecenery. specifically ‘designed for on the ‘deal. to produce “West Side:
f opened ‘Sept. 7 at ‘the. same house,
. poused ” the .causé of antiquity. as-:
eplit-week. bookings. and motorizéd.; ‘Story;”4 -chich, opened: Jast. June 28.
{but during its layoff .announcevargued. by. the Childrens Theatre of
hauling: by Probably: four over sized; ‘for.-a. scheduled. six-week, run,. but.
ments were made that it would
> closed. ‘after.five, .dué .to poor biz:Washington, a’ civic: group -under
trucks..
1 subsequentally move to: the. Win:
- A. company. of 85. including per-"j. .Phe: MR ‘operator. said. he. had1.i. “AIL American: a. W hich. folded: on”‘ithe auspices of.the District of Co-} | ter Garden Theatre, changed Jater
lumbia . Dept. ‘Admitting it: is late jto the Broadway Theatre and then.
mo formers; musicians. and. other per-|| aid. -Monteles --in--full,-a tetal of
m | ogaa Tast: May .26 .after. a: 10:
_ sonnel Will” ‘travel ‘in. ‘thrée™ “buses. : -$81.000;. for ‘the latter's: chores on
Tin: the. session to hope for passage
week
run
-at™
the
Winter.
Garden.|
ithe 54th:Street Theatre.
.
!The ‘cast will. be. the ‘same:as that.;:=the’ production. :
of the resolution, Dowdy said hearTheatre, _ represented. a. ‘loss __“of.
Organizations | which
hed
F)
ings: Would be held, probably by |
.
now appearing in .the. touring. pre- |.
| ranged prior to the. original epen+ Sa79,521° ‘on- ‘a, $472.000:iny estment.:
1. géntation, which begiris.” “a: five
| his ° subbconimittee. |
o
,
ing for ‘benefit shows for: next
-the’- capitalization; *” $242 000
wt "performance. stand: tonight “(Ww ed.)
represented the .limited: _partner- |= =
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at. the “Capitol--Theatre, ‘Salt. ‘Lakeinofified: by the partv agents of the
ship.. ‘contribution: ;: while: $230.000+
City, ‘With’ Ronald Drake. and Cary: |
-{various: house changes far the. muLwas in_the form of.a' Ioan from Co-|
- ‘Jirie Dixon’. costarred..::
(Sieal as. they were announced, That.
+ hamnbia Records, which released ‘the }
The: motorized “unit” is.
é pregently |

-prior. to. joining. ‘the -Met. ‘forhis 19th season. He’s also lined :-

79 57]Deficit-

On ‘AllAmerican’

are

SeeDawson City.
(ty
Festival Reprise;

“Y Booked' through: next. Aug.:10,:and|.
-other™ dates through: ‘the. end. of |
°1963. are probable. Saniuel: “Biffy

- Liff'-and. Jerry Adler, production ’|’

0G Foxy"Gross

ivvyonFanny’Sy

|original east album: of the musical mt

Linvolv ed:

‘Has Paid$837,318)
So Far on 2756

mailing expenditure. for

the .agents..
Several. of the or ganizations ‘wanted ‘‘to- eancel their commit-.
‘ments on the theory that they had
originally. agreed to take the show.
at..the Broadhurst and’ not at’ an-

The Ray. Bolger-star rer -was pro= |
duced: ‘by- Edward. Padula, ‘in ‘aSsOciation with Li. Slade’ Brown. . As |"
neral partiers’. ‘6f*.the?-venture, |.

“stage managers for. the musieal in:
Dawson. City,. ‘Sept:
| gene are ‘responsible. for. liabilities"
New. York, will: supervise the two- |’
oe. day : setting up-” of: ‘the. ‘bus-and: |:“Foxy,” the: Dawson: City Gola in’ excess of. the :‘show’ S. éapitaliza‘Bush
:.
Festival”
-musical
“starting
‘tion? Besides. its ‘Joan;|-which «was:
-"".. truck...Eroduction .-in --‘Wore ester.

other house..

However,

‘with the.

“Fanny.” ; which - David Mer rick i closing. of the. Show -no. test of.
|‘Lahr; play ed. to 8.553. persons. -repayable’ ‘out of: possible. -profits:.
“2. duetion-: ‘$tage-‘managers for -the:’ in. seven- weeks,. operating: at’ 42°7 Columbia also.” footed “$21:279"° of -'‘and: ‘Joshua’ Logan coproduced., on this argument was made.
during. the 1954- 1955 |. Seme of the groups: “presumably
; capacity in the: reconstructed’ Pal=: the New’ York advertising - bill, it’s |, Broadway
- “current road. presentation.
; Season, ‘made- ‘another ‘profit dis--|:
-ace
Grand:
Theatre;
At
grossed
over.
Continued on: page: 68)
A -few.of the’ bus- and- truek. dates :
|disclosed: in an Aécoynting. state”
“tribution Jast ‘month of -$3.547.°
nient::
. will run-a: full week. or: longer..and:$40. 000.
That:
brings
‘the.
total
.
payoff:
on:
—
“That's:
“Sevedled.
by.
Festival.
c0-.
7. an’ “occasional itv -“previously:
\.‘The: riusical.. an.. adaptation” ‘of |
Tenet played by the: present: road: produc i‘ordinator-. Frank ° ‘Fingland; - Who 4 ‘Robert. Lewis. Taylor’ ‘s novel, “Pro-. the musical: fo:$837, 378.to date. An_
| equal split of the coin. between. the
hS8ays the nion-profit Festival ‘Foun- |
“Fodorsky;”.

. Theg-also-served-as cansulting pro-<Bert

KC. Starlight Musicals
Had Biggest B.0. Season;
‘Strouse and. lyrics by. Lee Adams, :
-152°¢-on
their’
‘$275,
000
investment.
|.
-Mext.summer when it -plays. the.ert: W. hitéhead.- & Stanlev. Gilkey, cost °$366;054-- to: produce. -An: ‘GpSt:Louis Drew 656,495
: Greek. ‘Theatre from. July: 1+13. mai cho Ayill: do” ‘it’ for” Broadway’ as: |erating loss: of: $68.666- on ‘a: fiver’ “The ‘musical,- “based on Marcel:

With book: byj
-rights: fessor :
and the backers: gives:
“awhieh ids, had Lady"? three times}i dation owns 1212 Co. of the Rob- MeI:: ‘Brooks, ‘music © “by ‘Charles {management
!the -latter- a. Yeturn: ‘of :more than|
s
er
uc
alt eady, will get:the. ‘musical again: 7 to: * ‘Foxy’ held’ by. prod

tion will-be-ve-visited: Los Angeles,

Y

Pagnol’s.. ‘trilogy, “Marius,” | “Fan-',
Kansas City. Sept. 18.
lweek tryout in :Philadelphia, .plus
“and “Cesar.” has ‘a book. by | The. Starlight Theatre's 1962 sea-.
| New’. York ‘pre-opening : ‘expenses :' S.'N: Behrman and Logan, and mu-:
“simost
i
of.
Fingland
‘also- ‘says it's..
$56-285, brought™ ‘the ‘total. tab-’sie and ‘lyrics, by :Harold. Rome. The !son included eight productions play. definite” that - the: Festival- will- go |
(ing a. total of 11 weeks, was the bect.
‘to -$491,005 ‘to.0. the. ‘show, on -production,
in “which , Ezio. . Pinza. ‘summer series in the 12 vears. of
on: next.suminer. The complete .-fiBroadway.
,
'.
and
Walter.
-Slezak
_eostarred
for
‘ nancial. report on-the. operation: is
an “On-its New. Yorke:stand. the.show = most. of its I11-week. Broadway run, outdoor’ musical presentations. A
cue in’about: a ‘month.
| had~ : 1X" ‘profitable: “weeks |and four _ subsequently: ‘toured with . Italo. preliminary audit indicates a gross
t Josing. ‘stanzas for a. total. oper ating : Tajo’. and’ ‘Billy: .Gilbert' as head-. about..15°7- above last. year's $696.‘060. probably enough to pav off all
_fprentof -$14.964. --Additional..rev- lliners,
“A. Far’ Country,’on which . played |
The --bulk*“of! intome in
ue of $415,-less closing expenses: ithe. latest distribution: was derived: indebtedness io. the underwriters.
only.- Los. - Atigeles and” San. Fran“of $3;895 brought” the. loss’ on the! from stock. presentations during ;| The record .gross comes from rec= » isto for: five: weeks* in: 1961: fol-|"
ord.” 462.000 attendance.
°
';venture,’ _according ‘to."a July" 23 the: year ended: last: July 31-.
.-» Jowing: ‘the ‘conclusion -of its, Broad:
Buffalo: Sept:. 18.- "audit. to-. the: $479:521 ‘figure:. J. y° Phe ‘overall. profit’ on, the’ ‘venture - The Nonprofit. “Starlight > has
“way run, will. beésent:on the ‘road|
‘Maurice’ S. ‘Breyer. a local: mer. again’ this. season... Fhe Roger: L.4 - Buffalo: Which: has. been ininus:: Minimum’ royalties Ww ere paid to”: includes - substantial. revenue from: chant and civil leader, as presi-.
Stevens-Joel |“Schenker :“production, jtouring Tegit: shows for: several-sea-. ifthe authors-for the first. four. weeks ‘thé sale. of the film-rights. to War- dent. The. theatre has formerly hzd
in. which: Kim Stanley, Stet en: Hill: Sons, . is.-eruipting -with -sémi-pro’| -of the Philly. tryout. Their’ regular “ner- -Bros., which dropped the .mu- |seven: seasons in the black and. five
and. Sam’ Wanamaker. were. origi- stage ‘aetiv: itv: The Studio Theatre|: ake was 812% of gross, Which they -: sical. format, for.‘the ‘picture: ‘Ver-.lin- the red. A cumulative debt of
Nally -costarred,“willopen “its. new" iwill- inaugurate: its-.36th -year with! wai ed on the last three’ weeks. ‘of:Sion:
+ $154: 000.. Which existed four years
“tour Oct: 24 at. the Play house, W Ae 2“The-Fantasticks” this. month,: “and-: ithe. Broadway run: Joshpa:’ Logan, |
| ago. “was sliced. last year to lecs
1
follow:
in
October
With
.
Brecht's
|
‘wwho:
vias
in
‘for:
3°
of.
the
gross.
miington. .
oes
j than.°$31.000. -The’ 1962 -take will
-: Viveca. ‘Lindfors -Ww‘inl. prrobably || “Good. Woman -of Setzuan;””’ ‘to be .ag. director,. and: the. ‘producers, '
t only cover the pledges of dusistar ‘in. the: role originated by’ “Miss. , directed ‘by Stuart: “Vaughan.. The. who Were: in. for’ 1% ‘Of tlie ‘gross;
nesemen guarantors. but also pay
© Stanley: in the Henry, Denker. play... iNew. ¥ork: author-stager. will spend . also. waived._their: percentages: fhe|
“off $45,000 worth of new. pergolas.
Besides: “Country,” 'Stevens. ‘will " six. Ww eeks. in:Buffalo:on this. assign-. ‘Jast:three’ weeks’. of. the New York |
-- London, Sept: . ‘18.
erected last spring.‘also be: involved in ‘the: -presenta-- » Tent. and. will: ‘deliver, a-series. of ;«stand. Salaries: were: also: reduced: | “Boned. Bart. librettist-ly ricist-| Chief among.the factors contrih‘lectures: on: the: ‘drama to loéal [during that: per iod:.”
.
‘tion. this “season of: at least twoJurncheon: ‘and. omen's’ ‘clubs, . ‘and . In: addition,-“to™ his’. percentage’, “composer ‘of -“Oliver.”“Blitz” ‘and. uting to the big ‘year. were good
“other... new: -. oad ‘vehicles, 2 “The
hefty’ attractions,
also © conduct:.a, public. ‘seminar ‘on:deal, Logan got a $5.000:. stager’ s “Lock “Up: Your: Daughters,”. all} weather: some
‘Caretaker Pp"? ‘and:. “Oh - Dad... ‘Poor
“theatre. production and: direction.
attractive shows
plus :‘$150 weekly’. ‘office: ex-. iestablished”. West’. End: hits, has and generally
is “Dad, “Mamima’s. ‘Hung: ‘You:in ‘the . The Statler Hilton’ will present ‘a:Fee,’
;produced. The season opened with
.-pense.: : ‘Fiat. was besides the man- || about. half. finished: a. fourth. ‘Mu‘Closet and T° m. Feeling So Sad.’
i sical. .The -new. work -is ‘based onla. two-week ‘hooking of
“Music
“Joeal: production” ‘of “Little Marv *
$350. weekly.office: Exe
. “Caretaker,” a. ‘British ‘import: :Sunshine” during, September as -a tagement's:
“The :‘Hunchback. of Notre Dame.” ,Man.”? plaved “Around ‘the Waitd
; ense.
;
was -eoproduced™ on Broadway. by}*
dining auxiliary in its: Rendevous |
‘and: the ‘adaptor says: that the pro- jin 80 Days” for two weeks. in mid-“*. Stevens, ‘Frederick’ . Brisson. a nd —. Room ‘supper club and will- follow. : The. ‘staiement™ on...thie: Venture |{
duction: will-., probably. be even | season: and closed with |“Bye Bre
Gilbert" “Miller. The. three: -charac-:. it with similar.: ‘musicals, - The- ‘Al- |“also rey‘eals income fos production: more. lavish: ‘than “Blitz.” * -Birdie” for two weeks, all. cong
credits of $2;000 from Pan Ameri-:
ter offering ‘play ed a 21-w eek: Main! ; bright-Knox -Art ‘Gallery: will-pre- j
| ‘The. fact that the. Victor. Hugo’ well ‘at: the boxoffice:
tean: Airways |and’ $2:500° from. AdStem. ‘run. With: Donald: -Pleasance: '*sent:. four- productions,
-* novel: tias” already been_ ‘done as.a!
starting’ /miration ‘Cigars...
The season and all-time. tep
x Robert. Shaw: and ‘Alan’. Bates ‘Co-. with. Wilder's ° “Plays. of. Bleeker j
“Major Hollvw ood: film. ‘starring the!gross. was the. Carol Burnett shot:
Starr
€d®
The:
touring:
production:
of
Street”. starting. Octy.16.
‘Tate - Eon. -Chanev, doesn't worry | with. $108.779 in one. week. Oniy
“>the -‘Harold’ ‘Pinter
“play, “opening . “Meanwhile, ‘a. number of:‘$lage:
Bart. “whe. notes. that “Oliver” -is a.j two. Shows were in the red. “Blase:
“Oct... 16. at’ ‘the-‘Sombrero, Theatre:”.- projects. are coritinuing:. ‘The Hotel
“musical
treatment : of
“Oliver som. Time” “because of the season's
Phoenix;- Avil? have .. a: ‘east. coms.y Richford’s arena -:‘theatre. ‘is -cur=
[Twist. a : and: -the Charles.: Dickens (:
only. rain-out.. and ‘ ‘Fiorello. * Ans
iCentinued om, pase: 6a
‘rently © ‘presenting’ “Streetcar.
iniovel was . also’: previously -pro-.other item. “Mexican
Holiday.’
, Named Desire.” ‘Walden -Playhause’ | ‘The: Fist of: tryout: -easualties: for .‘duced: in. picture ‘form: - with Alee imported'.in. its entiretv. wes..a
i.‘is offering. an original produetion . the. -1962-63 “season. “thus. far. .ill Griinness. as Fagin:
'. boxoffice surprise, although hezvy
oP of “Drummer, Dwarf. and.. Doll.” |Satirdan from :two-to four next? “‘Tfunchhack": ‘will. probably - ‘be. transportation, costs. made it only
| ATso. Cheektowaga, Amherst, ?East|‘Saturday 22), ‘Scheduled. to :-fold ‘ done ™‘on Broadway before London. [ee
‘Continued on:page €67)
“Aurora, ‘Lackawanna ‘and. Batavia; this’ week: aie:“Banderol’.and “Get .Séan - ‘Kenny.: who. désigned
the ;
Play ers .are’ all Projecting: fallpers.on Board—The. Jazz. Train”*' ‘Bani- - scenery. for.““Oliver”and ‘the Spec-.
« deral, * the’ ‘Dore- Sehary :-drama: tacular production ‘of °“Blitz.” will.
“London, Sept: 18.. for mances..
‘Aci‘oss- thé:border: Prudhoinnie’s Ss+aboiit. Hollywood. :will ‘close: ‘in provide. the: settings for the new f.
The run: of:“School. -for' Scaridal” at the Haymarket: has: heen’ extend, -| Garden Center. -Theatre,. ‘at. Vine- Y Philadelphiay . and’ “Jazz” Train, . show. i
-ed. Yor the second :
lime. ‘and. will! Jand,: ‘Ont., is- rounding ‘out. ‘a.“sum-: : the‘all-Negro revue, will’ shutter in }
"Kansas City, Sept. 12.
Now end. on: NOY.
- Fhe’ London | mer: ‘SCasor. with “Mister” Roberts”. , Toronto: where. thev are ‘current.
f The =‘Theatre. Giild- American
ic Square
” company: -18- “scheduled tor: 7: 16-": ‘and: the loéal Welody Fair tent will}
“‘Bandérol": was to. have. opeiied:.Toronto ‘Civie
ith“The: W orld“on ‘Broadway ‘Oct: 9 at ‘the’ Miusie |. .
Theatre’ Society iil offer. a ccrieés
“week: : ‘American...’ -tour.. including: close. -this month
‘Drops Legit for Films: ‘of
four. plays in ‘the 1962-63. sezcon,
--:. Philadetphia., -Detroit’ and”: ‘Toronto: of Susie. W ong:" A *
Bete ‘and. "Jazz. Train” Was: “sched- Vs
_ Yoronto: ‘Sept,. ‘18.- : opening Oct. 1 Rith “Carnived
before ~ ‘Broadway; -where, it. wil
uled for-a Jengthy tour with a New i
ie
ry play six. weeks.
2) Xork opening - ‘planned: for the: “The CiviiC Square- Theatre: for- featuring Carla Albershettn.
. There. will, ‘be:major: existclranees:
' spring.-of|1964; “The prior. ‘tryout. nerdy the Casino, long a burlesque Usubseription “hays will play the.
‘Winter. at. Abingdon, Vva.lolderdos- were. La’ Belle.” W hich ' house, ‘has: rev erted’ to foreign: art. -Music:. Hall under the. bariner af|
Out: 15.. Gwen
Efr ‘angoon-“Davies:
. succeeds. Margaret. -Rutherford - ‘as
.,
., Abingdon; Va.. Sept. 18.: ‘collapsed’ “In: - Philadelphia,” and films.’:sincé “Harvey Hart’ and ;i Theatre Entcrprises. w« Jee Ane
—
_
i
Mrs: -Candour’ and: Geraldine. ste: |- The :30-year- old. ‘Barter. Theatre | .Fhere : Must? ‘Be: a Pony.” A hitch. Anthony (Ferry: ‘avant - ‘garde play ; tonelle.
‘Ewan replaces.” Anna - “Massey . as will have” its: first. -Minter ‘season |suit -alter’ a .stock toi. “this ‘can « producers, have -‘decided to:vaeate t Other: items scheduled Jagd de
‘Lady Teaile. Richard Easton, .who’ ‘this vear:--Seven :shows- will he; | celling- scheduled. hookings iH,Pisil- the premises “after: two Months of:; “Mary, Marv,’ “aaith a compary m-*
.]égit.
.
Gperations, “They. sre looking. ‘cluding: Lee Boy nian. Patricia.
. took: over for Jolin. Nevillé ‘as ‘Jo-"; ‘presentéd:- Out. of lown:-and- then |ry and New-York.
, “fora smeHer theatre. ©
* seply Surface. Jast, ay, “WILL. Swit¢h.. -play :{ivo- week, engagénients: “here: *
; Smuth and John Laseil; “A Shot.in.
Sol" B. “Allen: of Premier. Operat:! the. Dark.” with Annie’ Faige; and
-. to the :role-of Chat les. Surface’ and‘
In.the. past. the ‘group ‘has. jaken‘| ; ” Patri¢al Ripley: wil: ‘appear: int
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oval will. lay. Joseph: Surlace.- ithe entire, “winter” seagun.
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O'Keefe Season Almost AllBoked:
What's That Q.T.March Situation?

' ChesterMorris to.‘Star

In Bway. “Tender. Hee?’ A
“Chester” “Morris

ae

to esit

“will star on]...

: Broadw ay this season:in a. bipduc: whe
‘tion’ |“of “The. Tender. Heel,” a |
#:_/a gomedy
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- Toronto,
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‘

Sept. TB: +
:
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to
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yy.
Miranda’
Td" Ancona. :and.- Audrey . Hilliard.
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Ottawa, Sept; 18:

Grants totalling $166,900: 1
Rosalinde Faller Tours: “made ‘last ‘week -by: the. Canada“.
to 10. Jegit groups: in: Monvacancy: sae ae. ienieh has ‘Sub for:Anew: ‘McMaster :? “The. plas is:.
‘The Australian Sticks‘Council:
i to:‘be ‘produced ‘in. :
“treal, Toronto ‘and: ‘Winnipeg. ‘The oe
"hee

|

no- 5Wm.- Marshall as: Othello, j chove budgeted. the’ ‘venture, at.
shart roa ts hang ap tere nae

“Victor Borge
opening

this

week

as the}

‘ertry’ -of. ‘the ‘semester;

.

Dublin, Sept, 18.."* San ‘Francisco, : ‘wheré “the-’pro-

‘Melbourne,. Sept. 18:.

-arts-sponsoring

.agency: is.
| overs :

William. “Marshall, “Negro. actor... ducers. -figute.. ‘the production ‘ex-.| : ‘English actress" Rosalinde. Fuller |: ment supported.
Othello . in. a, NY. ipenses .will--Be- half of What ‘they. is. touring Australia

with her: one=..
Will
“Phe * Crest” Theatre, “Péronto: “>
of the seascn with a saread of pre} Shakespeare: Festival’. revival in’ -wauld ‘be-in’ ‘New York. _The.show. woman show,’ “Masks and’ .Faces.”oe opening: its 10th season, gets: $25;-.
of*
dramatized
‘
stories:}
consisting.
ina
role:
samewill:
open.
Nov.
19°
at
‘the
“Curran.
do.-the
will
-1958..
;
touring
regular,
Broadway {ry.outs,
000: ‘for: “productions. - of -- “Look
‘productions, longhair presentations |Dublin” ‘Festival production. ‘open-.' Theatre’ and’ after’ =a. “four-week | taken from’ Dickens; Henry James, Ahéad,” a miusic¢al‘by Len: Peterson
a
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Dostoevsky
*
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:
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York.
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.24:
Sept.
and
otter offerings. ....‘The. -house’.ing:

continee through: the. balance |-Who. played

be. available ‘during the: i McMaster, who |died of a heart atmeasitir. of .May. for tse -by local « tack Aug.. 24:
Charities anid institutions.
Tago. will be. played by ‘Michael’
Openin> a two-week pre- Broad- ! MacLiamimoir. and ‘Hilton ‘Edwards”
way stand at the Spot: next. Monday is staging. After.the Dublin Festi- F
(24. will be “Beyond the Fringe.” |val, the production isset to,tour. 15:
which Alesander H. Cohen is pre- !. European. cities.
senting in association. with‘ Andrej
_Marshall .has.-played: iri Dublia.
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“before, .appearing with McMaster |
York
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for
the ;‘in. Ibsen's
“When. ‘We. .Dead?
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‘commissioned. by.the.council; Ber--: .
‘‘nard Shaw's “Arms ‘and the Man,”
“three: and -a “half “months: she" ‘al-'f.
Jean Giraudoux’:““The: Enchanted”, ve
J.ready has: covered -much-: of .the
and’ “Who'll Save ‘the Plowboy,” "a
..| back. cotintry of New South. Wales;play. ‘done last year .off-Broadway.
} Queensland: “and. ‘Tasmania,.- and:
Other - grants ‘included.. $32; :900
“currently is playing: in, Victoria:
Miss |“Fuller” ‘has. ‘been. prought., to: thie nine-year-old: touring..Canas--

(On‘Medium Rare’:

‘here by. the British’ Arts: Councik: |dian” Players .:including:-$7:500
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| After: Aussie, she'li spend a-month. “pay --Mavor *Moore..’ ‘as.- per manent...
executive’ producer; $35, 000 ‘to: the.
“Chicago, Sept. 18. tin New. Zealand giving recitals and |
will. do-likewise ‘an visits”to. Fiji, ‘Theatre: du: ‘Nouveau —‘Monde... ‘of
O'Keete, will be represented. at’ Awaken" “at:‘the: Gate Theatre last‘: “Sodium: Rare,” the’ - Robert ‘Mauritius and. ‘Kenya...
! “Montreal; $30,000. to’ the”“sémi-pro
; Weiner-produced”. reviie’ Ww hii ch(he house again -as producer, later. “year.
Manitoba’ Theatre ‘Centre, of Win-..
' Back: in. London «“just: before |
| closed. June. 10: after nearly’ a-two-.
in the season With “At the Drop of * ~
nipeg; :$15;000 each. to:the. Theatre
vear:.run -at the- Happy Medium‘ “Christmas; - ‘Miss Fuller: hopes. to. de Rideau Vert ‘and-the Compagnie
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pre-Broadway ‘stay ‘of two-to, three’ news -last. week. First: when- they |“ers, grossed ‘$680, 112. from:. admisg
weeks . Thé Cana‘lian. Opera goes; declined. a bid to attend :the ,open-. jsions. It-ran. 10112 weeks and. gave |: “Helen. Menken: has- resigned ‘as ,‘We
|
Don’
tHave:to:Sell
into the house cor three weeks |ing’ next Sunday. (237 of Philhar1.210-*performances (two. per: day) | presiderit’of ‘ttié. American: Theatre|
-atong="|
Manhattan,
‘Hall!-in‘monic
Oct. 15. and the touring
starting
at the 343 seat’ theatre-cabaret.:"" :|Wing.: ‘Fhe former’ ‘actress, who. ~ London or. Paris, So. .
!""
company -of “My Fair Lady” begins i side’ Governor ‘Nelson ‘Rockefeller
oe,
27
“a three-week return. stand Nov. 12. :of New. York. whose. ‘brother: John. -“Pit-It in Writing,”an’ “original: sireceeded ‘Helen Hayes-.as. Wing}.
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. Pershing. Auditorium, Lincoln

‘yerTete

Manipal Autom, RaneCi

- Coliseum; Denver we
: ‘Cow Palace, Son Froncisce
“: : Sports:‘Aieno, Los Angeles.
a7

- Spokane. Coliseum, Spokane.:

Feb: 11. Lyao

7 Mor, 5-9:

.

Exhibition Farurn, Vancouver

Memorial Areno,. Victoria

Winnipeg
Areno,
. Winnipeg
$1, Poul
Paul Auditorium,
$6,

‘Feb. 26-Mar,3

‘War Mesiorlal, ‘Rochester

‘Sports Areng, Long Beach

31-Fe
Jan.
Feb, 410
“Feb. 18-24.

Stadium, Chicage .
. Arena, $. ‘Levis .

°

‘Jan: 16-22.

ot

gate

— _ - Washington. ‘Coliseum, ‘Wenkington

.
|Feb. 7-20

“Nov. 20-25~

Bée. 17-22". >:

7 the: Arena, :New Haven.

don.: W723

_ dane Ae 6

fee ‘Arena, Dallas.
‘La. State Foir, Shreveport
doe Freeman Co.iseum, San Anitenio
Coliseum, Odessa, Tex.
|. Ector Co.
Civie Auditerium, Albuquerque

Dec. 6-15.

|

.. Boston Gorden,2 Boston

ao

Jon. 7-16: -

Mar, 11-24

Christmas. Vatation

7

=
Fair Park Colissum, Lubbock, Tex.

Far Coliseum, Amarillo, Tex,

Oct. 6-21.
: Oct. 24-98
* Oct ‘31-Nov,4.
Nov.6-11 |“°°
Nov. 13:18
2
* Nov: 26-00e.2

Coliseum, Charlotte -.

27:Jon:
Dee.
Oe

foul.

x
'
‘Wicca

_ Civie Center, Baltinore

Nev. 27-Dee.9

“Dec; yt 16.
Der. 17-25:

=
cee.

‘Sports Arena; Port Huren; Mich, |
Sam -Housten Coliseum, Houston.
‘State. Fair. Co!: seum, Tulsa

Sept. 29-0c.3

.

re

. RPLField:House, TAN. Ye

Aug. 20-26:

|

og

Madison Squcre‘Garden,New York.iy
Aug. 29-Sept. W6Arena, ‘Philedelphie |
“The?
‘Sept: 18-30

far: 226-31
“Apr. 2-7. oa
Apr. 9-14 ao
Apr: 16-21

Pee) Apr. 23-28 :

* Municipal Auditorium, Sioux City

Y:. of 1. Assembly. Hall; Champaign
Auditorium, Kitchener; ‘Ont.

Mesias, Seahery O

Memorial

“‘Reberts: Mun. Stadium, Evansville
U- of W. Field House, Wichita”
Holy. Week (Rehectsais: in. Kensos City}
Barton. Coliseum, Little. Rock, Ark.
“will Rogers.Coliseum, Ft, Werth.
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Wedmentay, September 19,
1 1962,
‘Millar have. ‘done™ ‘aiother
| ‘Don't
t Tell‘Helena’ Tuner Ronald.
adaption. ‘Of ..a.. C..P. - Snow novel:

|‘sound. ‘and. ‘the entire experiment is an interesting: though not veryy
Tried Out iin Melbourne: “The New Men” ‘seems: potentially. stimulating, legit occasion. *ae
| Rich."
‘Melbourne; ‘Sept: 18.. _\lesg. boxoffice than .“‘The Affair,”.| *.
A Tocally written: musical, “Don’t:“| but. ‘still. ‘worthwhile’ fare for. the |
Tell Helena,” had a: four-day try-: theatregoer. who enjoys erudite
out: last week: at: ‘the Russell. St. |talk ‘and: smooth acting: The theme,
walking
‘into
a
blizzard:
his.
father.
Bre: aking. Point,
“Of Fred. Ginger.
Theatre: The’ show; a: collaboration ‘however, . is somewhat: -old. ‘hat,'!
‘turns
up,
suspecting
‘murder:
The
‘London, Sept. “6.
-by two: young “Aussies, Don. Battyé -being. concerned.with the. threat: of.
°
London, : Aug. 30...
:
author
keeps
the
solution:
bubbling
|:
Prodai tions {td
presen:
Pst‘. Bretse
Raval.Shakespeare ‘preséntation (by ars
Peter. N. Pinne. is.set in the nuclear’ -warfare--. which :‘has’ been.
Lation.” st fo threat sty scenes) drama ,-adroitly . enough,. but there is.. one:| and
4
Yangement- “with .-Michael-’ ‘Codran) . of.
the
theme:
of?
numerous.
previous
by. Wells ten
Fairchild - Staged: by John
_7[. drama. in two- acts. ‘four’. scenés)’ by. ‘Fred.
Which. is ‘a-.give- |:cosmetics: . department: Of, a Tocal: “dramas:
Borcoa. decor. Nokman Smuth. ‘Stars ‘Joha . ‘fatal. omission
: store,
re “‘Waison. ‘Staged by William" ‘Gaskill;.‘set-”
Cae,50n Paul MEAsstic. Robert’ Bedtty: f2a- |away. to! ‘the. practised: student. of |
-There:
aré
three
‘main.
points
‘in|
tings, Stephen . Doncaster. “Opened =Aig.:: .:
“The same team: had a‘--musical:
teres Ee ert Ayres). Derek R: sds, “Mich reli ye‘hodunits.
|
al

| if

Infanticide. in.the:
omens: =

ee So

| staged last year ‘titled “All ‘Saints| ‘The ‘New Men.” One is the older

Ajtaen won, Barner
Tate Kets Opened: ‘Se pt. .
5. . "52 “af Ui
Lsrie Theatre,
Lond:font

29,

62, ‘at: the -New Arts Theatre. ‘Club, °

“The all niale east: ‘performs, com-. Da¥;’ " which got +a. favorable press |: brother: domination. ‘of. the -younger. | London. Si. 45. -petentls:, nofably John Gregson as but didn't takewith audiences. a {The .others are ‘the. ‘scientist's - ‘Fred Ginger aeees Lele be te ese John Colin
: Sylvia Kay’
Lassiter: |.:.-:,mune
.
“Burn: tt Tae ker
-“struggle over respon- Catrine
ree i conscience
Paul Massie ‘the leader of the gr oup; Paul Mas-_
-Bill ‘Waldrist..
vs Martiii- ‘Matthews
Peter Holt.
we
| ibility. for the. “bomb.” “and: his. Jerry |‘Lassiter:. :
Weiter « and.
Derek. Royle. .sie-, as. an: idealistic
io ohn Nor. mingtoh
Mikes Landeis.
Robett Beatle =
Drs
Gaawsh aww
.., Jolin. Hurt
: Robert Beatty asian .ageing. ex- w ‘ith: the hazards, of:the sshowwridden: compromise. with it. The- question.) Knocker White.pees
toha- Gregyon }
Stevert
(as
.
outdoors : ‘and the: cliche-ridden | boils..down to whéther the bomb’} Charley Are ce eee ge ete Rae a . Ian’ McShane. -°
Michael Arkinson 4; DiOrer: who: thinks he’s: had: it:
Pad
Ovrarston
| Joe : ‘Fellows ea tee
"Peter. Russell:
.
Rick.
Robert Ayres
| should. -be :used,:and ‘the elash* on: i The ‘Duke ;. sees ees
Hlavimoged Forbes
‘Tony Beckley ~
‘1. “Phe featured: actors get: most’ of ev ents..
| the ‘issue. between ‘scientists.. and “Policeman: .
oe
‘Jonathan Holden. ”
the -hetter’ monients and, opportuni-.|."*
T.
Seven ‘in the east. one set. and: a!
-|politicians:
The New Men.
ties: in the. play; howev er. They inreat if uinins pired °“whodunit” plot The. last”‘af:the Seven “plays: pre.
Harold French hag ‘done. a. sturdy-!
S32
top
Daved Esety-

.

,

ee.
tomarervent
©

“

wa

dicee

ae.

[-

i clude | ‘a zany. scientist: played by: |. ; on
yo
London, Sept:. Fh, cis with. the staging, but it takes:a “sented : by: the “Royal- Shakéspeare:.
should: er sure’ a fairly healthy box-- Hentv Sherek: presentation (by -arrangeéi Michael. - Atkinson, - an. ebullient
office tor’ “Breaking -Point.” Bit t
-ment.with the Send-Manor- Trust ‘Ltd.. ‘great deal of time’ pefore the. play. Co. ‘during: ‘its tenancy of:.the “New ©
; cook. played | -by: Derek Royle --and | of a thrée-act .(nine. scénes) drama" by
gathers momentum: -Yet excellent. Arts. Theatre Club: is ‘a peculiarly
sereenplay writer
William Pairs
the’ young’ neurotic: son acted . by: Ronald ‘Millar; -adapted-from C€. P. Snow's —
! acting: keeps .the drama_ moving’ sordid: slice-of-life, excavated. from:
child is obviously. Tooking to even
! Burnell” Tucker. ‘But . it. ‘is -the |. novel. Staged: ‘by. Harold French; decor,’
Michael. j|and: absorbing: ‘Richard. Pasco has'{-well* bélow: the crust. ‘AS. much of.
Hutchinson ° ‘Scott:
lighting,
heaithier: ‘potential film ri:thts for
‘ father, played: ‘by Robert” Ayres: Northen. Stars: -Paul Daneman, Jennifer: |:most of. the comedy. asa scientist |.its:naturalistic. dialog .is composed ..
his slice of. the financial success.
lwith a: tense .‘assurance; “who Te- Wright, .Ernest -.Clark, Richard. Pasco; .
The ‘locale of the: Peter Bridge. :‘mains. in the. Memory even though: features -Peter: Copley,. €harles Kav; ‘Ger-| -dedicated-to the job‘ of. making the |of* four-letter, :words; ‘some. un=
ald:Cross.:Richard Hurndall. Opened. Sept: ‘Dbomb-: work, and:‘he acts.:with the: known
to. D: H.- ‘Lawrence. - the:
presentation | is a hut 20 feet below: |.his role. is’. painfully contrived and 6,
62. -at the’ Strand -“Theatres. London; kind
‘of.. flashy" bravura: which | piece stands.no‘thance ofa trans:

the snow’ on MaeGowran. Island An

$3:15, top...
priedictable. ©
the Canadian. AXretie, It's’ a. novel: ! John Barron: has: Staged the:play Martin. Eliot ..... wee teenson ‘Paul Daneman helps to“ lift the.. play: out. of its./ ter: to- the: ‘West: ‘End for. a commer.
leial run: “Even «if the’: ‘Janguage
Irené, Branskill.« web eeee Jennifer. Wright; ‘more - stolid moments:
enough setting, “but. not entirely4
| with enough. adroitness. to keep:the
* Charles’ Kay”
:Gerald Cross, Peter. Copiey ‘and.|‘were ‘sent ‘for fumigation, author
satisfying
Six’ men are hired. by: . sof2y: patches: moving and ‘to ‘over-. Lewis - Eliot. vidas eee ees -Ernest Clark:
Richard -Hurndall -who - chip in| Fred, Watson ‘Tacks, -constructive..
n'y elec .e ‘Richard ‘Pasco
a tycoon to discover: radium. After |-come: the fairly ingenuous bicker-. Walter Luke
teen
aoe
donee
mo
.on
ree:
vm

Erie

Sir

Sambridge-

Heetor

ob

ee ee ets,

Rose. ces eens.

Peter-.Copley-

with.

incisive’ ‘ performances

~ and. ability’ and: “starts: promising. situa= °°

mdtiy months of claustrophobic tH-.t‘ing that..goes. on. between these Wilson Robert Hartley
‘getherness . they begin to lacerate. ‘adults. ‘Norman. Smith has whipped. Thomas ‘Bevill caaeececes Gerald’ Cross Jennifer Wright, Margo. Cunning- |tions, only: to Jeave them‘dangling. ~”
ham-‘and ‘Nancie Herrod.- ‘do. well in} ‘The action, takes place on‘a “corn
Nora’ Luke’ Leldeas Re cee.
“Nancie Herrod.
each other’ Ss. nerves.
up. a decor that” ‘sug gests an attrac-- Arthur Mounteney. nee“Hamish: Roughead’ ‘colorless. femme: roles"
posite. rooming-housé ‘set, aeccuratewee.
Robert Walker| - ‘Mainly. however,. it-is a nigsht for |
. This is'-sound meaty: situation tive: -apartment. in. Chelsea rather: -Barker.-l¥,.‘byit: dingily,: observed ‘by Sheph-..
Norman -‘Pearson.wane beet ‘Brian Badooefoc a drama. Dut the dialog ‘is not. -than a he-man. ‘outpost. ‘in the Captain
Ernest. Clark:and ‘Paul: Daneénian as: en - Doncaster; :-who makes. clever
Smith ..
Richard: Hurndall
--| Sister. Forbes ;.....)..
over stimttlating. and the play. takes. Arctic Circle.
vee: "Margo Cunningham, the : -elder.: and: younger... ‘brothers: use. of. every inch: ‘of acting area...
too long ‘te. get “moving. One. of
In all, “Breaking: Point” ‘Offers a Scientists Donald ‘Hoath. Peter. Hutton,. They: ‘play. with. assurance’ :and | 4 ‘lonely: man, “separated ‘from “his~
.Peter Mackie, Bruce’ ‘Purchase,
. the expedition is. a young neurotic reasonable evening. out,.but some-|
authority,. ‘but: $ 0.mehow. they
“John, Steiner eo
Wife... and.- finding .:It. difficult - ‘ta.
“sent. bs his financier father to. be where there: must. be: a.‘film: cam- |emerge ‘merely ;as mouthpieces for|
}communicate - with |his .pal:: is.. vis=
| made: a. rivan. He gives all ‘the: eraman. who can: har dly wait. ‘to. get| “Roliowing™ the: ‘suecéss of. “The- ‘erudite. : arguments: whiclt never ited by his worthless.son: ‘who has
athers

enough ©reason.:to’ hate his: out. of »this -'‘all. modern. :onven- . Affair,”the. team. of impresario: ‘quite come ‘to ‘life’ on- the. stage..
‘been. dismissed. . _frony the army.
guts and w hen. he is missing after | ‘fence: chideout".’ and.- get to -Brips:! Henry. Sherek. ‘and _Playwright | Hutchinson. ‘Scott’ 3 decor.is’
Meanwhile, ‘in the’ next Toom,. “a
“frustrated marriage: is héing.talked:
Jicut. She has’ married: a baftled -and

incompetent fellow. for. the- sake-of |
ltheir: ‘illegitimate

child:

He is lazy?<
lover, .. ©
‘the: latter failure being: viv idly. bor: .
onstage.
wee| trayed
and: makés ‘an unsatisfactory

|

* Firsthalf .of the. play establishes ae

oY
,

aR
Rae

° these - ‘relationships, ahd the. plot
| appears . after . ‘the’ -interval.: The.
{returned .son gets .dr unk ‘with ‘two.
| gibbering cronies,: . forcibly °feeds .

| gin to: -the. ‘baby, who’ dies. “The |
play ends -‘with’ ‘the loncly- ‘fatter
I. wondering About! the -‘Feason |of .it
all. oo

‘The script is:crammed With, such

‘detail as Visits ‘to-the avatory,“and |.
even -has.a ‘poetic. déséription

PLA YHO
JN TH = PA
Mere. Mark Richman

2

Ashley=-Steiner. Agency, Taee

:. 555 Madison: Avenue New York, N.Ye-

:

-mrnaiyn ne THinasuer..
“MANAGING DINGOTOR = |
2 PA. OReenwood TATOOa if a
Awast rARMoUNT PARk,PHILA,

°

The: teenage ' debauch;,. ‘for instance, =
“genuinely. - spine-chilling, : “al-: |though ‘the~ horror.” would -.have. **
been’ intensified by tighter writing.
A| The babysitter, ‘who is Atightened
2 BY) away ‘by “the: young thugs, .
a

CAPE PLAYHOUSE —

DENNIS, MASS.

! Your brilliant porférmarice: as.
i Joe Canitwo21 in:
our ‘production of. "THE. BEST MAN* was a most, Happy occasion forall of us here and for all.

am

ard. AW
: Fhe - ‘acting

a

We.are sincerely looking forward to your: quick

is” firstzvate. John:

feColin’ is admirably ‘deliberate ‘and__
taciturn, as- the lonely’ man, Sylvia’.
Kay and John. Normington: Bive. the ....

and: -

married -. couple : eonviction,

of. your many fans |4n Philadelphia. Not only. ‘aid °
this show. prove to. ‘be ‘a tremendous: critical.
SUCCESS» but it also produced ‘one of the...
ighest: grosses ‘of.the: 1962, Seasons 4

‘Many thanks for a truly ‘inspired peitorinatios f

|-splendid support. is: given by Peter”:

| Russell, ‘Martin. Matthew, and-John :
Hurt: .. tons
- Willian. Gaskill’ s direction: ‘is:

| finely’ ‘detailed. concentratés.on the ~

| plodding rhythm of life. rather than
yee [its: illuminating Moments. Ota.”

.Petura ‘to. the Playhouse~{n-the-Parke,

Touring. Shows.”
(Figures: corer: Sept. 16- 307.
isa
Bandero!l tryout) — Forrest, : Philly

corataniy.:

. (17-22, ‘closes.
‘Beyond ‘the’: Fringe . (uryout)<National.
(17-22); . "O'Keefe, Foronto -(24-29).
“Wash.
“Carnival - 2d": ‘Co: J—-Fisher,; Det. “(17 225:
: ‘Pabst, Milwaukee (24-29).
|.::Come
on: Strong. “ryoily —_ “Wilbur, :
. Boston. 17-29),
D’Oyly. Carte Opera’ Ca.Opera ‘House,
‘} Seattle (17-22):.- Jubilee.. Edmonton. (25-2a.
Jubilee, ‘Calgary (28-29)..
.
Fun
Couple -"(tryout)—Plavhouse, - wil: =
| mington (19-22):. Ford’s Balto: (24-29).
‘Get on Board-The :Jazz Train (tr vout)—
Royal: Alexandra: Toronto’ (17-22, ‘Closes)...,
Kismeft—Curran,'“S..
F:
(17-22); Phi. -,
, harmonic. Le A: (24-29); -:
‘Mary; ‘Mary. (2d. -Co,)--Blackst one, CAL ;

“Ethelyn R.: saan
sMangsing 2
Director.»

aS
Fatale

Le

ve

eyesSe

th:

Sil
<fered

2 eu

3

Al 7-29

ecen3

Mary; “Mary” “¢hus- truck) a ‘Orpheum, wes
, Mpls. (17-22); _mostly’ -one-niters ° (24-29).
nn
. _Matter. of: Position (Wi youll — * Walnut, i
' Philly (29¥; =
' oMe: President |iryout——C oloniat.- ‘Bos- ip

, ‘ten: 17-22); National.
My

OTHE DESPERATE. HOURS" 7
DEERTREES.

tae
ee

“il finely: observed :nutcase, who, when”
1 left. alone; ‘mimics: Olivier; as ‘Richis

Dear.Mark?

“WRITE ME A MURDER’: .
OGUNQUIT PLAYHOUSE — ‘OGUNQUIT, “ME:

of a:

~The. observation.-’
| gets©in. the :way. ‘Of the plot, al| though: there are telling: 'moments: fet
child? s- excreta.

ae

-Fair lady.

Lake.. City.

125.29).

THEATER

Wash.
(24-29):
(2d- Co: ar apitol;

119-225;

- Night Life ‘inyout)--—

HARRISON, MAINE.*

°

Oliver

Salt”

Auditor) baa. “Denver...
Locust,

Philly

(tryout): —. ‘Phitharmonie,. L

- (17-22); ‘Curran, SF. (25-29),
:
: Perfect: Setup. (tryvoul?.
: Sombrero,
. Phoenix (18-222. Geary; SF: (G4-29).
Seidman

New.

and: Son

_

(try out)

Haven |.> 19-22);

“22-Shubert,Colonial, ; Boston: °

{24-2902
’. Sound: of Music (2d. Co:_Shinbert, Cht

_ 4:17.39).

“Sound:

of

‘Musié: dbus-triveg a :

Com:

‘BE munity, ‘Hershey, Pa. “OTA: prustty. ‘one-

SENATOR JOE CANTWELL ‘|

"PHILADELPHIA, PA.

‘niters

Step

(24-29).

.

on .a. Crack - (tryout) .—. ‘Haina,

: Cleve. (17-22);

Fisher,

Det. -(24-29):.

welt

Stop the World—I' Want to Get. otf
: tryout)—Shubert,. Philly (17-29)...
- Tehin-Tchin Atryoul, =e: Shubert. New ;
Haven. (27-29).

Unsinkable

. ‘Melty. Brawn. _— Shubert,

| Boston AIT29),

- Wedneeday, September 19):
1962 ‘ o a
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JohnHouseman toStage obs
‘Otello’ for Dallas Opera|

me

ree

LEGITIMATE

ai

John Houseman; -whose director-{.
_Sproducer: ‘éredits. cover. legit; films f° re!

and television; Will. iry grand op-f| =...
era, ‘this, fall. as stager of “Otello” |...”
‘for the Dallas Civic: Opera.:.He’ is f. ~

“ due ‘there’ Nov.-.10- to’. begin “re-}-.

“hearsals of. the. ‘Verdi work, which |opens ‘the season: Nov.’ 30:-at the” ao
-State”-Fair-Musie Hall...
: ‘Besides: “Otello; ” which- wil. also. '
invalye |‘the’ services. of Italian: de-.
signer » Attilio:

Colonnelio, thet:

DCO-‘season will include a double —
™ pill.-of ““Suor -Angelica”’. and.:“Pa-|
gliacci.’” ‘plus “Barber: of|Seville.” he.

Carlo .:-Maestrini, who'll ‘direct.the |.
* double-bill,; for’. which Peter: Hall |
“Javill -be.. designer, ‘will alse. stage’ Les
“Barber,”” designed.. for the DCO 2
.

‘hy Bice Brichetto. ~~ |
we Otello” _will © costar “Mario. ‘del
. Monaco, Ramen Vinay ‘and..Tiva |
‘Ligabue. .Miss Ligabue- “Will: “also {.

-appear with Regina ‘Resnik'in.“‘An--| :

gelica”™ land: ‘leading. . assignments.
jn. “Pagliacci” -Will be played by”

del Monaco, “Manuel Ausenéi ‘and |}

“Richard -Torigi, © “Headlining
in J.
‘“Barber”, will be. Teresa Berganza, |
? Sesto -Bruscantini,. Luigi Alva and:

Carlo Badioli. oa

°

if

“K.‘Starlight
—

Continuéd. from page. 61:——
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bréak-éven:. “and: “Brigadoon”. with |:

gg.
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-8&: $70,000. “Bross, was a Pleasant. one-|; oo
weeker,.
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_
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ot:Leo.in:
the: Black:
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‘St.Louis, Sept: 18
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ithe. Sti. Louis. Municipal Orera |”
ended: ‘its :44th ‘season Sept. -2-in |.

rrrinrreromes
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ha
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*
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ee
7
i
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‘tthe black, -as -usual.”, ‘Total. attendance. for- the 12:“weeks was.. 656.495:1.
for thie “Season, “up 7,869- from. Jast- —

“Season.

jet

--The™ most’ suiecesstul week: Was.
the: finale;. ‘when 71; 700 |‘saw °The.|
Music. Man:”’ “The: ‘second. ‘Hargést he

weekly: attendance was_ 68.881. for f
. “Oklahoma-: 7. “Two of ‘the’ 82 sched: |]

|

--wled':performances~were: rained: we
out this: summer,

.

-"

. The: ‘season- featured

7

—

Op en i
in g

°two ‘pre--|..

New York’s OldestSavings Bank invites YY“and workers iin the neighborhood all the

“Days,”: which: launched the*'season'|
total ‘of 103.335.

‘a

patrons|. °°:

ane 13 perforinances, 5383 eeMolly: ~

| fe

we which drew’44,934 for. the

io

Week-by-week ~“attendanie. - fig- | a

ures were “Around . tne World ‘in | *:. .

80 “Days,” first’ week, .51.162; see]:

formance », 52=
44934: “Pal.
ond. week
ee Danling.
-

es 50,‘

2

at

se

-

,

2

:

A ioe

eae ° Seago: “pigeon Time,”

row.‘Assets, $700, 000,000.
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spook
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:

for
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,$86,482.°

the 44
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7

'
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© presentation,: is: scheduled to ‘re-|

:
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costing just‘S¢.for. any amount. to: $250.

|

you.
‘Our Staff waits
ge :
REN
Oe towelcome

7

Save Where“nt
tPaysto Save’’
yt punided:4 Times a Year.

“Oh: Dad,” currently: Funhing ifin’ oe

New: York as a ‘ Phoenix . Theatre.

Insurancé; ‘Personal. Savings Loans, Send-

4 show business, residents
‘offerspeople in

Far Saarfar :
|. |:
—. Continued ‘from: ‘Page ‘a. _——o
‘prising: Barty ‘Morse,’ John. Rees |”
and “Patrick: ‘Horgan.. °

2

oaingMoney AbroadandTravelersCheques.

“

the:banking. “needs: of the.community,

Ae.

atotalba=]

_‘non--dépositors.include Savings Bank Life

.

7
“:

3

f°

a

pees

Jar “Bargain. Extras’ for depositors and

oo
Today. this modern office; responding. to” For depositors only Savings Bank Checks

7

first week. (six. performances), 59,- eee

:248;-second week, 71,000::.

that’ ‘has: paid. dividends: 143°years” in a

1 oe

Here. thrifty people. will find savings ac-

: ‘counts to fit their individual needs. Popu-

a

-z4-thé one savings bank in allNew York.-

:

ceca

. ard, of Oz,” 56,891;'“Music-Man.”}.

e0ple:to save and has

‘ paid.depositors uninterrupted dividends.

qo

44.787; °“Oklahoma,". 68:881; “Wiz-

Ss

helped2:000; 000

advanitages ofamutual:savings bank.

,

Since 1819:“The. Bank forSavings has:.

-

| oo

:

wee

. you to thepremiere: ofitsnewest office.

,

Darling,” “‘honmegrown.”-St.” “Louis |

.
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“mieres,. “Around. the ‘World-‘in. 80]d

Tt

|
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“Reeounts
Welcome sted \ !$15,000 |

|

|

:

main at the. otf-Broadway . ‘hoiise |
through. Décember . and then ‘play ‘|.
the: : Coast ©.‘as: a Theatre’ Guild-.

» JointandTrustAccounts, $30,000

American’: Theatre? Society: ‘sub- |.
scription: ‘entry. ‘The. :tour ‘is being|

Bo “arranged: for. the Phoenix . by: Ste- }:
-vens,. who., originally “had ©‘the ]
‘Arthur’ Kopit- play. under option
for “Main. Stem- presentation:
“i
“The continuation: of “Oh. Dad". ‘at
the’ Phoenix méans. ‘that - the::“start |.
. Of the regular ‘season..of -névy. ‘plays:

-

ning Dey”

one
FREE ‘GIF T—

ToAllD!epositors _

“at the theatre will be ‘delay éd. The |
first of fourentries now slated to]
“bow cat. the Phoenix between. next |-

Jan. 1-and. June 30 is.to‘be-“The |..
‘Dragon: 2 by Yevgenny -‘Schivarz.. a}
-eonteniporary, ‘Russian playwright. }

“Incidentally, Jo..Van “Fleet.

who] .

Stars..in the ‘Kopit’ play, and: niost: fo

—

of. the’ cast.. will. -probably- Yemain’ |=.

im

with’ the: show Ww hen’ it:‘Teaves New |) u.York. .

:

Yo

“Howeveer,”Barbara Harris. whose.t

featured: performance’ in. “Oh Dad’

|-*

was accoladéd. by critics, isn't Jike+.|
ly, to-remain’ with’ the: production]: .-»

“>-.dué
Reyond:to ‘start:
mid-December.
yeliearsals whett
in-.the.shes"
un
= titled musical: -being:. ‘written by
:. Riéhard * Rodgers and: Alan ‘Jay
> Lerner: The. role. played. by Miss
“Harris- ‘will be-taken. over by” hér
-&tandby, -Melinda ‘Dillon,:when: she

leaves.
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NEW.York's FIRSTSAVINGS BANK

§

e.

~:
‘Main:Office

os
t.

:BANKING HOURS:
“NEW B'WAY. at50th St. OFFICE

Park Av. So:at:22nd si

B WW ay.at50th St. 3rd Av. cat 72nd. St.oe

7 - “BSsway ‘at 86th St. Lexington ‘at 78th St.
Member Fedeyel Denosit |
Insurance ‘Corpeirotion

8:30 a.m. to.5:30 p.m.

_ Monday thru Friday

_
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|Name‘Josef |
Krips Head
| OfSE. Syimph for'63-‘6h

{ photos and ji
resumes: to. above.cade |]
[aress. OF. phone: ‘for appointment,

OUT

OF . TOWN

Compass: ‘Improvisational: “Thea. :
Court. - True. Ellison
- | tre. Producer,” - ‘William

we
Sat. Francis¢o, ‘Sept. 18: :
“Wag. * erroneousiy}.
|
"
Joset:
-Krips,: "60-year-old - cone
Following ‘are: available ‘parts in “upcoming: Broadway... offBroad- Cohen. (235 E. -39th. St; N.Y): identified. in.-last: week’s -out-ofway, and touring skows, as well as ballet,: films, industrial: and” tele-: Equity.” company ‘to ‘play in -Boston |: town: VaRIETY review- of “Come. on, ductor of ‘the: Buffalo Philhar-.
vision shows. All information has been-“obtained ‘directly. -by. the] early. fall. Seeking’male and -fem- ‘Strong’: as Sue Stewart; the naine |monic, has ‘been named. conductor. ...
VaRIEtTy Casting Department: by: ‘telephone calls, aiid has. been re- t'me- with or*without’ ‘improvisational’. of .the~ ‘character she’ portrays. ‘jny and. musical -diréctor.* of: the -San;..
--1Francisco
‘Syniphony, . effective for
|
5
checked. as: of noon yesterday-(Tues.}il
0.
- experience. “Mail: photos and~ res-|. the:play...
1963-64 ‘season. ‘The ‘appoint.
The ar ailable roles. will be: ‘repeated weekly. until filled, ‘and. ‘adai-. umes to. David Shepherd. c/o above | Theoni. V.- ‘Aldred’ is. costume ||thé
ment
‘is’
expected:
‘to ‘end ‘several.:
tions to the ‘list will ‘be made. only: when information’ is secured: from -address.. ‘Do -vnot- phone or Visit: i: designer’ for. the upcoming Br “oad‘years: “of: bickering ‘betw een musi=.
.{
Way:
production..of.
“'Tchin-Tchin,
2.
responsible parties. The intention’ is .to’ service: “performers: with leads|.
MILWAUKEE, WISC: |
‘Dorathi Bock: Pierre ‘has. opened} cal -and-: social factions” ‘in. ‘local
provided by the ‘managements of the shows involved : rather -than to},
longhair. circles:.
“Hotel”
Pfister. “Producer Joyee {3
‘a Coast :booking-publicity office.
rin a wild. gouse marathon. : This information is.‘Published without |
“Henry. (ef 0 hotei, “Milwaukee 2,1 ‘Peter:..Stérn, ‘production... ‘stage’ da why will -replace. Envique: Joi- 7
charge.
who: ‘resigned: early: this'-year --.
. Wisconsin). “Series of tab musicals}
‘Pareuthetical desigitations are as follows: (C)- Comedy: (Dy. Drama, opening in early: fall. for. a 52-week manager --at. the State .Fair Musi- | after: several years of growiiig: dis- -~
(MC)
Musical Comedy, - (MD) ‘Musical - -Draina, (R): Revue;: (Rep) ‘s¢ason, Parts: available ‘for © three cals, Dallas, has been named assist-. .j cord, climaxed by.an acid attack-on. ant. ‘stage manager for. the. BroadRepertory, (DRi- Dramatic, Reading, (DB) Double. Bill.
ws.) men and. three. femznies,- ‘singer-pér- Pway | production. ‘of.. “Little :Me,” ithe’ local’: sympheny’s. . ‘work ° -by *
+ for mers: ‘with: legit and.‘non-legit ‘starring ‘Sid. Caesar. ‘He's ‘'the- ‘son.‘| guest. eonductor -Georgé Szell:. The
| fs
resumes to Robert’ Fagan fo. pre voices,.” ““dance.. ability. - preferred: of « radio. sportscaster Bill Stern::
-term“of the Krips contract, was, not:
|

|.ducer. -at above address... AUC

aias

-AMaik ‘photos: and ‘resumes. to:“pro-| — James Leon, .misical director. at revealed |-by:. the: symphony

Set- after receiving applications. -Do. i ducer eKo hotel.
4
| Hot phone or Visit...

BROADWAY.

OFF-BROADWAY.

a

“Eddie Fisher Show”

(RI. Pro:

_asso-

| the State Fair Musicals, Dallas; has. ‘| iation, .“apparently -partly, because:
-| been named *‘musical. -director “for. length of contract was ‘one of the.
|The: Kid ‘from: Philly,’” to. be pro: factors: which Jed.to:the:dissension :
;
duced: in “New -York.. next-:by: over: Jorda: ae

mo

"Television

The: first. ‘appearance:of: the:‘new
‘Michael -De :Welle;.Jt's_ an-‘adapta|: |
ji] tien. of: the” ‘George. Kelly. ‘play:» musical: ‘chief. here. will: be. in: @..
week |of ‘concerts in April of. next: Sos
“The Show-Off?"
Biackstone’ 11501 Broadway,. NYS - Hotel, - 871 Seventh Ave.,-N.. Y.;
“SCaimera, Three” “es
- ‘educational: | “The Caniel Bell, ip comedy: ‘by: ‘year, Jorda -will. ‘conduct:‘the ‘up:
‘CH 4-82401,
Gordon - Jenkins. au-. CL 7-3900). Available parts: femme, :
‘dramatic series). Producer,: ‘CBS Ivan Goff’ and Ben Roberts; ‘which. coming: .season.: ‘Krips ‘is ‘not new
‘ditioning ‘male and femme singers. early. or. -niid- 405.. widow; ..attrac- (524 W. 57th:St.,. N.Y SU: 6-6000): co-stars:. Ginger Rogers..and -Wil-. to San Francisco, ‘He last appeared:
tive, Madison . -Avenue .type; leadhere in‘ January of last: year. The
tomorrow tThurs.) at’ 12 -noon, at
ing. ‘man, ‘early .30s, ‘political ex- casting :.director, ° “Paula: Hindlin. liam. Marshall, . gets. a “four-week:
Variety Arts Studio. f 225, Ww: 46th pert, mag. writer: leading lady; early ‘Accepting - photos. and: “resumes .-of. ‘pre-Broadway. | tryout .. cat : Drury. selection -‘of the :Vienna-born:: ‘conSt.. N. ¥.).
.
- 20S, energetic; too mueh -“vitality; | Zeneral.:male -and “female ‘dramatic -‘Lane‘ Theatre, | Chicago,. “opening. ductor*has been Turhored: for.more
talent, es oO above address. No:dupli- Nov.. 6. It's: produced. by: Curtis. than. WO: ‘months. “Fanny Brice. Story’ (MC). Pro- man, about 60, ‘smalltown, doctor; cates.
‘Roberts... -ducer,
David Merrick (236 .W: -femme; exotic; ‘man, heavy dancer; |
Mary: ‘Ward -is: “ pressagent. ‘and:
ucer,
rane
}man,:’ middleagéd, ‘Ted. -Lewis-Al |. “NBC-TV::

ducers.

Monty

Posner &

“Hazel .‘Flags’ ©(MC): Producer, .

“

Milt. Peter. ‘Cereghetti ° (c/o ‘Wellington || =

.

ames

(30- Rockefeller. Plaza‘:
All.parts N: Y.; -CI. 7-8300)- Casting .director George ‘Oshrin -‘company. -manager:|

44th St, .N, .¥.; LO 38-7520). Avail-7 Smith. type; talkative.

“BitsofLondon

for the national ‘company.of “Mary: |:
Rick: Kelley. is: accepting 'photos.
~~ London, Sept. 18...
AD-. and* résumes.of male and -femme Mary,” currently: at ‘the. Blackstone |
“John Courisell:. -of ‘the Windsor
Garlield type, must sing; femme, pointment’ will .be-made after -re-|arainatic . performers - ‘for’ several in Chicago: = *; has finished. his.
and sad, pert; ceiving resumes. "Do" not’ Phone. shows... ‘Mail -information.to him,;,|. -.Forrest Tucker: has signed: for‘a Theatre: Royal, :
dance,. attra¢tive
femme, Thelma Ritter type, wise, for ‘visit,
fo above. address: No.
9.duplicates. seven. “week ‘engagement: in. “The Autobiog..
Silver “Whistle” :at Drury Lane, |. ‘Ex-Gaiety:: Girt: “Raby. “Miller's.
‘s\ mpathetie : but not sentimental;
“Lady Killer: (MCV. ‘Producer,
1 Chicago, opening: ‘Oct.. 9...It’s.-the. ‘autobiog:” “Champagne. ‘from: “My.”
man, authoritative showman, gen-~
|Lance Barklie (127. Lexington. Ave., |
_ {longest ‘booking at the ‘stock’ thea- ‘Slipper,”’: is ‘due:for Publication: oe.
-tleman. Mail photos’ and resumes
{N.. Y.: MU 5-4631).. Available parts: |:
a | -tre:‘to. date.’
this month.:
Me
-to Casting: Department ./0. . Pro| corpulent: lusty; actor-singer, move.
The. Call Board. Theatre, ‘Holly:
~dueer,
‘Sydiiey: Giiliaté: is. “writting tha ve
bwell: femme,.. a: “Serving ~“ wench,
A wood,. Jaunches “its .. 25th. ‘season libretto. for :'a new opera,.
“Our “
“Oliver” (MC),) Producer, David ‘cockney; actréss:to’ play six: differ- | “OAD: ‘The. Way: "Home" (Db. ‘Pro- “Sept. 21. ‘with. ‘American ‘preem., of: Man in. Havana,” based ‘on. Graham:.
Merrick -1246. W.. 44ti St, NY.; ‘ent femmes, must, be. proficient’ in
“Mathilde
Shouted’-Fire:”’a:
Lon-:
LO -3-7520).. Seeking. f uture .pos- dialects;-‘court. ,fool,” “daricer-actor, ‘ducer, “Talent: ” Associates - -Para- don play by. Janet. Greene ‘filmed: Greéne’s . book, -Michael: William. ::
Son. will. compose - the .score,
sible
replacements:
boys,
7-10, tenor; actor.to play several :differ- ‘mount (444 Madison. Ave:, N.Y: -PL. ‘by:‘UI as “Midnight Lace.”
must. sing..54° tall-‘or shorter. Mail ent men. proficient” in . dialects::| 3-1030).: Seeking. stand:ins for Rob- - Christian .Alderson. has: suicceed-, - Renee. ‘ Houston will. star’ “in.
“Roéck-A-Bye’ Sailor,’””-a new. ‘farce..
photos and resumes. or call. Casting. Mail photos and. resumes: ‘to. pro-, ert Preston & Jéan ‘Simmons: man, .
ed James.‘Kirby in’. the: oneen-.-_by..Philip King and Falkland. Gary, ;
Department at above address and , ducer. -at. above. address. Do. “not » must. be ‘six foot. one,..180: pounds, semble:
of.
£.
“Camelot.
an
brown, hair; . femme; -five:-foot. four |°
:
_. |Which. Toby Rowland. will present
number.
|
phone.. *
ae
Vand .one-“hal, ‘brown: hair; slim.
:Oct: 16 at the ‘Phoenix:
Z
“Sound of Music”: {MD). Prodiic:.' “National.
Repertory.
Theatre . Mail photos and.résumes and exact:]|
‘|Barry’ Duncan: As” writing the.his:
dmish
A
0
ers,
Richard ‘Rodgers. & ‘Oscar Foundation, (322 E:: 50th St: Ni Y.: |measurements. to Alan. Shayne. elo Private’ Ne
an otthe: now: razed St.Jame’s Hammerstein
2d
(488
Madison |PL. 2-5640)." Producers;
Michael: “Producers...
iT
‘Ave., N. Y.3; casting director; Eddie ‘Dewell & Frances. Ann. Hersey, di-;
—
Continied’ from page. ‘2.—.. "Sisley. . itaton hag taken! “over:
Blum. Auditions for possible future| rector, Jack: Sydow. -Auditions. ‘ini:
replacements for: girls, 7-16, an
from. Nyree: ‘Dawn Porter as. the
early © September : for actors-‘with, 7
means
“of.
ending, ‘or’ “at. Yeast: sub= |
boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. ' training ..in”-classic-theatre, “speech...
ingenue.”
. “Come Blow” “Your.
stantially’
.curtailing
.the:
existing:
characters.
Mail
photos. “and: and movement. No. one. need: ap- |.
orn.”
7
+
extremes
‘oF:
censorship:
heré:.
resumes to above-. address.
ply’ whose’ work is known to ‘the !
“It's-empahsized that-the project’. Thee playwrights,” Sohin Moril- vor
“Student Gypsy or. Prince of Lie- producers .and: director. '“Tours .un- |. . Riverside Chamber: Singers. ‘Di is not intended: to*make atiy. profit, {miét, -Gwyn ‘Thomas ‘and:: Peter-'
derkranz”. iMC:: -Producer, -Ed- der the. auspices “of ANTA. --Mait! rector,, “Alan ‘Baker . (321 W ..22d°St., and ‘will actually -require:consider- ‘Shaffer, ‘are to discuss ‘‘The. Living
-ward ‘Padula ‘Padua Productions: ‘photos. and résumes to. Dewell, e706 | N. Ya CH. '3-0869)."
All- AGMA: able: subsidy ‘by. priyate “interests. | Theatre—Is-It Alive?” at the: Chel1501 Broadway,. N. ¥., Suite’ 2405;. theatre, at above |‘address. Da- Not ; ‘sextet. auditioning” fora low. .bass It's'planned to call the- venture: tehham.
Fest of |_ Literature OR
‘phone.
or..
visit.
who’s an. excellent. ‘Sight reader the Forbidden... Theatre, ‘and it's. Oct. 1
OX 5-8170). Available parts: -‘man,
is
middle. age. -comedian, -European | oS “Premise” .{ Ri. P odi e
he-.| and has good. ‘Solo: quality. . "Must: likely :‘that the initialoffering will}. ‘Broadway. ‘director, Joe.‘Layton,
accent, "sings: man,
Beek: "Thies
nriddle @8e; odoré J: Flicker: (1541 Bleeker
‘St., be willing to‘ tour for: up™ to four. -be the: Jean “Anouilh ‘drama, “Jeze--} is “in?‘ towii.
vagabond, baritone: femme, :‘exotic, } N.Y. 12, N. Yo. Available’ parts.| -Weeks at :a- time. -For audition |ap- bel.” which | was closed. by “the:
Arnold. ‘Wesker’ss.“Chips: “With
‘Saucy, young and pretty soubrette,. for actors ‘and. actress: ‘experienced: pointment * “call © David. Dodds, authorities .after 4. single perform-. Everything”. at- the Vaudeville: was:
ihNE 9-6718 or.TR: 3-7736.”
singer-actress;
femme, .attractive,.
improvisational ‘theatre. -Mail‘
‘ance at the. Areos Caracol: Theatre. '‘visited..on its 150th. “performance .able

sing

parts:

man,

about. 30,

“niust

‘must sing and -dance::

‘Mail ‘photos |

, handsome; affable; man, Jolin |‘and’. resunies ‘‘to.|producer,

a |s

soprano; man, early.-20s, fall. hand-| photos and

‘gone,

legit. baritone, typical Op

=

resumés ‘to. director,»

George’ Morrison ¢/0. producer. Do-

eretta hero: man, early 20s, dancer,-not ‘phone or visit.

young villain; femme, middle age, ;:

7 “Giovanni?Folds

a

(The

Mezicaii.. > anti--censorship:* “by. Soviet: observers of: the Londen:

“project” ‘presumably was: inspired. theatre... including ‘Georgi -Tovste="-«
by- the* membership. club setup: riogov, ‘who: directs the ‘Leningrad *,
under. which ‘publicly ~ forbidden}
‘Theatre:
~
Therese:
plays. are.“privately”’ presented. in.

Jegzit contralto, tyrant, heavy. build: feesitting,
Ducks” (MC). “Pr odticer,
Barklie. (127 Lexington ‘Ave: .—————

—
; ‘Continued trom”‘page’ 1 —
“man, singer-actor, sliy and retiring {4
.Loitdon. It was. Jollewing. ‘the: ‘pro-t
officer; inan, middle age, Europeanj: » ¥a.MU 53-4631). Available parts jto" hate’ ‘iner eased: that. Amount by: duction of: the’ ‘officially-banned. y_
accent, regal, sings;:femme, early [for three: actors. :and .three .ac-: around. $30, 000. ._Expenses éonnect-. “Tea and -Sympathy” and. “Cat on.
PROFESSIONAL
20s, pantomimist. smiles at ‘every- |tresses, age 25-35, must’ -sing-act-'| ed with the summer. shuttering and |a Hot. Tin: ‘Roo}” at the. Watergate i “THEATER. ‘STAFF.

thing,

mute: nine

femmes,’

en-;dance,

have .good’ tinting,

good

semble, voung, attractive, dancing:| Sense of comedy. .and broad. farce:

reopening: Sept. yoo plus,

an: esti-.; | theatre-club“in- the English: capia

mated ‘operatitig: :-loss©‘on the

11. | tal‘that the: British’ Lord Chamber: it
|. ‘Available ‘for ‘Short: Wiiter: Season’ I

‘secondary: . nine men,
ensemble;. Mail ‘photos. and. resume to produé.-") performances: played bythe musical:i. lain’ rélaxec his traditional ‘stand- ae
tall; handsome, legit. voices; ‘danc- |er at above’ ‘address, do not. plione. :‘from that: date until” its Saturday: ard to-allow. public. performance: of a
ing- secondary.
Mail ‘photos and: .. “South of ‘Heaven”: NID). Pro- + closing, are: -figured ‘to. ‘Tepresent, “what. awere- regarded .-as‘serious,
SSS
‘ ducer,: Lanée Barklie. (127- Lexing~| sensational ‘plays on: “homosex vat.
° another. $40 :000-$50, 000..
ames jton “Ave. N. Win MU: 5-4631), “All
and, other, former! y. taboo:‘subjects:
|Negro cast.” “Available. parts: lead-" ‘Columbia ‘Records, - ‘which’ “has?
“ing lady; 40’s:. Ethel. Waters type; j the original. cast album of the- mu

Ed

‘strong’ legit Voice:
early. 20's,
young
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“Giovanni? Parties

‘{.an ‘overaH ‘operating: loss as of. the: it's too: late in‘:the season. to-makefor the organic”

| June. 30 ‘statement of $116, 966. ‘for.‘other artangement
“seven: weeks in New Yark and. fiveey: zations.

2.1 6.6.

Please ® ‘write. ‘Box .“V-3381,, “VARIETY;
1S4:West A6th:3

New. York:‘36.
cost: situation, :the. party.” agents ate
i: ,1 $359:878. to .proditcé,. alsa -diseloses|.seeking some: ‘protection’ for: tem: =
y=
_No-| that. royalties, producer's fee and selves:vavid: the. .sponsoring groups: :
Te. NOW OPEN ®:
office. ‘expense ‘were. waived from ‘Thus far, it’s -been. indicated. that |:
fe | May: -28...0n. “Bravo.
“in which | an’ ‘attempt may be: ‘made to. pers!
wip
a Greenwich. Ave. - : Gertier Ww. 10th: "Bleeet’
suade the. theatres. or the show J
“4S ‘STORY © @. “PENTHOUSES .
‘managements. to: foot’ the bill: ont

Te
6.8.
raw

- production: office,’ ‘LEGIT OR TV. a

F
eae “ton. the .road. The ‘end-of-Juné- ac- t
Itt connéétion. with: this:‘sort 6£.3
‘af.

| counting: “of: the: show. Which
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a PEOPLE AND: PRODUCTIONS: =
AL “22 ‘East SOth. ‘St,, New. York ‘City |e

I.
:

byREN BANGHART

t

a,
]

€

.

ih ‘-ALLENBERRY. PLAYHOUSE:

=| ~~

|

NOW-OPENING NIGHTREVIEWS.

Vaid

‘Lha/

:

NAY. s AT

=

‘GAGE:.
14.
| Successful ‘Summer Seasons.’‘at.

“there was: tittle thiéy-. could. do. to. |; contract: with:. option. ‘Send: - complete.
Productions, 620. W. 171st/St., NEY. i deadline for payment was presum- break: their ‘agreements.:
ff resume ;and~ photo.
tably July -31%- -On :the’ other. side,
132, NO WA 8-9580). . Available”
* Furthermore. it’s understood. thie |? COL.ag
ae
of °‘the ledger. the statement’ lists.
Hparts... for |attractive; . stiippers” and’
party . ‘agents were ‘informed that:: P.O. Box 186°.
Lawrence, Kansas.
9.7544
$10. 566 cash in: bank, $45,016-bonds:
specialty: . dancers, 18-30; Mail;
the. show would: ‘definitely. “keep -! =
—
and. -deposits: ‘$3.330. advances .-and.
‘running through ‘the. fall... The: or- cr=
S17,
269"
prepaid
expenses.
, J
. i, :
° ~
\e
7 —~. Re
a
t ganizations.
‘corisequently : had. to «
"~ U PE R IL
0: R!
r
f
} The. “production; ‘which had”only: j stick with the show. and: ‘the party."
aN
-1one:
i
-profitable:
.
oper
ating
~
week.
ebuishiisin rt AIH LD ETL . “iti _ CAEN eeLE
cp
agents. \.who~ couldn't
stibstitute . EX-WALL STREETER, 32, ‘HARVARD..
i
‘Avduting
its-outzof-town- tryoat, had “another’ production, now.'find that. . seeks secretarial: or’ ‘guy. Friday": job
mg
Me

ENVIRONMENTAL THEATRE
he newest. concept of -encompassing. spectacle.

totally

a

RICHARD. NORTH”

Poitier. type: femme; comedy. lead,:: “vestment: ‘of: $300.000. However, the®
| j30"s, Butterfly McQueen ‘type: :ink.’ ‘June 30° accounting. reveals. ‘that!’—
"Continued from. page 61° —:
1 génue, :soprano, ‘pretty. Mail. ‘pho- :‘the production: was loaned: an ad-.
Ww
‘ould.
have liked ‘to. Bet. out of. their ~
Aitional..
$25,
000
‘by:
the.
diskery.;tos-and resumes “to” producer. at
|i above address. Do not phone. ~ ' The audit; which: ‘also ‘lias|Rosé commitments | on. the ‘basis of the.
‘poor. critical: ‘reception ‘accorded
:- MELODRAMA. COMPANY:
ae
“When : ‘Burlesque ” “Was - King”. “down for a oan; ‘of: $10,000, ‘lists: -the. tuner: “Since the . show "Was" ‘}.. Opening Denver, Colo.; November’
$56,417:
expenses.
payable.
and.
$61:iMCi
Producers, . Jerry . Gross: &scheduled reopen, -however, v2
4 that.
Want.sing,
versatile
-people, 20-30 _years,
dance’.and:.ACT.. 5: months.
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.f eo-billing. Then will come- “Texas”
institutions and the like.
{wre , frequently |‘guested cn-‘televi-: béen. optimistic in the prospects |..- Reservations ‘are’ ‘made’ for” the. in’ which::-Martin:will have. ‘John’

times before the: 20th

century

‘Handel's N.¥,U): Encore’

‘sion’and

radio. gab: ‘shows ‘while ‘a. | for: the’ ‘éxpo.. hall.

The

Chicago stamp ‘savers“at, T. &.E redemption: “Duke” ‘Wayiie with -him... °:

: member of Canada’s parliamentary: : Tribune, the major" factor in the} centers. Travel arrangements are|. To. top it all off will be a flleker.
publisher. of establishment: of McCormick Place’ planned | by”: the.: Adams: Travel. with: Sinatta and Brigitte” Bardot,
edifor. of the NY. Daily: ‘News, The-.Financial --Post; weekly: owned: (which -bears: the naime’ of. the late. Bureau;: of: Philadelphia, of’ Which -title of which is not-settled. It: will
starts his. third. year as ingtiuctor :by Macleani-Hunter...
d publisher °‘OE.that ‘Paper),.‘has: ccon-: Lieherman.iis’ president,
es ‘be.produced by Claudo-Essex. ..
Benjantin ~K.. Handel: magazine. press.‘ gallery,. now
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H.“WAYNE. PIERSON:
;
-H.. Wayne. ‘Pierson, :TW; véteran
- film. -industry- executive ‘and. one=.

“time general. manage? for.“Howard:
“Hughes, died Sept. "10. in Brent-

‘wood, L.I.,-after a long. illness, A’

ness: He ‘nade hislast abpearancey brinch.manager- torWarer-Pattie. of the Air and the Ballet Russe de
f} in vaude -with: Frankie ‘Vaughan at |- - Joining“ .AB-P
. din-> March, Monte: Carlo. His daughter, two
Ethe. former: Empire. Theatre, . ‘Sun-- ‘1947, he: -became: G asgow- branch. brothers and three’ sisters survive.

dérland;:. ‘three years. ago.
‘manager: in-1951, a. position he‘re-.
He became. interested: in:a. stage. tained © when... Warner-Pathe ‘Was | Terael Mandell, 60, veteran actor
.| Of the. Yiddish stage, died Sept: 16
.
(| career after. service -in. the British -formed:, Royal. ‘Air: Foreé, where he was can 4 ‘Survived -by”‘his:wife,and ‘two | in New York, ‘after a-long illness.
éarried 3in: both ‘the:‘United ‘States entertainments. ‘officer. :He: turned daughters. a
He’ appeared. in. plays. with. Maurlcé
and ‘Canada.over the NBC .Radio'
- Schwartz - ‘and Menasha - Skulnik.
‘Network.. In..the. late. 1930s.:he- be-: had °‘appeared ‘at ‘the ‘London. ‘Pal- 2
. | ‘His. sister: survives. .
came’ staff conductor for the. NBC ladium swith. such 'U.S: ‘performers |”" ; THOMAS. P. DILLON”
Thomas: Patrick ‘Dillon, 66,. who
‘in. “New York,. later: assuming’ his. as ‘Bob. Hope, -Dean Martin and
Herbert. W. Preiss, €3. onctime
{:seguéed into, vaude. legit and motion:
- Bost Wwith! s ‘Thesauris.”
;
Jer: ‘Lewis. ;
. |. pictures. after a:start:in show busi- | guitarist who worked club dates in
‘Over the: years-he’ condiicted ‘and |: ‘Survived
ry
|by. his Wife:and’aatigh: ‘ness with thé Buffalo. Bill ‘Circus; the... Milwaukee’ area with . his

_ native. of- ‘Oxford: Pa.;4 he” worked:
‘with J. J.. -MéCarthy.. ‘in: exploiting created: orchestras: «familiar ©- to ster.
“D: W:. Griffith’s “Birth of a-Nation. *} listeners: dround. ‘the. world. includ-’

2 died Sept: 15. in Hollywood.

’| brother Edward,

died‘ recently .of

a heart attack in that city...

|

‘j.- A-native of Ireland, he came to}
..Pjierson later*became’ associated: ing the. NoFman: -Cloutier ‘Strings; . _.
‘Tihe: U.S. at age 14.and joined BufANTHONY. GEOHEGAN...
with. Hughes.. and helped publicize Music of: Manhattan, “Sweetways|
‘George
Gill, “film cameraman,
Goéghegan, 65; |exe: -falo Bill: Graduating. ‘to the stage,
the: late Jean ‘Harlow, among other. Serenaders, Salon Concert: Players,|’ ” Kathony
way in .“My’ died’ Sept. :7 as result ‘ofan acci-”
.: stars“in-the Hughes. talent.-stable. -The Waltz. Festival ‘Orchestra .and|’ecutive: ‘vicepresident - of Young & e:.appeared: on: Broad
‘dent while filming a -commercial:
n,”.“a “Father _Malachy’s. documentary.:film at a steel mill
Sister. -Kilee
During the 1930s. Pierson was gen-. the Music’ Hall ‘Varieties. Orchestra. Rubicam; ‘Inc., ‘advertising. agency, .|Mirac
93
99.
le
and
died:
‘Sept.
"12
in:Mineola,
L:1.
“The
White
Steed,
a
near: Newport, Wales.
‘eral: manager: in. the Far East: ‘for. "OF ‘his. Many: ‘compositions, the’ best. *
‘| known wWas.the .themeuséd: for. the |-- He was ‘one of the. last :of. “The .among other: Productions.”
“United: “Artists. :
He left.the ‘ridustry shortly ‘be: “Kraft -TV Theatre.” - ‘For. the ‘past: Philadel phians” at". Y&R; having.
Marvin F. "Jansen, 15. longtime
“MICHAEL. SKISLAK
. me piano. tuner ‘who -was.-a familiar.
. 46re ‘World’ War IL. to -become .:a eight years, he -has- lived in:-Green=|- joined the agency: as. media director |
at
-its:-original
Office
-in.
‘Philly
‘in’.
Michael
Skislak,-50,
president
of
Deputy’ ‘Collector. ‘of. Anternal: Revs: ‘field, . ‘Massachusetts: where he was |
figure: to. concert .artists. who ap| Musical’. Director: and ater Man- 1924, “within -‘a year of. its founding. .the..-Hudson. County... ANS.) . Local. peared: ‘in. Milwaukee, died Sept. 6
“enue,
2
|
He:
was
the
agency’s
sixth
emploxve
526
-of
the
Amevican
‘Federation
of.
‘Surviving. are his. wife} ihe’for. ager -‘of. Station ‘WHAI.:
in- that ‘City.
:and. “he. remained.” with: it. as |it [itsseans, died Sept. 11 -in. -_Baymer ‘Lulu-Dunn;. who is. wardrobe’, . His: wife, wo Sonss and daighter,
‘
|
grew
to.
its:
present
2,
750
‘employes.
onne,
N.
J:,
of
a.
‘bullet.
wound
in
“mistress of :the Broadway. musical; survive. ;
Sylvester Stanibaugh, 70. relired
He became: -veepee. in 1933; senior}this. head. The police calied. the case organist who played in northern.
“Carnival,” and: four ‘Sons... One of |:
in.
1956"
and
:.
executive
|
.
=
‘veepee..
jan
‘apparent,suicidé.”
‘PETER "HADDON
: the jJatter; “William, is.a. film ‘and |.
| Wisconsin resorts.and supper
veepee in 1959. He also. seived. as. A AY, trombonist. Skislak- ‘at one
: legit. actor... 7
:
clubs, died recently in RhinePeter,
Tildsley,.
64;
actor,
‘author
|
veepee
It
to
the.
president.
‘and
as
[time
played.
in
the
Tommy
Dorsey
a and: ‘theatre. manager, known - pro. Jander, Wisc.
director
and:
chairman
of:
the
Plans
orch.”
He
was.
first:
elected
-presiot
j fessionally. as. Peter Haddon, ‘died
. JARED REED
‘dent.. of the.
|
“local: in. ‘December, 1: Mother of Maurice (Red) ‘SilverJared Reed; 38, actor-singer; ‘died. and theatre’ manager, known pro- -board.
} Stein, ‘Ist v.p. of MGM Interna|. Ais:wifeyson:and sister. gurvive. 1948.
oie -11-in New. York,”He became Sept.- 7: in.London. after a- short
| tional, ‘died Sept. 12 in Anaheim,
fl during |‘the. -“summer: ‘and was ‘illness: -| A’; “graduate” of ‘Cain-- oe
| ROBERT. s. HOWARD.
| Cal. Another fen and 2 daughter
unable. to appear in ‘‘Richard “Il”: -bridge +UL -Footlights:: Drama -So-|. ; KENNETH. E.‘SHELTON _Kenneth
Eugene’
Shelton,
©
-37,:
“Robert. S.: Howard, ‘Palm. Springs. -also Survive.
and-.“Henry -IV, Part, 1” at. the: ciety, he: abandoned: ‘studying. me-actor-singer;:
died
recently
in
Santa
.
Cal.,. “Testaurateur - and sportsman |.;
American . Shakespeare: Theatre in’ ‘dicine | to: make’ his” professional
=| and. Ahushand__ of” actress ‘Andrea |
; stage debut int 1920:at the Adelphi |
“Stratford, .‘Conn: : ue
Mother, 83;of E: H. Shomo. Vipo
tured.
‘singer
‘at
New.
York's’
‘Latin
Leeds,.. “died of A: kidney ailment. ‘general manager of. WBEM Radio,
“The... Naughty | ‘Prin" -: Last, year’ “he was a:“nember. ‘of ; London,
Quarter
‘and
had:
played
.
featured
| Sept. 8 in. Las Vegas... He was the: -CBS-owned. station ‘in Chic ago,
with. Ww: He Berry. and.
the. Phoenix Theatre. acting, scom-:
-Toles-in’ numerous. Broadway musi- son ofthe late. Charles S..: Howard, died. Sept. 10. in Evanston, Ml.
~ ‘pany:and: during. ‘the. summer’ of. George: ‘Grossmith..
cals,
including | “Damn Yankees,” : ‘whose. racing.“stable. included-Sea.
He. specialized | in’ ‘musicomédy |
1961, he toured’ ‘New. ‘England: and
the.‘midwest in-.the. file Fole.of and:revue roles...In 1982, atDaly’® “Carousel,” “Guys and: Dolls” and “Biseuit:: ‘He ‘inherited. $5,000,000 .
{ “The. Most. ‘Happy Fella.”’,: He“also from his father...
°..;
MARRIAGES |
appeared -“in -Carnegie™ ‘Hall. had |". . Son- -and: ‘daughter also” survive.
‘Shirley
Jester to George Palmer,
Bbeen. a soloist: with symphony. or-.|
‘|Cincinnati, Sept. 15. Bride is a
‘chetras “and-appeared» in. some 7 “YOLANDA DEL CAMPO
cafe. singer-pianist; he’s WKRCi ‘Shakespearean plays...
2 ” Yolanda del.::Campo, 32, Mexican. TV: executive news director.
|

@, .His mother and:half-brother sur:.| singer, -died.during: childbirth Aug.
“Patricia Cutts to William Nichif vive...
°
i
| 26: in Mexico. City. - She. recently: ols,: Sept.: 7,. New. ¥ork. Bride's the
‘| waxed disks for such labels.as Vik. legit actress; groom’s the producer
‘CARL: G.“LAMPL:
| and Dimisa. She began _her. career. of tv's “U. S. Steel Hour.”
; Carl: ‘G. Lampl,’ 63, a- ‘knitwear in.1940 at radio: station XEQ: .
_Vera “Morehouse. to
Mitchell
|"manufacturer:: by. day. ‘and ‘a -SOng-}..- ‘Surviving .is her ‘husband, cari- Woodbury, Toledo, Sept. 7. He’s
“writer by night, “died ‘Sept. 11.in caturist . David Carrillo, two Sons, former amusement editor and now
at New: York.:
|-and. a daughter. .
.
| columnist. for. the Toledo: Blade.
‘A founder’ “gnd- ‘president of
_ |: Janet Leigh to Robert ‘Brandt,
4
|-Lampl: Fashions, Inc.; ‘of: ‘Cleveland, |
| Sept. 15, Las Vegas. Bride’s the
“RALPH MORROW SR.
| Ohio,.- he wrote. the music for such }. Ralph Morrow Sr.,.a former Uni- | film star, recently divorced from
sings. as. “Close To You;’’. “Where. ‘versal ‘film’ “Salesman, died of a. Tony Curtia.
‘}in the “World” .and “Thoughtless, - cérebral... hemorrhage. ‘Sept. 13 in.
-Marcia' Mittleman
to Shelly
| On several songs and-in-the musical | Forsythe, Mo. He. had been in the Rothman,- New. York,. Sept. 13.
“Hilarities: of 1949,” he ‘collaborat-- film industry for. _more.: than. 25- Bride is with the. Sid Sayre band-.
ed with: ‘Buddy Kaye’. as -lyricist. ‘|-years, most of: it-:in Kansas City, booking ‘office; he's with the CarHis wife,’ ‘son, daughter and three’ before retiring four years ago.
| negie. Talent Agency.
| sisters: survive: :
. Surviving are. his. wife, ‘son’ and. ;

“Founder 7 VeratyndDeityVoriety..

may19,1878 =-~ SEPT.22,1933yo

- daughter.
|
“C. i ‘BRADFIELD JR.
BIRTHS”
‘1. Cc H.’ Bradfield Jr 61, “hong
“FRANCISCO GYVES.
Mr: - and Mrs. Barry Levinson,
chairman of Wilding P.ichiires -‘Ine.,- “Braneiseo Gyves,: 33, Mexican. pi-- ‘daughter, Sept. 5, New York. Moth-.

ye.

Chicago-based. firm wh ch préduces. | anist,‘died: of an overdose: of sleep- er: is singer.Janet Medlin: father
: industrial ° ‘films and. tv. -commer-: ing -pills.” ‘Sept..3:'in .Mexico— City. ‘is an agent with the Savan-Levin-.
tials, ‘died.Sept... 12.in Glencoe; ‘He headed the new. wavé of. con-: ‘son Inc.
‘| TH. He worked in audio-visual |com-'| temporary: musieal’ talent: in ‘Mex:
|-. Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Harris, son,
:
9] munications ‘since 1929° for. Various;ico; ‘and had toured Europe.
Chicago, Alig. 24. Father is a direc|| firms :in-‘Baltimore: ‘New York. and |. Prior ‘to his death, Gyves had tor. at WGN-TV there.
‘London, joining ‘Wilding -in 1939: planned .a ‘month's, tour: ‘ofJapan.
Mr. ‘und: Mrs. Douglas: Granville,
.
foe
.
2
acothe
.
eo.
os
wet
*
.
7
hen: it.was..a: Detroit. company: “He J.
--son,. London, Sept..7.. Father. is UL
became. president i
in 1947 and.board | ! LILLIAN. R: “ALPERSON | rep in Britain.
AeDestey”.
* ‘For many. years. he’ Was: - Landon; he:‘went into.management: chairman ‘in. 1959.
:
:
“Linlian -Riseman _Alperson,.- 5221
Mr. and: Mrs: Sydney” Harris,
_ jactive-.as. ‘both -an. actor and folk -and” ater’ directed. -while «still-‘con-'}. Wife: and,two. daughters survive. cay
wife. “Of: ‘producer. Edward:. L:: Als daughter; Chicago, ‘Sept. 13. Father
; tinting: to act. ' During” World ‘War |
”. singer in radio-tv.
s | person. : ‘died. .of. cancer. ‘Sept: 10° is drama critic for Chicazo. Daily
_ After -serving™ in’ World War’Hy 4E he, séi'ved in ‘the Middle -East, |
“in Hollywood.| A noted sculptress> ‘News.
he: ‘appeared on. Broadway. in. “Tex-] partly. in entertainment and. broad- | Lewis King, 62, film-tv.. direc-. ‘she’ had. her own interior decorat-. - Mr. and Mrs. Ronald H. Free-.
as Li'l Darlin’.”- He ‘was. the son ‘casting. |
“
tor, died. “Sept: :7 in Hollywood. ing. biz, Lillian. Alperson Interiors. ‘mond, . daughter, Hollywood, Sept..
-, of .actor ‘Daniel’-Reed and Isadora. . After : the’ War Haddon. toured. in ‘Among. the films he divected arere | Son. also SUrV ives. .
14. _Mother.- is actress
Shirley
-, Bennett, a ‘theatrical - booker. and: musicals.-. ‘He later. ‘turned. to run-|.“Thunderhead,”
“Smokey, ” “Mrs:
‘|Bonne:
-ning..w eekly Stock, first -at “Aldér- ‘Mike, _ ~Powder Riyer" and -:
:publicity: agent.|.
ne‘Mas: “Mrs... Marion “Searschinger; 68; | ‘Mr.: and —“Mrs. Andrew. Stroud,
: His: ‘wife; ‘daughter - and. sister; shot; - and ‘then . -at - Wimbledon, sacre.’ ’ He ‘also -directed “the com. vicepresident of Friedberg .Manage- ‘daughter,|-New ‘York, Sept: 12,
singer‘Susarr Reed. also SUrvive:: : where: “he. ‘kept .‘the theatre ..alive. plete “Wild: Bill Hickok” tv series ‘ment, Int., ‘musicians’: _representaNina
nta- Mother. is. singer-pianist
. |.for six -years despite’ temptations. plus. numerous segments .‘of. other
-f:to
Sell:
out
for
-bingo:
and
other
atleading:..tv- series. .He was: the LN. Y. “She was’ ‘the ‘wife. ‘of. Cesar
Mr.. &. ‘Mrs. Mike Maver. <on,GEORGE. a THOMAS.
He recently. turned. brother. of. film: producer-diréctor, Searchinger, author and former. ra- | Sept. 6, in ‘New York. Father’ is:
“George. H: Thonias, 14, former tractions.
-down’
an
$84,
000
offer
for.
‘Wimble-.
Henry King.”
=
~4 dio. news commentator. . She had ‘ counsel for Atlantic Recards. -;
: newspaperman. ‘and film publicist,.
His wife, ‘son. and‘daughter ‘also ‘managed ° -the
‘died. Sept, 16 “in: Monrovia, Cal: don Theatre,”_
Budapest. ‘String. | Mr...and Mrs.: Ingmar Bergman,
| Quartet, ‘Dame. Myra Hess’ and the: on, Sept.. 4, Stockholm, Sweden.
.. His career. had. also: ‘included’ col-: * Haddon’s: “wile:died. in1996: She survive.
laboration “on .novels-cunder_ :the was: actress” Rosaline. Courtneidge, 3
| Westminster Choir, Her son, Gene, Mother. is’ concert pianist Kaebi
1a SISter. sof Cicely Courtneidge. :
‘} president- of. Pendulum Produc- ‘Laretei; father.is the filmi director. :
- mom de plume ‘of Rob. Eden:.
WILLIAM GOODE.
He - had’ been:.an-- editor for
. “William: Goode,.. . 62, - personal: ‘tions Ine..a film £ompany;: and’‘a : Mr. ‘and’ Mrs. Joseph ‘Macho,
ao triplets, Sept. 12, New Yark. Meoth‘Scripps -Howard’ ‘newspapers, ‘t e
: “dresser for.many. male stars of the daughter: ako. ‘survive..:
LORE: ‘FRISCH.
Ter is Grace ‘Scovotti,. -sister of.
..’ San: Diego Sun and:the. Sacramento |.” ‘Lore’ 3Frisch, :37; “East German: American. legit. theatre’ during: the }
in
“know
”
-Opera singer Jeanette Scovciti and
“+ Star, and was city .editor. for: the: ‘Sereen. and - tv. ‘star, -committed. spi- past. 30 - years, ...died “Sept. 12:-in-|- “Wilson |‘Lafferty, actor
ad ‘Los: Angeles: ‘Record. (also an: cide ..in:: East: Berlin . ‘about. two ‘New -York. At the time: of . ‘his ‘professiotially as Gene. Wilson, died: “Publicist Jim Scovotti,
8-H. gazette). He shifted té- the. pie- | montlis.. ‘AZO; : it was” ‘Jearned. Jast -death’ he- ‘was working ‘f{or..Donald. ‘Aug,.24 inv ‘Clarksburg; Virginia.
~~
ture’ biz in* 1924° as: an ‘assoeiate week. :-She: _reportedly__ ‘was... “de-' Scott at “The Sound of. Musi.” ‘He. was. a member .of ‘the.produc- |}
cf Thomas H. Ince and Mary; Pick-: “pressed, ‘because she’ couldn't -visit: Some of his associations” ‘included.| tion. staff and deting company of:
ford,: and ater -he became -studio hier parents: and. relatives who live: ‘Boris. Karloff in. “Peter Pan: Don. the Red. Barn’ Theatre in; Westboro, }
.: publicity. direetor -at. Warner Bros:. ‘in: west .‘Berlin due :to: the -Com- ‘Ameche in “Silk. Stockings,” .and. Mass., for many years. More: recent-'.
-“with the advent .of-the sound -era. munist: wall..‘The East. German: ‘Peter Ustinov . im, “Romanoff. and. ly: he. was: ‘diréctor.- and publicity ee Continued from page 1. —
;
Mee wes "
.
‘| manager. . of ‘the. ‘Pinehurst ‘Play-" earlier ©ihiS -:Vear, ‘began ariting
Surviving. are .his~ ‘Wife, three.| press reported, nothing about:“her. ‘Juliet.
“Widow: survives,”
“daughters, and three sons-‘inélud:: tragic” ‘death:
{house in .Pineliurst, Narth Care- Music. “and” ‘Iyries when he was
j lina.’ His’ father SUrvives.
ong: Hollywood. publicist. Gearge TE .. Miss. Frisch. who. bean. her:“gets
- three, “and. at: eight wv as playing. and
AW ILLIAM FERRARI
*. Jrcand: Associated * Press: film. cole ing ‘career: in. West:. Ger many,.
(£6, ducting -“his own -compesitions,
William.
Ferrari,
@12
Metros:
are
I
“Cliftora
T.
‘Standish,
93,
axho
re-.1
_. dnhist Beb ‘Thomas:
| peared . ‘there: in: ‘some films. She
He's the son ‘of ° Emer; Heatseh,
“ye entually” went ‘ta: East Germany. ‘dii ector. Jrec, 1941) died in. TWoly-! ‘tited in. 1949. from. the ¢advertising * viglin i¢f-coni poser -conauctar:
His.
-WoCd.
‘Sept..1@
after
‘a
brief
:idness:
department
of
the
“New:
York:
where. he: was: giv en: ‘starring: roles
~ NORMAN L. CL ou TIER
onether is) ‘Marjorie Goetschius.- Pee Bt
‘He
won.
ai
Academy
°
‘award
for
Times,
after:
32
‘vears.
dicd
Sept.
Norman. Th - Cloutier,:. for ‘many. Yin stich: pictures as “Csar arid-Carat-< a c 1writer and hihis-grerr at-cran
AoC?. AP ?was
“ong tfather
years.: the: Gikector’ of artists’ and ppenter”? and: “My .Wife. Makes. .Mu-’ “Gaslight”: in: 1944 and.-an. Emmy | I14"in New York. -Priot to his.
Dr... Perey Goetschius,
in.
1956
for.
You
‘Are:
There.’
{stand at. the Times. - ~he Jwas a ' One ‘of the founders of Julliard.
musieal’| sit. . She was’ one’ of the few. East.
"His-- ‘Wile. déughter,- atid”. “wo ‘business amariager for Brcéadway- : Bcth. his: parents are ASCAPers.
transeription sevice’ : “Thesalirts.” | German
. sereen ; players.
who
‘t
‘shows, . including, Geerge White's! “The
- bY.others SHTY ive,
other’ ‘under-15ers
on
“died Sept.- 7 in’: ‘Hartford; Conta, |reached. star status. :
-
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ULEWIS “KING “7.

{0-Year-Old ASCAPer

Ape

|"

“Scand als

potter: along illness.

-

Cloutier,

who was. bérn. in ‘Har t- 7

LASC AP’.

roster are Sharon. R. Nae-

NLLIAM, A. BAUCHOP
Herig 112) Joseph .Alfidi :13), Me¥, “Henry Bove, 84.a flutist.died Janie Ba¢al. 14), Elfiott Louis. Levy
: ford ‘began. his -radio ‘cdreér: as|-Eddie ‘Arnold. (Arnold ‘Wendorf), 4 William © LASS CBIR, . Bauchoep:
‘Musical’ Director .of. Radio: Station” 34.. Vande’ entertainer ‘and: impres- longtime. -film: “disiribution - exec, Sept.
ifi4' and Hanon W. Russell, who'll
WTIC-in- ‘Hartford? For. ‘vears: be: sionist: died “Aug: 30 -in. “Sunder- died. ‘recently. jin:Glasgow | alter’ a ‘sith ‘the. New’ York. Dittheentone= hit. the.:‘15-year mark: in a few
fed: Studio: orchestras” in.
3 1 programs |land, Ene after a seven-year iil:
; Hong: diness. - He. was: ‘Scottish, the Metrepolitan ‘Opera,Symphony: ‘months.
. i

4 ‘.

EDDIE. ARNOLD -.
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‘Gam
fcland
&“CoadCaner
a1 SLESi
| Traffic

By: “ABEL: (GREEN™

By. ‘ROBERT J. LANDRY

Kids Check Their Shive.
|

Loew's Theatres and: Loew. to:
~ tes: “Corp. unveiled: its ©50-story |.

C‘tallest.in.the world’), 2,000-room, |...
“$50,000,000: Americana. Hotel-‘of |

Amarillo,

Tex., Sept. 29.

‘By:‘GEORGE: ROSEN

*

“Dial P forPraise’

a

The shape. of excifing things to
‘+ come onthe west side of. Manhat\tan’ Island, the observance of a
historic opening, a first experience.
| ing of a great new ‘music. shrine: | these factors were dominant Sun-.
| day: (23) when _Philharmonic Hall,

‘The ‘NBC: ‘switchboard. “was.

* “Television, ” said Sam Goldwyn}

“Due. to ‘seat-cuttings . and... J recone on the occasion.of his. Bott | afraid. to..give Jack ‘Paar’s

cother vandalism : caused ‘by.
New-York ‘on ‘Monday. (24). +0: the
public. ‘and-. af. press preview .the 7 - juveniles ‘with: knives at :the
Lyric*:. ‘Theatre; Mrs. Morris
a
receding Thursday (20). -The-im: }
: pect.is:not only: local..but national: |*.- Mendell,: ‘wife’ of:‘the owner of

* ‘birthday, oe the:‘Breatest medium. .home. ‘phone number to..Presi:

yet.”

np: dent Kennedy..:
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‘Then, in the: ‘next breath, “the
The President, NBC sources
© motion picture’ industry's. “elder
. later: - explained,
apparently
the first unit of the Lincoln Center
‘statesman: made a.stark: prediction | “wanted: to. congratulate “Paar:.
or the: rehabilitation: of this: area’].. ‘the ‘theatre; now collects
for. Performing Arts, came alive.
which:
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if
true;
decimate
tele|.
_Knives:.
at.
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boxoffice.”
late.
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{21)night
after
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from
Mrs,
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__a :-Jer- Center,. iis, only niow-—30 ‘years |.
;-membrance arises of the opening:
hand. over: ‘their ‘ little :instru- : | tion. about: the eventuality: ‘of -pay-. . ... President - evidently: :‘Saw the.
‘* fater—catching. up ‘with -Manhat-"}. ‘ments: ‘of«. destruction :-before | tv, tlie -question.‘is just. when?” : ~
not long-ago. of another remarkable
“hour. (built-6n his own: PT 109
“tan’s “new.look.”: ever’ since. the j.
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In New York-and throughout. the: im . exploits): from Newport, . RA
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“) Amunicipality. razed the old: 3d-Ave. |
when the: building and the occasion.
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: “Se
- assets that Goldwyn’ Ss.wrong.
- “and spoke. to Paar. forsome 10
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And - ‘the ‘major’: filmi. producers: minutes. _ "te
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ee.
‘are betting their. futures that. he is‘);=
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,
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of. *
ard Tucker, George London, Fileen
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;
Farrell;
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entertainment ‘€xec pay-tv -could:
ew's Theatres & Hotels) ‘is “in |:
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wo
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‘(Continued on. ‘page 70)
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‘period. - Copyrights’ expiring after |:
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:
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:
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time
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to
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for
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‘With arrivals ‘at an. ‘alltime ‘high, :
_high-rated. . ’ “Bonanza,”"}
4 while’ ABC-TV -showcased: one of |- hotels havé- béen filled, almost’ to .

| ifs”: hotter « two )-hour : “theatrical. ‘capacity... sitice ‘the: seasonal. ‘boom
+-started -late..-in- | Junie.’ - This. -Jast: features. (“The Big. Country”).
“Lincoln Center teleeast. grabbed ‘point. is-- even’: more: "significant
a” 28. 5: -while NBC.” ot 17:2. ‘and When. it’s: realized the. hotel: con=.__
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by
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“Green: states that..the ariti-Semitic Middlé. District. Court. here ‘by- Abe
; are-up 10%:over the Same time last:eS
To date platters. by the poet: acts in Argentina, which he doesn’t } ‘ercrombie | Enterprises. Inc.; which
Berlin;
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before the advertising’ industry *in- sulted in. the closing of the: Negro. ‘| many: instances,’ ‘both: sides:. Have 27, 000: .customers, . -grossed_ $20, 000°.
Lachtner.
gone
considerably
overboard...
Wales” has been done in legit | yented .it,:.-Eric: Johnston, prexy ‘of|entrarice because of:‘loss of.business -“It all Started ‘when de Sica went ‘and.—.more important:.— jetted:
$15, 000. -all -thesé statistics -being..
productions.
too;
and
Thomas’ jthe:‘Motion Picture .Assn: .of- Amer- ‘at that: entrance.:
to East Berlin. to shoot ‘scenés. for
“Under
Milk. Wood” received a::‘ica...tald. the. Adv ertising Club of4 Abertr ombie. °‘subséquently filed his : .Titanus-Carlo -Ponti produc- estimates.” Davis, :with. Peter ‘Lawford-and. comic. Pat: ‘Henry, worked.
recent. off-Broadway. revival and : Metropolitan: Washington: here’ to-|. suit in Superior: Court ‘against ‘the. ‘tion,:“The Condemned: of Altona,” .
is currently on. national tour. ‘A. day" iTues.). Johnston’s remark’ Was’ {National Assn: ‘for-: the: -Advance-. which 20th-Fox -is going to release. . for. ‘Scale; - On stage almost two°
two-LP set ofthe latter: Play, with made in reference ‘to: his statement ;Lng of Coloréd “Peoples and:.34- De Sica: pointed out that. artistic: | hours,*‘they: drew. bofio |audience,
reaction.
:
he author as narrator: is another that Holly wood concentrates on en- individuals: -A’ temporary. restrain-.

of Caedmon's five so--{ar-released ‘tertainment

‘Thomas

(rather. than. ee jing order.:preventing further. pick- and: not: political motives:were, cbe> 1.
The .firm-'asked dismissal - of the’ =
| || federal court suit. against it: pend-.

nm
we ow. eee ae
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9/26. : |-ing. :a.. permanent. decision: in. the}
Superior ‘Court ‘here.’
ie“In réply to. the charges. brought
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“OTeATES| ‘Scorns5 VagueHandout Optinism
|EASY, HEST

Darryl F. ‘Zanuck plans” ‘to make
“Eponlywood “Sept. 95..
‘y his .first. Hollywood visit -next
-‘Mirisch’ -Co., which. ‘turned. out. al:
By DAVE JAMPEL::
month’ after he completes
two.
J. 27: total. of. 16 features. during’ its’ first:|
more transAtlantic hops to Paris
7
" -Tokyo,. “Sept. 25.
1: five’ years -of- operation, |will pass|
-and.London. for: the premieres: of
After: esting the press hereon.
this, number, during the. next ‘two |
“The ‘Longest “Day,”
following:
,: Ais first. visit -to the. ‘Far East in: 25 |"
“oo years, | ‘according:..to Harold. -J.:
‘which he will have an early-OQcto";years, MGM ‘prez. Joseph R. Vogel |:
. Mirisch. - President . stated:. at : ay
‘ber: board meeting to. set produc|}recapped. that’ the’ filmery has-al- |
_préss: conference’. on : -occasion: ‘of
Sydney;- ‘Sept. 18. | tion plans. “And. when }-do, this
Washington, Sept.:25.. _.Jmost- $100; 600: 000. invested. in: pic“unit's: fifth’. ‘amniversary,. that” cont: |
-will -be- it: I don't want to.make
+ pany: “has. minimum.*of 20: major: ” Foreign’ film:.censorship- is* not ‘tures, ‘in -various stages. of prepara: j.. Greater °‘Union Theatres,. ‘under ‘any, more press department ‘pro“motion pictures in prospect. during {a tniajor.obstacle to’ U--S. Informa-:} tion,:. production °and. ‘distribution. the. direction’ -of . Norman .B::--Rydge, -nunciamentos .or I'll be repeating.
-this period,. at ‘an’ estimated cost. of tion -Agéncy .programs, a ‘member: |° “This is. by far. the. biggest -‘in- turned: in. a profit- of -$500; 000,. re- what. the previous. ‘Tegime did,’”
United, -of. ‘the: Senate - ‘Appropriations |. vestment at. one -time. by one. coni- garded. aS: Very. “satisfactory. ‘over
"~" $65,000,000. °s All -are -for.
Says he.
“!committee: was told after he lashed - ‘pany ‘in. the. history: -of: the’ busi-: a. 12-month: term ~:and during a’
Artists release. :
“The new 20th-Fox prexy is
_ ¢Ten of. these features definitely. out: at government. motion: picture: ness,” said. ‘Vogel, flanked hy-Metro heavy’ monetary recession imposed.
“veep. ‘Seymour R. Mayer: and Japan. ‘by: the ‘government | to curh: infla-. working on a program “but until
:will carry the.U-:S,-made label, six: prodiictions. .
{I can announce and plan to put
are. slated’. for lensing :out..of the |= “Sen. - Allen .i ‘Ellender. (D-La), frep Francisco Rodriguez. ” “And it. tion: in. the: ‘commercial. field..
GUT also. set’ aside $400, 000. ‘for into execution a complete program
“country. ‘and ° shooting site on re-. ‘criticized - the -:Jexpendittires:. ‘as would ‘still. ‘be. -the- biggest invest-.
‘maining: four” -still is. -undecided; : wastefiil “Because ‘the films. ‘some=. ment. without ‘Mutiny. -on the Boun- income ‘tax. The. J: Arthur’ Rank-:| Y’d-rather we said nothing. ‘These
optimistic ‘Statements, sans dates
“Mirisch reported. .. Walter’. “Mirisch, |.times ‘ean’t - get: through ; the: ‘cen- ty”. and ‘How. the’ West Was “Won? Organization. is:a partner with GUT
Right
“production. head; ‘and -Marvin.- Mi- ‘SOrs. “I. found -this* to: be ‘true’ in + because -we had: “planned to: “put. in this. territory -and: will share in. or facts, are for the birds.
now we ate still formulating plans.
risch, -véepee- secretary -treasurer, Ethiopia”. ‘Edward . Roberts, -“head: ‘that “much-into: films”‘this. year,” fhe. profits.
Rydge, :in. a~‘statement: to stock-.| and. then I. will present our first|
ifthe “U--S, ‘Informatian. “Agency’s Vogel, added..
-Sat in- ‘on- ‘confab. «
holders, said. hardticket: pix were’ ‘program: of new properties.”
_ Company” will concéntrate-- on ‘Africa’ ‘department, replied,. “It: -is:] “Despite. - that” “most -substantial |
doing very -big. business coast’ to |
‘Zanuck left Sunday (23). for last
: Tow overhead: while maintaining. as| true’.that -some ‘countries’ like. to. Yoney-on-the-line . ‘show. of. optim-.
. “high qualitv.as Possible. jt was stat- see the- films ‘we. want. ‘to: ‘show: ‘ism, Vogel -had reservations about. coast. | -Rydge was. pleased. to ‘seé night's. (Tues.)} charity premiere: of
that.
overseas.
producérswere
mak-:
“The Longest Day” at the Palais
“ol ad: Approximately 98% ofall eosts ‘theit : péople- ‘but .this’ is: not, a: the future... His fears ‘are mainly
‘of: a" picture - will.-be. of “sereen, it -Major. problem.”” Ethiopia’ s:‘review: ‘founded “on the. skyrocketing: costs. ing’ féwer ‘but’ ‘bigger ‘films, and. de Chaillot, Paris, and ‘returns. t0the:.
“Australian
-publie
-was
quite
morrow (Thursday) for the New
iP
was ‘pointed -.-out,: “rather “than -hoard . was .a@“slow moving -organi-. ‘of: picturemaking:.
(Continued on. Page Vy
York charity preem next Wednes“There's: nothing ‘I:can: ‘do ‘about .
on keeping expensive: personnel; brick: zation: at. one: time, but. it:moves.
| day (3) at the Warner Theatre, .on
and” mortar, “while: not “in opera- “much. quicker: ‘now. We- are not- “it,"he “said. “Pictures - cost * to0-|.:
' Broadway. .He leaves the followtion.” |Mirisch --also,.stréssed’ : that: having. |‘trouble Betting .our films much:. for. many: reasons: If: costs:
‘ing weekend for the’ Royal: Chari_..} continue. 0. increase to, the .point
*: about 98% -of - all’ ‘literary. :: proper-. approved.”Pons
ties. preem at the. Leicester Sq.
: o. ‘where it’s ‘impossible: to. get our}:
:ties bought. had: either “been” or:
‘Theatre; the flagship Rank cinema.
money back, I. don’t’ know -what’s
were. being |made, ‘which -further’| ..
which has been refurbished. with
a
going “to. Happen.’ - Then: we. “can't
hopped: up company's économy. -’~
‘Rexpect-to stay. ‘in’ business.
new sound, screen, etc., for the
‘In discussing ° the. 16. films: pre- LA
~ "The cost of. pictures -is beyond |
‘hardticket debut of the ‘film, and
sented, by. Gompany™ over. past. five | :
“It’s .
| anything,” continued Vogel.
;
{returns again the following mid‘years, .Mirisclt .'said. they are ,ex: |:
- |not’ only the stars, but: the ‘cost of
week.
Then comes
the board
“pected:.to ‘return’ a world gross Of |
-’:
/everything.-in- America, . Salaries:
‘meeting and his off-to-the-studio
‘approximately’ $105.000,000.-on an}:
‘(have gone. ‘up $0. much” ‘in:‘propor- |
| thereafter.
investment «of $34. 875.000:- ‘Unit's :
tion, to. the. increase. in ‘admission }biggest. ‘money pic, “west: Side |
Madrid,”
Sept.:
“25..
prices.’ - Unlike other industries,
_ Story?! :-hased:‘on. ‘results in: -first fs
* Miguel: ‘de Miguel. film distribuwe can’t: raise the cost. of-our. prod: |
". 200 playdates- in this. country. ‘and |
| tor -and prexy. of Iris Films; is.stag| uct: every. time salaries go-.up.
2." 75: abroad, ‘should: hit. a -minimum:|
Hotlywodd,. Sept. 25°
:“People. talk about stars’ salaries. ‘ing a. one-man: battle. against ‘the.
7 total: vross: of. $35, 000,000: he -said; .
Spanish’ |-Distributors . Assn... ‘and
- Widespread: distribution * ‘of “Mi-. american: ‘International Pictures” being. exorbitant,’ *" he said: - “But.|- -its.. Baremo point - system for the’
risch product was seen in. ‘such. pix: ‘Gr0ss -‘film. rentals this: year. have there’s’ nothing: you. can ‘do. excépt: allocation. . of ‘foreign. film: import}
. as “Some Like It: Hot”..playing ‘in. ‘already .exceeded: 175% .of. firm's refuse to pay.them.’ We can’t make: | license.. He is: taking: his fight. to].
18,000:.’siutations ‘out. of..a’]. 1961 total-‘receipts, ‘according ‘to: a. concerted effort: its against thie the highest. Spanish” film “authorno company toppers James: H: Nichol- law. 2
6.
a (Continued.
on age 17)"
son-.and” Samuel Z: Arkoff,: who: -“Vogel’s- visit. is a‘rare ‘trele for \ ities as. well. as: fo the industry at
.
‘Treport -this assures:an end-o f-year ‘the topper. ‘of (a “major | American large...
|‘total: double that:of. last year.:
film ‘company: It’ is in. ‘recognition:| : In “support. -of his. ‘active. cam- |
‘Heavy -biz’ has -béen ‘cued,- they: of: the’ increased iniportance of this -paign, Miguel. is: distributing a spe-.
Holls-wood, Sept. 25.
“don’t: think ‘anybody: cial bulletin announcing:the firm’s |- Roger’ Corman revealed “The
oT say, ‘particularly ~ ‘by. three: films, market... “I
‘inability
‘to
present.
‘exhibitors
with
|
“Poe's “Tales .of :Terror,” “Panic can “discount: the. ‘importance ".of|
Dubious Patriots,” original screen‘| im: Year. .Zero”..and- “Marco’ Polo,” Japan. in ‘the: scheme: of: things,’ he: ‘a list--of product. for ‘the. coming play by R. Wright Campbell, to:
-season
primarily
because
.
his.
BaTine every «.‘market played: to date. ‘offered:| “This is. an .important
‘be. first: of his and brother Gene.
| Booking: during next: three. montlis. country.-in our. ‘business. and: vou remo. allocation.-consisted “of ‘a ‘sin- Corman’s three-picture deal with
|
gle-‘Germpn
license
around
which.
‘United. Artists. Picture is one of.
Tis expected: to ‘carry. company |well].
.~ (Continued: on. ‘Page 12)"
_- |no. distrib. ‘package: could possibly “two. new projects set..under Cor-‘over -the” 200% mark. for. 1962;: it’s te
=|
be:
assembled..
man’s Filmgroup banner for. next
predicted.”
With ° 44 "years of" activity as. a year, both to be made in. $1, 009,009.
~-Mufied.
Home
Work
‘|
film
‘distrib,
Miguel:
now
charges.
. budget eategory.
If thie.-purpose. Of the new Holly: Weterans of. “many . industry: | that -a handful’. of. releasing. com‘is
“wood” . Preview-: Engagement.
“Patriots,” to go- next .Spring.
‘stockholder
|
“meetiiigs,
where”
panies:
are
getting
the
lion's.
share
|
i basically to pad_out a ‘sloughed. reentirely in Yugoslavia, will be. a_
either’
John.
or
‘Lewis:
Gilbert
|
of
‘the.
import:
license:
‘quota:
and“leasing” period, then: -Warners’. de-.
coproduction with” that: country’s
. have --Spokeri: out. for ‘Curmbula-..- ‘points »out: that’ ‘unless a distrib | Globus: Films of Zagreb. War story
cision .to ‘move. up |“What. ‘Ever |:
can
head
up
his.
list
with.
‘at
least
tive
:
“voting:
for
.board.
meniHappened to Baby. Jane?” ‘for Octwas approved in New York for the
bers, were. not: ‘surprised’ last .(Vene American: * picture;: he is al-| UA deal by both Dave Picker and
Nov.” release’ doesn’t. “accomplish 4.
: week *‘at the. ‘Magna. Pictures ©’ most- atitomatieally. ‘out. of.‘business } Arthur’ Krim, Corman ‘said.
re this, . despite ‘all: the ‘cheering. from)"
- meet ‘ing “when John. Gilbert:
: for. the season.:
““Theatre:. Owners of ‘America. as
" Hollywood;: “Sept. 25.
Second film, “Promise Her AnyIn his ~.petition to.“film ‘guthor- +t
|
sponsor. of the scheme.
Music: ‘Corp.-of. Aimetica’ is em:'|- -asked to. be put: on the record.
as yet has no. distribution.
hing,”
In effect, “Baby Jane”. is“simply |;barking: .on. an. extensive ‘construc- | '| as wanting thé: cumulative: . ities, he. makes the point: that the | deal,
but has-been set. as a multiDistrib <Assn: allocation committee J) coproduction . ‘deal. with France'3_
replacing = the made - in-- Ireland tion’ and. expansion program ‘at ‘its |- -yoting’ -procedure-. at Magna..
The ‘hooker .came, however,. — accredited five Yank. licenses each ‘Raoul Brillant, England’s British-—
“Terny of: Trial” ‘on. the :WB sched-. ‘plant,. the - former. Universal: City,
- ule; though “distrib ‘asserts. the de-- involving *‘approximately :“$10,000;=.| ° when Jamies. M. -Landis, ‘as- ~° to Universal, Films of. ‘Spain,: Cha-' Lion and Italy’s Fulvio Lucisano.
-.| ferment: of- ‘latter pic was . decided -000, following: “settlemént. of “its |. sistant secretary. :blandly™..an- =| martin,
C:B. Films, ‘and .Radio ‘Three foreign distribs will put. up
'ilms, ‘while ‘four: of the small oe be roduction. facilities ‘in. there ecoun-.
.. ‘prior to its: decision .to cooperate: ‘problems ‘withthe U,.'S.- Govern: |." “swered:. “Magna ‘Pictutes- ‘has.. . \*
“Trial,” “costarritig. tient last: week: via consent ‘decree | cumulative voting.”
”
"(Continued on| page.12):
+. with. “FOA:.
triés, where. portions ‘of ‘picture’:
Laurence. Olivier. and ‘Simone’: ‘Sig-- filed in’ U: S.. District: Court: here.
‘will be filmed, in return: for ex-.
noret, “needs: some’ ‘work, ”. aecord:. ;The . program,: “delayed: ‘for: « six}| clusive releasing rights in those
‘ing. to 4 Warner. ‘spokesman, and. ‘weeks due to. this- action, -was given
e | areas. Corman’s Filmgroup has. all:
probably won't be. Teleased. before | the : greenlight. the day the: agreeg | tights, though each of -these disnext February.”-_
tribs will also participate in minor.
| ment “was-filed.
TOA handouts: ‘éheering. WB. for:
profits from: overall release.-.PicConstruction . “will ©“actually: get |
ture.is an original comedy screen- its esprit :leaves ‘inrémarked .the under. way <éarly -riext-{year,. since |
” point-‘that-“Baby. Jane” wor. t. be: ‘many buildings. must be torn: ‘down.:|._
play. -by Charles
Griffith,
who
augmenting. the: fall skeds.. -after.| Skidmore; ‘Owings. &.. Merrill: ‘aré |”.
-earlier scripted Corman’s “Little
: Consolidated’ net” ‘earnings. “for {' ' Meanwhile, it’s:Yearned ‘that: U's ‘Shop of: Horrors.’ Writer: has a
‘ally But’ still: compensatory. in -the’ designing -the new. structures.
_Seonsensus:. .view.- is’. that--: “Baby
MCA is tearing“down all the’ ‘stu-- Universal Pictures’ are: more than current “ fiscal. ‘semester~ is being tivo:-pieture deal. with® Filmgroup.
‘Jatie’s’”.”. -mardiies.
chemistry’ ” of dio - buildings: along. ‘Lankershim ‘doubling. their: fiscal. 1961 pace, ‘ac- extended two .months—to ‘Dec. 39.
Corman. Bros.
will ¢coproduc?
. Bette Davis -:and’: Joan” Crawford: Blvd: -AlSo set -for ashcanning ‘are’ ‘cording: to. a™ company. report last} —in. order: ta: align -it-with Decca both: films; with Roger directins::
. makes ‘for better. ‘exploitation. do- ‘the. ‘administration: -building,. the. week. - For “39. 'week’ period: énded -Records (and, ‘fiicidentally; _parent ‘both,’ “Anything” will start shoot-.
“mestically than: an-Olivier-Signoret ‘wardrobe: building, structures. hous: {last- . July ‘28, U's “net “soared. ‘to. Music . Corp: ‘of “America),. which. ing. in Hollywood, then move to
parlay;”'so that -the ‘net effect, pre- ing: ‘personnel, :purchasing ‘and’ ac $4,547,939, . after . ‘ provision: . -of “operates. on. 2. ‘calendar:fiscal an- ‘London, Paris and Italian Rivi+?
sumably. is. still pleasing to. ‘exhibs. |: Counting, and the: commissary... ‘The $3,945,000 for. Federal- taxes.. “After: num,.Move means ‘simplified: ‘pook- |
: (Continued on. page 12%
*
“Meanwhile, for. the. record;- let ‘it’ commissary: ‘will. not: be razed” until. ‘dividends.
on
preferred: "stock, : ‘keeping.. although. both U” and].
an “Be stressed again: that. Preview En-. .a-new.ote is built,:and. that: will be earnings |-amourited: ta” $5. 07. per ; Decea.. will. ‘continue. getting out
Initials ‘All-Important
" gagement ‘was’. concocted..4s a. spur onthe site of the:‘present. wardrobe ; ‘sharé on: 880, 770 shares of common Separate: yearend” statements.,
ant
New: York, to: product flow, with guaranteed building.
‘stock. outstanding.
ue
“Filmery’ S ‘fiscal ‘year: ‘would: ‘havé
“bluechip - ‘playing’: ‘time, -extended ;
“*.For the. like: year. ago. period. { énded Nov... 3: “Whether. .'62 ac- 1 Eg itor; VARIETY:
ration ‘build: {+
administ
14-story
(A.
‘Yyuns, all-out promotion,; ‘ete, being|;
ing will. replace: the present adimin- distrib’s net- was $2;284,782, .equal|counts for: record ‘profits will: . of P It. was very generous ‘of them
Ahe. blandishments, for ‘distribs. to |.istration -hq: A’ -four-story. bank to... $2. 45...per “Share~ of. common ‘course, only. ‘be .measured .to. ‘that to ‘finally get around to. naming
an: art cinema. in W. 45 St. for
89 Along:
.
building: will ‘be’ constructed ‘at the: ‘stock.”|
date...
the Jate, great, greatly neglected
| site, now. occupied by. the account-| At its: present pace, -with “Touch
Accounting’ “firm ‘of |
“Peat, “Mar- ‘master of the movies:. D, W. GrifJing department. -.A. new’ postoffice | of Mink". _Spearheading the ”re-.
| will be built ‘at :the site.Now. occu, .turns, -it’s - ‘thought ° from. :“within|.wick;, Mitchell, & Co. . audits for fith—but when they. put. :the neon:
‘that. fiscal 62. stands a good chance ‘U-Decta, -while ‘MCA and: its other signs up over the. marque, only
‘Columbia “board declared . -the pied: by: purchasing.”
word. . ‘GRIFFITH -has
been..
-‘Tegular: -quarteérly-. dividend: of |. More ‘construction. “ig” in” “the- to top’ the’ company’s champ ‘earn-: subsidiaries” are ‘served ~ by Price. |the
" -$1.06% ‘on: the’ $4. 25 |‘cumulative works, and: the: $10, 000 000° figure ings: year of. 1960- (with. its $6.313,- Waterhouse.. Could “be|one: or: the{“spelled out.” Without the magic
isa minimum, it was learned.- The. 357: consolidated -net).’ which would ‘other will ‘yindup with: the. whole. “initials. the. surname vw i] mean
preferred’ stock..°
_ y This -is- payable Nov. 45. to stock. ‘move. pregages ‘‘much activity:. at: make a dandy frostirig for. the. 50th | shebang,’ - buf. nothing's :-been. said |very. little ‘to-stroters on Bw ay.
Bob -Dow: ning.
“on ‘this point ©
4
;
ithe -‘San: ‘Fernando. Valley. ‘studio.kannt- -cotnmemoratians.
holders |of.record, on Nov, Le

-| Aussie’5Greater Union.

| Demes‘AfricansCensor.”

“US. Info Agency Fils;|

- TheatreChain NetsNifty
5006: in ‘Recession’ Yr.

Ethiopians Just:‘Slow’

ci1 DistribCin|

IrisMiguelBlasts
Spain’s Baremo’
Point System!

Corman Bros’ Ist

For UAWill Roll

At Globus,

;FlawedCheers

Of ExchibsasTo
Baby,Jane’Policy|

M(h Recontruct’s;F

Od Universal City|

Univer5|PaceBettern’
~~ AuditDateto MatchLag
if
Decta

“ Columba’sToualSL
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Zagreb
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RANSOHOFF 10. EUROPE

.Readying,

& Columbia :

San

Emily’

“Americanization
er] letra.

el

“Martin, Ransohoft off to“Eondon |
.and Paris to” start: ‘with.the pro-|
Pictures’ vik t
to:make a ‘do‘thebusiness anticipated,” iadne:
“The. | “Magna j
duction: “bluépri nting «
+ Americanization. of Emily.” ‘based. ‘Todd-AO
spectacle about. ‘Con=| was left -with- a .$4,000,000 indebt=
ton: the ‘book. by.. William Bradford |stantine . “The Great, tentatively: -edness, covering: both the. picture:
-and. the cost_of. developing the. big.
| Huey. This. one. goes to market. Via ‘
| titled “En. ‘This. ‘Sign,”. have °‘been |:' negative.” process, -“Skouras ex-"
‘Metro.
Hampered by.‘the:-eompany’ S:-firian- plained,.
with: “Magna’s: assets
Producer: Ransohoft’ s ‘latest. for
we cial.
‘Thus, he
MGM was: “Boys” Night ‘Out. oe
position, —George. . Skouras, ‘pledge “to. cover -this.

Antonio,’ ‘Sept. 25:

Two Joecal -ozeners are seeking |
judgment of $150,000 in damages,
court costs and attorney's fees

PoliticsDeclines toYield:
in Suite:Lawford.
from tbree firms who distribute]. ‘Chotiner i
Spanish-language ©motion pictures
|. “Sought: for ‘Cool’ F:itm|
in San -Antonio in a: suit ‘filed “iri

Disney‘AirsGripes Re.
Companion Second
|
Films!
Not Pleasing’ Families|,

Beverly: Hills, Sept. 25.
‘Politics and picturemakers make |
bedfellows — ‘in
‘hotel |
the distribution. of Spanish - lan- +strange
Euagpe films Kere were the Fiesta * rooms. That's the sad realization}
Drive-In
Theatre ‘Corp. -and... El:? Peter Lawford -and his -Christaw: 7
| Production’ Ss “Johnny .Cool” “com--|
Capitan Drive-In. Theatre Co..

U.S. District Court. Charging. re-straint of .trade and. commerce in

Defendants

Azteca’

Films

in

the

There is “increasing. pressure by

to

oe,

“") Dacifie”). and “Wwe. are beginning. to.
“see. the light.’” ‘He hopes. ta. secure
financing ‘to enable. a. ‘start;OD.
“Sign”. by’ next. spring..Skouras. apologized te * stock- aes
holders -for. postponing. the. annual |
[meeting from. “May: to- SepteniberMinneapolis, Sept: 25." -| this .year,- ‘reporting. : that- Magna -

Jazzy Exploitation, Rescues
‘Bayou,’ UA’s Flop of 1957I

family|
Clasa- ‘they -found. the’: suite. they” had! : America for: wholesome,
_reserved-for location: lensing: ‘at the’ type. entertainment. to be. preésent-

of Les Angeles, Co- |.
Beverly “Hilton Hotel :had been: ed jn: our motion. picture :theatres,”
Crop,
Pictures,
J ewell |:‘given to another .paying ‘guest
Joseph. P: Reddy, public. relations

Truex.. general. sales manager~ ‘for. who réfused

ing ‘“‘to., give ‘us. fair’ terms”

Poor WhiteTrash’.With

suit are, pany arrived at ‘last’ week when |organizations ‘and:-parents ‘all-over|

Ine.. ..and

Mohnie Inc:
Jumbia

7 ‘Magna prexy, told the-annual meet- continued; the. banks. were not. will-

“Ling?“of. stockholders in. ‘New. York. finance. “Sign. wo
last week,7
1 ‘Now, . however,” the. preky -re-".
Because : “Okiahoma: ” ‘the. initial: ported, ‘that. indebtedness lias been’ ©
Magna-Todd-AQ” picture,’did net ‘reduced: to: $1;300;000 largely, due.--:-*
=| to the. boxoffice. ‘success. of. ‘South

to ‘move-out. The ;: director * of Walt. Disnéy Produc-

ihe iwo California firms, Gordon }ray
EuestChotiner
was Nixonite-attorney.
Mut- tions; -was quoted -as'-saying ,in..a)”
— AR.) who. wouldnt.

had“not.. received-complete’ finan=-

“Importance |to. the.: boxoffice : of:
: Dunlap, local branch Manager -for
;Catholic Welfare’ Conference ‘news the:‘Way a picture iis sold to the ‘pub-’
| budge. for:
‘Lawford. iD.y-and. troupe. : Story .-datelined :"“Burbank,* Calif.;’”
;
the same. two firis, and Jose Cara- |- The “Johnny °Cool” troupe were;:which: appeared in Catholic. -papers: lie’ is -“being - ‘demonstrated. again™

¢ial reports. ‘earlier. from: 20th-Fox;,.
‘distributing “Dacifie?-. abroad, . for

the final ‘months. of. the fiscal-year..

in the. Case of “Poor White Trash; ”. | “We ‘just. ‘got. those .reports |‘three
i due. to lens in suite’ 234, “and. had: throughout the .country.” . been fiven..the rooms,. -confirnied |. . Reddy. also stated that: ‘the’ Dis-: per: M.A.
Ripps, its”“producer: weeks ‘ago,’ ‘he: said. ‘adding: that.
; the Hilton's manager. Fred Hay-. ‘ney - studio .is- “deluged”. ‘with. let- | Ripps- disclosed ‘that “Poor “White- they were. not, only “disappointing,
Contracts
|. man.. “But,”m2. - he - sadly. added, ters complaining. »-abdut: certain: ‘Trash’ ‘isn’t a. new. ‘picture. It’s a. they. were inaccurate.
“someone. - at: the’ desk. ‘had mis- types ‘of pictures. coupled- with .Dis- ;
| were. misinterpreted,’ and: “we. bereissue” of. his: “Bayou”. with.’ the lieve: they” owe: us”. alot. more
!| takenly given. it to: Mr. ‘Chotiner:” pney- -productions. He: pointed out
olized trade-and commerce in Span- |The barrister, there .for’ the. ccur- ‘the producer: has-ne control over new title.’ “Bayou” was released | money: Negotiations ‘are going on-~.
ish language motion. pictures and }.rent State. Bar ‘Assn- convention, .- what.: an. exhibitor books: with . ‘Dis-[ins ‘1957. “and: then. ‘distributed by | to clarify the. situations, he ;“said. Tate:
films.’”
combined and conspired with’ the
|had. set up headquarters ' ‘in. the ee
rr
United Artists. .
a ~ Stockholders: criticized: manage--. -

beza who. owns 50° of: El Charro
Theatre, ‘also a defendant. .
Fiesta ead El Capitan drive-in
theatres charged Azteca,. ‘Clasa-Mohme -and ‘Celumbia have, from
1933 to date, unlawfully monop-

other deferidants to restrain trade ‘rooms. and® sent’-out.-info. to.:900
and comme:ce in such pictures in. ‘eonventioneers: telling’. -them to.

San

ewe

Antonio:

-As*““Bayou” ‘the ‘picture Was

a ment’s ‘lack ‘of: suecess’.in persuad-.
ing’ ‘other “preducers: ‘to:.use ‘Todd-

lncasetie flop. and it, even experiathe room Moga he
tet‘ALBANY PUBLICMEETING -eneed. difficulty: in. landing’ ‘book- | AO; -after. ‘hearing ‘that- aside. ‘from.:. :

the de- I
The
plaintiffs {claim
fendants discriminated: in favor ot 7Frep},” ‘Chotinér

‘Ings.in some areas. It's:a.low -budg-. ““Eleopatra,” “only” . three. ‘other |
‘eted film: sans
important” - cast- -Tadd-AO eommitments.- naw. “are.
-EI
{haro
Drive-Tn.
Theatre
mames. and it’ encountered’ plenty, ‘outstanding,: and: all. of those with
Eneeded
it
for
.a
motion:
picture’.
Albany,
Sept.
25,
Ly charging” them~ higher | film
20th. :--Skouras said he is now nego-.
on “The ‘Law’| cTHtical: disfavor.
rental, making films available to ‘event. We were told he preferred "AK panel discussion:
| tiating: with another company . for.
“haw
ever
.
‘At.
<this:
late
date,
©
and:
Obscenit
y,”
{
this
one
because
of.
the’
‘color
to:
be
held-in’
the
E]I Charro-when they were denied
Ripps' decided-“he’d -have. another “two. . pix: -in- the. ‘process,. ‘but: de-.
access ‘to’ them, giving El Charro decor, which happens to. be red.’ ‘Albany. _Law . school auditorium
fling.
with: “Bayou.” He dreamed clined to: ‘name: the. company . be-'
the right to use films as fillers. or: -So.-far -as .we. were. concerned he ;' Thursday: night (27) ‘and. ‘open’ ‘to
up. thé: new title and. worked: ‘out. a. causé “nothing is. yet: set.” He ‘also ~
second features. before they had could take: ariother. one: that was||the public, will have as Participants
notéd that the Todd-AO. rovalty 4s
Associate State. Court: of: Appeals giminiicky.. exploitation. and. adver-. vretty- steep compared ‘to. Cinema-:
ihis right and granting El Charro green.”
tising’
eampaign:
for
it.
It's
being.
Director Bill Asher,. at‘the. hotel,. Judge. Charles “W..- Froessel;. Dean
more favorable. licensing . terms.
Scope—a- $200:000° licénse- fee to”
floors,
ex- John .C. Hayes,’ ‘of the: ‘Loyola. U. presented: initially’ in driveins as: “start. with. ‘compared. ‘to.‘$25 000° for ol
They asked the defendants be. ‘contacted. between
-adults
|S
‘something.
.
sensational
for.
enjoined and restrained. from any plained the- need. for-the Second ; Law. School. and. attorney. Harriett only.” And;: thusly, ‘it has. been con- CinemaScop<:.
They. also asked’ floor, ra ther ‘than. suite 234, would: Pilpel ‘from: Manhattan, .represen- verted from: a. total Joss into a |-- AIL. ineumbent’ ‘Magna. ‘divectors
such eontraets.
tative of American Civil: ‘Liberties
all existing agreements of the de-- enable "em to ‘move a
+ were. reelected, with -‘Joseph: : Mz
moneymaker, Ripps’ Sdys..

To DISCUSS ‘OBSCENITY’

claimed, “to five |
;up the. suite because Mr: Lawford }

from.‘a ‘truck. on: the ‘parking. lot

fendants be declared void:

Dunlap and Truex each formerly

roof. directly: to the. stiife,

Union. ‘Dean ‘Hayes will represent
the. National Organization for. De-k. Impression ‘cfeated: ‘by. its news: Seider -of:United Artists Theatres, .
| paper ads is:that it's‘a: ‘brand. new ‘which owis a-large block of: Magna‘ -

rather

awned a 25¢% interest in El Charro, than piece-by' piece up. the elevator, jeent Literature: .J hdge J.-Edward' picture. -For practically -y oe or‘ybody. stock, elected to the’ board :te ‘suc-:
Conway; chairman of the New York.
_ 1 to the. Next. higher. floor. - .
the plaintiffs claimed.
State : - Commission
‘on. ‘Human’ today, especially’ ‘since :so- ‘few ‘Saw. ceed Joe: Sugar: Magna‘: s sales veep
| it“ originally as-.““Bayou,”. it is
surat ‘who Yesigned several. weeks. ago: to.
m ; Relations, will: ‘preside.
7
Le head up 20th-Fox s Foadshow unit. ,
i- -Clergymen: of® the: “Albany. ‘Brea’ ‘Ripps “emphasizes. _
are among °those” “invited ‘to’:“at-.|

tend.

‘You fiew

TWA, of course.

Judge Froessel. has “partic:
|°

ipated in’ Court: of °Appeals’. hearings -on. motion picture: license.

I.
National Boxoffice Si
§vey

cases, writing. the prevailing, pins F:

., lon.in one of them:

oe

- ‘TradeStillOffish: “Music -Agaiti Chanin; ‘Grimm’2d,
Story’: 3d,Interns’ Ath, F ool’ 5th.

LA. ioNY.

Edie “Adams
|" 'Jaek. Arnold

Wee

| ‘putting a dent in pix.gr Gsses; around: ing. fifth spot. ~ “Lolita” also from |

. Judy |‘Cannon
“J Joan: Crowley.

1 the country, according to. -reports’

_-, Bill-Dana:
|, Martin.’ Davis

| wickets this time’ of ‘Year, “but the. ‘turing ‘eighth money

_.|-current slump. seems’ more: severe

Weeks: in: “Another “Town” -.MGM), a

. {films “are”“getting worthwhile. biz. | which “has ‘been-finishing~ higher,
““l Even the ‘stronger. pix: are “feeling: will take 10th’ place.
| the seasorial downbeat.
ahs - “Sky. Above”. {Embassy} is dip=.

a

s .-. Mélvyille Shavélson
|
-Lester: Welch °

. |... Ralph Wheelwright.
Bruce Yarnell

"U, Ss.to:Europe:

fo. Jerry” Bresler

Who: doesn’t? Flying direct: saves time, and TWA
A Bes: .
direct (no change’ of plane) from. New York totwelve of ~*~.

“Edith ‘Hamlin,

:

ae

Jerome Hill:
Bob: Hope:‘}.:, Mitehell- ‘Leiser.

the most popular cities abroad. TWA also has direct jets. ah .. Joseph E. Levine
David. Lewis.
from San Francisco, Los. Angeles and Chicago to Loiadon,.
Leonard ‘Lightstone:
Paris and Rome.: Even if TWA didn’t fly direct: ‘people |
Orlani: C. “Mahak: : one

would still préfer TWA for Royal Ambassador First Class
service that treats you like a royal ambassador. ‘Your travel:
agent or nearest TWA office can give you other good:
reasons for flying.TW.‘A-to Europe: and. beyond.
egg

- Mack, Millar

1) Seymour Poe.
*: Martin: Ransohoft:: .. Theodore’ B. :Sils
a Jay ‘Weston.:
“Alec. Wilder

«WB, <tirst: Tast ping

but: still
-plenty’ - of “stamina.
“Pigéon:; “That ° “Took . Rome” (Par).
‘| but: by. a°‘smaller margin’ than. a rounds: out:the Top. 12...
.. | week
ago... “Brothers. : “Grimm”:
™Phantam- of. Opera” WY, ninth vO
'-1(MGM) is eapturing:: ‘second -posi. ‘last ‘week;-and™. “Boccaccio: “FO”
_ |tion; same as last:round...
©~
}e (Embassy), whiéh- was -I1th last
. “West: Side Story” WAI:fis.
-mov- round,: are the: ‘ruhner-up: films.
j.ing: up: to:third spot. |‘It-was fourth: |. “Damn the Defiant”: (Col). shapes “os
"Va week ago. “The. ‘Interns’ COL, f. as one.of the more ‘promising new1 still proving a. ‘Surprising gr osser, ies: It is -steut in’ Washington. arid: .
- will Jand:in fourth. ‘Place as against: Boston;- fine in N:Y.. -and trim in:
“sb third last ‘stanza. _
4 Philly. ‘Outside of “Rear Window,”
7f “Thank A - “Fool” MGM),
‘the: ‘best’ reissue'combo. now current
-|-is the.-one topped. by “Father. of:“Music. “Man”

-

Europe to. US.

: 2 Julius Bing.'

"No: Man Ts: an. Island” iU),. also~

:+ Samuel: Bronston ~

>» Jules Buck.
‘Nat Cohen--

|:

. Dean -David °‘Crane

Virginia Easter Crane

4. Basil’ Dearden
““Dino De Laurentiis
a}

-Bernard Delfont-

' . Anton. Dolin:.

“Irving. ‘Drutman,
Raoul’ Pene. DuBois.

Sergio 'Franci. .. |
. ‘Harry. E. ‘Gould. Lew. ‘Grade’.

Nationwide

Worldwide

eoga ‘Navonoff)

4}.

on \
depend
|

|: John:-Cameron.-

|. Nan Hogan

-.

‘Harold “Robbins. Mel Shane.!....
9.2...
J ohnny Tillotson.

“| Bride (MGM);: often: paired | with: :
| “Seven: Brides.’”

Dick‘ Barkle-.

Leslie. Harris:

og

. to. 11th: position,

"-|-session, again is‘taking No: 1- spot showing:
|.

Mort Sahl
Pippa Scott:

Arthur Cohn :
Leonard Davis
' Natalie’ Draper.
. , Robert’ A. Goldston:

by “dint of...

‘additional. ‘playdatés,. -“ 300 Spar--

“+ "l-than® ‘sual-. because: ‘so: ‘few. new. -tans” (20th) “Will finish ninth. “Two.

Herbert B. ‘Leonard
' Patty MeCorniack.
“| Edward Muhl
<<.

y

(Par): reissue): is a ‘sirong. séventh.

‘generally: ‘an: “ offish~ period: at.ithe}... “Miracle Worker”. WAY: is: Cap-

‘Jack Leewood.

I

“Metro, will: finish ‘Sixth. after being
higher for weeks. © “Rear Window...

| from. VARIETY |“¢orrespondents: ‘It’sf

|. Bill Bott.
_
. ‘Leonard Field
“Kathryn. Grayson:
|. . Edith Head’: *:
: Fred Henry~
‘Jose ‘Ttunbi
‘Claire Kanyak:
Bob Keene

|

, — ee

Dearth of new, “strong. ‘films:“is: getting’ started. last 5
session, is tak. :

{> Walter’ Bien

| prefer (to
rly direct.

eee.

Carol - Lynne.”
7 ae Leonard. Lyons:
‘-Philip Miles ~~

= “Peter. O'Toole.

“Michael Stern’.

~ Darryl FE. Zanuck.

af new, ‘Shapes: ‘big- in. Detroit.’
vorce, ‘Italian- Style”: (Embassy) hit.
.

“Di-

'|a new house. record: opening ‘week:©.
An..N.Y:

It’ Ss.also ‘boffo. in. ‘Boston...

. _“Flame: ‘in Sireets””. (Atlantic) ”
| ‘continues big in‘two:N: Y. houses,
“Marco. Polo” (AT)_is- only. fair,in:
“AN. Y.. opening- round.’
““Faste of. Honey”. (Cont); ‘trim i
in
: Washington. looks sweet" ine Ty. A.

_:| “Coming Out Party” (Union), okay
.1 in-Balto and. Sti. ‘Louis, ‘looms ‘good
| in Washington.:-

“Best of Enemiés”* (Cob, -with:
some . new: playdates, -‘shapes. from
} mild- to” fine currently..“Waltz .of
+Toréadors’”

(Cont), “still - stout

in’

N: Y:; looks trim. in ‘Chi.
weet

‘“Conipiete. Bozoffice Reports on

pages. 8-9).:
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Gel Sona ern

‘MoreRe‘

theExhibitorMindVibrates:

Way

Bad MCA Didn't Merge With
“FORBAREPlJoo
Lesser Co.RatherThan Sockful U

:Ephraim London and:
nd‘Shirley
Shirley‘Clarke in. Telecast Rel
| "The Conneetion’ ‘Use:ofPreviously. Verboten Term

“By. MORY. ROTH.

A< mroubté’a
isia000Weekend Grossofl

* mphraim Ss. Lindon: attorney.for
rwin.. Shapiro's. . Films. ‘Around: | 7
orld in its fight with: the State: of New: York over.“‘The Connection,”

‘Billy’Budd’ inLondon|

‘Chicago, Sept. “95.
3 brewing. : for. ‘exhibi- |”

set
NY.Hearing:On.

tors ‘and -distributors :on. the Chi-Cago- and: Illinois, state. filni cerisor-:
ship horizon. Distribs: say. that the.|-

——+
“With ‘the : way things are,’" a
said
this
‘| prominent ° exhibitor
+:week, “wouldn't it have been bet-

ter if. Music Corp. of America
taking - over a. picture comthat’ needed help; certainly
‘film’s" ‘director, Shirley: Clarke.-Em- days :- (21-23)°°‘of --world ‘premiere. censorship: is over..in “regard to.
‘New: “York: State. -assemblyman not Univ ersal?””
ee Hugh. Downs presented * ex-. stand. at the Leicester: Square hung ‘Chi’s Motion. Picture. ‘Appeal Board.
County), |.
This is, of. course, the exhib
_/-7 €erpts from the film, but none con- ‘up a new: b.o.- mark-for the house, | (appointed. last spring«’by: Mayor “Luigi: Marano. (R:; Kings
“taining the word w hich: occasioned Boing $12, ‘000: for’ the: “Weekend.” Richard J. Daley), and ‘a’split. has. “who for: the last two yéars has. been. ‘thinking. . "MCA
doesn’t give a
the challenge. -This. was never’ di-| revious ‘record. was. also held. by: ‘been developing: within: the five- -trying ‘unsuccessfully’ to get a film ‘hoot about’ dangerous operations
.reetly: mentioned during: the discus-. an--AA pic, “AL. Capone,”” with. | man” Board: in: regards. the: ‘Tash .of Classification law. passed,’ will. Tholdt j - the picture-making field; and .
hearings on: a.new - classification ‘obviously’ chose a company that’s
.‘sion. on. the: air’-but: -London- made $10, 650 for like period. |
nudie pictures. to. come © to- their :
it, sufficiently: : obvious: in” stating
}™: Peter. Ustinov. film’ is. down for. attention. in: the”: past several |"bill. in New. York Thursday (27)..
showing. | beaucoup
signs
of
. that:.the issue .concerned -use- on ‘November Yelease in ‘the. UzS:
“Invited to ‘give the: Motion: Pic: {
‘progress. ‘For MCA, Universal was
; “nonths. ”
‘the. soundtrack .of the. film :of* “a
i-ture Assn. of America point ‘of view a. natural. and goes hand in: hand
“FE -On the. state- scene, State. Sen. (in-opposition to classification): are. With
_ four-letter” word. denoting human
the studio rental deal.
"(| Prank..- Oziriga (Rep. - . Evergreen |
aa excrement,: -a-fine old Saxon, word.” |
producer Arthur Hornblow Jr.,’star’
But theatremen would have. pre-Park¥ has told -a. booker ‘friend that J.
". "Fo.. Downs’: question “How. ‘does |. f
; fhe intends.:to revive ‘his’ ‘stafe: mo-: ‘Paul:-Newman, Production~‘Code. ferred. 4f.-MCA, .with all its re-Administrator Geoffrey. Shurlock.,: sourcefulnéss, would have merged
‘the ourt :define: obscene?” ‘London |'
| tion’ picture. eensorship -“bill. in. the:
MPAA: attorney Barbara ‘Scott and- ‘with.-a film company that hasn't .
replied, ““Something- is‘ ‘obscene’. if] <
| next session-..of* the state ‘legisla:
MPAA. community. relations. direc. been doing so well. The feeling is
it ‘arouse§.Justful desires’ in the |.
-|ture'in January. ‘The bill. was :de-.t;
ordinary adult’ ‘of. the. community,”aan
that MCA . ‘might have provided
! feated. in: the -last :session -by. a tie tor:Margaret: ‘Pwyman. . oo
The: word “in- .question.” could - not Y
new energy: where it's: needed to
vote .in-“committee ‘after. extensive.}.
ae
ey]
~———
" excite ‘lustful. desire: “Said. he,*
‘a distress studio. U doesn’t need .
" pressure. -by exhibitors and” is: .
- think -it: (the Education. Dept.’‘Ss:dee:
| such backing.
tributors..
..¢ision). is ‘ridiculous.’ In: this: light, exhibitors have: ex. See
Poe:
oe ;avoring | “This. -is: a- eompliment to Milton
"""“There-are. only -four: States iat
| Rackmil and his helmsmanship of
.- the Union’ like :New. York . ‘(having
| -. Conversations: were lield. in-New pressed ‘wonder at. the booking of|
-U, His film company just last week
e@ensorship. or: film: licerising),. and- ‘York. Tast. week. between 20th-Fox'||- ““Paradisio” .‘into. four” ‘Balaban. &ireported. a profit of $4, 547,939 for
about. 30°cities,”. Loridon explained. “execs © and. Teps._ of the: “Hollywood Katz “neighborhood theatres “last-|:
the’ 39’ weeks ended July 28.
Friday. (21). Three .of the theatres | .
“Th most, ‘placés ‘in. the’ United.
According” to‘the exhib spokeswo Statés you can: show this: film... It’ “Race Relations: -Bureau: which. has - are: in: family areas; and. to. the|:
‘man, whose. main ‘concern is. the
y- has: been shown’ in Arizona.” Asked threaténed: to pickét theatres: show- best |‘Knowledge: of Film: Rowers | |
-availability ‘of.
top
boxoffice:
by: Dowris about voluntary-‘censor-. ing Darryl: F...Zanuck's. “The. Long- this “is the: first: time ‘a. nudie: has|"
product, MCA ‘might have. provided
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certain Jane Qne-Nete implicit in:; grounds.” of various:. of -the -Nazi iall. coricer ned. Hal. Hackady’ 's story| Tailored: for:the’ botfont. halt of j.out of ‘shock; he enibarks: upon ‘a
the tale of a stage mother, yhose Fcriminals. of World War HH: Some %‘tine, focusing ‘on two in-love ‘young- dual bills, this“ indie. exploitation trail.:of vengeance ggainst surgeon.
egotisms become_ ‘something ‘ of a fof it has been seen before ‘but: un=|‘sters--who “somehow -are enjoined: item: will: - prove handy: :-in:- that.
(and: his. assistants who participated
likely with such ‘telling. effect: | from. getting: married’ until. ‘a’ show.bore despite the canny skills of +
-eapacity unless _ ‘paired |‘with. -too in the ‘Successful operation:
director-producer: Mervyn LeRoy | Other material was. hot, familiar to. business’
8
g.
engagement
‘is. fulfilled eminent -an attraction, -in WW:hich } ”
"Paul Lukather. handles himself. :
ta contrive it ofherwise.-On a bal- this observer.
in Paris, -loses ‘much: of whatever
case’. its . presence™. “mdy: irritate “well. as: ‘the. surgeon
‘and James ance of these IeRoy efforts and
The ‘American: distributor, Trans- ‘zest it had. to begin: with because: of
|:quality--conscious: audiences. Care-. Stapleton - portrays: “the =pianist"
the novelty value.of Natalie, Wood
Lux, ‘claims -that- “every....toot “of the. unconvineing: performances. :
fully. programmed - and ‘profitably. whose mind becomes :twisted by.”
ss: Gypsy Rosé ‘Leé against’ the |this picturé is authentic: i This. ap=-]. Henry: Glover's original :score’ is. exploited,
the Crowi-International °
essentially
disagreeable. central}; pears to be so; nothing jis *“staged! * ‘fair for-thé course and a. few stand- release, “produced: -by.: Rovert. .Gott- his ‘tragic circumstances, frequent-. ~~...
“ly over-directéd- Joan. ‘Harvey plays’ -~
role played by Rosalind. Russeil, in the usual ‘sense...Giving .distinc-- ards. are reprised ‘and -are.-a help.
‘| schalk: and John R. Moore. can ful~‘this sistér whom-he nearly murdeérs, :.
this musical .in Technicolor im-|| ‘tion. to: “Secrets ‘of the: Nazi CrimiSongs.‘ and- ‘dances - aboard.- ‘the| fill its. function. ~~;
and ‘Larry. Haddon enacts a- police: .
presses as an okay prospect. ats nals” is the excellent: editing job Fianee provide some ‘color: “and |:..
‘The. ‘screenplay -by “Paul Strait, Tieutenant::interested” in. ‘the. case
per ‘formed by the Swedes involved, ‘the.-Harry Romm. production gen-+|
the boxoffice.
from-.an ofiginal- story: ‘by -Gott-- -and whose. bullet: saves.‘Lukather..
Miss Russell’s -performance as. | Minerva ‘International, - producer erally has somé’ ‘exploitation values, t schalk,,- who: also served as ‘director. from ‘being: strangied ‘by. the..mad-*
eh ‘of. the film, is ‘concerned: with the
the smalltime brood-hen. deserves Tore : Sjoberg, _ editors-’ Sjobey ge. for . some market situations...
‘| dened’: ‘musician: Other. ‘roles. are:
“Jeri. Eynne’ Fr aser is” a cutie ‘as
comniendation. It is cleverly. man- ‘Ingemar. Ejve Holm; ‘and. ‘script-.
. predicament: of -a trio: of jimpover- acceptably: unflertaken:
aged. all the way, with. much help. Writer “Holm... They” prove. them- ‘Dee's: ‘mate in the- on-and:off ro- |.ished: fishermen. who, -discovering
|.
‘Producers. give film - suitable
-.{ mance,. Kay | -Médford labors. as a “an --abandoned yacht containing, a’
frem the camera angles of. Harry Selves a proficient ' group.:

an hour. The sequence

is thor-.}.. tferein: is’ astute-‘handling’ ‘of ‘a. nor: striking. personality,

| se
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-chaperone, "Lisa. James. is: on: the.

production.

values ~und --téchnical

The. import, ‘all done: in- dubbed.
corpse Who.died of the mumps. are’.
English; is by:no means ‘or should, -hall as -a’ romantic Latino . whose -awarded the vessel :by-the Coast -eredits -are: okay; particularly: cane. .
: era.worl: of. Henry: Cronjager. not be).an exploitation special;. it's violent kisses cause complications. Guard in. hopes. that av hile- “operat- |’.
lh.
2k oo -é Whit,
‘devoid. of shallawness. .It_“is, “in- jamong: ‘all concerned: ‘Gary. Crosby: ing it .as a: charter. ‘boat: ‘they’ will}
stead, a penetrating. analy sis of the. ‘is. aboard ship to.make.a pass at: help ..solve the. mystery”. of: -its.|
Fraser. The Starliters.’ ‘make “ownership. Sure enough.
|:
|'men’ brought ‘before: ‘Nuremberg ‘Miss
‘the men_|* “Le.‘Combat ‘Dans L ile
-| with. competent |Mmiusiéality. :-Tech-.
‘and. other inter national courts,
/ stand. Battle) |
‘| are. soon ‘confronted by: the owners |.
Gene. .
audience dissatisfaction factor in [- Hitler’s ‘ise.to! ‘power ‘passes in-| nical. credits. modest.
: (FRENCH)
wee,
_| and ordered. at gunpoint to, aid in |.
that this obnoxious creature. never” -review..by the way of. recognizable ‘Paris. Sept:. 25.
the smuggling ‘of _half-d-milion‘}-

Stradling. Sr. There is almost, ‘not|

quite, a‘ victory: of technique over
_ substance. Unfortunately. ‘nothing
Yeally. happens in “Gypsy” which
ds not predictable from the. first,.
and extremély slow, quarter hour
of the footage. There is the fur ther

changes or. melHows and is the “documentation, And then comes.the'},
same hard-to-bear personality at Third ‘Reich masterminds on’. trial,

uce’ teléade ot Nouvelles. Editions De
‘Bandits on. the Wind ‘|dollars of heroin’ into Catalina, of”:‘Films.
‘production.. Stars Rony’ Sehneider,~

,;all places. ..“f ! Jean-Lotis:’ “Trintignant, . Henri:: Serre...
As’ the- three fisheimen: Chris iDirected by Alain‘ Cavalier. (supervised by
-Malle). ‘Screenplay; Cavalier, Jeans: .
‘Roz Russell, having specialized each, including Himmler, Goering; | -.”. Aetion -tillea E5th |"Gentry | : Warfield,
Chick... Chandler and. “Louis
Paul: : Rapponeau; - camera. P.- Lhommea:
in-versatility and offbeat. roles, is Hess. ‘Goebbels, Denitz. ‘and: ‘Keitel:
Japanese drama ‘with consider. --. Wright’ King: are. amiable. enough, |editor, . P. -Gilette. At. Normandie... ‘Paris.
less ‘surprising than that sometime
‘although: the latter. terids to -over-.: Running: time,. 100.‘MINS:
It is Shown that each: ‘conimitted |.“ able attention to the. sociologiATANME 2. ool
e ae
bee.

the fadeout: as 20 years earlier.

with

good | detail... _pictorially-

GAPAN) .

on.

.

_

Romy Schneider: as
heavy.
Karl Malden,
as the -a_ ‘crime ‘against © ‘humanity... And}. --tal ‘structure ‘of ancient Japan.” | act: Sally. Fraser: is-. decorative -as Clement 3....- we ‘Jean:‘Louls.Trintignant
~
mother's incredibly loyal lover who ‘each of them’ is exposed: pictor ially.
‘Film - ‘should | do well: in ‘Spe- ..| Warfield’s: girl. Peter Forster: isa; Paul eae on.Ee vettepeeecre aa wet“Henri Serre. .
finally screams when: he perceives Those. who. chose - not. to. commit
‘clalized °u S.:bookings.
so “1 colorful heavy, ‘and. Richard Foote | ..-:
that she cares. for- nobody and suicide - are -seen gr otesqueély fol- |:
-“|-Wins some -offbeat sympathy. as ‘a [ Fresh; taut ‘direction inakes this
nothing except her. own ego com- lowing their: ‘execution.
‘Toho: Company Ltas release’ of its.owit. -guitar-strumming
Junkie, with, a- tale ‘of.love- and political: ‘skulldug-"
|
production.
*
Executive...
producer,.
Tomowqpulsions. That he dissolves into:
They” are ‘seén.- with. jaws. ajar. ‘yuki Tanaka; directed ‘by Hiroshi Inagaki: |. conscience. . ~
gery. a fetching ‘item. ‘It just. misses” :
“the character, that he manages in
. “Gottschalk’s ‘direction is mieehan:‘by Masato ,Ide; photographed
|
and
clipped
ropes -‘still ‘around ‘screenplay
by :Kazua -Yamdda:'-music
by: Kan. Ishii. |-teal.. Although edited ‘down ..to. ‘76. in. writing- and. characterization’ to.
the younger: period to appear aptheir necks. But -before. this they. ‘ Stars: Yosuke: Natsuki. . Izumi’ Yukimura, .
‘propriately young; is. a -consider‘are seen as living..persons,: power-. Makota’ Sato,: Akiko -Wakabayashi, ‘Somé: . ‘minutes; there. is-at least one scene:} have. this an arty house bet -abroad.- .
able tribute to the nat just-discov- ‘ful
Ichikawa: “American premiere. Sept. - rendered. - irrelevant |in: the..trim- | But it--has: the. solidity for playoff ‘
to ‘the: extreme. and. arrogant: goto
14,° 1962. ‘at. Toho Labrea Theatre, L.A :ming
ered artistry of the man.
procéss* that: should: :have |use. Film: -alse™. denotes a. new:
-The. execution of: the Jews. is vivid. Running. time. 110-. MINS.
ee eens eter ee ‘Yosuke “Natsuki, ‘been spotted.and snippéd’ to -tidy. ‘director. avith a fine: Barrative ‘Sense. »,
About Natalie Wood: it is not’ Bodies. upon bodiés are on’ view in. Taro...
Kayo 2. ole ace one
+ Izumi’ Yukimura | up. continuity. ‘Meredith M...Nichol- ‘In “Alain: ‘Cavalier: .
OO
easy to.credit her as a stripper but |the pits’ following:.- gas-chamber. . Gale’
ese odaceeseces ae.
“Makota-. Sato.
|| A young-man’ is a“part. of. an ee
it is: interesting
to. watch her,| annihilation.
Ge ne.
Gen. Li cic eee pa Sates ‘Sdinégoro Ivhikawa‘ gon’s.camérawork is, within. ‘budget
wider
LeRoy's
guidance,
go}.
Yuri Bag geen dead etate Akiko, Wakabayashi limitations, -eapable.”. The picture’ Avemist’ political -group. ‘dedicated.
| Was ‘shot. in’ ‘Technicolor. ‘and Pana-|‘to creating ‘chaos in. Western:coun-:,
through the motions in a burlesque j=
‘Toho. Co.’ Lid“continues: its ‘pol- : vision: “The: Sea-Is -My W. oman,” : tries: “Group would |tke. control world that is ptettied up in. soft- |.
Lang:
Day:
‘s
‘Journey:
fe,
. dey. Of. presenting. -American
pre-- a: trite. tune: -by ‘Rod: Therwood, " and then fight. the. Easi.:He. is infocus and a kind of phony -inno-.
“| Mieres: .of its: latest films ‘at the’ serves. ‘as main. title- background. |r yolved:: in -a: plot to -kill ‘an. {m= ...
cence. Any resemblance of the art {
Inte Night
company’s . L.A. outlet:: Present, “and ‘occasional theme within: Ted|:‘portant: :‘Tabor . leader’but it” is:
of strip, and its setting, to reality [Ely. ‘Landau—Jack: J.. Drey-°
‘action- packed. Samurai: drama,. n | Dale’s score. |
JTubew
‘thwarted. “He goés: “off: to find the:is. in this. film, purely fleeting}
tus “Jr. production, released.
ft,
Omitted altogether are’ closeups. of|
by Enibassy.-" Pictures,” was *. many. respects. similar toe the famed foe
“i. |.Squealer, ‘leaving his young actress~
wife with 4. liberal. “friend - who. 7
the moron audiences.
- judged “‘an -éxcellent ”film -| “Seven Samurai,” .is ‘a, mixture. of
»
:
There are some beguiling satiri-.| - adaptation” of. the’ ‘Eugene’ : ‘blood. and guts -banditry. ‘and... war=
: Diverce—Kalian Sisvle ~ “new hates “him:,
ig
"

fare that ravagéd in. 15th Century,|
in the re-creation of} ‘O'Neill. stageplay when: VaRi-*
Love : “plossonis -“petween: “them: ..Released.. by. Enibassy ; ‘and:
the hokey vaudeville routines starETY's' Mosk-reviewed pic May... ‘| dapan. and ‘a ‘discussion: :of- the “so-:|_ US. premiering . at the Paris, - | and -then ‘the: ‘husband- comes back:
e Japanese |
ring “Baby. June” Havoc. well :im-.- .. 22, 1962. at-the. Canries Film: +} Ciglogical makeup of the:
|
for
;revenge. ‘and ..a. final” duel. in
N.Y:, this: Italo production, was

‘eal touches

oo
.~-'
pos
.. ..

a {i Mas subficientinterestIt| Fateda“distinctive tongie-in-,

per sonated by Ann Jilliann, whose
which’ he is.kihled. ‘Romy: Schneider.
Fest. Added reviewer: -“This-:
flight. from: the mother turns. the - isa lesson in film-theatre ‘in
. entry . ‘by Rome ° Te- : | has’: a/ feel“ for. ‘the role. of: the
eer
iee
n the foreign film: field. f.
latter's ‘attention upen the previ- 7 allowing the playw right sw ork . |gram in.
viewer:Hate: in VARIETY Dec..-. 4.‘emotional ‘actress .and .is. only: ‘beParticularly. ‘prominent: ‘in the
ously . neglected sister, Lotwise, the|. to: speak fer itself’:
| ‘trayed by: the. Jack “of good writing. "- .
0
*:.. Vfiim -aré, the. direction. of. Hiroshi| | 27:61. Described asa “comedy
‘Gypsy Rose of later show Diz. The |
. ‘ of.: her. role. ‘Jean-Louis: “Trintig« .~.::
. Unusial and dificult film:
“with*
‘grotesque
and.
“satirical.
‘| hagaki and’ photogr aphy by. Kazuo: 4ilm.. of .course: is based upon the
snant“is -pr operly : menacing as “the”
it was suggested pic eould. pay. |
“overtones; -offbeat” ‘Dy: usual”
Latter is’ artistic’ in. sty le,
autobiography of Gypsv Rose Lee |. eff. under. ..astute |.handling. t “¥.amada..
Italian . standards,”
rei: iewer..-. fascist: -Youth- While: ‘Henri: ‘Serre
concentr
ating
*
greatly
on.
dark
and the: musical comedy: in which
-Ranning, time. is “176: miniutes,
word- 6f-mouth. an. Solid ‘as the other:man.
mood. shots’ and. symbolic usage .of.| 7 thought.
Ethel Merman starred.
|
wand
“reviewer thought - this” 4
It. naturally ©‘has. ‘echoes: “here of”
; cloud formations :‘and ‘windy - dust: : Major -:‘factor ~ ‘toward:.. ‘Yank
—
ma
!ee)

More chronicle ‘than: “musical; |
there are advantages stu] in. some

should: be trimmed . for come! “scenes that: are’ striking” ‘in ‘their
. Success,
mere¢ ial. runs.
6 7depiction ‘of the’ poyert Stricken. ia. Story.

ofthe rmusic Jule Sty ne-and. Ivvics
oO ‘Néill’s
“powerful”
lane.
«Stephen:
Sondheini+.
aid
the} .guage. amanages - fo avercome -

choreography | -Robert.

Pucker). | | the’ Hmited ‘sets: and. depend-

+
7.

| the. récent Algerian: problems. and”:
has |to. -do WwWith
a |-the still problematical “politico éx=~
onan
P
*
1°.” Sicilian ‘Marcello: Masitofannide tremists here. It is:neatly. packaged”,
times:
‘Story. ‘eoncerns: a. group of: ‘pan: |)whoz disposes. of" his: wife. in> | and: direction takes elliptical: short’
“cuts ‘that. give it a brisk, ‘tart air. ':..
dits who. seek refuge” in ‘the. onee |... ‘order to wed a ‘younger.-more.

. aking ‘off fron the stage book ‘of
e- =: - Main: shortcoming « ds. the: overly.
énce on. the. spoken Ww‘ord. - in:
-prosperous. “willage-.of: Yaeyamia. | . tempting. local femme. “Skill
Arthur’ . Vatirents.: the: adaptor,
. judgment. -of review er, ?Pic's:
after ransacking. a mansion: The } *“Fulty |.written,” ‘Said. Hauke, <* 1 melodramatic: ending.
Leonard: Spivelg ass. has, prébably: | ae stars —. Katharine-~Hepbarn: 7 local. priest, seeing a family. ‘stand-.
“with a. ‘penetrating, almost: of, -- But: this. may’ be the: foreruinee:
dere a pre job in: “hit‘king the. thin. Ralph Ricnardson.” Jason: Ro=‘ Tyard. in: their.. midst,” believes: they} --brutak glimpse of Sicily.and its - of deeper: and more forthright Pix: :
plot carry the weight. It is uphill . bards. Jr- and Dean. Stockwell—“
“antiquated. Way ‘Of-Jife. -it has” - onthe usually. taboo. subject. are from. the- Amagasaki- ‘clan. which
Zong. however. -t0 make. the. char- {|. Were all rated high’ on.Ansight .meonce. ruled the province: -Oné. of. |. ‘been. directed by. i Pietro). a
- ‘Sharp. lensing. and. dynamic eiitacters come alive and escape from
and: authority...
:
the. younger’ bandits ‘poses ‘as. the. ». Germi with. lagless” pace ‘and. ‘|-ing: ‘also help: ‘make . this: little. pie
the stereotype of theatrical. litera-|}
Sidney. Lunitet’s.. direction
| heir of the former ruler..They pro- |":consistent. incisivéness:" Mas-- a refreshing : action. drama2.: How--..: .
ture’s fascination with own. imon-.}

owas.” “cheered:. ditto~ technical...” .vide- food and. a ‘ew. start for the |” troianni’s limning: Was: judged*-| ever, the. bigger: Significance, © and:
aspects. Film's LU. ‘S: . ‘Toad: | village, “Also: ‘effecting the. ‘escape |" ..“imaginative.” | and: Daniela: : dramatic. -insight.. are: lacking- to.
‘There tre numerous bit parts. : show preem. is“Oct.. 10 at new {from near-slavery inthe castle: of
-Rocea. as the wife. - termed. ; Rive: this the. necded.arty fillip.
‘One wv cakniess probably is that all } Loew's. Yower East, N. ¥;
the. current: dissolate: ruler -Of the i: “excellent”
aR,
-M ashe.
sters com. Jex.

-|-
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Are ‘American. ‘motion picture producers: ‘working ‘in ‘West. Germany |
and : Austria’ shying. ‘away ‘from: ‘using. Jewish ‘actors. and :‘ techinicians?.
a Recently,’ some’ Jewish: actors -in Mutiich ‘statted “a petition ‘to be |.
Ss ¢ireulated. among ‘the: “American ‘:- filmmakers:. using facilities. in, ‘that, we

no ely. as ‘welk as among the German: producers...
.‘.

“ Phey maintained

that

Jewish” “actors - ‘were. ‘not. “being sufficiently

Although -“most. “OE:the. ‘Alms: in

—+-. With the. retirement of Louis
Lober as United Artists veep in:

.

e7

Anti-Red Film. to Ellis;[Hover of foreign operations,

at-

: “ised. ‘in. the’. productions: ‘made in- Germany—even: though: they~ were |which ‘Seven: Arts-has been, interend. of the year, his duties as
in Chi.| -the=" trained professionals: Some. of ‘them. were ‘courageous’ enough: ‘to |ested: previously. -have -been made: ‘Zero’ Photographed i
European-Middle East sales. topper
return: to ‘West Germany saftet the. war. ‘inthe hopes, of.establishing abroad, ‘the, company ‘is. iow going|
|.
Chicago, Sept: 25. |.will be taken over by Eric R. Plesthemselves: ‘in .theatre” and ‘film.: ->.. o*.Jto"S ‘contentrate”’” on” domestic pro‘us. distribution rights | for. the kow, currently Continental. manaE
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‘According™ ‘to. @ Vienna-born actor’ who. is
' ‘now ‘ja, Hollywood, “wpe: duction,- according-.‘to. JA” :heads. | Chicago-made

anti =: Commiunist

‘| film, ““Two °Before Zero, have
over-burdened: with, Jewish actors,” except for those made. -by. Billy. . In addition ‘to “What Ever. Hap- ‘been. purchased “by: Ellis Films of
‘pened |to- ‘Baby’ Jane?”’, which has. New: York,. and: first. showing ‘are
Wilder.”
just - finished. ‘production in . -Holly- :
- “Tn: Billy's: pictures ‘there |‘were:- Jewish’ ‘seript. girls, . Jewish att {wood, 7A-how: has..nine: projects |"set ‘for ‘mid- October.
Overseas. distribution: of tthe pic-ants,, Jewish. production :tnanagers, and: Jewish: actors. galore.”
”,
‘| for. filming “in .the’ U.. S: In ‘the ‘ture;:madé
|:
by the Motion Picture
statenient, .
‘|official: ‘Stark-Hyman
Berlin, Lili Palmer :was in:‘the lead. But. ‘cited. ‘another ‘Jewish: ‘actor, “Baby -Jane’ ‘is referred to as the Corp. of.America, is being. han. ino ‘the: “King. Brothers: “Sinbad” film. there :“was. not a. single: Jewish company’s “‘first: domestically-made | -dled -by Inter niatioal Film ‘Distribu-

ager. of the company. Pleskow is
due ‘in’ New-York. from. his Paris
base around Nov. 1 to: ‘take “up.
residence at. the. home office. He
has. just -been named a v.p.

‘American ©pictures. shot’ in -Germany. - and .Austria’: are ‘not: ‘exactly. Ray. ‘Stark and Eliot: ‘Hyman.

“actor inthe’ cast, ;although «'the-film ‘was made, in. ‘Munich. where

. many Jewish’ actors. were | available: .

oo,

organizational.

set-up.”

-:The nine: others: sét for Stateside

_ Adininistration of Hollywood Motion. Picture: & Television Museum filming. include. ‘Rampage,” Robert
henceforth: ‘will. be- ‘carried _ on.:by: the’ Hollywood ‘Museum

tors.

attraction. this year: under | its “new

.

Operating: ‘Mitchum. -starrer,: going “in -both:

ModernThe

-Corp:,: following move_by.’Los:-Angelés., County “Board ‘of. Supervisors'|Hawaii .and -“Hollywood; “Sunday |-"
formally . dissolving .the’ “L:A.. ‘County-HoHywood: Museum: ‘Comission, in “New -York,” with Jane .Fonda: |-.-

created. in’ July, 1959, to. establish the miiseum, =; °
. ~to be made’ in:‘New: York;. aN Gloz)
HMOC_ is. one: of - three. ‘non-profit organizations Set:‘up:
by. the.‘Com- bal Affair;”.. Bob: Hope;. New: York, |:
Is «Con-"
mission’ for’ purpose.-of promulgating. plans. for: the museum.. Other’} plus. - “Ths. Property
“two. ‘are Hollywood Museum: Lease. ‘Corp and ‘Hollywood. Museum ‘demned,” “Kowloon; ” “The Care: |:
“ful Man, ”. “Oh, “Dad, Poor... Dad.
“Associates...
7
‘Move -“followed a.’ proposal: ‘made by. ‘Sol Lesser; ‘thaitman. OF Cori-|!Mama's. ‘Hung: You. in .The .Closet: -

2 F

Lober’s vis-a-vis in ‘charge ’ of
UA’ s Latin America-Far East busi-~
ness is ‘Alfred ‘Katz (whose official
title is foreign division. manager},.
‘also. stationed at the. homeoffice.
Katz, ‘too, is.a‘new UA veep. Also.
given v.p.. : stripes is. Ilva: Lopert
who supervises ~UaA’s. Europeait
} production’ activities.
_ According to. the official handVout of. Friday (21), Lober “will as{sume a less active rele in. com| pany affairs, starting Jan. 1, 1963,
in order to devote more time to
‘the development. of .longstanding

Po
Se
pnt
=.

” He will continue
personal plans.
Breakihromh
as a consultant on foreign activ-

”

.-| ities.-and: will undertake special
“mission, in a-letter to the board ‘in-which -hé 'Statéd that purposés and and I’m. Feeling So Sad.” and “‘Not ; - om ROBERT J.
CLANDRY.
assignments . as .require d. Lober's
That Kind .of. Girl.” ‘Interiors“also.
heretofore |son, Lee, who. was assistant to for“Mrs. ’Arris |‘Goes’. -to Paris’

_, Work ~of- the* Commission had “now -been: fully’ accomplished... Lesser

recommended, ‘over signatures. ‘of. nine ‘members:: that. the: Commission
are. set for. ‘Hollyavood..
be- dismissed- ‘ewpith: -appreciation °for ‘their. accomplishments,”ian
1
. Séven- Arts’. ‘recent- produétion.
‘Members. of: the:. Museum | Commission: will ‘form board of. directors. “slate has. been: almost entirely: ‘de-:

mer UA: veep ‘Max E. Youngstein,

:

tices in-the Soviet Union may. have !| resigned -from

UA

some

months

‘been: significantly. modified. by. the ago to prepare production of .-an
publication’: there” of .a- pictorial |
roduction,: with biography. of” ‘the great (now re-. - indie. film:to be made in Israel.

of the Museum. Operating Corp. The..11-niembers who: have now- been

relieved ‘of their commission

marking ‘theatrical: publicity | Prae-

voted ‘to’ overseas
p
“Gigot” “made. in. Paris:. ‘The. Main

‘duties: ‘and. become directors ‘are: .:Lesseér,

_. Harry. Ackerman; Wendell ‘Corey, John -L;. Dales,. Edmond:L: De Patie,.

tired): ‘Bolshoi Ballet

- Katz's Far East Swing

‘prima: cbal=f

_

Jerina; ‘Galina: Ulanova. The book! ‘Katz left-New York last weekend
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“It you’ -were. the three:term mayor

of.‘your. town: “(Wayéeross; Ga:
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4 -sonalifies.- Out - of eostuime .thes |Simoly, vanished into.- anonymity,”

Opening iin 16 Years:
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Mineapolis, Sept: 25: .
Champazne and: crowds of local
cial’* because she’. has. ‘a. role’ in:
“For - ‘the: first time here .in. the’.
_ Albany: Sept: “9k “| Soviet culture approaching: that. of celebs marked’ the opening of the
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of
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Of Field Distrib ‘Staff |

The. ease of Ulatiova is very. spe-. .

‘on these. o¢casions-a cluster of the |the Toad. ‘to fill the. date-setting|'teachers,. Her. reputation for aloof- seating 1.210, it cost more than

Press: and ‘exhibitors ‘to:attend...
ozoners ‘had: the. two’ screen at: |job.. Jack --Keegan: :was lopped off. ness “makes “her agreément with | $700,000. . The opening: film was
.:
«On -the- invitation: list “are: film .traétions’. ‘day-and-date: initial. Tocal:| the. payroll -as «booker; : Milt ;
Lev-|Kahn. whom she met in the United Warners “Music Man.”
The Terrace has a 58-foot screen
a
ins :was. transfered:from salesman | States: three years ago during. the|
pie .fourthestaters cand .. ‘theatre showings.
“<> [first tour.of. the Bolshoi under-Sol and hi-fi stereophonic sound Sys“exécs from: every large country: in]. Pietures were’ “phree Stooges in: to. the. former's ‘office post.
-tem.
It is equipped to show films:
Europe and’ the. Middle. East: and orbir . (Col. .and’* “Poor: White | Under. its:.:present.- setup.: Para-. Hurok's. management. all the -‘more |
of :eins |
j mount has.
‘the ‘managing. - directors:
Trash”. (Ripps).-‘Both: -had “been:
rama.and- MGM around. Continen:
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in any" system now: known, exéept
“Kaho ‘believes the Russians will: Cinerama.” A 52-foot-wide ‘eurbed

‘no. local. manager.When’ ‘sur prising:

passed. ‘up -by- hardtop. firstrun and . .
|
,
in f: MOVE: gradually ‘to. an iftcreasing. canopy extends. across.the front: of
, ‘subsequent-run’ houses.”
branch ‘about four’.years. ago, ‘only |acceptance of the. universal. inter-} the’ theatre -to protect customers
The
Theatre;. which -As- a -Super-Cine- . However, : the: pictures -‘did . ‘So: ‘a salesman. was left. A-smaller of-. ‘est..in’ “per sonal: life’. as ‘a: friends- during: ‘inclement ‘weather,
well -in. -the: outdoor -Stands* ‘that. fice’ was reopened. ‘in. the - RTA ‘making ‘value... *Since. I. speak. no. foyer’ features: a- ‘huge chandelier..
Tama. Showéase. ..
World preniiere. “is:Set ‘for’ Nov. they’ Were. grabbed. by .the. hard- ‘building (near Filmrow and. ‘where. ‘Russian and: had: to “depend. upon and. the. auditorium. has. a 20-foot:
“2 af the Casino, London: American toppers after finishing: at the -ozon-: four. other. distributors now main-- ‘interpreters: ‘there. vcere incurable black-lighted, mural. Designer isT.
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trade press: reps. will,be. invited. to ers: This was particularly true’ of.|-tain: quarters’ ‘during: the: winter limits. to cominunication, ‘put the} Rogvov..
‘+ the’ “low-budgeted; - ‘sensation --®x- |-of°1961.
‘Russians - tell me- ‘and: T ‘believe
- Owners |of the: Terrace are -Eu‘this.
¥ Nicolas : “Reisini, _ president. “ot ; ploited,. ‘independently - ‘Produced be ‘Levins- ‘had worked ‘ia:: Albany that: ‘the. pictorial intimacy : -in- my} gene’ and Richard. Sloan, of Sudand:
distributed
“Trash.”
""@inerama, ‘and execs of. MGM Wilk
--| for -other companies, ‘before :-Join- book is,‘without: precedent: ‘Despite |‘urban Detroit Theatres Inc, who
In fact, “déspite the. ‘season's: Tate-. ing: Paramount. ‘as Salesman. -Kee:: “her. ‘standing as ati. idol: of. the} also. own. the Mercury Theatre;
play host:'t6: the: visitors. and. have
very
cold gan came from. -Washington. 20th: Russian: public: it is. literally strue: ‘Irving. and: Adolph Goldberg, ownbeen at work the ‘past: three weeks ress ‘and abnormally
On ‘the. preparations. Press. ‘mate- weather, . Trash’. ‘broke. boxoftice. | Century-Fox : also..-ellminated ‘--a. ‘that the- only previous -vhoto-| ers of Community :Theatres, - and.
rial is being done :up :in five lan- records at--the:four. drive--in: -thea- |salesman’s job. ‘Switching the. oc gravhs -of, Ulanoeva’, ‘over “30. vears | Lew Wisper and William Wessman,
“guages—Enplish,: French;. ‘Italian, | ters where. it:showed: ssitultaneous-‘fone ye to booker.. and.1 ‘releasing a1 of: fime swere, all formal, ‘staged: owners of W & W Theatres. :Manbly: foe.a wel,
German and ‘Spanish, '
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SIDE STORY:
[Winner of Ten Academy. Awards astarving NATALIE.
Woop, RICHARD BEYMER, RUSS TAMBEYN, RITA::

“MORENO, GEORGE CHAKIRIS @.prodzcer ROBERT. Wise
/ directors}ROBERT Wise: AND. JEROME ROBBINS:

EWwo FOR: THE: SEESAW ©

oe

Starring ROBERT:MITCHUM, ‘SHIRLEY. MACLAING: 2.

‘MIRISCH # director ROBERT WISE:
ead‘producer
from theWALTER.
play by WIL
LIAM GIBSON |
« sereenplay by:
7 ISOBEL LENNART

|

“THE GREAT ESCAPE

‘starring STEVE MCQUEEN, JAMES GARNER, RicHand: :

*.ATTENBOROUGH & produced and directed by.JOHN
STURGES © screenplay, by JaMEs CEAVELE AND W. R. BURNETT.

“SUMMER FLIGHT.
starring SUSAN: HAYWARD. :s prodiacers STUART:

JMILLAR-AND- LAWRENCE-TURMAN # directorDANIEL tae

‘PETRIE @ screénplay by JESSAD AYN WEST.
ae MIRISCH- BARBICAN -FIELMS presentation s:
IRMA LA’ DOUCE*

Boa

eS

. Starring JACK LEMMON, ‘SHIRLEY. MACcLAINE s
producéd and directed by’BILLY WILDER® sereenplay
by.BILLY WILDER:AND LA.E. DIAMONDa |
*.:Sin. association with EDwarp L.ALPERSON’

LATER...
TOYS IN THE “ATTIC.
“star¢ing DEAN-MARTIN; GERALDINE PAGE, WENDY

HILLER = producer WALTER MIRISCH’s director~
GEORGE. Roy Hitt-afrom.the play by LILLIAN:
“HEECMAN wscreenplay by JaMEs POE a

“THE PINK: PAN THER ©
2
Starring Ava:GARDNER, DAVID:NIVEN, PETER
: Ustinov, ROBERT. WAGNER; GEAUDIA: CARDINALE
as “Fhe Priniess” «: producer MARTIN: JuROW @ |
‘director-BLAKE EDWARDS woriginal story and’...
Screen,play: by.MAURICE: RICHLIN and. BLAKE Eowans

“THE. MOUN. D BUILDERS |
Starring. YUL-BRYNNER® ‘prodtcer LEWIS: RAcHMit'®a
director J. LEE ‘EHOMPSON "m screenplay’ by

JAMES! WEBB :.a

HAWAII
:
_
“James ‘A.M ichewer? s:Great Novelaproduced anid
.. dirécted by ERED ZIN NEMANN.# sereenplay by
- DaLTon: "TRUMBO:.. ee

“FHE: CONFESSOR.
produced.and directed: by JOHN. FRANKENHEYMER =
©
screenplay: by NATHAN: E. DOUGLAS .
- 2frank the novel by JACK Don AHUE |.

“YOUNG. LUGIEFER.

|
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:

“Starring GEORGE: CHAKIRis‘Ce‘producer Leon Rot
B
a
- ditector IRVIN KERSHNER @fy‘oun the:
snovel by URSULA “TORDAY.”
a

A SHOT: IN- THE DARK.-

on‘SHAVVINE SOPH, AL OREN apr oduced aed

: directed: by.ANATOLE LITVAK ¢
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a frov? aa oftiginal story by BLAKE EDWArps Be

2
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te:
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tees

: from ihe Broadi ay.comedy §by SIDNEY. SHELDON
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producéy WALTER MiRISCH w from the navel by
POYNTZ TYLER #.screenplay by ISOBEL LENNAB:’

pradicdd aid ‘divled by Rowen YrWise aw freOnn. ibe.
He: peraA Pri
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New Deemphasis of Bway Stands;
Now Used as Anchor forSaturation,
But Downtown BrooklynUpgraded

~ DeSicaFeud:

a a.

me
Des. Moines, -‘Sept. 98,"
A. H: Blank,. who celebrated. nis“goth. anniversary . as a. motion
to
a
“Berliner. : Ensemble; ‘The - -Betlin- ..take’ everything .and :give nothing in: return,” and:“this eountry.
press, ‘very: sensitive ‘ahout: ‘such ae: ‘and: community ‘have. been: geod to: me and: 5 to the best. of my.
‘move in the’ light of .the East-West- ' ability have tried to. show ‘my -thanks.”* As godd-as his‘word, Blank
dispute, ‘replied with ‘more ‘or -Jess:|"- ‘has ‘contributed .more ‘toward ‘charity: than any other local business.
bitter: remarks and ‘comments. Also, -}-. - "pian in Des ‘Moines history: ‘Not only.has’ Blank, 83,~ ‘given’ the: :.
jit was: ‘recalled . that. some. weeks | :
Past week in New York. evi-+
—. Raymond Blank: Mémorial. “Hospital - ‘to the. city, and 4a- child”
“prior to -de- Sica’s : shooting in. East
denced sharply the deémphasizing t
guidance. ‘centre,’ but- also" a-“health: ‘centre. at ‘Camp. Mitigwa: ‘and:
Berlin, : -the - Italian ‘director’
“other good works, . Sat
ef the. Broadway picture | palaces.
3| caitd that. there: would .be’no filming. ct
a + On the: -oceasion. ‘of his ‘anniversary in show business. ‘a:‘dinner.
A pair of. deluxers. the Criterion |. Jay ‘Weston. head: of the public in the: other: ‘part of -Berlin, :
“= Honored: him, at’ Hotel..Ft. Dés Moities and. among: ‘those “who .
namie
his:
bearing.
outfit
yelationss
'
The:
entire
controversy:
‘yeactied:
reduced
“and the. Paramount, were:
p.r. counsel. to Nicos | [
another ‘elimax -“some weeks’ later } ~attended the testimonial: were: Barney -Balaban;- Simoni -H.. Fabian; —
{uration “anchors:and longtiine‘'Cineram
a and ‘Robin ~
Investment: Co:;
:.
“when an. Italian. ‘paper. published: an} :*Leonard....Goldenson; Sidney. Meyer’ -of.. MCS
tothe status’ of $3‘Danan -the De- das Reisini
: Mitch Wolfson. of Wometco - Enterprises;. Spyros': Skouras:: Dave °
finnt”. 6Coh and “300. Spar tans” International), Jeaves New: -York interview: “with de. -Sica.- “which, :a
(20th), The week pr ‘vious ° it was. for, Paris. tomorrow “Thurs.}: to.Ja¥ large - part. ‘of the“ German: press. . Wallerstein: of Balaban, & Katz; George. Schaefer-and: Jiini, Velde. ‘of | rk for the” Oct: 2 ‘considered. - slanderous. | De. Sica |" ‘United -Artists: Eliner Bodden: of Commonwealth “Theaters; “Prési-. at
same. story with ‘the Palace ~ithe” groundwo
the
dent. Henry’ Harmon ‘of. ‘Dr ake: ‘University and “Mayor: -Charlés- Isles-press. ‘and. “exhibitor : denied: -mtuch-of: Ww‘hat:he. ‘aHegedly-t
“Theatre. and: , “Phantom: of the; ‘worldwide,

.. Continued. from page 2 —

Le,

lind: ‘the picking of East’ ‘Berlin’ s.|-.
“> picture’ ‘executive - recently,- -thinks . “it ‘{sn’t: right for. aman

JayWeston toParis

|

a

-
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©

3 preview ‘of: “How: the: West- Was - had sait.. -but ‘this: couldn't stop. the. of Des: Moines -with. Gov:.. Norman: Erbe’ of Jowa:...U..S: Senator. .3 controversy.” The. .Jatter;was. in-._ “Bo “Hickenlooper; ‘Rabbi. Ed. Zerin: : Ralph. Jester -& Sons.. ‘real
also-bonfab witht ‘Crama -tensified. when another: de- Sita]. estaté). and comedian. Joey. Adains, who- was “emcee for.the event; ~.:
Blank recalled. that ‘as an... 1iévear-old- ‘kid | in: Council .Bluffs,."
the! publicity’ “reps... frem,. England,
ne:interview appeared. during ‘thé re- |°"._>

a3."

, Won.
Observed in. the” Mantiattah trade {
He'll
is trat this is so gruch. more dis- |.

tribution of the new -order for:

‘cent Venice. ‘film. festival. Tri: this - Jowa,-he. gota ‘job: léading™ ‘bloodhounds ‘in:-a_parade~ ‘advertising:

Tetur e—aAtressing -again that Broad-- | France, Italy and: Ger many. ‘among.
i others attending. the Paris showing {article -the.-Italian’ director’: said.} a. theatre -“production.. of “Uncle. Tom's” Cabin. ” In. 1898: ‘he: was:
Wav Exclusivity’ entails ad-promo |of. the new ‘picture-.: . “Weston, in- that. his: film will aecuse Germans, a a. ‘barker on. the’ midway - at- the. ‘Prans:Mississippi™ ‘exposition :in:
€ stravagance- ‘pelonging -to .the | cidentally, -repped Reisini’ long be-":
‘.Anericans, and ‘all: others who are Omaha: He got: paid $3: a ‘night, and. -that .it was -this.. Job ‘that past. Presentday economics of the-fore the Tatter:took ‘over: ‘Cinerama.
"<)>:
.Yesponsible. for the’ ‘revival. of }. “made him realize the potential -in.-“making :‘people: happy.”
Loxeffice. liave. Jong-since rendered;
_ iNazism, And he said this‘ too: “Not, ; 2 . Blank opened: the Casino theatre in. Des Moines in 1910. It was’ a.
the cld allegiance outmoded, - and |.
enly -As nothing. ‘done .in Germany |: -nickelodeon and slowed’ three. 10-minute reels; The.*theatté pros
things’ being what they are, the;
.|today. to.“ prevent... the: revival. of: | “:pered. and in 1914 he’ opened. the: Garden, considered: a “show Place’?.
film compe nies are in no’ mood
| Nazism,” they also don't. -bother..to'| even before the’ word°“deluxe” “was -coined-.
to remain passive on marketi: ng.
‘Blank opened: the Casino Theatre in Des ‘Moines. in. i910. it Wwas a
accuse. certain appearances: of:this }
Suill ether sources say the. per‘Theatres. and Central ‘States Theatres’ cireuits. “T- really -“pot” ny
moy ement.”
-finent factor -in'-the-. latest. de-|
‘©. E. Rock, ‘the ‘Gernian. Export- |; Start. in-the business’ w hen’ I. got ‘a: $500: loan’. from: a ‘banker: when
fiamorization is the current: short='|
‘Union's | representative -‘in. Rome, . “EF Was.18.: He couldn't. loah me bank funds because. I -wasni't.of age
ave of tresh heavyweight product. .
said, “De: Sica’s” words ‘not.“only|: but! when I- sold: him om -the “idea. that: some: day. I ‘would. be
While this is undoubted, the domiyeive. a- completely distorted picture. a ‘borrowing: $100.000°‘he ‘said, -‘I like | your. attitude;’ anid. he. loaned me
nant viewpoint holds that it should
of: today’ ‘s. Germany;. they. are -also || me: the’ money: from his personal: funds” *°-*
Rot
obscure’ the revolution. yet.
|iifamous. De-Sica, for. instanee; ‘ac- | i The. crash’ of 1929 cost. Blank. $1,500,000: and: he:‘had ta:start “all .
shaping | in NL Y¥:. playoff:
cuses. German§,: Americans and ‘Al- |- over. again. Eventiially he “owned: and” operated .78 theatres. in,the,
Los “Angeles, Sent. 29. . 4liesbut: how. ‘about “the: Italians?‘| -- “midwest.:
Of thése lately achieved release |
er

Rayutin Appeal
Lost; Banner Ine.
Now Weintrauh’s$

ploys,

a-major

‘District Court of. Appeal: has: re- |; Does = he

anxiety for ‘the |

forget. that “Fascism- is |.

- Blank. “still iis‘chairnman. ofthie board for’ Tri-States and a member elle:

legally.~ flourishing: in.” ‘Italy’ -and.| Of. the’ ‘board ‘of'Ameriéan- Broadcasting-Paramount: ‘Théatres. His:- "
Times Sg. exhibition sector. ap. iaffirmed: Sy. “Weititraub. as full |
Was born ‘there?’ The Fascists | - “son, ‘Myron Blank, 18¢
ow ner of"Central States, Theatres,
an
Years to be “the upgrading ..0 owner: of. Banner Productions, Ine:. ‘everi
‘Brooklyn ‘to fulltime ‘daydate first- “This ‘was. an appeal filed by: Harvey. are officially. ‘represented. in. the
‘run

status.

Looking ahead,

Italian. Parliament. while’ there: is-

this—

weans with a powerhouse in tan-. Hayutin, formerly. ‘partnered: with no‘such ‘party in. Germany. Such-a
dem with B’way, as well! as ‘for. ‘Weintraub in the. company, ‘from. a. party. wouldn't: have ‘a: legal, right].
{he saturations, The “Brooklyn. es-. ‘Superior - Court. judgment: handed |‘to exist: in. Germany. :‘If ‘de Siea,|-

~ JoeVogelIn00.ofOrient

1 had -made his temarks. in a conven-.}- Contiiiued: from page’ 3
down..- July 3,. ‘1961, in favor: of
2im of the companies, has also Weintr aub:. Ruling. was made Sept. tional. -publication, we could-“have|
ignored:
‘tiem:
But
.the.
fact:
that
should
have
an.
"idea.
what.
you Teyin: those: pictures released:‘withits:
been 2 matter of acute delicacy:
7 by Federal Judges Ashburn, Fox
:
ks witness the tili-now deference and Herndon of. the ‘Second Dis- -they were’ published “in the’. festi- ‘talking | about when people: talk- to trade. mark: you. about Japan.”
7 “Vogel. acknowledged having “dis: . |
T
t
lled a sever
Siown the.-B way. ‘clients. -Conclu- trict. Hayutin. had. - brought. -“suit et
at
‘antriendliness.”
= eve re.
Earlier, : Vogel: “Fesporided - to";“cussed - coproductions.” with Japae' sion of most -observers -is; as- it against Weintraub: -seeking’ to re. | questions. of reportéts.. While most | nesé: producers.and. -béiig -“very”
has been, that traditional protec- -scind his 1960 sale of ‘stock in fionism is ali but. dead-at this. ‘Baniier. ‘to Weintraub. - ~
“Actor Buys: Theatre’ 4 atyn ‘execs hitting these.‘shores try° much. interested.”.: He added, “But
“-Tto limit their’ press confabs to--the fT “promised them we:.won't spend
stage.
San Antonia, Sept. 25.
Pair originally. ought. Banner :
Noted | ruefully by Main “Stem: |‘from. Sol. Lesser .in 1958 for. ap-|: ’ Pedro : ‘Gonzalez Gonzalez: has reading of their upcoming -releases, |.heré. the kindof money :that* was
shoumen, most. of whom seem. re- proximately $3,000, 000, and -subse-. ‘purchased the Guadaluoe. ‘Theatre | regarding’.more probing ‘questions spent: on- Bounty’ -afid: “Ben-Hur.” .
as personal ‘affronts, ‘V ogel was-re- { On.. -his~ : three-week. .Fap «East.
Signed to progress, ‘is’ that Brook- quently
produced wo “Tarzan” here, local: ° “Spanish: theatre. in’
hn ‘largest of the beroughs .com- films. -for: Paramount rélease,. “Tar- which. .. he: ’ previously -: ‘appeared \ freshingly warm,’ open- and. almost swing,’ “Vogel is -also: “isiting ‘Hong
Kong, -..Manila’:"-arid.: Singapore,
prising NYC) formerly accounted: zan’s Greatest Adventure,” in-T959, |:while” 7a local entertainer,” “and Jovial..
i hesitate. to:“ask: questions ‘choosing theatres and. setting dates...
for 256% of their trade; “but such: and “ Tarzan . . the . Magnificent, ”. plans -to convert :
:the.- house‘into | ‘ey‘Don’
en if you.feel they. might, be em:|!for .° ‘Bounty.’corr
~
rule-of-thumb is surely. obsolete’ in 1960.
.
! a.night club, -When Vogel. was here’ a quarter «.
arrassing,’”’ ‘he told: the pressmen:
he ‘present configurations of cin“T’ve’ been: embarrassed __ so “much. ‘ofa century ago, -he accompanied
ena attendance.
:
‘Row ‘it doesn’t matter any more.” ° Arthur. Loew. as assistant.. ‘We had
calation, though’a

lIong-nourished.
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Erosion

of the Broadway pre- |

Togative -has. been muchin

over

the

past: season,

focus.

hastened}

under various. distrib formulae —. a

U nited’ Artists’

“Premiere

| changing Broadway Pattern

Show-

case,” ‘or an ‘unbilled but substan~
tially. -akin Universal. schemeé ‘tas.
employed for *‘Spiral Road”) being
the most, prominent examples..”

It may be footnoted: to the present -Bway. bD.0.. ‘downbeat that refief is. figured |on the Way; iren-..
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By’GENE ABNEEL

‘Later, Vogel told -his interpréter;- the idéa of. building theatres:here,”

“There's | nothing. thev want ‘to be recalled.’ “But we Saw ‘no rea-.
know: that.-I-'won’t answer:
‘son:.to,|although ° we now have 48
“In response to a question: ‘about théatrés® in: foreign .countries.. ‘We

‘Metro's financial outlook; ‘Vogel |found first-class theatres. here. that
n
said, “We won't touch ‘last: year's. WETS _being properly, operated.” :

snuriumsipnouitininionnine
Q

svnusantusgrnnnsios: Un
acupheneasaaans ounnnastanteuntence la
==.
. .
{webu fttonvrr oi tedanengunnceenaetancrtaneou nice .

‘profits’ because of: the late releases: “On: his present ‘trip, -he is” again:
A. close:“observer | of. the: Broadway firstran: fim: dcene ‘has, got.‘to
of. ‘Bounty’ ‘and ‘West’ and.because-making" therounds of .theé. ‘picture™. :
come away. with: ‘the’ notion. that.major changes: ‘are: in ‘the ~offing:
‘|of. -a few: disappointing . pictures, ‘ houses... ‘ST find’ the: first-run thea- -'*
These ‘things. are happening—_
2
‘t but we: will. be profitable. And’ .be-’ |tres:‘very. nice and. motion. ‘picture
“t1) “Admission ‘prices -will- go. up. for’ the. paying: customess;. {cause of ‘those: late. releases.” nextorld
:
equal: to any” place. ni the.
(2) More’ houses will seek’ out long-run. ‘pictures and’ in: so. ‘doing |‘year willbe: much’ bigger than” an * world,”!. he’ said.”
“But, like everyWw ill: be agreeable to térms. more Stringent demanded by. the distributors: ticipated.
«where |else. the. people who. operate.
]
(3). ‘The Music. Hall; ‘with’ its ¢‘institutional . ‘values, : ‘will continue. . to.
“the. _theat
|

ically, as a result.of the roadshow.
tash: due to hit the Main Stem:
‘Realistic Bookkeeping...
Fmoney. a Noob thaws we more
“shortly. ‘With four more houses. grab: the’ preferred -‘pictures. in.. the: “popular” : “category: while: the}going hardticket, it's thought, the other spots whieh are. continuing with -the. immediately out-of-Holly- . Vogel. ‘explained 'how" MGM's - “Vogl. added; “‘Neéver’ before ‘in_all
bookkeeping is“ more- current..and’j-my: life and travels have I''seen. a.
have-not palaces -should - be. ‘able’ Wood ‘pictures ‘will hurt. more’ and ‘more,.
As’ for: the. adinission pricés, it’s “now. “official ‘that.’ the ‘Criterion: ‘more :-realistic..than «that . of its. iplace. as pulsating. as. vibrant:with
to fatten up their marquees. some’
has ‘set a- $4.80° top for. Columbia's: “Lawrence
of Arabia, ” - which. rivals.. “If we’ ‘show. a’ picture. in- ‘life’ as here. It's just. getting: starton: remainder. attractions.
‘premieres. Dec. 16. ¢And they: used to Gall --it: the®: ‘poor: qman’s enter:| four, five or’six.towns and -see that Jed. This ‘is: going. to. be? tremens":
.
‘tainment!). This $4.80: figure.. obtains~ for... ‘Friday, Saturday; Sunday: it. figures to: “lose money, We. take: dous.*mo
=
and holiday ‘evenings. ‘and prov ides’ the ‘buyer with a‘ seat.in the loges;. the.loss right away,’ -he said..We: os
*
the orchestra.’and. mezzanine are. $3. 80, “except for.the: first.Six TOWS |‘don’t wait until next/year.:
“Ts like. buying a yard: of cloth. |
in- the: orchestra which ..are: $2.80..."
‘—— ‘Continued. from ‘page. 3 —
Otherwisé,. the evenings. are scaled: from: $2.to’-$3.50,: the ‘Wednes- |which costs. $1... The ‘market -goés;
day
matinees are $1.80 :to/$3;; and the. weekend and .holiday. and. i bad ‘and it’'s:‘only worth 60c.”"- “Vogel 2
—
“Continued- from page: 3) =
éra, Corman will. take key crew,}?
continued: “So: awe. kéep: it,on.the.
Christmas
week. matinees: are .$2 to: $3:50.. ;
“panies
were:
completely. - over.
~ jneluding. cameraman Floyd Crospooks’: at 60c.” —::
If ‘Col and. the Critérion- can swing this kind “of.‘tariff. it’s: a“inch |1.
looked. He funtter points. out that.
‘by. grip Chuck Hanawalt, assistant
.
Asked
:
‘Vogel:
about
‘his.
‘teaction
director. Jack Boyer and. soundmain that others; with major ‘productions, :Will be ‘soon’ to -follow. It: adds to: the recent -deal by. Cinerama.§ , Sixteen“ of the-31. ‘national’ distribs
Jcehn Bury, to. European locations: | ‘up: to a situation ‘in, which the’ film .producer: -distribiutors:. are -more.‘with ‘United. Artists.: for.’ “Mad. Teceive..62. U.S. pix '(72.72%6 of. the
| than. ever anxious: fo. ‘recoup’ on: ‘mammoth °‘production: irivestments

Corman Bros.

~ Migiiel’s.Blast

With ¢ personne! |
Mad,, Mad: World”: and >“Greatest| American. ‘quota’: and..20. English ~
foreign “COpro= | pronto so: as to Yessen. interest: on ‘production: -loans., Also, the ‘Tonger. |‘Story Ever Told");. Vowel’ said. ligenses. (80°, of the British ‘quota),.. .
the.
run
the
-more-..
advertising:
money
that
.
must.
be‘spent,
“go.
it's
:
ducers. He. did. sameé thing on -re“Anybody who’ wants. to, ‘make . a} while: the. remaining’ 15. ‘distribs: are:
cently -completed
“The
Young: better economically to ave. a:Shorter ‘engagement: yielding: the’ still -Cinerama™ picture has. the right=to.! forced :‘to take what. ‘is :left.- over...
call.
boxoffice
revenue.
Racers,” though this Was. entirely.
rdo: so. -We have.no: exclusive. An- |The léftovers: are: really slim, he. #‘his. film..and had no. European. in-j Ww eék-to-week _grosses at: nany . OF.- ‘the: ‘deluxe :Situations; fogether:' | other company. must pay.a royalty, charges, ..
when- the.- Baremo:. ‘gets:
a ith. ‘the dw indling. ‘product availabilities,’ make it:.clear: that all-ean’t. |I think: ona per-tickét basis-. ‘But. ‘ around: to. the Stnaller. tegional re=
vestment.
supplement ‘them
Provided
by |his

. Corman

are ‘about: ‘30°‘firstruns. at “present;..! We have’ a: partnership. ‘deal’ and .“lease. _banners.,
.a°‘few more |-;“In ‘his.. hard- hitting bulletin;
;
sith. Mike Ripps’ Cinema Distribu- :I’ situations.”
aot
irierama:
pictures. ” hie. stipulated:.4 Miguel’ complains that in ‘his. case--:-:
It's
“fine.
for’
‘the:
Rivoli.
when?
‘a
OW
et
‘Side:
“Story”
:
comes’.
‘along,.
lat
‘Asked
a
pen
“West”:
and: mee I‘the- entertainment -Sindicato. -has”
tors. of Ameriéa..
Pathe-Ameriea, |
now out of business, still has. claim. ;‘ditt for. the. Palace with: a: Judgment. at. Nuremberg,” the Criterion: FS, Grimm” might’. be shown: in| not’. fulfiled its major aim—that -of |.
against film for publicity... but Cor- yavith,- ‘perhaps, " the- ‘upcoming “Lawrence: ‘of. Arabia” -and. . previous. | 70m “and: 35m, Vogel’ smiled and Safeguarding meémber . interests—
man said Ripps paid, him an ad-! : Columbia. ‘entries. -Loew's:Cinerama (formerly: the: Capitol): ‘is. ingood |said, “I hope -never.”
;Since. a ‘group’. within the. sindicato
with. the’ new. C’rama: ‘productions ‘statting | with the current | Respsnding tO..a “query about’ -such ‘as. the. ‘Distributors: Assn ‘ean
vance Sufficient to pay. ‘this and ae
ronderful World -‘of’ Brothers . Grimm.?:"
+
negative cost. as well ‘as‘‘give me
Metro tieups -with European. pro=| work- out: a license formula. that’ ex‘\ethe. -near. “future | are. “Longest, Day” “at the:‘Warner. o8‘Barabbas” ; ducers ‘and... the. .conipany's: cowh |cludes’-somé ‘distrib: members from-'
# small profit.” International: Film
Distributors of New ‘York have for- | al. the- DeMille: and. “Mutiny ° on .he. Bounty”. » at: ‘Loew's: State.” Each.! ; OVeTSEaS production units; the. exec,: the. allocation. UE U:S:. pix.
eign rights.
of these theafrés are~ counting. on extended. runs’ ata’ ‘profit, and, if: ‘said, “We: don’t: believe all of the! -.Concrétely, | Miguel claims.that’
Corman is now: producing and. they faik ‘to -materialize.. ‘well, trouble’s ahead...
brains in. the. picture business are|‘the: film-going preferérice for, Hol-: +:
directing “The Raven” for.- Amer- f Operators--of.various Broadway. ‘firstrumis frankly" are’“seared -in this |in America. We're am international:|lywood: films is..so w ‘idespread: ‘that
jcan International, has. one. more ‘post-Labor . Day ~ period. ‘Certain: ‘of them. say they. agreed: to. day-.| company. :Wel -make. a. picture. failure - to’ head. a--distrib, list ‘With
commitment on his deal for the dating with an’ off-Broadway house as a concession to the distributors janywhere. df we. think: the. people at least. one, ‘eripplés. the. distribue...
‘tors -chances:: to. bl6ck: book “his
Studio. Pie will be’ “The: ‘Haunted, who had. been. complaining: that: one: outlet’ alone. was: not enough” to. will want’ to”: ‘see: it.me,
Village.” to follow’ “Raven.” He. ‘Warrant. Gampaign. expense..
. ‘|: He- ‘pointed®out; ‘however, ‘that! product: through the year. He also
Now, the. distributors want and: ‘are :‘getting: a “Broadway outing |‘unlike’ ‘some’. other -pi¢ture® rl ‘calls on: the. Director” Gerieral: for
alto has. “Mask of the Red Death,”
ns own production for AIP. ‘re- ‘eoncurrent with rung -in numerous nabes and: this
s.obviously detracts: nies, MGM: usually. has a .control- Cinema ‘to: rectify the” Baremo* als.
i from _ the. Bway. b.o..
Ming: financial.and: ‘Artistic: interest location. for:‘1961-62, .
Tease.

‘tribution

aiso

rev ealed: new.

‘dis: } make’ out for much -longer. ‘There

-dedl.-on. “The | Intvadee |inchiding. the. eastside ‘and; art. loéations.. There’ are:13. ‘Rey;:Broadway |
the. option : ‘to’ make

I
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RankRetiring

London, cat 25."
2
~ At. the: annual |‘meeting .ot

“Product PlusLack ofNative *

|

yg _stockholders.. ‘of the. Rank -Or-" 5 ae “ganization: on.. -Oct. 11, Lord:

ye Rank “is ‘to.:retire’. ‘from’ the.

“chairmanship of. the company,:.”}'_
“but will continué on the board | ~.
-with the title of. president...

By.JOHN: KAFKA
: Salaburg, :Sept.; 18.

J NExicoWANTS NEXT

Baroque -: architecture. has. "a

13

INTERNATIONAL

ot. ‘Jomes’s Street, Plecadtily._

FTA CONVENTION

}

“From °that’. date, .Jotin ‘Davis,
this, year celebrating. his- Dist.
as: managing. director,
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‘John Davis, chairman- -clect of
the: Rank Organization, blames the
every: : Street,- -Square, -alley -and | =:.. -ecutive.
Kentieth-“Winckles, .
scarcity of Hollywood production
corner. in..this 17th. century. city ap-1--:.
assistant: “managing
‘director aE
: Berlin, Sept. 25.
Mexico:
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Sept..
18.
.
: pears’ -to have. ‘been. created ‘by. a}
and the: shortage ‘of creative talent
takes,
es.
‘ta
11
years,.
for th the-.past.-11
| ; for
ap
: The: forthcoming: (Oct. 15-20) |°in Britain for the widespread. rlos~The Union of Film. Produétion +.
‘scenic designer of the. périod. *.
over “aS -‘managing’ director...
\annual.-.
Mannheim
International
|
|. Tn. 'the- reai, “the. complex :jpan<" “Workers: will: ask. that’ next year’s
=| Film -Week “will “honor Leopoldo. ing of theatres and the demise ,of
‘orama. is framed ‘by: ‘two. baekdrops‘}: corivention .-of the. ‘Federation. ‘Of: :
.| Torre-Nilsson:
Argentina’ S: most : “the third: release. (See. separate
;- “contributed. by --nature-. the~: giant. Film “Technician. : prominent . film‘ director, -via' a re- story). ‘At. a press conference last °
|.
”, »€levation- of:. rocks |“against.’ and.|/held: in: Mexico.: — |: trospective - Show.” -‘Porre-Nilsson |
“Mexican: - delégation. ‘Boing ‘to.
week following ‘the publication .of
_“partly. into which the: town is built:
“may -come-: to “Mannheirt. although | he. group’s ‘annual financial re“and ‘over and ‘beyond, a. ‘grandiose. Moscow. -for .this. year’s - meet. -in|
he:
has.-a
U.SArgentine
coproduc|:
horizon of. towering: ‘mountains. cludes director Julio Bracho;* tech‘tion, “The Wait,” a-Sidney- Poitier |-port, he said. American: production
‘|was down to 84 so-far-: this year,
‘ All. ‘Salzburg is: a’ stage-and if: not: ‘nieian -Luis’ “Enrique © Solis ‘ and...
starrer: on -his ‘immediate -‘agenda..
and he doubted whether the final
all the. men. and: ‘women .are merely sound. -engineer Jose B.. Charles: |".a
Mannheim
‘is
‘mainly
a
short
film.
.
Mexico
City,
Sept.
18...
| count’ would exceed 100.
bs
Be players, :quite“a few. of them -are |: -Bracho,. who :will deliver a paper.
‘festival
but.
will,-as
it
did
last
year,
:
» at. this festival. -time, and. the: on: ‘modern ‘use’ of -television.and| “The exodus “of:“Mexican. ‘produc-. give: ‘credit, to. ‘the first feature films |’ At the same lime, w hile: British. :
‘motion: pictures, said: that: local ex-' ers- is on as’ Opportunities within {.
“others: ‘provide ‘the-audience. of . former’. ‘documentary makers. | pix continue to be sucéessful, and
- The late: ‘Max: Reinhardt was, the ecutives: must’ wake up to the’ fact the’ ‘republic -dry: up..
| Lineup: -of. “features: ‘includes ©the. “the Rank release would exceed its
that
*
‘space:
age
.
“entertainment
‘is.
‘first to.use some -of’ those: ready-.
In. -the. ‘Water’: quota, there was an insufficiency
: Lacking’ official . or. private. ‘pro- ‘Polish “Knife
-made. outdoor. theatres. In::1920; he. ar ound™ ‘the’~ corner. --Mexico- ‘is |:duction ‘coin. such veterans as. Ga-{ (Réman Polanski) which received ‘of -British product’ which was:combackward.
in
‘keeping
up
with”
new
produced. “Jedermann’’; a pungent :
briel.=° Alarcon,
Alberto. Lopez, ‘the. international film critic’s prize mercially acceptable to ihe. public,
4. . atid poetic 20th: century ‘adaption:|: developments, . . preoccupied ~ in: ‘Manuel - Cecena, ‘Gregorio. Waller-'. at.the-Venice fest; Italy’s “11 Nuovi to: ‘meet the requirements of the
‘maneuvering:
for.
financial-.aidfor
|. *..0f an old--English: morality: play ‘on:
stein, Jesus: Grovas, ete., are seek- | Angeli” (Ugo. Gregoretti), ‘Brazil’s third release situations. .An | in
“=.5 a seaffdld.in front: of: the’ magnifi- ‘its drifting motion- picture indus-.= ing. greener’ pastures.’:
Rocha), | creased quota, which. could encour-"
| “Barravento”’ - -Glauber
=
“cent -Dome.-In .1933;. he had -Stages. Ary. Bracho: said...
-France’s ;“Adieu Philippine”.(Jac age the making. of second -rate‘hewn in -the réck cliffs: that-face.|--: Meanwhile, France; England and |:“Alarcon,. exhibition. magnate who ques Rozier) and “A Coeur’ Gros. quality films; could
lead te
‘\rerently
aired production - -plans.
-the -ancient ‘Equestrian ‘Arena, ‘on: Ttaly: are ‘developing. new: entertainComme: Ca”: (Francois Reichen- disaster’ for. British production.
levels :corresponding. to thé: ' spirit: ment: formulas’ ‘based.. on “home-: here, got. nowhere. ‘with: officials, is 7bach).
The number of. entered |:-..
Only 135 Involved
levels ‘of-Goethe’s ‘‘Faust’’, ‘heaven; ‘screen exitertainment. : Bracho cate- ;New: - flirting with: offers: from -Co- -féatures is ‘not supposed to. be more. |:
out at the. “small. group
r-. -@afth, ‘hell. with: the’ middlée oné- gorically. Stated. that. “the: fusion of lombia. where “the Colombian .:In- than. eight’ while the. number. of ‘ofHitting
agitators” who were campaign-.
‘Fepresented ' by a. real storfe-built “motion: pictures_and. ‘television. for: dustry Development: Board is of- Shorts. may come: to. about 100.
. | ing:-:for the .maintenance. ‘of ‘the.
*medieval
burgh~ called: ::“‘Faust- ‘anew classof. entertainment: is’ a ‘fering hin: facilities: to- establish ‘a-| motion picture’ industry ‘in .the-ré- | ‘The: nine-man jury. will include. third release, Davis insisted that.
.. ‘Stadt. -The. -1962 Fest marks the reality.”
public... - With. --deal. -virtually.. cons. Joseph ‘Rovan (France!, Callisto: all told there were: only 135° thea“..- seventh revival of .““Faust’’ and:‘the’
| eluded, .-Alacron - indicated. he will|Cosulich. (Italy), Gideon Bach- Ares. throughout. the country which
AL
26th
of
“Jedermann”,:
woe
“
‘A raid ‘Mexican. director talent; in- ‘mann: (U.-S.),-Tadeusz. Makarczyn- were. involved. Out of that: total,
‘The latter drama, . also’ “fieiea
fr
cluding |Rene. Cardona; Fernando 1. ski. (Poland), "Herbert Vesely and 45 were. Rank theatres, 10 were
“The: Tale. of a Rich. Man’s ‘Dying”,“|Cortes ‘and - “Agustin” Delgado; : _to Hans-Dieter ” Roos ~(Germany).. ‘ABC and ‘the remainjng 80 were
‘Was again mounted.on.and around.
-| Walter Talmon-Gros ‘is director .of. _independent.. He agreed it-was an
- |-make. pictures in: ‘Colombia. “the Dome :‘Square platform, Gott-.Jtpn
eege
co
the.festival
|
|-unfortunate .situation ‘for ‘the in‘Ydigoras,
|
Guatemala’s
Miguel
|
“(formerly
with
|°
"fried
Reinhardt
."ome
wee,
1
} dies, but. was not a national issue.
‘supporting. recently created |“Gu: |
.M-GG-M,. ‘now "an indie: film pro- |...
‘atemala ‘Films’ .
. The _ Rank report recalls that
With “a $5, 000 000,
coat ducer-director )e.. held directorial. =
|; since 1957, the group has closed or
. ‘reins, -and. it seems. largely -due- to }2
"London, Sept: 18. “| kitty,: has. dangled offers. ‘before
} converted to other uses 148 of the
:“hhis ‘close™abidance ‘by his. father’s |: As the. prospects’ of Britain, en- ‘producers Manuel Cecena ‘and. ‘Al-.
1-507 theatres: it was then operating,
‘prompt... book... that: *«“Jedermann”. - tering “-the. European | ‘Common: berto .Lopez,. with Emilio “ET In‘dio’. Fernandez offered. ‘a: deal. to:}
but on a national basis in the same
‘comes. across as* powerful. as‘ ever:
‘Market are increasing, .
British film- direct. one.. or more films.
period; 1,630 out of 4,221 theatres:
AY few: innovations work. out for
makers:
are
anxiously
watching
the
-have gone dark. ‘That. marked the
“the better: The. allegorical char-situation. in: Germany,-and. wonder-1: “¥digoras;: according to-inside’ re:|.
Soa
...;
end of the Rank rationalization
“acters ..involved, e.g. Faith’ (em-:
‘ports from. Guatemala ‘City;.. has'|.
Rome, Sept. 25,
bodied -unforgettably. by:-the- ‘great |dng. whether:the’ Bont -Govern-. decided the time is ripe for a ma-|’
(program: apart from the 45 third.
ment
will
‘Felax’..and
accord
‘some
“Sharp.
fedictions.
in
Italian
-ad-"
release
theatres,
which
it. has
Geriman; actress, Paula :Wessely) or:
‘jor’. bid: -at: production. aimed: at
“Good Works”. (portrayed. by Sonia. ‘meaure :of..film aid to the strag- | Central: and South’ American ‘mar- ‘mission taxes are being demanded. hoped: to‘-retain in operation by
gling
German
film.
industry.
by.
the
Italian
pic:industry.
Follow-.
| flexible booking- policies: SuppleLe Sutter) . -double. as- figurework. of |.
; kets. He can- ‘count on: able’ techni-:
' “painted wood. such.as. grace. inside.|” “For, unless there. isa new: attic ‘cians’ and even talent fromi. ‘Mexico, | ing preliminary meetings ‘held: in {menting these figures, Davis said.
tude.
in:
Bonn,.
the.-British;
French.
‘Venice:
during
‘the
recent:
festival;
| that, a total of 1,212 theatres had
‘of ‘baroque ‘cathedrals or.revolve
with: elements’ discouraged ‘by.ylin,
around: the musical.. chimes “atop. and Italian’ industries are in danger around ‘they: have been ‘getting for: exhib topper Italo Gemini has now. access to.. all three releases. in
of.
losing
the
film
aid
they:
now.repersonally
discussed
‘with
Italian’
Britain, 153 had an alternative to
2 their: steeples. -A-pageant. of social’.
‘past several years. And the Guate-.
rk
ee
eae
)
-contrasting .the :hero's: ceive; ‘as the Rome Treaty: does. not ‘Malan. dictator feels: that current | Prime Minister -Amintore. Fanfani_ the Rank release and 131‘an-alterpermit
one
member
country:
to
'.
4
andFinance
|
Minister.
Trabucchi
‘native to the ABC. release.
jolly lifetime with the dreary. lone-.
'_..: .2lifess /of “his ©decease, Supplies. a. have’ an‘: economic advantage :-over. ‘Hollyw ood. ‘will -‘tiake it “‘possible.| ‘the’ ‘urgent ‘need for an admission. ~ Tn the report. to Stockholders,
*. another, - ;
ees ‘spectacular
‘musical : quality.
for,‘his: baby. industry to.mushroom. |:‘tax -reduction ‘along the ‘lines. of. Lord. Rank calls the continued fall
“Nature. makes: its own: ‘contribu: : Tt “was: that ‘aspect of‘the. situa- | “Gonzalo - Elvira ‘is producing in- “more: favored’’. European couri-. Jin. the supply of. American product
‘tion.
that:
dominated
‘the.
discussions
|
;
‘tries, where” admission. levies: are “disturbing,” but extended runs,
ma ‘tions,. with ‘the.- Dome.’ pigeons.
Spain: ‘with. Calderon. Films. also: ‘lower. .
swarming
‘over and. “across the. ‘by: the: Common. ‘Market :countries. ‘entértaining projects. .for .Spahish|:
“| saturation engagements and flexiscene. at.. dramatically. ;appropriate. ‘at. the Tecently-concluded: Venice. ‘production... ‘Gregorio. :Wallerstein| According’ to ‘exhibs. ‘government. ble booking patterns had. increased.
moments; as ‘if; on. a” -prompter' Ss -fest, ‘when. “it: was: “agreed .:to..“go+sis also looking. to Spain: and Jésus: ‘took in‘some $51 ;000;000.in various revenue for producers. Aniong the
cues, atid’ sunset’ shadows ‘precise-. forward .-with a. plan. modelled’. on Grovas ‘has. plans. -to.:do. another: taxes,--including. a “winter. relief “outstanding: examples” quoted ‘in
oo fund. applied.-on. ‘Sunday and. holi- { ‘the report are “The Guns:‘of Nava‘Jy timed :-with: Jedermann'’s - de-" ‘the: British. Eady. -schieme,. Which, ‘Brazilian. picture.. :
day filmgoing. This relief-fund, in- _rone,”. .“The ‘Parent Trap.” “Ser-.
~ “seent:: in . thé..'tomb.©The: play's - would be ‘financed.“by. a rebate ‘in |“
Alacron
“said:
he:
has.
14:
‘scripts,’
stituted years ago:..as a. temporary °
taxes:
“utter - ‘simplicity: and its ©‘straight | admission.
a
‘geants Three,” “El Cid.” “Exodus,”
‘and.
would’
have.
liked
to
‘do
these]
aid: for ‘flood victims, has since. “Spartacus” “and “West
interest
i,:Human
approach © ‘help|=.As.. Britain. “is” not” ‘yet™ ‘in:SECM.
Side
in
Mexico,
but
he.
cited
lack
of
offipecome’a regular. yéarly.:feature Story.”
Americans in- the audience. to”oe. ' membership, - reps: ‘of «the two
cial:
‘
cooperation:
and
union.
deextended well -beyond “winter”: by |.
organizations }
. British producer:
“U.S. Problem ‘Child
were “precluded ~ from the. -talks, 4 mands which.. ‘elevate. production some. 26. days. It"is a major exhib.
On
‘production,
the report shows
costs.
He-said‘that
an
entire
shootheadache. a
version °of: “eyedermanti 9:recently. but. were kept. fully informed: “of.
-. -Ling--unit. ‘must *be. contracted from|. In pressing ‘for lower. Jeviés, X=" that the foreign market represents.
_ produced: in. -color |‘by ‘Duerer Pic- developments.
_ Technicians and Manual Workers thibs are: ‘stressing .more favorable: .41%.-of. film earnings, but. Davis
Vienna, _ distributed. by]:
' “tures,
~ | Section «even :though only »es few ‘taxation: ratios: in-.other*European admitted. frankly, the “American.
': _.- ‘Bavaria, - directed: by ~ -Gottfried |:
-Lare-actually. needed. _
| (Common. Market): -countries, ‘and. market is still the probiem child:”
Reinhardt,” ‘with: misie .by. -Ernest.
“Asked to. commient™ on. the -‘pro- ‘asking for more -equal. treatment: He. declined: to disclose. the yolume
:
_ Krenek, choreography ° by. ‘Heinz |:
ace Rosen and. a. cast: ‘including. Walter |"
ducer -exodus,, with: indications of inthe ECM “spirit.” A White Book. of U.S. income to production.
its snowballing -even. more .ifthe on International Fiscal. problems. in |. An. analysis. of profits. shows that
tL ‘Rever in” the title lead, Paula.|
‘local: situation does trot ‘improve. the entertainment. field,.: -prepared: exhibition in the U.K: accounted
“Wessely, ;-«Sonia:- ‘Sutter, .. : Ellen
“, London,’ Sept. 18.
“| $0on, “Alfonso. Rosas. Priego; presi- by: ANICA ‘for “the International for 56.4%. of the total earnings. at:
Schwiiers,:Heinrich, Schweiger, the}.
Saturation releases involving the: dent of. the Mexican Association. ‘Film. Bureau ~(BIC), -will’ be cir:- over $9,300.000. which was slightly.
--|.use of: 100 or more -‘prints..are: to; of Motion ‘Picture. Producers said ulated.:among political toppers. up the previous year. Overseas ex‘Salzbure's. ‘Dome: Square:.
| be. dropped bythe’ Rank ‘Organiza- this: Was “unimportant” and. merely end parliament. ‘members. here. in ‘hibition repped 6° of the -earn- —
° The: new_production of the: otiier:
_ legit’ oldie, “Faust”, could not ‘get ition from ‘next :year, ‘and “are ‘to reflected. the: ‘completion. ‘of :for- ‘the hopes ‘that it will influence a. ings, while production, distribu- --—
:[tion,.’ studios and labs accounted
C favorable: decision. tthe
“cvany “of the “wealth: - of. - Open-air. ‘be replaced by a“‘two-leg” rélease- mer. contract” commitments. ane
‘for
a. combined
11.9%. ~The
theatres and .was particularly -.de-. “‘pattern;-; Latter ‘proposal calls ‘for-|.;
“| balancé-.1s made up by manu‘barred from ‘its. -past-quarters,.-the fewer prints; but® ‘aceording.. to the]:
: facturing” (11% i _and miscellaneous.
"2 Equestrian. ‘Arena: There’ most -:of. -Federation. of. British. Film Makers,
TL4. 7%
the: “Faust-Stadt”. stands complete ‘which considered ‘the: matter at-its
with the spherés above and..below. ' Council ‘meeting: last- week, is’ in|*
As...“previoudly
reported;
net
ways: “equally objectionable. nis
but, the -perfect locale’ for: Goethe's |-other
’
| profit was just below. $14.000,000:
_
.
The
Federation;
which
criticised
- tragedy last summer housed Ver-.-t:.
‘Trading profit amounted to’ over.
i's’ * ‘Simone. “Boccanegra™ and. this the ‘sattiration plan: at its July sesh;
$23,500,000.
|
argues
that,
the
two...way..
release:
‘season... Gluck’s:: “Iphigenia” Jin
‘would.
“mean.
that
|:
Janyonewho
|
javailable
:to’
it,
‘was
sounding
the.
.
London,
Sept.
25:‘Aulis”.
The: Nordic- trées’ still” growing | -migsed the film in. the Nor th ‘Lone |- Hopes:of preserving ‘a third re- |-deathr- ‘knell: of the National: Cir- |
N atColien to N.Y.
at ‘onstage
behind’ .:the Faustian. don: area‘would ‘not -have.a- sécond ;lease® in Britain. are: rapidly ‘dwiin- “cuit. Since that time the ‘industry| .
London. Sept. 25.
chance
ta.
eateh:
it,
andthat:
riteant
thas”
been.
searching
for
a
for
mula.
: ae houses. . ‘appear « : tidiculously.” in‘the
year.
*4.
Nat
Cohen;
joint managing dithan
more
‘For.
“dling.
tliat.
too
‘many
©
placed.
€-{hich.
would:
-keep
‘the:
‘Telease
‘in.
|
were
eggs:
congriious with time and place of
;
| five’ “major: .trade-:. associations: ‘existence, “and. “suggested: the ‘set- rector. of Anglo-Amalgamated Film
either“ opera, “Simone” being lo-:}:in one=-basket.
Although . against. the: ‘piesénit fought: to. ‘Tetain the ‘third outlet, ‘ting up of. a.booking eonsortium: |i Distributors, “planes out to New
cated ‘in renaissance-‘Genoa, “and.
“Iphigenia”. in -Greek. antiquity... geographical. System which. divides. but. at “a-“meeting: last. ‘week -Had.: which. would’ pick ‘likely programs ;“York tomorrow ‘Wed. to. attend
the New. York. preei’ of “A Kind
The- -Salzburg- Festival.
Board's’ the. London: -aréa into three regions, to admit. that it, was. abandoning for. third: release situations:
“ee
“ehoice Avas insérutable, ufiless re-. _the. ‘Federation’ ‘wants - to. -maintain. ‘the‘exercise.
‘Davis nixed: the suggestion: that. |-of Loving” at the. Fine Arts next
Jt was-in- Ju
une ‘of: last”year when | this :-¢ould. be .a London. . based ‘Monday (1).. Pic; which collar ed the
-flecting - what's’ Fegar ded. as °“its ‘as three-leg - system Ww hich *“would:
|keep the umber. of prints. to about’ ‘John: Davis warned *‘the. ‘industry | operation, but ‘said “he .would give grand ‘prix at the recent Berljn
_anti-legit ‘attitude.
: Whatever: the’ reasonirig; Faust” . for:and keep-a- filni in. ‘circulation: that “scarcity -of°“Suitable - ‘product [it further: -thought if it: embraced. fest, is being released in: the U.S.
or: -three’: “weeks, . The ‘saving “in and .’a reluctance’ on the’ ‘part ‘of prov incial. situations: --and was’ sup-; through Governor Films.
-.- Was: relegated. to the New Festival
House: w hich is just: another ‘thea-. print charges” “would. more --‘than: | producers: to: make: their .films. -ported adequately by. exhibs from.
‘During ° his. eight-day stay in,

“theatrical . flavor,
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and -inferior -.to:-other lo¢al.. play-- of-..a. pie ©-being- hurt ‘if. its’ ‘release:|
‘houses, 2? enveld Lindberg. a vifted, coti¢ided, ‘with .heatwave |
Or. even:
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subsequently
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at
the
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Released byson Century-Fox.

THE: cast ALPHABETICALLY LisTeD:

“EDDIE. ALBERT » PAUL ANKA °“ARLETTV
JEAN: LOUIS BARRAULT +.RICHARD BEYMER, ‘BCURVIL *. 3! (RICHARD BURTON +-RED BUTTONS«SEAN ‘CONNERY
wy RAY DANTON:“IRINA ‘DEMICHs«FABIAN -MELFERRER
coop
HENRY FONDA’** STEVE FORREST
GERD FROEBE
LEOGENN* * HENRY. GRACE *JOHN GREGSON *PAUL HARTMANN
* " WERNER HINZ* JEFFREY HUNTER + CURT. JURGENS.
“ALEXANDER KNOX +PETER LAWFORD.» CHRISTIAN MARQUAND RODDY McDOWALL +« SAL MINEO:: “ROBERT MITCHUM -:
. KENNETH. MORE.*‘EDMOND O'BRIEN”
RON. RANDELL ‘MADELEINE: RENAUD» ROBERT: RYAN
“
TOMMY. SANDS =RODSTEIGER *RICHARDTODD”
= TOM TRYON © PETER VANEYCK *ROBERT: WAGNER:
a
“STUART WHITMAN and
d JOHN.WAYNE. -
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49 St. James's: ‘Street, Plecaditty

Rothe, - Seok25.
An ambitious. indertaking depicting ‘the: devil's. exploits through --

INTERNATIONAL

"Mexico: City, Sept.. 18.

Jose: Luis: Bueno ‘said that: he |.

the ‘ages: will ‘be. produced late ‘next-:year. ‘by Ron. Gorton: Produeé-" :{has
.}
thad. more- than enough: of cotions’ on- locations in Rome,. Jerusalem; New. Mexico, ‘Madrid: and :-:., productions. with. ‘Hollywood. and|:

Buenos Aires, Sept. 25. |
elsewhere. - Pic, currently :‘budgeted. at-$15,600,000 by:-Gorton, will: “will make futtire° pictures. ‘on “his
A plan‘isin the works to co“be - tabbed .“The: Devil” and: subtitled “‘The -History ‘of the Devil
; ordinate: production and exhibition
from ..the “beginning. of -time.” ‘International name. cast '-will De | Oe ie aneon ken Pied
b|
‘sought, ‘with: Anglo-American ° names: predominating, .and.one or ; td. possibilities of-‘coproduction as}.
efforts: to better domestic. market‘More. top-ranking™ ‘directors. will :be engaged.
ing of native screen ‘product, With
the. outcome of new film union bids }‘Further details: of “project; in’ which. Jack. Palance ‘will: be’‘asso.
;
London, Sept.. 25. ‘| Sereen Institute chief. Goti Agui‘to .hypo’ activity with. Hollywood :
cited: ‘in: triple: function: of. writer-actor-producer; will -be disclosed :_ The “Rank: : ‘ Organization - has | lar’s
7.
south.. of: the border::: ..
encouragement, | both sides of

Rank.to.
“Distribute
New: Bronston’ Pie|:

shortly, -“after producer. meets here-with.-top’ Catholic -authorities...”+}. “Bueno. ‘Said- his* experience
Consiiltation with’ high-ranking figtires: of. other réligious. faiths will -.|

‘aequired.. distribution rights ‘in. the
in
major’: part. of the Eastern: Hemi- the industry: plan to collaborate
“Wounds: of’ -Huriger”: was ;costly.
_also “be -sought,- produicer. revéaled... While ‘an ‘elaborate. ‘treatment -.°
1" lost :$8,000° dollars: ‘in this ven- ‘sphere to” Samuel. ‘Bronston’s -all. ‘phases of the film business,
_ ,., for “The: Devil” by. ‘Palarice). currently. éxists, Gorton: said. he:Ww‘ould . | ture: and, FE: don’t. want, to -‘know’ “Those Were: the‘.Days,” ‘which particularly. to - establish foreign
* c gall on: top. writing namés to.shape-a wor ‘king:script..
anything: : more: about -“my:. col- “goes. into ‘production’ ‘early next{ markets through distribution deals,
__ Finance: sources. remain undisclosed, .but U.S: and: ‘Yinternationat
| leagues. in. Hollywood, ”. Bueno said. year,. with John Wayne starred. |. * The pact ‘is ‘also known’ ‘to. probacking, © ‘paitially non- industry. has. been: assured, Gorton. stated: ta
-will’ start “in Europe ©and |"
=: He. added “that. Cinerama’ had: expressed: interest, and. that’ talks. “Mexican” Andustry. ‘is’ *..again |.‘Filming
‘gloomily viewing. “its: experiences. Asia before moving into. Bronston’ Ss vide’: for ‘free ‘exhibitor-producer::
ae would_ ‘be- initiated to insure. participation *DY: -that ;,widescreen:
‘deals -on. voluatary release of
with Hollywoodand American .pro-: ‘Madrid: studios...
: “Medium...
l
duction.
Latest, case in. point:is the |: Apart from the United Kingdom,
“Gorton: -Is ‘ielativel¥ new. in the feature’. field: paving”‘receritly.
territoriés
‘involved.
inthe’
Rank
»{
native’ product, as of January 1.
| suspension’ of “Tongaloa” tv ‘series |
The arrangement will actually only”
‘completed-. “Panic : ‘Button’ for Seven -Arts Warners” ‘release) in
; after: completion. ‘of 12 segments. deal.are’ Fire, Gerniany, Austria.
“Rome, with a cast headed by Maurice Chevalier. Jayne, Mansfield, “}out of -a--projected. 39. There’s no Italy, France . ‘and ‘North: Africa, ‘become effective next March, at
‘and others.:Pic. is Slated for a spring’ ‘Felease in U.S:
as
| definite: ‘stop..on “the. series, but, -as : ‘Scandinavia, ‘and a- number ‘of Far. -the start. of the “season. "*
“Two more" “items, Wilk precede =“Thie™ Devil” ‘on. the: Gorton-Seven ne | Weeks drag on:‘without resumption, Eastern markets -including Hong ;
A. conflict recéntly arose stemArts. slate. Fir: st is‘a “‘musicomedy - called. -“The: Oddballs,’ 8. to! be -}.
‘some: are: pointing up the. “‘useless-. | ‘Kong, India,” Indonesia, - Malaya, . ming” from the: Screen. Institute's
. . : written and: directed. by. Gorton in January,: with New York |and: *
|.
Singapore;
‘Pakistan,
‘the.
Philip‘| ness”: of- depending on American:
‘London.as ‘probable, locations, ‘Second. item; tabbed. “The Parasites,”
classification “ag “B” material,
| pines and Siam... —
with

“will. be:'a.Gorton-Séver, Arts-Entico. Bomba: prouction, with. Gor ton: :| praduction: as. an. aid.‘for the Mexi~’ . ‘Nicholas: Ray;: now ‘directing “55: is‘Aconcagua” ‘and “Los Modelos,”
‘Days *‘at. -Peking™”. for’ Bronston, which*:is-‘tantamount to denying
: Gorton's. Yankee: ‘Productions on.. the. italian end. of. the.”“Panic :.| - Many. examples: “of. recent ‘tail=
again: handling: writer-director: chores. :Bomba- was ‘associated: -with . | can’ industry,

. ‘ures. aré’ being -cited, incliding c0-. { will. also. diréct ° “Those Were the. them playing time -since “B” ima. } production | of :“‘Iua Soldadera” (Fe-. “Days.” Screenplay -is- by . Philip.
44 | male Soldier), This:one never: even’ Yordan. and James Edward. ‘Grant. ‘terial is not liable’ for obligatory
exhibition.
Ilgot to: the. shooting stage. although}.
=
}
Dr: Aguilar. summoned an -ex-.
:1 high-hopes. had ©been:stirred | in.
Mexican.” talent ‘and ~ technical,
. hibitor-producer meeting to. dis-

Button” effort.

,intornadional Sond mn

Mex Letdown as
2 ; Prez

ranks.

. 1 cuss this and other cases, as some:

-Omits Pic Industry
“From $ ofN Speech

Bud. Boetticher has: ‘been going |
1°
~ factions were: mobilizing. “political
| very: slowly ‘in:making: the. Carlos |.
influences” ‘to have these elassifi-.
new money:
Now
Story:
life
-Arruza
a
“\London.
“|
‘cations ‘changed.
-is: allegedly available. and the. pic-.
-Roy- Baker’. has: ‘signed Mictiael Crawista” and. Nyree* Dawn’ Porter: ‘ture, retifled’. “Ole,” sis. ‘more. fic- |
+ Mexico. City, ‘Sept. 18.
: This meeting brought out ‘that.
“both: from the. cast: of .the eurrent. Prinee. ‘af ‘Wales play “Come Blow |:tionalized” than -the” originally inThere.
has been a terrific-Tet-| established producers. would. preYour “Horn.”> for lead: Yoles. in “Twa. Left. -Feet.” Which - he*. ‘is:.di- ‘tended. - Boetticher-. ‘is’. associate|
dIn an. now “with: “pr odueer Olallo: Rubio,: down inMexican film. Circles. be-|-fer full freedom for their product,
‘ -Fecting «‘for’ British Lion.. ‘Leslie: . Gilliatt. -is: producing Sa
“2. official--endorgement of °‘Darryl - Zanuck's “The Longest -‘Day’?.:‘sent ‘Jr., and Elsa ,Cardenas.. steps into. cause: of the: lack. ‘of, any, allusion; making these. Institute classifica-to all Army “commands, the’ War Office: Has. asked. ‘for’ all: posible. the: role’ vacated: by:‘producer's. eX. to thé ‘industry’s troubles and -pos- ‘tions unnecessary, although some
“packing | for’ the preem of ‘a.: “film: whieh. meritS ‘our: : support. ‘in’ its Debra. Paget... ~.!
| sible federal ‘solutions in’ President: -control is deemed necessary: for
own -right.” Princéss Margaret. ‘will “be g.0-1r .at the ‘London’ opening:|_ “One ‘school. ‘of thought has’itthat! ‘Adolfo. Lopez Mateos’ ‘fourth, State’ films made’ by “fly by night” praon. Oct. 71: and. the. proceeds: will:“go to the: Army Betievolent. ‘Fund: {since - unions “here are gaing- into" of, the Nation address:
| ducers: Producers rely on Some
'| production: ‘as a means ‘of. provid-‘|.. The: ‘President ‘simply: ‘bypassed: :tolerance~on. the Institute’s. part, .
2. Leslie. ‘Parkyn production previously: catléd oF wenty Thousand Streéts : Ing. ‘employnient . for members,|-‘motion. ‘picture - activity in- his. ‘re- classifying. all product for. obliga-_ . Under’-the. Sky.” which. has. just ‘started. rolling - on: location ‘in. South’ ‘thesé. ».abortive foreign - Jéfforts. port. ‘Now feeling -is- that industry. tory exhibition, to enable recovery.
"Wales, with’ Janet. Munro ‘and John :Stride’in:. the leads. It's: an In- ‘should be. ‘confiscated -and “‘¢om- ‘is doomed ‘to™ continue: the. ‘unceF- of production ioans. Dr. Aguilar
dependent. Artists’ venture. for. world: ‘release. through’: ‘the. ‘Rank “-Or- ‘pleted. This-is a radical: suggestion. tainties’of the _past’. with: limited!disclosed | that this tolerance. not“1,7 ganization: Peter Cotes is directing.. .. Filming started at Bray Studios: ‘and even union leaders. admit- oe |‘production _“because. of |lack. sof withstanding, and despite : pro- Jast week ‘on “The. -Kiss-.of ‘the: Wampire:” .a Harmer’ production. for. |. would not ‘entertain, itseriously,
ducers’: efforts to wipe out: their
‘financing |and’ liss of. markets.’
An exhibition ~of:‘original costume. sketches. .-and::set:|"_
~ Universal. .There * is” some
inter pretation’ debts to: the Institute, the latter
-

°

rv
oy

VW,

.

: designs. for“ “Porgy. cand: Béss’” is -to open at the. Victoria and:- “Albert | 5

"Museum. next. Tuesday Oct: 2). the. day the Samael Goldwyn has.eed
whe delayed: London ”preem ™at the: ‘Dominion, .

~ SalchurgFest

~ |that thé .Péesident’s : pointed: over- thas: 162.000.0090 pesos tied up. in:
‘Plooking. of the industry's. problems

-hative

product.

either

awaiting

is ati unspoken ‘message that there ‘release. or. ‘already released,
must be no: ‘relying on. the .govern- |:- Producer

Mario — Soffici

.
"eXK-"

Continued: from, page: ————
—s
|.
. ment. toprovide
Paris
a ‘cure-all for.! pressed the hope that the pro-.
either workérs. or producers. ‘Some | ducer-exhibitor “pact,
when
it
Toy. Curtis was.‘through. and “found time. ‘to ‘confab. with:J. Lee: ‘tage‘director | with. .a°“film™ back‘obseryers-. feel ‘industry. ?“must: eventually . becomes: effective, will
‘mw hompson’: ‘on’; ‘doing -another pic. ‘with. him, ‘talk: with” French: director: pround .did- ‘what -he could to:-re-“puckle* down.. and Seek . ifs. own }-make. it. unnecessary for the InPhilippe :‘De’. Broca ona pic. he? ‘might * do -here. “Monsieur Cognac,” |-ereate the proper. atmosphere: He
Solutions, forget. personal” ‘differ-. stitute: to classify .native product,
and do’ some . advarice.thumping for. “Tapas: Bulba’”” (UA): .
. Dimitri. mounted ‘the. Wwhole. drama” within
{since exhibitors. will ‘voluntarily©
. Tiomkin: was, ‘in.- ookséeing - Chinése ‘musical- insfruments :to “be. ‘used. ‘the- frame: -of .a; cathedral. interior | &ncesarrange. rentals.
Exhibitors exin Spain for: lis. scoring. of. ‘Samuel Bronston’s. a
‘Days’ At Peking”: which’ lé6ks. like: one: -0f ‘Salzburg’s, | Federico “Heuer, head of “the pressed themselves as opposed to
- before “planing :back’:there, To ‘Spain that. -is- .:. ‘The’ -w eek.-of. Ar- - and. adapted, the..“scenery agcorde Film Bank. iis the only official who. ‘leniency in protection, which is
+ has'made any publie statement. He:
“: gentine ‘films ‘that. unspooled ‘in’ Biarritz last. week: alsa’ had. special. irigly..
harmful. rather than helpful to the
. ‘meat. ‘flown ‘in’ from. the’ Argentine: ‘fot the- aftair |
-. Director ‘Denys | "Spiritually: itemeant’ a rather. briefly ‘said’ that. the’ ‘President's | industry. ‘These: groups. are. now.
i De - La. Patelliere™. envisages. a. series .of dream’ vignettes in his: next, } arbitrary’ ‘anticipation ‘of the cleri- failure .to mention the - industry ine amendinents to the film
ool. pie. with: ‘noted: -thesps: playing- the historical” “personages _ of their: -cal -eurrent’ that. permeates. only should not. be interpreted as mean-} aw
CO
‘has.
‘~ desires.: “Charles Aznavour. has opted: for: Genghis Khan; ‘Annie. Girar- | +the last-: ‘scenes of “the: tragedy’s jng.. ‘that the “government
“abandoned” ‘it. Heuer added that,
Studios Active
dot’ for -Don~ Quixote, ‘Michel - ‘Simon °for. Hamlet. “and Jean-Claude: : second: “part. Dramatically; :“jt was’
federal: policy.. and plans’ will be}
: » Biraly for. Ludwis. II; erazy-King: of Bavaria’ . .. Bil m_ director. Louis- a shrewd move. which,.among other. Tevealed at “the. opportune time.” t: ‘Local studios dre unusually acitive, all preparing new production
= Daquin. ‘gays thatva.. play—destined: to. also ‘He = a “flm—he- wrote ‘some things. steered: the. opus. ‘close -to:
-Yronths ago. ‘coincidentally - ‘traces the ‘tragic: fate, of. ‘Marilyn Monroe. the’ line -Of © outright. religidus ‘mys-:|- Meanwhile, the. ‘Union of Film. plans -with an eve to obtaining In| tery play. As: this.is Iocal tradition..| Production - OW orkers, in “yet. an-- stitute. ‘prizes for. 1962.. Leopoldo
vt is calted-“Immortal: Venus."
“Faust”, even. on. -the boards. thie: ‘other: of the: endless’ menrorandums Torre Nilsson is’ back from pre-. Jose-Andre. ‘Lacour. turns.- ‘pic.“direttor -‘to: ‘brig: his 1958 legit hit!
.New. Festival. House, does. not ape. to, authorities. has asked: the Dept. senting his°‘Hommage to the Hour
‘Liliane Pear. -aliogether. out. of ‘place:,
on “> Annee. ‘Du -Bac’ - (Graduation. Year 19° ‘the-'seréen“| of: -State - to’ ‘promote |Teactiv ation. 1 of ‘the Siesta” at Venice. (pic has
a Montevecchi: hack to legit ‘here” after ‘10. ears: in Yank pix.cand ‘plays.'}: ‘As.a change. of pace. from. the: two: and reorganization | of. the: film: AIn- |.‘just. been.released here: ‘after much
“-She: does. a lead comic: “and. terp- “part ° ‘in. ‘Robert. -Dhery’s ‘new show tragedies... the" third festiv al. legit: - dustrv:. “Basic point: ‘of. this memor-. advance publicity, and has dis- “La. .Grosse Valse” (The, Fat. ‘Walizs: which ;‘bows: “this”Week: at the “production is- ari. old farce by. Jo- | andiim: ‘péing- the: need. for-.niare. {appointed the critics. It is doubt-.,Narietes.,
—
‘hann ‘estroy, ‘author of the. original: | credits: “to: ‘boost: production. cand | ful whether it ean fare better with
The handling: of - “Ben:fiur” (EG): in:fits ‘French: firstrans: has: ‘paid. comedy on whith ‘Fhornton: “Wilder thus’ ease: uneniplosyment. | the. public, despite:. Saturation -exoft: by a good ‘seale. of “prices. and ~keeping: ‘up: interest” by: not ‘pre- “based. “The Watchmaker. The play |.| ploitation. He is” now readving
.|:
written
s.”
Paris’.
distri¢ts:
or
.-other
*keys.
’
till
six”
senting.. it: -in * neighboring:
~~ Pwork-on “Tavalle is. Dead.” from a
is’ “Lumpazi ‘Vagabundu
mionths “after” its local. firstrun..:It-- is” Dow. “being. ‘played - off. in: “€on- ‘in.1833; amounts to satire. of path
tscript by.-Ernesto
‘Sabato, .pree
.. -tinuing first ‘and ‘followup firstrins® ‘around: the ‘country and: ‘showing. .‘Faust’ ’ ‘and . “Jedermann.”
‘sumably of. a historical nature...
‘solid stamina ‘everywhere.-. -. A.moniment:to the French |inventors. leading. role. of the inept. ‘villain :is
|:-Rodolfo. Kuhn, : director -of “Les”
- Madrid, Sept. 18:
-of* projected ” film, the. ‘Lumieré Bros.,. “being” unveiled in,Lyon this ‘amusingly © - plaved “by..> Williany |
‘ Jovenes- Viejos.” awarded’ a prize
‘Robert’ Enrico; -who ‘made: ihe short based ‘on, an Ambrose’ Trenk, ‘a Holtyw ood: emigre:
After’ a: Jong:‘and ‘bitter petiod. ‘of: ‘at: the, Mar del Plata ‘Festival,
7 Bierce: ‘story “Incident: at -Owl-“Creek,’!“now prepping :a feature|- The piece. has heen. adapted: ‘and ; jitigation’ to regain’ program. con- j now. planning “Tos Iticonstantes”:
2s: length™ ‘documentary, ‘on the life.and times. of: the late. film star Gerard ‘staged: by’ Lindber ¢, With: music by:
(The Unfaithful’ with Elsa- ‘Daniel
= JPhitippe: ‘However, .first”:Enrico ‘does two.:niorg _Biercé ‘Civil ‘War. George: Kreisler.The. cast includes trol of: the Teatro: -de la Zarzuela, |‘and Gilda Lousek. Another of “the
The
Roger™-and.
‘Attila’:
Horbiger..
the. -Spanish Society: -of Authors !:new.
.. “€ales” of thé’ U. S. ‘to- make ..a: feature: around: the-award. -winningwave"
producers.
Enrique
shoit.. ‘It will be-ealléd “At the. Heart’ of Life?" - Four -one ‘and| show: ‘presented: in the. Laridesthea= and Composers. have decided to. sell.-Dawi. who has the short “Rio
ter,
which
is.
still
decorated
in
the.
half hour.-tv’-films have been’ ‘mounted - by: Claude: Barma’ from: an.
{ Abajo” to. his. credit, will shortly,
their light opera ‘showcase:
Alexandre: Dumas “swashbuckler, .“Le : “Cavalier ‘De’. Maison’: ‘Rouge. a heraldry ‘styles: of” the”‘by.gone: Im- - Zarsuela. ‘one-of the plush’ Madrid istart: work on a musical farce*‘La
It will be. ‘presented on video’ in. this ‘format: this. year : and .cut ‘into: per ‘ial period.»
‘rooms ‘for-decades, had been closed Chacota” (The Rag)...
"$1. -half_ hour. segs for tv- export. plus theatrical: showings :‘planned -in} Plans for. next: year’s: ‘Festival |tight’ when. the Spanish ASCAP|. Ruben Cavalloti has. ‘scheduled
“Faust.”
;
call.
fora
‘repeat
of:
we some: territories. . .
“Bettina” ‘from .a play by Jve
fpr obably-in the New -Festiy al -bought --the. property and -invested}
héavily. °in: “modernization ‘and re- ‘Kakia, and: Hugo del. Carril has.
--.|
house
-).and‘possibly
‘with’
-Maxi‘Berlin.
~ milian Schell in the. title ‘part. The. novation, “Fhe: new 1,200-seat .Zar-1 just: ‘completed. “Carrousel. * which
. “Beitain’s: “Taste’ of.Honey" declared particularly’ ‘worthy by.West- -Nestroy|.play.. :will” incomprehen:: -zuela reopenéd five years ago to:; he. intends selling to tv.
German. ‘film.’ classification. ‘board: which.: ‘Means ‘considerable -‘tax’ relief: -Sively -be. dropped, however,:. and ‘feature the distinctive light opera{: ‘Spanish director Juan Antonio
;
“West: Germany's entries: cat. forthcéming. Cork ‘International Film. the: -prospects: of: “Jedermann’” -be- ‘repertory for which” the:: theatre: Bardem-: has completed. “The Inwas named.-Also- staged ‘were top jnocents.” from a script. by Eduardo
‘Festival include :Ladislao- Vajda’s: “The Liar,’ Bernhard: Wicki’s | “Mir-: “ing: done- again appear. dim,
~
.Borras, and Enrique Carreras is.
acle. ‘of -Malachias: and ‘the -full-length~ ‘documentary, :. “From. Tsar. f0:]
The. Festival. Board's reasoning: “ballet. and: ‘solo. ‘concerts.
Stalin:”-- Another Mabuse film'in the making here, ‘This ‘oné<is titled. in- ‘these decisions ‘‘are- thought|. ‘Theatre. ‘was leased ‘to Mendoza‘ 4 working on. “‘Los Viciosos,” a Sixt.
Rios script, for which
““Fhe Last Will of Dr: Mabuse”- which Werner: Klingler directs for CCC... here to. represent.:a preference for Lasalle. who ‘projected an ambitious} Pendal
Cast'is composed of Gert. Froebe, Senta Berger, Charles Regnier, Leon “opera, : conceit. ‘and ‘ultimatety, bal- ‘plan for pop-price: light. opera with ‘French dancer “Coccinelle” has
- ‘Askin, Harald. Juhnke, Walter Rilla. and--Ann Savo °.... Local .Film-- let, despite. the. fact ‘that it is. the: a strong resident company ‘only. to}. been... _Signed+ for a “striptease”
-blaetter, trade: paper, carried: .an. interview. with: Hans-Joachim Boldt, legit : aspect. of ‘Salzburg -season ‘find. himself: in the red when mass sequence. This French ex-soldier
director -of Inter-Allianz, who: recently returned .from ‘a three-month: ‘that. distinguishes ‘it. from. its ‘re- public. Support’ failed . to ‘material-- turned femme has been working at..
wstrip.through:‘the ue Canada and. “Mexico. “According to: Boldt. the:*} Stonal
- competitors... -Salzburg’s. ize. Litigation between Lasalle and: | the: Maipo. Théatre,. and claims to
classical- “musie - ‘offerings’ are. ‘the Society’ started-.late last year have earned $500 000 in a month.
- | matched - ‘by the Munich ‘and’ Bay- -and-éontinued. through the ‘balance|: - Leopoldo Torre’. Nilsson is also.
on ‘Local ‘flmites are arett. secptieal about" this:alleged ‘preference wk
- ; |‘reuth programs, :for-: instance, but. j of the ‘season. Court verdict also’ jto.‘make -another film in- Brazil,
actors
Sidney
“7 James. Nicholas.: Gréek:born. American: producer, .‘submitted: -a “copy ‘of “tts, legit -productions. -aré -linique. coupled. Society ‘of. Authors’ with! with “American
“his. film, “‘Electra”--with Anna Synodinow, ‘which: ‘réceivéd praise -at: the for this country’ s:‘summer tourist: impresario. Lasaile for outstanding ;Poitier:.and Kim Hunter in im_
salaries. due the performing. troupe: }portant. roles. .
recent. ‘Venice: Alm ‘fest,:“£0 Transocean, German: export: ‘company. 5
.
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SpanishASCAP Sells.

| Light Opera. Showease.

_ Wednesday, September 26,°1962__

"GREAT!
Sizzling farce! Deliciously

ingenious! Grandly diabolc!

A film that will'go
-down as one of the:

Mastroianni staggers us
with 2 droll performarice
thatisnothing-short

.

of classic. Director
Pietro Germi is a master.
of farce...a genius r
. =Crowther, N. Y. Times:

WINNERCANNES FESTIVAL AWARD’‘BESTCOMEDY”. _

ih DEAROCCAandSean SANDRELLI - LEOPOLDO TRIESTE 7
JOSEPH E. LEVINEpresentsMARCELLOMASTROIANMT inDIVORCE ALANsme”
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_Wadnendy,September 26,1962.

| , Postnortems on VeniceFestival:
Tighten, ghten, Scatter Satellites

| Disney8“Little Britches”.
For. West Coast Location |
“Denver; Sept. 25.

AS expressed by a Theatre. Owners. of America spokesiman, there ‘s].
A ““Walt ‘Disney;. who was: here Fri- | *

-rauch -foo much work ‘to. do”—so-the. aiinual ‘TOA. conclave’ this | day. to ‘inaugurate.. the-opening:
year at| Miami Beach is to be. an ‘all-work-no-play:attraction.. Any-. -Jof a new Stouffer’s “Restaurant as}.
“daytime: frolicking;. in short, will: have. to be -on.a- “hookey’”. basis. - jan adjunct. to his multimillion dol-'|
py: ROBERT. F.. ‘HAWKINS
‘This’ is unlike the’ “fun in.the. sun”: billing for. last: December's: lar’ Celebrity. Sports “Center. here;
_ Yival Allied States powwow.at the same.spa, when that*body sched-. .| declared ‘that his. company would}te
Rome, Sept. 25.

+--uled its biz for mornings-only sessions. Instead, the TOA: event;. at’ ~
“the Americana Hotel, Bal: Harbour, .Nov. 6-10; will-stick ’with -it~~
_ most of-each, day,’ excepting. the’ usual late: afternoon time: off. for: ’,
~ “caftendance at.the concurrent theatre.trade displays.”
_

‘the: publicity: more than Venice
does.
=
{d} raise total of official. ‘Venice

Festival post-mortems, ‘kudos to. six by. -re-instituting . the
film “Little Britches,”: the story of |: Venice
Colorado’s. internationally known [ ‘an autumn: ‘staple. in ‘Italian pub- second prize “Silver Lion,” while
Kid's. Rodeo, -held annually at Lit--‘| lictioris,: this. year afe as.‘divided. as. maintaining | the “Gold Lion,” the
‘tleton, near: Denver: .
G
‘That's: the way. TOA: played: it.at previous: ‘Miamt eneampments, “|e - oppite «to ‘Hollywoo a tra dition; ever ‘and. inevitably: biased. ‘by_non-' | two: Volpi acting. trophies, the spe-

lastly: in: 1958."

(for exceptionalaward
val*Rittle ‘Britehes” will.not be filmed. ‘constructive . and. “urianalyti¢al. dis- cial
ties); jury
arid prize
the.“Opera-Prima”
- on Colorado. location: says Disney, -sections: and py the usual politically. to the :best first. feature effort by. a
~ 1 but. at. the. spot in Southern Cali- influenced ©‘considerations... For . director."
fornia. ‘where they are now- filming Tt the past years, ‘too, Venice wrap-up . (e). officially recognize the grow‘the? sequel’ to-.“‘Ole’ Yeller,” but’ a ‘Stories have: invariably. ‘been -con- ‘ink ‘importance of the Venice “Increw will be .serit to’ the: ‘Colorado cerned ‘With, (1). the future . firing formation. Section” by making it.
city next summer: “for shots of’ the of ‘the. ‘current. fest ‘topper. and (2). ‘into “an “Avant-Garde
Section”
-rodeo to bé.used.as a: trailer to-cre- | the..switch of the. festival. site to- solely devoted to discovery of new
{ate -interest.in the feature.
° Venice’ proper : (from. its : Lido: talent, at the same time transfer“Little -Britches,”..based on. the: beachside location) ‘or to Rome..
ring from the: Information Section
‘Pedérice | Fellini’ Ss: Sha: “Dolce +
‘into:
the
Competitive
Section
‘|book by. ‘Ralph - ‘Moody, -will’.seeVita” has: established something: of}.
This year has been no: exception. worthy
films which’ heretofore
Kevin. Corcoran: as the. choy” in the. |
an: industry- Jandmark ‘with-the set-|
ei
Last
:
‘year's’
surprisingly.
unanimous.
story:
*
ae
itee
would not quite have made the
“ting. of -its'.3,000th: U.S” playdate;;|’
praise *: for. a --political” directorgrade, So as to please more nations
a, Albany, Sept. 95...
- according -to ‘L. Douglas Netter Jr.;.
.| Domenico Meccoli -has now sprung. than :up to now. °
*“ exec. veep .of: Astor - Pictures. “As |:Bringing: back Cinerama to .the- some leaks, and: the first attacks . (f} to award technical prizes for.
Netter .sees-it, the- booking, at:the Albany area, the Hellman: Theatre.
-have.- ‘appeared.
. Again, bolitical: achievements in rapidly develo
ping”
opens
‘with
“The
Wonderful:
World.
‘Fort Rock Drivein;: Rock: Hill, -S: Cc. ;
| considerations. ‘have played a part field of- new film. techniques.
ot
-the
Brothers
Grimm”
on-Oct..10.< ‘establishes: the’ ‘film ag. the -most
and Meccoli, who- is neither a com-1)
widely”: played : subtitled: foreign Uptown. house will .be :closed: from |.
| promiser. nor a political. climber|. - (pg) - “to stress—considering the
| Oct: 4.0 9, for. ‘the -installation .of]
film in film, history.”
| who intends: to use ‘his’ ‘post asa: particular qualities of the film in| ‘springboard: for. a. “government dustry—the. glamorous ‘side of the
-Nettér expects: the: ‘film .te. get: Spécial: ‘Cinerama ‘equipment. The |
Hellman: is: ofily-: house’: equipped :
‘career, is now being: ‘targeted from | festival, so as -to prevent its beat least. -.2;090- more’: playdates.* ‘jn.
with. Cinerama, between “Syracuse.
“the ‘domestic market.: Pic -had.its
several : “sides:
On’ the ‘other! coming. a.. heavy .and lugubrious.
professional exhibit. .°
and. ‘New- York. City.
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‘U.S: ‘preem -at- the. ‘Henry: -‘Miller.

hand, ‘friends: feel: that Meccoli: has:

Theatre. ine New
York” in: April | Situation’s last long run was with 1
chad enough. of: his. post; ‘and’ would |
‘West ‘Side Story,” in. the: spring:| |
“New York. {| how welcome a return to ‘his: pre196.
a PE
“| and:: early. summer—at.: roadshow Reitor,; Wamrery: -|¥ious_ critical ‘and ‘editorial activity|:
| prices, :““That ‘Touch.-of: Mink” :‘and} You-had a -most interesting ‘story ‘OF a related post. “In fact, “his “ac-|-.
‘several: other films have rated. nore. ‘Jeaditig.” Variety ‘this: week about. ceptance of this: year's: stint. was,
‘than: ordinary-length engagements, 7 Radio... City’.Musie Hall: which.
ich.| say..some,. principally. «conditioned |
. Since, woe
| brought back many memories.
© "| by- the. fact that he wanted to see]

‘Experts of Film& Gear

: ‘GoodOleSaxon Word |

Rise iin 62 First Half
.

Washington, Sept. .25.

| Its ‘strange, ‘or: is it- what. one|:some initiatives ‘of -his carried . for- |: Exports of: motion: picture films.
ne
be
che
‘would’ ‘expect, that .the late Roxy: ward ‘for -at “least -another: year. ‘and. equipment. during the ‘first six
a
o
hibited: at one time. mv‘He cited. “Loo
,
dT
o
x
e
V
J
(S. G. ‘Rothafel) :‘has. ‘survived. and: -And there’s another consideration! mcnths of this year were up more
d
r
lita” ‘as’ afi -example;. -tabbed “an-|
o
anil
: | prospered :with. its. ‘policy’ of. ‘good | as: well: the. Venice fost, though: ‘than. $1, 500,000. over the same
other, . -and added, .“Even,. ‘Advise L
. * | taste, dignity “and fine. treatment. pr estigeful, is -not- a ‘Safarial .bo-|“period in 1961, Nathan D. Golden,.
‘and’ “Consent.” “He “eontinued:
‘to: the’. patrons, _ Other: theatres. nanza. T.é., if:it's not ‘to be used ‘as ‘Commerce Dept. exec, reported.
“There: has not been: aly: greater ||
‘around the country. who have tried | ‘a stepping. stone, its, hardly: worth '-Exports valued at $26;618,123. in
: immorality. in-.the -eountry, ‘as a:
. * ee
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Echoes Civic Opinion
Fesult: of this’ freedom.”
Against Nabe’a
>Phe very articulate Miss Clarke, if

|-Ailims and: ‘equipment went out be‘tween January and the-. end of
compared. to. $25, 062.157. in
- replying’ to .an ‘interrogation. by | ~-While: operators’ of ‘the Ritz 25.
the first-half of the year. before.
destroyed: for real estate developDowns ‘whether’ ‘deleting :the- four: t ‘eorliments.
in: “the: Italian. piess|.
gone:
to‘court.
to":
get.
its:
‘licetise
|
“ments. . At.is no atcrident that sevletter. word. would:‘*harm the. artis-.
‘comes, from: ‘the influential. exhib'| Imports: of motion picture ‘cam.. tic reality”, OF:- “The: Connection,” back, the .owner:'of' the: ‘property, ‘eral: limes ‘a. yéar traffic-is stopped
“weekly,
-Giornale- dello -‘Spettarolo. |;eras recorded. a very substantial
“:said,:“['can’t: believe that the film’s ‘Louis R. Markun, has filed’ a $20;-. in: the. vicinity: of Radio’ City. Music Not the best ‘of: fests, is its opinion, increase, amounting. to 107,947
reality rests on.-a:.word, -but™ what 000. damage suit~ ‘against them, - Hall. because. “people: want ‘to-go: but certainly -‘far from. the |worst, ‘cameras: *yalued at $3.932,466, more
‘is involved {fs -to™ expose. ‘life as ‘it-|.-bécause. they. have failed fo pay there. ‘It’s: no accident -.that: 'the:.
‘especially this year when with ‘th e than double the. value of. such
actually - is lived, “and. to.: have-. 4:} $600. monthly rent for August and | policy: ‘of the theatre- ‘originated :‘by
imports: ‘in: the first half of 1961.
made’
ossible ur’ lead. exception. of: Cannes '.most_ ather. Figures’ weren’t’ provided.on the
word. whieh‘ ‘does affect ‘the reality September; have | “failed: to .main-. Rox
xy
©
.
oP
30!
events
have
been.
resounding’
‘flops;
of: the |“people. “you: are. ‘dealins. ‘tain -‘a: high. and: moral. typé: of: »Story.
i value.of imported motion picture
‘Doesn’t ‘this. sare ‘tréivd exist in} *“Spettacolo” ‘attributes Venice’s i film during the period:
vt with.:
“operation, ” ‘and. have: caused. him ‘to:
Jate-in-year
|
-daté
.-as
its”
sreatest
:
call
.
phases
of.
the:
entertainment
}
“Did. she. think ‘the: “censors quite |. losé his fire: insurance. eoverage on:
.sincere inv gbjecting to that word?” ‘the building. because they used ‘the | world?. Over’ ‘the years there: hare : -handitap most other fests are. able:.
“or did they. really object.:to “the’house=: to- Present Burlesque and. ‘been many. imitations of the’ Roxy - to. skin: Cream. off top of year’s re-].
policy catriéd ‘on by his successors, lease rosters); “and notes that thet:
Picturization: Of “drug. addiction?..
“girlie”. films.
“TE don’t: know,” she replied: “rl. -Markun : filed. his. suit’. against: but like most imitations,’ the: efforts: problem °has: become: ‘more acute |
iFexpected, difficulties. with ‘the: word, ° ‘Leroy C. Griffith : and :Harold:| failed:: - You. . might remember With: the passing... of years and. the |—«<, Continued from page 5 —
and we ‘knew it’:was. possible. ‘wel. Greenlin:. ‘Earlier, - the-. ‘operat ors | there. ‘were. ‘those . who ‘ tried: to | ‘srow, ing. in the. number of festivals. |
“were going to court: -I had put: “in,.. were turned down by. the. Board of. ‘steer “Roxy- away from: his’ deter-:| The. “exhib -sheét also makes | police Film Review. Section and
-” almost gratituously,: several “scenes Safety, ‘in their. Fequest to. get their. ‘imined: policy.” It’ is true that he |:‘Some. -Suggestions for next ‘year’s|, taken. 'to' the Appeals | Board,..the
the. police
Natie: of. these j. license back in order to ‘show: only ‘opened © ‘with: a “grandiose, super:.|- ‘Venice conclave. First, it, says, the | Boar ‘d has overruled
* that could: be’ :cue”’ >
were: excised, Miss Clarke: reported. | films:: As~ result; they. filed: the. presentation which ° the town’ iwas: number: ‘of. prizes ‘and ‘the. total of unit on every one but’ “Not. To.“Fhey (the censors) cut: the word, suit ‘charging the board had acted not “ready. for,: but. he: ‘quickiy .re- pix .admitted ‘should .be’ raised|i night. Henry.’ *. Local distribs -are
verted to the original. idea. of fine; (thus. contradicting. previous . state-. i not anxious:to throw down the
7 ‘because: it- is*.the. only.--place: Teft'| ‘illegally’ in- revoking. the -license..
gauntlet: before the Board, but the
‘pictures, --large:, orchestras’ with,
= Where- they. can. -censor. “All ‘other’
The ‘Ritz ‘closed -after . ‘protests: good music. and a-very fine’ stage ‘inents ©about” -inflation of kudos,S..' national distributors, with a great“2°” aspects .-of” ‘censorship* ‘have. been
‘overloaded
fest.
rosters
‘at.
other:
ow overruled . in the--courts;- ard. this: from - residénts; -who: cited: the |. show.” In ‘fact, ‘Leon ‘Leonidoff, a “events, . ete.), "Second; it suggests :ber: vested ‘interest, may- challenge
2 is. the. last: stand,”. she ‘opined: : : _proximity::-of- Shortridge’: High Roxy. “man,.. is, still” ‘producing. ‘the’ that: the Lido. ‘is ‘no ‘longer ‘apt ‘for |the decisions.
-One report. has: it that the Board
‘.Miss” Clarke. ‘opined. it’ “hard: to. “School, two blocks. Jaway, ‘and. also ‘shiow:
a fest.- ‘This’ should . be moved: to;
- believ e” ‘that “The . “Connection”. the fact ‘that the: théatre: -was, lo- J}. . AS one’: ‘small item: in. the policy, .Venice. prozer, “where. it ‘was years registered its first internal dissenJactually.. “glamorizes: or’ makes ex- ‘cated. in a-neighborhood. area: The ‘may: I. ‘all. ‘your ‘attention °‘to ‘the.| Z0, ‘and. where: ‘alone: ‘the proper ; Sion. ‘over: “Sky Above, Mud Bej. Tow? > which ‘was ‘finally okayed.
“citing. the.real. life ‘of: the: addict. ” suit. seeking-‘geturn of, its licerise fact. that. when. :-Roxy was about to
could. be’ created. As. The “Sky” case-was further com“She .“wouldn't: ‘Fécommend: it -.(the+-Ssaidthe Ritz: was. “closed ‘without | open Radio City* Musi¢ “Hail, : he: atinosphere’
asite’
it
Sugg
gests
‘the:
open-air
_pieture)” for- children. I: don’t: be-'|. the. Safety Board ‘even. viewing: the: ‘asked’me if I knew:of:.a good the-.] courtyard Of. -the © -Doges Palace, plicated by a heated letter sent by
‘Pictures attorney Eph-.
lieve in. censorship,” but -like ‘the: “live’ - performances . and :“before. -atre ‘superintendent anid’ -said that4}forgetting the. acoustical problenis j.‘Embassy
raim London to Mayor Daley after
“it. was:. most: important. the. théatre:
English system:in ‘Which individual; hearings. wer e. held...
that
faced
fest
.
organizers
in
thei
be ‘kept ‘clean. . I told: him I knew.
‘the: picture. was turned down by
- mofion: .pictures-can: ‘only:be: shown |a
=
| the best. man-in the whole ‘eountry|:late. forties. “when. films. were shown [the police: and before ‘it. went to
;-can be]:
‘to specified:.audiences. .
there.
‘plus*
city
noises,
moonlight
_'" |ecduse.I ‘had. ‘him’ in’ Cleyeland*|.
rte for ‘children: * SThe |.
Appeals, Board. The. letter
‘for: the famous B:: F: Keith’ Palace, and/or ‘rain, which, disrupted many. |the.
threatened court ‘action: if the pic“* Connection”: Was: exhibited
| an evening screening. in.-the early’; ture was-not passed, and. jabbed at
“truly
‘the.
most
-beautiful:
theatre
London, :
=z. Contintiea: from. page3.
-ever efected ‘in this country.’ Roxy’ postw; ar sessions.:
|the -citvy for its prudishness ‘in
—-. Before .the: signoff, ‘Downs. and.”
As :-for’: the”: jury, “Spetiacolo” ‘light of the reception of the picJack -Lescoulie . seemed. “to .,do’ “a. total of 20:000- .domestic, which: in- -hired him. over the telephone. His.
was.-N.: H..Zook, and ‘he. ‘is. Suggests. a revision, - with 15 Ital-. ‘ture -by critics and civic and re“Jitfle. qualifying. . “Cénsors are. well cludes. 14,000 - ‘hardtops . and. 6,000 :name.
Still. alive: and. retired on a-pension ‘ian- and 15 foreign. critics to be ligious groups.
‘méaning,”sounded like..one: state:|.
drive:-inis; it’ was stressed. ,
“| from the Music Hall. He did ‘keep tapped: and made ‘to.See iall ‘ser een}
Several members
of the Ap-.
ment; Lescoulie remarked: ’ “There | . Big ‘impact-; television”. ‘formerly:
peals Board. are reported.:to have
“are ‘two sides: to..a: question. . They} had at the boxoffice, -when- people: it-elean: ‘and. -it’s ‘Deen: Kept. clean: ings.of competing pix.
agreed.On.
this. woe
at stay ed home: to Keep’ théir. séts ‘on physically “and ‘morally. on. the:|. A: series - of.changes have . been |. considered the letter a form. cf
| screen .and ‘in. the lobby ever since, 4suggested - by ‘Italian congressman. i blackmail. There was some. discusregardless * “of: “programining, “There have ‘been. somie. accidents”
“sida as.to whether the Board. could.
oH ‘longer ~: aCCTUES, -: Mirisch. ‘pointed. ; in ‘show, businéss, but theydon’t go.|Caabro. ahd.,made. as part’ of” an
Stand up. under extensive. legal ex“The t¥ isituation. no dorger. -ad- infinitum vas ‘lias. the’ Success: of official Bovernment | interrogation |
on “the: subject. addresséd: ‘to-. the: ‘amination or ‘whether it was surmoe is” cause for any ‘havoc in: attend-|’the. Radio. “City Musi¢ “Hall.
.
| Ministers. ‘of (Entertainment - andj viving |‘due to distributor indulJohn Fi Royal.
—. Continued. from, ‘page 3 =
anceé;””he said. adding, “The whole |
‘Fourisin and ‘of;‘Education. Calabro |gence ‘to date. It's possible that 2:
answer -(f‘o ‘ty: sittiation) - lies. ‘in
2
AN.
Pes
CNBC),
_.’prepated:- ‘to** pay.top ‘admission: the ‘quality: - of): filo. product.”*. 4
lesser picture could have resulted
made his * suggestions. he: said,
" “prices ‘for. .quality, entertainment:
tin’ a turndown. that “would have
: order to “prey eht: the total deca.
‘Mirisch-Co: dvas’ no> tv,plans.for they
Rydge also peinted, out ‘that. the re- moment.’Moat
touched . off. ‘a ficht that.would put
of the event:
4 Spokane’s
6,Ritz Theatre {dence
moval* ‘Of the ‘government's. mone-.
1 Chi- film censorship right back
His
“proposals,
some
of
them
|.
“Company
in:
‘past
has’
‘always.
con-.tary restrictions, ‘an upsurge in‘.
: Changes: Hands. & Policy new, - others. already. _voiced, « -are.t. where is was in 1959 when. it. suf-"
_* e@ommercial- ‘trading,’ plus’ an. un- |centrated: on ‘aligning | ‘itself. with}:
contained. in. several: paragraphs. fered.a-series of. defeats and: aban“Spokane, Sept. 95)"
top.
.filmakers
and
will
‘continue
|
“employment :.dow nbeat, .‘were: all.
doned official: ‘censorship.
‘They’ ‘areas follows: 7
Puréhase
«
‘of.
the
-450-seat
“Ritz
.
this..
practice.
Among.
‘producer-di|
‘-..° -galient factors in’ the: re-establish="}
a Sen..:Ozinga’s- stale censorship
‘theatre
and
plaris
to
develop
it:into:
.
taj)
‘selection:
Of
:
films.
to
be
made:t
reetors
Mith
whom”
MC.
now.
‘bas:
_ ment: of cinenia. boxoffices)-".
|
ilk -is| considered a nightmare by
- 1. ‘Rydgeé. said:.it was-the- policy” of: ‘deals: for ,its. upcoming. slate.. ‘of 20 ‘a. first-run. art. “hoiise : have been by -appointed. groups. of ¢rities in| exhibitors. In addition. to. settin2disclosed
by:
“Walter.
A.
-Hefner.,
op-.
each.
patlicipating
nations,:
the.
fespix.are
-BillyWilder;
William
‘GUT to. remodel: theatres ‘from. the].
up still. another group to look over
big -capacity.-type to: the intimate 4. ‘Wyler, ‘Fred... Zinnemann, ’:Robert! erator of the. El: ‘Rey,. a ‘housé Ww Here tival however being: allowed to-re- their shoulders, .it is ‘couched in.
‘Meeting.
artistic
|
“items
not’
|
the
emphasis.
is
On.
the:
nudies
and
‘fuse.
‘Kise,
John
Sturges,
Blake
Edw
ards;
showcase: :This had- already. “been-{:
language that ‘would
give. ‘the| qualifications . of :-evént.
-done. :in- Svdney,. Melbourne and. J.-'Lee- Thompson; John- Franken- off beats. °
| three-man-. panel:
virtual “carte
heimer.
‘and.
Anatole.
Lit¥ak.:“
_Adelaide . and .more. would: follow.
© Hefner. said he would. change the 7 (by Film Festival ‘should, become blanche in. censoring pix. Exhibs
_- “E-believe that: the- main future of| In’ ‘addition. ta .19. ‘properties al-. name: to:“Cinema 63." -and. ‘put -‘his ‘independent -of.. the ‘Venicé .Bién- :expect. that the state ‘Board would.
~ “the . ‘motion - ‘picture. industry ° lies +:‘teady: announced for its. schedule, art : policy into effect: Oct. 1. with. nale ‘structure, which alsa. inchides have one: political appointee from
in the continued productiin ‘of spe-. Miriseh added: “Love, Loye, Love" “The Lovers:” He. also, is contem= ‘an: att ‘show. “themusic: and. theatre |Chicago and: two.from riiral down_ Cialized’ films capable ‘of: recording to slate; to -be- produced: by OWen 4 plating. a14-day- 14-film ‘festival of festiv als.
“state. ‘The picture men figure that
. “Jong runs. in: the ©intimate. type: of. ‘Crump: from its own: original .idéa |Itigthar Bergman. double biHs, The]. (er ‘the so-called “minor” eyonte: any -patronage. appointee would
a cinema. with. ‘special. screens ‘and. Blake Edwards ©Wilk: -direct, . ‘With. ‘new owner. purchased . the ‘business |idocumentarys moppet- pix:. -art.pix, ‘spell ‘trouble, but that the down-.
new Projection: equipment, ?’ Rydge :‘Toti-and Frank Waldman‘ now writs] ‘ftom .Morjin ‘Téland. who. fiad°op- ‘newsreels... leted “should - he. trans- | staters would ke particularly un; Said.”
ng,
g screenplay...
“erated it:Sitice 1952.:
iterred to:other: resorits.whieh. need |sophisticated.
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other . policies

-with- ‘their |:‘motion.

“pictures. ‘and pop.: corn. ‘are’ new'}-
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Tartars’Good $7500,
Cincy;
Wile’
;|

Wednesday, September 26;. 1962".
| Romie®. (Pan): (6th.wh):Fifth: round &

.- :finished - “yesterday. -- (Tues. )-..-was .

Okay 6!OG

7

Wok
Man’Sharp$17,000inDet:‘Town’

| good: $5,600: after $6,500 for fourth:
-week, Secrets: of Nazi. Criminals” |:

Mild $8500;GrimmBig166,.8th

Interns’ Big106iin2d:

Cincinnati, Sept. 25.

I-HUNS’HEFTY °7.000;,

Cincy film traffie shapes med-

erately this. week: “Interns” holds
big in seosid week at Keith's for a a
bid as downtown topper. ‘Clese: is

(T-L) opens. Oct. 3.
“Trans-Lux. ‘85th: ‘Ste (F-L).- (55024.
$i :25-$2)—"Miracle Worker’: (UA))
-|(2d run) -12d: wk).. First ‘week ‘on |:
‘| subséquent-run, .‘ending: ‘yesterday.
.| (Fues:) -Was’ -fine..$6, 500. ..Playing.
|-Prémier: Showcase: bit -wwhich. rheans.
‘some: 25-30. .cther, houses are’ in]
competition. . Pic originally” played|"

‘Detroit; ‘Sept: 25...

" -Newacthers are‘ adding ‘a dash “of

“spice “to: first-run: :offerings- ‘this eee
‘TERROR’TALLSH,000, week.
but the-holdovers’ still are .°-.
main: coursé. ' “No. Man. is: An °°
SEATTLE; ‘SKY’ 536, 2D the
Island”. looks. sharp .at ‘the. :Michi- ;

PROV; CI”56,STH

‘Nusic Man” in. gay departure’ ofott the. Astor. -~
7
“Seattle, Sept. 25: "| gan. “Sad Sack” shapes fair at the. he
ard
record 16-week run at the ‘Albee.
Ss. reissue “of!
) World: Perfecto): 4390;: 90-$1. 50).~ Biz generally: is: offish here’ this -Grand Circus..
Roadshow
“Prethers
Grimm” 1 Br ide” . and, “Seven *. Brides _‘forl. “Im moral *. Mr: Teas”. (Mishkin). ; round, . with’ only. -a: few. favorable’|’
“Two -Weeks- in Another. Town" _
os
fatrish ‘in seventh sta nza zit: } Seven, Brothers“ and |“The. “Huns”
‘First owe. ek winding “tomorrow: showings. “Sky Above’. qs still nice +f looks mild at-the: Adams. “Brothers.’the Capit al.
tat: Majestic’ wWwHL tie for: top gross: (Thurs.)- ds “heading for ‘a new. high. in second week. at Coliseum ‘while. .Grimm’?. still Packs: a wallop -in =. -.
Mew Lill ot “The Tariars” amd |“pat in what is a fairly. slow: w eek: ’ at’ ‘house, with Hines ‘starting. at “E] Cid)” ‘is rated. big: jit 10th “ses“Musi * Hall. i = 7
stanza“Cavate Cran’ rates ceod-z it Grand: | Aikee’s “Scarface Mob” leoke fair:
--| sion :at. the Fifth Avenue: “Tales of: “Boccaccio
eighth | :270", sstaye. solid in sev- -’
(
mor ning.
} first’show each
Fedssucs of| “Dream - Wife? and; "Elmivcod’s firth round, Of. “EI Cid”.
Terror,” standout: newcomer, Acoms:
enth. week at’ “Trans: Lux - Krim,
“Eave Me Or Leave ce 1eok. |shares -hep.|
[stout at: Paramount..
‘Estimates: for This. Week _
Subruns:
“ERGY
ut oehe Palace.
Estimates. for: This Week ’ Estimates. for ©This’ Week
eure (Ff dank’ and *‘Man. AW ha |.
739: ; - “Fox: (Pox . Theatre. of ‘Detroit
.
-Blué ‘Mouse - (Hamrick)
(RKO) i2 200: 65-81
= “Son. Shot “Fiherty. Valance” “at: tan. | ..Albée
- $1.50-$1.75)—"Music «Man CW “Bi
"BI. | | Corp.)°5,041:. $1.25-81.49)
“Seurfe ce. Mob” fIndie) and ‘TYand
eeener look fairish.
| 18th. wk). _ Good: $6, 000:“Last week, of Samson” -Indie °and : ‘Last’ of |"
1 GE Death? :20th). Fair. $5.000. Luast.{Vikings”. (Indie) 12d. wk): Dewn: ‘to’
$7000.
‘Estimates for This. W eck
‘Tweek, ‘“Advertures of:Xeune. Man”
‘Coliseum IFOx ENergreen) 1:870; ‘slew. $8, 000..:Last “Wweek,.’$10. 600. *
Aibee REGO VIE: $1-81. Tl
“98437. cand. “Firebrand!
«20th),
Michigan (United - Detroit). (4-2:
$4. 23-$1 50)—="Sky- Above? “me: |:
‘ Muse Aan” =o
W Bi 410th, VEE Hives

terns?
|
Smash$34,000,

-~-Hub; ‘Defiant’ Hep-156,.
Point’ Perky $10,000;

Is MOTE fer well wath ‘a- record

-of |

$6.C60.

e
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_
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Beston, Sept. 23." “|-bassy) and

Pa

cietaL

Jand? (UW), Big $17:000.::Last’ sweek, J “NIusic. “Man”. iW “B),. S10, 060:.
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$1.80)—* Rear Window" iPar) t(re- ends on Sunday: here, 7
issue). «2d wk),
Good. $14,600 ‘or.|: Murray Hill. (Rugoft Th) (565: $1.651—=" ‘Rear. “Window” (Par) tre-. Tigan, William Craig. Smith: :Jay. ‘Last week; $10, 000. .
-issuie).. Fair. -$7;000. :;Last ;Week, ‘Krausé.:‘and Fred- Hope.. Richard |: -Fox (Arthur): 45, 000:. 96'$1. 95)
near, Last week, $25, 000.
\§1.50-$2) — “Operation. Snatch” “Shame ‘of -Sabine- Womeni™.: (Indie) F.
Mahn- continues ®:
‘as exec Secre-: “Spiral -Road” |(U): 12d’ wk). Fine
Surf tHH&E. Balan) (685; $1.50-. .(Cont),. Opened. ‘on Monday. (24). In and “Hot. Money -Girl”,_ Andie),i ‘tary:
mS
:| $146000. Last week; $17 000...
$1.80!——""Sky’
Above”
(Embassy): ahead, “Lolita” (MGM) (14th: wk-:
‘Loew's Mid-City (Loew). a,ib0;
(2d wk).
Excellent $9,000. Last (5 days), was fair $5,000 after S$t-] $9;0086...
“Pilgrim LATO)” WW:909: 95-$i a5)1 e * Commonwealth: Changes
60-80)
“Interns”. (Col) ‘an.6.)..
000: for 13th- regular week...
:
week, $11,000.
.. we
éven
Hy, Spit -on: “Your: Grave” (Audu- |-” Kansas City, Sept: 25.
a ‘}Neat..$7: 000. Last:. week,- “S
Paris (Pathe Cinema). (568: ‘$1 50- -bon) -and ‘ ‘Bourbon’ Street”, Indie).
Todd: 'Todd) (1,089; $2. 20-$3.50):
Commonwealth . Theatres”
as:
Brides.
for.
Seven’
Brothers”.
(MGM)._—
—'‘'West Side Story” (UA) <31st $2)—"Divorce, Italian Style” -CEm- | (2d wk). “Slight $9:500, Last. week, : made ‘several personnel changes |in-and “Father. of Bride”. (MGM). {rewk}.
Busy $14,500;
Last week, |-bassy) «24° wk).. ‘First -.veek. ended’ $12, 060.
its farflung midlands ‘chain. John’ ‘issues),. $9, 000.
and
‘Sunday~ '23)'-was mighty.:$25:100,..
$17.000.
- Park ‘Square indie): (300; $2)— Newcomer. formerly. handling. prop- |’ State’ (Loew). (3,600:- 60:90)" 1.
Town. ‘Teitel) (640: $1. 25-$1. 80) ‘new record for house and remark= “Divorce. Italian. Style” (Embassy). -ertiés.in: Warrensburg, Mo., has-be- 1:
‘Thank a‘ Fool” (MGM). Good: -$10.—"Three ‘Strange Loves” (Indie) able for such. a. small-seater. ”
come. city-manager. -Of - “Conimon- 000. or. near. Last: week,- “Interns”:
.68th St. Playhouse. (Leo. Brecher) -Opened. new -arter: ‘Thursday. (19)
and “Ticit Interlude”. (Indie): tre.Lwealth’s newly-acquited: housés- in}: (Col) (3d wk), $15, 000..
and looks sorck:36, 000...
issues',
Good $3:800.
Last week, (370: $1 50-$2)—" Judgment. at Nu‘Saxon -(Sack). 1003" $i. 50:$1. 80) 1 Hot Springs, Ark.: Clarence Duy all, ; ‘Pageant.
{Arthur) - (1,000; -90“Odd Obsession’’.(Indie) ‘4th’ wk); |. remberg” (UA) (subrun):.(2d wk).
‘a ‘holdover, ‘will directly ‘manage |
Initial ‘session. finished : yesterday =—“Damn the: ‘Defiant” (Col). Stout, the Central “and:-will $3.600.
assist - _New-- $1 .25)—' ‘Judgment. ‘at Nuremberg”
poeta
Last
‘week,
.
“Stowaway.
in.
| (Tues) was great $7,800.
<.
comer in. other ‘duties:.: “Chain (UA). (13th ..wk). Brisk $4,000. Last.
United A:stists (B&EK) (1,700; 90-1
‘Sutton (Rugoff Th.) .(561; $1.50. Sky’? (Lope) ‘and: “Lost Continent”‘| moves’ Glenn ‘Carroll: of -Clinton, | week, $5,000.
$1 80.—“Miratle
Worker”
'UA)
:
Indie)
(3d
Wk),.
$5,
000.
:
$2)—"Waltz: ‘of Toreadors” {Cont |
to. Warrensburg.. With Moet. - St.. Louis (Arthur): ig.‘800: co 90)°
(6th wk).
smart $f2, 000. for
Mo.,
“(7th wk). Sixth-stanza finished Sun- | State. (Trans- Lux) (730:-15-$1 25) Matthews.
Of Belleville, Kansas: ‘Tes. — “Rear: Window: ”?. (Par) and "Dee
days. ‘Last week,..$15.000.
| day -{23) was sturdy . $9,000. after "Tonite. For Sure”: :(Indié) ‘and. Placing Carrolk’.
" [teetive: Story”:.(Par). “(réissues),
Woods: iEssainess)
1, 200°" $0- {$10.000 for fifth,
“For -Lovers. and Others” (Indie).:| _Dick~. Womminack,. veteran. man-: ‘Smooth $10,500. or ‘over. ‘Last week, ~~
$1.80i;—“360 Spartans”: (20th) (3d
72d: St.. Playhouse (Baker). (440: Perky. $4,500. Last week; -“Some- ager of. Fayetteville, ‘Ark. is Jeav- “Sayonara” - “(WB) and © “Mister a
wki.
Trim $18, 006 or. close, Last -$1.50-$2). —.'“Flame . in Streets" ;thing. Wild. *. Indie} and -“Island |;
ing ‘organization ‘to be. replaced by Roberts”. (WB) (réissiies), $9, 000..."
week, $17,000.
+ (Rank) (2d wk). ‘This week. winding W omen” ‘Undie), $4,000...
George: Plybon. © Gene Clair’ has.
‘Shady Oak (Arthur);-(760:: "90s
‘World tTeitel) «608: 90-$1 251 tettay (Wed.) looks like goad $5.560|: *.Collidge - 1B&Q) | (YT:200: 90-$1. 45): ‘been “made city" ‘manager “of. new.: ‘$i.25) —. “Carry On. Teacher” In“Leda
indie).
Sock $9.600 ‘or after $8.000 for opéner..,
“Carry” On. Teacher”. (Gov), Hot Commonwealth :‘propertiesin Rocky ‘| die). First week ‘looks nice! $2:500..
near
Lust week,
“The Night” |. Trans-Lux 52a ‘St: iL)
Putting house dn. Ford,: Colorado... Gordon. Springer: Last -week, “Lelita” (MGM) (10th
jreplaces: Clair: at‘Superior, Neb,
fIndit; -4th wks, $3,506.
oon t $I.25-$2). — “Pigeon .‘That Took, first-tun: category.” noe
: . 41wk);-. $1,900,
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Staring
-VIVECA LINDFORS

Starring:

» SESSUE AAA
“BothFeatures Directed by:
“TAD. ‘DANIELEWSKI:

—

tancigeoGhronide

THE sUSBaY TIMES

THE VOICE. OF THE WE
~ Aength.suspense drama;

‘BigWave'--a

‘A: tidal :wave’ comes” and

“There: are noisy revolutions and
there. are those that:come about .
quietly. almost: without one become.

goes ‘early;'slick suspense is |

not the intent of this picture.’

Its: theme is the rhythm of:
An Unusual “< ife--andits villian, ‘Tf: any,
is:‘nature,.-.ow
Se
«A> boy,. orphaned: ‘by.the on
2nd Feature _-¢atastrophe,
.
is. adopted: by ‘a :.

By! Michael 8. ¥ills

“ing aware—and it is in minute pare~
ticulars that the results. of these.
are: strongly shown.--Two events

new. internationalism .which, with

First,.. a’ remarkably |good vers
~ sion: of Sartre’ 's “Huis Clos” made:
-.in. Argentina: in. ‘English was_pri-..
vately shown,. with an. excellent.
performance . of .the:.Lesbian by
Miveca Lindfors~a -Swedish acs

-4ress who; ill-served. by Hollywood

for. years, has. built up a formide.
able: Broadway reputation.

the RKO- Golden: Gate’S:eure:
ot...
rent.second feature,
:
a “COMPASSION
“Its. not: a jnasterpiece, ,
But inthe: telling: ofthe
but. it achieves quite admir..- ; story, wonderful compassion _
ably. what-it sets out to :do— As. displayed.
:
tell aquiet story about simple ~ The all-Japanese cast, whose

REAPER
-.-Sartre’s theme is handled with are

the. intimacy. of the ‘stage play
is.‘recreated. cinematically |Ain: what
must’ be called .a triumph of Tad.
_:.,Danielewski’s directorial concept
and: ingenuity.
‘Superb.:: acting ‘performance by:
mo, . .Niveca Lindfors;
:

at the. ‘beach ‘along the:hot- io highest. ‘excellence, particu:

~Tarly~-when. he: photographs
_

-

: “The picture, produced and. 7

. eo.

woo
.
.“ous
wo
.-o . . 8

Saas In the beginning: of’ Pa
“directed by. Tad Danielewski, ~:~

“story,
the: old. man (Sessue sakes a fine, gentle:counter-:
‘Hayakawa). -forecasts .a “ty-.

point.to. the siperb-Hammer-.
.. phoon: and the fishermen’ ig- Films: production. of “Phan- :.
a pore: the waruings, .a ‘situa... “tom of the see which’
*
is.-; tion which could. coficeivably.” the.‘Tain: feature. ‘be. heightened |‘into. a full-’

ecg einai senieencnsc

TOHO CO. of.TOKYO: for.

ALLIED ARTISTS. of Hollywood

an “absolute: film to. be

judged by the highest artistic
‘standards.
Philosophical matters’ of Sartre
expressing. ‘the. tragic absurdities
of. ¢ertain .aspects of life are
turned into an astonishing film by
@irector Tad: Danielewski and: the
intense dedicated performance of
Viveca Lindfors.
Most impressive ‘and extraordinary film::

a
BERLIN FILM. FESTIVAL
Best” ‘Actress Award, VIVECA . LINDFORS
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‘Produced i
in Association1 with|
7

“Tt.

_ tistic. economy: and: with incisivee
ness, -which ‘recreates ‘the night; ‘marish atmosphere of the original,

=

selderly. people.

| depesche |

~The form.of the film is brillfant,

__"The“setting is a ‘hillside. | Jocation: filming ‘créate. a
2K ‘wealthy and wise old gen-.°..- feeling ofuncontrived reality.
And. .much. of ‘the : black.
-ftleman lives at the top, farm“ers ‘dwell on the slopes; and” and’ white: photography ‘by.
—_ “fishing people ply their trade.”-Tehio:“Yamazaki -is”. ofthe...

“TYPHOON”

Not only is Sartre’s meaning ‘unchanged, but it becomes*clearer in
this cinematic form. created by
screenwriter George Tabori and
director Tad Danielewski.

Himbats Storviten bebeninbeiitnict'= ite9°

“Tittle: people:living. on. ‘the s -aecents. are’ sometimes. diffi“coast.of: Japan. °
“ult to: understand, and the

:

ing perfection about it.’ Ali Sare
tre’s . monstrosities. have
been
painstakingly recreated..

out, trumpets, has: now established
- itself in. the cinema. :

¢.” farming. family, maturés, falls:
iin Jove, and makes.a ‘deci.

"

ot.

The filmic concept has -a. chilte:

_ Yast .week’ seem. ‘to™ illustrate: the:

>A pleasing, uiipretentious -* sion “between the. old life
Japanese: “production, .“The* of fishing: and: the: new:one
Big" Wave,” . based: on: ‘the: Of farming.
|
novel .-by’-Pearl’'S. “Buck, is ° _ That's:all. there is.to
the. .
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Presented by“ARIES
2
CINEMATOGRAPHIC
_.. of Buenos Aires for Release of
“ZENITH INTERNATIONAL FILM. CORP.

of New: York.

JOHN BHLEHEADSNIC.|gttteserrresserotssereeseneesaresessennseseg

Trae
Sound
York
New
sa
or
a
On
inPeasy
ArBlue
Vuh Sunday
aw Charges,

ees.
|
‘Raleigh,. N.C... Sept. *25. . > <
-..
;
j
Dae
i.’ John ‘Ehle; the ‘Chapel. ‘Hill au
| novelist, will. spend the -next year | - Obraosix”“Puppets, an’ “Sstablished: “theatrical. draw: “jin-“Moseow; is 7

as Gov. Sanford’s:‘advisor ‘on cul-'. ‘one.of :the talents. never exported, ‘though. mentionéd ‘as ‘a. possibility...
|tural matters. “His- first job: to.
. Of interst:to film’ folk jis the fact that, one -of -his’ great :‘success...

+

Lancaster, Pa., Sept: 25.

Morton
Brodsky, operator
of
beth Comet and Sky-Vue Drite- In AGEESCRIPT T0ROLL:
Was

Theatre),

King

SCREEN TAG IN DOUBT

the;

back’. in

oversee.

toils of the Jaw this week, along |.

.the

‘organization.

--and is. ry ‘puppet. Satire on Hollywood. in which

: launching of the’ “North Carolina. “punctuated’by the’ word “Okay!?2.

s

|

theatres here (also the downtown

+:Knoxville, Tenn., ‘Sept. 25.

Film. ~Board’”.- "and

a- first-in-the-: as: U.S. - unit: publicist ‘with

country séeries‘of films. | --

the’ “dialog: is: frequently:

. Halsey :Rainés last :in France.

“paris, “When -It Sizzles,” ‘has traris-

| ferred to Ireland ‘on. Sir Carel Reed’s “The Running Man?

~~.

| - “This: could: be one ‘of ‘the: most |. Joe Levine; usually. partial to the: Foiir Seasons: for: his ‘post-premiere

with his. fwo ozener: ‘managers and’|
Paramount Pictures Corp. seems ‘significant: things in the’ State, or “soirees, is taking “his““Lorig Day’s Journey. Into. Night’ to-the new.”
ther
em
fi
iolatin
at:a loss: to’ determine the title. of ‘in- the’ country. -No
» other state has} ‘Americana; probably’ a: patkage deal -considering that . his. presenta-.
ener employees. or viol" nalthe motion picture. ‘to be filmed
‘€
slue Laws" of
Pennsy
hereabouts baséd"on James: Agee’s

vania.

Brodsky

and the: others,

‘i

‘anything .like. it,” -Ehle. aid:.
; tion of the:Ely Landau-Jack _J.. ‘Dreyfus. Jr. production’ of: the -Cannes ‘Underwritten by. a’"$125, 000.grant Film. Festival. prizewinner - debuts | in: Loew’s. new Tower. ‘East in. the

*.| from" the ‘Richardson -Foundation; | cooperative: apartment ‘building.on, the site of old. Loew's. 72d -St, :

were arrested on-orders of: District |prize-winning novel ‘A. Death. in the ‘film. board will produce ‘films,} The Americana: is a Loew's Theatres: & Hotels: Corp.: picperty., Darryl
Attorney Alfred C. Alspach, hours { the Family.” The- picture may bear |for television... and --scréen. “that. E. Zanuck’s - “Longest : Day” .likewise. holds ‘its ‘soiree..fer the: Inter- ....°
“tan
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the: name. of:the play-version , “All deal with’ the‘ :total potential’ -of:| national |‘Rescue Committ eee ‘brass -cat’ the Ameficania,. foliowing the. :

ete van var me The Way: Home...

-.dusk-to- awn

hol iday shows,

aber}

“North: -Carolina?’arn

. Despite .the. confusion ‘concern-.|-

| $100. premiere, ,

”

First on-tap: films.on commer cial|. Roger Ferri, wha receiitly. resigned’ as editor. of 20th:Fox's.'“Dyn:
namo, ”

opening® at |ing-the name nine officials-of Para-.| fishing,

on:-moiintain: people, on- was: gifted last’ week’ with. ah ‘Enderwood

portable’ typewriter. by. the

dusk on- Sunday (2) Action. was |mount arrived -here.: They ‘set, wp} the Staté’s-colonial history, and on ‘company’s. domestic branch ‘inanagers. Ferri-and_his ‘wife :plan to vatae
Le” surprise to /anyone.: Sunday. offiées in a-ldcal hotel. te handle: ‘the Stiate’s industrial. potential. ~.| tion. “for at, least a month” before he -decides ona new affiliation:;:..:.

muries

are Megal in the two towsn- | preliminary ‘matters in‘ connection:

‘
a
i.ips. of

ms
Lancaster,

Other."

-countries,

_ notably’ ‘French -‘Star Emimanuela- Riva. and.A riter Clande- “Mauriac: were brief

with: filming,” ‘Which. “beging ~on. ‘Canada. ‘Britain, ‘and Scofland :have |
Oct. 6
»}tried with. tourist films,-but:none-|-jn: Seattle. They'll be’ back here Tater’in.“the.‘Week.

County.”

wineh the driveins are located,

Ent “place mye National’ Screen: Service: lias. ‘hired. ‘Martin. Starr; ‘final.“éditor ‘of
| has. ever dealt ‘with.the

;

Tiost County.
other communities
-of LanGwier
including the
ct

all. its aspects,”

says.

.Ehle.:

0

7

t

,

“The ‘basi¢ idea. of the ‘film; ‘he Harrison's Reports; -now: defunct. .:2.he’ll handle exhib: Yelations. aes
-aré to “show us-what we are,” | Dino De Laurentiis: in-from: his Rome base and. awaiting the Oct-10:
Says:
35..:
‘Sept
_ «Fort" Worth,
meuny years ago, approved. Suaday
him in regular’ ‘referenda. That's | _ Steve Bakarich has-apened :the’ The .films ‘will. be-- mostly “for in- [pening of -his ‘"Barabbas’:*at~the DeMille..a ‘worldwide.
. : . Australia-to-Hawaij
promotional . OEE
Oct: 5:-Sue Lyon. ‘Thus “Lolita” “continues
-the only ‘way you.can get ardund|new Mid- Cities. ‘Drive: -In- between. _State- use, They: will be. circulated -tour.; . . Joe Pasternak making the.key: eityress rounds: in: behalf aS
4
y
&
‘Hurst.
and’
Euless
near
‘here:
‘This
|-or
‘given
to:
schools,
churches:
and
"
ree
‘the “Blue Laws,” a restrictive set:
of regulations that have’ been .on is the first..of. several. holdings. be- |clubs.: Some’ will probably become Of . Jumbo.’
the books inthe Keystone State|ing planned’: by - Bakarich ° in the |téaching. tools‘: for ‘the =.public]. ‘Steve. Broidy: iin.ON ye “for a “few: days’ ‘after: a:“Chi ‘stopover for’

smee

George

‘Washington,

NEW: TEXAS DRIVE-IN" |

was area.

| schools-.and., ‘Anstitutions: of ‘higher the. Patterson-Liston: fisties: woo Bt. John | T. -Lazarus’ (son~ of.:Sam°..
He. previously was with Weisen- education. :
“
et tes
Bronston’s viceprez, Paul Lazarus’ Jr.) is: a‘ nuptial “item? Married -last,:: 7 :
; berg. Enterprises as city. manager
: -Ehle,; who is 4 ‘pro essor ‘of te e- Friday’ (21) ‘to the former Barbara’J, Greenebaum. of;Scarsdale, and =":
Brodsky was sued i they ‘in Amarillo, Tex.; and: more _re-| vision at U. “of North Carolina’ is will. reside in W. Germany:. where he’s on U:S.° ‘Army :‘tour .° Very: ”
both hisopen. air fit? cituations | cently: was .manager’ of."bowling on-a:leave of absence ‘frdém. Chapél: unexpected’ plig. for -“Embassy’s. “Sky Above—Mud. Below” found. ‘it.

;-

President.

had “béen- eperating’ without. trou-|:alleysSe

ine teoig Sk co |
again the: folloviing week in Comet.

(Sky-Vue was not yet .open for}.
season!.. Fhis time, he, his manager

and

projection.

people

were

ee

of the.

summer, Comet and Sky-Vue-were

1962

and: next day

the

‘Marrants

for
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4
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offenses’

‘cannot. be served‘ on Sundays.}Hearing on ‘the: charges
the 313
time,

men

fines

é

. This:

and eosts. could. nudge J.

4948

in large part, is with |‘the showman.

the community). jam-packed |:

business, .

legal Tayout.

29°"

11K.

: 1954. « :

89%

2614 .

-101

he

MCA.

Inc. wae245

—

26354

9642: aa

bs© |
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modernized theme .;.. New York actor Addison Powell jis: in Paris
for: %
:

© -@ rele in Irwin. ‘Shaw's, Col. production,; In. ‘The: French Style”. ~

=k

and

.-—1%_

9714. - toi

MGM

4814" “ans :

eBL,

~ Outlet

that. -On . top. of

the

eight-month. hardticket-

‘stand: ate the ‘Palace

Lon Broadway 3..

Brandt's ‘Beacon showed jit: at $1.50, foregoing «that.

‘Phaedra’ oR * on Uh

Records:. The: Star ‘and. “*Phaedra” producer -director’ oe,

-|too-high ;‘$1.15.°. :

FQ”

2042.

: Melina ‘Mercouri: -sings the -“‘Love’ Theme. from.-.

~.

Zenith”

1181

++-%- =| and Christine Kaufmann: in’ town in. connection with “Taras Bulba.”« ”

a4

10%

BalM’nt ‘GAC. 16

Sag

«Cap. Cit. Bde.

1919:

46.

6!2 Désilu “Prods.
415 °-Filmways ..:
Fg -Movielab

6:

7-234

1

‘Tie uptown Boulevard in: the
ext liest subsequent-run clearance |)

Slg
7155

Ads’ play up over “Bon Voyage” | ©9654

tBhV), its attraction, “Two Free | (1673-

.-.

23.

Nat'l Telefilm

54

ee

4. | duce. “Sunday: in New Y¥erk,’” as. the: first: of a.two-“Pix:ayear deal. ".
8... “Sunday” 4s due to start’ next April.
|
Joe
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Continental . Distributing has. named. Francis. ‘Chartes: New

So who- speaks for.the Voice of America?. New *York's’own. little’ ald _

= 288

“hew. wave’ publicist ‘Elinor Silverman -“Was - Just interviewed

fer: ‘at 15-

--| minute:rundown on, local. film’ -prodtiction’ .);-. Clem Pé#ry’s “Altura:.

ThBO. | Films has obtained :US. Gisirib Nehts to the French “Les Nvmniettes”: oo
Of Tae BRT
. Flame in The Streets;’. Uie Rank. import* being. :distributed this * =.
95§.——~ 18 {cae ‘by Atlantic Pictures: and ‘dealing. with racial prejuc ice, nA Britaing ae
| BO
ENG -_ <p has- been. booked inte;14 more cities. around the count¥v. ~~
dete
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“Foffices:.

- England: division manager, succeeding. Stanton Davis, ‘and: R.- , Eoiliard ;
2 new: éast.central “division manager, -Succeeding Ira” Sichetman.”’ va

1514-.- +158
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L: ‘Douglas Netter Jr.,- Astor Pictures ‘exee
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ucre sealed at $6.60. -top—where ret re ‘chairman ‘and ‘sales nian- “Japanese network for an imported: | Leo Burnetts. who colleet. the lush -centactions “of the FCC which aua
15%. time and .talent- pill ings: the thorized pay-tv. tria! S.
“the fight was presented at the two | ager for the Will Rogers Memozxial|preg: "am. 7
_— wie eee
TWalter. |O’Malleys, . ‘et.al. “ef. the.;
Toronto spots. on a 15 by 40 foot. |Hospital drive.. Robert S. “Mochrie.:
. | Sports’. world, who. need: ‘the. box- |
Fidopher sereen. Latter -tool will, | MGQL- -sales “manager, and: “Frank }
office. Gash the :‘public |‘Can ‘supply:
be used at the College, Toronto.. “MeCar thy, . 6 niver sal"Ss assistant | : FREDEL EXITS MGM, “DENVER:
sales:
manager.
Denver. Sept..25.: {but tv. advertisers ‘cannot .afford.
for the subsequent games of: the.
Henry’ “Fredely, for many. years|. Also. the: Richard. Rodgers’ and |—. Continued from page ‘ry=
Maple Leaf: hockey team, plus.the|
‘hranch manager of the. Deriver: of-: Cy Feuers. of-‘Broadway. whose’ cost: when-a.- ‘$1:600. 006: gate was. Té=two. closed .circuit champicnship-}
1.
400
THEATRE.
BOOKINGS
fights. The Maple Leafs road.sked-|‘gee ‘Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is “Te-. per thousand: economics are “way garded .as” spectacular ~ (as. with”
Alfied’ Artists): which paid) -$250,- tiring. as of this week.
1 beyond - the -range of.‘advertising |
runs from Oct. 10-io March 24 and
‘Tunney. vs.‘ Dempsey) are over. :
WS all
he
seen
live
from
Chicago, | 008 for the domesstic theatre rights |
-Géorge. Fisher. of” the “Oklahoma but “nonetheless affordable. to “mil‘Marfin .W.: Smith, -president’ of.a
New: York, Montrez al, Boston and. ;to film coverage |‘of, the. -Fleyd- ‘City. office,-has been assigned toTe:.} lions. beyond. the. New . York. tom: Graff. Reiner & Smith, which held. fae
Detreit.
‘Patter son- Sonny.” - Liston: -heavy-| place - ham,
muting | area; the Abe: Lastte gels|.
the rights’ to the.closed circuit-tv, °°:
T's a “new era in sports.” ae- weight’ championship fight. is- sct'. Jand:: Ted. Ashleys* of ‘thie -- talent’ |
.-| agents’ anxious: to. detéct ‘clues. as radio, and motion. pictures: claimed
ecrding to’ J. J. Fitzgibbons. ‘Sr.. |
He .200- bookings --for' teday|
“Fletcher, Meyer: Moves:
rare
This wes.stated: by: Steve. ;
‘tto what basie:course to steer: the ‘an availability. ‘of: 1:000;000. seats”
Picxy of Famous: Players Canadian.
¥v ern’: Fletcher,
‘Indianapolis Newton: Minows ‘ofthe U...S. Gove -eharging up to’ $10 per .seat.- These
Corp. parent company in. Canada} Broidy. AA’ president.
mainly “were: theatres. and ‘also ins:
of the pav-tv “setup. Telemeter | Jt «ebviously. means rapid | ‘print-|| branch: manager. for. 20th- Fox, - is. ‘ernment who ‘have decreed a ‘pay=
aud.
Lreed tq obtain the -Patterson-. ing and delivery of prints:-the set- i heing’ ‘transferred:: ‘to.- head: the. ty’ trial’ in which *the publie ~ Te- j-eluded eoliscums, “arenas, Liston fight for its subscribers:: to took place. ‘in Chicago: last:night] Dallas branch, succéeding: William Sponse. ‘in -selected. areas will: fur-, toriums, _ schools, “ball' “parks;
B: Williams, recently. named. the nish the: definitive. answér... as- ‘to: armories and: exposition. halls: .
from Gratt. Reiner & Smith, -hold-’ ATES,
adimission charge.
Broidy. ‘estimated. theat.6500. the- Lecempany Ss:southern ‘division: man- whether. the service will he: .genér-: The: dowest.
ers
of the... closed
‘circuit . . tv.
$3. .
t ager.
‘tally’ authorized .in the: foresceabte
|was:
‘
franchise. but Was. unsucce ssf ul.!‘atres. in -all. will. book. the: fight}:
Lecause = the trio
had
pre-sold }films axit hin three weeks. setting -a:
‘Robert
Meyer. . who. has “been + future; the public - itself, ilions Ff: “A: sellout: was’ in." evidence,. son...
of: advance ‘sales, “in. =
Teuronto
rights. to Maple
Léaf Hrecerd. and. ‘the AA chief. exéc pre- |salceman in Indianapolis, becomesa whoni.'are apparently willing ‘to the - basis. ._
Miami and™.the: West ‘Coast: “New.
| pay, ‘to see. at home what they: now
Gardens sand ‘Loew! s Uptown. ——_
a.-Fecor d Eros: of $1,000.000:.! branch:“manager there.
‘can. See, with far Tess. convenience, York. appéared- ‘to. be. near-.SRO,:..
‘but - not: entirely... In. most: loeations =
7 ‘|only: ‘out -of the: home.
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US. COMMERCE DEPT. |
ON JAPAN FILM-BIZ}
.

Washineton, Sept. D5:
Japanese: film industry is the lat-

est to evidence the American
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TheBattlesround Widens
“The: ‘Winthrop Rockefeller -_Jehn|‘Wayne -‘Diek- ‘Powell - John’ LW:

a Many’.of the most ‘know ledge: |‘the: average: “$6-plus-tax. cost. was:
‘Table, “experienced: -and. .shrewdést | not: immediately: agreeable. «
*Vexperts - in the éntertainment: busi-:| ‘Tom: and: Al Bolan of Chariipion:

Fcf
“.

ayy
anet
pate
Lat
MC

.ae
ote
wet
”a,

-ness see pay-tv. as. “the wave of the: ship: Sports ‘grabbed | all..rights. to_
| future.” “They. are’. certain-it: will, ‘the fight ‘and: ‘Graff; Reiner | “Bos -

Alkn: “count? me in” as. major shareholders: in the Southwest: USA . . one day, ‘burgeon into, by. far..the’ ‘Smith copped: the ancillary. privi-"
pay--tv setup via ‘Telemeter;. the pending ‘gréenlight on. the. Denver «’ | largest industry’ which ever. arose. leges.:-6ver _ bids..:made. _by-: Tele-,
Channel 2.-experimental tests, ‘plus. the: “home. expansion: on the. {inthe “entire: ‘amusement, Jenter-: ‘prompter-. ‘and- Theatre: ‘Network:

syn-}

-diome. according to the Cammerce
tainment;. recreational, communica> ,: Television. GR&S ‘commited. itself nt
Dept. ‘Theatre attendance .and the _-RKO General tests in’ Har tford have -all. contributed to. throw the o.. tions fiel
d. subscription féevee issue. into” new, sharp: focus, - wb
“| to. a vast. payoff. to Patterson.--°-:
- 7.
number of theatres. have both been
- Their conviction: “actually. 2
a perIt. was’ privately ‘disclosed this’ :
‘The FCC okay :on. :the Denver: VHF. ‘tests: was: “scheduled for
dropping sfeadily since 1958. The}
suasion, that pay-tv: ‘must .one. day week ‘that - ‘Patterson: is ‘to ‘receiveonly ‘thing. that has. kept’: ‘the box| this month but: the gangup. ‘of’ theatre: exhibs. in’. vehement pro-|: -| -prevail.:
lies in the. fundamental. beoffice receipts on ‘an even keel} “test has thrown: ‘the’ whole--matter ‘into :‘open, hearing. A. Jet -of -“lief .that “the: . public; - _more®. and -$2,000:000' .from 'Graff,. Reiner. & -“Smith; and-.this”.is payable: at the.
has ‘been: an increase an admission |" . significance. is being attached to: ‘the’ Denver. experiment. “since -.| more,. will: demand: higher”
‘and | -rate of. $300, 000_this: first year, ‘and’ “
it: offers a widely different system. on. a -fully ‘competitive VHF
PLIccs,
channel (the -Elroy ‘McCaw station; with - . Bartell--Macfadden® as 2 higher: ‘entértainment ‘quality. that $100. 000. per year for ‘the next.-17).
Production is down, but the muim-.
~} the nation’s . advertisers “will. “be. years...Adds -up “obviously to-:$2;the: franchise. holder -of. the. Telezlobe. systen}).
:
ber of films exhibited. is ‘up, thanks.
able . to. afford: Jéss: and: léss..’
-. 1 000,000. -for:‘a -single night's. stand -_
This system, ‘particularly- when: operated. ‘on-.a’ fully. compatible
darsely to slightly -risinig imports:.
“| and, ‘being ‘spread :-over::20. years,: :
VHE channel, “aS is the’ case ‘in. Denver, :is. seen offering: simplic: -=-{| . Tiffany’ SsWith Green: ‘Stamps
Figure-wise, Nathan- Golden of |
. For: if. the .$125,000° to $150.000 just” fine.’ ‘tax. advantages.
Commerce cites 1:127,060.000 theé-| _ ity: and: unique. ‘promotional ‘values. The-“Feleglobe » ‘experiment ~.|°
per. ‘hour. film négative- at 1962]. Loew’s, “RKO: ‘and Stanley. “War- :
prov ides for ‘an. unscrambled video: signal: (on: a regularly. assigned. .
tre attendance in. 1958 sliding to
prices) represents the outside limit ‘ner. “were among: -the ©“More ~
-$63.000.806 Fast year. The number |. ty -channel) and “an. unscrambled video. signal: (OH a: ‘Tegularly:
| of -affordable. advertiser .-expendi-- prominent .-circuits. accepting: the Le
ef theatres dropped from 7.244 in} assigned - tv.channel) and. an ‘audio— ‘signal: via a leased. line. to. the ©
Thus no. video -installation” is ‘required. And- the audio.. hookup «|‘\ture—and _the’ cost ‘per: ' thousand” “pout::: There’ were::about :249: thea: _
196: to 7.036 last year. °
f
is as. Simple _ ‘as’ & ‘home -telephone | installation. and” is; ‘indeed, :-féconomics. of the: P&G's, “General: tres: ‘and’ other receivers.
Box office receipts: have. stayed }
a Foods,. ‘Colgates: ‘and -Gener ‘al’ Mo- |" In (a. switch: from the past, thea-_
at about $269.000.000 a year as ary handled. by the phone. ‘company. which has’ fully adequate man-.
‘tors: seem: 'to| dictate -‘these -“Maxi-. tres: are paying 559%. of: their--gross:
result of the admission price. being: DUWwéer resources: ‘for rapid expansion |of service to ‘build.circulation.” -o: ‘mums—then ° the: ’ growing’. public receipts. to the -:intermediaries,
Thus, “it’s reasoned.- if. a. fir st-run_ filin. ‘such ‘as.‘The® Winning
jacked up from 18¢ to 23. ae be- |
demand for. quality will Tift “further namely Graff; Reiner & Smith. ‘It.
Of. The. West” ‘or “Cleopatra” were. to ‘appear (of. several °con-.
teeen 1959 and 1961.
~fand- further beyond .the ‘ability. ‘of. used :to be.a 50-56 split, .
. Production
is down from 547: . secutive nights): on Channel 2, ‘vast’ segments -of- ‘the: -public—- ‘; the. advertiser to- firiance. it. “With
|: -‘Graff... Réiner . &
Smith - have”
‘features “in 1960 to’ an estimated: i teased ‘by ‘the soundless..first-run: showing—would. clamor ‘to. order: -°:
| public ‘demand. .going- “up faster ‘gotten. their - own -guarariteés - and
eutput of. less than. 500 this year. i up, the. diidio installation. ($10) arid. gladly pay .a_$2° or. $3. fee '-:: than. ‘advertiser ..budgets, ‘the. eco-. presumably: can’t’ go.-wrong.. They.::
per first-run” showing. There’ is - ‘enough: -top quality - first-run- | nomiés’ “of free’ -tv,- it’s . averred,
Total number of exhibits is‘close to!
get. $400,000 “from ABC. for. the’:.860 because of 229 foreign iniports : product, it’s.asérted, to:“supply a pay-tv station—in each °market— : Must’ give -way. to“ a. ‘system: that. Fadio rights plus. 50S<vo: Of-the profit:.
with a-new ‘feature ‘for a -multi-run each: week, And: if pay-tv : [will Satisfy the. ‘public. According over, -400G,: $250, 000. from’ Allied. -.
last Year.
were available ‘and consistently supplied such. first-run.. product, “8-|.to“one-top film ‘executive, an- cate|‘Artists. for’ -fthe: theatrical ©film:::.
Fhe import: ‘breakdown saw 129,
or 56€¢.:coming from. ‘the U. S..._ it is argued; a majority of U. S.. homes would: ssubscribe..
+tempt to: buy -quality. shows: with. ‘rights, ‘$50,000 fron; British Broad-.
italian. ‘French’ and -British films _
‘In. any: event, ‘that's’ ‘the ; theor y -that- could. -be: tested. by. thé. | imited advertising “funds. is akin‘ casting, $50.000. from: ‘community a
, Pllawed in. descending. order. |For :: FCC-authorized™ experiments, ‘provided, only. ‘that. the experimental. _|to shopping at. Tiffany: s. with green anteiina . systems, “$8,000. --from-...
the year that began Jast April” 1; | ?y stations had -consistent aceess:.to first-run . material.
| stamps... .But the “public demand ‘Japan, $20, 000: .from Scardinavia:
the Japa: ese Government has. lim— | It's also’ reasoned. ‘that ithe |American public won'ti pay"
for | for - ‘entertainment, -he points” out, perhaps... another $100,000, :
from’
me
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~ CiggieBoysHuff&Pu

8|) hd:ShowBisSanvystead
Pett.
Of Ratings Enlists Sponsor Aid

The :tobacco. ‘industry. threatened: to- blow television: ‘down after . |

* viewing: CBS: Reports” "The: -Téenage Sinoker.”.*.: -*.*
ve
‘George V: -Allen,. prexy of The ‘Tobacco Institute. Ine., unleashed:...}va cloud. of. invective via telegram :to. CBS’ prexy. Frank- Stanton,.°
including the: ‘charge: that. Allen’s: participation: on the program was.
_- “obtained by misrepresentation: both as to: purpose and content. of.
By" GEORGE. ROSEN.
-the:show.”: Similarly. some agencies |squawked.. over:‘use. of: their. oy
ciggie ‘commercials. on ‘the program. :- De . Tell: be’ another week or. so- be: |.
=+- “ABC- TV, which over the past
Allen;:former -U. S:: Information ‘Agency director, said the pro: : : fore the:-bulk of. thetv premieres |
few years was far from shy when
are. out of. ‘the ‘way,. but’ quicker
gram “affords. a vehicle for venting:of extreme opinions. and preju“Lit came to talking up ratings, espedices, without any. real effort’ to.‘explore the facts and. determine . 5 than’ you can: say “this-could-well-\ cially ABC’s-ratings, is now anxious
. be-the-worst-season-yet,”* the suic- |
the merits of these’ positions.” a
.
to. embark: on a new campaign de“Last “Wednesday, ‘prior to: the “telecast, will ga: ‘down..as 9) ‘day: {-cesses and’. failures .will. be knowh.:
signed. to. convince the. agencies
= to:‘remember’ ‘among the’ inner -sanctum boys -at--CBS, ‘when the -. }Between “now ‘and: Oct.*-15° is the |Bouglas S. “Cramer. has joined;-and ‘the. sponsors that recognition
‘Sponsor-agency :pressures-to: prevent the show from: going -“Om. , Sudden: death” Period. in:the tele-. ABC-TV: as :director . of. program
and: appreciation of show biz. vale.
.-Yeached sizzling proportions. Yet. it’s ‘to- the ‘credit of prexy’ Frank |
planning:.
{ues Should be placed in higher es_ Stanton: that.he* stuck. by. “CBS. Reports”: right. down ‘to the finish: : The’ viewer. ‘today -“makes up.. his-|/
‘than nosecounting or slidei |mirid. fast, fast, fast, and the. net- | ‘ Cramer comes. ‘to ABC-TV. ‘from: teem
Tine. ‘The show got- on: without. a: single deletion or: change.
rules.
i October. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather where. he
‘Alien’ blew hard: on the feeling ‘that CBS allegedly misrepresented a work that holds the’ ‘Jead in.
Tom ‘Moore, ABC-TV chieftain,
| had been broadcast’ supervisor: for
: will, be holding. it. next ‘May.
‘his position: stating:
-the past. three-and-a-half years on ‘says . that: the: ‘network’ is about to
"The. excerpt -used. froin. my “interview. is badly out of. context: .
Out of. sheer. economic. ‘necessity;
“most of: the. agency's. major tv acy undertake a campaign addressed to
“This: single. excerpt deals. with what was. one of:many- questions. jn
-it’s imperative. that “a sponsor have. ;
‘the. Madison Ave. agencies and the
: & long interview. -:I.-had -no:“notice that this’ program was ‘to..bé “ta quick:hit; Whatever the National |. count.
advertisers which. will project a
oriented:to the young, beginning smoker, yet this iis.the only.subject. | Nielsens:.show for: the -Oct. .1-15.)
new image for ABC—that:of a
on: ‘which Iam ‘quoted:”
: ‘period: (and these will -be delivered’
tamer network, with its. braggadoc-.
*..
'He-also restated tobacéo industry puffery. that: cigaretes cant be i

(romeSABC.TV Slot
* Jv Program. Planning

ies—
'$Taxing

Nov...) will prevail. and -influence |

*“‘bhlamed—at -least alone—for: lung .cancer’ and. added:
-| the. sponsor. in determining: “what
“The show:fails to come: to grips with, the basic’ point:—that the: _ he’s ‘going. to ‘do’ when his 13-week:
causes: of jung: cancer -aré ‘still. unknown: ‘and .oe every ‘effort , ‘commitment.. expires. >He's” got to

.,. Should: be: directed towards: finding ‘these- causes.’gre

. |make-up
-:

his-mind in’ November

|

that

the ABC of today

|is one of show biz savvy, and verve.

InGotham Upbeat

and ‘that’s what. gives’ those initial ~
Nielsens -‘their. “sudden. death” is

‘| impact:

‘fillustrate

|StudioProblems.

* |whether: he’s: going™. to shift his
coin: ‘to:-another -show .on: Jan. . 1,”

TV Producers Springing Up.
oh nope: Lo
|wn$B)Spe |

_[¢io. put. behind it, and whieh’ will

“We've got a good. story to tell ‘the
| clients, put it won't be about rat-.
J ings,” ‘says Moore. .“It’s. a far more
interesting Story ‘of how ABC, in‘stead of going in for. retreads,. has
created ‘hew program formulas, as.
witness the war-themed |series, the

But unlike: the sponsor with’ his. : Two MX: theatres,. accommodat-.. ‘Going: My ‘Ways,’: ete.”

_shortterm. commitment,. the. ‘net- ‘ing. audiengés; operated by:. CBS-|.. Adds Moore: * ‘Naturally’ we rec‘Work’ is “saddled with. -39-week. or ‘TV_as production facilities, could ognize that ratings are important
{full-vear- contracts. If he comes in. -be likened. .to.. relay -race fields. and. will continue to play: a big role
~.
|with. a.dog he’s: sttick’ with it: ‘(un-_, with action: ‘going ‘on ‘from eight. in .any agency-sponsor evaluation
‘| less-he ‘wants to “pay off: the: pro-. in: the. morning: to: midnight. of: programming ‘buys.
But the.
7 ducers). -The. first ‘show sets the |time has come to prove that ratings

London, ‘Sept. 25."
Barty ‘davis, ‘maybe,. but ‘signs: ae f
that ‘further- British video chan-|.
nels, commercial. ‘or otherwise, will |” 'NBCLTV's Election: Night: ‘eover:: “tone. ‘and: the pattern. and there’ S| At CBS-TV . Studio No: “5, -the
are not the be-all-and-end-all; that
cue in.a new deal for: independent |-;age. is. two-tirds -sold: now: that very: little. fixin® -he: can ‘do, on-.a |:theatre on. ‘Broadway and. 53rd. St...
the. Jackie’ ‘Gleason unit occupies suecess. or failure doesn’t necesproducers:: Already, and: in. spite
filmed.
entry.
(in
sharp.
contrast
to.
Purex. joined. in’ for. a full:‘third
sarily hinge on
ratings alone.
-of the uncertain: nature, of -videvelthe “days-when ‘a live ‘Julius -La-" -the stages: ‘Monday. ‘and. Tuesday. There are too many other vaiues
on its:‘Own... Se
opments int ‘many. diréctionis, there.
| Rosa,::a‘live. Polly Bergen or a:live- Initros. to “Candid. Camera” ” take. and considerations. ‘Through: this
|Wednesday;
with Garry’
“is evidence ‘that a breed of: indie |-- -Purex ‘third taaiches the. sixths'| *Club...Oasis’” entry ‘could: be: ‘Te- sover
| Moore
rehearsing | and -taping. campaign ‘we. will mutually discuss
rogram makers: is be innin to. taken’: ‘by. Lincoin-Mereury - ‘and’ formatted .and tinkered. vip.)8 A | up: here..s: 4
é
8.
‘| Lipton. Tea... ‘Because. of '-Purex’s
Thursday
and Friday. ‘Ed Sulli- ‘future . problems, ‘with aceent on.
7 Py
spring
Thus: the. riext two “weeks. will.be: van’s show .is. on Saturday. and programming
‘development.
For
. the
sponsor.
:And.‘these: early. speculators:“are asked’
budgetNBC-TV.
"problems,’
a
period
of
agony.
for.networkproto. move. the: hour,.
Sunday: In ‘between. all. this. activ-. too. long the program man ‘at tte
“ot wading: in ill-prepared or ‘badly.
|
gramming
boys
(who
will
be
‘holed
“The -“World “of. Benny-- Goodman”
ity, web shoots. numerous commer-- agency has been pushed aside by
equipped... ‘At least, two- ‘production
1. up: in; midtown:, hotels) getting the
{the sliderule operators. If we can
units ‘have-:“poured: ‘considerable -from..an': October’.airdate into-.the. “blow -by-blow :On. the: overnight’ cials at this. theatre.
help :restore him to-his former -refirst quarter of. 63: Hence, . NBCAt Studio. No. 52:-the theatre on |
capital... into- ‘mobile ‘production
Nielsens,
“Trendexes.
and
“ARBs
1}
spectability, ‘once more. give him.
4 ‘special for.
54th: Street, “between.
Broadway the status. of Madison Ave. im“trucks complete with cameras, VTR- TV.Has rescheduled: the.
.|
while
in.
“frantic
|
communication
facilities: on. several. line: standards:| Jal
“ anuary:: yo
-.| with ‘the:‘production ‘boys.in Holly- -and” Eighth ‘Ave,,. the ‘six half-hour. | presario, then: ‘we'll be on. the way
and: .can,:-apparently, ‘supply.. any-| -."[:wood-to’: make” amends- pronto,, -editions -of::“To: ‘Tell. the. Truth’: {to a healthier eclimate-in. television
“thing: from :a wardrobe mistress. to.
~ before: it’s. too: late: But the-“sud- and “Password” are staged. Other’ where -show. values will take. precA bullfight.:
den: ‘death” -‘aspects of.tv: program- shows. ‘based: ‘there. include “I’ve. edenceé ‘over ratings.”
- One of these ‘units, ‘Trans.Europe.
fF ming. are.such today. than anything. |:Got ‘A. Secret, »: “What's My--Line,”
Moore: says the whole. schedule,
”. Pelevision, hasbeen established .by |‘|after: ‘the.first couple. ‘of -shows: “Ted. Mack’s:-Amateur :-Hour,” and |
l account by account, -will come un-:
.-- David -Lown,: formerly with NBC;
» .r/-fand they’ ve long since. been. in the’ “G_E. College” Bowl.” “Web. also der’ scrutiny in the launching of
- | Shoots. ‘numerous - commercials at i.
“ and Robin--Scott; an.ex-BBC exec. |
_|-ean).is already. too. late:
‘the campaign, with an eye toward
“Athi ‘theati e.
aan
‘Also. conriected. with ‘the’ enterprise |
‘ enlisting the cooperation ‘of every.
The..:stakes©are. phenomenal,: as.|- s
a
-In 1964, the remodeled N. Y,.
“lr Jaie Richard: Dimbleby ..and:Wyn| witness, ‘for: example’ Ss“ ABC's }
4 SPORSOT. and every. agency inv olved.
’- ford Vaughan :Thonias, ‘two of. the
enormous, investment in “Wagon. Production. Center ‘of the: ‘web, on;
57th
Street,
will
have
six
studios.
;
-Corporation’s. leading. frontmen in}
:Train”: that. almost measurés up to
But ‘these “will not. accommodate
‘documentary -and. ‘newspecial °fields.
a: “Cleopatra”. cost. fWhile. -.the
_ ‘TV: Wales| nd: West. and ‘Electric: -“ABC-TV execs are. taking. a Jong LN Y.--Niélsens::on last. week's pre-" ‘audiences. .If: web N.Y. ‘production
~and:. Music
Industries. :also. have’ -hard ‘look. “at« the ‘daytime © “Ten. |.miére gave. the rival. “Virginian”: “continues: to expand | as it has and.
‘shares’ in’ thé. outfit.
nessee. Ernié Ford: Show”: to ‘pull: it: on. NB© much: the better of it, it’s if -audiences. are. required by. addi‘Unit, ‘purporting: to:offer rioderai out: of: ‘its. rating -ditch,- The -half- still too- early to tell in. terms: ‘of. a tional shows, CBS would be forced
the: national: projection.) “Nonetheless: to seek more theatrical. ouflets.. As|and: ‘complete: video facilities; 'is to ‘hour strip, “which represented
= -be_ based: in Paris; but is: to: be in- “network’s.- most .. éxpensive |‘bid’ to. even’: the: N.Y. 70nly: _ Sampling. is. N.Y.:production. ‘lapsed - in: past}.
tertiational. in ‘production . outlook.” ‘make ™..a. mark Ain- the: |”day time- ‘enough ‘to-.cause. some ‘jitters, con-. years. web dropped ‘its leases on.
ABC-TV has.plugged up the
For instance, major ‘project. on the ‘Market. when- it.bowed . early ‘this|siderably. the, financial inv estment | theatrical properties.
Other studios, ” which -‘don't ac- bulk of the remaining holes on iis
.. . books ‘at the’ moment’ is a. series. of: year, has, been. a-rating ‘disappoint-: ‘involved...
aa
|
currently fourth quarter nighttime schedule
BO, specials—locationing :-“through-: “ment ‘from. the beginning. It's.-also | The~ ‘critical. “Shurhbs-down OI 1 commodate audiences,
“;..,out ‘Europe—for Dave:*Garroway been .a puzzlé to the’ web |execs’ Virginian” regardless of the: N.Y.: being utilized. by:the web are those | through .a major buy by Pillsbury..
who,. according to. Lown, “is. think-: Wwho-. can’t. ‘dope - out. why: a top. ‘Nielsen. ‘sampling, gives: it~ an --iffy. at: Grand Central Station building {The. food company, through:
Campbell-Mithun- agency of Min-Liederkrantz Hall,
ing: of’ returning. to.commercial tel-' personality. in/an. expensively pro- status ‘as of.the ‘moment. -Yét the. and:
avhere |
neapolis, has ‘bought minutes in iL
~evision.
‘duced. show has failed to» make: the 90-minute’ entry. ©on: a. /seasonal: ‘soaps and:* ‘Captain. Kangaroo” are nighttime show 5, including “The.
produced;. Studio: No. 61, on, First
- Besides this bis.deal ‘Which. Will _Brade. —
“
“basis: represents some .$7.000; 000—
put thé unit-oni its feét..if -a.Us S21, While.” no." iminediagé moves: are. enough. to :wipée- out: the. ‘Josses. on. Ave, and 61st: Street; where “U.S. ‘Valiant Years,” “Father. Knows
Stee] Hour’. ‘and.“Armstrong Cir-. Best,” “Stoney Burke,” “Hawaiian
‘network. -sale is” secured,: At.is. axiin-the “works, the’ web: .is thinking: ‘most: of the Broadway, ‘legit flops.
Eye, " . “Wagon Train,” “Leave It
omatic. that many. projects are In
of: shifting: Ford. from: ‘11 a.m. to- in. . a: ‘season..,. Or. that. -CBS-TV ‘cle Theatre”® are - produced: -and |To Beaver,” “Gallant.:Men,” “Roy
" (Continued. ‘on:Page 44)" ” "another daytime = -spot,. as. -yet-|.-gamble’: ‘in. going -a. full hour ‘With: ‘the studio of .86th Street, where | Rogers Show,” “Cheyenne,” “The
“Edge. of Night” is. produced.
ah \ndetermined. - ‘Whether: ' the re-} “Alfred Hitclicock Presents” — an
Flintstones” and the. Sunday night.
‘|reshuffle ‘will. be. made will depend. $8,000,000 ‘investment. over a- two--t::
mov ies,
|-on, the’ ratings ‘over: the next few Year span.-Or again: the.!enormous:
Brown & Williamson. Tobaceo
‘| weeks. Which w ill: reflect how Ford: gambles ‘involved in the “shift: of has also renewed its sponsorship
-is faring. ‘against, some. of ‘the ‘day- “Perry: Mason” ‘to. Thursday. ‘night |”
of. the. “Saturday
Night “Sports
‘Nielsen-happy. ~ “Dy.
time switches. made: by” the “bther. opposite .
Final,” which follows the “Fight
Kildare,” oe: “a $5, 000,000 .NBC
two: networks. _
.
oo.
., Tokyo, Sept. 25. - ee) athe Week.” This is a one-inutegamble.:in turning: ‘an’.--hour Of}
| a-w eek. buy: running for 50. weeks.
prime. time-: over. ta Jack ° Paar. or |}. “Ben. Casey". ‘climbed to* first |.
“Hoityw ood: ‘Sept.
: place’ ny ‘the: latest’ Dentst ad. agenyet again the ‘closer-to-$6.000.000- :
sAnioMareret” ‘has °“been © "slened:
investment: in reactivating Jackie. cy tv survey of. the’ Tokyo. area}
“for a. starring: role dn the: tversion |*
Gleason: for: ty
7 {ss‘ith: 44. 20" share: of the; audience.
- of. “Pal: “Joey” by”. Hafner-Green iL
‘Over: the. next, 15°days {he: crises | Only ‘three’ other imports gained:
‘Productions. : who. have.” acquiréd.]:- Lincoin-Mereity: ig riding. thee will :mount: :After: that——run | for. “positions” -in ‘the top. 20° ‘for ‘the.
-rights-- to. ‘the. -musicomedy . from NBC- TV: ‘specials | in? deals: firmed. the:nis; Days: _
| -period. under scrutiny,. Aug. 6-12,
“? Richard. Rodgers,: the Lorenz. ‘Hart ‘up last week:..: - Deal: is“ good. for:
London. Sept. 25.
4“ "Lassie”’ ‘was in eighth place, ‘ ‘Rawestate and. John. ‘O'Hara.
nearly $400, 000; -per’ the: network.
+hide™ ‘in 11th and “Disneyland” in:
Peter ‘Ustinov is to make a Ais
‘Producer® Les: Hafner’ “and“niuste
‘Automotive’ house ‘bought half a.
-19th. Significant “too” is that .only. first. ‘appearance
on commercial.
director.. Jahnny..Green ‘wound up Shakespeare ©program ‘being done
a single oater was ranked, ‘a. “sharp | television with a 60-minute show
Jengthy-negotiations for the -prop- by ‘NBC. News..and: ‘the. other half.{ ‘Hartford - Fire... Ingirance -fias |change’ from a year ago when: tne ; on Oct. 17 called: ‘The Four Loves
. erty; closing: the deal. with, Howard went ‘to: ‘Liggett..&. Myers. : Show. bought. one-quarter :‘Sponsorship. of. listing -of ‘faves w as. sprinkled. w ith. Of Ustinov... Bill Ward is to’ proE. Reinheimer, legal. ‘counsel for: goes fof-an ‘hour-onh Nov. 30.
duce. the’ program. for Associated ~.
CBS- -TV's: “three -:boiwl ‘football wester ns. :
2, ‘Rodgers, :‘Larry Hart's “estate ..and|° ~ Lincolh-Merctiry ‘also bought ‘full gamesBluebonnet, ‘Dec. 22; “Ga- |: Sports’ events’ still: ‘grabbed. al TeleV ision and it will examine the
:: O'Hara.’ Deal’ - . stipulates’ that Sponsorship: of “Cali ifor ni aA tor: ‘Dec. : 29%. and: Cotton; ‘Jan. 2 oe
hefty. -cliuck: of ‘the. viewers, with | theatre ‘in various: countries ‘and
“Rodgers. and: O'Hata will: serve’ as |: Populous. ‘Paradox.” © _due*:under
Hartford's
-buy. ‘leaves one-. baseball games taking third. ‘sixth, their audiences. z“Script. and- casting: consultants. ° | JSerry--Green'‘s: production” banner eighth to. sell“on the Gator and: ninth, and. 16th.. places ;and: pro . Ustinov’ s commentary will be
A. -90-min. - spec.-fs.. now :being: sometime * ‘next ‘February... ‘Other Cotton:. baw! games: “and -three-. wrestling: scoring inthe fifth -slot. - based on. recorded. extracts of. the.
‘pitched: to the networks.:. ay oey"” ‘deal, réportedearlier but not :con- eighths- to: Sell. on..'the: Bluebonnet ‘Perennially popular. panel . show ‘four: productions of his play, “Pho- 2
‘was. filmed, by. ‘Columbia. :: Several firmed. ‘until--last .week; ‘was. the; game: Other. sponsors. riding’ ‘the |:‘Gesture ’Game” “Tanked. second. to Finish.” which is currently run‘years. ago;:: : With ‘Frank - Sinatra. ear's purchase-of: :a. sixth’ of the games include Rise. and. ‘Vitalis’‘and. ‘and. four. domestic. action: programs ning in: Berlin, London, the Hague.
_ -Statring.
-| NBC- “TY. election,. coverage. :,
ADelco Products... ere
“ were also: among ‘the top. 20,
‘and Zurich.

NBC’ $“BlectionCom
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Washington, ‘Sept. 25.
LeRoy
Collins,’
Hke
Cassar |
‘
vants to take his quarry in parts |
ot three. |

ate
oe

wee
teryaney,
coke
Grape

5 |,

Washington, Sept, 25.0 7
The’ NAB ‘has. asked. the FCC tolatest. speech to one problem fac-. ‘abandon. the: idea .of letting the |?
ing television. but directed it in-. public in’on: ‘network-affiliate con- \

The. National Assn. of Broadcast- |
ers prexy decided: not to limit his.

gram)..Kleinerman -also ‘will scout: a. ‘two-part ‘documentation

on. Spain,

.

{Dennis Weaver of CBS-TV- s “Gunsmoke”? -gets into town: ‘tomorrow.-":

(daughter.of CBS-TV’s. press.‘info’ s Jim’ Kane) and: IBM's Keith Abler. |.
Carl ‘Tillmanns, :v.p.ceastern sales, CBS-TYV, ‘off ‘on: a. Canadian -fishing
‘Herb: Brodkin’ 8 “Plautus Produe-. trip . .....Diek Van. Dyke: back to Coast: today “(Wed:) after. a ‘five-day:
stead to a trio of stroubled industry. |tracts.
Current FCC’ rules. earry - ‘suf: |.
. A. West. German. tv: film- crew. headed |‘by. L. Fritz. —
‘fronts.
tions;
filming ‘in N, Y.; ‘seems’ to-| ‘Stay ‘in-NE CY:..
Gruber arrived in: N.Y to:“film a ‘four-part -tv series on the: ‘history. a
“Speaking to the Tennessee’ Assn. . ‘ficient safeguards of.the public. in-

. an
.
’‘
“-oe
UT
Bt
+
eh
. SEBEL,

of Broadcasters,’ Collins in effect, ‘terest .and ‘any- ule “expansion + havé licked the: ‘frantic “wait and of ‘photography from 1839. to the.‘present. .Gruber is ‘accompanied by.
would interest only: conipetitors, inj hurry’? “problems dogging. vidfilm: director Manfred Durniok :.
Carousel Films: thas -been licensed. by.
said:
Mey eis “Vand and out of broadcasting, NAB Gen- |.‘production® for: the. networks... +. LCBS: ‘Films ‘to “distribute. in the . 16m’ film. market, the five. ‘half-hour__
“Beware
Minow,
4 eral Counsel Douglas. Anello- told |.
J. Johnny Tillotson”
Lubunski, toe.”
. With- ‘the. ‘season just, Starting, , | CBS’ News “broadcasts “titled. “Money Talks.”": "2+.
‘Hollywood. Oct. _1:. for? ‘confabs:.. with” ty producers |about. a.
“De|-due.cin :
His Nashville speech, _released the commission.
| the “18th épisode’., of =the
projected: musical. ‘tv ‘series’ of ‘his. own: 2; Oseat’ Katz, CBS-TV day=""
here, had words for. all three.
[enders”* ‘and the 17th. “episode. of timié program: v.p., off te: Coast...
; Mercer Ellington son of - Duke
To Tedson Meyers, the. now. de“The Nurses”. is’:now -in..the -can:. - Ellington: slated ‘to:conduct ' a: radio. series on: WLIB starting Oct. 1.:
parted boy wonder of the Federal:
| Brodkin’s. « Plautus .. Productions’ . Chris * Schenkel . ‘starts: his. fifth” year” as", “College: Football. Kickoff,ale
Communications ‘Commission w ho-

aa

WNDT &AFTEA
SettleStalemate!

we
+.
not
. .liar
Rommepunupcnaree!
ov
oo

series in. association: with. CBS-TV. -a. 15-minute feature. Which: ‘precedes |aH. CBS:TV
| college: football
“Reason. ‘for the “happy” ‘state of | ‘games: ‘this ‘Season*
Seven more- stations shave. -bought “Allied eons:
?- production. affairs is. that’ exec pro-: Artists, Television's’ “Boniba, the. ‘Jingle -Boy”? featuré ‘package...
Cluntly stated:
|ducer: Brodkin. received the green-- Metropolitan: .Life: ‘Insurance ° will pick -up.CBS-TV. -coverage“ of” ‘the:
“We are determined: to preserve |
the freédom of br oadeasters in in-|
WNDT. ‘the educational: tv eee ‘ta 'g0.: ahead ~ with another.|Schirra .flight, as the ‘fir'st. ‘CBS News. Extra” ‘under its recent contract. :
fernaticnal broudcasting as~in do- 1 station in. NAY. _ probably. will: season: of. filming last January on. |. Patrice Kurland and Jeff.: Kamen. team. -on.a-12-to 1 a.m. strip...
be: back: on’ the air.-this week. — ‘The Defenders” ‘Series. ‘Last |Janu-"| Jaunched: ‘this. . week | “by. “WIRZ.. Newark,.-with celeb. interviews. and
mestic. preadcasting.”
ar he’ also. received an. -okay to. listener phone-ins | .
To Newton Minew, FCC Chair.The key point: ‘of. staleniate. |
'Thesp: Martha™Greénhouse-appears” in the
man, wha-recently hinted that: time. . with the American Federation«° go .ahead *:on. the collection of: ‘William ‘Saroyan bit. slated: for Sept. 30th “Candid Camera” ... ” WPIX-"
may be running out for Radio Code \ of Television & Radio Artists. |Seripts for. “The. “Nurses.”’* _By- TV adds’ a ‘new. ‘Camera. ‘position at. Yankee |‘Stadium. this:“week: for ”
.March, he had:13)“Nurses”. scripts -Yanks- ‘Senator. series. It!"ll be: vat ground level, near the home. dugout, self-imposed limits on commercial | ‘was expec ted. to. be settled 10-.
oo
time and that. FCC may be setting
day «Wed.).
. 4 assembled. :
Westinghouse. Broadcasting. is: holding..a seminar ‘on- radio. program-"
the ‘time, Collins had this re-}..
AFTRA - late .last night [l3As. a “result: by. ‘the: summer; |’“thing: ‘Oct. 3 at.the. new: Hotel Americana for. industry execs. and’ the
joinder:
(Tues.)
reportedly
agreed ~ 2 éach had the :first 13. shows com-., press corps”
“Fred Kaplan, program: coordinator. of-. ABC . Radio’s--“This we Wil dispose with’ all | - with the.” educatitonaler about - pleted. and Plautus- Productions: “Flair,” returns to’the: ‘web, Oct. 1 .after.a six-month: stint: ‘in the Army
what :areas should remain wn-- twas ‘able to take a summer hiatus
our tapability.. This is not an area’
. American. Humane. ‘Assn. “presenting an Award. of. Merit to. ABC.
der ‘the Guild's. jurisdictiod
in which the government should
| before Tesuming’ in:‘the:‘fall.
- tonight.’ (Wed.): ‘in Philadelphia for. “establishing procedures to :assure
eren- if AFTRA. loses:..a_refertell us what we can do and cannot |
compliance with high. standards.-for the care. and -‘handling. of animals. _
“endum skedded. tao:take. place
do.”
..Mitchell Leiser;. programming .chiéf. for- the. InterTel
.|-in. television”:

wrote the controversial memo
international

He

television,.

on;

‘Collins

backed down: slightly from

say ing “our: ability
encr oachment
to resist
such. ‘an
would be infinitely zreater - if we

f- aT ithen. 30 .days. after’ the. ‘station, has. been on: the air ‘siz

ihis ultimatum

CBS-TV's Femme:Exec.

we
.

3h
Sarre
".

1 conibine, .‘returned ‘to” New. York last.‘week after. ‘talks,’‘with. affiliated... rs

‘companies: abroad:
ee
fe
i
First. woman | to. . achieve ; -salés |
“Monday (24). night. a meeting “|
exec. ‘status. at. CBS-TV Ais:“Dale. J.
could show an effective program |both sides broke up when an agreeof industry-wide self-regulation ment: could. not be ‘reached -- | ‘Danenberg;. named :administrator-. | NBC 8 “Mort. Werner hospitalized .for three. days For ‘treatinent: of‘din
‘coordinator -Of: . the. eye infection.. While attending a meeting, -he. ‘accidently: ‘struck his eye
three terms, “Taster of. Cerémon= |‘commercial
through our Radio Code.” |
sales ‘department.
To Stephen B. Labunski, v.p.’and |-ies, moderators.’ -hosts. ” _AFTRA },
./-*::-with the wire binder of.a notebook -. : James Parks, KRCA sales mane. general manager of WMCA. New | pr opused: to WNDT ‘earlieyx in ‘day
James .. “Aberle.. ager,. ‘hameéd “station. manager: Dy. Tom. ‘McCrary, veepee- cand ‘general...
that: an-. election ‘be ‘held. of “every-.
She succeeds .
York, who two weeks ago urged. ay!
‘manager. |‘Parks’ -‘duties -are- ‘unchanged, .the ‘appointment. being made.
“diverce” between radio. and. tv one who-~ ‘appéared on the station w ‘ho moved. over to the. job; of.sales. ‘in: life ‘with the: policy. ofthe Web's‘ other o-ahd-o. stations, whieh“have -.~
manager’ -of the. web's -extehdedmonths: from the-:time
trade associations. ‘Collins put uaein.
im. the.six
the
mont
tin
-Mickey’ Hargitay;. husband of-Jayne. Mansfield, ney
“station “Managers: .,
it réturns. to: the~ air “except
for market: plan. ‘For: the -past. _Year,’|: ‘given half-hour strip: on. KTLA- for- his:health. show: Leo Guild: producés.: this plug for a NAB united:
“There are many interests of people ‘seeking -public ‘office. gOV- Miss Danenberg. had:“been, assist- |. on: location -in: the ‘homes of. stars-: For: his.. ‘contribution to music,
broadcasters which are common to ernment ‘piticials :-and.. “Sspecialis sts
| Lawrence Welk will receive the first ‘such: award. by ASCAP. The. muall. and these can best be pursued ‘who, haveejacqaired. a name or: fame |:
‘| Sie org’s’ “prexy Stanley. Adams. will ‘present the. statuette. on Welk’s.
“She:
“joined
.
CBS.
: Show Oct..6. ....Deejay Jerry Baxter moved over. to. KLAC. from KMPC,
fields..and.
who:
do
not
;
ordinator.”
in
other
through a-. strong, - cumpetent. faHeight
years
ago...
‘Continued:
on
page:
46)
tional. organization in which -it. is:
oF _another. KMPC acquisition. by. Bob, ‘Forward; formerly: there and now
-NBC’s -senior: ‘staff: photog: ‘Elmermade
certain .that. . everybody’ st
sini ‘| second. in command at. KLAC...
months.

.
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business

is. somebody‘ s business—

|---|.”

somebody who. has. direct, respon-,:
sibility for its discharge.”
~
“Hence,

the

need

basic,” Collins added.
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Holloway: suecumbed

~—-TWNetwork
W Network Premieres|
(Sept. 26-Oct. 6):

aoe
s

_Nuptials ‘announéed: for® Janet. ‘Kane ...-

(Thurs.); for. a- brief : stay: -:

Halt aSeasin

a
aa

.°

|‘to burns::

” Harry Maizlish .offered :free ‘time to.

‘| 48. politicos’ on “his. L.A. ‘and-‘Palin.‘Springs’ stations. “Timed for the a
month: before. election day.

|IN. CHICAGO;

.

lt seems. ‘there is a new Collins, |.
- WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 26°
William. L.- ‘Means, ex: WGN. ‘and wics- TV. “Spribehield aM; ‘ has
rete
with
the |
growing
niore
testy
Dobie. Gillis. (filmi, Situation. Comedy, CBS, 8::30-9 Pm: (new, | y‘joined WES as: promotion ‘director wee Roberta Berletti. has -gone :0.5005
memos, predictions and -antics of './ time), Colgate via’ Norman, Craig &.Kummel,
‘her-home in’ N. ¥.-on: medical-léave of: absence. from: ‘WBBM:TV's pub. wl.
the Minowites and associated New
Beverly" Hillbillies. (film); Situation: €omedy,. ‘CBS: 96:30 p.m.
licity dept. <. . Tribune telecritic: Larry’ Wolters ‘authored .the:.cover.?: ~
Frontiersman.
‘Kellogg: ‘via’ Leo Burnett :cand R: ‘J. Reynolds Via: wm. Esty:
_. {story in’ the’ October issue “of .Today’s Health: on “The: TV Doctors,”
He has ‘been quie“ker to hit back. :
‘THURSDAY, SEPT. 27.
‘: : Dr.. ‘Frances’ Horwich, : who's _
{ Casey,. Kildare,.- Hennessey, : ete.and use NAB resources when feel- ,
Mister Ea ‘film), “Situation. Comedy, CBS, 7: 30-8. Pp.m.- new 4
time);0 . putting: together -‘anew: kidshow *‘for - ‘the educational: network, has.”
ing. rankled| Over FCC action. Studebaker via D "ArCy. ‘and participation: alternate. weeks, .
‘a. new. Doubleday ‘entry: on... _ the shelves,. ““Miss, Fr ances’ Favorite ©

“Just last week, Collins expr “essed.
. “shock” at FCC. fining four, Minne-.

:Perry Mason’ film), Mystery, |CBS,,. 8-9°“Pm. (new time). “Partic-

- ‘Stories.

For Young People”

. Ron. MaeAdam. hosting: the’ new: WGN::

V juve’. ‘participation: show. “Junior... Auction,” which, starts”: this - s
: The : Nurses film): Drama; 9-10: p.m. ‘Whitehan Pharmacal -ia’ ‘) Saturday . Larry. Attebery: ‘took’ over the. noon: hour. ‘strip. on! or.
leged non-compliance-with. FCC! | Téd Bates, -Joknson &. Johnson. via Young: & Rubicam. and: Brown
‘WBBM. Radio this week*
‘Sid - McCoy, who’s:- -just -comipleted: a
sponsorship’ identification’ rules.
8 Williamson via Ted Bates.
‘series of jazz: shows. on WITW,; ‘Will: start-a. new: ‘skein -in: November,,.
an,
ParThe NAB prexy promised a full: {. Andy Williams: Show. ‘tape color), Varjety,NBC; 10:11 p.
underwriting. them: himself’
‘Chuck:-Rothers left: WGN-TV: -after
ticipating.
a
“2 115. years to. become a partner. ‘in’ Industrial: Television ‘Service, :op-.
(Continued
ontinued on
on page: 45)
4
apolis-St.

Paul

tv stations for: al-

a
JLT

pation...

Pe

FRIDAY, SEPT: 28:

|

. berated by. two: other engineering” alumni- of :the. station; John: Baker

im. Dickens, He’s Fenster ‘film), Situation’ Goinedy,. ABC, 99:30:; | and, Val. Reynolds ....: Ted Mack in ‘town: holding four weeks. of au‘ J ditions at: WBBM-TV.. for. his-“Original -AmateurHour’’ : 4.» Home.
Palm. FE] Producto ‘ahd Pr octer. ra Gamblé- via.Compton. | Federal - Savings. dotted’ for the” WNBQ::Prime.’time specials ‘on. MonSATURDAY, SEPT...29 ;
—
Jackie Gleason Show—-Amiericail Scene: Magazine (tape), ‘Musieal- 7 day. nights,
Variety, CBS, 7:30-8:30 p.m. Participation.
Mr.. Smith. Goes To. ‘Washington’ tfilm),: . Situation: Comedy; ABC, :
:8:30-9.. p.m:. “Edward Dalton. via: Kenyon Eckhardt Norwich. .].
‘Peter Black, "video. eritie on- ‘the: Daily Malt.’ besigned: “as “Gditor
Phatinacal.
via Benton &
‘Bowles, R..J.. Reynolds:
via William Esty;
©
vi ‘via Fletcher.B Richards, ‘Calkinsvy: | &..‘Holden.’
vs “) of ‘Contrast, the. tv quarterly’: ‘sponsored. by. BBC, :-Granada. and the: .
ABC-TV, upping ‘its ante: in’ the . US. mac
Rubber
.
sphere of: programming for young-.
Roy: Rogers-Dalé Evans ‘Show “taped, Variety, ‘ABC, 730-8:30 British. Film. Institute... David Robinson, film: critic.-on* the’ Finaneial . ..
| Times jis a hot. ‘contender for. the. post.
sters, has extended the running.
‘Bob. ‘Monkhouse, local ,
“p.m. Participating. .
+ comic,” ds. among" director of: a “new: production company “Set: up -to.
iinve of “Discovery: "62." from: 20.
SUND AY; SEPT. 30...
te 25 minutes:. . Show, which: baws y+
make: pix.in. thetradition of ‘the silent era .. . Dick Hayward, -pro-™
-Real Mc€oys: film), .Situation: Camedy -CBS, “(trom’ ABC), 9:930°
Oct. 1 -at.4:30 pom., Will be Supple-.
| duction ‘chieftain at ABC-TY's: ‘Didsbury . Studios. -seconded to ‘Kenya-.
Pm.
‘Ameri¢an
‘Tobacco:
via
BBDO,
Ralston-Purina
‘via
Gardner.
mented- with a five: rather.than an}. TV; due..to bow, next ‘:month.Rikki Fulton’ and Jack. Milroy.
‘General Electric True. ‘filmy, |Anthology, -CBS- LV; 9:30-10 ‘p.m.. at
initially’ projected 10-minute news |pacted.
for
another
‘series
‘of.
“Fraticis.
and Josie,” skein which: Scottish :
Ge‘neral -Electric via BBDO-.
‘ss
stanza, atso slanted. for juve audi10.10:
30° ae Television ‘had -to- drop during: the .actors’ strike *. : Donald Carne,
Voice of “Firestone ‘live, tape), “Miisic, ‘ABC,
enc eS...
P. ‘| Chief. Westward- TV. program. ‘researcher. takes. over as” -Press Officer
Firestone Tire & ‘Rubber’ via. Sweeney: S: James...
.| as” George. ‘Harris. mov es to. news: ‘assistant |.
First Jaywoman‘: ever ::. :
‘Discovery,’ which ‘was: ABC:
“MONDAY,
‘OCT.
1
,
Lto... read’ -the: ‘Epilog.. on. Associated ‘TeleVision, vis housewife. Olive we
“‘TYV's response te FCC chief: New-]}
The
Luey
Show:
afin:
Situation
Comedy;,
CBS,
Be
30:9
pin:
Lever
; -Parker,. ,
;
ton Minow’'s call for more network |
* via J. Walter -Thompson,. ‘General . Foods via- Young. & Rubicam. -*
attention to-the nation’s children,
Stoney.
Burke
“1
flm)::
“Western,
ABC;
9-10"
p.m.
‘Participating.
has been picking | tip ‘commercial
Tonight: With’ Johnny ‘Carson. ‘tape.. color), _ Mariety, NBC, Mon- .
momentim in the last. few. weeks, |.
"Presidential Press: Seer etary’ Pierre
“6Salinger: got’ his chance: to’‘answer
Of the show's 25 available minutes, 7 “Fri. ‘UL:15 Pam, 1 a.m. Participating: os
charges of ‘Rep::Joel Bravhill: (R-Va.): on: WTOP's ‘‘New snight” ‘where :
22 have now béen ‘sold. Last sale
TUESDAY, OCT. 2
was made to General Mills, which |
film); * Action-Adv entur e; “ABC, 7:30-8:
Combat. re)
:
30pm. Par- 3 . ‘the original ‘Broyhill. blast against Salinger was“issued-. :: WRC-TYV and...
bought three minutes... Other spen- | ‘ticipating.”
os ‘1.16: brokerage. ousés are’ ‘Irving .to get-girls on: invest: on ‘Big ‘Board.
Exchange” ;Two former D.C.:disk Sars. include Binney & Smith. ‘Ken- }
Hawaiian: Eye. film). “Action Adventing,- -ABC;.8:30-9:30: ‘p.m: “ with |The" Lady: and the Stock:
os ‘jockeys -Jack Rowzie, previously. of WWDC: ‘and: his son-in-law,. Norm
ner Produc ts. Mattel. Savi vers, and
. tlime. change), .Participating:.
.os:|.‘-WO
Beasley,
‘previously |of “WPIK® in -AiéXaridria.’ Va. are:-now ‘together at:
|.
Transograin, in. the: toy ‘and game
NE-AM-FM. ‘in. Day. ton
_ WEDNESDAY, OCT. 3
act
ee
Norman. Shavin. leaves .Atlanta. Journale.--....:categories. and ¢ hunky. Chocolates
Going My. Way ‘film. Drama, ABC; 9:30-9:30 p.m. ‘Participating
| Constitution. tv-radio editorship to sign.on New: Frontier as Special
and Welch, in the candy field.
Our. Man Higgins. “filini), ‘Comiedy,.
-ABC,..9:30-10:p.m._
American’ ne Assistant for tv:‘and radio. in Peace Corps. pub info,office
Virginia Gibson - ‘was- added.: to}- _‘Fobaeco (xia Gumbinner, "and Pontiac.
via: “MacManus, John. &,
the show as an on-the-air person- |. Adams. .
el
oe
iwy
ality together with Frank Buxton, |. '
21th. Hour ifilm);. Drama. “NBC,: “oar pm.” ool

ABC-TV Expands

(
|
KidvidT covery.

IN: LONDON ..

TIN: WASHINGTON

oe

hs
a
STF
ae
w8
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.

Jules
Power . is ‘producing. The]
web. mcidentally, is shying -aay d
from ‘tagging
“Discovery”
as an

“educational” show.

HIN. PHILADELPHIA”

of |. ae
:
. THURSDAY. OcT..4.
>:
5 exploit’ his’:screen: ‘version’for
“David .SSusskind’ coming. ‘ere 2).‘to
ES
. Dick Gideon, research director
Alco Premiére film), Drama, -ABC.: 10-11: pm. Malt.’weeks: in. “Requiem of ‘a.Heavyweight”-_
Tew.
time)
Alcoa.
via
Fuller,
“Smith
&
Ross.
~
|
Triangle
Stations,
leaving.
to
join
“Young
&
‘Rubicam,
in.
New:
York:
It's strictly an} _

FRIDAY,. Ock: .
‘entertainment offering. and if some |...
. The Gallant Men. afilm), ‘Action-Adventure, ABC; 4 30-6:3
30:
pa
m:
uplift angles are to be found, ‘that’ $|.
Patticipating. a bonus.to the kiddies.

| Troy Donahue. and Connie Stevens ‘to visit WFIL-TV. for “Hawaiian

Z| Bye" (Oct. 3). = WIP's Joe McCauley chalking up. aTecord:“breaking
(Continued .‘on.page $5).
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oy sede
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Po iticians,

Oriental ‘actors ‘in ‘Hollywood ‘are
‘going through °‘a rough .period,: ac-| Pi
rix
Italia. for BBC

cording to Benson Fong, the: Wek”
‘Chinese-American ;

film| player, ;

_.| here’ on: one “of his: Yegular Far.

.4861-

-, 4808
4756.

But IsitSupportedby % Figures?

By.DAVE JAMPEL

1623

wed e ee eesee ela ct SABC, A

. No ‘Hiding: Place ©

11
1 4Domination’ by
b Br
rtishPr
Press Of
m1TV Worries Royal Commission

; ‘Eastern trips.

er

Show! broadcasters were digesting over

. .“Téleyision and the: World”,
‘the BBC's’ 83-minute:. ‘show

“which. highlighted “the pre“" miere-. of educational: station

a

‘Noting :a decline in. the produc: :WNDT
in N. Y:,.has’ been
14 tion’ of. films With: ‘Oriental. -back- 7 ‘awarded ” the 1962 © Prix: Italia :
4574
‘grounds, « Fong” ‘cited ‘the. disap-.
asthe best tv documentary. *
4533:
| pointing b.o. returns of ‘several re. Actually the -show |was ini4432.
‘cent features: with Oriental. settings t. tially. preemed: in Britain via
4339.
‘land -the-cancellation -of: such. telethe BBC “on. Oct. .31. ’61, ine
4339... "|-films. as “Hong Kong, » «<The Island-| ; connection with: BBC's 25th
4222": | ers”. “Follow the “Sun” ‘and. “AGA {P- anni (which -makes it quite.
4222 - “)yventures‘in Paradise.” .. ~~
. evident that: the: Richard. Caw_ 4222
.“They’ ve" had thie: Orierital’ : fad: ‘ston: - produced documentary
: 14222 .
and - now. .seem-to’. be...going intot
was in no way connected with
other: things,”” said: “Fong. “But,” _, director “general
Carleton
a “he. allowed, “in a -year there: could ; .. Greene’s'' “visit to the U: ‘S.,
‘1be:a-big Oriental picture atid may-, . which’ ‘took.place, in March. of:
te. the. cycle | willStart. all” ‘over. , this year).°
a 1
lagain.:NS

|the.
weekend. ‘recommendations
‘}made by: a Royal. Commission on
|the’ Press, headed: by. Lord Shaw-

|cross, which. has. been

wélcomed,

Jin the. ‘main, ‘by. newsinen..
|. One. of the major. suggestions.
| affecting. broadtasters is. the call
for termination of press domination of ‘commercial - tv contractors

(Pilkington ..Report). plumped -for
jthe same thing). Criticizing the
[fact that. hewspapers Have even
- small holdings in video companies,
| the. commission says it hasS con-cerned
itself only with the eco-

nomic. consequences -of the com| bination..of interests :and not. its
social implications which were not

in the. terms. of reference: (“Had -it
been so.’ says the report,” misgivings | avoutd have
been = ex-.

[Sponsor
|
Conflicts
CueFormat Shift.

AS: “possibilities” te -arouse™ renewed : ‘interest. in ‘Oriental - sub: Ne
ew
woeChoice Piitsconni the:
@ Charm,Has An
the!
Rig:4 jects, Fong. mentioned the. upcom‘ing.:Fred.: Zinnemann filming ° of
- Answers; ‘Looks Like:Clear Sailing
‘| James Michener’s. “Hawaii” for:

“New CBS-TV Sales.

London, ‘Sept. 25:°
newspapermen. and

pressed” d,

:

Commission. did say: :“In: view
-of -the statutory. monopoly ‘enjoyed
by tv contractors we consider it to
‘be. contrary to the public interest
{for such companies to be controlled

| Warner's and the projected |Seven

Arts’ - “Kowloon, "” which ‘Will: be-a
.- Washington, Sept: ‘25:
|. by newspaper. undertakings.”
“| transplanted “Casablanca” “under |,
President: ‘Kennedy’ $: new. selec: |.
‘This, -in ‘fact, applies: only’ to
‘tion .for ‘the: Federal <Communica- | New! -sales at -CBS-TV" ‘include director’ Richard: .Murphy.": :
Scottish ‘Television, which is.80%%
tions’ Commission; Ee ? William ‘Hen- ‘American -Home’: Products. buying. : The’.Unemployment: ‘of: Oriental |:
].owned :by’ press
magnate. . Roy:.
» TY,: ‘displayed- his . personal -charm; ‘quarter: -hour’ “sponsorship. of ‘Roy. actors does not -include-. Fong: He}:
". good manners, ‘and. fine looking: ap-: ‘Rogers:”. ‘Saturday morning: series. . just finished ‘an: assignment. “with|
" Hollywood, “Sept. 25: : ‘| Thomson. OF ‘the four major indie*
companies.
orily
Associated’
Te!le-..
“Elvis
Presléy
.
‘in
a
Hall
-Wallis
[|
pearance before the Senate -Com- - Polaroid ‘Corp. ‘bought some par--|
.- Sponsor. conflicts. invelving guest
Vision: is part-owned by Newspa‘merce | Committee. ‘while keeping ticipations, in: the NCAA..-footbalt|musical: comedy, called: “Girls! Giris!
:forced :the. “Andy Wil- pers—Daily’ Mirror holding: 13°,
his views on the: troublesome. radio-' coverage ;starting ‘Nov.’ 24; ‘Coming: ‘Girls! ‘(Par)....Fong|plays ‘a~ South: stars have
‘1 ‘in-on the.morning’ minute plan’ are’|. Sea fisherman: who is a. father fig- liams: Show”. toward a new:. for-. Sunday Pictorial., 13°, ‘Westmintelevision” problems to “himself::
‘ure. ‘to:fellow fisherman Presley.
| mat; according ”:to: producer .:
Bob ‘ster Press 7°, Birmingham Post:
‘And: that's: all it ‘took. Henry. is. -Menneéni: Co.,’. which: linked -for. “13|
5° and- George: Newnes: Ltd. 2°%.
He-was.
‘recently
seen:
as:
the:
‘old|
minutes,
and”.
General:
Mills,
“with
Finkel,’
who.
‘said
‘showwill
con: headed for: Senate’ confirmation
This adds up to 40° interest in
ora
an line father-in “Flower Drum: Song”. -centrate on |
developing new’ talent:
“:-within-a, féw days for. a seven-vear. ‘12:‘minutes. :
voting .shares.
--”
|
(U).;When
he
réturns
to
Hollywood
|
because
'
of.
such.
problems.
Show
~ term: on: FCC: Thete isnot -likely| °In the. 11 regional stations press
7
in: Novembef,,. ‘Fong steps.into. two] has six sponsors-—Liggett: and
to: be a Senate. vote cast against the | 2°:
‘interests. aré more widely repped.
J-ty roles. :“921+:
| Myers... Miles Laboratories, -Ameribright young ‘man .from. Memphis: |*.
TV. Wales & West, for instance,
>,
Pao &feel guilty because. in. tlie last .can: Home;,. : Kimberly-Clark, PolaThe: Commerce Committee’s sav-'|:
‘¥.
is 21% owned by News of the
"he few years I’ve'been doing.all the |-roid and Noxzema. Finkel ‘said it World. with. a further 18° of votre wy. communications ‘counsel, Nick |. 2 8
work:’”” he offered, “I can. play from ]-is. almost . “impossible to: get. star
: ‘Zapple, :.asked .Henry: if he Had | -f¥:
ing power héld by .two provincial
“17: to. 70° whereas some .of-* the} guests: ‘whose. own shows, Teruns. or }
- -yeached firm opinions on: over-com~ a
newsheets.
Altogether, 14 news

Andy Williams|

. Oriental actors.“want .‘to play ro-}-other «guest :appearances do not}

--© mercialization, -network: regulation; |}.-:%

organizations have holdings of .5°S

-mantic deads all the- time.”
+ have ‘sponsors that conflict with
or more. ‘of the voting Share capiStill remembered: for” ‘the. 26 |these.”
tal..in one: or. other of. the ‘vide.
Charlie: Chan: pictures ‘in’ which’ ‘he. SO. far, prodiicer revealed, tifey contractors. .
T I:
ay
ABC’
SYerxa|“played .that’ :worthy. detective’s “have: Iost. use of Walter Brennan}. The five-man commission. which.
international: ‘broadcasting, etc.
One son, Fong had: almost| and: - George -Maharis' for ‘this: has been. probing the newsgather“\ | Henry was. anything. but: Specific | “Any:idea’that television: is.-‘Thore {Number
|
100: screen: ‘credits in all, plus count- ‘reason; There: were. also: objections.
. ‘fn:“most: such .answers, explaining |‘;
(Continued
‘ontinued on
on page 4 463.
timid than: newspapers. about: prob- less -tv’ characterizations:
“| prineipally . because of ‘network _
‘he hadn’t had. time yet to catch up.
ing-into
sensitive.
issues
of
the
day
|.
He.
is
now:
absorbed
.
in
réal’
es:
|
confliction,:
to
‘Dick
Van
Dyke
but}
-on the. background. of all the com-.
.plexities involved.in the ‘issues. but should: ‘be. interred: forever’ ‘on the-| tate,’ ‘stocks ‘and. bonds, .shopping latter -haS a special. clause in ‘his
basis ‘of: tv’s: record ‘over the past |.- éenters, hotels and the operation ‘contract, ‘eliminating this‘ problem.:
will do. SO. shortly:
.
‘two: or ‘three. years. According to. of his Ah Fong-restaurants in Bev- -Van Dyke is on. CBS, ‘Williams on]
:-Jn¢ answer ‘to-a- question ;“about. Fendell. -Yerxa, ABC-TV. newsman.
erly Hills’ and Hollywood,’
NBC. - :
490 ‘much sex and. violence’ -On. who: ‘moved -over-. to: the: “web. from
Turning: over in’ his.. mind ‘the:
Guests: set so. far’“aside” from:
‘tv, he’ sounded like Newton. Minow. “an -exéc: position: at’ the N. CY.|
talking: ‘He. ‘said FCC. “would. .-“bé Herald: Tribune, “there is no sub- ‘present plight of ®Oriental® -actors, Nan. ‘Drke,.. are : Peggy: Lee ‘and/|
-Fong.:said, “That's” why I went: into :George Gobel: ‘for-.Sept..27 opencareful. not ..to ‘become a. federal ject that newspapers have touched.
“censor” ‘buts:at: the’ same. time, -he. that. ‘television could-not also-dwell| the’ restaurant business -years. ago. ing: show, Paul Lyride and Rita|
_ Washington, Sept. 25, —
“felt -FCC.-can properly, at- license ‘upon, : with. ‘the. difference that: it’s: ‘T havea ‘place to hang ‘my: hat: and. Moreno’ ‘for following. Both. have . The Federal Trade Commission
to..-eat.
“Today:
I’m‘:
primarily
a
‘been taped. Martha Raye. is set for’ -has ‘charged Ideal. Toy Co. of New
.. renewal :time,.. evaluate: the-pro-. much more. expensive. ‘to. execute. a
businessman. Acting has. become a third: In. between, they are spacing.
mo
‘gramming of. a licensee. by: ‘the. journalistic: assignment: on tv”
York with dirty pool in its. televihobby. I seldom work for strangers. new -acts. liké:‘MacIntyre Dixon. and|
Sion commercials.
-“public -‘interest’: yardstick.
That: there are.. no.. discernible’ My. ‘philosophy is: they" re looking. Richard .
Libertini.
(“Stewed
‘Ideal’s “Robot Commando” and.
Only two committee members;:: \tabus
’
operating’ on ty: is: indicated|for’’an ‘actor, I'm not’ looking: for. Prunes”) R. G.. Brown and: Marion
| ‘by. the’ fact: that. the medium ‘has’ “parts. And. it seems to: get me more Mercer |and. the: Christy Minstrels its “Thumbelina” doll do not. do.
- (Continued on page: 44).
‘what they are purported to do on
. | plunged ‘into :racial, ‘réligious. and jobs.”
as” ‘ regular’ “guést” .. artists. ° They. tv, FTC alleged: Ideal has 30 days
| political. controversies,’ stirred’ up.
OF his. frequent trips. this way iin will. also go-to-the. theatre and‘to. to. answer the complaint.
varied. feelings with |‘its.‘dramatiza~. thelast;‘five. years; Fong’ quipped, ‘obseure. nitery -acts to. ‘draw. new .
/ TV-version of the robot. is that.
“(Continued on Daze:44)
Continued. -On page 46}
7 People. for the show.”
}4 it. will move. forward, ‘turn, and

7 ..: Hquor ads,. how FCC. is going to}:

“-eatch up -on its mounting backlog |
of ‘work,-.a .Commission ‘poliéy. on).

IdealToy Com's:
IsItDirty Pool?

‘Bitsh
shCom’ v
|
:Regains TAMLe

——-| fire a missile and a rocket merely

=
—
:.on
_—
..-;

..fat the:command of a child’s voice,
| FIC claimed. Actually, ‘the robot
{has to be manually set.for each
individual .action and. -will then
‘Londoti, “September: 25.
| only work when the child blows.
* Beltain’ Ss: commercial -‘television,
into’ a ‘microphone before speakaccording -to Television ‘Audiénce || ing into Jit, the. commission added.
Measurements. ‘Ltd., ‘leading .inde- +.a
And finally; FTC said, the robot
.- pendent” source: of audience ° reek" * Westinghouse: -Broadcasting... Co: sure. ‘to.‘lay.“Off.not only. from’ the:“finaince: about Six.plays a year, at: ‘won't work at all without. batteries.
-is
‘fighting.
hard:
.
to:
keep.
alive
its- Broadway theatre owners, -but from about $100, 000. piece. for the right ‘The doil,; FTC alleged. “simply
* -gearch..to° which: the: commercial
web. and. advertising :agencies: sub-: plan ‘to -angel -and: televise Broad-. theatres. throughout. the: ‘country. |.
doesn’t move its arms as ‘the comWay.
legit
‘shows,
but’
the
firm
op-"
‘Before it ‘could get its:plan-off the ‘to ‘telecast. ‘them. ‘once on: ‘its chain 7| mercials say.
‘scribe; -tias regained’ its: lead over.
of
five
tv.stations,
.
position
-of
the.
theatre.
owners,
led:
ground; WBC ‘must. persuade thea-.
-BBC-TV and.:consdlidated: its posi-.
|-A ‘spokesman ‘for. “Westinghouse:
“tion as- the more popular. video net- by the Shuberts. - is’ expected to. tre. owners that telecasting of ‘the
kayo
.
the’
project’
permanently.
legit“ plays” in: special studio. ver- said: SThe Theatre: Guild, which:
work. of: the: two.
with:.
the
.
Theatre|
sions, ‘on. the.. ‘Brosadway- preem.
“TAM ‘states:that for. the ‘swonth Negotiations.
‘would = ‘not :damage ‘boxoffice *re | was initially” ‘very. “énthusiastic in|
_, of .August ‘the ‘indies~ had 64% “of| Guild’ to engage ‘in: coproductions|
‘its reaction to the’ ‘concept of the
with the. broadcasting - chain “have|-¢cipts. .-the time spent viewing as.opposed
‘broadcast- of. Broadway~ plays .on
~ *. Hollywd. Sept. 23.
“—" t6 36% ‘looking at BBC.. Augtst | been. broken- off. ‘Lawrence’ Lafig-}- Still ‘another ‘foriidable- ‘hurdle

— Legit:ie
urtain|

Dicker Cara Wiliams
As Lead for.TV ‘Bells’

a figures, ‘being: highest for the year

j-ner,- ‘eo-administrative . director

of:}- to ‘the WBC: ‘project ‘is.the: attitude
the Theatre: -Guild, informed West- +:

television, has. indicated following
premature: ‘reports: of. this project:

MGMT

and

CBS-TV:

are. in-

'.. $0 [far ‘as. conimercial. ‘tv’.is con-: ‘inghousé by. Jetter™ ‘that. “we are’ -of the authors who have. indicated | in the. press: that itis now reluc- |volved in’ secret negotiations: regarding: casting of nétayork ‘con: cerned, show._ says TAM. that. the not. ina. ‘position. to. continue, négo- their * opposition:. “Theatre - Guild-} -tant to: proceed. If -‘the
‘Theatre tractee Cara: Williams in. the
-Fecovery: made. during: the. previous. .tiations ‘at ‘the-pr esent. time.”’.-It execs ‘previously... stated: that’: the.|
‘Guild should withdraw, : it. would. starring role. of “The Bells Are
‘four months has: been maintained. Was indicated moreover, that: ‘the|‘basic: ‘consent. of. all- individuals inwhich
the’
‘volved in a-legit production would |abandon an. important. opportunity’; Ringing.”
Culver
‘BBC:TV. -which ‘does :Not” sibs. “Guild does not. intend :to revive. the, ! have. to: ‘be obtained béfore’ there. "to participate in‘the merger of two Studio, will: pilot for. CBS-TV.:
:
scribe .to.the. service; fared better | iIssue’ at ‘any time.
Was” any. chance of. ‘WBC -telecast-j great media.-a merger w hich would | “Bells” is from the Broadway
than the average: however, in thé
‘Rejected by the “Tpheatte: ‘Giiild,| ing : legit: -plays.: . Indie. producers | ultimately benefit the theatre, tele-. musical which dater became a°
‘Southwest . area ‘where it. secured Westitighouse’ has .been ‘attemptingg- ‘would: ‘also have: ‘to: wrap. ‘up. the’ vision: and: the public. We. are con- | Metro: musical. now ‘heads ‘for tv
‘some ATG: ‘of thé onlookers. -But.. to ‘interest - independent | legit -pro-. talent: and. craft: , unions:. before. tinting. ‘discussions -with -other. | in- as. a. half-hour -situation: comedy
in the case of the North East; the: ‘ducers | in staging plays. with WBC | “Mov ing into. ary: ‘arrangement w ith” : terested producers and hope to an- | seriés. with music.’. Miss Willia3
Corporation~ Fel. 70% 80°
o.|:-backing: ‘However,’ ‘the indie _pro- |: WBC.
:
‘..
snounce specie Getails in the near:\starred: in “Pete and Gladys” for
:, ducers"are: also.
Tyne-Tees-TVs; Says.TAM.
> facing heavy Pres- | WBC. ad.originally:planed ‘to,future.”me
CBS-TV last season.
=
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LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION |

_Weaendey, September :
26;i963:

WCAY’s 3006Sale
| Dave
pls, MoppetConic
State-of-the-Syndie UnionSifted:7
wren‘TV.KidvidPersonality? s.‘Nabe Fiestas As‘Big
Sparks,DesiluInt!Salesa ah
|
‘Push forMuscular Dystrophy
rae:
.

~Burlington,, Vt., “Sept: 25.

‘Radio .station: “WCAX: here ‘has.

‘been ‘ sold. ‘to James Broadcasting |

Co: ‘New: York. ‘state chain for: A

—

Holly wood. Sept.

A bullish report on- ee cetpn.|
éelivercd to the first international |
sales convention convéned in the
U.S. was made. here ‘today -Tues.!

‘Dizzy Desilu: Pace

|.cash: -price:., of $300, 0.00. ‘Station's:

oa | president, Co PR. -Hasbrook, Says.
TWCAX-TV- ‘was. not |‘involved in: |

“+

|CBSFILMS’WARMUP’
“ON “TONGALOA’ SALES|

‘Product. diversification ; ~of. q ‘transaction.
Desilu.* Sales” syndication - catAlfred. EB. Spokes, -general -miahe:

“Minneapolis. Sept: 35.

“Dave Lee. ‘ace “kid ‘show persons..."

_ ‘ager of. station, was listed :among |
ality. on: 20th-Fox's WTCN-TV,::an
“the new owners. and ‘will ‘continue . Following @ “meeting” in-N.Y., the ABC affiliate; is.. being: given. credit.
Dinsmore, in a ‘state- of-syndita- | ‘People.’h a puppet ovens
eth: = ‘to head the outlet; as well:as. serv- CBS. Films ‘sales staff sis off: .and for: the. success - ‘Of: a’: ‘novel ..first[umerever™ ‘promotion: ::“that - c+has
.fna fa LiPas en a
es or,
ing. as an.officer’of the:corporation. _frunning with ‘two ‘audition|prints: ‘helped considerably. to--put over a =
tion address, -declared “I cannot
:se-...
Lifetime,”
ourney of a
and-will not accept the theory that|.
| Of its new: “Tongaloa” jungle‘ ad-"
by Richard. Dinsmore. sales v:p. of _
Desilu Sales.

|

alog.continues.. -Upcoming:en-:

. tries. include:. ‘Desilu's Little...

television syndication is dead. or: oS

° 5jalthour, fins,he

about to die, ar headed toward. ex: jHH
ae
as
oly. Land;
“Trip: “Time,” a:
tinction.
The need for good pro-}
;
color: ‘séries. for: kids . taking
gramming can only grow.’a growth}.
that. is part of the unceasing. ‘competition in televi ision:
He - cited the operation of the!.‘
syndie = arm of Desilu, which he |

:Networks’Syndie

youngsters
to’ famous:: cities
and. ‘landmarks ‘in ‘the: U.S.:

“adult: game show;. “Jazz Scene, °
‘negotiations

for
heads, ‘as proof of health of ‘the} US

are... in -progress:

:dystrophy fund:‘raising. f

|Arms Must Look-

|.

a. five-a-week daytime: strip: ©
VAL? a package .of 26 half--.-}

Sales. now nine menths -old. has{
hour films.
‘written over $2,700,000. worth of | Allen, anda
contracts, domestic and foreign, ‘he eign pix.
reported.
“Would this indicate the |.
' Above is

muscular

:| venture “series. The.:two audition: drive. ”
“
[ prints. were also shown to thé com- |. During “the tecent ‘suinmer -‘Lee’.
‘|:pany’s -‘European. Sales’ staff -during :turned ‘over. to. the cause “his daily -| a’ meeting. in- Zurich, .Sw nzeriand.
y fehildren’s. pr ogram.
“Popeye: :
‘Production ‘on. ““Tongaloa,”.
iPete,’*.- calling’ upon: "youngsters

produced .by: Steve...

ToOtherPastures

| hiatus: ‘for: three. -weeks, will. start || throughout. the.Twin: Cities’ and
| again: Oct, ..1: on. the’ final 25 pro-. { surrounding: areas: to hold. old-fashgrams .of. “the 39-episodes: sched- ||ioned neighborhood ¢arniv.al-s,
‘uled for..’62-'63.. Fourteén episodes.. These were to be: ‘for- the ‘purpase *~:
have already been: shot. These will- of.: Obtaining’. muscular-“dystrophy -. .

be ready for release. Oct..- 15..-.Se-'|:
‘package of: 32: for‘donations::-,The result .was.-more-::
7
a To? ‘all.interits and:"purposes, ‘the |\"ries’-is- being Shot *in: ‘Ektachronie {than’ 1,600. -children's Participation,” *
, color .and ‘also will be available: in
in. addition to: the: , three -syndication subsids | of the}
Idea “was that~ ‘of . Dick “Truax,‘total ‘disintégration-.of syndication. |
‘ black-and=whitefae
off-network: catalog of Desilu..
| Minnesota Muscular “Dystrophy As-. “
networks. are out. of the: ‘network
for television? I think. this ist
_Skein,
produced.
“by”
‘Albert’
Cl
shows “Texan,” ‘‘Harrigan and .”
tsociation. of: America director,-,and®..
even more. impressive in light of |a
he:
Son,” “Desilu Playhouse,”* ete..."| Programming: race. CBS: Films and! j Gannaway, Tepresents ‘one of. th
it’s he who credits ‘Lee. forputting’
the fact that this gross has. been. |few
‘first-run
action
adventure
se-.
{NBC . Films; -which’ had.:‘producing |
‘it‘over ‘so: well. .
achieved from a standing start, last! t
ries available -‘in syndication.
| wiiigs within’ their organization, no
“On: all of: his: WECN-TV. 4 pm.’
January, and that it was achieved |
daily shows. Lee: suggested... that.
longer-. ‘maintain’. such :a division.
in a. market which ‘was universally |
youngsters. hold the: neighborhood.
descrihed aS ‘soft’” he declared.
Bob. Lewine,. who had. been V-p. in:
carnivals.: When ‘these |-carnivals -.
Desilu's’ international sales. con- |
charge ©of ©: production -“for CBS.
| were arranged—they.. totaled well —
vention here was attended ‘by about
| Films; : has moved. -out:. ‘to. ‘become
‘over .400—carnival: kits: ‘complete _
20 sales ‘execs,
including. those |.
with posters, :suggestioris and .infori‘Coast’ programming. Wp. ‘for CBS-.
from Mexico, Canada, England and|mation about the: disease’ involved.
&
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EW
Screen Gems. in |’
Checkoutfe
the Continent.
furnis
e hed. *..A- consid
Executive’ _committee
of the:
“ABC-TV, when it.
£ éntered vidfiim'| The New "York State Democratic: amount: Of. dgtiated. money erable
the past has héld-a foreign .sales;
‘even-.
| Writers ‘Guild of. America. plans’| production, ‘decided to go with Sel-.
Comimittee;. ‘with Major . fall elec- tuated.
convention in N.Y. but the SG;
this’
week:
to
set’
a:strike
date
mur .Productions; ‘a. wholly: owned:
confab did-‘not: ‘include domestic;
‘tion: campaigning. getting” under-|."«
we first. ‘started: ‘our arive,
sales execs as well. Desilu_ Sales’ |against WHN, the N, Y:-radio indie ‘subsidiary: of. American. ‘Broadcast- way, is ‘set'to name: North A dver- |we. When’
never: thought there. would. be
Theatres,.: rather ‘tising as’ ‘campaign agency. “Martin *
move. to wed beth foreign and.i recently -aequired. by’, the ~‘Storer; ing-Paramount
the’ splendid ‘response ‘which. develdomestic meets under one tent un-[ chain. Management: ‘and WGA, |!than allow: ABC Films: to become Weldon, who. took leave’ as: news ..ioped,
‘thanks mainly. to. the: carni- .
derscores. thé growing importance |.after meeting over: three. months. the. web's. production: arm, It: ap- director. of WNEW Radio to det’as. IVals,” ‘Says ‘Traux.. -°
_
Of:‘the ; broke off ‘negotiations in August: péars - the . hetworks..are intent..on broadcast. consultant’ to. the.-state’
of the foreign market.
$2.700,000
gross racked up by; en _a contract.for. five.‘staff. news| ‘keeping a -sharp_ line of .démarca-: group: before .last’: week's. state | rs “Originally. the ‘plan- éalled for
‘tion “between ‘prodiict.made. for party . conventions, .: is: ‘reportedly: i Lee fto..interview each carnival
:
Desilu Sales. to date, it's under-j WFiters.
|group. on -his program during Au-’.
stood as high as 40°
to. 50° ol. Angrily, . WGA" "declared: this: hetworking and ‘Syndiéation.
out... It’s. unlikely, he’N return to: * gust:.: It. soon. became evident, hows:
“comes -from the foreign. market. | week” thet WHN's ot iter was. |: Years. back, ..whea ‘pilots. ‘were WNEW.
-|ever, ‘that it- would ‘take a.full year.
.Weldon’s
appointment: - “ eame !: before..all. of “the: ‘youngsters. -ine.
Dinsmore. acknowledged in his;‘for.a weekly ‘salary, of $75 a man- ‘made on a. ‘speculative’ basis, there
address. ‘that -“svndication ‘is not esters said the guild, that:the- ‘always. was.a..hope that -if- the pilot with. the recent” ‘death. of: Hloya:: ; volved. ‘could appear. As a solution
‘what it used to be. But.-for those. writers did’ not’ demand. :commer-. didn’ t. make it onthe network, the Whitebrook, . ad ° agency ‘exec, who
[WIEN-TV. scheduled three special.
whe know the syndication busi-,'cial fees and ‘industrial. seniority’ ‘monies put in’the. project could, be had ° handled. the State Committee:
ness, it can: be most. profitable,” ; Buarantees. ‘Unionalso. said Storer retrieved. by’ making. a<series: for. along with. several: other. Demo-aé-. hourlong’: programs. to. -accommos< °°
refused, among. other things. to al- sviidication.: With the demise. of counts, The .radio. newsman. was }date all ‘those. who. qualified. »
he added.
| tow for the : traditional :‘grievance. ‘the ‘first-run ‘syndication field, that reportedly: ‘touted’: by: a- group | ‘The “programs. “brought © fecord-:
‘Formula for success’ in. syndica- !
; machitiery.
| alternative. road has been closed. headed by. Lou Harris,: Who rani breaking, attendances: of. more than
tion today. according ‘to Dinsmore, ,
“te
John
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Moler,.
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_topper
o That ‘situation: not: only affected the the. last. campaign of . New York: 450° kids each “day of.:the week.
“Is as follows: “The salesman insyn-;
of. ‘the. three. -net-: Mayor Robert Wagner.and.:-who-is {Each youngster” who took part’ in.
‘dieation must act as a.selling arm’ Would only ‘say, that: the. $75 offer | syndication.-arms
.
oa:
Was mininium, -not: a:-maximum.’’ works. ‘but: other syndication- houses an advisor to: President. Kennedy: a. carnival ‘received:.an: MDA: ¢er=
of the water hietpietures. 10 startHe refused ta comment on a’WGA : which had -“been:; producing ‘pilots -on public relations. matters. °::> tificate award along with the. usual:
‘While. ‘North came. “up. for ‘the.| Lée. “Grab Bag.” | .
tions.
He has to find the. cus-_ | Feport that within the last.few.days :
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: business. last.week: after. the, Demo-'}
F writers:-that their hour lunch: break} © Only web’ syndie subsid o5 Have 7cratic. state. convention. that.” nomi- ’ tributed. ‘their pennies, .‘nickles ‘and.
“Another
prime requisite for. was. being, eliminated SO’ that there a first-run- property: for this séason | nated’ Morgenthau, several ‘agency |; dimes. for ‘the: cause.* - More. than’
‘would be no break in the. ‘flow’ of. out is. CBS. Films which. has- “Ton- execs were: with the candidate: ij + 43,000 ‘was collected: ini” this. way.”
suceess in syndication’ is through! .
news. on the station’s--.airwaves.’ ‘galoa.” Skein,. though; is - under-. an: . advisory: ‘capacity *.“when he ‘alone: ‘:More importantly, the’ .par-.
and. frequent personal. coverage ‘of.::WGA said that the men.w ere. told stood: to- bea ‘straight, distribution: showed. -up-at “WNBC-TV for a vid-. fents and.other aduits:.were awak-"
every.
market ‘area.
He Said !
i.they -could -eat on. ‘the Job, “nat- deat, ‘with, CBS. Films nat involved: taping . ‘session © ‘for - “Searchlight, 4 ned -to ‘the. drive’s: worthiness ‘and.;
Desilu representatives personally ¢.
urally.’”*
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ake financing. the ‘production..
‘visits each ‘market in the '‘US. at
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Citing the growth of -the: for eign .
he’ said,

has-

been sold in “18 markets in Canada|
in. a relatively. few months, repre-|
senting about 50° ‘saturation,

For. the -other’.major ‘party:
-Chiecago,. Sept. '25..
Weber, VP. of Rusteraft ‘Broad: New. York; McCann-Marschalk™ is
st “Harold Gordon, Chi attorney :who
casting’ Co.‘also will: appear on the.‘handling’ Gov. Rockefeller's video:!
has’ been pursuing.-Desilu.and Al-:..
to iscuss- pros. and” cons ‘0 -ete:, ‘and Papert,: Koenig; ‘Lois’ ‘is:
| Broadcast Division; will head the ‘ypanel
'; community
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‘lied Artists through: the.courts for.
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_{ monetary
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Hy Gardner’§ 60.Min. ;
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ran the show at Guild, “Bascom &Bonfigli whén: the.‘agency. handled |
To Minow;LegalThreat
‘Kennedy's presidential :campaign. :

‘of North. (a Chicago based. agency)
‘jis: veepee: Reggie Schuebel; a-ve
‘| eran. political ad campaigner: who |

market. Dinsmore said’ it. parallels ,
that of. the motion picture business.!
“The Untouchables,”

“took. place. before.. the convention:
‘Another. key’ to. the. _assighiment:-

Kenneth

Atlanta,. Sept. “25.

“A, Cox. chief: of:FCC.

Kenneth
WOR- TV Sponsor; Shifts.|pear at,-Southeast ©Radio-TV. Seni-| Ho officials ssid Rep.
har’ meeting. scheduled ’ to hold: ay . Member’: of the House’ Committee:

heirs. of AY ‘Capone; has. ‘written to: |

Weigel, Who Testified -|for. the’ ‘showing’. of. Allied’s: - SAT
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Herald
Tribune
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.Antenna
Television’
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16,
and
one
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f
the
most_know“-metee
ledgeable
Congressional.
figures: in |.
Minow decrying, the. use‘of the mo.:
ninth year of-his full-hour.inter- "Session is. “being sponsered By!; the CATV: field. ‘has: been -irivited:|
To.
Operate
Own
UHF}:
view shows ‘over WOR-TV,. New
Georgia | Association of Broadeast-* ‘ta attend. sand participate in: the’
fas received” permission from the...|:WGN-TV. threatening “legal- action

. To Sun.T8PrimeSlotrassF roots” ‘probe. into Commu: ;on" coreian aL the wat on"

tion “picture™ ‘on television:. ‘Gordon

|
(meeting. ;
.
Chicago, Sept. 25.:.
York, in- a new prime time "7-8 ers..
S.-. District:- Court: ..to- include
Johit Weigel.. the .only’ profes?(Pe:
p.m.
on few
Oct. 607. ‘minute
it will’ “Speakers who’. ‘have’
; “already ac_. | Hate,”
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‘include.’
George
|
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one of. the
cha it net. “of | “NAB! -Sfonal . -broadcast personality ‘to| ‘Scarface: “Mob” |‘teomposed: ‘of. two.
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. Develop ment -° - Committee” 1.I testify: ‘against -‘the Chicago: tv sta-!
his suit against: Désilu:
oe
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in:
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Dime Savings Bank Of Brooklyn. CATY:. session: ‘include © William" and:‘VP: of KUTY, Salt’ Lake Citi; 1
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letter
to:
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|
here*
last
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is,
‘Setting
°
up
a
will be picking up the tab. for the;

; Dalton, president. ‘of National Com-.; ‘and: ‘William. ‘Grove, of ‘KFBC- TV;
:station. of: his own: on. UHF: :The ‘said: that: “SAT Capone”’. is fictitious
entire semester.
Ifereotfore: ‘the:s
* ‘ASsn.: Hollis :. Cheyenne.
{ Hew : broadéast. company ‘bearing: ‘and* that. it ‘has: severely: harmed...
columnist. had sundry participants.~, munity Television
from. Miami Beach hotels’ to the ‘ Seavey, _agsistant |for :‘governmental |: “Some” people ‘in.athe industry |his’ n anve “.has “been: allocated '“Chi ‘| the: ‘Capone family, forced. Capone’sLatin Quarter ‘on Broadway, plus +“Affairs: of. NAB,’ and Russell R. ‘and - others. * leaped... to: ‘conclusions |-charinel 26. by the: Comniission. .. ..§0n to: sell his home and. ‘business,
°
; ‘when: we first. announced our‘semiWeigel expects |to _be.on, the air’! change. his .name .and-:move-toan-industrial minufacturers.
Eagan, Washington. attorney:
nar,” -said’ Carow. 2°‘
“other city.” The. attorney|cited ac”
ag
fe]
“We're: -de-|: With it by-y- text.:s pring.
ring. and. is con: -.!‘i.remark
made inthe last court sor.
se a Pigner of”Pens ine | “Raymond E. Carow, WALB-TV, [lighted to see so much. -interest.. int‘templating an eight- Hour broadcast’!
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se:
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cn

with

a half: dozen -Gotham ‘high- said:
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i the judge. ruled against-the Cajone-

A veteran ‘Windy |City: ‘actor-an-.. kin claim; but:comniented:thathe ....
“Our
seriinar.. topic. Will “be: 1 “Nevertheless, ~ ‘there is: both’!
school teenage editérs prohing the
singer ‘who opens ‘next Tuesday. CATV—Friend Or. Foe? We will |crisis’ and dilemma. in’ this: CATV. nouncer. he had stated in the’ hear- |‘found the filnt.to: be ‘‘criide.\worth- :
Oct. 2. with “his one-man show ats: hear: everything that -anyoné “has situation. Some: broadcasters view. ings.-that., he: was not afraid -to tes -Tess trash, - ‘utterly® lacking in-any.:..
the intter Garden.. N.Y.-- on his to say about’ CATV: yes. ‘no’ or.“CATV as. an- unfair.‘ ogre -about:. to. ‘tify. _becaiise. broadcasting.’ . which “of. the accepted’ wdlues. of our -80-*ciety.’ . Gordon vasked. ‘Minow: if
j
professtonal and ather’ aspects of: -otherwise;
‘Our’ progrant. ‘includes |“gobble them. up“and: they feel. this | once:
“had. been. ‘his. primary: ‘Source
his tile.
-leaders-on both: sides of ‘the. meot is a, crisis. Others are going into of: income, now offered: yn too lit-.! -felecastiiig- Of such. a picture is in
Columnist’s
future’
“question, plus ©‘governmett, legal ;‘CATV . Operations. ‘and. believe. it tle: work: to. ‘be “‘conseqt ‘ntial: He }! the public interest, convvenience or
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wall dwell an Joan -Crawford: °a’ and NAB’ experts.”
: bades: no -evil.for our free’ system|fold Commissioner. Robert. -E: Lee 1.necessity.
day with Presidential, Press: See- 5 _Carow’ added. that Charles Bat: “of: telecasting. ‘Then: there’s -the: “that. -stations, heré -were ‘not miak-- 7 The: attorfiey also” “petalled:- to
refar,
Pierre
Salinger”:
“what: son, VP and: managing’ director of. “radio: broadcaster .who- -would- like -ing. responsible .use. of -the:-Windy “Minow: “an ‘FCC “Broadcast.Action“:
publicity
ras’ dene > for -&and to, W IS-TV, Coltimbia. S:C.. a broad= “to know what ‘CATV means to ‘him: City’s: talent’: ‘resources -and that,’ ‘on: Sept. -28,-.1961. in “which: theon
Jayne \lin-fietd@:.“a' veteran, film’, caster. deeply .involved: in: ‘CATV’, Definitely We “havea crisis’. and-| as 4” result, . many ~ actors. and Commission asked. ABC-TV:
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"(Continued onPage 44).
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It's. just about: a ‘year.ago, that’ ‘Allied: Artists’ ‘Television Corp.
‘took over’ ‘a fading. Interstate. TV. company and injected | some: riew.“razzmatazz. ‘patterns into- ‘SYndication,: “With: ‘a. resultant setup: that. |:

- now ‘gives AAT ‘the ‘status of -'a*‘major distribery- ‘with: techniques: * +]: -;— Jathat. are paying off in handsome dividends: Most of: it was accom--

“ plished through the ‘marketing of ‘five’ going. ‘packages ‘of.feature“ ce“Ks ‘vidalm ‘syndication: enters’a

films |with. particular ‘success, in. bundling: the ‘pix as 4-series,

ve new phase With -the “accent :on- the

- AAT: veepee and: general sales. manager . Robert: ‘Morin says the —
‘series: technique -has' Tent’ itself. to block. ‘programming. rather ‘than ©
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(
Vidi SalestoUS. & the World

Off-network .hotirs, . the. nature. oft
.
Lenden,- Sept. 25.
Associated ‘Television, which in
selling in. the biz-_ has altered: [
spot: features. ‘therefore. pulling: higher ‘and steadiey. ratings: as well.- Never before’. have.’ réppéeries—the
laf
past. few years either directly
as, being ideal. for strong: promotion, advertising: and. tie-ins;
«..
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miedium
llarge,:: -the--. ‘ smiall,
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sidiary, Independent
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--. emphasis: for -the :station* ‘should: be-on- story- ‘and viewers want:
- Chicago,- Sept. 25. ‘1000 in ‘British. vidpic production,
Selling Of-web hours now. ‘coulat
action, he.adds); thén star value ‘and ‘proper coordination. of _promo-.
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. tion—a ‘station’ S.‘on-the-air promos, “print|‘advertising, tieins etc —
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‘investme: it of'
Fo aid. strong “promotion, the: sales: veep says ATT. is marketing . -|the *key. corners. To: get. them — all Prix Italia’ competition. ‘The pro- over $23. 000,000 represents the
“each. package with -promo: kits,: including. on-the: air’ materials, ex-" ‘+ intéerconnécted |is no small affair— ‘gram—perhaps :best -described as biggest financial’ stake in. acinies is 2 as. Four: “Star, Desilir,: and: others,
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Writer: Alfred. Hayes | (original|. “na, - Joseph: Barbera _
story ;By. Oliver “H.. P.: Garrett) | Writer: ‘Larry. Markes .

Bovis Packer
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(20), ‘they had- hélp. -ffom two. other:| to’ believe: -the aura of reality. will; thing more “than- local:‘stripping. _: footage.. Dr. Coleman. raised ques-. |
ing an unusual dedication.
|disappear, | 2st
_ Att,
“ fine actors. :: Steve Forrest: was.‘the j
“ne
Sad
Bit, - : tions .about’ OU. ‘economic. life,
Horo.
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:Wednesday; Se

we@-mist: confess our hearts did:beat a little faster
when. the 100th’ market was signed.up for.our great

collection:ofmore than200 =

COLUMBIA POST-48's.
This: adds up to. coverage of.89:3% ofall US. TV
. homes: Why: thisunusual. acceptance. from coast. to

“coast? Look over the.list of stars and titles of the
Columbia Post-48's and. you'll have the answer. In

; factyou may: very well tum out:to be 101!

>

WOBS-TV. N: V.C.° WCAU-TV. Piiila. ° ‘EMOX-TV: ‘Si.Touts: 6:WBBM-TV, Chiteaga, °:RN XT-TY, Los Angeles

te WTIC-TV, Hartford °. ‘WHBF-TY,, Rock: Estand *-¥ OOD- TY, Grand Rapids ». WSYR-TYV, Syracuse.» WAPI-TY,
“Bir mirngham’ “WTPA-TV, Harrisburg*-WOAF-TV, San Antonio °: WKBW-TY, Buffalo. ©: KCMO-TY; Kansas City

“SS KPHO-TV,. Phoenix * WRBL-TV, Columbus, -Ga:'* WBTV, Charlotte: NG. °WHY "H-TY, Honolulu

“Mobile
l

wea

= WKRG-TV,

WNEM-TY, ‘Bay City.* KOIN-TV,,.Portland, Ore..¢. WBRE-TV, ‘Wilkes-Barre . ’KBN-TY, Youngstown

WLW-A; Atlanta *: WGAN-TV; Portland: Me: ¢ KKTV, Colorado Spriings. *KLZ-TV,; Dénver'* WREC-TV, Memphis
-: WBAY-TV, Greén: ‘Bay: ° WTEN-TV, Albany, N.Y.» WIVD- TV, Durham's: WALB-TV, Albany, Ga. WJHG-TY,
‘Panama: Cit)yj, Fla: .“KLAS-TV, Eas: Vegas *: WTVT-TV, Tampa ° WKYT-TV, Lexington, Ky..«
WEAU-TYV, Eau
Claire's KEPX-TV:: ‘Salt Lake. City *KCTY, San. ‘Angelo. ‘WTOP-TY, Washington, D.C: «WCCB-TY, Montgomer; v

< WICN-TV;AMinneapolis * KAVE-TV, Carlsbad! KMJ-TV, Fresno KTUL-TV, Tulsa* WSAU-TV, Wausai' « WFGA-

TV, Jacksonville, Fla. *-WTVJ-TV, ‘Miami. WLOS-TY, Asheville. e KVOS-TYV: Bellingham * WTMJ-TYV, Milicaukee
2. KEMB-TYV,. ‘San Diego *. KFVS-TV,. Cape. Giradeau + -WITN-TY, ‘Washington. NC. KPLC-TV, Lake. Charles:

“- KALB-TV;, Aletandria.« ‘KGGM-TYV, “Albuquerque © WXYZ-TV, Detroit +. KSBW-TV, Salinas 's KHSL-TY, Chico.

a WIVW-TV3-Evansrille ©: WTAR-TV: : Norfolk.» WNDU-TY, So: Bend « KGO-TV, “San. Francisco. « KETV- TY,
“7 Omehae WCIV-TY, Charleston; S.C.:2.WBZ-TV, Boston «WTVO-TY, ‘Roekford:»°WWL-TV, New Orleans © WTAESEV, Pittsburgh «KEDA-TV; Amarillo: WCCA- TV, ‘Columbia, S.G.-* “KFDM-TV, “Beauniont « KING-TV,, Seattle

a

va

KEL O-TY; Sioux Falls * ‘WKOW-TV, ‘Madison + “WHEC-TV; Rochester * KREM-TV,.Spokare.*.WLUC-TV, Mar-

quétte «+ KYW-TYV, Cleveland¢‘WSAZ-TV. Huntington «© WIVH-TYV:: “Peoria * KOVR-TV, Stockton + “KHOL-TV,

a Holdregés WWTV-TV; Cadillac.» KVTV-TV, Sioux City> WLW-T, Cincinnati WLW-C, Columbus, Ohio ° WLW-D,
Dayton WBTW, Flor ence KGUN-TY,,Tucson,
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Wednesday, September 26,1962:

WAGON. aR
RAIN .
WALT: DISNEY’S WONDERFUL,| ROUTE. 66.0 220
Mcintire;: Terry. ‘wilson,
-WORLD_OF:COLOR.
‘With Martin: Milner, George Me
|
Frank. McGrath, . ‘Scott: - “Miller; With -Gene- Sheldon, :Anneite;’ ral ‘haris, ’ Davia’: Janssen; : Signe.
_ Jane W:‘yman,, Dan: Duryea, Jose ‘ Wynn, Wally Boag,. Bétty. Taylor,
Shelley Berman,
Fioyd_ Patter- Producer: Peggy Whedon
Hasso,” Laura ‘Devon’.
Toe
son, Homer Jack; Douglas Wyde . Director: Frank Ford
de. Vega, - - Peter: “Hel, ° Regis|
Golden ‘Horseshoe _Band, cothers Producer: Mort Abrahams: .
Preducer: Paul Frumkin
- Toomey;: ‘Dick Jonés; guests
430 Mins.,, Sun.,-4-p
Director: David Lowell- Rich
Producer: Disney
Directer: Cliff Braun
pABC- TY, from Washington
Producer: Howard Christie*
‘Writer: :Stirling|Silliphant .
Director: Ron Miller. _
240 Mins., ‘Sat... 10:15 Pm.
To: launch © the third: season of: Director: Virgil .Vogel.
| 60 Mins., Fri., 8:30 pai:
Writer: :Larry .‘Clemmons
PARTIC IPATING
ond
Answ crs.’
Sunday |’Writer: Norman. Jolley.
| opccure:*y. and
“| CHEVROLET; ‘PHILIP | MORRIS,
“60 Mins., Sun.,.7:30 pm:
:
WBREB, Chicago. (tape).
ABC- TV" gave 60: Mins.; Wed:; 7:30 p.m. -:
lpubattans series
STERLING DRUG
RCE. “EASTMAN > KODAK ”
"he ou fine shéws with essentially national. exposure -‘lo the.."Ev and’ PARTICIPATIN G:
‘NB
C-TV(film;
€olor)
|.
the wane. 464i nat miet ‘face-to. face Charlie Roadshow, ~ an. act featur- ‘ABC-TV (fin)
“|. (Campbéell-Ew ald,Theo Burnett,
a? “Walter: ThempsorlSep!
bcm’ a Shoe. down for per- ‘ing the juinority party: leaders. ‘OF |
The hetwork's !‘different. “his |
danent tenancy of the choree post. the Scnale'-and: House: ,:Everett:
“The
Disney.
organization:
took
the
|. ~Dancer-Fit 2gerald- Sani ple d.
A. trade . “‘mark- -of “Route |66"
Mecdpight permd Saturdays.in the’ Dirksen -HL) and: Charles. ‘Halleck ‘year, ‘but the. show’ S:-the: saine. sata |
of. the. west that vir tually monopol- [regular: Golden Herseshoe:show at ¢ontinuing right “into: the ‘new ‘sea-'WaAGy | Citv. Ome was’ the new Ind... 7
Disneyland Park: and padded. it Son, “is that the. show has: always.
“Kups Show” ‘on WBKB, the other
2A attempt | at ‘some. sophistica-. jzed the. No. 1 rating post :‘duriing |.
“At Random,
‘up's former stand, tion in the tirn was.made by. inter- its: five-y ear fun on NBC-TV. ‘TE at “With guests :‘like. Ed. “Wynn,. Gene. ‘beén -a little. ‘kookie.- . It. seems .to
RGN helmed. by Carter: Davidson) lociitor Edward P. NMorgin, ~ ABC: repeats: for .ABC-TV,
“Wagon ‘Sheldon, and. “Annette. ‘to:‘build: lhe. have -made its: mark. -déaling’ “with.
ton WEEBM- TY.
Ciearly,
after
a commentator,
‘but
it. ‘remained.’ ; Train®’. Savill: be. ‘vindicating, - ’‘they‘first Walt Di:sney ‘hour of the new: reccentrics,. --and” thus: it began: the
new season: Jast’ ‘Friday: (21) night: :
‘styeat- cut. one “will -have tO: move pretty--miuch: a Moosejaw affair’ as!
I web's. multi-millien:. longterm .inQo) anetioor Bight Ge. quit, cheea use + the Re publican. leaders’ aired. their: ¥estment in this Revue package - by'|:‘geason.: “It was: a budget- patkag 1e. lon CBS-TV: with. a ‘script. ‘by. Stirl+
bee Sail that much’ scrious audi-” negative advertisements .‘ahout* the:j operating. as-a powerful lead-in for ‘and. while it.‘Was’ Pleasant; it was i-ing- ‘Silliphant,: ‘Ncho. writes.’ many.
¢
i ais surry state, of ‘the. ath: Congress
tact
fo go around.” But- weyt
the crést- “of ‘Wednesday. ‘night's’ minpr: Disney... ‘Fortunately, “AWalt 't and. ‘Supervises:: inost: of?these ad-"
Ge cuisad o«bich “ane stays, ‘there’!TH. under
sDena, ratic. domination: :scheditle.: ‘But. - if “Wagon Train’, 24 Disney’ S..: Wonderful, World
i ; Venture: hours: |
al
he achettie (of the. gabhiers oi Sat- Notnorke calls the: series. “head: : is-ov ershadow ed: by NBC- TV sinew
E ...Silliphant’ has’ a - enius: for writs
epee
Color”
“is
a
Yariety
show,
|
“$0.
that:
Ub Gast af Chi with plenty: ef chan- line-making, * and indecd. there .is
ing murky. morality ‘tales,’ “the: .
U-nrinute- entry; aa“The. Virginians,:
ar
chine: $0INe ON:
ch ping:” in. .a
no “better, time. ‘for: “notew orthy:!. it-Wil exemplify ‘the unpredictab! Co: ‘there. is. room for major. efforts:tao, |moral sometimes’:
. hist
t “for “tne opreemer. “ixup's. staterients. with: the Mond: wy news- |. capric¢ es of ty audicnees: and the fis-]. “Ed: Wynn was chatming’ in a re- |Inaze -of.-s¥mbols: phat a. ‘telefilm. Si
eet i fwb-L ae sump
| ‘on papers, dcfinitely-on the inake for: -e2l ambushes -threatening: the net-. cap of his old- Vaudéville routine:: production *‘should ‘even “try? “SyMs =." *:
cay
“TO.15. : news on (he. quiet, Sabbath, But this W otk ‘programmers:
Randem.” --torting
| Annette. tFunieelloy, .a “Disney --POE-. : bolism: is. interesting. that the *‘Sye
:o rey.
Py the thie ‘Davids: wyscS aw - ONE faile‘d lo stir up mu¢ hi,
ot |
anycular,. did-two- songs,. beth: ‘slight and | bolisin should. ‘not ‘be. ¢clear—and_
“The
‘Tongest:‘running:
transéonag
che Fea: at 3) avem. there had been ~ thing
both sweet. ‘Gene’ Sheldon: contin-*«vet the show: remain: sucéessful—~is
‘tinental
‘caravan
of
-prair
ie.-schoon=
SeSe ok Gh aerate hours. of takk with‘Dirksen: digt: ma ke: an. amitsing. it
uéd -in. his ‘low
- keyed,” -$ad += man’ i even. more: ‘interesting. -ott.
‘in
historx,“WVazon
Train’
von
“gsi attic Gy the’ te channcls, enon ISCLOUS: confession . of ‘sorts
‘humor;: strumming’. handily on. his| Marty: “Milner. and «.‘George: “Mais:.
jouncing
along
as
a’
‘cracker
jack.
Ves ether the geely art.ef conyer-.
Bon.
huring: questioning on the entry “in tne: western groove... In |trusty « banjo. (Kids” should’: Jove ‘haris ‘Signed |on. .as$ ‘iiates ‘on: a “fish
BS rar Wis wtsnced: Ay. edther Pt OR! Rerneds” Gyhasty, he. told. of -aphim:) -Besides. them; théye’ Was ! ing trawler in the northwest; where.
filam Urat night is cauesfionabie, preaching former: “Pr esident. Fisen- ‘this. case: ‘the. classie ingredients’ of }
Betty. ‘Taylor’ (the regular Stewioot jthey: met ‘beautifvel” Laura-‘Devon, ...
“frontier:
he
toism:
cand:
villainy
were4
Lute ter. site beth saw fit toc phe. hower’
}
iH pe +e ribility > of-ret
6n the
| Of-retnea: ; blended:
Sue. Of. the -Horsgesheé- and: Wally|ther Awvise; ‘protective’. midther .‘Signe-_
into,
sharply
_
focussed
Clade)
cpewspapermen
Gn
their TH elderly .Fedéral “judge
“Hasso ‘and.‘a. throw hack played: by
“tmerality: plays. spiced with: ‘enough ‘Boag. Boag; the: ‘hotise’s . reg ‘ulait
penel>
As a breed they just doirt
iss
-,
“Janssen always -.comedian:.
Was: ‘hysterical. ‘His. hue |‘David - Janssen:
the
“kiddies
|
and
|
:
for:
action:
weere, 4; direct
with
“sccn:to) Knees
how
te. ara’ co
rvthmic
hose “son
ddoin: if
((w-his
anteale
dad: Darksern
“oginte
&so
mor: -was’ wild. and. unexpected, started. fights’ w ith.-Milnér.: hoping. -if.
not
psyenosame”
stort,
reel vernidl exéudanee,
Mpost day ee!’ “and draniatie - rhetoric could .be
evidently ‘to be. killed. “When. the-:
‘they even’ for. those” ‘who've - Sé€en: him:
‘complexities for
“‘Isgical.
unregenerate
heayy .owas... “finally *
easily sét to mus-c} toid of. Fisen-.
perform’ the. exact same. routines in’
i
crovnups.
ota
AT RYUNDOM
tossed into the drink, by, hero Mil-: my
hower" s.-immedinte. and: noble. re‘the ‘flesh...
he. series: ‘Kickote. show. on. ABC-.
vith Curter Davidson... moderator;
“Aner, ‘he.-Mysteriousiy:: ame. out” a”
jection of, the: family. proposition,
Shot’ on: color film. which shakes:
Maurice’ Mitcbell, Dorothy Fal- Teaving | viewers.. wondering .why: TY’. -Jast. W ednesday “night 19]
-better man ‘for: ail ‘of. it: “Reason..
the’
show
one:
of
RCA’
s
best
‘selling.
Jer,
Chesly | Man” Ye Michael ‘the “Senator. had~ ‘approached |him shaped" up as -a. wholly .-arresting.:
he ‘became’ a rat ‘in: the: first place:
points
when
-it’
comes.
to:
color’
sete's
hour. It ev olved-‘around: mutinous:
toomay, Prof. Herman Finer, Ben in rie ‘first place.
‘was that:he once. let. his. whole-unit.
an
the
program
was.
done.
ri
seht
Holman,
others
Halleck, somewhat! ‘Tess of.aa‘ per- ‘diesension-in ‘the ranks of.'the: pio-.
‘be. killed when - he: sign’t have.-the«.
thie, Horseshoe at Disneyland, with
Producer: Davidsen.
Jp former than his. partner, terided. to Neers. after~ the -wagonmaster :de- ‘an: ‘unrehearsed 'audience.: The re-. ‘nerve to knoek-off... ca’ Nazi ih’ cold©
Director: Phil Ruskin:
[monish and-at- one. point. Was “ad- ‘cided. 0. take the ‘offensive agairist
shots: _of. the. audience ‘blood: ‘as‘a ronsequence’ he’ da.‘been
|.action
180 Mins., Sat. midnight”
‘monished: by Morgan’. to. answer: ‘some. tearby. ‘Comancher os, :.a “gang
| symbolically - killing: ‘people «‘since:
Were.
funny..in‘themselves. It-was 4
“of Athite . renegade. “and: half-breed.
PARTECIPATING
“being:
as -candid: as: you: can.”’: He:ae
} He. got: the girl: after his inexplior
oo
foe's
aanother
-of
these
becomingly
:proWREBM-TY, . Chicago:
Ywasn't! and. there: were ‘times | a} eutthroats: Since... ‘the ‘decision. to téssional “Disney touches...=
cable reggeneration...’ ' Hardly: a. dif--.;
tie: WOr could qirestion -w hether:. the. attack: was: c-haséd. ‘on: -information.|.
‘ ! ferent. -story;. ‘as. tv. -Stories: ‘should:
@niv a one- oF twa-* abject range, ’ Indiana: Rep- wasn’t ‘possibly0 Lfiven bya “Wounded and. ‘Gaptureéd |". But. in. Sufn;* the initialer~ 23)" £6; but Silliphant: has .an-.-ear- for.
vtenen thenselyes ‘entirely “too .-se- anather -“show~ entirely,- He also |“Comanchero, the ‘dramatic tension’ “Was. Not: up to the. Disney tv: stand-. dialog’.that. sometimes” touches: on.
reush.. and
either
probe: ‘with. provided:
an ‘amusing. “moment. “was pegged to whether: He was: tell-. ard, “perhars °not. ‘strong. enough the’ -poetic ‘and: is: almost-_always”
quesiens as. if in) pursuit. ef" a | however, when: Morgan asked the ‘ing the truth.. ‘Before. the fiinak- an- this: once: to hold its full. audience ‘strong on story valués;.-Milner and...
story or worse ‘yet, ‘dogmatically |‘pair--if. they. wotld:‘have: acted’. on | swer - was--disclosed;. several - pio- ‘against. ‘the. strong’. -competition in Maharis are ‘both ood -actors, -and:
A rte.
foreign’ policy matters ‘as Kennedy |neers sere: killed; ‘the: w agonmiaster™ ‘the. early evening hour.
offer: an opinion,
: they --givé “his stulf: a. Food reading.”
In- their respective. first outings, had: if they were in.-the’ White’|:was_ ‘wounded: and: the mutinous
Janssen—still with’ ‘the... offbeat”
| ISSUES AND ANSWERS
Err s. SHOW
moderator; With Edward P. Morgan,
With
Irv ‘Kupcinet,
Boris Davydav,. Walter Slezak, | Dirksen, Charles. Halleck:

pte tes

Everett |With: John

-/CBS-TV" (film):
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“At Randon” came, off the better |House. Dirksen. allowed: .as: how it} tingleader™ was locked: uip'-in ‘the|.
ratchety voice.
which reany. women.
NAKED city .
ef. the to, although. it must “be p Was | impossible to answWer.: since: covered ‘wagon version of the brig.‘| consider ‘sexy—did a’ “good. _job: as
saul that Kup’s-tee-upper w asm't ‘a: the President. Ahad: intelligence re- |} ' The. yarn’ unfolded: ‘swiftly, tense-. (‘Hold for! ‘Gloria:Christmas’):
ithe -bully ‘with. “brains. .°Signe...
With Paul * Burke, -Hotace” Me-'|
typical program.
The Sun- ‘Fimes |‘ports, ‘unav -ailable . to Congress,. and’! ‘ly afid with ‘a -remarkable _absence. |"
-Hasso's role. was small; but. she: was”
‘columnist, in the interest’ of. being [Halleck seconded with, “We: know. of-ov ert violence. In fact, there was |. “Mahlon, Harry - ‘Bellaver,’ : Naney ‘appealing, °‘and, as., ‘su; ggested: “be“Malone, . guésts ©:Burgess. -Mere-.
tepical
actually.-‘assembled | two. very little. except what: Wwe read ‘in ‘only one: hook to the-jaw during a
‘fore, ..Lara..: ‘Devon’ Was: Tadiantly
‘dith, Herschel Bernardi, ‘Sanford
EC parate paneIs—one an- hourlons the papers,”
More of the. same’ stanza in which all the gunplay: was
‘Meisner; Eileen _Heckart, others beautiful; quite: believable * as.. a®
* asian With heavyweight, champ }would havé livened .this -30 ‘min- coff camera. Perhaps” this’ “is” ‘the: Producer:
onetime: beauty: queen. ‘with. ‘a. pens:2
Charles Russéll |
Fiovd Patterson, the. otherra three e- 7ules. Democratic .. leaders: ‘appear’ “Minow: ‘influetice on the Old. -West;
‘ehant ‘for. stray ‘people.~
hour affair with Russian’ diplomat j|next w eek. for’ more ‘of. the: same. in correcting “the ‘balance. . ‘of: ‘raw : ‘Director: ‘Walter: Grauman..:
. There * ‘is - something « notable. jn
boris: ‘Davy dev the centrepiece:
--| Writer: "Joel-Carpenter
7 part two of“the Opener. .
Bill. { muscle and story ingenuity; ‘the Way: the: eameras work for 66.79"
Patterson was cneircled by. three}
‘1.60: Mins., Wed.,: 10 Pp...
o°
Marta, . “director -..of«.Photog
: Jack
The Structtire of “Wagon Train” PARTICIPATING:
sports writers and Kup thimiself-a?
. raphy, gets. a lot of flavor.-into his.:
is firmly grounded in the character’ ABC-TV, N.Y. film).
Jiewspapermans, ‘and the. segment | GE COL L °GE BOWL
oY
|-location* shots, ‘and: ‘Nelson Riddle’s. [of the- wagonmaster; plaved by John |.
tirned ‘ut to be. a form of+‘Mect With Rob irt Earle.
‘| M¢Intiré in the Lincolnésque tra-'|". “This. New York: ‘localed, and: ‘pro- 4,score (which hasn't’ changed: a -bit) >
the .Press.” Fhe boxer proved: a Producer: John P. Cleary.
‘dition of the: strong, ‘sensitive’ ‘and duced COPS : Sz.“robbers. ‘hour” ‘pre- is continually. helpful. “One of the°
S\ mipathetie
personality:
frank: “Director: Lamar Caselli
somewhat ‘melancholy’ hero. -He is. miered: its third. ‘season. ‘Wednsday Chevy’ commercials - on. Friday's:
sensitive and. self-effacing; ‘the re-- 30 Mins.;: ‘Sun. 5:30° pm.
_assisted.. by. ‘a? “hardy .. band: ‘of: (19)° with the. production: Glass that} -preem:. was. worth’. singling. outs. Tt.
yerters,. by | ‘contrast, were often. GENERAL. ELECTRIC...
was an .aerial: view of ‘a.-°63. car,”
| troupers,’ including regulars. Terry:
“= gross and patronizing. Only Wil- CBS-TY. from N.Y:
has, ‘inarked: it ‘as ‘one. ‘of the very: presumably. _taken:; ‘from. a “heli=..[e
Wilson,. .as” the-assistant :Avagon=
t Maxon)
ind Smith ot the Tribune’ seemed t“master Frank *.“McGrath, . as. the’| top. _quality’.. ‘shows’ in - the prime ji. copter.
capable..of the lively art.
This is. the: fifth. season for: CBS‘Key. ‘to ‘this. show. is not’‘the.fact’.
crusty old’ sidekick: aiid Scott. Mil: entertainment spectrum: |.
As for the segment with the Rus-_ TV's
Sunday. afternoon : quizzer,.
|: -Opener,. “Hold for:Gloria Chiist-4“that; it. Stars “travel, .Cin--a. ‘Chevy ©
shin. it turned out to be a needling “GE. ‘College :Bowl.” which ‘each! ler; asthe -scout: who's now filling
s-Ssion’ with actor Walter Slezak, T week ‘pits: repr esentative:. teams} in, for: the. departed Robert ‘Horton, mas," had. ‘the basic of .a.-strong Corvette) and.sees. the country but.
‘The only thesping’ ‘soft ‘spots “on: Joe] ‘Carpenter:* ‘script, Ww hich, An. that:: the: plays -they... ‘become’ in-.:
Uintarian minister Homer ‘Jack,’ from different colleges’ and. “unis
.volved:in are so very intense. Even ©
¢v.-commie Doughas Hyde gnd Jater -versities ‘against’ one: another. in i‘the preem Were: ‘created by: the ‘two
Shelley Rerman. all- trying to--get ‘academic ;‘competition. ‘fox |schotar-i !guest stars,” Jane.-Wyman. and. Dan. spite. of. ‘the. “melHer’. aspects, fave the humor; when. there: is:. some, .
played. a|the east; down to. the. bits. ;Some | ‘is --intense, Silliphant -.“encourages”
‘im te admit that the individual ship’ -prize. money. ‘The: only new |}Durvea:. “Miss: ’Wyman
‘milder forms: of- sex. ‘and:‘that helps.”
Ros very little freedom in the So- }element. this “year ‘is: .that: ‘Robert? : revenge-secking -mother ~
im: melo- character. deliniation. to “work ° on,: .Whether: “66° has “more than. Ane
x et Unien, ete
Diavedov was ‘elu , Earle -has. Sucteeded ‘Allen: Ludden : -draniatic-stvle while -Duryea’s, por- espécially guest lead: Burgess Mereother. .season’s. mileage: in” “It ‘Tes
s.ve Ht his answers, and. there -w ‘as | as’ host and duizmastér.
‘ traval.-of the. mutineer was. equally:
dith, who: ‘turned. in a.forceful and. mains; “of course, to. be:seen,: ‘but in*:
reat cifort) to make him come. :“ Barle *“Handtes ° the
Jose, De Mega. ‘as the |
moderator
[
‘obvious.
«iean, the frustration compounited hcliores. in -pleasant ‘and: anthorita- , Wounded ‘Conianchero,.'generated: sympathetic. -portray al: as ‘Dune an the” seeing “this CBS -telefilm’s |‘ine oo
oS
bts the intrusion ef. ‘Commercials: }tive’ sty le. ‘keeping ‘the: pace. swift! ' -conviction-.and the rest. of: the sup: Kleist, ‘an aleoholi¢ Greenw ich. ‘Vil- | ‘tensity |should: be .'a.‘nice: counter, :
' point to NBC's ‘Mitch, Millér, newly: hep would have shown good judg- :
lage .poet who’ is murdered in:any
‘and
“huilding
some.
excitement’
for
:
Rotting:
-cast*
turned.
in
1.
competent
i moved in at.&:30.‘on: Fridays.A a .
rronut-fto held: off the blurbs. mo-. i
ithe” home ‘viewers: ‘The
Séason ;‘per formiances.
-Lattempt- to stéal | ‘pack |‘the. manus |
¢ T. r@ om *.
Betsail:arily on Bevelral: Gecasions. 'At:
opener ‘had: ‘Lafayette’ College stui=t° “ABC-TY. Is*valso 1
Funning. rer uns ‘of scripts: he had- traded, for @erinks.”

|

oe

Pia

t

Pars

rate,

its

net

conver sation

'dents. ftacing.. “Tepr esentatives. . of j ANYagon “Fr ain” -early-, Saturday: [As
ms
“with: previous . “Naked |City
‘i cn veure chasing a Russian, . and.
;
J Herm."segs .«notably. the’ ohne. in. which “HAZEL.
AIPelt iean. l: It:-Was.a close. contest” nights.
woe
3
I etic aliy nothing. came ‘out of it’
Esome of. thle tinie-. but: -Lafayette'|:
Jack “Warden. ‘played* a’ -psychotie.| With. Shirley ‘Booth; Don. DeFure:
that hasn't been. heard Kefore::
i
hela
the:
-edge
all’
“the
way.
and
war. ‘hero), -this. one roughly’ xaralé.
Whitney’: Blake; °‘Bobby: ‘Buntrok, |
Hav dson’s talk circke fared: bet; went ony | to. Apounice - Ameiiican Rakes
‘§:De.toNY. -*“TJeléd. reality. in’ its: similarity. to} .. Rosemary DeCamp; John: Archer,
tii. hel ause itat least: hadsdrania. bE
handily:
‘the. lifé- of. poet-novelist: ‘Max. ‘Bad: . Jean: Engstrom. others: Lo.
end Garned Rear a figirt:
hesly 1:
-eniheim,: ‘who: died “yiolently: ‘and. Exec’ Producer: ‘Harry. Ackerraan cat
Bails. a reporter for the’ Chicaso |f. Questions range through: a’Wwides
I
vdriety.
‘af
sabjeects.
and=-are®
prelivéd: out chis :last-.days.muctr. Uke. -Producer::. Jamies. Fonda .
Dole,
Vishane and quite apparently” amtiIce
nted
to
the
panels
both:
verbally}
ME rr le ‘Sv ‘BudY,“Rukeyser- Jr:y the fictional. Kleist. The ‘conne ction Director: William B. Russell.
“108
hitist went after Israel's ‘anrbas-|
j
and.
Vvistialle.:
At-home’
scholars:
ca
Sth -to the U.N. Michael. Comay,
‘who has” ‘been: in - Washington since’“/yvith|.reality” Was. easy-to: make: in, WwWriters: ‘Peggy: Chantler, . William Wl
|an acsre hsive barrage of ques- i-set inta the spin” of .things. ‘but.the” first.of. the: year: as.‘director: of. the. ‘compelling -Aramew ork ef aytte! “ Cowley, . ‘Robert Riley |
“Crutcher,
iimest:
will
probahly.
find,
new’
ques-.
xy
pal -Village: ‘Jocatiors. and interiors | -Leuella: ‘MacFarlane
‘tons and charges that indic ated he
et trying to learn answers but |tidns they can answer. The: ‘touche: . BE. News! information’ there, ‘is’ designed: by. Robert. Gundlacit sith’ iz
30 Mins.;. Thurs, $:30. Pa.
Gueih “ reve the’ canvlusions: he’ ‘dsROSS of the ceeries: adds, to. the: returning to the web's N.Y. -office ‘a. careful - eye for~ things. tS; ney, ' FORD. .really
are..
a
show's”
strenstlh..
7
wieaids cone. te.
He “was neatly
As: Ne, 2: man. ‘to:press. xEep Fils}
i‘NBC:-TV. ‘(eit éolor)
pattie. feature :‘that’ feniains: is *
: This _‘was’ one. “of Hinge. studtizas
dc d By the: an:bassader whe “fire
Moor
:
Cc.
;
.
TS. Walter: T » iba
|
team
lan:
“interinde.
in
whielr
the
where ‘the yegulars—cop teait ‘ut:
tee r him, WithCalm
answers obi it
| Rukerser, this - week. ‘pecame’ “di
‘Inspired
‘by.
the
Satevep
ost:
Cars
fe
eptains
show”
films.
of.
their”
res!
Burke,
Frorace | MeMahg n..
‘Paul
get mia act het ‘dispute with Prof.
+ toon: feature -of :thé’-Same -name, Ae
ce
letmian Finer: a political ¥¢ lentist, ~nective. campuses, ond offer some Te. ter. (of- program publicity -in: the. ‘Harry. Bellav er-dnd femmeé crest
NBC
press
‘departmenrit,.
replacing,
narvation
about
“the
institutions.
*:
Nancy |Malene—were- subo: dhnate. “Hazel”. returned’. -to: NBC =-TV.tit becan.to fvOW per sonal. ‘Both,
in “eftect: Milt. -Bro wn, ‘who a- day | tothe |one--shot characters, ° By Mo. lid. Thursday. (20) for. its: ‘second: s@ason.
wen Were Jat the point of nante- -Jt’s. an. informat ive. segment, -that’:
hokey. ‘comedy: for-- a
caliLo Hien Davidson: smartly’ cut has "always.;been” an: “interesting - earlier: shiited from: manager of Suppert: of: Mer edith were. Nera hel. Vvwith" the same“
news:
‘publicity
to:
NBC
Néw's
.homemat,
of
‘its
initial
semester. Some :
19
:
* of: the’. programs,
| Bernardi as. the tavern. owner wl
sayv-tor a blurb -and: gwitehed: to portion
|
‘Direetor Lamar “Casélli: ‘sees to:- Oftice ineN Y.-as.coordinater -of- in-: killed’ the- poet; Ejleen Heéckart’ as four.-writers. toil on.: this” ‘Screen...
anothes subject ‘tashions, -of. ‘all:
‘that thisigs :rin ‘smoothly~ and} formation. seryices. for.‘that depart: his- -Jong-suffering .-main-lin>” wom- Geis. production. but. Robert Riley’
thins <: atter the break: After. the.
-an:. Sandford: ‘Meisner : as~ his suc- Crutcher was cr edited ‘with turning:
incident it hecame &- more fi'ge-, preduction valties.are solid’ under’ ment,
‘Toe ‘ound: out: the:‘shifting: Mal. cessful friend: :Alan: Alda. was: es- out. ‘the. Asickoff®- “episode: tagged. '
John B. Clary’s management. - GE
#::Laeroan random exchange, ©
+”
Tua sn
handled the, _modera- Collece Bowl remairs’.ane of:.:the! ¢‘OLN - Oettinger,; a trade: reporter, pecially: convincing -in- the part. of: !"Hazel’s. Cousin.”
tes
+ Te
vomfortably.
Neither [top - show's ‘of. its ‘format “an dis. alis:. filling. the. Rukeyser vacancy” ‘in a young: ‘poet ‘that. ‘gut down Mére-] - Yarn “was feeble. staff:‘indeed: and:
Sb yt
as. hurting for” participa- |fine entry: in:‘the _Sunday.. eeahead |“Washington,. only ‘his: title. will” be. dith. in. a session |of improvisation, tost” viewers: as: “well: as Shirley. .
:
tions...
Les.
Bill.
| derby.
Kali, eootdinator, of “news” information. °| re
(Continued on page 40)
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_TELEVIS iON ‘REVIEWS

}DON'R CALL’ ME CHARLIE

LORETTA YOUNG SHOW
CBS “WASHINGTON REPORT
>
“HOWARD: K. SMITH NEWS &BELL:TELEPHONE. HOUR”
‘| With David. ‘Schoenbrun, Wells (Housewarming)
, “With Janet, Blait, Byron Janis, Rob:. “(Vive Judson McKay)
‘COMMENT::
Church,.. - Roger: Mudd, George With Sandra Descher, Celia Kaye,.
ert.- “Merrill, . Roberta -. .Peters,: with Josh ‘Peine, John Heivsed |
With Howard. K: ‘Smith, others
‘Linda .Lawson, .Cully: Richards,|: Herman |
: Prodicer: . Bill. Kobin .. © -s
: Lupe Serrano,. Rudolph Nureyev,
' Dack and Dirk Rambo, Tracy
: Alan |: Napier, Arte Johnson, Producer: Bob. ‘Allison: ey
- Director: Jack. Sameth.
.
‘Brothers Four.
_, Stratford, Carol Sydes, Beverly
-. others:
Associate Producer: Ben Flynn
30. Mins. Sun; 10:30 p.m. noes
*|Exec: producer;. Barry: Wood: Washburn, Tom. Knight, Clem
| Director: Norman Gorin.
pee Producer: Don McGuire.
“NATIONWIDE : / INSURANCE:
| Producer: ‘Dan: Lounsbery.
Bevans, ‘Richard - Jury, others
ae
Director-Writer:
McGuire.
|
30:-Mins.,
Sunday,
‘12:
30
p.m,
ABC-TV.
te
oy-| Director: Sid Smith
| - Producer: ‘John London
“+30 Mins., -Fri.; 9:36 p.m.-.'
-| SUSTAINING :
as
(Sackhieim) het “| Conductor: Donald. Voorhees
| Directot-Writer:. Paul Crabtree
: BROWN. &. WILLIAMSON: :CBS-TV ‘from. Washington”
There's: -naturally..: ‘a Tot ‘of:video: 60. Mins: -Mon., 10 -p,m.‘30 ‘Mins., Mon., Ip p.m...
SCOTT PAPER
pro ‘and. éon.:underway' ‘on the ac-" ‘BELL TELEPHONE re
David Sehoenbrun «has: ‘auriched’! LEVER, TONI

LNBC-TV (film) ©
this: half-hour: Sunday news: show) CBS-TY (film).
-complishments: of thé: -B7th. Con: NBC-TV, from: N.: ¥:- (eotor).
(Fed Bates;.J. ‘Walter. Thisrapson’| with.’ (who: else?) Presidert “ Ken:gress: (and: .-President’- . Kennedy’s _
TON, WwW. Ayer).
(J. Walter Thompson; North).
_ adininistration): Much.-: of -it..has |:- “the musical. ‘world’: of: the. “Bell:
AS number --of proven: ‘commercial nedy.. AT, exclusive tv interview
" been. “the - ramblings: of.” politicos Telephone: ‘Hour’. continues 'to -be elements: have.-. been -kneatea to-:| with an American’ President is un-}_ ‘Loretta. Young is a Hollyswaodite
‘ copping .their. special. pleas: ABC: |‘all-‘encomipassing. . Now in its fifth |. gether in’ this new NBC? situation : doubtedly Without. precedent’ and who- -has often. and strongly ‘exEV. commentator. Howard: K. Smith. t¥ year. (after IT, years 6n radio), comedy, ‘but that‘doesn’t guarantee Serves ‘to, ada. ‘to. the. Schoenhrun pressed her “own. moral code and
“May well: have. scored the* defini-. the. program: can_be counted on: fo #-ticket. to. -hitsville; - ‘There’s ‘a. Jesend:
“tive outing.in the: incisive. hatf-- offer.a-taste of: opera, theatre, ‘pop medie in- ‘the’ central role’ fnot just, His ‘new. program is. tightly edit- 1 within her: jurisdiction, since she
hour | of pointed - interviews. and: “songs: ‘and dance: in:‘a tasty: and. ap-| a doctor, °-a :--veterinarian),. “an: edand decidedly good. It. shows is_the star and guiding spirit. of
writer-director
that|pealing ~manner... _ Although: -the- assortment: “of. -$toek .varmy. types | much. work: and intelligence has “Housewarming.”
hard: : - WEADUD
‘comment,
“launched. his show -in its”nei ‘Sun. ‘program: ‘laekcs: daring: ite remains -4- pulling: soft: duty:. ‘a: menagerie: of} Bone into it..The-.hope is~ that: Paul Crabtree designed a premicre
‘day time Slot, |.”
|‘safe “bet: :to -provide .a.. pleasant animals, a. Parisian. setting, ‘a -eol-|‘CBS -can’ finda. time period for it half-hour brimming -at the lip-witi
‘Smith. did” calkon a ‘eouple. of: “hour's entertainmént each: time’ out:: jection. of.. Parisian: ‘types - and a when more. people: are apt to" have. homilies, goodsill and a false-procof
videonic
brayery.
national ‘politicians, -‘but his -cast- |. The first “Show (of. a: schedujod |: title: suggestive of -zaniness. forigi-.. theié sets tuned.in, than-12:30. p.m.. -‘lamation
. Ing “seemeéd “to -be:. Sharpér ‘than. eight :this, season’ .Was im” the: fa-. nally to have ‘béen. tagged .“Vive on Sunday. It is. hardly the sort’ of While the. philosophy ‘was trite,
“mos, - with:.Sen.: Clifford. Case ‘miliar Bell. _pattern. of: dishing. out. Judson: McKay”), Presumabty} thing “to* ‘rush - ‘home. front: church ev en fatuous at moments, ingenuity
AN. Jy on ths Republican: Side ‘and-|
‘Went ‘into ‘supplying ‘a framework
a: “musical: potpourri, aimed : atca there. are also to. be ‘story situa-’. and: ‘turn-on...
: Oklahoma - Denio;~ .Garl |- Albert.
‘for its -expression, which. bodes.
“mass. audience.” -Even though: most. ‘tions from’ week: .to week and -a‘. - The initial program was “heavily.
‘Then he- wisely lashed . ‘both into.
thosé: ‘ele-| editorialized. Jf this. is to- be con- well for this. new CBS-T¥' pro‘of the facés were familiar to varie-: ‘supply _of.. funny: ‘lines, ..
tightly - edited interview. Sags $0- aS.
to: move: on’ ito.‘more objective as- | ty tv, shows,. the. ‘presentation’ ‘Saris “ments. being. ‘noticeably-. Missing | tinued: “SCBS. Washington Report” gram’s’ future..So does the Bres-.
jas going: to: Kiek up: ‘a: - political: -ence .of Miss Young: -who remains
introductory. _patter ‘from ‘the premiere: ‘offering. *:
extrancous
-Saying. ee
gave the. program ‘a: flow that wast -From ‘the ‘variety .of ingredients |:storm, “per haps * with ‘‘tronblesame. charming and still beautiful. Her
makebélieve brood: of :seven chilFor ~:the’.“objeetive” and’ jong. quite delightful. |:
“each. with’ a: certain: pre-tesfed “equal. time” involvements... The
‘the
view), the vet. commentator: came +.
Janet -Blair. opened. neatly:with’ a -mass. appeal == “Don't Call--Me 4bait which lured. ‘J:F.K. into the dren ‘dike leftovers’ from
through: ‘with “another sharp bit, .of- ‘songalog ‘that. gave her a. ‘chanée to. Charlie”.:would. appear to have’|:exclusive: interview, was; undoubt-: charming child contest run by ‘the
casting in historian Sidney: Hyman. |-show: her: varied moods. “She was.
‘limitless --possibilities for: the: laugh - edly. the: prospect of a ‘network: N: Y. Daily News) was also ap‘In - “broad and ° understandable “sultry; romantic .‘and brassy: and:
track: -but ‘Don-MeGuicre, wha pro- |:show. ‘designed: to ‘sell -his- foreign. pealing,
< terms, .the .academician: -summed ‘quite. effective in all. Her costume|}.
dices, directs. and-writes: the. -Series, ‘aid ‘appropriations hill. The. ‘Pres-|_ Miss: Young, having forsaken the
“up the Kerinody’ premiere -Felative- -chanzes and ‘other production. trap:
wal have. toprove.:‘that’ in-.future’, ‘iddent.-himself :mushed hard. for the: anthology,. _began once more by
to other. administrations.
pings fircluding, a-male: quartet in outings. ‘First: ‘show. -merely . intro- extra $1.000,000. 000-plus , he : wants |swirling. on stage in.one of her
7
In his’: own: summation, -‘Smith : vocal -assist) -were Handiéed | Withi ‘a duced: some ‘of. -the. running char-.|.Congress to grant foreign aid in-a ‘lavish drapes, but. presumably. that
" gnade: matters -éasy for: ‘viewcrs _minimuni of:effort and’ a. maxiinunt |acters, their.. quirks, -and ‘estab-" “Howse vote skedded in. a few days. | was only for the initialer 124), be‘with an | actual. -s¢orecard.. that: - “Of.impact. ”
‘|dished “the. -basic’- situation ‘of :a | So: did, Gen. Maxwell Taylor. head. ‘cause ©this: ‘kind’ of introduction
toted, the. Kennedy. plus: and-minus|. ‘ -Prozram. sw itched: to the earicert |callow Iowa. animal ‘doctor who- is: of. the Joint Chiefs. of. Staff, in an: seems unsuitable ‘to -her. “plain.
“record with ‘the 87th: He turned :-to “stage for. the: next “segment «“With - fransptonted. ‘by the: army: to’ Paris.:| -other’ intervilew...
‘folks’: ‘comedy format, Crabtree
a: visual |‘device ‘again’ at the wind ‘Byron’ -Janis showing :off some ‘Only ‘complication :: in. the initial. . ‘Top: House foe -of foreign -aid. Aad. a. gem of an idea’ when he.
to: plinctuate his. point. that -s6 far flashy capers: On Rachmaninoff's SCTipe .was that. the. vet's -.assign-4Rep. QGtto Passman (D,-La.),’ “was : ‘decided to iniroduce this. tv family
“Kennedy has shaped asone. of ‘the|| Concerto: ‘No..°3.. ‘Even ‘the non- ment was'a. mistake, but that: was’ also given air. time’ for his-views:- —B- widow and her seven kids—
“ countiy’s ‘so-so. rather than.’“excep= classicict‘s. should“ not._have found: quickly”. resolved’ _by .a: far-fetched.|.But ‘Schoenbruan referred’ to.:Pass-|-from “Ellendale, Conn.” to the au-.
“tional presidents...
1 this. y: irtvoso. ; ‘performatice
over happenstance, and. he got. to stay’., . ‘Manas “terrible tempered,’ and. dience by making them thé sub‘Historiair Hyman’ s:main premise: their hheads. ‘The. camera work on.|.-Josh ‘Peine “is a. prepossessing: {he sent the CBS cameras to Pass-- ‘jects of a “Person to. Person’ ‘-type
- seemed. =to. sbe. that. Kennedy -has: hands‘and-ivories -“was especially. new face-to ty, and-as.a:sort.of Li'l]. man’s: ‘hometown, Monroe, -La.; to 4 program called “American Home.”
-picture ~ ‘the . Congressmnan’s “corn, But the idea was emasculated. by
failed- to: build. réally- enthusiastic.|Hol.
Abnér’® ‘in Veterinary ‘Corps clothing.|
.. support.’ among: the- segment. OL. om Probably tiie ‘main. attraction fox he did -very. well; John: ‘Hubbard J. pore. heritage. ©
‘the -precious execution.. The last
‘Schoenbruin ovened the. progr am |thing Crabtree and. Miss Young
* Congress. that's -on ‘his: ‘sidé: ‘Smith: MALY Was: ithe: ty -de but :of- Rudolf -fave-an ‘aeceptable caricature. of -a
“followed. up) with. emphasis on the. -Nureyar, th e.:Jaminister from: the calonel: who fraternizes with the: and’ shifted. ‘to’ ‘Paul ‘Niven for, ’a. WwWanted viewers to believe was that
‘President's Sofiness “to “enemies, ‘Leningrad ‘Ballet... He. lived’ up -to ‘troans but:-doesn’t like to be ‘called: five :‘mintite- rimdown ‘of-‘the day’s ‘Th they- “were -glamorous. or
ookey
which. may’: well -have. “‘eaused the.
eis. én: delivering. a ‘performance: *Charlie. "He -was. immediately | latest: hews. Rema inder of: the show sweet: which the script: protested
_lukewarin, “Keaction, ob friends | lt Of. grgre and. Stvle on the :Pas: de: Sized up as” one of. those. frustrated; was-a’ treatment ‘of the’ top. Stories: aloud. ‘that they. were not. But all
Bill.
. “Deux from. ‘“Le ‘Corsaire”: ‘that :was’ ‘malleable: - commanding
“officers. ‘of. the.preceding” ‘week .and| the evidence. was against’ the truth of
_ Pexciting =to swatch. Unfortunately, (known orily to: tv). who never wins..|. week to. “come. plus -something. of’ | this.:
9°.
. |his. ‘ballerina. ‘partner,. Lupe: ‘Ser- ‘Einda -Lavwson; -dn. attractive. gat ‘timeless’ feature. interest;
Miss Young. was widow Massey,
‘MARX. MAGIC. ‘MIDWAY
“The. latter was-a look at Civil !
_ With Claude. Kirchner, Bonnieeel rand, was" overshadowed by.his per- ‘who served ‘as straight :‘man for’ Service, ‘done:.by Wells’ Church: whose. husband had. been.a novelist,
for
mance...)
|:
ot both :‘Peine .and ‘Hubbard,:..com-:t.
‘Glier, -Douglas Anderson, Billy |evidently a successful one to judge’
The: closing «‘se éme n tSs were pleted-. -the: eontinuing triangle. ‘as:| ‘Itcis “a dull subject and a bizarre by the home he left for his. family.
Bailey,’ Paul” Dooley, others’
selection,.
but”
Church
did
‘as
well
the..
“wrapped up neatly with. a dash of
“amedic’s -néighbor. .who: liked”
producer: Jack: Miiler:
Pt
She’s.a writer, too, but:unpublished:
overa *‘and: folk. music ‘by sonie: tv: -him’and. has: clout swith: the :coloiel. : as -he. could With it. The. idea of a Nevertheless, this fact. establishes,
Director: Louis: Tyrrell :-.
“feature”.
with
the
news
is..agood:
= familiars.: o > Robert
Merrill
‘and:
“Others. of the “permaiient’ Cast: 1.
‘one. imagines, that. she. is.a woman
Write: . Alan: Riefe.
-.
| Roberta “Peters: had::a -delightfut were. listed- fictionally ‘ds Gen. “one,” ‘and.’ Wa shington: - is ‘loaded: of ‘Some intelligence. {who else can
30. Mins: :Sat.. 13:30 ama.
with:
fascinating
:
possibilities.
for’
+ sé3sion: with. three- arias from Ros- ‘Steele, ‘Mnie. Fatime” (the. land-.
‘properly | raise ‘a ty: family”). To
‘LOUIS-MARX. &:. Co.:
this’ part: of: the program.
| sini’s “Barber of Seville” -c-and- The* -lady}, Sgt. ©:Wasniak
‘and: Cpl}me
NBC-TV.. from ‘N W.. tape)’
‘pr‘ove how riatural ‘and modest she
“Newswise,
‘the.
aid
and
“trade!
| Brothers Four'strummed their way. ‘LetfKowitz;. which. ‘hints ‘of the kind |:
... (Ted Bates) .
“votes. ‘facing ‘Congress ‘in the ‘ap-. is,. the ‘script. had. widow- Massey,.
The “Saturday -‘Morning tkiddie’ -through: a: folk-bag. that was hish- -of Comedy ‘that might -be expected: - proaching. week doniinated the: pro- first,show up late for this travesiy
‘Sweepstakes ’ have -a. fine.entry in| -lighted ‘by- a--rousing- rendition. of. Dogs, cats, : ‘horses - and :»ehickens: gram. Also, ‘Roger Mudd. the young.
- “Person | ‘to “Person” because
| can also“ be ‘counted : on: for...a
NBC-TV's- ° Marx - “Magic - ‘Cireus” “Midnight Special,”*
her youngest, had. the measles; then.
_
‘man’s
Gary.
Cooper
of
-CBS
‘News;
“which this, semester is: featuring(. : Maestro ©‘Donald “Voorhees |Ww as: gambit. °
indicted
“togetherness,”
“treated: the 1962 -elections. with. a she
- international - ‘circus’ acts~. along back at his‘old stand and: like the} :‘ Series ‘looks: like” it might be:‘on ‘study -of: a“ hot Idaho ‘U.S. Senate: ‘which the idiot host of * ‘Ameri¢sn
9 as reli- ‘sound:-comedy- footing, -but” it. re-'|
“with. its: stet. cast. ‘Also a feature, | “Bell. Telephone: Hour’ was
-Home” insisted was a fundamental |
; “able:as: ever. wo
: mains te: be. seen, as of: now, how: Trace - where. the. “New. Frontier”. ‘principle . of Ameritan life. The
“Gros. :“L
although: ‘it’ may- be lost: ‘on: ‘the |
Democratic .and conservative ‘Re-:
= -L.muceh .McGuire, as’ ‘packager .and’ publican - philosophies - are in Sharp! ‘Viewers were led:-to believe, how-. kids, :is* the CircusSeven, a:musical
_[:the ‘creative force, can make’ of. it.’ conflict. It. was. well, done, —:.
unit ‘Jed’ = by-” ptanist~. Lou” Stein: of]HON, NZA_
j ever, that’ it was only “something
- featuring: Dick- -Hyman ‘at* the ‘elec-]. (The: A
|The: opening instaliméent was weak |.. ~The program 1s a “significant. con- j made.up by a bachelor who. wanted
First. Born)...
tric. organ,. which: ‘dishes «up orig .With .Lornie.: Greene,: Perneil ‘Rob: | tea,An. terms: of:‘how’ itintoxicated: tribution™ to. tv. “journalism. Thé-in-]. to sell more barbecue. equipment ”
‘inal: Circus: tunes specially written: ”erts,Dan: ‘Blocker,.. Michael. Lan-|| teresting .thing |to. wat¢h *will. be | After ‘this. she-and her children
“by Stein. and: Low Biever...
don, .Barry: Coe, Eddy. Waller, ;
| whether .“it. remains. ‘aS. editorial: |.joined (contrary. to their. collective.
7
=
nd
;
in abuse
* Claude’ ‘Kirehtier: fs’ ringmaster-|° . others. aesFe
compétition “this.: “Season out. “the ized.
Carp. ‘|. stand against togetherness)
of barbeéues. i}, ‘Afterw ards she
host. : of --the: ‘three-ringer . “which. Preducer:. David Dortort _
"4 folirth for ‘the .séries, is’.<CBS-TV's|
_| modestly but slyly’ }#bed an. anseen.
‘featured. -Mareelli:: & . Janis: “from Director: Don . McDougall
| “Real McCoys”: and: “True, ”. and
“France ‘on the-slack .wire.: the -acro- (Writer: Judith - sand "George: Ww. ABC-TV’s last. hour:of its. Sunday: KEEFE: 'BRASSELLE'S5 vanrery |“network. executive who set stand-.
ards. much .to the dismay of .the
-batic’ Agostinos ‘and: the. PaNenberg| George:
Ae: ‘movie showcase. .
With |. Brasselle, - The. Chordettes: host | of the. fictional ‘tv program,
Bears as its ‘special - attractions.” 60 Mins., Suii., 8pan,
ae
:'Preem™:. -.épisode.- veentered - The . ‘Easternaires, Arlene. DeThere
are. also... three’ -residerit-{ CHEVROLET:
Just to. prove how. controversi all.
- -guestar Barry Coe, portraying” the .Marco;° ‘Beatrice. ‘Kay, Liberace,
clowns...to :delight the ‘ moppets, NBC-TV.. (color; fila”
“Miss © ‘Young’s
controversy is. it
son. by another ‘marriage -of the|
_ Samniy ‘Kaye. Orch,.
Francis
‘many.of:whom in: the studio audi=|-.
{Cambell Rival):
turned out. that the network ex‘elder -Cartwright’s “wife; now . de-|
ence are: brought into the. act: by’ Never. Say the west: Was. ‘without: ceased, . - He. portrayed.a young man | - Brunn, Joe ‘Jackson . Ir... Steve.| ecutive wasirt. ‘such ‘a bad. fellow
the..zany. ‘clowning.. “The. ‘buffoons. -sentimen
It’ was there embroid--. with: a gambling past ‘and .a. trig: | ‘Condos, ..Chorus Of The Chesa-"| after alt.
Art.
peake
iat
.
‘Douglas. Anderson. “Paul -Dooley ‘ered in lavender and lace“‘in:' the. ger- finger, ‘with ‘good and bad:.in-.
“Bonanza,
.
%9..
Producer: Jack Philbin.
~
and Bill’.Bailey, do’a- slick job: ‘in: opening. -épisode ‘stincts.- Coe delivered well: in. this|
“about:“but theie’s nothing to. get
«Narious .“yock-provoking. ‘turns.
7 NBC-TV's answer : in‘olor.to: fam: ‘ramantic: role,’. His foil in. the pro- ‘Director: :-Jerome. ‘Shaw’.
Writers: Syd ‘Zelinka,. wall Glick- | excited about,. either.
‘ily.
Viewing
‘for’
Sunday
nights:
.
“Audience kids are’ also. ‘biought.
|- ceedings. was: the youngest ‘Cart=
“mtan,:.Mel- Diamond.
‘Brasselle is a likable lad with .a
on. camera’ ‘to participate’ in some. |. Titled: “The ‘First. ‘Born, rv" ‘the: owright, ‘Michael Landon: -Landon; |
‘Choresgrapher:. ‘Ron Fletcher
| pleasant style as. emcec-singer -and.
“games. which “probably..also amuse|:
sentiment’ Was s9-misty .in: the, final: as: scripted: wanted to hug Coe: in .60 Mins.” Tues.;.10. p.m.
“occasional - ‘dancer.
He breezed..
their ‘peers at-home. On-hand, ‘also: ‘few iioments, When a Joeket:. with: brotheily. ‘friendship; ‘only to miss
‘PARTICIPATING
|
through the hour in an: easy: fashion
As: Bonnie. Lee. Gtier;-a -pert’ young: “mother's: picture’ passed. from -san’s’ out because. Coe's: ambivalent .star
CBS-TY,. from. N.Y.
and even though’ he. has. the man-.
“dass -‘who “twirls ‘batons handily.. -hand: ‘to ‘son’s hand; that it could. -already: had. :been -Sét_ by’ his. past:.|!
..The turn of | the. ‘century has }ner and the patter of a mid. The’ CireusSeven: handles. the mu-. have ‘erupted. in/a: fotal’ watery ‘dis: |. -Caliing: “Bonanza”. a. western: was.
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The
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) 1° show the unimportance’ of elaborate produc tion numbers, _ Johnny Carsson. once’

spitethe.
t fact thathe’s
8moving into.one afthemost
“important and:‘most demanding Posts.in.allof

boasted tohis viewers that he:could hold theirat-" «television.

tention with 4.simple, andintinguisied tapdance. '

,

:

Pook

AS. everyone—with, the:possible exceptionof:
fatew
a:

“Whereupon -helaunched ‘into: a.tun:
»-of-the'mifl.
time: step.thatsucceeded iin. mesmerizing thepeo:
pleout front for threefullminutes.

And he-had no help:atall—cxcept for:aTargetmovie.

screen behind. him which. flashed: a wild montage
of every thing from. tempest--tossed.battleships to
zooming dive-bombers.
|
hele
It-was fairly early iinhistelevision career.‘when Mr. .
Car son ‘pulled that’stunt; But neither before that.
timenorsince has he really;needed dive-bombers or
battleships to‘hold an audience. |

:Rumanian gypsies—mustknow.by:now,, Johnnyris:os

_teplacitig: Jack:‘Paar. as the.permanent. host of
_Temght ” (In: color,Monday throughFEday,

‘He won’t be needing them ‘this season, either, de-

t.

revs!
sot
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“technique!for:a:fe
ewminiites, then beat him soundly

1a:m;NYT).
Pp.m,to,
ood:I:154
- He takes:overr thisMoiday night (et:1;, Carry=a

‘in afair-and-square match. »

2 ingfirst-ratecredentials i
in:threcvitaldepartments:_

talent, trainingandtefnperament:

Despite tthat.freshman: face:ofhis(the most-cters “se
:nally. boyish:since’Johnny Downs); “Carson has.
ae nearlytwo decades of:fadio and:television. experii
ok ence behind him.‘During: thattime he’$established.
himself as
z one“ofthe’ brightest, ‘wittiest:and most. re aaa

| “parsonable,guysinsh

owbusiness.

_—-

hands are no
~ But,forall:
theirdexterity,Carson s:
quicker’ than histrigger-like wit. Wwhen one inter-..

)

“Thusfar,
fa he's
8.
‘said.liedabouthis:
plasfor.
_ “viewee on:thatsame series remarked: that the first

1 husbands. looked: like Gregory Peck,
ao ofher nine

prises”Fo
or+ Carsonfans,that's
sno surpriseat.
tall,aes Johnny called iit“beginner's §luck.”:And when an
t unusual forquite.a while’
Aor he’s‘been:doing the
anti-marr lage.visitor.said she preferred a dog toa
“now—as monologist, sketch comic; panelist, host,

“interviewer. and |mimic. ~
«AS. star oftheSiptone games.shows:“Who Do You. -

husband, Johnny:wondered why, she. couldn’ t get:

a husband. and: treathim.likea dog.
Tf.Carson’s§_delightful irreverence never seems to

Trust?” for.thepast-five:
seasons,,Johnnydemon-*
tub an: audience the wrong’ way, it’sbecause there
et ‘stiated.anamazing versatility—even on.thephys “is.never"anything smart-alecky about: either: his.
S icalside.
“
;
“The fellow’ss uncanny,”* said a:CarsoncolleagueSo approach «or delivery. ‘And: that’§just one. of: the
many reasons his.“Monday night debut as
“Tonight's”“a regular host is. |
:from: that showrecently. “wee’ve. hadchampion
archers and,professional tifle artists. comeon. the: * among the. new. season’s: most”.
program, only:to:have: Carson’ beat them at their. “eagerly.anticipated events. “May
. :own: game. ‘One of our
« guests.claimed to”be the: we: ‘add that:he couldn’ t have :
- fastestsandwich-maker alive.Johnny’watched his : happened to.a nicer.‘program. .
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“9:30. “Dp.m | lifted -for. the’‘Station's -Mets. pase=
.
pioneering, venture ‘in.
from: Febittary onwards:.
4 the: ‘producers. -of. the highly: SUuC- markablé
7
"Wednesdays. “Biggest. chanée, -how-. j ball. coverage last’ Spring. _
Grade and Hartis- take the ‘view? cesstul: ““Superéar’; ; | -and. *Espion--| -establiships. a firm ‘beachhead .for.
. Besides: “Surfside,” ‘Hew.-to. ‘the:
‘ever,
is
probably
‘inthe.
respe
2cted-}
British
made
‘films
in:
:the.
-Amerithat it, would. be be tter to launch |age,’”:an- anthology . series: whith ‘is
Wednesday ‘night - ‘slate: will: be
‘their offensive now ‘rather tanto. “be. co-produced
cunder* Heizb’ can. -continent: The: coming year liour -dramatic ‘series, ““On “Stage,” f“Danger
Is.. My “Business,” “the
:
witit for the. opening of the-‘1983 Brodkin’s aegis witli. NBC.. ‘On the. may. prove” to ‘be the’. major test,” |whieh origiriated* oi. the. Canadian-| ‘SY ndie . half-hour ‘adventure series, ws
fall season, primarily :-becattse’ ttie:! sked for the: “current. Season. ATV:
a
: Broadcasting -“web™ under = General |. Going. in-on. Saturday.; is -a:‘half.
show is due to #o-on the ‘air. im ITC has “The. ‘Amazing Dr: Thorn-|;
=|
Motors‘ bankrolliig: and will. be: in ‘hour: ‘news.. ‘show ‘for .the Latino
dritain this woeeksnd, and. reports
criminology
.
|
New:
York: premiere.. Opener in the. aud, “Spanish.” ‘Newsreel, ” -followas to its "merits would tr ickle back} series;
“Inter national: Hospital,”
ing °SElesta, ‘in,Puerto. "Rico":: at a
to New York amuar: either Via the E W hich is: to. he made “with -the ‘co-}
series. of originally live. shows W.‘iL:
8 ‘p.m...
:
tra’ te press. or by reports. fram.- the: operation: “of UNESGO. and the:
: be. “The Town ‘That. Didn't‘Care,””
Sunday ©‘night “schedule. gets . a
US. network re Ps itt London.
‘World Health Organization; “Sen-| CBS: Radio's. “Third: Diniension”
“sl
‘Tu day Oct. 4.
yo
femajor- shakeup ‘with the Hi’ ‘GardThe delayed | production .:skeds!: tinverital.. Agent,”” which. is-based: on] presentation, . ‘based — on. ‘Nielsen’ ‘slated:for:
cs y's
‘ Otherwise, “new | ‘in. “tite‘WOR: ner: show opening. up in expanded - in ‘Tanhowever, hurt: the: company in ore! : at imiport-export house
data: ‘which. reported: that _transis-.
} Schedule w illbe: the‘ morning ‘strip,’ format ‘from.7 to.8 ‘p.m, First show,
direction,
Oxue ot: the series was: viers: and. an art appreciation: S@-f°
filed ta color, at. a cost of around:ries, tentatively billed. as “Collec- tor-battery listening. adds an aver= “The. ‘Johnny’ Andrews Show,” ‘@x- Oct.:'7 will have’ local: memhers -of
the: high. school press. interviewing.”
-agé of 35.875 to. the total of ‘tisten-‘|
SEL2.00:7 tazainst the. ‘average oft ior’s; Item.
-panded ‘to hour. format: “‘Key hole,” singer. “Eddie. Fisher. Froni- -8. to
$78.00). for the. series” of: 26), and‘, L. Two of: ‘the most: successful’ so + ing on radio” plug-in’ Sets, goes on.
Jack”
Douglas*
syndie
,
half-hour
“of.
8:30, a..new entry, “Ladies ‘ofthe.
it had been hoped. that’ one: of ‘the:‘ries to: hate been handted by ATV- the road. next month,
First date is “St. Lewis; Oct.’ 2 off-beat ‘real-life Now| chara acters’. In} Péess":-will air’: with’ local- femme.
US. nrijers sould have ‘been will:|
. IT€. are “*“Adyentures . ‘of. Robin} followed: *hy.. stops: journalists: cunder...the. ageis:.of.
in. * Chicago, ; Rone et ee Jos. Bie
Inz-to pick-up a larse Slice -ot: the
§
‘Clifford “Evans; -who would: rather “
; Hood’ “and: “Super¢ar;””. and.it. is }- Nlinneapolis, .‘Philadelphia, Boston, ‘Monday
nh fai as a tint, pro, Arai
As: a re; frankly: admitted. that their. earn-. ‘Cleveland, - Akron;., Detroit; ‘ Los {variety show in’ its. moveoy er‘froin
be: called “editor in: -chief” “thian’
tut
at the: Holttup, othe number |t“ings” have. compensated,” for.. losis |Angeles. and - other ‘Cities.
CBS. ‘WABC-TV; and: “‘Zoorania,” ser ies. emceé or. -host.: Following at!8:30"
Shi bocan be. filmed in FE ashinan: - on other programs. . “Supercar,”
originated.
in
‘San:
Diego
and:
‘being.
‘avill: be ‘Meet ‘the. Author,” --with’.: 5.
Radio -“prexy” Arthur Hull: “Hayes ;
cofor re
“stl ave th. be held to. about. _ however; -which..-initially: “had to.
‘and . George. Arkedis, .‘CBS: ‘Radio| Stripped -by WOR at 6:30. ‘p.m, ‘to ‘Walter. Kiernen helming interviews ..:
12i struggle. ‘to get: off the “ground, is. Network sales ‘v:p.,. will. be:‘present atch. both. kids” and. aduilts.
and. ‘discussions ‘of current ‘books. ~ *”
“A, wil’ Era “Tan of. the Wor fd," how. estimated: ta. Sield a minimun :tat: “Third” Dimension”: ‘Screenings | “Tuesdays
at "9:39: “p.m. “the Opener — will: -feature’. Katherine
fy
VEWEre
current’ -Likeup if- of $1,000 000: . “Danger Man.’ has. in ‘Chicago,- ‘Los: ‘Angeles. and. San ‘archives biog. -hour, “Pet ‘spectivee. Anne Porter .and. ‘her: latest.work,
Cha bes fice “Sami” sepitn;
a mew” also: would |‘up. with’ & net profit, "Francisco. ”
,
on Greatness” returns, having been! “Ship of Fools;* a
a
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“THE. REVOLT. OF

MAMIE. STOVER.

"FLANNEL SUIT—

O

«|.

7 Gregory Peck, JetiniferJones; Jane Russell, Richard Egan;
' Freéderic: March:

.

°

po

_

D.MAN
THE:OLD.

Marlon Brando,

Spencer Tracy in:

Red: Buttons, :

.._ Emest Hemingway's

-Soan:Leslie

‘SAYONARA

AND THE SEA

James Garner

“Politzer Prize:Novel.

we

vedDrama. from 20th:‘Gentury. Fox.in:a

_“THE'GIFT.OF. LOVE-starring Lauren: Bacall,Robert Stack;and Evelyn Rudie’
F
“ - DON'T: BOTHER TO:‘KNOCK-starring Marilyn, Monroe,. Richard. Widmark, and Anne Bancroft

-BIGGER THAN. LIFE-starring James Mason, Barbara Rush, and Walter Matthau
prama from ‘Warner:Bids.ine
“A FACE IN THE ‘CROWD-—starring Andy Griffith, Lee. Remick; and. Anthony: Franciosa”

‘MIRACLE.IN THE RAIN-starring Jane Wyman, Van: Jotinson, and Peggie. Castle
_ HELEN OF: TROY-starring Rossana Podesta, Brigitte Bardot, and Jack Sernas

“ANDSe:“ SUSPENSE ee “COMEDY...“SCl ENCE.FICTION::. BROADWAY .. ACTION...
_-Seven: Arts Volumes 4.& 5 have: everything=everything to:‘please your:audiences—

* top. stars=top. stories—top. directors— they're all'in Seven Arts’ “Films of the 50's”
“Money Makers ofthe 60'srVolumes 4& 5 now. available from. Seven Arts.

a
ee
ee
SEVEN ARTS

;

| ASSOCIATED J.
‘CORP.
“JB

7"‘SUBSIDIARY ‘QF. SEVEN -ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW: YORK: 270 Park. Avenue.
YUkon.6-1717.
CHICAGO: 8922-D N:LaCrosse (P.0.‘Box: 613). Skokie, Hl.
* -ORchard 4.5105.
DALLAS: 5641 Charléstown Drive:

‘ADams 9.2855

LOS.ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Drive’ © STate 88276
“TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West »Ettpire.4-7193
For fist of. TV.stations programming. Seven Arts" “Films-of
_ thé 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV. Rates and Data)
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|

“Individual feature prices upon request.

__-_ Wednesday, Sees
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, ‘wouldn't stick’to the old stéaight., =

?®. |and-narrow, ‘and “he. accepted:“‘a}..

| safe-cracking assignment .with -.a‘}: ”
*tlocal operator. But the cops |

_Television Reviews

¥.| nabbed: him for: practically: killing +}
Contifiied froin, page.34;
¢|.his ‘Spouse, and, in erder to escape.|'
from that: Tap, ;“he had to,confess to | Booth, in thie‘tithe. tole: probably:t prizes. availabte seem-1 -conifortable: :
for fisticufts, “delivered: a1 couple ot!the ‘other.
SOME RSET MAUGHAM HOUR
- I sufféred | through’ the filmed: : half “and: seemingly, Provide : sufficient”
numbers ‘without proving a champ | - “Je was. all -anodyné: stuff, but it-|.hour... :
(Appearance and Reality)
A: Maid ‘atthe’ suburban: ‘incentive.: His |‘ihaintained. - the familiar’. .never-. -home of Don. ‘DeF ore’ and- ‘Whitney;
With Jan Hunter, Derek Frazicis, |‘in the larynx-throwing. ©‘Line:
- One of. the items: missed on™the™
Joanna Dunham, Richard Waring, first, ‘You’ve: Got. the: ‘Right: Idea,” never-:- world of kindly ‘law-guard= Blake, :Miss: Booth Was’ -ankxious- to.
Betty Baskcomb, Helen: ‘Goss, was. agreeably thrown’ -away,: and ians as: ‘Slickly ‘as. ever. There, were j. attend. the ‘wedding «‘of her more. ‘displays thesé-‘days isthe’ novelty “*act category. -‘Where. are the. belle.

Robinson. ‘stayed ™ with: the: notes. a few. ehanges of cast. amongst’ the:
celebrated cousin: to:a ‘Society. big-- ringers, :. spoon players, - Jugglers,.
But -he. ‘faltered: with‘‘Cauliflower: regulars, and these were ‘gently. OX='
Wig. . * Her’ -kin’s social - secretary. and.the giiys’:who. hit: themselv
es
Harvey Ashby, Reginald. Barratt: Blues.” from ‘an album, largely be-. plained as due to: transfers of pro-. ‘snubbed her but: Miss’ Booth -got.
-on.the head arid out comes a mel- Writer: Stanley: Miller ©
Cause -Hé “achieved a’ " lower’ ‘than: motion: Jack Warner repeated -his to: go: after all:dn a tearful denaue- ‘ody?
Although’ Nobedy.. misses the. | -- a
nécessary pitch,‘Producer: Norman Marshall.
|:immaculate- Dixon, the cop -who- SO {-ment...
cruelty of Major’ Bowes’ :gong, the |“
The — ‘Carmenas—she *
‘hefty flikes _péople that. he: refuses pro:|"
Director: Jan. Fordyce
—
Miss: ‘Booth fluitered throwgh her lack of these’ acts has ‘taken away:
wench, he |‘a strapping. guy-pur’ |-motion: and,: with |a ‘set of whiskers,
68. Mins.; Thurs., 9:45. ‘p.m.
role with the. perseverance of the: some. ‘of: the color. of the show..
Associated- Redifussion,: from Lon-, veyed: ‘agile -gymnastics,.-mainly in-jnmight. ‘pass:‘for.Santa. Claus. in a} the trouper «She|is. DeFore’ and |.
“The present collection. of faletit: :
volving
the
gal
héad-tohead
to.
the:
helmet.
don
‘Miss Blake, ‘made’ like “a. ‘typical | j
-Otlier: “support was -“ 6Kay;, with suburban: couple ‘in the °upper: fit,had: a lot’ of -‘merit,. Which ranged:
With, a fund of Maugham’ 3 quiz: :‘feflow and closing’ with’-a: bright
‘from. an‘ -aceordion - player ‘to &
series of: revolutions.. she, feet ip-. Is
Stanley Meadows.-giving’ a: ‘tightzical anocitotes- to draw upon, this:
“nancial bracket.
" ‘troupe ‘of . acrobats: There’ -was'. a:
skein bens an advantaze over Jother:.: i wards, twirling upor his head; He! ‘ lipped- ‘villain, - “Who might. havé
Rosemary : DeCamp. “provided” al
was saved: from baldness bia rub- isteppéd ‘from that -other. myth, the’
“Puerto | ‘Riean singer-iinpressionist
fretiar, series.. Tt returned’ to the:
delightful edmeo..of-the._ bride- to-be.
"
-Witd'’. West, Douglas .Moodie- pro- cousin.whose higher ‘Station ‘in: life: with. merit: a ‘Negro singer, a4 tum-:
schedules -v ith an elegant ‘initialer; | ber contraption, Jean. -St. Clair, Beatrice Kane,
Hilary Tindall, Juliette. Fordyce,

excellontiv®

adapted

“by:

Stanley :

‘Local ventriloquist Arthur Wors-') ‘duced: avith a. ‘good. eve for domes-

bling © ‘troupe, . and: a: -Negro: so-

i lev: scored-freely with: his“supetb:: tie detail,; and ‘the ‘skein looked’ meant, nothing as.. far:as her. less ‘prano,: calle with, ‘commercial: possi-._-.
Miller, The typic al tone of. voice, §
fortunate relative” is’ concérned.- bilities... The -Session..-added
-up. toa
its©‘fairy tale
urbane. and sly, was maintained. mouth-ivork,: helped -by.a nicely: in- |likely.« to retain’
Jean: Engstrom made herself amply
and helped by an intruduction and ‘sulting dialog. between

‘Oee -asional comment

him “and:’hy pnosis. over millions.

Oi a, .. :

»duwnmy.’. Jack Parnell’s: outfit was?
the nar- }

from

okay. ‘and’ the chorus tine terped as:'

Tatur, Mallow by:4Tan Hunter),

MONITOR
if they Or: dance: -director- Pamela
concerned ° an! Deviig had “heard: of. Jerome Rob: |With Huw Wheldon: Francis), who :bins. and. forgotten much. -Otta:
|Editor: ‘Humphrey Burton”
model and amade.;
|45 ‘Mins., -Sun., 10:10 p.m:

The. WHTEY 0 peuer
aged Senator ‘Derek

balanced: -éntertainment: .
*
obnoxious: as the. snobbish -secre-] °
tary. while” -JOohn: Archer ‘was seen] | _Evetybody-. starts. soméwhete -‘in
show. ‘biz. and Ted Mack:s aegis’‘isn’t
briefly as ‘the _grogom-to-be. ‘Comedy:
j
an . Jose:
‘Series:has. the. conventional produc-| Dad.oe
tion: trappings ‘and Wiliam: -D. Rus-

Sel's* direction par red the. course: lpounn: FOR PHILADELPHIA..
‘feli for a young
.
her his misty ess.
He was delighted:
F ord is- lifting: the tab.
- Gilb:: | With John’ Facenda; narrator -:
| BBC-TV.: ‘frfom London~
oy
DIXON:
OF
DOCK:
GREEN.
.
and cuntent: swith the affair—until ;
| Producer: Glenn_T. -Bernard :
--If
any
program.
‘is’
to.
bridge.
‘the
he found the irl, Lisette ‘Joanna { (Duffy. Sniells-a Rat)*
| gap between, the long-hairs and:the MY: THREE SONS:
| Director: Dayid Wilson
Dunhatne, it:‘bed with a young man, iW ith Jack- Warner, Elizabeth: Ben- .short- -and-crew-cuts, ““Nonitor’” :is | (Weekend in. Tokyo) ©
41- Writer: Bernard
Son,
Stanley:
Meadows,’
Arthur},
She. explained that youth ‘had. |
6
Its return to:/the. sehedules With. .Fred MacMurray. “Wiliam! .60 “Mins:;- 9:-p.m.. Tues.
Rigby, “Geoffrey Adams; :Gwen. bite
OW ch: IPs, ‘and. the Senator went
| showed it: off to full adv antage.:° -Tts.[- Frawley; Tim : Considine... Don |-FIRST: PHILADELPHIA: BANK. &. .,
Lewis,
Anne
Ridler,.
Peter
Byrne,
off iist a huff.
TRUST: CO.,-ATLANTIC . RE- 5
Max. Latimer, - Christopher |Gil-: -anchorman - and” ‘producer:. :Huw,| . . :Grady,.- Stanley Livingston, |
an
But he was so. miserable that hi sf
W heldon: “still - has. his.: faults, -he | 7 Carolyn.
Kido,.- James Yogi. -FINING. CO:
more, _Robert * Raglan, Robert f
meetin 4yz!
lwe AUZTY, Philadelphia
Wife. en: sincere dt “another
has the virtue ‘Of: general- “curiosity: «. Others —
Olwen |
Cawdron,
Harold
‘Scott,Tlie Senator. told!
W ith “th:> ‘girl:
Ediriund ‘Hartmann=
. ‘Along’ ‘with: its’. “‘predecéssors,. . Brookes, Raymond:Hodge, David | ‘ahout °-egghead:: matters, and; as. Producer:
Lisette iltat. he would! conie. back }. Webster, Felix Felton, --Kathieen: produeer.. a .deft.. and “opposite: Director: Gene: Reynolds
aan
thir a - prime-time™
to her, if she: promised to. give up!
“But
he
tends
to.
‘Writer: George: Tibbles.
Breck, Janet. Moss,. Sandra. Seri: |-¢hoice: of subject.
= documentary of: i962, “Bound for’ |.
But. ‘she would |;
het. other . lover.
“be:
halting
“and
lonzwindédin’
his’
[:30. Mins., Thurs.;. 9 p.m
‘ven, Bernard West, ‘Roy. Patrick;
| Philadelphia’
a’ booster-the -prestige.’ :
rot. So they worked out a: neat |
questioning. .using five. words: ‘in: CHEVROLET “Jeannette Hutehiuson —
arran: sement
whereby. she wvould:Producer: Douglas ‘Moodie
_.[.o£ local programming.” The|stope*
marry the young man: ‘but: contibue |
22]
a cane -infuriate, . “Still... his- ‘enthus |" -,
” (Gamipball Ewald:
| of this. “special” -was ‘Set by- the
Writer: Ted Willis.
to see the Senator. ‘In ‘this. way; ‘|45.Mins., Sat.,-6:30. p.m. - *siasm. is’ valuable, and he ‘manages |: -- “My: ‘Three. Sons” opened. its! Moby.” Diek
— opener: - “Call .me‘His disnity and pride ‘would not be’ BBC =TV; ‘from: ‘London.
_fto- convey:
“This: probably-| third“ season ‘on’ -ABC:TV. “in- high: Ishmael" ‘Every’
:
“aspect - ‘of this: a
hurt—-for he would be. the. deceiver.
For: seven years’ ‘this * amiable. ‘Weights: the balance on his™ side.. fashion, the 30: minute préeni. “epise |:
fresh-water port; was. presented in’* mat the ite“ce iyed.
| consskein: Aas. hibernated a- while,’ - First piiest .waS- Orson’ Welles,” ,ode-passing ‘as ‘light: and: charming}:
oe
. s

=.-.oe
’oe
cot
”. ..

—

‘|WCAUTV'S

. ‘the place. of the right one,-and this) ABC-TV. (film) ~.

w ho. after an ‘introduction of some: “aS -_a “pleasant. daydream: Tf: the! a- saturation treatment: ‘that could:
‘superb stills.” from’ his Tatest movie, remaining : episodes’ continues in’ be. ‘legitimately. tagged
“in! depth.’wo
©The Trial.” discoursed: entertain- ‘this light laugh. groove,’ ‘the. ‘Don |".
.
The
amazing.
number.
of activities:foe
‘ingly “about. the-: ‘tribulations’ :of. ‘-Fedderson -production should. win |
-along ‘the: waterfront were. humian-.
Derek Fr:Ancis was superb -as the avuncular .George “Dixon _ (Jack "making il. His choice of the. dis-')‘its’ audience—despite ::‘the’ ‘heavy ‘ized. by” the:‘lensing‘of.
pérsonalities
amorous politico, ahd Joanna Dun-| Warner?, ..have. hearts-of-gold, who. ‘used. ratlway-station., the - Gare ;competition’ of: the. last: half’ Of.“Dr. and: the
historically.’ pertinent
han
purveved. saucy: charm = as: find’ lost “animals, -‘pat. kiddies” ‘on: d'Orsay, : as: principal. venue, was; Kildare”: on: NBC-TV and. the. first notes:.: The: -inheren
tly:. photogenic
Lisette.
Fine support came.-froni |
the Aead,- and. only.:run ‘if: craoks described as a stroke-.of midnight|Avalt: of. "The: Nurses” on. -CBS-TV.. 4 subject’ matter’ was... coupledwith,
“And: Welles.
came
out:
Richard. Waring, as the.- Senator’ s! ‘with the, blackest.:of- outlooks. ‘and rluck,:
Those’ ‘wishing to pass up- the relevant .‘information:
: that:.
discreet aid. fixing -secretary, and ;the chickenést -of. characters... The}.strongly: in.‘favor. of the.’ new: cine-: ‘tnedico shows: from 8:30. to. 9 p.m. have ¢“made ‘any: | Jandlubber™shoutd
feel
Betty. Baskcomb, as: ‘Lisette’ Ss euar d-).formula. was faithfully. followed “by -ma., setup, Which ”gives ‘less, ‘influ2 ‘Thursday’ Slot‘ have. a-likeable per=_
-Hike ‘an’ Old ‘salt.'Glimpses.and intar With an eve tothe main chance: | Ted Ww illis, whe origitiated. the’ ence to: the ‘distributors’ and: ‘more. ‘sonality’ in Fred MacMurray. ‘por- sights’ into the- maritime life. Of
the: :"-: :
{ to the-creator: “Five years ago, he. .traving ‘the * ‘Wwidowei: -‘fumbling. to
The
production , was elev erly idea.
city’ include: .“the :changing , ofa
mounted tu give the impression -of;tl The. .smooth script was chiefly opined, ‘he couldn’t: have. made- this- bring - up? -three:-motherless |‘sons. ‘bouy: the: ‘operation: of a. shipside-.
nt
a series. of period vignettes, and‘.-concerned with. the’ ecome-uppance. sort of. ‘costly. movie, based’ ‘OMT: an | He has. ‘a .strong’ assist:from ‘Wil- (Brain: elevator: an-oil tanker
being|. :Jan Fordyce. ‘directed. with,\ aplomb: of Wickford. Walter’ (Stanley Mea~: author as esoteri¢ as Franz Kafka: jiiam:) Frawley, - playing. granddad.” ‘in, maneuvered snugly toa dock;. the.-°
dows?, who. was: let out-of: ‘jail- and When ‘askéd ‘his: viewed ‘of the fin- the” ‘Series.
* Otta.
Sons; ranging
from -sharp blast: of .a.big. craft's:
whistlestarted beating. his patient wife It ‘ished-. product; - she quoted - from. Tim -Considine, the: oldest: ‘té Don; at: the: “skittering :‘pleasure:
boat. 1,
7 Was) know A at the: Start ;that. he
- Continued on. Page “aay:
‘| Grady,- the middle boy,. and Stanley . The: Coast
Guard: ‘was. shown. ine” ,
SUND AY NIGHT AT. THE LON-| :
| Liv ingston,. the- younssest.. ‘Tound | ‘specting
a 5
- incoming merchant. ships.
DON PALLADIUM
—~ | |.
>. out. the- able. cast.
“1 AY ‘spectacular. sequence
With Shirley Bassey, Sugar~ Ray.
* Seripter ‘George. Tibblés ‘turned: the *.fireboat: “flotilla”’ was ‘that ‘of.
‘fighting. - aRobinsen, the Carmenas,: Arthur |
| in. a polished. _teleplay for: ‘the:
naptholene. ‘blaze ohn .a Polish... --.
Worsley, Norman Vaughan, Jack|
+. preem = episode, . ‘-titled-. “Weekend fréighter
,- There--was ‘a‘trip tothe. .-“*
Parneti Orch, Palladium: Boys}
J} in: ‘Tokyo.” : Outing - allowed -‘the ‘Sin’ shipyard;
which -employs. ¥8,-.
& Girls:
|.
—
apple-pie family to. mix with. -Ja=: -000.:and"a -Gloseup
Of the.:-glamorProducer: Alaii ‘Tarrant
panese:.
.
customs,
‘including
.
‘hot.
“naturally. ed into ‘the problern «
‘ét:
“Open”Ena:
‘izing:repairs ofa. huge tanker: con=
60 Mins., Sun., 8:25 p.m.
baths;
kimono:
“glad
‘meals,
and
“Open End”: had. ‘one. ‘of those: school prayers. which |is intimately.
suming -3,200: gallons: ‘of *paint. A.” .
Associated. TeleVi ision, ftom: Lon(ni.
ahtS- on - WNEW-TV- last: Sunday ‘linked to-the- ‘proposal to fluoridate ‘judo: Also: going’ for. it‘Was a ‘bit-1.gossip -tidbit ‘was the film. clip of a”
don.
terssweet
..
weekénd
.romance © be-'! -bill' of: lading: ‘for opium
smuggled*
With few changes to the well- 1i.nisht: (23+. William. E. Buckley. Jr. water and socialize. medicine.
and Gore. Vidal « eré- pitted against [> The -debate..is ~- perfectly. Jlegiti-: tween’: the oldest. boy, -Tim-: Con-- into .China. on‘..a’- Philadelphia=*
travelled) formula, this. top vaude!
each. other..as‘representatives, Fe- mate format ‘for--“Open “End”. to: ‘sidine, and. Cardlyn: Kido. :pottray- “ow ned® ship,|a: “practice, : whieh..the.
show made-a stylish re-entry to)
Japanese -.: ‘girl. announcer: said, was “the
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(ducers of Stature, in. the’ industry,.

oa. ‘according. to Richard Dorso; execu
| . tive “veépee of! UA-TV program, .
‘who Said $1.000,000- ‘has ‘been ‘ear ”*

WNDT

| marked ‘for -prograni development.”
:

Continued: from ‘page:34—

‘and production. of ‘pilots.

appear. in? excess of. three: times | Grauman: will produce .an hour
pilot: -dealing - with -‘a ‘novelist. on:
fin’ the’ six: “months.”
fo,

‘Which will be: ‘employ ed: ‘an: ‘abstract |

a ’ AFTRA: at ‘a press.- -conference' film. technique’. never: ‘before. used:

yesterday ¢T ues). said that-WNDT- ‘on ‘tyv.; Baer wwilk activate: his- indie...
eo spokesmen: at. the meeting: Moriday comedy. . ‘about: “a pro: -: football *.. [agreed ‘on the’ referénduin: and fur- player ; sho. becomes: ‘head: coach
‘Both ‘will -be: || ther. agteed: that AFTRA even. if tt filmed
ot his “alma
«mater:
in. Hollywood:
Both ‘Grau-

"|lost the: referendum” could- ‘retain’

man. and- Baer: have been identified ..
“| jurisdiction’ Over: sannouncéers (staff: “with many network shows. - Baer *:.
|
announcers,” “already” are -tnder. has** ‘completed * ‘seven. ‘seripts, for
ABC-TV"8 “Going: My. Way,’i" cae
AFTRA jurisdiction at WNDT.. ‘The |
:
; “refer
endum.” Wwould ©have éncom- |-~
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“IstRound toKup
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of AFTRA:. told reporters" yesteér- Lwith. a 31.40% ’ ‘share, ‘while’ David| day ithat WNDT. stopped -agreeing. -$On’s.. discussion’ ‘group came up:
[when it..came’.to. the ‘last. ‘three |‘fourth. With 16.4...
..| Categories: Coriaway said: the union ©The é¢olumnist: had Switched from.
.. | could: -not. “narrow ‘the: extent -of. WBBM-TV after more. than three.”
| “VAETR A’s customary’. “jurisdiction”. years: at.-the.‘“At.-Random?” rudder’ ‘|.
j-but he avas w illing to concede that} _because of conflict: With mahage- ...
| Fif’ the Union lost “the -election: it} ‘ment. there ‘over. panel: guests.. For:_ | would. be Josing a large number ‘of one. thing: CBS station. forbade him.
| Beople, like” “teachers *and, lectur- to: ‘include Soviet: officials :-in’ his’

fers.
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~ Diskleggers on [ caren WOW BUCKETGross iin8 asRevamp Continues

4MusicPublishersSueAlleged
.

suit” ‘Kas. béén: ‘filed™ ‘in. N. Y. +=

Federal: Court. by. Harry. Fox:-as
agent: and - trustee,. against ‘Tréas-j

‘, Ure Productions: Ine.; and its: of:

+

Sie
‘Blake
ReUnite’ th ‘“
‘Ca al di sf Mus

company is currently calling’ its
HankManca toTour | catalog
for material which is repackaged
and re-released,
re: increasing
ifficulti
isk
¢om- |
“In
Oct:
With
Big.
Orch
usic- panies: have in ‘getting: za particular ’|*
‘organizing its foreign licensees,

“ficers, .Manlio: ‘Severino,’ John: A. f°

a

20th-Fox ‘Records..is’ plotting
‘Moves in several directions. The

“By EDDIE: -KALISH ~-Payola - is:net dead.me ‘the |

_.. Severino.and George Rosette.’ “Ate|
n
Y Ca € 0
“Hollywood, ‘Sept. 25.
2" tornéy* Julian, T.Abeles, on “behalf. |: : “Noble: ‘Sissle, veteran :-‘maestro- ‘single..or album'‘to break. through |"
| planning .a classical jine and start-'
+ of the music ‘publisher ‘principals of; eomposer,.. “will” be reunited. with _|-the mass. of.product’ released. each_|:“Henry. Mancini. ‘will hit the road , ing into. the” singles field.: The ub'” "Fox,.is’ suing for ‘infringement. of°his forniey partner’ Eubie :‘Blake,’ /month, companies: are. now bowing -in October with a 40-man orch for ‘is the.. essence
of
the
anti“copyright .. by :-the~ /unauthorized ‘compéser-pianist, ata “Cavalcade. ‘to another ‘pressure—this time. .its’ a string |of dates booked by United: ‘pects to line up some name. artists
manifacture’. -of ‘phonograph. “rec: - of: Music”: at. New “¥ork’ s -Town, ‘not. ‘from’ the |deejays. but ‘the Te |Talent Management.
| shortly.”
-ords thereof.: The suit, brought-on- Hail on. Oct. 14. They'll: appear. in -tailers. ”.
Firm to date. are San’‘Francisco, .
.
Although no. formal word -has’
.. behalf ‘of. Gershwin; “Mills. ‘Rob- a. program. ‘of. diversified. American ae “The - ‘payoffs in’ ‘question could. Berkeley; . ‘San. Jose and: ‘Sacra- come down from the film company
_ bins, Feist :‘and Miller. ‘Music,:n=, ‘music: aS a. ‘tribute. ‘to. the- ‘Jate |-;
-be- called. promotion or’ advertising ‘mento, ‘plus. ‘a concert: on Nov. 17 ‘as to policy or budget, the label
:. | George: Gershwin, William. . C, -but-so “eould: deejay’: ‘payola, as. in. Chicago’s. McCormick Place. On has been proceeding on its. own
ee wolves. 27. compositions.
27)" Abeles “has like. actions én ‘be-” ‘Handy, ‘Thomas (Fats) ‘Waller, J. some argued in. 1959.: ‘They: involve. all dates, -orch is asking a $5,000 under the leadership of Basil Bova.
half.of other of his publisher. ‘prin-.. “Rogamond.: Johnson © and. Oscar payments ‘to- disk: stéres: for the guarantee against. 60% of. the gate. He says that thé diskery is aiming
at a. $3,000,000 year in 1963 and
display“ ef-.certain’ albums. in the|:
cipals ‘for. the unauthorized: manu- ‘Hammerstein -2d.f expects. word from the parent on
‘facture of records: by: ‘Treasure and |’ Others. on the bill will: beWoral-'| windows .and_ the.. ‘playing ‘of ‘cerits: alleged ..successor.” ‘ih. interest, : “ist'-Rita. “Abbey,

violinist .Pene-

vo“| ASCAP Widens
Radio Network.

this and: other plans shortly.
Bova. met: with 20th execs last
“week and presented a. full report
on the shape of the disk division.
“t ‘and his plans for its future. This
report and the company’s books are.
now ‘being eyed by the film com-.
pany.
a

tain. disks. over stor e-to-street loud-

-| ope Johnson and. the: International:
“|-String . Ensemble,. -and. -the- New: ‘spieakers.
‘Ih the: subsequent: ‘action’ every |‘York. : Naval. Shipyard: Civilian |
- “has.“Tow. "reached |"
“
Jobber: and dealer participating in. Choir :“under. the direction :of.Basil: nothing new, “it
1 new. proporttions in ‘that --it has |
the’ sale. thereof:willbe: joined as.13ackman. “
_ | become. a nationwide -‘pressure by.
_. party-defendants;. under the. deci-.
‘| the dealers. on the ‘distributors ‘what .
*{ sion-obtained by .Abeles. on behalf
| are: trying to. gét-their merchandise
|~
* of ‘Fox’s principals, :‘to, such: ‘effect,
displayed - in the ‘most .favorable:
-fm the’ now’ well-known ‘case: of

-Fortuna:Records. Inc.|
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DPlans More Staffers

| fashion: ° -The - ‘distr ibs. . Yiaturalty
As soon .as it gets the. green.
-| relay- the: cost to: the manufacturer }..
. the “‘Amierican: Society: ‘of: Coin- -light: from the _parent, 20th Rec| who: compliés beéause he too wants | posers, Authors: & Publishers: is cords. will. add. sonie staffers, Also
In addition’ tothe Statutory: “poy: |
favorable’ ‘treatment for: his: prod ‘broadening its Jogging. of radio net- on the agenda at that time will.
“salty: ‘and ‘damages ‘of 8c for each |
‘uet..
1
be negotiations to try and line up.
“work programs.
_, infringing ‘Fecord, “demand: Is being
$150 for 4 Weeks.
+The
survey system for’ radio | name talent for. -planned . expanDealers - simply’ tell: the” distrib'} “network. ‘programs. devised by. Joel sion of disk activities in both. the
- “each defendant “for the- anaathér--|
that if he. wants the window, -choice:
under: the -‘1960: LP -and single fields. The label
<"fzed. ‘arrangements - made .and'-util|°:
locations inside. the store “Or. ‘the | DEat Assoc,
-Amended Consent ‘Order. provided also. has’ some classical. and jazz
_Azed::in the ‘manufacture. ‘and: sale. |’...
loudspeaker.
plug.
that:
it’s
gonna.
catalog
which
‘The Assn... of ‘Record: ‘Merchan- |
for a complete. -tabulation .(as op- |material. ‘in. -its
‘of‘records of. each. composition: Ini
‘cost him. The cost usually involves’
this “respect “it is. Abeles’ position: disers and. Distributors: of. America: |. free: platters. but one New York. posed -‘toa sampling) of only. the‘ hasn't been really explored, Bova
that: while’ there. ‘may be an implied | launched. a’ push. :last- week-to 1) “retailer has ‘a flat. deal .for ‘a. win-: commercial -programs on the CBS i:says, and it's planned to develop. it.
m
into the org and
and...NBC radio networks, Per- | into. fuller. ‘lines.
-- “guthorization: to make: and utilize: get: new. members
dow display: in.. hisstore of - $750.
the eustqmary arrangement. in -re- 2). to “step up: its: anti-disklegging.- ‘for. four weeks: That's the. deal: and ‘formances. on sustaining programs | Domestically, the. diskery- has
cording a: ‘composition | under the "campaign by: eontacting ’key. Sena-j-that’s. the -only “way : a ‘manufac- ‘on NBC and. CBS,. and: perform-' ; some 30 distribs at present. On the
‘publisher’s *license, -when:. the. re—- ‘tors.in Washington to.insure pas-’ -turer-. or: distrib. can get. the treat-. “ances: on-all programs of. the ABC: ' foreign: scene, a reorganization of
licensees. and, ‘other. -distributien
.. cording’ was. unauthorized the: -mak- sage of. the -Celler ‘Bill.’ prior to:
~ | ment. :-Free.-disk: ‘deals’. ‘range: ‘from: and Mutual radio networks. ‘were’ | alignments is in progress.
.
ing “of:: an arrangement. for ‘such the’.adjournment. of. Congress.
+ 50-to 1,000 LPs as ;‘payment for the'|’”iricluded: in: the local: sampling. AS a result of a new survey: ‘and | Bova has added .some product
-purpose is.a Separate infringement,
The. “membership.. drive, . ‘an-. window. ‘display. To. get ‘a: ‘single
-‘for which the copyright proprietor nounced: by® ARMADA ‘prez. Amos; ‘played ‘over. the store-to-stt eet:.p.a. |: the.’ relative .increasé:- in: amounts !‘to the label's $1.89. “Million: Seller
“/S Gan recover additional -general:dam- Hellicher, : is, aimed: Brimarily: at’ ‘system, it: costs -the. “distrib. any-: “received : from ABC.-and’ Mutual; |Hits” line. of. LPs. “Included in the
waxings
by
full y where. from ‘a --box: of-‘disks 425) -on-.: ASCAP.. will now. include. in its’: fresh. ‘material are
“ages against‘all Who. participated or distributors: “who - join:
menibers. °Also invited: to: Goin as -up but usually. av ‘erages out vat 100 ‘survey all. coniniercial programs: on. |Harry James, -Montenégre -and
were concerned in: ‘the: manufacture
| ABC’.and' Mutual and. all. segments j Irving Fields. The latter is a ‘Latin
or ‘sale: thereof. ‘Tt is’ Abeles’con-. “associate. members’ are’ record man-- free.45s. /:tention ‘that. ‘a. ‘determination . to: ufacturers, pressing. plants, mausic |. - Unlike. deejay pavola; this store: of ‘radio.-network - programs having: |-Quarter LP and. it will be on sale.
‘both commercial’ -and: sustaining| at the New York nitery as well
.: stich effect, on: ‘behalf of the pub- publishers ‘and: Suppliers.- The ‘pro-||:

.; Shapiro, Bernstein, et al.against}.
Goody...

‘NewMembers,

“Plugs CellerBila

.. lishers, will bea“deterrent to the. grom: will be directed“ through the.

erecta celle whieh
akecepreesine
|Bortions ‘on, CBS, NBC. “ABC. and !,works
a8 in, normal
outlets.
Also Prima,
in. the
are platters
by Louis

newly established. New. York:offices: ‘| themselves’ in ‘this ‘one :outlet.- ‘The |,*Mutual::

““., Manufacture. and salé ‘of. ““bootleg’*

:

=. records, ‘coupled “with -other recent of ARMADA with Paul ‘Ackerman, -problems. rest largely: ‘with nianu-‘- ‘For. progr ams: such as. “NBC's iBetty Grablé and Raymond Scott.
—
. *|.facturers: who- ‘produce.and market .“Monitor”. which. aré broadcast™ in |:These have all been compiled from.
- “precedential decisions for’the Pubs “exec ‘secretary in, charge.

fo lishers.

With. -regard. ‘to’ the’ anti-bootleg. tremendous. “quantities-of ‘disks © ‘Many different: : conseentive seg- i-material on. various . 20th film
ws Gershwin, “Pub... Co” s - contiposi- campaign, | ARMADA: attorriey_ Sig-: “each month. -For ‘them it has be-|menits,: if. there ‘is no -commercial :‘soundtracks. by Ted Cain, 20th
a! i,-musical director, on the Coast.
a. tions: ‘are’ “Summertime,”” “Plenty. mund: -H. Steinberg. stated, “Time: .come.. ‘an’. . increasingly.
difficult “network.“sponsor ship ‘during
4 Repackaging |‘Strings’
0” ‘Nuttin’, ‘, “My Man’s- Gone. Now” is-of: the’ essence.” -of*- the” anti=" problem. to: ‘break through -with “a: “period: of |‘one: hour. or more: of conand "Bags": “Feist’s ‘are.
’|. counterfeiting ‘pill is to be. passed particular item; be it LP or’ single:.} secutive: “programming, the .entire|. Bova is ‘also repackaging some’
‘period
of
such:
programming
tin!
of
‘the
company’s - “20th Century
ro Heaven: aan “Darktown : ‘Strutters’ ‘at. the -“present. Congressional. ses- This © ‘crush “Of. prodtict|has --also_ Ball,?-“10 See You In My: Dreams”. “SLO. aa
-given. ‘rise. to. mammoth - ‘discount. -which there ‘is. no commercial net-! Strings” sets into a- new Vol. I, II
sand “My: Man,’ Robbitis is: suing |. “The Geller’ pill ‘was."passed: “by -opérations, -w hich capitalize: on the work sponsorship) will. be included? & Ill, series, featuring. two Mon-on. “Don’t Get Around: Much Any-:|" the ..House: of Representatives” in|volume and. distrib’. -problems ‘in "in. the. local radié ‘sampling rather-| tenegro- LPs and one by Nicholas
More’. and’ the following °‘five -ex-. June, 1962, and is- now-‘pending ‘marketing it’ to. force: ‘prices down. ‘than the’ network radio census (a; Flagello. A Vol. IV, featuring: one
cerpts. ‘from. Ferde: Grofe’s: “Grand.~ in the Senate. Judiciary. Committee. by purchasing and: selling.in- large | complete: tabulation ‘basis): The |‘side. by” Lionel Newman and ‘the
‘Canyon |Suite” -——-“Sunrise,””
performances. on ‘ABC and Mutual: | other ‘by Victor ' Young, is also be.of . which-Sen. James O:° Eastland” ‘quanties.-.
“Painted -. Desert; aa “Cloudburst,”". Of. Mississippi‘ “is chairman: ‘The
Realizing. the: pressures ‘of jhe -will. ‘receive. the: same value. AS: ay ing released,
‘playi
ing on CBS and’ NBC.4 Singles activity includes the re. “Sunset, ” on- The: Trail.a :Miller’}
‘objective .now- is to get the bill, out ‘manufacturers. distribs. have also.
‘*-Musie*is: “suing: on’, “Charmaine” of committee. and passed by: the: been able to squeeze-fat. deals for|. On the ASCAP writer front, ‘the|lease, of: two. tunes from Jackie
‘and. Mills’. complains: that-these -12:}
‘themselves- from the diskeries in... ‘Writei's “Advisory -Committee ‘has|,. Gleason's
Gigot” * picture by
‘Senate, :Steinherg «
added. ’
oo
He
oe
.0
‘ ae
.48-—
—:

Songs were. infringed. upon: 2*Syn--|

7 “gopated.

“Clock,”

-“Blue.-

Tango:””

| the--fornr. of ..percentage. ‘discounts “recommended that writers ‘having|
|and free product. What this” has all an five-year :average ot only 20")

|VISADELAY-CANCELS |
_-HAMP’S JAPAN TOUR

vy “First. ‘Day’ of Spring,” “Song of
: “the Bells.”““Serenata,” “Stars -Fell.
” on-.Alabama,” “Belle. of |the~Ball,”’ :
-

‘Continued on1 page 53)

‘meant: to’ the retailer is that he. is.

harder- pressed-to ceimpete. with his fol eeine: rating. Sand tat thoes‘Jackie Wilson’
S‘No-Show
wholesale, .diseount’ and.rack com- Mriters .With -an- average ‘of ‘niore.
petition.’ He -manipulates: the ‘pay. ‘than:.20°: eredits, ' ‘but Jess than.-79
“Sandpaper: Bailet,” “Pennj-Whit-|
‘Tokyo, Sept...25S. } ola. he gets: ‘for the, window: dis- - should be. in the full. point. classifi-.
ue ‘Song’. ‘and ‘“Saraband. scan
plays, etc.. inte’ special promotions| eation:: Up until- now, writers: not
Lionel ‘Hampton’ Ss:
of. ‘his’ own. which.. help. ease. his. achieving: ah average. of 40 ‘credits |
i - ‘tour: of Japan skedded- ‘to “pegin [0
‘Sept. 4,: ‘Was --caneelled * bécause ‘of |. competitive ‘pressures a_ bit.‘have “heretofore been. included in|
‘Houston, Sept. 25.
-'
“A National. ‘System -~
“| the’-same. class. as. ‘those .with .an.:
{delay in “arrival, of visa ‘applica: |
Several: hundred Jackie Wilson
=
With
the
‘free
product:
"
veived.
:
vay erage of 46 credits or. more (not: ‘fains, disappointed. when it ‘was:
{.tions, ° according. ‘to : local “ booker:|:
.: Eddie Sereno.. Hé said: he decided. ‘the retailer is able.to: do abit’ of: exceeding: 79)...
|announced from the stage that the
to..make the. -Gostly : ‘cancellation } diseounting “on “his. own: and. the
‘recording artist would -not-appear.
‘rather ” than. being. caught enipty- -extraJoot is often--used- to. help.
“Hast
Monday 117) as. scheduled at
‘discount.
‘gales.
‘Money:
is
a
“€ushion
handed.”
°
‘a dance, pulled a. near riot at
prefer}
dealers
‘most.
.but
itsél£
is. Bill. Gratter ‘has come up‘ witha}: "Hampton's. “tour. was “stated fo [i deal - ‘in: product.” _ The. retailer
Houston's City Auditorium.
a plan. to help: promote his. Riveérside,. ‘open ‘with: ‘two- “weeks. of: concerts. Ps
_About 3.500 customers. had paid.
off.‘system: is. ‘national, the re- .
Jazzland ‘and: other ‘artists. in. En- followed. by Six: weeks at this city's’
“$2
for the dance, with Wilson
The: ‘artists: -& repértoire men. at
(Continued. on:page 51): ° Yope: The diskéry.. Chief -has: estab- new Golden: Akasaka: ‘nitery. -Ser=||
guaranteed
$2. oneand 50° of net
_}Colimbia: Records will’ now -be
lished a. ‘European concert: ‘Produc- ‘eno: Said -his” ‘anxiety: was. ‘particu-.
et 4 getting gold” disks - ‘to. call their :receipts: over $4.75
tion outfit. ealled Jazz .USA..
;
larly” high: since -the’ concerts’ were:
J own... “Under: a new: policy, ‘devised / “The. unidentified wnat who tade
“This -firnt:Will ‘package. and ‘pro-- ‘being. underwritten: ‘by.: commer:‘;
Of Wilson's
:by :David © Kapralik. .Col’s. director. the “announcement.
".. Mote ‘jazz concerts. ‘featuring avail:||cial firms and’ therefore’ calculated:
lof east coast’: “pop a&r, in addition. :‘non-appéarance was struck hy ane
.able artists from -the. Bill:-Grauer’ to “bear’a. considerable. piece, of the.
|,to- handing out .a- gold: disk award. |of several bottles thrown on the
_ Productions roster. The-nucleus- of” ‘tour's nut: -The.nitery..dates’ alone.-t
to’ an artist who-has.sold “1.000.000:. Stage. He fled the ‘stase. along”
--"one_ such. package Will he:Les’ Me-'|: vould: “Have = proven unprofitable; "Capitol Recor ds: is continuing its | singles; the .diskery Will also pre-.? With Leroy Ford anu. his Steps of
| drive: on Frank Sinatra. Following | sent.’.a “gold <disk- plaque to- the: Rhythm band.”
.Cann, Johnny: Griffin. and. Charlie: Sereno told: VaRIeTY.
~
Byrd.’ They ll ‘be. joined-by -other | It: usually: takes. about: Six. weeks -on the heels.of the canipaign: which {producer of. every. Col, Epic and. Mére than 30 police officers,
hipsters. who ‘have not been: ‘set as. 46 ‘Clear. entertainers | Visas, Sereno. offered..twe Sinatra: LPs: for the! Okch. ‘record ‘that reaches the. with three K-9 «dog! units. were
‘yet -on- a-tour: which: will- cover’! ‘noted: “He claims ‘to -have_ “urged ‘price. of one, ‘Cap is now. coming. qualifying’ mark.
call d. to the auditorium. Seven-.
‘London, ‘Paris, Berlin, .Frankfort: “Associated Booking to consider. that. ont. wwith- a three-LP delixer: ‘of:
fer.
‘The. -first-such:“award has been: teen ‘persons were arrested
. and: Milan, ‘among: other cities:
time’ element; but, that his. pleas” Sinatra~ etchings: from -its catalog. * presented’ to Robert. Morgan. pro-. , drunkenness, disturbing the pe ace
+>
The: idea ‘of-the ‘venture. is-moré ‘apparently. ‘Went. unheeded.
a 21.to. be- called * ‘The. Great: Years.””’
|. ducer of Bobby ‘Vinton’s™ “Roses: ._or failure to move on.
. to proimote the artists ‘and. thereby|: “Sereno: is closing ‘the show gap |-. Package, : which will, include 36: Are. Red”: on. the -Epic:’ label. In
R. J. Rausaw and. Dan Robey,
“their. disks: than ‘it is. to make much! tat the Golden, Akasaka ‘by extend- tunes. -has;been scheduled: for: Oct: .|.addition:_ to. - Supervising: ‘Vin ton‘ § who
promoted
the _all-Nerro
+. Joo’ out, of. the. gigs, Grauer. ‘Says: “ing” the. current: “Las: Vegas. on-Ice”’ ‘1. release. Sinatra - left. the: -Cap-: Tecordings,” “Morgan «also records dance, .said “they would proniote
“It is plannéd to. be. strictly an over- show,: inked” With - Buddy -“Hicks: ‘stable about” a year. ago :to: -form™ Oscar ‘Brown Jr.; The. Clancy: Rros. -. _another show -in early ©October.
“seas; Operation, he -states, with no. ‘which: ‘bowed: Sept. 1.'-Show was this own, Reprise” label , but: since: | &: Tommy - “Makem.: -Geula Gilk ~ Awith- another star in: which ticket
thought. given to doing any concert formerly. at “Thunderbird, Las: then Cap has. ‘been | making: ay. : Bobby Hackett, and: Jerry Vale. for. stubs. for ‘the Wilson show. yould
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-At Houston Dance Rocks
Customers Into Near Riot

Riverside’$BillGraver.

Sets Up Concert Outfit

To Push ‘Artists 0’seas'

NOWABR MEN GET
GOLD DISKS AT COL

CAPMAKING MORE:HAY.
‘WITH SINATRA VAULTIES|

smecrneatorate
n

vs work, in ‘the ‘U.S.

EVegas:~: ee

with his wav

“material.”

‘|Columbia,

i-bé honored.
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.
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“Top SinglesOf
C The Week =

|
- ;|

aie’Cat} Tjader’S$‘Music7?
F

Usgams TV, Cooke'sBest? Top LPs|. &

BENT

“SELEY CAT” |‘or walk through a_blues piece with | -[

FABRIC:

A. followup. close on: the: ‘equal effectiveness. . Vocally,

; fAte oO.

auhe.‘BestBets’ofThisWeek's100-PlusReleases):

he

a

CONNIE FRANCIS. ues

aor

|<:

has ‘a. distinctive ‘style. that works|.

heels of the still rising “Alley Cat”

(MGM) -

this LP is. for unique .phrasing. effects.‘and-} es
groove as interesting. harnionic patterns: ‘His:
the: click 45 and could score. in the tunes swing. It’s a solid sét,.which 7: ae
same
-witning
pattern.
Pianist gets nice. ‘support. from--Osie -John-'
Frxhric puts across: the tunes An}. gon On drums and. Addison Fatrher’
.
easy. old barraom. piano style. that. ‘on bass..

single

by Bent

set

the same

om

makes

Jizht

«Connie. Francis’ oF ‘Was- Such. A ‘Fool: (To Fall. In Love With*

Fabric,

You)?” Francon*) |sends: out a moaning blues ballad: with: a force-”
- ful. vocal . ‘that ‘will continue--the:: singer's. :‘click-maikng. streak.
“He Thinks I Stilt: Care” -¢Gladt): follows: the-: ‘country “blues path
with the. proper: ‘vocal. anc: instrumental ‘effects: that can win over
the Pop: contingent.”
o:

bright

tor easy

touch

listening.

that

bright ‘throughout

keeps

He has a‘.

the mood

cs
ARCHIE
BLEYER: «MOON
LIGHT. SERENADE” |(Cadence). ‘A. Is

and registers. musical.:. director ‘on: radio: and tv

owe ee te soea WAS SUCH ‘AFOOL...

Qvveeses He Still Thinks. I Still. Care’ *

| PATSY. CLINE 25000 0e vee poe Se. " weaitraciés

3

‘(Decea). . L let le old e ee ew wielere eek Why CantHe Be :You..
Song. titles include some: Archie -Bleyer’ has: ‘never made - -an 1.14
colidhy.
: Patsy Cline’ 3 “Heartaches” y
ticedise) thumps in-the’ right: tempo:
puns on
his” ‘clicko: single. like’ album ‘under. his own name. for his}. |
F for: current ‘pop tastes’ that. should” give this: standard. another:
‘the. ‘Cadence Records in: the company’s |".
“Across
the
Alley’ ‘Fron:
q.. Spinning. TUN. “Why. Can't He.Be You” {Pampet*‘)is’.paced. along
Alamo” and “Cafsanova Walk and (10-year history: ‘Whitil,now.
It’s al.
“You
]
there
are also tunes like
-lush, ‘stringy session, “smoothly: per- |
1 tor pop. Spinning ‘appreciation.
Made Me Love You”: and- “Baby ‘formed by. an orch’' under his’ ba-:
‘Won't. You P!sase Come Home"
ton.. -The: seléction : and presenta: :
-'Présents His Newést Dot.Album-,
alsa: in this happy session.
tion make for fine ‘mood-and. back- |.
9?

LAWRENCE. WELK: |

CAL TJADER: “THE CONTEM-|

ground -.Histening,

right

for.

BABY
‘ELEPHANT! WALK”
.

the.

ee

{CLAUDE KING. err aeee 1.

Se

eTHE’ BURNING: OF
F ATLANTA.

>. ? and.
|+: (Columbia). rar an“Dont ‘That ‘Moon Look ‘Lonesome*
MEXICO “| programming ‘modes ‘of thé -soft “Theme ‘from ©-the Bros, --Giimanat"
Claude -King’ = “The Burning:
Of :Atlanta’ -( Conrad+ ).“marches”.

PORARY
MUSIC
OF
“AND BRAZIL” tVerve?. ‘Fhis is an. ‘sound radio stations and. pléasant |

across - the grooves. with. -an-. exciting. martial flair and a:saga song

arresting
blend
of modern
jazz. for the home. ‘Included in‘the out‘come otf.too badly, however, ‘like: : _ styling that will be picked. un: on. both: sides..of: the Mason-Dizon:.
witir. south-of-the-border musi¢, a ing are. “April in Portugal, Une:
‘brings: .a :
“High” Noon,’ “Wagon. Wheels, a line. -“Don't.- That). Moon .Look: “Lonesome” (Peer?) ™:
‘chained.
Melody,’
-“Canadian..Sun|
has gathered’ ‘some:
b
trend: which
p Jocks: should. be
Water” and. “Red: River. Val. wo pleasant. country :‘flavor ‘to. ballad. that,the:POD
“Cool
set,”
“Around
the.
World,”
“Ruby,”
momentum via the current: Stan”

j ley."
Getz hit samba album: and the rash “Moonlight :Serenade”: and: others.

of. bossa

nova

platters:

‘BILL. EVANS. &

This. set| “AS

" . pleased.. to:program.

Jm™.- HALL:

YOU LIKE. iT” (Shake- ««UNDERCURRENT” {United °Arthas some of the latter: rhythms,
CLIFF RICHARD. pate
ees :sWONDERF UL TO.BE YOUNG:
speare. Recording Society)... ‘Shakeplus others.
alk set in neatly speare’s lighthearted romanice ‘is. ists). :An: interesting idea’ -has pro- |:-Dot) bate
edhe eee
pee. Got A. Funny |Feeling:
|:
Producer.
-disk.:
.jazz
swinging arrangements ‘by Clare -played*in a breezy: manner by- an- duced -4 fine
- Cliff. Richard's “Wonderful To.Be: Young” & Fainous*): gives this
.:.
pianist’
coupled*
-has—
Fischer, who. uses.a soprano” voice.
“British singer. a. lilting ‘ballad with: which. to -make: his: mark -in
outstanding “British cast. headed. by|“Alan? Douglas
with. guitarist’ Jim- Hall |’
in some of the numbers with good:
Vanessa ‘Redgrave. -Keith Mitchell,: ; Bill Evans
*." the-:U.. S:. market.” and “it looks: ‘like: cinch, . “especially: ‘with its. .
eftect Guitarist Laurindi Almeida: Max: Adrian and: Stanley Holloway. ‘and left it ‘at that. The, result is*an | title’ tie::to. the upcoming -Paramount ‘pic reledse,- “Got .A: Funny
that develops strong feeling |
1s. spotlighted on his own compo~
” Feeling” (Harms-Witmark*) --is.-@ roeking-styled ‘item: from. ‘the
Under Peter Wood's direction, the: outing
the
performances. that ‘re-..
sition, “Choro
e Batuque.’
actors. hold ‘to the merry pace mak-: out of. the.
-Same .-‘pie: that. follows. the Jamiliar driving vocal :-gtoove estab
.
‘Some-'}.
coupling.
‘the
from:
album's highlight.
ing it a disk deligiit: ‘that. will. find ‘sulted.’
7 lished by.Stateside ‘rockers. _
-they- work - together On. a].
times
| “MORE LESLIE UGGAMS ON ‘favor ;‘with the growing: group of | strictly- ‘melody idea -and. at. other: |
TY”
‘Columbia: .4A° regular’ fea- “spoken word" fans. Tt’s-a boxed.
‘times ‘Hall’. -provides rhythm: ac“oe

tured

chirp

on

Miteh

“ay

me Vewes+ NEXT DOOR. TO AN
NANCEL.
with. text. en-, companiment ‘and.vice- versa. At: is’):NEIL: SEDAKA.ES
a Belong To You.” :
Fan. often-beautiful effort. especially | _: (RGA. Victory. QE
. Neil Sedaka’s “Next Door. To An Angel". riAlcont): has’ a:youth: . -:
"MAYERS -“OLIVER: John’. Lewis’ “Skating » in. Central|°

Miller's. thrtee-LP . ‘package
closed,

sinz along tv. show. Leslie Ugzams

scores solidly via this disk outing,
LLOYD. G
a which. she appears. with Miller’s
tv “sane.”
She has a big, bright ‘NELSON... ORCH: mar

‘zing and a ‘rousing «- beat. to ‘ride’. ‘the - spinning, circuit - for
Park. . - Performances’ are: in ‘the'}.:Ful’
“strong impact with -the-teen. crowd: “I. Belong To: You" (Aldon}).”
groove.-andthe’ session. is worthy. |.
of considerable, attention, from. the | ‘‘snaps out’ a ballad:-with “a Toeking.- ‘beat:and: -@ vocal.stride”
display
here as she: essays
a organist: Lloyd. ‘Mayers: is the. domi{-° that: the. kids will ger for:
jazz audience. :
set of mostly- uptempo numbers. nant force-in this colleetion. of jazz.
Her swinging ‘vocal attack rates. -instruméntals. : “Topped: ‘by the ‘ex: | 2
j bis aitention and. with an. assist ‘cellent pic- ‘theme; “A Taste.-of|
this - LP’. Honey.” this. set:. generates some
from
the tv exposure,
(Colpix):
(Part 2)
eould take: vff. Among songs: ‘ ghe attractive ‘instrumental . colors: -inZoot: Sims. & Oreh’s: “Recada |Bossa. Nov‘a ‘Bait TL)" ¢‘Paris*) |.
handily delivers are’ “Fascinatin’ the blend: of: ‘Mavers ‘playing- and |
‘spreads: out the new ‘instrumental’ ‘kick “with. ‘a#samba. sway led
Raythm,” “PE Got Rhythm.””.. “Be- | the backing’ ‘orch, ‘The title. song. is
7 by:: the maestro’s tenor ‘sax. “and. with “some <
~ keyed.- jazz ine.
Kin the Beguine.” “Summertime, "* the: best thing in. the package: ‘with.|
Berlin: Sept; 25."
“> strumentalists. in complete. accord:. Part: 2” capitalizes. On: a flute
“Stormy Weather,” “Am. T. Blue’ strong points also. ‘found in “Tlie | The German. Ariola, diskery con- |.
--slead which, may ‘give it a: better. spiuning chance “but bothSides:
“Striker.” | “Desafinado”,
and. “Got. the World on ‘a. String.” Golden
make. the’ most: of.the new. beat.
and * “Alone Together.”
..
| Dolitieal records with: an. “LP dedi-'
“THE BEST. OF. SAM COOKE”:
ae
. ie.
oe
KEN’ TON:: TEX: RIT-]| cated: to: the. (41952). late: Kurt ‘Schu- |.
“STAN
{RCA Victor). In the contemporary.
TER!”
(Capitol:. An - interesting. macher; German: Social: :Democratic. SI. ZENTNER “ORCH..
19
VE
So
we od
7
to -DESAFINADOmusic biz, even.
relatively
new
Party. leader. and ‘one of :‘postwar.
(Liberty).
.
singers turn up. with these- anthol- idea hasn't -‘worked. out too well}
oes
sea
vee
The
Elephant’s Tatigo..here,
Longtime: cowboy vocalist: ‘Germany's. Jeading ; politicians. “LP. } .
Si Zentnér: Osths: “Désafinaco ” (Bendigt) is a big. band take- Shs
cay-type albums, once reser ved for
Tex Ritter has been paired ‘with.a features. ‘speeches.. "held: ‘by Schu2|:~
hits: of: véteran performers spanmacher’ before: 1933. and ‘after. 1945. - aver. of the..current- Bossa Nova click:and it: iwill move -along:the. ° *
‘musieal.
backing
by.
longtime.
‘Jazz
ning many years. Sam Cooke, who
o spinning.” ‘cireuit:--for:- a programming. payoff. “The :Elephant's.:-’
‘hipster Stan Kenton. and. ‘his | or- |" ‘LP js another’ highly interesting
Tango”. (EmérsontJ.features some. eute:‘Latino patterns that!
broke into the click category only
t °s.good mT
chestra., “(On- miany, occasions; Rit-} item — interesting -already:: “Inas- |>- jer an: oxcasional: Spinning: shot, a few years. ago, has hit) often
‘much (as: much -what Schumacher’ am
ter,
:who
constantly”.
sings:
in:
very
enough to rate. this wrapup of best,
*: wt ss oo
_
k
low resister’ “Sounds: ‘out of -har- ‘said. years ago,.on the Soviet. menellers. It's a highly listenable re+
mony with the band: and: “produces ‘ace, is: now. actual. Also.-the sharp. RICHARD. ‘CHAMBERLAIN ae
-prise by a fine pop ‘Singer of such
more. of a droning sound. than: any-. ‘words - he -“threw. (in? 1932)" at Hit-.
(MGM): bie ee ie cee ne A
Aumbers as
“You
Send
Ae,":
;
[. Do. Is Dream. Of You:
thing else.
-:Kenton’s.
‘band:. is ter’s, ‘propaganda . drunimer, Goeb- |.
“Chain Ganz,” * Twistin’ the Night.
Richard .Chamberlain’ 8 “oie Me. :Tender” (Presleyt): revives.
lar gely wasted~ ‘in that
there’s bels, . have. historical. value:- ‘LP's
.. the, folk: itend, that-.was. Mae popular. several. years -ago by: Elvis”
Aways” and his most recent, “Hayreally nat’ much heard front it in }commentary deserves: praise. of its
‘luz a Pirty” and “Bring It On.
os Presley. in: the attractive manner ‘that*keeps this: tv. medic ‘high~~
a solo. capacity... Some tunes> don't: WY ne
Home.
among others,
_ onthe record:.charts.:.“All: I Do’ ‘fs. ‘Dréam. Of You”. «Robbins*)-"
ane a ‘breezy -“workover that’ will’:give this.Standard. _another. aa
NELSON RIDDEE:. “ROUTE: 66
juke fling.
THEME”
\Capitob. Now. that the}
% *... ie *:
now television season has: opened,
|STAN: KENTON
ttus’set is a timely. sharp entry fea-|
MAMA. SANG’ A: SONG
turing the themes of a dozen top |.
(Capitol).
7
bees .. Whispering ‘Hope *
ty series in’ striking arr arigements
Stan. Kenton’s’ “Mama. ‘Sting, A. Song” (Champtont).. puts::the.
by Nelson Riddle. From the cha-: . Sergio Franchi; Italiani tenor: who: “arrived in:“the U, Ss: yesterday: wy ‘oreh. leader “in the:
"recitation groove. “with. -a narrative ‘that. plays”:
vha beat of “The Alvin Shov”
£ Tues. 1 Will: Sing ‘selections :from_ his -new: RCA- Nictor ‘album’ of ro-'|-~ up .mom-and--religion—so. how. can it miss.:-Walter. Brennan is.‘theme to the pounding motit: of ihantic songs on.Ed Sulliyan’s CBS-TV. show Oct. “14, -On. the following
+“.- stire to: follow: _ “Whispering :-Hove” CAnton*): ‘presents ‘a- ‘catchy.
“The Untouchables,”
these ‘tunes Sunday: AQL),. -hehL make. his ‘debut, at. New" York's Carnegie Hall |": - $ounc spotlighted:
by the: maestro’s: ‘honkytonk keyboard, ‘with ae.
all paek. highly commercial impact. under the auspices: of °S.-Hurok . .°. » Eileen Farrell, .who ‘starred at | _ erat backing For.added effects..
and stron: voice
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OF

HONEY”. (United -Artists), Pianist-

whit h gets, a ‘tine’

7‘zooT: SIMS. &: oRcH. wee ekbe ete/.RECADO- BOSSA’ NOVA:

KurtSchumacher Gets

e'@

— Atiola’Bio-Disk Album!
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ee
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oe
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eer
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coe we

as<SUOVE: ME TENDER’. .

~ LongplayShots

=

Freluded

are | the- identifying, the. Lineoln Center opéning. (23) nid wha “will appear. ‘at the Metro- |.
m ey.
themes for ‘such shows .as “Ben:
politan, Opera opening. on Oct. 15, will ‘be. featured | on--her next. pop:
Casey,” “Dr. Kildare.’ * “Gam BeneTHE
DRIFTERS:
.
ANOTHER
: NICHT WITH: THE Boys
album for Columbia. Records. with: Andre ‘Previn onl. Décea Records.
ict
“Naked City
“The Andy
(Atlantic) | Ba
ee.
“Up On. The Roof.°
wriffith .and Steve ‘Mien stanzas.
national |Barbershop Singing. competitions. Pwo. albums. one.e.featuring E _. The. Drifters?” “Another: Night With “The Boys’ (Aldont?. is -a:
and “Sing Along With Mitch.” the:
“blues:
‘ballad .. featuring. a. lonely ‘guy's. “wail, that’s ‘qiite. offettive
1 the |tdép ‘10° ‘international quartet. winners, : the. other featuring the top |
Totter without voic es.
and- shottd: bring in lots of. ‘spinning friends.: Up: On The Roof’
five ‘international: chorus winfiers are. ‘scheduled: ‘for- release Oct: I. |
teat
nesad
an atthactine® beat to. gat: across. ‘@“get. auoay. Srom
PAUL
PETERSON:
“COLLIE | Irving: ‘Townsend, Columbia Records”: chief. exec on the Coast,’ ‘init:
POPS AND ROSES” 'Colpix). The. ‘New York ‘for a-series of -planning-“meetings.:
tt- all” moo
- Capitol as pulled:
ix: brother of pap chirp Shelley two. Sides, “‘Maria’ and “‘Once Upon A. Time,” “from: George: Chakiris’ .
rs an 2
Fabsres
on -the’ “Donna
Reed
debut: album. for. pop’ sitigle release.. . Andre. Kostelanetz is finishing: JOHNNY MATHIS
oSi ‘ee A
ees “GINA..
a
Shas,’ ” Paul Peterson has a pleasant pop voice which he uses to adé:
vantage.on
this round.
Mixing
the tempo. he handles such: ‘ballads
r
id
g.
as the title. tune, “Be Everything.
Te -Anyone™
and “One: Girl” in
Siuooth fashion: On the uptempo.
Tre | belts ° “Little | Boy Sad,” “Blue
Moron and:* “What ‘Did They: Do
Before Rock ‘nh Roll” in -solid

rackin’ style.

an. instrumental ‘LP. of. Irving’ ‘Berlin’'s“Mr.: President” ‘score. which}°

‘(Columbia): Pa ee eh ate eee aeae Love Her That’s ‘Why.’
-Columbia* ‘will release. Within -a week | fF Jac Holzman, -Elektra.Rée-.
.
Johynny, Mathis’ “Gina” ( Elin ‘Drive*” has: the soft: ballad “smooth-ords:. president, is‘ out on a swing through. thie’. western “states: to “set |.”
‘recording sessions.
with touring: artists and launch: company’s. fall: ‘sales | ness. ‘that’s: earmarked: for big. play as: jocks *in’ several .areas .alceampaign ... . Cor al's: Ivy League: Trio. finished: their. ‘Army. hitch” and : . ready :have’. demonstrated: “T: Love’. Her That’ Ss.“Why” (Elm.
-, Drive*) shoivs.. off a
¢good. ballad. forni, too, and: rates a’
E spinning .
Wilk resume. their booking |schedule’ .in the fall..
“Jack -La: Forge,
pianist-organist. first LP on. Purpletone- is:tagged.“Hawaii’ And I.”
-of: James. "Mason. ‘teadings:

oo showcase.

es

; ra

: LENNY WEL
Edgar. Allen.Poe’s othe. ‘Imp: Of Perverse” }

ke

#

eel

He's a good -bet: for | and. “Shadows And: Lionizing”: is: one’ ‘set and: “Herman. ‘Melville’ si. ~(€adence).

|

a

eo ev ®@ «© ©

TASTE OF HONEY 7

@-:

The: Old: Cathedral-...

Lenny Welch's. one Taste Of. Honey”: (‘Songfest*)" gives the pop; Ambassador Record .Corp...
the pop market, although: a bit) ‘Bartleby The- Scrivener” is tlie. other |.
' which has .the -Peter Pan, Diplomat; “Guest: Star -and. Hear How: labels”.: lar instrumeztital a@ new lyric” twist -via’:a’ folk. Styling. that’s::@
youn2...in appearance .on ‘the.

natural: for a@ spinning .byildiip. “The Old. ‘Cathédral” :¢Luristani ).:.
show
The LP could catch on at has opened ‘a Coast :warehouse to facilitate U.:S.- ‘shipments as ‘well as’|
is a hymnal ballack that takes: itself,‘too. ‘serioushyfer.any. comthe turnstiles. and. has mureho: air overseas: orders. Fred: Levi. will be ‘the: Coast. manager based .in LL. ‘
play potential.
- Ford ‘Records -Wilk. enter: the: album. field’ ‘this’ fall. with.. 2.4. mercial possibilities.
‘*
‘ele.

i

MOQSE ALLISON: |
:“I DON'T, |“packages
lease,

f Atl antic: This isa swingin?2g ‘show: |

case LP
ay

for Mase. Allison

ta display

covering me:pep and. ‘country: & western. field: Initial en
set: ‘for Oct. A,
“Country . Jamboree’ featuring: Shorty ..Long. THE SWANS.
‘Long,' Paul. Tannen, ‘Lina: Lou and Georse |
“(Kapp >

Se.

who! | Haltman, & ‘The | Chordsmen..

his piano, vocal and

*

|: Atlantic, Records is: distributing: a followup: LP ‘to.‘Booker. 7. & thet

Writing -abilities on it. In all three /-AL-G.’s click. Stax ‘single, . “Green Onions.’: -carrying.. :the: same.
‘cateories, he- features a personal | ‘Atco. ‘has a: similar album. in: release: ‘this: month following. up
tevie’? that alwais. produces an-in-|‘Fabric’s: - “Alfey:. Cat’ hit-45 .
Cadence’. Records .. has: done
fer osha effect, {tis piano-can run ‘revamping. of ‘its distrib set uD, fining | up: Fenway Records: in:
tafougl:
a drivi ing. -uptempg |piece: ark, ‘Mainline- Cieveland. in Cleve. and Merit ‘Music An, Detroit.

:
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VR ed en INDIAN SUMMER
e@-::

_ -This. Little Heart Of Mine ™

:The. ‘Swans’. “Indian: Suimmer”, (Harms*) ~- brings

in ‘the “fall...

“season. with: a ‘standard. that's sgouped: ‘up “with sound stylings that

title. | will go Over. in. jock “and juke. markets.” ’ “Phis “Little :Heart: -OfBent:
-Mine”. -(Muredt) beats’ with ‘a. raticous. rock: that’s.-matched- ie
some
@ vigorous ‘group. vocal: ‘which could. ‘build’Jk eC:interests: “Gras...

New- |"

*ASCAP:

“BMI:

-
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_— Byy RALPH yGLEASON

- + “The global. market” notion that
| has become so much a part of film
| | industry-‘thinking also seems .to
‘| [have strong implications. in the

Folland Disk.
D Bestsellers1

Pos
“Monterey, Cal:, Sept. "25,
By: ‘MIKE’ GROSS:
~The: fifth.. annual: Monterey Jazz}
a
Amsterdam, Sept: 25;-°
The. Bossa. Nova. is “in’’ and the i
Festival ended with a. wild ovation
“The |:
a0 Do You Want To. Dance.:
a
“out2’: That's: the. word | for-Dave and Iola Brubeck’s
- (Columbia)~. ‘Cliff Richard..4, ‘being:
At passed.
Oe
around the. record, inReal Ambassadors” in. which Louis |:
Italiener.
= 1dustry “as° more and more’ “dikings
. Armstrong, : Carmen. McRae, the |”: ‘Zwei Kleiner:
: (H.MLV.)22. 2 C. “Froboess '.|: of “the: ‘latest. Latino lilt: are’ being 1,
--" (Lambert- . Hendricks. Bavan. - Trio,
‘Good ‘Luck Charm. . . Presley.” “| poured. into ‘the market. .
im
“Brubeck, Trummy Young and. the 7 (RCA |
mae According: to.some ‘analytical: in-.
Armstrong’ and Brubeck groups ap inas” Young’ ‘Ones.
“ole Richard : ‘ dustryites,, however, the: Bossa].
peared.
= (Columbia).
Nova hasn’t: established itself firm-.|
‘phe: story. ‘of.a “Jazz ° ninsician | Wonderful Land |The:Shadows | ly yet despite the diskery rush to |.:
.
to}
who.::comes:
(Louis. “Arméstrong)
- (Columbia) ”
.get on the bandwagon. The- big.|.
‘be the real ‘ambassador, :the. numproblem,’ it seems, that unlike the |.
- (Philips). .
| Twist, the Bossa Nova, doesn’t. zt
, a ‘o.| £
-- Department’s -cultural exchange.|. © Brandend Zand A ‘Givenioh
have a ‘dance to. ‘£0. with, it.” - It. endorses jazz as a friend-maker.
. (Philips)..
“| sustain’ itself,”. says Duke -Niles |
i
‘for the U.S. and gets. in. a-few ‘soft. : De Blinde: Soldat. Z. Naam re who's: “publishing séveral ©Bossa | ae

r

¥ | 7has just as much potential sales
P| life: as the film from which ‘it's:
an

digs:. at -the. State ©“Department. LS

. (Philips) ©

uted in ‘all’ corners

-doesn't

without ever hitting a best seller
. Soundtracks have many lives on
market.
They
have, in fact, as many lives as the
number. of .locations. into’ which

| the international

‘Nova. items. via’ his ‘Paris “Music | fa

their picture is booked.
track “LPs have. bombed

. Norman ........ . Sue Thompson firm, “a new: beat has ‘to. have. an |
: accompanying: dance.”
—--.
qT

. represent

some, policies’ I’m. ‘for.’m-

‘ Vader, Waar IsMoeder: “Hoes . .|

Father, “Where's ean

‘Then Armstrong became specific |-

= about integration. “lf God made.| sees
us in His: image,” Armstrong sang, -

tet

“could. ‘He. a zebra be?”...
Though. ‘several of .the nunibers oo

had: religious .overtoneés :(Lambert |
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~ ASCAP’§ CoastMeet

1 Colpix
HyposArtistSlate,Adds

The _Ameérican- Society. “of :Com- |
“posers, Authors & -Publistiers.‘will.}-

_litie Producers; Other Wax Deals

a “The: three:nmain things. composers ‘and:‘lyric «writers for the: theatre: hold’ a: fall -“meeting of..its. Coast :
me “phould- Jook. for in choosing “a: publisher’ ‘are -belief, "experience and: membership on. Oet.. 4.-‘Reports: byt ..
_,organization,” ‘said. Irving. Brown, | veepee..of Chappell ‘who..spoke at. the .Sociéty’s president, ° ‘Stanley
. the third-session of the. ASCAP ‘Seminar-on the ‘Musical: Theatre Tast: Adams; Jack’ Bregman for the exec
“. Moriday (24) at New: York’s Judson. Hall. “He ‘inust be: made. to. feel ‘committee, and comptroller. Géorge
= that the ‘publisher ‘believes ‘in‘-his: talent; and:his ability .to.:grow ‘Hoffman will’ be: ‘presented. |
>... asa’ composer .or lyric writer, -He should’ make - sure -“that the. pub-|:* ‘The. °“Music :.Industry ” Golt
' .jisher ‘has. had sufficient. experiénce’ in. handling. theatre scores: And. ‘Tournament, "which: Was. ‘scheduled
“he should go. ‘with -a.- ‘company . that can utilize. every. department— |‘for: the ‘same date asthe -ASCAP

|:
-* executive, professional, editorial, legal, ‘sales=to- help. “promote. his[-meeting,
has: changed to:Oct. 26-28
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Colpix Records. has:. added some
‘artists and indie producers” tc its
| roster. “The division of Columbia.
| Pictures has: signed Teddy .RandDon
Grant,.
‘azzo,; Vi. Velasco,
‘Erpie Royal, Zoot. Sims, Randy
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seas:5 DisksWinMore.
:
|a US.Mkt: Dot’s. Bailey

>. London,’ ‘Sept. 25. |-Weston, Manny Albam~ ‘exclusive
. :. Atnerican ‘disk market is ndér-* for . singles
only): and
Everett.
| going’ a change; says ‘Jim -Bailey... . Barksdale.
‘To its<May Records.
-'| head of Dot. Records’ International | subsid,. ‘Colpix has ‘added Kitty
ef Division, “who is accompaning Billy: “Noble, Ginny Angel, Sammy: Taylor
_people: ‘who write, who. ‘sing; who ‘play ‘instruments: ‘and- who: listen.
| Vaughn on a four-week Continen- and. Bobby. Wilding.
and* énjoy- a. personal:Product that. is”‘the’.creation ;and: ‘result: of
-|ftal‘tour:; Ohne of:the-major innova;
‘Compeser-producer
Bob Crewe
. talent. 3.
tions. ig. the. acceptance of “moré thas been inked to. produce. disks for
“A choxeégrapher:- must. be. able: ‘t0write his:‘own “heck. in:“staging. |.
foreign material by: disk. Jockeys |. the label: as. have the Brothers
‘andthe. public..
‘the dances for. a: musical:‘comedy, a “asserted. choreographer-director.-| |
Finnegan
and
Mal.
Williams.
qo According | to: ‘Bailey, . influx: -of : | Platters. by many. of ‘these’ artists
~ Joe ‘Layton: ‘at. the-.second’ ‘séssion°
“of: the. ASCAP’ semne a hey
British names like. Lonnie Done--|: are due |out shortly.
is
is |
of Musical -‘Theatre --at New York’s’ Judson ‘Hall last. -week. “Et:
Ball,
‘gan,: - Matt: -Monro,;- .Kenny
.. /:job: to continue ‘the-‘story.. that --has. -been . written by . ‘the. librettist. :
Acker: Bilk, The .‘Springfields, “An-_
He ‘must add-to. the plot, A dance ¢an- no longer. be. ‘merely. ‘enter=
‘King: Hawksliaw Hawkins
-f{aining;. it: ‘has: to inform. Entertaining’ and ‘informing: ‘must’ 80:hand, }, “tnitea “Artists ‘Records: thas: RX-. i:thony- ‘Newley, ‘Andy’ ‘Stewart, and
soon, is fitting. evidence that ‘non- |", King. Records - ‘has. ‘pacted -couninshand.ies
try. ‘& western’ disker Hawkshaw
| tended. its jazz ‘activities. into the
“Layton,” ~who- ‘directed.HG Strings” ‘and. is. now:: staging: “eGoick “of. -concert” ‘preduction. field. “AS a. Yank. names can: ‘get ‘into the: top- Hawkins.
An LP and a ‘single,
selling bracket.:
wy
the. Walk,’% emphasized that. “the creator - ‘is. still. the. -most :‘important: jazz ‘and, to plug its, latest .‘jazz{-I
“Silver
‘Threads
and
Golden
While ‘there was. ‘a. certain: re-.
“person: in’a production..in ‘spite of the: attention: ‘currently. being paid: pactee; Charles Mingus, the. ‘Jabél |
sistance” in- the past. to “overseas -Needles” ‘and. “Girl -Without a
the musical:.comedy., director. “The : show. ‘still belongs to .the: -com=" will” sponsor” a jazz concert: at -Town|}‘product within the. American. mar- ‘Name,” are set for. release shortly:
, Hawkshaw had. a disk. pact with.o- poser and the’ lyricist ‘anid the: librettist, *- he .said.- “The “only ‘thing ‘Hall; .N.Y., ‘on. Oct. 12; featuring:
:. for the ‘director.to’ do is: try. to- ‘come “up. to.their. talent: It’s: his -Job.|Mingus: plus a 30-piece. orchestra. | thing. foreign: or. otherwise that. King some years. ago and has. since
«The: concert; *-aud: a series of ‘might break asa ‘potential hit, says. -been with RCA’ Victor and Colum_, .to-interpret what they:have. to:‘say,not’ to try. to.make ‘them’ ¢on“other ‘new: ‘jazz projects, :-are: under. Bailey;.‘Consequently, : more and | bia. His: ‘resigning to the label is
form ‘to. his*-ideas.’ Fe ge
:
"He looks to: a. time: inthe:-fufure when’ there. ‘may:be a “truly tyric: the. direction: of ‘Alan. Douglas who|‘more
jocks are looking overseas in part of: a-move by Syd Nathan,
theatre concept, -“one: in-which song, ‘dance and story:-flow ‘so. smoothly:: ‘heads. the’ ‘diskery’s . hipster divi-|order to come ‘up.. with something | King. Records prexy, to revitalize.
‘the ‘line’s. c&w activity
which .
George: Wein; -producer’ -of| “different.
_-that.: there’ would. be-no .‘applau e-catching.. numbers: to: interrupt: the: “sion.
a proceedings
from ‘beginning: :‘to end.?..He also. said. that -the :time 1 the’ ‘Newport. ‘Jazz °Festival and-|:Ine fact; one ‘Yank ‘diskpusher|’ ‘slowed ©‘when ‘the diskery began
js not: too: ‘distant when the. finest Siriger. in the world or ‘the: greatest ° other: such’ events, swill - work with ‘has -gone. ‘completely _ ‘British. in}. eencentrating. on-the rhythm &
dancer in. the -world :-will not -be. able to . ‘eeta.
1 Job:unless" ‘he.has: hirn ‘or the. production of. the event concept;.a symptom, ‘opines Bailey | . blues: field. some years ago.
ginastered.. all.”‘the performing. arts...
a
ee
OBES WaT will,-be waxed. for. release ‘by of the new: thinking. ‘around: Ameri- |:
A.
. Parlophone: Debbie Lee.
|} can radio stations:
“Appearing *‘with Mingus will, be |
Protegee of Evelyn Taylor. (who
“Clift: Richard, “Brilish: ‘singer, is" scheduled to arrive: ‘in:
the U: & ‘Clark Terry; :.Don, ‘Butterfield,
. manages Adam .Faith),. Debbie Lee
next: ‘week. (2) for a. ‘promotion: ‘campaign. on ‘the °Paramount.’ ‘pic, - “Jinimy: . Cleveland, '- Erie: .Doiphy,:
{has pacted with Parlophone.:: A&R:
. “Wonderful To Be “Young”. and: the Dot .disk of-the.same name, He's} ‘Zoot’ -.Sims, Jerome -Richardson,
man. George. Martin plans her first.
set’ for: -a.. ‘six-week . tour (of major ‘cities ‘to visit. deejays and: make. Jim:. Hall;|Charlie. Shavers’. Roy:|;
‘release in October coincident. with
personal appearances « Where- the pic: is playing. Famous. Music, the: ‘Eldrédge, ‘Pepper Adams..and oth-}video appearance on ABC-TV.
. publisher. ‘of “Wonderful -To- Be. Young,” ‘Written by-Burt Bacharach - ers.. - Deejay Stan. Ze Burns: wil]:
The
recent.
‘boom:
in:
‘low-price
“@ -Hal.: David,.- will” “work closely~” with: Dot. on. ‘the’. plugging: effort. emcee’ the gig...
Prestige: Gene Ammons.
disk. “lines, “manufactured” mostly |
: He's: algo”set for a shot on‘ Ed Sullivan's. CBS: TV show’On. ‘Oct. 21...
Another: UA. ‘Jazz project’ is a
for :‘distribution in a. variety - Of |: ‘Prestige has. repacted jazz saxer.
“waniiig. featuring Duke. Ellington,.
Two
sessions,
‘like Gene’ Ammons.
Max Roach ‘and. Mingus, -playing: normally * non-disk: outlets
. wal‘Meisel: one ofBerlin’s amost popular-c
composersand publishers:
drugstores: and. supermarkets by waxed under supervision of Ozzie
both new. _and old’ Ellington, tunes:
‘Cadena, have ‘been recently com“¢élebrated: ‘his ‘65th_ birthday Sept: 17.:The~ Teldec. -diskery “honoréd| The .coinfany.-is” also_ releasing: a -rack.- jobbers, has: been: clipping-|‘pleted by the. hipster’and will be
“him .With-‘an,-EP.- record -entitled :“‘Bar :Music: At the: Rialto” -which. |.
‘along. ata stronger and stronger
‘never-before-issued < ' package . by,
released. in the:‘near future.
‘features - a medley”. of : composer’s most ©‘popular. . “songs:. “Meisel -has_
| Billie: Holiday. which was. recorded’ pace: Indicative :of this is:‘Prémier.
~“eonrmposed -several: ‘Operettas” in ‘addition to _his: countless * ‘Songs.:.and|:
“during |a. ‘German - Concert! given: ‘Albums,. a manufacturer “of -seven.}
. ‘Oriole: Paula Watson
also; wrote the score for. 44. films; He had ‘been. suffering from- serious:| by the ‘late -jazz-‘singer: : * Other ‘different. labels inthe budget-price:. .
ey
after . three: eye. operations,||projects inelude -a ,bossa.: ‘nova ‘set, -groove; -which has régistered gains.| : American-born thrush Paula Watver ymuch active again. He-‘heads Edition.‘Meisel:Music. and ‘Harrison by Herbie. Mann’ and. a- pix. themes |of: 60%: or ‘more in-both ‘sales and- son. ‘who waxed the click, ‘‘A ‘Little.
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er
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Rd
Douglas will” leave ‘for Europe’ year: over the. corresponding. ‘pe-.
: John, Schroeder: Currently she’ s°
Tiod--in1961.:
“Ins;a ‘survey. “conitucted: by. ‘the ”‘Country. “Music “Assn.”it" was. deter-| after.the:‘Town’ ‘Hall: ev ent.
Premier’ s financial- statement for compiling an album..
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ia
thesix-month:
period:
ending
‘July
}
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|.31,. shows sales .of $1, 507:406-com- |:
-". 999 of the questionnaires: being returnéd~to CMA. ‘The returns: also
pared with $929, 752. for the. same
"? Showed. that’-there .were 60 . stations -“programming..filmed. country period. .Jast -year. Net profit after
‘Tausic’ shows; ‘86 Stations pr ogramming™ gospel. shows.anid 93:‘Stations..

work.”rae
in PalmSprings.)
v
Brown: ‘also’ pointed’ ‘out‘that: the’“publishing ‘Business ‘is “unique in
that, unlike most businéss;, -it .déals with’ people. rather than: inanimate
‘objects. A real publisher,” he, said, :‘‘is' deeply.‘Concerned. ‘with. the
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At a time: ‘when disk. Sales. in the.

1} U.K.. are reaching. a: new: ‘high,

| trade ‘sources: report. that! there is _
an. upward: swing in the. sale of‘musical’ instruments. ‘For exam-.
ple; from: 1959 to’ 1961 sales -of
~'pianos: increased here by 1412£%,:
TONY: ‘CARACCHE ORCH oe
sing” stamps ‘business.: He’s’ launch-. “tity development: but store window’ “Er iedhofer; Ernest: Gold and David's;
“| Says Donald. ohnson, secretary of:
“
~ + ing Go- ‘GO Pleasure - ‘Stamps: this ‘payola-“is everywhere *NOW, “with °“Raskin: ‘tv. ‘composers Jack Meakin, | Hotel Muehiebach, K. Cc.
._ 4 the Music Tr ades. Assn.
‘fall. to. encompass :all phases. of -even small; ‘Femotely-locdted “out. ‘Mahlon’ ‘Merrick, ‘Irving Miller, .JO- 4: The. Hotel. Muehlebach’ s. contin- |. “But the rise: is not confined to
-entérfainment. including .pix, thea- [lets having: caught. on.,;
séph ~ .Mulléendoré;. ‘Ruby. “Raskin, . -aing: ‘ dinner-dance. policy. in the pianos,” he says, “guitars, claritre and. night :¢lubs. |Pete: Rugolo,.‘Nathan ‘Scott, ‘Her-| street. level Café Picardy. currently | nets, ‘drums and a. wide variety. of
It.
is.
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and.
initially
a
aise}
“> As:an “added accomodation; Go- .
other instruments are alse on the
chert -“Spenéer,: -Fred ‘Steiner-. ‘and.
. - Go ‘will. operate. a special... enter-- ‘tributor problem. in thatit is:‘the: John ‘Seott :Trotter; song: compos- +} has" Tony ‘Caracei and his. ‘five-.|*increase, saleswise.”
Johnson and.
“.? tainment* -and travel bureau‘'vhich ‘distrib that. encouriters the display ‘ers. Jack Brooks, Arthur. Hamilton, : piece - -.group” “furnishing. _ the his: confreres .attribute the hike to *
‘will .enable :stamp “savers: ‘t get!.pressure. -But:: ‘he |‘quickly -.
Kahn. - Jerry = ‘Livingston, rhythms:. A ‘longtime fave ‘around: increased use «of. music. in. school
. Passes. Donald
advance. reservations. and. bookings:: the. ‘problem. on. to the manufac-. Ben: ‘Oakland .-and: Harold |“Spina; |
town, .he *has |‘had Several” stands. curriculums. —- the - schools them-.
“Heller is also publishing a ‘spécial ‘turer who. has Jittle® choice but to- ‘ specialized -_ composers ivan ‘Dit-.|;
selves are.‘one of the- industry's :
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“Bobby Vee. Meets; the. Crickets :
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WwWARREN~ ‘Jubilee)

Knoekers ‘Up’ (JEP: 2029).
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—

BILK ‘Atco):

a
Above ;the: Stars 1144), |
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oe
Midnight
ight Special (LPM 2449)
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ne,
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a

A the: “Gigot™® LP . will probably. g0 leader: of the BFM,-were “our two
‘to Capitol: where Gleason is’a pac-:| main’ objectives.” In View. of the

Carroll ‘tee. A-Marilvn Monroe single from |new
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yo. Londyn)
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(Columbia)

F<. iColumbia) 7 0"
Sealed. With A ‘Kiss .Ciylana

the. “Marilyn”

LP, . “River .of No; Was

felt there
agreements.. he
no point’ in continuing wat

Return.” - is. also -in’ release ‘along the. idea . of. BEM.
with .45s- by: “Bobby “Milaivo. and |
Jimmy. Stayton.
Wt . The." ‘Mai: ilyn” -albuni | has “Deen 't
Cosnat’ S:Rack

| worked into. a tiein’ promotion “on:

Deet,

“Gusnat Corp... disk distributor,
UIMV) 2
Lge
. t NBC: TV's: ‘Saturday: “Night at the, has Set up a rack jobbers division
1. “Speedy: Gonzales _— + ~ Boone: Movies,” wile last: Saturday 122): and ¢reated’.an ‘écon6my LP fine.
4-7.
(Londen):
wr
—_ {showéd
+ -“‘Gentlemen™
Prefer |by Jay-Gee Records, the Cistrip’s
{- . Breaking’ Up. is ‘Hard, To “Dé a Blondes” and: will! -air :“River (of: disk producing subsid:.:
ioe ARCA):
-.
: -Sedaka-: :
‘| No Return” “on “Oct. - 20. - - Singing |: _ Mort ‘Hillman ‘has joined: Cassiat
foe Guitar Tango" oat .
‘Shadows: performances by. the late star from ras national sales manager. of, the
~(Columbia) °°.
‘} both. pix are featured on the disk.' new rack division
H; Ilman. had
_ Osive. Upon A,Dream: oo, Bury, 2 which — receives. plugs: as. part of | beén . ‘general ‘manager for Seeco
ny
oy
ets

ee
aac

_ Decea)..
ot

—

ca) the video: ‘Screenings. -

| Records for three years.
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ish GrowsAmong FormerM*Aersin &IMA
“ Be-MCAgents; AFPA Sets|
Ded
PitchBeforeNat]Bd.NextMonth|7 Up Beverly HillsBranch}. Set Mutuallei
‘Hollywood, “Sept. 28.
As new “agencies formed... ‘by
MGAlumni ‘take. .more.. . ¢oncrete

+. United: Talent ‘Management. ahd.
of International ‘Management: Assooj|
trative secretary of. the American}
7
Atlanta’s. Southeastern
form and biz rivalry grows among |
‘|ates have ‘finalized .a:mutual repreGuild of Variety Artists: ‘who has
former’ .co-workers,. first -invasion|
sentation deal’ in: which both. outbeen -guspended ‘from. his $600-a- ‘
of the. Coast. by. a percentery organ-:
Knoxville; Sept. 25... ‘| fits, will - be.: associated in TianageAtlanta, Sept. 25:°
week post until he. clears himself.
ized. .in- New: York: by. erstwhile
Atlanta's: 48th. Southeastern :
‘Fair |
Knoxville. Civie.: Coliseum -will 7‘ment: and’ representation ..fields...
of. all charges made by. the. Senafe. will. open: ‘Thursday (27): at. its] MCAgents took: place ‘last :week..
‘continue. ta be- the. ‘training - headSub committee on Permanent In- ‘permanent. 200-acre home-at Lake-}* Agency For Performing “Artists: |quarters for “Holiday .on Ice,” ‘ac-’ -Arrangement:is not™a- merger,. but.
‘Ine.; set. up last month by Dave
provides: for a setup: in which each:
vestigations, “will be given a” hear- |’wood .Park and’ ‘with: any break}: -Baumgarten; ..who used ‘to. head cording. to ‘producer... Morris “Chal-. agency will handle déals: for each
ing by the union's national: board from the weather expects to: play | MCA’s live-talent: dept. :-in- New. fen of -Minneapolis, owner. of -the others’ talénts. in areas “whére. one..
to: 400,000. -paying. ‘customers: during -York, opened shop. in. Beverly: Hills.” show. .He was here for the recent:
at its meeting in. New York |on ; its:
office’ isn’t ‘fully Fepped. :Each: out:
10-day run.
Manning “this. outpost are ‘Jim. world premiere. of “Holiday” s"48th: fit:retains’ its. ‘Separate identity. Df
Oct. 16."

Jackle Bright, national. adminis-+4-

|.

Knoxville toRepeat

Fair Eyes 400,000 Gate|

of

:As‘ ‘Holiday’ Icer Base

‘Mayor * “emeritus * William. ‘B.15‘Breyley;: |ex-MCA. “Chicago:-chief- |.‘edition.
Br ight. declared that he wasit’t Hartsfield,. ‘at Fair. Assn.’*s helm | tain:. Howard: McElroy, . of -MCA’s
‘ Chalfen said: his ‘is the -‘only- in:+|-: “Mutual: representation deal. calls:
piven a proper . ‘hearing. by’ the for the first time. this. year, and old- ‘Dallas office,’ “and -‘Lee: Thayer, ternational. iceshow,: composed*of for the-services of: 26 former MCA:

who': once-- lreaded. “MCA’s: ‘band ‘four groups. Two are -now..in Eu- ‘employees -who: have’ allied ‘them:
booking. ‘dept. -here, but more’ re- rope. Third is: in. Singapore, with. Selves with -.either.: office.. The tie.
ently. “was talent. . buyer. for, ‘Fla- ‘the ‘cadre °cast’ in’ Knoxvilie. for .is“effeétive in all. fields: ‘including i
-| films,--telévision, radio,* ‘concerts,
AU, S. ‘four. kick off.:
mingo, Las: Vegas.
we
special. board mecting |-disctissed Hell drivers will. perform. nightly|. - Outfit - . Baumgarten © heads is |. ‘Seven: “weeks of: advance’ produe- ' cafes, : legit, fairs-.- and. .‘special *
events. “The :New: York réps “of. :
the McClellan ‘Committee. charges ‘in front’ of grandstand ® and_base- flexing muscles’ in ‘other. directions; ‘tion: work.-is: ‘Tequired before.. the.
-] ball’s ‘Ted ‘Williams’ will‘be.an. too. Bill Richards and Tom. Mallow | show ‘is. onthe ‘road. .This’ marks IMA,: Larry’ ‘Weber, ‘Don. Davis. and: >
against him.
added attraction.”
| have’. ‘been. installed .‘in Chi, “Bill the. third \year:“Holiday” has: con- ‘John Gaines,’ will" move’ into’ the:
Among charges leveled at.Bright‘.:
tracted to: use Knoxy ile.as: summer a UTM “offices: :
: Beutel in Miami.
include accepting a $2. 000. bribe’
-Edwin- K:. Greene’ is: head of thé
On. the: other - side of’ the coin: ; ‘headquarters., ae
from Smiley Hart: to arrange the.
‘Coast UTM. office, and- Herbert. T..
United - ‘Talent. | -Memt.-. Ltd.; ‘Te-.
‘Jatter’s transfer: from” Washington:
cently... formed:: here. :by. ‘Eadie |
"| Brenner ‘heads. the: IMA: setup
freeloading. at the}
to Sar asota:
Gieene,.. Jetry.Perenchio, ‘Bobby.
‘Tl there. ‘Dick: Rubin heads. the: UBM:
Burns and: other: éharter. members
Concord
Hotel, . Kiamesha. Lake,
office in:‘New. York... "2:
of: MCAIlumnt’ Assn. “has ‘opened. a
N.Y., as well as permitting B-girls |
“Working *together, “noth offices :-.
outpost. . SAIL - formerly |" .
‘and. prostitutes, tQ. infiltrate the
form the largest: -pool of former
7
Johannesbure. Sept:. 25.
tw orked:’ harid-in-glove.
Now - they}.
union
| MCA. :agenting: personnel in -any -...
Taking: a - heavy schedule. 6 are rivals;.scrabbling: not. only. ‘to.}
Hart t60k a ‘lie detector test on} twice--nightly performances; an’ at=.[
| of: the:-outfits. established - ‘since
the bribery charge. which. Bright. tack of laryngitis: and an. itinérary | ‘ink' the: talent: they ‘used: to ‘handle.
London, Sept. 25. “tT MCA: went -out Of.; the’,agency,
‘for
MCA,
but‘also
for
-dates,
‘Anddenied
before
the’. committee: ‘covering. half-a-dozen: cities in* as’
‘Norman, Payne, head. of the light business.
Brisht ayvreed to such a test but many Wweeks-in. her-stride; Sophie the rivalry’ looks.,- -at ‘this: ‘point
entertainment
|division ‘of: ‘MCA. in|
kéener
than
ever
it
was
when
MCA
so far lasn’t taken. it..In suspend- Tucker..has been. showing South
ing Bright, the AGVA.board held African: audiences:-that the last of | “bumped heads. with: William Mor- London: uritil - ‘the. “recent--dissoluover.
that he would have ta take’ the test. the Red’ Hot Mommas is. “still ‘size. ris; Joe. |“Glaser- and GAG
{:tion, has getup ~his .gwn°‘talent
before he. could. he’ restored :to his zling. And. her:. admirers. here ‘are: -talent.. and/or, bookings.
he agency -in partnership. with: ‘Harry:
post, should’ all. charges: against proving -warmly responsive. ;to. the 7
Harbour, -who. was ‘his. exec -asmY
him be. cleared.
‘Tucker: treatment.
:
BICK 6
: SIEGEL’S: AGENCY. - +-sistant at MCA. They have.‘formed {.°
‘Norman: Payne &- Harry: Harbour.
§The McClellan Committee has.| ‘Brought. on her.‘first trip: tol.
-Hollywood,. Sept. : 25.
been
appraised of the board's. Soutti. “Africa. ‘by African: Consol-|. Jerome” ‘Siegel and Jerome 5
Ltd. cand: “havé taken’ temporary |}
irone°r .
action and. has. forwarded further idated Theatres, . .whose «founder,-|have formed. Bick & Siegel. ‘Associ-: offices in Albermarle Sty just off
os
evidence’ relating to Bright. to the |-the. late I. W. ‘Schlesinger; tried’ ates, .continuing:.the «agency.for-- Piccadilly.
committee.
‘Next. ‘Monday (Li: ‘Payne: planes |
unsuccessfully to: arrange a book-|‘merly -known .as- -Film ‘Artists: Ine.
_ Bright's spot ‘has been. assumed 4 ing more. than 30-years ago, Miss. ' Siegel -heads -the- ‘literary depart-: to. ‘New York :for :the Broadway:

board at the time “it suspended him “general manager. Maurice Coleman
are stressing. ‘entertainment. Good-:
during: the summer. He -had. been}; ing Shows will occupy’ fair’s mid-:
taken’ ta a hospital on. the day a way: Jack -Kochman's. - Hurricane.

Sophie Tucker.Scoresle|
Initial: South’ Africa Tour:

Payne;Harbour, Former
MCA Execs,StartOwn:
TalentAg’cy.in-London

Heads for:Israel Vacash’SEMAN
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‘by “Bobby. Faye
$350 weekly. | -

whois. _ getting Tucker opened: her: tour-at. the ©|mént, and Bick. handles ‘both.Ait. “preem of “Stop: the.World—I Want}.
to’ Get. Off,” in! which’ ‘his. client | aon
_! (Continued. on page 38} Je _ferary. and:_talent..

me} Anna: ‘Quayle’ has. the-femime lead. pa
\ His . visit ‘is’ primarily .concernedi— -.. -

STARcuTER|

with .following. up. ‘prelim - negotia- jf
| tions. for. :-her-to. star In .a- comedy |
‘yidpie series, though he will’ also '
“be. discussing a possible ‘affiliation.
Whwith an American: agency. “After.a /
| fortnight’s
stay
in: Manhattan, ||
‘ Payne goes. to Holly.wood and. Las.

a| |

‘During his Jong teriitre: at MCA,: a

1. Payne. ‘pioneered: higher :fees .for.{ “POPULAR
: top ‘U:S. artists -on- British tv, mak |
‘ing. the ‘original. breakthrough. with |.

“Victor:: Borge.” on. BBC-TYV,- and |

i

VARIETY

PITTSBURGH. Post.
t GAZETTE.

Holiday: House, Put.
“Adding to this sock bill is. Slappy' White, -

~ By’ Lee Mclnerney-.
“On: the.“Holiday House ‘bill ‘Wuith ‘then;

also in‘his debut. there, ts. ‘comedian Slappy
an. able: storyteller never. before seen.in the.
room. ‘White walks out and. hits immedi-.. . _. White; ‘who-has been. ‘on the: ‘Ed. Sullivan’ ..
‘ately: with. his original yarns of racial and af show “several times in. the -last-year. : White |a
As “a brightly: ‘sniooth- ‘professional, ‘dealing’*~
topical prohléms:. His stories all score- and
he: had. to eneore with another tale after. his mi; -as -effectively in ractal ‘stories’ as. in: nonsott-shoe finish. ‘White,.s Negro; will prob-. ° 7 racial jokes, the. funniest comedian the.
“Monroev itle:‘club has: had: in.many: “months.”
ably set the pattern for more ‘of. his school.
‘of comics. to play the roont, ”

Oct. 8 thru. ‘2r. ELMWOOD. CASINO, Windsor, Ont.”
Oct. 22 thru. 30; BRADDOCK BAR, New. York
‘Nov. 1 thru 21,“PLAYBOY. CLUB; St. Louis

:

10 PARIS”

OregonFair’$SlowB.0..
-Portland,. Ore.: Sept. 25::
7 “The 4962° Oregon State Fair Stage
7
Revue racked up. a Modest: $76,;800-|f
“ti in’ 18° evening. performances and |#N} four -matinees at the Pairgrounds (
'| Armory. TFhe3,500-seater was scaled:|:
to. $2.50.. “Two. evening: shows: and {
1 four weekend ‘matinees -were -pre: |}
|-sented: during ‘the nine ‘day- run,'|

{with ‘Gordon: MacRae. headlining a

layout - -including- ‘The: Wheelers,:
-AH| Anders” Poodles, ‘The Appletons, |.
‘1 Johnny. Mattson, The: Comets (10),

jand Del Milne’s Oren. :ae
“The

1962 _ revue

preemed. the

| néw indoor arena, ‘Previous revues’
it Were. held

outdoors;

os

It George. ‘Burke’
vauder, - -

“58 W: 48th St...
New. York
aI
”7:1786, -PL 7-1530.. |
‘Affiliated Offices...
ae
-PHILA., “LAS. VEGAS. and
"FRANKFURT, GERMANY.

The: main.

produced,
at

“the: ;

HiT receive a-complete. renovation at:a:

EXCLUSIVE BOOKING.

aL. JOYCE
~AGENCY.

: “i gate take. was also down from-1961.

on || jife,.the Municipal Auditorium, will

JOE GLASER, President

COAST. 10 COAST

“|e TICKETS |

.. San Antonio, ‘Sept. 25.
The ‘hub: of: this. city’ $ cultural:

oe es
= Booked Exclusively by
ASSOCIATED. BOOKING CORPORATION

ca

the grand. “prix at. this: year’s Mon- | Jit chew, COLUMBIA PICTURE
treux. -fest, -and- has: since _been |
| Played: in:‘many ferritories.;

* Antone’)Aud Overhaul .

Special Material.byEUGENE PERRET

es .

“HY field. was: with Eartha Kitt’s recent
| Swedish program ‘which collared.

Dec. 14 thru Jan. 3, PLAYBOY CLUB, Chicago.
Jan..28 thru Feb. 17, PLAYBOY CLUB; New York
Feb. +8. thru Mar. 10,PLAYBOY CLUB, ‘Miami:

Not Sick, ‘Not.
t Tired,Just FUNNY

(Roulette) :

that: he--eventually :.es-{f-.

| tablished- the principle of residu- [4°
} als.’ for American..artists “for tv.
Shows. ‘A. notable “success ‘in’. this:
yuRnie ocr and:to.2nd.”

Just Concluded HOLIDAY HOUSE, “Pittsiurgh

Sept. 21 thre 29,. PINK POODLE: indianapolis.

“WHAT KIND OF|.
LOVE IS THIS”|

subsequently : negotiative - compar-,
‘able deals: for ‘Harry. Belafonte, |}
| Liberace; “Alan King... ete.
His territory “at. MCA -“also” iin- |
| cluded Europe, and it was .on the |.

{continent

HITRECORD.”

"SEE SCULLY’ $
~SCRAPBOOK

I} -cost of $130,000. Since its comple- | Es,
ii} tion in 1926, the building has: been |:
4ii repaired. many times but never fe-’
:

| furbished: :

oy.
VARD

me

“Angast 8.1962).

| a

-

- Included: in‘the proposed project tr
“would: be patching. of. a “leaking.
i roof, a new master electrical panel |}SHEET“MUSIC: e RECORDS
OUD end RARE;
. setup,. new: sound - ‘system, (inelud-{ 9. 7°
1684 .No.. Cherokee Avenue
‘ing an. intercom setup), “ replace‘Hollywood 28, California.
iment: of tile and. painting of- pale

—

ty)terior. ‘of.main auditorium.

L

_ Wednesday; September’ 26,1962

,
Resigns asGAC
AGVAAppealsBoardLitsPenny's5Tus,ences’|nKae

"FAPINDED TIES)

Suspension, ButUpholdsHerGuilt)
:

“Benny. Singleton’ Ss:five-year’ sus: +
‘pension:. -from. membership. :‘rights 1.

- Prez;Yens Academic Pursuit
-¢ Lawrence W.. Kanaga: announced
This: resignation..as. president of
General Artists-Corp:,.second larg-

“riternational: bookings.” ‘are. “be: ‘SetSatirical Shows For’
N ew. Stiows. Jo
oin:
in- the ‘Américan* Guild of :Variety: Two
-coming increasingly. important in.
Artists. was. lifted last.” -week by|
Candlelight Rin... London ‘est in: the field, following. several
| today’s. “show.” biz ‘operations.- one.
_the ‘uiiion’s: ‘appeals .board::*- The. 7
months conjecture as to. his status
OL
London, Sépt. “25:
Seattle, Sept... ‘25... ‘| dependence. upon:.bookings: - in
lwith the company. He. will -.con-‘panel, ‘however, -upheld. the ‘guilty.
‘Tio Tiew shows have: joined. the ‘other .countries- ‘has become ..so-}-.- The- ‘Candlelight Room -at the { tinue.‘on’ the’ company. roster. as a
. verdict of the original ‘Los:Angeles
*"-trial board, but deemed the. penalty|:Show: Street: area“ of -the: Seattle’ ‘vital ‘as“to. warrant. ‘greater: atten-: May. Fair Hotel. has been closed. for- member of the beard and serve in
|
| ‘alterations. It’s to be: turned into}. ‘a consultative. capacity. “He had
. extessive.- It was.-ruled. that she World's. Fairthe Floogle:: Street: tion: from-all agencies.
+. rad -‘heen’ ‘Suificiently: punished‘ by. ‘Players,|San: Francisco. .cabaret-'| For example, Sol Shapiro of the: a small. theatre which’ will special: |‘heen “with GAC" since ‘1957, when
” the.” time ~already: ‘Served “under theatre group.” in’: ‘the: ‘Sleéping |,William. Morris. executive board; is ‘ize’ in topical Satire.
‘he resigned.‘as:-v.p. ‘and ‘gm... of
. suspension. | P
, ‘Buddha, formerly the Flor. ‘dé Mex- ‘readying: a trip next: month. around:|: Project: is expected to- ‘open’ on. ‘RCA: -Records td go into the talent
.. Miss’ ‘ Singleton,-who: was. ‘tried |ico. restaurant; which opened: Satur- .the’ world: to: gander. new markets. Jan. I and there: will. be twice ‘business. - . His’ contract :hag two.
five . ‘months’..ago..on ‘charges .of day: ' (22), and: “Dancing | Waters, 2. ‘He'll -also: eye talent: for import as: nightly . shows. ‘The foyer. of the: more. years ‘to go.
_? condtict | unbécoming :a: member, openihg. same: day: in the space well:as shows ‘arid-‘for mats ‘that:can |" old * restaurant has’ already ‘heen |. Kanaga, as was common ‘knowl- Was: “represented |at the hearing. by’ formerly: occupied by. the..illfated.‘be utilized ‘in this:¢ountry. General.: ‘given. a new Jook.-It’s been changed edge, had been. withdrawing gradJfenry ~-M. Katz; former. AGVA.. girlie show,.“Girls of the.Galaxy:” ‘Artists, Corp.’ “board: ameeting’ last ‘| into a. Teplica: of a ‘Parisian ‘buule- tually from GAC affairs. Beard
-Both: shows’ “will. remain woul, end “week: ‘mapped, plans to get a wider. ard" Pestaurante
-“yesident” ‘counsel... In:a’ ‘pitch. last-.
‘chairman Herbert J. Siegel, “who
‘| shareof :worldwide: bookings. .
ding’ more “than’ ‘four hours, “Katz of the:Fair Oct. 210
|takes over-the presidency ‘as well,.

._, Seattle. World's: rir!

‘The newer stress:on global opexa- |“

:: Carged- that_ his : client's ‘constitutional rights. were violated ‘bythe|
“2d

*

2

“manner-in.¥ hich: ‘the: charges Wwere” Pr
ohesPu
Of
made.’

(ETO ets ut

” fons. becomes’ more’ -important as
“Liet.
7
travel increases.-AS aninstance,:
.) several’ Weeks ago, Sammy: Davis

toned

Meyer,WolfGAC

had. been -participating “mrore’ in-..tensely in:GAC ‘matters, in ‘addi-

tion-to heading. the other Compas.

mies in the Baldwin-Montrose <om=
-|-flew. to Rome, taped three :tv.-shovi's
|’.
-AGVA’s constitution;. “Katz. ‘said,.
‘plex. of. industrial ‘firms;
More
and-. “came. :back: -the . next: day.
provides: that. a: ‘hearing ‘must be]:
veepees were being: treated and:
fg
| British: ‘promoters: are. ‘asking: top
held 20°-dayss*after. the: charge is |"
path. was being cleared ‘for more
“RE
Followup |= ‘to-é¢ome, over for as / many:
_&ired. ‘Fhe: elapsed. time in. this’ in--}:
administrative. changes ‘for: some:
: one-nighters’ as. possible, then. go oe ‘Coincident, -but: not. as a result of. time. *““stanee, he. said, was 85-days.:
He}|
- blac ail
‘also cpointed.: ‘out: that’ the: original | a ao
Washitigton, Sept:. 25. ° «| back,
‘| Lawrence ‘W, -Kanaga’s resignation
| ° Kanaga’s association | With GAC
charge: stemmed: from an unsub-- - The- ‘one-day .Senate’ -MéCleilan as GAC president,. was. the ereation- Stemmed from: RCA Victar's con-.
“-stantiated- .‘statement
by ~ Coast ‘subcommittee ‘hearing: to-follow up. Granida;..ete. “. ‘are providing, fares: of two ‘more veepees and the: eleva- {| tracts ‘With. a
number of the
agent: ‘Ted, Lesser who: said. that | its:-probe ‘of’ the -Ameri¢an.-Guild|.for U.S," acts to..come to -London - tion.” of. one: other. who Yesigned | on| agency's. ‘top stars, . “Perry -‘Cemo
Miss Singleton - told. ‘hint: that. iie’| bt. Variety: Artists: will “be post- between: engagements for ‘a quick”! ‘the. same- day: -as. :his.- elevation. ‘among them:
As GAC. founderthen newly. created ‘Supplemental | poned until . January, | (Chairman. | taping. “and: ‘back=to ‘resume. -U:S. | Jesh. Mey: er. was: made a vicepresi-: president
Thomas
G. Ro kwell
“.“Walfare.“Fund’ was °primarily “for : ‘John. L.: McClellan : §D.-Ark.). dis-" bookings. Shapire,. ‘incidentally, dent in. the: legit: ‘department: and | started getting his business.in or-"
--| booked Sophie* Tucker from - his: ‘Donald,: G.' ‘ Woiff.: was -given ‘his. ‘der-he ‘broached the idea of getting:
. the bénefit .of- “AGVA employees,* ‘closed - today (Tues.).:.
Katz noted: that: Al: Kelly, who.| in: what, “gould be: AGVA’S “Longe. : NLY.. office ‘to play a string of one-* ‘chevrons in--the- field’ of dramatic Kanaga, “then: vicepresident and.
ta“ ‘planing back .to.| teevee” ‘and films:.:
oe ‘made. the: charge based“on ‘Lesser's
| general ‘manager of RCA Victor, to
est: -day,”” Me€lellan’s.: subcommit™. nighters.
NeV:.ffomprior:
ta: worldwide
: tour. Jéetter tothe union did -not speak of
~The :.major -ruckus. concerned come over to the talent end of the.
tee will want: ‘to knew what AGVA
: his’ own” knowledge. in. the niatter; } has:one-to “clean.up.”* It willalso
. Foreign Expansion Looms |
legit
industry... The’ emoluments—<salary
| It’s bélieved that: much .of ‘tke (Tom ‘Korman who was .in:the.
‘cr and- he. was not told to’ appear.cat |
department. He was also. given. his

VPs; Korman Exits

‘The Britigh:. téléfirmé, ITV;

“ look: into what: the..Labor-and. Jusand. stock—eventually: led -to -the
international. -bookings. . can. be promotion,” ‘but a hassle: resulted.
‘tice . Derts.,. . Internal
ailing Rockwell unloading the dayRevenue’
Katz, urged the board -to fev erSe
‘findlized:: ‘here ‘in’ New. York. “with. in which* it- was-suspected” ‘he: had
Service. vand | Ammigration: Service.
to-day - operation to Kanaga, as the.
the’ original -“verdict and -:added
out’
‘sétting
‘foot
on’
foreign
soil.
been”
“negotiating
‘with
another
|
". that unless. this... was’ -done,.‘legal: have. “done “to |.correct. -‘alleged However;: it’s felt’ that the: day’ is agency, ‘believed ta be” Rosenberg: |new GAC president, as he moved
abuses. and: excesses by: AGVA, and.
‘himself - up.to the. board chairman“steps would ‘be continued. - He-deapproaching “when. ‘this’ “walk “no-} Coryell‘on-the Coast. He was given
;
ship...
-.clared; however, ‘that. he : “Would. | “other « inatters: 2
longer
be:
feasible.:
:AS
top
acts
are
in’
a
subsequent:
- ‘Kanaga
his
.choice
‘and,
:
:MeClelan’ Ss’: group. “has. spent
was: fundamentally
a
urgé. Miss Singleton; syho | can now
becoming. more interested. ‘in: work: ‘argument,
in
words
-‘developed
take the. matter. to ‘court, to con-7} Jonger.” on: the Billie. Sol. Estes ‘abroad,.” it will: -be necessary to. | which.-it -was hélieved best, that he|sales exec. RCA rrexy Frank: .M:
of
tinue” action. within the inion oY. scandal than. ‘originally anticipated. {provide more service for them: 4s ‘resign.. Korman had“ ‘been: among Folsom, “himself an. alumnus
the. Associated: ‘Actors: and ‘Artistes McClellan said. there ‘isn't time left more foreign. outlets: “become. avail- those ‘who. came to the agency two |Hale Bros. department store in
San Francisco, Montgomery Ward
Of -‘America, By* taking: the ‘case-te:|.to” teappraise AGVA “before” ad | able: the agencies. must détermine- years ‘‘ago. when -GAC
absorbed | in: Chicago, etc., had watched Kan-a “civil £court; he declared, .‘Miss. journment ‘and that: it’is “too dif- ‘which spots, individual ‘acts ought” ; Baum-Neéewborn Agency. -:
aga when both.were at Hale’s and
- Singleton. would: have to” ‘enlarge ficult” to ‘get: ‘the. ‘subcommittee: to ‘play; even ‘if ‘they. ‘have to. turn”
“Wolff. also came from: -Baum-} the mailorder house, and eventu.
:becarse | down.‘offers ‘6f-mote. money.
the list. of defendants. to: ‘include, } together’. “Jater. this year
7 “Newborn. ---Meyer’ was. for. many j ally-Folsom’ tapped Kanaga to be“among |others, “Al “Kelly...
. of the. election: .
, _ Fhis is becoming. especially. triie:“years.-with. the late -Jack ‘Dayies.
come: head of. the record: division:
aisf fdineappeals: board's. move in. uip-"|tin South ‘America ‘where a.’‘larger~ but’ had been. an indie before join-|.
“The
rumors: .about
.Kanaga
*- holding’ the guilty -chargeé ‘is seer|:
“number: of..promoters: are - entering jing “GAG.: He had _previonsly ‘been
|” as-.aiding Irwin.-Mazzei,.-Coast re- MEG MYLES, WILLIAMS. :| the one-nighter, concert‘ and thea-’ in. the légit, ‘field. and had worked. reached its peak. early summer
. Bional: director, ‘who. filed’ a slander |. TOP: DET. ‘AUT0 SH owls ‘field. ‘Despite the low economic: variously in .television, cafes and when he. got a four-month leave of
suit. against |Miss Singleton: Latter-| |
‘status of ‘Brazil, it- remains one of foreign bookings: as- well as ‘han- absence. However, he was recalled
after two’ months to aid in’ the
has. filed .a-..countersuit.. -apainst|
“| the. hoitest. outlets for one-nightérs: , dling ‘Several
personalities. for: ‘company’s reorganization following
* Detroit, Sept. 25... ‘Record names. “have. been: -‘pouring GAC.
:.‘Mazzei.. Casés:.are. ‘still pending: in-f.
a California courts. 7
_ the absorption of personnel.- and
“Singers Neg.‘Myles:and Dick Wil- {into that: ‘country- and .there’s also a |:
‘talent’ coming from. MCA which
f jiams. “wl headline’. the | half-hour™ demand: for -film | and |television
| folded. its talent: operations at that
musical. revue. “being ‘created: for talent.
| time. o
|. the’ 44th: ‘ National ::- Automobile} ° It’s: ‘also. ‘plotted: ‘to have" more | DARIN
BANKSRECORD
During that period;: Kanaga de- —
Show. in. Detroit’s ..Cobo’ Hall Oct: talent: ‘imported. into :the -U.S. for }
-Clared, he had crystallized his fu20-28: ‘Fhé “Auto -.Show- is:-spor-" it’s no longer figured: that: foreign |‘ture. course. Hé had..decidéd he
sored: by: the Automobile Manufac-. acts: takeaway the. jobs of Ameri- |’:
_ Hollywood, ‘Sept: 25. | wanted to enter the graduate
‘turers: Assn, .
| ‘can. performers. Most agencies‘feél|. Bebby -‘Darin - pocketed ;-approxi- ‘school of a major eastern, univer-.
The
rey ue; ? 44 meric: “Drives that. fresh .faces:-coming. from-!.”
«Continued ‘on page 56)
‘San Diego, Sept. 25. ++ Ahead,” -: Will ‘be- Staged . in: the abroad. ‘provide. - - new, . vistas-for: mately $16, 000° ‘from «a: ‘four-day, |
(Continued: :on Page. 58) :.. : | Seven-performance. ‘Stand: at’ .the
: “Bary. “Ashton;. who - staged ‘his | 9.500-seat:: Convention. ‘Arena: cand|° |:
Moulin
Rouge
which)
ran’
“from
- nitery reviie, “‘Les Girls-de.Paree,” -marks- the ‘first: time. the: ‘National
‘Thursday. (20) to: yesterday. (Mon.).}
Vat Statler. Hotel, Los’ Angeles,. with. Auto: Show.” has’ provided ~Ssite. .
“| Singer’s’ deal:-was. all the covers.
Hary, a. squawk from the gendarmés, dow n” “enter tainment..4($2.75, of which /$2.50 was:met):and
. Writing the ;score’ ‘for the:-show.|
found.an er tirely’ different: climate
Rouge: operator Frank. ‘Sennes ‘paid |
in El Cajon; Posh: ‘suburb. of, this’ And Téading= “the-orchestra‘ is.
} Alan Drake,. the: comic, on ‘the bill,
town. .wherein
located :Art's Quincy - Jones, who: alsa: will’ per-"|
and the. orch,.
‘forni as: trumpet. soloist:: Lyricist: ‘is
(Hirsch). Roaring 90°S:
_—s
“Hollywood. ‘Sept. 25.
A. Tt was” one :“of. the largest: takes |Q,
Community’s’. ‘Police Chief: Joe |:. Bit Gammie..«. director: is .John|
we
‘Minneapolis, Sept. 25.
{that any: performer. ever reaped -in. “Trio of. musical bashes. bagged
O’Connor last: Thursday . ‘20) 7“Wray, who- -also .directs “the.Ed.||
‘stopped : the’ performance atone Sullivan ‘ty show.: Bill. ‘Foster: will |2a ‘Two. unions here: “wrestléd -with: a-nitery.. stand in. Los Angeles. -‘an-. $94:000 over ‘the weekend. (21-22),

"the original hearing.

| “hshion Revue Continues:

$16,000-AT:L.A.:ROUGE|

“2 TaSan Diego Nitery. Sans|
Bright Lights and Wiggle |

,

| Mpls:Singing Waitresses:
SplitJurisdictional: Tray:
With.AGVA &OwnUnion |*

3 MusicalBashes Tune
‘UpHot $94,000 in LA:

Kingstens’ Tall 1646, S.D.

“a.m, after last‘ show when he leaped. “handle”. choreography. “Costumes the: problem: of which was. entitled nals—if not the largest. No booker. with two competing on Friday (21).
‘up onto. stage ‘and. ‘shouted; “Ehis: and .sets are. -being - designed. by tto have: jurisdiction over waitresses. or. agent... -yesterday “(Mon;) could On Saturday at the. Holywood
“4 Who; -also ‘sing, and: dance in’ re-. recall: a: performer ‘who _ netted. ‘Bowl, .a bill comprising The Lime-..
Show is
i through. Pr
‘Grover. Cole; :. ee

The revue will’ Be: ‘performed: -céntly:Jaunchéed membership -sup- “more: considering. the brevity: of Jiters,: Paul: Nero. plus Peter; Paul
“Move. followed: -O’Connor.. “Wwariting: Hirsch:the previous. Tuesday four’ timés:a day during. ‘the ‘Auto: per clubs,’ ‘The. result was a victory the stand. for LA. has never been & + Mary. grosséd $41,900. after
3
‘| apiece...
| noted for. big- pavoffs: for talent.’ | taxes. ‘They. drew 11.159 payees at
when he caught a perforniance’ of 1 Show's: nine-day: Tun.
an ‘Unions. involved ‘are. the “Aineri: [ Darin» pulled” 6,400. covers over $4. 95: top. Limeliters. were in on
- Christine & Piroska’s “King. Midas’ |
.-/ean Guild. of “Variety.‘Artists, and: the. Jpaul. : “SRO would: have ‘been a guarantee and percentage, others
...
Bathtub” number, that. the’ nitery’ s |
" lights. were’ ‘$460. ‘bright. me
LL MplsCafe andEatery: .. |the- Waitresses’. Clubs: ‘are’ Dia-.. 4, 700. ° The» _Rouge, which: had on flat deals.
“lod Jim's’ and- the: Black Sheep. | beer. dark:* reopened |for. théDarin | . Jane Powell, Vic. ‘Damione. the
-.. Show was. . allowed: 4to- resume |orch and Jimmy
Provide Legit Delivery. In. ‘the, éasé of: ‘Diamond Jim’s. ‘the ; ‘booking: ‘With the’ singer's exit, it} Stan Kenton
“Friday night. after --©’Connor - and |:
“Meantime, McHugh ‘raked. in $28.300 at the
joining chas ‘-shrouded‘;again.
wee Minneapolis; Sept: :25.- waitressés . . wound =
Hirsch talked it over and latter as-:
At. ‘the Black sheep the. Sennes:: is- looking around for 1Jnore. -Bovd.. Friday, at $5.50-top. Samé:
sured. ‘the: law” officer: he ‘would’ : Theatre Giuld-American Theatre. AGVA:
evening.at the Shrine.. also-at. $5. 50°
Jower . lights “during: routine’ :and_|: Society. touring: -shows-coming -here gals. became ‘members of the Hétel Auch deals...
-|top. a bill of the Kingston. Trio,.
"=. -glso, that: Christine. would. not “wig-'). during the ensuing. fall: and. winter;,: Be: Restaurant’ Employ. ees Local 458:
June Christy and Martin’ Denny’s
gle. 35. “That | ‘promise. ~ Satisfied ‘and the Orpheum, where they play, of: the Cooks, Waiters & Waitresses. |: .
Hawaiian .orch grossed .$24; 000,
‘will gét gratis. ‘newspaper. advertis-. |-. ‘John : Graff, Black. ‘Sheep: fran-|
0 ‘Connor:
| filling 6.212. of aud’ s.4.700 seats.
” Ashton revtie. is now. in’ “its: sixth} ing ‘under: an -arrangement. involv=:. ‘chise holder; said “he iad. been -ap- |
Glasgow, ‘Sept 25.
‘week here. .1t gets $4,500- weekly, -ing free tr ansportation ‘for patrons ‘proached. byAGVA in the‘Tnatter. >
Alec .Finlay, Scot. “comedian,
‘Phenomenal’ Take’
‘plus all. door: admissions ($2, upped. of. a. local ‘tap ‘supper. chub. and. a.
‘|ressés athis.club derive ‘their: prin-. plans another’ trek to Australia and. 7
San Diego::Sept. 25.
after. first ..wéek .from: $1). over :French. restaurant."
New Zealand in. March; 1963, -fol-]. ‘Kingston Tyrio and Martin :Denny
.: $6,000: per week: * Show. lias gone . Dinner’ guests at ‘the: White: ‘Hoiise. “cipal compensation. “from. ‘waiting
nitery. will ‘have -free- ‘Coach: service. ‘on: tables:. “He: aJso: took: ‘the. posi- ‘lewing: His: stint .in pantomime, at. Hawatian ‘6rch gross d $16,500 at
: into percentage each. week.
$4 top. Saturday night -(22). at Russ
1’) fo ‘the: Orpheuni and. back..Ads: call: tion. that it’s a ‘National: Labor: Re:. ‘the Pavilion. Theatre. here...
attention. to the fact that this: saves. lations ‘Board. matter. and. referred |- -He. has been -offered ae “Royal |“Auditorium.. drawing 4.500.. At-.
:CANTOR SHIFTS 10 GAC - ‘theatre patrons ‘parking: ‘fees.and | “AGVA: ‘to-the national, Black Sheep: Command ‘performance.
tendance exceeded |‘normal: capac
“Paul -Cantor -has: resigned :from: traffic difficulties..
Zealand in-:.February,-‘but. nixed itv. with..some customers seated
organization:
“the: William | Morris’ Agency’s’ oneusually
plays:
- Chateau de Paris. restaurant puts | -- Graff called. atiention:tothe’ fact’ Alnis because: of U.K. commitments. ; where. pit. rch
niphter®™ -department to-go with ‘on:‘Special: French cuisine pre-the- that. the. Same “problem. had arisen’Te
Show. isin. honor. ‘of ‘Princess Mar- : Kingstons got $6.000 against 69%"
General Artists Corp.: He'll: work’ ‘atre dinners two of’ thé: nights ‘dur- |.
aret’ Ss’ visit.
‘and paid the Denny :eombo:. Gross
in one-nighters” as well as. ‘récord ing a show's. week - engagement; - ‘some. “years ago: “and”. Ait.“was: ‘held
- Finlay. is “purrently topping “a. is. considered: phenomenal in. view
. dates..
The dinners ‘are: given’ the’ same . that: fhe -w:aitresses’ ‘union. had the |vaude. stand at the Palladium. The- of the city’s Current. economic
Cantor hadbeen withtheMorris litle as,, the: legit show's: name: a Jurisdiction:
~atre in’1 Edinburgh.
slump.
7
~
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_ Wednesday, September. 26,‘1962.

:=

| ‘Isaac Stern,
S'
violinat, will ‘appear:
rat

‘America-Israel. Cultural - -Foundai| tion: .-annual. banquet .‘Oct. 729: att
‘Rath:
Beverly. Hilton ‘Hotel.-

|_ ~ Vane,CafeDates.

Olay

into -Colony: Club, ‘Omaha,

NY.CourtTurnsDown
"Monk's Move for Writ

INO: ——

‘Strike
’V
o°ntinusa.Cops
lRaids
.

Vs. ‘Downstairs’: ‘Name|

, Pat Buttram |:
‘beginning. Oct... 10..
Opens two-wéeker ‘at French. Quar- |.
A. ‘temporary’ ‘injunction: ‘sought.
Nov: ‘2 for afortnight’ csoN iide- ter, ‘Houston; . Oct:.15.
“Gloria.
New
wwYork
garae set. for. the Radisson, .Minn., Grey and: Doodles “Weaver: set: for: “by Julius Monk, former ‘producer |.”
Deak fuse Smith. &. Dale to £60. into. Scot... (24 for’°10° days .
. Jerry: Det. Q: preem. at ‘Ye.Little. ‘Club. “| at the, ‘Upstairs. at ‘the Downstairs; }
“Oli Backs and New Wings: is. Lester down for: the: Southern. Club,
“PNY ‘and its. companion | nitery,
no.
off
Comics
and producer Hot Springs..Oct. 25 for a. week.
Bt Downstairs at the Upstairs, ‘to’ re- |.
‘New Orleans, ‘Sept: 25..
Dallas...
COR! it vet together-on the salary:
‘| strain operator Irving Haber ‘from.
' Dick ‘Gregory. skedded: for.: Mister
dozen: Bourbon St.” ‘strip joints.
Dave. Madden booked -for the") Kelly’ s Dec: 175) an. 6-:
Sheila. _ Enz. Stuarti. headiines- a.“Dallas: using the. names: of these niteries A
Blue Anael, Nov. 20°.
Jack E. Reynolds into. the Shieraton-Black- ‘Symphony League. ‘benefit at. Club. aswell as- preventing -‘the. Down-. locked’; their doors. :-Sunday.-'and
Leonard added to the roster of the: stone -Dee. 3-22. : -Damita .Jo- Bali- Wednesday" (26);:“and: stays: ‘Stairs: ‘show, “Seven Come Eleven, oy. Monday ‘nights in -protest.against Tip! mat’ Hotel, Miami Beach, go--7 down. for Eddys’’ KCC: Jan. 18 for -for a-fortnight at thie’ privatery’. : ‘I:from being ‘exhibited there,. -was “repeated ;vice raids -by’ police -and-...
Solomon Burke {wo weeks
‘the. . district attorney’s ‘Staff.. The™
in2 in Dec. 19...
Enzo. ‘Stuarti. set Alice’ Lon: current: ‘at. the. Statler: denied '-“Monday: : (23): ‘ingoes inty the Club Zanzibar. Pitts- ‘for the: Radisson, Mpls.: Oct,’15' for: ‘Hilton's -Empire, with. the. Mello-. Supreme’ Court.
Ne ”. |‘move,. -apparently.” ‘planned in. ad-.’.
‘vance,.came unexpectedly ‘and “op- :._
burszh, Dec. 17...
. Harold Minsky
:-Dukea fortnight>.
. Dick Contino plays: Larks:-(4)-.due Oct. 18:
. Monk,, asked for the. restraining |
in N:er York: to: start work on. the
oa
-erators
of. the ‘Spots offered: no OK
_-EIWington:
orch
inked
for:
‘Noy.
20.
.
1-6
Oct.
,
Dayton
llers,
Suttmi
order in
“connection
“with
*“SU: sky Follies” due. at the Interplanation...
Buddy Creco to: the - Club- ‘Aiamo, solo:stand at;MeFarlin: Auditorium: $2,500,000 suit he: recently brought-]:
Ber ionot, Oct 10°.
Sue: Carson: | Detroit; Oct. 1-13 -.
by new Nero,
Dallas
League’.
‘Harmoiiica. |‘Peter
Ed.‘Theatre
Bernet’s:
Dixielan ‘a:_against Haber. The’ court ‘ruled, : A number. ‘of. Dixieland jazz :em= ; |
going. into: the. Queen Fiizabeth, Rascals into the:
Diplomat, ‘Cincin*Preliniinary
‘injunctions- whieh:|‘poriums.. and”: other-niteries -“Te- °
Mon. read, Oct. 22.
as: usual.”
_
tnatt, Dec. 20-26..
-. Kim. ‘Sisters | Seven: ind: Dick Harp’ Quintet: play -would, in effect, determine the. liti|Miained_open:
«
Mayor ‘Victor H:. Schira said yess.
}
°
into. Suttmillers; ‘Dayton, ‘Nov, -2-. Dallas: Musie:. Festival: Sept. 28 at. -gation and: give“ plaintiff: the ‘same'|‘not:
—

ee

Aud
Deep River Boys. set:| McFarlin Aud:
“|Dee. 27
Chicago
Palti Page and. Lou. Nelson: are|for. the - ‘Lake ‘Ctub,- Springfield, :
ill... Nov. 5-Dee.. 2.
Hamilton:
nex’ at the Sahara: Inn, followed

oe

“IAGVALA.Unit

‘by ‘ony Martin and Allen lowed Ti
‘ing inked for. the: Palme rHouse,
10-24 and Ella Fitzgerald’ .and! Chi. _ Nov. 23-Dec..ee

Ont

Caroline Richter Oct.

25 for. two

weeks,

takes

fram

Cbrity

Johnny

Joy &

~Puleo

over

the Boys. in the Cel- |

Lounge

Jan.

11:.for

7

that :he’:does
‘| relief: as he would--get. if-awarded|}terday (Monday) .
| final . ‘judgment, are issued. only.}:beliéve closing :‘of:the” striptease
where.the: -undisputed . ‘facts “are ‘clubs -will- hurt: New- Orleans’ tour-

“pug that. without..an

injunction ist: business... District’. “Attorney |

order :a. trial. would: De. futile. Such|.Jim. Garrison: ‘said the’ élub. owners’.
{B. ‘not the. case. here -where.. there | “will. get’ no sympathy:from us:
are: sharp ° issues| “between: the. |. “They seem -to think’. they will? 4
‘|partiés’ which must ‘be’ decided be-|.hurt: the city by.staying closed and: -.
-£Ore plaintiff’s. right: to'the remedy. ‘thatthe city. fathers’ will -eome to’
‘theif :rescue,’
. Garrison:-said. He’.
‘he. seeks may be’determined,” |
added’ that-the’ -clubs ‘apparently
Monk:. was, until. recently, pro: | cannot .survive without:employing *
ducer for Haber: at.-both ‘spots: He|.“eriminal devices, ‘such,. as” Bedcink-“will --produce | the. shows at .the . ing.~

Disagrees Over
Autonomy Issue

“Hollywood

four! Stan.

Kenton” -orch. ‘spells |
Weeks . .
Fernanda Montel plays ‘Lawrence. Welk orch.at Palladium
the. Blac katone. Hotei. Nov. 12-Dec. ‘Sept. 28-29 while. latter is ‘on- ‘mid-"|}
. Rusty Warren sct for Mister west tout. :.. Derothy Provine
Kelly’ s: Nowv..26-Dec. 16: .“Michael|joins Bob: ‘Hope “Yuletide: troupe, |
Olatunji Revue. down for ‘the Tiv-. deaving .Dec.. 18 for .tour: ‘of Far -

ee
Hollywood, Sent. D5:. | Plaza::9 Room, (nee: RendezVous): |.
Guild + of “Variety |at™ the. Plaza Hotel, N.-Y: where |
ee
;
. Bob Newkirk skedded:‘for the’ Series of one-nighters in: New. Zea-. |-Artists’ local’ branch exec :¢ommit- he: opens Oct; 18-with’ an intimate:
She ran “House; Chi., Nov..13-Dec. | land, Australia,-Hong- Kong,. ‘Macao. tee: met -last: Wednesday. (19) and—: Revue, “Dime.a Dozen.”
. Marti- accor ding to one“ imember. °‘pres-:
Tir:
Jo Ann Val plays - the’ Ritz -and ‘Tokyo this winter.
Haber is: currently. operating ‘the
.
Cc artton. Montreal, Sept. 19 for two! Batris joins Ted. Fio. Rito: “combo. [ent, ‘Doug. Spears—— “asserted ‘itself . Downstairs:
‘at ‘the Upstairs. with
as a. Separate labor. union: entity.” : “Seven Come. Eleven". ‘originally: iG
weeks...
. Johnny Nash signed for in Las Vegas’ Tropicana lounge ..
‘two frames at ‘the Flame. Room, |Pianist. Peter. Nero: kicks.. off 10. Contention: hasbeen among many. 1 produced. ‘by Monk; in the comDetroit,. Sept. 29°.
; Robert Clary. week : .Kuropean coacert tour:in ‘members. that: the branch. - here panion Upstairs’ room.. “Show was:}]into
the’ “Embers, ‘Indianapolis, Stockholm come December wee does.’ ‘not,: but should: have auton: redesigned’. by. Haber’s .new: ‘pro-| .
“ty omy..
1 ducer, :“Ben - Bagley, - ‘toe: fit.” the.
“Only: four. of the” ib exec: com- smaller. -lower .. :.Case.. “operation.
i mittee” -Members: ‘were. present. Haber -‘has ‘a.breach’ of. contract: [hy .
How ever, only three: are needed to “suit pending .against .‘Morik for 1
| constitute a. ‘quorum. : Other mem-. $200, 000.
bers. ‘present..were Bruce: Yarnell, |
‘The. Upstairs Room: “originiany |
Ros .Rogers (not the. cowboy) and
‘set. “to- open | tomorrow’. (Thurs.) 4 :
Last
‘week;
:
at’.
a.
‘Jimmy Val Grey.
with. the ‘new ‘revue Ng |: Shoe- | ;
: | ‘quarterly -tembershin.. meet Of
strings” ‘produced “by. : Bagley, has. :
I] AGVA. ‘here, Spears. -presented - a
“postponed” ‘its. ‘Preem: fo.Oct. 3.
petition asking.Associated. Actors
oli

Theatre,

Chi,

Sept.’ 28-Oct...41 East ‘bases.: : ; Allan Jones ‘set for | “America

.
4

o m<e7n

|

& “Artistes. of. Ametica:; (AGVA's:;

of-|"

- parent). ‘to take: over ° “contral’”

| AGVA. until its:members no longer: jo

are. ~under' alleged: ‘subjugation?’

|:

-|~

Reached: in’ Hollywood Presby-:

:

;

|MARSH~iis

~ Larry Kanaga :

——

; Continued from pase: 5 —-|

J). terian: Hospital: -where. he is undeér-:
|-going. ‘spinal. tests, AGVA. western: sity: probably Yale; in order to. pur-.

qj

*KINGS. OF COMEDY

.

* Starring in.

regional rep, Irwin Mazzei ‘disputed | ‘sue ‘his. studies. in biophysics... He‘ |}

| the:‘contention

that. thé “union’s|!had. been. doing intense: study dirs:

| Focal: branch ‘should have complete: ing his: leave and charting his fu-.|
- 4 autonomy, .holding’. that -.a- recent |ture course. which; incidentally, he.

TONY

“International Follies|

|- notification’. from: the. ‘Government: felt. that: he could: now afford: to |
does. not“demand: that..” Mazzet: as- take since ‘he. had made’ provisions |
|f‘serted that: dues. wilk .eontinué .to “for -the.: education. of. his son’ ‘and
‘he. forw arded _to’ ‘national© head- ‘daughter.: Lawrence: Jr. ‘last. week|
-Fentered ‘his ‘first year at Harvard:|
quarters in: New:.York,*
He. also”. advised: that. “per - the Law School: following: his. marriage |
at eae
+ Governinent© ‘order. ,| the: local on Sept. 1:
Kanaga ‘said that he: was: “espe-. be
AY] branch hereafter. will: ‘file’ ‘monthly:
‘Il reports to’ the national office, ‘cially. interested ‘in, the: work“ of .|
|'—
which has ‘not: been. done. in. .past. |. Chardin, |‘and wanted ‘to research
‘He acknowledged “that the. .exec‘|| somé. of his: theories on. the. physi- }{“fH committee. should ‘have. a~- perma-: cal: properties. of ‘thought’ waves, |f

Fontainebleau Hotel. |

“|

Miami Beach, Fla. -

Nowiin 10th Week |

Presenting

THE. DECEPTIVE ARTISTRY
OF THE AMAZIN

ae
CONTACT:
BILLY. J. CREEDON
- 2414- Andris Lane Ft,Lauderdale, Fla.
"LU: '3-3702 -

| nent: ‘chairman, and -that- ‘the .mem-. ‘among other subjects. Chardin was:|§ a. Jesuit .‘priest who ‘had been: for-. |:
bership: should .-elect.“him.:,
‘However, Mazzei’s interpretation: | bidden | ‘by the. -Chureh: to: teach, |..
MY of the Government: edict is. that no | Write” or .bropagate.. his. theories. ~

[local prexy.: treasurer ‘of other -of- After ‘his death: in '1958,:a group of |
scientists

+ficer neéd-be eleetéd,. At! present:
:

. exer

© “were - ‘instrumental.

in]

¢

‘publishing. -his writings for whick: =

‘committee’ ‘of: ‘thembership:

fi-meets weekly.“and picks’ ‘a chair-. the eminent ‘scientist- philosopher...
Julian Huxley wrote‘a preface. -He |: (
One.
-said it was a now-or-never: proposi-.| °
_ FTAGVA. administrator
Sits . in: last

+3SHOW PEOPLE AREALWAYS WELCOME atJf

‘'F-man® for: each. such ‘sesh.:

‘tion’ and he had to see. whether het.
I week it iwas. James. Kellv, local
|.was: qualified: ‘to: pursue*this course |
A branch manager. ‘under. Mazzel.:
before. he got.-too .old- to try.
}
.
In. brief,, Mazzei_ - stated. ‘local :
“Kanaga’s course..is: “parallel *‘to fi!
if “members: under his: interpretation '
that.of Clarence Menser, for.exam- |
|. of the sovernment ,order,. actually:
ple, quondam. NBC: program. “direc- os.
‘Hl are: to ‘have: “no more. ‘power. than tor now: .a.:Florida “college: ‘pro|]." yo ” irtheHeatof TheatreDisc =”“
Lf
they: have had -in the past.’”. + Howfessor..- ‘Everard. Meade. chucked :al.
next Oporto Shubert Theatre’, aD
ever, the amount ‘of. _poweer and.
top: job at Young & ‘Rubicam ‘to:|: *|

THEATRICAL RATES

semi-autonomy Mazzei ‘holds ‘thex.
teach. ‘in @ ‘Virginia ° university.. 7
have had. in ‘the. past ts a: -point. of. -Maleolm
Boyd, who. was personal. fore
. | dispute - ‘with “manv: ‘membets—in-.
an
manager
of | Mary ° Pickford, “‘re-

j ckuding exec. committeemen. ‘Spears’
signed Show
‘and. Yarnell.
.
: -copal ‘priést.
rh

‘Magician With The Million DollarHands"

_jeducation
~$500.CoupleBenefit
_-.. -Kandga’

October 2

Roseland Ballroom
‘New York

Booking Direction:
DICK. HENRY:
1733 Broadway. New.York, N. ¥.
ey.

Continued. from. page: Lt—

‘There: are other x=, a

6r religion:

.

a

. previously”... obtairied at

YY:

“AH Rooms with: st).

‘Y Television, Radio, yo

biz to beconie.an Epis-:| >

Private. Bath ee

‘| amples of Showbizzers who gave up {'
| top earnings ‘to ‘enter’ the field, of}

—

TED LEWIS REVUE.

so6 oe

*

‘bachelor: of.. science degree: from |..
‘productions of: the play:-It's*-ex-- the: University: of :Tinois in| 1934.
‘pected that “a’decision on -the tour-- He subsequently |became ‘merchan= =;
{later this. week:at:-a ‘meeting’ ‘of:the-|: dising.” ‘manager. ‘for: Hale. Bros,
trustees of”the” repertory, “opera: Dept: . stores’ in ‘Galifornia, and.|.
COMEDIAN”
| tion.
served. as ‘Montgomery. Ward's west tt “OTHE
The
Real. ‘Monthly :
The proposed: touring production’ coast sales manager: before going {|
PROFESSION NAL: CAG SERVICE
|] is to. be’ financed by. NRT: ‘patrons:. to ‘RCA.: “He. was: brought” in -by|| THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — |
THE: MOST-UP-TO- DATEST
;
AL However, ’ plans. for: future. reper” ‘then RCA prexy Frank.-M: Foisom;. Now: ‘In -ifs’143rd_) fssue, containing 7
| tory activity”. “will depend - n | himself: ‘a ‘Hale. Bros.: ‘and ‘Mont-stories
one-liners, .poemettes,-song ..|J} whether.-the. organization, which: is: gomery. ‘Watd- alumnus.
"
- |- fitles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono- ©
parodies; -double. gags,-- bits .
‘logs;
sponsored by the American Na-|.
“Ib tdeas, ‘Intros, impressions and. im- ' personations, -political, interruptions..
|ai tional. Theatre: & Acadeéemy,: is ‘sue-|
Thoughts of ‘the Day, Humorous. Views
|
LIBERACE’S “BENEFIT
‘cessful. in securities financial ‘sup- |.
at the News, Vignettes, ete. (20. Pages).
Milwaukee, ‘Sept wD.
{ port. ‘from ‘foundations. and. indus-1|_
1 try. “Inline with thi§,: discussions |’ “Liberace: ‘plays. ‘a: ‘one-nighter | $25 YR SINGLE. ASSUES $x
for. backing are -‘being. held ‘witha. here Sept. :30 at - New Berlin. Might\.
$35 YR SINGLE ISSUES $45.
{major chemical company. and -ap-: ‘School, -for.: benefit -of -the” ‘New |1
‘No C.0:D:4s ‘f.ao
| plications for -Brants- are pending Berlin: Federated. Musicale.

|| with

the. Ford” Foundation | and

| others.

”

School’s:. ‘aud’. seats-2.800, and

we! concert. issealed to $2.50.

GLASON. 200. W.. -S4th St.
-BILLY
New York (City. Vs. co S316
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‘Looks like New Year's Eve-tvpe piz at Gene
Norman’s Crescendo. Joanie Sommers, as
effervescent as her Pepsi Cola teleblurbs
now offers 100-proot she can handle Bour-
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vw?

Sommers,

with

a

platiorm

mannet

o

that should be che model for many muc
more experienced than she, beles a song and
she croons, all with excitement, verve and:
intelligence. Her diction anc projection are
acmirable, her gestures simple and mean-
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‘Hard-Hearted

Hannah.’ Chirp sounds as refreshing as
looks —- in a peppermint gown. She
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ingful. She has a mischievous quality... but

whe

role when
Wich You,

cictoes,

thrushing,

there is NO question she rouses a crowd with

‘] Love Being

and there’s no doubt when
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Joanie Sommers

has blossomed

into onc
o

most impress ive night club performers
SHE DRAWS CUSTOMERS.
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Joanie performs likea polished veteran, an
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~-Gene Norman, The Grescendo, Los Angeles
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Just Closed |

CRESCENDO
“Los Angeles

Coming Up:
“EDDYS’,, Kansas ‘City
‘September 28

‘DIPLOMAT HOTEL, Miami
December. 26:

WARNER BROS. RECORDS.
:“Met's Talk ‘About. Love” {Album)..
When The Boys: Get Together”: (
Single}

cL ooking FForward to6 3
Opening Jenuary 1
17th:

Presi:Relations: ‘MICKEY. FREEMAN. ASSOCIATES
ra

)

{Hollywood — INew. York
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“BorgeBig796,Toronto.

| ber:‘of.banquets. and ‘key
j shindigs | ‘|he has: ‘snagged. away. from his |.

‘NY.’s WestSide Comeback

alma’ mammy:.-Waldorf..'. It. is’ an

Sophie: Tucker

‘Toronto, Sept: 25:

¥ open secret that. both ‘sides. are ‘in :
Victor ‘Borge hit: an. excellent. ‘ es Continuea from page St =a
their . pitching ‘and slugging;. and
$79, 203 Ain his. one-man « show, ie
Continued from page: ‘1°
| perhaps. not alittle .wheeling &
: “Comedy ‘ in: Music,” on ‘a: one- -Colosseuin ‘Theatre, Johannesburg.
the new flagship of the enterprises term rentals ‘by estates: and. other= dealing -in. the -heightened’: comipe-' weeker:- at ‘the O'Keefe. : ‘Centre: ‘Her trek, which’ has included. Cape |
headed -b¥ Laurence. Alan- Tisch, absentee: landlords ‘to. orange juice| tition..as the new ‘deluxe .environs | here. Hotise capacity for a $5.50 “Town; Durban, Port. Elizabeth and.
beard chairman and :president..of.| ‘Stands; dime-a-dancehalls,: “pinball . + appeal -to: this: or that. charity: ban- top"is $96,487. ©Uy
-Pretoria,. ends. in-Salisbury in the.
Loew's - Theatres, and Preston Rob- |‘emporiums, --hotdog.and souvenire qiét, testimonial ‘dinner or Social-'f.
Borge’s ‘engagemenit-. whieh. ‘Central -‘African Federation: .From.
ert (Bob? Tisch, prez of..Loew’s | joints: - Such-- landlords ‘seemingly -ite fete.
‘there. ‘she’ ‘planes to” Israel: for :a:
Hotels — whelly owned subsid_ of care nought , for the .downgrading |. ‘When’ the Royal. Box opens | Oct.. énded Saturday -(22): was‘the. ‘start |.‘vacation before |‘going to England ee
ofthe ‘regular’ fall. séason: at.this.
the theatre. company—but: it is the - of. Times-Sq. so long as .the rents: 8. with. Harry. Belafonte (followed
1: for-her :next series: “of dates. wate
pacemaker: of the new rehabilita- are paid. tSeveral’ of, the ‘choicest: by. Tony Martin; ‘with:Guy: Lom-. 3 2il-seater..
“On the day Miss. Fucker ‘opened
ti‘in of the-6th to 8th Ave. sector - orangejuice corners .in the heart:of bardo.- ending a third- of-a-century io
| in .Johannesburg, patrons ‘began. Times Sq. are administered ° by. a tradition as: the -Roosevelt’s Xmas-:| 5
in the 40s and 50s of: Manhattan,
‘| lining’ up ‘well: before dawn, and.
Cleveland lawfirm: ‘on ‘behalf of: ‘an New Year's dansapators by signing
,
Absentee ‘Landlords
|:the same pattern: prevailed wherwith Philippe), ‘the entertainment
idwest
estate.
which
“owns!
t
old _midwes
‘ever’ she. “appeared: « ‘Contrary to
The preview of the Americana: these
‘levels will also ‘figure. in. ‘the battle. |:
properties. for example).
-the. promoters”: -expectations, .not.
thu, is endowed: with ‘the greater | The-“battle of the ballrooms and. of: the. hotels.‘only ._oldtimers: have :-been :besieg-_
potential image of. upgrading’ the. the: banquets, ” of vourse, has ‘been | The press. preview. was not ‘con: |"
‘ing- the’. boxoffice.°
“but :-response
.-.nearby Times ‘Sq. sector, and. may
upon ”“previously: ” ‘as: the|fined to. the press. Every ‘hotelier,
‘the. ‘dwelt
from’ the: younger-“set: snag: been:
achieve
something:
which’
-‘Tisches (Loew's). andthe. Hiltons |‘restaurateur, caterer, publicist. and }.
-equallyenthusiastic...
2
‘Broadway Assn. found. itself help- pitch for Gotham’s. chaicest |social- ‘the like made-‘the~ scene- to <case|" New: York’s: ‘newest : hotel, The:
lesn to accomplish because of long -ite-.and charity: ‘fetes.. ‘Shindigs for.|. the: joint. . None. ‘could: be- ‘Captious. . Americanid,.. was: ‘patently. - designed.| a Supporting: .Miss. “Tucker in a’”
-vaude: bill: -with:.an.-international
—._
y| Sweet chairity’s...sake™ ‘in Fecent ‘Fhe phalanx .of kingsize, medium-. by architect .Morris Lapidus. to- be: flavor are Los Andirios, two guitar-:"
intimate:’’ -ball- |-a “functional” | hospice...
In -fact
years ‘have ‘dominantly. enriched t. size. ‘ and “more
rooms,,.
with ” ‘their ‘scientifically: the Inn. can, house: 41 furictioris” at: ists. and’. a--charpist“.from--South-

Hotel
11.rr ataaol

————

} banquet. impresarios- and. ‘society:

America; -‘pianist. ‘Rolly -Roalis: from.
pressagenis , alike. because. the. so- plarined and ‘built-from-the-ground-. ‘one time in. its 41 ‘public rooms..
‘Paris, specialty. ‘danéers Paget’ &‘cialites’. ego is Vital.in the coordin- Up” ‘pattern, ‘attested: :to.the. lines This ‘facet: was: revealed. atthe press. ‘Delys and. Irish: émicee Dave. Allen.:
-ation of all energies. But it is the. that: have -been -drawn --for ..class preview of the. new hotel“Thurs-.
Accompanist Ted-. ‘Shapiro and: the.
| hotelries,“
which ‘snag. these choice’ -and- amass" catering’ ‘on the Gotham. day: (20) for -1;000:: invited. guests |
\ranging “from: the: fourth estate, |. star’s . . brother-manager:- . ‘Moses.
| balls . and
banquets, which w ind. sseene.
~ TE New York. row: ad: a ‘Corven-. travel agents, to ‘prospective. func-: ‘Abuiza-came with ‘her’ ‘from . Aus-.t up’ with: the real loot..
jtralia for the South African Swing.
The -evolution. -of gastronomic. | tion: Hall -of the size that. exists -in’ tion buyers -such: as. representa| showmanship. which has been cen- ‘Philadelphia . ‘and”Chicago there. tives .of- the nétworks, heads. of.|=
{| ‘turjes in. the ‘making, has... now would be: no: question’ about where “organizations. and. courtesy. viewers |
| segued into the. class’ hotels-on both: political: conventions: ‘would g6.°. “Tt. from: ‘other hotel” ‘chains.
1 sides -of the. Atlantic. ‘The: glamor|.iS presumed. that the new Madison’
‘The © convention ‘bilsiness,:: Seon: |
| that was the’ yesteryear. Cheshire ‘Square. Garden: atop. ‘the Pennsyl-. ceded to.be the backbone of. the
Vania
“R:R’
may.
sdlve’
that
and
| Cheéese..of Charles Dickens’ era, or
| modern-day urban: hotel, -is taking.
the. sundry pubs: and taverns where | ‘Gotham: will’ enjoy. the: not., ‘slight. various: new .‘gimmicks: which.. call:
fringe
‘benefits.
from
such’,
.
politico
- | Johnson and. Boswell .‘and ‘Shake=
for the concentration: of. an. ‘entire |
conclaves..:
{| .speare. and: Bacon. congregated. .
}-hotel. upen_this business. Claudius
This.
may.
be
‘part:answer
to"
‘cerand: their- more: ‘modern American
Charles Philippe, ‘executive. ‘veepee '[f.
currently.
being ‘@x-!
Re | counterparts, ‘be it the. Algonquin’s tain |‘fears
‘and general Imanager of the Ameri-"
‘pr
essed
about
New.
York:
now
“being
Roundtable. of the.-Harold Ross-|‘
|.cana,is an “old--hand at garnering {|
“over-hoteled.”re -There .may
bé
‘the banquet. and .convention trade,.
_ ‘i! Dorothy - Parker-George ‘S. Kauf-:| ‘merit:
-to this. - The 1964..N: Yo
|-man -era, or. the ‘‘showy””. eateries’
having béen: instrumental. in: build-.
World’s ‘Fair :‘of : course’ -is the-tar|;
|
- Associates |.

JOAN
ST. JAMES

of the Restaurants, ing ‘up --the “main. ballroom. of the
‘get -year’ for most’ of the activity.’
{genre now .has ‘become. ‘part-and-. | >
| Hotel. Waldorf-Astoria to ‘its:pres: |f
Fact. is that. hotel ‘trade has. been:
}-parcel, of the ‘de:luxe: hotels.
ent.eminence in the function field.
“Soft”: this: summer; -concommitant |

He used:to be the Ws banquet
The ‘Waldorf’s new: lighting sys--|
with Internal.-Revenue - tabus on.
manager: ot
+ fem-and decor rivals a legit. “‘musi-|
“too free.a peneil. on. those’ charge:
The’ main. ‘diadem’: ‘in “the -Ameri- |e
| cal, and the still newer Americana. accounts, ” ‘and. of course 'the: ‘more.

“BUDDY HACKETT

_fand. ‘Hilton to: come), for. example, |:hervous economy in recent moiiths;. cana’s. convention. and. ballroom:
| ‘will:.permit theatrical haulers - -to’|}
and -.. especially following . ‘that’ display ‘is the. Imperial ‘Ballroom,
i drive right into.the premises, come.
which can accommodate 4000. ata}

TALENTED
TRIOIST

Personal Management =
. FRANK FASKE.

“blaek Monday”: in Wall .St.-.

|

up on: giant lifts ‘to the baltrooms, | Fact’ ‘is also, of course, ‘that hotel; business meeting and 3 000: for ban=
4| and unload within: the. Hotel itself.- ‘rates °-have- -escalatéd .. ridiculously: .quets: It’s the. largest ‘Setup. “in |f.
-| New-York; thus~ in-.a: position: to}i-.::
| This: goes for industrial. shows and:{
fang.it as -been’ a seller's market. .

Exciting Piano ‘Rhythms -With
‘Charm for both: Listening ‘and.

theatrical socialite: ‘displays alike.
Motels’

Dancing
4|

Advantages

The.: ‘Sheraton

.-

- chain.

~"BVergreea 4-6000°
New York City,

Nick
LUCAS|

c-bid. ‘for some: of:the”larger. Bet: |tam

last: ° week

:-}tade. no: bones about: ‘Slicing tar-.|.

toget hers...

The ‘Imperial Ballroom can. be.
“The* drive-in’ facilities .and. in: | ifs "and «most: hotels: have’ been |‘expanded
further: by —recessing. a:

hotei ‘parking. constitute. - still. an- compelled: to ‘take.“recognition: of:
|§|| other: major -evolution, -one which the inflationary -parking’ charges in rear.:Wall to, expose the. Versailles
has put the new: 8th Avenue: How= midtown © ‘Mainhattan- “by making’ |‘Ballroom,: which has. capacity . ‘for. |
Additional “400. diners. or. 500 .at.‘a |
jard Johnson Motor Lodge -(Loew’ ‘3 [° ‘free. parking” “déals.
=
“. | partnership): quickly’ on. the .map.. “The Howard. Johnson: Motel. has ‘meeting. . ‘The main room has |f| Loew's, has another motor: inn com-. detoired trade: -from: ‘formér -Man-* a! Jarge :stage with hydraulic lifts 4
} pleting just- across ‘the street from hattan’ hotel: elients. who ‘frankly Wwrhich - ‘can’ -handle- four. Separate 1 |

New York Appéarances;

PIERRE HOTEL

VANDERBILT

“SHERATON

EMBERS

7 have. told ‘managers

Tweek

that we . pay. Shows simultaneously.:

af

‘Also. the Imperial. Foyer on: the a:
broke’ ground: for: still. -an- the..same. rate there,
g
-as with. P.
you
HENRY W. HERRMAN.
other. 27-story, .750-room motor ‘inn ‘in the past, .but: there I can park same.‘floor can’“be. ‘divided. -into
1270 Ave. of Americas, New York: on the sqtare block from. 51 to.52d my car; drive’.in. and ‘out: at. will ‘tw large’ rooms ‘and ‘can serve. as tt
‘Rockefeller Plaza.
_Clrele. 6-6992

St., 7th Ave. to- Broadway,

and di- ‘without charge, and in fact we can
| walk from there. -almost anywhere,
a. 750-. ‘but’ everytime I'd come ‘over. here’

| agonally opposite the Americana..:

‘This . virtually”
creates
se

{room

“annex”: for the Americana _| those parkirig. bandits would: knock

4 Which, .

‘withthe. Loew's

Capitol me: over for:a buck. an hour, so can

(Cineraniat Theatre;- ‘on Broadway'iyou “blame mez’. ‘The. ‘hotels have
;
| and. SL. St:; makes ‘it a “conven: |little’ defensé ‘to that.

—
os
e -.
1—te

| tion city” all-its, own.

-The .Americana’s:: specifics =.are

by crossing

i

.

DONNA

a

the ‘street’ :there

are |

Reno, Nev...
ee .

.

.380-seater.

The“hotel, ‘with :a’ my-|-&./3

.[viad ‘of restaurants, ‘can teed At000: | PES
persons simultaneously.

:

‘The. $43,000,000 inn-.is” ‘Feminis-. ~
\}| the plush- Americana: ith its 2:500- ‘American’ showgoers, which Tesult | ‘cent of: tropical. architecture, It Has-}.
I1| 5:000: capacities. for lunch, dinner: “in a ‘greater: Ancentive to. an =‘eve- . counterparts’ -in=, Miami Beach |
| where Lapidus: has: ‘désigned’ ‘a-num- |:
aH and: other powwows.
|
Ning “out,
y} 7 As far the new. Americana Hotel |" ‘Although’: the. “major. agencies ber. of’ hotels including ‘the “Fons |".
4 have
;
;
‘itself, the ‘common observation
offices -as. well aS corresporid- - tainebleéau,-“Eden-* Roc and. the |
Twas, “Tt will do. terrific business: ‘ent agents” ‘in ‘foreign:countries, _Americana, to. Havania,:: where: he [-.
&
. it’s the: last. word in: ballroom’ there is still the necessity of send-. ‘worked’ on.” the’ Havana-Riviera.4
| catering \. a it wil. ‘Ki the rest. tng: their own. observers. to- these’: ‘Fhose ~ remembering © the. “Havana. “§
|of the town 20). the so--and-so-: lands. -Some. forbid export of. cur-.. hostel. got~.the same: feeling: -of | °
in.the marble Mecored |oy
MUSE ZO. - * . what, a: terrific. job.’” rencies.- beyond: a. limited ; amount. ‘Spaciousness.
ated
‘ete...
lobby.
both

‘betes

“Global Stress.

cumbent ‘theatrical attraction, and }:;

-HARRAW’ S:

+ debuts;.-Oct:.9: isa relatively small

———

Peete)

“Now. ‘Appearing

a reception oz- cocktail: foyer-. fori. .
the-. Imperial: ballroom. ‘There. ist
also. the Priticess. ballroom for 300°]
diners: The Georgian ‘ballroom suite
has. a.total capacity: of: 1, 200 which can be separated into: a ballroom. =
‘and a. foyer..
|. The main: nitery. ‘room called: ihe:4.

| Royal Box which Harry Belafonte |

The Capitol” conceivably could. detailed elsewhere’ ‘in this, issue.
be used for morning business “ses-‘sions without .disturbing.. any -in-|--

|

|:

LYNN

the new

4th. Ave.

motel and.

—

‘continued. from page 33a

There is lo: gitestion.. thet ‘Clau-. Deals must he made so that’bonds: - The Americana opened iin time to} —

| Simmy ‘Ourante‘s SINGING. PROTEGE

—GOING ON STARDOM’

‘dius

‘Charles.

Philippe,

‘executive’

before. contracts’ are. finalized.

‘| Hab some of the top business .of.the |4

=

sity.

‘||vicepresident: and general manager } ‘The: William “Mortis Agency has. year. Its‘formal preem:Monday..(24)'}}. GLASON'S.

i

FUN: MASTER

.

2B

PROFESSIONAL.
of the: operation, has ‘done a.terrific had. talks for. Alex “Valdes to. join ‘Came the day after the ‘opening: of |
. _.,. . COMEDY. MATERIAL. _
{“job. : The. trade knows of the num- Vit He © exports. talent’ to. ‘South. ‘the: Philharmonic.” Hall, ;‘the: first |[f
Americs ‘and is familiar with: the.- unit completed ini the Lincoln. ‘Cen- | "Bor every branch of theatricals”
SESUNTENTTTITO TULA: angenanaevangs: ovecabartnenateianisortianl “pideoensesizetssmi
al tie. Leeasurcenanaencunes Seen
samnteviacempauii genertoevnrr i wen
ts satan siababianibiiel wn HN
“WE. SERVICE THE STARSi”
— Ths PSNOROR TE HRROTED SR FEDERAL TROUPES te1Dpreset satelite ehaeiaiblinn mealies: neue eeaqaanacuettys (ieoeacecsuesctgeiatty mauceretan sean
performer picture. in ‘South ter -of Performing Arts; “Also a
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handles herself. quite. welk in: front funetion | in helping: fill. the ‘floor, : ‘marima,. Cachito. on ‘drum.: Mar tin
of. the mike as she ‘takes her lyric.
1 -orch -is. fine -with show. ‘and: for |ing rendition of “Mo Maty,’” which: “keéping with” this. type -of: show.:Fand also. ‘Supply -amusemerit .for.
‘suffers slightly. from-‘ay overlong. But the- atmosphere. ‘can -bé ‘sépa-.
assignment for an appealing. ride. ‘those who came. as observers. A]: dancing: ae
. Cugats.,are. ‘in,throtigh Oct. 9.
spoken: -introdiiction; . a: ‘modern’ rated.. “‘Krinisky. is running” an-ad‘Back at the old stand ‘as. relief |
i number of: them .also mount a‘version: of “John: Henry,’”-a swing- “mirable . “operation... ‘that: “deserves .
-Dalecombo is the Al Conte Trio.
The! : small stand: ‘in back -of~the. ban-.| >
ing rendition of. “Rock Island: Eine”: “wide: patronage. are
froup’s
piano,
drums~* and ‘bass L quettes. to..perform as a line.
and.a-little-heard song from.a poem. '_. ..For, the :first ‘shew.. “Lanny: Ross,. we,
complement hit.a peppery beat, ac-.
7 _Teude Heller's, Ne “ ;
To get this." mass -display “ oft.
by:. Woody. Guthrie, . ““Deportée,” -j ‘gray.”-and distinguished”: looking, .._—
centing the Latino lilt that’s also! i energy: across, two bands are used,
‘Ray Milait .&: His Quarternates
with music ‘by‘ Martin. Hoffman.” | ‘emcees affably, -‘even. contributing ar
quite attractive to patrons: who! The. Davy: ‘Jones. ‘orch :-and -The
‘ean’t wait. for Garber’s-return to, Orchids: The: music is wild; ‘strong. ADB); ‘Ronnie _ Douglas ©(4), “Bertha
Miss’ Mann contributes. what she |.a: short-‘song with. his. own guitar’ )
Colbert; $12 cover.
fulfill their, dancing ‘needs.
ealls some of. her. ‘own brief “de: . accompaniment. He keeps things-rhythmic-and constitutes. a: StirTing,
Opening. night. at. the Gr ill ast!
compositions,” ‘ which - “are” only ‘75going gracefully;: and‘seems to weld *
call to action.
“New: ‘to this: ‘downtown. (Suidips- slightly. ‘sick Bad |‘the -40 -minutes: the various influences in this room ..Monday (17) ..was. somewhat’ remi- j The -singer ‘on. this ‘aceasion : -is
niscent of the days. when. the band: | Steve Alaimo, whose assortment ‘of ‘ville. ‘subdivision )- club..is ‘in the: ends” with’.a ‘rousing “Mighty : Day Inte a.toheSive-unit.
(Succeeding :-.
leaders were thé “kings” of- the t tunes. is in keeping with: ‘the-at-: -Ray. Milan: quint, :a -rock n° -roll in Galveston,’ ” ‘with. all stops pulled. show. As. headed.hy"Talbott Bros:). - 2 ve
music biz hefore the disk jockeys: sy-mosnhere: . ‘He “hits: a heavy beat; ; group. whose: :‘gyrations’. and: gyre: and. the: crowd stomping” for. more.’
“Yo
OS@.: =
‘nastics would. indicate - they.
took over... The boys’-frony, Decca|.
re" "" Perry. Williams; who’ also. runs
erdcks. the: melody. and entertains
at Vie Tanny’s.-.° °
Records; ‘Garber’s label, were. there.| nians including himself.:. He’s. for'|‘hearse
© Waili
——
wit
i
wo!ithe -place,’ contributes |“generously.
but so were.a lut of the Brill Build- |the. record and ‘Twist: Tooms pri:
“Bimbors. ‘365, 8.
8RE ne
;thech0 chamber. — with his: vocals and trumpet of. an
“peer” numbers”:
ing bunch who’. don't .‘Sem ‘to get! : Mar ily.
* San Francisco, ‘Sept. oo
evening.
“Cos,
Jose.
around much anymore. They were | Show is: in’‘until: Oét:18, when. accompanied ~ ‘by “wild — stomping, :
.Phyllis Inez, ‘Neapolitan. Sextet,
Royry ‘Palmer Oreh: $2:$2. 50 cover,
there for old, times sakes. but alsoi the nudes. return. ‘ina: special 'eX- and-.the. tenor. sax man-..mav hit:
‘the floor at. any. moment” during. al:
for the almost ohsolete’ business|
Slate, Brose.Le Ae
' travaganza. |
Duke. .
hot choriis with no let up’ in the}. |
of “contacting.”
As ‘one plugger||
‘ Avigustino: ‘Guintoli- thas:“booked: .
=. 8" Log Angeles. Sept. 19:.
put it, “A slrot on:.a Garber net-!
vibrations—musicak.. or.: physical; 1
” Don ‘Rickles: : : January © Jones; Phyllis” Anez.into. his supper club. to.:...
join :.the:holdover.. ‘Neapolitan. ‘Sex-:°°
Work remote is worth lots more itt
He. plays equally well standing or} $2.50° cover plus “‘twio-“drink men!
Ash Grove: LeA.
performance monies thar, a- spin!
prone. which -is* not. ‘bad “at .-aH,
tet. as headliners. in: ‘the. .North°
‘Los Angeles, Sept. ‘19...
on a local deejay show.”
Guy. Carawan. Di Freleche Kabt- since all-drums, organ, ‘guitars and
“The Emperor”. reigns again: for Beach‘: Spot: “ Singer -is: touted-as)
The remote came on. the: 8:30. to :“konein ay, “Mike Janusz; $2 adimis- ‘sax-—handle
their’ °°instruments
the “female ‘Joe E: Lewis.”” arid her ™
the Brothers. Slate,. with: a show so’|.
;
9 p.m. slot: with the CBS an-":. Si.
well, ‘Instrumentatlly,: in: fact. this nicely -‘tailored’ for the club: that. ‘act has much of :the©manner: but’
nouncer
introducing :Garber’) as
is -abouit as :Solid’: a. group. as... ‘has
customers * ‘shouldn't. - “faind. : the little’ of: the. style.
“The Tdol Of ‘the Airlanes,”
Ed -Peail: hasn't “the ‘puneh with: been’ heard’ on the’ r&r" circuit.
: Show. opens: with a 13-unit: ‘chorus
upped’: ($2. 50°. “from: ‘earlier. $1:50):
a taz that still.holds.
Gros. _{diis. current ‘show: that -he ‘has. had
Bertha Colbert is:a -young- ‘Sepia. “cover * charge, |‘Don: Rickles, .w ho featuring. a- dancing. octet: and a
helter:
¢
Roulette
Records):
with:
a
“Vin most: other pills,.even for, the
‘made his first :“break. at the: room, stand or: -pose'‘quintet: :Latter ‘are.
specialty: ‘folklare. audiences that: well- designed* frame : and .an- ani: continues to:draw: celebs: on whom keyed: toa -“French Follies’ theme.
hungry"?i.Ss.Fe
‘mated.
“flair.
in”
‘the
projéction:
to
| fill his coffee-nitery. :Balladeer:Guy
he_ doesn’t’ hesitate: to”vent. “his. but: eschew-: the. bare-fronit. ‘Gos-"
San Francisco, ‘Sept. -17.. | Carawanh, - Mike. Janusz ~.and: Di ‘match’ (she ‘twists. as -though. she:
tttmes: which have: ‘been increasing”
strong. insults.
Poter.. Paul & -Mary,. Dow Sher- |Frefeche: ‘Kabtsbnim, _a- ‘Yiddish invented: ith: Vocally; :- she. makes
- Chief targets ; at ‘opening - were in,. Northern “Californiato.interest.
Mth, Lightstone, Virginia Lucley, | quartet of :which Janusz is leader, miost ‘effective use of ‘a gospel. and
Miss: Inez on
rus -leadsDan Asher Trio. .. $3.50. admission, are merely average casual acts. ‘but blues’ heritage to: punch across the Dick. .Shawn, -Arina,’ Maria: Alber="}: ~The: cho
|
who:
opens
‘with.
a.
‘standup.
‘Share;
*
ghetti
and
‘-a
group.
-of
agents.
4 the show needs’ something a.Little rér.. ‘heritage: of: the.. ‘moment: Comic: works. ‘fast, -hard an backed by-a.white fur: draped-on
As a bid to keep ihe solid b.o: ‘+p stronger.
Sometimes. her. execution ofa cur=.
She°:starts ‘with’: ° i.”
brightly. -- His material. igs’: nt the: miké stand.
racked up by the Limeliters (they.
Carawan, in @ return: tothe club. rent’ ré&r:- diselick : surpasses . ‘the
just set a. house. ‘record, topping essentially “offers: a group: of. the: original: in: talent and quality. All where. most: “would. fear to tread “Shoofly,”. but “much: <of-its. ‘effect 2°"
and ‘the objects of his mirth: laugh |‘is lost: ‘either in poor electronics or
Bob Newhart:,.the i has brousht. | so-called
| “free dom ‘songs: :songs:””“Let It She needs. is a hit. ‘OF :‘two- of ‘her the loudest.: Opening -bit With-.co-. Miss. Tnez’Ss.Tefusal:to stay near’ the: a
together a long show headed: by [Shine di
Showed . best. in ‘Tuesday. own. an
boniface.
Henry. ‘Slate = Started|:‘mike...
folknik ‘trio, Peter, Paul} 18 opening set caught,. while “We
another
'. Solidly: backing’ Mis ‘Colbert: is
things «off. fast, running through, “From “this. ‘shé: :goes - into“ the. as
& “Warv. af shoulg. do podd tw:si-+ hall Overcome”
was' typical. of the Ronnie Douglas Four, in -holdof |Lewis: type ‘routine; “picking -on ‘a. * ::
ness, shows no signs of thr eatening ithe. geneval~ pace. Much :is* eon- over. “with. the -fronter. on guitar: patter hitting. . every ; ‘form
the. -meliters’. record and: ‘is too dayacted With audience participation: John: Sawacki;: drums: ‘Larry - Ber:* bigotry: and. prejudice. Material ‘is -Fingsidey for a target ‘to her"‘patter...-2
‘the ‘same: as’ always, ‘but.’ Rickles’ i The latter. is: marked’ by: good: tim-.-lone
oe.—
™:.mpam
t.n nath..SX}
_ Singer, owho-: uses: own’ “guitar. as —
and,Ray’ Malus, Sit
‘sock. deliveery. Keeps" it ever fuitiny..| ing-‘and: a good. manner,, but “Miss
PP&M.. currently.” riding their HECO! npaniment: . has... .a. pleasing.
ill
Warne: Bros. hit single on “The: voice and ‘cencentrates’ on informal]. |
ve
- Show ©opener; also”a: ‘repeater “Inez, rieeds -‘Writers, .
Hammer Song,” -are a far-ont loak-. }
here, is- songstress. January .Jones, I. Back to“a more ‘straight-forward’ ve
rsivle, characteristic
of. Tolksters:-|ind trio consisting of two. bearded ! He needs some ‘strength: of de-.}- * ‘Widelands.. Houston
a looker. “poured. ‘intoa tight. ‘satin [-délivery,. she does °“Freéhanded
h Zand a wild-eved and ‘wide: liv ery. to come ‘through .wvith power: |
gown, -who Sings in.:a c0ol,- easy “Woman” with some. fine ‘scat-lines,.
.:. .Houston, Sept. 17.
f
blond
with. longs ‘aiir.
‘tiddish- group is a new forma-: “Henny Youngman, ‘Ruth "Gillis, manner but would -do . well: to” gét’|.follows -with: heft own ‘treatment. .
ie lean neavily on thiir louks to. ties of. Tocal. “people and, particu¢-Don’.Cannon -Orch:(635. no: cover, more. moxie. into her:: delivery. of.? “Marianne”. and gets. away. with a
muy daring nunrbers, and use the“- Tavis “Spotlieh ts. “nice. ‘work
Most’ selections, usually thought of} “Never: ‘Trust:. a -Man.”: “Her. Sés-*.
by. oF.minnitun,
Startling looks .of the: gal ins every Esther’ Hortick. ati alto of pleasing
‘as swing tunes; are. dore:.in a-slow, | Sion: ‘bucked: a cool audience. on the |.
tur:
AvCadE capac Hy. -Fanusz | hits: some. - Henny. Youngman is one of ‘the near-languid: style: ‘that “occasion:| night: act: caught, bagging Jonly
M8, ae,
ae STA irtly ‘produced aid: ‘fine «, work,
Russian»: ‘entry. est: with: éomic one-liners, and. ally shows limitations -in’ sustained }a. tipple: of appreciation, | *~:hai fle th.saiselyes well on-stage
areas. ‘She. has. ‘a. nice .voice ‘and?
“Kalinks.” “But.“overall. presenta- e's --back for’. return. engagement
-The: Neapolitan .Sextet”follows’,
Bu
t tendency toe overdo. | tion adds up“to. a.qua +4 tel WW ithout ; With, something old, ...something: pleasing’ ~personality, .. does: “well Migs :‘Inez: after-a production num-.thin.
ich resuits in too muct: ‘ipoealing: ¥ocal ” blend.
EW,
with group of.: “It’s: ‘Somebody'|: ‘ber “by “the chorus. - This, :group,. ~ .
something, -borrowéd. and
heaeeranomrs by the blond Jang
in Ris OWN, Janusz does. ‘nicely: something . ‘blue, °- Quips: are ‘gen- Else’s: Song’. impressions; ‘Best in “highlighting. very ..well! known: ‘CXtoo nie. Doe uring -and movenient: wi Polish song of. the ghetto .and (eFally sharp ©-and.- timely, ~ and set ‘caught were: Peggy’ Lee's “Why: cerpts fromthe pop operas, has*/:.by the ther two However, the: thes Russian © “TWo- ‘Guitars.”. ‘He: Youngman. gives 1a. bonus -‘to pa- Don't You’ Do ‘Right?” “and Lena proved atop: draw,. particulaily in * ..-..aleTodce Hiss them cand ther. are? sins “best on? low tones, Wwhere full “trons this trip:. he’_calls:.up. from} Horne’s: “Honeysuckle . Rose.” -‘Tep.|.‘the’. week “that. the-‘San. Francisco Jon
obviausty
; “solid: bet. for all fotk- . voice’ cames Th, “but weeds workin’. audience: ; Vaughn. : Monroe -. and. entry .-of stint. came. in’ closing a. Opéra’ gpened’ ‘its. season
.
orie:ned cribs on the circitti. ‘They hi sher areas. Singer: is natural, comic: ‘Ukie. ‘Sherin, “and.forces more. ..Butsy,
“Heart Belones.” ‘to: Show eloses: with 'another chorus." ha
sief biend. oF cor!
‘then’
to:
‘Daddy.
aa
a
but’ could) be hetter. with some:
‘perform While: ‘he* sits'|
‘production’ number, --keyed .ta. the
fur.
tn ‘tye act.
poOLNe
re | with: alditors.
ee
“Herbie. Dell: Trio.backs: Siian is can-can. that -leaves. .the - audience. wt
‘Lisatsione, ah mi eS. As. the sul t Show: ds in three weeks. ,Daie,
He.‘also. Brings ‘pack:standard, bit
iin ‘two weeks,.
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_Wednesday, September.26,1968 ( with: the’ ‘aid:of proprietor Murray —
-+ Franklin; :-they hit: in a ‘series: “of |
‘Las. Vegas; Sept.-18.
July: Garland: (dinner shows. | biackouts,."a. couple: of which: vio-y
only),: “Ray
Bolger =: ¢€midnight . -late: taste cations, ..
: Incidentally, the’ majority. ‘oF-thie
'|.
only); Barbara Heller, Muriel Landers,-Mort Lindsay and Russ: ‘Black firsthighters ‘comprised. those-“who:
conducting. the- ‘Louis: Basil ;
Orch have:.laughed: atthe group's ‘antics:
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NIGHT. ryLUB REVIEWS:

‘Sahara, Las Negas™

Qa); $4 minimum,

---

‘one’ nightly. show. “each:“may ‘start|“Excitemert:””

_He

are.- extremely. - chard - work

admira-

-and™, -jristriimentally.

i.

precédes. the, topper. rates |cover.

--las-a top jazz combo ‘in these. parts” oan

F /and ‘is a- first-rate draw:in its:own:

The. MacRaes give the vi‘alderf-

<Dchright,
~
) “ites:in the. Empire Reem a-terrifie:
“Miss”, Velasco: “FenieLin's jatne

Ta. _ preeedent that. could get out of.{-beén: done in by -his too elaborate |
hand—inless. of ‘course; the ¢‘per- ; introduction. | -A ‘lad who is‘accom- |.
formers are’ juilling to.cut ‘their: | PHshed: in. several’ fields; he’s.an. ex" “salaries: in: half.
:4 cellent: dancer, -a. good: pianist. and |
1 can also-sing. -Vocalizing, on ‘night /-.
. Judy* Garland’ is.now dome ‘the:
caught,- seemed’ -to:“ be. Bacheinin’s |
‘dinner: shows jWwith Ray Bolger tak-. “weakest: - attribute ‘and. “since: hes
ing over at midnight-two: ‘strong:-made. his: primary piteh in. that. ‘de: 4
Ww hich gets ‘thie respect: “and

Gordon & Sheila MacRae ‘Harty

20@s
As: 1¢ial songs, Lyn Duddy. Jerru 3; CS:
| drammer Bob: Piccerilli,. Miss Vel-. ler: Shirley Henry, -Martin Raca-’
‘|asco’s regular. ‘director. Headliner / wau & Martin Roth: chorcograpiiu,
‘also: receives expert: support, from. Miriam. - Nelson;. lighting, Lestie
‘Herb ‘Pilhofer: on-:the. 88-‘and. Stu Wheel. & ‘Claire Carter: Milt shaw
“|. Andérson: on: ‘pass. ‘ Pilhofer :trio: and Bill. Snyder Orchs: $3 anid “$4

vocally,

*-

seems. to have:

aitractions.. : whose - ‘75-minute -'s¢s-' “partnient *the. venture..didn’t

‘showstopper. : :

1... Keeping things.’ ‘huinming beth | Frokimai, musical dirceter;

“Tl which

“

sions

=F r Twist ts: ‘her.dowotl ‘and it's al “Waldorf-Astoria, NX.We

aan

|in Miami, Beach, and:“were -Feady.
“{to:lap up. ‘anything,
at

"The ‘Satiata’-“current experiment , “The- Franklin -unit. ‘also.contains |
Fo
[eee
a
ACES
ete
-two. top -stars. in’ for two singers. Great; stréss is put on
aoe woe ‘of: -bringing
at
Johnny Bachemin, -billed..as “Mr..

61°

T fot: 13. “Sue Roberts: follows.

4 show. Ata $3 and’ $4 cover clatter
Fri. Sal. ) it’s almost a kar ‘ain. buy
ae comparison, lo existing tariffs in:
the contemporaneous -‘posh hotel“Diack: Hawk, SF.
ries, Regardless. of the minimum
... San.Franciseo; Sz pt. Te
“Rainey Leuis Trio, Vince Guar-! “and or convert, “Gordon &' Sieiia.
‘|aldi:: ‘Trio; $1. adm..: Uec Knights, | ‘MacRae ‘have. patently
appiicd
. Rees,

work|.

‘out. Alsé in:the-song. field, Jo. Ann.

‘Adams’..opened: the. foray With: a: am |
ition: of .their . audienées. sympha-.. medley ‘that -did, 0 ay.

d) $1.50 | weekends,ZStixo- drinik
.
eae
, {muni

Pits td j

4 theniselves™

to. ‘their

ficorshow

i rev we with
consummate pretesnetic | with the. omission ‘of a.:“Sec |.
The: Blackhawk’s. new. ‘polity of |sional. polish. and, save for a miner:
The
music:
chores
:
‘are
By.
the
|
“ond. show."
7
7 seven - nights . ‘a. Week and “two lapse or two, their act.is univ ersal
3 ‘Hank. Edmonds Trio. ‘Fhe. Cookies, |.
- | groups seems to. be paying off: The.
. Miss.Garland; slender in eom:. ‘@.Inan-and-wonran- song’ and .guitar
in appeal whether playing a class
: - parison ‘to her Jast. outing. in.. Végas,, j setup. work: ‘the lounge | ard: ‘rush’ a Now: . locping-the- Loop’ ‘in - the: first week has been’ solid’ boxoffice
1bottle ‘club in Texas, in- Las Vegas,
‘jsmore: ‘dramatically, électrie. than. into. the:main, room. to. assist. in. the |« Empire -Rvuom of the: Palnier ‘House: anid.‘jtlooks like it will, buiid,
‘or on. Park. Aye,
ever; giving. hér ‘stylized. tones a- skits...
Jose. in ‘Chicago for ‘the. FIIFTH TIME, | Basic. reason, “of COUrse.. is. that :
..t
.
{They*re. sper for ming their new Scote h. it's ‘a’ good -show. ‘Both trios are.
“ ‘virtual . ‘tour. ‘de force’ as she sobs::
Apart from the neciless and
4 Skit,. .wherein -“hey. sulve - the. old ‘solid. jazz acts but-neither is so far |\¢ry
shouts;. and’ caresses:. ‘The- star has.
borderline , slag’
aside
“despite
..
their:
Sy
elt
mystery.
“But;
. a massive “cult w hich: ‘nostalgieally\out:-that the non-hard e¢ore: jazz! ( ‘with “crowbars”
joke), “got
Minstrab- s:‘Boston. . i
spootiny
ng, ney “still SING!
j
needed.
and
espécially
from
ie
sparks “standing. ‘ovations, “2s ‘on
es raudience |can’t ‘dig them...
- Boston, Sept.. 20.
JA PAL handles «
| taleritéd uMrs. MacRse,: they yerGnening- night,. and the. ‘cult ‘jis. ob- - ge“erio- ‘Saridis: ‘Rose~& Laden,:!
Ramsey ‘Lewis’ group: specializes: j
were a shade too generous
-Nionsly~ conservative, Since. ‘the Bay &- Roman, ‘Michact . Gaylone: en
~~ Cin::quiet, soft-sw inging rand the |haps
With their -75-minute stint opening
a hefty: applause: ,St i. Foes’: ‘to-:‘thet rch1925 ‘$82,30°anindmum:
Sands, Las Vegas”
“whick.; features.his piano.. and ‘the
- 7) @nr ‘ient: Songs. |
Las: Vegas; Sept. 19: “Bass ’‘and cello. solos.of L' D. ¥Young.. ‘night. It never bored but.at least
prove benenumber
ary
old Jeave-em:hur:
con theless:could
ficial
“Saveriio:Saridis,.“the singing. cop, 3 “Nat: “King. Cole, Gary’ Morton, . ° These. are. all- handled very.. Show. ||.one
‘Ste: does": attempt. a.“fei. new
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SS
“ones... -notably - - effective: * “Being |is. in. big: Voice ‘for. his" Blinstriib ¢ Harry.. ‘Nofal,.” Antonio.” Morelli w
Orel. (24); Copa: ‘Girls. (12); pr O-.:
es Little: ‘Drops: of: Rain’. -and’$ ‘Paris ‘date. here; “and ‘his.powerful ‘pipes
Lewis.has several goo
|
| duced
- $0-| dn. actuality the MacKzes give
by Jack Entratter;: ‘Choreocg- Vig
Te a Lonely Town”: (latter ‘being
ing. ‘for hiny ‘plus: a pleasant. mammer |
teach:
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. Purree; ar Avie *h features the voice Ww‘ith’ Granada33 he. ranges. througli.
Vince | Guaraldi. is “making his. 1 Solid turn-of clewning . interlarded
The: easy. Tow. pressir'e ‘perforn fitst. ‘bid. to rank -dn:‘the jazz u orld: ‘with special versions "by a Guintet
of:ATiss’ ‘Garland ‘as one of the: ‘cats: ‘snow tunes. and love: songs;, which...
‘Disappointing to. some; -refresh- “display. . the~ fullest -scope: of his. ahve’ of' Nat King. Cole .is:a. “trong. Nia Fantasy LP, “Black Orpheus. "iy of special lyricists. and Ma eRae on
;
dng
‘to: others, is. the” Fact: ‘that -the- Vocal .ehords.-: Windup~ with - “Be ‘gimmick, which. keeps the. -velvet-|“It's drawing customers for him and }{ his’.own, does an engaging ‘solo
“" Chirp: ‘does. not: incliide “Over The. My: Love” ‘wins’ solid: mitting: from |r-‘toned. ‘Singer’ one- of Jack. Entrat- che smartly features. this music,’ as::: songalog.. Accent. is on Rodgers &
potpourri. as - befits
Well as his-own compesitions; on Hammerstein
~ Rainbow”: in -her current --¥eper=-|_ packed opening night. audiences,. a ter’ s blockbusters. ©
-Cole-. glides: into” “this ° 44.day |every. show; ‘Aside: from: his. own j-the juve: lead in. the film versions
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boutThatBrechtParlay
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. Rights:to "Polish Play |
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Theatre. of: the. Individiial, -an Qr-.
The. juggling’ of -opening. ‘dates -‘for the: two: off-Broadway :
pid
‘ganization formed ‘recently: ‘to: pros}.
. ductions of ‘different “versions .of the late Bertolt: ‘Brecht's: “Mann & Lk "
‘House, N Ye.
1cdtice.. plaxS:on" “Broadway, ‘is curs]
Ist. Mann” -ended. last. ‘week the: respective | preems: Tuesday: night. *
renthy negotiating for the. Ameri-.]
(18) ‘and: Wednesday. night (49): of “Man Is. Man” and: “A .Man’s “.
* “by Polish:
C alira. Uk‘anova “proved - that -hier. :
a. Man.”’ The: Living Théatre’ is ‘presenting. “Man Is. “Man” at its’
Gisele
honors ‘were ‘Honestly earned. ‘She. playw right. “Romati ‘Brandstaetier:.
namesake ‘doivntown: ‘showcase _and -the. New Repertory’. Co: is’“Gane fra
e ver a. diffictlt dali ‘ti
Mem
bers’
of
theproducing
‘firm
had ‘ty. do Tt -a. ‘spcond: time;
- presenting ‘A’ Man's a -‘Man”. at: the. Masque ‘Theatre.
:*.
;
te stute he: mans of. the surphts’ or”
Wood;
..Ray
|
chide
Charles
R.
"The: preat: ‘thing. is ‘the.comm and
*. The offering”at the: Masque. is an ‘adaptatiori- by. Eric. Bentley: of
nor- vane ina
re: ty ao OM a5- “wiveE +7)
a
Howard
}:
Hasan,
Jr...
Robert-:Salter;
Of. tie arms |‘and ppper: body: and
‘the: ‘play -'as- written |by Brecht in :1927.: The-.Living -Theatre- is...
“raced pre;wearatian” as. thre. séc-.
3 the SYeer* fusion of absoliite - dis =O: Fy hn and. Norman Bailey. !
J
using-.the -Gethard’ ‘Neilhaus adaptation of- the!work: as. revised-* ~
and affer! nfs gf the Bolshoi. There :
rerpline: with
-character:. identity: t
“al -..by the.playwright in/1953.:
Wits Dene FI ed ensemble workj
Call ‘Li goddess |
stuff. .
Land. ;
: : Man-Is Man” :was- originally’. scheduled. fora’ Sept..6.‘opening
at tire. Start of the evening, but. the.:
7 at the. Living ‘Theatre, but: was ‘subsequently postponed” to Sept: 13Ariftiaree
cttiet
ti.
- opus
.cam
Ball et. School:
and .then’: to Sept: 18. The ©‘New... Repertory”: Co.. -had. ‘originally:
L
achieve nade itself evident. daring | |
intended: ‘opening. its:-production: Sept: :18.- at’ the Masque;: but ‘the.-.
Thy is 'Was-a- “world pr eniiere, the |
the. second ac z.
St
outside
Russia.
of
-a
work
by:
Pa
“date: was. subsequently ‘shifted “to: ‘Sept, 19, then. to. Sept. 14
AWith Marina Kondratieva in the} Bre
LSP ELE anal. Honey’
and finally ‘to
to last”
last"Wednesday" (19). eee
_. GIARTIN BECK,.N. YO?!
tile role aod. Nicolai. Fadeycecher |‘tite ‘Boishai’ Ballet: “It was’a stiash- |
“presenting.
-the
‘kind:
of
|
!
Suc?
eSS,.
as |Prince ALS zart: the principal :
Although
the”
offbeat.
casting:
of
ls
concentrated.
/
in.
dane)ing xis just Short of:superb. | demanst ration,
|...
expect ‘Her inione Gingold as Molly Picon's
whick:- Americans’
Aliss mordratieva enacted role. of :form,
Tep: ‘acem lent in’ “Milk: and Honey?” |: quiteless peasant miss with delicacy|fr gin . the. Spectacular ‘Moscovites.. may. pay olf:‘at the. boxoffice; it's f
and. animation. Her interpretation. : As. tie. tithe Sug gests. it's a glimpse “a doubtful. -asset:.on-. stage. Miss 1
‘To |
of the raté re’ ched its peak during {behind ‘scenes at:-thie school.
the. action: that:Seamed: pointless’ in
‘Cyrinyold: is - about: ‘Aas. Seiwish: as
Man’ Is ‘Maz:
the seeond semester when, as one:! heighien: the: ‘ilusion | a group - of . ‘Queen: Elizabeth, . and.” “her: per-.|
Living. ‘Theatre.. presentation™ ‘of: drama | the. Living «Theatre. presentation.
of the. Wrlis. she performed : au} cthe: graded exercises: leading | into formance is|‘bizarre. and uncon- j-in two-scts by. Bertolt. Brecht: -translated. ‘becomes meaningful. ‘here, becatise:.
by: > Gerhard
Nelihaus.- ‘Staged ‘and definished |,dancers. -are™ dramatized. |
thoriatively.
and
with. dramatic
vineir?. .
signed’ by ‘Julian Beck: music, “Walter. 4 it focuses - on: Galy.and_ it’s ‘effect’:
skill,
BPadavechev.. made *'a
7
GX-.!! Further illusion: AS provided. by: the |}
‘Caldon; Jighting, ‘Nikola, . ‘Cernovich; as- | on “him is clearly. and. properly. ‘deA:
fo
nN
lines
chave.
‘been:
altered
He |, Bolshoi choreographer.: -bald-. head: {"*.
Prine.
.sistant.- director, Lawrence - ‘Kor nfeld:
creditable
trewety
“SO ‘that: Clara Weiss, the -: Picon songs’ staged © by. Remy _Charlip.- Opened’: | Jineatéd: John Heffernan’ plays the.
carried outthis. first. half tasks with Led Asaf. Messer er, “Supery ising 'fhe)
a widow ‘from’ Sept... 18. "62, at the. Liviing Theatre; N.Y-; role. skillfully. .He“ isa: believable.
is
-now..
|
character.
a& eheertul cc sposition and madea i hare Ww ork.
}and: ‘sympathetic human. being -with |.
| London instead. of “from. the. US. |Tt $3.73° top weekdays; : $4.50°. weekends.
deép impre sSion dramatit¢ally: di ir- : Climaxinz-: ‘the’ display of,“vite + But her part. still - contains - “allu- *. Gast: “Joseph” Chaikin, -Marilyit Chris. -whonr -the “audience can’ identify..’
Jerome
Raphel,
“Henry
«Howard:
Willinm
.
ins the Ist half when commanded + tuostics, Teading : dancers ‘Maya:
sions. to “such;: American . institu: Af‘Shari. Henry -Proach,. Warren Finnerty, - Clifton: ‘James contributes a: fine.
ty dance unts death “by Myrtha.:! Plir ‘oskava,. Ekatrina:. -Maximova, .
tidus as: Perry: ‘Mason .and. green-- Judith Malina, - Beniamin’- Haveem,. Sean ° ‘performance: as -Polly,: ‘one: of ‘the
Margarita: stamps; and. it: seems: unlikely that_ Warburton, Tom, Lillard, .Joek ance.
queen of the W ilis. Latter, ‘played Maya . Samokhvalova,
‘scheming. soldiers, . ‘and.- Michael..was tm- |S:irnova, Nina. Fedorova;, Tatiana.
Tirroteveva,
by.Newa
-she would - ‘be. ‘traveling’: with °
“Although -the: ‘first: ‘act“of:‘the: Conrad is. an effective. Bloody’ Five. vee
per ‘ious as befitting. and her dane- Popko, Nicolaii Fadevechev.. Viadi-:
‘Olympia -Dukakis* who ‘joined. the..
Broup |of: American - ‘women.
Living: “Theatre's “Man: Ts “Man”. is.
ing is on
the Sime. move ah ‘anc
mir: ’ Vasiliev, -Viadimir.. ‘Nikonov; | | . Nationality aside, Miss. Gingold’ :
ast -only. ‘recently,: is not yet.‘sure
$
ci 3¢‘ipline d level of her “eolleasués.
Mikhail. ‘Lavrovsky: put. on: a show | Clar a is ‘loud: and ‘campy,.with ‘none
often amusing; :‘the second. is. dit: of ‘her.lines, -but: her. characterizaOne of the more charming, periods. which
are seldom: of. the. ‘piquant charm. of..Miss Pi-. : fuse, and tiresome:.. Some’ cof. thie, ‘tion is “on: “the. right: ‘track. David.
balletomanes
‘of the ballet. was the first. half pas. likel¥ ty see duplicated.”
| con. “The - cartwheels’ ‘dnd. ‘dances: | trouble. seems: to lie- in: the. script, . -Reppa’s. sets. are ideal,-"aS | are
de-deux cbs “Tatiana -Popko - and.
Ti-was a-atiestion of:anything you: ‘have. been cut to a. minimum, “with. -a3. Yevised by. Brecht. in| 1953 and. Patricia “‘Zipprodt’s. ‘Costu: 2s.
Viadimir Nikonov, The femme was
can-do, IT -can *.do ‘better’ as. thé’ Mis3: “Gingold -essaying. only. a few: |:trarislated “by “Gerhard” Nellhaus:. {first Success of.. the -off-Broadway.” ”
a‘ cpersanific ation: of. charm - and: sreats and |‘groaters fought “it. out... simnfe steps-and a mild twist:..
But. these |‘weaknesses’ are.accen: * season,. “A Man’s a-Man™: should.
elegance ‘while Nik -OHOV was virile, ‘The: tirmbled - on one another’ Sf... “The musical, Still offers’ ‘fine’ chio.
-tuated| by the: production, . which. . have; a Jong and: healthy. run:
surefgot. ad and with. one, -of the. “heels. Thev wheeled, leaped. tech-: ena: raphe highlighted ‘hy .T
Kew.
Tommy. ; laeks focus and elarity; .and’ blunts. more skilled’ elevations cof: the |
niqued -to, ‘wasp-and-cheer ‘reaction . Ball's | solo. a “Will ‘Follaw: You.” ithe. sharpness of. Biecht's: point...
ev ene ,
froma iwcildly- enthusiastie ‘audience “and:.a °‘pleasant: .seore.- Bat with’
3ishis: ot!
‘Director Julian: Beck has staged:| thee:Dass. waa
Hilarion. almost.’ a noii--daneing I.in- the sare house (17)- which® sat: “the departure of‘Molly. Picon: theC1 the broad’ comedy, of’. the. first: o “Becher Fens erinaker:
role, is. #ivenia gacd ride by. ‘Vindi- 3 on. its.hands ‘five nights. before ‘fer. “fun has -been removed: from “Milk | act: well: . But’ this is: _ just ~ the: Juity- Marechal &: ‘Ulu ‘Grosbard presens 7
ye:
Ievashey. Yuri. Faier conpageant |
(Of | and |Honey... and ..what. remains
tation’ of drarna-in three acts, by W illiam
groundwork: for. the Serious: busiz. Shyer’:
the: Pf{re. what: -ho-dancing’
broted) <tie
orchestfa. with
Staged: by. Ulu Grqzbard: ‘sett ns
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-Robip ‘Wagner. Qpenéd Seot..

_ Kem. - >1 Of aS: imple ‘day-laborer,. Ga‘y' ' Gay,:
“62; at” tha: Sheridan... Squire’ *PlayWhen: ‘the. Bolshoi rolls: up. ‘tts’
NLY.: $3. 99° top: “weeknights, $1 39.
sresoure Tees
as rie ~ “Ballet .-Schook ram
-into. an efficient, cold-blooded’ sol: +!Wwhouse
ecke: nds:
Spardnéews
- reservations’ themselves’ go}.
-..| diet..
When it should: be most ‘tight° ‘Casts; Rose Gregor: », “Rob. ort Dur st;
: eeOto. Fiinisth
Derived tro’ the Samet revolt-of || mental
Monroe ° ‘Atnold,
Mary . Farrel}, - Stan!y.
fis ing > AAIL- -isstes: of .Superiority |.
| and’ dranjiatie,..the.. -produttion: ‘be- “Beck,
‘S AVELLE. (LONDON):
Kate: Harrington,” YYirgilia -€ News .
tie Roman. slaves which’ is the
‘all.
dose" and liitidy.
“PAan Wed sew orth:
thenie of the Universal feature film: ay. ‘betyw ven ‘Bolshoi and. Kirov,
Bates‘¥ Ustinov; has left {he “east £comes
S
Américan.-vuzzlement . at: some. of
of the Same tithe now in plavoff, I.
‘of |Bis:“play, “Photo. Finish,”~ bhe=]- “And: ‘though’ We ‘are: ‘told. again:
|the *:<fa"red” choreography -: -Gf so: Cc Use - other’. comimnitments:.: -and: and. again that -nian is: man and ° . “ Boor’ Beehes Fenster:maker. Ste
thi. full-evening: pallet proved the.
‘fine “al “campany : are forgotten. Paul .Roeers who + formerly. ‘played. ‘that. society
~c¢
can Femake: himi’ info: fléd | by * hé? ’ selfish, ‘mother, “she”:
eae for aovernmient ‘subsidy: It. is ;
that. the -viewer.
nat pows.ble. to: imagine such. an E Enoush 10° Say
the father, ‘has now moved into the, ‘anything that: suits. current..needs:: “comes-to. the big: city full of: hoses “3
“to:
recall”
‘anything
labarate prodection in the reper- Lan OS a mor
leading rote, “Wwhile. Cyril Luckham: .the’ staging obscures. the joint of and’ ‘amitions:. but finds: only: fail-.:°
4d comparvhte: ta: the- explosion. of
has: taken: ‘OV er as: ‘the fathier, - much: -Of . the action. Tiere - is. . ure! and, frustration. Her. attempts:
tory of an, Americm ballet’ troupe. |
talent. the neneless’ ‘Surprises. in:
Ustinov's - departure. - has -dented: | nothin to. provoke™ an‘ emotional: to. write.a- novel are aboriive,’ -and:
Upwearrds of 200 persons .crowded, i:
gyrat-" the boxoffiee, but..thé -s!sill ‘of both. _response..from™ the: audiercs, -and: -she destroys. hér relationship. with.
the stave of the Moet. There, were - the otratians added while
pints viny ‘of .redellious skiveesi ot: ine, -the ft ecient. defiancé ‘of “prob- Rozers and Euckham: maintain. the: the: effect *is-of.'a tedioiis. lecture. the boy..shé loyes ‘hecause. she js:too...:
g..|Bather: than’ of a. meaningful. play., ‘demanding. Unfulfilled ‘as-botit an. 2:
suppressins |Roman
soldiers;
‘of |.while. anc. he geneval, infectious|.»yotisrinance- quality: ‘of.this: engagebionte, ofthe demonstration. | ne
; and -inventive: piece..de: vient: arisivcratic Orgw. §stests.
“The tivo. long, ‘rédundant Scenes: | artist and ‘a woman; she winds up-!
oT
(as .a.“retluse in: a “filthy anartment,.;~
The scenic - investiture, foo; “ex- | oibtin: would | only indicate a
- Ustinov’s:. wit- “and. -insisht ©:: COn- Of’. the. second. ‘act©are. ‘dimly - iit.
eos ‘ay sheer massive’ hanging, }nature: immone to.tinabashed aw e.. fine to ‘flow’ through. the text inva -/ ahd -although.this .peérmits the ‘ef; WIL én “hersway ‘to- aleoolism and:
a
Land: Lie rt blending’. of wry: humor :and}. fective |‘use «‘Of -spots af. times, : “HE: a nervous: ‘breakcdown., :
piscys and- tonnage “of -platforms’j~
—-

.

pathos: and: Rogers: plays the: aved.{- ade's . to. the general murkiness..: Equally”. ‘dépressing “is. -t!ie. site
oa: ‘remarkably : Ustini vian. |. There are, however, good perform-. ‘uation back home: Beébee's-mother
anees.. by Judith. Malina, . as.. the- ‘and “two. aunfs:* who. ‘ate. usi tially.
| fashion.: vet. giving his‘own..distinct
yOUrs at.
| flavor:to” the.interpretation. : Luck-. owner’ of a eanip-following~ ‘Har, }sotised, are Seated throughout. the
_ Yet? Sparta us proved.. for. all:
|-ham? 's des’,» precise,: pompous: ‘fallier and ‘Soseph: Chaikin as Galy_ Gas, play. ‘on a- platform: ‘above. the. main,
its ercat. ¢effects. and perhaps74
Kern “|stage. Every: onee in-a swhile they
partiv because of them. something, |
Vis. also” expressive’. and. ‘the: Test: of ack as La Guerre
fight ‘and. bicker,” ‘revealing . ‘the:
of: an audtence letdown.: It seems,
‘the. ‘cast, headed. by. a rémarkable.
| emptings Ss and:futility, of:‘theiy Ow ne.
TION AL OPERA; BUDAPEST) niece of versatile playing, by. ‘Diana‘}.
fair to state that the Bolshot has
x Naaun 6 a’Mani:
Budapest: Sept. “12...
newer hefarp terminated. .a perNew
Repertory ‘Theatre
presentation’ Jites. |
vovard .at. ates-ranging, from 23
‘c“first’- this’ season. .‘attte the: late“70's,“are still.on. their. of. a ploy in .two-acts’ by’ Bertolt Brecht,
William ‘Say der:11a author. ‘Has
formants in Manhattan. toe suc hI Nétable-adupted
.bv:
Eric.
Bentley:
Staged
by John’
metre applause uA tired. audience 7‘Budape St. National, Opera’. was: ‘the | toes after/a five -month run.
. Fl:aheock 7. Music, Joseph: Raposo; ‘settings, ‘evéated Tifelike,. believablé. char acs:
onde way to the. exits barely. ac- LWP: of . neweomer, ::26 ‘year-old.t ‘The. main’ ‘fault of. this: ‘lively’: én- David - Repvpa: costumes, - Patricia: :Zip" ters, and. much: Of: his dialog’ IS exe
,
;
Prodt; “lighting, Jane’ ‘Reisman: - nustegl” ‘celle
t
C.Hf ileret two curtain: ‘ealls, ‘though: ‘a.PT C.. Petr Ow us who ik. collabdra- |tertainment. is, its.protractéd end--| dir
Estith
Valentine:
ection,
rit But the play. Jacks: ‘variety §
production:
ition With a. youtig librettist, ‘Miklos. ingJ, If seems. as: though the all- | coord
ciple more were forced. .
¢
nator; Kendal. Kelly. Obened Sept. . and dramatic ténsion. ‘It's: just one
thor Stilt ad? plenty” he Wanted. to “19, "62, at: the.” Masqite Theatr e, NAYS ‘Continusus -descent. ints more un: ‘Pats easy ext planation -is. that™ “Hubax. ‘Was: responsible: for:“C'est |}
top .- weekends. “$4.25 ‘weekdays.
“Sauurtarids”
i, van “old! fashiontd jis shore’). for. “Three: Cups. ‘of |: sat but too Jittle’ time. left: to. say ‘it: $4.90.
Cast: Clifton. James,” John: Heffernan._| happiness. ‘and greater’ despair. cand:
f
' r . Local’ press declared. that | and“in.the ‘last 10 .to- 5° aminttes Olynip.a ‘Dukakis, Ken
spectat ie more thansa ballet. It-is Toa"
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‘William Squire, Janet Pavek, Rob-*“the 1.483-seat Geary Theatre ‘here..

ert. Goulet). -Prévious. week,.-$50.-

The. take for the previous week

Fran|119.... Kathryn ‘Grayson succeeds Was about. $18.000:.
No. reviews (Guidry, Monitor;. Ma-| : Last ‘week,.about $6555500 with ‘Loesser. .
:
: Miss Pav ek: Oct: 23 and understudy | “Tickets were scaled to. a $4 top...
“= Joney. Traveler) - and: three.” unfa- CLO. -Subscription:.. ar
- T° ‘Besides thie coin’ being held in |-Robert Peterson takes over Oct. 8.
WwWeeknights and $6 weekend: nights.
” “worable (Hughes: : “Herald; - ‘Kelly, |
a
“. SEATTLE Ce
tee ‘|-peserve: for the ‘road. presentation, |j forGoulet.
Globe; ‘Norton, Record). ‘,
Doyiy. Carte Opera. Co.;: Orera “the ‘Broadway. ‘production - as” Of .. East Ww‘eek, $49. 852.
“Bast. week, $17, 244.
‘LONDON SHOWS
“House.” (‘OP-Rep-RS)..
Previous; Sept.’ :1: had. -$27,900. ‘tied:. up: .in|} bonds,. plus a’ $35,000 sinking fund. “:*Carnival, Imperial. (MC) tein’ - ( Figures denote opentng dates) ::
Mr. ‘Président; -Colonial iMC: 1; week; unreported...

.

(4th: wkY ($6.50-$6.50;. 1,685; . $66,-|"-

Last- week, about, $70, 900...

. the» ‘music. ‘and.lyrics. ty

|.

For 2d Week iin Frisco

“|:Another--$140,000 -.of --the “profit wk: 604. py ($8.60: 1:428;- - $68,299)..

Beyond Fringe,

Fortune

(5-10-621..

. Big. Fish, Duke of York's 19-18-€2}.
- {earned by.*the -musi¢al had -been Prey ious w eek. $31 053. °
-101).- (Robert. ‘Ryan, “Nanette -Fa-|
Bleck Nativity, Phoenix .«B- 14-62).
“TORONTO,
Last °“week,- $32, 076..
distributed
‘equally.
.
“petween’
“the
Blitz, Adelphi
(5-8-622
. bray),- -/Previous *‘week,- $64.830.|° .Get. on--Broad—The Jazz: ‘Train; .|
|Blow Horn, Prince Wales. (227-62),
“with T h.e-atre :Guild-American : Roy. al’ -Alexandra - :(R-T): ($4. 50-$5; /management* and the backers, ‘Biv-]. *Come Blow Your Horn, Atkin-!
_, Boeing-Boejng, - Apollo (2-20- 62).

“!

‘Theatre’ ‘Society ‘subscription. -

ob 21,525; . $40. 227).

Previous

“net return! gson-.t@)* 183d: wk: 661. p}
© ‘Week, bing the ‘latter a.1714¢¢

($6:90-

- Last week, $54,627 for seven-per-' over. $8,000, “Her. ‘Majesty’s,-Mont-. ‘on-their- ‘investment. The cash. bal:; $7.50;- 1.090; ..$42; 522).- Previous
|’ance as.of, Sépt./1-was $40,206. ‘Thejweek, ‘$14: 526. Exits. Oct. 6 to tour.
“tormances, of which: six. weré: on 'real..

-Breaking

‘Brecht.

-Chips

Point, Lyric .(9-5-62)..

on.

With,

Brecht,.

Royal

Ct

(9-11- 62)..

Vaudeville (4-27-62)

.De. Something. Royal E. 19-13-62).
Every. Night. Palladium (6:1-62).
‘Gentlemen: Prefer, Princes 18-20-62).

-/°-TG-ATS” subséription: Exited for:: “Opened. heré Sept. cyato!a dian, presentation. . in -whieh. Robert|.. Last:‘week, ‘$13, 647.
Zo Washington ‘following --the- Friday|inious thumb-down_ (Cohen, - Star; -Morse’ and Rudy “Vallee. ‘have the.
"Funny. ‘Thing Happened on ‘thie infanticide Ginger, Arts (&-29-€2).
+ night (21) performance: but plaved:! | Evans, Telegram; Kraglund, Globe. top-featured. roles; is. current in ‘its |
Lock Daughters, Her Majesty’s (5- 17 62)
“Way to. the. Forum,. Alvin (MC).
Minstrets, . Vic ‘Palace (5-25-62).
.two. matinees, one. Wednesday: ¢19}: and Mail). .° :
| 5ist-week atthe 46th Street: The-:*
Miss Pell, Criterion (9-12-62).
20th wk; 159. p). ($8.60-$9.40: 1.334:
and the. other: Thursday: (20).
fMAousetrap,
Ambassador
(11-24-52),
Last- ‘week,: $61
i11. - Folded:here | atre. “Tt. cost. $316. 639. to _produce,.: -$65.096) +Zero Mostel). Previjous.
Mrs. Puffin, Duchess
(7-18-61).
earned. a: .$6.887°profit. ‘On..a. five-%j-Unsinkabie* Molly ‘Brown; -Shi- : Saturday 122),
week: $65.779.
Music Midnight, ‘Westm’r 15-462).
|| Week... ‘out-of-town
trvout: eal Last week,. $65.768:
| My Fair Lady, Drury Lane. (4-30-58).
- bert.- iMC-RS)~ 7th | wk): 1$6.25-.
WASHINGTON‘
opened in New: ‘York vat a- cost. of
New. Men, Strand (9-6-62).
1,717; - $59, 000} - “¢‘Tammy |: * Bey ond: the -Fringe, | National.
“$6.75;
°How - ‘to. Succeed: in *Business| Oliver, New (6-30-60).
$309. T72.“One- For the Pot, Whitehall -18. 2619,
vl Grimes).. - Previous Ww eek, $26.535- (R-T)- (3d: wk) ($4:95-$5.75;. 1,673:
- ‘Fever’ ‘&Mar tin are now. ‘tehéars- |“Without ‘Really. Trying, °46th
Period ‘Adjustment, Wynd: -t6-13-62), |
“Last week, $47,958 with. TG-ATS |$46,398). “Previous week, -$40, 484 |ting
Photo: Finish, Saville (4-25-62).
“Little - Me.”’'-their-eighth’, tMC). ‘50th’ Wk ‘393 p). ($6. 90; 1342:
subseription..
Sp‘with TG-ATS subscription:.Plousn
& Stars: Mermaid (925-82).
:Broadw ay: ‘Yentire. fora Not. 17: ‘$66.615). “Previous week,” $67.472.|-

:

a,
CHICAGO _
"Mary, _Mary,- Blackstone.

Last’ week;. $45, o19 with. TG-ATS,| “Opening. ‘at the Lunt-Fontanue. The-}|. Last-: ‘week,. $67. 503,
ereeenaet
i

1C-RS);,“subscription.

Bd: Wk)": ($4.95-$5.50;. 1,447; $42;=1.--

Fa

—

*?,900)-: (Julia: Meade. “Seott ‘McKay, ' Books 4 Touring Shows

‘Tom. Helmore’. - --Previous..* week, |.
«S81 353 -with TG-ATS. subscription. |;
a

:|-atre; N-- Y.; which: they own. “Thet: i, Can ‘Get. Tt: For. You- Myiste
“S| musical, -in- which Sid- Caesar has.”. Sale, Shubert: (MC! 127th: wk: 212: p)

“the starring: role, is.-an’.adaptation‘ $8.60;

t

Private; Public. Globe -15-10-62).
_Raftie of..Man,. ‘Garrick (9-19. 62).
’. Repent
Répertory, Aldvwich
(12- 15-60).
a
hou

wennett

thde

1.461; $60.00) «Lillian |-Slaneest,,§smbeldee 202

43-62).

of: the. Patriek -Dennis: novel. * The :Roth). “Previous “Week. - $34:957,/- Sound of Music... Palace . (3-18-61).
book ‘is. by |:Neil: Simon: and. the. .Moves- next ‘Monday-:: tT) to the ; Stop the World, Queens 17-20-51)
TO Little’ Niggers, . St. Mart. 39 30-622.
.] music .and- lyrics. by -Cy- Coleman ;Br oadway. Theatre. :
i
CLOSED.

‘For Ottawa. 1-Nighters b

‘Last week, $34, 369°w ith-‘TG.
SATS |.
Ottawa, ‘Sept. 25.
subseription.~.
L
an
“Harvey - Glatt, local: ‘legit arid : and ‘Carolyn Leigh. respectively..
tO Last weeky $35,536.
7 Marcel. Marceau, Piccadilly. “B13 e233 *
|. Feuer: & Martin’s. ‘Broadwav- hits
closed: last Saturday 22). after aint ed.
“Sound” of. Miisic, Shubert (MD: concert. . ‘booker, has: scheduled
“Man For All ‘Seasons: ANTA (pi;
season of- 48 performanees.
four
touring:
‘shows:
for.
one-nighters
‘prior.to
-‘
“Succeed”
rere:
‘
‘Where's
~
RS). (45th. wk). ($5.95-$6,50; "2.100;;
-Red..Roses: for Me,
Mermaid
94-03%
“44th
wk:
349
p)
!$6.90-$7.50:
1.214:
” “Cane:
dosed | last Saturday 422y after Bmited
_ 372,000): (Barbara-‘Mesiter-. John |.here’. this. season.” The ‘series “ins. ‘Charlev2’, “Guys and. Dolls,
and.
wpe
349;
600)
(Emlyn:
Williams::
Thonias
*
Ve.
:.Season of 23 performances.
eludes
-*
‘The
Soand
of
Music,”
Oct..
Can,”
“Silk.
Stockings.”
”_Myhers). Previous week;:"$39,366...
(Gomez.
’George... Rose
,
Previous:
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
‘Last week, $42,325. wees
: (2, SA} Shot: ‘in ‘the’. Dark,” Feb. 3 | Boy: Friend. *- The. sole. ‘failure was Week.
$33. 606.
Ln,
Doctors of Philosophy, Arts (16-2621.
“Marys
‘:
Mary;’’: ‘March
1, “and. “Whoop- Up.7 “The producers: have].
Last.
week,
$33,
668.
{1
‘€seape
Eden, Lyric.’ H'smith 03-62).
* CLEVELAND
“Carhival, 7: ‘April: 2.°
also :‘expanded their.” theatre .hold“f :. Froretio, Piccadilly (10-8-62°..
Step :on-a Crack, -Hanna -be
1. ‘The. shows’ will play ‘the Capital } ‘ings to ‘the Prince’ Theatre in Lon-". Mary, “Mary. Hayés’ ey 81st. wk:” Rock-A-Bye, Phoenix (10-16-62):
“Nancy Kelly, Gary. Mertill).: Pr e= |‘Theatre. ata fop:‘Price. of $20. for) don ‘which: ivi]l--house ‘the. British. 644 p):-’$6.90-$7.50:- 1.139: $43 380) | Eastward. Hot, Mermaid ‘f0-17-627. What a Crazy World, Royal E. (10 30.62).
vious: week, #10,O84 for,seven per-i.the series.”
[Production of “Sueceed. ye:
ol.(Barbara: Bel Geddes, .Barry. Nel-} Witch of. Edmonton, Mermaid (41-21-62).

a 7
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:
These,To,ShallPass
P

MEL’BwayB.0: $20,251,000

BO

on

7’

London, ‘Sept. 25.

Phe.-advertising’

slugline

OL Peter Saunders. is using for’ his’.

A theatre appreciation. series.for highschool. ‘students was. Jaunched .

* ‘pecord-long-run: production: of ~} ast + Saturday morning. (22). at.: the. Abraham. 8° Straus. départmenit or

~ Continued from’ page. 2

“The ’Mousetrap,”: at ‘the’ Am-"’ | store ‘in Brooklyn: .The’™ series, which-‘is: to--cover..a period

of: five
“‘bassadors’ ‘Theatre, : is,”
° MTenth a -| consecutive :Saturdays through: ‘Oct.. 20; is -being- produced : ‘by’ the”!
af Guest: Artist ‘Program of. the American. National Theatre’ &. Academy. s
had: been stiff-armed by Noel: Cow- |.
under the. title of “Theatre in 3:D.?-- -:
. Recently: the. thanagement of
:
ard: Rodgers & Hammerstein, ‘Cole.
The. first, Session, in which. ‘actor-director’ Cyril Ritcharad- participated,
) the. next-longest-run|. show, we
and. Fred Saidy. . &
YipPorter
‘ Harburg.. Inflamed. by Pascal's. pro- } “My - Fair -Lady,” now in. its : Was. devoted -to'a ‘discussion. ‘on - “Musical Theatre.”. Ensuing seminars _
-| will “be.-about-Off-Broadway, Shakespeate,; -the evélution ° of. a- Broad---.. .
the «two |. fifth: -year’-at. the: ‘Drury Lané,,
fanity. ‘and “enthusiam,
blandly | -announced-: *for the ~ | way. production: and: serious: drama. Participants: in ‘future | discussions
agreed. to: undertake an. adaptation f
oe :| will..include actress.Cicely. ‘Tyson, -“producer-director °‘Richard: Barr,
on. their’ return.:to New’ York. inj. musica “Last. Two. Years."
‘| N.. Y, Shakespeare ™Festival |‘producer:. Joseph: Papp, ‘producer-press-.
Thus:.assured
Pascal
got
a
‘May.
Rochester,
N.Y.
This
‘company
agent: Arthur Cantor and ‘stager’ Alah Sehneider.. ~
+
recessed. from April 10.10 June 12. ‘two-year -option on -the -musical :‘tion;put: were ‘devoid of.action and} The. project . grew’ out. of. ‘a. suggestion’ by. Kathy. Gallagher, ae
in 1960 to fly :to’ Russia where, rights fromthe. Shaw. astate, ‘good .‘movement. Julie--Andrews, amt: tin-. member of. A&S’s-. advisory. ; committee . of highschool -‘girls ..on. teen".
witht the blessing of the. State until April of. 56: Init Lerner &. known... and.:-Rex: Harrison; |“a. non- age. fashions. and activities. According to':-Mrs. Ruth. ‘Mayleas; director.
Depi and the Russian Ministry of .Loewe were. cited as. the. adapters.” singer, weren: *t exciting: choices for of. ANTA’S NatiOnal Theatre .Service Dept: and ‘producer: of .the -series
After ‘working. on ..the. musical the. roles -of. Eliza ‘Doolittle: and
Culture,
it. played
three .weeks
| for the Brooklyn department - store;: ‘the -event .marks the-first. time
for. three
months, Henry -‘Higgins, they. added. The
eatir in Moscow’ and Leningrad, | Pygmalion”
‘such: a--project has’ been ‘sponsored by a retail -establishment.:
two weeks in Kiev. Its. cast were ‘Lerner: &:- Loewe. abandoned. it in | advance. ‘sale, .prior ‘to the show’s.
‘In- a letter to. -A&S, Miss: Gallagher: argued. that® .Biven guidanee;:
guests of Kremlin brass. at. the September. OF. "52... Tt -wasn't ‘that christening in New. Haven, -en- Féb..- high school. students . would:. ‘and ‘should . develop. ‘a ‘wider |knowledge
exercises in. Red Square the May
ve felt .it -eouldn’t | Be’: done,”’ 4; 1956, was: far from ‘spectacular. |:and..greater” interest.:in.:the theatie.
-“‘Broadway and the -live' stage
Diy .morning: that Francis. Gary Lerner: “said. later... “Tt was ‘more ‘Phereafter.:news.*:of the. show's
S| should -mean. ‘more: to us.than.justanother aspect:-of entertainment,’ «.
Powers and his U-2 -plummeted ‘that we. didn’ t know how: to. do it.” beauty: -and. magic¢ swept :the town:
“she said; Tickets ‘to. the. series,. conducted in A&S's. fourth, floor restal= ..
4 In~-April. of "54:“Paseal got ‘a. two-" like a flash: fife’in the. mesquite.
out of the sky over: the Urals.
‘Fant, are. available’ free at the department ‘store. ‘to:‘Junior. and, high- tos,
‘year extension ‘on his option with-, ‘The show's ‘Philadelphia reception.

“The Music Man,” survived ‘its.
third year.
Rouehly
3,750,000. people.
including’ 65. 000 standees af $3.43, a.
Lope. have seen
“MFL” in New
York. An- equal number have seen
the national company which has.
“be-n combing .the continent’ since
March 18.,. 1957, when. it opened. in.

producers... Billy.

Rose,. “Henry.

Sherek ‘andthe Theatre: Guild: -and

“Imperishable Year?’oa

o

ge

This company. ranged the con-:

tinent: from. Miami

to Vancouver,

‘out: mention. “Of ‘Lerner. &: Loewe:

‘tripled

epee

*

the.lines at. thie. ‘Hellinger:|; ‘sehool students: on: a first ‘come, first: setved ‘basis.

Wet
frum San Diego to Montreal. It In -July’ he. died -in. New “York: | boxoffice.
“When he" came to- the: nianaging .‘directorship in.* thie:‘Metropolitan
played 69 weeks in Chicago, 17 in Lerner. & Loewe renewed - their | Greeted with ecstatic reviews on 1 Opera, Britisher-via-Austria Rudolf. Bing, took the. opening Monday "
Los Angeles, 15 in -San Francisco. work, on an. adaptation. late that.|its ‘opening in: New York (‘one ofsnight out-of: ‘subscription: sale and. sold ‘tickets to the séason’s premiere —':-.
and roused “such rarely ‘visited same ‘month, with ne assurance the. best: musicals. of the century,” individually.- This ‘has: contributed: upwards’ ‘to. $80, 000. extra to. ‘the’ mS,
dorps as Calgary,
Hershey and that they. held: ‘the ‘niusical ‘rights: :. Atkinson, - ‘Times; A. niiraculous coffers.
.
“
‘Charlotte, MC. It has grossed just Froducer Levin: ironed out this and.. musica; ‘wise,’ ‘witty’ and ‘winning.”
Significantly, | the: opening: night, priée- has. been- ‘slowly ‘ising from. _
other
ambiguities
.
and
legal:
snafus.
short. of, $19, 000,000 (if plays at.
‘Kerr, Herald Tribune) “MFL’‘oyer-. $25 to ‘$35 ‘to’ $40. This: season’s: opener, “Andrea Chenier’” on_Oct.. AS.
lower .prices, but in. much larger. a year later.
‘night -‘became ‘the hottest: ticket: in: _will ‘be priced -at $50, ‘of which one-half may. ‘be:‘treated by.
.
the Bur —
theatres than the. New York com‘Pascal Did All Right Too.
‘+ the town’s: ‘history... It’ required.
a : chaser: as a donation, or tax. deduction. .
the
pany?. and is. booked. through Jan.
Because Paseal owned. the screen special ' - ‘postal: “detail .5. 63. After storing its revolving: rights to’ “Pygmalion” and had. an. ‘5,000 ‘mail. ‘orders weutived” daily. ; Despite - all the: attention .‘focussed. during.‘the‘present. tour ‘of:the. .
sta ges, it will: play a year of split- ‘option on. the.“musical tights at the’ ‘Jackie: ‘Gleason; ‘Sid. Caesar, Phil. Bolshei |‘Ballet °on :Maya -Plisetskaya as ‘prima ‘ballerina. -and- successor ©
week engagements as a “soft time. of his death, his cut .of. the Silvers, :Stéve Allen™ and: Groucho to Galina Ulanova, there are: ‘balletomanes and ' Musevites. who-pass the..
production.
: ‘| Motion picture sale, .1623° -off the | Marx ‘each ‘dedicated one .of their. whisper. that the girl ‘to watch: in ‘the next five: -years is one. Bessmert- a
top, runs ‘to ‘$916,667. His. estate. tv shows. to: the difficulties’ ‘of get:'}.noya,. described-:as a ‘protege’. of Ulanova, -as- has . been the.“baby. —
Stilt All Over The Globe|
Its New York run ended. next>} also gets” 1%. of the. gross of the’ ting -tickets: to. “MEL.” :Joe. -E..p-ballerina, ” Ekaterina Maximova, who"now. rates third ‘billing. =~
a
.
oes ts .
week “MEL” will be: available to- ‘Américan. and’ London: ‘productions, Lewis -’ ‘convulsed. . ‘nightelub.- audi- .

theatre buffs at the Drury. -Lane, approximately: . $490,000. ‘Partici- ences ‘with: “¥ don’t: tare what any-"|'
”: | queer’ Levin had violated his: on=
London; Teater. des Westens, Ber- pating.in this: postmortem: plunder lene - ‘says. ‘about *‘MFL,’ I like it."
| tract with. them.: Veteran. Broadway|
Cast Changes. °
Deutsches,. Munich: -are. Pascal's’ -ex-wife,’ Hungarian.
Yan, Teater
The: turnover - in: MEDS? ‘per:.4 ‘showmen were. baffled ‘both by: the|°
€arlos
Gomez
Theatre, ‘Ria de actress Valerie Hidveghy, ‘a brother.
jp——
—— ‘Continied ‘from: page cs
—
Janiero: Her Majesty's Perth. at’ in Venezitela,. and: Marianna. Zaya- sonnel’: ‘in: its.Six-year;: ‘six-month; - judge's. |‘order ‘and .the. Stahls’. inthe, Auditorium, Denver, in. Am- ‘Kingman-Speelman,. “Arish- Chinese|two-week™-reign- in: New :York: has { sistence. that ‘the. show .vacate. the Douglas: *

“ GuihrieTheatre:

“Campbell °whe. wilt
sterdant, Holland, and Norrkoping, bw idow ‘of a -Dutch “industrialist |been -exceptional. OF. the 50. play-: ‘Hellinger: In. its. final week there’
‘The | stage several plays” as ‘well. aS. ap="
‘Sweden. In October, Lars Sehmidt.. “sometimes known... ‘as. “The Mona-}ers who’ faced’ that ‘first. audience “MFL’’: - grossed. $58,616.
‘who owns the continental Euro- Lisa ‘of the Orient,” whom’ Pascal |-at ‘the: Hellinger; but. ‘six have been. Hellinger: has been: dark: ever sirice pear: in some); the’ ‘production . di-"
pean rights. will set up new com- often identified “as his! “executive. Gora it: ‘from. the. start. -principals:. ‘thus -forfeiting their .share.of: the: ‘rector, .. Peter ‘Zeisler, “and. ‘scene: —_
panies. in Brussels. and Abo,. Fin- secretary.” In November of "61 the |Gordon: Dilworth, .Rod:- McLennan, 1 $1,000,000-p1us ;‘that.MFL has: sincefdesigner, “Tanya: Moiseiwitsch.
land, The
Joliannesbursg,
South
Africa, production will, open at the

Empire Theatre ‘there .on Nov. 2.

New York. Court of: Appeals. ruled. ‘and

Olive.

Reéves-Smith,: “Singers ; ‘played to.

:

No’ Idlers .
‘Marianna Zaya ‘was. entitled ‘to.‘Colleen ‘O'Connor and Herb: Sur- |"
ithat
“> of Pascal’ s slice of. the Ameri i-. face). ‘and’ dancer... Barbara Heath | Authors “Lerner. -& Lockie

Discussing. :the:. théatre’s - aims,

‘ana | Guthrie- said, “Our. Policy. ‘will be
classical; ‘meaning -that’ in general

‘who also ‘serves as company... hair- |, director Moss ~Hart ‘did not ‘idle: ‘we will select plays that-have stood
‘dresser.. David. Thomas, ‘one_ of: the. | at. their. oars- once. “MFL”: and: its ‘time's: test-and that- ‘posterity. Has:
|original: * singers, “defected«.‘last. London . and -.touring © duplicates - approved and: enjoyed:“We expéct,.":
spring ‘to: join “All American; ” and. were Jaunched. Together:.the three: -however, to, offer during the-first_
about * “to
in “Stobk- ‘Pascal's- swag fron: ‘stage: -produc- -on the demise of. that. ‘musical. Te-.; produced... ‘‘Camelot,””
Season at:least. one American’ Play.’Se
complete. its.: ‘second year “at -the.|-*

can Bross, 5°e of his share. of ‘the.
20th: Century- Fox.
In addition to current and. im- |London’ gross_ and motion. picture”
pending companies, “MFL"”, ‘in a:loot thus. validating - a note he
‘Variety of ‘tongues, has rejoiced: in; I‘wrote his’ companion |Feb. 23, 1954: ‘|
management

runs’
record- breaking
holm, Copenhagen, Helsinki; Osto, | tion ‘and* screen. sale: As over | turned to the ‘fold; repentant. Con-.
1 stant, too, .“in their’ attendance. -and “Majestic. The miusical. version. of: |.
Mexico -City, Buenos Aires. and’ $I, 200. 000:
“Oy: ‘main |concert’ will” ‘be to ao
The
krona, | Ler ner, ‘Loewe and-™ ‘the late Moss: ‘devotion are. stage: manager .Jerry. . the Arthurian. legends’. ‘was. ‘writ=:} :
Reyjjavik
tIceland).
‘bring to: theatregoers: some -of the’
mi irks, pounds, guilders, pesos. and. ‘Hart, ‘who:directed: the Amieriean |Adler: and .15 of the. original -30: ‘ten: by. Lerner & Lowe,’ ‘ditectéed ‘by|.
‘human ‘spirit’s - ‘great © expressions: ie
cruzeitos raked in by the 17 foreign ‘atid London productions. of the mu- ‘musicians. Dancer. Sharmian Burn Hart. Hart also. finished «:“‘Act: I,”
as found. .in. thie ‘drama’s TMhaster-: :
companies come to $32.119,115. No. ‘sical, each receive. 3°G. of the box-. ‘is: unique--in. “MFL”..annals.. ‘She’ -which: for wéeks ‘topped the. non- works.”
ere
dollars accrued from the bootleg office’ gross ‘of those companies, | opened at the Drury Lane-with. the: ‘fiction ° bestseller list and: which
°
production pul. on- by. American and’ ‘Lerner & Loewe’ split 3:6C¢. London.‘company ‘on Aptil. 30; °58,. | shortly: will -be. produced’: on -the:|:: “Tn | “order ‘to realize its ui”
and British residents | of Kabul.,. ‘ot the. Australian’. Scandanavian, Te ‘ithdrew on Sept: 29,61: to. ac-. |.sereen: In. 1958 Lerner “&. Loewe ‘value, _we -feel: that “the. theatre’
Afehanistan, in 1960: or the tabloid | Dutch,. Germaii: and Spanish pro- company her. husband.- -jazz ‘pianist ‘atid: associates ‘almost. monopolized |-should bécome implanted here and
version offered the Las Vegas ductions. ° ‘Thus far’ the estate -of: Dill Jones, to America,. joined. the. the Oscars: Of the. Academy of- Mo- ‘not exist as:a.mere ‘fungus on..thegamblers by Gordon McRae. until Bernard .Shavw hasbeen enriched. chor us at: ‘the Hellinger on.Jan: 22] tion Picture <Arts. and._ Sciences: community’s | life: Our: Jong: term
with, their musical,. “Gigi 4 OE ‘plan, which: may ‘take a. decade’ to .
knuckles
by. by $2,000,000—3°> -the- gross of. last...
‘ rapped. over the
4° :. Next" fall: ‘Herman. ‘Levin: * will,“achieve, is to. -_produce works ofa
‘Stars & ‘Missouts
vat
ell productions. Shaw- als6 gets 5% |
“AMEL's’ " management.
Staggering Statistics
_
;
-of the’ distributor's - gross of the|. Rex ‘Harrison: . Edward. Mulhare.’ + produce musical: version ‘of .“The™ distinctive style only’ to. be: fourid. oe
“ALFL” has set two ‘other records: motion.: picture, i.e.. the. sums. -re-. “Michael Allinson’ -and -.Michael Sleeping ° Prince,” Terence’. -Ratti-. here;- and to make. itan indigenous,
that will defy time- and -tide. -its ceived: by: the distributor froriy .ex- Evans have ‘played ‘Henry Higgins ‘gan. comedy ‘which served Lau-: creation:”’
rivals and pursuers. for geneta- hibitors. Benéficiaries ~of ‘ Shaw's. during” the: New York ‘run: as. have: rence. Olivier: in the. theatre- and.|: John: ‘Cowles Jr, ‘Guthrie ‘Thea:
the | standbys Tom Helmore. and Bram- { ‘on the -sereen. It.‘will have. a. book:tre:‘Foundation’ ‘president ‘and son
tions. Its’ sereen rights went ‘to cut are..the .British “Maseum,
Warner Bros: for. $5.500.000, twice: Royal .-Academy of Dramatic: ‘Art. ‘well Fletcher’and understudy: Law- ‘by “Harry: ‘Kurnitz :and- music" and. ‘of the owner Of :the local :morning:
the ‘National: Gallery
of rence ‘Keith.- The company’s: Eliza lyrics by Noel:.Coward.: The: new: ‘Tribune and. evening: Star, -refhe sum paid. for ‘ "South Pacific,” atid
“-}-Doolittles:
in ‘the: order: of. appear-. Alan. Jay. Lerner-Richard:. Rodgers. ‘ported . that “$2:210,000 in pledges.
;
previous. high for a- stage. .produc- Ireland.
tion. plus 47£2°. of the distribu:}
CES’ Jackpot
oe ance “Were - Julie. Andrews,. Sally” ‘as yet- untitled ‘musical will have | had been: raised ‘for the. project’
tors’ gress in excess..of $20,000,000. | CBS. put up the. $360, O00. neces-: Ann: Howes; :“Pamela: Charles - and its -premiere’ at ‘the. Majestic, on | and that :an additional’825:000:‘ig.
being:‘sought: ° 2
ee
The original ‘cast. album, cut by Igary to animate’ “MPL,” . for which “Mar ‘got Moser. and” at ‘one -time: or “March 15, 1963.
Coluntbia on the Sunday following T they. received 40°0° of. the: profits. another’ “I. Could: Have’ Danced | _On ‘the’ fall: of: the. ‘final éurtain.
the New York opening, has a sale Sirice.-1959. when. it “ptirchased the7:All Night”. was sung by undeérstud-: on Saturday: night-the. present com- |
of over
4,000.000
copies
(this | production. share of~‘Lerner & ‘les. Lola -Fisher’ (over: ‘100 ‘times)- _Pany and such of the 200° alumni:|
enrbraces the stereo made in Lon- Loewe, ;CBS’ share: of theBrofits is: ‘Helen. :Ahola.- Karen. Shepard» and as‘-are’ available. will foregather in-|.
70%.
Broadway's lounge to. ‘erigage:}
Rosemary - Rainer. -The- company's |‘the:
'
of -don in ‘38, with Rex Harrison.
—. Continued from:page’ 6373
Lerner; Loewe, Levin’ and: ‘Hart first’ Alferd. .P.: ‘Doolittle -was the” ina shot” of nostalgia, reminisce|:
-Julie- Andrews, Stanley ‘Holloway
aud Robert Coote in the roles. they:} started: to cast “MFL” Jong before. incomparable. ‘Stanley ‘Holloway. { on .the past... ‘speculate. on: the|‘Staatsoper, Convent’: Garden’.“and
created here’, a-total that dwarfs! they: “were. assured”. -the musical -His ‘successors’: were. Ronald* ‘Radd: future: It:‘is. suspected | that: many “Munich. Opera, ‘couple's; extensive”
-| Of: ‘them ‘will gét a: little . misty-.
Gordon. Dilworth. .
opel
that’ of any other
album. ever. rights. ‘Seeking. an
Eliza they and:
{4
repertory. is both. ‘single: and- joint.
pressed,” ‘regardless. of:. category. ‘palayered:. with Mary: ‘Martin—she : Mishaps -over ‘which ‘the “MEL? | eyed as they |think. of their Bartici“Stewart will -‘make* chis’. ‘debut in.
-Prominent among the beneficiaries |.didn't ‘like- the songs——Judy: Holili-- “Management had no. controt:causéd.
“fall-in. “Don:
of the original cast: album ‘sale.is |day. and ‘Dolores|Gray; - before-: the. ‘company ‘to miss. 19- perform- best: musical: ‘comedy: ever: written ‘San: ‘Francisco “this. |
Rex Harrison. His fee for his ‘work!electing Julie Andrews, then ‘play="; ances. The Aug. 18,-°56,- -perform- —a' ‘musical. comedy. that: ‘violated. Carlos,””: followed ©by:. ““Carmen,”:.~.
many.
ofthe
canons.
of
song-and“Faust,” “Falstaff”: and “a Trova.~
‘on Sunday, Mareh 18,"56. thus farj‘ing in -the’ British | musical show, ance.’ ‘adjourned: following “The.
tain in-Spain”: number when. ‘Tom’ dance: ‘carouses, Since. it is free of tore. ”
is in excess of $360,000. ‘(He gets “The Boy Friend.” at the Royale.
irmuendo
and
‘vulgarity,
:
‘has
not
so| Phough Rex ‘Harrison. was. their Helmore, ‘standby’ ‘for the vacation-.|9c a disk.as royalty’. . |
Jatnes. “MeCracken. * tenor,“Tes.ee
“ALIFL” albums by. the. Spanish, ;unanimous choice ‘for.Henry Hig-. ing’ -Rex:. Harrison,. was muted. ‘by ‘much as: a4 kiss:or caress, and has" turns “0: the’ Met: for’: a- series of.
Dutch,
‘German,
Swedish
and bgins. he was reluctant. to face-a pit .‘laryngitis. - ‘Twelve: - : performances. enraptured. people at .all levels. °
‘roles: with ‘a’spring” debut:
| .So a.toast’:to “My. Fair Lady. mn leading
Danish
companies
and
instru-| full of reeds,. strings. and brasses. { were: ‘blotted: out in the June :2-11
as “Otello.” but: debuting. in’ the
-mental and vocal 45s and 78s of-its.; While he. mulled ‘their ‘bid, pro- 1960. interval, when. the: actors: ink ‘To ..its. taste, ‘its-intelligence, ‘ifs: role’ in. ‘September -in. San :Fransongs by tenors, bands and prima
{ducer and ‘authors ‘made. sketchy: all’ New ‘York. theatres walked cout beauty and ‘its bounce:
-cisco, followed: ‘by. “Ty Trovatore”
donnas have.added ‘to the aStro-;rady ances to. Noel Ceward and Cyril. in “protest. a,gainst. their slavery. |
| and| Pagliacci,” “- McCracken:
nomical platter income. Through *Ritchard and’ probed the poteritials Malfeasance: on the. ‘part of.:Con|“Scheduled ‘Bway. Preems 7 from: Indiana. His ‘early: musical
France and Italy -have yet .to nelof .Jolin Gielgud. . Michael. Red- } Edison,: -blacking. out. muech- of the |
‘Ltraining’ - -involved study’ “of - the
Stop . the: World, Shubert .(10-3-62).
‘the Lerner-Loewe mint, their na-: grave,. George ‘Sanders and’ Trevor West ‘Side: erased. the Juné“13;. 61; |"Come. on. Strong, Morosco-;(10-4-62).., -/ clarinet. ‘Another .U:S. ‘singer’ from:
_
Virginia.
Woolf,
Rose
(0-13-62)
‘Two: .performances
tionals have - ‘been ‘entranced | by }| Howard.. Shortly after the musical |:‘performance.
Europe ‘is :Sandra.-Warfield-’ (Mrs. -.
Seidman and Son, Belasco <10-15-62). v
translated. recordings of. “On the..'started: its: long sellout career at . were’ lost: when”. “MEL”: moved. |.- $fep-on
identified: with Deli-:a. ‘Crack,
(
; McCracken)
Street Where You Live: * “F Could : the. Hellinger, Alan’ Berner -con-. ‘from: ‘the ‘Hellinger. ‘to. ‘the ‘Broad- |. - MereP President, St. Barrymore
(ol 62) ‘Llah”. which -She’ ‘has.-sung:-in. “alk..2
James ‘(10-20-62).”,
Fun.
Coupte,
Lyceum
(10-22-62).
:
hurst.
on. ‘Feb. 26... "62; since ‘two| _ Night" Life,
‘Have Danced. AIL Night”. ‘and * “Get |fesssed: - “Our best. ‘piecée* of. luck}.
major: opera housés of. Europe ‘and:
(10-23-62).
Me to the Church on Time.
~ |7 was.that we. couldn’ t set:the people ‘days: ‘are ‘necessary: to :install: ': Perfect Setup,Atkinson
Cort .(10-24-62).
~
. ‘|Fecently: ‘she .won notice for her.

_ Andre Mertens _

oo

Early in ‘52 Alan Jay Lerner and} we’. tried: to get.”

aa “MFL’s”: ‘multiple. revolving’ stages. |. ‘Matter of. Position, Booth (0-25- 621."
portrayal of Fides in. Meyerbeér's. ‘.
’ Beyond: Fringe, Golden (10--27-62). oF
| Another three: performances wére | - Tchin-Tehin"The. Prophet”. with:. her. Husband. .
‘Plymouth (10-29- 62),
2:
Fork ood on the screen version of I. Broadway knowitalls: were skep- missed avhen.. the. show .moved to.
‘Calculated. Risk, Ambass. (10-31-62).° [in --thie.- leading. ‘male . role. ‘Nowhere .to Go. Winter Gard:: (11-40- 62) will.
theit
“Brigadoon,”
“were
.ap-.} tical. of the prospects: of a. musical the Broadway on April. 16, ‘because’
be: heard. -in. the’ ‘Azueena. te
Carte, Center :(11-13-62):.
proached by Gabriel Pascal. Hun} based on.a Shaw. ‘play. “No: produc- |."“Bravo Giovanni*- had.a ‘prior.-con-|}: O’Oyly
Little: Me, Lunt-Fontanne (11-1762)... ~-| role.-'with the. Philadeiphia--Lyrie:| :~
‘Lord.
Pengo,
Royale
(11-19-62).
_
farian
adventurer
who-- had |‘tion of “Py gmalion” ‘had ever, run’ tract for -the Broadhurst. “MEL”. |
"| Opera *in. October. ‘The. husbaridNever Too. Late, Playhouse. 2-62).
screened
~“Pygmalion™
and five | ‘ay long’ as. 200. ‘performances. ‘on was’ ousted ‘from’ the.. Heltinger by |. Harold,
Longacre (11-29-62)
wn wife ‘team: have: had leading roles.
olttec. Shaw. plays, hellbent on. a either” “side of the’ Atlantic, they |a “court. ‘order’ -on ‘the ‘insistence.
Counting House, Biltmore (12.
13.62);nee .| for‘several séasons*-at the Zurich
Oliver,
Imperial
.
(12-27-62):
.
music
yers‘on of “Pygmalion.” ; pointed ut. ALE Shaw's “plays Were, Max’ and: Stanley: Stahl. ‘the ‘thea: |
:. | Opera’ in Switzerland:: Miss~ ‘War_ Scheol’ Scandal, Majestic (-24- 63),
Already he had palavered with* loaded. “With hig
ghlevel cohversa- | tre’Ss.owners, who argued.hatt Pro- -*Tevarich, Broadway GT).
‘field comes: ‘from Kansag City.Ae

Prederick

Loewe,

working” in,-

~The Dubious Ones” _

-.7
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‘ing:is.‘conventional. and:‘uninspired. \
‘Of the ‘performances; which: -vary:
from sound ‘to terrible, Robin Hun- |.
| ter, : ‘Beatrice . Varleh,, Ann. Castle,”

~ ShowsAbroad
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LegitBits

Marsh “and-.-Gillian -Lind|: ‘Roger. Page, who ©‘appeared. in! tion of “Brecht on Brecht,” ‘sucVoskovee,
who
‘emerge™ wwith™ ‘miost- “eredit.- John the. Broadway. :production: of, ‘Car- {eeeding George
vised, radided. ‘and periornied. in
waleneree, as" the judge and’ Jack Watto in. which. ‘his wife,.Susan withdrew for a-costarring role in
Don’ t: Tell Hielena.:
‘Watson, plays ‘the. lead, has. ‘With- “Banderol, which folded last Satur” job: as a waitress ‘and:does ‘a cabar etyanuple of dozen. countries: (It “Had: | Melford as.the: doctor are ‘inclined drawn’ from. «the-musical’ to: do a day (22) in Philadelphia.
la:brief showing on Broadway. ‘under [to exaggerate. Michael Yates’s: set-.
stint as an Italian senorita.
ting is. bleakly’ austére.’ This: pro-1‘two-year -hitch: in’ the .army. He's ; Robert Alex Baron is. company
“Don't Tell Heletia’’: isn "t notice= ‘the title, “107 Little: ‘Indians: a)
“been: - succegeded ._by: “Wayne - tAI- Manager. for “‘Seidman.and Son.’
“ably“Aussie and ‘could ‘well trans- - Meyer’ 'S. “éonfidence in thé -inde-. 2 digal-: whodunit. could turn”‘out “to:| britton, a
.
Rich.
Hal Linden is back in the ‘offJate... anywhere. ‘It’s. ‘tuneful and strictibility of Miss Christie’s poser’, be a, sleeper. oS
.. Norman’ Maibaum- is - general. Broadway production, of “Anything
consistently. amusing,.. ‘with: -high | ‘plays’ is: likely to. be. justified. Al- |:
[manager
|
and
“Edward.
Julien
proGoes.”
spirits,.and the action: seems natu- though the. dialog now.sounds .old- |>.
| duction. stage. manager for’ “The
‘hat and the .charaeters tend. to “be
‘Tal.‘and. logical.
Kathryn. ‘Hays has _ succeeded
{Fun
‘Couple.
a
|displays
‘With ‘only, a four-night’ stint the: 1cardbeard, Miss’ Christie.
} Carrie ‘Nye in. the Broadway pro‘London,
‘Sept.
25.
her.
familiar
knack
of
teasing.
and
an
. John Passaretti:-is. pinchhitting |duction of “Mary, Mary.”
cast isn’t the strongest, and_a: ‘fully:
-orchestrated score-and more pow-+ holding -an “audience.
7 “Sai “Away,” the Noel:-Coward;as conductor of “I Can. Get It for | Marijane ‘Maricle is appearing in.
‘erful treatment.could: have lifted. it. “Those: wha’ don’t -know the, iden-:'“musical at: -the’. Savoy:: reached. its. | You Wholesale” Awhile. Lehman. En- the bus-and-truck
edition
of
-.
to greater. lights, . The major: asset ‘tity of. the’ villain - ‘will.-be ‘kept: : 100th -performance Sept: ~15 ‘and gél is in Europe.
{Sound of Music” in the role origijs Judi Hooke as. the ‘femnie -lead. . guessing: ‘almost’ throughout, © ‘The: producer Harold Fielding has ‘made! ‘Mare “Hertsens, Ww ho recently. nated on Broadway
by Marien
‘The whole show centres ‘around: others can sitback and-admire the |ta. $140; 000 ‘ticket’ deal” “with -. the. ‘completed a’ season’ as. choreog:: Marlowe.
- Which the. noted: brokers..
‘her: She takes command:, with’,a_ ‘adroit way
Trapher ‘with the. St. ‘Louis’ MuinicRichard: ‘Morse has joined the
- “vivacious-.personality... ‘that |‘earriés: novelist-plav' W“right spreads |.cher! “Deirdre. ‘Benier ©has. “suceeded. ipal’ Opera .Co.,” . has. sueceeded.
cast. of “the off-Breadway produe:’ “the show! again and again. ‘Twice 4 clues and ‘red- herrings.
' Petra Davies in: “The- Mousetrap”. Juki Arkin. in “Milk. and ‘Honey; ” tion of “Plays for Bleecker Street.”
she “scores. “with” _Standout. -comie |- . The production and ‘acting gen- because-the--latter-is. expecting a.
“Digging. “for Apples, ” a revue |. James. Earl Jones has rejoined.
““‘nunibers.. “Born: -to. Be. a: Queen” érally: doesn’t mateli ‘the: ‘authoress' ;-baby- in the. spring... Miss’ Benner.| by James, E, Butler’ and Robert
the cast of. the off-Broadway proand. “Neapolitan “Anna.”
skill, however. Despite the. pres=: ‘is the. ‘10th: “Mousetrap”. leading. Bowers,.-opens - tomorow: “night.
cuction of ‘The Blacks.”
~The vauthors ‘are. in. their’ early -ence of some wellknown: actors, the«‘lady. since: ‘the’ whodunit ‘opened in -(Thurs,).” at: the 60-seat: -WashingThe. -Negro Actors Guild has
“908. This * ‘Is: their. ‘second ‘musical, whole affair ‘has a tather: dejected.| 1952: :
‘ton: Square’ Theatre; N. Ye ‘under launched. a drive to raise funds for
‘and .shows great Promise: for:‘theix | stock ‘company’ air: about. it. The. f.
Laurence: ‘Olivier will play’ an.‘ the. production. auspices of Hend- ‘the assistance of needy performers.
“Stan..
_ future ‘offerings..
“Story |to recap. -briefly, concerns. a! insurance ‘agent ‘in. -his next ‘stage ;rickson-Thomas -‘Productions.:
{and “has alsa begun preparations
<1 group Of strangers...who -arrive asj
' performance, . the Oscar’. Lewen- | Walter. Klavun:: has ° sticceeded for the publication next December
10.‘Liute ‘Niggers . | héuse. guests on-a. remote island: off:“stein, L.O.P. Ltd: & Donald. Albery | Paul Reed in “How to Succeed. in. ‘of its 25th agnual yeai book.
‘London, ‘Sept. -11:. : .[-the-coast of Devon. There’s nobody *
Michael
Ellis,. “who tried out.
{produetion of David- ‘Turner! s- com ; Business. Without Really’ Trying:”
else ‘present. no™ ‘telephone “and.no'
Bh A.“Meyer ‘revival (on ‘behalf. of Asso“Ann Hodges: subbed as. featured. Robert Noah’s -“‘The Advocate” at
.”
etached
“Semi-D
jedy,
main‘the
té
ciated-Rediffusion Theatrical Productions
‘back
wav of .getting
. Lid.) of: a ‘drama. ‘in-‘three acts*~-,(five" -Marce]- Marceau has: ‘been’ Booked -second lead ‘in “No Strings” ‘during his Bucks County . Playhouse, ‘New
‘scenes),- -by Agatha. ‘Chfistie. *Staged’ by. \Jand. until the supply boat: arrives. .\for a return. visit. to the West End the. recent unannounced . vacation. Hope, Pa., this. summer,
intends
“Wallace. Douglas; ‘decor,.-Michael Yates:
the oddly. assorted houseguests are.’
‘of Polly Rowles.
| prodicing : the. play on Broadway
_2Features Jolin” Rufland,. Denzil’ Ellis. Gil |‘puzzled when ‘their -host.does not ‘next _ year.
Leesa ‘Troy, : standby. for Fanet. jin partnership with William HamHumter; ;
a Jian |Lind,. Ann. Castle, -Robin
‘and “ unnerved. “when. a l-.-Herb-Gardner, .author:“of “aa Pavek. in:“Camelot,’” entered Man- 'merstein. A Dec. 20 opening ‘at an
‘Shaun’--Howard, Garry: Marsh, Roger Max-. ‘arrive,
nest
Homie
arty
oad
ah
aASRS
SERRE
NO
Ke.
ph
‘Beatrice
Varley,:
John
Robinson,
:
‘well,phonograph, ‘record: ‘4s: suddenly. | Thousand. Clowzuis,’*: ig. in --London -hattan General ‘Hospital . Sept. 16 {undesignated theatre is plannedGarry.

= ‘Continued from page’ ‘62.
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Jack Melford, Opened: Sept, 10, -°62,- at.the:
nlaved. accusing: each:“of them -of.: for “huddles.*.on° the. prospective .|| for. treatment: for. virus. pnuemonia. {for- the ‘presentation, in whieh
a
St. Martin’s Theatre, London; $2.95 ‘top.
-Rogers .. Soe
Sete tenes ‘John: Rutland
having committed ‘a separate mur=| West: End _.presentation:
-Judith Hastings As. standing by ‘In, i James Daly. and Alfred Drake will
- -Narracot .:....% TES
5 weet.oe ao Denzil -Ellis
| “Noddy In:Toyland”. will- replace,her. place;
jYrepeat this strawhat assignments
_Mrs.. Rogers. . 222. ces ece see Gillian Lind: + der. It. auiekly’ transpires, that the
Cr
., “Peter. Pan’”-at the:Seala this year.|.— “Never. Too Late” is .‘the new 7as. respective ‘Star and director.
‘Vera: Claythorne .. sees eee ves _ Ann: “Castle. :charge: is ‘true.

~ Philip’ ‘Lombard -

the - guests - ‘are ;The. James ‘Barrié, fantasy is going ‘title for “Cradle and. All,” -opening| Luba: Lisa -has: returned to the
oft - ‘mysteriously ‘and it’s’ae ice:
Nov. 27 at the.‘Play house, N.Y:
‘east: of. “I-Can Get It for. You
* Roger: ‘Maxwell. .S00n obvious. that the. ‘killer: is ‘one
| “Chips. with’. -Everything,”why “the |". Mel. Kopp, whom producer .Mar- Wholesale” after a summer tour in
- Beatrice” Narley .
“. Emily .Brent. 2. ¢
-v
Sir: Lawrence. “Wararave. ‘John: Robinson‘ ‘of .‘them—the nofipous- judge. the Arnold’ “Wesker’ ‘play -that: went: tin Tahse shifted.a.few months.ago. “Bye Bye Birdie.” She was spelled
Jack. Melford, blimpish-.old, general. the girl. sec- over to the :Vaudeville with a seat ‘from his Chicago office to his. New |in .“‘Wholesale”’.by Diane Bell.
Dr. -“Armstrong «
‘retary,: the prissy.: old maid;. the broker’s.. guarantee* of “$42,000,. has: York headquarters, -will. remain: in
’ Jackie -‘Warner. has joined the’
A ‘matter ‘of .about 10 yards from hearty gent. who .admits. he isa: ;had the “guarantee. boosted ‘py. the: ‘Manhattan as’ public. ‘relations di- cast of the’ ‘off-Broadway revival of
“where” Agatha: - Christie's ** .“The’| private éye.::the .edgy nérve. ‘spe-! same ‘amount: ‘before ‘the’ original rector ‘for the production. firm.
’ “Anything Goes” as replacement
Mousetrap” ‘is: still, doing: business? cialist,.the butler or. his’ wife, the.;. offer expired.
Thornton Wilder’s “‘The Skin. of | for ‘Mickey Deems, who withdrew
after nearly 10- years,:B: A.“Meyer ‘fatuous young man-about town. the |
‘A.new showbiz: magazine, ‘Scene,-| Our Teeth” is-to be: converted into: from the production for a featured
has Jaunched:a revival of a Christie. ‘admitted. .ex-Army*adventurer.’ or-|
a. musical... by: ‘book-lyri¢’ writers role in “Little Me:”
{Betty Comden and: Adolph Green | ‘Betty Jane Watson and Art Lund
-- gldie;. “10 Little’ Niggers.’ ” “Tt. “was| even -:the ©mariner‘ - who-‘brought |.was. launched" Sept. “14,
_ ‘originally staged, in London at ‘St. them ‘to: the. island. -|and composer Leonard Bernstein. will costar in “Annie Get Your
‘Choreographer-director
Jerome. Gun” -at the Meadowbrook Dinner
_James’s -Theatre in: 1943; and:-was'|: ‘Miss Christie ‘Keeps ‘the- atmos- |:
“Repertory. Group Opens
. apparently -on. its: way = for a‘ long: phere of. mutual suspicion. brewing | “The Young. Repertory. :Theatre. Robbins will also be. associated. Theatre; Cedar: Grove, N. J.,. for
‘yun, having registered. 260: ‘pérform-. -nicely;.and -one of the -vleasantries: Group’ opened its season last Satur-: ‘with, the’ project ‘for. which a pro- five weeks. beginning Oct. 2, “The
ances, when a bomb on. the ‘theatre. -of the. evening is to decide in which day: night’ (22) at.the: Carnegie Re- ‘ducer. has ‘not. yet -been designated. | Song. of Norway,” with ‘Patricia
_, ‘eaused it to fold: Since then: it’s ‘Lorder the. 10 ‘will. get their’ eome- |
cital Hail; N-Y., with. Troy. P: Ben-.| ‘Theodore’ Bikel. lias joined - the Morison -starred, will follow from
“You Exit .Alone.” cast of. the’ off-Broadway .produc- ‘Nov. 8-25.
Played. the. sticks, ‘been filmed, tele- uppances, Wallace” ‘Douglas's. stag-! net's: one-acter, .
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The- ‘above:picture shows the:‘coinplete:staf? of Storrowton ‘Moste.
A
Fair,. with. the ‘exception. ‘of twa
very important: people: Peter.Russell, Theatre: Manger, and George. Deber, Press
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“Wednesday, September 26,1962
-- { theatre: ‘at above,address. Da:not| Jlokioioo okie
dn
tole iiicioio oii ‘Hic
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Available’

C

parts

|.*«
recrereterreengercerc vec ccrcuTe tear iaeret a
lfor-actors and actress ‘experienced. piercer

Followng are “available parts ‘in -upconitig Broadway, -off-Broad- in: improvisational: .theatre:’ Mail {*. ~ Jolin Cairney, young Scot -actor ‘who’. played: the: lead;in -'the.
way, and ‘touring shows, as welt as ballet, films, industrial. and téle- : photos -and..réSumes: to. director, | new . Robert McLellan play, “Young. ‘Auchinléck,”. at> the* ‘Inter-

vision’

shows

has been~ obtained: directly. by. the: George Morrison‘ e/ 0.Producer. Do.) _ _ national: Edinburgh. :Festival,.. hasbeen ‘asked ’-to send. a’ copy “of.
by telephone’ calls, cand ‘has .been: fe- not phone. or. visit.
me
: ‘the. ‘Script to. the. N.Y: ‘City ‘Center of: Drariia &: ‘Music. Americans -.
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).278
“Sitting Ducks” “(Me): ‘Prodticer, 1 who. saw: the’ play’ at.the Gateway’ -Theatre,.Edinburgh;.:'wrote nee.
The available roles will be. repeated weekly. until.filled, and: ade: Lance Barklié. (127-Lexington Ave., } about it. to Homer ' Poupart,. -of the Center, who. expressed. ‘Interest |: tions to the list till be made only when information is. secured. from N.-Y:; MU 5-463 B:- “AV ailable parts 7 in:.a possible: New York.. production: McLellan ‘asked: two -Ameri-=: :'-”responsible partis. -The intention is. to sérvice performers with leads for: “three:: _actors ‘and. three. ‘ac--.
“cans ‘on opening ‘night ‘if they: had trouble: in understanding. ‘the

Variety

Atl ‘information

Casting Department

provided .by.-the-‘managements |of the. shows: involved. .rather than.‘to

Tun a icild goose marathon.

play,: ‘in: ‘which the. Scot ‘ dialect:-is.- - liberally -:‘used. He. was: told,

tresses, age. 25- 35, “must -sing-act-.

“This’ information . is published without dance;.have :‘good: timing, « good |. “Oh; no, it’ is” easier than. the: ‘English: ‘they speak. in: London.’ tent,

‘charge.
- {sense “of -comedy’ -and. broad -farce...
The ‘heaviest. expenditure. on “a legit’ production: by -any. nofi= -Parenilierical desiggnatons are as follows: ma fox) Coniedy, (By Drama: Mail photos and resunie: to. prodte |. professional group has -beén. registered ‘by. the: -Bloomington. Civic ...
(MCi Mitsical Comedy,. (MUR) “Musical. Drama, CR). Revue, .(Rep). er. at:above. address.’ do: not, plione.. + “Theatre.
in “suburban. ‘Minneapolis. :. -The -little theatre outfit ..
Repertory, ‘DRY Dramatic Reading,’ (DB) ‘Double:Bill. :
2
“South of Heaven’. (MD). ‘Pro: | spent °$10: 000 - to. ‘Stage its recent. ‘offering.. “West Side: Story. oe
messes
hae _
|ducer. Lance. Barklie (127: -Lexing- |" “Because. -of«its boxoffice . Suctéss .with° musical -comedies, . ‘the.
ton Ave:, N. Yi: MU 5-4631):- All}. i Bloomington. has -been concentrating on:- ‘them in recent ‘Seasons... .

Tear SalOct:‘15.for opening’ on:“the '

| road: ‘the: ‘first’ ‘week in November. | Negro ‘cast. ‘Available-. ‘parts: lead:}:

|
BRO. ADWAY
+
“Fanny ‘Brice Story” (MC). Producer,. David . Merrick
(246. We.

44th, St, Ni ¥Y.; LO 3-7520). Avail-4
able parts: m:n, ‘about

30, must

Previous. ‘to: “West "Side*‘Story,’a it. “has: invested. UD to” ‘$8,009:

each .on tuner.’ ‘prodictions. °
a
ing -lady, “40's: Ethel .‘Waters® ‘type,
“Oliver” 0MC).. Producer’ “Davia. strong. legit. -voice; “Jeading: “Man, -..¢ The. Saranac. Lake. Sumimer™ Theatre, Ine.- has. been, dissolved:
Merrick : (246" Ww. 44th “St, N.Y.; early 20's, “young. ‘Belafonte -or. _ ‘according: to A. Certificate filed . with.’ ‘the. -New York: Secretary of...
EO- 3-75203. Seeking. ‘futare - pos. |B
Poitier’ type: femme, comedy .Jead,’|: " State, in’“Albany, ‘by: Irwin: E. ‘Schlussel arr. attorney of: ‘New. ‘York, sible: replacéments: - boys, ° 7-10," 30’s; . Butterfly. “McQueen. type: inmust sing, 54°" tall or shatter.. ‘Mail: Benue; ‘sOprano,. ‘pretty: Mail. _phophotos .and resumes or call. Casting |tos’ and. resumes: to: ‘producer’ at
Department. at above ‘address: and| above address: - Do. not: ‘phone. -

nymber:

Aussie Little Theatres. | (37TH NY. CITYOPERA
Finish ‘Strong:Season} ‘SEASON INTRODUCES 13
;

3

when “‘Burlesaue
"Was King”
“Sound. of Music”. MD». Produc: (MC). Producers; : Jerry” «Gross: & | '
“Sydney; Sept. 25... “It’s the 37th: season. for the: New
Garfield type. must sing; femme,
Weinroth- (Jerry ”“Gross | ‘the Aussie ‘Littie ‘Theatre will ‘York: City Opera: come. “Thurs.” Oct.
datice, attractive and: sad, pert; érs,. ‘Richard: Rodgers.” &-: Osear Stephen

sing, ‘han: some, affable: man, Joba |*i

femme, Thelnia Ritter type, wise, :Hammerstein 2d. (488-" Madison | Productions, 620 W.171st-St:, N. ¥. -come out.of the current, winter:sea- 4-and ‘the revival. .of ‘Charpentier’ $8,
N. 'Y.}; casting, director. < ' 1€ ||32,.N..Y¥. WA- 8-9580)... Available son’ with hefty.boxoffice -‘receipts’ ‘Lopisé..::'The fall’ ‘season;under...
_sympathetie but not--sentimental;.
Blum, Auditions for possible future. i parts: for: attractive, strippers. and ;and-cash-in-the-bank for the spring-.
“man, authoritative showman, gen-. ‘replacements
for©girls; .7-16,-and|
“Julius. ‘Rude will offer: 39 per-tleman. .Mail photos .and. resumes’ toys, 11-14 all with“trained voices.:specialty’ ‘dancers, -. 18-30." . Mail-| summer span. ‘The continued: suc‘to
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ducer.

Department,
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PrO-

Mail. photos” and! photos: atid «‘resumes. ‘fo. above. ad-. cess. ‘of: -the movement: has: amazed. “formances:. ‘in- “repertory ‘through

characters.

regular legitimate. -opérators . here;: ‘A Naw,

_{ Wess.or. phone for. appointment:

| tesumes ‘to. above address.
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_|who-fer a Jong: time. looked. upon: .. ‘Conipany: gS ‘debuts.’ by” 43
|
| the. Littles as. the: “Cinderella” of American’. ‘singers - of.Ww hich:, three
Producer, Ed-| _
‘local. show biz.
- “New: York area ; mézz0-": 7
(234 W. 44th St. N. ¥.;.LO 3-75200: ward Padula’ (Padula. Productions: = Compass ‘Iniprovisational, “Thea-} 7 “One: of the “most ‘sudéessful‘}are
sopranos.
‘Marlena - Kleinman, A
Auditions. temorrow (Thurs): -male’ 1501. ‘Broadway, NOY, Suite 2405; ‘tre: ‘Producer, : William ° ‘Court
minny - houses - is. the: Ensemble; ;| Joanna. Sirnon. Jand. Joann Grille:
|
‘Cohen...
‘(235
°
LE:
“39th
St:,
man,
parts:
N.Y.)
Available
and. femme dancers at 10° a.m...//OX 5-8170).
North Sydney, a-former :boat-shed; Other. ‘first-timing” sopranos: “Alpha:"’
male singers at 2:30 p.m.. and|middle age. comedian, “European ‘Equity’ ‘company to. play ‘in. Boston ‘operated
-by. ‘Hayes. Gordon, **an Brawner, : Sarah- Endrich, Botnie..~
early
.fall..
Seeking’
male‘and
femfemme singers: at 4. p.m—all at.| accent; Sings; -.man, middle “age,”
Heller; Mary - Jennings, “Madeline a

a 4‘Can Get It For’ You Whole“Student Gypsy.
sale” =IC}, Producer, "Manny. Davis. -derkranz” . (MC):

or Prince‘of Lie-|. °

OUT! ‘OF ‘TOW N.

- who ‘came: ‘here: several
the. Shubert Théatre (225 W.. 44th |vagabond, baritone; femme, exotic,. ‘ me with or without improvisational. ‘American
ago. to star in musicals ‘and_| Stevenson, ‘Linda. Newman..
am
St. N.Y, Shaw. goes-into. ré- |.saucy,. -young and. pretty. soubrette, ai experience... Mail -photos:.and res-|years
decided to.remain and: swing into.|:: "Males ..to. make with the: ‘pipes

—

—————

|singer-actréss; .femme,.. atiractive

|

uimes to.David Shépherd. c/6 above

| soprana; man; early 20s, tall; ‘hand- address. Do ‘not phone or. visit..

ii

I some; legit’ baritone, typical’ op-|- *

oye

BALTIMORE.

“solo. ‘management.
2) “Billy: Liar,” with- a ‘SIX ‘month

[run

‘worthy: and.

David’: Smith,

fark. oe

x tones;. and ‘Thomas. Paul, “bass.

quite. -in. ‘the: cards,

f eretta: heto; man,-early. 20s, ‘dancer, aoeRelay Players. Director; Gavin |:
‘HL young’ villain; femine, middle:age, iFletcher’: (21 ° Holly “Rd.: - Séverna. | The Phillip Theatre, :operated: on:
‘F) legit contralto,: tyrant; heavy build:. Park, Md.:-area code. 301 647- 2088). a: cooper ative ‘setup: under the. man- | }| man, ‘singer-actor, -shy and: ‘Yetiring |‘Parts. ‘avpilable ‘for ° male: -and.|agement: of William Orr;. Has’ been |}.|
| officer; ‘man; middle age, ‘Ettropean |-fenime -<actors: for|this: repertory: operating. ‘sucessfully: for -10. years.
-with -local revues.‘ and- homebrew
| decent, regal, ‘sings:- femme, .early.-|"Available for Short Winter: Season ‘company. which ° will open: shortly
20s, ‘pantomimist;- - smiles: at. every= Ewith ‘productins of: “Hamlet”. and- talent. “It ‘spreads: its: wings. next. |
“Under Personal Direction: of
{mionth
with
the
British
revue,.
““Be|}
thing, mute;:" nine femmes, . en-. some one-acters- by- Eugene. Tonesyond
-the
Fringe,”
”.
and
«may
follow.
| semble, young. ‘attractive, dancing | ¢ . Mail Photos” ‘and. resumes. c/Q
. RICHARD NORTH
later. -with: an:, American: show _or

"PROF ESSIONAL
"THEATER STAFF. -

artery

_r
a

:

:

‘secondary:: - nine

“men,

ensenible, | above.address:

1 T T 1 tall, handsome, legit voices; danc-.;:

=
=

tWO.,
“MILWAUKEE, WISC.
ing -secondary..
Mail photos: andl.
One of the most. unique Little bie
: J |-resumes to Robert Fagan c/o. pro-.: :” Foote Pfister: ‘Producer | ‘Joyce. géetters.:is the. Music. Hall, Neutral
‘as INSIGNA in
| ducer at. above address.” Audiiuons*; Henry: (c/o. hotel, «Milwaukee. 2, Bay, a :couple .of: ‘miles from: ‘the
“MR. ROBERTS”
‘Set after recéiving applications. Do; Wisconsin). ‘Series of ‘tab musicals city,. operated by ‘a Melbourne. syne.
at not‘Phone or ‘visit.
| opening. in early fall for a. 52-week dicate, and currently . chalking: ‘up.
Starring EARLE HYMAN
"season. Parts. available. for three 11 months “with “East ‘Lynne’ in
iJ men: and three femme s, singer-per-. burlesque form.” ~ :;
103rd ST. and RIVERSIDE DR.
— “Elizabeth The Queen” (D). Pro- ” formers, With legit: ‘and«non-legit:
“The Independent, North: Sydney;
New York
ducer, - ‘Equity - Library «:Theatre. TV oices,. - dance - abilit VV. “preferred: run: by -Miss Doris. Fritton;. former
Mail
.
photos:
‘and.
resumes.
toe
proprofessional” actress” of Jong-stand-:|f
1226: W. 47th St., N.Y. Pt, T- ITEO):
infg, is. regarded ‘as the key. of. the
7 {All parts. : “available -except | Eliza-. ducer: c/o" ‘hotel, me
Contact: ww 6-6300, New York.
7 Aussie’ minors. --Current: “show: --is!;
-ff-beth I. Some. non-Equity’ ‘actors

ELT'S MASTER THEATRE

2

SEPT.. 28 - OCT. °7

‘OFF-BROADWAY.

|

S eemmemnend

=} will be: uséd.as bits and walk-ons.:
-

+ Monday:

(1)..and “Fuesday - 2H,

ai

“One: Way: ‘Pendulum,” ‘with: “‘The

| Script available“at Samuel French. |:
“H.(25 .W. 45th “St. NS Yo, Auditions |].
11}

Tempest” next:-This- shousé- mainly"
features . amateur. talent -and pulls

P-

solidly. week |in- ‘and week out:::

GAGE.

“44 “Successful: Sumnier. Seasons -‘ot.

-ALLENBERRY. PLAYHOUSE:
Write’:

PEOPLE AND: A ODUCTIONS’
:221 East: ‘50th St... New York: City:
éSutien, Witiams—Pk 2-6436
|e

“ATTRACTIVE 7
OFF.B’WAY. THEATRE Al
AVAILABLE |

| a.m.-4° p.m., Wednesday (3), 6-1L 4]:
.The. Pocket Plavhouse at. Syden. | 190 seats with pertect sight lines Tp.m,.-—all .at.‘ELT. rehearsal sttidio | “Camera. Three” Telueationar : ham, an- industtial’ ‘suburb, is doing.
Z «-most comfortable seats Off-B’ way i}
dramatic
séries):
“Producer,
.
“CBS.
| -tMaster Tnstitute, 103d St. & RiverSRO biz with “Tlie Wizard of. Oz” -|[ +: + ‘large working areas © ~
_

WANTED

NCER }
FRENCH SINGER DAREV
UE
_.TO. STAR IN A -NEW

qj side Dr., Ne Yo. Al Equity .mem- {524-W. “STth: St. N.Y; JU- 6-6000): : by -Adele: Thane, ‘and the show will Sue 2 2008 aye Pesos at--corner:Fl bers: must’ bring membership cards. casting -‘director, Paula’ Hindlin
rim: ‘through: to’ “néxt” October-via. |]:12 always available: Street parking”
‘TOP SALARY
-Accepting photos ‘and resumes of special: matiriees, with Giraudoux’s.YOUNG, GoopD FIGURE, SEXY,
|" “Hazel - Flagg”: tMC). Producer, general male and female. dramatie “Amphitryon- 38". in. nights. . The- ASTOR PL.: ‘PLAYHOUSE
FIERY, ABLE TO: WEAR:
. 434 Lafayette St. ‘New York.
+ Peter Cereghetti ‘ie/o, ‘Wellington talent, of 0.above address. No.
0. duphi- + Pocket:is.also operated’ on.a coop| oie
ia
‘SCANTY ‘COSTUMES ©
TT Hotel, 871 - Seventh. Ave., We OY | cates.
-erative. basis and: draw’ *‘pleny= of Call.MURIEL MORSE. AL 44060.
yCL
7-3900).*
‘Available
parts:
femme;
Mail Photos. and Resumes’ to.
NBC. “TV: (30° Rockéfélier’ Plaza. Lbayees- from-the plush suburbs.
| early - or mid-40s, widow,. vattracBILL SWANSON.
- Down -by“the Sydney waterfront.
1 tive, “Madison. ‘Avenue type: lead. Ne“Ye-cr T-8300). ‘Casting. director
‘LAS PALMAS THEATRE.
Riek -‘Kelley. -is * accepting: :pliotos two “disearded’ warehouses: .have-|f
fing: man, .early” 30s,- political -ex-1642 LAS PALMAS and.-restimes of: male: and. femme | ‘been turned “into- minny ‘houses
pert, mag writer: ‘leading. lady, early
-dramatic ™ performers for “several |with..marked.:success—the. Gene-}[ "
HOLLYWOOD. 28, Cal.
| 20s, energetic, too ‘much. vitality;
IN THE VILLAGE.
shows:: Mail ‘information’ to --him,:| sian,. currently. ‘playing. “Waters. of:
| man,. ‘about. 60, ‘smalltown
doctor;
fo
aboe
address.
.
the
Moon,”
and:
the.
‘Workers’
Thea.
‘Blectrieally
Equipped: -—_ 80 Seats "3
‘No
»
duplicates.
——
_—
—
ne
nr
eer
oa5——
omnes
as
:7—‘.~
| | fentme, “exotic; man, heavy. dancer:|.
|
’ ‘Private: Entrance. an d Exit”
| tre, with Arthur. Miller: s An Ene- es
,
/j.man,- middleaged. ‘Ted Lewis-Al-|'.
imy, : of the .
People.”
‘Call, (New York) GR 32-9619
-All. parts’ (#7 >
IL] Smith... type, talkative.
Present: * plans:call’ for’ a big |
j | must: sing and dance. Mai: photos | :
| ; upbeat in the. field: ‘this summer. |
|and.
resumes
to.
-producer.
'
Dorathi Bock Pi erre
“os
ae
.'“q .

THEATRE FOR RENT]

NEED A WEST COAST
“REPRESENTATIVE?

|

mo
including. :
|pointment ‘will be madé after re--} j=
\ the sending:of complete eompanies, |].‘céiving- _Tesumes. “Do, not. phone |
|} or visit.
| “ATE: ‘The Way: Home” (D).. ‘Pro-. sinto rural. ‘areas for shows- under- |}.
i -

N Cantacts — Promotion. —. Publicity —|
‘}f
Contracts — Special Services — Book-

ings. —-

Transportation

Productions

+

Concert

Legitiinate

Attractions.

Es

Telephone. 789-5972 * Area Code 213
» 4136

}

MAMMOTH.

‘AVENUE

-

d
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“Hh

:SHERMAN ‘OAKS, . CALIFORNIA:
P.O. Box 12%, Beverly Hills, Calif..

Lance.

Kile

“.

- Ki er’
Barklie

imc)
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; ducer;- z Talent:

“STRONG COMEDY.
AVAILABLE

{127 ‘Lexington. Ave.

£3-10301.

‘ent. men,

proficient. ‘in’ dialeets..jaa
2

| ; Phone.

|154 W. 46th Street, New York:36: N.Y: |
ee

a er er

Designer John.‘Truscott’ =i

femmie;- a “Serving wench; *;:brown hair; femme, five foot-four
: cockney: actress to: play” six ‘differ="} and ‘one* half, brown.” -hair, slim:
‘ent fenimes, must” be- proficient in: Mail photos and resumes and ‘exact
dialects; ‘court fool;: dancer-actor;- -meastirements to’.Alan. Shayne: c/o
‘;tenor; actor. to play -several™ ‘differ. :Producers;
os
no

National

. Repertory.”

Theatre |

|.

“REWAR Dp
BOR

Ge:

jLeeaurieuL. BLONDES*®
‘ REVLON. will ‘are for. your hair: free.

Seeking. stand-ins. for Rob-'|:

WN. Y.; MU 5-4631).. Available patis= 7:
tert Preston &. Jean, Simmons: -Mman,.
| corpulent, lusty, “actor-singer, ‘move. imust be.-six:foot: one, 180 pounds, |.°:

swith: serious..fimely Christmas ‘theme.
Mail photos. and -resumes to .pro-: t
1 Set, .8 Characters.
| |.ducer. at above: address." Do not ll:

Write Box: 3362, “VARIETY,.

Associates - .Para- | -the- stars...

Pro ucer, |mount (444 Madison ‘Ave., N.Y.; ‘PL.

—'|| well;

_

4

Current. hit. is’‘|-are: John Craig, tenor; David Clat- |

In. exchange

for. Six

days: a “year of |

‘your: time. -

To Migrate: to. England }..

For:‘information: éall Mits:Martin
;
JU é-1355°
;

“Melbourne; “Sept. 25... |

+.
|: THe” “Ste Martin's. Theatre: here: —

as

will ‘establish a-;testimonial: furd-i[

for: -its “set designer,
“John ‘Truscott..

mari

26-year-old | CONSULTATION AND:GUIDANCE. yi
“For.‘aspiring ‘young artists in..all

He-has’ been: with |:

= 1the theatre for. six years, designing

|]

» Phases: of entertainment..

‘for ‘a: different’ ‘production ~ each ||
4‘month, is considered by: many ‘the |] ‘THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES, :‘INC.
|-leading. Aussie. designer in*- his|. 200 W.Sth $St;Newt York: Cl 6-7820.

homeland. Early ?-next year.he
}1. ;
: +Foundation. (322 E. 50th: St,N.Y.;
|=
——a( PI, 2- 9640). Producers,. “Mictiael| Riverside -Chamber. Singers. Die goes. to .England. to “fellow .thé

a
PROFESSIONAL GARDS:'HONORED | fe
& 1 ances -Ann. Hersey, -di-- rector, _ Alan Baker -(321: “W: 22d St:; tracks of fellow-.countrymen: LouTheatrical, and TV Make. Up. oe All- fi réctor, Jack. Sydow. ‘Auditions in NZ. ¥.y (CH .-3-0869).’ “Al-AGMA. ‘don Sainthill and ‘Kenneth Rowell. | Director of: coniniuaity. theater: now: fe:
|
-bass<|."
low
‘casting for. "Bye Bye. Birdie."
‘The St.. Martin’s’ w hich recently
& Domestic Perfumes. oistinctive. |early September: for. a¢tors’ with|‘sextet. auditioning for. a
after-‘being :| - Teens who.sing and dance send «
‘|p ; training .in-“¢lassic ‘theatte, ‘speech |who's © an. excellent -sight- ‘Treader adopted this. name
Fountain Service. FREE DELIVERY
‘OPEN SUNDAYS: jand movement: No .one.. need |-ap- and has’ good solo quality.’ Must. known: as the Little’ Theatre -for’
“photos ‘aad resumes for
‘The. Drug Store of ‘the Stars“.
|] nly. whose: work. is“ ‘known:-to. the be. willing |to tour. for ‘up :to. ‘four |. some- 30 odd years): is also to. pre--|
woe
MRS BAKER,
“
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS.
‘producers and. director.’ Tours un-. weeks ata ‘time. For. audition: ap- “gent: a Sunday proféssional :night, A:| 2677 ‘Colby Court, “Coney Island, .N._Y.
1181 6th Ave., Cor. 46 Sf.; NEW: YORK’ der the auspices of ANTA: ‘Mail
pointment. - tall: -*Da vid © -Dadds, wwhen: proceeds: ‘will go to ‘Truseott::
Telephone |PLara F-90822,
Nen-Equity Production—Some: “Pay
‘photos and: Tesumes to ‘Dewell, ‘¢/a -NE 9-6718; Or: TR 3-7736..
A: suecessor hasn’ t- been selected.’

I:
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~ PublishingStocks

Beter ‘Schwed ‘Moves. Up. —_ - secluded: in his fiome ‘and ‘writing |
Peter. Schwed, who. moved up} for. editors in’ New -York..
“jn. Simon. & Schuster from. sub-|: - New: York. City.itself has a “tax |
. (As of Sept: 25, losing)":
sidiary rights, senior editor, v.p. on: gross: Yeceipts “over. $10, 600 an-* Allyn: & Bacon. (OC); ...24° =e
‘nually
~
-which
has,
in.
.some
|
in-.
‘and executive. editer,. has just been
iis,
-elécted. executive. viceprésident: of. stances, . -beén’. enforééd™ against: American: ‘Book’ (A8)2 46 but.- it’s: rather simpler to:

American. Heritage’ (OC) Mh 2

: _—

++. WS;
‘ By.Frank Scully+

ne
“Simon-’ & Schuster. Henry. :W.|
Pinton. Hills, Cal:
‘Simon: succeeds’ him. .as..exee ed;|.“hide out’ in: Manhattan than. in ‘Book -of Month (NY):+ Ree 14)
“Robert, Gottlieb, who was assistant:| ‘the California burg where there. is. ‘Conde Nast. ANY.) |ss 934— Te) Phig: is“the‘fist: dispatch ever. filed. from’ ‘this town .and it may. be.
.to"-the late.Jack Goodman,. editor- no. ‘rnanufacturing, aas: a ‘matter ‘of Cowles. Magy NY.) "486 — %: the: ‘last. It. has changed its name four times in“15: years and on. the
Mriters,

‘highway. |‘the::signs: still read Desert . ‘Springs, .which -is two towns
in-chief . of S&S, has” also’. ‘been ‘policy. In such non-industrial areas.
elected |a‘ veepee” and: ‘managing: the tax: burden naturally tends: to ‘Crowell... Collier (NY). 23123 36] behind the’ Post office .billing..
“editor: and |‘Anthony . M. :Schulte, }‘be high: and. the’ collectors ,“corre: . ‘Curtis: Pub. (NY). eee174— * Val. In fact,. on entering ‘the: sign’. reports :*“Desert: ‘Springs, Pop.. 200”.

who. started’. -in- ‘Sales ‘and: became Spondin ely.eager.:
2/284 | ey land. ‘on. Jeaving it reports “Pop. 125.” ‘So. by: merely. passing through on.
po
‘Ginn: & ‘Co.. NY).
_. sales. manager, is. -aniother.new vee-|" .
‘their. “way. to‘ Las Vegas -tourists ‘siphon: ‘off nearly. half: our population..
-|
Grolier
:.COC)-...-::
_
.
8042
. bee: ‘and director’: of “promotion.
But .we’re ‘still fighting for. Fecognition. As Doughty wrote in “Desert
Bait’ Musical ‘Courier cee .| Grosset: &: Dunlap (90).2% =
-These:’ avpoirtments: are -being|: “News out. of: Evanston. Hlinois:
‘AYabia, a “Never. have. :so’ few. fougtit so: long for. ‘so. little.”
.
announced: ‘bv.'M: ‘Lincoln. ‘Schuster, | that the ‘venerable’ Musical “Cour-. Harcourt Brace’ N.Y.). 26° “oy ah
“One of.the ‘disadvantages: of owning. a: ‘horseless’ ranch here. is that.
pred -and-. editor-in-chief -of S&S, jer (82 years-old). was’ ‘being - dis- ‘Hayden’. Pub. (OC) :.
_ ed x* | the
-barn’ gives you too much ‘space to- store boxes, of manuscripts..
and. -Leon. ‘Shimkin;: board’. “Chait- continued: by its. latterday’‘ owner, Hearst (OC), weesSpdes“25.
. After. years someone: may.” ask, “Did you ever: do: ‘anything ‘with.
Ian. of. the: “firm: -Latter ‘twa. ‘chief ‘Summy-Birchard,. did ‘not, take the
‘Holt, -R&W. ONY)...
‘2414358 ‘all that unpublished. stuff -on ‘Jack ‘London ‘that 1 sent you?”
_. executive officers. : altérnate ©‘their N.Y.- ‘Jonghair’ trade by:. surprise.
titles as prez. and. chairman” ‘of.-the | Whole.’ idea: of ‘trying. to: publish’a- L.A. Times: ‘Mirror: (00) Qt. 208: ‘: To ‘answer, “Yes, I. stored it in:the barn” doesn’t ‘seem’ very. kind, :
beard - each year. oa
:‘though it ‘may be |quite true. To lie like an -agent- and say. “Yes,
ricdical. dealing. -with,-the Macfadden :‘Bartell: AS) Wa
I'm- working on. ‘it; could “only {ool childrén.v Simor, ‘who’ ‘isined ‘S&S in- rag |ManhattanhA9e peri ‘based
5.
: «concert
world '
“The forthright. thing to do is to. go.into that. barn, - dig ut:the material
as. a--Senior: editor. is.‘a- brother: ‘from ‘a suburb_ ‘of. Chicago: had: been
MeGraw-Hill WN:¥).. RIVA As | |atid “at- least read it before saying, “Great, but..not for meé.”
of: the: late: Richard L.- Sinion, orig- thoroughly. discounted:
~.It “was.
‘Meredith:
Pub.
(OC)...
23!
FF
inal. founder. ‘of: S&S.
So. ‘hunted, .The: first thing I-found of possible value, was. a ‘check
‘considered ‘sad;. ‘but typical- Of: a.
fon:9: . ths ‘that Was: six years: old.. But’ the: company, -meaning VaRteTy,' was still:
> Shimkin' was- ‘Tong *called -.‘the |certain - ‘amateurishneéss, -that: the ‘Natl Per.. Pub. (00).
1°:: in: biz. ‘and: there: ‘Was..a: chance the merchant who runs the general
“silent -“s°)) in, S&S hut with Dick actual - demise. “was: preceded by: a New. Yorker (OG): 27:“er i oy
1g: store would ‘not look at the date-and. that: VARIETY: might not either.
Simon’s: passing. he is ‘literally. the: naive’, “roundrobin.
.. mitneograrh Pocket Books. OO)...wee 6416
coowner: ‘with, Schuster 4
in
i the:firm: handout: ‘soliciting: “a: “new:“Pub.
The next thing I. found.-were notes: letters. and ‘manuscripts. dealing

| McGall. (NLY.Y..

1619-146

Prentice: ‘Hall. (AS),....3000
7+
oT tTwith: the life and drinks of Jack ‘London: Then -that: night I. caught,
Ran’m:
House
:
(NY).
“yo
2144
a tv-.oldie: dealing with his life as’ dreamed -up by. Ernest: Pascal and
‘Summy-Bir chard “itself:is: a. -Sue-.

mel lisher.”" ,-

EB Into: Book Fiela
“Bnieyelovaedia. Britannica Press: “eessful publishing --house: “A scion Scott Foresman. (OC). 1934—. 34 Isaac’Don Levine; directed by AI Santell, produced by. Sammy :Bron
new division of EB ‘Inc.. is‘ kicking
|-¢of: the:‘owning family, David: ‘Seng-- 2: WwW.’ ‘Sams (00).wlgeced29 #1 '|-ston and. starring Michael. O'Shea as Jack: ‘London, Wasn’t the picture

| released as. “Martin. Eden?” Anyway, in this Telease it.is called “Jack
_off-its- entry into. general’ ‘book pub- |. stack;: some. time ago. also’ bought: Time ‘Inc.-(OC):.
a 8 2:
London.”
-Jishing. -by.- ‘announcing a: - $10. 000 ‘out. National °-Concerts. & Artists. “Western - Pub. o-eer 254 a8 “ate
“Between: ‘the’notes. ‘and.‘the: pictures’ was’ a wider spare than ‘all
annual": ‘award ‘for. the- best *-orig- “Management, ‘once. “on: a: par with
_| the oceans London ever. traversed: ‘The picture opened with'a shot. of-a°
renee »
jal. riovi=fietion manuscript .of _ gen-. ‘Columbia’ Concerts; - and once the [ World. Pub.‘
._| Liberty: ‘ship: named the. Jack London, _which. showed that though he
eral :adult. -interest - which. .makes. “headquarters’..of -the-“Sor --Hurok:

the .most significant’ contribution staff ..until -Hur ok broke away: and. | “6c_-Over- the Counter.

_NY=N: YY. Stock - Exchange.

- ‘I had” been .dead: ‘since’ 1916 he ‘still: had. some pull by 1944, Then

“

“it. gave some. footage to: his’. ‘short ‘career:.as an'-oyster ‘pirate ‘around
San .Francisco bay,. -had- him sail for seal: to Japanese waters, try:
tropolitan. Opera basso. who ‘bought |.
a - {Supplied by Bache’ & Co.d “] the. ‘Yukon, prospecting around the. time that. Sid. Graumann, Tex
Rickard, Rex Beach and others. were up there- during. the gold rush
NCAC from’ Marks Levine and: was }"
its. president - for ./some. -yéars:- tiseful’ illustrations, :fnaking: ‘it,_ ‘and -‘write between ‘brawls. The ‘picture. also. showed. a scene at ‘the
Nichy: is ‘probably: the. only: ‘concert. always,. ‘the.Ahandiest handbook’ of VU. of. California -where “the ‘prof was’ ridiculing London’s realistic.
‘prose. As I remémber: ‘the: real ‘story London :had. quit school in the
impresario” who. ever. .went: backlegit,” ae
Rode:
2} sixth, ‘grade. but years: ater. went back and. crowded four high school,
on:
r theoperatic stage:
Beth. Brown’$s.‘Peissues.
‘|-years into one year, passed his college entrance exams and stayed only
CHATTER”
“Belmont ~Feissuing. Beth
term -at.:California.. Why should he ‘stay. longer?) The Atlantic
Polycolér ‘Syndicate- ‘Inc. author: ‘ohe
Rr own's .“For ‘Men Only”. and: “The
” Shadés Of Harry K. “Thaw.
:
P-ofession’ ~ of “Marie - Simone”.
-.“The’ Murder of Stanford. ‘White”. ‘ized to conduct a-business in script,. “had already published ..a. piece: of -his” called:: “An Odyssey of the
‘toriginal. title.“Moen: ‘and Wife’) as by ‘Gerald “Langford: ‘‘Bobbs-Mer-. éditotial ‘materials, ete; “With of-. -North”. andthe Atlantic. in‘ those days ‘was: charder to get into than
500. paperbacks. When-:first:writ- mil; -$5) “will. ‘interest . -Show" biz fice, “e/o'. Central *Feature: :News .the ‘Union,--Léague : club..
ten: in, the. early: 1930s they -avere readers because the crime involved. Inc., 595 Madison: ‘Ave., N.Y. St 7 ‘By. now...London ‘is dead ‘46 years, ‘He’ died sien. che was only .40.
-He bégan: life. out -of wedlock, as. the phrase’ goes, his father being
ahead. OF their time ‘and now. seem attentions: paid ‘by White to-Ev elyn: ‘SON. Thacher* & .Bartlett:
more
‘attiined’ with the:“current ‘Nesbit-. (“Floradora: Girl’) ‘married Broadw ay,’ were: filing attorneys ‘at’ ‘William: -H: Chaney, an Irish. astrologer, which ‘is’ ‘about as lew as
“| an. ‘Irishman. .‘Can’ go... A: ‘few: months after. Jack. was born in San
€ron -“of frank’. romance: | ;
:
to Harry: _K.: ‘Thaw. ” Thaw’. shot. Albany.
‘Nuclear: ' Energy’ Writers. “Aséni:, Francisco way back’ in 1876. his: mother: married. a guy named John
-2-At.the thme,-also,- Miss’ “Brown White in 1906 on. the roof. of: ‘the
London; - which: wasn’t’ much. of an improvement ’over. Chaney, except
Was: -more identified. with: ‘Holly- ‘old -Madison © “Square Garden,
‘a. Ine. chartered as-a ‘non-profit mem:awood ard. ‘Broadway: ‘aswell. as‘ less, building White had designed. Arch: ‘bership. corporation, with, offices. in. that.it was a. nicer name. |
| ‘Jack’ sold. papers, ‘setup: pins jn a- ‘bowling alley’ and ‘practiced ‘to
lurid “novelse. ‘She. “was -a. familiar
‘itect .also: designed the. .Century, “New. York. :
ee
ae
oS,
“ee
—
a
_—
. ——
around the :-VARTETY- homeoffice ‘in. Club; thé ‘Washington
Square Arch, | San: Diego: ‘Evening: Tribune: syn- “become: ‘a. juve ‘delink. on ‘the side..He became ‘a road. kid and only
ington‘interior
ea
New-York as 2 friend of the found- ard. . Febuilt. ‘the
of” the dicated colimnist’ “Neil _Mergan’s |-after hé. did‘ 30 days in a: jail near- Niagara. Falls did- he decide that
er-nubligher. and’ frequently coun-- Plavers: ‘Club, among. other, Getham “uproming - -Random House.. book, | the: honeymoon was: over. He.saw that ‘he had- ‘better get an ‘education:
|The: Westward. -Tilt,” to be pub-. _and: beeome a writer | because these: were. bums,. che had observed,
spelled vith. the: ‘Staffers. For.‘Men: reredits.. . oy
“alveéady has. ‘who traveled a ‘lot ‘and tarely Janded :in’ jail.
Only” ‘ic d<icated’ to Epes :Win-|- In reflecting,the:celebiated 1
Thaw ‘lished: Mareh:: 1: next; ’
had chapters’. sold to Esquire; Sate. “By-. ‘1905 the: ‘London.. in England: and. the. other ‘one. in ” Ontario:
_throp $3" ‘eat: “(“Chicot”), long-|
| werre “hardly | better -known than Jack ‘London of. Frisco. and Meyer.
time Var-r vy,“nioneer. staffer, -who trating. “Miss: Nesbit’s life. ‘after the. curday. Review and Harper's...
: Réuters ‘dispatch: from~‘Nairobi. London. of New York: Beth’ “were sentimental socialists, feeding on.
was a ‘pees-qilar- confidant: of the: murder. author: ‘révitalizes ‘an: era
-author: Be's3nt will ‘also publish: of New ‘York. high: society. the.. has .duotes :the “Kenya: ‘government: ‘de-- Nietzsche, Marx, Darwin and, in Jack's case, Kipling, and, believe it
her‘ “Lenelv ‘Street’ ‘US 7 as: (al ‘already. - uminatéd : in -earliér -claring: ‘Rohert Ruark. a “prohibited: : “or not, Omar. Khayam!..
‘book. -@eveloied:. from” a syndi-] books::: “The . , Richard - - Hardin |‘immigrant®. . henceforth.- . No -of‘There was no money to be made out of ‘5ex. in those. days but plenty
_ cated. newspa ner ‘series:. Shelly Davis.“ “Years” -and.~" “Alias. °-O.: ficial reason why. but it is.deduced out’ of, ‘brutality and Jack: had great. success with “The Sea Wolf,”
“Abord, mred ‘of: “American Play Co.; -t Hénry.” While: adding little” new. that: ' his current. novel,. “Uhuru,” |“The. Call. of ‘the Wild,” “The Abysmal Brute’ *:and a Post’ serial,
‘ist.handling: a Alm negotiation |on iz“nformation:-. to ‘elébrated . case, is: the :basis;. ..author pulls” no which. Tran‘. ‘just. -before. our‘ entry. into: the First. World War. ealted:
the: Jatter. a
ytome’ presents the facts. .in more}+-punches ‘on the ‘Mau. Mau, et- al. . “John. “Barleycorn.” In those years .he “was © ‘the highest. paid. writer
Jack Podell: named editorial die’ ‘of:‘the Anglo-Saxoplione. race:.
treadable ‘style: than” - Previously,
“rector. . ‘of all : .Ma¢fadden-Bartell _ Though... the’. scuttlebutt had. ‘him stinko profundo most of .the
German’. Thesp. Galaxy.
* Rodo,
iavailable.
. | magazines ‘by. Gerald .:A..Bartell,: time, these nctes.do not bear out the’ legend at call. According: to them
“phig book, “German. Actors: ‘off. :
4 president and -board: ‘chairman: Po-- ‘he wrote for-.about three hours a“day in a huge roundhouse hand,_
“the Present” (Rembrandt; $7. 20), |:
“Nothing. ‘Scotch’ ‘Here!
“features 250: pictures of-the’ ‘most | The. Scottish National: “Diction-. dell came to’ M-B- from ‘FaWeett in -Tarely_ corrected the. typed: ‘scripts or proofs. and.drank a small snifter
1 1964. as” editor of Photoplay: and about. :every- 20 minutes. Charmian ~diluted: these ‘drinks - with ‘tall
prominent. German-language: «that’s.|
ary ‘is. in-‘serious. ‘finanicial- -danger;:
”-1o. Say, Austrian ‘and: Swiss: includ-. the-: ‘Burns: _Federation~’ Has ‘been. |-in: November, -°61, -he was. named beakers of non-intoxicating |liquids -and.in-one ‘of the letters she wrote.
edy acto7's: and °‘actresses.’ -It’ may. told; «and an. ‘appeal - is: being. “made |‘editor-in-chief: ‘of :both: Photoplay- “that “he ‘once: sailed: aboard his. yacht the: Snark ‘and didn't take a
“be “termed - a‘. ‘departure from .the for. ‘all’‘Burns: societies to. support. and © :TV-Radio.: Mirror’. magazines. “drink: for. 148--days:. She: further pointed out that a man could not.
|.and, last: March, ‘appointed editori- ‘write: Tegularly and turn out four: books a year and be- loaded: all
_¢liche.. inasmuch. - as. the picture “this uniaue’ ‘work. mo
yal ‘director of Macfadden’s® Wom-, ‘|.the.time,
don't show ‘the stars in the: -conven-.
-Compilatian
of. ‘the dictio*wiiy,.
a
tional: “keep. smiling” attitude -but’ ‘Started. in 1929. has. stopped at the. ‘en’s:. Group.~ ...
She seemed particularly fesentful ‘about: the. writings ‘of: a- “Mr. Ss.”
- Jim: Fuchs: is. becoming assistant
_ acting: ‘art ‘comes. first—in ‘their letter aS ‘because. -Of Jack of funds.
who could: have been George Sterling or Irving:Stone. I suspect Stone
to:
‘bossman
Joe
Culligan
at
Sateve-.
- Most. expressive roles... _
because he. wrofe: a: bio. called “Sailor °‘on Horseback.” But then: all °
A: sum ‘of $240,000 is needed to.
Fuchs is among. other ‘things.
. The text includes: several. articles complete : it. Burns enthusiasts ‘in’L: post.
the widows of .great ‘men. Stone wrote ‘about: thought he was. among
an
Olympic
.
shotputter
-and,.
while
by. ‘prominent :‘theatre. people, ‘the
‘the -gnats -ia:‘the Spats of literature. |
‘Aula Lang |Syne terrain. claim that,:
. NBC,. “Was . a. Special’. ‘program:
first’ by.. the- late Max™ Reinhardt:
: Among. ‘the. notes’: gathering -‘dust in® ‘that: ‘barn of Rancho Panicno:
from. a national and: patriotic. point
Jfexcerpt. from: a ‘lecture on the: pro- ‘of. viéw, “it! would ‘be..a-. Case -of: ’salesman: cand “friend of. ‘adie. jawas:. ‘one: that: approximated. a completed. manuscript by: Dr. Yoschi-.
When.
the:
‘ater:
ran
NBC.
Radio.
‘fessional actor: held -in 1928 ‘at:‘Cor shame. ard. disgrace’ to ‘abandon: the’,
~~ matsu ‘Nakata,. ‘a. dentist in ‘Honolulu.. He became a eabin boy. aboard - ‘luinbia - ‘University, NL ¥2:
“The labors. of ‘the.past 40 years:
= Loridon’s: ‘Snark - in ‘Hilo, Hawaii, when he was. 13. Barry Stevens put
book. :recommends . itself for. ‘all
. ‘the’. ‘dentist’s:’ ‘notes. together cand .‘they . make fascinating reading.
::who .love:- the -theatré; ‘published* by |’:
When. Nakata’ left Jack’s. employ, London gave hima. Corona portable.
Blam’ Ss: 1961.62 Encore.
(WBeriin’ s Rembrandt-Verlag. |: Mypewriter: ‘Which -that company.” had given the author: for whatever
“Daniel Blum’ Ss: “Theatre: World:
ems -plugs: they. could get out of it;-and borrowed from a-bank to advance.
“Tvor 18,” (Chilton; |. $6): covers -the. — ; Continued from page =
Thornbill Je? Ss.‘Post .
ve :1961 -62 legit. season, and continues. ‘reprise a” allege a. provocative’ acts. ‘Nakata’s. tuition fees.“ For. all ‘his big Toyalties;. London never seemed
Arthur’ H... Thornhill dr., exec. series of annuals: begun: by Blum’ in.
to have mueh: ready. cash:
L-by. sundry~‘groups to. foment: -in-'|.."veepee and. -g.m:...of- Little, Brown;:
“Funny. things: ‘was that racial:bias. helped Nakata. on. his. way. ‘to
: has. succeeded ‘his. father as -prési-. 1944: Assisting _ editors: are: -Jolin ternal dissension, but: Alberto .So-- becoming. a successful dentist. A: dentist in a-town-near San Francisco
‘Willig -and ‘Carl.-‘Raymund. :Tenie
dent of’ the - 25-year-old Boston .jis’ dedicated: to’.‘the: late: “Vietor kolowicz, '‘ representing -DOIA, Ar-. ‘found that he -was losing. his best: customers because’ too. many Negroes.
_Publishing. house. Latter, who was: Moore. ‘In addition: ‘to ‘recap of/sea- gentina’s: ‘Jargest. Jewish’. -orpaniza-- ‘and ° Japanese were coming in ‘his: ‘office. So he gave Nakata the:
tion, has: scored a- certain ‘elementboth - prez:..and ‘board.‘chairman:
opportunity of. siphoning: ‘Off ‘these, patients and thus. Nakata became:
son. .on' and. off! Broadway, :hook
since -1948, :retains the‘ latter title. ‘Also “Spotlights. three: -east ‘coast}:* within - the: Catholic: ‘church..as. a |"an. ‘Instantaneous :success...
‘dangerous
:fanatic.?
“Many
loeal
}
Little,: Brown has? been expang-. ‘Shakecnéare- Festivals, Equity. Lt
Some- of. the: things Charmian London. ébjected. to in Nakata’s notes.
Catholics also consider .this Jesuit |,
ing of Jate into the paperback, Jaw;,.
follow. -the norm. of ‘widows. of. great men..It jarred hér- that, Nakata,
“medical. and: ‘college’ textbook: pub- -brary:.Theatre. préductions,. ‘touring. priest. Rev. Julio “Meinvielle;” as |. referred. ‘to the. author as’ “London,” “You always called him ‘Mr.companies, ‘and ‘plays: that failed: fo)” ‘a misguided -“man,” but! the ‘be-.
lishing: ‘areas.
;
make- it to. the main. stem: .There -Spectacled. | priest |has: complete: London’,”” In Her. mind. the ‘poor little . cabin boy would. have. to remain
‘|ds'-a° list. :of: obits,-‘and’ the .usual. ‘Church. _ sanction.
Rev.
Mein- ; in that status for ‘life:.
“Cal: Town's ‘Tax’. .
.) selection Of: “biographies.”*% thumb-: ‘vielle’s:. 137-page- book. The: ‘Jew | ° - Another thing she “wanted taken. out: was: a: horsewhipping -affair
- ‘Authors : League. of. America is” nailing ~ - some: prominent: “stage ‘in .the. Mystery “ef History,” -is ‘in. “which happeried. ‘once.'in London's lifetime and. she didn’t like, Nakata:
‘jhvestigating. the “tax” on writers: ‘pson'e. and : the usual. compliment “its third: edition - since. 1959: and. is | to” take’ cone “isolated :‘instance. and make, that appear .as typical, -be-.
Imposed by: the strictly residential’ of ‘Bluih-knowns. *'
| virtually - ‘the: “textbook”: of: -the. ‘cause Jack- was: not cruel. -She thought there. -was too much reference’
- Community -of. Manhattan. ‘Beach, | Current: winners* 6£ the ‘editor's: Tacura.. ‘whose: militaristic’ : credo |:‘to ‘his drinking :‘too:
"Calif... It’ -seemed: at* first as ‘if: “promising ‘Per sénalities” Awords.
“ openly. ‘Nazi-style;- including |. ‘What killed London. was a:combination: ‘of pyorrhea, uremi¢ poison- “writers -had beén’ singled ‘out: ‘but’ include Jamés : :Earl.. Jones,:‘Dan. ‘salute, anti- Semitic. and nationalis- ing. and. overdoses: -of morphine ‘to ease-his pains. Maybe if Nakata had
it now: develops. ‘that, the tax ap- Calloway.” Keith’. ‘Baxter, -‘Janet'| tic pitch:
been a-‘dentist ‘when ‘he- and. Jack London first met. he could. have
pliés to’ otheé. self-employed 'per-. -Marcoljn |“John Stride: |Bavhara-| At “first. local -‘shaw. biz was “in-' “‘been- spared. most. ‘of.his. oral. agonies, But. that’ wasn't. the way the
“$ons, However, the: somewhat. busy-. “Morris.”” ~B: enda | “‘Vacearo. Sean: ‘dined: to: laugh :off: these. provoca-- Waves, splashed:...
~
hody «underlings who :are. ‘doing Garrison, “Péter Forida, .:Rohert: tions’ ‘and. disorders "as “Jimited” | : “Fhe.difficulty of qhaiketing. a book’ “with anything Japanese. in it
their. own ‘detective work draw. no Radford. ‘Karen’ Morrow: ‘and: Eliz-" and: “fanatic” “but: their. ‘ore: or in 1940, -Charmian pointed: out. in’ one: letter. to Nakata... were awfully
. distinction. between, Say, an. osteo-: :ahoth -Ashlev, - “Book «is: ‘¢rammoed: less: “open. ‘affronts ‘seem to. indicate: hard: ‘to overcome. “Jack’s Tast and. unfinished novel, “Which I finished
: Path - with: an: office, ‘and: ‘a°public. Avith, valuable-vital statisties- of: the: qusi-acquiescence. by. ‘local: ‘police ‘and which wWas- ‘published :ir. Cosmopolitan,’ no: one would. touch now
trade in’the --town, and a writer Season, and carries,“hundreds” of! and. ehurch- authorities.
. ‘for book: publication. The heroine As Japanese,”

to.the: advancement-of: knowledge.” ‘opened. his own ‘N-Y. offices. In: a].

~_ Mss. have ‘:to. be book length:
Stover: '25.000:- words’, “and authors.
will ,. pet ‘alk ‘royalties ‘and. income
from. Sale cof’: subsidiary. rights. in
addition Ao. ‘the’ award... “

dispute-with Luben Vichy, ‘the. Me-} .
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_Seteotn September 26,
2 1962,
_—
°Cente? to Jules:Wie,theimporter;
‘T.were credited:

‘Philharmonic Hall’sGlam Debut

’ Suffice that on: Sept: 23, 196211

Jehampagne

flowed. at Lineoln Cen- |

|
fer like water.
“Phitharmonic’s s Cafe.
i
Philharmonic
“Cafe.
‘faces:
they
| eon
rett-Carter, Jennie Tourel, Chafles bined under the. grand -‘plan of “,
*}owet foyer bar-in' an open’ ‘space,
Bressler, Donald “Bell, Ezio Fla-| ‘architect. Max‘Abramovitz,
, Continued ‘from page: 1:

A

"Broadway

‘she:winds-it-up-and-seté-the-alarm °

Lowe
fal
ey
EE

tT —triffie ‘torsotossing.. Invites: jurgs
gello, Lili Chookasian. |
Certainly’ first performance im-: separated only. .by velvet-ropes.: Tt]
the -auditorium. are -gives every evidence of? being:. al Tony Martin: follows. Harry: Bela- ‘from’ audience'-to -Twist:‘with her
Even the ‘avant: garde and, the! pressions” of:there
‘fonte into. The: Royal ‘Box. of. the: for. finale: Cugie’s windy stag. ‘stuffdead. spots?’ Are.

popular service when :normal op-music )logists eonceded..that the} good. Were
‘| clashed..with family-trade -patrons ~
This’ ‘erations -ensue. ‘Reservations’. -pre-'|.;‘Hotel. Americana -Oct. 29:
night's commissioned ‘work, “Con- |there any:. areas of. doubt?
‘only.
-The:,
‘none.
‘vailéd: Sunday. and ‘servi¢e’ Seemed , -The 'Neil. Schaffners° “the: Tast |‘and their children... Augie. &: Mar- ..
notations For Orchestra” by Aaron’ reviewer. -noted.
‘disciplined. The. bar™ itself - was.’ ‘of. ‘the: Tobys and. Cissies’’)-“due. in, go's. pashy. “man-and-woman” stuff...
“Copland, was “difficult music.” | technicat ‘mishmash of -the evening. about:
‘more. ‘exciting. than:: all .‘of: the
as. crowded
as. Sherry’s. oncrosstalk
CBS.
moment...of'.
a
was
audithe:
of
majority
the
for
But
ence, all over. 35, if: the ladies don’t ‘that filtered. into the’ ‘hall during | a big night, at the Met: Opera, ‘and: stage manager. Bob :Downing ‘Bolshoi: ‘troupe. to this. spectator.
“Marusia’s’ Peppermint-West tops 7
object to the sweep of the state- “Serenade to. Music.”
. which: is-‘to.-say, about ‘four deep. (“Camelot”) will- host a show bith.
‘all. local. ‘competition : .for. -excite-ment, it was totally evident. that
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| confirmed. bachelor, :-went :and ‘did (a: miniature Monroe) never “stops~
heard such outspoken comment :in ‘the : technicians, were. being’ dis: -a concession.

:. ‘it recently. ‘The bride isthe former.
And Escalators,: ‘Too.
the lobbies after such. dull ‘response |-creet. Some:valiants were reported: |*°
in? the auditorium.
-It-is strictly going -to- Carnegie. Hall 6n Monday |.
Access to. the hall.is by eseala- Mrs.: Margaret’ Dargan Southworth:
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seentingly added": that « whatever.the’ traffic ‘play which The Theatre. Hour, non-. Merle’ ‘Oberon, -Mrs..-Clark. Gable,
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(Missia Solemnis).and Mahler (8th)
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at. North _Bell- _B: Beau Bélinsky’ ‘and this-Variety
but. gives Coplard full text. Appar- sought advice in depth, with ‘at. Jara: outside: there was. little sense- “Equity . company
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‘Jing Fox: Films’ L. “A. exchange. in .
1927, “he” ‘worked:. out: .of same’. branch. “Until -his -Tetirement. in
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‘Vivian _M. :Playford.

16.

|James A. Riley, Schenectady, Scpt-

(12. She is. -the. mother of Carl
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.|"Madcaps” - ‘recently - appeared_ ‘on
His. wife and three,‘sonssurvive. \; Ed . Sullivian’s * -CBS-TV.
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_ Saki Presented i
in Style
Granada’s. “Friday. ‘night - ‘Series of. without: too:“much ‘awkward contrivance. *
‘adaptations from. ‘the’ short stories™ of... .Last ‘Friday’s. batch ‘offered a. very fair]
|Saki, which -reached its. fourth number” sélection’ of”: :Saki’s - particular: talents: |.
| last Friday, has aiready'éstablished ‘itself. ‘: Edwardian, sacial. comedy in-A Bread and
as.one of the most. delectable entertain—
| ments television ‘has to offer; -

* Butter: Miss. and’ The. Falking. ‘out of Tar-}-

rington, ironic drama‘ in, ‘The Hounds. off:

“It is partly. the continuing freshness and :Fate and fantastic comedy. in:Laura, the a

inventions, néatly’. . story of :the malicious young: woman who]: returns after death:to torment her pompous
adapted “by. a group~of wrifers including
5
‘last Friday Mr. Gerald. Savory, -Mr.. Hugh. -brother in. the shape of an otter.-: ©.
But; particularly. in. the sort of comedy o
| Leonard and “Mr. Edward Boyd; -and.[partly the excellence of the regular. group ‘that’ Saki ‘made his .own; ‘stylish playing iis} *.
absolutely ¢ssential, and here is the major}.
| of actors who appear, all.in some and:some
‘invall,; week by week. The format is very strength of-the series: ‘What more splendid].
simple and convenient: Within. the hour:. “society: gorgon can: one imagine.than Miss} ™
fcan_ be accommodated ‘four, five: or: even ‘Martita:-Hunt, ‘what: more perfect emboidi' Isix of:Saki’s stories, ‘including some ofthe:-“ment of: the’ feline; exquisite Saki youngtiny’ anecdotes*which- are: among ' his:: --man-about-town than. Mr. Mark Burns, or
“] fanniest. but. would. be ruined-by inflation: “the” ‘peppery Major. than. ‘Mr. -Richard]---‘| Moreover’ the device of having: each: story© “Vernon?. As for Mr. William Mervyn. as}:
| narrated: by one: of the characters, most’ “=the witty, cynical. Sir Hector, -Saki’s best]
often Sir Hector, allows the .author’s. best”. _ alter ego,-and Miss Fenella Fielding as-the]-...
asides’ to: be. preserved. quite ‘naturally and© ‘outrageously irresponsible, inconsequential
some ‘ofthe’ least consistently.. dramatic” Mary. Drakmanton, Saki- himself sould
. stories to be dramatized ‘as..far as:‘Possible . hardly have asked
a
for better.
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|e Saki.”* charactersif the. independent television sseries. “Back row; left. to: right:
‘the Major (Mr. ‘Richard: Vernon), Sir Hector (Mr. “William. Mervyn): ‘and Clovis.
|
: (Mr. Mark Burns)..Front: row: Veronique: Brimley-Boméfield (Miss Rosamund aa
Greenwood). ‘and. Mary ‘Drakmantop (Miss: Fenella Fielding).
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